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"Sign ofCross

Significantly

Reappears

By OTIS L. GUERNSEY Jr.

WHEN "The Sign of the Cross"
comes to the Victoria, it wi ll bt

one of the best pictures along Broad-
way . . . Paramount is reissuing the

film, not merely reviving it, and a
whole new prologue has been added
showing modern characters flying

over Rome in an Army bomber . . .

It is modern enough so that there

are no glaring technical imperfec-

tions to spoil enjoyment of it in

1944. At the same time, it is old

enough to antedate most of today's

coin of the Hollywood realm . . .

"The Sign of the Cross" has stood

the test of time ... It still measures
up to standard. Laughton's version

of the sadistic, orgiastic Nero is

boldly realistic . . . Fredric March
gives an excellent impression . . .

Claudette Colbert is a perfect se-

ductress . . .

But it is principally DeMille's
approach to the subject that gives

the film its tameless vitality. He has
blood in his eye as he looks at the

early days when tolerance for Chris-

tianity was won by sacrifice, and he
pulls very few emotional or visual

punches. There is no compromise
made with death in the great Coli-

seum scene in which gladiators en-

gage in a life-and-death struggle

with other men, or wild beasts. Such
a scene is a reminder that our modern
mplndramatipshavp Wnmpnamhy-
pamhy inHppH There is other "spec-

tacle" in the picture, too . . . thun-

for instance,

amous milk b?

FREDRIC MARCH
ELISSA LANDI

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
CHARLES LAUGHTON

And Cast of Thousands

From the Play by Wilson Bar, erf

extra Hit from Hit-making Paramount
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DIVERSE VIEWS ON TRADE SHOWNGS
An editorial in the December 11th issue of Film Bulletin asked and sought to answer the question:

Why Don't Exhibitors Attend Trade Showings? We cited (1) early morning screenings, (2) too many pre-

views in one day, and (3) lack of sufficient advertising of trade showing dates as the principal causes for

the small exhibitor attendance.

Our observations brought forth a number of letters from readers, three of which we believe you will

find of particular interest. They follow, without further comment by us.

Metro Seeks Increase
H. M. RICHEY

M-G-M Assistant to W . F. Rodgers

in Charge of Exhibitor Relations

Your editorial of December I Ith is so obviously a

sincere attempt to approach a trying problem that you

certainly should be complimented on it. By getting

clearance through one central source, most of the con-

flicts in trade showings have been avoided, and we have

recently decided not to trade show two pictures in one

afternoon. At least, that is the recommendation passed

along to our field forces.

However, your suggestion that no trade showings

be held in the morning is most interesting, and I expect

to query our field on it. If they are of the same opinion,

we will attempt to proceed along the schedule of one

picture only, in the afternoon.

We are still working on our plans to increase at-

tendance at trade showings because we are convinced

that exhibitors many times pass up pictures we put in

the lower brackets, and fail to give them the amount
of playing time they deserved, only because they do not

realize the value of the merchandise.

No one recognizes better than I that exhibitors are

working under a tremendous handicap; however, after

many years of demanding to "see 'em before I buy
'em", it might be possible and profitable for many more
theatre owners to attend trade shows religiously, and !

believe your fine editorial will be of industry service.

Blames Major Sales Policies
JOSEPH P. UVICK

Sec'y-Treas. Michigan Independent

Exhibitors Association

Your editorial, "Attendance at Trade Showings",
is very timely, and does bring to light some pertinent
observations. May we add what appears to us the
basic reasons why trade showings are regarded as a

waste of time.

When trade screening was agreed upon, the aim

was to grant relief from being compelled to take a

whole year's product, sight unseen, or nothing. That

such arbitrary demands could not bring general sub-

mission unless monopolistic control existed was implied

by the very remedy agreed upon. Then, as now, either

by amazing coincidence or design, the results were no

different than they would be if actual collusion on sales

policy were in fact proven or admitted.

To show that in the future they would not jam their

respective product, with all the trimmings, down our

throats, so to speak, they said, in effect: "We will show

"em before you buy 'em; only five at a time, and you

can skip any group you don't want." Plainly some se-

lectivity was thereby implied. What happened to our

supposed right of selection? We soon learned that they

well knew how to mix 'em in the right combinations.

We drank their cocktail with the smelly percentage

flavor right on top. If that gagged you. you found

yourself scrambling for products the same as before

trade showings. Do you know of an independent ex-

hibitor that got a group of flat rentals before he swal-

lowed the one or two loaded down with percentage and

"you date them where we designate" dictatorship?

Trade showing is an integral part of selectivity

because producers were not to condition the accept-

ance of one group upon another. Experience has shown

producers can and do exactly the same with blocks and

trade showings as they did with a whole year's product.

What was done in one transaction is now effectively ac-

complished piecemeal.

There's nothing wrong with trade showings, or re-

lying on our trade journals for rating pictures, if that

actually were the vehicle, the means of inducing us to

license product of the respective majors, but it has little

or nothing to do with actual bargaining or selection of

particular pictures. That is why enlightened exhibitor

leaders now demand that each picture stand alone on
its own feet, detached from any other. Why? Because
we have learned that unless you did buy a particular

group containing percentage demands and pictures you
don't want, you were unable to buy any group that was

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
(Continued front Preceding Page)

acceptable unless they rejuggled them so that you swal-

lowed what you objected to first.

We repeat: To increase trade showing attendance,

make sales policies consistent with the purpose of such

screening. Our local distributor managers, fine gentle-

men that they are, all wear straitjackets that appear to

be made by the same tailor in New York. Only the

color varies to distinguish one producer from another.

That is why present trade showings are useless.

* * *

Says Previews Are Needless
ROBERT LYNCH

Branch Manager M G-M, Philadelphia

In my 30 years in this industry I have learned that

local trade shows, generally speaking, amount to very

little. It is easy, however, to outline a very simple plan

whereby any exhibitor, who so desires, can see all the

pictures he buys in advance and can know how to ad-

vertise them.

Irrespective of what time you hold a trade show —
morning, noon or night, you will always have exhibitors

who cannot (or will not) attend. Exhibitors who really

want to see the picture and get the feel of the audience
should see it in a theatre. An exhibitor who runs his

pictures on a 28-day run can see them first-run in his

locality, which would give him plenty of time to adver-

tise before they are available to him. He can see them

any time from I 1:00 in the morning, until 10:00 in the

evening. That goes for the 28-day run accounts in any

of our key towns in this territory. In fact, it goes for

the whole United States.

The next bank of exhibitors, who run pictures 42 or

49 days after first run, only have to look at them in the

28-day run house in their own neighborhood. The same
thing follows right down to the last run exhibitors. By

doing it this way each exhibitor looks at the pictures he

actually buys and runs in his theatre.

In the majority of cases the exhibitor has the cour-

tesy of walking into the earlier run houses and seeing

the pictures free of charge. In my opinion, this plan is

so simple and practical that very few will take advan-
tage of it, but here is an opportunity for you boys in

the publishing business to give it a boost, if you so

desire.

I would say to the exhibitors who refuse to see pic-

tures before playing them — they do not have too much
to worry about, for the reason that in any of the trade
magazines today they can get a very fine and intelligent

resume of the production, including cast, running time
and the value of the picture at the box-office. Long
before the average picture hits the 28-, 35- or 75-day
run theatres, these banks of exhibitors know just about
what it will do at the box-office.

Here's hoping the suggestion is worthwhile.

8

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

The Christmas-New Year's period saw records smashed at

several of the Broadway first-runs and, with outstanding attrac-

tions everywhere in evidence, business continued big into the first

week of 1945. Again it was the Radio City Music Hall, playing
"National Velvet" and the theatre's annual holiday stage spec-

tacle, which got the biggest play from patrons who formed wait-
ing lines that completely encircled the block in the morning hours.

The picture's third week, including New Year's Day, set a new
high for the house by amassing a gross of more than $140,000

after the second stanza, including Christmas, had approached the

previous record set by "Top Hat" in 1935. The total number of

admissions for the first three weeks — the picture is now in its

fourth — tallied approximately 450,000 with 161,000 during the
holiday week ending January 6th. "Velvet" is expected to play
through January before being replaced by "A Song to Remember"
..."Here Come the Waves" at the Paramount set a new all-time

high for a Christmas-New Year's holiday attraction and became
the fifth picture in the 18-year history of the theatre to top $100,-

000 in its first week, the others being "China," "Star Spangled
Rhythm," "Going My Way" and "Lady in the Dark," the last
holding the first-week attendance record of 165,000 compared to

153,600 for "Waves."

The three other stage-screen houses also came close to setting
new records. "Winged Victory" and the Nicholas Brothers and
Jack Durant on the stage, came only a few thousand below the
record $140,000 set by "The Gang's All Here" for the same holiday
period in 1943. Picture is now in its third week and will continue
during January .. ."Music for Millions," and Tommy Dorsey and
His Orchestra in person, scored the second highest gross for any
M-G-M picture to ever play the Capitol and business is continuing
at hit proportions during its second week. "The Thin Man Goes
Home" will follow late in January ... "Hollywood Canteen" and
Lionel Hampton and His Orchestra on the stage, is still packing
them into the Strand during its third week and the program will
hold until "Objective, Burma" opens on January 26th...Even
Loew's State, with the second-run "Mrs. Parkington" and a vaude-
ville show, had a big holiday week and is still going strong with
"Together Again" also a second-run after the initial Music Hall
engagement.

"Can't Help Singing," which opened on December 25th, broke
all attendance and box office records at the Criterion with a total

of over 64,000 paid admissions for the week ending New Year's
Day and a new all-time high of $51,000 for the seven days ending
New Year's Eve... "The Sign of the Cross," after breaking four
house records at the Victoria, including the biggest opening day's
business, single day take, week-end gross and week's business of
any film ever shown there, was even bigger in it second week
which topped the first by about $5,000. A spectacular above-the-
theatre sign is attracting attention all along Broadway ... "House
of Frankenstein" embracing all the Rialto's favorite horror
characters, broke all existing records at this small house and is

holding for a fourth week and possibly longer... In its sixth week,
and ideal for the holiday trade, "Meet Me In St. Louis" went to a
new all-time high for the week between Christmas and New
Year's, the former record-holder being the previous M-G-M film,
"Kismet."

After a gala invitation premiere on December 28th, "Keys of
the Kingdom" opened to long lines on the following day and
business has continued strong for the entire first week ending
January 4th. The previous Rivoli occupant, "Frenchman's
Creek," showed a huge profit during its 14-week engagement here
...The long-run "To Have and Have Not" was stronger than ever
in its 12th-holiday week and the Bogart film will complete 14

weeks before being followed on January 17th by "Roughly Speak-
ing"... Of the two United Artists films playing side-by-side on
Broadway, "Tomorrow, the World" had a strong initial week at

the Globe, held up exceptionally well during its second week end-
ing January 4th. The picture will continue for at least two more
weeks... "3 Is a Family" had a mild first week at the Gotham
and picked up only slightly during the holidav period. "Mr. Em-
manuel," first of U. A.'s GFC British films, replaced the latter on
January 6th. . ."Experiment Perilous," which opened on December
29th at the Palace had a good initial week and will continue...
"Lake Placid Serenade" is also holding for a third week at the
Republic despite the fact that business was just fair during the
first two stanzas.

FILM BULLETIN



M-G-M ... 1 in Tenth Block (Total 7)

THIS MAN'S NAVY' GOOD WALLACE BEERY VEHICLE

Rates • • + as top dualler

M-G-M

100 minutes

Wallace Beery, Tom Drake, James Gleason,

Jan Clayton, Selena Roy>, Noah Beery, Sr.,

Henry O'Neill, Steve Brodie, George Chand-

ler, Donald Curtis, Arthur Walsh, Will Fow-

ler, Richard Crockett, Paul Cavanagh.

Directed by William A. Wellman.

A well-paced programmer, built around

the little-known lighter-than-air arm of the

Navy, "This Man's Navy" gives Wallace

Beery one of his better scripts. Again play-

ing what has come to be known as a "typi-

cal Beery role," the rubber-faced actor re-

ceives good productipn values and an

ingratiating supporting cast to make this

palatable not only to his fans but also to

general audiences. The story is amply di-

versified, serving up quantities of humor,

action, romance and occasional heart-tugs.

However, the plentitude of ingredients has

served to extend the film inordinately, mak-
ing it long for the average dual bill. Al-

though not essentially a war picture, the

film serves up some exciting battle scenes,

first as the blimp sinks a submarine and

later in a scrap with Jap planes. The bulk

of the film, however, concentrates on Beery's

attachment to young Tom Drake, his verbal

tussles with James Gleason, and a pleasant

romance between Drake and a charming

newcomer, Jan Clayton. "This Man's Navy

"

should make a good top dualler, if coupled

with a short feature, in naborhood and ac-

tion houses. Where the Beery name means

someth :

n-T o-i the marquee, it is strong

enough to stand alone.

Wallace Beery, veteran chief aviation

pilot at the Lakehurst Blimp Station, is

prodded into proving one of his tall tales

when pal James Gleason calls hii bluff about

having a son. Beery parachutes onto the

farm of Tom Drake and his widowed
mother, Selena Royle, after falling from a

balloon. When he learns that Drake has a

crippled leg, he persuades a Navy doctor to

effect a cure, then has Drake placed at

Lakehurst as a trainee and the grateful boy

pretends that Beery is his father. On sub

patrol, Drake, now an officer, and Beery

sink a sub, but during the action, the young-

ster shows a cowardly fear, which Beery

covers up, and Drake is decorated for the

sinking. Ashamed, Drake leaves Lakehurst

to become a transport pilot and meets up

with Beery again in India, where Drake

takes on the job of flying a British am-

bassador through Jap air lanes to Chung-

king. When Drake's plane is shot down by

Japs, Beery takes his blimp to the rescue

and fights off Jap planes to complete

Drake's mission and reunite them.

Wallace Beery has a made-tc-order role

which he carries off with good results. The

character is a thoroughly sympathetic one

and the braggadocio he displays only en-

hances his performance. Tom Drake is an

up-and-coming young actor who is destined

for bigger things and Jan Clavton is at-

tractive and charming as his girl. James

Gleason is perfectly cast as Beery's foil and

skeptic. William A. Wellman's direction

keeps things moving, using a nice change

of pace to maintain interest.

STINE

THE SUSPECT 1 EXCITING SURPRISE HIT!

Rates • • © where exploited

Universal

85 minutes

Charles Laughton, Ella Raines, Dean Har-
ens, Stanley Ridges, Rosalind Ivan, Henry
Daniell, Molly Lamont, Raytiond Severn,
Maude Eburne, Clifford Brooke, Eve Am-
ber, Vera Lewis.

Directed by Robert S'odmak.

Universal and the exhibitors who play

"The Suspect" should shout to the house-

tops the praises of this tense and absorbing

melodrama, brilliantly directed by Robert

Siodmak and vividly acted by Charles
Laughton and a well-nigh perfect cast. It

is one of the finest films of its type—superior
even to "Gaslight." Critical acclaim and
favorable word-of-mouth will boost grosses
in all locations, but the picture will need
heavy exploitation to do the business it

merits. The gaslight era, w'th its gloomy
backgrounds and ol "-fashioned costumes, is

again the ideal setting for a murder story
which holds terrific suspense despite the
fact that the audience is aware of th3 i "e
tity of the murderer and even feels kindlv
toward him. Although unhappv circum-
stances force him to kill. Laughton's middle-
aged London tobacconist is an intensely
likeable, gentle and sympath-tic sou' and
he gives a flawless characterization e'ecide"-
ly at variance with his many blustery por-
trayals. He almost escapes to a new-found

life of happiness and it is actually with a

sense of regret that the spectator sees him
voluntarily surrender himself to justice in

the finale. The romantic moments between
the middle-aged Laughton and Ella Raines,
a lonely young working girl, are discreetly

handled and the incidental comedy touches
never detract from the grinping quality of

the highly-dramatic tale. Photography and
musical score are both of high calibre.

Charles Laughton. gentlemanly manager
of a London tobacco shop in 1902, returns
home one even ; ng to find that his son. Dean
Harens, is leaving due to the eternal nag-
ging of his mother, Rosalind Ivan. Seizing
this opportunity, Laughton then moves into

Harens' room and, later, the lonely man
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strikes up an innocent friendship with Ella
Raines, a friendless girl seeking a position.

He finds her a job and sees her frequently
without telling her he is married. However,
his wife learns of the relationship and,
when he asks her for a divorce she refuses
and threatens to expose he and Miss Raines
and make them both lose their positions.
Driven insane by her goadin°r, Laughton
murders his wife and makes the death ap-
pear accidental. Stanley Ridges Scotland
Yard inspector, starts to in-esti?^te the case
but, when Laughton marries Miss Raines,
he is unable to make the latter testify
against her husband. Later, when Henr '

Daniell, drunken ne iorhbor of laughton's
threatens to blackmail him. he is forced to
murder him also. Laughton and his wife
are about to sail for Canada when RidT°s
tells him that Daniell's wife has been ar-
rested for the murder of her hu=hand. It
is then that Laughton's innate se~s° of A".
cenc-' asserts itself and he voluntarily gives
himself un to prevent an innocent *v0rn*'n
from suffering for the crime he committed.
With her portra-ai of the ' oune: hero'ne.

Ella Raines establishes herself as one of
the screen's most annealing s>nd *«'i»n*«"'
actresses Rosalind Ivan, as the shrewish
wife; Henry Daniell as the cr--ft- black-
mailer, and Stan'e" Ridges. a<* the inevit-
able Scotland Yard man. each contribute
an outstanding performance and Ri'-mon'I
Severn has a splendid bit as Laughton's
office-boy.

DENLEY

- )X OFFICE RATING: •Poor ••Average •••Good ••••Excellent
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'I'LL BE SEEING YOU' STRONG SOB DRAMA FOR WOMEN
Rates • • • on name value

United Artists (Selznick-Intemational)

85 minutes

Ginger Rogers, Joseph Cotten, Shirley Tem-

ple, Tom Tully, Spring Byington, Chill Wills,

Dare Harris, Kenny Bowers.

Directed by William Dieterle.

A timely and unusual problem drama,
dealing with the romance and rehabilitation

of two misfits, "I'll Be Seeing You" is seri-

ous fare which will exert powerful appeal
to women patrons. Produced with the
usual Selznick care and almost too much
attention to detail and containing three top-

flight names, this should do good business
generally. The film, which was adapted
from "Double Furlough," one of Charles
Martin's weekly radio plays, often reveals
its air-waves source by unreeling at a de-
liberate pace and being inclined to stress
the sob-story technique. The story contains
many strong emotional sequences and ten-
der, heart-warming touches, and one scene,
as a shell-shocked soldier endures a terrible
mental strain, is almost too realistic for
comfort. There is scarely a laugh in the

entire picture. Despite this, the main
theme, which brings together a sergeant
under treatment as a neuropsychiatric and
a girl on Christmas furlough from the prison
where she is serving a manslaughter sen-

tence, is always interest-holding and fre-

quently gripping. Even if this is the anti-

thesis of escapist fare, its name value and
popularity with the feminine trade should
insure good grosses in most locations. The
popular title song, which is briefly played
during a party sequence, provides another
selling angle.

On a train bound for the small town
where she will spend a Christmas furlough
from the prison where she is serving a
manslaughter sentence, Ginger Rogers
meets Joseph Cotten, a lonesome sergeant
on furlough from the Army hospital where
he is under treatment for a neuropsychiatric
disorder after combat in the South Pacific.

Having no particular friend to visit, Cot-
ten is glad to accept Miss Rogers' invitation

to dinner with her aunt and uncle (Spring
Byington and Tom Tully) and their young
daughter, Shirley Temple. This pleasant
small town family group is a steadying in-

fluence on Cotten and he and Miss Rogers

learn to love each other. Miss Rogers has
served only three years of a 6-year sentence

for the accidental death of her employer
when she was protecting her honor and she
fears that the disclosure of these facts

might alter Cotten's feeling toward her.

When Shirley inadvertently blurts out the
truth, Cotten is hurt and the prospect of

their future life together is threatened. Al-

though they part at the end of the double
furlough, Cotten is waiting for her when
she re-enters the prison to tell her he will

be anxiously waiting her final release.

Both Ginger Rogers, as the embittered
heroine grasping at a few moments of hap-
piness, and Joseph Cotten, as the shell-

shocked sergeant who lacks confidence in

the future, give outstanding performances
with the latter deserving the greater credit

for his brilliant handling of an extremely
difficult role. Shirley Temple, as a chatter-
ing young 'teen-ager, provides the film's

few-and-far-between lighter moments and
Spring Byington and Tom Tully are per-
fectly cast as a sympathetic small town
couple. These five carry the picture—the
rest are merely bits.

DENLEY .

HOUSE OF FRANKENSTEIN' WITH ALL THE MONSTERS ASSEMBLED
Rates • • • in action and ballyhoo spots; OK dualler elsewhere

— With all these fantastic creatures as
Universal
70 minutes

Boris Karloff, Lon Chaney, John Carradine,
J. Carrol Naish, Anne Gwynne, Peter Coe,
Lionel Atwill, George Zucco, Elena Verdugo,
Sig Rumann, William Edmunds, Charles
Miller, Philip Van Zandt, Julius Tannen,
George Lynn, Olaf Hytten, Frank Reicher,
Brandon Hurst, Michael Mark, Glenn
Strange, Hans Herbert.

Directed by Erie C. Kenton.

A horror fans' field day — employing a
closet full of Universal's monsters in a
makeshift story — "House of Frankenstein"
can't help but pile up huge grosses in spots
where this type of film is popu'ar. The mad
Dr. Boris Karloff and his hunch-backed as-
sistant (J. Carrol Naish) bring to life such
Universal stand-bys as Frankenstein's Mon-
ster and the Wolf Man in a wildly fantastic
script which even gives some footage to
Count Dracula's bat-like foravs. Only The
Mummy is absent but he's hardly missed!

prin-

cipals, a rational story probably would be

asking too much. Director Erie C. Kenton

and his cast of sure-fire menaces find them-
selves floored by the ridiculous plot. How-
ever, the sets are impressively shadowy and
the horrendous characters look as frighten-
ing as of yore, so horror film fans should
have themselves a screaming good time.

Too corny for the deluxers, but with its

marquee names and strong exploitation pos-
sibilities, it will click for big grosses in the
action and transient ballyhoo houses.
After being imprisoned for many years

because of his Frankenstein experiments,
Boris Karloff, a mad scientist, escapes with
his hunch-backed assistant, J. Carrol Naish.
Encountering George Zucco, who owns a
traveling exhibit of horrors which includes
Count Dracula's skeleton, Karloff kills him
and then brings the bat man back to life to

murder Sig Rumann, the man responsible
for his Ion? imprisonment. Dracula, who
tries to kidnap Anne Gwynne, Rumann's
daughter, again turns into a skeleton when

"STRANGE AFFAIR 1 FAST AND FUNNY MYSTERY-COMEDY
Rates • • as dualler generally

Columbia

78 minutes

Allyn Joslyn, Evelyn Keyes, Edgar Buchan-
an, Marguerite Chapman, Shemp Howard,
Nina Foch, Hugo Haas, Frank Jenks, Tonio
Selwart, John Wengraf, Erik Rolf, Erwin
Kaiser, Carole Matthews, Edgar Dearing,
Robert Emmett Keane, Ray Teal, Arthur
Space.

Directed by Alfred E. Green.

A murder-mystery with the accent on
comedy, "Strange Affair" is a fast and fre-
quently funny programmer which will furn-
ish neat support for a top dramatic feature.
The minor league husband-and-wife sleuth-
ing team of Allyn Joslyn and Evelyn Keyes,
who first appeared in "Dangerous Blondes/'
here continue their nonsensical approach to
solving a crime. While the dramatic plot
becomes too complicated and the motives

are not always clear, the ending proves that

the amateur sleuths were on the right track
from the start. Allyn Joslyn's sarcastic
wise-cracks and Evelyn Keyes' feather-
brained jealous antics garner many laughs
as the pair clash with the police while
tracking down enemy agents and mysteri-
ous ladies. Both Joslyn and Miss Keyes
are well cast in their light comedy roles
and the supporting cast, which includes Ed-
gar Buchanan, as the usual exasperated
police lieutenant; Frank Jenks, as his comic
assistant; Marguerite Chapman, as a lovely
mystery woman, and Hugo Haas, Tonio Sel-
wart and Erik Rolf, as susoicious-lookin?
figures, is above-average. Director Alfred
E. Green gets the maximum amount of
laughs from a routine script.

Allyn Joslyn, creator of a comic strip
detective character, considers himself an
amateur detective much to the consterna-
tion of his flighty wife, Evelyn Keyes. The
latter, who is arranging a dinner party for

(More Revietvs on Page 17)

the sun rises, but Karloff and Naish con-
tinue to the ruins of Frankenstein's castle.

There they And the frozen figures of both
Frankenstein's monster and the Wolf Man
(Lon Chaney) and when the latter is

brought to life he resumes human form.
The Wolf Man vies with Naish for the af-

fections of a gypsy girl, but when the moon
is full, he turns into a werewolf and attacks
her. Naish then blames Karloff for the

girl's death. When the Monster is finaHy

brought to life by an electric shock, he kills

the hunchback and carries Karloff to the

swamp where both are engulfed In the
quicksands.

Boris Karloff and Lon Chaney give effec-

tive portrayals in their long-familiar ro'es

and J. Carrol Naish has the most svmpathe-
tic role as the deformed man who loves the

gypsy girl. John Carradine, who steps into

Bela Lugosi's Dracula outfit, Lionel Atwill

and George Zucco add name value, but are

seen only briefly. Anne Gwynne and Peter
Coe take part in a pallid romantic seauence.

YORK

the relief of refugees, decides to indulge

her husband by asking him to meet Ivan
Triesault, a doctor from an internment
camp, who has declared his life is in danger.
En route to the dinner, Joslyn loses Trie-

sault and, soon after the guests are seated,

the latter collapses and is declared dead
from a heart attack. When the autopsy
reveals that he was poisoned, all the dinner
guests and even the doorman, Hugo Haas,
are under suspicion. Later. Erwin Kaiser,
head of the refugee committee, disappears
with the funds, but Joslyn refuses to accept
the police theory of his guilt. He continues
his snooping until he arrives at the head-
quarters of the enemy ring where Kaiser
is held prisoner and Haas is presiding as
leader of the gang. Miss Keyes. meanwhile,
is trailing her husband and she raises so
much trouble at the police station that they
decide to investigate her story and arrive
in time to save Joslyn and round up the
enemy agents.

LEYENDECKER
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NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
in magazines totaling

16,345,192 CIRCULATION
including full pages in

CIRCULATION

LIFE 4,040,300

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION . . 3,586,231

LIBERTY 1,262,296

ENTIRE FAN LIST 7,456,365



'LAKE PLACID SERENADE' LAVISH ICE SPECTACLE HAS SLIM STORY
Rates • • + as top dualler, if exploited

Republic

85 minutes

Vera Hruba Ralston, Eugene Pallette, Vera

Vague, Robert Livingston, Ruth Terry,

Walter Catlett, Stephanie Bachelor, Lloyd

Corrigan, William Frawley, John Litel, Lud-

wig Stossel, Andrew Tombes, Chester Clute,

Ray N'oble and Orchestra, Harry Owens and

His Royal Hawaiians, McGowan and Mack,

Twinkle Watts, the Merry Meisters and Roy

Rogers as Guest Star.

Directed by Steve Sekely.

As glittering and attractive as a tinseled

Christmas tree ornament — and just about

as substantial in regard to story values —
"Lake Placid Serenade" is a lavish and tune-

ful skating musical made-to-order for enter-

tainment-minded patrons seeking escape

from any serious thinking. The old Cin-

derella plot — even down to the lost slipper

(attached to a skate) has been resurrected

to furnish a vehicle for Vera Hruba Ralston.

Republic's blonde skating star, who appears

to excellent advantage in the many ice bal-

let and figure skating sequences. However,

the romantic story is childish and handled

in unimaginative fashion, while the at-

tempted humor misses badly at times. Such

capable comedians as Vera Vague, Walter

Catlett, William Frawley and Eugene Pal-

lette are forced to toss about moss-covered

gags with only Pallette managing to achieve

any real laughs, mainly because of his fami-

liar gruff delivery of lines. Several songs,

including the popular "Winter Wonderland"

and the standard "Deep Purple" and Sme-

tana's "The Moldau" symphony are used as

the basis for elaborate production numbers.

The visual high spots are the specialties by

McGowan and Mack, Twinkle Watts, Ray
Noble and Orchestra and Harry Owens and

His Royal Hawaiians. However, the ap-

pearance of Roy Rogers, Republic's cowboy

star, seems dragged in to provide additional

name appeal. This dazzling picture is cer-

tainly not for sophisticates but it's good en-

tertainment for naborhood audiences gen-

erally. The abundance of marquee names
and selling angles should make this above-

average as a top dualler after it leaves the

first-runs.

Vera Hruba Ralston, figure-skating cham-
pion of Czechoslovakia, turns down a lucra-

tive show offer from Walter Catlett to ac-

cept an invitation to skate at the Lake
Placid Carnival in the U. S. A. Although
she is a sensation at Lake Placid, Miss

Ralston abandons her career and attempts

to secure passage home, Miss Ralston looks

to return home when she learns that Ger-

'END OF THE ROAD' NEAT LITTLE CRIME YARN
Rat°< • • — as suoDortinq dualler

Republic

51 minutes

Edward No»ris, John Abbott. June Storev,

Jonathan Hale. Pierre Watkm. Ken Dun-
can, Ferris Tavlor. Eddv F'elds, Ted Hecht,
P>imett vo<"*ui, Fd-^ard Van Sloan, Edythe
Elliott, Charles Williams.

Directed by George Blair.

Here is an off-the-beaten-track crime
programmer with an interesting psychologi-
cal apDroach. "End of the Road" is lacking
in name value and will fit only in the sup-
porting slot on naborhood and action duals.
As adapted from Alva Johnson's New
Yorker storv, the film soon makes audiences
aware of the identity of the killer, but Di-
rector George Blair maintains susDense
while an amateur sleuth forces a confession

'ROGUES GALLERY' WEAK DUALLER

from the guilty party before an innocent

man goes to the chair. Barring a few slow

spots in the introductory scenes, the action

keeps to an even pace and finally ends up
in a blaze of melodramatic and highlv-
theatrical excitement with a chase, via fire-

escapes, to the roof of a high buildmg. John
Abbott again contributes a so'endid acting
job as the jittery killer and Edward Norris
is attractive and capable as the crime
writer who uses a sympathetic approach in

order to break him down. June Store", who
furnishes a minor romantic appeal, and the
others give routine performances. The
brief running time (51 minutes) will be an
asset if the main feature is an over-long
musical.

After a death-house interview with a man
condemned for a florist shop murder. Ed-
ward Norris, crime magazine reporFer, visits

Rflt< as sunoortinq feature in minor houses

only laughs stem from Robin Raymond's
hard-boiled delivery of her "newspaper gal"

dialogue, although she is neither a convinc-

ing actress nor a name draw. Frank Jenks,

in one of his typical dim-witted ro'es. and
H. B. Warner, who contributes a first-rate

portraval as a close-mouthed inventor, are
the best-known players in a generally weak
cast.

Robin Raymond, girl reporter, and Frank
Jenks, news Dhotograoher. are assiened to
a story regarding a listening device invented
bv H. B. Warner and st>onsored by the
Emerson Laboratories. Rebuffed bv War-
ner, the pair leave onlv to return later and
scuffle with a mysterious figure who bqs
sto!en the blueprints of the invention. Miss
Raymond recovers the blueprints and uses

PRC Pictures

60 minutes

Frank Jenks. Robin RavmonH. H B. War-
ner, Ray Walker, Davison CWk, Robert
Homans, Frank McGlvnn, Pat G'eason. Earl
Dewev, Edward Keane, Milton Kibbee,
George Kirby.

Directed by Albert Herman.

Just a supporting filler — and a weak one
in rearard to storv. acting and direction.
"Rogues Gallery" will get by in the cheaDer
naborhood snots only. The film, which has
been handled in an attempted lisrht comedy
stvle. has murders aplentv. but Director Al-
bert Herman always seems intent on creat-
ing confusion instead of plausibility. The

many has invaded her native land. Unable

up a wealthy uncle, Eugene Pallette, and

stays with him and his snobbish daughter,

Stephanie Bachelor. The latter's fiance,

Robert Livingston, sees Miss Ralston skat-

ing on the estate and falls in love with her

without learning her identity. Refusing to

encroach on Miss Bachelor's "property" Miss

Ralston again goes to Lake Placid where

she is named "Queen" of the ballet. Living-

ston has been pursuing her but she manages

to elude him by accepting Catlett's offer to

star in his show under the assumed name

of "Cinderella" because she has lost one of

her famous skates. At Madison Square

Garden, none of the phoney "Prince Charm-

ings" hired by Catlett has the right skate

until Livingston arrives with the perfect fit

for her foot.

The graceful Miss Ralston is acceptable

in a part which requires little acting ability,

but when she dons her skates she becomes

a top-flight star and a vision to behold.

Vera Vague's fine comedy talents are wasted

in a formula man-hunting female role and
Robert Livingston is unable to bring his

shadowy hero to life. Only Lloyd Corrigan,

as a quaint Czechoslovakian villager, and
Stephanie Bachelor, who again makes a
striking appearance, stands out in a film in

which spectacle is predominant.

YORK

the store and becomes suspicious of the

clerk, John Abbott. Norris trails Abbott to

a restaurant where he has become friendly

with the waitress, June Storev. Norris pre-

tends a liking for Abbott, moves in with

him and then tells him he has been talking

in his sleep about a dead girl and a florist

shop. With Miss Storev's aid. Norris fur-

ther unnerves Abbott bv fakine a fight in

which a man is apparently ki'led. He then
plays on Abbott's symoathv bv telline him
he must get away. Abbott then confesses
that he. too, committed a murder — in a
florist shop. When he realizes that Norris
has tricked him into the confession. Abbott
makes a getaway over the roofs but he is

finally caught and the condemned man is

freed.

DENLEY

them to get an exclusive story from Davison

Clark, head of the Emerson Foundation. As
Jenks and Miss Raymond leave, a murder*

is committed but, after the police are called,

the bodv disappears, later is found in their

car and again disappears. Jenks and M ! ss

Raymond are fired bv their paper, the blue-

prints are again stolen, another murder is

committed and numerous other complica-
tions take place before the suspects are
gathered together in Clark's home. The
poMce find that, although the listening de-
vice has been smashed, Warner had re-

corded his conversations on wax and these
reveal the identity of the killer. Jenks and
Miss Raymond are then reinstated on their
paper.

LEYEND^.CKER



THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

RAW STOCK QUOTA CUT
The motion picture industry will have approximately 20,000,000

feet less raw stock for use in the first quarter of 1945 than its

quota in the last three months of 1944, it was learned, as figures

compiled by the War Production Board showed that a new 10

per cent cut from normal raw film usage during 1944 must be

imposed for the current quarter.

Lincoln V. Burrows, head of the WPB photographic division,

disclosed that the industry will receive slightly more than 300,-

000,000 linear feet for the quarter. Whether the cut is to be ap-

plied equally among the companies or graded on their ability

to bear a reduction was expected to be worked out with the Pro-

ducers and Distributors Industry Advisory Committee meeting

with Burrows late last week.

The reduction in film for industry use is necessary to meet

the increased demand for other types, particularly X-ray film for

Government and Army use. Civilian consumption of X-ray film

will be cut to 75 per cent of last year. Civilian consumption of

16-mm film already has been cut to a minimum, now restricted to

one million linear feet a quarter, against 65 million feet before

1942. For military purposes alone, 170 million linear feet of

35-mm, 142 million feet of 16-mm film and 24 million of aero film

will be needed. Requirements for Army and Navy 16-mm film are

8,500,000 feet in excess of the industry's present capacity, the WPB
report stated.

^

EXHIBITORS PAY DEFAMATION CHARGES
Mr and Mrs. Fulton Cook, owners of the Bungalo Theatre.

St. Maries, Idaho, had to dig down in their pocket for $10,000 for

calling Ralph V. Browder, Ross Federal checker, a "stool pigeon,

a peeping Tom and a Jekyll and Hyde."

A Federal Court jury in Coeur D'Alene, Idaho, awarded Brow-

der that sum after he brought suit against the exhibitors, the jury

ruling that the language used by the Cooks was defamatory.

Browder originally brought suit for $25,000. The judge also

awarded Browder $500 because of a story printed about him in

the St. Maries Gazette-Record.
Browder has been a regular authorized Ross checker for

many years and is also local postmaster.
* * * *

BIOFF FREED OF TAX EVASION
Income tax evasion charges against William Bioff, former

executive of IATSE, were dismissed by the Government last fort-

night, following the release of Bioff and George E. Browne, ex-

president of IATSE, from Federal prison after having served three

years of an eight-to-ten years sentence. Dismissal of the indict-

ment alleging evasion of some $85,000 in income taxes for 1936

and 1937 came on a motion of the U. S. Attorney General's office

on the grounds that Bioff's income tax case had been re-examined
by the Department of Justice in the light of evidence disclosed
in the New York trial of seven alleged labor union racketeers in

which Bioff and Browne were witnesses.

The move for release of Browne and Bioff was made by their

counsel Edward J. Behrens and John J. Dailey, Jr., former U. S.

Attorneys, stating that Browne was a model prisoner and under-

ordinary circumstances would have been released in two years.

The Government did not oppose the release of the two former
labor leaders on the grounds that they aided in the prosecution
and conviction of the seven men found guilty last year of a
similar extortion. Federal Judge John C. Knox of New York,
who issued the release order, said the two men's testimony was
of considerable aid to the Government and that "there may not
have been convictions without that testimony." The Government
was also impressed with the fact that their testimony was given
despite threats of death and physical harm from racketeers. Both
men are out on five years probation.

"GOING MY WAY" N. Y. CRITICS CHOICE
"Bests" for 1944 began last fortnight with selections by New

York Film Critics and National Board of Review. The New York
Critics chose Paramount's "Going My Way" as the best picture

of 1944, while the NBR's first choice was RKO's "None But the

Lonely Heart" with "Going My Way" running second.

The New York Critics triply honored "Going My Way," giving

it, in addition to best picture honors, best performance by an
actor—Barry Fitzgerald, and best direction, Leo McCarey. Of
the sixteen votes cast, eleven went to the Paramount film, four

were given to 20th Century-Fox' "Wilson" and other films in the

running included "Hail the Conquering Hero" (Paramount),

18

"Double Indemnity" (Paramount) and "Thunder Rock. Tallulah

Bankhead received the award as the best female actress for her

performance in 20th Century-Fox' "Lifeboat." Special recognition

was voted to the U. S. Army for factual films of the war, with

specific commendation for "Memphis Belle" and ' Attack.

Running second to Fitzgerald for best actor was Bing Crosby,

also in "Going My Way" and Alexander Knox for Wilson.

Ingrid Bergman and Barbara Stanwyck with five votes each were

second and third, respectively, among the best actresses. Preston

Sturges with four votes, William Wilder, three, and Henry Koster,

one, were chosen, in that order, for best directors.

Following "None But the Lonely Heart" m the NBRs selec-

tion of ten best, its nineteenth, were, in order, "Going My Way,

"Miracle of Morgan's Creek," "Hail the Conquering Hero The

Song of Bernadette," "Wilson," "Meet Me in St. Louis, Thirty

Seconds Over Tokyo," "Thunder Rock" and 'Lifeboat.

Best documentaries, in order of preference were: Memphis

Belle," "Attack," "With the Marines at Tarawa," "Battle for the

Marianas" and "Tunisian Victory."

SCTOA COUNSEL STRICKEN IN NEW YORK
Albert J. Law, executive secretary and general counsel of the

Southern California Theatre Owners Association, was stricken

dead with a heart attack in New York on New Year's Night.
,

Law, who had come East to discuss the SCTOA's trade grievance

conciliation plan with major company sales executives, was 40.

The body was sent to Los Angeles for burial. He was to have

returned to the West Coast on Tuesday.

In sessions held the weekend prior to his death, Law met with

sales and distribution executives for the purpose of explaining the

plan, comprising a three-point formula for settling exhibitor-

distributor disputes without resorting to or displacing arbitration

board procedure. The plan, which was understood to have been

looked on with favor by the Department of Justice, should it

meet with the approval of the companies, has a possibility of being

incorporated in the Consent Decree, aiding in the simplification of

arbitration, it was stated.

CLEVER STUNT ON 'GUEST'
Louis Pollock, United Artists advertising and publicity chief,

engineered one of the season's neatest publicity stunts when he

induced A. R. Boyd, of Boyd Theatre Circuit in Allentown, Pa,, to

sign a two-column, 113-line ad in the local Morning Call, headed

"We Didn't Get the Picture!" asking movie-goers to go see "Guest

in the House" at the competitive Rialto Theatre, operated by
Wilmer and Vincent.

The ad, over Boyd's signature, said, in part: "Months ago, we
first heard about this picture from Hollywood. The reports were
wonderful. We moved Heaven and earth trying to get it — but

we failed...The picture is so good we certainly want all Allen-

town to see it even if they have to go to a competitor's theatre to

do it. The picture is so big it is a credit to the whole industry."

P. S.—jReports indicate the grosses on "Guest in the House"
got quite a lift as a result of the stunt.

SEARS NAMED WAC DISTRIB. HEAD
Gradwell L. Sears, vice-president and general manager of

United Artists, was unanimously elected chairman of the Dis-

tributors Division of the War Activities Committee of the Motion
Picture Industry at a special meeting of the Distributors Division
held last week in New York. Sears fills the spot recently vacated
by Ned Depinet, president of RKO-Radio Pictures.

Ten district chairmen and a staff of 32 exchange area chair-

men were selected by Sears following the election and in a mess-
age to distributors, called for a "rekindling of the spirit of patri-

otic service which has characterized the outstanding accomplish-
ments of my predecessors and their area chairmen." He named
E. M. Schnitzer of his company as assistant to the chairman,
succeeding Leon J. Bamberger. Herman Gluckman continues as

assistant to the chairman of the distributors division at WAC in

addition to his duties as National Treasurer.

GOLDEN PREDICTS POSTWAR EXPANSION
Predicting huge expansion in the postwar motion picture in-

dustry, Nathan D. Golden, chief of the motion picture ujiit of the

Department of Commerce foresaw little possibility that reduction

of war production and consequent unemployment following VE-
day would have great effect on the industry. Although he did

(Continued On Page 33)
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The story opens as private dick Phillip Marlowe (Dick Powell), badly beaten up and temporarily
blinded, tells the police his strange tale of a girl, a jewel, a dame, a mug and some plain killers.

"MURDER, MY SWEET" . . . RKO's Exciting Sleeper

RKO has come up with one of those tense, tingling movies that will send paying customers and critics into

exclamations of excited surprise. And as the word gets around, the jingle of coins will grow louder at the box-

office of each subsequent run. Murder, My Sweet is one of those "sleepers'" that give exhibitors pleasant

dreams. Tradeshown under the title, Farewell, My Lovely (a misleading tag, quickly changed), this thriller is

very much on the order of The Maltese Falcon, which made a potful of dough for Warner Bros, and their cus-

tomers back in 1941-42, not to mention that it resulted in the "discovery" of Humphrey Bogart. In Murder,

My Sweet, Dick Powell plays the hardboiled, cynical private detective who becomes involved in a fascinating

and sometimes brutal game of love and murder. The ex-crooner makes it a crackling crisp role. However,

chief credit goes to Director Edward Dmytryk for tying up all the diverse strange characters and the involved

situations into a taut, gripping film package. It will need selling — and merits all any exhibitor will give it.

(Continued on Next Page)



EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Murder, My Sweet"
(Continued from Preceding Page)

Private detective Marlowe (Powell) is visited by thret
clients. First is huge, dim-witted ex-convict "Moose" Mal-
loy (Mike Mazurki) who wants Marlowe to find his girl-

friend, Velma. Malloy is followed by a Mr. Marriott,
seeking a valuable jade necklace he says was stolen from
the young second wife of wealthy, elderly Mr. Crayle.

On the latter assignment, Marlowe is slugged and Mar-
riott is killed. Marlowe's third client is the pretty daugh-
ter of Mr. Crayle, Ann (Anne Shirley). She pleads with
Marlowe to stop investigating her father and offers to pay
him heavily.

Through Mrs. Crayle, who has fallen for him, Marlowe
gets on the track of Jules Amthor (Otto Kruger) quack
psychologist and blackmailer, who has convinced Malloy
that Marlowe knows the whereabouts of Velma and that
he (Amthor) can make Marlowe talk.

Malloy and one of Amthor's henchmen beat up Marlowe,
drug him and shanghai him to a "rest home," where he
is given "treatments" to make him divulge the where-
abouts of the jade necklace.

Escaping, Marlowe makes his way to Ann Crayle's apartment, where
she pleads with him again to save her father. The police trail Mar-
lowe there, but he talks his way out by telling of his experience at

Amthor's penthouse and "rest home."

Marlowe goes with Ann to her father's home and they find him on
the verge of suicide. Marlowe agrees to drop the case when Crayle
offers him a large sum of money. He leaves and traces Mrs. Crayle
to her beach house.

Confronted by Marlowe's charge that she is Velma, that she killed

Marriott, that the necklace was never really stolen. Mrs. Crayle
'Claire Trevor) is about to kill Marlowe when Crayle and Ann break
in. Crayle shoots his wife, Malloy shoots Crayle. and Marlowe is

temporarily blinded by the powder. His story finished, Marlowe is

pent home by the police. In the cab, he senses the faint odor of
Ann's perfume and puts his arm around her.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
A financial report on the status of Columbia Pictures Corpora-

tion for the quarter' ending September 30, shows a drop-off in the

net of approximately $100,000 compared to the same period last

year. Figures were: $380,000 net profit for 13 weeks ending Sep-

tember 30, 1944, and $482,000 for the same period in 1943.

Virginia Van Upp. who has built her name and reputation

steadily as screen writer and associate producer, has now been
given top billing as executive producer in charge of all top-

bracket pictures. Miss Van Upp has been at the studio for two
years. Her most recent effort is the Dunne-Boyer picture, "To-
gether Again." Parenthetically, we might note that Columbia
could do with a couple more producers of the calibre of Virginia
Van Upp. The product generally continues to run consistently
below par.

A new set-up of Irving Briskin productions was made known
last week with the announcement that John Stone, Leonard Picker
and Michel Kraike will head three separate units all functioning
under Briskin supervision. Briskin becomes executive assistant
to B. B. Kahane.

Two recent story buys indicate replenishment of the materia!
department at Columbia. "The Inside Story," a psychological
mystery story which ran recently in Liberty magazine and a new
novel by Elliott Arnold called "Tomorrow Will Sing," which will
be published next month are the added film fodder. An original
by F Hugh Herbert called "When I Come Back" is another recent
purchase.

Pat Kirkland, daughter of Producer-playwright Jack Kirkland
and Nancy Carroll, has won the lead in Sol Siegel's production
of '^Ciss and Tell." It will be her first film role. . .Jeff Donnell got
the second femme lead in "Over 21," which will star Irene Dunne
and Alex Knox.

Title Change: "Rough. Tough and Ready" is the new name
ror 'Men of the Deep" (Chester Morris-Victor McLaglen).

Bob Haymes, crooner brother of crooner Dick Haymes, goes
into "Ten Cents a Dance" early in January. Bob was recently
released from the Army and this marks his first straight actingr^e thus far It will be interesting to see if the fans will accept

featured * ^ have hiS brother
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tin^ Guardsman" (John Loder-Anita

KrJh^ «™ ~ m the Rockies" 'Mary Beth Hughes-JayKirby), The Power of the Whistler" (Richard Dix-Janice Carter)and Escape in the Fog" (William Wright-Nina Foch) all woundup during the holiday week.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
"Quo Vadis," an MGM property which has been on the tenta-

tive production list for some time, goes, temporarily at least, onthe inactive list. This $4,000,000 budgeted production is being

n°AT?ii -

f°r the same reason tha* Paramount gave the axe to™ ii f-

"The Flame -" In simP!e terms, it costs too much. The
cancellation of two expensive films cannot be called a trend, but
certainly they can be considered as marking a tendency. Par-
ticularly, this one at Metro, where super-duper Technicolor musi-
cals, and high-priced casts in straight dramatic films run produc-
tion costs up to very high figures. If this studio is becoming

aware of the situation, then it must follow that the lesser com-
panies, too, will start programs to reduce production costs.

Studio Size-ups is all for artistic truth and perfection, but

some producers and directors exercise their personal fetishes and
their taste for spectacle to an extreme that adds undue expense
to films. This is not artistic integrity — it is sheer waste. This
department has always believed that film costs can be reduced —
without loss of production values — by more conscientious and
diligent attention on the part of directors to scripts before shoot-
ing starts. The director who operates loosely by going on the set

with a half-baked script costs his company — and, ultimately,

exhibitors — lots of money.
Louis B. Mayer, completely recovered from the injuries he

sustained last August in a fall from a horse, was back at the
studio to greet the entire staff at the annual pre-Christmas
luncheon. He is at his desk now in complete charge of his official

activities after a four-month absence.

It's on again! — the search for the 12-year-old boy to play
Jodie in "The Yearling." Once again Metro will attempt to film

Margaret Kinnan Rawling's book and the boys originally tested
for the role are now, many of them, in service. The requirements
are still the same — a five foot boy, blonde, slim, blue-eyed with
a soft Southern accent. The talent department is out searching.
The dramatic coach is testing like mad and this time maybe
they'll find the boy they want.

There is going to be another Hargrove story with Robert
Walker starred. This time it's "What Next, Corporal Hargrove?"
Picture starts as soon as Walker finishes in the current "Her
Highness and the Bellboy." •

Confirming our recent story of disappointment in "Ziegfeld
Follies" is the announcement that a new sequence featuring
Katherine Grayson is being added. There might be more changes
before this big musical is released.

Seven films continue in production with no new starters
scheduled over the holidav week: "Her Highness and the Bellboy"
in which Hedy Lamarr, Robert Walker and June Allyson appear;
"The Hidden Eye" (Edward Arnold-Frances Rafferty), "Hold High
the Torch" (Elizabeth Taylor-Lassie). "Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes" (Margaret O'Brien-Jackie Jenkins), "Twice Blessed" (The
Wilde Twins-James Craig), ''Weekend at the Waldorf" (Ginger
Rogers-Walter Pidgeon-Lana Turner-Van Johnson) and "Without
Love" (Spencer Tracy-Katharine Hepburn) are the holdovers.

MONOGRAM
Though this studio has been completely inactive during the

holiday season, three films are scheduled to hit the cameras
during this month. "Pitch Dark" (East Side Kids), "Stranger
from Santa Fe" (John Mack Brown-Raymond Hatton), a western,
and an untitled Charlie Chan film starring Sidney Toler, are
scheduled. These represent the three series that Monogram has
found so profitable and satisfactory on its production schedule.

January will also see the release of five Monogram produc-
tions: "The Navajo Trail" (Brown-Hatton), "Army Wives" (Elyse
Knox-Marjorie Rambeau-Rick Vallin), "Adventures of Kitty
O'Day" (Jean Parker-Peter Cookson) and "They Shall Have
Faith" (Gale Storm-Sir Aubrey Smith-John Mack Brown-Conrad
Nagel-Mary Boland) and "The Jade Mask," a Charlie Chan
feature.

With plans for more "A" product taking shape, Monogram
executives have high hopes of releasing one important film each
month of the new year. "They Shall Have Faith" is scheduled
for January release, February will see "Dillinger," March brings
"G. I. Honeymoon," April has "China's Little Devils" penciled in

and "Divorce" and "Sunbonnet Sue" are planned for May and
June, respectively.



It is encouraging to see the smaller studios making a serious

effort to widen their" scope and quality; it can only mean a boost

for the industry in general.

PARAMOUNT

STrkK one), and "Our Hearts Were Growing ^sequel
to "Youn- and Gay." Two big musicals are planned. Mark band

rich will°dtrect Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies" ^ing Crosby) and

Louis Harris will produce a South American musical. Six others

are on the list: "California," "June Bride," Prince Charming

"Victoria Grandolet," "The Bride Wore Boots" and "O Halloran s

Luck." All of these are slated for first rate productions and

castings to match.

Hal B Wallis has "Love Letters" (Jennifer Jones-Joseph Cot-

ten) finished; "The Affairs of Susan" (Joan Fontaine-George

Brent) nearly completed; "Don't Ever Grieve Me" set to go early

in January with John Farrow directing and 'Lizabeth Scott

starred Also on his schedule is "Whenever I Remember," to be

made in England, and Lillian Hellman's "The Searching Wind.'

Buddy DeSylva plans to start his first independent production

on the Paramount lot in March. It is "The Stork Club" with

Betty Hutton starred.

At the end of 1944, the Paramount studio roster shows a total

of 125 stars and contract players. The star list includes Bing

Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Paulette Goddard, Betty Hut-

ton, Alan Ladd, Ray Milland, Veronica Lake, Eddie Bracken,

Sonny Tufts, Gail Russell, Diana Lynn, Arturo de Cordova, Mar-

jorie Reynolds, Mary Martin, Barbara Britton, Joan Caufield, Wil-

liam Holden, Helen Walker, Susan Hayward, Robert Preston and

Gil Lamb. On non-exclusive contracts are such players as Brian

Donlevy, William Bendix, Joel McCrea and Barry Fitzgerald.

Frances Langford goes into the Pine-Thomas production of

the radio program, "People Are Funny." Others in the cast in-

clude Jack Haley, Rudy Vallee and Art Linletter.

Olivia DeHavilland will have Ray Milland and Sonny Tufts

in the stellar male roles of her first picture at Paramount since

1940, "The Weil-Groomed Bride," which starts shortly. . .Yehudi
Menuhin, the famous fiddler, will play "Gypsy Airs" for a musical
spot in "Duffy's Tavern," the all-starrer.

Katina Paxinou, who won an Academy Award last year and
hasn't worked in front of a camera since, is wasting valuable time
in a mediocre Broadway play, "Sophie." Paramount shouldn't
lose another moment in bringing this magnificent actress back to
the studio. She can become one of the screen's greatest character
stars.

With "Going My Way" capturing an amazing number of firsts
in the myriad of "best" lists at the year's close and Bing Crosby
ranking first of the list of the top ten "money-makers" Para-
mount bosses are feeling quite satisfied. Bob Hope placed third
on the same list. Crosby's next, "Here Come the Waves," is set
for national release on January 26.

Two new starters this week: "Masquerade in Mexico" (Doro-
thy Lamour-Arturo de Cordova) and "Too Good To Be True"
(Betty Hutton-Sonny Tufts). Continuing in production are "The
Affairs of Susan" (Joan Fontaine-George Brent), "Good Inten-
tions" (Veronica Lake-Eddie Bracken), "Lost Weekend" (Ray
Milland-Jane Wyman) and "The Virginian" (Joel McCrea-Barbara
Britton).

PIIC
Approximately 70 per cent of the pictures now in preparation

at this studio, comprising the balance of the 1944-45 program and
the initial pictures on the 1945-46 program, are to be produced by
PRC itself, according to President Leon Fromkess. This is an
increase of more than 30 percent over last season's program.

Seventeen PRC stories are now in preparation. Scheduled to

go before the cameras within the next two months are: "Phantom
of 42nd Street," "Deadline," "Safe Conduct" and "Confidence Man,"
all PRC-A1 Herman productions; "Queen of Burlesque," "I Ring
Doorbells," "Detour" and "Once Too Often" on the PRC-Mooney
schedule; "Quebec," and "Out on a Limb" from Roth-Greene-
Rouse; "Heritage" and "Transcontinental" are set for PRC-Boxer;
"Murder in Spades," a PRC-Gourfain; "A Night at Ciro's," PRC-
Jackson; and three PRC-Henry-Brash productions, thus far un-
titled, complete the list.

One more story added to the Mooney production schedule
for 1945-46 is "The Intruder," an original by Philip MacDonald
and F. Ruth Howard, which was purchased this week by Leon
Fromkess.

Edmund Lowe and Brenda Joyce have been signed for the

leads in "Enchanted Forest," the Jack Schwartz color production

for PRC... Another casting announcement has Dave O'Brem, Kay

Aldridge and Alan Mowbray going into "The Phantom of 42nd

Street," murder-mystery.
With a general air of expansion on the PRC lot, the execu-

tives and staffs are promising a year of progressive action for

1945. Higher budget films, bigger promotion and publicity cam-

paigns seem to be the order of the day.

The studio has been quiet during the past fortnight, no pro-

duction functioning over the holiday season.

REPUBLIC
Two new starters here despite the holiday lull: "Road to

Alcatraz" (Robert Lowery-June Storey-Grant Withers) and the

musical, "New Faces of 1945" with a flock of unknown youngsters.

Latter is budgeted at $100,000.

All other production wound up over the holiday week-end

leaving just the two new starters in work. Five more pictures,

however are scheduled for January starts: "Bells of Rosarita

"Return at Dawn," "Federal Operator 99," "Gang Law of Laredo

and "Amazing Mr. M" go during the month.
t9nnftnnnn fnr

Republic's 1945 budget is fixed at a minimum of $20,000,000 fo.

picture production and approximately $2,000,000 for studio expan-

sion as material becomes available. ^. A K,„i«,o+
Already in the course of preparation on this stepped-up budget

are "The Iron Master," starring Michael O'Shea; "Me:cicana, a

musical, and an untitled John Wayne starrer. These three are

assigned to Albert J. Cohen as Associate Producer. The Healer

will star Vera Hruba Ralston; Joseph Schildkraut will star m
"The Amazing Mr. M." "Belle of the Gold Coast' and Storm

Over the Philippines" are also in work.

In the cutting room currently are: "Earl Carroll's Vanities

(Constance Moore-Dennis O'Keefe), "Utah" (Roy Rogers) and

"Hitchhike to Happiness" (Al Pearce-Dale Evans-Brad Taylor).

The contract player list at Republic is also gaining stature.

Name players under contract or commitment are: John Wayne,

Ann Dvorak, Victor McLaglen, Tito Guizar, Roy Rogers, Erich

von Stroheim, Joseph Schildkraut, Richard Arlen, Vera Hruba

Ralston, Adele Mara, Linda Stirling, Grant Withers, Ona Munson,

Michael O'Shea, Al Pearce, Gabby Hayes, James Lydon, Jane

Frazee, Don Barry, Brad Taylor, Stephanie Bachelor, Ruth Terry,

Roy Acuff, Sunset Carson, Dale Evans, Janet Martin, Allan Lane

and Peggy Stewart.

Production is set for an elastic schedule set up no more than

three months in advance according to a plan developed from the

findings of a poll of exhibitors and exchangemen recently con-

cluded. War pictures are out. The poll indicated that musicals

and escapist themes are preferred.

RKO-RADIO
Cutting room activity at RKO kept a fast pace, holiday or no

holiday, with 25 films in various stages of preparation including 12

in the editing, four in for final polish, five shooting and four

getting new inserts and music for foreign versions.

Pictures editing are: "What a Blonde," "China Sky/' "West

of the Pecos" and "The Enchanted Cottage." Also The Body

Snatcher," "Zombies on Broadway," "Betrayal from the East

and "Hotel Reserve." Cream of the lot is "The Enchanted Cot-

tage," with Robert Young, Dorothy McGuire and Herbert Mar-

shall in the leading roles.

Scheduled for early January production is "Those Endearing

Young Charms," from the Broadway play by Jerome Chodorov.

Cast thus far includes Laraine Day, Robert Young and Ann

Harding.

"Murder, My Sweet," is the final title of "Farewell, My Love-

ly " This is one of the season's real "sleepers" and the choice of

the new title is a wise one, since the original tag was a complete

misnomer, not giving any indication that this is a taut, exciting

murder mystery.

Four in production here this week: "Invisible Army" (John

Wayne-Philip Ann), "Johnny Angel" (George Raft^Claire Trevor),

"The Spanish Main" (Paul Henreid-Maureen O'Hara) and the

Goetz-International film, "Along Came Jones" (Gary Cooper-

Loretta Young).
With the latter unit's Sonja Henie picture, "It's A Pleasure"

in the cutting room, plans already are under way for the next one

for this star. Producer William Goetz has purchased from the

Tennessee Valley Authority a complete Knoxville ice-skating

arena. The entire building and facilities will be moved to the

Goldwyn Studios for "Countess of Monte Cristo." Purchase price

was reported at $125,000. Miss Henie has just turned down $1,000,-

000 for 25 performances with her current ice show (opening in

Madison Square Garden on January 17) in London and Paris.

That's a lot of money to turn down, but the skater, well-known
for her business acumen, must have known what she was doing.
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20th CENTURY-FOX

No new starters, but four still in production at Zanuck's plant

this week: "A Bell for Adano" (John Hodiak-William Bendix),

"Bull Fighters" (Laurel and Hardy), "Colonel Effingham's Raid"

(Joan Bennett-William Eythe) and "Captain Eddie" (Fred Mac-

Murray-Lynn Bari-Lloyd Nolan). The latter, the story of Eddie

Rickenbacker, began as "First, Last and Always," but we knew

that wouldn't last.

Apparently cognizant of the likelihood that "Sunday Dinner

for A Soldier" will be no'great shakes at theatre boxofflces we

understand that the 20th-Fox sales staff is endeavoring to induce

scenes, taken through a camera inserted in guns of a plane

are beyond description. This is not pleasant film fare, by any

means^but audiences should see it. It will be rough on the farm-

lies that have men in that branch of the service.

Lamarr Trotti, 20th's ace writer-producer, is now a director,

too. A new contract has Just been given Trotti as a resu t of hi

;
work on "Wilson," "A Bell for Adano' and other

_

top 20th films.

H°s next will be Somerset Maugham's "The Razor s Edge.
H1S

P s^ln Garner, hard on the heels of her role in A Tree

Grows ^Brooklyn," snaps another plum for herself - Junior

MlSS
Ernst Lubitsch, having just finished "A Royal Soaadal" is

now in production preparation on "Dragonwyck, in which Gene

Tierrey and Vincent Price will be co-starred.

This outfit has a backlog of 11 novels either finished or in

production or preparation. Among those in preparation are.

"Clury Brown" with Jennifer Jones; "Dragonwyck, State Fair

a musical with Vivian Blaine, Jeanne Grain Dana Andrews Dick

Haymes and Charles Winninger; "Anna and the King of Siam

"Captain from Castile," "Forever Amber," "The Razors Edge

and "Leave Her to Heaven."

UNITED ARTISTS

Four films in production at this studio are holdovers —
nothing new being scheduled until mid-January. "Blood on the

Sun" (James Cagney-Sylvia Sidney), "Guest Wife (Claudette

Colbert-Don Ameche), "Story of G. I. Joe" (Burgess Meredith)

and "Walk in the Sun" (Dana Andrews-Richard Conte) are the

four in work.

Preston Sturges goes into independent film production with

Howard Hughes financing and a United Artists release. The

company is called California Pictures Corporation. Sturges will

do two pictures this season.

"The Outlaw," Howard Hughes' much-talked-of but never-

released picture, is to be released through United Artists early in

1945. This is the picture that the Hays office banned on moral

grounds. Jane Russell and Jack Buetel are co-starred.

Alexander Korda revealed this week that reissues of his films,

formerly handled by United Artists, have grossed $1,400,000 in the

past year. These are the films turned back to Korda in settle-

ment of claims and counter-claims on his distribution contract.

It is said that Korda is seeking a representative to handle reissue

rights in this country.

Not more than two years ago, United Artists had barely
enough product for its exchanges to sell. Today, the company is

turning down all except gilt-edge deals by producers seeking to

release their product through its medium. There are 23 producing
companies on the United Artists list today. This fact is reason
enough for the closing of the doors to many producers who felt

certain of this outlet. Now only the top producers will be con-
sidered with such favored members as David O. Selznick, William
Cagney, Sol Lesser, Edward Small, Charles Rogers and a few
others getting the inside track. Chief credit for the remarkable
recuperation of ailing U. A. must go to Gradwell Sears, who has
been untiring in his efforts to put the company back in the top
flight.

Two new starters this week on the Universal lot. First,
"That's the Spirit," a comedy starring Jack Oakie and Peggy
Ryan. Second, the new Walter Wanger picture in Technicolor,
"A Night in Paradise." This one has Turhan Bey and Merle
Oberon in the leading roles. There are four more scheduled for
starting in January: "Have a Heart" (Bonita Granville-Allan

UNIVERSAL

Jones), "Invitation to Death" (Basil Rathbonc-Nigel Bruce), Ab-

bott and Costello's "The Naughty Nineties" and Deanna Durbin's

"Lady on a Train." These will give the lot six productions before

the end of the month.

Another mystery story has been purchased for early produc-

tion under the guidance of Joan Harrison. It is "£"he Third Eye."

First to be put into work by Miss Harrison, however, is "Uncle

Harry," the Broadway stage hit, as one of Universal's big ones

for 1945. "That's the Spirit" will have five musical numbers in it

with Peggy Ryan getting a new dancing partner in the person of

young Johnny Coy.

Universal seems to have another surprise hit in "The Sus-

pect" which this writer found intriguing and suspenseful. Charles

Laughton has never been better and Ella Raines registers her

strong personality indelibly once again. Both of these pictures

are shining examples of the kind of entertainment that can be

made on far less than six-figure budgets.

The Sherlock Holmes series is going to be continued for a
fourth year at Universal. The studio renewed its option with the

estate of the late Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and plans are made for

three pictures to be made in 1945. The budget on the three will

be raised and each picture will be made an entity in itself. First
to go is "Invitation to Death" in January.

WARNER BROS.

"Happily Ever After," a new play by Donald Kirklcy and
Howard Burman, scheduled for a March 26 Broadway opening,

has $40,000 of the Warner Brother's money behind it. Another
recent story purchase is "Too Young To Know," presently run-

ning serially in the Saturday Evening Post. Joan Leslie and

Robert Hutton are pencilled in for the leads. And still another

story purchase, "Four Men of God," has been completed recently

by Jack L. Warner, executive producer. This is the true story of

the four chaplains who gave up their life belts and went down
when the transport Dorchester was torpedoed. Lou Edelman will

produce. No casting has been announced yet, though the picture

is slated for early production.

Ann Sheridan has been suspended for her refusal to go into

the top spot in "When Old New York Was Young."

Mark Hellinger will be the producer of "The Two Mrs. Car-

rolls." Barbara Stanwyck and Paul Henreid are scheduled for

the leading roles. Hellinger also has "Will Rogers" and "The Big
Bow Mystery" on his program.

The Armed Services edition of "Roughly Speaking" has sold

more than 60,000 copies. This film, seen in a projection room by
your correspondent, rates cheers. It is long but rarely dull.

Rosalind Russell is a true picture of the author and Jack Carson
breaks down his handicap of buffoon to rate as a full-fledged actor.

Nostalgia runs rampant and audiences should eat it up.

As a result of their success together in "The Very Thought of

You," Faye Emerson and Dane Clark become a new starring duo
on the Warner lot. "Catch a Falling Star" is their first together
and goes into shooting early in February. Louise Randall Pier-
son, of "Roughly Speaking" fame, wrote the screen play.

Five new pictures set for starting in January: "Three Stran-
gers" (Geraldine Fitzgerald-Sydney Greenstreet-Peter Lorre),
"The Adventures of Don Juan" (Errol Flynn), "When Old New
York Was Young" (Dennis Morgan), "The Time Between" (Joyce
Reynolds-Robert Hutton) and "Danger Signal," with no cast set.

Seven plays, 12 published stories, two musical biographies and
one straight biography are part of the backlog of production
material available for filming in 1945 on the Warner lot. "Life
With Father," "Voice of the Turtle," "The Two Mrs. Carrolls,"
"The Wallflower," "Chicken Every Sunday," "The Visitor" and
"Pillar to Post" were the plays purchased. The last named is

already completed with Ida Lupino, William Prince and Sydney
Greenstreet heading the cast. Of the 12 published stories, three
are now in front of the cameras: "The Big Sleep," "Mildred
Pierce" and "Hotel Berlin."

In production presently are five films: "Mildred Pierce" (Joan
Crawford-Jack Carson), "The Big Sleep" (Humphrey Bogart-
Lauren Bacall), "Hotel Berlin" (Andrea King-Helmut Dantine),
"San Antonio" (Errol Flynn-Alexis Smith) and "This Love of
Ours" (John Garfield-Eleanor Parker).
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

COLUMBIA
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (25)

Completed ( 9)

Completed ( 1)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

THE POWER OF THE WHISTLER
(Other Details Issue Dec. 25)
Story: Richard Dix as an escaped maniac suffers amnesia and tries to

avoid his predicted death but to no avail.

ESCAPE IN THE FOG
(Other Details Issue Dec. 25)
Story: A Navy nurse and a United States Secret Agent outwit enemy spies

seeking information they carry.

THE FIGHTING GUARDSMAN
(Other Details Issue Dec. 25)
Story: Willis Parker is a masked nobleman playing Robin Hood. Romance

ri.^"ita Louise almost wrecked by the king who in the end isdethroned.

RELEASE CHART
Detail*

.12-11.

.11-13.

.7-16.

..5-4.,
.9-26.

Title—Inn!* Tint r„,,
fl* PRODUCTION

Fighting Guardsman, The Loder-Louise
A Thousand and One Nights (T) Wilde-Keyes

1943-44

COMPLETED

S& TZJ?2
!::::::;; ffiSSS

Carelina Blues

Detain under title: Battleship Blues' '
*'U" '

urjsr Hanur^m
r^tV;VS.5) V. Starrett-Davl. .

.

c ,

T
Jf

l
„
WaMo The <«> Lake-Carter . .

.

Girl in th. Case, The (64) Carter-Lowe

lamKe%Vr m) Arthur-'C'man''.

Kan«. r?£ y,fL Miller-Barker ..

&JSJnL- wi -

::::::: lt^m by

i«tt*?^..r- ™
S.?^At«::::::;i»S^ t

Drt.ll, nto till,: Client C.rty
Grant B,a,f

S '.n'H^'J
5^ iS— iiX Starrett-Pattersen .12-14

ni m ? the Rinw (57) Starrett- Harris 9-21
Detail, .nder title: Hall t. the Bangor,

Secret Command (80) D'Brlen-Landl.
Detail, inder title: Pllebuek

1 Br""-Und,«

She*, a Soldier, Too r„. fc P,M.M
Detail, .nder title: Soldier,' in Vlae'ks

" '
Foch - Br,dfle

» •
SOOl Of a Monster (63) . . Hnllarl-M^rrooH ,

Detail, .nder „»„: dU' Walk, Alone'

H °bartMaCready

Star, On Parade (64) Merrlck-Park<
Detail, .nder title: Calling All Stars

6 Ck P"b
"

Ttal'lt."!!
S
c
m" Fraz.e-Summerril

'«ey Lire In Fear Kmnpr Pirri.h
Detail, .nder title: AmerleV, Children'

•K"",er- P!irr"h

U-Boat Prisoner (65)
Ondergroend Guerillas

Whlrtter, The (59)
Wyoming Hurricane (58)

, . .12-11

.12-28.

.

! .'i-23.'.

...4-3.

.12-13.

.
.5-15. .

..6-29.

4-3
.

1-10.
12.

.4-13.

.8-24.,

.6-22.

.7-13..
. .8-3.
.9-22.

.4205
.5042. . .5-15
.5028
.5002. .10-16
.5015... 6-12
.5012

.5019
.5007 9-4
.5033. .11-13

9-6. . .5-11. . .5004. .
.7-10

1-10.

3-20..

.5008. . .6-26

.5040

.5026. . .10-2

.5023... 7-24

.Bennett-Rolf

.tlements-Morrl,

.Dlx-Stuart

.Hayden-Patterson

..4-17.
Foreign.

.

...2-7.
..11-2..

.7-25.
.5-18.

.3-30.
.4-20.

.5043

.5037. . .9-18
.5041
.5032. . .5-29

Black Arrow (Serial)
Both Barrel, Blazing

Details under title: Texas Rifles
Brenda Starr. Reporter
Cowboy of Lonesome Hirer
Crime Doctor's Courage

Details .nder title: Crime Doctor
Cyclone Prairie Ranger,
Dancing In Manhattan
Eadle Wa, a Lady . .

.

Escape In the Fog
Ere Knew Her Applet .

A Guy. A Gal and A Pal
I Lore A Mystery

Lawlet, Empire
Leare It to Blondle

1944-45

.Scott-Jergens

.Starrett-Hardlng

. . . .Woodbury-Richmond 10-2
Starrett-Athens 6-14
Baxter-Brooke

4)

. . . .Starrett-Worlh

. . . Brady-Donnell

Miller

. . . .Wrlght-Foch

Miller-Wright

Merrlck-Hunter

Bannon-Foeh
. . .Starrett- Law

Singleton-Lake

.11-13.

..7-26.

. .8-21.

. . .9-4.

. 12-25
. .7-24
.11-27

.11-13.
. .10-16
.11-13

..11-9.

.12-28.

..1-18.

Let's Go Steady Parrish-Moran .

Mark of The Whistler, The (61) Dix-Carter
Details under title: Dormant Account

Men of the Deep Morris-Rogers

Meet Miss Bobby Socks Crosby- Merrick .

Missing Juror, The Carter-Banon
Details under title: Tomorrow You Die

One Against Seven Muni-Chapman
Details under title: Counterattack

Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

Raiders of Quanti Basin Starrett-Matthews

Power of The Whistler, The Dix-Carter

Renegade Roundup Starrett-Bliss

Retorn of Durango Kid Btarrett-Stevens

Rockin' in the Rockies Hughes-Kirby

Rough Rldln' Jostles Starrett- Bates .

Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen .

Sergeant Mike Parks-Bates ...

Shadows In the Night Baxter-Foch ...

Details under title: Crime Doctor's Rendezrou,

She's a Sweetheart Frazee-Parks

Details under title: Hello, Mom
Sing Me a Song of Texas Lane-Tomlin ..

Song to Remember, A (T) Munl-Oberan .

.

Detail, inder title: At Night We Dream
Strange Affair, A (78) Joslyn-Keyes

Tahiti Nights O'Brien-Matthews

Details under title: Song of Tahiti

Together Again (100) Dunne-Boyer ..

Details under title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Every Night (T) Hayworth-Blair

Unwritten Code, The Neal-Savage ...

Details under title: The Unknown
Yonth on Trial Collins-Reed . .

.

. .10-16.

....8-17.
..1-4 .

. .11-2. .6022

...11-27.
....6-12.

. . .7-24.

10-12 .

.

11-16.

.

.6028.1!!'.'.'.

.6040

<i-4

...12-25
7-24
6-12

. . .12-11

....4-17.

.'.'.'.6-i6.'

5-1.

.12-21.
.11-9..
10-19. .

'.6203.'.'.'.'.'.'.

. . .8-21. .12-7.

.

.6032

....9-18

...12-13

....6-12.
. . .9-4.

. .10-5.
12-14. .

.6016... 1-8

. . . .7-24 .12-22. .6003.. 12-11

...5-15.
. .6-10.

. .2-1.

.

.10-26.. '.6035.'.'.'.'.'.'.

..10-30. .1-11..

METRO -: -MAYER 1

.5120

.5035

1944-45 Features Completed (27) In Production (7)

.5011..

.5001... 3-20

.5027... 9-18
Title—Running Time

RELEASE CHART
Cast Detail, Rel. Re. It

IN PRODUCTION
Her Highness and the Bellboy Lamarr-Walker .

The Hidden Eye Arnold- Rafferty

Hold High the Torch (T) E. Taylcr-Lassie

Our Vines Have Tender Grapes O'Brien-Robinson

Twice Blessed Wilde-Craig

Weekend at the Waldorf Turner-Johnson

Without Love Tracy-Hepburn

COMPLETED 1943-44

BLOCK NO. SIX
Broadway Rhythm (T) (110) Marphy-Slmms
Cross of Lorraine, The (98) Aimont-Kelly

Details under title: A Thousand Sh.-ll Fall

Cry Havoc (98) Sothern-Sollavan

Gey Named Joe, A (120) Tracy-Dunne ...

Heavenly Body, The (95) Lamarr- Powell

Lost Angel (91) O'Brlcn-Cralg ..

Madame Carle (124) Sarson-Pldgeon .

Rationing (93) Beery-Main

Seo Here, Private Hargrore (101) Walker-Reed

Song of Russia (107) Taylor-Prters

Details inder title: Russia

Swing Ferer (80) Kyscr-Maxwell

Thoasands Cheer (T) (126) Grayson-Kelly ..

Details under title: Prlrate Hlis Jones

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble (107) Rooney-Stone ...

Gaslight (114) Bergman-Boyer .

Meet the People (100) Ball-Powell

Three Men In White (85) Barrymore-Johnson

Two Girl, and a Sailor (126) Johnson-Allyson

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Bathing Beaoty (T) (103) Skelton-Williams

Detail, under title: Mr. Co-Ed

Cantervllle Ghost, The (96) Laughton O'Brlen

ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS

.12-25.

.12-11.

. .9-18.

.10-16.

.12-11.

.11-27.

.10-31.

.5-17.

. .3-8.

.5-17.

.5-17.

...3-8.
..8-9.

.2-44.
.3-44.
.4-44.
.1-44.
.2-44.
.3-44.
.3-44.
.2-44.

.417.. 11-15
.416... 1-24

.421... 1-10

.413.. 11-15

.490. .11-29

.418.... 2-7

.420.... 3-6

.422... 1-10

SPECIAL
Tunisian Victory (80).

RE-ISSUES
Billy the Kid (T) ...

Big Store, Tie
Christmas Carol, A. .

.

. . .2-8.

.11-30.
.4-44.

.

.1-44..
..423.
. .413.

11-13
.9-20

..7-26.

..8-23..

. .7-12.

12-27 . .

. .9-20.

.5-44..

.5-44.

.

.5-44.

.

.6-44. .

.6-44.

.

. .424.
.425.
.426.
.427.
.428.

.4-17

.5-15

.4-17

.5-15

..5-1

. .
.9-6. .7-44. . . .429. .6-26

. .8-23. .7-44. . ..430. .6-12

.11-15.

. .6-28.

.8-44. .

.6-44.

.

. .500.

. .491.

.7-24

3-2C

..466. 3-2(
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Flight

Lot* Crtu
Northwest Passage (T) . .

Third Finger. Left Hand.

.Lamarr-Stewart

•Shearer- Taylor

.Taylor

.Marx Bros. .

.Loy-Powell . .

.Tracy

.Loy- Douglas

BLOCK NO. NINE
American Romance, An (T) (151) Donle»y-Richards

Detail! a Oder title: America
Barbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes

Details ander title: Gold Town
Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dittrich
Lost In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello
Nalsie Goes To Reno (90) Sothern-Hodiak
Marriage Is a Prl»ate Affair (115) Turner-Hodiak
Mrs. Partington (124) Garson-Pldgeon
Naughty Marietta (80) MacDonald-Eddy
The Seventh Cross (111) Tracy-Hasso
Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh

. .

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor
Nothing Bot Troible (69) Laurel-Hardy ...
Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal ....

Details ander title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy
Between Two Women Barrymore-Johnson
This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason ...
Mosle for Millions (120) O'Brien- Iturbl ..

SPECIAL
Gentle Annie (80) traig.Reed
National Velvet (T) (125) Booney-Taylor .

.

Details onder title: The Home Front
Meet Me In St. Lools (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter ...

NOT DESIGNATED
Anchors Awelgb (T) Kelly-Sinatra ...
A"«f Ego Thaxter-Daniels . .

Clock. The Garland-Walker ..
Picture of Dorian Gray Sanders-Hatfield
Son of Lassie (T) Lawford-Lanehester
There Were Three of Us Turner-Peters ...

Details nnder title: Women's Army
Thrill of a Romanee (T) Johnson-Williams .

Valley of Deeision Gsr$on-Peek . . • . .

Ziegfeld Follies (T) Astalre-Ball

.3-6. . .9-44.

....9-6.

....4-3.

....4-3.

. .11-29.

. . .3-20.
.Reissue.

. .12-13.

.Reissue.

.10-44.

. 12-44

.

. 9-44

.

. 10-44

.

.11-44.
11-44.

. .9-44.
.9-44.

.506.

.509.

.504.

.505.

.507.
.508.
.501.
.503.

. .515.
.8-21.
.5-28.

.5-29.

.8-21

.8-21

.9-18

11-27
.12-11
.12-11

.11-27

.12-25

. . .1-8

.12-25

.6-26.
11-27.
.8-21.

. .3-6.

.5-29.
. .9-4.

.8-21.
.9-18.
..5-1.

M ON OCR A

M

1944-43 Features

Westerns
(34)

(12)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast

1943-44

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. TWO

Chinese Cat, The (65) Toler
Details under title: Murder in the Fan House

Detective Kitty O'Day (63) Parker-Ryan ..
Folio* the Leader East Side Kids
Hot Rhythm (79) Tin and Irene.
Million Dollar Kid East Side Kids
Saltan's Daughter (64) CeTlo-Bnttenrertl
Voodoo Man, The (62) Lugosl-Carradlne
Where Are Your Children? (73) Cooper- Borison

NOT DESIGNATED
Are These Our Parents? Vlnson-Talbot .

Details ander title: Are These Your Parents?
Arizona Whirlwind Gibsen-Maynard
Blaea Magle Toler-Dell . .

.

DetalU under title: Murder Chamber
Block Busters (59) East Side Kids.
Call of the Jungle Corio-Bush . . .

Golden Trail, The Brown-Hatton
Johnnie Doesn't Live Here Any More Slmon-Eliison .

Land of Outlaws Brown-Hatton .

Details under title: Fool's Gold

Law Men (53) Brown-Hatton .

Leave It To the Irish Dunn-McKay .

Marked Trails Gibson-Steele .

Oh, What a Nlghtl Lowe-Rambcau
Details ander title: Girl Next Door

Outlaw Trail Gibson-Steele .

Partners of the Trail (55) Brown-Hatton .

Range Law Brown-Hatton .

Retirn of the Ago Man (— ) Lugosl-Carradine
Senora Stagecaaeh Gibson-Steele .

Three of a Kind Gilbert-Howard
Utah Kid Gibson-Steele ..

Details under title: Trigger Law
Wast of the Rio Grande Brown-Hatton .

.

1944-45

Adventures of Kitty O'Day Parkcr-Cookson
Details onder title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through

Alaska Taylor-Lindsay
Army Wives Rambeau-Knox
Bowery Champs (62) East Side Kids

Details under title: Mugcs Meets a Deadline
China's Little Devils Carey-Kelly . .

The Cisco Kid Comes Through Renaldo-Lane

.1-10. . .5-20.

.

..2-21... 5-13.
..9-6.... 6-3..
.11-15. ..4-22.
..9-6... 2-28.
...9-6... 1-24.
.10-18... 2-14.
.10-18. . .1-17.

.612

.7.3-6

.'.1-24

.2-21
.11-29

.4-17. . .7-15 6-26

.11-1.... 3-7 5-15
.5-15.... 9-9

12-27. . .9-16 9-18
..4-3... 8-19
.12-13
12-13.... 7-8 6-12
.6-12... 9-16

.1-10.... 5-6 4-17
. .4-3. . .8-26

.5-29... 9-30

.4-17 9-2

12-13... 4-29
.1-10.... 4-8 5-1
.4-17 7-1 5-29
10-18. . .6-24
.2-7... 6-10
..5-1... 7-22

8-26

.5-1.... 8-5

.5-1. .12-22

.8-7. . .1-12.

.6-12. .12-29.

Cisco Kid Returns . . Rrnaldo-Kenyon

Details under title: Case of the Missiffg Medico

Crazy Knights Gilbert- Howard

Details under title: Murder in the Famll)

Enemy of Women Woods-Dell

John Dillinger L. Tlerney .

Ghost Guns Brown-Hatton

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs

G. I. Honeymoon Storm-Cookson

Gun Smoko Brown-Hatton

Jade Mask, The Toler-Manton

Details under title: Mystery Mansion

Law of the Valley Brown-Hatton

Model Morder, The Weaver- Lowery

Navajo Trails Brown-Holt

Details ander title: The Texas Terror

Shadow of Suspicion (68) Weaver-Coolson

Details ander title: Baby Shoes

Song of the Range Wakely- Moore .

Details under title: Saddle Pals

There Goes Kelly Moran-McKay

Oetails under title: Make Way for Kelly

They Shall Have Faith Storm-Smith

A Wave, A Wae. A Marine Eilers-Yoiingman

When Strangers Marry Hunter-Jagjer

Details ander title: I Married a Stranger

. .8-21. 2-9.

.8-21. . .12-8.

.1016.

.9-18. .2-16.

. . .9-18

..9-18. .1-26.

. .7-24. .11-4.

. .12-11
.10-16.

''£&'.

. .6-26. .12-15.

. .9-18. .12-1

.11-27.

. . .8-7. .1-26.

..5-17. .11-3.

. .5-29. 11-24.

PARAMOUNT
1943-44 Features
1944-45 Features

Completed (32)

Completed (32)

In Production (0)

In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MASQUERADE IN MEXICO
Musical—Started December 29

Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Arturo de Cordova, Patric Knowles, Ann
Dvorak, Mikhail Rasumny, George Rignaud, Billy Daniels,

Martin Garralaga.

Director: Mitchell Leisen Producer: Karl Tunberg

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE
Comedy—Started December 26

Cast: Betty Hutton, Sonny Tufts, Bobby Watson, Tom Dugan,
Michael Chekhov, Iris Adrian, Mae Clarke, Ruth Donnelly.

Director: John Berry Producer: Harry Tugend
Story: Betty Hutton pretends to be a murderess in order to establish the

legal career of her ex-snldier sweetheart, Sonny Tufts. For a while
she really looks guilty and the lawyer has a Job.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tine Cart

ITS PRODUCTION
Affairs of Sosan, The Fontaine-Brent

Good Intentions Bracken-Lake
Lost Wetk-End Mllland-Wyman
Virginian, The McCrea-Britton

. .11-13.

.12-11.

.10-31.

.11-13.

COMPLETED
1943-44

.McCrea-Field

BLOCK NO. FIVE
And the Angels Sings (96) Lamour- MacMurray .5-17.
Double Indemnity (106) Stanwyek-M' Murray 10-18.
Gambler's Choice (65) Morr.s-Kelly 12-13.
Henry Aldrleh Plays Cupid (65) Lydon-Smlth 1-25.
The Hitler Gang (100) Watjon-Pope 11-15.

BLOCK NO. SIX
Great Moment (79)

Details ander title: Triumph Over Pain

Hail the Conquering Hero (101) Bracken- Raines

Henry Aldrich's Little Secret (73) Lydon-Mortimer

Details under title: Henry Aldrleh Rocki the Cradle

I Love a Soldier (105) Goddaril-Tjfts .

Details under title: When I Come Batk

Take It Big (74) Haley- Hilliard

SPECIAL
City That Stopped Hitler (58) Russian Documentary

Going my Way (130)
Lady In the Dark (T) (100)
Story of Dr. Wassel! (T) (140)

.

.4321.... 5-1

.4325.... 5-1

.4324 5-1

.4322. . .
.5-1

.4320... 5-1

.8-23.

.12-28.

. .7-12.

.4331.

.4335.

.4336.

.4337.

.9-20
. .3-6

.2-21

..5-1

1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dark Mountain (57) Lowery-Drew 4-17.

National Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather ...11-29.
Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (81) Lynn-Russell 9-6.

Rainbow Island (T) (93) Lamour-Sollivan ..10-18.

Till We Meet Again (88) Milland-Brlttoa ...12-13.

BLOCK NO. TWO
And How Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Young 12-27.

Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine-DeCordova 5-31.

Man in Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker 11-1.

Ministry of Fear (84) Milland-Reynolds ..7-26.

One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly 1-10.

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman ...7-13.
Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery- Brooks ...8-21.
Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly 7-10.

Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton 5-15.

Practically Yours (90) Colbert-MaeMurray ..2-7.

.4405.... 9-4

.4403 9-4

.4404 9-4

.4401.... 9-4

.4402. ...9-4

.4406. .10-30

.4408. . .10-2

.4407. .10-30

.4410. .10-30

.4409. .10-30

.4413. . .7-20

.4412. .12-25

.4415. .12-25

.4411.. 12-25

.4414. .12-25
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REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118)

.

NOT DESIGNATED
A Medal (or Benny Lamoor-Cordora . .

Bring On the Girls (T) Lake-T»fts

Duffy's Tavern Uartner-Reynolds .

Hard To Handle Gargan-Savage ...

Higii Man, The Lo*ery-Bruuu . . .

Incendiary Blonde (T) Hitton-Cordova ..

Kitty Godsard-Milland .

Love Letters Jones-Cottcn

Miss Susie Slagle Tnfts-Lake
Murder, He Says HacMgrray-Main .

Oct of This World Erackcn-Lynn . .

.

Rhythm Saneh Haley-Hllliard . . .

Road to Utopia, The Crosliy-Hope-Lamoar

Sally O'Roorke Laid-Resscll

Scared Stiff Haley-Savjqo ....
Two Yean Before the Mast Ladd-DonlFry ...

Unseen, The HeCrca-Rgssell

Details inder title: Fear

.6-26.

.1-10.

..10 2.

12-25.
.10-16.
.11-15.
.6-12.

10-31.

.7-10.

.11-1.

12 13.

11-27.
. 5-1.

.5-15.

NEW FACES OF 1945

Musical—Started December 24

Cast: Kaye Dowd, Robert Duke, David Street, Charles Kemper,

Margaret D'Alvarez, Betsy Beaton, June Carroll.

Director: Leslie Goodwins Producer: Leonard Sillman

Story: Old time stars in Actor's Heaven, lend their angelic aid and earthly

ta!. to heln rising young performers.

TUGBOAT ANNIE'S SON
(Other Details Issue Dec. 25)

Story: Annie tries to get control of the tugboats when the Navy returns
their owners,

and a child prodigy.
Also plays Mrs. Fix-it for a returned soldier

TELL IT TO A STAR
'Other Details Issue Dec. 25)

Story: A disreputable but kindly old phony promotes a singing career and
a romance for his niece, as well as a rich and gullible widow for
himself.

RELEASE CHART
1&44-15 Features (24) Completed (15) In Production (0)

Westerns (13) Completed ( 8) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Banning Tint Cast Details Rel.

COMPLETED

1943-44

Brand of the Devil O'Brien-Newill 5-1... 7-30.
Contender, The (65) Crabbe-Judge 3-20... 5-10.

Details under title: Ringside
Delinquent Daughters Carlson-Gibson 5-15... 8-10.

Fony Settles Down Crabbe-St. John 5-29. . .7-25.
Guns of the Law (59) O'Brien-Newill 11-1... 4-10.
Machine Gon Mama Armlda-LaRie 4-17... 8-18.

Details under title: Mexican Fiesta

Men of the Sea (48) Lawson-Jerrold .

Minstrel Man (69) Fields-George ..

Monster Maker. The (62) Haish-MeKay ..

Pints Band.t, The O'Brien-Newill

Rustler's Hideoot Crabbe-St. John

Seven Doors To Death (64) Chandler-Clyde

Shake Hands with Murder Adrian-Fowley . .

Spook Town O'Brien-Newill .

Details inder title: Ghost Town
Valley of Vengeance (—) Crabbe-St John

Waterfront (64) Carradlne-Wrixon

When the Lights Go On Again (74) Lydon-Mitehell .

1944-45

Barber of Red Gap Crabbe-St. John .

Bluebeard (70) Carradine-Parker

Castle of Crime* (—) Kent-Churchill
Crime, Ine Neal-Tilton

Dead or Alive Ritter-O'Brien

Dixie Jamboree (71) Langford-Talbot
Details inder title: Dixie Steam Boat

Fog Island Atwill-Douglas .. .11-13. . .1-31.

Gangsters of the Frontier (56) Ritter-O'Brien 9-21.

Great Mike, The (73) Erwin-Henry 7-24.. 11-15.

Detills unfer title: At the Post

His Brother's Ghost Crabbe-St. John 2-3..

The Kid Sister Pryor-Clark 10-31 2-6.

Hollywood ami Vine ". Ellison-McKay 8-21 1-1.

I'm From Arkansas (68) Adrian-Sommerville . .8-7. .10-31.
I Aec»«e My Parents Hnshes-Meeker 8-7... 11-4.

Man Who Walked Alone, The O'Brun-Aldrich .. .10-16. . .1-15.

Details u ->'-• title: Yoi Can't Stop Romaic*
Marked for Murder O'Brien-Ritter 2-8..

Oath of Vengeance (58) Crabbe-St. John 12-9.

Rogues Gallery (60) Jenks-Wamer 12-6.

Strange Illusion Eilers-Lydon 10-2. . .2-15.

•=>«'n« Hostess (76) Tilton-Collins 6-12 9-8.

Whispering Skulls Ritter-O'Brien 12-29.
Town Went Wild. The (77) Bartholomcw-Horlon .8-7.. 12-15.
Wild Horse Phantom Crabbe-St. John . . .8-21. .10-28.

Details inder title: Phantom of Wild Valley

Foreign... 4-30.

. .3-20 6-1.

. .2-21. . .4-15.

4-27.
9-2.

..5-29.... 8-5.

. . .3-6. . .4-22.

. .4-17 6-3.

5-5.
6-10.

. .6-26. .10-23.

. 11-27

.

. .6-12.

Foreign.

.11-13.
.10-31.
...2-7.

.458
.418... 7-24

.416

.465

.455

.421

.420
.404. . .6-26

.419. . .3-20

.456
.466
.417. .11-27

.422. . .5-15
.457

.464
. 415 . . . 6-26
.419. . .10-2

.509. .11-15

.507. .11-27

RE P U B Li C
1944-45 Features

Westerns
(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (30)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ROAD TO ALCATRAZ
Drama—Started December 23

Cast: Robert Lowery, June Storey, Grant Withers.
Director: Nick Grinde Associate Producer: Sidney Picker
Story: Somnambulist attorney worried he Is murderer when his partner Is

found killed, traces down real killer.

Title—penning Time

CG5IPLETED

Black Hills Express (55).

1943-44

Garry-Heath
ban oi tne Kcemes Burnette-Carsoa
Call of the South Seas (59) Lane-Henry . .

.

Comin' Round the Mountain Autry-Burnette
Cowboy and the Senorita (78) Rogers-Evans ...
Death Valley Manhunt (55) Elliott-Jeffreys ...
Fugitive from Senora (55) Barry-Merrick
Girl Whe Dared Grey-Ceokson
Good Night, Sweetheart (67) Livingston-Terry .

Haunted Harbor (Serial) Aldridge-Richmond
Hidden Valley Outlaws Elliott-Hayes

Details onder title: The Outlaw Buster

Jamboree (71) Byren-Terry
Lady and the Monster (86) Arlen-Ralston . . .

Details onder title: The Monster's Castle

Livingston-Burnette

Rojers-Evans ....
D'Shea-Shirley

Autry-Burnette . . .

Autry-Burnette

Don Barry

Bachelor-Powers

.Aubrey-Burnette . .

Frazee-Albertson

Rogers-Evans

Barrier-Bachelor

Henry-Withers

. .5-17.
..4-3..

. . .3-6.

Reissue.

. .1-24.

..5-3.

. .7-1.

.4-17.

..3-20.
..5-1.

.12-13.

l-io

!

Laramie Trail

Lights of Old Santa Fe. .

Man From Frisco (91) . .

Melody Trail (— )

Oh, Sosanna (Reissue) . .

.

Outlaws of Santa Fe ....
Port of 40 Thieves (58)

.

Ride, Ranger, Ride
Rosle the Riveter (75)).
San Fernando Valley (74)
Secret of Scotland Yard (6
Silent Partner

Song of Nevada (75) Rogers-Evans" ."."....4-3.
Storm Over Lisbon (86) Ralston-Arlen 1-24.

Details under title: Candlelights In Llibon
Strangers In the Night Terry-Grey 5-29.

Details under title: House of Terror

That's My Baby (68) Arlen-Drew 5-29.
Details under title: Anything for a Laugh

Three Little Sisters Lee-Terry 5-15..
Tiger Woman (Serial 1298) Sterling-Lewis 2-7.,
Trocadero (74) Lane-Pereell 12-13.
Tucson Raiders, The (55) Elliott-Hayes 2-21.
Yellow Rose of Texas (69) Rogers-Evans 2-21.

1944-45

Atlantic City (86) Moore-Taylor 5-15..
Behind the Ships Randolph-O'Malley .12-11.
Big Bonanza .Arlen-Frazee 9-4.
Bordertown Trails Carson-Burnerte 5-15..
Brazil (91) Brnee-Guizar 6-26.
Cheyenne Wildcat Elliott-Fleming 6-12..
Chicago Kid 3arry-Robert$ 10-2.
Code of the Prairie 3jrnettc-Carson ...6-26..
Daring Holiday. A Hnrton-George 10-16.
Earl Carroll's Vanities O'Keefe-Moore ....11-13.
End of the Road (51) Norris-Storey 7-10..

Details under title: Man of Mystery

Faces in tho Fog (71) Withers-Kelly 8-21.

Flame of Barbary Coast Wayne-Dvorak ....7-24..
Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor 12-25.
Git Along Little Dogies Autry-Burnette ..Reissue..

The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming ....9-18.
Grissly's Millions Grey-Kelly 9-18.
Hitehike to Happiness Pearce-Evans 9-18.
Jeaioesy Morley-Asther 11-27.
lohnny March Arlen-Walker 11-27..
Lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor 8-21.
Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming ...12-11.
Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey 10-16.
Marshal of Reno Elllett-Hayes 3-6..
My Bcddy (69) Barry-Roberts 6-26.
Next Comes Love Lake-Evans 9-4.
The Phantom Speaks Arlen-Roberts ....10-31.
Silver City Kid Lane-Stewart 4-17..

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake

Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling . . .

Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake

Sheriff ef Sundown Lane-Stewart ....
Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown ....
Song of Miss JeJIe, The Early-Clark

Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart
Details onder title: Marshal ef Monterey

Strange Affair . .
.' VonStrohelm-Hoghes

Details under title: The Great Flamarlon

Swingln' en a Rainbow Taylor-Frazee . . .

.7-28.

i.5-12.
.9-25.
..7-2.
. .8-5.

.6-17.
.8-26.

..4-2.

...4-3.
..11-3.
..7-14.
..6-1..
.4-15..

..4-4..
. .8-13.

. .9-1.

.

. . .4-9.

. .9-15.

. .7-26.

..6-9..
...8-5.
.10-16.

.9-14.

.7-31..

.5-27.
.4-24.
.5-24.
.6-24.

..362

. .356
.319... 8-21

.3305
..342. ..4-17
..375
..361
..322
. .320. . .6-26

• 384
..378

..355
..346.. 11-27
..318... 5-13
.3304
.3303
. .366
. .324. . .7-24

.33C6
..313.... 4-3
. .345. . .10-2

..321... 7-10
..317
. .344. . .7-10
..323... 9-18

. .328. . .10-2

.325

.383
..314....5-J
.3311. . .6-12

..343... 5-29

. .451
. .405. .11-15
.3314

.3312
.403. .10-16

.5-29.

.

12-25.
.7-24..
.5-29.

.

.4-17.
10-16.
.4-17.

.

10-16.

.11-13.

.7-20.

.8-16.

12-31'.

.11-7.
.8-12.

.461.

.3313.

.3316
.463

. .401 9-4
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Tjll It To A SUr Livingston-Terry ..12-25

Thrn'i A Crowd Michael-Gordon ...11-27

Thoroughbreds .Neal-Mara 9-4

Tooeka Terror Allan Lane 10-2

Togboat Annie's Son Darwell-Kennedy ..12-25

Utah Rogers-Evans 12-11

Vampire's 6host Abbott-Stewart 10-16

lorro's Black Whip <S*riai) Lewis-Stirling 8-21. 12-16.

R KO -RADIO
1944-45 Features Completed (29) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
Title—R

IN PRODUCTION
Along Came Jones (International) Cooper-Young
Invisible Army Wayne-Ahn
Johnny Angel .Raft-Trevor ..

Spanish Main, The Henreid-O'Hara

COMPLETED

.11-27.

.11-13.

.12-11.

..7-26.

.11-15.

.12-13.

.12-13.
. Foreign

.

.2-7

1-3

.4-3.

.Fer.

1943-44
BLOCK NO. FIVE

Days of Glory (86) Toumanova-Peck
Details inder title: One Hour of Glory

Falcon Oit West (64))..) Conway-Hale ..

Details inder title: Falcon In Texas
Seven Days Ashore (74) Oliver-Brown . .

Show Business (92) Cantor- Murphy
Yellow Canary, The (84) Neaolc-Grcene .

BLOCK NO. SIX
Gildercleeve's, Ghost (63) Poary-Martln
Youth Runs Wild (65) Granvllle-Sraith ..

Details inder title: Are These Our Children?
Marine Raiders (90) D'Brlcn-Hossey . .

Might of Adventure (65) Sonway-Long . .

.

Details inder title: One Exciting Night
Sten Lively (88) Sinatra-Murphy . .

Details inder title: Manhattan Serenade

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Bride by Mistake (81) Day-Marshal

Details inder title: That Hunter Girl

Falcon In Mexico (70) Conway-Maiis . . .

Heivenly Days (71) Fibber and Molly
M-isIc In Manhattan (80) Shirley-Day

Hlle. Flfl (69) Simon- Krtuoer . .

SPECIAL
Coaital Comstand (61) Dataanatary
North Star, Thi (105) Baxter-Brennan 5-17.

Op In Arras (T) (106) Kaye-Shoro

RE-ISSUES
Snow White and the Sevti Dwarfs (T) (80).. Disney Cartoon Feature .

1944-45
BLOCK NO. ONE

Going To Town (69)
Master Race (96)
My Pal, Wolf (75)

Details under title: Pumpkin Shell

None But the Lonely Heart (113) 6rant-Wyatt

Tall In the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines . .

.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent ...

Falcon in Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale
Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley ..

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

fiirl Rush The (65) Langford-Brown

Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates ..

NOT DESIGNATED
Belle of the Yukon (T) (84) Stott-Lee
Betrayal From the East Tracy-Xelly ....
Brighton Stringier. Thi Loder-OiprM
Body Snatcher, The • Karloff-Lugosi

Casanova Brown (93) Cooner-Wright
China Sky Scott-Drew
Coma Share My Love Errol-Rilty

Fnchant"t CoHaoe. The Yonng-MeGuire . .

Follow Your Heart Haley-Jeffries

Having Wonderful Crime B'Brlen-Landls .

.

It's a Pleasure (T) Henie-O'Shea . . .

Pan Americana Terry-I.onq ....
Princess »nrf the P'rate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo
Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature

Two 0' p l«rk Courage "cway-Ri'therford

West of The Pecos Mitchum-Hale . .

Woman in the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett

Details inder title: Once Off Gcard
Wcn.lcr Man. The (T) Kaye-Mnyo
Zombies on Broadway Brown-Carney

2 0th CENT U, R Y- FOX

..5-1

.3-20

. .5-1

..5-1

.4-17

.431.

.435.
432.
-433.

7-26
.451... 11-1

.452. . .2-21

.Lum 'n Abner

.Esmond-Massen

.Moffett-Esmond

.5-15 504. .10-2

.5-29. 502. .10-2

.5-29. . .... 505. .10-2

. .3-6 501. .10-2

..5-1 503. .10-2

.7-24 510. 12-11

.7-24 507. 12-11

508. .12-11

..6-12 506. .10-30

.7-24 509. .12-11

. . .4-3 583. . 12-11

. .7-24

. .7-10

.2-21 581. . .8-1

.10-16

.10-16

.12-11. . . .

. .8-21

. .8-21

. .5-15
'.'.'.'.'.551. .10-16

.
.8-21

.10-16. . . .

. .4-17
'

... .

582'. .10-16

1944-45 Features Completed (25) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rinnlnt TIM Cast Details

IN PRODUCTION
Sell for Adano, A Hodiak-Bendix 11-13..
Ball Fighters Laarel-Hardy 12-11..
Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe 12-25..
Captain Eddie MaeMurray-Bari ..12-11..

Details under title: First, Last and Alwayi

COMPLETED

1943-44

BLOCK NO. NINE
Buffalo Bill (T) (90) O'Hara-McCrea 7-12. .April. . .

Shriaa af Victory (45) Documentary **»»••

Tarapieo (75) Ba/i-Roblnson 8-9 .. April ..

.

BLOCK NO. TEN
Bermuda Mystery (65) Faster- Rutherford

JJ*»
•

Pin Ua G.rl (T) (87) Grable-Bmm 8-9... May..

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Candlelight In Algeria (85) Masuo-Lehmana .Foreign Jaly. .

Eve of SL Mark. The (96) Eythe-Baxter 9-20. ..Jim. .

Home In Indiana (T) (103) MtAllister-Brennaa .9-20. .. .July. .

ladles In Washington (61) Graham-Marshall .. .1-10. . .June. .

Roger Tuohy, Gangster (65) Foster-Taytar 4-19.
.
.Jane. .

SPECIAL
Battle af Russia (80) Gwrerameat Decaaieatary ..11-13.,

Song of Baraadette (156) Jones-Prlea 4-5...

1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Take It ar Leave It (70) Baker-Massow 4-3 . August.

Wing and a Prayer (97) Ameehe-Andrews . . .2-21. August.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Dangerous Journey (73) Dennis-Roosevelt Travel Feat. Sept.

Greenwich Village (T) (82) Ameche-Miranda

Sweet and Lowdown (75) Bari-Goodman .

.3-20

.'.4-3

.6-12

.5-29

.5-29

.5-29

.5-29

11-15 . . Sept.

.2-7. . .Sept.

.504. . .8-21

.505. . .8-21

.503. . .8-21

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise. The (75) Laurel-Hardy

Details onder title: Good Neighbors

In the Meantime, Darling (72) Crain-Latimori

Details under title: I Married a Soldier

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) Woolley-Haver . . .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laura (88) Tierney-Andrews . .

Something for the Boys (T) (87) Miranda-O'Shea ..

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier (86) Baxter-Winnlnger .

Winged Victory (130) O'Brien-Crane . . .

BLOCK NO. 6

Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peck-Hardwicke

Way Ahead. The Niven-Hontley

Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

NOT DESIGNATED
Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe (T) Gnble-Haymes
Circumstantial Evidence O'Shea-Marshall .

Hangover Square Cregar- Darnell

Molly, Bless Her Fields-Woolley ...

Nob Hill J. Bennett-Raft .

.

Royal Scandal, A Bankhead-Eythe ..

Details onder title: Czarina

Thinderhead. Son of Fllcka (T) McDowell- Foster .

\ Tree Grows In Brooklyn MeGuire-Dann ...

Where Do We Go From Here? (T) MacMurray-Leslie .

Wilson (T) (153) Hardwicke-Mltchell

. .4-3.

.1-10.

. .3-6.

October.

October.

.October.

.506. . .9-18

.507... 9-18

.508. .10-16

.513. .12-11

.512.. 11-27

.9-4.
11-13.

. .9-4.

11-13.
.8-21.

.9-18.

.5-15.

.5-15.

. .9-4.

UNIT 10 ARTISTS
1944-45 Features Completed (23) In Production (4)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.) ; Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.) ; Wanger (Wgr.) ; Ripley-Monter (R.M.) ; Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.) ; Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stona (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-IIakim (L. H.) ; Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion

(G. F. D ); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn).

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Tltli—Raialai Thai Cut
Blood on the Sun Cagney-Sidney ...
Guest Wife Colbert-Amcche .

Story of G. I. Joe Meredith

Walk In the San Andrews-Conte ...

COMPLETED
1943-44

Forty Tlilevu Boyd-Clyde
It Happened Tomorrow (84) Powell -Darnell

Lumber Jack (65) Boyd-Clyde

Malls aader title: Timber

Mystery Man (58) Boyd-Correll

Details eider title: Thundering Heefs

Stagecoach (—) WajM-Traatr ...

Up la Mabel's Room (76)) O'Keefe-Reynolds

Voice In the Wind (84) Lederer-Gurle

Details ilder title: Strange Haile

Details lei. Na. lev.

. . 10-31 Cgy

. .12-11 Ski

.11-27 Cwn

.11-13 Brn

.12-27... 6-23... Shai

..10-18 4-7... Psb 4-3
..10-18... 4-28... Shm... 5-29

... 7-26... 5-31... 8»aj

.Ulnae Wgr
. . 11-29... 4-28... S«l 4-3

...5-31... 4-21... R.I1....3-6

1944-45

Abroad with Two Yanks (80) O'Keefe-Bend'x

Bedside Manner Hussey-Carroll

Brewster's Millions !)'i(eefe-Walkcr

Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Leigh

Colonel Blimp (T) Livesy-Walbrook

Dark Waters (89) Oberon-Tone

Delightfully Dangerous Powell-Bellamy

Details onder title: High Among the Stan

...3-20.... 8-4... Sail.... 8-7

. . .11-27 Stn

. . .8-21 Sal
Foreign G.F.D

. . Foreign G.F.D
....5-29.. 11-10... Bog.. 12-11

9-4 Rgs
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The Great John L Darnell-McClure

Guest In the House (121) Baxter-Bellamy

Hairy Ape, The (90) Bendix-Hayward

Henry V (T) Olivier-Newton

Her Man Gilbey Wilding-Ward . .

Hold Autumn in Your Hand Featt-FieH

I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten .

Details under title: Double Furlough

It's in the Bag Allen-Benchley .

Sensations of 1945 (86) Powell-Fields ..

Mr. Emmanuel Ay
,

lmW
*"S

y
!'.
t "

Since You Wrnt Away (171) Colbert-Cotten .

Song of the Open Road (89) Bergen-Granville

Spellbound Bergman -Peck .

Details under title: House of Dr. Edwardes

Summer Storm (107) Sanders-Darnell

Details onder title: The Moon Their Mistress

3 Is a Family (81) Ruggles-Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field .
.

.

. . .7-10 Craiby

. . .2-21. . .12-8. . .Smy

....1-10... 6-16... Lev.... 5-29

.For G.F.D

.Foreign G.F.D

. .9-18 L.H

....4-17.... 1-5... Szk...:. 1-8

. .10-16 Rgs

. . .12-13. . .6-30. . .Stn. . .7-10

.Foreign. . .1-19. .G.F.D

9-20. . .8-12. . .Szk. . .7-24

.
.12-13 6-2 Ras 5-15

. .7-24 Szk

. .12-27. . .7-15. . .Neb.. . .6 12

6-26. .11-23. . .Les

... 6-26 .. 12-29 .. . Cow. .. 12-25

UN I YE R S At
1844-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (42)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

THAT'S THE SPIRIT
Comedy—Started December 20

Cast: Jack Oakie, Peggy Ryan, Buster Keaton, Irene Ryan,
Johnny Coy, June Vincent, Gene Lockhart, Edith Barrett,

Andy Devine, Arthur Treacher, Victoria Home, Virginia
Brissac.

Director: Charles Lamont Producers: Michael Fessier and
Ernest Pagano

Story: Jack Oakie plays a ghost guiding the career of his young dancer
daughter, Peggy Ryan.

A NIGHT IN PARADISE (Technicolor)
Fantasy—Started December 21
Cast: Merle Oberon, Turhan Bey, Thomas Gomez, Ray Collins,

Gale Sondergaard, Ernest Truex, George Dolenz, Pedro
de Cordoba.

Director: Arthur Lubin Producer: Walter Wanger
Story: Turhan Bey is Aesop in love with a Persian princess, whom he savesirora a loveless marriage to Croesus.

RELEASE CHART
Title— Running Tine

COMPLETED

1943-44

Allerqle to Lo»e (64) O'Drlseoll-Beerv
Details under title: Sllek Chick

^
Boss of Boomtown Caiieron-Tylcr
Chip Off the Old Bloek (82) OTonnor-Blyth ' 7
Chrl.tmas Holiday (92) Durbin-Kelly
Cobra Woman (T) (70) Monta-Hal

"'
Wi

»

n

h
l0W
o°' •N'oSf

8 ' GMrt «•"»»• -.Perry-Barrla 7.7.
Follow the Boys (122) Raft.eirDnml.lmm and. UUa: Thro. Cbeor,' for tV.

"""^ "

Ghost Catchers, The XT?. . .nh ... n
Great Alaskan Mystery (Seria.j . ] [ [ \ [ \ \ [11 n.-Weaver

°°
\

^Socie'ty (75)f
an (80) Allbrltton-Pag.

'.'

Invisible Man's Revenge (78) !!!!!!!!"! 'HaH°-Ankm
tli0

'

Jangle Woman (60) Aeoaanetta-Ston.

"

Moon Over La, Veoa, (69) """VEStSmT..
ttflSLftg1

:::::::

I?'',
'J

,h« L,lfe (87) O'Connor-Fost.r . ,

Trail to Gonslght Dew-Wrixnn

TwSr li,

T
n
an

,t
5e
i,, • • •

'• '• '• '•

• :

:

lZ%l\"lL?iMt 8»lllan-Au,tln ..
Weird Womao (64) Chaney-Gwynne

.

1944-45

Aeeent on Rhythm Colller-Norrk
Detail, onder title: Swingaroo Sweetheart

' '

'

Sr
5™!!' Pmo * f-ameron-Dew ...

Blonde Ransom .... Cook-Grey
Bowery To Broadway (94) '.Oakie-Montez

*".'

Babel on Swing Street Errol-Vlncent
.

Can't Help Singing (T) (89) Darbin-Paige
Climax, The (86) fCarloir. Foster

'."

Dead Man', EyM (64) Chaney-Parker . .

Eajy To Look At Jean-Grant ....
Enter Arsene Lupin (72) Ralnej-Kowin

Detail, inder title: Arseno Lepln
Fairy Tale Marder Jean-Bra.jelle ..
The Frozen Ghoit Chaney-Anken ..
Destiny (65) Joan-Cartl, ....
Frl,e« Sal Foster-Bey .. .. .

Gypsy Wildcat (T) (75) Montez-Hall

..5-1.
. . .9-6.

.11-29.

. . .9-9.

•2-21.,

. .1-24.

.

.12-13..

. . .3-6.

.5-26.
. .2-25.

.6-30.

.5-12.
..7-6.
...5-5.

. .7-7.

.4-28.

..7-7.

.5-18.

.5-26.

..5-5.

.6-23.

. .5-31 6-2.

.5-29... 8-18.

.5-15 7-7.

..4-3... 7-14.
.12-13. . .4-14.

. .7-24

.12-25

.5-15... 11-3.
. . 5-29. .10-13.
.6-12. .12-29: .

. .2-21. .10-20.

. . .4-3. .11-10.

.12-25
. .8-21. .11-24.

. .10-2

..6-26
. .9-18. .12-22.

. .10-2
.10-18... 9-1.

.8040... 5-29

.8085
.8011.... 3-6

.8002. . .6-12

.8006. . .5-29
.8681
.8061 4-3

.8015

.8881
.8016. . .6-26
.8001. . .8-21

.8008. . .6-26

.8018... 7-24

.8037... 5-15

.8039... 7-24

.8032... 5-15

.8019... 6-12

.8036.... 5-1

.8043. . .7-24

.8012. . .6-12

.9007. .10-16

.9026. .10-30

Here Come the Coeds Abbott-Costello ..
HI, Beautiful O'Driscoll-Bccry .

Details under title: Be It Ever So Humble
House of Fear Rathbone-Bruee
House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney ..

Details under title: Devils Brood

I'll Kcmember April Jean-Grant

Details under title: Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce

It's Never Too Late . .Granville-Beery ..

Jungle Captive Lane-Kruger

Jungle- Queen (Serial) Collier-Ouillan . .

.

Master Key, The (Serial) Wiley-Moore ...

Merrily We Sing Ryan-Blyth

Merry Monahans, The (SI) O'Connor-Ryan . .

Moonlight and Caetas Anirews-Carrillo .

Mummy's Curse Chaney-Harding .

Murder in the Blue Room (61) Cook-Gwynne
Mystery of the River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Cleme^ts .

My Gal Loves Music (T) Crosby-McDonald

Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn . . .

Old Texas Trail, The Cameron-Knight

Patrick the Great O'Connor-Ryan ..

Pearl of Death (69) Rathbone-Bruce .

.

Penthouse Serenade ^ Cameron-deWit . .

(Keen of the "Nile (T) (jjontez-Hall . . .

RjHeM of Chost City tfoore-AtwIII ...

Reckless Age (63) Jean-Clark ....
Detail! under title: Make Way for Lore

Riders of Santa Fe Cameron-Knight
Romance, Inc Jones- McDonald
Salome—Where She Danced DeCarlo-Cameron

San Diego, I Love Yon (83) Hall-Foster

See My Lawyer Olsen 4 Johnson

She ~Gcts Her Man Davis-Gargan ...

Singing Sheriff (63) Norrls-Kntolit . .

Song of the Sarong Gargan-Kclly ..

Stars Over Manhattan Andres Sistfr, .

Suspect, The (85) Laughton-Raines

Under Western Skies (57) O'Driscoll-Beery .

Details under title: Musical Round-up

.4-17

..8-21

.12-11
. 11-27

. .9-18

.12-11.

12-27.
. .9-6.

.
.8-21.

. .3-20.

.7-24.

.7-24.

.7-10.

..11-1

.9-15. . .9008.
.9-9.

.
.9022.

. .12-1. . .£034. .11-27

in 24. . .9631
12-15

. .1-5
12-15. . .9082

.'.9-22.7.9019. . . 9-1

8

.
.6-26
.5-29. . .7-25.

...5-1. .11-17.

.6-12. .11-10.

.11-27

. .10-2

. .4-17. . .9-29.

i:'-3i.V.i-i2'.

'

. 4-17 . . .10-6.

. 9780

.

.10-16

.9031

'.Voi7. 7.9-1.8

.9030. . .10-2

.7.7.7. 7.1-8

WARN E R BROTHERS
1914-45 Features Completed (26) In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast

Big Sleep, The Bogart-Bacall ..

Hotel BerPn King-Dantine
Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson .

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smith . . .

This Lovo of Ours Garfield-Parker

COMPLETED

1943-44

Adventures of Mark Twain (130) March-Smith
Between Two Worlds (112) Garfield-Parker

Details ander title: Outward Bound

Make Your Own Bed (81) .Carson -Wyman
Mask ef Dlmitrios (95) Greenstreet-Lorre .

Details under title: A Coffin for Dimitrios

Mr. Skefflngton (146) Davis-Rains

Shine On Harvest Moon (111) Sheridan-Morgan
,

This Is the Army (121) Murphy-Leslie ..

Uncertain Glory (102) Flynn-Lukas

REISSUE
Brother Rat (89) Morris-Albert

Manpower (103) Hobinson-Dietrlch

Polo Joe (65) Joe E. Brown .

They Made Me a Criminal (92) Garfield-Sheridan

Tiger Shark (79) Robinson-Arlei .

.

Walking Dead, The (66) Karloff-Cortez .

.

1944-45

Animal Kingdom Sher'dan-Morgae
Details undor title: One More Tomorrow

Arsenic and Old Lace (118) Grant-Lane

Christmas In Connecticut Stanwyck-Morgan .

Cinderella Jones Leslla-Aldo

Conflict Bogart-Hobart . .

.

Corn Is Green, The Davis-Dall

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid ..

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan
Detail, ander title: Forty Whacks

Devotion OeHaWlland-Laplne

Doughpirls. The (102) .Sheridan-Carson

God Is My Co-Pllot.. Morgan- Massey

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-Star

Horn Blows at Midnight, The Benny-Smith

Janle (106) Reynolds-Hutton .

Last Ride, The (56) Travis-Parker . . .

My Reputation Stanwyck-Brent .

Nobody Lives Forever .Garflcld-Fitzgerald

Objective Burma Flynn-Brown ...

Of Hunan Bondage Henreld-Parker

Pillar To Post Lupino-Huston . . ,

Rhapsody In Blue Leslle-Aldo

Roughly Speaking Russell-Carson . . .

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper-Bergman .

Strangers In Oar Midst Salllvan-Dorn . . .

To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall ..

Very Thought of Vog (99) Parker-Morgan

.10-31.

.11-27.
.12-25.

.10-16.

.11-27.

..7-13. .7-22.

.

..315. .5-15
.10-18. .5-20.

.

..316. .5-15
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.
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. .5-17.

. .8-21.
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. . .3-6. 11-25. . ..407. ..9-4

. .8-21.

. . .6-26. .12-31. 7409.' .12-11

.11-15.

.
.1-10. .' .'9-2'.'. .7401." 7.8-7

.10-7.

.

. .404. .9-18

.11-29.
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...3-8.

. .2-21. .1-20.

.
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....3-6. .11-11.. . .406. .10-30
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'WINGED VICTORY' CALLED WARM, INSPIRING. REALISTIC
(TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX) "...Gives every promise of ben;; one of the most successful films about this wa: ... Successful,

that is, in its disturbance of the public's interest and pulse and a 30 in ! ts encroachments upon the public's pocket-book ... Has the

sweep and mounting tension of true visual narrative ... Leans qu e ob/iously on its sentimental props... Air Force soldiers perform

their roles with rare competence." CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES — "...Informative and entertaining. Although it doesn't come

up to the knees of its inspiring, great subject, it is still a sizabl '. humanly sentimental organization of many of the facts. .Arrange-

ments are a little too pat to be perfect ... Tendency to speech- iaking is also marked
. . .Topical interest easily surmounts any

objections." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Warm, believa 'le, intensely interesting and sometimes highly exciting saga of this

most dramatic branch of our fighting services. . .One main dra 'back is a semblance of over-length. . .Complete naturalness and
sincerity. . .All manner of fine interludes, some tender, some tra ic, some immensely funny and all human." McMANUS. PM.
"...Thrilling and emotionally stirring. . .Scenes dealing with th ' training and fighting are presented in a factual manner that gives

the film authority .. .So good that we forgive the authors and di'"ect o> for their occasional lapses into a highly sweetened emotional-

ism." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.

'HERE COME THE WAVES' ANOTHER CROSBY CLICK
(PARAMOUNT) "...Chief ingredient is Crosby's incomparable vocal and comedy timing, and the result is a happy, tuneful new year

at the Paramount. . .Snappier, funnier production numbers than are found in the average film musical. . .Crosby's picture from start

to finish; and when you remember that there isn't a more reliable musical comedy star in America than Bing Crosby, you'll know
what to expect from the mere fact of his presence on the Paramount screen." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Paramount and its favored son, Bing Crosby, are taking an agreeable turn together .. .Ambling along that vein of comedy, with
vamped-in music, that Mr. Crosby used to rove. . .Humor is the b^st part of the picture." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. ".

. Will

do nicely until a better or funnier Crosby picture comes along. .
Beginning which shows Bing imitating Sinatra will put you in a

mood -to enjoy the subsequent light comedy. The fun following is consistent but not quite up to the first sequence ... Easy-going,
satisfactory musical comedy." HALE. N. Y. NEWS. "...While oodles of school-free maids giggled their merry way through
'Here Come the WAVES' at its holiday-week at the Paramour t- there was no rush to sign up with the WAVES when the show broke
...One of the most contrived of plots .. .Dutiful inclusion of W ^VE footage ... .Nothing terribly inspirational ... Some interesting
novelties in set design and theatricks." McMANUS, PM.

•HOLLYWOOD CANTEEN" BIG, JUMBLED, ENTERTAINING—COOK
(WARNER BROTHERS) "...Big, jumbled and entertaining variety show... In the dozen or so variety acts you are pretty sure to

find a few very good and some others that will slip by pleasantly. . .For its entertainment value, the whole picture depends strictly

on its variety acts — and those are pretty good. The rest of it is rubbish." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM. "...If it's

quantity you want in entertainment — entertainment, that is, of the sort that is generally thrown together in an 'all-star benefit

show' — then the Warners' grotesquely laden 'Hollywood Cantean' is for you... You'll probably love it if you're frankly susceptible
to 'names'. . .But if it's quality you want in your entertainment beware the elaborate hocus-pocus of 'Hollywood Canteen.' There is

not a fairly distinguished song or turn of dialogue in the show, and the story which binds the 'acts' together is an embarrassingly
affected affair." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...Sprawling star-fest which is as jerky as a roller coaster. . .Production is

laudable but repetitive ... Gaudy package of variety sketches which come closer to a photograph of the canteen's activities than to a
cohesive photoplay." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. •

TOMORROW THE WORLD' SERIOUS ATTEMPT AT NAZI PROBLEM
(UNITED ARTISTS) "...Savagely angry indictment of what the Nazis have done to German youth and the German people. The
movie version has a much greater fury of indignation than the good play on which it is based. . .Skippy Homeier has brought the
screen one of its most understanding and damning figures of Nazidom .. .Thoughtful presentation of the problem." COOK, N. Y.

WORLD TELEGRAM. "...Will have to make its bid fo~ popularity on the grounds that it tells you something you ought to

know. It certainly cannot be regarded as a film for treasure Seems more flagrant than on the stage. . .Probably has a story worth
broadcasting. . .But it is doubtful that this picture can provide reliable guidance in any of the situations that may come up in the
future." WTNSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Timely and serious subject ... Sincere, if not completely satisfying, attempt in the right
direction.

. .Often more theatrical than realistic ... General'" well acted and directed. . .Direction is generally excellent. . .'Tomorrow
the World' can be a very real screen contribution toward the attainment of an enduring peace." T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Nerve-tingling and explosive. . .Superbly produced, acted and well-thought out dramatization .. .Provides the most mature hand-
ling of Nazi racist theories that the Hollywood screen has yet advanced ... Offers more opportunity for soul-searching in America than
any film of its sort yet set before us." J. T. McMANUS, PM.

'MUSIC FOR MILLIONS' MUSICAL HEARTHROB FILM GETS NODS
(M-G-M) "...Much of the same tender feeling and melodic felicity which Producer Joe Pasternak and Director Henry Koster got
into their early Deanna Durbin films... Only some of the old zin-? is missing, and some new things have been added too. . .Gentle,
youthful story dinped in tears. . .Chief fault is that its makers were never quite sure whether they were giving the show to Miss
Allyson. Miss O'Brien, Mr. Iturbi or to our boy James. . .Makes up for shortcomings with its gorgeous music and individual scenes."
CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...Merry and delightful musical melange. . .Combines classical compositions and swing nonsense
...Tuneful and engaging. . .As engaging a photoplay as it is a photo-musical. . .Little Margaret O'Brien is as cute a trick as she has
ever been." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ". Pasternak, with a script both resourceful and heartwarming, reiter-
ates clearly and cleverly his everlasting point — that music is a universal medium under whose pleasant auspices all peoples and
sorts can meet and have a whale of a time together." McMANUS, PM. "...Abounding with whimsy, melody and mirth...
Out-and-out tear-jerker but, because director Henry Koster has wielded a light and engaging hand... The audience is apt to follow
each throat lump with a guffaw. It's that neatly timed for sobs and giggles. . .Although the outcome of the plot becomes obvious
nevertheless does present something novel in the manner of movi 3 musical .. .Gratifying escapist entertainment." THIRER, N. Y.
POST.

'CAN'T HELP SINGING' DURBIN MUSICAL OPERETTA OK'D
(UNIVERSAL) "...Aside from Deanna Durbin's still-fresh voica and a half dozen variously tender and rousing Kern-Harburg songs
spaced throughout it there is not much new or startling about 'Can't Help Singing' ... Deanna is dimplier than she has been in ever
so long and very fetching in Technicolor singing to glorious red-rock mesas and mountain landscape-." McMANUS, PM.
"...Songs in abundance and par excellence are the best things in this gaudy color film. . .Except for a few comic moments, is pretty
much run of the operetta mine... You may count on an hour and a half of diversion." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...De-
anna Durbin shares top honors with the scenery .. .With a creditible Jerome Kern score added to this expensive Technicolor, 'Can't
Help Singing' has everything it takes to make a gay screen musical except that eternal Hollywood lack, a sparkling story." GUERN-
SEY. JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Gay, colorful, tuneful. . .Best Durbin picture since Joe Pasternak ceased produc-
ing her vehicles. . .Deanna's costumes are gorgeous enough to give the feminine contingent of the audience a thrill, but each and
every patron of the Criterion Theatre will respond heartily to the rhythms of the Kern tunes." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
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"House of Frankenstein," Universal's horror classic starring all its

Titans of Terror, has broken all existing records at the RJALTO

THEATRE on BROADWAY, NEW YORK. This again proves that

Universal knows when and how to make this type ofboxoffice bonanza.

We really believe that "House of Frankenstein" is headed for an all-

time record for horror pictures ... So, brother, don't be wary of this

scary. You, too, can play it!

BORIS KARLOFF • LON CHANEYwm, john carradine • J. carrol naish

ANNE GWYNNE • PETER COE - ELENA VERDUGO • LIONEL ATWILL

Screen Play by Edward T. Lowe • Directed by ERLE C. KENTON W&ff Produced by PAUL MALVERN • Based on a Story by Curl Siodmak
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not deny that such an eventuality might be forthcoming. Golden

felt that it would be of short duration.

The important factor, said Golden, was that the film industry

will go into an era of expansion to catch up with the development

which normally would have occurred during the past three years.

With the release of critical material, he foresaw the erection of

1000 theatres, costing as much as $100,000,000 with the programmed
expansion of Hollywood studio facilities involving another $20-

000,000 to $30,000,000. He also discussed the possibility of pre-

fabricated theatres, plans for which now are complete in all de-

tails, and in increase in drive-in theatres,

SIXTH WAR LOAN CLOSES
As one of the most successful drives ever participated in by

the motion pictures industry completed its record-breaking run

Harry Brandt, national chairman for the industry's Sixth War
Loan Campaign, revealed that the success of the drive would not

have been possible without the splendid cooperation shown by

exhibitors, distributors, theatre managers and other industry

personnel.

"I assure you," Brandt stated, "that at the beginning of this

drive, the $14,000,000,000 goal looked pretty tough and there was a

bit of a doubt in my mind, but after the way the various industry

workers pitched in. I soon felt confident that we would do a job.

As a result the 6th War Loan will exceed its quota by approxi-

mately $6,500,000,000."

Brandt returned to his offices and was scheduled for a short

vacation after which he again will be active in another industry
endeavor, the Red Cross campaign.

5,000,000 SEATS FOR 'DIMES* DRIVE
Alabama was the first state to go beyond its quota in the

enrollment of theatres for the 1945 March of Dimes campaign,
with Rhode Island running a close second. As national head-
quarters tabulated theatres enlisting in the drive. R. M. Kennedy
and R. R Wilby, co-chairmen for Alabama, reported three more
theatres pledged than the total number in last year's drive.

Over 5000 theatres aggregating more than five million seats
were pledged early last week, with every circuit replying signify-
ing 100 per cent cooperation, Joseph R. Vogel. circuit chairman,
disclosed.

National Screen will furnish participating theatres with a
full-color lithographed one-sheet Citation poster sigrned b- Na-
tional Chairman Nicholas M. Schenck and Foundation President
Basil O'Connor. The drive publicity committee has prepared a
"Thank You" one-sheet which is being mailed with the campaign
books.

The appeal trailer, featuring Greer Garson. titled The Miracle
of Hickory." shows scenes during the North Carolina polio
epidemic.

NOVEMBER ADMISSIONS TAKE DROP
Federal taxes collected during November for October admis-

sions fell slightly below those of the preceding month, totaling

THANK YOU
for your cooperation in the handling of film.

It if working out swell.

NOW SAVE PAPER
This is an important War Effort.

Return posters sent to you in error. Do
not throw them aside.

Return all posters properly marked, labeled
and wrapped. Don't throw them loose in

the lobby.

YOU DO YOUR PART!
WE'LL DO OURS!

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

d from Pane IS)

S30.183.465 aga.nst $31,097,641. Collection, during Wgggfyg*
were $16,388 863. The small drop reflected the seasonal trena.

The largest portion of the drop was due to a sharp decline s
admTssfons from'the Third New York « Broadway I D, net wh re

collections dropped from $4,873,946 to $4,015,458. Elsewhere, aa

^^^"33L brought the -al^vern^reve
nue from ticket sales for the 11 months of 1944

compared with $152,581,903 for the corresponding period m 1943.

Receipts for the year are expected to hit $300,000,000.

WAC SCHEDULES THREE
Three short subjects for January release were announced by

the War Activities Committee. The first, scheduled for January

11th is "Brought to Action." showing the Jap Navy's attempt to

snuff out MacArthur s Philippine invasion. United Artists is re-

leasing generally, except for Albany. Des Moines. Memphis. Okla-

homa City and Portland, where MGM will handle the film.

The second, "What's Your Name," a War Department film

stressing the vital need for manpower in war Industries, will be

distributed by 20th-Fox and is scheduled for January 18th release.

The third is a Red Cross film, produced by March of Time, drama-

tizing the American Red Cross services to armed forces around

the world. Release date is January 25th. RKO will distribute.

UA RELEASES FOR HUGHES. STURGES
United Artists will release Howard Hughes' 'The Outlaw.'

probably in March, it was disclosed last fortnight by Gradwell

L. Sears, UA vice-president in charge of distribution. Completed

four years ago. Hughes withheld the picture because of distribu-

tion difficulties encountered when the Hays office refused to per-

mit the picture a seal unless Hughes deleted "objectionable-

scenes. Two years ago. he leased the Geary theatre in San Fran-

cisco after wide publicity concerning Jane Russell, buxom star of

the film, and played the picture, which carried a PCA seal.

The cuts indicated by the Hays office will be made before UA
releases the picture, Robert Savini, Hughes' agent in the deal,

declared.
Sears also announced a deal whereby UA will release two pic-

tures to be directed and produced by Preston Stureres, following

the latter's departure from the Paramount lot. The deal was
concluded between Sears and Henry Henigson. representing Cali-

fornia Pictures Corporation.

PEOPLE
Robert H. O'Brien will become special assistant to Barney

Balaban, Paramount president, following his resignation as a

member of the Securities and Exchange Commission which was
accepted by President Roosevelt on Friday, Dec. 29th. O'Brien

will act as liaison between Paramount officers and the company
president and will represent Paramount at organizational meetings.

Donald A. Henderson was elected Director and Treasurer of

20th Century-Fox Film Corp. to fill the vacancy occasioned by

the death of Sydney TowelL
Harry Bodkin resigned his post as branch manager for United

Artists in Philadelphia to retire from the industry. Morton MagiU.

UA branch manager in Pittsburgh, replaces Bodkin in Philadel-

phia, while William Shartin of the company's New Haven branch,

steps into Magill's spot in Pittsburgh.

William Healy was named administrative assistant to Austin

C. Keough, Paramount vice-president and general counsel.

J. F. Wrege was appointed assistant to J. J. Unger, United
Artists Western division sales manager, replacing Emanuel Silver-

stone, who has joined the foreign department in an executive

capacity.
Mrs. Ethel Smith, wife of Martin Smith, president of Allied

States Association and Ohio theatre circuit operator, died in

Toledo January 2nd following complications caused from burns
she received on Dec. 6th.

Bill Blowitz resigned from the Paramount publicity depart-
ment to handle press relations for Mary Pickford, effective

Jan. 8th.

NEW JERSEY !

SIGN THAT PLEDGE! MESSENGER
,

MARCH OP DIMES SERVICE
JAN. 25-31

McnihfT Natl Film Carrier, ,

250 N. JUNIPER ST.
Pnlladelphia, Pa. 1

33



WINGKD VICTORY. Moss Hart's stirring

saga of the Air Forces has been filmed under

Darryl F. Zanuck's banner at 20th Century-

Fox with the members of the original Army-

Air Forces ca.st that thrilled Broadway last

season, plus the studio's starlets Jeanne Crain,

Jane Ball and Jo-Carroll Dennison. Directed

by George Cukor, the film tells of the struggles

of three youngsters to make the grade in the

Air Forces and their final assignment to

combat.



I

STRANGE AFFAIR. . .Columbia's mystery
thriller has Allyn Joslyn as an amateur de-

tective, abetted, but not particularly aided by

his lovely spouse, Evelyn Keyes, trying to

round up a ring of internee-smugglers and
coming quite close to an untimely end in the

process while the beautiful wife struggles in

a close-fitting straitjacket. In support are
Marguerite Chapman, Edgar Buchanan, Nina
Foch, Hugo Haas, Shemp Howard and Frank
Jenks. Alfred E. Green directed.

THE CLIMAX. . .In a vein similar to Univer-
sale previous success, "The Phantom of the
Opera," this Technicolor horror melodrama
stars Boris Karloff, Susanna Foster, and
Hollywood's new glamour boy, Turhan Bey.
The locale is the Opera House where Miss
Foster becomes the victim of Karloff's evil

machinations because of a soprano unfortun-

ately similar to an earlier victim of Karloff.

The cast includes Gale Sondergaard and
Thomas- Gomez. George Waggner directed.



Please mister

do your best!

TO EXHIBITORS OF AMERICA:

Again we are asked by the President of the United States to perform a needed,

public service. Every motion picture theatre in America is asked to enlist in the 1945 March

of Dimes (January 25-31).

You did a magnificent job last year. You poured into the National Foundation

For Infantile Paralysis and its local chapters over $4,667,000! Some 9,000,000 seats

participated— and averaged 54c per seat!

The President, the nation and your committee are grateful for the splendid

results. You put your hearts into the drive; the results proved that. And the moviegoing

public responded generously—and respected and honored you for your part in the crusade

to save American children.

In 1944 savage epidemics swept many states. Great sums of money — thanks to

you— were ready to be rushed to the assistance of stricken areas.

Now we must replenish those polio war-chests.

In the 1945 March of Dimes we'd like to have 17,000 theatres with 11,000,000

seats—and a $5,000,000 goal would not be impossible.

If you haven't already done so, please rush A
in your pledge. Just sign your name and *

theatre address to this coupon and mail it in.

GREER GARSON APPEAL TRAILER • TWO STYLES ONE-SHEETS • CAMPAIGN BOOK
GRATIS • WHEN YOU SEND YOUR PLEDGE TO SUITE 188, HOTEL ASTOR, N. Y. C. THEATRE ADDRESS.
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America's Showmen
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AN EDWARD A. GOLDEN

RKO
RADIO

with GEORGE COULOURIS • STANLEY RIDGES • OSA
MASSEN • CARL ESMOND • NANCY GATES • MORRIS

R 0 D U C T I O N ~ CARNOVSKY • GAVIN MUIR • PAUL GUILFOYL
Produced by ROBERT GOLDEN Directed by HERBERT J. BIBERMAN Screen Play by Herbert J. Biberman



ODAY— ten times more so than the few weeks ago when it first

lundered its shock drama to the first-run screens of America — "THE

AASTER RACE" becomes increasingly the "must-see" attraction for every

ollower of the headlines! . . . Here is the daring picture whose sensational

ind thrilling theme continues to inspire an endless flood of newspaper

editorials, magazine articles and radio comment on "What shall we do

jvith the Germans after the war?" . . . Here is the picture whose stature as

mportant entertainment grows and grows with every showing — with

pach new showing adding more praise to the parade of comment which

ilready has included reviews like: "ENGROSSING ... SHOULD BE SEEN!"

Washington Times-Herald; "TIMELY AND POWERFUL!" Cleveland Plain

Dealer; "UNUSUALLY WELL-MADE PICTURE!" Time Magazine; "A VITALLY

IMPORTANT THEME!" Cue; "EVERYONE SHOULD SEE IT!" St. Paul Dispatch;

'STRONG . . . TIMELY . . . EXCITING!" Charm; "VALID AND MOVING!" Red

book; "FLASHES WITH EXCITING VIGOR!" Dallas News; "GENERATES
TERRIFIC TENSION!" Chicago Daily News. And WALTER WINCHELL devotes

an entire column to the brutal breed this picture so vividly portrays!

It's front-page hot and super-exploitable, so get

your copy of the Pressbook NOW and GO TO TOWN/

(



weanna
Motion Picture Herald

J'Vera Hruba Ralston is back on skates again

in 'Lake Placid Serenade,' dancing with the

skill and grace which made her an Olympic

champion. Around her Republic has placed a

cast of competent performers. It's a large and

attractive cast . . . impressive production, fully

satisfying."

BoxofRce

"Eye-filling ice spectacles and tuneful numbers

by two top name orchestras are the attractions

of this production, upon which Republic spent

a lot of money . . . the pitch of the entire pro-

duction is a timely one . . . standout 'names'

upon which the exhibitor may capitalize."

Harrison's Reports

"Those who enjoy watching graceful figure

skating and lavish production numbers with

ice-skating ballets should find much in 'Lake

Placid Serenade' to please them. Miss Ralston

is an excellent skater, executing her routines

with the utmost of ease and grace."

Variety

"Republic has a nifty vehicle in 'Lake Placid

Serenade.' Film is a lavish display of spec-

tacle, specialty and girls. Pic, with its ice-skat-

ing background, is a timely seasonal film, and

will do good biz. Lovely to look at, beautifully

built, and a graceful figure on skates, Miss

Ralston makes an appealing heroine."

Showmen's Trade Review

"Vera Hruba Ralston's build-up by Republic

has been carried along intelligent, showmanly
lines. The star never looked better than as a
figure skating champion and the production

numbers, built around her exceptional ability

to carve graceful and intricate patterns in ice,

are beautifully staged."

Motion Picture Daily

," 'Lake Placid Serenade' achieves beauty and
distinction that augurs well for the wintry box
office."

The Independent

"GOOD ENTERTAINMENT. Miss Ralston is

highly to be recommended. She is allowed

ample opportunity to display the skating talent

that made her the figure skating champion of

her native Czechoslovakia."

The Film Daily

"Ice spectacle, skating wizardry of Ralston and
musical content should prove the making of this

picture. A musical cut skillfully to pattern. Fash-

ioned along popular lines, the eye-catching

production constitutes a show of ample pro-

portions."

The Exhibitor

"Tuneful skating show is packed with selling

angles. Republic has spent plenty of money on
this ice show, and the results should justify the

expenditure. Ralston is seen to advantage in

the skating numbers, which are well-staged,

and she gets good support."

T ' S A R E P U
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VERA HRUBA RALSTON

in

•date PCacU
Senmade

featuring

EUGENE PALLETTE
VERA VAGUE

ROBERT LIVINGSTON
STEPHANIE BACHELOR

with

WALTER CATLETT •LLOYD CORRIGAN
RUTH TERRY • WILLIAM FRAWLEY
JOHN LITEL • LUDWIG STOSSEL

ANDREW TOMBES

RAY NOBLE AND ORCHESTRA
HARRY OWENS

&nd HIS ROYAL HAWAIIANS

McOOWAN AND MACK • TWINKLE WATTS
THE MERRY MEISTERS

with GUEST STAR

ROY ROGERS
KING OF THE COWBOYS

STEVE SEKELY - DIRECTOR
Original Story by Frederick Kohner
Screen Play by Dick Irving Hyland

and Doris Gilbert
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"PLEASE, MISTER"
The plea of the child on the cover of this issue is directed to

YOU, Mister Exhibitor. The tot is asking you to do your best for

her and all the other children who have been stricken by infantile

paralysis — and for those who some day might face that dread peril.

Last year the motion picture exhibitors of America did a splen-

did job. Over four and one-half million dollars was collected and

contributed by the theatres of the nation. President Roosevelt looks

to our industry to do even better in the 1945 March of Dimes,

January 25-3 I

.

What can be your answer to that child's plaintive plea but a

sincere, heartfelt, "I will do my best".

EDITORIALS
Vol. 13, No. 2 7

JANUARY 22, 1 9 4 5

WHAT TOM CONNORS MIGHT SAY
It was late that afternoon when we learned of the

suggestion by Spyros Skouras and Tom Connors that

they would like to attend the Allied board of directors'

meeting in Columbus this week. The report had it that

the 20th Century-Fox executives would address the in-

dependent organization's leaders at a dinner Wednes-
day night.

As the sun was lowering the shades of dusk over

the office windows, we sat in the half-light dozing with

thoughts of what these film men might have to say to a

group of independent exhibitors. All manner of con-

jectures were popping in and out. Was there to be

some new, radical sales policy promulgated? Was 20th-

Fox seeking to usurp Leo's status as the "friendly" fel-

low of the industry? Or, was it to be merely a good-

will gesture?

The thoughts went whirling around In the dimness,

but nothing seemed clear — until, suddenly, there we
were at the festive board in Columbus, an undesired

reporter, listening to Mr. Skouras, the President, plumb

in the middle of his brief speech.

"And, furthermore, gentleman, it has always been

the sincere aim of 20th Century-Fox to be fair to our

customers, as well as to ourselves.

"Most of you are familiar with the recent action of

Mr. Connors in notifying his sales organization to heed

any exhibitor's claim of over-charging and to grant ad-

justments when justified. You might be acquainted,

too, with the fact that I supplemented Tom's action

with the following statement to our branch managers:

" 'Immediately that you are presented with a com-

plaint, and you are convinced of the justification of the

exhibitor's attitude, prompt action should be taken by

you by handing him a check, or giving him a credit, as

the case may be.'

"I am sure, my friends of Allied, that this voluntary

move by us will convince you that our company desires

most of all to enjoy the good will of its customers, to

deal with them on a basis of honesty and fair play, and

that we will leave no stone unturned to earn the friend-

ship of the independent exhibitors.

"And now it is my pleasure to turn you over to our

vice-president in charge of distribution, who will tell

you just how we intend to attain our goal of friendship

with the theatremen of America. Gentlemen, Tom
Connors!"

Big, broad-shouldered Tom rises slowly, mien seri-

ous. But, as he looks over the small audience, his

luxuriant Lewisian eyebrows raise and his face breaks

into a pleasant smile.

"I guess I'm a bad boy to a lot of exhibitors!" And
his inflection really makes it sound like Lou Costello's

classic line.

One of the Allied leaders mutters a subdued,

"You're not kidding!" which everyone, including Con-
nors, hears, and they all laugh. But the meeting quickly

resumes its serious tone and Connors continues.

"The president of my company told you quite plain-

ly that our foremost desire is to earn the good will and

respect of our customers, deal with them on a basis of

honesty and fair play. Gentlemen, we mean that so

sincerely that I am going to start at a new beginning

—

to admit our mistakes and wrongs of the past, and to

make an honest effort to avoid them in the future.

"The charge has been made that 20th Century-Fox

has been guilty of 'profiteering' by over-allocating many
of our pictures during the past two seasons. It has

been alleged that we have taken advantage of the

product-jam brought on by the wartime boom in first-

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from Preceding Page)

run theatres to extract inordinate terms from the in-

dependent subsequent-runs. Frankly, I admit that this

might have been the case.

"As I look back over the pictures we released lash

season and thus far during the current season, I realize

that we did get top percentage and top outright terms

for some features that would have sold for much less

under normal circumstances. Now, when I glance over

the list of releases, it becomes apparent that few of our

pictures boasted top-ranking, high-salaried stars, that

we used second-rate boxoffice names in most cases, or

experimented with little-known newcomers. Although

a number of our features were adaptations of hit plays

and best-seller novels, it is true that the film versions

have to stand on their own merits and that boxoffice

strength still springs to a large degree from the value

of star names.

"I have come to another conclusion. The quality

of our musicals has fallen off sharply of late and the

boxoffice returns reflect this. I readily admit that there

can hardly be any justification for our asking 35 or 40

percent for a 'Something For the Boys' or an 'Irish Eyes'

when Metro delivers a sock show like 'Two Girls and A
Sailor' outright.

"You have my admission, too, that it was wrong to

demand percentage terms for 'Buffalo Bill', that 'The

Sullivans', on the basis of cost or star value, certainly

did not merit the high allocation we accorded it.

"Perhaps I could mention more examples of what

some people in the industry have termed our 'profiteer-

ing', but that will suffice. 'Profiteering' is a harsh word

and we are determined to avoid any reason for it being

directed at us again in the future. There will be no over-

allocating by 20th Century-Fox from now on!

"During the past year or so, we have been attempt-

ing to force percentage terms for top pictures on all in-

dependent theatres, regardless of size and gross-capa-

city. I now realize that the average theatre cannot

make any profit when paying 40 percent of the gross for

film. I appreciate, also, that the rental for a top pic-

ture, played on preferred time at a top percentage is a

most inequitable yardstick by which to judge a thea-

tre's capacity to pay flat prices. We shall discontinue

the policy of using such abnormal grosses as the basis

for film prices.

"Mr. Skouras told you of our instructions to the

sales staff about adjustments. Let me go further. I

hope it will not be necessary for any 20th Century

branch manager to give adjustments. I do not believe

that exhibitors should be required to come begging an

exchange for kick-backs. My instructions to all our

sales people for the future is to avoid over-charging

any exhibitor. And, furthermore. . . .

Suddenly, someone was rapping sharply on the

table at which I was sitting and Connors voiced pffftt.

It was Weenie standing there in the doorway of

of the office. "Looks like you were catnapping", she

grinned. "Now, about those proofs. . .

MO WAX

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

Business in the Broadway first-runs is back to normal —
which means considerably below the record-breaking grosses

of the Christmas-New Year period. The heavy snowfall of

early last week also affected business in all of the picture

palaces, the majority of which were still playing the holiday

film attractions. Holding up best among the many holdovers

is "Here Come the Waves," now in its fourth week of strong

business accompanied by Woody Herman and His Orchestra

on the stage. The entire program will hold for six weeks and
will be followed on February 7th by "Ministry of Fear." Seven

other Paramount films have also been booked by the theatre

and will fill in its entire time through Labor Day. . ."National

Velvet," now in its fifth week at the Radio City Music Hall,

ended its fourth stanza with a total gross of $500,000, an all-

time industry record for this period. With the weekly figure

still approaching the $100,000 mark, the M-G-M picture is

staying for a sixth week before being succeeded by Columbia's

"A Song to Remember" long pencilled in for the world's

largest theatre ... "Winged Victory," and the Nicholas Bros,

and Jack Durant on the stage, ends a profitable five-week run

at the Roxy on January 23rd to be followed by "Sunday Din-

ner for a Soldier" and Bill Robinson and an all-colored stage

show.

"Hollywood Canteen," supported by Lionel Hampton and

His Orchestra, is still doing well enough during its fifth week
at the Strand and the bill will remain for a sixth week before

being replaced by "Objective Burma" on January 26th... "Mu-
sic for Millions," with a stage show headed by Tommy Dorsey,

is still profitable during its fifth week at the Capitol but it

will be replaced by "The Thin Man Goes Home" on January

25th for a short run followed by United Artists "Guest in the

House" some time in February. . ."Music," at the Capitol, with

"Meet Me in St. Louis" at the Astor, "National Velvet" at the

Radio City Music Hall, "Main Street After Dark" giving the
Rialto a strong initial week and the second-run "Thirty Sec-
onds Over Tokyo" at Loew's State, gave M-G-M five pictures
in the Times Square district during the past week... "Main
Street," although strong enough to hold, was a one-week book-
ing for the Rialto which is now playing Paramount's "The
Man in Half Moon Street" ... "Meet Me in St. Louis" is still

slrong in its eighth week at the Astor and will hold until

February 4th when the theatre will close for remodeling and
added seating capacity ordered by Samuel Goldwyn and David
O. Selznick, the new lessees of the Astor as a show-case for
their product. "The Princess and the Pirate," waiting since
November for a first-run date, will open on February 9th and
will be followed by Selznick's "Spellbound."

"To Have and Have Not," which has been leading all the
other films in length of run, has had its engagement at the
Hollywood extended another two weeks to give the Bogart
film a run of 16 weeks, the longest engagement there with the
exception of "Yankee Doodle Dandy." "Roughly Speaking"
is now set to follow on January 31st...Two United Artists
releases are also showing strength on Broadway with "Mr.
Emmanuel," British-made film, coming within a few hundred
dollars of the Gotham house record during its first week and
"Tomorrow, the World," despite the snowstorm of its fourth
week, showing a 16 per cent improvement in gross over the
third week at the Globe. "Tomorrow" started a fifth week on
January 20th and will hold -until RKO's Disney picture, "The
Three Caballeros" opens on February 3rd... "The Keys of the
Kingdom" is filling the Rivoli for the fourth week of its ex-

pected long run while a new 20th-Fox release, "Fighting
Lady," had lobby hold-outs and long waiting lines all during
its opening day at the Victoria where it followed four smash
weeks with the reissued version of the old De Mille spectacle,
"Sign of the Cross" .. ."Can't Help Singing" is holding up
fairly well for a fourth week at the Criterion where it will be
followed by Universal's "The Suspect" late this month... The
Republic Theatre is still at the bottom of the list with "The
Great Flamarion," a sudden booking on January 13th after
the same company's "Lake Placid Serenade" dipped badly
during its third week. "Flamarion" will hold, however, for

at least another week.
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20th CENTURY FOX...1 in Seventh Block (Total 2)

'HANGOVER SQUARE' LAIRD CREGAR'S FINALE SIMILAR TO 'THE LODGER'
Rates • • + generally; more in action spots

20th Century-Fox

77 minutes

Laird Cregar, Linda Darnell, George San-

ders Glenn Langan, Faye Marlowe, Alan

Napier, Frederick VVorlock, J. W. Austin,

Leyhind Hodgson, Clifford Brooke, Ann
Codee, Michael Dyne, J. Farrell MacDonald,

Francis Ford, Connie Leon, Charles Irwin.

Directed by John Brahm.

This weirdly fascinating thriller is di-

rected by John Brahm and acted by the late

Laird Cregar and George Sanders, the trio

largely responsible for the success of last

season's "The Lodger." Like that psycho-
logical murder tale, this, too, is laid in Lon-
don's gaslight era and is similarly effective

in many respects, including a steadily-
mounting terror and suspense despite the
fact that only the police and characters con-
cerned in the picture — not the audience —
are unaware of the identity of the strang-
les Director John Brahm has stressed the
picture's macabre quality throughout and
such sequences as the public bonfire on Guy
Fawkes Day and the climactic fire during
the fashionable concert in which Cregar
completes his piano symphony before per-

ishing in the flames, are vivid highlights in

a grim tale. The leading role is brilliantly

enacted by Cregar whose unfortunate de-

mise (brought on through noticeahle loss of

weight in order to play this more sympathe-

tic role) came soon after the completion of

the film. While public curiosity regarding
Cregar's last film may boost business in

many spots, "Hangover Square" figures to

garner above average returns generally.

Rather too gruesome for the family spots,

but it certainly rates extra selling in action
houses.

Laird Cregar, talented London composer
at the turn of the century, is afflicted with
occasional mental lapses brought on by dis-

cordant Sonne's which cause him to commit
mjid-i an airon although he has no re-

collection o. t .ese deeds when he returns
to normal. Cn his return from one of his

murderous excursions. Cregar finds Alan
Napier, a musical connoisseur, and his

daughter, Faye Marlowe, waiting and they
urge him to complete his first piano con-
certo which they promise to introduce at a
distinguished soiree in their home. Afraid
of the consequences of his mental lapses,

Miss Marlowe takes Cregar to see George
Sanders, a doctor who gives him advice and
takes an interest in the case. Later, while

working on the concerto, Cregar meets Lin-

da Darnell, mercenary dance hall singer,

who plays up to him and urges him to

write a song for her. Cregar becomes in-

fatuated, neglects his concerto until he
hears that Miss Darnell is unfaithful. He
then goes into another mental lapse during
which he strangles her and burns her body
in the huge public bonfire on Guy Fawkes
Day. When his real consciousness returns,

Cregar completes his piano concerto and is

about to play at Napier's musical soiree

when Sanders arrives to confront him with
evidence of his guilt in the death of Miss
Darnell. Anxious to achieve his life's am-
bition, Cregar escapes from Sanders, but
when the latter appears at the soiree, Cre-
gar accidentally upsets a lamp and, amidst
all the confusion and terror, he finishes

playing the concerto before perishing in the
flames.

George Sanders gives one of his custom-
ary suave portrayals, although he actually
has little footage. Linda Darnell, who has
apparently found her metier on the screen,
is excellent as the sexy, conniving music
hall singer. Faye Marlowe also does good
work as the sympathetic girl of wealth.
Glenn Langan also stands out as a debonair
producer.

YORK

20th CENTURY FOX...1 in Sixth Block {Total 3)

THE FIGHTING LADY' WAR DOCUMENTARY IN TECHNICOLOR IS SOCK THRILLER/
Rates • • 4- as supporting dualler

Released by 20th Century-Fox

61 minutes

Photographed by the United States Navy
under the supervision of Commander Ed-
ward J. Steichen, U. S. N. R . Lt. Comdr. R.

L. Middleton, U. S. N., Lt. Comdr. Dwight
Long, U. S. N. R, Phillipe De Lacy. Narra-
tion written by John Stuart Martin, spoken
by Lieutenant Robert Taylor, U. S. N. R.

Produced by Louis de Rochemont.

Undoubtedly the most exciting, most thrill-

Ingly photographed documentary of World
War n, "The Fighting Lady," story of an
aircraft carrier, its crew and its planes, is

I

a "must" for all moviegoers — except those

with weak hearts. Furious battle action,

superbly photographed in Technicolor by
U. S. Navy cameramen and cameras syn-

chronized with guns in the planes, comprises
the major portion of the film. However,
spotted effectively throughout are brief

breathing spells of life aboard the carrier,

fraught with interest, that give the film con-

tinuity and point up the vivid action. Louis

(March of Time) de Rochemont's production

is responsible for editing that makes the

;
film literally fly through its 61-minute run-

ning time. Under Commander Edward J.

Steichen's supervision, color photography
has rarely, if ever, been used to such striking

effect. Aerial dogfights, bombings, strafings,

miraculous landings, night-battles at sea

and one heart-stopping moment when a Jap

torpedo plane keeps coming through a dead-

ly hail of fire directly at the plane-laden

carrier, all are so realistic that the onlooker,

at the film's close, is virtually a battle-

fatigue case. This is strong stuff and many
of the weaker sex will steer clear of it.

However, the stirring and thrilling nature

of "The Fighting Lady" will register heavily

with male patrons and word-of-mouth will

help make this a strong duailer generally.

The story, beautifully narrated by Lieut.
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Robert Taylor, begins when "The Fighting
Lady" takes on her complement of planes,

steams through the Panama Canal to her
first objective, the bombing of Marcus Is-

land, well inside the Jap ring of defenses.

What makes the ship tick, the myriad of

activities above and below decks, the inten-

sive rehearsal for battle, all are beautifully

and lucidly shown — then the first attack.

Directed from the carrier by a boyish vet-

eran flier of Guadalcanal, the planes leave

Marcus Island in ruins. The carrier pro-

ceeds to Kwajalein in the Marshalls to pro-

vide cover for the invading Marines. From
there, she goes to a rendezvous with in-

numerable other warships at a secret base,

her next objective being the Marianas.

Attacked by Jap planes, the fleet comes
through without a loss, but 19 Jap planes

are accounted for by the Fighting Lady
alone. With practically no knowledge of

the jealously-guarded Jap naval base at

Truk, the carrier's planes take on the for-

tress as an objective and the scenes of the
smoking islands after the Yanks are through
— shown in this film — reveal Truk as an
open book for future bombings and eventual

landings. Finally, the elusive Jap navy is
encountered and when the smoke clears, 17
Jap warships have been sunk or badly dam-
aged, but many of the faces seen on the
Fighting Lady will never be seen again.

STINE
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AND Of COURSE, ROY IS No. 1



LEADING STARS
From Showmen's Leaders Poll

1 BING CROSBY

2 GARY COOPER

3 SPENCER TRACY

f ROY ROGERS
5 CARY GRANT
6 ABBOTT & COSTELLO

7 BOB HOPE
8 VAN JOHNSON
9 HUMPHREY BOGART
0 MICKEY ROONEY

IfN WESTERN POLL



'MR. EMMANUEL 1 FINE ANTI-NAZI DRAMA FROM ENGLAND*/
Rates • • 4- if exploited; better in class houses

United Artists (G.F.C. Films)

92 minutes

Felix Ayimer, Greta Gynt, Walter Killa,

Peter Mullins, Ursula Jeans, Frederick Rich-

ter, Irene Handl, Frederick Schiller, Espeth

March, David Baxter, Maria Berger, Yvan
DeLey, Norman Pierce, Myer Tzelnicker,

Lyonel Watts, Arnold Marie, Guy Deghy.

Directed by Harold French.

A heart-warming, frequently stirring tale

of an old English Jew's excursion into the
lair of the Nazis, "Mr. Emmanuel" is first-

rate dramatic fare which needs strong sell-

ing to overcome its absence of names or
sensational aspects. First of J. Arthur
Rank's British features set for United Art-
ists' release in America, this is, in every
way, a distinguished feature, unfortunately
lacking in timeliness (the scene is Berlin
just prior to World War II) but worthy of
the attention of all serious picture-goers.
The story, based on the novel by Louis
Golding, is primarily a sympathetic charac-
ter study and, only secondarily, a tale of
terror and the persecution of Jews in Nazi
Germany. As painstakingly directed by
Harold French, the early scenes are tender
and moving, even if slow in pace, but the

picture becomes increasingly tense and sus-

penseful during the gentle "Mr. Emmanuel's"
false imprisonment and persecution as an
international spy. There is pageantry and
splendor in the functions given by Nazi offi-

cials and glamour in the episodes dealing
with a non-Aryan cabaret star. "Mr. Em-
manuel" will score in class houses and, on
favorable word-of-mouth should build in

better naborhood spots.

Mr. Emmanuel (Felix Alymer), a retired
professor, welcomes the chance to visit

Elspeth March in the south of England

where she is looking after some German
refugee boys. One, Peter Mullins, who is

unhappy because his mother has not written
him from Germany, attempts suicide, but
Ayimer rescues him. He promises the boy
that he will journey to Berlin and find out
what has happened to his mother. In Ber-
lin, he learns nothing and is about to de-
spair when he sees that Greta Gynt, daugh-
ter of an old friend, is a non-Aryan cabaret
star and sweetheart of Walter Rilla, a high
Nazi official in Berlin. Meanwhile, the Nazis
pin the assassination of a Nazi leader on
the innocent old Ayimer and he is im-
prisoned and tortured. Miss Gynt persuades
Rilla to use his influence to free him and,
before he leaves, he learns that Mullins'
mother has married a Nazi and renounced
her boy. Back in England, Ayimer tells

Mullins that his mother is dead and then
he watches the relieved youngster resume
his carefree school life.

Felix Ayimer, who subdues his British
personality until he is the very personifica-

tion of Mr. Emmanuel, the gentle, bewil-
dered Jewish professor, gives a memorable
performance — one which dominates the
film. Greta Gynt makes a striking impres-
sion as the glamorous Berlin cabaret star
and Walter Rilla's enamored Hitler official

is portrayed faithfully without becoming a
caricature.

YORK

'THEY SHALL HAVE FAITH 1 EFFECTIVE DRAMA ON MEDICAL THEME
Rates • • + as top dualler generally

Monogram
83 minutes

Gale Storm, Sir Aubrey Smith, John Mack
Brown, Mary Boland, Frank Craven, Conrad
Nagel, Johnny Downs, Catherine McLeod,
Selmer Jackson, Matt Willis, Russ White-
man, Billy Wilkerson, Maurice St. Clair, Leo
Diamond and His Harmonaires.

Directed by William Nigh.

A difficult medical theme has been handled
in interest-holding fashion in "They Shall
Have Faith," an outstanding Monogram re-
lease with good cast names and high pro-
duction values. Dealing with the treatment
of infantile paralysis, the story more fre-
quently stresses its serious side, but the
picture's somber note has been offset by
many comedy touches and effective produc-
tion and dancing numbers. In addition to
shining in the terpsichorean department,
Gale Storm, hitherto featured in program-

mers, displays great charm and gives a most
sensitive performance in a many-sided role.

This picture should give her a big boost to-

ward popularity. William Nigh does a good
directorial job throughout and his treatment
of the several dream sequences is especially
effective. The convalescent scenes and hos-
pital operation sequences are authentically
presented and will win the endorsement of

public-spirited groups. In fact, the highly-
publicized paralysis theme makes this a
natural for tie-ups and selling angles while
its above-average cast should insure good
returns in all locations.

Gale Storm, spoiled young daughter of
Conrad Nagel, prominent specialist, is active
in charitable work for service men and hos-
pitalized children, etc. Although engaged to

Johnny Downs, she makes a play for John
Mack Brown, a serious young doctor who
has a new muscle re-innervation for the
treatment of infantile paralysis in which
Nagel has become interested. Brown, how-
ever, devotes most of his time to his medi-

cal work until, at a society function being

given for servicemen, Miss Storm collapses

while performing on the dance floor. When
Brown discovers that Miss Storm has con-

tracted infantile paralysis, the girl's family
is shocked and she becomes embittered.
Brown has been preparing a youngster for
a trial operation and, after Miss Storm is

made aware of her selfish outlook on life,

she insists that the young doctor perform
the new treatment on her. The difficult

operation is a complete success and, when
Brown packs to leave for an assignment
elsewhere, he finds Miss Storm waiting

John Mack Brown temporarily discards
his cowboy habilments to give a convincing
portrayal of the serious young doctor, and
Conrad Nagel, popular leading man of the
silent days, returns to screen acting in a
capable character portrayal of the heroine's
father. Both should be given the oppor-
tunity to continue their new-found types of
roles.

'THE MARK OF THE WHISTLER' FIRST-RATE MYSTERY PROGRAMMER/
Rates • • as dualler generally; more in action spots

Columbia

61 minutes

Richard Dix, Janis Carter, Porter Hall, Paul
Guilfoyle, John Calvert, Matt Willis, How-
ard Freeman, Minerva Urecal, Matt Mc-
Hugh, Arthur Space, Willie Best.

Directed by William Castle.

One of the better program thrillers, "Mark
of the Whistler" has an out-of-the-ordinary
psychological plot which builds suspense
without resorting to the customary killing
or shooting. This is the second in the mys-
tery series based on the popular CBS radio
figure. "The Whistler," and, like the first, it

is a well-made and absorbing melodrama.
The title character, who acts as the voice of
conscience, never actually appears on the
screen, but his influence is made apparent
in the actions of the down-and-out hero who

imoersonates another man in order to claim
a $30,000 dormant bank account. The chain
of events which follow this deed are occa-
sionally implausible, but the action is packed
with excitement and leads to a surprise end-
ing. By making use of shadowy lighting

and effective close-ups, Director William
Castle gets the maximum of chills despite
his obviously-modest budget. Richard Dix
gives a first-rate performance in the leading
role — that of a drifter, broken in health
and mind. Porter Hall scores in his few
scenes as a grasping proprietor of a men's
clothing store and Paul Guilfoyle is excel-
lent as a bystander who is eventually re-

vealed as the most important figure in the
plot. Janis Carter makes a good impression
as a live-wire girl reporter, even if the rom-
antic interest seems dragged in. Will make
a good dualler and is worth exploiting in the
action spots.

Richard Dix, a broken-down drifter, re-
cently returned from South America, picks

up a newspaper advertising a bank's "dor-
mant account" for a name similar to his.

Deciding to assume the other man's identity,

Dix looks up the family records, gets a loan
of presentable clothes and convinces the
bank that he is the rightful claimant for
$30,000. Janis Carter, a girl reporter, gets
a picture of Dix leaving the bank and, when
this is printed in the paper, it is noticed by
John Calvert and Matt Willis, enemies of
the real claimant. A sidewalk peddler, Paul
Guilfoyle, offers to help the nervous Dix
leave town, but the two brothers catch up
with him and almost succeed in "taking him
for a ride" after they explain the reason for
their hatred. Dix escapes and seeks refuge
with Guilfoyle who then explains that he
is the rightful claimant who was afraid to
risk being killed by his old enemies. After
being rescued by the police, Dix is sent to
prison for a short term but he is sure of the
friendship of Guilfoyle and of Miss Carter.

DENLEY
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OUR ENTHUSIASM FOR
CAN'T HELP SINGING"
IS WELL FOUNDED

I

We felt that "Can't Help Singing" would be the

biggest picture Universal has ever had. We also

felt it would prove to be the most entertaining and

the most satisfying to exhibitors and customers.

All business returns prove this to be correct.

"Can't Help Singing" has broken every record of

every Universal picture in the engagements it has

played so far.

It has also received fine critical acclaim, and

we are very happy about the fact that many critics

refer to it as the best Deanna Durbin picture ever

Held over
in all first

engagements!

In the New York Daily Mirror, Frank Quinn '

referred to "Can't Help Singing" as "Filmdom's **

'Oklahoma?'

No wonder we "Can't Help Singing" the

praises of "Can't Help Singing."

wma Durbin

C^t Help S/*g/#
in TECHNICOLOR

.„h ROBERT PAIGE

AKIM TAMIROFF

Screen Play by LEWIS R. FOSTER
and FRANK RYAN • Story by John

Klorer, Leo Townsend • Based on

"Girl of the Overland Trail" by

Samuel J. and Curtis B. Warshawsky

DAVID BRUCE LEONID KINSKEY RAY COLLINS JUNE VINCENT ANDREW TOMBES THOMAS COMEZ
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'°n Picture

"THE SUSPECT"

is a motion picture

about a matter

that every husband

and every wife

are keenly

interested in

but never

talk about

Charles Ella

LAUGHTON RAINES

theSvsptcr
DEAN HARENS Stanley c. ridges

HENRY DANIELL • ROSALIND IVAN
5ueen Play by Bertram Millhousei Adaptation by Arthur T. Harmon

From a novel by James Ronald Directed by ROBERT SIODMAK

Produced by ISLIN AUSTER A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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"House of Frankenstein," Universal's horror classic starring all if

Titans of Terror, has broken all existing records at the RIALTC

THEATRE on BROADWAY, NEW YORK. This again proves tha

Universal knows when and how to make this type of boxoffice bonanza

We really believe that "House of Frankenstein" is headed for an all

time record for horror pictures . . . So, brother, don't be wary of thi

scary. You, too, can play it!

BORIS KARLOFF • LON CHANEY john carradine . j. carrol naish

ANNE 6WYNNE • PETER COE • ELENA VERDUGO • LIONEL ATWILL

Screen Play by Edward T. Lowe • Directed by ERLE C. KENTON • Produced by PAUL MALVERN • Based on a Story by Curt Siodmak

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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IGN UP NOW! A GREATER DRIVE IN '45!

MARCH OF DIMES (JAN. 25-31)

WILLIAM GARGAN
LEON ERROL

Vivian Austin • Milburn Stone • Ian Kei

Russell Hicks and Bob Allen

Original Screen Play by Warren Wilson and Clyde Brucki

Additional Dialogue by Ray Singer and Dick Cheviiio

Directed by ERLE C. KENTON



THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Renew of the Trade's Events

ALLIED BOARD MEETS
Many topics vital to independent exhibitors and to the trade

at large will occupy the attention of the Allied States Association
board of directors during the meeting to be held at the Deshler-
Wallick Hotel, Columbus, Ohio, this Wednesday and Thursday,
January 24-25.

Chief among the problems to be met by the Allied directors
will be the consent decree and the threatened effect of wartime
restrictions on theatre operation. The organization's position on
the latter subject, as expressed by General Counsel A. F. Myers in

a recent bulletin is, "The people and the Government both need
the theatres. Keep the independent exhibitor in business despite
wartime restrictions."

In his annual report, Mr. Myers will trace the course of the
various negotiations to evolve a revised consent decree. He will

charge that the "stiff-necked attitude" of the distributors' attor-
neys has been largely responsible for the Government's inability

to frame an ad interim decree pending a trial and decision on the
issue of divorcement. Myers is expected to urge the distributors
to accept the desirable provisions of the Government's proposed
ad interim decree in order to avoid confusion and discord in the
postwar era.

Attendance of the Columbus confab by the entire board is an-
ticipated inasmuch as all members have made reservations at the
Deshler-Wallick Hotel. Among the Allied leaders to be present
are: John Adler, William L Ainsworth, Maxwell Alderman, Ray
Branch, H. A. Cole, Irving Dollinger, Roy E. Harrold, Jack Kirsch,
Meyer Leventhal, H. H. Lowenstein, Abram F. Mvers. M. A.
Rosenberg, Sidney E. Samuelson, Martin G. Smith, P. J. Wood and
Nathan Yamins. In addition, reservations have also been made
by Hugh W. Bruen and Robert H. Poole, who will act as ob-
servers for the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre
Owners. Martin G. Smith, President of National Allied, will

preside.

A report by the Caravan Committee and election of officers

will be the principal business of the second day's session.

DIMES PLEDGES POURING IN
With pledges of participation in the 1945 Movies March of

Dimes drive pouring into national headquarters in the Hotel Astor,
New York, at the rate of 1,000 a day, over 12,000 theatres had been
pledged early last week. This was considerably more than on the
same date last year. The regular headquarters staff, augmented
by volunteers, was rushing out official lists to state chairmen and
mailing "citations" and report forms directly to the individual
theatres. "The fine response to this year's Dimes appeal reflects

the wholehearted cooperation of all branches of our industry,"
said Harry Brandt of the National Committee, of which Nicholas
M. Schenck is again industry chairman.

From Texas. Bob O'Donnell and Karl Hoblitzelle, state chair-
men, announced that the entire opening night's receipts of Inter-
state Circuit's new 1000-seat Laurel Theatre in San Antonio will

be turned over to the Texas "Dimes" fund, with a goal aimed to

double last year's receipts.

Elsewhere throughout the country, state chairmen were re-

porting great progress. With the exception of twenty theatres
remaining unpledged, Connecticut houses were 100% enrolled. In
Boston, Harry Browning's publicity committee had lined up every
large restaurant and cafeteria for collections with boxes on
cashiers' desks.

Dedication of the Times Square "March of Dimes" display, as
part of the WAC's Statue of Liberty was held at noon last Thurs-
day with a parade, military bands, stage and screen stars per-
sonal appearance and addresses by Mayor LaGuardia, Basil O'Con-
nor, president of the National Foundation and Harry Brandt. A
perambulating street display will feature a recorded appeal by
Margaret O'Brien continuously during the drive.

National Screen Service, which is distributing the Greer
Garson appeal trailer, had completed its shipment of prints to its

exchanges by January 12th.

THEATRE DIMOUT STARTS FEB. 1st

Beginning February 1st, theatre exteriors throughout the
nation will have to be dimmed-out virtually to the point of a
blackout to conform with a War Production Board ruling issued
last fortnight by War Mobilization Director James F. Byrnes
designed to save coal. All outdoor advertising and promotional
lighting is out and marquees will be limited to one 60-watt bulb.
Decorative and ornamental illumination is also prohibited, of
course.

Interior lighting, according to the directive, is unrestricted.
This includes lighting inside boxoffices and inside the outer doors.

Outdoor si«n lighting required for directional and identification

purposes will be permitted also. Thus the only exterior lighting

theatres will be permitted to use will be the 60-watt bulb under

the marquee and the "Exit" sign required above all doors used

for that purpose. The ruling is applicable to all other indoor com-
mercial establishments and WPB officials estimated that the order

will save three billion kilowatts of current annually and. con-

sequently, about 2,000,000 tons of coal required to generate the

power. This is less than 10% of the 25.000,000 tons saving called

for by Byrnes.
The WPB asked immediate application voluntarily of the new

restrictions. Once the order goes into effect, the WPB may dis-

continue electric service wherever the consumer wilfully disobeys

the directive.

TREASURY ESTIMATES ADMISSIONS DROP
The President's budget message presented to Congress Janu-

ary 9th showed that the Treasury was pessimistic about theatre

admissions during the fiscal year starting June, 1945. An esti-

mated admissions tax collection of $257,700,000 by the Budget
Bureau was presented, a drop of $35,000,000 below the estimated
receipts of $292,900,000 for the current fiscal year.

Treasury figures were in line with the estimated drop in war
expenditure by the Government, with a consequent drop expected
in consumer spending. However, since it is generally accepted
in the industry that theatre admissions are among the last of the
non-essential industries to feel the effect of a decline in consumer-
spending, the Treasury picture did not seem quite as black as it

implicated. The estimated decline in taxes took in approximately
$200,000,000 less in theatre admissions. Even with such a decrease,

it was expected that the industry would remain in a comparatively
strong condition, still going over its one-billion-per-year admis-
sions receipts.

WARNER GROSS UP, NET DOWN
Although its gross income increased by over nine million

dollars, Warner Bros, reported a net profit decrease of $1,285,021

for the fiscal year ended August 31, 1944. The company showed a
net profit of $6,953,462 for 1944 compared to $8,238,483 for the pre-

vious year. Gross income was $141,183,039 in 1944 compared to
$131,825,540 in 1943 However, the largest portion of the increase
In gross income was due to receipts from "This Is the Army" with
all profits going to Army Emergency Relief, thus reducing the
net profit. Federal taxes dropped from $13,890,000 in 1943 to

$13,135,000 for 1944.

The annual stockholders report presented by Harry M. War-
ner, president of the company, noted that the position of the com-
pany had improved in a number of respects during 1944. There
was a further debt reduction in which interest rates on $21,185,906

of mortgage indebtedness were reduced by one and a quarter per
cent, with maturity of this indebtedness extended to December,
1959. Also, the company acquired Leon Schlesinger Productions,
cartoon producers, and additional properties, including five thea-
tres. There was also an increase in cash holdings in the U. S. of
$978,379, additional purchases of Government securities amounting
to $6,714,856 and an increase in inventories of $8,966,241, mostly
represented by completed but unreleased films. On August 31,

1944, it was stated, there were 16 completed productions ready for
release.

LOU POLLOCK LEAVES U. A.
After serving as Director of Advertising and Publicity for

United Artists since October, 1943, Louis Pollock suddenly tender-
ed his resignation on January 4th. After delaying action for one
week, Gradwell L. Sears, Vice-President in Charge of Distribution,
finally announced acceptance of the resignation.

Prior to his association with United Artists, Pollock was
writing for films and radio in Hollywood. Before going to the

(Continued on Page 34)

SKOURAS, CONNORS AT ALLIED CONFAB
It was learned late last week that Spyroug Skouras, presi-

dent, and Tom Connors, vice-president, of 20th Century-Fox,
had requested an opportunity to meet with the Allied board of

directors during the meeting in Columbus on January 24-25.

Arrangements have been made for the film executives to attend
the board's dinner-meeting Wednesday night. There has been
no Indication of what Skouras and Connors Intend to discuss
with the exhibitor leaders. It is not known whether they will

bear a special message for independent exhibitors, or if the
purpose is merely a goodwill gesture.
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'GRISSLY'S MILLIONS' SURPRISINGLY GOOD MURDER MYSTERY
Rates • • + as d ualler generally, if exploited

taining

Republic

71 minutes

Paul Kelly, Virginia Grey, Don Douglas,

Elisabeth Risdon, Robert Barrat, Addison
Bichards, Clem Bevans, Eily Malyon, Fran-
cis Pierlot, Adele Mara, Paul Fix, Byron
Foulger, Joan Blair, Frank Jaquet, Grady
Sutton, Olin Howlin, Will Wright, Louis
Mason.

Directed by John English.

Under the strange title of "Grissly's Mil-

lions," Republic comes up with an original

and suspenseful murder mystery — an
above-average programmer suitable for al-

most any type of dualler in addition to

rating extra selling in action houses.

Against the background of a small town,
where the grasping relatives of a lusty old

millionaire are waiting for him to die, is

unfolded a tense and melodramatic tale con-

several unusual twists that will

have even the avid whodunit fans guessing

right up to the surprise climax. Director

John English has intersper;ed some amusing

bits and human interest touches in between

the thrill sequences while the romantic in-

terest is slight and never permitted to delay

the progress of the main story. Several fine

character actors stand out, among them

Robert Barrat, as the 85-year-old Grissly;

Clem Bevans, as his likeable old servant

known as "Young Tom"; Francis Pierlot,

Byron Foulger and, especially, Elisabeth

Risdon, as Grissly's mild-mannered daugh-

ter-in-law who is finally revealed as a

scheming killer. Although strong cast

names are lacking, Virginia Grey, who
makes an attractive heroine, and Paul

Kelly, a convincing police inspector, add

some mild marquee value.

On his deathbed, the 85-year-old million-

aire Grissly Palmor (Robert Barrat) is at-

tended only by his faithful servants and by

his grand-daughter, Virginia Grey, who had

returned home after an earlier marriage to

Paul Fix had proved a mistake. Knowing
that ^his many other relatives are waiting

only for him to die in order to get their

inheritances, Barrat sends for his lawyer,

Do*tf Douglas, and changes his will making
Miss Grey his sole heir. The latter's hus-

band, who returns to blackmail his wife,

gets into an argument with Barrat, who
shoots him and then dies himself. Anxious

to get Miss Grey's fortune, Douglas tells

her she will be suspected of the murder
and they hide Fix's body in Barrat's coffin

and both bodies are buried together. Paul

Kelly, an investigator trailing Fix, questions

Miss Grey, and the disappointed relatives

encourage his accusations against her.

When Barrat's coffin is unearthed, it is re-

vealed that he was actually poisoned and
Kelly, who has become attracted to Miss

Grey, helps her to trap the real killer.

DENLEY

'THE BIG BONANZA' SNAPPY OLD WEST MELODRAMA
Rates • • + in action spots; OK dualler

Bepublic

69 minutes

Bichard Arlen, Jane Frazee, George "Gabby**
Hayes, Robert Livingston, Lynne Boberts,
J. M. Kerrigan, Bobby Driscoll, Russell
Simpson, Frank Reicher, Cordell Hickman,
Boy Barcroft, Fred Kohler, Jr., Monte Hale,
Howard Soo Hoo.

Directed by George Archainbaud.

This colorful and frequently exciting

melodrama of the Old West is good fare

for the action spots and its names will carry
it as an average dualler in family houses as
well. The story and its characters, which
include a dance hall girl with a heart oJ

gold and the well-bred school teacher hero-

ine, are cut from a familiar pattern, but
the competent performers do much to make
these stock figures believable. The thrills

include a buggy race between the two rivals

for the heroine's affections, a pitched battle

for naborhoods ?

in the dance hall and a mine explosion.

There's even a sentimental episode, nicely

played by young Bobby Driscoll. For those

who like music and gaiety, there are songs

and dances by Jane Frazee, who displays

charm, talent and the ability to put over

such numbers as "When the Right Man
Comes Along" and the old-time "Up in a
Balloon." Miss Frazee's flashy role over-

shadows that of Lynne Roberts, who is well

cast as the pretty school teacher. Richard
Arlen scores in a two-fisted part and George
"Gabby" Hayes' grizzly old codger rarely

fails to get some laughs. It's an above-

average cast for a routine outdoor melo-

drama.

Unjustly accused of cowardice in a Civil
War battle, Richard Arlen escapes from
custody and with his pal, George "Gabby"
Hayes, he travels to Nevada Springs where
his kid brother, Bobby Driscoll, is staying

with Robert Livingston. Arlen, who finds

that Livingston is now owner of the town
dance hall and is greedy for wealth and
power, takes Bobby away to board with

Russell Simpson, an honest miner, and his

school teacher daughter, Lynne Roberts.

When Arlen learns that Livingston has been

trying to ruin the miners working in Simp-

son's "Big Bonanza," he takes up their

cause. Livingston then reveals that Arlen

is an escaped prisoner and Bobby is dis-

illusioned about his brother and runs away.

Livingston has Arlen arrested and tries

other means to buck the honest miners, but

when all else fails, he blows up the wall

between his own mine and the "Big Bon-

anza." Although Livingston is killed in the

explosion, the miners are saved and order

is restored in Nevade Springs. Arlen then

returns to the Army to clear himself of the

cowardice charge before he feels free to

marry Miss Roberts.

DENLEY

'I ACCUSE MY PARENTS' EXPLOITABLE JUVE DELINQUENCY ITEM
Rates * • as supporting dualler in fai

PRC Pictures

68 minutes

Mary Beth Hughes, Bobert Lowell, Vivienne
Osborne, John Miljan, George Meeker, Ed-
ward Earle, George Lloyd, Patricia Knox,
Bichard Bartell, Florence Johnson.

Directed by Sam Newfield.

Still another in the juvenile delinquency
cycle, "I Accuse My Parents" is capably
acted and produced, but lacking in origin-
ality and plausible situations. Best suited
to the naborhood duals where its exploitable
title will doubtless get more attention than
the cast names. Although Mary Beth
Hughes (a road company version of Betty
Grable) is starred and does fairly well as a
night club singer, it is Robert Lowell, a
personable newcomer, who gives the out-
standing performance. Actually, Lowell

ily and action houses

looks too mature for the high school scenes,

but he gives a sincere performance through-

out and shows great promise as a romantic

lead. Vivienne Osborne is especially well

cast as the boy's neglectful, pleasure-seeking
mother and John Miljan and George Lloyd
also breathe some life into their stereotyped
roles. The story is filled with incongruities
such as having a smart youth make big
money working as messenger for a gang of
jewel thieves without being aware of their
criminal activities. "Love Came Between
Us" is the best of the several songs given a
blues rendition by Miss Hughes. If coupled
with a light feature and exploited, this
should be a fairly good grosser.

Accused of murder and complicity in other
crimes, Robert Lowell stands before the
judge in the courtroom and accuses his

parents as he tells his story. A bright
student whose parents were usually occupied

with other interests, Lowell becomes em-
barrassed and ashamed of his mother
(Vivienne Osborne) when she shows up
drunk at his school essay contest. Quitting
school, Lowell gets a job in a shoe store

where he meets Mary Beth Hughes, a night
club singer who persuades him to do out-

side work for George Meeker, leader of a
gang of jewel thieves. A watchman is killed

while Lowell is driving a car for two hold-

up men and, when the police call on his

employer, he tries to get his parents' advice
but finds them absent. Lowell then leaves

town and attempts to hold up George Lloyd,

a kindly restaurant owner who befriends the

boy and later persuades him to return home
and face the music. Although Meeker is

accidentally shot in a struggle with Lowell,

the judge at the trial places him on proba-
tion for two years and then he excoriates
the parents for their neglect of their child.

LEYENDECKER
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EXPLOITATION
PICTUEE of the issue

GUEST*
*HOUSE

SHE'S A HOME-WRECKER!

unt Stromberg's film production of the Broad-

ay stage hit has all the earmarks of a juicy

cploitation plum for the enterprising showman,

uest in the House is the sensational and ex-

ting melodrama about a pretty, fragile girl

vividly played by Anne Baxter) suffering from

strange neurosis, who is welcomed into the

me of a happy young couple and proceeds to

feet the entire household with an insidious

ental poison that disrupts the lives of every-

e there. It is a fascinating story that merits

full-scale ballyhoo barrage by the exhibitor,

e United Artists admen have turned out one

the finest press sheets we've seen this season,

e newspaper ads are cleverly diversified to

ver every angle. The exploitation stunts are

merous and punchy. The publicity matter is

tstanding. A wealth of fine sales material is

dy-made for the showman. Execute it and
grosses should respond strongly.

he Proctor home contains happy, lively, worldly
Jople. Douglas Proctor (Ralph Bellamy) is a
iccessful commercial artist, quite happy with

|

s wife, Ann (Ruth Warrick). His model, Miriam
larie McDonald), stays there, too, and a close
iend, Mr. Hackett (Jerome Cowan), spends most

|

the weekends with them.

(Continued on Next Page

)



"Guest in the House"
(Continued from Preceding Page)

Below are reproduced several of the newspaper ads taken from the press sheet.

Note the striking diversity of angles they suggest. The ad titled "How Far
Will Some Women Go?" is particularly effective as advance copy.

\ Douglas Proctor's doctor brother, Dan (Scott

McKay), falls deeply in love with one of his

patients, frail, lovely Evelyn Heath (Anne Bax-
ter). To help her recover from a weak heart

and an unbalanced nervous nature, he brings her

to his brother's house as an all-summer guest.

2 Douglas and the others immediately take great
interest in the girl, not realizing that she is al-

ready plotting to disrupt the family life and win
Douglas' love.

3 Ann suddenly senses Evelyn's true character, but
Douglas believes that his wife has become foolish-
ly jealous and is trying to drive this poor, deli-
cate girl out of their house. Evelyn fans the
quarrel between husband and wife.

i

4 Ann leaves, taking her little daughter with her,
but Douglas catches her at the railroad station.
They know now that Evelyn must be sent away
and that Dan must be told the truth about her.

5 Evelyn, however, already has

sent for Dan, tells him she

wants to marry him right away.

Douglas tries to open his eyes

to her malicious scheming by

reading him passages from Eve-

lyn's diary. Dan refuses to be-

lieve what he hears.

6 At this point, the Proctol

Aunt Martha (Aline MacM
hon) takes charge of Evel.'j

By using as a weapon one wo|

which she knows will brif

near-madness to the unscrupl

ous girl, Aunt Martha for*

her to tell the truth.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
It's too early yet to tell how well ' Over 21" will go on film

but it is interesting to note that this — one of Columbia's biggest

efforts for the year — is being done on a single set. The entire

action takes place in the interior of a bungalow court living room.

If production costs have any bearing on film prices, the exhibitors

figure to buy this picture cheap.

Here we go again on the title change routine. "Counter-

attack." the Paul Muni-Marguerite Chapman film, is once again

"Counterattack." If that sounds like double-talk, blame the studio.

For in between the two "Counterattacks" was "One Against
Seven." The stage play was called "Counterattack" but for some
unknown reason the powers at Columbia thought "One Against
Seven" a better title — now they've changed their minds again!
So it's much ado about nothing. Film Bulletin has long protested
the futility and sometimes costly stupidity of changing valuable,
publicized titles. Most producers agree. But the practice con-
tinues without rhyme or reason.

A new policy seems to be in effect at Columbia with writers
getting a chance at production capacity. This time it is James
Edward Grant who has been signed to write the screenplay and
roduce his original story called "A Mother for May." Virginia
Van Upp and Sidney Buchman both arrived at the Producer-title
by way of screenplay writing.

The Chicago Defender, a large Negro newspaper, put Harry
!ohn at the head of their list of people who rendered outstanding
ervice in the cause of better race relations during 1944. The
ward was based on the characterization and treatment of the
Negro soldier in "Sahara."

A recording of part of the film score from "Song to Remem-
er" has been sent to the Polish troops on the Italian front. This
ncludes Chopin's Polonaise as played by Jose Iturbi, who did all
f the beautiful piano playing for the picture.

Only one new starter at this studio: "Over 21," starring Irene
unne and Alexander Knox. "Ten Cents a Dance" was slated to

but was cancelled due to the illness of Jane Frazee. Con-
inuing in production are "The Fighting Guardsman" (John Loder-
nita Louise) and "A Thousand and One Nights" (Cornel Wilde-
velyn Keyes) in Technicolor.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYk-R
I A look at the list of just-released and ready-for-release films
Pt Metro indicates that there were more Technicolor films made
|at this studio in 1944 than in any previous year. Six color films
pvere made last year and the 1945 schedule already shows ten set

f°F tinting, with more probably to come. The current list includes
['National Velvet," "Anchors Aweigh," "Ziegfeld Follies," "Son of
jLassie," "Thrill of a Romance," "Hold High the Torch." Two
Arthur Freed productions already in work are in color: "The
Harvey Girls" and "Yolanda and the Thief." "Early to Wed" and
'Brighton Beach" are two more set for early production. This
studio has had consistently beautiful results in its Technicolor
process and with the growing affinity of the public for tinted pic-
tures, it is undoubtedly true that this studio and all others wiil
strive for as much Technicolor product as the situation permits.

Robert Montgomery is out of uniform and back in makeup.
He has begun tests for his first role since 1941, which will be in
They Were Expendable." Commander John Ford will direct...
^mny Simms left this lot.

Now that it appears possible to cleanse the James M. Cain
novels to a point approved by the Hays office, Metro is planning

to make his well-known book "The Postman Always Rings Twice

"

into a film. Carey Wilson is set as the producer and five im-
portant stars, still unnamed, will be cast in top roles. Niven
Busch is doing the adaptation.

Title change coming up (and this one is really something).
It started out as "Woman's Army," then became "There Were
Three of Us" and is now to be released (we hope) as "Keep Your
Powder Dry." To avoid confusion (if it's possible), this is the
story of the WAC in which Lana Turner, Susan Peters and Laraine
Day have the leading roles.

Louis Bromfield has been hired to write a new novel with film
possibilities in mind. The story will be called "Colorado" and
Bromfield is conferring with Producer Joe Pasternak on the de-
tails. The story is being done with Van Johnson in mind as the
hero. It is laid in the 1890's and will be filmed in Technicolor.

Work on "Ziegfeld Follies" continues with all hands on deck
to try to get the film into shape for early release. This is the film

that we mentioned earlier as having come up unsatisfactorily de-

spite the cast, director, production all being of top-notch class.

Now, they've added Kathryn Grayson and William Powell to the
cast. Powell will portray Ziegfeld and a special routine was writ-

ten for Kathryn Grayson.

Edwin Knopf, who recently completed his production of "Val-
ley of Decision" (Greer Garson-Gregory Peck), has three more
pictures ready to start shortly. "For Better or for Worse," "The
Secret Heart," and "The Distaff Side" are in his hands in final

screenplay form and casting will shortly be announced.

1945 started big at Meti o-Goldwyn-Mayer with two of those
big-budget musicals under way. "Yolanda and the Thief" stars

Fred Astaire. with Lucille Bremer and Frank Morgan. "The Har-
vey Girls" boasts a big cast headed by Judy Garland, Ann Sothern,

John Hodiak and Edward Arnold. Arthur Freed is producing
both of these with Vincente Minnelli and George Sidney handling

the directing, respectively. These two young directors have proven
themselves strongly during the past year. Minnelli's "Meet Me in

St. Louis" currently is doing big boxoffice. Sidney's "Bathing
Beauty" clicked handsomely and his "Anchors Aweigh" starring

Frank Sinatra, Gene Kelly and Kathryn Grayson is scheduled for

early release.

Two holdovers on the production schedule are "Her Highness

and the Bellboy" (June Allyson-Robert Walker-Hedy Lamarr) and
"Weekend at the Waldorf" (Lana Turner-Van Johnson-Ginger
Rogers-Walter Pidgeon).

MONOGRAM
Five Monogram productions go into release during January.

They are: "The Navajo Trail" (Johnny Mack Brown-Raymond

Hatton), "Army Wives" (Elyse Knox-Rick Vallin), "Adventures of

Kitty O'Day" (Jean Parker), "They Shall Have Faith" and "The

Jade Mask," a Charlie Chan story.

Tnis company's third quarter report indicates a considerable

increase over the same period last year. The figure this year

showed a net profit after taxes and nil charges of $33,159 as com-
pared to $30,422 for 1943. The figures before provision for taxes

were $106,634.21 for this year and $102,732.25 for last year. Which
gives a concrete idea of the bite that taxes are making in film

production profits — as elsewhere.

The studio ended its holiday lull by putting two pictures into

work during the first week in January. "Docks of New York" is

one of the East Side Kids epics and "Stranger from Santa Fe" is

a Johnny Mack Brown-Raymond Hatton western in the usual

formula.



PARAMOUNT
A bigger world market than the most enthusiastic film makers

ever conce.ved is the prediction for the future made by David E.

Rose Paiamount's managing director in Great Britain. Mr. Rose

points out that in Great Britain, in 1939, 19,000,000 people attended

pictures daily. Today that figure is 31,000,000. He believes that

men and women in uniform have become much more film con-

scious by reason of training films and the great recreation they

have found in films shown all over the world. In addition, of

course, is the return of liberated Europe to the film market. The

millions of people in occupied countries are starved for entertain-

ment and should welcome our films most eagerly.

Rose pointed out that Hollywood must look for stronger com-

petition in the post-war era, with England, Russia and France, to

say nothing of Mexico and the Latin American countries, turning

serious attention to bigger and better film production.

There is much food for thought in Mr. Rose's comment. It

seems pretty obvious that Hollywood is going to be obliged to con-

centrate on superior film making. While it is true that Holly-

wood has dominated the world film market in the past, the com-

petition in the future promises to be much tougher. Good — better

— product will be the only sure way for Hollywood to regain and

maintain its preeminence in the European field.

"Going My Way" continues to sweep all contests and ratings

before it with the latest acclaim coming from the coveted New
York Film Critics' Award. In this one, Barry Fitzgerald took the

best male performance for the year, Leo McCarey got first place

for the direction and the picture itself, of course, rated first.

The recently completed Pine-Thomas picture has been changed
in title from "Hard to Handle" to "One Exciting Night."

Ten Paramount pictures are currently in the editing process

being readied for early release. The list includes "Kitty" (Paulette

Goddard-Ray Milland), "Salty O'Rourke" (Alan Ladd-Gail Rus-
sell), "Miss Susie Slagle's" (Sonny Tufts-Veronica Lake), "The
Lost Weekend" (Ray Milland-Jane Wyman) and "Duffy's Tavern."

Also, the two Hal Wallis productions, "Love Letters" (Jennifer

Jones-Joseph Cotten) and "The Affairs of Susan" (Joan Fontaine-

George Brent), as well as three Pine-Thomas epics "High Pow-
ered," "Scared Stiff" and "One Exciting Night."

No new starters at the studio since the first of the year. But
"Masquerade in Mexico" (Dorothy Lamour-Arturo de Cordova),

"Too Good To Be True" (Betty Hutton-Sonny Tufts) and "Good
Intentions" (Eddie Bracken-Veronica Lake).

PRC
"Enchanted Forest," which got the starting gun on January 8,

is this studio's first color picture. It is also the first feature length

picture using the new Eastman BinPack color process. This is

PRC's biggest film venture to date in budget, sets, and production.

Jack Schwarz is producing with Lew Landers directing. Edmund
Lowe, Brenda Joyce and Harry Davenport are featured.

The PRC January schedule calls for five productions to go,

according to President Leon Fromkess. "Phantom of 42nd Street"
and "Enchanted Forest" are already off to a start. "Swamp Man"
with Buster Crabbe, "Detour," a Fromkess production, and "Dead-
line" will all be on the sound stages before the month ends.

Since the entire 1944-45 schedule will be finished by April, this
company has already planned its 1945-46 program and many of the
pictures are already in preparation. "Heritage," "I Ring Door-
bells," "A Night at Ciro's," "War Marriages," "King of Proxy
Street," "Once Too Often," "Transcontinental," "Kentucky Man-
sion," "Quebec" are all on the list. At least two from the Roth-
Green-Rouse unit and several from Henry Brash Productions are
penciled in.

In production presently are: "The Phantom of 42nd Street"
(Dave O'Brien-Kay Aldridge) and "Enchanted Forest" (Edmund
Lowe-Brenda Joyce), as well as the latest Buster Crabbe-Al St.
John western, "The Gangster's Den."

REPUBLIC
Activity at this studio has soared with 17 pictures ready or

being readied for early release. Included in the longest list this
studio has ever had at one time are: "Earl Carroll's Vanities"
'Dennis O'Kccfc-Constance Moore), "Utah" (Roy Rogers), "Tell
It To A Star" (Ruth Terry-Robert Livingston), "Steppin' in So-
ciety" (Edward Everett Horton-Gladys George), "The Vampire's
Ghost" (Adelo Mara-John Abbott), "The Chicago Kid" (Don Barry-
Lynne Roberts), "The Phantom Speaks" (Richaid Arlcn), "The

Big Show-Off" (Arthur Lake-Dale Evans), "The Great Flamarion"
(Eric Von Stroheim-Mary Beth Hughes), "The Big Bonanza"
(Richard Arlen-Jane Frazee), "Jealousy" (John Loder-Jane Ran-
dolph), "A Song for Miss Julie" (Shirley Ross-Cheryl Walker).

"Three's A Crowd" (Charles Gordon-Pamela Blake), "Swingin' on

a Rainbow" (Jane Frazee-Brad Taylor), "Gangs of the Water-
front" (Robert Armstrong-Stephanie Bachelor), "Johnny March'
(Richard Arlen-Cheryl Walker) and "The Lights of Old Santa Fe"
(Roy Rogers-Dale Evans) ... "Flame of the Barbary Coast" (Ann
Dvorak-John Wayne) and "Hitchhike to Happiness" (Roy Rogers-

Dale Evans) are completed and ready for immediate release.

Two new starters join "Road to Alcatraz" (Robert Lowery-
June Storey) and "New Faces of 1945" (Kaye Dowd-Robert Duke)
on the production schedule. They are "Fatal Witness" with Eve-
lyn Ankers, Barbara Everest and Richard Frazer, and "Return at

Dawn" with William Terry, Lynne Roberts and Peter Cookson.

This studio's expansion plan announced some time ago seems
to be taking more concrete shape rapidly. Of the Two Million

Dollars set aside for the program, $400,000 has been allocated to

the music department. This amount will cover the construction

of a complete recording stage comparable in size and equipment
to the best in Hollywood. A new building is also planned to house
the music department and its affiliates.

RKO-RADIO
Six productions are scheduled for work during January. The

first of these, "Those Endearing Young Charms," is already under

way, with Robert Young and Laraine Day in the leading roles.

Others to go are: "The Bells of St. Mary's" which Leo McCarey
will produce and direct with Bing Crosby in the starring role;

"Man Alive," starring Pat O'Brien; "George White's Scandals of

1945," starring Jack Haley and Joan Davis; "Mama Loves Papa,"

starring Leon Errol, and "The Great Adventure," a mystery thriller

under Herman Schlom production.

Columnist Drew Pearson is appearing in a special prologue to

"Betrayal From the East" (Lee Tracy-Nancy Kelly) with the foot-

age being shot in New York.

"Anything Can Happen," the new novel by George and Helen
Papshvilly, choice of the Book-of-the-Month club for January, has

been purchased for film production by RKO.

Interesting to note that Sol Lesser has signed a new deal with
Edgar Rice Burroughs to continue the Tarzan pictures. This
character has already been on film for 27 years — the first Tarzan
picture was made by National Film Corporation of America in

1918. Nine different actors have played the title role with 10
different companies producing. Johnny Weismuller, who began
doing the part in 1932, is committed for the next two years. The
next episode will be called "Tarzan and the Intruder." The steady,
consistent success of the Tarzan series is another great lesson in

what can be done with a good idea astutely handled without the
expenditure of millions of dollars.

Only new starter on the RKO lot this week is the afore-
mentioned "Those Endearing Young Charms" (Robert Young-
Laraine Day). Continuing on the production schedule are: "The
Invisible Army" (John Wayne-Philip Ahn), "Johnny Angel"
(George Raft-Claire Trevor), "The Spanish Main" (Paul Henreid-
Maureen O'Hara). Slated to start momentarily is "Man Alive,"

with Pat O'Brien, Ruth Hussey and Adolphe Menjou.

International Pictures
This company has only one film in active production presently,

"Along Came Jones" (Gary Cooper-Loretta Young). Winding up
1944, its first year in business, the organization, however, points
to a reasonably good record of achievement. "Casanova Brown"
(Gary Cooper) was its first effort. Then came "The Woman in the
Window" (Edward G. Robinson-Joan Bennett). Currently releas-

ing is "Belle of the Yukon" (Gypsy Rose Lee-Randolph Scott-

Dinah Shore). Ready to go is the first Sonja Henie film under
this banner, "It's A Pleasure." This sets a good pace for an in-

dependent company and William Goetz is planning his 1945 pro-

gram to keep that pace. Also slated for an early start is "Tomor-
row Is Forever," with Claudette Colbert, Orson Welles and George
Brent set for top roles.

In a recent statement to the press, Mr. Goetz pointed out that

"good entertainment costs a lot of money." "Good entertainment,''

he stated, "is worth whatever it costs because the public recognizes
only fundamental quality." Studio Size-ups finds no argument
with this basic statement, but we would like to add our own ob-

servation: good entertainment and outlandishly expensive budgets
do. not always go together. The conception that a two or three
million dollar picture must necessarily be good entertainment
should be sharply avoided.

FILM BULLETIN



20th CENTURY-FOX
Producer William Perlberg has seven pictures on his immedi-

ate schedule of production. First to go is "State Fair," which will

be done as a musical in Technicolor. Then comes "Junior Miss",
"The Bandwagon," another Technicolor musical; "Forever Amber,"
also in color; "Jean Valjean"; "Claudia and David" and "Another
Claudia."

This studio generally is looking forward to an extremely
heavy production schedule in the months ahead and 17 directors
are now working on material already shooting or in preparation.
Scheduled for early starting are: "Dragonwyck," which Joseph
Mankiewicz will direct in Technicolor; an unnamed musical which
Vvalter Lang is preparing; "The Dolly Sisters," with Irving Cum-
mings directing, and "Junior Miss" to be directed by George Seton.
John Stahl will do "Leave Her To Heaven," Otto Preminger is

readying "Romance with Music," Frank Tuttle has been assigned
to "Two-Faced Quilligan" and Robert Webb will handle "The
Caribbean Mystery."

Darryl F. Zanuck said this week that the studio will continue
its policy of buying as many of the current best-sellers as possible.

In 1944, 20th Century-Fox acquired more properties from the best-
seller list than almost all other studios combined. This is an ex-
pensive project, Zanuck pointed out, but it is also true that high
salaried stars are not being used in these pictures and production
costs are thereby held down considerably. "The Song of Berna-
dette," "Laura" and "My Friend Flicka," three of 20th's biggest
boxorfice hits, were all adapted from best-sellers, but none involved
top rank stars. At Metro, for instance, the valuable story proper-
ties also get valuable casts to add lustre to theatre marquees!

Only new starter in work is "State Fair," the Technicolor
musical, with Dana Andrews, Jeanne Crain, Dick Haymes and
Vivian Blaine in the leading roles. Continuing in production are:
"A Bell for Adano" (John Hodiak-William Bendix), "Colonel
Effingham's Raid" (Joan Bennett-William Eythe), "Captain Eddie

"

(Fred MacMurray-Lynn Bari).

UNITED ARTISTS
The Hollywood branch of this outfit was startled by the sud-

den announcement that Lou Pollock had resigned his post as

director of advertising and publicity. He rated high with the

producers and generally had been conceded to have done a good
job in a difficult spot.

A new $5,000,000 corporation has been formed by Sol Lesser

for film production and stage plays in 1945. The company will have
a stock company to be organized under the direction of Jean Her-
sholt. a member of the board of directors. Players already signed
include Lon McCallister, Johnny Weissmuller, Brenda Joyce, John
Sheffield, Cheryl Walker and Marjorie Riordan.

Another deal announced this week is the one between the
Skii ball-Manning production company and Don Ameche. Ameche
has signed to do a series of pictures for this unit, the first one to

be "Genius in the Family." Ameche is currently working in "Guest
Wife," with Claudette Colbert, for the Skirball-Manning outfit.

This unit just completed "It's in the Bag" (Fred Allen-Jack
Benny). Future plans also include a Romberg-Hammerstein musi-
cal, "French Town."

There are 14 pictures on the United Artists work sheet present-
ly. Three are now shooting and three more are scheduled to roll

during January while eight are in editing or awaiting release.
The Constance Bennett production, "Paris—Underground," is one
of the January starters. "Captain Kidd" (Randolph Scott) is a
Benedict Bogeaus film awaiting the gun on January 25 and David
O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" is scheduled to begin January 29.

In wind-up status are: "The Great John L" (Crosby), "Spellbound"
(Selznick), "Brewster's Millions" (Edward Small), "Delightfully
Dangerous" (Charles R. Rogers), "Hold Autumn in Your Hand"
(Producing Artists), "It's in the Bag" (Jack Skirball) and "Bed-
side Manner" (Andrew Stone).

Selznick International has seven pictures scheduled for 1945
production. "Duel in the Sun," starring Jennifer Jones, will be
nrst. Then comes "Scarlet Lily" (Ingrid Bergman-Joseph Cotten),
Dawning," "So Little Time," "Sarah Bernhardt," "Notorious"
(Ingrid Bergman) and "Houdini" are the other properties listed.

Edward Small is another U. A. affiliate who has big plans for
production. During the next two years, he plans to produce not
less than ten pictures at a cost of $10,000,000. The first to go on

the list will be Dumas' "Cagliostro," starring George Sanders. This
is scheduled for March. Other plans involve "Bella Donna," with
Louis Hayworth in the top role, "A Time To Be Born," "Crime on
My Hands," from George Sanders' book; the long-talked of "Valen-

tino"; Booth Tarkington's "Kate Fennigate"; "The Ghost of Monte
Cristo"; "Lucrezia Borgia"; "D'Artagnan" and "The Notorious

Nancy Grey." Most of these are very tentative.

Charles R. Rogers has announced the production of four

features on a $5,500,000 budget. First will be "My Wild Irish

Rose," a Technicolor musical introducing radio singer Lee Sulli-

van. In June, "Angel on My Shoulder," starring Brian Donlevy,

will go; "Varga Girl," in Technicolor and with a reputed budget

of $2,000,000, and "One Man's Family" are also on the list.

Mary Pickford is laying plans for "One Touch of Venus."

her film version of the Broadway musical hit which Sam Coslow

will produce for her. Agnes De Mille, famous choreographer, will

stage the dances. Shooting is slated to start in June.

UNIVERSAL
Three features are scheduled for the January program at this

studio, in addition to the three already in work. To go are: "In-

vitation to Death," starring Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce:

"The Naughty Nineties," with Abbott and Costello, and the next

Deanna Durbin starrer, "Lady On A Train," which also has Allen

Jenkins and Edward Everett Horton in comedy roles. Already

shooting are: "That's The Spirit" (Jack Oakie-Peggy Ryan),

"Night in Paradise" (Merle Oberon-Turhan Bey) in Technicolor,

and the new starter. "Senorita from the West" (Bonita Granville-

Allan Jones).

WARNER BROS.
One of the first official acts of 1945 was the "creating" of six

new stars to be added to the star-contract list officially. They are:

Lauren Bacall, Dane Clark, John Dall, Faye Emerson, Robei t

Hutton and William Prince. Strange, isn't it, but we had soma
silly idea that stars were created by the public, not by an edici

from a studio.

Each of these new "stars" (Bacall might be classed as one)

has been assigned a picture. Lauren Bacall, just finishing "The Big

Sleep," draws the coveted role in "Fountainhead." Dane Clark

and Faye Emerson will be co-starred in "Catch a Falling Star."

Robert Hutton goes into "Janie Gets Married." John Dall, who
made his film debut in the still unreleased "The Corn Is Green,"

goes into "Ethan Frome." William Prince co-stars with Ida Lu-

pino in "Happiness."

Unique in the annals of world premieres is the one accorded
"Saratoga Trunk." It was held in France, a few miles from the
front lines, for the 38th Engineering Regiment ... Full page ad
exploitation in 15 national fan magazines has been set for three
Warner releases. "Hollywood Canteen," "To Have and Have Not"
and "Objective Burma" are the three due for the special hypo in

the March issues of the books. This follows close on the national
radio spot announcement campaign used for "To Have and Have
Not" in conjunction with its general release. The radio campaign
cost $100,000 and blanketed every section of the country through
leading stations in more than 100 key cities.

Howard Hawks has just purchased "Dark Page" from Sgt.
Sammy Fuller. The soldier was in France with the invasion force

when the check reached him. Hawks plans the story, a psycho-
logical drama, for early production.

Joe Santley, formerly with Republic, has begun a term-con-
tract as director at Warner Bros. His first picture will be "Shadow
of A Woman," with Alexis Smith, Helmut Dantine and Craig
Stevens.

A recently published financial statement shows Warner Bros,
ending their year with a net of $6,953,426. This is a decrease of
51,285,000 over last year due to the turn over of the entire net
receipts of "This Is the Army" to Army Emergency Relief. The
gross for the year just ended was $141,183,039, an increase of al-

most ten million dollars over the previous year.

Only new starter at the studio is "Three Strangers." Sidm-y
Greenstreet, Geraldina Fitzgerald and Peter Lorre are in top roles.
Continuing in production are: "Mildred Pierce" (Joan Crawford-
Jack Carson) and "This Love of Ours" (John Garfield-Eieanor
Parker).
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COLUMBIA
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (27)

Completed ( 9)

Completed ( 1)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

TEN CENTS A DANCE
Comedy with Music—Started January 4
Cast: Jane rTrazee. Jimmy Lloyd, John Calvert, Robert Scott,

Joan Woodbury, Dorothea Kent.

Director: Will Jason Producer: Michel Kraike

OVER >1

Comedy—Started January 9

Cast: Irene Dunne, Alexandei
nell, Loren Tindall.

Director: Charles Vidor

Knox. Charles Coburn, Jeff Don-

Sidney Buchman
i from th
for husbai

Producer
k stase pla>

rs the subterfuge.

RELEASE CHART

11-15.

.5-15.

.
.5-15.

Title—Binning TImi Cait

IN PRODUCTION
Fighting Guardsman, The Loder-Louise
A Thousand and One Nights (T) Wilde-Keyes

COMPLETED
Addras Unknown (72) Lukas-Christians
Batman, The (Serial) Naish-Patterson ..
Carolina Blue; Kyser-Miller

Detail! under title: Battleship Blues
Cry of the Werewolf (65) Massen-Crane . . .

Details iHder title: Bride of the Vampire
Oesert Hawk (Serial) Roland-Maris . . .

Ever Slnee Vents Hunter-Savage
Details ooder title: Beauty for Sale

The Impatient Years (91) Arthur-Bowman ..
Kansas City Kitty Davis-Boh Crosby
Last Horseman, The (54) Hayden-Willis

Details inder title: Solelde Range
Louisiana Hayrlde Canova-Lane ...
Mr. Winkle Goes To War (80) Robinson- Donaldson 1-10
One Mysterious Night (65) Morris-Carter 6-12

Details inder title: Boston Blaekle's AppHntment with Death
Robin Hood of the Rang* (57) Starrett- Harris

Details inder title: Hall to the Rangers
Secret Command (80) 9'Brien-Landis

Details under title: Plleboek
She's a Soldier, Too Foch-Brldges ..

Details inder title: Soldiers In Slacks
Soul of a Monster (63) Hobart-Macready

Details inder title: Death Walks Alone
Swing In the Saddle Frazee-Summcrvl
They Lite In Fear Kroger-Parrlsh

Details inder title: America's Children
U-Boat Prisoner (65) Bennett-Rolf . .

. .6-1.

.7-16.
.9-26.

.5010.

.5120.
.5011.

.5027.

.5140.

. . .4-3.

.
.5-15.

. .6-29.

...4-3..

9-21.

1-10.

3-20.

.6-12.

. S-l.
.8-24.

.

.6-22.

.7-13.

. .8-3.

. 9-22

.

.7-29.

.7-20.

.6-29.

.8-17.

.5002. .10-16

.5012

.5028

.5019
. 5007 -.1

.5033. .11-13

.5206

.5008- • 6-26

.5040

,
.5026. . .10-2

1944-45—
Black Arrow (Serial) Scott-Jergens . . .

Both Barrels Blazing jtarrett-Hardlng ..
Details under title: Texas Rifles

Brenda Starr, Reporter Woodbury-Richmond
Cowboy tt Lonesome Hirer Starrett-Athens . . .

Crime Doctor's Courage Baxter-Brooke
Details under title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)

Cytlone Prairie Rangers Starrett-Worth . . .

Dancing In Manhattan Brady-Donnell ..
Fadie Was a Lady Miller
Escape in the Fog Wright-Foch
Eve Knew Her Apples Miller-Wright ...
A Guy, A Gal and A Pal Merrick-Huntcr
I Love A Mystery Bannon-Foch
Lawless Empire Starrett-Law
Leave It to Blondie Singleton-Lake

. .

Let's Go Steady Parrish-Moran
Mark of The Whistler, The (61) Dix-Carter

Details under title: Dormant Account
Rough, Tough and Ready Morris-Rogers

Defalk mute title: Men ot the Deep
Meet Miss Bobby Socks Crosby- Merrick
Missing Juror, The Carter-Banon

. .9-4. .10-13. . .6120.
.6-26

10-2.
.6-14.
11-13.

. 8-21

.

. .9-4.

.

.12-25
.7-24.

11-27.
11-13.
.10-16.

11-13
10-16.
.8-17.

1) 27.

..1-26.

. .9-21.

. 2-27.

. .11-9.

.12-28.

. .1-18.

.1-25.

.2-22.
. .1-4.

.11-2.

Details under title: Tomorrow You Die

Counterattack Muni-Chapman 9

Raiders of Quanti Basin Starrett- Mattnews . 9

Power of The Whistler, The Dix-Carter ..

Renegade Roundup . . Barrett-bliss

Return of Durango Kid Starrett-Stevens

Rockin' in the Rockies Hughes-Kirby

Rough Rldin' Justice itarrett-Bates

Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen

Sergeant Mike Parks-Bates

Shadows in the Night Baxter-Foch

Details under title: Crime Doctor's Rendczrous

She's a Sweetheart (61) Frazee-Parks

Details under title: Hello. Mom
Sing Me a Song of Texas Lane-Tomlin

Song to Remember, A (T) Munl-Oberon

Details ander title: At Night We Dream
Strange Affair, A (78) loslyn-Keyes

Tahiti Nights .O'Brien-Matthe

Details under ««e: Song of Tahiti

Together Again (100) .... Dunne-Boyer

Details under title. \ Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Every Night (T) Hayworth-Blair

Unwritten Code, The Neal-Savage

Details under title: The Ui known

Youth on Trial Collins-Reed .

Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

12-25.

.

.
7 -24 . . .

.6-12...
12-11. . .

.12-21.
.11-9.

.10-19.

. 6203

.

. 6033

.

. 6021

.

7-24. .12-22. . .6003. .12-11

METRO - CO L 0W Y N-MAYIR
1944-45 Features Completed (32) In Production (4)

YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (Technicolor)

Musical—Started January 12

Cast: Fred Astaire, Lucille Bremer, Frank Morgan, Leon Ames
Mildred. Nat-wick.

Director: Vincente Minnelli Producer: Arthur F:

THE HARVEY GIRLS (Technicolor)

Musical—Started January 12

Cast: Judy Garland, Ann Sothern, John Hodiak, Edward Arnolc

Ray Bolger, Virginia O'Brien, Selena Royal, Marjori
Main, Mary Mullen.

Director: George Sidney Producer: Arthur Free

Story: ln the early days of the Santa Fe, Fred Harvey broushl sirls we:

for hi? first Harvey House. The newcomers feud with the local sir

h"t ?11 ends well. This is the sasa of the Fred Harvey system

RELEASE CHART
Title—Banning Time Cast

TN PRODUCTION
Her Highness and the Bellboy Lamarr-Walker

Weekend at the Waldorf Turner-Johnson

COMPLETED 1943-44

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble (107) Rooney-Stone ..

Gaslight (114) Bergman-Boyer

Meet the People (100) Ball-Powell ....
Three Men In White (85) Barrymore-Johnson

Two Girls and a Sailor (126) Johnson-Allyson

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Bathing Beauty (T) (103) Skclton-Williams

Details under title: Mr. Co-Ed
Cantervllle Ghost, The (96) Laughton-O'Brien

ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS
Dragon Seed (145) Hepburn-Huston

.

White Cliffs of Dover, The (126) Dunne-Marshall

SPECIAL
Tunisian Victory (80) Documentary

RE-ISSUES
Billy the Kid (T) Taylor

Big Store, The Mari Bros. ....

Christmas Carol. A Barrymore

Cone Live wltk Me Lamarr-Stewart .

Escape Shearer-Taylor

. .7-26.

. .8-23.

. .7-12.

12-27

.

. .9-20.

.5-44.

.

.5-44.

.

.5-44.

.

.6-44. .

.6-44.

.

. .424. . .4

. .425. . .5

.426...

4

. .427. .
.5-

. . 428 . . .

.

. . .9-6. .7-44. . ..429...

6

. .8-23. .7-44. . . .430...

6

.11-15.

.
.6-28.

.8-44.

.

.6-44.
. .500...'!

. . 491 . . . *i

. .466...:
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Flight Command Taylor

6» *«« Marx Bros.

Love Crazy Loy Powcil
Northwest Passage (T) Tracy
Third Finger, Left Hand Loy-Douglas

1944-45

BLOCK NO. NINE
American Romance, An (T) (151) Donlevy-R.ihards

Details onder title: America

Beery-Barnes . .

li-iuary Cuast Genl (87)
Detail* under title: Gold Town

Kismet (T) (100)
Lost In a Harem i8'->>

Maisie Goes To Reno (90)
Marriage Is a Private Affair (115) .

Mrs. Partington (124)
Naughiy Marietta (80)
The Seventh Cross (111)
Waterloo Bridge (103)

Col man-Dietrich

Abbott-Costellu

.Sothern-Hodiak

.Turner-Hodiak

Garson-Pidgeon

.MacDonald-Eddy

Tracy-Hasso
.Taylor-Leigh

. . .4-3.

.11-29

. .3-20

.10-44.

.12-44.

. .9-44.

.10-44

.11-44.
.11-44.

. :o6.
509.

.504.
505.
507.

508
.501.
503.

.8-21
8-21
.9-18

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor
No'.hing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy
Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal

Details under title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) Pcw:ll-Loy
Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-Johnson
This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason
Music for Millions (120) O'Brien - 1 turbi

SPECIAL
Meet Me in St. Louis (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter ...

. .515.
.8-21.
5-28
5-29.

518. .12-25
517 1-8

515. .12-25

NOT DESIGNATED
(T) Kelly- natra

Ego .Thaxtcr-Damih
ClocV The Garland-Walker
Gentle Annie (80) Eraig-Reed
National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor

Oetails under title: The Home Front
Hidden Eye. The Arnold- Rafferty

mMJ Higli the Torch (T) E. Tayler-Lassi;
Our Vines Have Tender Grapes O'Brien-Robinson .

Picture of Dorian Gray Sanders -Hatfield

Son of Lassie (T) Lawford-Lanchcster
Keep Your Powder Dry Turner-Peters

Details under title: Women's Army
Thrill of a Romance (T) Johnsm-w:iliams
Twice Blessed Wilde-Craig

Va'ley of Decision Gnron-Peck
Without Love Tracy-Hepburn
Ziegfeld Follies (T) Astaire-Ball

12-11.
9-18.

10 16

M ON OCR AM
1944-45 Features

Westerns
(34)

(12)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DOCKS OF NEW YORK
Comedy-drama—Started January 3

Cast: The East Side Kids (Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Bobby Jor-
dan, Billy Benedict), Gloria Pope, Joy Reese, Maurice St.

Clair, Pierre Watkins, George Meeker, Betty Blythe, Cy
Kendall, Charles King, Patsy Moran. Bernard Gorcey, Leo
Borden, Mende Koenig.

Director: Wallace Fox Producers: Sam Katzman, Jack Dietz

Story: The kids get mixed up with a refugee who is working with jewel
smugglers. They solve the theft, rout out the Gestapo winking with
the thieves and all ends well.

STRANGER FROM SANTA FE
Western—Started January 8

Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Beatrice Gray,
Jack Ingram, Ray Elder, Jimmy Martin, Lewis Hart, Bud
Osborne.

Director: Lambert Hillyer Assistant: Bobby Ray
Starr: Marshal poses as one of the gang of cattle rustlers haunting Santa

Fo. to rout the thieves and bring an end to their terrorizing.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev.

1943-44

NOT DESIGNATED
Are These Our Parents? Vinson-T'albot 4-17... 7-15 6-26

Details inder title: Are These Yoor Parents?
Bll«k "aoie Toler-Dell 5-15.... 9-9

Details onder title: Murder Chamber
Block Busters (59) East Side Kids 12-27... 5-16 9-18
Call of the Jungle Corio-Bush J -3 . 8-19
6olden Trail, The Brown-Hatton ... 12-13
Johnnie Doesn't Live Hera Any Mora Simon-Ellison 12-13 7-8 612
Land of Outlaws Brown-Hation 6-12... 9-16

Details under title: Fool's Gold
law Men (53) Brown-Hatton 1-10 5-6 4-17
Leave It To the Irish Dinn-Mc::ay 4-3... 8-26
Marked Trails Gibson-Steele 5-29... 9-30

Dh, What a Night! Lowe-Rambeau
Details inder title: Girl Next Door

Range Law Brown Hatton
letirn of thr Age Man (— ) Ligon-Cair.nl nc

Sonora Stagecoach Sihson-Steelt
Threo ol a Kind Gilbert-Howa.d
Utah Kid '„lb>on-Steelt

Details onder title: Trigger Law
West of the Rio Grand! irown-Hatton

1944-45

Adventures of Kitty O'Day Parkcr-Cookson .

Details under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through
Alaska Tay.or-Lmdsay .

Army Wives Rambeiu-Kno-
Bowery Champ< (62) East Side Kids

Details under title: Muggs Meets a Deadline
China's Little Devils ".arey Kelly

The Cisco Kid Comes Through Renaldo-Lane
Cisco Kid Returns Renaldo-Kenyon

Details under title: Case of the Missing Medico
Crary Knights Gilbert- Howard .

Details under title: Murdtr in the Famil)
Enemy of Women Woods-Dell ...
John Dillinger L. Tierney
Ghost Guns Brown-Hatton

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs

G. I. Honeymoon Storm-Cookson
Gun Smoke Brown-Hatton
Jade Mask. The Toler-Manton . .

Details under title: Mystery Mansion
law of the Vallry Brown-Hatton

Model Murder, The Weaver-Lowery .

Navajo Trails ?rown-Holt
Details under title: The Texas Terror

Shadow of Suspicion (68) Weaver- Cookson

Details inder title: Baby Shoes

Song of the Range Wakely-Moore . .

Details under title: Saddle Pals

There Goes Kelly Moran- McKay .

Details under title: MaHe Way for Kelly

They Shall Have Faith (83) Storm-Smith

A Wave. A Wae. A Marine Eilers-Youngman

When Strangers Marry Hunter- Jagger

Details under title: I Married a Stranger

. .4-17. . .9-2.

.4-17. 7-1.

.10 18 .6 24
. . .2-7. .6-10.

...51. .7-22.
8-26

. .7-24. 1-19.

5-1. 12-22
8-7 .1-12

6-12. .12-29.

710. 12-23.

. . 11-13

. .8-21. '.'.2-9.

8-21. .12-8.

11-10.

.10-16! .2-23.

10-2
.918
9 18. .1-26.

.11-4.

\'.i-s.

.12-15.

.12-1.

10-16.

6 26

.9-18

.11-27

. . .8-7.

. .5-17.

1-26
.11-3
11-24

PARAMOUNT
1943-44 Features
1944-45 Feat u res

Completed (32)

Completed (35)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast Details

IN PRODUCTION
Good Intentions Bracken-Lake ....12-11.
Masquerade in Mexico Lamour-Cordova 1-8.

Too Good Tn Be True Hutton-Tufts 1-8.

COMPLETED

BLOCK NO. FIVE
v 5-17 4321. . .5-1

Double Indemnity (106) ..5-1

. .12-13 4324

.

. .5-1

Henry Aldrleh Plays Cupid (65) Lydon-Smith . . ...1-25.... 4322. . .5-1

The Hitler Gang (100) Watson-Pope . .
.11-15... 4320

.

. .5-1

BLOCK NO. SIX
Great Moment (79) McCrea-Field . . .4-20 4330. .6-12

Details inder title: Triumph Over Pain

Hail the Conquering Hero (101) Bracken-Raines . . .7-12 4326. .6-12

Henry Aldrich's Little Secret (73) Lydon-Mortimcr ...5-31.... 4328. 6-12

Details under title: Henry Aldrieh Rock, the Cradle

. .10 18 . .

.

4329

.

.6-12

Details inder title: When 1 Come Back

Take It Big (74) Haley-Hilliard ..11-15 4327. .6-12

City That Stopped Hitler (58) Russian Documentary

Going my Way (130) Crosby-Stevens 8-23.

Lady In the Dark (T) (100) Rogers-Milland ...12-28.
Story of Dr. Wassell (T) (140) Coopsr-Day 7-12.

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dark Mountain (57) Lowery-Drew .

.

National Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (81) . . . Lynn-Russell

Rainbow Island (T) (93) Lamour-Sullivan

Till We Meet Again (88) Milland-Britton

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Young ....

Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine-DeCordova

Man in Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker ...

Ministry of Fear (84) Milland-Reynolds .

One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery- Brooks

Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly

Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hotton ...

Practically Yours (90) Colbert-MacMurray

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Colbert-March

NOT DESIGNATED
A Medal for Benny Lamoir-Cordova . . .

.4-17.

.11-29.
. .

.9-6.

.10-18.

.12-13.

12-27.
5-31.

.11-1.

.7-26.

.1-10

.4331. . .9-20

.4335.... 3-6

.4336. . .2-21

.4337. . . .5-1

.4405.

. 4403

.

.4404.

.4401.

.4402

.4406 .10-33

.4408. . .10-2

.4407. .10-3T

.4410. .10-30

.4409. .10-30

.7-13.

8-21.
7-10.
5-15.

.2-7.

.4411. .12-25

.4414. .12-25
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Affairs of Susan, The Fontaine-Brent
Bring On the Girls (T) Lake-Tufts
Duffy's Tavern Gardnir-Reynolds
One Exciting Night Gargan-Savage . .

Details under title: Hard to Handle
High Man, The Lowery- Brooks

Incendiary Blonde (T) Hutton-Cordova

Kitty Goddard-Milland

Lost Weekend, The Milland-Wyman .

Love Letters Jones-Cotten

Miss Susie Slagle's Tufts-Lake ....
Murder, He Says MacMurray-Main
Out of This World Bracken-Lynn
Rhythm Ranch Haley-Hilliard

Road to Utopia, The Crosby-Hope-Lamou
Salty O'Rourke Ladd-Russell

Scared Stiff Haley-Savage ...
Two Years Before the Mast Ladd-Donlevy

Unseen, The McCrea-Russell

Details under title: Fear

Virginian, The McCrea-Britton

.10 16.

.11-15.

.
.6-12.

.10-31.

.10-31.

. .t-18.

.
. .5-1.

. .7-10.

. .11-1.
12-13.

. .5-15.

.11-13.

NEW PRODUCTIONS
FATAL WITNESS
Mystery—Started January 5

Cast: Evelyn Ankers, Barbara Everest, Richard Fraser, Colin

Campbell, Frederick Worlock, George Leigh, Virginia Far-

mer, Crauford Kent, Barry Bernard.

Director: Lesley Selander Assoc. Producer: Rudy Abel

RETURN AT DAWN
Comedy—Started January 6

Cast: William Terry, Lynne Roberts. Peter Cookson, Jerome
Cowan, Grant Withers, Esther Dale, Moroni Olsen, Victor

Kilian, Sheila Stuart, Tom London.

Director: Jack English Assoc. Producer: Joseph Berchoiz

lied,

Westerns
Completed (15)

Completed ( 8)

In Production (2)

In Production (!)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE PHANTOM OF 42nd STREET
Mystery—Started January 5
Cast: Dave O'Brien, Kay Aldridge, Alan Mowbray, Frank Jenks,

Iris Adrian, Edith Elliott, Jack Mulhall.
Assoc. Producer-Director: Al Herman Producer: Martin Mooney
Story: Murder in the theatre is solved by critic turned detective.

ENCHANTED FOREST (Cinecolor)
Fantasy—Started January 8
Cast: Edmund Lowe, Brenda Joyce, Harry Davenport, Biily

Severn, John Litel.

Director: Lew Landers Producer: Jack Schwartz

THE GANGSTER'S DEN
Western—Started January 5
Cast: Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Sidney Logan.
Director: Sam Newfleld Producer: Sig Neufeld

Title—Running Time

COMPLETED

RELEASE CHART
Cast

1943-44 —
. .O'Brien-Ncwil

. .Crabbt-Judge

Brand of the Devil

Contender, The (65)
Details under title: Ringside

Delinquent Daughters Carlson-Gibson .

Fuzzy Settles Down Crabbe-St. John.
Machine Gun Mama Armida-LaRue

Details under title: Mexican Fiesta
Minstrel Man (69) Fields-George ..
Rustler's Hideout Crabbc-St. John
Seven Doors To Death (64) Chandler-Clyde
5oook Town O'Brien-Newill .

Details under title: Ghost Town
Valley of Vengeance (— ) Crabbe-St. John
Waterfront (64) Carradine-Wrixon
When the Lights Go On Again (74) Lydon-Mitchell

1944-45
B:uebrard (70) Carradine-Parker
Castle of Crimes (60) Kent-Churchill
Crime

.
'nc Neal-Tilton

Dead or Alive Ritter-O'Brien
Dixie Jamboree (71) Langford-Talbot

Details under title: Dixie Steam Boat
Fog Island Atwill-Douglas
Gangsters of the Frontier (56) Ritter-O'Brien
Great Mike, The (73) Erwin-Henry

Detail* under title: At the Post

His Brother's Ghost Crabbe-St. Johi .

Hollywood and Vine Ellison-McKay
I'm From Arkansas (68) Adrian-Sommervillc
I Accuse My Parents (68) Hughes-Meeker
The Kid Sister Pryor-Clark
Man Who Walked Alone, The O'Brien-Aldrich

Details under title: You Can't Stop Romance
Marked for Murder O'Brien-Ritter ...
Oath of Venqeance (58) Crabbe-St. John
Rogues Gallery (60) Jenks-Warner . .

Spell of Amy Nugent. The Farr-Lindsay
Shadows of Death Crabbe-St. John

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Strange Illusion Eilers-Lydon
cwino Hostess (76) Tilton-Cnllins .

Whispering Skulls r.i;!er-0'8rien

Town Went Wild. The. (77) nartholomew-Horton
Wild Horse Ptnr'«m Crahbe-St.

Details onder IHI»: Phantom ni WiM Vall»v

Details Rel.

. . .5-1. .7-30.

. 3-20. . .5-10.

. .5-15. .8-10.

. .5-29. .7-25.

. .4-17. .8-18.

. .3-20. ...6-1.

. .9-2.
' .'

.5-29. . . .8-5.

. .4-17. . .6-3.

. .5-5.

. .6-10.

7.6-26. .10-23.

. .6-12. .11-10.
Foreign. 12-22.

. .11-13.
.10-31. 12-29'.

. . .2-7. . .8-15.

.11-13. .1-31.

. .9-21.

7.7-24! .11-15.

. .2-3.

.

'. 8-21

.

. 3-1.

.
.8-7. 10-31

.

8-7

.

10-31

.

. .
2-6

.10-16. 2-15

.12-9.

. .12-6.

Foreign .2-10.
11-27.

. 10-2. .3-15.

. 6-12. . 9-8.
12-29.

ii R-7 12-15.
10-28

.458
.418. . -7-24

.416

.465

.421

.404. . .6-26

.466
.417. .11-27
.457

.464
.415. . .6-26
.419. . .10-2

.11-15

.11-27

R EP U B LI C
Features

Westerns
Si-rials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (32)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 2)

En Production (4)

In Production (0)

in Production (0)

Title—Running Time

IN PRODUCTION
* Faces of 1945

RELEASE CHART
Cast Detail

..5-17.

. .4-3.

.

. .
.3-6.

Reissue.

.
.1-24.

. . .5-3.

. .7-1.

..1-24.

. .7-24.

. .1-24.
Reissue.

Cowd-Duke 1-8.

Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey ......1-8.

COMPLETED

1943-44

Black Hills Express (55) Barry-Heath

Call ot the Rockies Burnette-Carson

Call of the South Seas (59) Lane-Henry

Comin' Round the Mountain Autry-Burnette

Cowboy and the Senorita (78) Rogers-Evans ...

Death Valley Manhunt (55) Elliott-Jeffreys ..

Fugitive from Ssnora (55) Barry-Merrick ...
Girl Who Dared Erey-Cookson
Good Night, Sweetheart (67) Livingston-Terry .

Haunted Harbor (Serial) Aldridge-Richmond
Jamboree (71) Byron-Terry
Lights of Old Santa Fe Rogers-Evans ...
Man From Frisco (91) O'Shea-Shirley
Melody Trail (— ) Autry-Burnette . .

Port of 40 Thieves (58) Bachelor-Powers
Ride, Ranger, Ride Aubrey-Burnette .

San Fernando Valley (74) Rogers-Evans . .

.

Secret of Scotland Yard (68) Barrier-Bachelor .

Silent Partner Henry-Withers . .

Song of Nevada (75) Rogers-Evans
Storm Over Lisbon (86) Ralston-Arlen . .

Details under title: Candlelights in Liibon

Strangers in the Night Terry-Grey

Details under title: House of Terror

That's My Baby (68) Arlen-Drew

Details under title: Anything for a Laugh

Three Little Sisters Lee-Terry

Tiger Woman (Serial 1298) Sterling-Lewis

Tucson Raiders, The (55) Elliott-Hayes ...

bellow Rose of Texas (69) Rogers-Evans

1944-45

Atlantic City (86) Moore-Taylor . . .

Behind the Ships Randolph-O'Malley

Big Bonanza (68) Arlen-Frazee

Bordertown Trails Carson-Burnetie ..

Brazil (91) Bruce-Guizar

Cheyenne Wildcat Elliott-Fleming . .

Chicago Kid Barry-Roberts . . .

Code of the Prairie Burnette-Carson

Daring Holiday, A Horton-Gcorge ...

Earl Carroll's Vanities O'Keefe-Moore .

End of the Road (51) Norris-Storey

Details under title: Man of Mystery

Faces in the Fog (71) Withers-Kelly ...

Flame of Barhary Coast Wayne-Dvorak

Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor

Git Along Little Dogies Autry-Burnette

Great Flamarion, The VonStroheim-Hughcs

The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming

Grissly's Millions (72) Grey-Kelly . .

Hitchike to Happiness Pearce-Evans ....

Jealousy Morley-Asther . . .

Inrnny March Arlen-Walkcr

Lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor

Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming ..

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey . .

Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes

My Buddv '69) Barry-Roberts ...

Big Show-Off (70) '.akr-Evans

Details under title: Next Comes Love

The Phantom Speaks Arlen-Foberts ...

Silvr City Kid Lane-Stewart

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake . . .

Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling . .

Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake ...

Sheriff of Sundown Lane-Stewart

Sing. Neighbor. Sing (70)

Song of Mis:

Stagecoach to

Details onder title- Marshal of Monterey

Swinoln' mi » "in bow Taylor-Frazer

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry

Three's A Crowd "Ww'i-Pordoii

Thoroughbreds Nial-Mara ...

Toneka Term- ' "tan Lan»

Tugboat Annio's Son Darwell-Kennedy

Utah Rogers-Evans . .

Vampire's Ghost A'ibott-Strwart

Tnrro's Bla-k Whin 'Serial' . .
Lewis-Stirling

.8-15.

.7-15.
. . .7-7.

.7-28.

..5-12.
.9-25.

. .7-2.

. .8-5.

. .6-17.
.8-26.

. . .5-5.

..11-3.
,
.7-14.

. .6-1.

.8-13.
..9-1.
..9-15.

..362..

. .356. .

.

. .319. . 8-21

.3305..
..342... 4-17

. .375

. .361

. .322
..320... 6-:

..384
..316... 4-17

. .346. .11-27

..318... 5-15

.3304
. .324. . .7-:

.3306
. .345. . .10-2

..321... 7-10

..317..
. .344. . .7-10

..323... 9-18

.
.326. .

.

. .328. . .10-

. .325.

.

. .383.

.

.3311. . .6-12

. .343. . .5-29

.12-11.

. .9-4.

.5-15.

.

.6-26.

.6-12.

.

.10-2.

.6-26. .

10-16.
.11-13.

. .7-10. 1110.

. .8-21. .11-25.

.7-24. . .1-31.

12-25
Reissue. .10-15.

10- 16

. .9-18

. .9-18.

. .9-18

.11-27
11-27

. .8-21. .12-23.

.12-11

.10-16

..3-6. ...7-2

.
.6-26. .10-12

.402 1-8

. 404.. 11-

.Terry-Brnwn

The Early Clark

ntrrcy lane-Stewart

.5-29.
4-17.
10-16
.4-17.

.12-31.
.11-7.

.
.8-12

.9-15

.3316

..453. ......

..101

.11-13
12-25
11-27 ..

.9-4. .12-23
10-2

12-25
12-11
10-16
.8-21. .12-16.
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RKO - R AD IO
RELEASE CHART

!-».". Features Completed o>9) 111 I
* |-n(l I let imji (5)

THOSE ENDEARING YOUNG CHARMS
Comedy—Started January 3

Cast: Laraine Day, Robert Young, Ann Harding, Bill Williams,
Dewey Robinson, Tom Dugan, George Renavent, Norma
Varden, Tom Dillon.

Director: Lewis Allen Executive Producer: Sid Rogeli

Title— Rdtinmo Time

RELEASE CHART
Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Along Came Jones (International) Cooper-Young

Invisible Army Wayne-Ahn . . .

Johnny Angel Raft-Trevor . . .

Spanish Main. The (T) Henreid-0' Hara

COMPLETED
1943-44

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Days of Glory (86) Toumanova-Peck

Details under title: One Hour of Glory

Falcon Out West (64))..) Conway-Hale ...
Details under title: Falcon in Texas

Seven Days Ashore (74) Oliver-Brown ...

Snow Business (92) Cantor-Murphy
Yellow Canary, The (84) Neagle-Greene

BLOCK NO. SIX
Gildersleeve's Ghost (63) . .Peary-Martin . . .

Youth Runs Wild (65) Granville-Smith
Details under title: Are These Our Children?

Marine Raiders (90) O'Brien-Hussey .

Night of Adventure (65) ;onway-Long
Details under title: One Exciting Night

Step Lively (88) Sinatra-Murphy .

Details under title: Manhattan Serenade

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Bride by Mistake (81) Day-Marshal .

Details under title: That Hunter Girl

Falcon In Mexico (70) Conway- Maris .

' Heavenly Days (71) Fibber and Moll;

|

Music in Manhattan (80) Shirley-Day

Mile. Fifl (69) Simon-Kreuger

SPECIAL
Coastal Command (61) Documentary ..

: North Star. The (105) Baxter-Brennan
Op In Arms (T) (106) Kaye-Shore ...

RE-ISSUES
Snow White aid the Seven Dwarti (T) (80) . .Disney Cartoon

1944-45
BLOCK NO. ONE

I
Going To Town (69) Lum 'n Abner

|
Master Race (96) Esmond-Massen
My Pal. Wolf (75) Moffett-Esmond

Details under title: Pumpkin Shell
None But the Lonely Heart (113) Srant-Wyatt . .

Tall in the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines .

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent
Falcon in Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale
Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely
Girl Rush The (65) Langford-Brown
Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates

NOT DESIGNATED
Belle of the Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Lee . . .

Betrayal From the East Tracy-Kelly ..

Brighton Strangler. The Loder-Ouprez .

Body Snatcher, The Karloff-Lugosi

Casanova Brown (93) Coorer-Wright
Chi»" S«Y Scott- Drew

.11-27.

.11-13.

.12-11.

.11-27.

. .7-26.

.11-15.

.12-13.

.12-13.

.Foreign.

. 124.

.425.

.123

. .5-1

.3-20

. .5-1

. .5-1

.4-17

.12-13 427.

7-26

.451. .
.11-)

.452. . .2-21

.5-15.

.5-29.

.5-29.

. .504. . .10-2

. .502. . .10-2

. .505. . .10-2

...501... 10-2

.7-24.

.7-24.

.5-29.

7-24.

.7-10.
11-13.
.2-21.

Come Share My Love Errol-Riley
FnehantM Oo'tane Th 3 Yoang-McGuire . .

Follow Your Heart Haley- Jeffries

Having Wonderful Crime O'Brien-Landis . . .

It's a Pleasure (T) Hcnie-O'Shea
Pan Amr-icana Terry-Long
Princess and thp pirate <T) (94) Hope-Mayo
Three Caballeros (T) (71) .Cartoon Feature ,

'wo O'Clnek Courage ronwny-fti''herford

West of The Pecos Mitchum-Hale . .

Woman in the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett
Details under title: Once Off Goard

Wonder Man. The (T) Kaye-Mayo
Zombies on Broadway Brown-Carney

10-16.
.10-16.
.12-11.

.8-21.

.8-21.
.5-15.

8-21.
.10-16.
.4-17. 582. .10-16

2 Oth C E NTURY -FOX
1944-45 Features Completed (26) [n Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
STATE FAIR (Technicolor)
Musical—Started January 3
Cast: Dana Andrews, Jeanne Crain, Dick Haymes, Vivian Blaine,

Charles Winninger, Fay Bainter, William Marshall, Henry
Morgan, Donald Meek, Percy Kilbride, Phil Brown.

Director: Walter Lang Producer: William Perlberg
Story: The nrisriiipl Phil Stnnsr novel set to music.

Title—Running Tlmi

I N I'UODUCl II

Ml for Adann. /

Colonel Effingham''

Captain Eddie

11 13

.12-25.

.12-11.

Details under title: First. Last

COMPLETED
1943-44

IW.OCK NO. ELEVEN
Candlelight in Algeria (85) Mason-Lehmann Foreign.. Jely.

Eve of St. Mark. The (96) Eythe-Baxter 9-20. June.

Home In Indiana (T) (103) MeAllister-Brennan .9-20 July.

Ladles In Washington (61) Graham-Marshall . ..1-10 . June.

Roger Tuohy, Gangster (65) Foster-Taylor .. - .4-19 Jane

SPECIAL
Battle of Rassla (80) Government Doeimintery .11-13.

Song of Bernadette (156) lones-Priee 4-5

1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Take It or Leave It (70) Baker-Massow 4-3 ..August

Wing and a Prayer (97) Ameche-Andrews .. 2-21 .August.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Dangerous Journey (73) Oennis-Rooseve It Travel Feat. Sept..

433
.429.
.431.
.430.
132

.6-12

.5-29

.5-29

.5-29
5-2"

11

.2-7.

.501. . .7-24

.502. .
10-2

.504 . 8-21

.505 . .
.8-21

.503. . 8-21

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise. The (75) Laurel-Hardy 4-3 October

Details under title: Good Neighbors

In tn e Meantime, Darling (72) Crain-Latimore 1-10 October.

Details under title: I Married a Soldier

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) Woolley-Haver 3-6.
.
October

.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laura (88) Tierney-Andrews 5-1... Nov.

Something for the Boys (T) (87) Miranda-O'Shca 5-1... Nov..

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier (86) Baxter-Winninger . . .7-10 . . Dec.

.

Winged Victory (130) O'Brien-Crane 6-26... Dec.

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peck-Hardwicke 2-7... Jan..

Way Ahead. The (115) Niven-Huntley For Jan..

Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary Jan.

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Hangover Square Creoar-Darnell 9-4
A Tree Grows In Brooklyn McGuire-Dunn 5-15

NOT DESIGNATED
Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe (T) Grahte-H.iymcs .... °-4

Bull Fighters Laurel-Hardy . .

Circumstantial Evidence O'Shea-Marshall
Molly. Bless Her Fields-Woolley .

Nob Hill J. Bernett-Raft

Royal Scandal, A . . .Bankhead-Eythe
Details under title: Czarina

fhunderhead. Son of Flicka (T) McDowell-Foster

Where Do We Go From Here? (T) . . .MacMurray-Leslie

Wilson (T) (153)

506 . .9-18

.507. . .9-18

.508 .10-16

.509. .10-30

.514. 12-25

.511
.51?. . .1-22

12-11.
11-13
11-13.
8-21.
.9-18.

.5-15.
. .9-4

Hardwicke-Mitchell 11-29

UNITED ARTISTS
1944-45 Features Completed (26) In Production (3)

Key to Producers: Small (Sm!.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Rintey-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaus
(Bog.): Stromberg (Smg.): Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les); Loew-Hakim (L. II.); Skirball (Ski.): Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
PARIS UNDERGROUND
Drama—Started January 8

Cast: Constance Bennett, Gracie Fields. Kurt Krueger.

Director: Gregory Ratoff Producer: Constance Bennett

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Rinsing Time Cut

Guest Wife Colbert-Ameche .

.

Story of G. I. Joe Meredith

COMPLETED
1943-4'i

Forty Thlevti Boyd-Clyde

It Happened Tomorrow (84) Powell-Darnell

Lumber Jack (65) Boyd-Clyde

»ttalli lader title: Timber

Mystery Man (58) Boyd-Correll

Details inder title: Thinderlng Hoeft

Statecnen (— ) Wume-Trwer . . .

Un In Mabel's Room (76)) D'Keefe-Reynolds ..

Voire in the Wind (84) Lederer-Gurie ...

Details eider title: Strange Mule

Details Rel. He. let

.12-11 Ski

11-27 Cwn

12-27. . .6-23. . Shm
10-18 4-7. . .Psb 4-3

.10-18. . .4-28. . .ShB. . .5-29

. .7-26. . .5-31. . .Sh»

leluio Wgr
.11-29. . .4-28. . .Sml 4-3

.5-31... 4-21... B.M.... 3-6
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1944-45
Abroad with Two Yanks (80) O'Keefe-Bendix
Bedside Manner Hussey-Carroll
Blood on the Sun Cagney-Sidney
Brewster's Millions O'Keefe-Walker .

Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Leigh
Colonel Blimp (T) Livesy-Walbrook
Dark Waters (89) Oberon-Tone . .

Delightfully Dangerous Powell-Bellamy
Details under title: High Among the Stan

The Great John L Oarnel I
- McClure

Guest In the House (121) Baxter-Bellamy
Hairy Ape, The (90) Bendix-Hayward
Henry V (T) Olivier-Newton
Her Man Gilbey Wilding-Ward
Hold Autumn in Your Hand Scott-Field

I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten

Details under II.le: Double Fur.ough

It's In the Bag Allen-Bencliley

Sensations ol 1945 (86) Powell-Fields

Mr. Emmanuel (92) /ylmer-Gyn't

Outlaw, The Russell-Huston

Since You Wpnt Away <)~1).
. .Colbert-Cotleu

Song of the Open Road (89) Bergen-Granville
Spellbound .Bergman-Peck

De'iils under ti"»: House of Dr. Edwardes
Summer Storm (107) Sanders- Darnel I

Details under title The Moon Their Mistress

3 Is a Familv (81) Ruggles-Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field . . .

Walk In the Sun Andrews-Conte .

.8-73-20 8-4. .

. .11-27 Stn

. .10-31 Cgy

. . .8-21 Sml
Foreign G.F.D
.Foreign G.F.D

5-29. .11-10. . Bog. .12-11
9-4 Rgs

. . .7-10 Crosby

. . .2-21. . .12-8. . .Smg
....1-10... 6-16... Lev.... 5-29
. . For G.F.D
.Foreign G.F.D.

. . .9-18 L.H

. . . .4-17. . . .1-5. . .Szk 1-8

. . .10-16. . Rgs

. . .12-13. . .6-30. . .Stn. . .7-10

. Fore'gn. . .1-19. .G.F.D.. . .1-22

Hug
.9-20. . .8-12. . .Szk. . .7-24

.12-13 6-2 Rgs.. . .5-15
. .7-24 Szk

. .6-12

. 12-25

12-27. . .7-15. . .Neb

6-26. .11-23. . .Les

. .6-26. .12-29
.11-13

U N IV ERSAL
1944-45 Features

Westerns

Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (42)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SENORITA FROM THE WEST
Comedy with Music—Started January 6

Cast: Allan Jones, Bonita Granville, Renny McEvoy, Jess Barker
Fuzzy Knight, George Cleveland, Oscar O'Shea, Spade
Cooley and his Western Dance Gang.

Director: Frank Strayer Producer: Phil Cahn
Story: An 18-year-old orphan runs away i her gxddmi

s a famous i

is the singer
known and

nl talis

RELEASE CHART
Title— Rinnlni Tine

IN PRODUCTION
That's The Spirit

Night in Paradise

COMPLETED

Details under title: Slick Chick
Boss of Boomtown

Invisible Man's Revenge (78) . .

Jungle Woman (60)
Mummy's 6host, The (61)
Pardon My Rhythm (62) ...
Scarlet Claw, The (74). .

Slightly Terrific (61)
iooth of Dixie (61)

Details inder title: Passport to Dakar'

1944-45

Accent on Rhythm
Collier-Norris

Details under title: Swingaroo Sweetheart
"

'

MlNiil- th. Pecos Camernn-Dew ..
Blonde Ransom Cook-Grey
Bowery To Broadway (94) Oakie-Montez

'

Babes on Swing Street Errol-Vlncent
Cant Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paige
Climax The (86) Karloff-Foster .

n-ad Man's Fye, (64) Chaney-Parker .

Easy To Look At Jean-Grant . .

.

Enter Arsene Lupin (72)
. . Raines-Kowin

.

Details under title: Arscne Lopin
Fairy Tale Murder lem-Brasselle .

The Froren Ghost Chaney-Ankers .

D"""* '65) Jean-Crtl, .?,
Fr,seo Sr-' Foster Bey
Gypsy Wildcat <T) ,7*1 ..' Mont,,",!)
Here Come th, Coeds Abbott-Castello
HI. Beautiful

O'Drlscoll-Beery
Details under title: Be It Ever So Humble

Cast Details •I. Na. Rev

. . .1-8.

1943-44

. .2-21. .7-21. .8040. .5-29

. 5-1. .5-26. .8085
.11-29. .6-30. . .8002. .6-12

.5-12. .8006. .5-29
. .Perry-Barrie . .

.

.10-19.' ..7-6. .8681
. . 8061

.

je Boys
.10-18. . . .5-5. . .4-3

. ..3-6. .6-16. .8015.

.

. . 6-26

.

. .8-18. . . 8001

.

.8 ?i

. .1-24. . .6-9. . . 8008

.

.6-2?
. .2-21. . . .7-7. . .8018.

. .Chaney-Aoumetta
. . .9-9. ...7-7. . . 8039

.

17-21
. Jean-Knowles

. . . . .2-21. .5-18. . 8032

.

.5-)=;
. .Rathbone-Broee . .1-24. .5-26. .8019. .6-12
. • Rooney-Errol . . . .12-13. . .5-5. . .8036. . .5-1
• • Gwynne-Bruce . . .3-6. . .6-23. . . 8043

.

.7-24

. .5-31. . .6-2. .8012. .6-12

. .5-29. .8-18. .8087

. .5-15. ..7-7. .8086.

.

...4-3. .7-14. .8045.

.

.12-13. .4-14.
. 8027

.

.4-17

.7-24
.12-25
.5-15. . .11-3
.5-29 10-13.
.6-12. 12-29.
.2-21. .10-20.

. 9072

.

r 024.

.9071.
.900"'.
p026

. 8-21. .11-24.

. .10-2
..6-26

. .9-18. .12-22.
10-2. . .2-23.

.11-18 9-1.

.11-13. . . .2-2.

.
.8-21. . .12-8.

House of Fear Rathbone-Bruce

House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney

Details under title: Devils Brood
I'll Remember April Jean-Grant ....

Details under title: Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce ...

It's Never Too Late Granville-Bcery

Jungle Captive Lane-Kruger

Jungle Queen (Serial) Collier-Ouillan .

Master Key, The (Serial) Wiley-Moore

Merrily We Sing Ryan-Blyth

Merry Monahans. The (91) O'Connor-Ryan

Moonlight ano Cactus Anurews-Carrillo

Mummy's Curse Chaney-Harding

Murder in the Blue Room (61) Cook-Gwynne
Mystery of the Rive: Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clements

My Gal Loves Music (T) Crosby-McDonald

Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn

Old Texas Trail, The Cameron-Knight

Patrick the Great O'Connor- Ryan .

Pearl of Death (69) Rathbone-Bruce

Penthouse Serenade ^ Cameron-deWit .

Oueeo of the Nile (T) Montez-Hall ..

Raiders of Ghost City Moore-Atwill

Reckless Agi (63) Jean-Clark ...
Details under title: Make Way for Love

Riders of Santa Fe Cameron-Knight
Romance, Inc Jones-McDonald

Salome—Where She Danced DeCarlo-Cameron

San Diego. I Love You (83) Hall-Foster . . .

See My Lawyer Olsen & Johnson

She Gets Her Man Davis-Gargan

Singing Sheriff (63) Norris-Knloht .

Song of the Sarong Gargan-Kelly

Her Lucky Night 'nrtrews Sisters

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattan

Suspect. The (85) La'ighton-Raines

Under Western Skies (57) O'Drhcol-Beery

Details under title: Musical Round-up

. .8-21

.12-11
.11-27

. .9-18

. .10-2
.12-11

..5-15

.12-27. . .9-15.

. . .9-6 9-9.

. .8-21

. .3-20. . .12-1.

.
.7-24. .10-24.

. .6-26. .12-15

. .7-24 1-5.

.
.7-10. .12-15.

..11-1

. . .5-1. . .9-22.

...9-4

. .6-26

. .5-29. . .7-25.

. . .5-1. .11-17.

.6-12. .11-10.

. 11-27

. . 10-2

. .4-17. . .9-29.

. . .5-1

.10-31. . .1-12.

. 4-17. . .10-6.

.11-13

. 7-24

.S008 9 A

.9022

.'s634.'.il-2/

.9681

.9037

.9035
.9082

.9019. .. 9-18

.9780
.9029. .10-16

.9081

.5017
'

.9030

.9-18

.10-2

WARNER BROTHERS
1944-45 Features Completed (29) In Production (3)

THREE STRANGERS
Mystery Drama—Started January 8

Cast: Sidney Greenstreet, Geraidine Fitzgerald, Peter Lorre, Dick
Erdman, Joan Lorring.

Director: Jean Negulesco Producer: Wolfgang Reinhardt
iends gc leyenda

9031.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cnst

Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson ...

This Love of Ours G.irne ci Parks,-

COMPLETED
1943-44

Adventures of Mark Twain (130) March-Smith
8«tween Two Worlds (112) Garfield-Parker

Details under title: Outward Boons'

Make Your Own Bed (81) Carson-Wyman
Mask of Dimitrios (95) Greenstreet- Lorre .

Details under title: A Coffin for Dimitrios

Mr. Skeffington (146) Davis-Rains

Shine On Harvest Moon (111) Sheridan-Morgan . .

This Is the Army (121) Murphy-Leslie
Uncertain Glory (102) Flynn-Lukas

REISSUE
Brother Rat (89) Morris-Albert

Manpowe,- (103) Robinson-Dietrich .

Polo Joe (65) Joe E. Brown . . .

They Made Me a Criminal (92) Garfield-Sheridan .

.

Tiger Shark (79) Robinson-Arlen

Walking Dead, The (66) Karlolt-Cortez

1944-45
Animal Kingdom Sheridan-Morgan

Details under title: One More Tomorrow
Arsenic and Old Lace (118) Grant-Lane

Big Sleep, The Bogart-Bacall . . .

Christmas In Connecticut Stanwyck-Morgan .

Cinderella Jones Leslle-Aldo

Conflict Bogart-Hobart . .

Com Is Green, The Oavis-Dall

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid .

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan
Details under title: Forty Whacks

Devotion DeHavllland-Luplna

Doughgirls, The (102) Sheridan-Carson

God Is My Co-Pilot Morgan-Massey

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-star

Horn Blows at Midnight, The Benny-Smith ...

Hotel Berlin King-Dantine

Janie (106) Rcynolds-Hutton

Lnst Ride, The (56) Travis-Parker ...
My Reputation 5t.inwyek-Brent

Nobody Lives Forever r - 'h>ld-Fitzgerald

Objective Burma Flynn-Brown ...

Of Human Bondage Henreid-Parker .

Pillar To Post lupino-Huston

Rhapsody in Blue Leslie-Aldo ....
Roughly Speaking Russell-Carson .

San Antonio <T> Flynn-Smith . . .

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooner-Bergman .

Strargtrs in Our Midst Sullivan-Dorn

To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall ..

Very Thought of You (99) Parker-Morgan

.11-1.

.7-15..

.7-15..
.7-15.
.7-15.

.

.7-15.

.

.7-15.

.

.9-23.

.319... 6-12

.313... 3-20

.338
.314.

.

.343..

.341..
.346.

.

.342.

.

.345..

.344..

.11-1.

.10-31
.6-12

.12-13

. .5-17

. .8-21

. .3-6. .10-21.

10-19 9-9.

. .6-26.

.11-15.

.11-27.

.1-10.

.407 9-4

.409 .12-

.11-29.

. .9-18
.6-12 .

. .7-24.

. .8-21.

. .7-26.

. .6-12.

10-16
. . .3-8.

. .6-12.

. .2-21.
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I

'NIGHT CLUB GIRL' MUSICAL QUICKIE FOR DUALS
Rates • • — as supporting dualler

Universal

61 minutes

Vivian Austin, Edward Norris, Maxie Rosen-
bloom, Minna Gombell, Billy Dunn, Judy
Clark, Leon Belasco, Andrew Tombes, Clem
Bevans, Virginia Brissac, Fred Sanborn,
Tom Dugan, Billy Benedict, William B.
Davidson, George Davis, The Muleays, Paula
Drake, Delta Rhythm Boys.

Directed by Eddie Cline.

One of Universal's minor musical pro-
grammers. This one, with songs aplenty
but few genuinely-amusing moments, will

get by as a naborhood supporting dualler.
At least, the youngsters and the swing fans,
who will enjoy Judy Clark's Betty Hutton-
like rendition of "I Need Love" and Vivian
Austin's singing and tap dancing, will also

get some laughs from the fast-paced and
utterly nonsensical plot. The actual high-
spots, which most patrons will appreciate,

are the Muleays, playing "Pagan Love Song"
on their harmonicas, and the Delta Rhvthm
Boys' smooth rendition of the popular tune
"One O'clock Jump." Less said about the
slapstick comedy moments the better. The
youthful leads, Vivian Austin and Billy

Dunn, are lacking in name value but such
reliables as Maxie Rosenbloom, Minna Gom-
bell and Andrew Tombes are as funny as
their makeshift roles permit them to be.

The tip-off on the story's plausibility is

the fact that it opens in the Missouri town
of Windebaggo where the mayor and towns-
folk are giving a big send-off to Vivian Aus-
tin and Billy Dunn, a brother and sister
dance team on their way to Hollywood.
When they arrive, they have no luck in get-
ting studio jobs and are down to sleeping
in the park when Edward Norris, a column-

'OATH OF VENGEANCE' ROUTINE WESTERN QUICKIE J
Rates • • — in action h<

PRC Pictures

58 minutes

Buster Crabbe, Al (Fuzzy) St. John, Mady
Lawrence, Jack Ingram, Charles King,
Marin Sals, Karl Hackett, Kermit Maynard,
Hal Price, Frank Ellis.

Directed by Sam Newfield.

The cowboy team of Buster Crabbe and
Al (Fuzzy) St. John goes into its second
season of western films with "Oath of Ven-
geance," a routine, low-budgeted horse
opera. Crabbe makes a handsome, two-
fisted riding hero and St. John, veteran of

custard-pie comedies, plays an amusing old

codger who gets laughs by blundering, fall-

ing down, etc. Both deserve a better plot

than this one — dealing with the oft-used

theme of a range war between farmers and
cattlemen. Such familiar portrayers of bad

men as Charles King, Jack Ingram and Ker-

mit Maynard give the tip-off on their vil-

lainous sympathies on their first entrance

and, while the story has shooting action,

suspense is only mild. Although Mady
Lawrence's romantic role is a pallid one,

Marin Sais contributes a lusty performance

as a man-hating old pioneer woman. For
the western houses only where Crabbe's

popularity will get it by.

Al (Fuzzy) St. John, who sells "his ranch

to buy a general store, soon finds that a

local range war between farmers and cattle-

ist, gets them a chance to do a guest turn II

in Maxie Rosenbloom's night club. Having '

over-eaten on hot dogs. Vivian is too sick I

to dance, but Minna Gombell, check room '

supervisor, befriends them and gets them
jobs as page boy and souvenir doll peddler.

j

They get into numerous difficulties with
j

Rosenbloom, who resents them, but they
manage to hang on to their jobs until they
receive a wire saying that the Mayor and a
delegation from Windebaggo are arriving to

see them do their act. While Norris is get-
i

ting Rosenbloom out of the way so the kids
'

can dance in the show, Vivian teaches the
chef her home-town recipe for soupy hash,
which is put on the menu and goes over big

with the club customers. After the kids go
on and score a hit, a big food manufacturer
makes a deal with the Windebaggo delega-

tion to manufacture soupy hash for the
|

world to enjoy.
DENLEY

men has tied up all his assets in credit ex-

tended to his customers. His pal, Buster

Crabbe, arrives and decides to help out by

trying to make peace between the warring

factions. All the trouble is being caused by

Jack Ingram and his gang of cattle rustlers

who cover up by throwing suspicion upon

the farmers. When one of the cattlemen is

killed, Karl Hackett, leader of the farmers,

is made to appear guilty. Crabbe rescues

Hackett from the infuriated mob and in

sists on a fair trial for him. Afraid of this,

Ingram tries to get Hackett out of jail and,

after a fight with the double-dealing rust

lers, Crabbe exposes their activities to the

warring factions.

LEYENDECKER

Check Some FILM BULLETIN Reviews

with your boxolfice grosses and
you will find an amazing degree of

ACCURACY

BULLETIN

THE INDEPENDENT TRADE JOURNAL
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THE NAZI WAY vs. THE AMERICAN WAY

Don't let it happen here! With him it can't happen here!

FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE
AGAINST RACE INTOLERANCE-
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA!

How much is it worth to you?

Yes, here's another call for money! But you couldn't spend it better

than to help the boy of today become the good citizen of tomorrow.

Never before has the need for THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
been so vital. In a time when juvenile delinquency turns to desecrat-

ing the house of worship, remember that America's future lies in its

youth! While their brothers fight, Scouts serve in vital home-front

duties, gathering waste paper and scrap; selling War Bonds; assisting

in hospitals and more! They know no race or creed distinction in

service to humanity. That's the kind of democracy worth supporting.

Be a good scout! Salute the wonderful work of the Boy Scouts

from the pocket-book as well as the heart!

Make your check payable to Gerald F. Beal, Treas. G.N. Y.C. Boy Scouts and mail to

Amusement Division, B. S. Moss, Chairman, 218 W. 49th St., Nevj York 19, N.Y.



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

KEYS OF THE KINGDOM 1

FINE, STIRRING BUT LONG, IS VERDICT
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Sweet and charming, and again poignant and stirring screen drama—a personal triumph, indeed, for

Gregory Peck .. .Lengthy, highly dramatic, entrancingly photographed production which certainly bears seeing. . .Stahl has captured
a delicate spiritual quality, and at the same time managed to give the action sequences a biting tang." THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"...A man of God receives dubious tribute .. .The Gregory Peck portrayal of a missionary gives triumphant accents to this screen

translation of A. J. Cronin's novel. The translation itself is more episodic and contrived than dramatically convincing. . .Compara-
tively unconventional and is always sincere, but it is a bit fragmentary for comfort." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Fine and faithful but far too painstaking attempt to bring intact to the screen A. J. Cronin's best-selling novel...As a result the

film now runs an unwieldly 2 hours, 18 minutes length arrived at after ruthless editing. . .Because of this cutting, the film now con-

tains numerous loose ends and incomplete portions which may prove extraneous and bewildering to those who have not read the book
...Drags rather pointlessly for its first half hour then for the rest of the time becomes an absorbing, well-humored and gratifying

experience that I, for one, regretted to see end." McMANUS, PM. "...Novel given devoted treatment but it had its greatest

good fortune in being played by Gregory Peck. . .Fledgling movie actor tossing in one of the soundest and most intelligently presented
performances of a year that has abounded in those merits. . .Picture of this quality is the right conclusion to a year whose movie
achievements have been so much greater than most." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM. "...Inspiring and heart-warming
...Peck's sensitive portrayal is one of this year's outstanding character portraits to reach the screen. . .Told with humor as well as a
touch of pathos under John Stahl's sympathetic direction. While it is primarily the story of a clergyman it is also a human document
that will appeal to all sorts of people." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Long and mellow film is but a surface shadow of the
substance that was so finely wrought... In a two-hour-and-seventeen-minute picture, one might reasonably expect a great deal more
insight into character and its conflicts than is offered here... Much of the dialogue that is cautiously arranged ... Is tedious, since it

lacks real depth or point." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

'EXPERIMENT PERILOUS 1 LAMARR-LUKAS-BRENT MELLER GETS GOOD NOTICES
(RKO) "...Grapples with one of the screen's tougher hazards—intelligent, subtle psychological drama—and comes off very well...
Effective set of shudders even if it does run a little slow at times. . .Jacques Tourneur, the director, specializing in violent horror
stories makes it clear that he can put much more than mere jitters into his melodrama." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...Psychological thriller of no mean shivery proportions. . .Dark domestic intrigue to keep the audience on tenderhooks. . .Belongs
in the front rank of the year's mystery thrillers." GUERNSEY, n. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Easily one of the better

psychological melodramas. . .Unfortunate that the producers of this film elected to explore the warped mind of Nick Bederaux more
in narrative than cinematic terms, for it just isn't good movie-making when the microphone proves to be more important than the
camera.

.
.Skillful performance of Paul Lukas which holds 'Experiment Perilous' together until the violent and exasperatingly rou-

tine climax.
. .Well calculated to hold your attention, despite its excessive talkativeness." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES. "...Absorb-

ing story... Only the idea of this new picture can be likened to 'Gaslight'. . .Doesn't pack quite the wallop that the Boyer-Bergman
melodrama did. But it is equally as interesting and just as well produced and acted. It's doubtful that it will be as popular." HALE,
N. Y. NEWS. ".

. .You can't help finding 'Experiment Perilous' greatly remindful of 'Gaslight'. . .Theme is provocative: perform-
ances compelling." THIRER, N. Y. POST.

'MR. EMMANUEL 1

BRITISH FILM HAS MIXED RECEPTION
(UNITED ARTISTS) "...British-made simple and stirring little film is the sharpest damnation of Nazi 'kultur' that the screen is

likely to show for some time. . .Tension increases in intensity until it becomes a truly terrifying spell. . .Exceptional dramatic strength
.

.
.Felix Aylmer gives a performance which might be unqualifiedly recommended as one of the best we have ever seen. . .We confident-

ly predict that this picture is one of the best that we will see this year." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. ".
. .Angry drama from

England, denouncing the vicious brutality of the Nazi. . .Laid on a little more heavily than in American films with the same theme-
perhaps because of the vigor of the playing. . .Proceeds at the leisurely pace of English movies, turned to shrewd advantage in this

case by giving the story an air of a carefully documented narrative. . .Dismaying, paralyzing impact on the emotion." COOK, N. Y
WORLD TELEGRAM. "...In a leisurely, let's-suppose vein seeking to stimulate thought and discussion about the issues olj

the war through the medium of the entertainment film... Mr. Emmanuel is magnificently portrayed by Felix Aylmer and there art

some scenes in the film which leave deep and lasting impressions." McMANUS, PM. "...Latest British melodrama is a slow
tale.

.
.Lacking in the curt, straightforward style of presentation which has won American admiration for the British thriller farr

...Its terror is slow and doddering like its central figure, rather than swift and dramatic .. .Has some excellent performances anc
is based on an interesting notion: but as stated in 'Mr. Emmanuel,' it is just a little too much of a truism." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y
HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Warm and stirring story .. .Abounds with endearing intimate sequences. Although it tells a quite 1

believable tale—one which touches the heart-strings, rouses the ire of good people, and again calls forth teary-eyed laughter—'Mr,
Emmanuel' is essentially a screen study of a rather remarkable character." THIRER, N. Y. POST.

'LAKE PLACID SERENADE' FOR SKATING ADDICTS
(REPUBLIC) "...Miss Ralston's frozen figuring is graceful enough, though conservative as cinema gliding goes. . .Nothing new anc
different.

.
.Same old ice routine with other faces in the parts. Undistinguished from similar pictures as it is, 'Lake Placid Serenade

is for the skate-crazy fans only." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ".. .Glittering ice show as pretty as a Christ

mas card and just about as familiar. . .Fortunately, Miss Ralsto n and company stay on the ice for a majority of the picture's eighty

five minutes. . .Unfortunately, it is when the skaters leave the ice that they and the film come a cropper .. .Painfully large quota o

unfunny gags." A.W., N. Y. TIMES. "...$1,500,000 silver-skates extravaganza which needn't have cost nearly that much...Ic
ballets and routines abbreviated, montaged and sometimes scarcely glimpsed because of the over-long and obviously less expensiv
romantic involvements." McMANUS, PM. "...Customary for movies to treat skating fans as moderately dopey people wh
like silly little trivia in the stories around which skating pictures are built, 'Lake Placid Serenade' came to the Republic this mornin
to hold up the tradition. . .Skating scenes are as elaborate and lively as you could ask. . .Strictly for the skating addicts and they ma
as well make up their minds in advance that the skating scenes are all the entertainment they are going to get." COOK, N. 'Si

WORLD TELEGRAM.

'3 IS A FAMILY' SLAPSTICK COMEDY TAKES A PANNING
(UNITED ARTISTS) "...Series of howls, not from the audience but from a procession of infants. . .Plot just labors on and on. wit

one ingenue, after another popping in the door in maternity costume and one gag-man after another exhausting his talents to mak I

a circus of infanticipation." McMANUS, PM. "...Pity to see good acting wasted on fustian. . .Has moments of slapstick e>
j

citement but they generate a minimum of laughter .. .Whatever fun there is comes directly from the improvizing of actors and a<i !

tresses who know when a show is bad and still try to make it hang together." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ".. .A Irjj

of inferior jokes ... Charlie Ruggles, Fay Bainter and Helen Broderick are as droll as a weak script will allow. . .Humor is strict!
!

infantile." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...For a bit of holiday fun, I recommend '3 Is A Family'. .. Excellent cast help t I

put over the amusing situation of the plot and garner as many laughs as the comedy is worth." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
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THE FIRST COMPLETE STORY OF
PHILIPPINE NAVAL VICTORY!

A gratis short that will hold audiences spellbound!
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ACTION''
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The industry salutes the Navy with this thrilling film record of America's

greatest sea-air victory. It's a picture your audiences will thank you for

putting on your screen, not only because it's great entertainment but

because it packs a terrific patriotic heart-thrill.

Produced by the Office of Strategic Services in cooperation with the United States Navy.

Distributed by United Artists (M-G-M, in Albany, Des Moines, Memphis, Oklahoma City and Portland, Ore.)

* SPONSORED BY WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE OF MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY, 1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY * *. %
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West Coast, he had served six years as Eastern Advertising and
Publicity head of Universal Pictures. Preceding his advent into

the film industry, he was a newspaper man in Chicago.
Pollock will shortly announce a new connection in the film

advertising field. Meanwhile, the World Publishing Company this

week announced the acceptance of his book, "Your Baby, Sir," for

publication in the Fall. Plans are being made to have this

hilarious story of an expectant father illustrated by one of the

country's outstanding cartoonists. Several film producers have
indicated their interest in the book.

PRODUCTION STILL "ESSENTIAL"
Film production was continued on the War Manpower Com-

mission's list of essential activities as the WMC last week pre-

sented its revised schedule of critical and essential jobs in order to

raise the 900,000 men called for the Armed Forces by July 1st.

The revised list will serve as a guide for Selective Service officials

in the drafting of men in the 26-29 age group.
Technical, scientific and research workers in the picture in-

dustry retain their A-l priority. However, no specific jobs were
mentioned in other categories. Called essential, but not critical,

was the "production of motion pictures, including technical and
vocational training films for the Army, the Navy and war pro-
duction, film processing, newsreels and the development of sen-
sitized film."

According to the terms of the manpower priorities announced
by OWM chief James Byrnes, industry workers in the 26-29 group
in the above jobs will hold priorities 1, 2, 4 or 5. Hollywood con-
sidered the position precarious for actors under 30, since these
were not considered irreplaceable. Technical men under 30 were
also considered ripe material for Selective Service plucking.

SELZNICK, GOLDWYN INTO ASTOR
David O. Selznick and Samuel Goldwyn completed arrange-

ments last week for the use of the Astor Theatre in New York as
a first-run showcase for their independently-produced product un-
der a 30 months' deal with the City Investing Co., owner of the
Astor and other Broadway film houses.

The Astor, which had been showing M-G-M pictures exclusive-
ly under a lease with Loew's which expired December 31, will al-

ternate the Selznlick and Goldwyn product, with first film under
the new arrangement Goldwyn's "The Princess and the Pirate"
which will open February 9. Selznick's "Spellbound" will follow
the Goldwyn film. "Meet Me in St. Louis," the current Astor
offering, will continue until February 4, following which the
theatre will undergo a modernization program, including the ad-
dition of some 200 seats. The house will be restaffed with Maurice
Maurer taking over as manager under the new setup.

James A. Mulvey, representing Goldwyn, and Neil Agnew for
Selznick, jointly stated that the deal solved the problem of the
Broadway Theatre shortage for the producers and indicated that
similar arrangements may be made in other cities encountering
similar problems.

THANK YOU
for your cooperation in the handling of film.

It is working out swell.

NOW SAVE PAPER
This is an important War Effort.

Return posters sent to you in error. Do
not throw them aside.

Return all posters properly marked, labeled

and wrapped. Don't throw them loose in

the lobby.

YOU DO YOUR PART!
WE'LL DO OURS!

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

"WAY" TOPS FILM DAILY POLL
Paramount's "Going My Way" topped The Film Daily's an-

nual poll of critics from 384 newspapers, magazines, wire services,

syndicates and radio commentators. The "Ten Best" in the poll

were: "Going My Way," "Song of Bernadette" (20th-Fox); "Since

You Went Away" (UA); "Madame Curie" (M-G-M); "Dragon
Seed" (M-G-M) ; "White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M); "Gaslight"

(M-G-M); "A Guy Named Joe" (M-G-M); "Story of Dr. Wassell"

(Paramount), and "Lifeboat" (20th-Fox).

Multiple credits were registered by Leo McCarey, who wrote,

produced and directed "Going My Way," by David O. Selznick for

screenplay and production of "SYWA" and by Cecil B. DeMille

who directed and produced "Wassell," the last being the only one

produced in Technicolor.

Under the rules, only features released for exhibition between
November 1, 1943 and October 31, 1944 were eligible. Pictures

presented on a roadshow basis at advanced admissions and spe-

cially shown were not considered unless the respective distribu-

tors believe there had been sufficient playdates to insure a fair

vote.

CRESCENT APPEAL DENIED
The U. S. Supreme Court denied the appeal of the Crescent

Amusement Co. for a rehearing in the appeal from last year's

Circuit Court ruling which upheld the Government's contentions

in the anti-trust suit. Crescent filed a petition the week before

for rehearing, alleging three errors of fact. The Court refused

the petition and refused to offer any discussion. Since the original

decision was by a 5-1 margin, it was considered substantial enough

to refuse to grant a rehearing.

FORM INDUSTRY WMC
An industry war manpower committee to confer directly with

Washington on the present critical labor shortage was formed by

Si Fabian, chairman of the WAC theatres division. The new
group will provide assistance and information to local commit-

tees whose problems are related to the national situation.

Heading the committee is Harry Brandt and associates are:
(

Harry Kalmine, assistant general manager of Warner Theatres;

Edward Rugoff of Rugoff and Becker; Jay Emanuel, exhibitor

and publisher of The Exhibitor; and William Crockett, president

of MPTO of Virginia.
* * * *

PEOPLE
Hugh Owen resigned the post of general sales manager oi

Vanguard Films, Inc., to return to Paramount as divisional sales

manager of the newly-created New York and Southern Division:

Harold LeSieur was appointed Advertising Manager of Unitec)

Artists by Louis Pollock, before the latter's resignation as directoil

of advertising and publicity for the company.
Frank P. Rosenberg, director of ad-publicity for Columbia

was elected chairman of the eastern division of the Public In

formation Committee of the Motion Picture Industry. He sue

ceeds Hal Home, 20th-Fox ad-publicity chief.

Ray Wylie was promoted to branch manager at United Artist

New Haven exchange. He was formerly salesman in the Buffal<

territory. Wylie succeeds William S. Shartin who was trans

ferred to the Pittsburgh territory.

Jack Wrege was appointed assistant to J. J. Unger, Unitec

Artists Western division manager.
Ned E. Depinet and Leon J. Bamberger were presented witl

plaques by the WAC motion pictures division in appreciation o

their services with the distributors division. Presentations wer
made by WAC Chairman George J. Schaefer.

Bernard M. Kamber was appointed assistant chairman witl

Edward M. Schnitzer to Gradwell L. Sears, WAC Distribute

chairman.
Reeves Espy, general manager of the Myron Selznick Agencj

last week joined B. G. DeSylva Productions at Paramount a

general manager.

SIGN THAT PLEDGE!
MARCH OF DIMES

JAN. 25-31

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

lllll>ll Nn.fl Film CUrlOl*
260 N. JUNIPER ST.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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ARE 9 MINUTES OF YOUR SCREEN-TIME
WORTH ONE LIFE?
The most thrilling, timely film of the day-^WHAT'S YOUR NAME?" It will hold

your audience spellbound and simultaneously inspire them to be faithful to the

boys dying on the Western Front. That's what's in your power to do! "WHAT'S
YOUR NAME?" is absorbing to watch—and you'll be doing your nation a ser-

vice in the war's critical phase by faithfully showing it.

AVAILABLE GRATIS AT ALL 20th CENTURY-FOX EXCHANGES
Presented by the War Dept. Produced by Army Pictorial Service, Signal Corps.

^t + * Sponsored by War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C. * * *
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In 1944 the Greer Garson Trailer provided the extra punch that raised

$4,500,000 for polio victims. That's 45 million dimes. Miss Garson raises the

ante to $5,000,000 . . . and hopes that you'll raise her . . . that's 50,000,000

dimes! . . . Greer Garson's heartrending new 1945 trailer, "The Miracle of

Hickory", tells briefly of the polio epidemic that hit Hickory, N. C, last sum-

mer. It answers the question of "What becomes of the money we give?" It

shows children actually being saved . . . dimes marching into action against

the enemy . . . The four and a half million dollar wallop of 1 944 amply proved

the selling power of GOOD trailers, and how they soften people's hearts and

open their purses . . . WE have the proud privilege of distributing this film of

mercy . . . YOU have the inestimable opportunity of showing it to your patrons

... to their applause of your public spirit . . . CONTACT YOUR NEAREST

NSS BRANCH AT ONCE! . . . MARCH OF^DlMES WEEK - January 25-31.

cftee/i service
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A WARMING
The Department of Justice Will

Force the Issue of A Trial

Or A New Consent Decree

ALLIED S BOARD MEETING
The Columbus Confab Reaffirms

Organization's Right To Speak

For the Nation's Independents

MOVE OVER, MAJORS!
Republic Steps Into Limelight
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NOW IN TWO INSPIRING REELS FROM WARNER!

Produced by GORDON HOLLINGSHEAD • Directed and Photographed by DAVID GRIFFI
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FIRECRACKER

!

One way to make a mule move is to set off a fire-

cracker under his belly.

Attorneys for the five defendant film companies
involved in the anti-trust suit have been playing mule

in the matter of evolving an ad interim consent decree

to place distributor-exhibitor relations on some stabil-

ized basis during the period pending disposition of the

suit. No amount of tugging and pushing by the Depart-

ment of Justice, the Court and by exhibitors has been

able to budge the eminent and high-priced counsel for

the film companies.

Now it appears that Uncle Sam is squaring his jaw

and fixing to do something about this awkward situation.

We hear that he will adopt the old method of setting

off a firecracker under those film lawyers. Matter of

fact, it is likely that by the time this is being read the

Department of Justice will have filed in Federal court a

petition for an injunction revolutionizing accepted clear-

ance principles, especially for distributor-controlled

theatres.

What a pity that responsible film leaders accept

legal advice that regards it as politic and not unoatri-

otic to refuse their Government cooperation in its ef-

forts to unravel the gnarled affairs of this industry.

ALLIED BOARD MEETS
It would be a tonic for all the nation's independent

theatremen to attend a meeting of Allied States Asso-

ciation's Board of Directors such as was conducted in

Columbus on January 24-25, if only for the fact that it

would endow them with the comforting feeling that each

of them does not stand alone in facing the exigencies

that invariably arise in the trade and in his relations

with the other branches of the industry.

The Columbus conclave was thorough, pointed,

practical. Throughout, from A. F. Myers' erudite an-

nual report on the state of the industry down to the dis-

cussion of a seemingly minor topic like the dangers in

serial numbering of admission tickets, an impressive

tone of getting-down-to-cases pervaded the sessions.

Mr. Myers* report, the high points of which are

covered in the News Digest on page I I, is an enlighten-

ing document. His discussion of the Government's anti-

trust suit and the necessity for and advantages of an

equitable and interim consent decree should be read

and taken to heart and head by the defendant distribu-

tors' attorneys. On the film situation, Mr. Myers

analyzed the possible effects of the new raw stock cut

and suggested how the producers can avoid any further

curtailment of product and prints. He had some inter-

esting things to say about cooperative film buying by

exhibitors and the dangers potential in intemperate

adoption of this type of organization when sponsored

by "self-seeking promoters." The Allied Caravan came
in for praise from the Chairman of the Board for its

service to exhibitors on film terms and sales policies.

A special session of the Columbus meeting was

devoted to hearing Spyros Skouras, president of 20th

Century-Fox, express his views on certain industry prob-

lems, particularly theatre divorcement. Mr. Skouras

declared his belief that independent exhibitors will not

profit by divorcement, that production will suffer as the

result of the elimination of large circuit buying. In

addition, he told of his fears that television may be used

by the film companies against exhibitor interests if they

are deprived of their theatre holdings.

Most members of the Allied Board appeared to

gather the impression that Mr. Skouras was holding out

an olive branch on behalf of the major distributors,

offering sales policy concessions if exhibitors would

withdraw their support from the Government's avowed
intention of forcing divorcement. The general opinion

seemed to be that the distributors were too late with

such a proposal and that trade practice concessions

would have to be made by the distributors regardless

of the divorcement issue.

The Board explored a number of problems vitally

affecting independent exhibitors, but about which the

rank and file have comparatively little knowledge.

For instance, the threat of increasing competition

by 16mm films, a danger which looms much larger in

the post-war era when the 16mm equipment manufac-
tured for the armed services is thrown on the civilian

market.

Allied leaders Don Rossiter, H. H. Lowenstein and
Nathan Yamins have made a thorough study of this sub-

ject. Their report indicated that efforts to stifle the

Growth of competition by "rolling theatres" with 16mm
films against established theatres have won the suoDort

of some major distributors, but that others give Allied's

campaion only lip service. Columbia, for one. oersists

in the distribution of these films to any and all buyers.

Allied will continue to combat this menace and the fact

that it today does not pose a more serious problem to

theatres, esnecially in small towns, can be attributed

directly to the organization's vigilance.

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from Preceding Page)

Martin G. Smith, who was persuaded to accept

another term as national president, raised the question

of the campaign to extend the life of the War Activities

Committee after the termination of the war—a move

which has been receiving a strong propaganda buildup

in some quarters. It was unanimously agreed that inde-

pendent exhibitors should regard the WAC as exactly

what its title denotes, a war emergency body which

should cease to function when the emergency ends. Mr.

Smith, Allied's chief representative in WAC affairs,

praised its accomplishments, but pointed out that they

were made possible largely by the wholehearted patri-

otic cooperation of the country's exhibitors. Hov/ever,

Allied condemned some of the methods used by WAC
heads and recommended that "the Committee can bet-

ter serve the industry and better exemplify the prin-

ciples which we are all driving to defend and maintain,

if organization responsibilities and functions were clear-

ly defined and its affairs conducted along representative

and democratic lines."

This action of confining the existence of the War
Activities Committee to the duration of the war already

has brought repercussions along the familiar lines of

charges of "obstructionism", etc. These cries need not

be heeded. The independent exhibitors of America have

contributed a full share to the war activities of their

industry. They are under no obligation—they would

be guilty of naivete—to allow themselves to be propa-

gandized into some shallow scheme for post-war "unity"

in which they would play the role of step-cousins.

The requirement that serially numbered admission

tickets be issued consecutively has occupied the atten-

tion of Allied for some time and Col. H. A. Cole, chair-

man of a special committee, reported to the board at

Columbus that his group had directed a letter to the

Commissioner of Internal Revenue setting forth the ways

in which Regulation 43 might be used to invade the

privacy and jeopardize the investments of theatre own-

ers. He explained how simple it is for distributors, for

competitive exhibitors and for real estate promoters to

ascertain the gross receipts of any theatre merely by

purchasing opening and closing tickets. Cole's com-

mittee requested the Revenue Department to allow the

staggering of ticket rolls in order to thwart such in-

vasions of the exhibitor's private business.

Observing for two days as this organization's di-

rectors worked on these and many other problems, and

watching the manner in which they planned ways and

means of correcting conditions unfavorable to indepen-

dent exhibitors, one could not resist the thought that

this organization speaks for the independents—all of

them—and that it EARNS the right to the support of

every independent theatreman. Further, that the other

branches of film business would make a real contribu-

tion to that intra-industry harmony they profess so fer-

vently to desire if they recognized the growing strength

of Allied and dealt with that body in an atmosphere of

mutual respect and on a basis of common purpose for

the future good of the industry at large.

MOVE OVER, MAJORS
The progress of Republic Pictures through the span

of its first ten years was accented sharply by the an-

nouncement on Friday that Frank Borzage has signed a

long term producing-directing contract with this com-

pany. He will organize a special unit for the produc-

tion of deluxe features budgeted at a minimum of one

and a half million dollars each.

Borzage is one of the topflight directors in Holly-

wood. Outstanding among his numerous successes were

the memorable "Seventh Heaven'' and "Stage Door

Canteen". Currently he is working at RKO on the

Technicolor spectacle, "The Spanish Main". His ac-

quisition by any major studio would be a noteworthy

event; to Republic, Borzage represents the company's

"coming of age".

In his announcement of the deal, president Herbert

J. Yates said, "The Borzage arrangement is but the first

of many great forward strides which are being taken,

and which are being planned in the near future, on the

occasion of our Tenth Anniversary in May, all aimed at

even greater objectives during the second decade."

Particularly in these times, with the major com-

panies curtailing and hoarding their product, will ex-

hibitors welcome pictures of the Borzage quality from

Republic. Mr. Yates might have added to his state-

ment: "Move over, majors!"

TITLE SWITCH
We find it difficult to comprehend the motive for

Monogram's decision to change the title of "They Shall

Have Faith'' to "Forever Yours". Perhaps business in

the triple premiere in Los Angeles was not up to ex-

pectations and this might have impelled the Monogram

people to make the switch. Whatever the reason, it is

our opinion that in the majority of situations grosses

will be adversely affected, rather than increased, by the

change of title.

"They Shall Have Faith" is an intriguing title, im-

parting an appropriate and provocative tone to a

dramatic story dealing with the scourge of infantile

paralysis, whereas "Forever Yours" has all the sound of

some innocuous, trite romantic yarn.

Punchy, exploitable titles have been one of Mono-

gram's fortes in recent seasons. This latest move, how-

ever, seems a step in the wrong direction. We believe

a poll of exhibitors who will play the picture would show

an overwhelming preponderance in favor of the original

title. Monogram's executives should have shown greater

faith in their first judgment.



20th CENTURY FOX ... 1 in Seventh Block (Total 2)

'A TREE GROWS IN BROOKLYN* FINE ADAPTATION OF BEST-SELLER
Rates • • • generally; slightly less in a

20th Century-Fox

128 minutes

Dorothy McGuire, Joan Blondell, James
Dunn, Lloyd Nolan, Peggy Ann Garner, Ted
Donaldson, James Gleason, Ruth Nelson,

John Alexander, Ferike Boros, B. S. Pully,

Adeline DeWalt Reynolds, J. Farrell Mac-
Donald, Alec Craig, Charles Halton, George
Melford, Mae Marsh, Edna Jackson, Johnnie
Berkes, Al Bridge, Virginia Brissac, Erskine
Sanford, Francis Pierlot, Art Smith, Joseph
J. Greene, Lillian Bronson.

j
Directed by Elia Kazan.

| "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn" is a fine

adaptation of one of 1944's best-selling

novels. It is a great human document ac-

centing tragedy and sentiment in a manner

to play upon the heartstrings of young and
old alike. While the picture retains all of

the true-to-life, earthy qualities which Betty
Smith put into her novel of a poverty-
stricken, frustrated family living in a
Brooklyn tenement, most of the vulgar lan-

guage and sordid incidents have either been
Iglossed over or entirely eliminated. The
spectator virtually lives with this little

group — an improvident father, hard-work-
,
ing mother, their two lovable youngsters
and their warm-hearted much-married Aunt
Sissy — and experiences their few joys and
many sorrows for more than two hours.
Although the unhappy sequences seem to

ction houses

follow in quick succession — especially to-

ward the end of the film — women fans

will enjoy their inevitable "good cry" and

the majority of male patrons will find it a

warm and realistic picture. Only a few
will complain that some lengthy dialogue

passages and pedestrian action makes it a

bit long. Director Elia Kazan seems to have
an amazing understanding of his characters

and the locale and the myriad details of the

dingy tenement and the dirty Brooklyn
streets and backyards are faultlessly repro-

duced and photographed to perfection. The
book's millions of readers furnish pre-sold

audiences who will find no fault with its

picturization. Business should be strong
generally and should attain smash propor-
tions in most naborhood spots. It will be

weakest in action spots.

The main incidents in the story show how
Peggy Ann Garner and Ted Donaldson,
young children of James Dunn, a likeable,

improvident singing waiter, and Dorothy
McGuire, his stern, hard-working young
wife, survive and grow in the most squalid

section of Brooklyn. While the little girl

loves her happy-go-lucky father and her
aunt, Joan Blondell, who has a penchant
for men named "Bill," she never feels close

to her mother. Dunn manages to get a few
singing jobs and has a happy Christmas
until his wife tells him that, despite his

hopes for his children, they will never rise

above their poverty-ridden existence. After
encouraging Peggy in her dream of becom-

ing a writer, Dunn leaves home and is later

found dead from pneumonia. After the

funeral, Miss McGuire confesses that she is

to have another baby and Peggy will have

to leave school and go to work. However,

she manages to continue school during her

mother's confinement and the birth of the

baby finally brings her closer to Miss Mc-

Guire. Miss Blondell, too, has a baby and,

after Peggy's graduation, Lloyd Nolan, a
friendly policeman, asks Miss McGuire to be

his wife. So Peggy and her little brother

thrive in the midst of hardship just as their

backyard tree takes root and grows be-

tween the cracks in the cement.

Peggy Ann Garner (seen only in "Jane

Eyre"), whose sensitive portrayal of the

pathetic 'teen age Francie is outstanding,

should be in the running for next season's

Academy Award. Another noteworthy per-

formance is that of James Dunn, whose
boyish-acting Johnny Nolan is an inspired

acting job — one that should put him back
into the big-time after several years of

eclipse. Dorothy McGuire is excellent as

his down-to-earth wife, Katie, and Joan
Blondell contributes most of the picture's

lighter moments as the warm-hearted Aunt
Sissy. Ted Donaldson, as Neely; James
Gleason, as the saloon-keeper, and Ferike

Boros, John Alexander and Ruth Nelson

also stand out in important roles. Lloyd

Nolan has scant film footage, but is hand-
some and capable as McShane, the neighbor-

hood cop.
YORK

20th CENTURY FOX ... 1 in Eighth Block

THUNDERHEAD, SON OF FLICKA' SEQUEL BETTER THAN ORIGIN AL
Rates • • • — generally; more in smal

|2(rth Century-Fox

(82 minutes

Roddy McDowall, Preston Foster, Rita
Johnson, Diana Hale, James Bell.

Directed by Louis King.

Truly a worthy successor to "My Friend

[Flicka," the sequel, "Thunderhead, Son of

Flicka," is actually superior in many re-

spects which make it a better boxoffice at-

traction. Favored with a more diversified

jstory, replete with thrills and touches of

jtenderness, this film has more of those

elements that appeal to mass audiences.

While "Flicka" was a gentle and beautiful

film, "Thunderhead" substitutes action for

some of the gentleness, action that includes

thrilling battles between stallions, attempts
to break the wild colt and an exciting horse
race. The Technicolor is magnificent, strain-

ng to catch the beauty of the West and
succeeding gloriously. The four-legged prin-

cipals of the story have the dimensions of

human characters, displaying spirit and
sympathetic appeal that will be a delight
not only to horse-lovers. The beautiful white
tallion, Thunderhead, particularly, assumes
a character all his own and the villain of
the piece, a great albino, truly spits venom.
The human members of the small cast like-
wise deliver warm, sensitive performances
-hat match their similar roles in "Flicka."
Those movie-goers who saw "My Friend
FEBRUARY 5, 1945

towns
Flicka" comprise a pre-sold audience for

"Thunderhead" and the favorable word-of-

mouth which was stimulated by the former

film, too late for many theatres to benefit,

should accrue to this new picture. Grosses

will be good generally, outstanding in rural

areas.

Roddy McDowall is surprised to find

Flicka with a snow-White colt, having ex-

pected her to foal a black or brown after

mating her with a neighboring ranch's race-

horse. Roddy's father, Preston Foster,

traces the colt's ancestry to an albino, a

wild stallion that had been terrorizing the
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area some years before and had disappeared.

Roddy, despite the colt's wild and stubborn

nature, finally succeeds in breaking him and

persuades Foster to let him enter Thunder-

head in a race. The horse, after a bad

start, leads in the stretch, then hurts his

leg and loses the race. Back at the ranch,

they discover that the albino has returned

and is raising havoc with the horse herds.

When their beloved Banna, leader of the

herd, is killed by the albino, they grimly

set out to track him down. After a long

search, Thunderhead breaks away and runs

off. Roddy, searching for his horse, comes

upon the albino with his herd of mares

rounded up after years of raids. The albino

attacks Roddy, but Thunderhead intervenes

at the critical moment and, in a violent

battle, kills the albino. Taking charge of

the herd, Thunderhead leads them back to

the ranch then "asks" for freedom. Roddy
grants it, feeling that by virtue of having

killed the outlaw king. Thunderhead de-

serves the throne.

Roddy McDowall does a fine job as the

boy who understands and loves the horse,

although his Oxford accent seems just a

little incongruous in the Western setting.

Preston Foster and Rita Johnson are also

natural and appealing in their roles as the

boy's parents. Louis King's knowing and
expert direction deserves high praise for

this fine animal film.

STINE
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WARNEB BROS 2 Not Set

ROUGHLY SPEAKING' WOW
Rates • ® -i- generally; less in action

Warner Bros.

128 minutes

Rosalind Russell, Jack Carson, Robert Hut-
ton, Jean Sullivan, Donald Woods, Andrea
King, Alan Hale, Kathleen Lockhart, Ray
Collins, Ann Doran, Hobart Cavanaugh, Ann
Todd, Arthur Shields, Cora Sue Collins,
Craig Stevens, Mary Servoss, John Qualm
Eily Malyon, John Alvin, Frank Puglia, Sig
Arno, Mona Freeman, John Sheridan, Fran-
cis Pierlot, Manart Kippen, John Sheffield,
Patsy Lee Parsons, Robert Arthur, Ann Law-
rence, Mickey Kuhn. John Calkins, Richard
Wimer and 12 other cast credits.

Directed by Michael Curtiz.

"Roughly Speaking" is a long-winded pic-
ture, although it is something of a personal
triumph for Rosalind Russell. Louise Ran-
dall Pierson's best-seller was the heart-
warming autobiographical story covering a
38-year period in the life of a courageous
American girl who refused to let life "get
her down." But, while the book elaborated
on many human and «musing incidents, the
film adaptation only shows us the high-
lights and the result is a shallow, repetitious
and occasionally dull movie. The film,
which opens in 1902 and ends with this
country's entry into the World War, has a

EN MAY LIKE IT

spots
nostalgic charm, many tender and pathetic

moments and a fine attention to deta.ij

throughout. The story encompasses too

many episodes which start out hopefully
and wind up unhappily, but this will carry
appeal to women patrons who will admire
the heroine's brave spirit and willingness to

carry on. Humorous touches are few and
far between and even Jack Carson tones
down his natural comic manner to play an
irresponsible hero. Director Michael Curtiz
handles this rambling tale in a leisurely

fashion and the picture would benefit by
cutting. Playing up Rosalind Russell and
Jack Carson in their new and finer por-
trayals, plus the popularity of the book, will

result in good business in the situations
where the feminine trade predominates.
Too slow for the action houses.

Louise Randall is 12 when her father dies,

leaving his family little but fond memories.
At 18, Louise (Rosalind Russell) is an at-
tractive, intelligent and independent young
lady who enrolls in Beecher College to pre-
pare for a business career. She quits school
to take a secretarial job at Yale, where she
meets and marries Donald Woods, stuffy
son of a wealthy banker. Although their
personalities constantly clash, they have
four children. Her first real tragedy comes
when all four youngsters are stricken by
infantile paralysis, three recovering com-

pletely, while Louise, Jr. remains crippled.

Her independence and her husband's con-

servatism finally become irreconcilable and
they are divorced. Several months later I

Rosalind meets and quickly falls in love

with Jack Carson, an irresponsible playboy, i

but they are kindred spirits and enjoy great
happiness in their madness. They have one
child, a son. They plunge into several joint

enterprises, all of which end in failure. The
i

children grow up, the sons go off to war,
Carson is working in a war plant and the I

crippled daughter is learning to walk with
a cane as the story of Louise Randall Pier-

j

son draws to a close. With her husband,
she faces the future, uncertain, but unafraid.

|

Rosalind Russell dominates this film as an|

outspoken young woman who retains herj

sense of humor in the face of hardships.

Her breezy style enlivens many scenes andj
she is equally effective in the dramatic
moments. Jack Carson is likewise excel-

lent as her playboy second husband and
Donald Woods, as the first — a serious-

minded spouse; and Kathleen Lockhart, Ray
Collins, Mary Servoss, Alan Hale and Ann
Doran stand out in a large cast — most of

thorn well-played bits. The five children are

each shown at three stages and are played

by 15 actors of which John Sheffield and
Mona Freeman are best.

YORK

OBJECTIVE, BURMA* GRIM, POWERFUL WAR FILM
Rates • • • — generally on appeal to

Warner Bros.

142 minutes

Errol Flynn, William Prince, Henry Hull,
George Tobias, James Brown, Dick Erdman,
Warner Anderson, John Alvin, Stephen
Richards, Tony Caruso, Hugh Beaumont,
John Whitney, Joel Allen, Buddy Yarus,
Lester Matthews, Frank Tang, William
Hudson.

Directed by Raoul Walsh.

Here is an outstanding war film! Detail-
ing the bravery of our American paratroop-
ers, "Objective, Burma" must take its place
with Warners' own, "Destination, Tokyo"
and other memorable action films of World
War II. Giving a picture of war at its

grimmest and most realistic, this is a
straightforward account of the pain and
suffering experienced by a small group of
men in a jungle campaign during which the
agony becomes almost too strong for the
squeamish fans to bear. Although it is ideal
fare for male audiences, Errol Flynn's name
will be the chief, and the only, guarantee
of its appeal to the feminine fans. For,
unlike Flynn's adventure vehicles, this is

stark drama, enacted by an all-male cast,
without even a passing mention of romance

male audiences; more in action spots

and almost entirely unrelieved by comedy
touches. There are flashes of human inter-

est, of course, but Director Raoul Walsh
deserves great credit for keeping the per-

sonal story in the background while focus-

ing attention on the minor-scale skirmish

which opened the way for the invading

army's recapture of Burma. That the film

is so close to a documentary is due to the

technical advice of Major Charles S. Gail-

braith, U. S. Army Parachute Troops, who
insured the picture's authenticity. Dialogue

has been held to a minimum during the

harrowing marching sequences and the tense

and exciting battle skirmishes. Although
one's interest doesn't waver, the close to

2V2 hour footage is somewhat too long for

such a grim subject. The title, critical ac-

claim and word-of-mouth will exert a power-
ful pull for males but a strong selling cam-
paign on Flynn will be needed to overcome
the harsher aspects of the film for women.
At their base in India, Errol Flynn and

his group of American paratroopers are
made aware that something "big" is in the

air when they are informed that they are

to be dropped behind the Jap lines in the

Burma jungle to destroy an enemy radar
station. Accompanying the 50 paratroopers
is Henry Hull, middle-aged war correspon-
dent, and two native guides and this group

destroys the first objective before starting

the long trek back to a landing strip where

planes are to pick them up. Because t'h*

Japs are searching for them, Flynn radios

the pilot to meet them at a designated map
reference. But the planes are unable to land

there and Flynn and his men are forced to

march through 150 miles of Jap-infested

jungle. The Yanks scatter in the jungle.i

their radio equipment is smashed and they

run short of food and experience intense

hardship and death before they are finally|

picked up. When they see countless para-

chutes billow to earth, they realize thai)

their fighting off the enemy has made trie
|

new invasion of Burma a success.

Henry Hull's splendid acting job seemil

outstanding mainly because his role of I

middle-aged war correspondent who experil

ences all the hardships without having tfafl

stamina of the younger men wins excep|

tional sympathy. Errol Flynn, who gives J
subdued and natural performance as tii

commanding officer, and William Prince, al

his likeable lieutenant, are likewise excel
lent. George Tobias, who adds a few comi
touches; James Brown, Warner Anderson
and Tony Caruso — to mention only tUI

more prominent players — also contributl

fine performances.

DENLH21
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THE SCREEN MIRACLE OF 1945!

Motion Picture Daily:

"A wondrous film that delights for every second of its 70 minutes.

Disney dazzles with color and sound and delights with comedy and

story incident ... A felicitous combination of live action and anima-

tion, it weaves a spell of enchantment. Disney has come up with some-

thing truly spectacular, yet wholly sound boxoffice. It will catch the

imagination of young and old and will serve as a source of endless

enjoyment."

Variety:

"Walt Disney reveals a new form of cinematic entertainment wherein

he blends live action with animation in a socko feature production . . .

Gay, colorful, resplendent . . . Punchily interspersed are socko songs,

surefire for hitdom . . . There's no question that Disney has brought to

the screen a technique which is revolutionary and significant."

Boxoffice:

"In 'The Three Caballeros' the past master of animation has planted,

production-wise at least, another milestone . . . Carries fantasy to a

new and almost unbelievable high . . . Sequence after sequence breath-

takingly beautiful . . . Boundless artistry and technical perfection should

make the feature a winner."

Motion Picture Herald:

"As in the case of 'Snow White,' the cue for showmen is to shout from

their housetops that Disney, The Great, has pioneered again and counsel

them to come and see what he has wrought . . . The picture has com-

manding stature."

Showmen's Trade Review:
"Another full-length Disney feature for the enjoyment of his followers

. . . Should do well at the boxoffice ... A dazzling, swiftly-moving

comedy . . . has plenty of entertainment."

Hollywood Variety:

"Contrived with the perfection of a revolutionary new screen technique

... A swiftly-shuttling, feature-length musical comedy combining

live action and animation, potent with song and dance and seduc-

tive beauties . . .Will hold any audience spellbound."

Hollywood Reporter:
"Has moments of enchanting beauty, other moments of richly hilari-

ous comedy, and some of the most remarkable technical camera feats

ever achieved in a motion picture."
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

ALLIED BOARD DISCUSSES INDUSTRY PROBLEMS, HEARS SKOURAS

The meeting of the board of directors of National Allied in

Columbus on January 24 and 25 was highlighted by a frank dis-

cussion of trade "problems between members of the independent

organization's board and Spyros Skouras and Tom Connors, presi-

dent and vice-president, respectively, of 20th Century-Fox. Skouras

has requested that he and Connors be permitted to address the

meeting.

Mr. Skouras' talk, delivered Wednesday night at a dinner,

centered around what he termed would be the dire effects of

theatre divorcement upon the industry. He expoundad a; some
length upon how production would suffer, if the film n : n es

lost the assurance of large scale circuit buying. Anotli.r point

the Fox excutive made was the threat of television and t.ie pos-

sibility of the major producers transfering their allegiance to that

medium for home consumption, rather than in cooperation with

theatres. Skouras implied that if the independent exhibitors did

not press the divorcement issue they might be able to gain, in

exchange, some concessions on sales practices from the distribu-

tors. He recommended that a committee be named by Allied to

dUcuss the matter further.

Connors talked on 20th Century-Fox's forthcoming product
and then attempted to answer questions from the floor about his

company's sales policies.

A. F. Myers, chairman of the board and general counsel of

Allied, read his annual report, devoting a considerable portion to

the activities of the Department of Justice in pursuing its anti-

trust suit against the Big Five and the efforts to evolve an ad in-

terim consent decree until the case can be brought to trial. He
charged the defendant distributors with following a "stiff-necked
attitude" designed to obstruct any settlement of the issues.

"The strategy of the distributors," Myers declared, "apparently
is dictated by the hope (1) that the delay will enable them to

muster the necessary influence to stay the Attorney General's hand
and (2) that measures of a purely legalistic nature will be evolved
which will so discourage the independent exhibitors that they will

abandon their efforts to secure needed reforms in industry or-

ganization and practice."

ALLIED RE-ELECTS SMITH. MYERS
The entire slate of incumbent officers of National Allied,

headed by president Martin G. Smith, was re-elected by the
board of directors at the meeting in Columbus January 25th.

Abram F. Myers was again named chairman of the board
and general counsel. The other officers are William Ains-
worth, treasurer; Roy Harrold, secretary, and P. J. Wood,
recording secretary.

The executive committee will consist of Martin Smith,
chairman, M. A. Rosenberg, H. A. Cole, Sidney Samuelson,
Jack Kirsch and Nathan Yamins. The by-laws were amend-
ed to provide for an increase in the membership of the ex-
ecutive committee to permit the election of Yamins.

Mambers of the Caravan committee re-elected are Sam-
ue^son, Cole and Ainsworth. Giving his health as the reason,
M. A. Rosenberg asked to be relieved of his Caravan duties.

In his report on the business outlook for 1945 and future years,
Myers took a grave view. He warned that "inductions, population
shifts, bleeding of pictures by prior-runs, gradually rising living
costs, restrict.ons on lighting and other factors probably will ad-
versely affect attendance." He pointed out further that this is

also the Government's view, since the budget estimates reduced
income from admission taxes.

On the question of taxes, the chairman's report emphasized
the importance of "back-home relationships" with members of
Congress, which enable the exhibitors of the country to bring the
facts about the industry and its problems to the attention of those
who legislate.

The film product situation, Myers stated, will be further com-
plicated by the WPB order further restricting the supply of raw
stock to the industry. However, he said, the film companies could
absorb all or a large part of the loss of stock "by eliminating
waste at the studios, reducing senseless screen credits, and es-
pecially by reducing the length of the now over-long feature

pictures."

Col. H. A. Cole, chairman of the special committee dealing

with serial ticket numbering, reported that a petition had been

filed with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue asking for the

elimination from Regulation 43 the requirement that serially

numbered tickets must be issued consecutively. Cole's letter told

the Revenue Department that this method of issuing tickets

placed exhibitors in jeopardy, leaving their gross business readily

available to the film distributors, to competitors and to real estate

promoters who might seek to stimulate the building of competi-

tive theatres.

Harry H Lowenstein, of New Jersey Allied, issued a detailed

report on the encroachment of 16mm. film showings in competi-

tion with established theatres.

Sidney E. Samuelson, chairman of the Caravan Committee,

made a lengthy report on the activities of his group dealing with

film terms and sales policies. The committee was congratulated

on its splendid job.

The Finance Committee report was made by treasurer Wil-

liam L. Ainsworth. New England's unit volunteered to increase

its quota to the national body.

There was a lengthy discussion of the manner in which the

War Activities Committee has functioned. President Martin

Smith, who has represented Allied in WAC affairs, expressed the

opinion that independent exhibitors did not receive appropriate

recognition in the operations of the all-industry body and that this

should be pointed out to WAC haads. The question of whether

the Committee should continue to function after the war was also

raised and it was evident that ths Allied board members favored

its disbandment with the coming of peace.

A resolution was unanimouily passed to the effect that the

War Activities Committee ' is not representative of the industry

as a whole" and that the body, "created for the war emergency,

will have no reason for continued existence after the termination

of that emergency."

Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania, in annual meeting last Tues-

day, unanimously approved the findings and actions of the national

board at the Columbus meeting.

GOLDWYN BLASTS HOARDING
Samuel Goldwyn, calling the problem of rationing raw film

stock by the War Production Board more important than any
previous issue the industry has faced, said in New York last week
that independent producers should receive direct allocations of

raw stock from the WPB, rather than look to distributors for

their supplies.

The producers, whom he called the "original creators of the

industry, have not received ration cards, such as were given to

distributors. Goldwyn demanded a "standing which will permit
them to survive" without looking for their handouts from the

distributor.

There were no complaints, he stated, because of an insuffici-

ency of raw stock. However, producers are kicking because
"during a war the vast accumulations of finished films by the
producer-distributor combinations is in effect a most dangerous
and unsound hoarding." Many of the completed features are
more than a year old, he said. He called the accumulations of

completed product "a hoarding that will strangle the creative

efforts of the independent producer at the very time when his

importance in this industry is greater than it has ever been."

Goldwyn indicated that his unit was receiving enough raw
stock, but that he was speaking for numerous independent pro-
ducers who had been making product and now could not receive
raw stock unless a distributor agrees to give it to them out of
his own allocation.

In Washington, the film companies were scheduled to receive
final information on their raw stock allocations at a meeting late
last week bringing together Motion Picture Industry Advisory
Committee and WPB officials. Among those in attendance were
N. Peter Rathvon, RKO; Barnev Balaban, Paramount; Jack Conn,
Columbia; W. C. Michel, 20th-Fox; James Mulvey, Samuel Gold-
wyn Productions; Roy Disney, Walt Disney Enterprises; Grad
Sears, United Artists; Neil Agnew, Vanguard; William Kelly,
M-G-M; John J. O'Connor, Universal and V/alter Titus, Republic.

(Continued on Page 33)
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jRKO-RADIO ... 1 in Third Block (Total 5}

'WHAT A BLONDE* SLAPSTICK FARCE GETS SOME LAUGHS
Rates • • — as supporting dualler

RKO-Radio
71 minutes

Leon Errol, Richard Lane, Elaine Riley,

Michael St. Angel, Veda Ann Borg, Clar-

ence Kolb, Lydia Bilbrooke, Emory Parnell,

Ann Shoemaker, Chef Milani, Dorothy
Vaughan, Jason Rohards, Bryant Washburn,
Larry Wheat.
Directed by Leslie Goodwins.

This is slapstick farce — pure and simple

— with Leon Errol's sure-fire comedy antics

and Leslie Goodwins' swift-paced direction

combining to make it a fairly-funny pro-
grammer. Much of the action takes place
in and around various bedrooms occupied
by scrambled husbands, wives and scantily-
clad chorines. Despite this seeming risque

atmosphere, it remains an innocent mix-up

throughout. "What A Blonde" resembles

RKO's "Mexican Spitfire" series — without

Lupe Velez, but with Veda Ann Borg well

cast as a hard-boiled raucous-voiced blonde
trouble-maker. Richard Lane shows a neat
sense of comedy timing as a double-crossing
butler and Michael St. Angel and Elaine
Riley contribute a smattering of romantic
interest. Although none of this is original,

it serves its purpose — to get some laughs
as the supporting dualler to a dramatic top
feature.

Leon Errol, a wealthy, hen-pecked manu-
facturer of ladies' underwear, is having
trouble getting raw silk and in getting ad-
ditional gas coupons for his car. The ra-
tion board finally agrees to give him the
coupons if he obtains riders to share his
daily car ride to the city and Errol finally

obtains Michael St. Angel, who is trying to

sell a process for making artificial silk, and
Veda Ann Borg, an out-of-work showgirl.

With his wife, Lydia Bilbrooke, away, Errol

reluctantly agrees to let Miss Borg and four

other chorines stay in his house temporarily.

However, this causes an embarrassing mix-
up when Clarence Kolb, a straight-laced raw
silk tycoon, and his wife arrive for a visit

and mistake Miss Borg for Errol's wife.

The latter also turns up and Errol is forced

to palm her off to Kolb as his housekeeper.
After Kolb and his wife decide to stay over-

night, there is much scooting in and out of

bedrooms and Errol gets in bad with every-

one in turn. When he learns that St. Angel
can supply him with his needed silk mate-
rial, Errol kicks Kolb out of the house —
and then learns that he can't get the silk

until 6 months after the war.
DENLEY

TONIGHT AND EVERY NIGHT' LAVISH MUSICAL RETARDED BY PLOT
Rates • • • — generally

Columbia

92 minutes

Rita Hayworth, Lee Bowman, Janet Blair,
Marc Piatt, Florence Bates, Leslie Brooks,
Philip Merivale, Professor Lamberti, Ernest
Cossart.

Directed by Victor Saville.

Judged solely on its merits as a musical,

"Tonight and Every Night" offers much that

is good — sprightly dancing, some good
songs, lavishly mounted production numbers,
gorgeous Technicolor photography and Rita
Hayworth — all of which add up to box-
office. On other counts, however, the film

fails most disappointingly. In brief, it is

far from being another "Cover Girl." Its

story, based on the long-run London play,

"Heart of a City," inherent with dramatic
possibilities, never clicks, remaining a shal-

low, unbelievable backstage tale. The love
affair between Miss Hayworth and Lee
Bowman is also purely a surface structure
as is a secondary romance involving Janet
Blair and Marc Piatt. Not one character
receives a clear-cut, three dimensional de-
lineation. They remain musical comedy
figures and the film's obvious intention of
integrating a dramatic story with music re-

sults in spotty entertainment. One comes
away remembering color — beautiful, fan-

tastic hues used not only in the musical

portions but throughout, which further de-

tract from reality; Marc Piatt, recruited

from "Oklahoma," whose dancing, done in

the Paul Draper manner, marks him as a

real comer, and Rita Hayworth's curvaceous

form. A beautiful ballet danced to "Cry

and You Cry Alone" is the standout pro-

duction number. The rest, it is easy to for-

get. Musical values, color and Rita Hay-
worth make this a good boxoffice bet, but

it will not be an outstanding grosser

generally.

Told to a reporter from Life, assigned to

get the story of a theatre in London which
remained in operation all during the blitz,

the film tells how a young dancer. Marc
Piatt, joins a musical revue, aided by Rita

Hayworth and Janet Blair, hoofers in the

show. When the blitz comes, the show con-

tinues and during an air raid, Hayworth
meets Lee Bowman, RAF officer. Despite

Hayworth's coolness, Bowman pursues her

and finally melts her down, much to Piatt's

annoyance. Blair, in turn, is in love with

Piatt. When Bowman is called away on a
secret mission, Hayworth assumes that he

has forgotten her, but Bowman's father,

Philip Merivale, comes to the theatre and

proposes by proxy for the flier. About to

leave for Canada, Bowman and Hayworth

are shocked by the news that Piatt and

Blair have been killed by a direct bomb hit

in a pub across from the theatre. Hay-

worth determines to take over Blair's spot

in the show, to keep it going without miss-

ing a performance. Bowman agrees to wait

for their honeymoon until Hayworth is no

longer needed.

Producer-director Victor Saville's hand-

ling of the musical and production scenes

is exceptionally fine. His treatment of the

story and the film as an entity, tilts the

scale the other way, however, and the net

result leaves much to be desired. Marc

Piatt is sensational in his opening number
in which he dances to a variety of music

and even to a speech delivered by Hitler.

Janet Blair satisfies visually and musically.

There is little comedy, but Professor Lam-
berti, particularly in a xylophone act, in

which he is aided not a little by Miss Hay-
worth's partial strip act, is good for a

number of laughs.

STINE
Republic

THE BIG SHOW-OFF* SILLY FARCE
Rates • • — as supporting dualler in n

70 minutes

Arthur Lake, Dale Evans, Lionel Stander,
George Meeker, Paul Hurst, Sammy Stein,
Mariorie Manners, Louis Adlon, Douglas
Wood, Emmett Lynne, Anson Weeks and
His Orchestra.

Directed by Howard Bretherton.

An utterly nonsensical farce-comedy which
probably hits a new low in credibility. The
plot, which asks the audience to believe that
the skinny, hollow-chested Arthur Lake
could pose as a husky masked wrestler,
known as "The Devil," and actually fool his
girl friend, should never have been permitted
to go beyond the rough script stage. There's

12

aborhoods and rural spots

rushing about and confusion aplenty during
the film, but the only genuine laughs are
supplied by Lionel Stander, whose gravel-
voiced delivery of lines is always amusing.
Dale Evans, who sings her own number,
"There's Only One You" and a novelty,
"Hoops My Dear," is the picture's saving
grace as she again demonstrates her cap-
abilities in both the musical and the acting
fields. Arthur Lake, saddled with one of
his customary milquetoast roles, is unable
to make it believable. The musical Inter-
ludes furnished by Anson Weeks' Orchestra
and Miss Evans, plus Slander's comedy,
should enable this to get by as a support-
ing dualler in the lesser haborhood spots.
Arthur Lake, shy young pianist who plays

for Dale Evans' night club numbers, is los-

ing her romantically to the suave master-
of-ceremonies, George Meeker. In an effort

to foster Lake's romance, Lionel Stander,
owner of the night club, tells Miss Evans
that the pianist is really the masked wrest-
ler known only as the "Devil." At a wrest"!
ling match, the real "Devil" (Paul Hurst)
breaks his leg and Lake is then forced to
wear a cast. Terrified at the thought of
Lake's indulging in the vicious sport, Miss
Evans tries to persuade him to give up
wrestling. Before he can make a clean
breast of Stander's plot. Lake is arrested
on a trumped-up assault and battery charge
against Hurst. When he is finally barred
from wrestling, Lake is made as happy as
Miss Evans, who agrees to marry him.

YORK
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A SONG TO REMEMBER' FINE CLASSICAL MUSIC, NOT FOR MASSES
Rates • • • generally; more in class h

Columbia

lid minutes

Paul Muni, Merle Oberon, Cornel Wilde, Ste

phen Bekassy, Nina Foch, George Coulouris,

siy Ainu, Howard Freeman, George Mac-

ready, Frank Puglia, Claire DuBrey, Ivan

Tries.mlt, Fa> Helm, William Tost, Jr., Sybil

Merritt. Maurice Tauzin.

Directed bj Charles Vidor.

Columbia's "A Song To Remember" very

Definitely belongs in the prestige picture

category — but its boxoflice performance

will not be impressive in most locations. It

is a lavish costume musical which excels in

classical music rather than in entertainment
values for mass audiences The tragically

short life of the great Polish composer.
Frederic Chopin, is the basis for this gor-

geously Technicolored film which elaborates

on his romance with the selfish Madame
Sand and introduces Liszt. DeMusset, Paga-
nini and other notables of the period, while
sticking close enough to historical fact. Al-

though the early scenes of Chopin's rise to

fame have vigor and fascination and his

tempestuous romance with Madame Sand is

dramatically effective. Director Charles Vi-
dor was unable to make much of the pic-

ouses; weak for actio i spots

ture post-card pageantry come to life. After

the first hour, the film becomes dull and

so.newhat repetitious, especially during the

pianist's final tour of Europe's capitals. This

last is mainly a succession of conceit hall

flashes in Rome, Amsterdam, etc. — tire-

some to watch but magnificent to listen to

as Chopin plays some of his immortal com-
positions. The piano playing, including

Chopin's "Polonaise," "Etude in E Major,"

and "Nocturne in C Minor," to mention
only a few, is superb throughout and should

be a strong selling point for music-lovers

and devotees of the concert stage. Jose
iturbi. who does the off-screen playing is

neither seen or given official screen credit.

The Paul Muni-Merle Oberon marquee draw
will insure fair-plus grosses in first-runs and
the better naboihood houses, but business

will dwindle in rural and action spots.

In the 19th Century. Paul Muni, a music
master who recognizes genius, arranges to

take Frederic Chopin (Cornel Wilde), his

11-year-old prodigy, to Paris but it is not

until 11 years later that he and the young
pianist finally reach that city. The Polish-

born Chopin had been forced to flee his

native city because he had refused to per-

form before his country's Russian oppres-

sors. In Paris, Chopin receives the friendly

aid of Franz Liszt and, through him, he

meets the beautiful and eccentric George

'SHE GETS HER MAN' JOAN
Rates • • as dualler generally

Fniversal

14 minutes

Joan Davis, William Gargan, Leon Errol,

Vivian Austin, Russell Hicks, Virginia Sale,

Cyrus Kendall, Paul Stanton, Ian Keith,
Donald McBride, Milburn Stone, Eddie
AoufT, Emmet Vogan, Maurice Cass, Chester
( lut<-. Claire Whitney, Arthur Loft, Bob
Allen.

Directed by Erie C. Kenton.

Joan Davis mugs and romps her way to

good laugh returns in "She Gets Her Man.''

a nonsensical murder-mystery which will

make a fair dualler generally. This top-

notch comedienne has long deserved a

film break which will make her as popular

on the screen as she is on the airwaves,

but, unfortunately, this silly programme;
won't give her a boost. Although some of

the situations have genuine humor, slap-

stick and stale gags predominate and man-
age to kill any suspense from the who-dun-il

angle. At least, the pace is swift and noisy.

DAVIS GIVES IT A LIFT

confusion and custard pie stunts abound

throughout. However, after the first 60

minutes, Leon Errol's line, "This is getting

monotonous." is likely to be echoed by many

patrons. Miss Davis is highly amusing as a

bungling screwball who accidentally solves

a murder case and she receives staunch

comic support from Errol, as a friendly cop

who manages to ball up matters. The

above-average cast includes William Gar-

gan, who supplies romance — of a sort —
as a breezy reporter; Ian Keith, who makes
his show-off detective bit stand out, and

Vivian Austin, to add pulchritude. One
song. "For All We Know," is well sung by-

Bob Allen. Miss Davis' radio draw should

help business, especially in naborhood

spots.

After several of its leading citizens have

been murdered by a blow-gun, a small town

committee decides to send for the daughter

of Ma Pilkington. the best chief of police

they ever had. A newspaper search is

Sand (Merle Oberon). who takes an inter-

est in his career. Disregarding Mums
warnings, Chopin goes to Madame Sand s

island retreat where she persuade; h:m to

compose light music instead of nis con-

certos. When one of his Polis.i friends ar-

rives in Paris with the news that mone., is

needed to get his revolutionary countrymen

out of prison, he breaks with ti.e jelfi-in

Madame Sand. Chopin then embarks on a

long concert tour, despite his failing health,

and. after earning huge sums for his Poiish

compatriots, he dies w.th Muni at his bed-

side although Madame Sand refuses to at-

tend his last hours.

Cornel Wilde, who makes an extremely

handsome, if not very colorful, Chopin, is

certain to capture the attention of feminine

fans. His role is often subordinate to that

of Paul Muni, who occasionally over-acts

as his whimsical, absent-minded music

teacher, but generally gives a most sym-

pathetic portrayal. Merle Oberon, who is

strikingly gowned and photographed, is an
inspired choice for the haughty, regal au-

thoress, George Sand. Stephen Bekassy, as

Chopin's friend, Liszt, is another happy cast-

ing choice and Maurice Tauzin stands out

as the youthful Chopin while George Coul-

ouris, Howard Freeman and George Mac-
ready also do good work.

LEYENDECKER

started and William Gargan, reporter, fi-

nally locates the girl, Joan Davis, in Horse-

trot. Nevada. Miss Davis is a screwball

with a heart-of-gold but she is given a

rousing welcome by the town committee and

appointed special investigator with Leon

Errol to as;ist her. That night another

prominent citizen is killed with a blow-gun

needle through his heart and the mayor

(Russell Hicks), whom Miss Davis suspects,

is later bumped off in the same manner.

Becoming disgusted with Miss Davis' failure

as a sleuth, the committee sends for a

Chicago detective who turns on his heels

and runs when a fifth murder is committed.

Miss Davis, who is enamored of Gargan,

trails the latter's girl friend, Vivian Austin,

and stumbles into the lair of a gang of

evil-looking men. She manages to escape

and, after a series of antics, she leads a

chase up to Paul Stanton, the coroner, who
is revealed as the murderer.

YORK

of the Arrow," this deals with the murder
of Louise Hampton, a wealthy chronic in-

valid who lived in Maison Grenelle. an old

British castle, with her niece, Diana Chur-
chill, and her .young companion, Belle
Chrystal. Kenneth Kent, a Paris detective,
arrives on the scene to unravel the mystery
and finds that Miss Hampton had been
killed by a deadly poison which was be-
lieved to leave no trace. Kent also learns
that an anonymous letter-writer, known as
"The Scourge," has been threatening both
girls and, after uncovering several other
clues, he builds up his case against the
guilty party. By risking the life of Miss
Chrystal, Kent makes Miss Churchill con-
fess to the killing.

LEYENDECKER

'CASTLE OF CRIMES' TYPICAL BRITISH-MADE MYSTERY
Rates • + in minor action spots only

PRC Pictures

60 minutes

Kenneth Kent, Diana Churchill, Peter Mur-
ray-Hill, Belle Chrystal, Clifford Evans,
Louise Hampton, Aubrey Dexter, Catherine
Lacey, James Harcourt, Ivor Barnard.
Direc ted by Harold French.

A typical British-made murder-mystery
with a complicated plot which eventually
reaches a logical - enough denouement,
"Castle of Crimes" will satisfy only the
most avid mystery addicts. Several mur-
ders take place and the usual lurking fig-
ures and secret passageways of an old
English mansion build up a fair amount of

suspense during the film's hour-long running
time. And even if the eminent Paris detec-

tive's sleuthing may seem slow to American
minds, his methods result in the trapping
and capture of the murderess (to divulge

the killer's sex). While Kenneth Kent is

suave and cautious — the very antithesis

of the average American detective — both
Louise Hampton, as a hateful old dowager
who is found murdered, and Diana Chur-
chill, as her beautiful niece, both contribute
excellent portrayals. Handicapped by its

cast of unfamiliar players, most of whom
speak in clipped British accents, the pic-

ture's mystery title remains its only sale-

able feature — for minor action spots,

where it will be a mild supporting dualler.

Originally released in England as "House

FEBRUARY 5, 1945
'More Reviews on Page 16)
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What a power-house

he is! . . . Smashing

through a new kind of

murder mystery .

.

hunted for the very

crime he tries to solve!

IGER • MIKE MAZURKI • MILES MANDER • DOUGLAS WALTON • DON-DOUGLAS
Produced by Adrian Scott • Directed by Edward Dmytryk

Screen P1»y by John Ptxton



THUNDER ROCK' INTERESTING, SERIOUS BRITISH FILM
Rates • 9 — ; n class spots only; much

English Films. Inc.

;>0 minutes

Michael Redgrave. Barbara Mullen. James
Mason. Lilli Palmer. Finlay Currie, Jean
Shepeard. Frederick Valk. A. E. Matthews.
Sybilla Binder. Frederick Cooper. Barr-,
Morse.

Directed by Roy Boulting.

A serious, thoughtful drama which mixes
fantasy with cold, hard facts. "Thundei
Rock" is a British-made film of unusual
quality and one which will carry a strons
appeal to the intelligensia. Ideally spotted
in class houses here, it will draw critical
praise and comment and. although its ab-
sence of marquee names will handicap it

generally, it can be exploited to do fair busi-
ness in many of the better naborhood spots.
Based on Michael Ardreys play which failed
on Broadway but achieved a long run in

less generally

London during the first years of the war.

the film is a sincere effort to show the

struggles of all prophetic liberals, even if

this may seem slow-moving and ponderous
to many American movie fans. Michaei
Redgrave (remembered from "The Lady
Vanishes" and the more-recent "Jeannie")
does a splendid acting job as an anti-

Fascist journalist who exiles himself from
England to become lighthouse keeper on
Thunder Rock. While reading the log-book
of a vessel which had been wrecked there,

he realizes, via flashback, that each of the
dead passengers had progressive ideas which
would have benefited the world. Their in-

dividual tales are interest-holding and ex-

ceptionally well acted, especially by Barbara
Mullen (who played the title role in "Jean-
nie"). as an early-day suffragist, and by
Frederick Valk. as a doctor who vainly at-

tempts to fight the prejudice against an-
esthesia. Although there are lengthy dia-
logue passages and the tragic tale is un-
relieved by humorous touches, it is imagina-

tive fare for serious-minded audiences.

Michael Redgrave, a newspaper correspon-

dent whose warnings of another impending
World War are ignored by his superior!

prior to 1939 and whose book and lecture!

on the subject fail to interest the Britisk

people, exiles himself from the world by tak-

ing a post as lighthouse keeper on a Laki
Michigan reef. From the log of a vessel

which had been wrecked there 90 years be-

fore. Redgrave learns that the passenger lis!

had included a feminist (Barbara Mullen),

who had been jailed for her convictions; a

doctor (Frederick Valk). who fought the

medical prejudice against anesthesia; a lab-

orer (Frederick Cooper), whose health was
weakened by struggling for his existence in

the mines, and several other progressive

souls. Their spirits appear and plead with
Redgrave until he decides to return to the

world and again take up the fight against
Fascism and for a better world of the
future.

LEYEXDECKER

'UNDER WESTERN SKIES' ROUTINE MUSICAL-WESTERN PROGRAMMER
Rates • • — as supporting dualler

Universal

57 minutes

Martha O'Driscoli, Noah Beery, Jr., Leo Car-
rillo, Leon Errol. Jennifer Holt. Ian Keith,
Irving Bacon, Edna May Wonacott. Earle
Hodgins. Dorothy Granger, Jack Rice. Claire
Whitney. Shaw and Lee. Jack Ingram
Frank Lackteen.

Directed by Jean Yarbrough.

Although the title suggests a cowbov film
"Lnder Western Skies" is actually a run-
of-the-mill musical programmer with a plot
far more farcical than western To its
credit, the film exhibits a half-hearted at-
tempt to satirize horse-opera bad men and
while some of this is mildlv amusing it
remains little more than a filler suited only
to the supporting spot on naborhood dual*

Of the players. Martha O'Driscoli fares best
because of her attractive period costumes
and pleasing warbling of such tunes as
"Don't Go Making Speeches." "An Old-
Fashioned Girl" and the title song. Her
co-star. Noah Beery. Jr.. has a colorless
school teacher role and he plays it in ex-
actly that fashion. Leon Errol gets some
laughs, while Leo Carrillo, in a made-to-
order bandit part, and Ian Keith, as a
Shakespearean "ham" actor, are far better
than their material. The veteran vaudeville
team of Shaw and Lee also have small
roles which include running through their
corny routine. This is below par for Uni-
versale musical programmers.
Leon Errol s variety show, traveling East

by stagecoach in 1870, is waylaid by Leo
Carrillo and his gang of Arizona despera-
does who demand a performance on the
spot. However. Errors daughter. Martha

O'Driscoli. outwits Carrillo and thus wins
his admiration. Arriving in Rim Rock. Miss
O'Driscoli meets the straight-laced young
school-teacher. Noah Beery. Jr., and per-

suades him to attend the performance held

in the saloon. The arrival of Carrillo's men
starts a free-for-all and next day, Miss
O'Driscoli insists that the troupe attend

Sunday services. Again Carrillo's men ar-

rive and kidnap Miss O'Driscoli, who is

taken to their hide-out where Carrillo tells

her he has decided to reform. Just as his

men turn against Carrillo, Beery arrives in

search of the girl and. in the ensuing battle,

seven outlaws are wiped out. Afraid of the

town's reaction. Beery lets the half-blind

sheriff and Miss O'Driscoli take the credit

for clearing up the outlaws. The variety

troupe then becomes the toast of Rim Rock
and everybody is happy.

DEXLEY

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

Broadway grosses have jumped back to smash proportions in
many of the Broadway first-run spots and. despite the bitter cold,
at least two of the new stage-and-screen shows had near-record
initial weeks. Again the Radio City Music Hall led all the rest
with the waiting crowds for "A Song to Remember" and a class
stage show willing to brave the icy winds in Rockefeller Plaza
duri.-ig the morning and evening hours. The first week's $120,000
gross indicates the Columbia picture will stay at least foui weeks.
The previous attraction at the world's largest theatre. "National
Velvet," set a record with S6S5.0OO total gross for the six week run
.

. Not only did the first weeK-end business for "Objective. Burma'
set a new mark for the Strand but the turnaway was the biggest
in the history of the house, according tc the management. With
many school children off last week, the Strand started admitting
patrons at 7:15 a. m. but this reporter noted, during the day. that
the ratio in the waiting lines at this war film averaged 20 males to
one female .

. Also big is "Sunday Dinner for a Soldier" and a
strong stage show headed by Bill Robinson. Louis Armstrong and
Band and the Cafe Zanzibar revue, which is booked into the
Roxy for only two weeks and will be followed by "Hangover
Square" and Milton Berle on the stage with "A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn" coming in the last week in February. . .'The Thin Man
Goes Home" and Frankie Carle and His Orchestra and Marilyn
Maxwell in person also had a fine initial week at the Capitol and
the bill will stay a third, starting February 8th before United
Artists' "Guest in the House" opens.

"Here Come the Waves." and Woody Herman and His Orches-
tra, is still profitable during its sixth and final week at the Para-
mount after five strong stanzas. "Ministry of Fear" and Johnny
Long and His Orchestra opens on February 7th...The current
stand-out among the straight film attractions is "The Woman in

16

the Window." now in its second week at the Palace after setting

a new record gross of $44,000 for the initial week which topped
the previous record of $41,000 set by "North Star" in 1943. "Ex-
periment Perilous" recently completed four good weeks and the
succeeding attraction at the Palace will be "Murder. My Sweet"
— three murder dramas in a row here. . ."Fighting Lady" also set

a new recoid for the 700-seat Victoria during its opening week
and. with business continuing strong during its second week, a
six-week run seems assured .. .Two United Artists films. "Tomor-
row, the World" and "Mr. Emmanuel." have been building during
their run at the Globe and Gotham, respectively. Due to a prior

commitment for "The Three Caballeros" at the Globe. "Tomorrow"
completed a six-week run on February 2nd with business for the

sixth stanza topping all except for the opening week. After the

second week, each successive week topped the preceding stanza
...At the Gotnam. the third week of "Mr. Emmanuel" equalled
the first and the week-end topped both of the preceding week-ends.

"Meet Me in St. Louis" closed an extremely profitable 10-week
run at the Astor and the final week still had lobby hold-outs dur-

ing the afternoon and early evening hours. Samuel Goldwyn and
David O. Selznick. who have taken over the lease from Loew's,

will renovate the house and put in added seats before opening
with Goldwyn's "The Princess and the Pirate" on February 9th

...New films of the past week were headed by "The Suspect"
which had a good opening day at the Criterion following the

profitable five-week run of the same companv's "Can't Help Sing-

ing" starting on Christmas Day. Abbott & Costello's "Here Come
the Co-Eds." set to follow, will keep this house a Universal first-

run show-case . . "Roughly Speaking" finally opened at the Holly-

wood following the 16-week run of "To Have and Have Not,"

longer than any except "Yankee Doodle Dandy" at this house...
"The Keys of the Kingdom" is holding up well in its fifth week at

the Rivoli and the picture will continue until some time in March
when Hal Wallis' production of "The Affairs of Susan" will have
its world premiere. . Another Paramount film. "The Man in Half
Moon Street" dropped considerably on its holdover following a
strong opening week at the Rialto. The current British film, "Ob
Approval." at the Republic is merely mild despite the New York
draw of Beatrice Lillie. who is packing them in. in Billy Rose's

"Seven Lively Arts." only a few blocks away.

FILM BULLETIN



"OBJECTIVE, BURMA!"
The Brothers Warner, leaders in the field of pro-

duction of starkly realistic film melodramas, ap-

pear to have scored again with powerful war

movie about a group of paratroopers who are

dropped behind the Jap lines in Burma to lay

the groundwork for a large scale invasion. The

reviews tells us "Objective, Burma!" is stern

stuff—no kid-glove war story—fashioned from

the terror and the brutality and the gallantry

of war. The exhibitor who has been hearing so

much about the public being satiated by war

Warner Bros. Exciting New War Epic

films might feel that here is "just another" one,

and might let it go at that. But, on the other

hand, he might give this picture the sort of two-

fisted campaign it calls for and reap a harvest

at the boxoffice. Don't hesitate to tell 'em that

this is one of the GREAT war films of all time.

And don't pull any punches in socking across

the idea that this is a strong, nerve-wilting

drama of courageous men risking, and giving,

their lives. Don't tone it down; say it—and

loud—in your ballyhoo on "Objective, Burma!"

(Continued on Next Page)

EXPLOITATION PICTURE ci*-tai



At an advanced base in India, a group of American
paratroopers know something big is in the air when they

are suddenly called together by their commanding officer,

Captain Charles R. Nelson (Errol Flynn).

2. The party consists of Captain Nelson, a Chinese liaison

officer, Lit. Jacobs (William Prince), second in command,
Mark Williams (Henry Hull), a middle-aged newspaper
correspondent, two native guides and 50 paratroopers.

They are to be dropped 180 miles behind Jap lines to

destroy an enemy radar station.

3. The entire Jap garrison is reduced without loss of a

single Yank, then the men start a long trek to reach an
abandoned landing strip where planes are to pick them
up and take them back to the Allied base. The Japs,

however, prevent the planes from landing.

EXPLOITATION PICTURE

"Objective, Burma!"
fContinued from Preceding Page)

5. Jacobs' group fails to appear and Nelson final'y finds the men,

dead, ambushed in a Burmese village by the Japs.

6. His radio equipment wrecked, Captain Nelson drives his men
on for days in a gruelling march through the swamps of Jap-

infested jungle to a hilltop, where they dig in and fight off the

enemy. Next day, countless parachutes billow through the sky as

the Allies begin their invasion of Burma. But only 11 of Nelson's

band are alive to witness it.

4. Captain Nelson radios the pilot to meet them later at

a designated spot. Unfamiliar with the terrain, he splits

the men into two groups, one led by Jacobs.

Above are several of the advertisements used to
herald the opening of the picture at the Strand,
New York.
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ANOTHER "GUARANTEED" SCREEN SENSATION!!

HUNT STROMBERG'S DARING. DIFFERENT,

DYNAMIC PRODUCTION OF THE STAGE SMASH!



GUESTm THE HOUSE
« ANNE BAXTER jalph Bellamy

Aline Mac MAHON • Ruth WARRICK • Scott McKAY • Marie Mc DONALD

JEROME COWAN • PERCY KILBRIDE • MARGARET HAMILTON • CONNIE LAIRD

From the Stage Play by Hagar Wilde and Dale Eunson • Screen Play by Ketti Frings • Director of Photography,

Lee Garmes, A.S.C. • Directed by JOHN BRAHM



10 out of a Hundred
Reasons Why

Guest in the House
will be a Boxoffice Champion

|^
In the first place, it will knock your hat off when you see it—it's that dif-

ferent, that shocking!

2 It's a word-of-mouth Honey! No one who has seen it can stop talking

about it for weeks . . . it's that provocative, that thrilling!

^ It's a production gem—made by a man who has won the BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award for 13 consecutive years!

A, Its producer's pictures have attracted a billion dollars to the world's

boxoffices, according to American Magazine! With "Guest in the

House" the record is on the way to the second billion!

It deals with human nature—and that takes in every man, woman and

child in every audience everywhere!

^ It has impact—as strong as the smashing of all the Ten Commandments
in public would be!

Y It is based on one of the greatest smash hits in Broadway stage annals!

—one that kept audiences taut for 45 weeks!

g It has been presold to 82 million Americans in national magazines,

daily newspapers and radio publicity!

C) Its stars and players turn in performances that the public will call

sensational, and that the Academy Award Committees can class no

differently!

It is riding the crest of a new cycle of successful pictures—

Realism! . . . and it is the most realistic of them all!
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
After much preliminary conjecture and seme delay. "Kiss anu

Tell' has finally gone into production under the aegis of Sol

Siegel, George Abbott and F. Hugh Herbert. A last-minute change

in casting put Shirley Temple, borrowed from David O. Selznick,

in the leading role, instead of Pat Kirkland who was rumored

being sent out from New York for the part. Selznick previously

had been adamant in hi? refusal to loan out Shirley for the part.

Jerome Courtland, the boy who had his first film role in "Together

Again," has the lead opposite Miss Temple. Walter Abel has the

role of her father... The only other new starter on the iot is

"Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion" (Chester Morris-Lynn Mer-

rick). There's one title that's certain to be changed if exhibitors

are to get it on a marquee. . .Continuing in production: "Ten Cents

A Dance" (Jane Frazee-Jimmy Lloyd), "Over 21" (Irene Dunne-
Alexander Knox), "The Fighting Guardsman" (John Loder-Anita

Louise-Willis Parker), and "A Thousand and One Nights" (Cornel

Wilde-Evelyn Keyes), the latter two in the wind-up stages.

Harry Cohn, president of Columbia Pictures, announced this

week that employees of the studio and the corporation exceeded

their $3,400,000 bond quota in the Sixth War Loan by $403,462.50.

In connection with the exploitation on "Song To Remember,"
Columbia's exploiteers are going in for some classy stunts, which
h.ardly seem designed to aid the average exhibitor. They have
obtained the use of the comments of Deems Taylor, Leopold
Stokowski and Fritz Kreisler in the advertising program. In
iddition, Mr. Stoloff and Saul Chaplin have conceived a popular
>ong based on one of the Chopin etudes, with words by Sammy
?ahn. The song is already receiving exploitation via radio pro-
;rams. Still another idea involves a "George Sand Memorial
ralent Search." This award has been established by Columbia
vith many stations of the CBS network and will launch an
mateur actress on her professional career. The contest will run
intil May 15.

"Dark Hour." an original story by Aubrey Wisberg, has been
purchased by Columbia as the basis for its fifth picture in the
Jrime Doctor series in which Warner Baxter is starred .. .Albert
-ohen, former Republic writer and producer, has been given a
roduction unit here. His record at Republic was not very
nposing.

^ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYk-R
Producer Joseph Pasternak continues to run the heaviest pro-

action schedule on the lot. In preparation he has "Brighton
each," which will have Kathryn Grayson, June Allyson, Jimmy
urante and Lauritz Melchior in the cast; "Holiday in Mexico,"
arking the return to the screen of Ilona Massey, with Jane
swell, Jose Iturbi and Xavier Cugat, and "Colorado," from an
iginal screenplay being written by Louis Bromfield, to star Van
'hnson and Esther Williams. In addition, he plans a sequel to
e musical click, "Two Girls and A Sailor," with the same young
^•ts. Currently shooting on the Pasternak schedule is "Her
?hness and the Bellboy" (Hedy Lamarr-Robert Walker-June

Allyson). He recently completed "Anchors Aweigh" (Frank
Sinatra-Gene Kelly-Kathryn Grayson) and "Thrill of a Romance"
(Van Johnson-Esther Williams). In release is Pasternak's "Music
for Millions" (Margaret O'Brien-June Allyson-Jose Iturbi-Jimmy
Durante). This is certainly the most ambitious schedule claimed
by any producer in Hollywood.

A complete frontier town, including a Santa Fe station and an
adjoining Harvey House, has been constructed on the back lot of

this studio for use in "The Harvey Girls," now in the early stages
of shooting under Director George Sidney. The cast of the pic-

ture includes Judy Garland, Ann Sothern, John Hodiak, Ray Bol-

ger, Preston Foster, Virginia O'Brien and Kenny Baker. The
entire musical score was written by Harry Warren and Johnny
Mercer.

Gregory Peck has been assigned the role of Penny Baxter in

the on-again production of "The Yearling," which Sidney Frank-

lin is producing and Clarence Brown is directing. The much-
talked-of role of the boy has not as yet been announced.

MGM executives apparently feel strongly the importance of

story material and writers in shaping future product. Recent
weeks have seen several notable writers added to the reservoir of

MGM assets. Niven Busch, ace author in his own right, has been

signed to do the adaptation of James M. Cain's "The Postman
Always Rings Twice." Already mentioned is Louis Bromfield's

stint on the screenplay "Colorado." And now comes word that

Ferenc Molnar, Hungarian playwright, has been signed to do an
original screenplay titled "Daddy Is a Wolf." The writer roster

of this studio is already filled with prominent names and the con-

stant addition gives additional assurance that MGM is determined

to maintain its reputation as the top production unit in the

industry.

"The Green Years," current best-seller by A. J. Cronin, has

been handed to Leon Gordon for production. Gordon is looking

for a boy between eight and ten years of age to portray the key

role of the story... John Van Druten's play, "The Damask Cheek,"

has been assigned to Katherine Hepburn as her next starring

vehicle. Production is slated for early summer.

No new starters at this studio in the past fortnight. Con-
tinuing in production are: "Yolanda and the Thief" (Fred Astaire-

Lucille Bremer), "The Harvey Girls" (Judy Garland-John Hodiak).

"Her Highness and the Bellboy" (Hedy Lamarr-Robert Walker-
June Allyson) and "Weekend at the Waldorf" (Lana Turner-Van
Johnson).

MONOGRAM
The sudden switch in the title of "They Shall Have Faith"

to "Forever Yours" has a lot of people puzzled. It is pretty gen-

erally agreed, except, apparently, by the Monogram execs, that

the first title is the better of the two.

The only two new starters here this week are continuations of

series pictures. "Radio Mystery" is another in the Charlie Chan
series and "County Fair" is an East Side Kids epic. These are
the only films currently in work on the Monogram lot.



PARAMOUNT REPUBLIC
Heading into the new year, Paramount has 14 pictures in

preparation under the guidance of eight producers. Fred Kohl-

mar has "The Weil-Groomed Bride" in work for Ray Milland,

Olivia de Ka-»'illand and Sonny Tufts, "Prince Charming" for Mil-

land and "June Bride" for Diana Lynn. John Houseman is work-

ing on "Victoria Grandolet," "Nor All Your Tears," and an un-

titled murder mystery. Mark Sandrich is readying "Blue Skies"

for Bing Crosby. Harry Tugent has "Cross My Heart" and "Cali-

fornia." Charles Bracket is working on "Bill of Goods." Seton

I. Miller is writing "Calcutta." Louis Harris has an untitled musi-

cal with a South American background on his schedule. Danny
Dare is working on "Our Hearts Were Growing Up" for Gail

Russell, Diana Lynn and Brian Donlevy. "O'Halloran's Luck," a

short story by Stephen Vincent Benet. has not yet been assigned
for production.

Twenty-nine features are listed for production in 1945 at this

studio, if film stock permits. Sixteen of this list will be Para-
mount productions, B. G. DeSylva will contribute two, Hal Wallis
four. C. B. DeMille will do one and the Pine-Thomas unit six.

Seventy-five thousand dollars was turned over to the Navy
Relief Society as a second payment from the returns of "The
Story of Dr. Wassell." The first check was in the amount of
$50,000.

Hal B. Wallis has purchased screen rights of "The Perfect
Marriage," by Samson Raphaelson, and will borrow Barbara Stan-
wyck from WB for the top role. This brings to four the story
properties Wallis is working on, with two pictures already com-
pleted since his inception as independent producer on the Para-
mount lot. The completed films are: "The Love Letters" (Jennifer
Jones-Joseph Cotten) and "The Affairs of Susan" (Joan Fontaine-
George Brent). Wallis has signed Robert Cummings and Ann
Richards for roles in future films. Cummings recently won a
court decision releasing him from his Universal contract.

In spite of ambitious production plans for the coming year,
the current week finds the Paramount sound stages almost empty
with only two pictures in work. These are: "Masquerade in
Mexico" (Dorothy Lamour-Arturo De Cordova) and "Too Good To
Be True" (Betty Hutton-Sonny Tufts), both of which started early
in January and are nearing the finish line.

PRC
Five pictures, including two of the company's Fifth Anniver-

sary specials, are in the final stages of preparation for early pre-
view, President Leon Fromkess announced this week. "Crime
Inc." (Leo Carrillo-Tom Neal-Martha Tilton) and "Strange Illu-
sion" (Jan.es Lydon-Sally Eilers-Warren William) will be released
sometime during the anniversary period of March 1 to April 5.

"Fog Island," "The Man Who Walked Alone" and "Hollywood and
Vine" sre the remaining three being readied for release as early
as po.-sinie.

"The Sptll of Amy Nugent," an English-made picture, gets
national release by PRC on February 10. The picture was called
"Spellbound" in England.

PRC now has one of the famous Westmore's at the head of
its makeup department in the person of Buddy, who will function
for all independent producers on the lot as well as on all PRC
pictures.

In addition to "Enchanted Forest" (Edmund Lowe-Brenda
Joyce), now in its fourth week of production, two new films nit
the sound stages this week: "Undercover Girl" (Mary Beth
Hugnes-Hugh Beaumont), a mystery story revolving around a
female nightclub photographer, and "A Stranger in the Family"
(J. Edward Bromberg-Frank Jenks), which deals with murder
in the publishing business.

Eleven pictures are scheduled for starting during the next
two months. "Th, Am^ng Mr. M." is the first to go, with Joseph

Schildkraut. Billie Burke and Ona Munson cast. Vera llruba

Ralston's next will be "The Healer." Following will be: "The

Iron Master," with Michael O'Shea; a musicall called "Mexicana,"

"Scotland Yard Investigator," "Gang Law of Laredo," "Man from
Oklahoma," and "Santa Fe Saddlemates." Already in work is the

current Roy Rogers film, "Bells of Rosarita," "Desperadoes of

Dakota' ("Wild" Bill Elliott) and a 15 episode serial called "Fed-

eral Operator No. 99." "New Faces of 1945" is also still in

production.

The Roy Rogers film boasts the appearance of all of Repub-

lic's western stars in guest shots.

Reports from the regional sales conference held here last week
revealed somo interesting figures for the record of this studio in

1944. More than nine million dollars was spent in production

during the year, marking an increase of more than 2 1 * million

dollars over 1943. The advertising budget absorbed $1,033,000. An
advertising budget for the current year of 2V2 million dollars has

already beeu established. Sixty percent of this goes to newspapers,

trade papers and magazines and the remainder to radio. Plans

for the coming year include two proposed Technicolor pictures

and a big exploitation program covering the tenth anniversary

of the company in May, for which $250,000 has been budgeted.

It was also revealed that "Wild" Bill Elliott, whose pictures

have shown an increase in gross of more than 200 percent will be

dignified by the billing as William Elliott for his starring role in

"The Fabulous Texan."

RKO-RADIO
The 1945 schedule at this studio has already reached the half-

way mark and activity this week is at peak with five pictures in

production. In the cutting room presently are: "Having A Won-
derful Crime," "The Enchanted Cottage," "China Sky," "Betrayal

from the East," "Pan-Americana," "The Body Snatchers," "Isle of

the Dead," "What A Blonde," "West of the Pecos," "Tarzan and

the Amazons" and "Sing Your Way Home."

Being prepared for production are: Leo McCarey's "Bells of

St. Mary's," "Mama Loves Papa," "The Great Adventure," "First

Man into Toyko," "The Falcon in San Francisco" and "Chicago

Lulu."

On the sound stages now are: "George White's Scandals of

1945" (Joan Davis-Jack Haley), "Man Alive" (Pat O'Brien-Ellen

Drew) and "Invisible Army" (John Wayne-Philip Ahn) and "The

Spanish Main" (Paul Henreid-Maureen O'Hara), in Technicolor,

continue toward their windups. Also, entering its fourth week of

production is "Those Endearing Young Charms" (Laraine Day-

Robert Young-Ann Harding).

Rumor was strong that "Breakfast at Sardi's" had been bought

by Producer Edward Golden for early film production. Golden

has a releasing arrangement with RKO. He made "Hitler's Chil-

dren" and "The Master Race"... Leo McCarey has borrowed
Elizabeth Taylor, the "National Velvet" girl, from Metro for the

cast of "Bells of St. Mary's," which will co-star Crosby and
Ingrid. Bergman.

International

W. Somerset Maugham's novel, "Ashenden, British Agent," has

be2n added to International's story properties for production by
Nannally Johnson.

William Goetz and Leo Spitz have approved a pre-selling ad-
vertising budget of more than $200,000 to cover the late Spring
release of "It's A Pleasure" (Sonja Henie-Michael O'Shea). This
budget brings the total for International's first four releases to

?9G5,000 for advertising and exploitation.

With Gary Cooper's "Along Came Jones" completed, there will
be no production by this unit until March when "Tomorrow Is
Forever," with Claudette Colbert, Orson Welles and George Brent,
starts production under David Lewis, Irving Pichel directing.

FILM BULLETIN



20th CENTURY-FOX
Plan J are already under way for the 30th anniversary celebra-

tion to be held during April. An anniversary year trailer is being

prepared for exhibitors and complete tieups with trades, movie

magazines, newspapers and radio have already been set in motion.

In keeping with this ballyhoo program for the studio 16 fea-

tures have been set for release during the first seven months of

1945. Already out are '"Keys of the Kingdom," "The Fighting

Lady," and "The Way Ahead." In February comes "Hangover

Square" and "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn." March brings "Thunder-

head, Son of Flicka" and "Circumstantial Evidence." For April

there will be "A Royal Romance," "Molly and Me" and the pop-

ular-price release of "Song of Bernadette." May will see "Dia-

mond Horseshoe " and "The Bull Fighters." In June there will

be "Where Do We Go From Here?" and "Colonel Effingham's

Raid." July brings "Nob Hill" and "Two-Faced Quilligan."

Producer William Perlberg has nine productions on his pro-

duction schedule, two already completed, one in work and six in

preparation. "Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe" and "Where Do
We Go From Here?" are already finished. "State Fair" (Dana

Andrews-Jeanne Crain) is in work. "Junior Miss" (Peggy Ann
Garner), "The Band Wagon," "Forever Amber," "Jean Valjean,"

"Claudia and David" and "Another Claudia" are in various stages

of preparation and are all pencilled in on the 1945 schedule for

Producer Perlberg.

Following the current trend of building young talent, 20th

Century-Fox is placing more emphasis on its building of new
players. All producers, directors and the entire talent department

are coordinating on a program of developing available material

to the point of star potentiality whenever it is possible. To tie in

with this plan, the studio producers stage plays at a local little

theatre in which many of their young unknowns are given a

chance to display their wares. Faye Marlowe, Kevin O'Shea.

Charles Russell, Scott Elliott, Jackie Paley and Jane Ball are

some of the young players who won themselves good screen roles

in 20ch productions after initiation by the stage-performance

loute. This seems a valuable idea. Even though, the discovery

of a great personality is needie-in-the-hay stack routine, the effort

is worth the result, for talent must be seen to be recognized.

Ruth McKenney, author of "My Sister Eileen," has sold an
original titled "Maggie," to 20th for early production. Jeanne
Crain has been set for the star part.

This studio has hit a high production peak with six films in

work. Holdover productions are: "Colonel Effingham's Raid"
(Joan Bennett-William Eythe), "Captain Eddie" (Fred MacMur-
ray-Lynn Bari) and "State Fair" (Dana Andrews-Jeanne Crain).

New productions are: "Caribbean Mystery" (James Dunn-Sheila
Ryan), "Two-Faced Quilligan" (William Bendix-Joan Blondell)

and "The Dolly Sisters" (Betty Grable-John Payne).

At the beginning of February, the 1944-45 schedule is already

one-third completed. Ten productions are finished and either in

release or soon to go.

UNITED ARTISTS
David O. Selznick, who is starting Niven Busch's "Duel In

The Sun" this week, has just purchased another book from the

same author for production by Dore Schary. "Duel In The Sun"
is being done in Technicolor with Jennifer Jones, Gregory Peck.
Lionel Barrymore and Lillian Gish in the chief roles. King Vidor
is directing.

Jules Levey has announced a set budget of $2,300,000 to cover
the production of two films during 1945. The first of these will be

"The Homesteaders" in which Randolph Scott will star. The
second property has not as yet been announced.

If the current idea for the premiere of "Story of G. I. Joe,"

just completed by Lester A. Cowan, materializes, there will be a
100-city premiere of the film tied up with Associated Press, King
Features, United Press and the NPA and a percentage of the
proceeds from the premiere will be set aside as a fund for return-
ing newsmen and correspondents.

FEBRUARY 5. 1945

A new UA unit has been organized by Fred MacMurray and

Leslie Fenton under the name of Mutual Pictures. Its first ven-

ture will be a comedy written by Patterson McNutt to be pro-

duced this Spring.

Mary Pickford has announced the formation of a stock com-

pany made up of young New York stage players and likely Holly-

wood talent. When "One Touch of Venus" goes into production

in June, these newcomers will be given their chance. Kurt Weill

has been signed to write additional music for the picture version.

Three pictures in production on the lot. The new one is Bene-

dict Bogeaus' "Captain Kidd" (Charles Laughton-Randolph Scott-

Barbara Britton-Gilbert Roland) on a budget of $1,500,000. Still

going are: Skirball's "Guest Wife" (Claudette Colbert-Don

Ameche) and "Paris Underground," the Constance Bennett pro-

duction with the producer co-starred with Gracie Fields. Casting

on this picture has proved a problem since Miss Bennett insists

upon authentic accents for even minor players. Gregory Ratoff

is directing.

UNIVERSAL
Five pictures in work at the studio. Felix Jackson has opened

production on the next Deanna Durbin film, "Lady On A Train,"

a mystery film, with Ralph Bellamy and David Bruce sharing

the leading roles with Miss Durbin. Also in work is "Invitation

to Death" (Basil Rathbone-Nigel Bruce), another of the Sherlock

Holmes stories. "The Naughty Nineties" is the next Abbott and

Costello vehicle which is the first film in which the two do not

work as a team. "That's The Spirit" (Jack Oakie-Peggy Ryan)

continues in production. Also still going is Walter Wanger's

Technicolor film, "Night In Paradise," in which Merle Oberon

and Turhan Bey are featured.

Dorothy Hughes, author of "The Fallen Sparrow" and "The

Blackbirder," has been signed by Producer Islin Auster to write

the screen adaptation of "The Black Angel." This property was
recently purchased by the studio from the author, Cornell Wool-

rich. It was a Crime Club selection last year. Woolrich, who also

uses the name of William Irish, was the author of "Phantom

Lady," one of Universal's 1944 mystery films.

WARNER BROS.
Five productions will be started during February on this lot.

' Danger Signal," with Zachary Scott. Bruce Bennett and Rose-

mary DeCamp cast thus far, is set to go. "Too Young To Know"
will have Joan Leslie, Robert Hutton and Dolores Moran.

"Shadow of a Woman" is scheduled with Alexis Smith. Helmut
Dantine and Craig Stevens, although at this writing Alexis Smith

is on suspension from the studio. Bette Davis' next, "Stolen Life,"

is to start this month, as is "Night and Day," the Cole Porter

story with Cary Grant and Monty Woolley as the only announced

castings thus far. Michael Curtiz will direct the latter film.

Ida Lupino gets the top role, played on the stage by Elizabeth

Bergner, in "The Two Mrs. Carrolls." Zachary Scott will have

the male lead. Barbara Stanwyck, originally set for the Bergner

role, goes instead into the top spot in "Fountainhead."

A newspaper and trade paper advertising budget that will

exceed normal expenditures by $200,000 is announced by Warner
Bros, for "Hotel Berlin," which Jack L. Warner is rushing for

release to take advantage of its timeliness. With Russian units

nearing the German capital, "Hotel Berlin" Warner expects it to

be as well-timed as "Casablanca."

In addition to the special advertising budget for newspapers
and trade publications, exploitation funds have been ear-marked
for key city campaigns by the Warner field men. Equipped with
advance exploitation folders, the field exploitation force started
out last week to plan advance roto, magazine and Sunday
material.

Warner releases run this way: Feb. 17, "Objective Burma";
March 3, "Roughly Speaking"; March 17, "Hotel Berlin"; April 7.

"God Is My Co-Pilot."

Only two pictures in work at press time: "Mildred Pierce"
(Joan Crawford-Jack Carson) and "Three Strangers" (Geraldine
Fitzgerald-Sydney Greenstreet).
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COLUMBIA
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (27)

Completed ( 9)
Completed ( 1)

In Production (6)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
KISS AND TELL
Comedy—Started January 18
Cast: Shirley Temple, Walter Abel, Katherine Alexander, Mary

Phillips, Darryl Hickman, Porter Hall, Scott Elliott, Vir-
ginia Welles, Scott McKay, Edna Holland, Katherine Card.

Director: Richard Wallace Producers: Sol Siegel, George
Abbott, F. Hugh Herbert

Story: A teen-age girl's troubles begin when a visit for her young sister-in-
law to the local obstetrician is misconstrued. The comedy of errors

BOSTON BLACKIE BOOKED ON SUSPICION
Mystery Drama—Started January 23
Cast: Chester Morris, Lynn Merrick, Steve Cochran, Richard

Lane, George E. Stone, Frank Sully.
Director: Arthur Dreifuss

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rinnlng Time

IN PRODUCTION
Fighting <« Loder-Louise

Z1 Dunne-Knox
a na '"' e Frazee-Uoyd

A Thousand and One Nights (T) Wilde-Keyes

.12-11.

. . . -22

.

. .1-22.

.11-13.

1943-44

COMPLETED
. .Lukas-Chrlstlans ..11-15.
.Naish-Patterson

. Kyser-Miller .5-15.

.J'Brien-Landls

.Foch-Brldgei .

.4-3.

.1-10.

.3-20.

.6-12

Address Unknown (72)
Batman, The (Serial)

Carolina Blues

Detalli under title: Battleship " Blues
Cry of the Werewolf (65) Massen-Crane ...

Details under title: Bride of the Vampire
Desert Hawk (Serial) Roland-Marls ....
E»* «« v«n" Hunter-Savage . .

Details onder title: Beauty for Sale
The Impatient Years (91) Arthur-Bowman . .

Kansas City Kitty Davis-Bob Crosby .

Last Horseman. The (54) Hayden-Willis ...
Details ender title: Suicide Ranee

L
H
0,h|W»"wrl<« Canon-Lane ....
Mr. Winkle Goes To War (80) Robinson-Donaldson 1-10.
One Mysterious Night (65) Morris-Carter 6-12

-Jf**"* w*r
..
WM«i BWon Blaekle's Appilntment with Death

Robin Hood of the Range (57) Starrett- Harris ....9-21.
Details ender title: Hall to the Ranters

Secret Command (80)
Details under title: Pllebuek

She's a Soldier, Too
Details under title: Soldiers in Slacks

Soul of a Monster (63) Hobart-Macready
Details under title: Death Walks Alone

Swing In the Saddle Frazee-Summerv.lle
They Live In Fear Krnoer-Parrlsh 3-s

Detail, under title: America's Children
6-

U-Boat Prisoner (65) Bennett-Rolf 4-17.

1944-45
Black Arrow (Serial) Scott-Jergens 9-4.
Both Barrels Blazing Starrett-Hardlng ....6-26.

Details onder title: Texas Rifles

Brenda Starr, Reporter Woodbury-Richmond
Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athens . . .

Crime Doctor's Courage Baxter-Brooke
Details onder title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)

Cyclone Prairie Rangers Starrett-Worth . .

Danelng In Manhattan Brady-Donnell
Fadie Was a Lady Miller
Escape in the Fog Wrlght-Foch . . .

Eve Knew Her Apples Millcr-Wr ghl

f
Guy. A Gal and A Pal MerrickHunter

I Love A Mystery BannonFoch
Lawless Empire StarreM-Uw
Leave It to 8londle Singleton-Lake
Let's Go Steady Parrish-Moran
Mark of The Whistler. The (61) Dix-Carter

Details onder title: Dormant Account
Rough. Tough and Ready Morris- Rogers

D«tail< unn-.r title: Men ol the Dero

..6-1.

.7-16.
.9-26.

.7-13.
. . .8-3.

. .9-22.

.7-29.

..7-20.

.6-29.

..8-17.

.5010

.5120
.5011

.5027. . .9-18

.5140
12-11

.5002. .10-16

.5012

.5028. ......

.5019
.5007 9-4

.5033. .11-13

.5206

.5008. . .6-26

.5040

.5026. . .10-2

.5221

.5043

.5037. . .9-18

10-2. . .1-26.
.6-14. . .9-21.
11-13. . .2-27.

.7-26. .11-9.

.8-21. .12-28

.94.. .1-18.
12-25
.7-24

11-27 3-6.
11-13 . 1-25.
10- 16
11- 13.
10- 16
.8-17

11-27

.2-22
.1-4.

11-2

Meet Miss Bobby Socks Crosby- Merrick .

Missing Juror, The Carter-Banon

Details under title: Tomorrow You Die

Counterattack Muni-Chapman
Raiders of Quanti Basin Starrett- Matthews

Power of The Whistler, The Dix-Carter

Renegade Roundup Slarrett-Bliss

Return of Durango Kid starrett-Stevens .

Rockin' in the Rockies Hughes-Kirby
Rough Rid in' Justice starrett- Bates

Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen

Sergeant Mike Parks- Bates ...

Shadows In the Night Baxter- Foch ...
Details onder title: Crime Doctor's Rcndczious

She's a Sweetheart (61) Frazee-Parks

Details under title: Hello, Mom
Sing Me a Song of Texas Lane-Tomlin
Snno tn Remember, A (T) (113) Muni-Oberon

Details under title: At Night We Dream
Strange Affair, A (78) Joslyn-Keyes ...

Tahiti Nights O'Brien-Malthews

Details under title: Song of Tahiti

Together Again (100) Dunne-Boyer ...

Details under title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Every Night (T) Hayworth-Blair.

Unwritten Code, The Neal-Savage . . .

Details under title: The Unknown
Youth on Trial Collins-Reed . . .

Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

6-12
.12-11
. .4-17

12-21. . .6203.
.6-10. . .11-9. . .6033

. .5-1. .10-19. . .6021.

.8-21. . .12-7. 6032.

.7-24. .12-22. . .6003. .12-11

6-10. .10-26. . .6035.

10-30. .1-11. . .6041.

M6?RO-<SOLD WYI
1944-45 Features Completed (32) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast

[N PRODUCTION
Harvey Girls, The (T) Garland-Hodiak . . .

Her Highness and the Bellboy Lamarr-Walker ...

Weekend at the Waldorf Turner-Jjhnson

Yolanda and the Thief (T) Astaire-Bremer

.1-22.

12-25.
11-27.

1-22.

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. SEVEN

1943-44

Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble (107) Rooney-Stone

Gaslight (114) Bergman-Boyer
Meet the People (100) Ball-Powell
Three Men In White (85) Barrymore-Johnson
Two Girls and a Sailor (126) Johnson-Allyson

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Bathing Beauty (T) (103) Skelton- Williams .

Details onder title: Mr. Co-Ed
Cantervllle Ghost, The (96) Launhton-O'Brien

ANNrVERSARY SPECIALS

SPECIAL
Tunisian Victory (80) Documentary

RE-ISSUES
Billy the Kid (T) raylor
Big Store, The Marx Bros. . .

Christmas Carol. A Barrymore ...
Com. Lira with Mo Lamarr- Stewart
Eseago Shearer-Taylor
Flight Command Taylor
6» West Marx Bros. .

Lets Crazy Loy-Powell . .

Northwest Passage (T) Tracy
Third Finger, Laft Hand Loy-Douglas

.7-26. .5-44. . . .424. .4-1

.8-23. .5-44. . . .425. .5-1

.7-12. .5-44. . . .426. .4-1

12-27

.

.6-44. . . .427. .5-1

. 9-20

.

.6-44. . . .428. . .5-

. .9-6. .7-44. . . .429. .6-2

.8-23. .7-44.

.

. .430. .6-1

11-15. .8-44.

.

. .500.. .7-2

. 6-28

.

.6-44. . ..491.. .3-2

1944-45

BLOCK NO. NINE
6014 American Romance, An (T) (151) . . . .Donlevy-Richards . . .4-19. .11-44. . . .510. .7-

Details under title: America
Barbary Coast Gent (87)

. . . .3-6. .9-44. . .502. . .1

Details under title: Gold Town
6024 '.

!

!

Kismet (T) (100)
. . . .9-6. . 10-44 .

.

. .506.
Lost In a Harem (89) . . . .Abbott-Costello . ....4-3. .12-44. . . 509

.

. Maisie Goes To Reno (90) . . . .Sothern-Hodiak . ....4-3. .9-44.

.

. .504. .8
6039.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

Marriage Is a Private Affair (115) . . . . . .Turner-Hodiak . .11-29. 10-44. . . . 505

.

.8

6022. . 1-22 Mrs. Parklngton (124) . . . .Garson-Pidgeon . . .3-20. .11-44. . .507. .9

Naughty Marietta (80) . . . .MacDonald-Eddy .Reissue. 11-44.

.

. .508..
The Seventh Cross (111) . . . .Tracy-Hasso . .12-13. . .9-44. . .501. .7

Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh
. . . Reissue. .9-44.

.

..503..

FILM BULLETI



. Dorn-Astor

. Laurel-Hardy

Arnold-Royal

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69)

Nothing But Trouble (69)

Main St. After Dark (57)

Oetails under title: Telltale Hands

Thin Man Goes Home (101) Pcwell-Loy

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-Johnson

This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason

Music (or Millions (120) O'Brien- 1 turbi

SPECIAL
Meet M« in St. Louis (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter ...

NOT DESIGNATED
Anchors Awclgh (T) Kelly-Sinatra . . .

AI.er Ego .Thaxter-Daniils

Clock, The Garland-Walker

Gentle Annie (80) Era;g-Reed

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor .

Details under title: The Home Front

Hidden Eye. The Arnold-RalTerty

Hoi J High the Torch (T) E. Taylor-Lassie

Our Vines Have Tender Grapes O'Brien-Robinson .

Picture ot Dorian Gray Sanders-Hatfield

Son of Lassie (T) Lawlord-Lanchester

Keep Your Powder Dry Turner- Peters

Details under title: Women's Army

Thrill of a Romance (T> Johnson-Williams

.515.
8-21
5-28

.5-29

.6-26.
11-27.
.8-21.

.
8-21

.

.
.2-7.

516 .11-27
.519 12-11

.514. .12-11

.513. .11-27

.318 12-25

.517 1-8

515 12-25

12-11.

10-16

. .3-6.

.5-29.

Twice Blessed

Va'ley of Deci

Without Love

Zlegfeld Folllei

Wilde-Craig

.Garson-Peck

.Tracy-Hepburn
Astaire-Ball . .

8-21.

12-11.
.9-18.

10-31

OCR A M
1944-45 Features

\\'esterns

(34)

(12)

Completed (17)

Completed ( 7)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
RADIO MYSTERY
Charlie Chan Mystery—Started January 17

Cast: Sidney Toler, Mantan Moreland, Benson Fong, Jack Nor-

ton, Robert Homans, Reid Kilpatrick, Helen Devereii,

Janet Shaw, Charles Jordan, Virginia Brissac, Harry Brad-
ley, Victoria Faust, William Gould, I. Stanford Jolley.

Director: Phil Rosen Producer: James S. Burkett

Story: Chan *olv.-s series of murders in radio station tied in with govern-
ment Radar experiments.

COUNTY FAIR
East Side Kids Feature—Started January 26
Cast: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Billy Benedict, Bud Gorman,

Minerva Urecal.
Director: Wallace Fox Producer: Sam Katzman-Jack Dietz
story: Kids bring race horse to their Club House with comically disastrous

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast

1943-44

NOT DESIGNATED
Are These Our Parents? Vinson -Talbot ...

Details under title: Are These Your Parents?
B|ack Magic Toler-Dell

Details under title: Murder Chamber
Block Busters (59) East Side Kids
Call of the Jungle Corlo-Bush
Golden Trail, The Brown-Hatton . . .

Johnnie Doesn't Live Here Any More Simon-Ellison . . .

Land ot Outlaws Brown-Hatton
Details under title: Fool's Gold

Law Men (53) Brown-Hatton
Leave It To the Irish Dunn-McKay
Marked Trails Gibson-Steele
Oh, What a Night! Lowe-Rambeau ...

Details under title: Girl Next Door
Rangs Law Brown-Hatton . . .

ketirn of the Ape Man (—) Logosl-Carradine
Senora Stagecoach Sibson-Steele
Three of a Kind Gilbert-Howard
"tah Kid Gibson-Steele

Oetails under title: Trigger Law
West of the Rio Grande Brown-Hatton

1944-45

Adventures of Kitty O'Day Parker-Cookson . . .

Details under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through
*'*sk» Taylor-Lindsay . . .

Army *'»es Rambeau-Knox . . .

Bowery Champs (62) East Side Kids . .

Details under title: Muggs Meets a Deadline
China's Little Devils Carey-Kelly
The Cisco Kid Comes Through Renaldo-Lane ...
Cisco Kid Returns Renaldo-Kenyon . .

Details under title: Case of the Missing Medico
Crazy Knights Gilbert-Howard . . .

Docks of New York Gorcey-Hall
Details under title: Murder in the Famih

Enemy of Women Woods-Dell
John Dillinger L. Tierney
Ghtlst G»" s Brown-Hatton . . .

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs
G. I. Honeymoon Storm-Cookson . . .

Gun Smoke Brown-Hatton ...
Jade Mask. The Toler-Manton ....

Details under title: Mystery Mansion

12-13.
12-13.
.6-12.

.

.1-10.
.4-3.

.

5-29. .

.4-17. .

..5-6.
.8-26.

.9-30.
. .9-2.

.9-18

.6-1.2

.4-17

.4-17 . . . .7-1 5-29
10-18. . .6-24
..2-7... 6-10
..5-1... 7-22

8-26

.5-1. 8-5

.
5-1.. 12-22

. .8-7. . .1-12.

.6-12. .12-29.

.7-10. .12-23.
11-13
.8-21.... 2-9.

11-10.
10-16. . .2-23.

.9-18... 2-16.

. .10-2

. .9-18
.9-18. . .1-26.

Law of the Valley Brown-Hatton

Model Murder, The Weaver-Lowery

Navajo Trails Srown-Holt

Details under title: The Texas Terror

Shadow of Suspicion (68) Weaver-Cookson

Details under title: Baby Shoes
Song of the Range Wakely- Moore

Details under title: Saddle Pals

Stranger Irom Santa Fc Rrown-Hatton

There Goes Kelly Moran- McKay

Details under title: Mako Way for Kelly

For ver You s
Storm-Smith

Details under title: They Shall Have Faith

A Wave, A Wae. A Marine Eilers-Youngman

When Strangers Marry Hunter Jagger

Details under title: I Married a Stranger

.7-24 .11-4.

. .12-11.
.10-16. '.'.l-S.

6-26 .12-15.

9-18

.
.1-22

.
.11-27.

.
8-7 .1-26.

.
.5-17. .11-3.

.
.5-29. 11-24

PARAMOUNT
1943-44 Features
1944-45 Features

Completed (32)

Completed (36)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast Details

IN PRODUCTION

COMPLETED

Lamm
Hutto

1943-44

1-8

.1-8

Lamour-MacMurray .5-17.

Stanwyck- M Murray 10-18.
12-13
.1-25.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
And the Angels Sings (96)
Double Indemnity (106)
Gambler'i Choice (65) Morrs-Kelly

Henry Aldrleh Plays Cupid (65) Lydon-Smith . .

The Hitler Gang (100) Watson-Pope ..

BLOCK NO. SIX
Great Moment (79) McCrea-F.eld

Details under title: Triumph Over Pain

Hail the Conquering Hero (101) Bracken-Ra n<s

Henry Aldrich's Little Secret (73) Lydon-Mortimcr

Details under title: Henry Aldrleh Rotka the Cradle

I Love a Soldier (105) "ioddard-Tufts

Details onder title: When I Cone Back

Take It Big (74) Haley-Hitliard

SPECIAL
City That Stopped Hitler (58).

.4321.

.4325.

.4324.

.4322.

.4320.

.4329.

. 4327

.

.Russian Documentary

my Way (130) C-osby-Stevens

Lady In th* Dark (T) (100) Rogers-Milland

Story of Dr. Wassell (T) (140) Cooper-Day

.8-23.

.12-28.

. .7-12.

. .4-17.

.11-29.
. . .9-6.

.10-18.
12-13.

1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dark Mountain (57) Lowery-Drew ..

National Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (81)... Lynn-Russell

Rainbow Island <T) (93) Lamour-Sullivan

Till We Meet Again (88) Milland-Britton

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Young 12-27.

Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine-OeCordova 5-31.

Man in Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker 11-1.
Ministry of Fear (84) Milland-Reynolds .

7-26.

One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly 1-10.

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman ...7-13.
Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brcoks .. . 8-21.
Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly 7-10.
Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton ....5-15.
Practically Yours (90) Colbert-MacMurray ..2-7.

REISSUE
Sign of th

.4331.

.433;.

.4336.
4337.

.4405.

.4403.

.4404.

. 4401

.4402

.6-12

.6-12

.9-20
. .3-6

.2-21

. .5-1

.4407. .10-30

.4410. .10-30

.4409. .10-30

.4413. . .7-20

.4412. .1?-2t

.4415. .12-2"*

.4411. .12-25

.4414. .12-25

(118) .Colbert-March

NOT OBSIGNATED
A Medal for Benny Lamour-Cordova ..

Affairs of Susan, The Fontaine-Brent
Bring On the Girls (T) Lake-Tofts
Duffy's Tavern Gardner-Reynolds .

Good Intentions Bracken-Lake
One Exciting Night Gargan-Savage . . .

Details under title: Hard to Handle
High Man. The Lowery-Brooks . . .

Incendiary Blonde (T) Hutton-Cordova

Kitty Goddard-Milland

Lost Weekend. The Milland-Wyman
Love Letters Jones-Cottcn ....
Miss Susie Slagle's lufts-Lake

Murder, He Says MacMurray-Main
Oil of This World Bracken-Lynn . . .

Rhythm Raneh Haley- H 111 lard . . .

Road to Utopia, The Crosby-Hope-Lamoor
Salty O'Rnurke LaHd-Russell

Scared Stiff Haley-Savage
Two Year. Before the Mast Ladrf-Oonlerv

Unseen, The McCrea-Rissell ..

Details under title: Fear

Virginian, The McCrea-Britton

.6-26.
11-13.
.1-10.
.10-2.
12-11.
12-25.

10-16.
11- 15.
.6-12.

10-31.
10-31.
.9-18.
..5-1.

.7-10.

.11-1.
12-13.
. .9-4.

1944-15 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 9)

11-27.

In Production (3)

In Production (0)
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NEW PRODUCTIONS
UNDERCOVER GIRL
Mystery-Comedy—Started January 24
Cast: Mary Beth Hughes, Hugh Beaumont. Edmund MacDonald,

Claudia Drake.
Director: Sam Neufleld Producers: Alexander-Stern

r
'

"bMauae IT*
*'h,'' tos

.'

?

1>llei
(

k»Pt from marrying the man she loves

A STRANGER IN THE FAMILY
Mystery—Started January 25
Cast: J. Edward Bromberg, Frank Jenks, Lorell Sheldon, Eric

Sinclair, Isabel Randolph.
Director: Al Herman Producers: Martin Mooney-Al Herman
Story: A publisher ta murdered by an ex-convict. Blame falls on rival.

RELEASE CHART
Tltle-ltbnnln, Tim. Cast „„„„ „„ „0
IN PRODUCTION

Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) Lowc-.'oyce

COMPLETED
.1-22.

1943-44 —
. .O Brien-Newil

. .Crabbe-Judge

Brand of the Devil

Contender, The (65)
Details under title: Ringside

f ITTh,
0'^ Carlson-Gibson

.

e" M
Wn Crabbe-St. John.

Machine Gun Mama Armirta-iaR,,,
Details onder title: Mexican Fiesta

'

Minstrel Man (69) Fields-George ..
Rustlers Hideout Crabbe-St. John
Seven Doors To Death (64) Chandler-Clyde

.

spook Town
O'Brien-Newill

Details under title: Ghost Town
"

Valley of Vengeance (—) Crabbe-St John

EST '
,

(6
V r • • -Carradine-wr^n

When the Lights Go On Again (74) Lydon-Mitchell

1944-45
Bluebeard (70) Carradine-Parker
Castle of Crimes (60) Kent-Churchill .

Dixie Jamboree (71) $Z2^ "
Details under title: Dixie Steam Boat

l°* ' sland
Atw;il-Douglas

Tho Carter's Den Crabbe-S.. John
Gangsters of the Frontier (56) Ritter-0 Brien ..
Great Mike, The (73) Erwin. Henry

Oetaiis under title: At the Post
His Brother's Ghost Crabbe-St. Join .

Hollywood and Vine
. . Ellison-McKay

m From Arkansas (68) Ajhian-Sommerville
1 Accuse My Parents (68) Hughes-Meeker ..
The Kid Sister Pryor-Clark
Man Who Walked Alone. The .' >Br;tn-Aldrich"

'

Deta.ls onder title: You Can't Stop Romasce
Marked for Murder O'Brien-Ritter . . .

Oath of Vengeance (58) Crabbe-S. John
Th Ph.mtnm n( 4?nd Street O'Brien-Aldrich
Rogues Gallery (60) jenks-Warner
Spell of Amy Nugent. The Farr-Lindsay
Shadows of Death Crabbe-S:. John

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Strange Illusion Eilers-Lydon
<wing Hostess (76) .Tilton-Collins ...
Whispering Skulls r.Kier-O'Brien
Town Went Wild. The (77) bartholomew-Ho-'ton
Wild H«rse Phantom Crabbe-St. John .

Details under title: Phantom nt Wild Valley »

..5-1... 7-30.
.3-20. . .5-10.

.5-15. . .8-10.

.5-29. . .7-25.

.4-17.
. .8-18.

.

.416.

.465.

.421.

5-5.

.

6-10.
.6-26. .10-23.

. .6-12. .11-10.
Foreign. . 12-22.
..11-13
.10-31. .12-29.

...2-7... 8-15.

11-13. . .2-15.

. .1-22

9-21

.

. .7-24. .11-15.

. .404. . .6-26

.166
. .417. .11-27
.457

.464
.415... 6-26
.415. .10-2

.10-31.

. .11-4.

. .2-6.

.3-15.

.12-11

"l'-22

.12-6.

.2-10.

.3-24.

12-29.
.8-7. .12-15.

8-21. .10-28.
.

.1-22

. .1-8

.509. .11-15

.507.
' 11-27

RE PUBLIC
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (35)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (1)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BELLS OF ROSARITA
Western-Musical—Started January 17
Cast: Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes. Dale Evans, Adele

Mara, Sons of the Pioneers. Robert Mitchell Boychoir and
Wild Bill Elliott, Don "Red" Barry, Robert Livingston
Allan Lane, "Sunset" Carson.

Director: Frank McDonald Assoc. Producer: Eddy Whitei(>:\. UOWboy Actor on location runs into real situation to help a girl saveher r.-inch end b«r ctrerjs from unscrupulous men.
Sa e

FEDERAL OPERATOR No. 99
Serial—Started January 18
Cast: Martin Lament, Helen Talbot, George J. Lewis, Earl NorthLorna Gray.
Directors: Wallace Grissell, Spencer Bonnet, Yakima Canutt.

«,„,,.. v, Assoc. Producer: Ronald Davidson

DESPERADOES OF DAKOTA
Rc'l Rvder Western— Started January 24
Cn t: Bill Elliott, Bobby Blake, Alice Fleming, Ian Keith

Srv
Ct
^;,^, Se

,

,

,

a
r
der Assoc. Producer; R. G. Springsten

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast Details

IN PRODUCTION
New Faces of 1945 Dowd-Duke 1-8

completed
1943-44

Black Hills Express (55) Barry-Heath 5-17..
Call ot the Rockies Burnette-Carson 4-3..
Call ot the South Seas (59) Lane-Henry
Comin' Round the Mountain Autry-Burnette . .

Cowboy and the Senorita (78) Rogers-Evans ...
Death Valley Manhunt (55) Elliott-Jeffreys ..
Fugitive from Senora (55) Barry-Merrick ...
Girl Who Dared Grey-Cookson
Good Night, Sweetheart (67) Livingston-Terry
Haunted Harbor (Serial) Aldridge-Richmond
Jamboree (71) Byron-Terr,
Lights of O.d Santa Fe Rogers-Evans
Man From Frisco (91) B'Shea-Shirley
Melody Trail (— ) Autry-Burnette . .

Port of 40 Thieves (58) Bachelor-Powers
Ride, Ranger, Ride Aubrey-Burnette . .

San Fernando Valley (74) Rogers-Evans
Secret of Scotland Yard (68) Barrier-Bachelor .

Silent Partner Henry-Withers ...
Song of Nevada (75) Rogers-Evans . . .

Storm Over Lisbon (86) Ralston-Arlen . . .

Details under title: Candlelights In Lhbon
Strangers In the Night Terry-Grey

Details under title: House of Terror

That's My Baby (68) Arlen-Drew
Details under title: Anything for a Laugh

Three Little Sisters Lee-Terry

Tiger Woman (Serial 1298) Sterling-Lewis . .

Tucson Raiders, The (55) Elliott-Hayes

Yellow Rose of Texas (69) Rogers-Evans

1944-45
Atlantic City (86) Moore-Taylor
Behind the Ships Randolph-O'Malley
Big Bonanza (68) Arlen-Frazee
Big Show-Off (70) Lake-Evans

Details under title: Next Comes Love
Bordertown Trails Carson-Burnette ...
Brazil (91) Bmce-Guizar
Cheyenne Wildcat Ell.ott-Fleming . . .

Chicago Kid Barry-Rober.s . . .

Code of the Prairie 3jrnctte-Carson
Daring Holiday, A Horton-George ...
Earl Carroll's Vanities O'Keefe-Moore ...
End of the Road (51) Norris-Storey ....

Details under title: Man of Mystery

. . .3-6.

Reissue.

. .1-24.

...5-3..

...7-1..
, .4-17. .

..3-20.
..5-1..
..1-24.
. .7-24.

. . 1-24

.

Reissue. .

Reissue .

.
.5-29.

. . .4-3. .

5-15. .

. .2-7. .

.2-21.

.2-21.

.7 28.

.5-12.
.9-25.

. .5-5.

.11-3.

.7-14.
. .6-1.

.8-13.

. .9-1.

.9-15.

.7-26.

..6-9.

. .8-5.

10-16.

7-31.
5-27.
.5-24.
.6-24.

. .362
. .356

. . .319. . .8-2

.3305
, ..342...4-V,
. .375
..361
. .322
. .320. . .6-2i

. .384 I

. .316. . .4-1

. .346. .11-2 '

. .318. . .5-1;

.3304
|

. .324.

.3306.
.345. .

.10-:

..321...7-K
. .317.
. .344.
. .323. . .9-11

.326..

. .328.

.325.

.

.383.

.

.3311... 6-1:

..343... 5-2!

.5-15. . .8-11.

. .6-26. .11-30.

.6-12. . .9-30.

. .10-2
.6-26. . .10-6.

.10-16

.11-13

. .7-10. .11-10.

.451
. .405. .11-:

.3314

Fatal Witness 1-22

Flame of Barhary Coast Wavne-Dvorak . . . .7-24. .'.i'-ii!

Armstronn-Bachelor 12-25

. .Reissue. .10-15. . .3307

Great Flamarion. The (78) VonStroheim-Hu ghes 10-16
.

-18The Great Staoecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming

Grissly's Millions (72) . Grey-Kelly :-is
9-18

.1-16. ...VoV.'.i

11-27
irlen-Walker . . . .11-27.

Lake Placid Serenade (85) . . 8-21

.

. 12-23

.

.' 406 .'..'.I

Lnnfl Texas Ranker Elliott-Fleming . .12-11

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey . .10-16.
3-6.

.3-18.
. .7-2.

. .482

.3312

My Buddy (69) Barry-Roberts 6-26. .10-12. . .403. .10-

The Phantom Sneaks . Arlen-Roberts 10-31.
Return At Dawn
Road To Alcatraz

T.-r-.R-herts

Lowery-Storey

1-22

.

1-8.

4-17. . 7-20

.

'. .'461.' .' .'
.'

Details under title: Red Gulch

San Antonio Kid

Renegades
Elliott-Blake .

5-29. . .8-16. . .3313

Sheriff of Cimarron

Sheriff of Las Vegas

Carson-Stirling

Elliott-Blake .

. . .12-25.

7-24.

.

12-31
.

'.

.3316.'.'."

Lane-Stewart 5-29. . .11-7. . . 463
Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown

£arly-Clark . .

. lane-Stewart . .

Taylor-Frazee

.8-12
.
.401. . . .9

Song of Miss Julie, The . . .10-16.

Stagecoach to Monterey

Details under title: Marshal of Monterey
. .

.4-17
. . .

9-15'.
.

..462""'

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry . .12-25.

Michael-Gordon . .
.11-27.

Neal-Mara . . . . . . .9-4. . 12-23
.

'. .408 .
'. '. '. ".

j

.Allan Lane . . . 10-2. .

D.irwell- Kennedy . .12-25.

.

Rogers-Evans . . . . .12-11.

.

Abbott-Stewart .
10-16

Lewis-Stirling 8-21. .12-16. .

.'481.'.'.'.'.'

'M * ||

1944-45 Features Comp leted (31) In I'roducHon (5) J

NEW PRODUCTIONS
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS OF 1945
Musical Comedy—Started January 20
Cast: Joan Davis, Jack Haley. Phillip Terry, Martha Hollii

Gene Krupa and Band, Ethel Smith.
Director: Felix Feist Producers: Nat Hold and George Whi|]
Story: Broadway showgirl falls in love with young man-about-town and

actor nt the same lime. Has a problem making up her mind

MAN ALIVE
Comedy—Started January 22
Cast: Pat O'Brien, Adolph Menjou, Rudy Vallee, Ellen Dre|
Director: Ray Enright Producer: Robert Felloy
Story: a spiritualist wile and doubting husband get Into trouble whenman is rnporte.i a « a suicide. Takes convincing to make t

realize her returning husband is in the Best] and not a splr

FILM BULLETI



RELEASE CHART RELEASE CHART
Titlt—Rinnlni TIM

IN PRODUCTION
nvisibl* vm,

• pjni.li Main. The (T)

hose Endearing Young Cnarir.s

COMPLETED

.11-13

.11-27.

.1-22

1943-44

7-26
451. .

.11-1

452. . .2-21

BLOCK NO. SLX
[iildersleeve's Ghost (63) Peary-Mart In

/oath Rons Wild (65) Granville-Smith .

Details ender title: Are These Our Children?

Marine Raiders (90) D'Brlen-Hissey .

light ol Adventure (65) $<jnway-Long

Details under title: One Exciting Night

klU Lively (88) • Sinatra- Mirphy .

Details under title: Manhattan Serenade

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
iride by Mistake (81) Day-Marshal ...

, Details under title: That Hunter Girl

: alcon In Mexico (70) Conway-Maris

[Heavenly Days (71) Fibber and Molly

hall in Manhattan (80) Shirley-Day ...

it lie. FIR (69) Simon-Kreuger

SPECIAL
•astal CoTBind (61) Daconentary ...

lorth Star. Thi (105) Baxter- Bren nan .

it In Arms (T) (MX) Kaye-Shore

RE-ISSUES
lata White and thi Seven Dwarfi (T) (80).. Disney Cartoon Feature 492..

1944-45
BLOCK NO. ONE

joing To Town (69) l»m 'n Abner 5-15 504.

laster Race (96) Esmond-Massen 5-29... 502.

jly Pal. Wolf (75) Moffett-Esmond 5-29... 505.

Details under title: Pumpkin Shell , , 1n „
tone But the Lonely Heart (113) irant-Wyatt 3-6 501... 10-2

rail in the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines 3-1 .303... 10-2

BLOCK NO. TWO
xperiment Perilois (91) Lamarr-Brent 7-24 310. .

12-11

'.alean in Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale 7-24 507. .E-ll

darter. My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley ....5-29 3O8. .12-11

Details under title: Farewell M> Lovely

tI R.sh The (65) Langford-Brown .. .6-12
;
0S . 10-30

levada (61) Miteh.ra-Gates . . .7-24 309.. 12-11

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East Tracy-Kelly 7-24

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley 10-16

I
Details under title: Corn* Sharr My Lov

nchanted Cottage. The

.10-2

.10-2

.10-2

Young-McGuire .

laving Wondertil" Crime fBrien-Landli ..

•an Americana Terry-Long

NOT DESIGNATED
ir-«| ra"i> Jnnes (International) Cooper-Young

Selle ol the Yikon (T) (84) Scott-Lee

prlgkton Strangler. The Loder-Diprn . .

Body Snateher. The Karloff-Lugosi

Ejsanova Brown (93) Coorer-Wright

F-,: n > ?«v .Scott-Drew

Follow Yoir Heart Haley- Jeffries

»-. , Pleasure (T) Henie-O'Shea ..

Johnny Angel Raft-Trevor

Princess and the Pirate <T) (94) Hope-Mayo

[Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature

.10-16.
. . .5-1.

. .8-21.

.11-27.
..4-3.

. .7-10.

.11-13.
.2-21.

...9-4.
.12-11.

. 8-21.

.12-11.
.5-15.

.583. .12-11

.581....80

"wo O'clock Courage -Rutherford

West of The Pecos Mitehem-Hale

Iwoman in the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett

Details under title: Once Off Guard

Wonder Man. The (T) Kaye-Mayo ....

Zoabies on Broadway Brown-Carney

2 0th CENTUR Y - FOX
1944-4.; Features Completed (27) In Proiuction (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CARIBBEAN MYSTERY
Mystery-Drama—Started January IT

Cast: James Dunn. Sheila Ryan. Eddie Ryan. Jackie Paley. Reed
Hadley. Roy Roberts. Richard Shaw. Daral Hudson. Rene
Carson.

Director: Robert Webb Producer: William Girard

Story: A buried treasure on a Caribbean island causes contest between the

owners aim erstwhile thieves.

TWO-FACED QOLLIGAN
Comedy—Started January 15

Cast: William Bendix. Joan Blondell. Phil Silvers. Anne Revere.

Mary Treen. B. S. Pulley. John Russell. Roy Roberts. Rene
Carson, Veda Ann Borg.

Director: Frank Tuttle Producer: William LeBaron
Story: A luerboat captain has two wives. When draft board uncovers the

deception, he must do away with one of his identities. He is ar-
rested for murdering his imagined self.

THE DOLLY SISTERS (Technicolor)
Musical—Started January 18

Cast: Betty Grable. John Payne, June Haver, S. Z. Sakall. Frank
Latimore. Trudy Marshall, Gene Sheldon, Ricki Van Du-
sen, Evon Thomas, Donna Jo Gribble, Sig Ruman.

Director: Irving Cummings Producer: George Jessel

Titlu—Running Tint

I.N euom ( 1 ION
Captain Eddii MacMurray-Bari ..12-11.

title: First. Last and Alw.i,:

Colonel Effingham's Raid I

State Fair (T) I

( OMPLETEO
19

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Candlelight In Algeria (85)

Eve of St. Mark, The (96)
Home In Indiana (T) (103)
Ladles In Washington (61)

Roger Tuohy. Gangster (65)

SPECIAL
Battle of Russia (80) Govern

Song of Bernadette (156)

BLOCK NO. ONE
Take It or Leave It (70)
Wing and a Prayer (97)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Dangerous Journey (73)
Greenwich Village (T) (82)

Sweet and Lowdown (75)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise. The (75)

Details under title: Good Neighbors

In the Meantime. Darling (72)

Details inder title: I Married a S

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) . .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laura (88)
Something for the Boys (T) (87)...

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier <86>
Winged Victory (130)

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137)
Way Ahead. The (115)
Fighting Lady, The (61)

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Hangover Square (77)
A Trfi Grows in Brooklyn (128) ..

NOT DESIGNATED

Mason-Lchntann Foreign ..Jnly.. . .433 .6-12

Eythe-Baxter . .9-20 . .June. . .429. 5-29

McAlllster-Brennan .9-20 . .July. . . .431. .5-29

Graham-Marshall . .1-10 . June. . . .430. .5-29

.Foster-Taylor . .4-19 . June . . .432 .5-29

.Government Documentary 1115. 11-26

. .4-5.
' 440 .2-7

944-45

.501. .7-24

.Ameche-Andrews . .2-21. August. 502 .10-2

Oennis-RoosevHt Travel Feat. Sept...

Areche-Mraida 11-15. ..Sept .

'. .505
'. ^8-21

Bari-Goodman . .

.

. . .2-7. 503. .8-21

Laurel-Hardy . . . .4-3. October .
. .506. .9-18

Crain-Latimore 1-10. October. . . . 507

.

.9-18

Woolley-Havcr .3-6. October. . .508. .10-16

.Tierney-Andrtws . . .5-1 . Nov . .509. 10-30

Miranda-O'Shea . . .5-1 . . No». . . ..510. 11-15

Baxter-Winninger . . .7-10 Dec. .
.513. .12-11

O'Brien-Crane ...6-26 . . Dec.

.

..512. .11-27

Peck-Hardwicke . . .2-7 . Jan.. . . .514. 12-25

Niven-Hontley . For. . Jan . .511.

.Gov't Documentary . Jan. .515. . .1-22

.
. °-4 . Feb.. 516. . .1-2?

McGuire-Dann ... 515 Feb.

.

. . 517

.

. . .2-5

Bell for Adano. A .11-13.
Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe (T) Grable-Haymes . .

Bull Fighters .12-11.
O'Shea-Marshall .

.11-13.
Molly and Me . .Fields-Woolley .. .11-13.

Detail' iinrlr. title - MnMy. Blrs Hsr
Nob Hill . .8-21.

. .9-18.
Of's'ls under title: Czarina

fkunderhead. Son of Flieka (T) . . . McDowell-Foster 5-15.

D« We Co From Here? (T) . . .M.icMurray-LeOie 9-4.
».'•! on (T) (153) . . .Hardwlcks-Mitchell 11-29. .

Th*

UNITED A R Tl STS
1944-45 Features Completed (28) In Production (3)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml .); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M ) ; Bogeaus
(Bog.): Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.):
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.) ; Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Bm.); Hughes (Hug.).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CAPTAIN KIDD
Psychological Mystery—Started January 15
Cast: Charles Laughton. Randolph Scott. Barbara Britton, .Gil-

bert Roland. John Carradine.
Director: Rowland Lee Producer: Benedict Bogeaus
Story: Pirate story of the 17th century telling the famed legend of Captain

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Rinilni TOM Cast Malta R.l. Rev
Gutst Wif« Colbert-Ameche ....12-11.. Ski
Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields .... 1-22 .. 'tint

COMPLETED
1943-44

Forty TIlltvM Boyd-Clyde 12-27. . .6-23. . .ShPJ
It Happened Tomorrow (84) Powell-Darnell . 10-18 4-7 Psb 4 3

Mystery Man (58) Boyd-Correll 7-26... 5-31 Shm
Details under title Thundering Heeti

StigMMeh (—> Wayat-Truw RelitM Wgr
Up In Mabel's Room (76)) O'Keefe-Reynolds ...11-29. 4-28 Sml 4-3
Voice in the Wind (84) Lederer-Gurie 5-31 .4-21 RM 3-«

Details under title: Strange Maile

1944-45
Abroad with Two Yanks (80) JJ'Keefe-Bendix 3-20 8-4. .. Sml 8-7
Bedside Manner Hassey-Carroll ....11-27 stn
Blood on the Sun Cagney-Sidney 10-31 . . . .Ciy. .

'. .'.
. .

FEBRUARY 5. 1945 29



Brewster's Millions O'Keefe-Walker

Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Leigh

Colonel Blimp (T) Livesy-Walbrook

Dark Waters (89) Oberon-Tone

Delightfully Dangerous Powell-Bellamy

Details under title: High Among the Stan

The Great Joha L Oarnell-McClure

Guest In the House (121) Baxter-Bellamy

Hairy Apt, Tho (90) Bendix-Hayward

Henry V (T) Olivier-Newton

Her Man Gilbey Wilding-Ward . .

Hold Autumn in Your Hand Scott-Field . . .

I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten

Details under title: Double Furlough

It's In the Bag Allen-Benchley

Sensations of 1945 (86) Powell-Fields ..

Mr. Emmanuel (92) Aylmer-Gynt

Outlaw, The Russell-Huston

S.nce You Went Away (171) Colbert-Cotten

Song of the Open Road (89) Bergen-Granville

Spellbound .Bergman-Peck

Details under title: House of Dr. Edwardes

Story of G. I. Joe Meredith

summer Storm (107) Sanders-Darnell

Details under title: The Metn Their Mistress

3 Is a Family (81) Ruggles-Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field .
.

2000 Women .

Robson-Calvert

Walk In the Sun Andrews-Conte .

. . .8-21 Sml

.Foreign G.F.D

. . Foreign G.F.D

5-29. .11-10. . Bog. .12-11

.7-10 Croeby

.2-21. . .12-8. . .Smg

.
.1-10. . .6-16. . .Lev.. . .5-29

.1-8

Rgs

.

. Foreign

. .9-18

...4-17.... 1-5.

. .10-16.

.

. . .12-13. . .6-30. . .Stn. . .7-10

.Foreign. . .1-19. . G.F.D. 1-22

Hug
9-20. . .8-12. . .Szk. . . /-24

.12-13.... 6-2.... Rgs.... 5-15

.7-24 Szk

.11-27 Cwn

. . .6-26. .11-23. . .Les.

.
.6-26. .12-29. . .Cow.

ireign G.F.C..

.11-13. Brn..

UNIVERSAL
Features
Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (43)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
INVITATION TO DEATH
Mystery—Started January 13

Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hillary Brooke, Henry Dan-
iell, Sally Shepard, Mathew Bolton, Eve Amber.

Producer-Director: Roy William Neill

THE NAUGHTY NINETIES
Comedy-Mystery—Started January 15
Cast: Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, Alan Curtis, Lois Collier,

Rita Johnson, Henry Travels, Joe Sawyer, Sam McDaniel.
Director: Jean Yarbrough Producers: J. Grant-E. L. Hartmann
Story: A riverboat owner loses his boat to gamblers. His friends help him

LADY ON A TRAIN
Mvstery—Started January 18
ast: Deanna Durbin, Ralph Bellamy, David Bruce, Edward Ever-

ett Horton, Allen Jenkins, Dan Duryea, Jacqueline deWit.
Director: Frank Shaw Producer: Felix Jackson

RELEASE CHART
Title—Riinlnf Tim Cait

TN PRODUCTION
That's The Spirit Ryan-Oakie
Night in Paradise (T) Oberon-Bey

COMPLETED
1943-44

Allergic to Love (64) D'Driscoll-Beerv
Details under title: Slick Chick

*

Boss of Boomtown Cameron-Tyler . .

Christmas Holiday (92) Durbin-Kelly

l
obra *oman (T) <70) Montez-Hall
Don Wlnslow of the Coast Geard (Serial) . . .Perry-Barrle

°i2 il

he T .u?
2', Raft-McDonald

"
DeUlli inder title: Three Cheers for tie Boys

°,n°t •

C
£
,C

o,
S

;

Th ' 0lsen 4 Johnson

•

S
°.'!

ety
.,

<7
?

) Abbott-Costello
.

Invisible Man's Revenge (78) Hall-Ankers
Jungle Woman (60) Acquanetta-Stone

'

P,"rr
y
i

G
£:

S,

.V
Tl"«(61> Chaney-Aqoanetta

Pardon My Rhythm (62) Jean-Knowles

SSZ c
T
a
%,

Th,o<74> • hb^sr...- •

:

Slightly Terrlfle (61) Riwinoo Fni
i«tt of dixi. (6D .

•£2; B™I
•

Detail, .nder title: Passport Dakar
Gwynne - BruM

This Is the Life (87) O'Connor-Foster .

Trail to Gonslght Dew-Wrlxon ...
Trigger Trail (£8) Cameron-Austin .

Twilight On the Prairie Ooillan-Aostln .

Weird Woman (64) Chaney-Gwynne

1944-45
Accent on Rhythm Colller-Norrls . .

Details under title: Swingaroo Sweetheart
Beautiful Cheat Granvillc-Beery

Details under title: It'll Never Too Late
Beyond the Pecos Cameron-Drew
Blonde Ransom Cook-Grey
Bowery To Broadway (94) '. ioakie-Monter
Babes on Swing Street Frm' Vi rent
Can't Help Singing (T) (89) '

. Durbin-Paigc
Climax. The (86) I'arlofT-Foster
"e.id Mm's Fye< (64) r.haney-Parker .

Easy To Look At Jean-Grant ...
Enter Arsene Lupin (72) Raines-Kowin

Details under title: Arsene Lupin
Fairy Tale Murder lean-Brasselle .

Details

. . .1-8.

. . .1-8.

Bel. No. lev

. .2-21. .7-21. .8040. .5-29

. . .5-1.

.

.5-26.

.

•8085.
.11-29. .6-30. .8002. ".6-12

.5-12. .8006. .5-29
.10-19.' ..7-6.. .8681.
.10-18.

. .5-5. .8061. V.4-3

. . .3-6. .6-16. . .8015
. .6-26. .8-18. .8001. .8-21
. .1-24. . .6-9. .8008. .6-26
. .2-21. . .7-7. .8018. .7-24
. . .9-9. . .7-7. .8039. . .7-24
. .2-21. .5-18. .8032. .5-15
. .1-24. .5-26. .8019. .6-12
.12-13. ..5-5. .8036. . .5-1

. . 3-6. .6-23. .8043. .7-24

. .5-31. . .6-2. .8012. .6-12

. . 5-29

.

.8-18. . .8087
..5-15.. ..7-7..

. . .4-3. .7-14.

.

.8045
.12-13. .4-14. .8027. .4 17

. .8-21.

.11-27.

. .7-24. 2-23. . .9083
.12-25.

. .5-15. '. \ii-3.' .9072. .ii'-is
. . 5-29

.

10-13. .9024.
. .6-12. 12-29
. .2-21. .10-20. . 9007

.

.10 16
. . .4-3. .11-10. .9026. . 10-30
.12-25
. .8-21 .11-24. .12-11

The Frozen Ghost Chaney-Ankere . .

Destiny (65) Jean-Curtis
ff'SM Sal Foster-Bey
Gypsy Wildcat (T) (75) Montez-Hall
Here Come the Coeds Abbott-Costello ..

Her Lucky Night Andrews Sisters .

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattan
Hi, Beautiful O'Driscoll-Beery

Details under title: Be it Ever So Humble
House of Fear Rathbone-Bruce
House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney

Details under title: Devils Brood

I'll Remember April lean-Grant

Details under title: Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce

Jungle Captive Lane-Kruger . . .

Jungle Queen (Serial) Collier-Quillan . .

Master Key, The (Serial) Wiley-Moore ...

Merrily We Sing Ryan-Blyth

Merry Monahans. The (91) O'Connor-Ryan

Moonlight and Cactus Ami.-ews-Carrillo
.

Mummy's Curse Chaney-Harding

Murder in the Blue Room (61) Cook-Gwynne
Mystery of the River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clements

My Gal Loves Music (T) Crosby-McDonald
Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn

Old Texas Trail, The Cameron-Knight
Patrick the Great O'Connor-Ryan ..

Pearl of Death (69) Rathbone-Bruce .

Penthouse Serenade _^ Came.ron-deWit . .

Raiders of Ghost' City Moore-Atwiil
Reckless Age (63) lean-Clark

Details under title: Make Way for Love

Riders of Santa Fe Cameron-Knight
Romance. Inc Jones-McDonald
Salome—Where She Danced DeCarlo-Cameron
San Diego. I Love You (83) Hall-Foster

See My Lawyer . Olscn £. Johnson
Senorita from the West lones-Granville

She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan

Singing Sheriff '63) Nnrris-Knliht

Song of the Sarong „ . .Gargan-Kelly

Sudan (T) Montez-Hall ...

Details undr- title: Queen of the Nile

Suspect, The (85) Laughton-Rsines

Inder Western Skies (57) O'Drismii. Beery

Details under title: Musical Round-up

WARNER BROT

..6-26
.9-18. .12-22
.10-2. . .2-23
10- 1B. .. iOU^-
11-13. . . .2-2

.7-24 2-9

. .8-21. . .12-8. . .9031.

.8-21.

12-11.

.

. .9-18.

. .10-2.
.12-11.

. .5-15.
12-27. .9-15. .9038. . .9 4

. .9-6. . .9-9.

.8-21. .2-16.
.3-20. . .12-1. .'.'9034. .11-2/

.7-24. 10-24.

.6-26. 12-15. .9037
.7-24. . . .1-5. .9035. . .1-22

.7-10. 12-15 . . .9082
.11-1.

. .5-1.
' .9-22." .9019'. .'.9-18

. .9-4.

. 5-29

.

.V-25'.

'

.9780
.
.5-1. .11-17. . 9029

.

.
10-16

.6-12. .11-10. .9081.
11-27.

. .10-2.

. .4-17.

..5-1..
. .1-22.
10-31.

.

. .
4-17

.

.11-13.

. .6-26.

.9-29. . .£017. . .9-18

1944-45 Features Completed (29) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Time Cast Details

Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson ...12-25.
This Love of 0 irs Gnrfield-Parker .11-27.

Three Strangers Fltzgsrald-Grcenstreet 1-22.

COMPLETED
1943-44

Adventures of Mark Twain (130) March-Smith 7-13.
Between Two Worlds (112) Garfield-Parker ...10-18.

Details onder title: Outward Boend
Make Your Own Bed (81) Cafson-Wyman ...12-13.
Mask of Dlmitrios (95) Greenstreet-Lorre ..12-13.

Details under title: A Coffin for Dimitrios

Mr. Skeffington (146) Oavis-Rains 10-18.
c hine On Harvest Moon (111) Sheridan-Morgan ...6-28.
This Is the Army (121) Murphy-Leslie
Uncertain Glory (102) .Flynn-Lokas 9-6.

REISSUE
Brother Rat (89) Morris-Albert

Manpower (103) Robinson-Dletrleb

Polo Joe (65) Joe E. Brown
They Made M» a Criminal (92) Garfield-Sheridan

Tiger Shark (79) Robinson-Arlen

Walking Dead, The (66) Karloff-Cortez

.319. . .6-12

.313. . .3-20

.338
.314... 4-17

.7-15.

.7-15.

.7-15.

.7-15.

.7-15.

.7-15.

.343

.341
.346
.342
.345
.344

1944-45
Animal Kingdom Sheridan-Morgan

Details under title: One More Tomorrow
Arsenic and Old Lace (118) Grant-Lane ....
Big Sleep, The Bogart-Bacall

Christmas In Connectledt Stanwyck-Morgan

Cinderella Jones Leslle-Aldo

Conflict Boaart-Hobart .

.

Corn Is Green, The Davis-Dall

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan
Details inder title: Forty Whactu

Devotion DeHavllland-Lepino

Doughgirls. The (102) Sheridan-Carson

God Is My Co-Pilot Mnroan-Massey

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-Star

Horn Blows at Midnight, The Benny-Smith ...
Hotel Berlin King-Dantine

Janie (106) Reynolds-Hutton

Last Ride, The (56) Travis-Parker . . .

My Reputation Stanwyck- Brent

Nobody Lives Forever Garfleld-Fitzgrrald

Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown

Of Human Bondage Henreid-Parker

Pillar To Post Lopino-Huston . .

Rha>-<ody In Blue Leslle-Aldo ...

Rooghly Speaking Russell-Carson . .

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smilh

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper-Bergman .

Strangers In Oor Midst Sulllvan-Dorn

To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall

Very Thought of You (99) Parker-Morqnn

.9-23.

.11-1.

. .11-1.

.10-31
. .6-12

.12-13

..5-17
. .8-21

. . .3-6. .10-21.

10-19 9-9.

11-16
. . .3-6. .11-25.

. .8-21
. .6-26. .12-31.

.11-15

.11-27

.1-10. . . .9-2.

10-7.

.11-29

..9-18

. .6-12. . .2-10.

. .7-24
. .8-21

. .7-26

. .6-12

.10-16

. . .3-8

. .6-12

. .2-21. . .1-20.

.
.3-6 .11-11.

.407 9-4

.409-. 12-9

.410 lO-l!

.406. 10-3
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

OBJECTIVE BURMA* MAGNIFICENT WAR FILM — HERALD TRIBUNE
(WARNER BROS.) '...You can start your 1945 list of 10 best pictures right now with 'Objective Burma' .. .Should have a prosperous

stay at the Strand ... Harsh picture, a harrowing experience to si t through ... Full of excitement at a pitch the screen cannot often

achieve. . Not a picture for weaklings. But if your emotional s:amina can stand up under the impacts, Objective Burma' has a

memorable and rewarding experience awaiting you.'' COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. — - "...Startling degree of realism...

Without question one of the best war films yet made in Hollywood .. No phony heroics. . .Warners have erre only in the film's ex-

cessive length. . Flynn has never had a better role and he has never imbued a portrayal with so much realism." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Magnificent war film. . .Spreads a drama of grim jungle fighting across the screen until the action and suspense reach

teeth-chattering proportions ... Distinguished by performances and by Walsh's use of perfect motion picture technique ... Understated

dialogue combined with eloquent and widespread pictuijzation make a taut, thrilling blockbuster of a war melodrama." GUERNSEY,
JR.. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Best thing that could ever have happened to the adventure film in which Warner Bros.

used to specialize. . .Almost perfect thing of its kind .. .Action is so brilliantly caught by the camera that it becomes a masterpiece

of suspense and thrills. . .Sense of technical accuracy is constant. . Exceedingly real. If these aren't actually Merrill's Marauders,

they'll do for all screen purposes." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

A SONG TO REMEMBER 1 DISTORTED BIOGRAPHY, LOVELY MUSIC
(COLUMBIA PICTURES) "...'A Song to Remember' is not a motion picture to remember. . .Contains lovely concert piano numbers
cleverly staged by Charles Vidor, but the cinema portrait of the noted Polish composer is vague, soulle~s and often dull ... Liberties

may be taken with historical details if the cause of drama is served thereby — but fiction has not turned out to be more stimulating

than truth in the glossy monotone of 'A Song to Remember'. GUERNSEY. JR , N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. ".
. .
Happy con-

junction of the musical and cinematic art forms. . . A treat for thoce who are addicted to concerts and a most pleasurable way of

acquainting others. . .Handsomely (almost too much so) produced in Technicolor tones ... En'ect of this picture upon the senses of

sight and sound is altogether delightful. But its script is a dramatic hodge-podge . . .Stunningly beautiful and melodious entertain-

ment, should provide you with a memorable screen experience." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES. — "...Aimed at the same audience that

has cherished Blossom Time' so devotedly ... Following of the picture will be neither so large nor so frantic, but it will be sufficient

to keep the Music Hall well filled for a few weeks to come... Drama with piano interludes .. .Technicolor backgrounds and cos-

tumes flaunt their expensiveness. .. Decidedly not for serious admirers of either Chopin or his music." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM. "...Beautiful music, beautifully rendered ... Short on action and long on sound, it sustains a fair degree of

interest.
. .Seems like such a vicious waste of money, effort, talent, biographical material to make a passing show of this kind when

nothing more was needed, except concern for the truth, to create a permanent and valuable record.'' WINSTEN, N. Y. TIMES.

THE WOMAN IN THE WINDOW' A HUMDINGER, BUT NO LIKE FINISH
(RKO) Humdinger of a mystery melodrama .. .Superlatively directed .. .We couldn't imagine a better set of performers ... If it

weren't for the unsporting ending, 'The Woman in the Window' would rank high among the best of mystery films. Even as it is,

it deserves a place of honor on your movie shopping list." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES. "...Intellectually suspenseful and complete-
ly intriguing murder movie. . .Deftly directed and remarkably well performed throughout, it is mostly tensely grim in action, but
occasionally is highlighted by such spontaneous sparks of comedy as you're not apt to find any old movie season... A treat Tor all

concerned — except the little kiddies." THIRER, N. Y. POST. "...Though most of its length belongs among the season's
very superior murder stories .. .Compact completely engrossing. . .Left without any real finish to the story because of the influence
of two offices — Hays and box... You have a whale of a time but come away feeling a little cheated." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELE-
GRAM. "...Certainly one of the masterpieces of its kind. There are times in it When the hot breath of detection practically
scalds you out of your seat... Just when you can't possibly stand any more and are about ready to scream out a confession yourself,
the movie ends in its own outrageous way." McMANUS, PM. "...Good entertainment. . .Murder mystery packed with sus-
pense, it might easily have taken its place beside 'Double Indemnity' the best of last season's melodramas. The fact that it doesn't
is due entirely to the last five minutes of the film, which has what the studio calls a 'surprise finish'. . .For the rest — and there'.-
more than enough — The Woman in the Window' is well worth seeing. . .Edward G. Robinson has seldom, if ever, been better."

THIN MAN GOES HOME' SERIES RENEWAL UP TO FORMER PAR
(MGM) "...Comes out of hibernation after four years, with nc appreciable dulling of their sparkling badinage and sophisticated
domesticity.

. .Every whit as gay, funny and busy with murders as they were. . .Neither as dangerous nor exciting as some of their
earlier escapades." MASTERS, N. Y. NEWS. "...Perhaps a little more plot than usual, but not much gain is achieved there-
by.

. .Picture's obvious harping on the Nick-Nora-Asta life together emphasizes the fact that this is assumed to be the chief source
of delight. If you liked it in the past, you may now. It hasn't changed at all. Better hope you haven't." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST

"...The raw material, both murderous and humorous, is rather meager... But with William Powell and Myrna Loy playing
the debonair detective and his wife 'Thin Man' is dressed up in solid entertainment. . .Doesn't rate the artistic superlatives, but
there is no one like Nick, Nora and Asta for a gay, dependable whodunit." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. —

SUNDAY DINNER FOR A SOLDIER' TOUCHING FAMILY FARE
(TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX) "...Warm, sentimental little tale told simply and tenderly ... May be somewhat too long for the
slight story. . .Net effect easily overshadows shortcomings. . .Odds are that you'll leave the Roxy in a very friendly mood indeed...
We haven't enjoyed being around movie kids so much in a long, long time." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES. "...Not an important or
significant picture. . .Has, however, an irresistible appeal to the heart, as it goes its charming and amusing way... Chief attraction
lies in its delightful characterizations." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Wealth of charm and a touch of pathos. . Warm,
human tour de force of no mean proportions. .. Screenful of charming atmosphere. Standing up in the top rank without a trace of
formula or glitter...A notable achievement in film making, an engaging fairy tale." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

"...Heartaches, crises and mishaps galore .. .Hodiak, in one of his pleasantest if briefest roles... One of the warmest and
folksiest happy endings ever." McMANUS, PM. "...There is something sweet about 'Sunday Dinner for a Soldier'. . .Idea is

so cute, so cunning and so sweet, that it has to be extremely good not to seem overdone ... Might have been an affirmation of faith
in poverty and family love and affection ... Ran into cross-currents that upset the voyage to enchantment." WINSTEN, N. Y. TIMES.

'THE FIGHTING LADY' COLOR WAR DOCUMENTARY GETS RAVES
(TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX) "...A film no American with his heart and soul in this war can afford to miss ... Fighting scenes
are without compare. . .Technicolor has the effect of adding the dimension of personal participation to the spectacle .. .Wildest com-
bat fighting I have ever seen on film." McMANUS, PM. ".

. .Extraordinarily beautiful, exciting and true picture of combat
action.

. .It's your loss, and a serious one, if you miss seeing a picture like this... The war comes up and sits in your lap. And if
it weren't so excessively thrilling, I'd call it perfect from the educational and historical points of view." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

"...Memorable and moving record of the war. There has been more than one brilliant documentary celebrating the deeds of
our fighting men, but none as powerful and engrossing. . .Splendid film as well as a magnificent testament to the flattops. . .Crescendo
of the action is tremendous. The human drama, unrehearsed and frequently terrible, takes on heroic proportions.,. .All of a piece
and terrific, Hollywood will have something of a job duplicating its authentic and dramatic impact." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE. "...Some of the most spectacular aerial combat pictures yet made... Every aspect of the grim daily routine
aboard the flat-tops is mirrored in fascinating detail... A picture every American should see." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
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THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued ft

CAPRA-BRISKIN PRODUCER UNIT
A new production partnership \.as announced last week in

Hollywood, involving Col. Frank Capra and Lt. Col. Samuel Bris-

in, effective at the time the Army releases Col. Capra. Briskin

was recently placed on the Army's inactive list. Once it gets

itarted, the new unit will produce one Capra-directed feature

nnually in addition to supervising a number of additional fea-

ures with high-ranking directors.

Setting up plans for a speedy start once Capra is released,

Briskin opened his offices in Hollywood and will proceed with

eleasing arrangements, story deals and production plans. No
lame has been selected for the new outfit.

GOLDMAN WINS 7-DAYS RUN
The clearance complaint filed by William Goldman. Philadcl-

hia independent downtown operator, against the Warner Circuit

nd three distributors, Paramount, RKO and 20th Century-Fox,
va? settled by arbitration last week, with Goldman's Karlton and
Ceith's Theatres being awarded a run seven days after the War-
ier first-runs. Clearance previously granted the Warner houses

>y the defendant distributors was 14 days.

This settlement does not affect Goldman's monopoly suit

gainst Warner Theatres and the distributors, which is scheduled
o come up in U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals on February 8th.

* * * »

NATION'S THEATRE-FRONTS DIM
Marquee lighting restrictions ordered by the War Production

ioard to conserve coal, as well as all outdoor lighting not inimical
o public safety, went into effect on February 1. The restrictions

irere eased slightly to conform with a number of appeals from
heatremen and municipal leaders that the order as it was origin-
lly stated conflicted with public safety.

The WPB outlined the procedure for exhibitors to follow
here the lighting restrictions caused unreasonable hardship to

im or where he believed that public safety would be endangered.
Vhere the exhibitor believes this to be the case, he should submit
n appeal in writing to the local WPB office, noting all pertinent
acts. These s'houlu include a statement of the necessity for the
ghting, exactly where the lighting is needed and, the amount of
ghting and for how long each day. It was emphasized that
'here lack of lighting caused financial hardship only, this would
ot be considered a valid complaint. Where the brownout caused
hazard to public safety, the complainant should get a certificate

) that effect from the local fire, police or health department and
ubmit that also. If an appeal is pending, lighting must be re-
ricted as ordered until the appeal is granted.
Severe penalties were attached to violators of the order, in-

uding discontinuance of electrical service and a fine. Since the
der applies to all electrical lighting, it included neon or fluores-

ent lights as well as filament bulbs. Neon-lighted marquees are
lso restricted to 60 watts.

Exemptions to the brownout order were revealed for five of
ie nation's areas including parts of upper New York State; the
acific northwest and a large portion of Texas. Appeals for
xemption were denied to Louisiana and Oklahoma areas.

The order was expected to remain in effect until June 30th.

THANK YOU
for your cooperation in the handling of film.

It is working out swell.

NOW SAVE PAPER
This is an important War Effort.

Return posters sent to you in error. Do
not throw them aside.

Return all posters properly marked, labeled
and wrapped. Don't throw them loose in

the lobby.

YOU DO YOUR PART!
WE'LL DO OURS!

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

COAL CRISIS HITS THEATRES
As the coal crisis became more acute in the New England,

Middle Atlantic and Mid-Western sections of the country, theatres

in many localities were forced to close, at least for a few days of

the week. In some cases, this was done to conserve the coal sup-

ply on hand, in others, because there just wasn t any.

In line with a Washington directive issued by Secretary of the

Interior Harold Ickes, city officials ordered the dealers in the

affected areas to clamp down on all but the essential users of coal,

principally households. Among the non-essential users were

theatres and other places of amusement. The order was issued

to cut down, and, in some cases, eliminate, coal consumption in

all places where it could be effecle! without damage to health.

The exceptionally severe wintei and heavy snows have slowed

down and even halted fuel transportation in many areas. Relief

was not foreseen for some time, although the situation in some
territories was expected to ease.

In Albany, acting mayor Frank S. Harris ordered the closing

of all theatres in the city on January 22nd in compliance with the

Washington directive. Warner and Fabian houses remained

closed, but some other houses reopened the following day. The
order also closed schools and night clubs. In Cleveland, theatres

voluntarily closed one and two days a week following the accept-

ance by Mayor Thomas A. Burke of a proposal offered by Ernest

Schwartz, president of the M. P. Exhibitors Association. In Syra-

cuse, all amusement houses closed last week by order of Health

Commissioner and Mayor.

The St. Louis, Chicago, New Haven and Baltimore territories

have not been seriously affected, receiving coal on a week-to-week
basis which was expected to continue unless local deliveries were
held up.

DISTRIBS FILE PERCENTAGE SUITS
Charging false returns on percentage pictures, eight major

distributors filed suit in Boston against the Thompson Square
Theatre Co.; Loew's, Warners, 20th Century-Fox, Paramount and
Universal entered a similar action against Albert D. Rudenstein,
operator of the Capitol, Maiden; Capitol, Bridgewater and the

Stoneham, in Stoneham.

The complaints alleged the defendants intentionally falsified

gross receipts on rentals due from various percentage pictures

and submitted inaccurate statements on such receipts. Also it

was alleged that the exhibitors induced checkers to verify the
false reports. The charge was made that the exhibitors intended
to obtain lower terms on future flat and percentage pictures on
the basis of the allegedly false reports.

An injunction was asked by the distributors to restrain de-
fendants from disposing or altering any of the theatre records
pending an audit showing actual grosses on the pictures involved;

a court order demanding the defendant permit audit of theatre
receipts as stated in his contract and a final decree that the ex-
hibitor pay the distributoi unpaid balances due on the percentage
pictures, with interest.

GALLUP 'UNVEILS' AUDIENCE TESTERS
Dr. George Gallup, head of Audience Research, Inc., unveiled

last week for the first time his "Preview Jury System and Ma-
chine used for previewing movies and radio shows to determine
audience reaction in advance."

Gallup explained that the machines test audience reaction
virtually second-by-second, utilizing an average movie-going
audience as determined by his previous research. The master
machine, the Hopkins Electric Televoting System, determines the
average of an entire audience's reaction; another machine, the
Unit Ballot Analyzer, gives an individual reading. Combined with
his weekly analysis of theatre audiences, the two machines, said
Gallup, can determine best selling points, in addition to over-all
reaction to the film.

Gallup revealed that he was taking the machines to Holly-
wood for his clients to use, not only for pictures already com-
pleted and ready for showing, but also for individual scenes and
as an aid to editing films.

SIGN THAT PLEDGE!

MARCH OF DIMES

JAN. 25-31

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Member Nat'l Film Carrier

i

250 N. JUNIPER ST.
Philadelphia, Pa.
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TAHITI NIGHTS. . -It's

Jinx Falkenburg in a
sarong in this Columbia
South Sea Islands musi-
cal. Jinx is the chief's
daughter, betrothed by
her father to neighbor-
ing royalty, Dave
O'Brien. Not knowing
the handsome Dave, Jinx
runs away, falls for her
betrothed without know-
ing his identity and
ally marries the lucky
guy. Mary Treen, Flor-
ence Bates and Cy Ken-
dall have featured roles
and The Vagabonds sup-
ply some Hawaiian
swing.

HOLLYWOOD CAN-
TEEN . . . Warners' Big
Bertha of stars and spe-

cialties is based on the

hoilywood vers.on of the

Stage Door Canteen.
Practically everybody on
the Warner lot is repre-

sented in this super-

musical plus a galaxy of

headliners from the
stage, screen and radio.

The story connecting the

big doings concerns Rob-
ert Hutton and Dane
Clark, buddies back from
the South Pacific, enjoy-

ing the hospitality of the

Canteen, with Hutton
winning the heart of

Joa



1
1

ONE BODY TOO
MANY ... A comedy
mystery from the Pine-
Thomas studios at

Paramount, this stars

Jack Haley, Jean Park-
er and Bela Lugosi
with other weird char-
acters and assorted
corpses portrayed by
Blanche Yurka, Ber-
nard Nedell, Douglas
Fowley, Dorothy Gran-
ger. Lyle Talbot and
others. It's about an
insurance salesman who
finds his client already
deceased and becomes
involved in the heirs'

schemes and murders.
Frank McDonald di-

rected.
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of a triumphant boxoffice

career! Selznick International's

heart-touching romance sets the

success pattern for the nation's

boxoffices in its record-breaking

openings in San Diego,

Los Angeles (three theatres,

simultaneously) and Minneapolis!





"WE DON'T HAVE TO
EAT OUR WORDS!"

We soid 'MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS ' and I

'NATIONAL VELVET" are COLOSSAL! GREAT! I

Yes, indeed! "Meet Me In St. Louis," the Gold-mine of 1945,

holds over 2 weeks, 3 weeks and more!

"National Velvet" (all-time Champ of the Music

Hall) is a true Champ in its First nationwide

dates: Miami
7
Indianapolis, Salt Lake City,

Des Moines-all of them COLOSSAL! GREAT!

(Flash! Los Angeles, Philadelphia and other openings ditto!)

BEAT THE
BROWN-OUT!
LIGHT UP
WITH LEO!

Red Cross Drive — March I*j

tt ateh tor the Press Book! W
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PEACE OR WAR ?

Within the next two weeks the men who control the film industry and the most pow-

erful section of theatre business must make a decision. It is for them to decide whether

there is to be peace or a continuation and intensification of the war that has wracked our

industry for too many years now.

On March 5th the five major film companies charged with anti-trust violations by

the United States of America will be afforded another—and probably their last—oppor-

tunity peacefully to adjust their differences with exhibitors and with the Government

by accepting a fair and practical consent decree. If, on the other hand, they stand

adamant in their refusal to yield any of the advantages accumulated through the years

of their domination, the Department of Justice can be expected to pull out all the stops

in its drive to break their power. Beyond that, too, will be a renewal of efforts by organ-

ized independent exhibitors to win relief through legislation in the various states and

in the national Congress, as well as by judicial opinion in the courts of the land. In brief,

the alternative to a consent decree is that the industry shall remain everlastingly a house

divided against itself, and, ultimately, all wirhin it must perish.

Can anyone say this is a healthy industry, for all its prosperity? What other indus-

try in this nation functions in an atmosphere of such hostility, such litigious strife, such

degenerating disunity?

Why?

Could it be that our business has grown much faster and bigger than many of the

men who dominate it? Could it be that some of the so-called leaders of the industry

are a trifle scared by the enormity of the power they possess? Skeptical of their own

ability to wield it, yet fearful of losing even one grain of it and jealous enough to desire

further personal aggrandizement, they employ the keenest legal brains available to pro-

tect and advance their interests.

We have nothing against the gentlemen of the bar. (Matter of fact, some of our

best friends are lawyers.) For a fee, lawyers serve their clients. In a legal sense, they

i Continued on .Ye.rf Page I
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ITOSIALS
can be quite useful. However, in matters of practical business there is an element com-

monly known as good will, which in any normal, competitive industry is much sought-

after by those who desire to prosper and endure. Of that factor, most lawyers know

little, or, at least, to it devote small consideration.

Tracing the causes of the troubles in our industry, we are led to the conclusion that

some film executives lean too heavily upon the judgment of their legal talent and think

too lightly of good will. Instead of asking: Is it right? they ask: Is it legal?

There must be enough men of intelligence and foresight and goodwill representing

the major distributors to recognize the need for and the inevitability of reform in this

industry. Are they to prevail by formulating an equitable consent decree, or are the film

lawyers to be allowed to continue spinning their legalistic web on which the whole indus-

try might some day strangle?

MO WAX

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

New York's brown-out has had little or no effect on the
business at Broadway film palaces and even the recent snow
storms and the advent of Lent have not kept any appreciable
amount of customers away from such houses as the Radio
City Music Hall, the Roxy or the refurbished Astor Theatre.
The latter, with a new modern lobby and a flashy house front
for the opening of "The Princess and the Pirate," set a
record gross during the first week, the previous high being
for the fifth week of "Meet Me in St. Louis" during the New
Year's period. The Goldwyn picture, which has a quick turn-
over, is continuing strong for its second week. The M-G-M
20-year tenancy of the Astor ended on February 4th after the
company's productions had played a total of 716 weeks during
that period .. .Columbia's "A Song to Remember" is now ;n
its fourth week at the Music Hall with the business for each
previous stanza being a few thousand higher than the last.
Long waiting lines have been in evidence outside the theatre
every day in the morning and early evening hours... The
Roxy, too, has had half-block-long lines each day for the first
week of "Hangover Square," but most of the people are prob-
ably more interested in seeing the especially strong stage
bill headed by Milton Berle. The house took in over $100,000.
The show, now in its second strong week, is limited to a
three-week booking and will be followed by "A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn," starting February 28th .. .Another picture to bene-
fit from a strong stage bill is Loew's State, which played one
of its occasional first-runs, "She Gets Her Man," and Earl
Carroll's "Vanities of 1945" heading the vaudeville program.
The previous week, with the second-run "Music for Millions"
and Eddie "Rochester" Anderson in person, also did smash
business.

Although not up to the terrific gross of "Here Come the

Waves," which completed six weeks at the Paramount, the

theatre's new entry, "Ministry of Fear," and Johnny Long's
Orchestra on the stage, had a highly-profitable opening stanza
and is continuing for at least three weeks .. ."Objective, Bur-
ma," and Artie Shaw and His Orchestra showed unusual
strength during its third week at the Strand and the bill will
continue until Warners' widely-heralded "Hotel Berlin" is

rushed through for a March 2nd opening.. The Capitol's

three weeks of "The Thin Man Goes Home" and Frankie
Carle and His Orchestra and Marilyn Maxwell in person held

up exceptionally well throughout and United Artists' "Guest
in the House," supported by Gloria Jean and the Truth or

Consequences air show, had a smash opening day on Feb-
ruary 15th... In addition to "The Princess and the Pirate,"

two other RKO-Radio releases have been bringing smash
grosses to the straight-film houses, the Palace and the Globe.

Disney's "The Three Caballeros" set a new opening day
record at the latter house, while International's "The Woman
in the Window" gave the Palace its biggest third week in its

history with a gross equalling the second. "Woman" is now
in its fourth week while "Caballeros" 'started a third stanza
on February 17th. "Here Come the Co-Eds" opened at the

Criterion on February 17th following two weeks and three
days for Universal's "The Suspect," which was profitable,

although not quite up to expectations.

M-G-M's "Between Two Women" will be the next attrac-

tion at the Criterion, one of several M-G-M bookings at vari-

ous Broadway houses to offset the loss of the Astor. "The
Picture of Dorian Grey" is set for the 'Capitol, "This Man's
Navy" will come to the Globe in March and "Nothing But
Trouble" is set for the Rialto. The latter house, which spe-

cializes in horror pictures, now has another change of fare

with the current "Frisco Sal," which followed the two week
run of the same company's "Destiny."

The longer-run films are headed by U. A.'s "Mr. Em-
manuel," which has been holding up to remarkably steady
business and started a seventh week at the small Gotham
Theatre on February 17th... "The Keys of the Kingdom" is

also doing well in its seventh week at the Rivoli and the
engagement will extend into March when Paramount will

open the initial Hal Wallis production, "Affairs of Susan"
. . .Another 20th Century-Fox release, "Fighting Lady," is

still strong in its fifth week at the Victoria.

Least favored by the public are "Roughly Speaking,"
which is just average in its third week at the Hollywood, and
"The Chicago Kid," across the street at the Republic, which
had a mild first week after two poor stanzas for the British

film, "On Approval."

FILM BULLETIN



RKO-RADIO ... 4 in Third Block (Total 5)

THE ENCHANTED COTTAGE" NOVEL, TENDER LOVE STORY WILL APPEAL
Rates • • • in class houses; less elsewhere

RKO-Radio

92 minutes

Dorothy McGulre, Robert Young, Herbert
Marshall, Mildred Natwiek, Spring Bying-
ton, Hillary Brooke, Richard Gaines, Alec
Englander, Josephine Whittell, Mary Worth,
Robert Clarke, Eden Nicholas.

Directed by John Cromwell.

A truly tender and appealing love story,

splendidly acted by Dorothy McGuire and
Robert Young, "The Enchanted Cottage"

will capture attention because of its many
unusual qualities. While this fanciful tale

may fail to interest the bobby-sox fans or

the action enthusiasts, it should garner
critical praise and build on favorable word-
of-mouth, especially from women patrons.

Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's play, which was
an outstanding silent film starring Richard
Barthelmess, has been brought up to date

and. without destroying the dream-like

background, the story touches on the re-

turning wounded or disfigured soldier to

add a timely, down-to-earth value. The
dialogue, which frequently delves into the

mystic, gives a message of hope and courage

to all who are afflicted or unhappy. The
climax, wherein an ugly girl and a dis-

figured flyer see each other as the attractive

young lovers they wish themselves to be,

has been so brilliantly handled by Director

John Cromwell that it seems almost pos-

sible and the romantic-minded will find this

an enchanting belief. Returns in the de-

luxers and class houses should be good, but

this is primarily an artistic production and
needs to be sold heavily to attract average

audiences. Weakest for action houses.

A little cottage on a New England shore,

which has long had a tradition of being

lent to young honeymoon couples, is rented

by a young flyer, Robert Young, on the eve

of his marriage to lovely Hillary Brooke.

Its present owner, Mildred Natwiek, hires

Dorothy McGuire, an uncomfortably plain
girl who has long admired the charming
cottage, to serve as maid. Young receives

his commission sooner than he had expected

and, after a crash on his first flight, he re-

turns home hopelessly disfigured. Unable

to bear the sympathy of his mother, Spring

Byington, and his fiancee, he cuts himself

off from the world and retires to his cot-

tage. Miss McGuire is not repelled by his

appearance and gradually he adjusts him-

self to his new life and he asks her to

marry him — mainly to forestall his

mother's vis.t. Shortly after their marriage,

the couple reveals to Herbert Marshall, a

sympathetic blind composer, that the cot-

tage has worked its enchantment and they

have both become attractive human beings.

Although a visit from Miss Byington makes
them realize they haven't really changed,

Marshall persuades them to remain in their

cottage where their love for each other will

keep them happy.

Dorothy McGuire bravely makes herself

as homely as possible, but her fine, sensitive

portrayal almost makes the spectator for-

get her unattractive appearance. Robert

Young gives his finest performance to date

and Herbert Marshall is ideally cast as the

soft-spoken, sympathetic blind composer.

Mildred Natwiek gives just the proper

touch of mysticism to the part of the

strange, unhappy housekeeper and Spring

Byington, Richard Gaines and, especially

Hillary Brooke are excellent in the other

important roles.

DENLEY

BETRAYAL FROM THE EAST' EXPLOITABLE ANTI-JAP MELLER
Rates • • + if exploited generally: more in action houses

RKO-Radio

82 minutes

Lee Tracy, Nancy Kelly, Richard Loo, Abner
Biberman, Regis Toomey, Bruce Edwards,
Philip Ann, Addison Richards, Hugh Hoo,
Sen Yung, Roland Varno, Louis Jean Heydt,
Jason Robards, Hermine Sterler, Bryant
Washburn.

Directed by William Berke.

A timely and intensely melodramatic
programmer, "Betrayal from the East" is

expert anti-Jap propaganda and, as such, it

should do good business generally and clean

up in action spots. Although its picture of

the carefully-laid plans and ruthless cruel-

ties of our Eastern enemies may seem ex-

aggerated, a foreword by Drew Pearson,

well-known radio commentator, tells us that

the story is based on fact and the charac-
ters purposely resemble actual persons,

(some living, others dead. The film is slow
in getting under way with too much time
devoted to developing a romance between
an American ex-soldier working for the

Japs and a woman member of the Army
Intelligence. However, except for a few in-

cidents outside the realm of credibility, the
story maintains interest throughout and
builds to a terrific fight-to-the-death climax
Ibetween the two-fisted American hero and a

ino-holds-barred Jap. This murderous set-to

and the cruel torturing of the heroine in

a steam chamber give the film sock high-

FEBRUARY 19, 1945

lights that can be exploited to good advan-

tage.

Lee Tracy, an ex-soldier running a con-

cession in a San Francisco amusement park,

is approached by Philip Ahn, an old Japa-

nese acquaintance who promises him a job

in the Panama Canal Zone. Tracy fakes a

knowledge of Panama and intimates he has

a pal there who can give him information

about the Canal defenses. Ahn then tells

Tracy to meet him in Los Angeles. En
route, he meets Nancy Kelly who, unknown
to him, is working for Army Intelligence.

When Tracy has his interview with unseen

Japs behind closed doors, he is hired to go
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to Panama. Although he is being carefully

watched, Tracy manages to go to Army
Intelligence where he tells them the Jap
plan and agrees to play along with them in

order to uncover the leader of the espionage

ring. Before he leaves, Miss Kelly is ap-

parently killed in a traffic accident, but

when Tracy arrives in Panama, he sees her

disguised as the Danish girl friend of a

prominent Nazi. After Tracy delivers

phoney information about the Canal Zone
to the Japs, he tries to leave by plane but

Miss Kelly is able to warn him before the

Japs manage to kill him. Miss Kelly is

then tortured to death for refusing to re-

veal her friendship with Tracy and the lat-

ter also dies in a terrific fight with a Jap
cabin boy who is actually the head of the

espionage group. But it is Tracy's per-

sistence that has cracked the espionage

attempt wide open.

Lee Tracy's free-and-aesy acting style is

well suited to the role of the drifter who
becomes a loyal American. However, his

love scenes with the poised and attractive

Nancy Kelly are never appealing. The lat-

ter gives an excellent performance and
Louis Jean Heydt and Regis Toomey also

do good work. The others, including Philip

Ahn and Richard Loo, are convincing

enough as the slimy Japs to rate hisses

from the audience.

DENLEY
( RKO Block Continued on Page 8)



<RKO Block Continued from Page 7)

HAVING WONDERFUL CRIME* LIGHTWEIGHT MYSTERY-COMEDY
Rates • • as dualler generally

but much of the comedy misses. The whole
affair is too scatterbrained for discriminat-

ing adult audiences, but the younger ele-

ment should find it exciting and amusing
enough to make it worth their time.

RKO-Radio
70 minutes

Pat O'Brien, George Murphy, Carole Landis,

Lenore Aubert, George Zucco, Anje Berens,

Richard Martin, Charles D. Brown, "Wee
Willie" Davis, Blanche Ring, Josephine

Whittel.

Directed by Eddie Sutherland.

This mystery-comedy is right in the mood
suggested by the frivolous title — incon-

sequential and on the silly side. However,
it is redeemed somewhat by the fast tempo
and a breezy performance by Pat O'Brien,

as an amateur sleuth. With the added mar-
quee value of Carole Landis and George
Murphy, "Having Wonderful Crime" should

serve as a fair-plus dualler in most situa-

tions. The mystery is mildly engrossing,

Pat O'Brien, attorney and amateur de-

tective, is the inseparable friend of newly-

weds George Murphy and Carole Landis,

despite the fact that Carole is always get-

ting Pat involved with the police. The trio

drop into a theatre to witness a disappear-

ing act by the Great Movel (George Zucco),

assisted by Gilda (Lenore Aubert) and
Richard Martin, who are lovers. When
Movel fails to reappear, O'Brien and his

friends hurriedly leave the theatre to avoid

becoming implicated. However, on their

way up to a mountain lodge, where Murphy
and Carole are to spend their honeymoon,
accompanied by O'Brien, they again meet

Gilda, who is transporting a huge trunl

they believe contains the body of Movel

There are further complications at the lodgr

where O'Brien learns that Movel had u

$50,000 check which Charles D. Brown, man
ager of the lodge, is after to cover up hin

gambling losses. Eventually, he trap:

Brown into confessing that he murdere<

Movel, as well as the lodge porter. Gildd

and her boyfriend are cleared of suspicioi

and O'Brien finds consolation in the arm:

of a pretty swimmer, while Carole ana

Murphy finally start their honeymoon.

O'Brien is his usual competent selfl

handling the role of the fast-talking dick ii

smooth, airy style. Landis and Murphy art

an agreeable pair for the light romanti<

leads.

POOCt

'PAN-AMERICANA* MELANGE OF LATIN AMERICAN MUSICAL NUMBERS
Rates • • as secondary dualler

RKO-Radio
90 minutes

Phillip Terry, Audrey Long, Robert Bench-
ley, Eve Arden, Marc Cramer, Ernest Truex,
Isabelita, Louise Burnett, Chinita Marin,
Rosario and Antonio, Harold and Lola,
Miguelito Vaides.

Directed by John H. Auer.

By the simple expedient of stringing to-

gether a group of musical numbers featur-

ing Latin-American entertainers on a mere
thread of story, RKO has a feature picture

to offer. By virtue of the fact that several
of the specialties are quite entertaining,
"Pan-Americana" will serve its obvious pur-
pose as a secondary picture for dual bills.

The American principals offer little to en-
hance the film's entertainment or marquee
values, even such efficient comics as Robert
Benchley and Eve Arden being stymied by
weak material. But the Latin-Americans
give it a real lift, particularly Rosario and
Antonio, the fiery gypsy dancers seen pre-
viously in "Hollywood Canteen," Miguelito
Valdes, a Cuban singer, and Isabelita, a
peppy Mexican girl who wiggles a song in

the Carmen Miranda manner.
The "plot" traces a tour of Latin-Ameri-

can countries by the four representative;

of a picture magazine which is seeking thi

prettiest girls of each nation for a musica
revue to be staged in Washington. Thi

quartet consists of Phillip Terry, ac<

cameraman and a wolf; Audrey Long, i

feature writer secretly en route to visit hei

fiance in Rio de Janiero; Eve Arden, th<

managing editor, and Robert Benchley, th«

foreign editor. Terry, with a sweetheart ii

every country, falls for Audrey, not know
ing she is engaged. She reluctantly falls

for him. Her fiance, Marc Cramer, sizei

up the situation and gracefully steps ou

of the picture. It's all very, very slim.

BARTO>

M-G-M ... 1 in Tenth Block (Total 8)

'KEEP YOUR POWDER DRY' FORMULA STORY ABOUT WAC
Rates • • on name value o

M-G-M

93 minutes

Lana Turner, Laraine Day, Susan Peters,
Agnes Moorehead, Natalie Schafer, Bill

Johnson, Lee Patrick, Jess Barker, June
Lockhart, Tim Murdock, Marta Linden,
Henry O'Neill, Ruth Lee, Pierre Watkin,
Shirley Patterson, Mary Lord,
Roger.

Directed by Edward Buzzell.

The story outline of "Keep Your Powder
Dry," a picture about the Women's Army-
Corps, differs little from several films deal-
ing with various male branches of the serv-
ice. Even the characters, except for the
change in gender, are formulaized and in-

clude a spoiled daughter of wealth, a too-
efficient recruit who is familiar with WAC
routine, a wise-cracking ex-showgirl, a
dumbo-dora type and a sympathetic young
wife. Their experiences during basic train-
ing are mildly interesting and lacking in
original or dramatic moments and the pic-
ture's boxofflce possibilities must rely on
the value of the Lana Turner and Laraine
Day names. They should mean above aver-

age business in the early runs, but word-
of-mouth is likely to be weak and cut into

grosses in the subsequents. The script
writers have refrained from playing up the
romantic angle and, while this may detract
from its boxoffice appeal, it makes the pic-

ture more plausible from a military stand-
point. Of course, there are several femin-
ine clashes and one emotional outburst, but
in the main, the story concentrates on Wom-
en's Army routine. The drill sequences and
classroom and barracks episodes have an
air of authenticity throughout. Strong
selling may be needed to offset the absence
of male star names.

Lana Turner, a wealthy playgirl, enlists

in the WAC only to get an inheritance

coming to her if she proves herself worthy
of receiving it; Susan Peters enlists after
her husband is sent overseas, and Laraine
Day, daughter of a general, joins to keep
up the family military tradition. Miss
Turner, who plans to quit after getting her
money, constantly clashes with the efficient

Miss Day, while Miss Peters acts as peace-
maker between the two. After basic train-
ing, the three go to Officer Candidate School
and Miss Turner and Miss Day bury the
hatchet for a time. But when Miss Day

More Reviews on Page 17

learns the reason for the society girl's en-

listment, she determines to do everything
possible to keep her from becoming ar

officer. But, Miss Turner's attitude hag
changed and she has become a good student

and Miss Day's efforts are in vain. Finally
while Miss Day is acting as company com-
mander, she rides Miss Turner until th*

latter slaps her and walks off the field!

After both decide to resign, they learn thai

Miss Peters' husband had been killed in ac-

tion but, despite this, she had bent every
effort toward keeping peace between hei

two friends. Heartily ashamed of them-
selves, both Miss Turner and Miss Day re-

main in the Corps and become eligible foi

graduation from OCS.
The voluptuous, blonde Lana Turner if

scarcely the type to enlist in the WAC and
because of this, her performance lacks con
viction. Laraine Day does a good acting]

job as the assured young woman steeped)

in military tradition and Susan Peters

makes an appealing young peacemaker
Agnes Moorehead, as a commanding officer

and Natalie Schafer, as a frivolous society

companion, contribute stand-out bits. Jesd

Barker and the other male players hav«
decidedly minor roles.

YORK
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review oi the Trade's Events

PRODUCERS SPEAK ON RAW STOCK CUT
The cut in raw stock allocated to the industry for the first

quarter of 1945, about 5 percent below the last quarter, is appar-
ently meeting with the approval of film producers, although the

announcement of the limitation of 285 prints on any feature has
caused doubts in exhibitor circles.

To ascertain the import of the film cut to those production
people most likely to be affected, Film Bulletin queried a number
of individual producers and studio heads on their reactions to

the new WPB formula. The response indicated the general
opinion that the Government is doing its best in the situation and
that independent production will not suffer unduly, although some
felt a reduction in the number of pictures will be necessary. In-

dependent producers functioning under a major release arrange-
ment seemed to be pleased by the provision that they have the
privilege of appealing directly to the WPB if not satisfied with
the quantity of film allocated to them by their distributors.

Following are the answers to our inquiries:

John C. Flinn, Society of Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducer:— "All our information leads us to believe that the WPB is

earnestly striving to adjust wartime stock rationing in the most
fair and equitable manner to all concerned. Until WPB current
surveys are completed, it is impossible to analyze with any degree
of accuracy what effects more rigid control of raw stock by the
WPB will have on industry operations."

William Goetz, President, International Pictures:— "I under-
stand International Pictures will be given their allotment of film

based on our 1944 production. I feel the War Production Board
has done a magnificent job in allotting bonafide producers film

with which to make their product and in taking out of the hands
of the distributors a function which rightly belongs in a Govern-
ment agency set up for this purpose."

Gradwell L. Sears, Vice-president, United Artists:— ' Any for-

mula of raw stock allocation which provides for an ample supply
of raw stock to enable representative independent production to

continue is a beneficial plan for United Artists and we of United
Artists feel that the present tendency of the War Production
Board to eliminate the status quo and to afford representative
independent producers their own raw stock allocation is genuinely
constructive. However, we also feel that any limitation put on
one user of raw stock should be placed upon all."

Charles W. Koerner, Vice-president in charge of production,
RKO-Radio:— "I believe the ultimate effect of the War Produc-
tion Board's new raw stock formula will be a reduction in the
number of pictures produced."

W. Ray Johnston, President, Monogram:— T believe the cut
in raw stock will necessitate elimination of some pictures and
possibly some westerns."

Leon Fromkess, Vice-president in charge of production,
PRC:— "The new raw stock allocation will necessitate our com-
pany giving serious consideration to staggering of territorial

release of pictures and will necessitate, besides, strictest con-
servation of prints and reduction in the number of pictures that
we contemplated producing this and next quarter. All indications
here in Hollywood point toward all companies curtailing produc-
tion programs."

A spokesman for Samuel Goldwyn stated that the RKO unit
producer's position has changed since his statement blasting the
original announcement that independent producers would have
to look to the distributors for their raw stock allocations, in view
of the WPB's subsequent provision that the independents may
apply directly to the Government, if not satisfied with their
allotment.

MYERS ANALYZES GOV'T BRIEF
The Department of Justice's proposals for changes in Section

VIII of the Consent Decree, submitted to Judge Henry W. God-
dard, of the Federal District Court in New York on Feb. 5th, was
considered an action tending to stimulate clearance reforms, even
if the Government's proposals are rejected by Judge Goddard.

In Washington, Allied's general counsel, A. F. Myers, analysed
the Department's clearance brief in a bulletin which he pointed
out that three major purposes are being served by the Govern-
ment action which called for elimination of clearance in non-
competitive situations and where similar admission prices are
charged. These were: (1) it should bring about realization of the
seriousness of the proceeding by the Judge; (2) it brings into the
proceeding the non-consenting distributors, Universal, Columbia

and United Artists, who were specifically included in the Govern-
ment's clearance recommendations, and (3) it should result in
setting the case for trial on the merits.

Myers claimed that the action raised legal questions which
could upset the foundations of the defendants' alleged monopoly,
pointing out that although the defense had concentrated on the
"legality of each act or practice, considered separately and apart
from all the others, and have closed their eyes to the altered legal
status of such acts and practices when viewed as parts of a
system or combination."

In analysing the proposals rubmitted to Judge Goddard by the
Government, Myers pointed out that clearance restrictions had
been imposed by the distributors on the theory "that their copy-
rights entitle them to impose such conditions "as are necessary
and appropriate to realize maximum revenue from the exploitation
of the copyright. Upon this theory," he said, "distributors have
customarily undertaken to fix the minimum admission prices at
which their films should be exhibited to the public. The brief
sets forth in the appendix excerpts from the exhibition contracts
of the five consenting defendants showing that maintenance of
those minimum prices is made a condition of the enjoyment of

such run and clearance privileges as the distributor grants."
He added that, according to the brief, the Government main-

tains that "any attempt by the distributors to regulate admission
prices, regardless of the terms under which the film is licensed,

constitutes resale price maintenance in violation of the Sherman
Act." Then tying in the five consenting defendants' theatre hold-

ings, Myers stated the brief "ties all this up into a bundle which
might aptly be labeled 'Gigantic Price-Fixing Combination'."

In submitting its proposals, the Department of Justice asked
Judge Goddard for an injunction to be issued March 5 to prevent
"unreasonable clearance" until a final decree had been entered.

The injunction will cover the eight major releasing companies.
Because of allegations in the Government's brief which were

certain to be disputed by company attorneys, industry executives

expressed the belief that a court trial was inevitable if Judge
Goddard upheld the Department's contentions on clearance.

GOLDMAN APPEAL
If Judge William H. Kirkpatrick's decision dismissing WiV

liam Goldman's $1,350,000 anti-trust suit against Warner Bro
Circuit and eight major distributors were allowed to stand,

Government prosecution of anti-trust suits in the film industr

would be seriously affected, according to Robert L. Wright, sp

cial assistant to the U. S. Attorney General. Wright represen

the U. S. Government, which intervened as amicus curiae

Goldman's appeal in Philadelphia on Feb. 8th in the U. S. Circ

Court of Appeals.

Attorney for Goldman, William A. Gray, cited the Warne
monopoly not only in Philadelphia first-runs but also in surround

ing counties and in parts of New Jersey and Delaware, alleg

that it went beyond a local monopoly and that interstate con

merce was involved. In an attempt to upset Judge Kirkpatrick

interpretation that the monopoly exercised by Warner's was
"injurious," Robert Dechert, another Goldman attorney, cite

acquisition by Warners of competing first-run houses. He show
how Warners, by controlling the first-run situation could lenght

or shorten runs to keep out competition.

For the defense, attorney Bernard Segal did not admit mono]
oly, but added, "if there be a monopoly here, it is not an injurioi

one. The sources whereby the public may see motion pictun

was not impaired." He attempted to show that a monopoly wou
be to the distributors' detriment, since they were in competitic

with one another. Also for the defense, ex-Judge Joseph Pro

kauer accused Goldman of gambling on his Erlanger theatre

vestment as a basis for a law suit. He charged that Goldm
interest was not in breaking up the alleged monopoly, but rath

his desire to join the Grade A first-run circle. Regarding pric

fixing charges. Proskauer dismissed these with the charge th|

Goldman had admitted he would charge the same admissions I

other "A" houses.

Briefs were submitted by both sides and the case was takl

under advisement. Three judges presided and observers in tl

courtroom included A. F. Myers, Allied general counsel; Sidni

Samuelson, Ted Schlanger, Lester Krieger and many industi

figures iured by the Government interest and nationwide il

plications of the case.

(Continued on Page 30)
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20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 in Eighth Block (Total 2)

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE* ENGROSSING PROGRAM MELODRAMA
Rates • ® generally; more in action spots

,'mh Century-Fox

S7 minutes

Michael O'Shea, Lloyd Nolan, Trudy Mar-
shall, Billy Cummings, Ruth Ford, Scotty
Beckett, Reed Hadley, Roy Roberts, Leon
Tyler, Marvin Davis, Byron Foulger, John
Eldredge, Dorothy Adams, Edward Earle,

Selmer Jackson, Lynn Whitney, Thomas
Jackson, William Frambes, Ben Welden,
Addison Richards, William B. Davidson, Ed
Vlarr.

Directed by John Larkin.

An interest-holding melodrama which has
received the benefit of John Larkin's taut
lirection and an excellent cast of familiar
players, "Circumstantial Evidence" is first-

rate program fare. A foreword, which ex-

plains that testimony based on circumstan-
:ial evidence may often be dangerous
enough to send an innocent person to his
ieath, is followed by a well-developed, if

somewhat far-fetched, yarn. The last ad-
ijective refers only to the picture's climax
(which depicts an escaped death house pris-

oner making frantic effort j to sneak back
into jail after he learns that he has been
granted a new trial. Although this sequence
has considerable suspense it seems quite un-
believable. For the rest, the story deals
with true-to-life and likeable characters who
talk and act like average small town folk.
There is no romantic sub-plot, but there is

human interest aplenty in the scenes deal-
ing with the convicted man's unhappy
youngster and his efforts to change the
testimony of the several witnesses who
thought they saw his father kill a man.
With Michael O'Shea and Lloyd Nolan to
give this fair name draw, the picture should
make a good dualler in any type of house.
Best for action spots.

Michael O'Shea, widowed father of twelve-
year-old Billy Cummings. buys his son a
woodsman's kit, which is delivered by his
World War I buddy, Lloyd Nolan, now the
town postman. When Cummings arouses
the ire of Ben Welden, a baker, the hot-
headed O'Shea strides into the bakeshop
and, before three witnesses, he threatens
the man with his youngster's hatchet. In
the struggle. Welden falls and hits his head

THE CHICAGO KID
1 GANGSTER YARN FOR ACTION FANS

\ates O • for action spots; OK as dualler in naborhoods

Republic

38 minutes

Donald Barry, Otto Kruger, Tom Powers,
Lynne Roberts, Henry Daniels, Chick Chand-
ler, Joseph Crehan, Jay Novello, Paul Har-
vey, Addison Richards, Kenne Duncan.
Directed by Frank McDonald.

The old familiar gangster yarn, with some
slack market angles added gives "The
Chicago Kid" exploitation values for action-
ninded audiences. With Donald Barry
formerly Don "Red" Barry, Republic west-
ern star) giving a tough, two-fisted Cagney-
ike portrayal and an above-average sup-
porting cast, this might be sold to good
returns in action spots. It will serve as an
adequate dualler in the naborhoods. The
plot follows a time-worn formula — honest
young man. determined to avenge his
Father's death

ties and eventually being killed in the
necessary "Crime Doesn't Pay" finale. Be-
cause the script writers took great pains to
show that the hero was embittered because
his father had died in prison for a crime
of which he believed him innocent, the early
scenes are occasionally slow-moving, but
the action later speeds up and the climax
is filled with shooting and fisticuffs. The
romantic angle, which rarely intrudes on
the underworld plot, is nicely handled by
attractive Lynne Roberts. Tom Powers is

excellent as a ruthless roadhouse owner who
dabbles in rackets and Otto Kruger gives
a subdued and natural performance as the
unwitting object of the hero's revenge.
Embittered because his father dies in

prison on the eve of his release, Donald
Barry, a conscientious warehouse worker,
determines to get even with Otto Kruger.
wealthy head of the auditing firm which
convicted his father for embezzlement.
Barry has always felt that it was Krugerning to gangster activi

THE MAN WHO WALKED ALONE' MILD ROMANTIC PROGRAMMER
*aies » 9 — as dualler in naborhoods and rurals

on the stove but the three hysterical wit-

nesses insist they saw O'Shea strike him.

At the murder trial, the prosecuting attor-

ney distorts Nolan's well-meant test'-.io.-.y

and O'Shra is convicted of first degree
murder. When Cummings tries, to no avail,

to get the three w tnesses to change their

testimony, he enlists the aid of Nolan, who
demonstrates to the judge and the wit-

nesses how they may have been mistaken

in what they saw. Meanwhile, the desper-

ate O'Shea makes a successful break from
the death house but, when he learns that

Nolan has secured a new trial, he makes a

frantic attempt to get back into prison be-

fore his absence is noticed. He succeeds

and is finally reunited with his son and the

loyal Nolan.
Michael O'Shea, never a believable rom-

antic lead, is well cast as the hot-headed

parent and Billy Cummings contributes a
touching performance as his youngster
Lloyd Nolan is thoroughly natural at all

times and Ruth Ford, Roy Roberts, Trudy
Marshall and Byron Foulger are among the

many plavers seen in stand-out bits.

LEYENDECKER

who framed his father. He arranges to

meet Kruger, his son, Henry Daniels, and
his attractive daughter, Lynne Roberts, and,

after saving the latter's life, Barry secures

a job in Kruger's firm. He then arranges
with Tom Powers, racketeer, to give the

latter information which enables him to

steal huge warehouse shipments and later

sell the material to the black market. When
Kruger finally tells Barry that, instead of

framing his father, he actually protected

him from a more serious charge, his atti-

tude toward him changes. But Powers has
already arranged to "bump off" Kruger and
Barry is unable to prevent it. Barry then
resigns from Kruger's firm and goes to an-
other town where he opens an office with
Powers as a front for illegal activities.

Daniels and his sister finally realize that

Barry is evading the law and try to hide

him but Powers and he finally have a show-
down gun fight in which both are killed.

YORK

PRC Pictures

3 minutes

David O'Brien, Kay Aldridge, Walter Cat-
ett, Guinn (Big Boy) Williams, Smith Bal-
ew, Isabel Randolph, Chester Clute, Ruth
[>e, Robert Hartzell, Nancy June Robinson,

Directed by Christy Cabanne.

lines,

sug-

This moderately entertaining programmer
started out to tackle the problem of the
returning war hero. but. instead, wound up
is a romantic comedy along farcical
While "The Man Who Walked Alone'
?ests a mystery, the title character is a
mounded and honorably discharged soldier
*h0 is picked up by a wealthy society girl
unning away from a stuffed shirt fiance.
3ecause both conceal their identities from
ach other, they get into numerous mix-ups
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which land them in jail twice, but after the

misunderstandings are cleared, they are

united romantically. Much of the comedy
stems from the amusing supporting charac-

ters including a mischievous kid sister, well

played by Nancy June Robinson; a blunder-

ing caretaker, enacted in Walter Catlett's

fussy comic style; a hard-boiled cell-mate

who turns up at the society girl's wedding,

and several more. Christy Cabanne's di-

rection is swift-paced and makes up for an
overabundance of dialogue in some of the
final sequences of the story, which he also
wrote. David O'Brien temporarily deserts
westerns to give a convincing portrayal of

the soldier hero and Smith Ballew, former
orchestra leader, is a good choice for the
stuffy fiance. Kay Aldridge makes an at-

tractive, if colorless, heroine. This should
be pleasing family fare for dual bills.

David O'Brien, a wounded and honorably-

More Reviews on Page 20

discharged war hero, puts his uniform and
medals in a suitcase while he hitch-hikes
into Plainfield. home town of his buddy
killed overseas. Kay Aldridge. spoiled so-

ciety girl who is running away from her
stuffy fiance. Smith Ballew, picks up O'Brien
but neither tells the other their real identity.

Miss Aldridge is using Ballew's car and,
when the police appear, the pair are hauled
off to jail, but soon released. Masquerading
as her own secretary, Miss Aldridge then
takes O'Brien to her country home and,
when he crawls in the window to open the
door, they are again taken to jail where
reporters discover her true identity. O'Brien,
who is hired as the family chauffeur, even-
tually shows up Ballew as a coward and
the girl's mother, Isabel Randolph, calls up
the police to pick up the soldier as a de-
serter. This brings out the Governor, the
Mayor and the town officials to welcome
O'Brien, who is revealed as a modest and
much-decorated hero.

LEYENDECKER
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'IT'S IN THE BAG 1 WEALTH OF COMEDY TALENT IN LAUGHFEST
Rates • • • on name value

United Artists (Jack H. Skirball)

87 minutes

Fred Allen, Jack Benny, William Bendix,
Don Ameche, Victor Moore, Rudy Vallee,
Binnie Barnes, Robert Benchley, Jerry
Colonna, John Carradine, Gloria Pope, John
Miljan, William Terry, Minerva Pious, Sid-
ney Toler, Dickie Tyler, Ben Welden, George
Cleveland, Emory Parnell, Byron Foulger,
Don Costello, Dave Willock.

Directed by Richard Wallace.

A grab-bag full of screen and radio names
keeps the nonsensical plot of "It's In the

Bag" spinning at a mad and mostly merry
pace. To guarantee the success of his first

picture in several years, Fred Allen has
crammed in Jack Benny, William Bendix,

Victor Moore, Don Ameche, Rudy Vallee,

Jerry Colonna, Minerva Pious (radio's Mrs.

Nussbaum) and many more, and the result

is a succession of brief and amusing se-

quences only loosely connected with the

mystery-comedy story. Audience recogni-

tion of these notables playing what amounts
to bit roles brings forth shrieks of laughter

and, although each of the comedians puts

over his or her specialized brand of humor,
their turns are chucklesome rather than

hilarious. Actually, the picture's comedy
high spot shows the difficulties encountered
by Allen and his wife as they are shunted
from the orchestra to the top balcony and
out the exit at a movie palace where the

doorman had announced "Immediate seating

on all floors." The film has gags aplenty,

especially during Allen's by-play with
Benny, and a novel introduction during
which Allen remarks that most of the names
receiving screen credit are relatives of the

producer. From then on it's Allen's show
with the others acting as famous stooges.

With its wealth of names offering unlimited

exploitation angles, this should be an ex-

cellent grosser.

When Fred Allen, penniless owner of a

flea circus, learns that he has inherited

$12,000,000 from his grand-uncle, his wife,

Binnie Barnes, and his son and daughter
move into a swanky penthouse and start to

splurge on clothes and other luxuries. Later,

Allen learns from John Carradine, his

uncle's crooked attorney, that the fortune

had been dissipated and the inheritance is

only five chairs. After the downcast Allen

sells these to an antique dealer, he gets a

note saying that his grand-uncle had man-

aged to salvage $300,000 and hide it in one
of the chairs before he was murdered. Al-

len's frantic search to recover the chairs

leads him to Jack Benny, then to a theatre,

next to a night club where he is accused

of a murder, and, finally, to William Ben-

dix, a gangster who owns the fifth chair.

Bendix' gang try to kill their leader but his

bullet-proof vest saves him and, when he

recovers, he offers to help Allen out of his

difficulties. After Carradine is made to con-

fess that he murdered Allen's grand-uncle

and swindled him out of the money, Allen

returns to his hotel with the $300,000 fol-

lowed by a retinue of salesmen, bill collec-

tors, etc.

Fred Allen's drily-humorous style of de-

livery points up even the most ordinary

gags and Binnie Barnes makes a good foil

as his bewildered wife. Robert Benchley,

who is wasted in a bit role; John Carradine,

Sidney Toler and Dickie Tyler are among
those involved in the plot. Jack Benny and

William Bendix stand out in the best of the

many episodes. Gloria Pope and William

Terry, as the romantic juveniles, are almost

overlooked.
DENLEY

'THE GREAT FLAMARION' OLD-FASHIONED MELODRAMA IS EXPLOITABLE
Rates • • as dualler generally; more if exploited in action spors

Republic

78 minutes

Eric Von Stroheim, Mary Beth Hughes,
Dan Duryea, Stephen Barclay, Lester Allen,
Esther Howard, Michael Mark, John R.
Hamilton, Joseph Granby, Fred Velasco,
Carmen Lopez.

Directed by Anthony Mann.

This highly-theatrical melodrama is fair
dual fare even if its theme — a sordid love
affair in a backstage setting — is scarcely
ideal for the family spots. However, less
discriminating audiences might find it en-
grossing. The story of "The Great Flam-
arion," as told in the first person, is typical
"True Confessions" material and its treat-
ment is strangely reminiscent of an old-
time silent movie. The title role, inspired
by a character in a Vicki Baum novel, is

made-to-order for Eric Von Stroheim, who
plays it effectively and even creates some

sympathy for Flamarion. the imperturbable
vaudeville headliner who falls for a blonde
charmer's wiles. However, Mary Beth
Hughes has no redeeming traits as the
deadly "female of the species" who makes
men fall in love with her and then ruins
their lives for them. Shades of Theda
Bara! Despite its contrived plot, the pic-

ture holds the spectator's interest and Di-
rector Anthony Mann has managed to whip
up several exciting or suspenseful moments.
The tragic mood prevails throughout with
only a few half-hearted attempts at com-
edy. Dan Duryea, as a drunken weakling,
does an excellent acting job and the shad-
owy camera work is especially effective.

Where ballyhooed in action and transient
houses, this might get surprising grosses.

It is only a fair dualler for other situations.

The Great Flamarion (Eric Von Stroheim)
is a vaudeville headliner whose sharp-
shooting act includes two stooges, Mary
Beth Hughes and her drunken husband,
Dan Duryea. Embittered by an unhappy

love affair. Von Stroheim is interested only

in his act and he scarcely notices Miss

Hughes who is anxious to get rid of Dur-
yea. Pretending an infatuation for Von
Stroheim, Miss Hughes finally breaks down
his reserve until she persuades him to de-

liberately shoot the inebriated Duryea dur-

ing their act. Von Stroheim is acquitted

of the killing but, to avoid suspicion, he

and Miss Hughes agree to meet in Chicago
three months later and get married. But

Miss Hughes soon runs away and marries

Stephen Barclay, a handsome bicyclist, and
when Von Stroheim realizes she has double-

crossed him, he vows to find her. Months
later, the penniless Von Stroheim finds Miss

Hughes and her new husband in a cheap

vaudeville theatre in Mexico City. When
he confronts her, she again tries to vamp
him until she can get his gun. In the

struggle that follows, she shoots him, but

he manages to strangle her to death before

he dies.
YORK

Film Bulletin Reviews are

written for practical showmen—
by people who know box office values
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
We hear that Broadway film critics did not follow up the

I rave notices accorded "Song to Remember" by the West Coast

[ brigade. The studio is continuing its exploitation program in

[
connection with the film with no lessening of spirit, however.

I Columbia is selling this picture exclusively on percentage terms

I and apart from the regular program. This is not the first time,

I unfortunately, that one of Columbia's top productions has been

yanked from the regular selling program.

The studio is on the last lap of its current season's western

liprogram with the assigning of a writer to "Texas Panhandle."

The program consists of eight "Durango Kid" horse operas with

Charles Starrett, and four western musicals. Six of the Starrett

features are completed. "Outlaw of the Rockies" and "Texas

1
Panhandle" will wind up this schedule. Two of the musicals are

done: "Sing Me A Song of Texas" and "Rockin' in the Rockies."

I ["Rhythm Round-Up" has a completed script and finishing touches

I
are going on the script of "Song of the Prairie."

Michel Kraike, - having produced four pictures in eleven

[months, has been signed to a seven-year contract replacing his

iformer week-to-week basis. Kraike's four completed films are:

f'Eadie Was A Lady," "The Fighting Guardsman," "Ten Cents A
(Dance," and "Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion." His next will

be "I Love a Bandleader," which already has Phil Harris and
Rochester cast.

Sam Bischoff has resigned a producership at Columbia after

"our years with the studio. His last film will be "A Thousand and
3ne Nights."

Trying to keep abreast of the headlines, Columbia has added
;ome scenes to "Counter-Attack" to bring the film up to date.

Smiley Burnette, popular Western character actor, has signed
i three-year contract with Columbia calling for eight pictures a
j'ear. He will be co-starred with Charles Starrett. He is off on a
Personal appearance tour before he begins his new series with
Harrett for next year's program.

Marc Piatt, red-haired dancer, who is featured in "Tonight
und Every Night" with Rita Hayworth, had his option picked up
>y Columbia.

Glenn Ford, recently honorably discharged from the Marines,
ias been loaned to Warner Brothers for the male lead in the new
3ette Davis film, "Stolen Life."

A new serial started production this, week called 'The Mons-
er and The Ape" with Ralph Morgan, Robert Lowery and Carole
aathews. Only other new starter is "Blonde From Brooklyn,"
vith Bob Haymes and Lynn Merrick in the leads.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
! Carey Wilson, producer of the Hardy and Gillespie series, has
|een assigned the production of "Green Dolphin Street." This is
Metro's $175,000 prize-winning story from the best-novel-of-the-
ear contest sponsored by the studio. John Meehan has been
ssvgned to the scripting and the film is planned for production
i Technicolor during the late summer. Meanwhile, the second

in the contest series, an annual event, has been announced with

the same terms prevailing. Elizabeth Goudge, the author of

"Green Dolphin Street," has already received $175,000. The book
has sold more than 500,000 copies.

Booth Tarkington has been signed to write an original short

novel as the next story for the Hardy series, which is to continue

without Mickey Rooney. The story will follow Rooney's real life

experience by sending Andy into the Army, thus keeping him an

important part of the script. To replace the missing Andy, sev-

eral new characters will be conceived. . .MacKinley Kantor is

another famed author recently added to the Metro list. He has

sold "The Romance of Rosy Ridge," a post-Civil War novel, to

the studio. Jack Cummings has been set to produce the film...

And still another famous name on the Metro story roster is Knut
Hamsun, Norwegian author. "Victoria," a love story, has been

purchased for the 1945 schedule.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will do the Spanish dubbing for 20th

Century-Fox and RKO. "Keys of the Kingdom" and "A Tree

Grows in Brooklyn" are the initial two for 20th.

"Copper Camp" has been added to the list of prospective

Gable films, although the star has made no comment on what his

first picture will be or when it will start.

"Young Bess," Literary Guild selection for April, has been

grabbed by Metro for early production by Sidney Franklin. The
story deals with the teen-age years of Queen Elizabeth.

"Brighton Beach," scheduled for March starting by Joseph

Pasternak with Henry Koster directing, has already had a name
change. It will go out as "Two Sisters From Boston," with June
Allyson, Kathryn Grayson, Lauritz Melchior and Jimmy Durante
already set.

Myrna Loy's next film will be "Guardian Angel" with Clarence
Brown as producer. The picture is scheduled for a Spring start
...New starter on the lot re-teams Esther Williams and Van
Johnson, close on the heels of "Thrill of a Romance." The studio
is planning a strong promotion of these two players as a typically
"young-American" team. Lucille Ball and Keenan Wynn carry
the comedy roles. Eddie Buzzell is directing.

Continuing in production are: "The Harvey Girls" (Judy
Garland-John Hodiak), "Her Highness and the Bellboy" (Hedy
Lamarr-Robert Walker), "Weekend at the Waldorf" (Lana Tur-
ner-Van Johnson) and "Yolanda and the Thief (Fred Astaire-
Lucille Bremer).

MONOGRAM
Belita, Monogram's challenge to Sonja Henie, is back from an

eight-week personal appearance tour to start work in her next

picture, "Golden Girl," for producer Scott R. Dunlap.

"Allotment Wives" will be the second feature starring and co-

produced by Kay Francis. "Divorce," the first Francis feature, is

scheduled to start today (19th).

Other February starters are: "Prison Babies," "Come Out
Fighting," an East Side Kids opus, and "Flaming Frontier," cur-
rently in production, with Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton
and Joan Woodbury.

Title changes have "Radio Mystery" becoming "The Scarlet
Clue" and "Cisco Kid Returns" switching to "In Old New Mexico."



PARAMOUNT REPUBLIC

With 27 features on the current year's schedule already com-

pleted, Paramount can point to a strong line-up of films for the

remainder of 1945. "Here Come the Waves" (Bing Crosby-Betty

Hutton) will be followed in the release program by "Practically

Yours" (Claudette Colbert-Fred MacMurray) and "Ministry of

Fear" (Ray Milland-Marjorie Reynolds). "Bring on the Girls"

(Veronica Lake-Sonny Tufts-Eddie Bracken), a Technicolor pic-

ture; "A Medal For Benny" (Dorothy Lamour-Arturo de Cordova),

"Salty O'Rourke" (Alan Ladd-Gail Russell), "Out of This World"

(Eddie Bracken-Veronica Lake) and "Incendiary Blonde" (Betty

Hutton-Arturo de Cordova) in Technicolor are also on the 1945

schedule.

Then there is "The Road to Utopia" (Bing Crosby-Bob Hope),

"The Unseen" (Joel McCrea-Gail Russell), "Two Years Before the

Mast" (Alan Ladd-Brian Donlevy), "Murder, He Says" (Fred

MacMurray-Jean Heather) listed.

The first two Hal Wallis productions are ready. "Affairs of

Susan" (Joan Fontaine-George Brent) and "Love Letters" (Jen-

nifer Jones-Joseph Gotten).

"Kitty" (Paulette Goddard-Ray Milland), "The Lost Week-

end" (Ray Milland-Jane Wyman), "The Virginian" (Joel McCrea-

Barbara Britton) and "Miss Susie Slagle" (Sonny Tufts-Veronica^

Lake) are also ready to go.

Hal B. Wallis, having completed his first two pictures, has

his third under way, "You Came Along" with Lizabeth Scott and

Robert Cummings. Cummings has been signed to a long-term

exclusive contract by the producer. Wallis has acquired film

rights to "The Crying Sisters" for Ann Richards, another of his

contract players. Ayn Rand, author of "The Fountainhead," will

do the screen play. There's a film ready for Barbara Stanwyck,

too, on the Wallis program, "The Perfect Marriage," by Samson
Raphaelson. The film will not start until after Miss Stanwyck

does her role in "The Fountainhead" at Warner's.

The Supreme Court of New York County ruled in favor of

Paramount against Cornelia Otis Skinner and Emily Kimbrough
who were trying to keep Paramount from doing a fictional sequel

to "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay" in which the Misses

Skinner and Kimbrough would be depicted. The studio was given

full right to make the sequel using the characters of the original

story.

"Dear Ruth," a current Broadway success, has been purchased
by Paramount for a reputed $450,000 with Paulette Goddard,
Sonny Tufts and Diana Lynn pencilled in to the lead roles.

Sol Siegel, who formed his own company to produce "Kiss and
Tell" for Columbia release, is returning to Paramount as of May 1
in an executive position.

Five films going on the lot this week with three new starters:
"The Well Groomed Bride" (Ray Milland-Olivia de Havilland-
Sonny Tufts), "You Came Along" (Lizabeth Scott-Robert Cum-
mings), a Wallis production, and "Follow That Woman" (William
Gargan-Nancy Kelly) for Pine-Thomas. Continuing are: "Mas-
querade in Mexico" (Dorothy Lamour-Arturo de Cordova) and
"Too Good To Be True" (Betty Hutton-Sonny Tufts),

PRC
This company will release five pictures during February in

time for showing during its Fifth Anniversary celebration during
March. On February 3, "His Brother's Ghost" (Buster Crabbe-
Al St. John); February 6, "The Kid Sister" (Roger Pryor-Judy
Clark); on February 8, "Marked for Murder" (Tex Ritter-Dave
O'Brien); February 15, "The Town Went Wild" (James Lydon-
Freddie Bartholomew) and "The Man Who Walked Alone" (Dave
O'Brien-Kay Aldridge).

Jack Grant, story editor of the studio for the past eight
months, has been made an associate producer. He will do "The
King of Proxy Street" and "Transcontinental" as his first two
assignment.

"Undercover Girl" becomes "Ladies of the Night" via the title-
change route. With this film, "Stranger in the Family" and "En-
chanted Forest" all completed, production is at a standstill at the
moment. Nothing is scheduled for starting until March.

"The Amazing Mr. M," production under way, is announced

as one of Republic's big efforts with Joseph Schildkraut, Eugene
Pallette, Billie Burke, Robert Livingston, Ruth Terry, Raymond
Walburn, Ona Munson and Ann Gillis set for roles. This is the

story that Schildkraut submitted to President Herbert J. Yates

two years ago. It gives the actor a role of a down-and-out ex-

matinee idol — one that he should do with relish.

Sixteen of the feature players launched in "New Faces of

1945" are under option at the studio with contracts dependent on
their current roles.

"Desperadoes of Dakota" boasts a new twist in the Western
formula. Instead of the "fair and square" heroine we come up
this time with a shady lady who paves the way for a gang of out-

laws. Virginia Christine has the part.

In addition to "The Amazing Mr. M," the studio put a Western
into work this week, "Santa Fe Saddlemates" (Sunset Carson-

Linda Stirling) and a mystery called "Scotland Yard Investiga-

tor" (Eric Von Stroheim-Stephanie Bachelor). "Federal Operator

No. 99," the serial, continues in production. Finished are: "New
Faces of 1945" (Dowd-Drake), "Desperadoes of Dakota" (Elliott-

Fleming) and "Bells of Rosarita" (Rogers-Evans).

RKO-RADIO
Biggest news of the week from this studio is the obtaining of

Ingrid Bergman to co-star with Bing Crosby in Leo McCarey's

"Bells of St. Mary's." If this year's Academy Awards should

come through as many predict they will, RKO will have a trio of

winners on this picture. It is certain that the script and role are

both unusual, else David O. Selznick would never have loaned his

valuable property to this studio when he has so much material

for her himself.

Joseph H Lewis, recently honorably discharged from the

Army, is directing the latest Falcon picture now in work on the

lot. Lewis last directed PRC's "Minstrel Man."

"The Fabulous Invalid," an Edna Ferber-George S. Kaufman
story, is back on the list at RKO. Richard Berger, former direc-

tor of the St. Louis Municipal Opera Company, has been signed

to a term producing pact and will have this one on his schedule

as a Technicolor musical production with a reported budget of

$2,000,000. The story is a saga of the American theatre.

"I Remember Mama" has been an RKO property for two

years and was to have starred Katina Paxinou, but the story was

shelved when the stage rights were sold. The play is now a

smash hit on Broadway and Ingrid Bergman has expressed in-

terest in doing the role — though it would be quite a contrast to

her usual portrayals. If RKO can get her, the picture will surely

be made, but it seems far in the offing at the moment.

Nine productions in work at this writing, with four new|

starters: "The Most Dangerous Game" (John Loder-Audrey Long)

"First Man Into Tokyo" (Tom Neal-Barbara Hale) — they'nl

trying to beat the headlines on this one; "Mama Loves Papa'

(Leon Errol-Elizabeth Risdon) and "The Falcon in San Francisco'

(Tom Conway-Rita Corday). Continuing in production are
j

"George White's Scandals of 1945" (Joan Davis-Jack Haley), "Mai

Alive" (Pat O'Brien-Ellen Drew), "Invisible Army" (John Wayne'

Philip Ahn), "The Spanish Main" (Maureen O'Hara-Paul Hen
ried), and "Those Endearing Young Charms" (Laraine Day

Robert Young).

INTERNATIONAL
"It's A Pleasure," the Sonja Henie Technicolor film, is gettin,'

full treatment exploitation-wise by William Goetz. General ro

lease is set for Easter Sunday and simultaneous premieres arl

planned in about 20 key cities. $60,000 has already been set fo|

newspaper advertising and another $35,000 for 1000 line Sundai
section advance advertisements, plus national magazine coveragj

in two and four colors and a big radio campaign. 24 differer

type radio plugs are planned to spark the campaign. The pi<

ture, seen this week by your Sizeups reporter, is lushly done wit

sets and decor by Don Loper. This is Miss Henie's first appea:

ance in color and her audience will enjoy it.
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20th CENTURY-FOX
Only new starter this week is "Junior Miss," which stars

Peggy Ann Garner with Allyn Joslyn, Faye Marlowe and Mona

Freeman. Mona Freeman is the youngster who scored solidly in

Columbia's "Together Again" and should offer stiff competition to

the little Garner gal since they are both in the same age bracket

and up to now Peggy has only had to throw off adult actors.

Twentieth has a lawsuit on its hands over "Lifeboat." Sidney

Easton has filed suit alleging piracy. He claims the film company

copied his title and material and asks for an injunction, damages

and an accounting of profits.

Producer William Perlberg has nine pictures on his calendar

at this studio, two in production, two completed and five to go.

Completed are: "Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe" and "Where Do

We Go From Here?" both Technicolor musicals. "State Fair,"

another musical, is now in work with Dana Andrews, Jeanne

Crain, Dick Haymes and Vivian Blaine. "Junior Miss" has just

begun. And still to come are: "The Band Wagon," "Forever Am-
ber," "Jean Valjean," "Claudia and David" and "Another Claudia."

Darryl F. Zanuck was awarded the "One World" special

award at the Willkie Memorial dinner held this week. Freedom
House sponsored the dinner and Zanuck's award was for his pro-

duction of "Wilson" as a "socially significant film."

This studio is now seven months ahead of its release schedule

and as plans now shape up, work will be started in mid-summer
on the 1946 program. With 12 features completed or in final

completion stages, and six in work, the studio is working toward
starting dates on "Dragonwyck," "Leave Her To Heaven," "Kitten

on the Keys," "Fallen Angel," "Three Little Girls in Blue" and
"Now It Can Be Told" to wind up its 1945 schedule.

Louis D. Lighton has signed a new three-year production

contract with 20th Century-Fox. "Anna and the King of Siam"
is his current chore.

UNITED ARTISTS
"Captain Kidd," the Benedict Bogeaus production, and "Paris

—Underground," the Constance Bennett production, are the only

two in work this week. Jack Skirball's "Guest Wife" is finished

and the next one scheduled to start is David O. Selznick's "Duel
in the Sun."

Kurt Weill has been signed by Mary Pickford to write new
songs for her production of "One Touch of Venus." Ogden Nash
will do the lyrics and the result should be ultra-sophisticated.

Miss Pickford has set a $2,000,000 budget on the film. Sam Coslow
will produce and shooting is scheduled to start June 15. Negotia-
tions are on to secure Mary Martin from Paramount for the role
she created on the stage.

Mutual Productions (Leslie Fenton-Fred MacMurray) has can-
celled its arrangement with 20th Century-Fox for releasing and
is now negotiating with United Artists for releasing privileges.
Filming of the picture, "Pardon My Past," which will star Fred
MaoMurray, will begin as soon as "Captain Eddie" winds up
at 20th.

Samuel- Bronston has filed a suit for $4,350,000 against Ideal
Factoring Company, Walter Heller and Company, David Hersh
and five others, charging he was "fraudulently cheated" out of
his ownership of "Walk in the Sun." He claims to have mort-
gaged the picture to the defendants with a year to reclaim, but
it was sold without notice on January 6.

Dore Schary has four properties in preparation for David O.
Selznick. "They Dream of Home," the Niven Busch story; "So
Little Time," by J. P. Marquand; "The Life of Houdini" and
"Some Must Watch." The first two are scheduled for early pro-
duction, but no casting has been mentioned as yet.

UNIVERSAL
One comedy and one mystery went before the cameras this

week on the Universal lot. "Strange Confession" (Lon Chaney-
Brenda Joyce) is the mystery and "Men in Her Diary," re-teaming
Louise Albritton and Jon Hall, is the comedy number.
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Continuing in production are: "The Naughty Nineties" (Ab-

bott-Costello), "Lady on a Train" (Deanna Durbin-Ralph Bel-

lamy), and the Walter Wanger film, "Night in Paradise" (Merle

Oberon-Turhan Bey).

"The Knave of Diamonds," a story of a master thief who robs

the rich to give to the poor, has been purchased for production

by Joan Harrison. Also on the Harrison schedule are "Uncle

Harry" and "The Third Eye."

Abbott and Costello have their next three vehicles all set for

production. "Meet A Genius" follows the current "The Naughty

Nineties." Then will come "You Hypnotize Me" and "Hired

Husbands."

Turhan Bey gets the star role in "Command to Love," a

romantic comedy which was a stage success about 15 years ago.

The play will be modernized and will provide Bey's second starring

role. His first will be "The Don Returns," a story of early

California.

Actress Yvonne DeCarlo and Producer John Grant have had

their options picked up. Miss DeCarlo is the unknown whom
Walter Wanger starred in "Salome, Where She Danced." Grant

is the producer of Abbott and Costello's "Here Come the Coeds."

Turhan Bey and Ella Raines are two others whose options were

lifted by this studio.

Scheduled for April production is "As It Was Before," adapted

from the play by Pirandello. Frank Ryan, who has just been

made a producer-director will be in charge. Negotiations are on

to obtain Merle Oberon for the feminine lead, with Charles Korvin

written in for the male lead.

WARNER BROS.
Simultaneous world premieres in nine U. S. towns named

Berlin will be given Warner Brothers' "Hotel Berlin." New York,

New Jersey, Alabama, Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, North
Dakota, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin are the states in which the

Berlin towns are located.

Another world premiere of a Warner Brothers' picture has

been held on the battle front. This time it was "Devotion," which

stars Ida Lupino, Paul Henreid and Olivia de Havilland. The
premiere was held for the 885th Bomb Squadron somewhere in

Italy within ear-shot of artillery at the front.

Jack L. Warner has bought W. R. Burnett's "Tomorrow Is

Another Day" and will have it published first in Colliers as a

novelette, then as a full length novel and finally it will be done

as a screen play with Robert Buckner producing.

The entire proceeds of the $10.00 admission premiere of War-
ner Brothers' "God Is My Co-Pilot," to be held at Macon, February

21, will go to the Army Air Forces Aid Society.

"Hotel Berlin" is scheduled to follow "Objective Burma" into

the Strand in New York on March 17. All effort is being made
to get this one out in time for the headlines marking the fall of

Berlin.

"Serenade," James M. Cain's novel, has been purchased by
Warner Brothers for early production despite the obvious difficul-

ties it presents to the Hays office.

Alfred DeLiagre, producer of "Voice of the Turtle" on the

stage, will serve in the same capacity at Warners for the picture.

The studio paid $500,000 cash for the film rights plus 15 percent
of the total gross of the picture. Eleanor Parker is rumored as
the lead for the film, which will not get production gun for several
months yet.

Four new starters boost the production list to seven this week.
First is "Stolen Life," the new Bette Davis picture in which she
plays a dual role with Glenn Ford In the male lead; "Shadow of a
Woman" has Andrea King, William Prince and Helmut Dantine
in top roles; "Too Young To Know" stars Joan Leslie with Robert
Hutton and Dolores Moran, and "Danger Signal" is the first Faye
Emerson starrer with Zachary Scott and Bruce Bennett as leading
men. Continuing in production are: "Mildred Pearce" (Joan
Crawford-Jack Carson), "This Love of Ours" (John Garfleld-
Eleanor Parker) and "Three Strangers" (Geraldine Fitzgerald-
Sydney Greenstreet-Peter Lorre).
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

CO t U MB I A
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (31)

Completed ( 9)

Completed ( 1)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

THE MONSTER AND THE APE
Serial—Started February 8

Cast: Ralph Morgan, Robert Lowery, Carole Mathews, George
Macready, Willie Best, Jack Ingram, Tony Warde.

Director: Howard Bretherton Producer: Rudolph C. Flothow
Story: A scientist creates a robot for the good of mankind. His partner, a

maniac, seeks to use it to conquer the world. The conflict is between
the two men for control of the powerful mechanic.

BLONDE FROM BROOKLYN
Comedy—Started February 9
Cast: Bob Haymes, Lynn Merrick, Mary Treen, Thurston Hall.
Director: Del Lord Producer: Ted Richmond
Story: A returning soldier finds his girl has married someone else. He

meets a jukebox switchboard girl and together they start a career
in show business and romance with a long lost inheritance bobbing up.

RELEASE CHART

w 21
Thousand and One Niohts (T)

.

Details

.2-5.

. . .11-13.

.11-15...

Title—Rinntni Time Cart

IN PRODUCTION
.Temple-Abel

Dunne-Knox
.Wilde-Keyes

1943.44
COMPLETED

Address Unknown (72) Aokas-Chrlstians
Batman, The (Serial) Naish-Patterson
Carolma Blues Kyser-Miller ..

Details onder title: Battleship Blues
Cry of the Werewolf (65) Massen-Crane

Details onder title: Bride of the Vampire
Desert Hawk (Serial) Roland-Maris 5-29.
Ever Slnee Venos Hunter-Savage 5-29.

Details under title: Beauty for Sale
The Impatient Years (91) Arthur-Bowman 4-3.
Kansas City Kitty Davis-Bob Crosby ..5-15.
Last Horseman, The (54) Hayden-Willls ....6-29.

Details inder title: Suicide Range
Louisiana Hayride Caaora-Lane 4-3.
Mr. Winkle Goes To War (80) Robinson-Donaldson 1-10.
One Mysterious Night (65) Morris-Carter 6-12.

Details ender title: Boston Blackle's Appi intraent with Death

..5-15... 9-26..

..5-15... 8-17..

.5010...

.5120...
.5011. .

.

.5027... 9-18

5140

Robin Hood of the Range (57) Starrett- Harris
Details onder title: Hall to the Rangers

Seeret Command (80) I'Brien-Landls
Details onder title: Pileboek

She's a Soldier. Too Foch-Brldoes
Details inder title: Soldiers In Slacks

Soul of a Monster (63) Hibar!- Macready
Details inder title: Death Walks Alone

Swing in the Saddle Frazee-Summcrville
They Lite In Fear Kruger-Parrlsh . .

.

Details inder title: America's Children
U-Boat Prisoner (65) Bennett-Rolf

1944-45
Black Arrow (Serial) Scott-Jergens . .

.

Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion Morris-Merrick ..
Both Barrels Blazing Starrett-Hardlng ..

Details under title: Texas Rifles

Brenda Starr, Reporter Woodbury-Richmond
Counterattack Muni-Chapman . .

Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett- Atliens . .

Crime Doctor's Courage Baxter-Brooke ...
Details under title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)

Cyclone Prairie Rangers Starrett-Worth ..
Danelng In Manhattan Brady-Donnell
Eadie Was a Lady Miller
Escape In the Fog Wright-Foch
Eve Knew Her Apples MLer-Wright ...
A Gay, A Gal and A Pal Merrick-Honter . .

Fighting Guardsman, The Loder- Louise
I Love A Mystery • Bannon-Foch ...
Lawless Empire Starrctt-Law
Leave It to Blondle Singleton-Lake ..
Let's Go Steady ; Parrish-Moran ..
Mark of The Whistler, The (61) Dix-Cartcr

Details inder title: Dormant Accoint
Meet Mist Bobby Socks Crosby- Merrick ..
Misting Jiror, Tho Carter-Banon ...

Details onder title: Tomorrow You Die
Blazing the Western Trail Starrett-Matthews

Details inder title: Raiders of Quanti Basin

.9-21.

.3-20.

.6-12.

.3-6.

4-17.

. . .9-7.

.8-24.
,

.6-22.

.7-13.,

. . .8-3.

. .9-22.

.7-20.

.6-29.

.8-17.

.5019
.5007 9-4

.5033. .11-13

.5206

.5008... 6-26

.5040

.5026. . .10-2

.8-31; . .5221

.6-15... 5043

.7-25... 5037... 9-18

.
.9-4. .10-13. . .6120.

. . .2-5
.6-26

10-2..
...9-4.

.
.6-14.

.

11-13.

.

.7-26..

.8-21..

. .9-4. .

.12-25.

. .7-24.
11-27. .

.12-11.

.11-13.
.10-16.

.11-13.
,

.10-16.

.

. .8-17.

.6140.

'.620i'.

.11-9.

12-28.
.1-18.

..3-6.

.1-25.'

.2-22.

..1-4.

. .11-2.

Power of The Whistler, The Dlx-Carter
Rustlers of the Badlands Starrctt-eiiss ..

Details under titie: Renegade Roundup
Return of Dsrango Kid Starrett-Stevens .

Rockin' in the Rockies Hughes-Kirby ..

Rooah Ridla' Justice Starrett-Bates . .

Rough, Tough and Ready Morris-Rogers
Details under title: Men of the Deep

Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen .

Sergeant Mike Parks-Bates ...
Shadows In the Night Baxter-Foch ...

Details inder title: Crime Doctor's Rendezrous
She's a Sweetheart (61) Frazee-Parks

Details onder title: Hello, Mom
Sing Me a Song of Texas Lar.e-Tomlin
Sono to Remembsr. A (T) (113) Muni-Oberon ...

Details inder title: At Night We Dream
Strange Affair, A (78) Joslyn-Keyes ...

•Tahiti Nights O'Brien-Matthews

Details under title: Song of Tahiti
T«n r.ent< a 0»"ee Frazoe-L'oyd ...

Together Again (100) Dunne-Boyer ...

Details under title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Every Night (T> Hayworth-Blair.

Unwritten Code, The Neal-Savage ...

Details under title: The Unknown
Youth on Trial Collins-Reed . . .

Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

..12-25

...7-24

...6-12

..12-11 »

. .4-17. . .3-15

.11-27. . .3-22

12-21. . .6203

. .6-10. . .11-9. . .6033

. . .5-1. .10-19. . .6021

. :8-21. . .12-7. . .6032

.9-18 2-8. . .6221
.12-13 2-

... 6-12... 10-5... 6016.... 1-

. .
.9-4. .12-14. . -6025

. . .1-22

. . .7-24. .12-22. . .6003. .12-1

...5-15.... 2-1 2-

.6-10. .10-26. . .6035

.10-30... 1-11... 6041 I

I M Ef RO-<
1944-45 Features Completed (35) In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
EARLY TO WED (Technicolor)
Comedy with Music—Started February 1

Cast: Lucille Ball, Van Johnson, Esther Williams, Keenan Wyni
Carlos Ramirez, Ben Blue, Cecil Kellaway, Gladys Coope
June Lockhart, Jean Porter, Paul Harvey.

Director: Eddie Buzzell Producer: Jack Cumminj
Story: The richest girl in the world is compromised by the efforts of 3 Wl

reporters in order to stop her libel suit against their paper.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cart

IN PRODUCTION
Harvey Girls, The (T) Garland-Hodiak

Her Highness and the Bellboy Lamarr-Walker
Turnrr-Johnicn

Astn.ire-Bremer

1943-44

(T>

.

. . 1-22

.

.12-25.

.11-27.

. .1-22.

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. SEVEN

Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble (107) Rooney-Stonc ..

Gaslight (114) Bergman-Beyer
Meet the People (100) Ball-Powell . . .

Three Men In White (85) Barrymore-Johnsor
Two Girls and a Sailor (126) Johnson-Allyson

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Bathing Beanty (T) (103) Skelton-Wiliiams

Details inder title: Mr. Co-Ed
Cantervllle Ghost. The (96) Laughton-O'Brien

ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS
Dragon Seed (145) Hepborn-Hoston
White Cliffs of Dover, The (126) Dunne- Marshall

SPECIAL
Tunisian Victory (80)

RE-ISSUES

..7-26. .5-44.. . .424.

. .8-23. .5-44.

.

. .425. .5

. .7-12. .5-44.

.

. .426.
12-27

.

.6-44.

.

. .427. .5-

..9-20. .6-44.

.

. .428.

...9-6. .7-44.

.

. .429. 6

. .8-23. .7-44.

.

. .430. .6

.11-15. .8-44.

.

. .500. .7

. .6-28. .6-44. . ..491. .3

Billy the Kid (T) .

Big Store, The
Cbrlstaas Carol. A..
Com. Lhn wltt Ml.

Flight tomnaai !!!!

• Taylor

. .Marx Bros. . .

. .Barrymore ...

. .Latnarr-Stewart

L«i Crazy Loy-Powell
Northwest Passage (T) Tracy
Third Finger. Left Hand Loy-Douglai ...

1944-45
BLOCK NO. NINE

American Romance, An (T) (151) Donlevy-Richards
Details mder title: America

Barbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes ..

Details inder title: Gold Town
Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dictrlch ... .9-6. .10-44.
Lost In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello 4-3.. 12-44.
Malsle Goes To Reno (90) Sothern-Hodiak 4-3. . .9-44.

Marriage Is a Private Affair (115) Torner-Hodiak . . .11-29. .10-44.

.4-19. .11-44.

..3-6... 9-44.

..506..
. .509..
..504..

..505..
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Mrs. Partington (124) Garson-Pldgeon

Naughty Marietta (80) M.icOon.ild- EHiy

The Seventh Creaa (111) Tracy- Hasso

Waterloo Br.dge (103) Taylor-Lel gh .

BLOCK NO. TEN
BlMda Fever (69) Dorn-Astor

Nothtof Bat Troable (69) Laurel-Hardy

Mail St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal ...

Dttalls under title: Telltale Hands

Tkli Man Goes Homo (101) Powtll-Loy

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore- Johnson

TkU Han's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason

Keep Yoor Powder Dry (73) Tomer-Peters

Mule tor Millions (120) O'Brien-llurbi

SPECIAL
Moot Me In St. Louis (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien

Thirty Setonds Over Tokyo (138) Traey-Thaxter ..

NOT DESIGNATED
Anchon Awelgh (T) Kelly-Sinatra ...

Alter Ego Thaxter-Danicls .

Clack. Tho Garland-Walker .

Gentle Annie (80) trail-Reed

National Volvtt (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor ..

Details ander title: The Home Front

Hidden Eye. Tho Arnold-Rafferty .

Hold High the Torch (T) E. Taylor-Lassie

•ir Vinea Havo Tender Grapes O'Brien-Robinson

Pictir* of Dorian Gray Sanders-Hatfield

Son of Usile (T) Lawford-Lanehester

Details ander title: Women's Army

Thrill of a Romanto (T) Johnson-Williams

Twice Blessed Wilde-Cralg

Valley of Decision Garson-Peck

Wlthoit Love Tracy- Hepburn .

Zleofeld Follies (T) Astaire-Ball ....

. .3-20 .11-44.

Relssoo. .11-44

.12-13. . .9-44.

Reisiao. . .9-14.

. .8-21

..6-26

...9-4

.507... 9-18

.508
.501... 7-24

.503

. .516. .11-27

.
.519. .12-11

.314. .12-11

.513. 11-27

.518. .12-25

.517... 1-8

.6-26.
.11-27.

. .8-21.
.8-21.

..2-7.

. : 12-25

. .12-25

.12-11.

. .9-18.

.10-16.

.
.5-29.

. . 8-21

.

.12-11.

. .9-18.

. 10-31

.

. . .5-1.

MOHOC RAM
1944-45 Features

Westerns

(24)

(12)

Completed (20)

Completed ( 7)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
FLAMING FRONTIER
Western—Started February 1

Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Joan Woodbury,

Douglas Dumbrille, Lynne Carver, Pee Wee King and his

Golden West Cowboys.
Director: Lambert Hillyer Producer: Scott R. Dunlap
Story: a doctor, opposed to killing, brines law and order to a frontier

town by his quiet bravery — and without violence.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast Details lei.

1943-44
Are These Oor Parents? vinson-Talhot 4-17... 7-15.

Details ander title: Are These Yoor Parents?

Black Malic Toler-Dell 5-15 9-9.

Details ander title: Harder Chamber
Block Boston (59) East Side Kids.

Call of the Jamie Corio-Bosh . .

.

Golden Trail, Tho Brown-Hattoo

Johnnie Doesn't Live Hero Any More , Simon-Ellison .

Land of Outlaws Brown- Hatton .

Details ander title: Fool's Gold

Law Men (53) Brown-Hatton 1-10 5-6..

Loan It To the Irish Dann-MeKay 4-3. . .8-26. . .

Marked Trails Gibson-Steele 5-29. . .9-30. . .

th, What a Nlghtl Lowe-Rambeao 4-17 9-2...

Details ander title: Girl Next Door

Ranee Law Brown-Hatton 4-17 7-1..

letiri of the Ape Man (—) Lojosl-Carradine .10-18. . .6-24. . .

Sonera Stagecoach Gibson-Steele 2-7. . .6-10. .

.

Three of a Kind Gilbert-Howard 5-1. . .7-22. .

.

Utah Kid Gibson-Steele 8-26. .

.

..12-27... 9-16 9-18

. . .4-3. . .8-19

..12-13
..12-13.... 7-8 6-12

..6-12... 9-16

.4-17

-Hatton .8-5.

1944-45
Adventures of Kitty O'Day Parker-Cookson 7-24... 1-19

Details ander title: Kitty O'Day Comes Throogh
Alaska Taylor-Lindsay 5-1.. 12-22
Army Wi«s Rambeaa-Knox 8-7... 1-12
Bowery Champs (62) East Side Kids 6-12.. 12-29

Details under title: Muggs Meets a Deadline
China's Little Devils .Carey-Kelly 7-10.. 12-23
The Cisco Kid Comes Through Renaldo-Lane ....11-13

Details ander title: Case of the Missing Medico
Crazy Knights Gilbert-Howard 8-21... 12-8
Docks of New York Gorcey-Hall 1-22

Details under title: Murder in the Famil)
Enemy of Women Woods-Dell 11-10
John Dillinger L. Tlemey 10-16... 2-23
Ghost Guns Brown-Hatton 9-18... 2-16

Details ander title: Ghost of Indian Springs

G. L Honeymoon Storm-Cookson 10-2
Gun Smoke Brown-Hatton 9-18
In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon ...8-21 2-9
County Fair East Side Kids 2-5
Jade Mask. The Toler-Manton 9-18... 1-26

Details ander title: Mystery Mansion
Law of the Valley Brown-Hatton 7-24... 11-4
Model Murder, The Weaver- Lowery 12-11
Navaio Trails Brown-Holt .....10-16 1-5..

Details under title: The Texas Terror

Scarlet clue. The Toler-Moreland 2-5
Details onder title: Radio Mystery

Shadow of Suspicion (68) Weaver-Cookson 6-26.. 12-15
Details ander title: Baby Shoes

Seng of the Range Wakely-Moore 9-18. . .12-1
Details ander title: Saddle Pals

Stranger from Santa Fo Brown-Hatton 1-22

There Coes Kelly Moran-McKay
Details under title: Make Way for Kelly

Forever Yoart Storm-Smith
Details onder title: They Shall Have Faith

A Wave. A Wac, A Marina Eilers-Y

When Strangers Marry Hunter-

Details enter title: I Married a Stranger

.11-27

...8-7... 1-26.

P A R AMOUNT
iyi3-44 Features
1U44-45 Features

Completed (3i)

Completed (30)

In Production (0)

En Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE WELL-GROOMED BRIDE
Comedy—Started January 31
Cast: Ray Milland, Olivia dc Havilland, Sonny Tufts, Jean

Heather, Constance Dowling, James Gleason.
Director: Sidney Lanfleld Producer: Harry Tugend
Story: Search for a magnum of champagne by soldier's sweetheart and

naval officer brings romantic complications.

YOU CAME ALONG
Comedy-Drama—Started February 4
Cast: Robert Cummings, Lizabeth Scott, Don De Fore, Charles

Drake.
Director: John Farrow Producer: Hal B. Wallis
Story: Three returned fliers go on war bond tour. They all fall in love with

their publicity girl, and their attempts to win her love lead to
dramatic anH comic complications.

FOLLOW THAT WOMAN
Mystery-Comedy—Started February 2
Cast: William Gargan, Nancy Kelly, Regis Toomey, Byron Barr,

Audrey Young, Ed Gargan, Don Costello, Roland Varno,
Pierre Watkins.

Director: Lew Landers Producer: Pine and Thomas
Story: Private detective's wife takes over when he goes in the army. She

gets involved In murder of a night club singer. Detective gets fur-
lough to solve the crime.

RELEASE CHART
Title— Running Time Cast

IN PRODUCTION *

.4-20.

.10-18.

.11-15.

Masquerade in Mexico Lamoor-Coriova 1-8.
Too Good To Be True Hltton-Tofts 1-8.

COMPLETED
1943-44

BLOCK NO. FIVE
And the Angels Sings (96) Laraoar-MacMirray .5-17..
Double Indemnity (106) Stanwyck-M' Murray 10-18..
Gambler's Choice (65) Morris-Kelly 12-13..
Henry Aldrleh Plays Cupid (65) Lydon-Smith 1-25..
The Hitler Gang (100) Watson-Pope 11-15..

BLOCK NO. SIX
Great Moment (79) McCrea-Field .

Details inder title: Triumph Over Pain
Hail the Conquering Hero (101) Bracken -Raines
Henry Aldrich's Little Secret (73) Lydon-Mortimer

Details ander title: Henry Aldrleh loefcj the Cradle

I Love a Soldier (105) Goddard-Tjfts .

Details ander title: When I Come Bath
Take It Big (74) Haley-H illiard

SPECIAL
City That Stopped Hitler (58) Russian Documentary

Going my Way (130) Crosby-Stevens 8-23..
Lady In the Dark (T) (100) Rogers-Milland ...12-28..
Story of Or. Wassel! (T) (140) Cooper-Day 7-12..

1944-45
BLOCK NO. ONE

Dark Mountain (57) Lowery-Drew 4-17..
National Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather ...11-29..
Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (81) Lynn-Russell 9-6..
Rainbow Island (T) (93) Lzmour-Sullivan ..10-18..
Till We Meet Again (88) Milland-Britton ...12-13..

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Young 12-27.
Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine-DeCordova 5-31.,
Man in Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker 11-1.
Ministry of Fear (84) Milland-Rcynolds ..7-26..
One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly 1-10.,

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman
Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks

Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly ..

Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton

Practically Yours (90) Colbert- MaeMurray ..2-7.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) Lake-Tufts 1-10.
High Powered Lowery-Brooks 10-16.

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke Ladd-Russell 9-4.

Unseen, The HcCrca-Rassell 5-15.
Details ander title: Fear

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Colbert-March

NOT DESIGNATED
A Medal for Benny La moer- Cordova ....6-26.
Affairs of Susan, The Fontaine-Brent ...11-13.

Daffy's Tavern Gardner- Reynolds ...10-2.

Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lake 12-11.

Details ander title: Good Intentions

One Exciting Night Gargan-Savage 12-25.
Details under title: Hard to Handle

Incendiary Blonde (T) Hetton-Certm ...11-15.

..4321.

..4325.

. .4324.

..4322.

..4320.

,5-1

.5-1

.5-1

.5-1

....4330... 6-12

..4331.

. .4335.

..4336.

. .4337.

.4405.

.4403.

.4404.

.4401.

.9-20
. .3-6

.2-21

..5-1

.7-13.

.8-21.

.7-10.

.5-15.

.4406. .10-30

.4408. . .10-2

.4407. .10-30

.4410. .10-30

.4409. .10-30

.4413. . .7-20

.4412. .12-25

.4415. .12-25
.4411.. 12-25

.4414.. 12-25
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Kitty

Lost Weekend, The
Love Letters

Miss Susie Slagle's

Murder, Hi Says

Dot of This World
Rhythm Ranch
Road to Utopia, The
Scared Stiff

Two Years Eefore the Hast
Virginian, The

1944-45 Features
Westerns

,
.Goddard-Milland .

.Milland-Wyman . .

. Jones-Cotten

.Tufts-Lake

. MacMarray-Main

.Bracken-Lynn . .

.

.Haley-Hllllard ...

.Crosby-Hooe-Laraour

. Haley-Savage ....
. Ladd-Donlery
.McCrea-Britton ..

..6-12.

. 10-31

.

.10-31.

.
.9-18.

...5-1.

..7-10.

..11-1.
12-13.
.11-27.
...5-1.
.11-13.

COMPLETED

(24)

(18)

Completed (20)

Completed ( 9)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

.416

.465

.421

.404. ..6-26

.466
.417.. 11-27

.457

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel.

COMPLETED
1943-44

the Devil O'Brien-Newill 5-1... 7-30..
The (65) Crabbe-Judge 3-20. . .5-10.

.

Details under title: Ringside
Delinquent Daughters Carlson-Gibson 5-15. . .8-10.

.

Fuzzy Settles Down Crabbe-St. John 5-29. . .7-25. .

Machine Gun Mama Armida-LaRue 4-17 .. .8-18.

.

Details under title: Mexican Fiesta

Minstrel Man (69) Fields-George 3-20 6-1..

Rustler's Hideout Crabbe-St. John 9-2..
Seven Doors To Death (64) Chandler-Clyde ....5-29 8-5..
Spook Town O'Brlen-Newlll 4-17 6-3..

Details inder title: Ghost Town
Valley of Vengeance (—) Crabbe-St John 5-5..
Waterfront (64) Carradine-Wrixon 6-10..
When the Lights Go On Again (74) Lydon- Mitchell 6-26. .10-23. ,

1944-45
Bluebeard (70) Carradine-Parker .. .6-12. .11-10.

.

Castle of Crimes (60) Kent-Churchill .. Foreign .. 12-22. .

Crime, Inc Neal-Tilton 11-13. . .4-15. .

Dead or Alive Ritter-O'Brien . . .10-31. .12-2}. .

Dixie Jamboree (71) Langford-Talbot 2-7... 8-15.
Details under title: Dixie Steam Boat

Enchanted Forest (Cinccolor) Lowe-Joyce 1-22
Fog Island Atwill-Douglas ... 11-13. . .2-15 . .

Th9 Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John ...1-22
Gangsters of the Frontier (56) Ritter-O'Brien 9-21.
Great Mike, The (73) Erwin-Henry 7-24. .11-15.

Details under title: At the Post

His Brother's Ghost Crabbe-St. John 2-3..
Hollywood an* Vine Ellison-McKay 8-21 3-1.

I'm From Arkansas (68) Adrian-Sommerville . .8-7 . .10-31. .

I Accuse My Parents (68) Hughes-Meeker 8-7... 11-4.

The Kid Sister Pryor-Clark 10-31 2-6..
Ladies of the Night Hughes-Beaumont ....2-5

Details under title: Undercover Girl

Man Who Walked Alone, The (73) O'Brien-Aldrich . .10-16. . .3-15.

.

Details onder title: You Can't Stop Romajce
Marked for Murder O'Brien-Ritter 2-8..
Oath of Vengeance (58) Crabbe-St. John 12-9.
The Phantom nf 4?nd Street O'Brien-Aldrich 1-22
Rogues Gallery (60) Jenks-Warner 12-6.

Spell of Amy Nugent, The Farr-Lindsay . . .Foreign. . .2-10.

Shadows of Death Crabbe-St. John . .11-27. . .3-24. .

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Strange Illusion Eilers-Lydon 10-2. . .3-31. .

Stranger in the Family, A Bromberg-Jenks 2-5
Swing Hostess (76) Tilton-Collins 6-12 9-8.

Whispering Skulls r.Kier-0'Brlen 12-29.,
Town Went Wild. The (77) sartholomew-Horton .8-7 .12-15.

Wild Horse Phantom Crabbe-St. John .. .8-21 .
.10-28. .

Drills nndrr title: Phantom of Wild Vallrnj

..12-11

.7.1-22

.1-22

.'.1-8

.509. .11-15

.507. .11-27

RE RUB L \ C
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (36)

Completed (18)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE AMAZING MR. M
Drama—Started February 1
Cast: Joseph Schildkraut, Eugene Pallette, Billie Burke, Robert

Livingston, Ruth Terry, Raymond Walburn, Ona Munson,
Ann Gillis, David Holt, Robert Craig, Norma Varden, Rex
Lease, Hal Taliaferro.

Producer-Director: Joseph Kane Assistant: Virgil Hart
Gtory: Wealthy family adopts destitute actor who changes their lives for

the better.

SANTA FE SADDLEMATES
Western—Started February 5
Cast: Sunset Carson, Linda Stirling, Olin Howlin.
Associate Producer-Director: Thomas Carr Assistant: Al Wood
Story: Not available. See next issue.

SCOTLAND YARD INVESTIGATOR
Mystery—Started February 10
Cast: Eric Von Stroheim, Stephanie Bachelor.
Associate Producer-Director: George Blair
Story: Not available. Seo next issue.

RELEASE CHART
Cut Details Rel. No. Ret.

1943-44

. .Barry-Heath .

.

. .Burnette-Carsoi

. .Lane-Henry . .

.

. .Autry-Burnette .

. .Rogers- Evans ..

. .Elliott-Jeffreys

. .Barry-Merrick .

. .Srey-Cookson ..

.Livingston-Terry

Black Hills Expren (55)....
Call of the Rockies

Call of the South Seas (59).
Comin' Round the Mountain .

Cowboy and the Senorita (78)

Death Valley Manhunt (55).
Fugitive from Senora (55)...
Girl Who Dared

Good Night, Sweetheart (67)
Haunted Harbor (Serial) Aldridge-R

Jamboree (71) Byron-Terry .

Lights of Old Santa Fe Rogers-Evans

Man From Frisco (91) O'Shea-Shirley

Melody Trail (—) Autry-Burnette

Port of 40 Thieves (58) Bachelor- Power

Ride, Ranger, Ride Aubrey-Burnett

San Fernando Valley (74) Rogers-Evans

Secret of Scotland Yard (68) Barrier- Bachelor

Silent Partner Henry-Withers

Song of Nevada (75) Rogers-Evans

Storm Over Lisbon (86) Ralston-Arlen

Details under title: Candlelights In Liibon

Strangers In the Night Terry-Grey .

Details under title: House of Terror

That's My Baby (68) Arlen-Drew .

Details under title: Anything for a Laugh

Three Little Sisters Lee-Terry . .

Tiger Woman (Serial 1298) Sterling-Lewis

Tucson Raiders, The (55) Elliott-Hayes

fellow Rose of Texas (69) Rogers-Evans

1944-45

Atlantic City (86) Moore-Taylor . . .

Sporting Chanco Randolph-O'Malley

Details under title: Behind the Ships

Bells of Rosarita Rogers-Evans . .

Big Bonanza (68) Arlen-Frazee . . .

Big Show-Off (70) Lake-Evans

Details under title: Next Comes Love

Bordertown Trails Carson-Burnette ..

Brazil (91) Bruce-Guizar . .

.

Cheyenne Wildcat Elliott-Fleming ..

Chicago Kid Barry-Roberts ..

Code of the Prairie Burnette-Carson .

Daring Holiday, A Horton-George ..

Desperadoes of Dakota Elliot-Fleming

Earl Carroll's Vanities O'Keefe-Moore . .

End of the Road (51) Norris-Storey . . .

Details under title: Man of Mystery

Faces in the Fog (71) Withers-Kelly

Fatal Witness

Flame of Barbary Coast

Gangs of the Waterfront ..

Git Along Little Dogies * utr
c
y
; J"".!

u

Great Flamarion, The (7G) .

The Great Stagecoach Robbery

Grissly's Millions (72) . .-. .

Hitchike to Happiness

Jealousy

lohnr.y March

..5-17.,

...4-3..
...3-6.

Reissue.

..1-24.
...5-3..
...7-1..
..4-17..
..3-20.
..5-1..
..1-24.
...7-24.

. .1-24.
.Reissue.

.8-15..
,7-15..
. .7-7.

.7-28.

.5-12.
.9-25.

.

..7-2..

..8-5..
.6-17.
.8-26.

..5-5.

.11-3.

.7-14.
..6-1.
.8-13.
..9-1.
.9-15.

..362

. .356
. .319. . .8-21 I

.3305 J

. .342. . .4-17 I

..375 I

..361

..322
. .320. . .6-26

..384
,

..316... 4-17

.3304
. .324. . .7-24

.3306
. .345. . .10-2

.321... 7-10

4-3.

1-24.

. .8-5.

.

10-16..
. .344.
..323.

.7-10

.9-U

5-29. .9-12..

. .9-14.5-29. ..328. .10-2

.... 5-15.
2-7.

2-21.
2-21.

.7-31..

.5-27..
.5-24..
.6-24..

..325.

..383.
.3311.
..343.

.6-12

.5-29

Ankers- Fraser

Wayne- Dvorak
Armstrong-Bachelor

Reissue. .10-15

VonStroheim-Hughes 10-16

.5-15.

.

.8-21

. . .2-5.

. . .9-4. 12-30. '. .407.' '.1-22

. .
.9-4. .1-22. . .410. . .2-5

.5-15. .8-11.. . .451.

.

.6-26. .11-30. . .405. "li'-is

.6-12. .9-30.

.

.3314.

.

. .10-2.

.6-26. 7io-<s! '. . .452.

.

.10-16.

. . .2-5.

.11-13.
V.i-j

. .7-10. .ii-io. .7.402.'

..8-21. .11-25. . .404. 11-13

. .1-22.
.7-24. '.i'-3i.'.

Elliott-Fleming

Grey-Kelly

Pearce-Evans .

Morley-Asthcr

/trlen-Walker . .

Lake Ma'cld' serenade (85) R?' st° n
;
T

1

ay,
.

or

Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Slirling-Bailcy

Marshal of Reno E '"ott
;
H
f
y,

,

s '

My Buddy <6?> Barry-Roberts

New Faces of 1945 nowd-Duke ..

The Phantom Speaks Arlen-Roberts

Return At Dawn Terry-Roberts

Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey

Silver City Kid Lane-Stewart ..

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid

Sheriff of Cimarron

Sheriff of Las Vegas

Sheriff of Sundown

Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70)

.

Song of Miss Julil

.9-18.

. .9-18.

. .9-18.

. 11-27

.

. 11-27 . .

. .8-21.

.12-11.

.10-16. .

...3-6..

.
.6-26.

. . .1-8.

.10-31.
..1-22.
...1-8.

. .4-17.

.

.5-29.

.12-25.

.
.7-24.

.5-29.

.
.4-17.

.10-16.
.4-17.

.Elliott-Blake

.Carson-Stirling

.Elliott-Blake

.Lane-Stewart

.Terry-Brown

.Early-Clark .

Stagecoach to" Monterey Lane-Stewart .

Details under title: Marshal of Monterey

Swingin' on a Rainbow 'mS"
Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry .

.12-25.

Three's A Crowd M ichael -Gordon

Thoroughbreds . .
Hcai-Mara .9-4. .

Toneka Tprror L!me 10-2..

Tugboat Annie's Son Oarwell Kennedy .12-25.

Utah Ro"ers-Evans l^-n.

Vampire's Ghost A^otSStewart ...10-16

lorro's Black Whip (Serial) Lewis-Stirling ....8-21..

.1-16.

.3-18.
.7-2..

10-12.

.7-20.

.8-16.

12-31'.

.11-7.
.8-12.

2-5

.409. . .1-22

.482

.3312....
. .403. .10-16

. .461

.3313

.33167'
. .463

. .401 9-4

R K O R A pi O
1944-45 Features Completed (31) In Production (9)

Title—Ronnlno Time

IN PRODUCTION
Federal Operator No. 99

THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME
Melodrama—Started February 5

Cast: John Loder, Audrey Long, Russell Wade, Edgar Barrier,

Bruce Edwards, Larry Wheat, Jason Robards, Edmund
Glover.

Director: Robert Wise Producer: Herman Schlom

Story: Not available. See next issue.

FIRST MAN INTO TOKYO
Melodrama—Started February 9

Cast: Tom Neal, Barbara Hale, Keye Luke, Richard Loo, Marc

Cramer, Edwin S. Luke, Leonard Strong, Bruce Edwards,

Edmund Glover.

Director: Gordon Douglas Producer: J. Robert Bren

Story: An American Army Intelligence Officer changes his appearance and

risks his life to enter Tokyo and send back Important Information.

MAMA LOVES PAPA
Comedy—Started February 9

Cast: Leon Errol, Elizabeth Risdon, Paul Harvey, Edwin Max-
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well, Emory Parnell, Charlotte Wynters, Ruth Lee.
Director: Frank Strayer Producer: Benjamin Stoloff
Story: Not available. See next Issue.

THE FALCON IN SAN FRANCISCO
Mystery—Started January 31
Cast: Tom Conway, Rita Corday, Robert Armstrong, Fay Helm,

Ed Brophy, George Homes, Russell Hopton, Frank Puglia.
Director: Joseph H. Lewis Producer: Maurice Geraghty
Story: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rennlnp TIM Cut OeUlU Rol. M. Art.

IN PRODUCTION
Invisible Army Wayne-Ahn 11-13...
Man Alive O'Brien-Drew 2-5
Spanish Main, The (T) Henreid-O'Hara

Endearing Young Charms Day-Young

11-27.
.1-22.

Davis-Haley 2-5.George White's Scandals of 1545

COMPLETED
1943-44

BLOCK NO. SIX
Jildersleeve's Ghost (63) . .Peary- Martin . . .

routh Runs Wild (65) 6ranvllle-Smith .

: Details ander title: Are These Our Children?
larine Raiders (90) O'Brlen-Hossey .

light of Adventura (65) tonway-Long .

.

Details ander title: One Exciting Night
itep Lively (88) Sinatra- Murphy .

Details ander title: Manhattan Serenade

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
jrlde by Mistake (81) Day-Marshal

Details ander title: That Ranter Girl
:alcon In Mexico (70) Conway-Maris . .

Heavenly Days (71) Fibber and Molly
Woslc in Manhattan (80) Shirley-Day . . .

Mile. FID (69) Simon-Kreuger .

SPECIAL
*utal Command (61).
lorih Star, The (105)
•p In Arm (T) (106) Kayo-Shore

RE-ISSTJES
now White and the Sevea Dwarfs (T) (80) . .Disney Cartnon Feature

1944-45
BLOCK NO. ONE

.7-26

.
.11-1
.2-21

Lum 'n Abner . ...5-15 504. .10-2

Esmond-Massen . ...5-29 502. .10-2

.Moffett-Esmond .
.10-2

Details ander title: Pampkln Shell
None But the Lonely Heart (113) Grant-Wyatt . . . ....3-6 501. .10-2
Tall in the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines . . ....5-1 503. .10-2

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent . . .7-24 510. .12-11
raleon in Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale . . .7-24 507

.

.12-11
Mnrder, My Sweet (90) .Powell-Shirley ...5-29 508. .12-11

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

. Langford-Brown ...6-12 506. .10-30
Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates ...7-24 509. .12-11

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East .Tracy-Kelly . . . . . .7-24
What a Blonde (71) .Errol-Riley . . . . . .10-16 . .2-5

Details under title: Come Share My Love

.Young-MeGuire . . . .10-16
Having Wonderful Crime O'Brien-Landls .

Pan Americana Terry-Long 8-21...

NOT DESIGNATED
Along Came Jones (International) Cooper-Young ....11-27...
Belle of the Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Lee 4-3...
Brighton Strangler, The Loder-Duprez 7-10...
iBody Snatcher, The Karlolf-Lugosi 11-13...
ICasanova Brown (S3) Cooper-Wright ....2-21...
(China Sky Scott-Drew 9-4...
iFollow Your Heart Haley-Jeffries 12-11..
It's a Pleasure (T) Henie-O'Shea 8-21...
Johnny Angel Raft-Trevor 12-11..
Princess and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo 5-15...
Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature
•Two O'clock Coorage Tonway-Ruthcr'ard . 8-21...
West of The Peeos Mitchom-Hale 10-16...
Woman in the Window, The (95) Robinson-Bennett ..4-17...

Details ander title: Once Off Guard

(T) Kaye-Mayo 7-24. . .

.583. .12-11

.581. ...8-7

2 0th GEN T U R Y - FOX
144-45 Features Completed (28) In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
JUNIOR MISS
Comedy—Started February 4
Cast: Peggy Ann Garner, Allyn Joslyn, Faye Marlowe, Michael

Francis, Mona Freeman, Sylvia Field, Stanley Prager,
Connie Gilchrist, John Alexander, Barbara Whiting, Scotty
Beckett.

Director: George Seaton Producer: William Pearlberg
Story: From the Broadway play, this is the story of a 13-year-old and her

friends, whose attempts to meddle into their elders'
dire results.

lu'iia'icrs cause

RELEASE CHART
Title—Banning Tim Cast Details

IN PRODUCTION
Captain Eddie MaeMarray-Barl ..12-11.
Carribean Mystery Dunn-Ryan 2-5.

Details under title: First, Last and Always
Dolly Sisters, The (T) Grable-Payne 2-5.
State Fair (T) Andrews-Crain 1-22.

Two-Faced Quilligan Bendix-Blondell 2-5.

COMPLETED
1943-44

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Candlelight In Algeria (85) Majoo-Lehmano Foreign.

Eva of St Mark. The (96) Eylha-Bajttor 9-20
Home In Indiana (T) (103) McAlllster-Brennaa .9-20.

Ladles In Washington (61) Graham-Marshall .. .1-10

Rogir Tuohy, Gangster (65) Foster-Taylor 4-19

SPECIAL
Battle of Roesli (80) Government Doeomentary

Song of BeraaJette (156) Jones-Price 4-5.

1944-45
BLOCK NO. ONE

Take It or Leave It (70) Baker-Massow 4-3.

Wing and a Prayer (97) Ameehe-Andrcws ...2-21.

BLOCK NO. TWO

.4-3.

Greenwich Village (T) (82) Ameehe-Miranda
Sweet and Lowdown (75) Bari-Goodman ...

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise, The (75) Laurel-Hardy

Details under title: Good Neighbors
In the Meantime, Darling (72) Crain-Latimore . . .

Details ander title: I Married a Soldier

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) Woolley-Haver . . .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laara (88) Ticrney-Andrews . .

Something for the Boys (T) (87) Miranda-O'Shca ..

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier (86) Baxter-Winninger
Winged Victory (130) O'Brien-Crane

BLOCK NO. SEX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peck-Hardwicke
Way Ahead, The (115) Niven-Huntley ...
Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Hangover Square (77) Cregar-Darnell ...
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn (128) McGuire-Dunn ...

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68) D'Shea-Marshall ..11-13.
Thunderhead, Son of Flicka (T) (73) McDowell-Foster ...5-15

NOT DESIGNATED
Cell for Adano. A Hodiak-Bcndix 11-13
Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe (T) Grable-Hnyroes 9-4
Bull Fighters Laorel-Hardy 12-11
Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe 12-25
Moliy and Me Fields-Woolley 11-13

Detnils under title: Molly, Bless Her

Nob Hill I. Bennett-Raft 8-21
Royal Scandal, A Bankhead-Eythe 9-18

Details under title: Czarina

Where Do We Co From Here? (T) MacMurray-Leslie

Wilson (T) (153)

.515

. . . Joly.

. .June,

. . .July.

.

. .Jin. .

. . Jone. .

. .433.

..429.

..431.

. .430.

. .432.

.5-29

.5-29

.5-29

.5-29

.11-15. 414.
! .440.

11-29
...2-7

August.

.August.

. .501.
. .502.

.7-24

.10-2

t. Sept..

..Sept..

504.

503.

.8-21

.8-21

.8-21

October. . .506. .9-18

October. . .507. .9-1JJ

October. . .508. .10-16

509.
..510.

10-30
11-15

. . . Dec.

.

. .513. .12-11

. .512. .11-27

...Jan..

. .Jan. .
.

..514.
. .511.

12-25

...Jan.. . .515. .1-22

. . . Feb.

.

. . . Feb.

.

. .516.

. .517.
. .1-22

. .2-5

. .Mar
. .Mar . . .2-5

.9-4.

. Hardwicke-M itchell 11-29 530 8-7

UNITED ARTISTS
1944-45 Features Completed (31) In Production (2)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van ); Crosby (Cby.) ; Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (WgT.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.)

; Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.)

; Hughes (Hug.).

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Running Time Cast

Captain Kidd Laughton-Britton
Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields

.

COMPLETED

Details

. . 2-5

.

.1-22.

1943-44
Forty Thieves Boyd-Clyde ..
It Happened Tomorrow (84) Powell-Darnell

Boyd-Clydt 10-18

Boyd-Correll

Lumber Jack (65)
Malt* oidar title: Timber

Mystery Mai (58)
Details ander title: Thandsrlng Hoofs

Staooonck (—) Wayne-Trover .

Up In Mabel's Room (76)) O'Keefe- Reynold*
Voice in the Wind (84) Lederer-Gurle .

Details aider title: Strange Hail*

.Shm

. .Psh 4-3
.Shm... 5-29

7-26... 5-31... Skm.

. Rilssae.

.

..11-29..
...5-31..

Wr
,4-28. . .Sml 4-3
.4-21. . .R.M 3-6

1944-45
Abroad with Two Yanks (80) O'Keefe-Bendix 3-20 8-4... Sml 8-7
Bedside Manner Hassey-Carroll 11-27 Stn
Blithe Spirit (T) Cummings-Harrison For G.C.F.

.

Blood on the Sun Cagney-Sidney 10-31 Cgy
Brewster's Millions O'Keefe-Walker 8-21 Sml
Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Leigh ...Foreign G.F.D
Colonel Blimp (T) Llvesy-W.lbrook ..Foreign G.F.D
Dark Waters (89) Oberon-Tone 5-29 .. 11-10 . . Bog. .12-11
Delightfully Dangerous Powell-Bellamy 9-4 Rgs

Details under title: High Among the Stan
The Great Johi L Darnell- McClare 7-10 Croeby
Guest In the House (121) Baxter-Bellamy ... .2-21 .. .12-8. . .Smg. .. .2-19
Guest Wife Colbert-Ameehe 12-11 Ski
Hairy Ape, The (90) Bcndlx-Hayward 1-10. . .6-16. . .Lev.. . .5-29
Henry V (T) Olivier-Newton ...For G.F.D
Her Man Gilbey Wilding-Ward Foreign G.F.D
Hnld Autumn in Your Hand S?ott-Fielri 9-18 L.H
I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten 4-17 1-5. . .Szk. 1-8

Details under title: Double Furlough

It's in the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley 10-16 Rgs
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Sensations of 1945 (86) Powell-Fields .,

Mr. Emmanuel (92) .Aylmer-Gynt

Outlaw, The Russell-Huston

Since You Went Away (171) Colbert-Cotton

Song of the Open Road (69) Bergen-Granville

Spellbound .Bergman-Peck
Details under title: House of Dr. Edwardes

Story of G. I. Joe Meredith

Summer Storm (107) Sanders-Darnell

Details under title: The Moon Their Mistress

This Happy Breed (T) "lewton-Jolmson

3 Is a Family (81) Ruggles- Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field . .

2000 Women Rcbson-Calvert

Walk In the Sun Andrews-Conte .

....12-13... 6-30... Stn... 7-10
. .Foreign. . .1-19. .G.F.D.. . .1-22

Hug
9-20. . .8-12. . .Sjt. . .7-24

..12-13.... 6-2.... Rgs.... 5-15

. . .7-24 Szk

. . .11-27 Cwn
...12-27... 7-15... Neb.... 6-12

. .For G.C.F
6-26. .11-23. . .Les
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UNIVERSAL
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (45)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
STRANGE CONFESSION
Mystery—Started February 9

Cast: Lon Chaney, Brenda Joyce, J. Carrol Naish, Lloyd Bridges,
Milburn Stone.

Director: John Hoffman
Story: Not available. See next issue.

MEN IN HER DIARY
Cast: Louise Albritton, Jon Hall, Peggy Ryan, Virginia Grey,

William Terry, Vivian Austin, Lorin Raker, Eve Amber,
Lorraine Miller.

Associate Producer-Director: Charles Barton
Assistant: Charles Gould

Story: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
THI»—Rnnnlnj Time Cart Details let No. lot.

IN PRODUCTION
Lady On A Train Durbin-Bellamy 2-5
Night in Paradise (T) Cbcron-Bey 1-8
Naughty Nineties, The Abbott-Costello 2-5

COMPLETED
1943-44

Allergic to Love (64) B'Drlstoll-Beery
Details under title: Slick Chick

Boss of Boomtown Cameron-Tyler . .

.

Christmas Holiday (92) Durbin-Kelly
totra Woman (T) (70) Montez-Hall
Dm Wlnslow of the Coast Glare! (Serial) . . .Perry-Barrle
Follow the Boys (122) Raft-McDonald .

Details e nder title: Three Cheers for tke Boys
Ghost Catchers, The Dlsen & Johnson .

In Society (75) Abbott-Costello .

Invisible Man's Revenge (78) Hall-Ankers . .

.

Jungle Woman (60) Acquanetta-Stone
Mommy's Ghost, The (61> Chaney-Aquanetta
Pardon My Rhythm (62) Jean-Knowles . . .

c 'aw'. Th» <74> Rathbone-Bruce .

Slightly TerrlUe (61) Rooney-Errol ...
Sooth of Dixie (61) Gwynne-Bruce ..

Details inder title: Passport t» Dakar
This Is the Life (87) O'Connor-Foster .

Trail to Gunslght Dew-Wrixon
Trigger Trail (58) Cameron-Austin ..
Twilight On the Prairie Buillan-Aastln ..

1944-45
Accent on Rhythm Colller-Norrls . . .

Details under title: Swingaroo Sweetheart
Beautiful Cheat Granville-Beery .

Details under title: It's Nnver Too Late
Beyond the Pecos Cameron-Drew .

Blonde Ransom Cook-Grey
Bowery To Broadway (94) Oakie-Montez . .

Babes on Swing Street Errol-Vincent .

.

Can't Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paige ..
Climax, The (86) Karloff-Foster . .

"end Man's Fyes (64) Chaney-Parker ..
Easy To Look At Jean-Grant
Enter Arsene Lupin (72) Raines-Kowin

Details onder title: Arsene Lupin
Fairy Tale Mnrder Jean-Brasselle . .

The Frejen Ghost Chaney-Aokers . .

Destiny (65) Jean-Curtis ...
Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey
Gypsy Wildcat (T) (75) Montej-Hall ..

Here Come th* Coeds Abbott-Costello .

Her Lucky Night Andrews Sisters

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattan
HI. Beautifol O'Driscoll-Beery

Details nnder title: Be it Ever So Humble
House of Fear Rathbone-Brucs
Home of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney

Details under title: Devils Brood
1*11 Rrmember April lean-Grant

DetilU under Htle; Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce . . .

Jonnle Captive Lane-Kroger
Jungle Oueen (Serial) Colller-nnlllan .

.

Master Key, The (Serial) Wiley-Moore ..

Merrily We Sing Ryan-Blyth

Mfrrv Monahans. The (91) O'Connor-Ryan
Moonlight and Cactus Andrews-Carrlllo

Memffry*e done Chaney-Harding
Marder In the Blee Roam (61) Cook-Gwynne
Mystery of the River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clements

My Gal Loves Mesle (T) Crosby-McDonald
Niiht Club Girl (61) aostln-Dunn . . .

Old Texas Trail, The Cameron-Knight
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. . .1-5.
12-15. .

.9008 9-4

.9022

.9036
.9034. .11-27

.9681

. 9037
.9035. . .1-22

Patrick the Great o'Cennor-Ryan .

.

Pearl of Death (69) Rathbone-Bruce .

Penthouse Serenade Camyon-deWit .

.

Rajflerj «i Ghost City Moort-Atwlll ..

Reckless Age (63) Jean-Clark

DeUili nnder title: Make Way for Love

Riders of Santa Fe Cameron-Knight

Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

Salome—Where She Danced DeCarlo-Camsron

San Dieno, I Love You (83) Hall-Foster

See j\ly Lawyer olsen a J°nnson

Senorita from the
'

West ....
'.

Jones-Granville .

She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan

Singing Sheriff (63) Horris-Knlght ..

Song of the Sarong Gargan-Kelly .

Sudan (T) Montez-Hall . . .

Details under title: Queen of the Nile

Suspect, The (85) Laughton-Raines

That's The Spirit Ryan-Oakie ...

Woman in Green Rathbone-Bruce

Details onder title: Invitation to Death

Under Western Skies (57) O'Driscoll-Beery

Details under title: Musical Round-up
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WARNER BROTHER S

1944-45 Features Completed (29) In Production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SHADOW OF A WOMAN
Comedy—Started February 7

Cast: Andrea King, William Prince, Helmut Dantine.

Director: Joseph Santley
Story: Not available. See next issue.

DANGER SIGNAL
Mystery—Started February 7

Producer: William Jacobs

Cast: Faye Emerson, Zachary Scott, Bruce Bennett, Angela

Greene, Martha Vickers, Dick. Erdman, Rosemary De

Camp, Barbara Brown.
Director: Robert Florey Producer: William Jacobs

Story: Mystery of Chicago gangsters of the twenties.

TOO YOUNG TO KNOW
Comedy—Started February 7

Cast: Joan Leslie, Robert Hutton, Dolores Moran, Arthur Shields,

Robert Shayne, Barbara Brown, Warren Douglas, Johnny
Miles, Bob Lowell, Don McGuire, Craig Stevens.

Director: Fred de Cordova Producer: William Jacobs
Story: Small town girls meet soldiers from adjacent camp and romance

starts.

STOLEN LIFE
Drama—Started February 10
Cast: Bette Davis, Glenn Ford, Walter Brennan, Charles Ruggles.

Director: Curtis Bernhardt
Story: Two sisters in love with the same man. Davis plays a dual role.

REL1AS2 CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Rennlng Tlrae Cast Details del. Ne. lee.

Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson ...12-25
This Love of Ours Garfield-Parker ...11-27

Three Strangers Fitzgerald-Greenstreet 1-22

COMPLETED
1943-44

Details onder title: Oatwart Boeod

.March-Smith ... ...7-13. .7-22. ..315. .5-15

.Garfield-Parker . .10-18. .5-20.. ..316. .5-15

Xarson-Wyman . . .12-13. .6-10. ..317. .5-29

.Greenstreet-Lorre ..12-13. ..7-1. . .318. .6-12

OS

, Davis-Rains . . . ..10-18. .8-12. ..319. .6-12

Sheridan-Morgan ...6-28. . .4-8. . .313. .3-20

, Murphy-Leslie .6-24.

.

..338'

'. .'9-6. .4-22. ..314. .4-17Uneertain Glory (102)

1944-45
Animal Kingdom Sheridan-Morgan ...11-1.

Details under title: One More Tomorrow
Arsenic and Old Laee (118) Grant-Lane

Big Sleep, The Bogart-Bacall .

Christmas In Connecticut Stanwyck-Morten

Cinderella Jones Leslle-Aldo ...

Conflict Bogart-Hohart .

Corn Is Green, The Davis-Dall ....
Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid 3-6..

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan ...10-19..
Details onder title: Forty Whacks

Devotion DeHavllland-Leglne 11-16..
Doughglrls, The (102) Sheridan-Carson 3-6..

Cod Is My Co-Pilot Monpn-Massey 8-21..

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-star 6-26..

Horn Blows at Midnight, The Benny-Smith 11-15..
Hotel Berlin Klng-Dantine 11-27..
Janie (106) Reyno'ds-Hutton ...1-10..
Last Ride. The (56) Travis-Parker

My Reputation Stanwyck-Brent ...11-29..
Nobody Lives Forever Garfleld-Fitzgcrald ..9-18..

Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown 6-12..
Of Human 8ond.igo Henreld- Parker 7-24.,

Pillar To PoM loplno-Huston 8-21..
Rhapsody In Blue Leslie-Aldo 7-26.

.

Roughly Speaking (128) Russell-Carson 6-12..

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Snilth 10-16..

Saratoga Tnnk (—) Cooper-Bergman 3-8..

Strangcrt In Oer Midst Solllvan-Dorn 6-12..

To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall 2-21..
Very Thought of Yog (99) Parker-Morgan 3-6..

.11-1... 9-23.... 403... 9-U
10-31
.6-12

|
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starring

ARTHUR LAKE • DALE EVANS
with

LIONEL STANDER • GEORGE MEEKER
PAUL HURST • MARJORIE MANNERS

and

ANSON WEEKS And His Orchestra
HOWARD BRETHERTON. Director Original

Screen Play by Leslie Vadnay and Richard Weil

Produced by Sydney M. Williams
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THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page l'±

BILL VS. PREFERRED PLAYDATES
A bill to prohibit designated playdates introduced into the

Indiana legislature has aroused considerable industry interest.

The measure was drawn by Rep. A. B. Thompson, an exhibitor of

North Vernon, Ind. After amendment in the House, which elimin-

ated a provision banning percentage deals, that body passed the

measure which would make it unlawful to force an exhibitor to

play a picture on certain days of the week, or for a designated

period of time, and sent it to the State Senate. The amended
provision still looked like a possibility on the final bill, since it

was believed that the Senate would attempt to restore the per-

centage clause. The bill carries a fine of $5,000 for violations.

SUN AND SNOW AND COAL
The threat of a continued cold spell which had caused many

of the nation's theatres to close for lack of coal was dissipated

last fortnight as Old Sol sent its benevolent rays to melt ice and
snow encrusted highways and railways to loosen stymied railcars

carrying the precious black gold. A sudden switch in the weather
caused some apprehension as snow and sleet hit Buffalo, Colum-
bus, upper Pennsylvania and metropolitan New York, but this

was soon cleared and did not hinder regular shipments of coal.

In Philadelphia, coal deliveries to theatres were resumed, although
only rice size was permitted and that to theatres with less than
a week's supply.

Only one section of the country was severely hit by adverse
weather when a snowstorm blanketed most of New England over
Lincoln's birthday weekend. Reports described the snow in parts
of Connecticut as the worst in 27 years. A theatre marquee in

Hartford collapsed under its burden of snow. Exhibitors, using
emergency shows, holdovers and interchanging pictures wherever
possible, did yeoman service in combatting the storm's effects

and reported a fair weekend business.
The industry's Red Cross "War Fund Week" will get an early

send-off as the first of a series of area meetings to be held in 30
key cities will take place at a breakfast at the Waldorf-Astoria
in New York on Feb. 20th at 9 a. m. Held under the auspices of
the New York Metropolitan area committee, the meeting will be
conducted by N. Peter Rathvon, national industry drive chairman,
with Major L. E. Thompson, national executive coordinator acting
as toastmaster. The N. Y. area committee has Fred Schwartz,
Sam Rinzler and Harry Brandt, the latter, exhibitor chairman,
and Charles Reagan, distributor chairman. Also present will be
members of the nine teams of industry leaders who will depart
for other cities, after the opening breakfast, to appear as prin-
cipal speakers at the other affairs.

Postmaster General Frank C. Walker disclosed that a new
commemorative stamp will be issued in honor of the Red Cross
plasma campaign and that an effort is being made to have the
new stamp issued coincidentally with the campaign week, sched-
uled March 15-21.

UNIVERSAL PROFITS
Universal profits for the year ended Oct. 28, 1944, for Univer-

sal pictures dropped to $3,412,701, although the 1944 gross of
$51,561,504 was the highest in the company's history. The 1944

THANK YOU
for your cooperation in the handling of film.

It is working out swell.

NOW SAVE PAPER
This is an important War Effort.

Return posters sent to you in error. Do
not throw them aside.

Return all posters properly marked, labeled

and wrapped. Don't throw them loose in

the lobby.

YOU DO YOUR PART!
WE'LL DO OURS!

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES. INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

net compared to the previous year's $3,759,968. Profits befoi

provision for Federal taxes, including income and excess profit J

came to $11,260,601. This compares with $12,353,168 for 194'

Revenues from operations in this country totaled $32,386,01

an increase of $3,323,000; from foreign operations, $19,175,000, a

increase of $1,760,000.

J. Cheever Cowdin, board chairman, just back from Europ
reported that films are now being exhibited on commercial bas

in liberated France, Belgium, Holland, Roumania and Greece an

that the demand for screen entertainment was enormous. Durini

the fiscal year, Universal contributed free-of-charge to the Arir

a total of 2,021 feature prints and 1,275 prints of shorts for shov;

ing to troops overseas.

PINANSKI HEADS 7TH
The Seventh War Loan campaign in the industry's sho^i

houses will start in mid-May under the chairmanship of Sarau

Pinanski of M. & P. Theatres, Boston. Definite dates for tl

drive, total sales quota and other details are expected to be di

closed this month following a general conference between Trea

ury officials and industry leaders. It is expected that all "E

bond purchases during the month of June will be credited to tl

Seventh War Loan drive.

From Secretary Morgenthau came nice words on the selectic

of Pinanski as chairman and previous war loan heads: ^'Yoil

war loan chairmen have invariably done an excellent job." £

lauded previous chairmen Si Fabian, L. C. Griffith, Charli

Skouras, Bob O'Donnell and Harry Brandt "for their willingne:

to concentrate their efforts during successive war loans on helpir

the Government collect for Victory."

SELZNICK ANNIVERSARY
March will mark the tenth anniversary of David O. Selznic

as an independent producer under the trademark of Selznic

International, an event which will be celebrated with a speci

program of activities and national release of two new Selznic

films: "I'll Be Seeing You" and "Spellbound."

The producer of "Gone With the Wind" plans four pictur.

under his supervision during the coming year: "So Little Time

based on the J. P. Marquand best-seller; "Duel in the Sur

Gregory Peck-Jennifer Jones Technicolor opus; "The Scarl

Lily," with Ingrid Bergman, and "Notorious" under Alfred Hitc

cock's direction.

Selznick's introduction and meticulous handling of newcome

has developed many new film stars, among them, Vivien Leig

Ingrid Bergman, Joan Fontaine, and Jennifer Jones, Dorot!

McGuire, Shirley Temple, Joseph Cotten and Alan Marshal a

also under personal contract to Selznick.

PEOPLE
Barry Buchanan was appointed director of advertising ai

publicity for United Artists by GradweU Sears, vice-president

charge of distribution. Buchanan steps into the spot vacated 1

Louis Pollock, following the latter's resignation last mont

Buchanan, for the past two years special co-ordinator for t:

Treasury Department with the motion picture industry, directn

national exploitation on War Loan drives, assumed his new duti

on the 16th. ^. ,

John J. O'Connor, vice-president of Universal Pictures, w

named chairman of the film industry division of the special gii

committee of the Archbishop's Committee of the Laity for t

1945 appeal of N. Y. Catholic Charities. Serving with O Conn

will be Bert Sanford, of Altec Service, as vice-chairman.

Lee Newbury was elected president of Independent Tneat

Service new booking and buying organization, at the orgamz

tion's meeting in the Hotel Astor. Other officers elected we

Irvinr Bollinger, vice-president: Harry Lowenstem, secretar

David Snaper, treasurer, and Joseph Siccardi, assistant treasun

John Roach was named district manager for Warners We

and Northwest Philadelphia Theatres.

Clair Hague, 60, Canadian representative for Universal ft

tures. died in Toronto on Feb. 7th following an attack of pne

monia. Hague was with Universal since 1913.

RED CROSS
WAR FUND WEEK

MARCH 15-21

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Member Nut'l Film ( orried
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

•IOUGHLY SPEAKING' GETS TEPID NOTICES
I

I

(WARNER BRC3.) "...As a best-seller, book was chiefly charming because you could lay it down and pick it up without bothering
I to remember where you left off... In film. 'Roughly Speaking' suffers terribly because you can't just pick it up and lay it down. You
I have to browse your $1.20 worth in one sitting at the Hollywood. First example in big-time films of a woman leaping on her hobby

J. and steeplechasing furiously through life in all directions at once." McMANUS, PH. "...3l<i Stars... Not a disappointing

II picture. . .Not as good as the book .. Comedy drama of warmth, humor and a minimum of pathos ... Rosalind Russell, as expected,

| gives a splendid performance ... The unexpected is Jack Carson's fine portrayal." HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS. "...Vital,

t i
courageous woman is REAL, and so are the events depicted. You'll find them fabulous — thrilling, heart-warming, inspiring!...

Rosalind Russell is perfectly wonderful ... Expressively written, with much subtly, amusing dialogue. . .In spite of its two-hour
I length it does not become tedious." THIRER, N. Y. POST. — ".. .Not as good as the book, nor does it have the deep and

tender penetration of Mrs. Pierson's autobiography. . .Film does have its moments of lusty humor and soft pathos ... Story offers

I
i
little in the way of dramatic plot .. .Likely to leave one weary." CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES. "...Long but generally lively

domestic comedy-drama .. .Contemplates a truly American way of life seen through the rose-colored glass of an unfailing sense of

i humor. .Rosalind Russell and Jack Carson make a perfect motion-picture team. In the finest performance of his screen career
Carson is sympathetic and good-humored and Miss Russell is always quick-witted and unafraid." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

HE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE' GOOD, BUT NOT HOPE'S BEST
(RKO) ".

. .Bob Hope proving to the audience that Hope can literally keep a film alive, even when his retinue of writers rather

,

obviously and languidly despair .. .For there come moments in this brightly colored burlesque when it seems that all the authors
$ run out, leaving Mr. Hope and plot to fumble and bluff it as best they can... Mr. Hope is the main show, but Virginia Mayo, as the

princess, is quite a pleasant show in her own right." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...3 stars... Not the funniest picture
Bob Hope has starred in. but it is one of the most elaborate, and colorful productions the comedian has ever adorned. Slender

j

thread of a story running through the production, containing just enough continuity to carry the Hope gags." CAMERON, N. Y.
• NEWS. "...An obvious mixture of masquerade, slapstick, furious action, and Bob Hope's own brand of don't-give-a-hoot

comedy." WTNSTEN, N. Y. POST. "...Along with the usual number of fights proper to a pirate picture, it is full of girls in
low-cut gowns, high-cut skirts and Technicolor .. .Bob himself is, as always, very prodigal of gags. He is obviously trying so hard
and so earnestly to be constantly funny, you find yourself at times fuller of sympathy than mirth .. .Where Bob Hope is involved,
you already know whether you want to see the picture or not. So we will just rest by saying this is one of his better ones." COOK.
N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM. "...Long on laughter .. .Depends on puns, and it gets away with them to become a rather gay

i |
entertainment. Bob Hope is, of course, the be-all and end-all of the show, but he has some valuable assistance from Walter Bren-

I
|
nan, Walter Slezak, Victor McLaglen and Virginia Mavo... David Butler's direction, incidentally, makes the most of Hope and the

I decor." BARNES. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'IINISTRY OF FEAR' EERIE PACKAGE OF MYSTERY— TIMES
!

(PARAMOUNT) "...As eerie a package of mystery as has come along in quite a pretty while... Mr. Lang has given the picture
something of the chilling quality of some of his early German shockers. . .Ray Milland plays the oddly harassed hero with a nice

I blend of suavity and shock." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...A Graham Greene novel about spies in wartime London
converted into a rambling but generally effective and mysterious motion picture. . .Told in terms of mystery and shadowy secrets
rather than sharp, tense melodramatics, and so it is untriguing rather than hair-raising. .. Fritz Lang's direction is aimed to make

. the unanswered questions in the film as tantalizing as possible." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...3 Stars...

A

worthwhile melodrama. . .Even though the story is presented in a leisurely pace, Lang keeps it moving without breaks in sus-
pense." HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS. "...A strange and expertly concocted dish... Not everybody's dish. For the larger
audience which prefers good, fast-moving Grade B melodrama, regardless of the lower butter-fat content, the Paramount's may
not satisfy, may even prove a little nettlesome. . .Gives the impression of having been shortened by cutting in the wrong places."
McMANUS, PM. "...Just one rung above the costume or historical picture .. .Rav Milland's contribution is a good perform-
ance." WINSTEN. N. Y. POST.

'HE THREE CABALLEROS' DISNEY FEATURE HAILED AS DAZZLING SHOW
(RKO) "...A lovable, vastly inventive and sometimes spectacular hour or so of film and lyrical and irresistible good neighborly
overture...A must on everyone's movie list. . .Mating of real and cartoon worlds of film — is a very cute trick and one that most
people won't want to miss... Will probably require an accompanying straight feature in most neighborhoods, but it will take a pretty
nifty epic to beat out 'The Three Caballeros' for top billing." McMANUS, PM. "...Like nothing that Mr. Disney has ever
done before. . .Brilliant hodge-podge of Mr. Disney's illustrative art — a literal spinwheel of image, color and music which tumbles
at you with explosive surprise ... Sparkling riotous pictures of fantastic incident floods gaily forth. . .Firecracker show which dazzles
and numbs the senses without making any tangible sense ... Flashy and exciting — and no more." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

"...Cutting loose with fancies for oldsters who never have dreamed in Technicolor .. .If you have any taste for the gaudy
and the cute, this is a very pleasant festival .. .Has more of those things than almost any others." COOK. N. Y. WORLD TELE-
GRAM. "...Eye-filling joy; a bolt of beauty in Technicolored celluloid — with fun thrown in besides ... Musically, 'Caballeros'
is a sparkling, lilting, Latin-American treat; photographically it is an exquisite gem; artistically it mingles fact with fantasy and
adds a blend of delicious satire; technically it is superb. . .Disnev delight, to be viewed again and again with renewed relish."
THIRER. N. Y. POST.

IANGOVER SQUARE' NOT FAVORED BY CRITICS
1 (20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...The same quartet that turned Mrs. Belloc-Lowndes' horror story of 'The Lodger' into a spine-tingling

melodrama of the screen have not succeeded as well with the new adventure into the psychological quirks of a musical genius —
who murders and burns his victims during periods of amnesia .. .There is no mystery and this automatically eliminates suspense,

since, there is little doubt about the outcome." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. — "...The terror raised by its corpses and carryings-
on is no more acute than average for murder melodrama. . .A series of individual horror bits rather than sustained suspense...

A

study of an odd criminal mind, with a normal number of chills and a few nineteenth-century frills." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE. "...Inexplicably tedious, if not actually ludicrous. . .There is not a first-class shiver in the whole picture." T.M.P.,
N. Y. TIMES. "...Leafs back through the murk to gaslit London and there fixes on one of those human curios who seem to

recur often enough in real life to monopolize better-grade murder fiction. . .Directed in fine style by John Brahms, with a script

that records intricately the period and happenstance of the parent novel." McMANUS, PM.
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They Can Count on America's Theatremen
"To most oj us G. I.'s the American Red Cross was an organization to which we donated each

year. We got a sticker for our front window and a little white pin with a red cross painted on it.

I never wore mine — kid stuff, you know. .

"Now the A. R. C. isn't just a sticker for our front window — a little white pin with a red

cross painted on it. It's a lunch counter at an air strip, some doughnuts and ice cream from a cir-

cus truck, a club room for cards and games, entertainment and refreshments, a cheery face of a good

American gal in a hospital ward tent, a guy who takes care of our troubles back in the States, a good

place to eat in any Australian town, a dance or a golf match or harbor cruise in Sydney, a Christmas

package in the jungle, a gift package to the guy captured at Bataan and Corregidor, a cute little

blonde at the Katika Club."

These sentiments about the Red Cross were expressed in the house organ of the 236th A.A.A.

Searchlight Battalion, but most of us have heard them, in other words, from some boy dear to us, so

we know what this great organization means to our gallant fighting men.

March 15th through the 21st has been designated Motion Picture Industry Red Cross War
Fund Week and in movie houses throughout the land, with hardly an exception, exhibitors will tell

the story of the Red Cross and ask their patrons to give in the name of mercy.

During this historic struggle for freedom, it has been typical that the theatremen of America

assume the leadership in their communities for every worthy and patriotic cause. They seek no en-

comiums. The Red Cross drive, like the others, is just another important job that must be done for

their country. They will do it.

DECREE OR TRIAL
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard, who threatened

to "knock together the heads" of the attorneys rep-

resenting the Government and the Big Five in order to

force them into a new consent decree, may be required

to do just that, or face the alternative of fixing a date

for the trial of the defendant distributors.

When he convenes court this Monday, March 5th,

to hear further arguments on modification of the origi-

nal consent decree, Judge Goddard apparently will find

the schism between the opposing sides wider than ever.

The refusal of the counsel for the distributors to grant

trade practice concessions to exhibitors and the de-

termination of the Department of Justice to pursue

theatre divorcement makes it appear unlikely that any

equitable and interim decree can be effected.

The court would hardly be justified in permitting

the industry to remain in the state of suspension that

has existed since the termination of the original decree

more than a year ago. The fact must be faced by all

parties — court, Government and defendants — that

the industry must be stabilized to face the unpredict-

able post-war future. If there is no indication that a

fair decree can be worked out without further delay,

Judge Goddard owes it to the entire industry and to

the public interest to set an early date for the trial.

THE PARAMOUNT
GOODWILL TOUR
An avowed purpose, among others, of the recent

nationwide tour of Paramount sales and advertising

executives is the solicitation of exhibitor good wiil.

The contingent, headed by Charles M. Reagan, vice-

president in charge of distribution, and Robert M. Gill-

ham, director of advertising and publicity, has been

taking the occasions of the regional sales meetings in

each area visited to invite theatremen for lunch and an

informal chat. There has been a striking absence of

sales pressure or ballyhoo at these gatherings, the main

purpose apparently being merely to stimulate friendly

feeling between the exhibitors and Paramount.

We can see no harm in such a gesture of cordiality.

Both film and theatremen conceivably might benefit by

i Continued on I\'ext Page*
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knowing each other better. However, Paramount's bid

for good will to have any fruition must be translated

into some concrete terms bearing on the business re-

lationship between the company and its customers. It

is to be hoped that that is the distributor's long-range

objective.

Charles Reagan has the sound of a progressive film

executive. He talks like a man who has not allowed

his thinking to become restricted to the norm which

permits of no remedy for exhibitor complaints. There

is ample room for liberal-minded executives in our in-

dustry and Paramount's sales chief, if so disposed, can

do much to lead the way into a new and happier era

of distributor-exhibitor relations.

COLUMBIA'S "SONG"
Exhibitors have no ground to support their com-

plaints about Columbia selling "A Song To Remember"

on individual contracts, since the policy was announced

by the company as early as last June. Of course, Col-

umbia also announced plans to produce other important

pictures this season — which it will not deliver — but

the omissions no doubt will be attributed to its policy

of "elastic thinking", as they so cutely term it.

Sales manager Abe Montague has proclaimed his

solemn resolve to see that no exhibitor buys "A Song

To Remember" on any but the highest percentage

terms. Those who rush to grab the picture while Mr.

Montague is so fired with enthusiasm may have cause

for regret. True, the Chopin musical has been enjoy-

ing considerable prosperity at the Radio City Music

Hall, but some observers seem to think that it will be

a decidedly deflated piece of merchandise in many

situations. For instance, the usually reliable Allied

Caravan has issued a bulletin in which this comment

is made:

" 'A Song To Remember', in Technicolor, is the

story of Chopin and George Sand. It is a costume

period play accompanied by classical music. Subse-

quent run, small town and neighborhood theatres will

have an extremely difficult problem in selling this pic-

ture to the vast majority of motion picture patrons.

"But Columbia thinks it has a 'natural' and has

the effrontery to quote the highest percentage terms

in its history. For a picture of very limited appeal,

Columbia has unlimited gall."

Check.

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

Despite the start of the Midnight Curfew, grosses at the

majority of the Broadway film palaces have shown only a

slight drop to date although the first week-end (March 3-4)

is certain to make a difference in the total take due to drop-

ping of after-midnight stage-and-screen shows. To counter-

act this, several houses, including the Roxy and Radio City

Music Hall, have announced earlier openings to permit four

complete shows with the last performance starting at 9 p. m.

Three of the week's new entries started off in record-breaking

fashion with "A Tree Grows In Brooklyn" giving the Roxy
one of the biggest opening days in the theatre's history and

"The Picture of Dorian Gray" at the Capitol and "Hotel Ber-

lin" at the Strand showing long waiting lines of opening day

customers. "Brooklyn," which has Victor Borge and Joan

Edwards heading the Roxy's stage show, followed three profit-

able weeks with "Hangover Square" and Milton Berle in per-

son. The second week of a long run starts on March 7th...

The widely-heralded and timely "Hotel Berlin" opened on

March 2nd following a five-week engagement of "Objective,

Burma" and Artie Shaw's Orchestra which was above the

$50,000 figure for all except the final stanza. . ."The Picture

of Dorian Gray," supported by an unusually strong stage bill

headed by Lena Home, Robert Walker and Xavier Cugat and
His Orchestra, came in on March 1st after "Guest in the

House" and Gloria Jean and the Truth or Consequences show
played only two weeks with a second stanza (including Wash-
ington's Birthday) even bigger than the first but the show
was unable to hold over for a third.

"Bring On the Girls," with Ella Fitzgerald and the Ink
Spots heading an all-colored stage show, also drew the cus-
tomers during its opening week at the Paramount and a
second will start on March 7th. The theatre's previous occu-
pant, "Ministry of Fear" and Johnny Long and His Orchestra,
did good business especially during the two holidays of its

three-week run... The biggest surprise is the class picture,

"A Song to Remember" at the Radio City Music Hall where
fifth week grosses again took a jump over the previous stan-
za. The total take was well past the $500,000 mark before the
Columbia picture entered its sixth week on March 1st...

Loew's State has been playing M-G-M second runs, "National
Velvet," "Thin Man Goes Home" and now "Meet Me in St.

Louis," in conjunction with vaudeville of late and been gross-
ing better than with its occasional first-runs. . .Goldwyn's
"The Princess and the Pirate" continues to lead all the
straight-film attractions with a second week intake that top-

ped that of any previous picture to play the Astor. The third

week at this newly-refurbished house was also exceptionally
strong and a fourth started on March 2nd. . .Two other RKO-
Radio releases, "The Woman in the Window" and "The Three
Caballeros," are also holding up well, the former starting a
sixth week at the Palace on March 1st while the Disney pic-

ture went into its fifth stanza at the Globe on the following
day. "Murder, My Sweet" is set for the Palace on March 8th

but the other two will continue indefinitely.

Following the first two profitable weeks with Abbott and
Costello "Here Come the Co-Eds" at the Criterion the Univer-
sal picture started a third on March 3rd and M-G-M's "Keep
Your Powder Dry" is set for March 10th.. The Victoria, now
in its seventh smash week with "The Fighting Lady," will be

used as a show window for many of the 20th Century-Fox
productions in the future, starting with "Thunderhead, Son
of Flicka," in mid-March .. .Another 20th-Fox release, "The
Keys of the Kingdom," will complete eleven profitable weeks
at the Rivoli before giving over to a return engagement, at

popular prices, of "The Song of Bernadette," on March 14th.

The original engagement was for 20 weeks...The Rialto,

which has been accustomed to show its horror product until

3 or 4 a. m., will suffer most from the Midnight Curfew. The
two week run of "Frisco Sal" here was followed by the cur-

rent "Cl ime Doctor's Courage". . .United Artists "Mr. Em-
manuel" is still doing good business in its eighth week at the

900-seat Gotham and no definite date for its British-made
successor, "Colonel Blimp," has been set. . ."Roughly Speak-
ing" is doing average business during its fifth week at the

Hollywood while, across the street, the Republic Theatre
struggles along with poor grosses for "The Big Bonanza" and
for its predecessor, "The Chicago Kid." each playing two
weeks.

FILM BULLETI
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THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GREY' UNUSUAL HORROR STORY FOR CLASS SPOTS
^ates • • • for class spots; much less ge

108 minutes

j Jeorge Sanders, Hard Hatfield, Donna Reed,
*®ter Lawford, Angela Lansbury, Lowell
iilmore, Riehard Fraser, Douglas Walton,
Horton Lowrj-, Miles Mander, Mary Forbes,
toltert Greig, Lydia Bilbrooke, Lumsden
lare, Lillian Bond, Billy Bevan, Ernest Cos-
Art, Moyna MeGill, Pedro de Cordoba,
I'lenje Carson, Guy Bates Post, Anita
Mster.

Mrected by All>ert Lewin.

I M-G-M and producer Pandro S. Berman
feet "E" for effort for courageously filming

)scar Wilde's fascinating study of degener-

Icy and giving it a silken production and
1 cast without star names, but the boxoffice

ralue of "The Picture of Dorian Grey" ap-

pears to be restricted to a very limited seg-

ment of the movie-going public. In class

pots, the out-of-the-ordinary, fantastic tale

|hould attract large audiences, including the

[nany Wilde devotees, but the average fan

\vi\\ find it merely a slow-moving, unbeliev-

able horror film. This is adult fare studded
with cynically-voiced epigrams and advanc-

I

big one of Wilde's pet theories about suc-

umbing to every unholy desire — certainly

kot a picture to be recommended to the

ounger generation or family audiences.

•everal of the decadent Lord Henry's phil-

sophies — "The only way to get rid of a

nerally

temptation is to yield to it" or "Pleasure is

the only thing in life worth having a theory

about" — may be delightful, but demoraliz-

ing and scarcely uplifting thoughts for

right-minded patrons. The sight of the por-

trait, which has taken on all the aspects of

Dorian Grey's sinful soul, is almost too

monstrous and the climax is reminiscent

of a Karloff thriller. The turn-of-the-

century settings and costumes are excellent

and the musical score, including Chopin's

"Preludes" is flawless. Although Hurd Hat-

field, a nfi'-comer, is outwardly an inspired

choice for the abnormally-handsome Dorian,

the actor's immobile expression and imma-
ture dramatic sense becomes somewhat
tiresome to watch during this long film.

With George Sanders as the only important

cast name, the picture will require strong

selling to attract average audiences. The
horror aspects of the story may give this

a boost in action houses.

In 1885, Dorian Grey (Hurd Hatfield), a

handsome young man of leisure, is having

his portrait painted by Lowell Gilmore

when the cynical George Sanders points out

that Dorian's wish that he could always re-

main fresh and young-looking while his

picture grew old might possibly come true.

Dorian, who has determined to follow
Sanders' credo and live only for the moment,
meets Angela Lansbury, singer in a cheap

music hall and, though he falls in love with
her, he puts her to a test by suggesting
that she spend the night with him. He then
tells her that she has killed his love for

her and, after she commits suicide, he sees
the first signs of hardness appear on his

handsome portrait. As Dorian continues his

sinful acts through the years, he is forced

to hide the portrait which takes on a hor-

rible, bestial look while he remains always
young. After 20 years, he decides to marry
Donna Reed, niece of Gilmore, but when
the artist gets a glimpse of the horrible

portrait, Dorian is forced to kill him to

prevent the secret from getting out. Dorian
is indirectly responsible for two more deaths
and blood begins to appear on the portrait.

After breaking off his engagement with
Miss Reed, Dorian plunges a dagger into

the portrait which slowly changes to the

handsome, 20-year-old youth while the body
of Dorian Grey turns into a degenerate old

man.

George Sanders does a fine acting job as

the cynical Lord Henry, even if Wilde's

witticisms rattle off his tongue as if they

were far too well rehearsed. Angela Lans-

bury, as the wistful music hall singer from

the lower classes, and Donna Reed, as the

high-born, sympathetic young lady, are

nicely contrasted, although neither role de-

mands great acting ability. Lowell Gilmore,

as the artist, and Richard Fraser, as a

vengeful young seaman, stand out in a long

cast of British types.

YORK

20th CENTURY-FOX 1 in Ninth Block (Total Not Set)

MOLLY AND ME' ENTERTAINING AND AMUSING WOOLLEY-FIELDS COMEDY
lates • • -+- generally; less in action spots

(tth Century-Fox
1 minutes

lonty Woolley, Graeie Fields, Roddy Mc-
>owall, Reginald Gardiner, Natalie Schafer.

Mrected by Lewis Seiler.

Monty Woolley and Graeie Fields collab-

rate successfully once again to match their

finning performances of "Holy Matrimony"
n this story designed to entertain and
muse an even greater group of moviegoers.
Molly and Me" has more of the elements
hat will attract mass movie audiences. An
ippealing story, Monty Woolley's vitriolic

lvective and Graeie Fields' delightful pei-
nality, all of which were present in their
revious effort, are augmented by a better
ow of action and a fine supporting cast
eaded by Roddy McDowall and Reginald
ardiner. The additional factors will serve
i make it an excellent performer on the
>p half of dual bills in all except action
ouses. The story, concerning a theatrical
oupe which becomes the household staff
f a rich, bitter old man and, led by the
rtful Miss Fields, turns him into a human
eing, is sure-fire. The romantic element
I lacking, but it is hardly missed, with in-
vest never flagging. Miss Fields has an
pportunity to give her inimitable treatment

a few songs which are neatly worked
Uo the story. This can be exploited
eavily. Audiences will not be disappointed.

Graeie Fields, a London music hall per-
former, out of a job, tricks Reginald Gardi-
ner, butler for Monty Woolley, and a for-

mer member of the theatre, into getting her
a position as housekeeper for Woolley, who
is about to run for Parliament. She soon
learns that the domestic staff is dishonest
and, during Woolley's absence, fires them.
Woolley's son, Roddy McDowall, comes
home from boarding school after a long
absence, and soon becomes fast friends with
Fields. She learns that Roddy believes his

mother died fifteen years before, a saintly
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woman, whereas actually she had run off
with another man and thereby disrupted
Woolley's political career. When Fields re-
ceives a wire telling her Woolley is return-
ing and expects her to prepare a large din-
ner for an important publisher, she is
forced, due to a shortage of help, to hire
her former theatrical cronies. The dinner
is a grand success, but during a hilarious
kitchen celebration by the staff, Woolley
finds the servants and his son parodying
his guests and fires them. Fields bitterly
denounces his attitude toward his son and
he realizes his error. Just as all seems right,
his former wife returns for blackmail.
Fields takes matters into her own hands
and stages a phony performance with the
rest of the actors that sends the woman off
forever and a romance seems destined be-
tween the regenerated man and his house-
keeper.

Monty Woolley sends his verbal barbs fly-
ing to hilarious effect, although his per-
formance is toned down somewhat to meet
the dramatic requirements. Graeie un-
doubtedly has a "Fields" day in the house-
keeper's role and even surpasses her "Holy
Matrimony" performance. Reginald Gardi-
ner, in his largest role in some time, adds
immeasurably to the comedy. Roddy Mc-
Dowall appears briefly, but effectively, as
Woolley's wistful son. Lewis Seiler's direc-
tion is well-paced with comedy predomin-
ating.

BARN
MARCH 5, 1945



PARAMOUNT 4 in Fourth Block

'BRING ON THE GIRLS' LIGHT TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL HAS HIGH SPOTS
Rates • • • except in action spots

Paramount
92 minutes
Veronica Lake, Sonny Tufts, Eddie Bracken,
Marjorie Reynolds, Grant Mitchell, Alan
Mowbray, Porter Hail. Johnny Coy, Peter
Whitney, Thurston Hall, Andrew Tombes,
Lloyd Corrigan, Sig Arno, Joan Woodbury,
Directed by Sidney Lanfield.

A lavish Technicolored production, some
highly entertaining specialties and several
catchy song numbers dress up the routine
plot of "Bring On the Girls" sufficiently to

make it a lively musical that should garner
good returns generally. A little of every-
thing, including a bathing beauty parade,
several night club routines, a side-splitting

number by Spike Jones and His City Slick-

ers, stand-out tap dancing by Johnny Coy
and two songs by Sonny Tufts, has been
tossed into the picture's 92 minutes running
time. Both "How Would You Like To Take
My Picture?" and the title tune are likely

to attain Hit Parade rating. Eddie Bracken,
an expert at portraying mild-mannered, un-
happy individuals, has a made-to-order role

as a $200,000,000 bachelor searching for a
girl who will love him for himself alone
and Sonny Tufts, as his carefree lawyer-
guardian, Veronica Lake and Marjorie Rey-
nolds are seen and heard to advantage dur-
ing the fast and foolish proceedings. The
'teen age crowd, most of whom are Tufts'
fans, should give this musical a big boost
toward popularity. It will be weakest in

action houses.
Disheartened when he finds that his latest

fiancee is interested only in his money,
Eddie Bracken, heir to $200,000,000, enlists

in the Navy where he hopes to find friends
(particularly girls) who like him for him-
self alone. However, his legal advisors in-

sist that Sonny Tufts, a young lawyer, also
enlist in order to keep an eye on the shy
young bachelor. In Florida, Bracken falls

for Veronica Lake, a cigarette girl in a
night club who, unknown to him, has learn-

ed his true identity. Meanwhile, Tufts, be
lieving that Bracken is really interested ii

Marjorie Reynolds, the club's singer, in

vestigates her and finds that she is sincerel;

attracted to the millionaire. Knowing tha-

Miss Lake is a gold-digger, Tufts tell.

Bracken about her and the latter feign

deafness in order to test her love. Althougl
Miss Lake sees through the ruse, Miss Rey
nolds unwittingly permits Bracken to heai

her declaration of love for him. When Tufts
attempt to win Miss Lake away fron;

Bracken is successful, the millionair

teams up with Miss Reynolds and everyon
is happy.
Eddie Bracken's engaging performanc

makes many of the ridiculous situation

believable and Veronica Lake is well casi

as a scheming blonde. Sonny Tufts got
big hand from a New York City previey
audience. Such reliables as Alan Mowbraj
Andrew Tombes, Lloyd Corrigan and Porte
Hall are almost lost in the shuffle.

DENLE'

SALTY O'ROURKE 1 ALAN LADD MAKES ST STRONG BOXOFFICE
Rates • • • generally; more in action

Paramount
9" minutes
Alan Ladd, Gail Russell, William Demarest,
Bruce Cabot, Stanley "Stash" Clements,
Spring Byington, Rex Williams, Darryl
Hickman, Marjorie Woodworth,

Directed by Raoul Walsh.

Alan Ladd is back in his tough guy stride

in "Salty O'Rourke," a hard-hitting and
melodramatic programmer which should
clean up in naborhood and action spots.

In contrast to his ill-suited doctor role in

'And Now Tomorrow," Ladd convincingly
plays a cold, calculating race track gambler
who starts out crooked but winds up on the
right side of the law. Although the story
occasionally slows up during the romantic
scenes, it is mainly suspenseful gangster
fare realistically directed by Raoul Walsh.
With Stanley "Stash" Clements' hard-boiled
jockey characterization getting equal foot-

age with the star's portrayal, the picture is

spots

packed with those true-to-life and exciting
moments that action fans demand. The turf
sequences are authentically filmed. This is

not a special but, by playing up Ladd, who
appears to be among the top two or three
male stars today, this should go very strong
in all locations.

Salty O'Rourke (Alan Ladd), racetrack
gambler who owes Bruce Cabot twenty
grand, due in 30 days — or else, goes to

Bordertown with his faithful trainer, Wil-
liam Demarest. There he contacts Stanley
Clements, an ace jockey who has been
barred from racing in the U. S. but is the

only one who can ride his new horse in the

$50,000 handicap race. Clements, who is 22,

registers under his 17-year-old brother's

name and is forced to enroll in the school

for under-age riders, taught by Gail Rus-
sell. When the unscrupulous Clements de-

velops a crush on Miss Russell and insults

her, Ladd calls on her to ask her to for-

give his jockey and show him some special

consideration. Clements believes Miss Rus-

THE UNSEEN' FAR BELOW 'THE UNINVITED'
Rates • • 4- or better for action spots; l<

Paramount
81 minutes

Joel McCrea, Gail Russell, Herbert Marshall,
Phyllis Brooks, Norman Lloyd, Isobel El-
som, Richard Lyon, Nona Griffith, Tom
Tully, Elisabeth Risdon, Mikhail Rasumny,
Victoria Home, Mary Field, Sarah Padden.

Directed by Lewis Allen.

"The Unseen" will prove disappointing to
everyone anticipating another mystery deal-
ing with the supernatural of the calibre of
"The Uninvited." Although many of the in-

gredients for another thriller like that pre-
vious Paramount picture — a ghostly old
house setting, shadowy photography and a
general aura of mystery — were contained
in Ethel Lina White's novel, the scriptists
failed to develop an equally effective plot.

"The Unseen" is a commonplace murder
melodrama that fails to offer plausible ex-
planations for its eerie happenings. It is

fairly suspenseful and contains enough of

the popular mystery elements to satisfy the
avid whodunit fans. Well directed by Lewis

ss generally

Allen, the picture boasts standout perform-

ances by two young newcomers, Richard
Lyon, as a spoiled, sullen boy who aids the

murderer, and Nona Griffith, a completely

natural youngster who is appealing without

ever resorting to cute mannerisms. Where
the exhibitor's exploitation associates this

with "The Uninvited," grosses might be sur-

prisingly good, but word-of-mouth will re-

flect the public's disappointment and ad-

versely affect business in subsequent runs.

Best for action spots.

The day following the murder of an old

woman who peered into the boarded-up
house adjoining Joel Medea's city home, a

new governess (Gail Russell) arrives to care

for his motherless children, Richard Lyon
and Nona Griffith. The little girl is friend-

ly to Miss Russell but Lyon resents her es-

peciallv when she learns that he knows
something about the murder and is giving

signals to someone in the closed-up house.

Confiding in Herbert Marshall, the family

doctor. Miss Russell learns that McCrea is

suspected of the murder because his wife

had died in an accident, without witnesses.

Shortly after the children's former gover-

sell reciprocates his romantic feeling unt

he learns that she has actually fallen i

!

love with Ladd. The enraged jockey the

conspires with Cabot to throw the race bi,

a talk with Miss Russell makes him chang
his mind and ride Ladd's horse to victory

Cabot's trigger man kills Clements am]

when Ladd and Cabot arrive on the seen',

he accidentally shoots his boss. After Lad
is cleared, he and Miss Russell are reunite!

Between them, Ladd, who is excellent i.

the tight-lipped young gambler, and Clen

ents (remembered from "Going My Way"
who does a superb acting job as the ur

scrupulous jockey, wrap up the picture ar.;

carry it away. However, William Demares.

as Ladd's loyal trainer; Bruce Cabot, as tl

crooked bookie, and Spring Byington, as
|

flighty matron, are perfectly cast in ir

portant roles and Marjorie Woodworlj
registers in a loose lady bit. While Ga

Russell is too youthful for the part of teac I

er of a school for under-age jockeys, sli

makes an appealing heroine. DENLE

ness, Phyllis Brooks, applies for a maicj

job in the house, she is found murdered an

later, Isobel Elsom, owner of the house ne,

door, is stabbed to death following a chai

through the cellars. When Marshall is i,

vealed as the killer. McCrea learns that

had enlisted young Lyon's innocent aid

trying to dispose of the body of Miss 1.

som's husband in the boarded-up hou 1

when the old woman saw him. After kil

ing her, he was later forced to kill Ml
Brooks when she tried to blackmail nil

When the children's secrets are exposij

they act like normal youngsters and M
Crea decides to let Miss Russell stay on

j

as his wife.

Except for her too-youthful appearanl

Gail Russell does a splendid acting job

the frightened governess. Joel McCrea I

properly gruff and unfriendly and Herb*
Marshall makes a seemingly sympathol

doctor — both characterizations designed 1

fool mystery addicts. Isobel Elsom al

Elisabeth Risdon also contribute strol

portrayals.
YOl
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'ARAMOLNT BLOCK—Continued

HIGH POWERED' ONE OF BETTER PINE-THOMAS ACTIO N-MELLERS
tates • • for action spots and as supporting dualler in famiiy houses

of an unconscious man high aloft a swaying
boom, will provide thrills aplenty, especially
for the younger fans. Phyllis Brooks and
Mary Treen, who play fast-talking dames
w:ho operate a lunch wagon for plant work-
ers, contribute both to the romantic and
humorous end. Robert Lowery is handsome
and capable as the hero who conquers his
phobia for high places, but Joe Sawyer's
comedy is repetitious and corny. Vince
Barnett scores in a brief bit.

Following a fall from a lofty scaffolding
while trying to save a fellow-worker from
death, Robert Lowery, one of the best high-
riggers in the business, develops a dread of
high places. On his way to a grape-picking
job, Lowery is picked up by Phyllis Brooks
and Mary Treen, who are planning to open
a lunch wagon near a huge gasoline crack-

paramount (Pine-Thomas)

iO minutes

lobert Lowery, Phyllis Brooks, Jw Sawyer,
rlary Treen, Roger Pryor, Ralph Sanford,
<5d Gargan, Billy Nelson, Vino* Barnett,
Fulia Faye, Dewey Robinson, Lane Chandler.

Mreeted by William Berke.

One of the better Pine-Thomas program-
mers, this is well suited for action spots
Ind a good secondary feature for family
Louses. Although much of the action takes
[lace at a huge gasoline cracking plant, the
producers have tossed in several light com-
|dy ingredients and. as a result, the laughs
Ire well distributed throughout. The ex-
'iting moments, including a climactic rescue

ing plant under construction. Roger Pryor,
an old pal, persuades Lowery to do ground
work on the construction job and later the
latter risks his neck to save a fellow-worker
when an explosion takes place. Lowery and
Pryor have a fight when the former is sus-

pected of having caused the explosion. Later,
when Pryor has to supervise the lifting of

a 40-ton cable to a high tower, the lifting

cable snaps and he climbs out on the boom
to cut it loose. When the boom holding the
cable bends, Pryor is knocked unconscious
and Lowery goes to his rescue. Although
fighting his dread of high places every step
of the way aloft. Lowery manages to crawl
out on the boom and cut the cable. When
he brings Pryor to the ground again, Lowery
finds he has conquered his hypsophobia.

YORK

RKO-RADIO ... 1 Special

IT S A PLEASURE' HENIE A TREAT IN TECHNICOLOR; STORY WEAK
ates • • • in all except action spots

:KO-Radio (International)

3 minutes

onja Henie, Michael O'Shea, Bill Johnson,
larie McDonald, Gus Schilling, Cheryl
ialk< i. Arthur Loft, Iris Adrian, Don
joper, Peggy O'Neill, George Brown, Alice
leming, Jack Chefe, Dave WlUock, Edward
arte, Jimmy Conlin, Lane Watson.
irected by William Seiter.

A personal triumph for Sonja Henie, who
ever appeared to better advantage than in
ie brilliant Technicolor ice scenes in this
test International release frohi RKO. "It's
Pleasure," despite a trite story and some
;ry dull dialogue, emerges as fairly good
icapist entertainment. Minus the color,
lis would have been a most commonplace
enie vehicle, but the tinting has added
nmeasurably to the production numbers,
aking the most of attractive sets and cos-
lmes. Aside from these values and the
ar's skating routines, however, the film

offers little. The plot is almost painfully
formula, none of the characters ever assume
sufficient stature to elicit the spectator's
sympathy and William Seiter's direction is

pedestrian in all except the skating num-
bers. In a samba on skates, a Hawaiian
routine and her amazing pivotal spins, the
slimmer, lovelier Miss Henie exhibits all her
usual grace and brilliance. In addition, she
quite competently goes through a ballroom
dance routine (without skates). The hockey-
game sequence at the beginning of the pic-

ture may help attract male patronage, but
"It's A Pleasure" will be best received by
the feminine trade. Grosses will be well
above average in most locations.

When Michael O'Shea is barred from pro-

fessional ice hockey for slugging a referee

during a game, Sonja Henie, member of an
ice-skating troupe, gets him a job with a
traveling show owned by Bill Johnson. The
latter's idle wife, Marie McDonald, makes
a play for O'Shea but he falls in love with
Miss Henie and marries her. For a time,

she stops O'Shea's drinking habits and they

are happy until Arthur Loft, a big-time im-
presario, decides to sign him for his new
Ice Fantasies. The spiteful Miss McDonald
gets O'Shea drunk just before his perform-
ance and Miss Henie is forced to replace
his act with one of her specialties. Loft
signs her but refuses to take O'Shea so the
latter disappears and leaves his wife with
the impression that he left with Miss Mc-
Donald. Two years later, after Miss Henie
has become a great star, Johnson brings
back O'Shea, who has rehabilitated himself
through working with under-privileged boys,
and the couple are reunited.
Michael O'Shea is just himself in the role

of the fiery-tempered hockey player. Bill

Johnson is more convincing in a quieter
part — that of the disillusioned husband of
a cheating wife. The latter is well played
by the striking Marie McDonald, who dyed
her hair red for this part. Iris Adrian is

perfectly cast as a dizzy, raucous-voiced
skater, but she and Gus Schilling, as
O'Shea's fussy pal, are hampered by weak
material.

YORK

RKO RADIO ... 1 in Fourth Block (Total 5)

THE BODY SNATCHER' FIRST-RATE HORROR STORY
ates • • • for action spots; good dualler elsewhere

KO-Radio
minutes

oris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, Henry Daniell,
dith Atwater, Russell Wade, Sharyn Mof-
tt, Rita Corday, Mary Gordon, Donna Lee.

irected by Robert Wise.

One of the best of the recent horror en-
j-ies, "The Body Snatcher" has shudderv
!;quences galore, in addition to a well-told
;riod story and first-rate macabre charac-
rizations. It will clean up in the action
ouses and will serve in other locations as
strong dualler. Based on Robert Louis

tevenson's widely-read tale, the film is laid
I Scotland during that period when un-
:rupulous doctors were forced to practice
•ave-robbing in order to secure subjects
r research and for their anatomy classes,
s in all of Val Lewton's above-average hor-
r programmers, this has that eerie, shad-
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owy quality that sends chills scurrying up

the spectator's spine. There is a mild love

interest and little Sharyn Moffett contrib-

utes a few touching moments a little crip-

pled girl, but Director Robert Wise has
wisely accented the weird and shuddery.
The gripping climax, wherein the doctor's

conscience makes him see his latest grave
victim turn into the vengeful form of the
murdered Karloff. has rarely been equalled
in films of this type. Boris Karloff is

properly cringing and sadistic in his role

of the blackmailing body-snatcher but the
acting honors are captured by Henry
Daniell, as the suave head of a school for

medical students. Bela Lugosi has little to

do but his name will add marquee strength.

Henry Daniell, who runs a school for doc-
tors in Edinburgh in 1831 is forced to obtain
the specimens for research and his anatomy
classes from freshly-dug graves in the city.

The bodies are supplied him by Boris Kar-

loff, a cabman who gets a high price but

threatens to expose Daniell. One of the lat-

ter's students. Russell Wade, becomes inter-

ested in a cure for Sharyn Moffett, a
paralyzed little girl, and he persuades the
doctor to let him help in the research. Wade
learns about the grave-robbing when Dan-
iell's demand for another body forces Kar-
loff to commit murder to get a specimen.
Karloff then murders Bela Lugosi, a care-
taker who has threatened to expose him.
Karloff also continues to taunt Daniell un-
til the latter is driven to desperation and
kills him. Now compelled to do his own
body-snatching Daniell digs up a fresh
corpse and drives back to the school on a
stormy night. During the ride, his guilty
conscience makes him imagine that the body-
he is carrying is that of Karloff and, in
trying to escape, he drives his carriage over
the cliff.

YORK



HERE COME THE CO-EDS' FUNNY ABBOTT & COSTELLO FILM
Rates • • • where stars are popular

Universal

87 minutes

Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Peggy Ryan,
Martha O'Driscoll, Lon Chaney, June Vin-
cent, Donald Cook, Charles Dingle, Richard
Lane, Don Costello, Joe Kirk, Pierre Wat-
kin, Dorothy Granger, Bill Stern, Phil Spi-

talny and His All-Girl Orchestra.

Directed by Jean Yarbrough.

One of the best of the Abbott and Cos-
tello laugh-fests, "Here Come the Co-Eds"
should do smash business wherever these
comedians are favorites. Although heavily
embroidered with typical A. & C. gags, un-
adulterated slapstick, pretty girls and live-

ly tunes, the nonsensical plot manages to

maintain some interest throughout. It

seems that Universal has found the correct
film formula for the nation's ace comedy
team. The setting of a girls' college, where
Abbott and Costello are caretakers, is sure-

fire for laughs and Director Jean Yarbrough
has kept the stars dishing out the laughs

in between song numbers, some warbled by

dynamic Peggy Ryan and, for contrast, the

others played in a soft, dreamy style by
Phil Spitalny and His All-Girl Orchestra.
All are pleasing, if not destined for Hit
Parade popularity. The comedy high-spots,
including Costello's battle with a live oyster
in his stew, his wrestling match with a
husky Masked Marvel and his donning of
girls' attire to play on the college basket-
ball team against a group of husky female
professionals, will have audiences howling.
The addition of the up-and-coming Peggy
Ryan, Lon Chaney and Phil Spitalny's Or-
chestra to the marquee names should in-

crease the high box office draw.

Because Bud Abbott publicizes his danc-
ing sister, Martha O'Driscoll, as an ambi-
tious girl anxious to attend Bixby College,

she is given a scholarship to this tradition-

bound girls' school by the young dean,
Donald Cook. Abbott and his pal, Lou Cos-
tello, secure jobs as college caretakers in

order to watch over Miss O'Driscoll. Charles
Dingle, who holds the mortgage on the col-

lege, is determined to wreck the school

rather than let Cook introduce his modern
ideas on the hallowed grounds. Abbott and
Costello then take a hand to save the col-
lege and stage (first) a wrestling bout
which Lou is matched against a brawny
Masked Marvel and (second) a basketball
game with 20-to-l bets on it in order
raise funds to pay off the mortgage. But
a group of six-foot professionals are brought
into the game against the college team and
Lou is forced to don feminine attire to score

a victory.

Peggy Ryan has only a few comedy and
song interludes with Lou Costello before she i

"wows 'em" with her whirlwind climactic
|

dance routine to "Jumpin' On Saturday
Night." Martha O'Driscoll and Donald
Cook take care of the romantic plot nicely,

Charles Dingle and Lon Chaney play
I

straight roles and Radio Announcer Bill

Stern plays himself reporting the basket-

ball game. The All-Girl Orchestra does

some excellent harmonizing.
DENLEY

FRISCO SAL' OLD-FASHIONED MELLER HAS SOME HIGH SPOTS
Rates • • + in action spots; less elsewhere

Universal

94 minutes

Susanna Foster, Turhan Bey, Alan Curtis,

Andy Devine, Thomas Gomez, Collette

Lyons, Samuel S. Hinds, Fuzzy Knight,

Ernie Adams, George Lloyd, Billy Green,

Bert; Fiske, Earle Hodgins.

Directed by George Waggner.

San Francisco's Barbary Coast is again
the setting for a noisy and colorful melo-
drama geared to entertain mass audiences.
The story of "Frisco Sal" is a routine affair
which deals with rival big shots and a
sweet-faced New England choir singer
searching the Barbary Coast for a long-lost
brother. This moss-covered ten-twenty-
thirty plot is rarely believable, but the
above-average performers managed to main-
tain some interest in the highly-theatrical

doings. The songs and comedy antics of

Collette Lyons furnish the picture's bright-

est moments, while two rip-roaring free-for-

all fights which practically wreck the cafe
are exciting in a humorous fashion. Susanna
Foster, whose high, reedy soprano voice is

ill-suited to a floor show number like "Good
Little, Bad Little Lady," is heard to advan-
tage when she renders the more romantic
ballad "Beloved." Turhan Bey makes a
more convincing romantic figure than a
suave cafe owner, but Alan Curtis does good
work as his rival, leader of a gang of hood-
lums. Andy Devine and Fuzzy Knight get
a few chuckles despite their familiar ma-
terial. This can be exploited to good returns
in the action spots, while the title and cast
names make it a good dualler generally.

Susanna Foster, New England choir
singer, arrives at San Francisco's Barbary
Coast in the Nineties to seek clues on the
reported murder of her long-lost brother.
Believing that her brother was killed in

the First Dollar Cafe, she meets the owneri
Turhan Bey, who has just been threatened
by Alan Curtis and his gang of shake-down
hoodlums. When a fight starts between
Bey's men and Curtis' gang, the place is

wrecked and everyone, including Miss Fos-

ter, is arrested. She later gets a job sing-

ing at the cafe and soon finds evidence

which makes her believe Bey killed her

brother in a poker game. Bey, who has

come to love Miss Foster, makes plans for

their marriage to her but she turns him
down and accuses him of the murder. She

then goes to Curtis' "mission" to sing at his

Christmas party and while there conies

across evidence to prove that he is her miss-

ing brother. She then returns to Bey's cafe

and later the furious Curtis arrives and

starts another brawl. When he is forced

to admit his real identity, Curtis makes up

with Bey, who will soon be his brother-in-

law.

DENLEY

SHE'S A SWEETHEART' MUSICAL QUICKIE FOR LOWER DUAL SPOT
Rates • -i- as supporting dualler

Columbia
Hit minutes

Jane Frazee, Larry Parks, Jane Darwell,

Ross Hunter, Nina Foch, Jimmy Lloyd,

Dave Willock, Carole Matthews, Loren Tin-
dall, Eddie Bruce, Ruth Warren, Pat OTVIal-

ley.

Directed by Del Lord.

A run-of-the-mill musical programmer
which is long on sweetness and sentiment
but short on humor and action. "She's a
Sweetheart" has as its only assets a few
pleasing songs and dances and its timely
background of a soldiers' canteen, making
it acceptable as a secondary dualler for

minor naborhood houses. Although the

characters are typical of real-life service

men and the canteen workers who try to

make their furloughs pleasant, the romantic

plot is even more implausible than most.

And, while the plump, sixtyish Jane Dar-

well is a good choice for the motherly soul

who runs the canteen efficiently, her role

often makes her act too meddlesome for

comfort. Far better are Larry Parks as a

lonesome service man hero and Jimmy
Lloyd and Loren Tindall as his soldier pals.

Jane Fiazee again does a capable acting

job and puts over her songs in sparkling

fashion. She deserves a break in better

pictures than this mediocre supporting

dualler.

Jane Darwell, who has turned her home
into a canteen for servicemen, takes a per-

sonal interest in the problems of "her boys."

She sends for one's ex-fiancee to patch' up

a broken love affair and brings a young
wife and baby on from New York so that

the G. I. father can see the infant for tht

first time. But, when her favorite, Larrj

Parks, falls for Jane Frazee, who is enter

taining at the canteen to get publicity, sh«

decides to break up the budding romance

This is done and Parks is shipped out be

fore he can be reconciled with Miss Frazee

The latter goes through with a benefit shew

she had planned but when a telegram say

ing that Parks is "missing in action" ai

rives, both she and Miss Darwell are heart

broken. Miss Frazee then spends most o

her time at the canteen doing the kitche

chores and Miss Darwell is forced to adml

she was mistaken about her. Parks return

home wounded and turns up at a party tB

boys have arranged to honor Miss Darwel

The latter then arranges for him to be «
united with Miss Frazee.

LEYENDECKEl

BOX OFFICE RATING: •Poor ••Average •••Good ••••Excellent
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JOB THIS
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N. PETER RATHVON

gain the Red Cross has ca

national committees have been

to take collections in your theatre. But .

.

than ever before. No matter what the fort

the Red Cross in 1945 will be vastly exp

the 1944 Red Cross collection must be to

"The great responsibility I feel as Nation;

exchange area Chairman. We are confident!

responsibility in your community."

NATIONAL CHAIRMAN, MOTION PICTURE INOUSTRY 1945 RED CROSS WAR



on our industry. Again

Bed. Again you are asked

fear the need is greater

rf war may be, the job of

The splendid results of

}y a substantial margin.

man is shared by every

rou, too, will share this

A COLLECTION

0 OH PICTURE INDUSTRY

EVERY SHOW

RED CROSS FUND WEEK

YOUR
PRESS BOOK
has been sent to you by

first class mail. In its pages

you'll find everything you

need for a great campaign

—excepting your own steam! K you

haven't received your copy, check

with National Screen Service.

YOUR TRAILER

is a terrific heart punch. It

stars INGRID BERGMAN

and was directed by Jac-

rques Tourneur. You get it free. Run

it at every performance.

YOUR
FREE

POSTERS
and other display

material ... all

wrapped up in a

kit ready to go to work

for you.

YOUR ACCESSORIES
streamer, valance, badges, slide, etc.,

available at low cost from National Screen^)

MARCH 15 THRU MARCH 21
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From Coast to Coast,..

THEATRE & FILM MEN PLAN 1945 DRIVE

PITTSBURGH
N. Peter Ratbvon, national chairman of the Motion Picture

Industry Red Cross War Fund Week, told a gathering of 150 ex-
hibitors and distributors in the William Penn Hotel Sunday, Feb.
25 that M. A. Silver, exhibitors chairman, had informed him 601
out of 605 theatres in the Pittsburgh area have pledged full co-
operation in the campaign.

DETROIT
"Help the greatest industry in the world do its greatest job

for the greatest charity in the world," was the challenge delivered
by Abe Montague, general sales manager of Columbia Pictures,
to a group representing 500 Detroit and Michigan Theatres at a
meeting in the Book-Cadillac Hotel, Saturday, Feb. 24.

The meeting was arranged by E. J. Hudson, United Detroit
Theatres; Ray Branch, Allied Theatres of Michigan, and J. W.
Gins, chairman of the distributors committee. Si Fabian also
spoke.

CHICAGO
Chicago exhibitors and distributors launched the 1945 Red

Cross drive at a meeting Friday, Feb. 23 in the Blackstone Hotel.
John Balaban, chairman, announced that 97 percent of the 710
theatres in the area are already pledged to make collections. More
than 300 exhibitors and distributors were present.

Dick Powell and Phil Regan attended the meeting. Among
the speakers were Arthur Mayer, deputy Red Cross Commissionerm the Pacific area, who recently returned from Saipan- Robert
Mochrie and M. I. Lightman.
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California
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enthu8,a8»c P'e-campaign Red Cross luncheonhold In San Francsco on Saturday, Feb. 24. In behalf of the comtag Red Cross War Fund Week. California exhibitors rallied L00«strong in support of the Industry's Red Cross Drive.

12

B. V. Sturdivant, North California chairman for the dr

assured the Red Cross that theatres in this locale would far i

pass last year's figures in its behalf. Other speakers inclu

Willard Keith and Lieutenant Robert Morton.

WASHINGTON
Distributors and exhibitors of Washington committed th

selves to an increase of 25 percent in collections in the 1945 1

Cross drive. Principal speakers at the meeting in the Olym
Hotel, Seattle, were Vic Adams of National Theatres, Pacific Co
coordinator; and H. I. Maclntyre, of RKO-Radio Pictures, Pac

Coast chairman of the War Activities Committee. L O. Lul

Seattle theatre operator, presided at the meeting.

NEBRASKA
Signed pledges already received indicate 100 percent coopi

tion of Nebraska exhibitors in the 1945 Motion Picture Indu:

Red Cross War Fund Week. This announcement was made
William Miskell, state chairman of exhibitors, during the kicb

meeting Monday, Feb. 26 at the Hotel Fontenelle, in Omaha

CLEVELAND
An overflow gathering of exhibitors, distributors, celebri

and civil officials responded enthusiastically to the stirring m
ages of N. Peter Rathvon, national chairman, William Sci

Pete Wood, state chairman, Arthur Mayer and Dave Millei

the Motion Picture Industry Red Cross meeting held Mon<
Feb. 26 in the Hotel Statler here.

Responsible for the success of the meeting were Meyer F
exhibitor's chairman, Joe Krenitz, distributor's chairman, E
Miller, district manager's chairman and Ed J. Fisher, public i

tions chairman for the Cleveland exchange area.

TEXAS
More than 200 Texas exhibitors and distributors attended

enthusiastic meeting at the Hotel Adolphus in Dallas Sur
night, Feb. 25.

Exploitation ideas were exchanged and plans made for cl

cooperation between distributors and exhibitors to ensure ir,

mum collections in the 900 theatres of Texas during the meet,

which was in charge of Tom Connors, representative of the]

tional chairman, and R. J. O'Donnell, southwestern chain

ST. LOUIS
With Basil O'Connor, chairman of the American Red Ci

as a surprise speaker, representatives of exhibitors and distij

tors in the St. Louis region met Friday, Feb. 23 at the Coroi
Hotel to plan their participation in the Motion Picture Indu
Red Cross War Fund Week.

It was reported that 416 of the theatres in the area 1

pledged their cooperation, with more pledges arriving in

mail. In addition to Chairman O'Connor, speakers included I

ward Schnitzer of United Artists; Walter Boehmen, of thc|

Louis Red Cross Chapter; Martin Smith, representing indepen
exhibitors; and Staff Sgt. Charles E. Walker, Jr., of the armjti

forces, who told of the Red Cross services to men in uniff

NEW ORLEANS
With Major Dallas dinger, USAAF, who was personally

orated by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek for valor on the ClI
Burma front, giving a dramatic account of what the Red Cj

is doing on that sector, approximately 125 showmen of the
Orleans War Activities Committee assembled in the Roos
Hotel to formulate plans for this area.

Henderson M. Rlchey, national program chairman, New
City, and Henry Reeve, president of the Texas Theatres Ow||
Association, outlined the part distribution and exhibition pis

behalf of the Red Cross.

KANSAS CITY
With attendance curtailed due to transportation restrict*!

125 exhibitors and distributors met at the Muehlebach Hoti 01

Saturday, Feb. 24 to lay the groundwork for their participatkll

the Red Cross War Fund Week.
Basil O'Connor, chairman of the American Red Cross, m»1

surprise visit to the meeting and spoke briefly. Other spetW
included Ed Schnitzer and Martin Smith.

FILM BULLETW
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'THE RED CROSS NEEDS
YOUR SHOWMANSHD?
and salesmanship, which have been so

generously and patriotically employed in so

many activities during the national emergency.

In the same spirit in which appeals have been made

to you for all the patriotic efforts that our

industry has undertaken in the war effort, appeal

is again being made for the Red Cross

so that a collection at every show in every theatre in

the United States will bring in an even greater

amount this year than ever before."

CHAIRMAN, THEATRES DIVISION WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

A COLLECTION AT EVERY SHOW!

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

1945 RED CROSS WAR FUND WEEK
MARCH 15 THRU MARCH 21

•

This advertisement contributed by

letro-Goldwyn-Mayer • Monogram Pictures • Paramount

ictures • Republic Pictures • RKO Radio Pictures • 20th

entury-Fox • United Artists • Universal Pictures • Warner Bros.

YOUR
PRESS BOOK
which should be in your

hands now, is as com-

plete as experienced
showmen can make it —
containing news and aids

and ideas of how you can make your

Red Cross Campaign outstanding in

your career. If you haven't got your

copy, which was mailed first class to

you, check with National Screen.

YOUR TRAILER
starring Ingrid Bergman, and directed by
Jacques Tourneur, is a MUST for showing

immediately before every collection if you
want to hit the top!



To Exhibitors

FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICES
In the Name of Mercy

AWARDED TO

Kofftt *mith

<jf#<de^ld'afi/weciajUoM

dwnm^ the

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
J())/l^\ RED CROSS WAR FUND WEEK

IAICK IS" ' ' THRU 21"

Red Cross War Fund Week
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to award at the conclusion of the Drive to every exhibitor who has given his full
cooperation to the Motion Picture Industry 1945 Red Cross War Fund Week.
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Our industry, too, has campaign ribbons it can proudly wear

on its chest . . . Bond Drives . . . War Funds . . . March of Dimes
. . . United Nations . . . Red Cross . . . yes, dozens of important

missions on the home front—and more to come before this show
is over. But we can look any G.I. Joe in the eye and say "we didn't

let you down!" . . . and we'll be in there pitching 'til it's over,

over there!

That's show business . . . the business we're all proud of . • . the

business that organized itself for national defense before the first

shot was fired . . . the business that knows how to do things and
how to get things done.

Yes, it's our job to pass the ammunition! To get the dollars

that help fight battles . . . to get the dollars that help bandage
the wounds of war!

We all know that the true measure of showmanship is at the

box office. We love records like we love the sound of laughter

and applause in our theatres. We love record grosses! . . . and
that goes for bond sales, collections ... or anything else we're

asked to do for our country,

We are now called upon to bring, into the RED CROSS WAR
FUND BOX OFFICE, more money in a single week than ever

before. It's going to test our showmanship. . . our ability to think

of new ways to make the public dig deep and come across when
we put up the house lights and pass the helmet.

The Red Cross needs your help . . . just as the boys in the

foxholes and the whole suffering world need the Red Cross!

"The Red Cross is great because it reflects and is

sustained by an idea that is lodged in the emo-
tions and consciousness of all the people. That
idea is the dignity of man, and the responsibility
of all society toward its individual members."

CHAIRMAN. THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CKOSS

"It is gratifying to learn that the Theatre Divi-

sion, War Activities of the Motion Picture Indus-

try, again plans to organize collections in the na-

tion's motion picture theatres from March 15th

through March 21st, 1945, for the benefit of the
i

Red Cross War Fund.

"I am confident that the enthusiastic co-opera-

tion of the nation's exhibitors will materially help
|

their local communities in attaining or exceeding
J

their chapter goals."

NATIONAL CHAIRMAN. 1945 RED CROSS WARjH



YOUR TRAILER
is a terrific heart punch.

It stars

INGRID BERGMAN
and was directed by

Jacques Tourneur.

You get it free.

Run it at every

performance

COLLECTION AT EVERY SHOW

is is the eve of battle. For months your na-

nal and local committees have labored with

r jfe vast detail of organization and preparation

3
f this drive. March 15th is D-Day and H-Hour

II

i us. We have a great task to perform. As in

III

' ery battle, success will depend on the initiative

id fighting qualities of every man and woman
i our industry. The RED CROSS is depend-

J
I on YOU ... I know you will not fail the

:
'f 1 :D CROSS."

(Last minute checkup)

J THEATRE DECORATIONS

v/sPECIAL TRAILER

v/house LIGHTS UP

/COLLECTION CONTAINERS

JUSE OF AD SLUGS

J OFFICIAL PROCLAMATION

v/RADIO COOPERATION

^/NEWSPAPER COOPERATION

JSPECIAL EVENTS

^CHILDREN'S MATINEE

JCONTAINER AT BOX OFFICE

s/sCHOOL TIEUPS

>/tHEATRE READY . . . Staff,

Musk, Slide, Speakers, Etc.

IATI0NAL CHAIRMAN, MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY 1945 RED CROSS WAR FUND WEEK

TU: - -dvertisement contributed by

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer • Monogram Pictures • Paramount

Pictures • Republic Pictures • RKO Radio Pictures • 20th

Century-Fox • United Artists • Universal Pictures • Warner Bros.



HOOfC-up)

One of the most exciting

pictures I have ever seen.

It shows the FBI, and how
the FBI, with secret movie
cameras, kept focused on
Nazi spies working right

under our noses in the

United States. Don't miss it!

/ THIS IS AMERICA
Produced by Frederic Ullman, Jr. • Distributed by RKO RADIO

WATCH FOR THE PRESS BOOK! USE IT! RED CROSS DRIVE - MARCH 15-21
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
With the Latin-American theme for musicals taking a strong

io'd in the general production scene, Co'umbia is planning its

•ntry in the field for early starting. Already signed for feature

oles are Tito Guizar, Veloz and Yolanda and Aurora Miranda.

Jinx Falkenburg is the only Columbia regular named for a role

hus far.

Producer Colbert Clark, who has dono nine pictures at Colum-

bia on a week-to-week basis, has signed a seven-year contract with

he studio. He will continue in charge of Westerns.

A stock dividend of two and one-half per cent was declared

it a recent meeting of the board of directors of Columbia Picturcj

'orporation.

Six features in production here this week, with two new
tarters listed. "Surprise in the Night" (Chester Morris-Nina

'och) and "Rhythm Round-up" (Ken Curtis-Cheryl Walker) are

he new films. Continuing before the cameras are: "Kiss and
rell" (Shirley Temple-Walter Abel), "Over 21" (Irene Dunne-
Uexander Knox), and "A Thousand and One Nights" (Cornel

Vilde-Evelyn Keyes), the Technicolor special that has now en
ered its fourth month of production.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAY^R
They are still adding to the "Ziegfeld Follies" at Metro; this

me it's a skit by and with Keenan Wynn. This is the first piece

hat Metro has bought from its comedian-actor and will feature

pith him Kay Williams, Audrey Totter, Peter Lawford, Tom
rout, Sandra Rodgers and Joan Thorsen. By the time they finish

e-doing this film, it should bear little resemblance to its original
n.

MGM cutting rooms are working at capacity with 14 pictures
eing edited for early release: "Her Highness and the Bellboy,"
The Hidden Eye," "Twice Blessed," "Weekend at the Waldorf,"
Without Love," "Our Vines Have Tender Grapes," "Hold High
he Torch," "Valley of Decision," "Alter Ego," "The Clock," "Son
f Lassie," "Ziegfeld Follies," "Anchors Aweigh" and "Thrill of
i Romance." All these features will be ready for release through
he late Spring, Summer and early Fall seasons.

Charles Previn, who was musical director for Joe Pasternak
'hen he was making the Durbin pictures at Universal, is now
igned with the producer at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and will have
s his first stint "Two Sisters From Boston," starring Kathryn
'rayson. June Allyson, Jimmy Durante and Lauritz Melchior.

Bob Haymes has been signed right from his uniform for a
aature role in the next Abbott and Costello comedy, a travesty
n Hollywood, which Sylvan Simon will direct.

Five pictures on the production schedule presently. Con-
nuing are: "The Harvey Girls" (Judy Garland-John Hodiak),
Yolanda and the Thief" (Fred Astaire-Lucille Bremer) and "Early
o Wed" (Van Johnson-Lucille Ball), all in Technicolor. New
arters are "Dangerous Partners" (James Craig-Signe Hasso) and
?hey Were Expendable" (Lt. Comdr. Robert Montgomery-John

Wayne-Ward Bond). The "Expendable" company is working in

Florida at the present time.

At this writing, the final word on Clark Gable's return to

films has not been said, though it seems fairly certain that he

will star in "Thin Strange Adventure," which Sam Zimbalist will

produce and Victor Fleming will direct. Greer Garson is said to

be set for the feminine role.

$14,517,256 is the net profit reported by Loew's, Inc., for the

fiscal year ending Auguct 31, 1944. This is an increase over 1943

of more than one million dollars.

"The Yearling" is in again. The studio is still finding it dif-

ficult to find the right boy for the leading role. Gregory Peck is

the only actor definitely assigned. Ann Revere, one of the in-

dustry's top character actresses, is testing for the role opposite

Peck, though it is thought the difference in their age may bar her.

MONOGRAM
Monogram's backlog list shows 11 films completed. Now ready

for distribution are: "Forever Yours" (Gale Storm-Sir Aubrey
Smith), "Dillinger" (Lawrence Tierney-Edmund Lowe-Anne Jeff-

reys), "There Goes Kelly" (Jackie Moran-Wanda McKay-Sidney
Miller), "The Cisco Kid Returns" (Duncan Renaldo), "Fashion

Model" (Robert Lowery-Marjorie Weaver-Tim Ryan), "Docks of

New York" (Leo Goicey-Huntz Hall-Billy Benedict-East Side

Kids), "G. I. Honeymoon" (Gale Storm-Peter Cookson-Arline

Judge), "China's Little Devils" (Harry Carey-Paul Kelly), "The
Scarlet Clue" (Sidney Toler-Mantan Moreland-Benson Fong), "Gun
Smoke" (Johnny Mack Brown-Raymond Hatton) and "The
County Fair" (East Side Kids).

President W. Ray Johnston recently announced that the com-
pany has declared a dividend of 13% cents per share on 100,000

shares of 5% percent cumulative convertible preferred stock, pay-

able March 15.

The first Kay Francis production, "Divorce," is the only film

shooting at the studio at this writing. Kay has assembled an able

cast to work with her, including Bruce Cabot, John Calkins, Larry

Olsen. Jean Fenwick, Ruth Lee and Clarence Muse.

No one yet seems to know why the well-suited, carefully ex-

ploited title, "They Shall Have Faith." was changed to the trite

"Forever Yours." It is pretty generally agreed that the switch

will not help its boxoffice value.

PARAMOUNT
Five films are in work at the studio presently: "Cross My

Heart" (Betty Hutton-Sonny Tufts), "Masquerade in Mexico"

(Dorothy Lamour-Arturo de Cordova), "The Well-Groomed Bride"

(Ray Milland-Oiivia DeHavilland-Sonny Tufts) and "You Came
Along" (Robert Cummings-Lizabeth Scott). New starter is "Our

Hearts Were Growing Up" (Diana Lynn-Gail Russell).

A schedule of 28 pictures is listed for the 1944-45 program,

according to an announcement by Vice-president Charles M. Rea-



gan. The remainder of the year's program will include two from

Hal B. Wallis Productions, "The Affairs of Susan" (Joan Fontaine-

George Brent) and "You Came Along" (Robert Cummings-Liza-
beth Scott), now in production; "Incendiary Blonde" (Betty Hut-

ton-Arturo de Cordova), a Technicolor production; "A Medal for

Benny" (Dorothy Lamour-Arturo de Cordova); "Out of This

World" (Eddie Bracken-Veronica Lake) ; "Murder, He Says" (Fred

MacMurray-Helen Walker); "Scared Stiff" (Jack Haley-Ann
Savage), from Pine-Thomas; "One Exciting Night" (William Gar-

gan-Ann Savage), also a Pine-Thomas.

"Lady Seventeen" is a recent addition to the story library at

Paramount. It's an original by Ladislaus Fodor, set in the Vic-

torian period of England. Reported price is $50,000. Karl Tun-
berg has been assigned as producer. Tugend is taking over as
associate of Henry Ginsberg and Joseph Sistrom to fill the spot
vacated last week by Frank Butler, who resigned last week be-
cause of illness.

Paul Draper has been signed by Mark Sandrich to appear with
Bing Crosby in "Blue Skies," the Irving Berlin story.

"The Blue Dahlia" and "The Bride Wore Boots" which are
shortly going into production are to be serialized in the Saturday
Evening Post. Raymond Chandler and Dwight Mitchell Wiley are
the authors.

There are 25 stories in preparation at the studio for early
production and topping the list is the recent purchase of "Dear
Ruth." Among the remainder are: "Blue Skies," "Calcutta," "The
Blue Dahlia," "June Bride," "California," "To Each His Own,"
"Victoria Grandolet," "O'Halloran's Luck," "The Trouble With
Women," "Break-Up," "Prince Charming" and "Ready, Willing
and 4-F." Hal Wallis will contribute "The Searching Wind,"
"Whenever I Remember," "The Crying Sisters" and "Dishonor-
able Discharge." B. G. DeSylva will have "The Stork Club;"
Pine-Thomas will do "People Are Funny," "Swamp Waters" and
"Roaring Waters."

PRC
A shakeup in the sales and production divisions of the com-

pany this week put in Bert Kulick as general manager of domes-
tic distribution and Morris Saner, formerly with Warner Brothers
and United Artists, as Western Division sales manager Leo J
McCarthy, who had been general sales manager for the past year
has been transferred to the production department. No reason
was g1Ven for the changes except the potential program of ex-
pansion now getting under way at the studio.

Sam Sax takes up his first production effort at PRC withWhy Girls Leave Home." Lola Lane and Richard Cromwell are
starred. William Berke is directing. Only other picture in work

£ ,^'
ghWay t0 He"'" a Sig Neufeld Production with Sam New-

fleld directing. Ann Savage and Hugh Beaumont are starred.

Ben Schwalb, formerly general manager and executive as-
sistant to Leon Fromkess, president of PRC, has been made an
executive producer. He will supervise the product of five units.ncludmg Roth-Greene-Rouse, Sam Sax, Jack Schwarz, AlexanderMern and Harry Gourfain.

Toni Seven, the girl that Russell Birdwell has given a tre-mendous publicity buildup, wil, have the title role in "Miss Seven-teen, which is from an original story by the versatile Birdwell.
Jack Grant's first picture in his new capacity as associate
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REPUBLIC
A Thirty Million Dollar budget for the 1945-48 fli™ cha. been promised by President krZt^T^VZ^Z

with his plans for the expansion of this studio. An advertising
budget of $250,000 for each of 12 Million Dollar pictures also was
announced. The signing of Frank Borzage and Alfred Santell to
producer-director contracts was offered as positive proof of the
immediate beginning of the production expansion. Santell's first'

picture at tne studio will be "Mexicana," a musical to star Tito
Uuizar and Constance Moore. William K. Howard has also been
signed to an importanc contract. Among the players who have
been signed within the past several weeks are John Wayne, Con-
stance Moore, Eugene Pallette, Victor McLagien, Joseph Schitd-
Kraut and Ann Dvorak.

Gene Autry lost his suit against Republic to cancel his con-
tract. The court ruied that Autry was bound by his contract to
appear in all pictures specified in an official notification to him
on August 1, li>42. n.e is not free to offer his services to any other
company until his present contract expires. The court order fur-
ther pointed out tnat if he should be given a leave of absence
from the armed services, he snould respond to his contract, but
he is not required to asK voluntarily tor a leave to make pictures.

All film rights to Earl Carroll properties such as the "Vani-
ties," "Sketch Book ' ana a number of musical comedies and
dramatic properties now belongs to Republic. Carroll has signed
a five year contract with the studio for exclusive services as tech-

nical advisor.

Two new starters this week: "Girls of the Big House" (Lynne
Roberts-Richard lowers) and a Red Ryder special, "Marsnal of
Laredo" (Bill Ellioct). Continuing before the cameras are "The
Amazing Dr. M" (Joseph Schildkraut-Billie Burke) and "Scotlana
*ard Investigator ' (Eric Von Stroheim-Stephanie Bacneioi;.

RKO-RADIO
Eight features in production on this lot with no new starters.

They are: 'Tne Most Dangerous Game" (John Loder-Audrey

Long), "jvirst Man into xox^o" from Neal-Barbara Hale), "Mama
Loves Papa ' (Leon Errol-Elizabeth Risdon), "The Falcon in San

irancisco' (Tom Convvay-Rita Corday), "The Invisible Army"
(John Wayne-Philip Ann), "Man Alive" (Pat O'Brien-Ellen Drew)

anfl "George White's Scandals" (Joan Davis-Jack Haley).

Maurice Geraghty, producer of the Falcon series, resigned

from RKO last week and Ralph Dietrich, former 20th Century-

Fox producer, just out of the Army, was signed to carry on the

series. His first will be "The Falcon in Reno."

It is reported here that RKO has invested money in John

Steinbeck's "The Pearl of La Paz ' which is being produced jointly

by two Mexico City film companies. RKO will handle distribution

of the picture which is being made in Spanish and English.

An original melodrama, "Manhattan Miracle," has been pur-

chased from Earl Felton. It is being prepared for immediate pro-,

duction by Executive Producer Sid Rbgell...J. Robert Bren, au-

thor-producer on "First Man into Tokyo," had his option picked

up and will produce "Galveston" as his next assignment.

RKO has tied up its short subject series, "This Is America,"

with This Week magazine and the two editorial heads will work

together in a series of public information and current history re-

ports for filming. The first of the series is "On Guard," an FBll

story featuring J. Edgar Hoover, now in release, which was tiedj

in with the March 11 issue of This Week. The second on the list!

is "Honorable Discharge," a screen version of the G. I. Bill oil

Rights.

International

With "It's A Pleasure" and "Along Came Jones," Sonja Henhj

and Gary Cooper starrers. respectively, now ready for release, thiij

unit's production lull will continue for several weeks. At thai

time, "Tomorrow Is Forever" with Claudette Colbert, Orson Welle:

and George Brent starred, gets the starting gun. Irving Pichej

will direct for Producer David Lewis.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Six pictures in work here this week including two new starlj

ers. The latter are "Dragonwyck" (Gene Tierney-Vincent Pried
Anne Revere-Walter Huston-William Eythe), under Erna
Lubitsch's. production, and Ben Silvey has started "Within Thesj
Walls" (Thomas Mitchell-Mary Anderson). Four holdovers corl
tinue: "Junior Miss" (Peggy Ann Garner-Allyn Joslyn), "Captail

FILM BULLETIN



Eddie" (Fred MacMui ray-Lynn Bari), "The Dolly Sisters" (Betty
Grable-John Payne), "State Fair" (Dana Andrews-Jeanne Crain)
and "Two-Faced Quilligan" (Joan Blondell-William Bendix).

In addition, the editing department is at work on "A Bell For
Adano," "A Royal Scandal," "Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe,"
"Where Do We Go From Here?," "Nob Hill," "Colonel Effingham's

Raid" and "The Bull Fighters."

The old stage hit, "First Year," has been handed to Walter

Morosco for production. The picture was made originally in 1932

by Fox Film Company with Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell.

This time it's scheduled for William Eythe and Faye Marlowe.

"Gift of the Magi," the famed O'Henry story, is to be given
the Technicolor musical treatment by 20th. Otto Preminger will

produce. He is trying to obtain the services of Leonard Horn-
stein, young conductor and composer, to write the music for the
screenplay, with Ogden Nash to do the lyrics. Before this picture

starts, however, Mr. Preminger has "Fallen Angel," "Centennial
Summer," a Technicolor musical, and "Romance With Music,"
the story of Oscar Hammerstein, also in color, on his schedule.
"Fallen Angel" goes into early production with Ida Lupino bor-

rowed for top role.

UNITED ARTISTS
The backlog at United Artists is said to total $25,000,000 worth

of film in 17 pictures ready for release. The list includes: "Spell-

bound," "Bedside Manner," "Blood on the Sun," "Story of G. I.

Joe," "It's in the Bag," "Brewster's Millions," "Hold Autumn in

Your Hand," "Guest Wife," "A Walk in the Sun," "Delightfully

\ Dangerous" and "The Great John L." In addition, there are six

British-made films releasing through UA under the deal with J.

\ Arthur Rank: "Colonel Blimp," "This Happy Breed," "Two Cities,"

t "2,000 Women," "Blithe Spirit," "Henry the Fifth," and "Caesar

and Cleopatra." The star names in these pictures comprise an
I imposing aggregation of top names, among them: Ingrid Bergman,
1 Gregory Peck, Vivian Leigh, Claude Rains, June Havoc, Claudette

Colbert, Don Ameche, James Cagney, Ruth Hussey, Ralph Bel-

lamy, Dennis O'Keefe, Constance Moore, Jane Powell, Linda Dar-
nell, Betty Field, Zachary Scott, Laurence Olivier and Burgess
Meredith.

Arnold Pressburger's next film will have Paris for its setting.

It is called "Vidooq" (that's one that could profit by a title change)
and will star George Sanders.

Andrew Stone has initiated the first attempt at televising

along with film shooting at the same time. He installed a 16-

millimeter film camera on the shoulders of the big camera for

use in his next production. The small unit will record the film

for television. This camera will take only the closeups which is

the only thing usable in television. Sound is recorded simul-

taneously. It may work. Stone's next film will be another musi-
cal in the Latin-American trend called "Pan-American Sensations
of 1945."

Sol Lesser is back in Hollywood with plans for seven pictures

to be produced during the next two years. His initial and most
important venture will be "Paris Canteen," to be shot in London,
Paris and Hollywood. "The Silver Flame," in Technicolor; a

musical called "Crazy to Dance;" "Civilian Clothes," "Alarm and
Excursion," "Flash—Flood!" and "Tarzan and the Intruder" com-
prise the list.

Sylvia Sidney has been signed by Cagney Productions for three
more pictures following the completion of "Blood on the Sun."

David O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" company is on location

near Tucson presently with actual production scheduled to start

this month. King Vidor is directing the film in which Jennifer
Jones, Gregory Peck, Joseph Cotten, Lionel Barrymore and Lillian

Gish are starred.

"The Outlaw," Howard Hughes' long-delayed film, will be re-

leased by this company late in the summer, according to an an-
nouncement by Vice-President Grad Sears. This releasing arrange-
ment is part of the deal by which Preston Sturges and Howard
Hughes came to U. A.

Only new starter on the lot is Hunt Stromberg's "Young
Widow," in which Ida Lupino and Louis Hayward are co-starred.

MARCH 5, 1945

Continuing in production are: "Captain Kidd" (Charles

Laughton-Barbara Britton), a Benedict Bogeaus production, and

"Paris—Underground" (Constance Bennett-Gracie Fields), a Con-

stance Bennett production.

UNIVERSAL
Net profit for the fiscal year ended October 28, 1944, was

$3,412,701, according to an announcement from the Board of Di-

rectors. This is about $300,000 down from net earnings in the

previous year. However, for the eighth consecutive year, rentals

and sales showed an increase. The working capital of the com-

pany was listed at $18,798,687, an increase of more than two mil-

lion dollars over last year. The report shows further that the

studio contributed to the Army, without cost, a total of 2,021

prints of feature pictures and 1275 prints of short subjects for

overseas exhibition.

Deanna Durbin's next vehicle has been announced as "Cath-

erine the Last," in which she will co-star with Charles Laughton.

The picture is not scheduled until late in the summer...A starrer

for Peggy Ryan, called "On Stage Everybody," based on the radio

show of the same name, has been announced for early production

...Jess Barker has been signed to a term deal at Universal. His

first picture will be "Serenade for Murder". . .George Sanders and
Geraldine Fitzgerald have been signed to co-star with Ella Raines

in Joan Harrison's production of "Uncle Harry." Robert Siod-

mak, who has just signed a new contract with the studio, will

direct. . .Another important casting announcement comes in the

news that Merle Oberon and Charles Korvin will star in the

Pirandello play, "As It Was Before."

Walter Wanger, now at work on "A Night in Paradise" (Merle

Oberon-Turhan Bey), has signed a new long-term producing deal

with the studio. The first picture under the new contract will be

"Canyon Passage," now appearing in the Saturday Evening Post

in serial form, to be made in Technicolor.

No new starters on the lot this week. Continuing in produc-
tion are: "Men in Her Diary" (Louise Albritton-Jon Hall), "Lady
On a Train" (Deanna Durbin-Ralph Bellamy), "Night in Para-
dise" (Merle Oberon-Turhan Bey) and "The Naughty Nineties"
(Abbott-Costello).

WARNER BROS.
Four in production on this lot: "Mildred Pierce" (Joan Craw-

ford-Jack Carson), "Shadow of A Woman" (Andrea King-William

Prince), "Stolen Life" (Bette Davis-Glenn Ford) and "Too Young
to Know" (Joan Leslie-Robert Hutton).

Warner Brothers has purchased film rights to "The Hasty

Heart," now doing sellout business as a Broadway show, for

$100,000 plus a percentage of the film's gross. This is the third

play purchased from the team of Howard Lindsay and Russell

Crouse. "Arsenic and Old Lace" and "Life With Father" were

the other two. John Dall, who has the male lead opposite Bette

Davis in "The Corn Is Green" and now appearing on Broadway
in "Dear Ruth," will have the top spot in the picture version of

"The Hasty Heart."

The latest personnel list released by Warner Bros, show's a

total of 199 individuals under contract to the studio at the present

time. There are 30 players of star rank, 50 featured players, 23

artists engaged for special pictures, 18 directors, 31 writers, four

composers and 13 producers. Thirty of the list are in the armed
forces.

The star list includes: Robert Alda, Lauren Bacall, Jack

Benny, Humphrey Bogart, Jack Carson, Dane Clark, Joan Craw-
ford, John Dall, Helmut Dantine, Bette Davis, Olivia de Havilland,

Faye Emerson, Errol Flynn, John Garfield, Sydney Greenstreet,

Paul Henreid, Robert Hutton, Priscilla Lane, Joan Leslie, Ida

Lupino, Dennis Morgan, Eleanor Parker, William Prince, Joyce

Reynolds, Rosalind Russell, Ann Sheridan. Alexis Smith, Barbara
Stanwyck and Jane Wyman.

The annual stockholders' meeting held recently revealed a
net profit after taxes for the quarter ending November 25, 1944,

of approximately $2,350,000. an increase of more than a quarter of

a million dollars over the same period in 1943.
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

RECORD
CO LUMBIA

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (31)

Completed ( 9)

Completed ( 1)

In Production (6)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

Details

NEW PRODUCTIONS

SURPRISE IN THE NIGHT
Mystery—Started February 14

Cast: Chester Morris, Nina Foch, Richard Lane, George E. Stona,
Steve Cochran, Frank Sully.

Director: Arthur Dreifuss Producer: Alexis Thurn-Taxis
Story: Nftt available. See next issue.

RHYTHM ROUND-UP
Western Musical—Started February 24
Cast: Ken Curtis, Cheryl Walker, Hoosier Hot Shots, The PiGd"

Pipers, Bob Wills and his Texas Playboys, Guinn Williams,
Raymond Hatton.

Director: Vernon Keays Producer: Colbert Clark

RELEASE CHART
Title— Rannloe Tlni Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Blonde From Brooklyn Haymes-Merrick 2-19.
Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel 2-5.
Monster and The Ape, The (Serial) Lowery-Mathews ...2-19..
0ver 21 Dunne-Knox . -22.
A Thousand and One Nights (T) Wilde-Keyes 11-13.

1943-44
COMPLETED

Address Unknown (72) Lukas-Christians ..11-15..
Batman, The (Serial) Naish- Patterson
Carolina Blues Kyser-Miller 5-15.

Details under title: Battleship Blues
Cry

. ?' the Werewolf (65) Massen-Crane .....5-15.
Detail! under title: Bride of the Vampire

Desert Hawk (Serial) Roland-Marls 5-29..
Ever Since Venos Hunter-Savage 5-29.

Details under title: Beauty for Sale
The Impatient Years (91) Arthur-Bowman 4-3.
Kansas City Kitty Davis-Bob Crosby ..5-15..
Last Horseman, The (54) Hayden-Willis 6-29.,

Details under title: Suicide Range
Louisiana Hayride Canova-Une 4-3..
Mr. Winkle Goes To War (80) Robinson-Donaldson 1-10.
One Mysterious Night (65) Morris-Carter 6-12.

Details under title: Boston Blackle's Appiintment with Death
Robin Hood of the Range (57) Starrett-Harrls 9-21.

Details inder title: Hall to the Ranters
Secret Command (80) J'Brien-Landls ....1-10.

Details under title: Pilebuck
She '

s * So,i
\'

r
'

Too Foch-Brldges 3-20.,

.Hobart-Macready ...6-12.

.6-1.

7-16.
.9-26.

.7-13..
. .8-3.
.9-22.

.7-29.

.7-20.

.6-29.

.8-17.

.5010.

.

.5120.

.

5011 ...

.6140.

.620l'.

Details under title: Soldiers In Slacks
Soul of a Monster (63)

Details under title: Death Walks Aloi
Swing in the Saddle Frazee-Summerville 8-31... 5221.

^J-.!"
,n Fear Krnger-Parrlsh 3-6. . .6-15. . .5043.

Derails under title: America's Children
U-Boat Prisoner (65) Bennett-Rolf 4-17. . .7-25. . .5037.

1944-45
Black Arrow (Serial) Scott-Jergens 9-4 .. 10-13 ... 6120.
Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion Morris-Merrick .. ..2-5
Both Barrels Blazing Starrett-Hardlng ....6-26

Details under title: Texas Rifles

Brenda Starr. Reporter Woodbury-Richmond 10-2..
Counterattack Muni-Chapman 9-4.
Cowboy of Lonesome River .Starrett-Athens 6-14.
Crime Doctor's Courage Baxter-Brooke 11-13.

Details onder title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)
Cyclone Prairie Rangers Starrett-Worth 7-26.,
Dancing In Manhattan Brady-Donnell 8-21.
Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller 9-4.
Escape In the Fog Wright-Foch 12-25..
Eve Knew Her Apples Miller-Wright 7-24.
A Guy. A Gal and A Pal Merrick-Hunter .11-27..
Fighting Guardsman, The Loder-Loulse 12-11.
I Love A Mystery Bannon-Foch 11-13.
Lawless Empire Stnrrett-Law 10-16.
Leave It to Blondle Singleton-Lake ...11-13.
Let's Go Steady Parrish-Moran 10-16
Mark of The Whistler. The (61) Dlx-Carter 8-17.

Details under title: Dormant Account
Meet Miss lobby Socks Crosby-Merrick 6-12..
Mining Joror. The Carter-Banon 7-24..

Details onder title- Tomorrow You Die
Blaring the Western Trail Starred- Matthews .. .9-4

Details under title: Raiders of Quantl Basin

.5027. . .9-18

.5140
12-11

.5002. .10-16

.5012

.5028

.5019
.5007 9-4

.5033. .11-13

.5206

.5008- .6-26

.5040

.5026. . .10-2

.11-9..
12-28.

.

.1-18.

.

. .4-5 . .

'.'.3-6!

!

'.tits.',

.2-22.'.

. .1-4.

.

. .11-2.

.6202.

. 6038

.

6014.

Power of The Whistler, The Dix-Carter
Rustlers of the Badlands Starrelt-Bliss

Details under title: Renegade Ro:ndup
Return of Dtrango Kid Starrett-Stevens .

Rockin' in the Rockies Hughes-Kirby
Rough Ridln' Justice Ctarrett- Bates .

Rough, Tough and Ready Morris-Rsgers
Details under title: Men of the Deep

Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen .

Sergeant Mike Parks-Bates ...
Shadows in the Night Baxter-Foch ...

Details onder title: Crime Doctor's Rendcz,oos

She's a Sweetheart (69) Frazee-Parks

Details under title: Hello, Mdm<

Sing Me a Song of Texas Lane-Temlin
Sono to Remember. A (T) (113) Muni-Oberon

Details onder title: At Night We Dream
Strange Affair, A (78) Joslyn-Keyes ...

Tahiti Nights O'Brien-Matthews

Details under title: Song of Tahiti
Ten rents a D»n«e Frazee-Lloyd ...

Together Again (100) Dunne-Boyer ...

Details under title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Every Night (T) Hayworth-Blair.

Unwritten Code, The Neal-Savage ...

Details under title: The Unknown
Youth on Trial Collins-Reed ...

Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

. .6-12

.12-11
.4-17. . .3-15.

11-27 3-22.

12-21

.

.6-10. . .11-9.

.
.5-1. .10-19.

. 12-7

.

2-8

. 6203

.

. 6333

.6021.

6032

.

.6221.

.10-30. . .1-11. . .6041.

1 METRO-

(

IOL0WYI^-MAYER :

1944-45 Features Completed (37) In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DANGEROUS PARTNERS
Mystery Adventure—Started February 19

Cast: James Craig, Signe Hasso, Edmund Gwenn, Audrey Tottei

John Warburton, Felix Bressart, Warner Anderson.
Director: Edward Cahn Producer: Arthur Fiel.

Story: Nazis try to hide funds in this country by means of fake Willi

FBIznan Craig unwinds the plot and nabs the culprits.

THEY WERE EXPENDABLE
Biographical War Story—Started February 20 fl

Cast: Lieut. Comdr. Robert Montgomery, John Wayne, War]
Bond, Captain Jack Holt, Leon Ames, Bruce Kellogg, Je

York, Tim Murdock; Cameron Mitchell, Marshall Thorn)

son, Paul Langton, Hank Daniels, Jr., Ted Lundiga
Donald Curtis.

St«rv: The °=c:ipe from Corregidor in PT boats from the eye-witness bes

selling account.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast Details Rel. N*.

IN PRODUCTION
Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson 2-19
Harvey Girls. The (T) Garland-Hodiak . . .1-22
Yolanda and the Thief (T) Astaire-Bremer . . .1-22

COMPLETED 1943-44

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble (107) Rooney-Stone .. 7-26. . .5-44 424.
Gaslight (114) Bergman-Boyer 8-23... 5-44 425... 5-

Meet the People (100) Ball-Powell 7-12. ..5-44 426..
Three Men In White (85) Barrymore-Johnson 12-27... 6-44 427... 5-

Two Girls and a Sailor (126) Johnson-Allyson .. .9-20. . .6-44 428.

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Bathing Beauty (T) (103) Skelton-Williams 9-6... 7-44 429.

Details under title: Mr. Co-Ed
Cantervllle Ghost. The (96) Laughton-O'Brien . .8-23. . .7-44 430... 6-

ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS
Dragon Seed (145) Hepburn-Huston .. .11-15. . .8-44 500. ..7

White Cliffs of Dover, The (126) Dunne-Marshall .. .6-28. . .6-44 491. ..J

SPECIAL
Tunisian Vietory (80) Documentary 4-44 466...

3

RE-ISSUES
Billy the Kid (T) Taylor
Big Stort, The Marx Bros
Christmas Carol. A Barrymore
Corn* five wltk He Lamarr-Stewirt
E,"H Shearer-Taylor
flight Command Taylor
S» Wait Marx Bros
Love Crazy toy-Powell
Northwest Passage (T) Tracy
Third Finger, L.ft Hind toy Douglai
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BLOCK NO. NINE
American Romance, An (T) (131) DonlcvyRiehards

Details under title: America

turbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes
Details u-der title: Gold Town

Kiiaet (T) (100) Colman-Dietrich

Lett In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello

Maisia Goes To Reno (90) Sothern-Hodiak

Marriaie Is a Private Aflair (11S) Turner-Hodiak
Mrs. Partington (124) Garson-Pidgeun
Nailhty Marietta (80) MacDonald-Eddy
The Seventh Crojj (111) Tracy- Hasso
Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor- Leigh

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor . . .

Nothing Bit Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy

Mall St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal

Details under title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) Pcwell-Loy ...

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore- Johnson

This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters

Misic for Millions (120) 0' Brien- 1 turbi

SPECIAL
Matt Me In St. Loais (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor
Detai's under title- The Home Front

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter

NOT DESIGNATED
Anchors Awelgh (T) Kelly-Sinatra

Alter Ego Thaxter-Daniels
Clock. The Garland-Walker
Gentle Annie (80) traig-Reed . . .

Her Highness and the Bellboy Lamarr-Walker
Hidden Eye. Th« Arnold- Raff erty

Hul. .ligt the torch (T) E. Taylor-Lassie

Oar Vines Have Tend-r (!-•>-•$ O'Brien-Roainsoi

Pietarc at Dorian Gray (108) Sanders-Hatfield

San of Lassie (T) Lawford-Lanehester
Details under title: Women's Army

Thrill of a Romance (T) Johnson-Williams

Twice Blessed Wilde-Craig

Valley of Decis'on Carson-Peck

Weekend at the Waldorf Turner-Johnson

Withoat Love Tracy-Hepburn

Negfeld Follies (T) Astalrr-Ball

. . .4-19. 11-44. . .510. .7-10

3 6 9 44 502 8 7

. . . .9-6. 10-44

.

. . 506. . .9-4

4-3. 12-44. . .509. ..9-4
4-3. .9-44. . . 504

.

.8-21

. .11-29. 10-44. . . .505. .8-21

. . . . 3-20. 11-44

.

. . 507

.

.3-18

Reissue. 11-44 . .508.

. . .12-13. .9-44. . .501. .7-24

. . Reissue. .9-44. . . .503.

. . .8-21. . .516. .11-27

. . .6-26. . .519. 12-1

!

. . . .9-4. . .514. 12-11

.... 515

.

513 11-27

n .8-21. . .518. 12-2 i

...5-28. . .517. . . .1-3

. .
9-4. . . 520

.

2-19

. .5-29. . .515. 12-25

12-13. .1-45. 11 1"

• • •
-2-21. 11-27

. . .6-26.

. . .11-27.
8-21.

. . .8-21.

.

12-25

. . .12-25.

. . .12-11.

. . .9-18.

. .10-16.
3-6. '.".3-3

.5-29.

. .8-21.

.12-11.
.9-18.

11-27.
.10-31.

. 5-1.

MONOGRAM
1944-45 Features

Westerns
(34)

(12)

Completed (20)

Completed ( 8)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DIVORCE
M odrama—Started Februai— 20

t: Kay Francis. Bruce Cabot, Hslen Mack. John
Larry Olsen. Jean Fenwick, Ruth Lee, Jerome Cov,

prima Wave, Rc:d Kilpatrick, Leonard Mudie, Mary
Barbara Woodell, Clarence Muse,

actor: Wm. Nigh P-oducers: Jerri-ay Bernard & Kay
y: Not available. See next issue.

an, v 11-

Gordon.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Cast

1943-44
Are These Oor Parents? Vinson-Talbot .

Details under title: Are These Yoor Parents?
Blaek Magic Toler Dell

Details under title: Murder Chamber
Block Busters (59) East Side Kids.

Call of the Jangle Corio-Bosh

Golden Trail, The Brown-Hatton .

Jehnoie Doesn't Live Here Any Mora Simon-Ellison .

Land of Outlaws Brown-Hatton . .

Details under title: Fool's Gold

Law Men (53) Brown-Hatton
Leave It To the Irish Dunn-McKay
Marked Trails Gibson-Steele . .

Ih. What a Night! Lowe-Rambeau .

Details under title: Girl Next Door
Range Law Brown-Hatton
letarn of the Ape Man (— ) Lagosi-Carradine
Sonera Stagecoach Sibson-Steele
Three of a Kind Gilbert-Howard
Utah Kid Gibson-Steele . .

Details under title: Trigger Law
West of the Rio Grande Brown-Hatton ..

1944-45
Adventores of Kitty 0 Day Parker-Cookson .

Details under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through
Maska Taylor-Lindsay .

Army Wives Rambeau-Knox .

Bowery Champs (62) East Side Kids
Details under title: Muggs Meets a Deadline

China's Little Devils Carey-Kelly .

The Cisco K:d Comes Through Renaldo-Lane
Details under title: Case of the Missing r.edico

Crazy Knights Gilbert-Howard .V« L. Tierney ....
Docks of New York Gorcey-Hall . . .

Details under title: Murder in the Famih
Enemy of Women Woods-Dell ...
FI?bk of the West Brown-Hatton .

Details under title: Flaminij Frontiers
eho,t •"» Brown-Hatton

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs
For-ver Yoa's Storm-Smith

Details under title: They Shall Have Faith

Storm-Caokson

Details Rel. K o. Rev

. .4-17. .7-15 6-26

.5-15. ..9-9

12-27

.

.9-16 9-18

. . 4-3 . . .8-19

.12-13.
.12-13.

' ."
.7-8.7.V. . . . . . 6-ii

.6-12. . .9-16

.1-10. . .5-6 4-17
. .4-3.

.

.8-26
.5-29. . .9-30
.4-17. . . -9-2

.4-17.

10-18. .6-24
. .

2-7 . . .6-10 .

..5-1.. .7-22 ...

.8-26

.7-24. 1-19

.
.5-1. 12-22

. .8-7.

. .6-12. .12-29 . . . 11-27

7-10 .3-30
11-13 . .2-9

.8-21. .12-8
10-16. .2-23

. .1-22

11-10.
2-19 ...

.9-18. . .2-16.

.
.8-7 . .1-26

.10-2. 3-9

C;"> Smoke Brown Hatton
In Old New Mexico Renatdo-Krnyon
Huggs Rides Again tast Side Kids

Details under tille: Ccunly Fair
Jadi Mask. The (66i Toler-Manlon .

»• I. under title. Mystery Mansion
Law of the Vnlley. Brown-Hatton
Fa;!! o.i Model .Weaver- Low ry

Detail under title: T. g Mod I Murder
Navaio Trails erown-Holt

Details under title: The Texas Terror

Scarlet Clue. Tha Toltr-Moreland

Details under title: Radio Mystery
Shiiiow of Suspicion (68) Weiv-r-Cookson

Details onder title: Baby Shoes
Sung of 'he Range Wakely- Moore .

Details ondcr title- Saddle Pals

S'ranoer from Santa Fe Brown-Hatton

There Goes Ke'ly Koran-McKay
n»t*ils onr>r title- Make Way for Kelly

A Wave. A War A Marine Eilrrs-Youngman

When Stranoers Marry Hunter J mer
Details under title: I Married

10-16 .

. . .2-5.

6-26

.9-18.

12-15.

.12-1.

PARAMOUNT
1113-14 Features
1!) 11-45 Features

Completed (32)

Completed (36)

hi Production (01

In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CUR HEARTS WERE GROWING UP
Comedy—Started February 19
Cast: Gail Russell, Diana Lynn, Erian Don'cvy, Jr.mes Brown.

Bill E.Tv/ards. William Demare^t, Billy De Wolfe.
Director: William Russell Producer: Danny Dare
S'ory: The two girls and two boys from "Our Hearts Were Younpr and

r5:iv" oontiniio their experiences.

RELEASE CHART
Title— Running Time Cast Details Rel. No. Rev

IN PRODUCTION
Lamour-Co-dova 1-8

ton-Tufts 1-8

Masquerade in Mexico
Cross My Heart

Details under title' Toe Good To Be Trie
Well Gr-cmed Bride. Tho Milland-deHavilland
Yoj Came Along Cummings-Seott ...

COMPLETED
1943-44

BLOCK NO. SIX
Grerit Moment (79) McCrea-Field

Details ander title: Triumph Over Pain

Hail the Conquering Hero (101) Bracken-Ra nes ....
Hmry Aldrich's Little Secret (73) Lydon-Mortimcr

Details onder title: Henry Aldrleh Rocks the Cradle

I Love a Soldier (105) Godiard-T jfts 3

Details under title: When I Come Back
Take It Big (74) Haley-Hillhrd ...1

SPECIAL
City That Stopped Hitler (58) Russian Documentary
Going my Way (130) .

Lady In the Dark (T) (100)
Story of Or. Wassell (T) (140)

BLOCK NO. ONE
Oark Mountain (57)
N.i.ional Barn Dance (76)
Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (81

Rainbow Island <T) (93)
Till We Meet Again (88)

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85)

Frenchman's Creek iT) (110) ....
Man in Half Moon Street (92)
M mslry of Fear (84)
One Body Too Many (74)

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whnm the Bell Tolls (T) (158).
Dangerous Passage (61)

Crosby-Steven,

. . . .Rogers-Milland

Cooper-Day

1944-45

Lowery-Drcw . .

.Brown-Heather

Lynn-Russell

Lamour-Sullivan

Mill law-Britta*

. .8-23

.12-28.

. .7-12.

. .4-17.

.11-29.
. . .9-6.

.10-18.

.12-13.

<9S>Here Come the Waves (T)

Practically Yours (90)

JriLOCK NO. k-OVR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92)
High Powered (62)

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O Rourko (100)
Unseen. The (81)

Details under title: Fear

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118)

NOT DESIGNATED
A Medal for Benny

Affairs of Susan, The
Dufiy's Tavern

Gcod Intentions

Ladd-Yoong 12-27.
Fontaine-DeCordova 5-31
Asther-Walker . . . .11-1

Milland-Reynolds .7-26.

Haley-Kelly .... .1-10.

. Cooper-Bergman .7-13.

Lowery- Brooks .8-21.

Morris-Kelly .7-10.

. 5-15

. Colbert- MaeMurray . .2-7.

. Lake-Tuf:s .1-10.

. Lcwery-Brooks 10-16.

Ladd-Russeil ... .9-4.

. McCrea-Resse'l 5-15

-Lamoor-Cordova . . . .6-26.

.Fontaine-Brent .11-13.

.
.10-2.

. .2-19
BraUen-Lake .12-11.

.4330. . .6-12

.4326. ..6-12

. 4328

.

. .6-12

.4329. . -6-12

.4327. . .6-12

4331. . .9-20
.433 . . . .3 6

.4336. . .2-21

. 4337

.

.5-1

.4405. . . .9-1

.4403. . . .9-4

. 4404

.

. .9-4

.4401. . .9-4

.4402 . 9-4

.44C6. .10-33
4408. . .10-2

4407

.

.10-33
.4410. 10-30
.4409. -10-30

.4413. -.7-20

. 4412

.

12-25
. 4415

.

12-25
.4411. 12-25

.4414. .12-25

.4416. . .3-3

.4419. . 3-5

4-118
. .3 -5

4417. .3-3

. .9-4

Details und

One Exciting Night Gargan-Savage 12-25.
Details under title: Hard to Handle

Incendiary Blonde (T) Hatton-Cordova ...11-15.
Kitty Goddard-Milland . .6-12.

Lost Weekend, The Milland-Wyman ...10-31
Love Letters Jones-Cotten 10-31.
Miss Susie Slagles T„ft,.Lake 9-18.
Murder. He Says MacMgrray-Main 5-1.

Out of This World Bracken-Lynn 7-10.
Rh.thm Ranch Haley-Hllllard 11-1.
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Road to Utopia, Th> Crosby-Hope-Lamour 12-13.
Scared Stiff Haley-Savage 11-27.
Two Years Before the Mast Ladd-Donlevy 5-1.
Virginian, The McCrea-Britton ...11-13.

1944-45 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

Completed (20)

Completed ( 9)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
HIGHWAY TO HELL
Melodrama—Scarted February 20
Cast: Ann Savage, Hugh Beaumont, Charles D. Brown, Rus:

Hicks, Pierre Watkin, Bud Busier, Norman Willis, Arc
Hall, Elizabeth Ballentine.

Director: Sam Newfleld Producer: Siermund Neui

WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME
Melodrama—Started February 23

Cast: Lola Lane, Sheldon Leonard, Elisha Cook, Jr., Claudia
Drake, Pamela Blake, Paul Guilfoyle, Constance Worth,
Fred Kohler, Thomas Jackson, Evelynne Eaton, Virginia
Brissac.

Director: William Berke Producer: Sam Sax

Title—Running Time

COMPLETED

RELEASE CHART

1943-44
Brand of the Devil O'lirien-Newill
Jelinquent Daughters Carlson-Gibson .

Fuzzy Settles Down Crabbe-St. John.
Machine Gun Mama Armida-LaRue

Details under title: Mexican Fiesta

Rustler's Hideout Crabbe-St. John
Seven Doors To Death (64) Chandler-Clyde .

Waterfront (64) Carradinc-Wrixon
When the Lights Go On Again (74) Lydon- M itchel

I

1944-45
Bluebeard (70) Carradine-Parker
Castle of Crimes (60) Kent-Churchill
Crime, Inc Ileal-Tilton . .

Dead or Alive Bitter-O'Brien .

Dixie Jamboree (71) Langford Talbot
Details under title: Dixie Steam Boat

Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) Lowo-Jovce ...

. .5*1.

.5-15.

.5-29.

.4-17.

.7-30.

.

.8-10.

.

.7-25.

.

.8-18.

.

.458.

.416.

.465.

.421.

.466
.417. .11-27

.415. . .6-26

.419. . .10-2

. .6-12.

. Foreign

.

.11-13.

.

.10-31.

. . .2-7.

. . .1-22.

.11-10.

.12-22.
.4-15.

. 12-29

.

. .8-15.

The Gangster's Den
Gangsters of the Frontier (56) .

Details under title: At 1

His Brother's Ghost
Hollywood and Vine
I'm From Arkansas (68) .

I Accuse My Parents (68) .

The Kid Sister

Ladies of the Night
Details under title: Undercover G

Man Who Walked Alone, The (73)
Detail* urMer title: You Can't Stop Romai

Marked for Murder
Oath of Vengeance (58) . . .

The Phantom nf 42nd Street
Rogues Gallery (60) Jenks-Wa
Spell of Amy Nugent, The Farr-Lindsay

Shadows of Death
Detail'; >i-"W t'tl-: Barber of Red Gap

Strange Illusion (83)
Stranger in the Family, A
Swino Hostess (76)
V/hisperlng Skulls Rittcr-0'Br:en

Town Went Wild, The (77) darthnlomrw-Ho'
WHrl Horse Phantom Crabbc-Si. John

Dttaih under till*- Phantom nf Wild Valtf)

Atwill-Douglas . .11-13. .2-15. . .508.

Crabbe-S'i. John . . .1-22.

Rittcr-0' Brien !
.9-21.'. .'.551. .11-13

'."..7-24." .11-15. .511. .10-30

Crabbe-St. John . .2-3. . .557

Eilison-McKay .' .'

. 8-21. ...3-1.. .12-11

Adrian-Sommervill 1 ..8-7. 10-31. .

'.'510'.'

Hughes-Meeker . . . .8-7. .
.11-4. . .512. . . 1-22

Pryor-Clark . . . .10-31. . .2-6.

.

O'Brien-Aldrich .
.10-16. .

.3-15.. . .2-19

D' Brien- Ritter

Crabbs-S'i. John

O'Brien-Aldrich

.Cr.ibbe-S;

.
Eilers-Lydon

.riromberg-Jenks

.Tilton-Cnllins

. .2-8. . .554.

. .12-9. . .556 . .1-22

7.1-22
.12-6.' .'.'515.

.

.

'. 1-8

Foreign. .2-10. .

.11-27. .3-24. .

m-? V?l

6-12. . . .9-8. . .509 .11-15

12-29. . 553
i 8-7 12-15. .11-27

. .8-21. 10-26. . .555.

REPUBLIC
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed
Completed (19)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (3)

In Production Hi
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
GIRLS OF THE BIG HOUSE
Melodrama—Started February 17
Cast: Lynne Roberts, Richard Powers, Virginia Christine,

Mara.
Director: George Arehainbaud Associate Producer

.I,!.-.

Rudy

Ad^c

Abo)

MARSHALL OF LAREDO
Western—Stalled February 17
Cast: Wild Bill Elliott as "Red Ryder," Bobby Blake, Alice

ing, Peggy Stewart.
Story: >•<»• «h»iirf helpa youns attorney ri.l himself of crooked dim
SCOTLAND YARD INVESTIGATOR
(Other details issue February 19)
Stfirv MODS I>1hel hidden in ESngland to prevent war damage is r<

hv a copv of the original. The EJngllsh and French custodla
th«. HMToti tn finri the original.

SANTA FE SADDLEMATES
(Other details issue February 19)

Story: Sunset Carson and Frontier newspaper woman ex:

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast Details

IN PRODUCTION
Amazing Mr. M, The Schildkraut-Burko .2-19.

Scotland Yard Investigator VonStroheim-Bachelor 219.

COMPLETED
1943-44

Black Hills Express (55) Barry-Heath 5-17.

Call ot the Rockies Burnette-Carson 4-3..

Call ot the South Seas (59) Lane-Henry 3-6.

Comin' Round the Mountain Aulrv-Burnette ...Reissue.

Death Valley Manhunt (55) Elliott-Jeffreys 5-3.

Fugitive from Sonora (55) Barry-Merrick 7-1..

Girl Who Dared Brey-Cookson 4-17.

Haunted Harbor (Serial) Aldridge-Richmond ..5-1.

Lignts ot Old Siiita he..... Rogers-Evans 7-_4

Man From Frisco (91) D'Shea-Shirley 1-24.

Port of 40 Thieves (58) Bachelor-Powers

Ride, Ranger, Ride \ubrey-Burnette ..Reissue.

San Fernando Valley (74) Rogers-Evans 5-29.

Secret of Scotland Yard (68) Barrier- Bachelor 4-3.

Song of Nevada (75) Rogers-Evans 4-3.

Storm Over Lisbon (86) Ralston-Arlen 1-24.

Details under title: Candlelights In Litbon

Strangers in the Night Terry-Grey 5-29.

Details under title: House of Terror

That's My Baby (68) Vlen-Drew 5-29.

Details under title: Anything for a Laugh

Three Little Sisters Lee-Terry 5-15.

Tiger Woman (Serial 1298) Sterling-Lewis 2-7.

Tucson Raiders, The (55) Elliott-Hayes 2-21.

Yellow Rose of Texas (69) Bojers-Evans 2-21.

1944-45
City (86) Moore-Taylor

gambling ringj

,
.7-2.

.8-5.
.8-26.

.11-3.

.7-14.
8-13.

.
.9-1.

.9-15.

.9-12.

.9-14.

.7-31.

.5-27.
.5-24.
.6-24.

. .362
. .356
..319... 8-21

.3305

..375

..361

..322
. .384
. .346. .11-27

..318...5-13

. .324. . .7-24

.3306
. .345. .

.10-;

..321... 7-10

. .344. . .7-10

. .323. . .9-18

..326 i

.325

.383
.3311. 6-12

. .343. . .5-29

Atlai

Sporting Chance Randolph-O'Malley .12-11

Details under title: Behind tic Ships

Bells of Rosarita Rogers-Evans 2-5

Big Bonanza (68) Arlsn-Frazee 9-4

Big Show-Off (70) Lake-Evans 9-4

Details under title: Next Ccmes Love

Sordertown Trails Carson-Burnette ..

Brazil (91) Bruce-Guizar . . .

Cheyenne Wildcat '.Ell ott-Flcming ..

Chicago Kid (68) Barry-Roberts ...

Code of the Prairie tiurnette-Carson .

Daring Holiday, A Horton-George ..

Desperadoes of Dakota Elliot-Fleming

Earl Carroll's Vanities O'Keefe-Moore ..

End of the Road (51) Norris-Storey ...

Details under title: Man of Mystery

Faces in the Fog (71) Withers-Kelly ..

Fatal Witness .Ankers-Fraser .

Federal Operator No. 99 Lamont-Talbot

Flame of Barbary Coast Wayne-Dvorak ..

Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor

Git Along Little Dogies Autry-Burnette

Great Flamarion, The (78) VonStroheim-Hughes 10-16

. .5-15. .

.
.6-26.

.

. .6-12.

.

. .10-2. .

. .6-26.

.

.10-16. .

. . .2-5.

.11-13.

. . .7-10.

8-11.
11-30.
9-30

.451
. 405. .11-1

.3314
2-l£

11-10.

11-25.

.402....

M

.434 . .

. .7-24.

12-25.

. Reissue.

.1-31.

io-iV.

The Great Stagecoach Robbery.

Grissly's Millions (72)

Hitchike to Happiness

Jealousy

lo'-nny March

.Elliott-Fleming

. .Grey-Kelly

. .Pearce-Evans

. Morley-Asther

.Arlen-Walker

Lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor

Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey

Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes .

My Buddy (69) B^rry-Roberts .

New Faces of 1945 nowd-Duke . . .

The Phantom Speaks Arlen-Roberts .

Return At Dawn T„- rv-Rnherts .

Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey .

Silver City Kid tane-Stewart . . .

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake ..

«'nta Fn Saddlemates Carson-Stirling

Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling .

Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake ..

Sheriff of Sundown Lane-Stewart ..

Sing, Neighbor. Sing (70) Terry-Brown

Pong of Miss Julie, The (69) Early-Clark

Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart ...

Details onder title: Marshal of Monterey

Swinoin' on a Rainbow Taylor-Frazec

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry

Three's A Crowd Micharl-Gordon

Thoroughbreds .

Neal-Mara
. . . .

Tnpeka Terror Allan Lane . .
.

Tugboat Annie's Son Darwell-Kennedy

Utah Rogers-Evans . .

Vamnire's
'

Ghost". Ahbott-st,wart .

Tnrm's Black Whip (Serial) .
Lewis-Stirling .

1944-45 Features

. .9-18.

. .9-18.

. .9-18.

.11-27

. 11-27

.

. .8-21.

.12-11.

.10-16.
..3-6..
6-26.

. . .1-8.

.
10-31

.

. .1-22.

.3-18.
. .7-2.

10-12.

..4-17.

.
.5-29.

. .
2-1^

.

.12-25.

. .7-24.
.5-29.

.10-16.

.11-13.

.12-25.

.11-27.

.
3316

.

.4S3.
401

.12-25.

.12-11.

.10-16.

.8-21. 12-16 481.

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE BELLS OF ST. MARY'S
Drama—Started February 26

Cast: Bins Crosby, Ingrid Bergman.
Producer-Director: Leo McCarey

with rh

THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME
(Other details issue February 19)

Story: a demented Prussian officer traps boa)
the Atlantic and murders passengers, j

ot hlsr-game hunting foils his plans.

FILM BULLETIN
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rlAMA LOVES PAPA
|Other details issue February 19)

Ftvpa on 10 more aggregative avproi

"ALCON IN SAN FRANCISCO
Other details issue February 19)

Dry: Ex-Kanestei turns flhipplog magnate and runs
blark market until ihH Falcon steps in.

RELEASE CHART
Tltlt—Ranalaa Tim Cast Oetallt

IN PRODUCTION
ton in San Francisco, Tho Conway-Corday ....2-19.
it Man into Tokyo Neal-Hale 2-19
visible Army Wayne-Ahn 11-13.
ma Loves Papa Errol-Risdon 2-1S-.

a Alive O'Brien-Drew 2-5.

ost Dangerous Game. The Loder-Lonn 2-19.

. Dav.s-Haley 2-5.Whites Scandals of 1S45

COMPLETED
1943-44

BLOCK NO. SIX
Ghost (63) Peary-Martin . .

Wild (65) Granville-Smith
er title: Are These Our Children?

•arlne Raiders (90) DBrlen-Hossey
fht of Ad.tatart (65) tonway-Long .

Details under tltlt: One Exciting Night
ip Lively (88) Sinatra-Murphy
Details under title: Manhattan Serenade

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
tltlt: That Hunter Girl

ly Days (71)
uslc In Manhattan (80)
It. FIB (69)

SPECIAL
Ittil Command (61)
rtti Star, Tht (105) . .

la Aran (T) (106) . .

.

REISSUES

BLOCK NO. ONE
Jlnj To Town (69)

I Pal. Wolf (75)
Details under tltlt: Pumpkin Shell
me But the Lonely Heart (113) . .

ill in the Saddle (87)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Hollywood, The (67)

ly Sweet (90)
onder title: Farewell My Lovely

la (61)

BLOCK NO. THREE
iral From the East (82)

. . .4-3 434. . .8-7

. . .4-3 431. . .8-7

. .Fibber and Molly 435. . .8-7

. .Shirley-Day .... ...4-3 432. . .8-7

. .Simon-Kreuger . . . .
.4-3 433. . .8-7

...Fir 7-26

. .Baxter-Brtnnan . . ..5-17 451. .11-1
452. .2-21

492.

.

1944-45

..5-15 504. .10-2

.
.5-29. .... 502. .10-2

. . 5-29 ..... 505. .10-2

. Srant-Wyatt . . .3-6 501. . .10-2
. .10-2

. .7-24 510. .12-11

Conway-Hale . .7-24 507

.

.12-11

. .5-29 508

.

.12-11

. .6-12 506. .10-33

Mitchum-Gates . .7-24 509

.

.12-11

..Tracy-Kelly ... . . 7-21 .514. . 2-19
.10-16 511. . . .2-5

Come Share Mv Love

Young-McGuire

O'Brien-Landis

Terry-Long
.

. Cooper-Young

. Scott-Lee . .

Loder-Duprez

tenanted Cottage. The
iving Wonderful Crime (70) . . .

n Americana (84)

NOT DESIGNATED
long Came Jones (International)

Hit of tht Yukon (T) (84)
rlghton Strangler, The
My Snatcher, The Kprloff-Lugos
uanova Brown (93) Coorer-Wright

r' •"• «*V Scott-Drew
ng Your Way Home Haley- Jeffries

Details under title: Fol cw Your Heart
I's a Pleasuro (T) (90) Henie-OShea
dhnny Angel Raft-Trevor
rine«s »nd the Pirate (T) (94) Hone-Mivo
banish Main. The (T) Hpnreid-O'Hara
most Fndearing Yn"ng Charms Day-Young
hree Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Featurs

«o O'Clork Courage r<i-way-Rii*h-rford

'est of Tht Pecos "ilchum-Hale
Voman in the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett

Details onder title: Once Off Guard
">»rt.r Man. Tht (T) "aye-Mayo
|ombles on Broadway

7-10
11-13.
.2-21. .

.583. .12-11

.'.'.'.'.'.7.3-5

.581. . . .8-7

.584 3-5

.551.' 10-16

12-25

582. .10-16

Brown-Carney

Lloyd, Scott Elliott, Harry Shannon, Rex Williams.

Director: H. Bruce Humberstone Producer: Ben Silvey

Btorys Hot available. Sea next issue.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rtnnlng Time

IN PRODUCTION
Captain Eddit

Dolly Sisters, The (T)

Slati Fai,

Details

COMPLETED

MacMurray-Bari

Grable-Payn;

Garner-Jo lyn

Anorrws-Crain

Bendu-Blondtll

1943-44

feign. . . July.

.9-20. . .Jtnt,

9-20 JiTy.

.1-10. . .Junt.

.4-19. . Jim.

Baker- Massow 4-3. August. . . .501. .7-24

Ameche-Andrews . . .2-21. .August. . . .502. .10-2

Dennis-Roosevelt Travel Feat. Sept.. . 504. 8-21

Ameche-Miranda .
.11-15. ..505. .8-21

2-7. 503. .8-21

Laurel-Hardy . . . .4-3. October. . . .506. .9-18

Crain-Latimort . . .1-10. October. . .507. .9-18

Woolley-Haver ...3-6. October. . . .508. 10-16

Tierney-Andrcws 5-1 . .Nov . 509. 10-30

Miranda-O'Shca 5-1 . . Nov. . . ..510. 11-15

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Candlelight In Algeria (85) Mason-Lehmann
Eve of St. Mark. Tho (96) Eythe-Baxter . .

Home In Indiana (T> (103) MeAllister-Brenna

Ladles In Washington (61) Graham-Marshall
Roger Tuohy, Gangster (65) Foster-Taylor . .

SPECIAL
Battlt of Rastla <80) Gowrnmtnt Doeimtntiry
Song of Bernadttte (156) Jones-Price 4-5

1944-45
BLOCK NO. ONE

Takt It ar Ltavt It (70) Baker-Massow
Wing and a Prayer (97)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Dangerous Journey (73)
Greenwich Village (T) (82)
Sweet and Lowdown (75)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise, The (75)

Details onder title: Good Neighbors
In the Meantime, Darling (72) Cr

Details onder title: I Married a Soldier

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90)

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laura (88)

Something for the Boys (T) (87)

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier (86) Baxter-Winninger
Winged Victory (130) O'Brien-Crane ..

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peck-Hardwieke
Way Ahead, The (115) Niven-Huntley ...
Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Hangover Square (77) Cregar-Darnell
A Trat Grows in Brooklyn (128) IKcGuire-Dunn ...

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68)
Thunderhead, Son of Flicka (T) (73)

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Mo (77)

OM.nl under title: MoMy, Bless Htr
Call of the Wild (Reissue) Gable-Youn?

NOT DESIGNATED
Bell for Adano, A Hodiak-Bendi
Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe <T> r.rable H^yme
Bull Fighters Laurel-Hardy
Carribean Mystery Dunn-Ryan

Details under title: First, Last and Alway
Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe ....12-25..
Nob Hill J.Bennett-Raft 8-21..
Royal Scandal, A Bankhead-Eythe 9-18..

Details under title: Czarina

Where Do We Co From Here? (T) MacMurray-Leslit

.433. . .6-12

.429 . . .5-29

.431. . .5-29

.430. . .5-29

.432 . . .5-29

.514. .12-25

.511

.515 . . .1-22

O'Sh^-Marshall

.McDowell- Foster

Fields-Woolley

.
.9-4 Feb. . .516. .1-22
.515. Feb.. . .517. . .2-5

11-13 Mar. . 519. 2-13
5-15. Mai.. .518 . .2-5

11-13. Apr. 320. . ,3>3

11-13.

. .9-4.

12-11.

. .2-5.

(T) (153).

9-4
.Hardwicke-Mitchell 11-29 .530.

2 0th CENTURY-FOX

UNITID ARTISTS
1944-45 Features Completed (31) In Production (3)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);'
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.) ; Skirball (Ski.); Eafjle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

1944-45 Features Completed (29) In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DRAGONWYCK
Drama—Started February 13

past: Gene Tierney, Vincent Price. Anne Revere, Walter Huston,
William Eythe, Spring Byington,. Jane Nigh, Vivienne Os-
borne, Henry Morgan, Boyd Irwin. Reinhold Schunzel,
Connie Marshall, Ruth Ford.

Director: Joseph Mankiewicz Producer: Ernst Lubitsch
ptory: Not available. See next issue.

WITHIN THESE WALLS
Prama—Started February 18

past: Thomas Mitchell, Mary Anderson, Edward Ryan, Stephen
Richards, Roy Roberts, B. S. Pully, John Russell, Norman

NEW PRODUCTIONS
YOUNG WIDOW
Drama—Started February 14

Cast: Ida Lupino, Louis Hayward.
Director: William Dieterle Producer: Hunt Stromberj

ii.i.-.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Tltlt—Rinnlni Tlmt Cast

Captain Kidd Laughton-Britton
Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields

COMPLETED
1943-44

Forty Talerts Boyd-Clyde
Mystery Man (58) Boyd-Corrtll

Oetilli liter tltlt: Taiadtrlna Hood
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<—) Wayni-Trtw ...
Up In Mabel's Room (76) ) O'Keefe- Reynolds .

Voice in the Wind (8<w Lederer-Gurle . .

.

Details aider title: Strange Music

1944-45
Abroad with Two Yanks (80) 0 lUefe-Bendix
Bedside Manner Hussey-C.irroll

Blithe Spirit (T) Cummings-Harrison
Blood on the Sun oagney-Sidney
Brewster's Milliuns u'Keefe-Walker . .

Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Leigh . . .

Colonel Blimp (T) Livesy-Walbrook .

Dark Waters (89) Oberon-Tone ...
Delightfully Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy

Details under title: High An.ong (he Stan
The Great John L Darnell-McClure .

Guest In the House (121) Baxter-Bellamy

What Every Woman Wants Colbert-Ameche .

Details under title: Guest Wife
Hairy Ape, The (90) Bendix-Hayward
Henry V (T) Olivier-Newton

Her Man Gilbey Wilding-Ward ...
H<i!d Autumn in Your Hand Scott-Field ....
I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten ..

Details under title: Double Furlough

It's in the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley
.

Sensations of 1945 (86) Powell-Fields ...

Mr. Emmanuel (92) Aylmer-Gynt

Outlaw, The Russell-Huston

Since You Went Away (171) r.oibert-Cotten

Song of the Open Road (89) Bergen-Granville

Spellbound Bergman-Peck
Details under title: House of Dr. Edwardes

Story of G. I. Joe Meredith

summer Storm (107) Sanders- Darnell

Details under title' The Moon Their Mistress

This Happy Breed (T) Newton-Johnson

3 Is a Family (81) duqnlss-Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field . . .

2000 Women Robson-Calvert

Walk In the Sun Andrews-Conte ..

wr...
.4-28. . .Sml

.4-21. . . R.M . . .

. . .3-20 . .8-4. . .Sml 8-i

. 11 :1 Stn

Foreign G.F.D.. .......

. . 10-31 Cgy

. .8-21 Sml
Foreign G.F.D

. Foreign G.F.D

5-29. .11-10. . Bog. .12-11

9-4 Rgs

.7-10.

.

.2-21. .

.12-11.

Crosby. . . .

12-8. . Smg.. . .2-19

Ski

. . .1-10. . .6-16. . .Lev.. . .5-29

.For G.F.D
Foreign G.F.D

. .9-18 L.H

. . .4-17 1-5. . .Szk 1-8

10-16 .

. .12-13.
Foreign. .

Rgs.. . .2-13

.6 30. . .Stn. . .7-10

L-19. .G.F.D.. . .1-22

. .9-20
1?-13. .

.7-24. . .

. .Szk.

. Rgs.

.

Szk..

. . .6-26.

Foreign

.

.11-13

G.F.D

.11-23. . .Les

.12-29. Cow.. .12-25

G.F D

UNIVERSAL
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (46)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
STRANGE CONFESSION
(Other details issue February 19)

MEN IN HER DIARY
(Other details issue February 19)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Lady On A Train Durbin-Bellamy
Men In Her Diary Albritton-Hall
Night in Paradise (T) Oberon-Bey
Naughty Nineties. The Abbott-Costello ...

COMPLETED

Allergic to Love (64)
Details under title: Slick Chick

Boss of Boomtown Cameron-Tyler . . .

Christmas Holiday (92) Durbin-Kelly
t»°ra W0m an <T> (70) Montez-Hall
Don Wlnslow of the Coast Goard (Serial) .. Perry-Barrle
Follow the Boys (122) Rift-McDonald

".'

Details inder title: Three Cheers for the Boys
Ghost Catchers, The 0 l sen & Jonnson _

In Society (75) Abbott-Costello
Invisible Man's Revenge (78) Hall-Ankers . .

Jungle Woman (60) Acquanetta-Stone
Mummy's Ghost The (61) Chaney-Aouanetta
Pardon My Rhythm (62) jean-Knowles ...
Scarlet Claw Th. (74) Rathbone-Bn.ce .

• Ty
,

T^'?' Rooney-Errol ...
> D

r\?
m

*l* IS' Gwynne-Bruce ..
Details ender title: Passport ta Dakar

This Is the Life (87) O'Connor-Foster .

Trail to Gunslght Dew-Wrlxon
Trigger Trail (58) Cameron-Austin .

Twilight On the Prairie Juillan-Austln .

2-19
.1-8.

.2-5.

.2-21. . .7-21. . .8040.

. .2-21.

. 1-24

.12-13.

.5-31.

. 5-29

.

.5-15.

. .4-3.

.5-26.
.6-30.

.5-12.
..7-6.

. .5-5.

.5-18.

.5-26.

..5-5.

.6-23.

. .6-2.

8-18.
. .7-7.

.7-14.

• 8085
.8002. . .6-12

.8006. . .5-29

.8681
.8061 4-3

.8015.

.

.8001.

.8008.

.8018.

.8039.
. 8032

.

. 8019

.

.8036.

.8043.

.8-21

.6-26

.7-24

.7-24

.5-15

.6-12

1944.45 -

.Colllcr-Norrls

-Beery

Accent on Rhythm
Details under title: Swingaroo Sweetheart

Beautiful Cheat Granvll
Details under title: It's Never Ton Late

"

Beyond the Pecos Camernn-Drew
Blonde Ransom Cook-Grey
Bowery To Broadway (94) . .

'. ioakie-Montez
'

Babes nn Swing Street Errol-Vincent
Can't Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paige
Climax. The (86) KarlolT-roUer
nead Mi- - ry„ (g4) rtnnrv Parker
Easy To Look At Jean-Grant .

Enter Ar^ene Lupin (72) Raines-Kowln
Details under title: Arsene Lupin

Fairy Tale Murder i-m-Brassclle
The Frozen Ghost Obnney-Anken
nesllny (65) Iiftn-Cirtli .

Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey . .

. . .11-27.

7-24. .2-23. .9083
. . . .12-25.

5-15. .'.'ii-V. .VswiV.'ii'-ii
5-29. 10-13. .9024...

. . . .6-12. 12-29. .9071
2-21. 10-20. . .9007. .10 16
4-3. 11-10. . .9026. .10-30

....12-25.
. . . .8-21. 11-24 V... ...12-11

10-2

.

. . . .9-18

. . . .10-2. .2-23

Gypsy Wildcat (T) (75) Montez-Hall

Here Cume the Co-Eds (88) Abbott-Costello

Her Lucky Night Andrews Sisters .

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattan

Hi, Beautiful O'Driscoll- Beery

Details under title: Be it Ever So Humble

House of Fear Rathbone-Bruco .

House ol Frankenstein (70) Ka, loff-Chaney

Details under title: Devils Brood

I'll Remember April lean-Grant

Details under title: Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce

Jangle Captive Lane-Kruger . .
.

Jungle Queen (Serial) Collier-Quillan ..

Master Key, The (Serial) Wiley-Moore ...

Merrily We Sing Ryan-Blyth

Merry Monahans. The (91) O'Connor-Ryan .

Moonlight and Cactus Anfirews-Carnllo

Mummy's Curse Chaney-Harding

Murder in the Blue Room (61) Cook-Gwynne ..

Mystery of the River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clements

My Gal Loves Music (T) Crosby- McDonald

Night Club Girl (61) *ustin-Dunn . .
.

Old Texas Trail, The Cameron-Knight

Patrick the Great O'Connor- Ryan .

Pearl of Death (69) Rathbone-Bruce .

Penthouse Serenade Cameron-deWit . .

RaTder* ot 'GhosT City Moort-AtwITi ..

Reckless Age (63) lean-Clark

Details under Ml*: Make Way for Love

Riders of Santa Fe cameron-Kmght

Honeymoon Ahead .Jones-McDonald

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

Salome—Where She Danced DeCarlo-Camcron

San Diego, I Love You (83) Hall-Foster

See My Lawyer Oisen & Johnson

Senorita from the West Jones-Granville

She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan

Singing Sheriff (63) • .Horrls-Kninht

Song of the Sarong . . .
.Gargan-Kelly

Strange Confession chaney-Joyce

Sudan (T) Montez-Hall
. . .

Details under title: Cuem of the Nile

Suspect, The (85) ' aughton-Rainer.

That's The Spirit Ryan-Oakie

Woman in Green Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: Invitation to Death

Under Western Skies (57) TDrscoll-Beery

Details under title: Musical Round-up

.10-18.
.11-13.

.7-24.

.9-1.

.2-2.

2-9.

.8-21. . .12-8. . .9031.

.4-17. . .2-16. . .9013.

.
.9-18.

. .10-2.
.12-11.

..5-15.

. 12-27

.

..9-6..

.8-21. .

. .3-20.

.
.7-24.

. .6-26.

.9-15.
..9-9..

.2-16. .

. .12-1.

10-24.
12-15.

. . .1-5.
.
.7-24.
.7-10. .12-15.

..11-1
..5-1... 9-22.

. . .9-4
5-29. .7-25.

...5-1.. 11-17.

.6-12. .11-10.

.
11-27

. .10-2

. .4-17. . .9-29

.
.5-1. . . .3-9.

. .1-22
.10-31.

.
.1-12.

4-17. . .10-6
.11-13

. 2-19
.6-26 3-2.

.10-2.

. .1-8.

.5-29.

.8-21.

.9022

.9036
.^034. .11-*/

.9681

.9037
.9035. . .1-2?

I

.9082.

.

.3-16.

.1-19.

W A R NCR BR OTHER

S

1944-45 Features Completed (29) Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SHADOW OF A WOMAN
(Other details issue February 19)

herself and hcil

RELEASE CHART
fN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Tima

Mildred Pierce

Cast Details

Crawford-Carson ...12-25.
2-19.
2-19.
.2-19.

Shadow of A Woman King-Princo

Too Young To Know Leslie-Hutton

rtclen Life Davis-Ford

COMPLETED
1943-44

Adventures of Mark Twain (130) March-Smith ..

Between Two Worlds (112) Garfield-Parker

Details under title: Oitwtrd Bound

Make four Own Bed (81) Cafson-Wyman

Mask of Dimitrios (95) Greenstreet-Lorre

Details under title: A Coffin for Dimitrios

Mr. Skeffington (146) Davis-Rains . . .

chine On Harvest Moon (111) Sheridan-Morgan

This Is the Army (121) Mnrphy-Leslle .

Uncertain Glory (102) Flynn-Lukas . .

.319... 6-1

313. . .3-21

.338
314. . .4-1:

— 1944-45
Sheridan-Morgaa ...11-1.Animal

Details under title: One More Tomorrow
Arsenic and Old Lace (118) Grant-Lane . . .

Big Sleep, The Bogart-Bacall

Christmas In Connecticut Stanwyck-Morgan

Cinderella Jones . . . , .Leslle-Aldo

Conflict Bogart-Hobart

Corn Is Green. The 9a' is-Dall

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan
Details under title: Forty Whacks

Danger Signal Emerson-Scott

. .11-1.

. 10-31

.

. .6-12.

12-13.
. .5-17.

. 8-21.

. . .3-6.

.10-19.

. .2-19.

3-6.

.8-21

.6-26.

11-15.
11-27 . .

.1-10.

Devotion DeHavlllani'-LipIno 11-16.

Doughgirls. The (102) Sheridan-Carson

God Is My Co- Pilot *ii i. Massey

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-Star

Horn Blows at Midnight, The Benny-Smith ...

Hotel Berlin . . . King-Dantine . .

lanie (106) Rynn'rts-Hutton

Last Ride. The (56) "ravis-P.uker ..

My Reputation Stanwyek-Brent

Nobody Lives Forever "irfl'd-Fitzg-rald

Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown ...

Of Human Bondage Hcnreld-Parker

Pillar To Post 1 n"'n«. Huston .

Rhapsody In Blua iesl : ?-Aldo ....

Roughly Speaking (128) Russell-Carson ..

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smith ...

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper-Bergman 3-8

Strangers In Our Midst Sullivan-Dorn 6-12
This Love of Ours Garfield-Parker ...11-27

Three Strangers Fitzgerald-Greenstreet 1-22

To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall 2-21

Wiry Thought of You (99) Parker-Morgan 3-6

11-25.

.12-31.'

.'i-iY.

'

. .9-2.

. 10-7

.

.407.... 9-1

.409. 12-lj,

-113

.401. . . .8-

.404 . .
.9-1

11-29.
918.
.6-12.
.7-24.
8-21.

.7-26.

.6-12.

10-16.

.410. 10-1

.406. .10-3
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-W»mklr R»vi»w of th» Twada't Ermnt*

GOVERNMENT TO PRESS FOR EARLY ANTI-TRUST TRIAL
Indicating its conviction that there is no longer any possibility

jf working out an equitable consent decree with the five defendant
fiajor distributors, the Department of Justice will press Federal
udge Henry W. Goddard to the limit on Monday (5th) at the

earing in U. S. District Court in New York, to set the earliest

ossible date for the trial of the distributors.

[
Under pressure from the organized independent exhibitors and

i

self out of patience with the dilatory tactics of the defendants'
jpunsel, the Government appears to be in no mood for any further

egotiations out of court. Lawyers for the film companies also

pern resolved to the inevitability of the trial and there seems to

[e no recourse open to Judge Goddard but to fix a date.

Allied May File Brief

A report was current last week that Allied States Association
.•ould file a brief as amicus curiae with the court at Monday s

earing. However, it is understood that there is no precedent
pr such a move and Judge Goddard has not been inclined in the

last to grant much consideration to the pleas of any parties not

irectly concerned in the action. Allied, as well as the Depart-
ment of Justice, has been irritated by the adamant stand of the
lounsel for the defendants in refusing to grant any trade practice

loncessions which might be the basis for a new Consent Decree,
'he Government attorneys and the exhibitor leaders are now pre-

ared for a drag-down, knockout fight in court on the basic issues

hvolved in the Government's original ami-trust suit.

|
The extent of the gap between the respective positions of the

government and the defendants was emphasized by the position

iken by the former in its recent brief petitioning for elimination

f clearance among theatres charging comparable admission
(rices, which would serve as a temporary measure pending trial

r the action for an amended decree.

Distribs Reply on Clearance

! The distributors' answer to the Government's brief, revealed
ust fortnight in a letter received by the Department and signed

y attorneys for the defendant signatories, called the Govern-
ment's criticism of Section VHI "unjustified" and added that the
clief requested would "work havoc in the industry." The de-
jndants revealed that they would produce industry representa-
ives, if necessary, to define the nature and character of clearance
i a manner which would demonstrate the impracticability of the
>epartment's proposals for clearance elimination. The companies
Idvanced no counter proposals.

The letter added that arbitration was the most satisfactory
|iethod for dealing with clearance disputes, which in themselves
,/ere "complex and depend upon a number of factors involving
'usiness judgment." The companies evidenced surprise at the
Government's contention that the arbitration provisions of the
|)ecree expired automatically three years from date of its incep-
ion and declared their belief that the provisions were still in

Iffect.

jj
The three majors, who are not signatories to the Decree, will

|lso appear in court on Monday to give oral reply to the Govern-
ment's brief. The Department of Justice revealed that motion for
equest for a trial date was also served on Columbia, Universal
nd United Artists.

MIDNIGHT CURFEW HITS THEATRES
Complying with War Mobilization Director James F. Byrnes'

equest that all places of amusement be shuttered by midnight
tarting last Monday, the nation's theatres last week ended their
hows and shooed the customers out in time to meet the curfew.
Mthough there was grumbling, particularly in sections of the
ountry where theatres did not require fuel for heating and elec-
rical power, few violations of the order were reported.

It all started when the OWM chief suddenly issued a "request"
n the 19th of last month to go into effect the 26th, that theatres,
ight clubs, sports arenas and other places of amusement observe
midnight curfew. The measure, according to Byrnes, was de-

igned to conserve fuel, manpower and "other savings," the latter.
iowever, remained general. Although issued in the form of a
request" the directive . actually has the effect of an order, since
iyrnes invoked the authority of the War Manpower Commission,
he War Labor Board and the Office of Defense Transportation to

urge compliance. In some cases, city law-making bodies passed
bills to enforce observation of the directive; in others, it was left

to the authority of the government agencies.

Reports from key cities indicated that the order's effect would
be felt principally by first-runs which ran midnight shows and
centrally located theatres which catered to swing-shift war work-
ers and were open all night. The effect on naborhood houses
generally was slight, since most theatres of this type ended their
shows normally in time to meet the curfew. In cases where pro-
grams might run over the deadline, schedules were rearranged.

Allied Warn "Confiscatory Edicts"

With rumors rampant regarding restrictions on theatre opera-
tion, A. F. Myers, Allied general counsel, issued a bulletin warning
exhibitors to take steps to ward off "confiscatory edicts before
they are issued rather than to try to correct them after they have
been made." He called to an Allied bulletin issued in January,
1943, which pointed out that patrons turn down the furnace before
leaving their homes for the theatre, "thereby saving, in the ag-
gregate, vastly more fuel than the theatre consumes." The bulle-

tin noted that lights are also turned off thus reducing the load at
the power house.

Myers reasoned that in order to conserve fuel, public officials

should encourage people to "congregate in places of amusement
and absorb comfort from a central plant instead of operating
their own furnaces 24 hours a day." He suggested a survey in
theatres to determine the percentage of the audiences who "turn-
ed down the furnace and/or turned out the lights before leaving
for the theatre. If the cards were properly phrased," he con-
fined, "we might expect the patrons to enter into the spirit of the
thing and get a good result. We would then have some tangible
evidence to submit to the Government authorities."

Protests Coupling Theatres, "Booze Joints"

In a special bulletin following the curfew directive, Myers
charged it was unfair in coupling motion picture theatres with
"booze joints, taxi dance halls and grunt and groan arenas ... even
if they were engaged merely in their peacetime business of sup-
plying wholesome entertainment to the family trade." He cited
screen time devoted to Government-sponsored films and the "splen-
did work done by the theatres in selling War Bonds and raising
funds for the Red Cross and other relief agencies," and added
that classifying film theatres with drinking places, dance halls
and sports arenas showed "a woeful lack of appreciation." He
also declared that Allied was conducting a survey to ascertain
how many of its members would be adversely affected.

Since the major objection to the curfew is that it deprives
war-workers on the shift which ends at midnight of a place of
recreation, it was considered possible that the restrictions may be
relaxed in certain war industry centers to permit theatres to run
late shows. This seemed likely particularly in view of the fact
that the WMC last year requested theatres, bowling alleys, etc.,

to remain open after midnight to accommodate these workers.

RED CROSS DRIVE PREPARED
The motion picture industry's Red Cross War Fund campaign

for 1945 gathered steam for its biggest effort which begins March
15 and runs through March 21, as collection pledges from theatres
kept pouring in, with 96 percent of theatres which participated in
last year's drive pledged at the beginning of last week. Encour-
aged by this head start, N. Peter Rathvon, national industry
chairman, felt that the 1945 campaign will top all previous Red
Cross drives.

Last week, nine teams of industry executives were out on a
nation-wide tour to spark rallies in virtually every key city. The
industryites were: Rathvon, William Scully, Ned E. Depinet,
Charles Skouras, Robert Mochrie, M. A. Lightman, Major Leslie
Thompson, Ben Kalmenson, Abe Montague, Si Fabian, Henderson
M. Richey, Henry Reeves, Robert J. O'Donnell, Tom Connors,
Francis Harmon, Carl Leserman. Martin G. Smith, Herman Wob-
ber and Rick Ricketson.

At a Red Cross Breakfast in New York on Feb. 20th, with

(Continued on Page 35
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'A TREE GROWS IN BROOKLYN, WARMLY RECEIVED, WITH ONE EXCEPTION
(20TH CENTURY-FOX) "...Essential substance has been maintained and presented in a manner which carries a tremendous emc
tional punch... Rare and tender story... Eliz Kazan has directed with an easy naturalness that has brought out all the tone of rezl

experience in a vastly affecting film." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...A lot of the capricious charm of the novel is lost i

the movie version. . .Adapters chose to concentrate on its somber side, particularly its excursions into maudlin sentiment. . .Strict!

for the handkerchief brigade. If you don't happen to be a member you are likely to have the same restless session that I had.

COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Realism is spread across the screen brilliantly .. .Presents a fine cast, interpreting
singularly moving story of family life, it is also touching and fascinating entertainment. . .Likely to wear you out from its shee

length as much as by its emotional burden." BARNES. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Much to touch the heart in thi

deeply human picturization. . .Carefully preserved the flavor of the book. . .Beyond its unforgettable sidelights and highlights of tent
[

ment life, 'Tree' will be glowingly talked of for its performances." McMANUS, PM. "...Four stars... I cried for two soli

hours... As faithful as reproduction of book to screen as we are likely to see this season. . .Brilliant performances, any one of whic
might be considered for Academy Award honors." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.

'GUEST IN THE HOUSE' PSYCHOLOGICAL MELLER GETS MIXED REACTION
(UNITED ARTISTS) "...Psychological thriller works up more subtlety than suspense. . .Both the central character and plot becom

'

a bit thick in a two-hour continuity. At the same time the film has an integrity and novelty of treatment which make it a somewha
' fascinating deviation from conventional Hollywood movie-making." BARNES, N. V. HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Right in ever

production detail. . .Excellent cast and substantial backgrounds. But all the care and attention lavished on it cannot make the stori

\ of the neurotic guest a pleasant cinema dose." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS. "...Darned enjoyable movie once you settle dow
in your seat and accept the slick-fiction situation ... Remarkably well-played by all hands, its dialogue is literate and plausible a
most to the end." McMANUS, PM. "...Its bad girl simply exudes maniacal evil and cunning. . .Her devices are too trans

parent to make good drama and couldn't even have made a moment's progress with normally alert people. The circumstances c

play and scenario have reduced a good cast to the behavior of dolts." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...In peril c;

being laughed into a quick decline ... Story is cheaply synthetic and about as logical as a crooner's song... So cluttered with dii

logue and posing that it all moves at slow and ponderous pace... Mr. Stromberg is an eminent producer, but his grip certainl

slipped on this job. CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. — ...Story runs away with the picture ... Fairly pleasing performance
...Strain of making 'Guest in the House' come out as horror stuff is too much. . .Energetic try for something off the beaten tracl

but not an entirely successful one." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

'HERE COME THE CO-EDS' ABBOTT AND COSTELLO BACK IN THE GROOVE
(UNIVERSAL) "...It certainly pays to take a little extra trouble with material for an Abbott and Costello comedy. Given half

chance, those boys can be very funny. They get a full chance in 'Here Come the Co-Eds' and they pay off double ... Until this mo
ning, I would eagerly have agreed with anyone who said A and C never again would be very amusing. I never had more fu

finding myself wrong." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Light, load-lifting and completely nonsensical .. .Loone;

tuney and, undoubtedly, boon-y to the box-office. The younger generation, especially, will howl with delight at the continuous roun

of cook-up slapstick situations. . .Well tested A and C — which their fans relish even more, it seems, in repetition." THIREI
N. Y. POST. -"...Most diverting burlesque that they have tossed in a number of tries ... Rates a high grade for low comec
...Under able direction, whole show moves at a proper burlesque pace and Dumpling Lou is wisely permitted to carry off mo
of the comedy routines ... Good, knockabout tomfoolery." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...Broad, unsubtle, low comec,
science of the backward fall developed to a fine point for those who are fond of that kind of a laugh. . .Abbott and Costello woi
like beavers for their laughs, and they are working with the same material they have always used. Sustained slapstick continu

to have audiences and no doubt 'Here Come the Co-Eds' will find them." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'THE SUSPECT' ENGROSSING THRILLODRAMA, SAYS THIRER
(UNIVERSAL) "...Engrossing psychological thrillodrama. . .Deftly directed. . .Atmosphere is intriguingly gas-lit London: the pe;

formances exceptionally fine." THIRER, N. Y. POST. "...Very leisurely excursion into crime, somewhat overburdened wi
;

politeness. . .By no means a dull picture, but it seems to lack that quality of excitement which in good melodrama keeps one <

edge. In a word, it is too genteel." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES. "...Charles Laughton and Stanley Ridges play their cat-an

mouse detection game with all the correct formalities, and Robert Siodmak's direction does plenty to test old Marshall's impertur
able mask of innocence. All in all, a superior period-piece for the crime club fans." McMANUS, PM. — "...Belongs with su<

combinations of urbanity and suspense as 'Laura,' 'Double Indemnity,' most of 'The Woman in the Window' and other recent e

cellences along the same line. . .Charles Laughton, who wavers up and down the scale of good and bad acting more than almost ai

of our reputable actors, has one of his most agreeable sessions this time. . .Robert Siodmak has drawn a good performance fro

every member of his thoughtfully chosen cast." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM. "...3 Stars. . .Director Robert Sio

mak establishes an atmosphere of suspense that makes the audience tingle with excitement." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEW

'FRISCO SAL' CALLED DULL, FEEBLE, NOT FOR ACTION FANS'
(UNIVERSAL) "...Dull love story put together with familiar musical comedy tricks and jokes and a few new musical numbel
...Very little has been gained by putting a set of new faces in this old stuff and running through it again." GUERNSEY, N.
HERALD TRIBUNE. "...Rialto Theatre patrons are not, I think, going to go for 'Frisco Sal' in a big way. It isn't thi

kind of film stuff. Susanna Foster's singing isn't going to make up for the lack of horror and thrills." CAMERON, N. Y. NEW
"...Feeble item, especially for the roughhouse trade... Such folks as go for pictures with titles like 'Frisco Sal' expect soir

thing more than lace-fringed romance and an ardent coloratura singing 'Beloved'." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES. "...T
Rialto, home of monsters and murders, certainly is an odd place to find all this sweetness and light being spread around .. .There

|

a big fight at the finish and I kept hoping someone would take a hefty swing at that girl who is so disgustingly ostentatious abo
being good." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM. "...Songs are adequate, the singing more than adequate ... Story ji

doesn't make sense ... Merely an opportunity to dress up Miss Foster in costumes and let her sing to you and that latter-day emar
tion of the late Rudolph Valentino, (Turhan Bey)." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

'DESTINY' GIVEN CRITICAL ONE-TWO
(UNIVERSAL) "...The purport of this little drizzler is that the goodness of a girl who is blind accounts for the regeneration oi|

voung man who is embittered by fate. Gloria Jean plays the little lady in a manner so sweet and sublime that she makes Sn*

White look like a burglar, and Alan Curtis plays the lad with a scowl and a sneer so acid that it virtually corrodes the sere
Frank Craven, by some strange misfortune, is trapped briefly in this silly mime. This, we are happy to mention, is a 'Dcsti

which others need not face." B.C., N. Y. TIMES. "...You just try the idea of sitting through a picture in which a heel

reformed by a blind girl who keeps bees. The convict stole the girl's watch when she was out gathering honey but she prayed for h
right when he was looking. Pictures like that have things that make your feet and your emotions sticky." COOK, N. Y. WORJ
TELEGRAM. — - "...2 Stars ... Remember 'Flesh and Fantasy,' a three part picture with Boyer, Stanwyck and Robinson? 'D
tiny' was made as a short film to be included in that melodrama It is understandable that it was left out. Since, Universal
vamped and lengthened the plot. The result is a melodrama with too little suspense and too much sentiment." HALE, N. Y. DAI
NEWS.
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EXPLOITATION
PICTURE of the issue

"THE UNSEEN"

Related to "The Uninvited"

Undoubtedly with the fervent hope that

it will duplicate the success of that excur-

sion into the supernatural, The Uninvited,

Paramount has come forth with this mys-

tery melodrama bearing a title that con-

notes fiction of the same type. While The

Unseen lacks the mystic quality of The

Uninvited, it is fraught with exploitation

potentialities which, if capitalized by the

exhibitor, should stimulate consistent coin

ringing on his boxoffice till. It is the tale

of a pretty young girl, who takes the job

of governess to the two children of a

widowed shipbuilder, only to discover that

she has fallen into a house of strange hap-

penings, of murder — and of love. The

girl is Gail Russell, who scored in The Un-

invited and in Our Hearts Were Young

and Gay. Her romantic vis-a-vis is Joel

McCrea. Herbert Marshall, for a change

of pace, has a villainous role, instigator of

the mystifying murders. The showman
should leave escape no opportunity to as-

sociate in his public's mind The Unseen

with The Uninvited.

(Continued on Next Page)



EXPLOITATION PICTURE

(Continued from Preceding Page)

The Unseen
CREDITS: A Pararoomt Picture Produced by John Houseman. Directed

hv L-wis Allen. Cast—Gail Russell Joel McCrea. Herbert Marshall. Richard

Lyon. Nona Griffith. Phyllis Brooks. Norman Lloyd. Isobel Elsom. Screenplay

hy Hagar Wilde and Raymond Chandler. Photography by John Seitz.

1. Elizabeth Howard (Gail Russell) goes to the home of a success-

ful young shipbuilder. David Fielding (Joel McCrea), as governess

of his two children. Barna y (Richard Lyon) and Ellen (Nona
Griffith).

2. From Marian Tygarth (Isobel Elsom V owner of the long-

shuttered house next door, and Dr. Chirles Evans (Herbert Mar-
shall), Elizabeth learns that her employei 's wife had been killed in

an automobile accident under mysterious circumstances.

3. Strange things happen in the Fielding house. At night Barnaby
hangs a toy elephant in the window as a signal. There are noises

in the cellar next door and an old woman is murdered in a nearby
lane.

4. Elizabeth catches Barnaby telephoning a strangi

woman, who turns out to be Maxine (Phyllis Brooks), tht

children's former governess. Maxine is let into the housi

secretly at night by Barnaby, but Fielding orders her t(

leave. Elizabeth then learns that Fielding is suspectei

of having murdered the old woman.

5. When Maxine is found murdered outside the hous

and the old woman's watch is found in Fielding's desl

Elizabeth's trust in him is strained.

#5. A detective confronts Fielding with the evidenl

against him and brings up the mysterious death of 1

wife. Elizabeth overhears and goes to Dr. Evans for he J

7. When Marian Tygarth is found slain in the hoi|

next door, it developes that Evans is the killer, that

had murdered Mr. Tygarth years before and had kill

others when they learned of his crime. The myst^

cleared, Elizabeth and Fielding know they are in loi



THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from l'n^> 29

re than 1200 industry men and women packed into the Grand
llroom of the Waldorf-Astoria in New York. Rathvon declared

t preparations for the current drive were completed to the last

all. He stressed the fact that this year, no figure has been set

collections because of the dire need for every available dollar,

e Red Cross trailer, starring Ingrid Bergman was shown at the

;akfast and received enthusiastic endorsement. National Screen

rvlce supplies the trailer free to participating theatres.

A pressbook has been mailed to all theatres, complete with

1 information on accessories and exploitation data.

PARAMOUNT WILL HAVE 28

Paramount will close its 1944-46 season with 28 features,

arles M. Reagan, vice-president in charge of distribution, de-

red at a regional sales meeting in New York last fortnight,

e total includes the DeMille production, "Sign of the Cross,"

d Reagan and stated that the balance of this season's program
1 include a large percentage of important films.

In the shorts field, Oscar A. Morgan, shorts sales chief, said

it despite the difficulties with raw stock and Technicolor print

>blems. the studio is well ahead in production and the current

tson's program of 64 subjects, including 36 in Technicolor, will

delivered as per schedule. He added that sales of his depart-

nt reached a new high last season and is maintaining the pace

s year.

Earlier, Reagan anticipated that "For Whom the Bell Tolls"

1 be the company's highest grosser. R. M. Gillham, Ad-Publicity
told delegates that "Bell" will have a heavy advertising

paign in every key city engagement, noting that $1,000,000 had
__i spent to advertise the roadshow campaign. Several hundred

'^ousand dollars has been allocated for cooperative newspaper
itvertising, Gillham added.

STUDIO ADVISORY BOARD AT "IT

Formation of an advisory board to supervise all studio pro-
ction at Universal Studios was announced last week by Nate J.

umberg. president. Cliff Work, vice-president and general man-
jer of the studio, will head the board, whose personnel includes
ecutives representing all activities within the organization. With
e announcement of the board's formation. Blumberg stated the
w arrangement will "simplify and strengthen our studio's execu-
te operation" particularly in view of the studio's increased bud-

"extending in every detail the scope of our activities."

Dan Kelley. formerly in charge of talent, writers and direc-
rs. was named liaison between the advisory board and producers
top-budget productions and production executives. Robert

>eers. casting director, succeeds Kelley in his former spot. The
visory board will include Martin Murphy, studio and produc-
>n manager; George Bole, production executive; John Joseph,
tional ad-publicity director, and Harold Brewster, comptroller.

THANK YOU
for your cooperation in the handling of film.

It is working out swell.

NOW SAVE PAPER
This is an important War Effort.

Return posters sent to you in error. Do
not throw them aside.

Return all posters properly marked, labeled
and wrapped. Don't throw them loose in

the lobby.

YOU DO YOUR PART!
WELL DO OURS!

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

LOEWS, WARNERS, MONOGRAM PROFITS UP

A net profit showing more than a million dollar increase over
the preceding year was reported by Loews, Inc., for the year
ended Aug. 31, 1944. Net income, after provisions for depreciation
and taxes, was $14,517,256. compared with a net of $13,422,853 in

1943. Operating revenues for the year from theatre receipts,

rentals and sales of films and accessories totaled $160,604,310.

Depreciation of buildings and equipment came to $15,339,173 and
Federal taxes totaled $12,940,925.

Warner Bros, and subsidiaries showed a net income, after

taxes, of approximately $2,350,000 for the quarter ended Nov. 25,

1944. This compares with a net of $1,981,730 for the same period
in 1943. The company also reported a reduction of $2,853,000 in

consolidated funded debt since Sept. 1, 1944, bringing the total

funded and other long term debt to approximately $46,800,000.

Directors re-elected at the company's annual stockholders meeting
were Samuel Carlisle, Stanleigh P. Friedman, Charles S. Guggen-
heimer, Samuel Schneider and Morris Wolf.

Monogram showed a consolidated net profit, after all charges
including Federal income and excess profit taxes, of $67,842 for

the six months ended Dec. 30, 1944. This compares with $48,014

for the final six months in 1943. Total consolidated net was
$196,000 against $147,651. Domestic sales showed a 43 percent in-

crease over the previous year's period and foreign sales rose 61

percent, according to president W. Ray Johnston.

TICKET TAXES DROP $7,000,000

According to Internal Revenue Bureau figures for admissions
taxes collected in January on December business, the month's re-

ceipts was the lowest since the increase in rates last April and
showed a drop of nearly $7000,000 from the preceding month Ci»

lections came to $24,345,560 compared with $31,182,977, Dece.,>'

take.

Principally due to the increase in ticket taxes la c * col-

lections for the first seven months of the Gover~ fiscal year
were reported as $211,364,150, compared with 640 shown in

the coi responding period the previous ;-
r ... t..ts lower rate

was in effect.

PEOPLE
Among film men and women rescued from Jap prison camps

in Manila were: Cliff Almy, veteran manager for Warner Bros, in

the Philippines, and his wife; Larry De Prida, Universal's Philip-
pine manager, his wife, child and mother; Charles H. Core, United
Artists manager in the Philippines, his wife and daughter; George
Kallman, RKO manager in the Philippines; and Arthur Doyle, Far
Eastern representative of 20th Century-Fox.

Milton Silver joined the Republic home office advertising de-
partment as assistant to director of advertising Charles Reed
Jones. Silver formerly was with National Screen Service and
Universal.

Bert Kulick was named general manager of domestic distribu-
tion for PRC and Morris Safier was appointed Western division
sales manager. Leo J. McCarthy, general sales manager for the
last year, remains with the company in an executive production
capacity.

Milton Kusell. former district manager of Paramount in New
York, was upped to Eastern supervisor of sales and Cresson Smith
was appointed West Coast sales supervisor.

Edward McNamee, advertising manager of National Screen
service, resigned his post. He had been ad head since May. 1942.

Martin J. Mullin was named Seventh War Loan drive state
chairman for Massachusetts by Sam Pinanski, national chairman,
marking Pinanski's first appointment

D. A. Doran, Jr., executive assistant to Harry Conn, Columbia
studio head, resigned effective April 1.

RED CROSS

WAR FUND WEEK

MARCH 15-21

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Member Natl Film Carriers
260 N. JUNIPER ST.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Were All In I

Now Let's Pull Together

The Grand Rally has begun... again showmen

have the supreme privilege of taking the leqd

in this vitally necessary campaign for th

.noble purpose . . .TO KEEP THE RED CROSS

AT HIS SIDE . . . Every conceivable showman

ship help. ..to increase your audiences... an

to sell them the RED CROSS in you

theatre ... is available at every on<

of the 31 branches of the NSS...You

big show dates are ... RED CROS1

DRIVE . . MARCH 15-21. . Pick you

material NOW!... and GO THE LIMIT
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"TOMORROW THE WORLD".. .acclaimed by

critics and public as the hit picture of 1945 . .

.

backed by a pre-selling campaign of ads like

this... is now doing outstanding business in

its initial engagements all over the country!

^mi^m^mmmm^- f" " ^

"The Hit Picture of 1945 \"
. . . Drew Pearson »u!NEtwo.K

"A Must See Picture!" Jimmy Fidler

"Exciting — First Rate!" Liberty Magazine

"Wondrously Warm — Tremendously Gripping!"
... McCall's Magazine

Top grosses thru U. A.!



H
An artistic production which

will catch critical praise and

plenty of audience attention.

With Dorothy McGuire, Robert

Young and Herbert Marshall

toplining in top performances,

'Enchanted Cottage' will play

a merry tune at the boxoffice."

-VARIETY

"A natural, both as to box office and entertainment."

—Motion Picture Herald

"Gives one the feeling of having discovered some rare jewel."

—Hollywood Reporter

"One of the month's most noteworthy screen events."

—Boxofflce

"In the top bracket."

—Hollywood Variety

"Beats a path of its own ... an attraction of some size*"

—Motion Picture Daily

"'Deeply moving . . . has tremendous appeal for women."
—Film Daily

"Timely . . . should prove beneficial to box office."

—Showmen's Trade Review

"Unusual love story will get the women's vote."

—The Exhibitor

NATIONAL
PRESENTATIOM
IN MID-APRIL^



KKO PRt-StLLS WITH

TERRIFIC AD CAMPAIGN
Full page seat-sellers in the biggest magazines, to a

total of

29,007,375 CIRCULATION!
- in publications like WOMAN'S HOME COM-

PANION—McCALLS— RED BOOK-COLLIER'S-LOOK

—LIBERTY - TRUE STORY - WOMAN'S DAY -

FAMILY CIRCLE and the ENTIRE FAN LIST.

The ad reproduced here appears in

LOOK, PIC and TRUE

STORY.

Aeoor TH*$t

IN

V

Pride tried to drive

them apart. ..conscience

condoned their strange

bargain. ..but something

stronger than either

worked a miracle deep

in their hearts!

DOROTHY McGUlRE • ROBERT YOUNG
The Lovers of "Claudia"

HERBERT MARSHALL

Mildred Nafwick Spring Byington - Hillary Brooke - Richard Gaines

Directed by JOHN CROMWELL • Produced by HARRIET PARSONS



Red Crosi Week—March 15-21

Collect At Every Show '.



Collect To The Last Day
The Motion Picture Industry Red Cross War Fund Week ends this Wednesday,

March 21st. You theatremen throughout the nation have been doing your bit by

collecting contributions jrom patrons. Keep it up right doum through that last day.

The Red Cross faces a tremendous task and every dollar and dim? is important.

Vcl. 13. No. 6
M ARCH

TO TRIAL, THEN
The anti trust suit filed on June 20, 1938, by the

United States of America against Paramount, Loew's,

20th Century-Fox, RKO and Warner Brothers will finally

come to trial on October 8th, next. Once before, on

June 6, 1940, the case was scheduled to open, but be-

fore any evidence was heard settlement of the issues

was put off by the entrance of the Consent Decree for

a three-year period. This time there appears no like-

lihood of avoiding a show-down in the courts.

Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard, who has been

sitting on the case since its filing almost seven years

ago, set the trial date at a hearing on March 5th, during

which Government counsel applied for a temporary in-

junction to restrain the distributors from granting un-

reasonable clearance. Evidence of the irreconcilable

positions held by the opposing counsel was contained

in the bitterness with which arguments were presented.

This led observers to the opinion that there was scant

hope for any further negotiations looking toward a new
Consent Decree.

Previously denied any voice in this momentous

case, despite their large stake in its outcome, independ-

ent exhibitors finally were permitted to make known

their views to the court through the medium of a brief

as amicus curia (friend of the court) submitted in be-

half of the Conference of Independent Exhibitors on the

Consent Decree, by A. F. Myers as counsel. This docu-

ment (part of the text is reprinted starting on page 17

of this issue) traces the history of the suit and the con-

sent decree and suggests means by which the interests

of independent exhibitors might be protected in any

action the court takes.

Perhaps there is no solution other than a trial, but

we cannot resist the thought that a revised consent de-

cree would provide a more palatable and practical

remedy for the afflictions that beset the industry. The

film lawyers appear to have crawled too far out on the

limb to be of much aid in negotiating an out-of-court

settlement. It is evident, therefore, that any reason-

able compromise which might be effected must come

7

19, 194

as the result of negotiations between distribution execu-

tives themselves and those who speak for the independ-

ent exhibitors.

HOW CONFIDENTIAL?
It was inevitable that exhibitors should look ask-

ance at the new theatre-checking organization formed

by five major distributors, Paramount, Universal, RKO,

United Artists and Columbia. Despite the announce-

ment by Confidential Reports, Inc. that there would be

no exchange of information about receipts between the

member companies, our mail indicates already that

more than a grain of doubt exists in the minds of some

theatremen.

One letter from a mid-western exhibitor expresses

the opinion that "this new checking outfit is merely

another gadget by which the film companies will be

able to 'fence us in' still further. The casual exchange

of dope on theatre receipts between film salesmen has

become a notorious practice in recent years and this

new outfit simply will put it on a scientific basis", he

writes.

The current bulletin of the Ohio ITO, issued by

Pete Wood, declares that "under the new set-up, box-

office grosses will be as confidential as a front page

story in the New York 'Times'. Wood says, further:

"Evidencing that in the future checking (either

'on-the-level' or 'blind') will become more popular —
with the five above named distributors — we note a

story in one of the trade papers that while the eight

major film companies are presently spending four mil-

lion dollars per annum for checking, Confidential Re-

ports, Inc., will alone spend ten million dollars a year.

As it is estimated that Metro, Twentieth Century-Fox

and Warner Brothers each spend $750,000 annually,

checking costs for the 'Big Eight' will rise from four mil-

lion dollars per year to $12,250,000.

"As we have been informed that there is no check-

ing of percentage pictures as between the 'Big Eight',

therefore all of this checking expense is chargeable

( Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from Preceding Page)

against the rentals obtained from independent theatre

owners and the large independently owned circuits.

Thus, the foregoing increase of $8,500,000 will have to

be recovered through the medium of more percentage

pictures played on more preferred days, and the latter

will be brought about, we are informed, through the en-

actment of federal legislation, to be sponsored by the

distributors, which will transform all Tuesdays and

Thursdays into Sundays.

"Seriously, the thought occurs to the writer that

the formation of "Confidential Reports, Inc.' is a bold

attempt by the five stockholding companies in the new

corporation (Paramount, Universal, RKO, United Artists

and Columbia) to obtain and exchange confidential in-

formation regarding the gross earning of their custom-

ers which will further strengthen their monopolistic hold

upon them. Like all dictators and power-drunk over-

lords, perhaps they have gone just one step too far."

It remains for Confidential Reports, Inc., if it is to

enjoy the confidence of exhibitors, to make known to

the trade all the facts on the manner in which it will

function, and to offer theatremen concrete proof of its

honorable intentions. A suggestion might be the ap-

pointment of several reputable independent exhibitor

leaders to the board of directors.

THOSE AWARDS!
In the happy name of sentiment the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences last Thursday per-

petrated one of the most grave miscarriages of justice

in its honored history when it awarded the "best pic-

ture" Oscar to "Going My Way'' and the "best actor"

token to genial Bing Crosby.

Please understand, we, too, loved Leo McCarey's

delightful little yarn about the priests, and Bing has

always regaled us with his agreeable insouciance—but

on what score other than whimsy (and, incidentally,

boxoffice) could those awards have been made in the

face of contenders as formidable as Zanuck's magni-

ficent "Wilson
1

' and Alexander Knox's superb perform-

ance in that epic film.

Grudgingly, we admit inability to fault the choice

of Ingrid Bergman, of Barry Fitzgerald, of Ethel Barry-

more and of McCarey (for his original story), as well

as most of the minor awards.

We might as well admit at this poinr that the

Academy persistently has refused to heed our sugges-

tion that it dispense with the old balloting method and
allow us to name the rightful winners each year. As
long as this difference of opinion exists as to the manner
of selecting the recipients of Oscars, we shall consider

it a deliberate provocation of our privilege to disagree

with the Academy on a maximum number of its

selections!

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

The Midnight Curfew has caused a business drop of from

10 to 15 per cent each week at the majority of Broadway's

first-run houses with more than half of this resulting from

the lopping off of several late shows on Friday and Saturday

night. With several of the biggest film palaces opening an

hour earlier, it is expected that grosses will soon jump back

to their above-normal figures, especially after the Lenten

season is over. Affected least by the Curfew, due to its week-

day show breaking at 11:50 instead of 12:30, is the world's

largest theatre, Radio City Music Hall, which is now giving

only one less stage show on Saturday. The new entry, Colum-

bia's "Tonight and Every Night," followed six highly profit-

able weeks of the same company's "A Song to Remember."

"Tonight" grossed $100,000 for its initial stanza but will finish

its second and last week on March 21st in order to bring in

Radio City's far-famed annual "Glory of Easter" stage show

which will open in conjunction with the world premiere of

"Without Love" and play through April... The Roxy, which
reports losing $2,000 a night because the length of "A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn" forces cutting one full show a day to

make the midnight deadline, can still boast a $100,000 gross

for its second week after $107,000 for the initial stanza. With

Victor Borge and Joan Edwards heading the stage show, the

program is now in its third strong week and is expected to

run until after Easter .. .Despite the earlier closing, the com-
bination of "The Picture of Dorian Gray" and the town's
strongest In Person show (Lena Home, Robert Walker and
Xavier Cugat and His Orchestra) gave the Capitol a near-

record gross of $85,000 for its initial week and long waiting
lines are still in evidence most of the day during the hold-over
stanza. The program is now in its third week and will be
followed early in April by David O. Selznick's "I'll Be Seeing
You."

Warners believes that only the Midnight Curfew pre-

vented "Hotel Berlin" from setting a new house record in its

first week-end at the Strand, the business being just a few
dollars under the theatre's all-time high. With Peter Lorre
and Carmen Cavallaro heading the stage show, business re-

mained excellent for the second week and a third started on
March 16th... The Paramount, which has been forced to cut

two stage shows and seven film showings during the week,
still went to an $80,000 gross for the first week of "Bring On
the Girls" and Ella Fitzgerald and The Ink Spots heading an
all-colored bill. Picture is now in its third profitable week
and will be followed by "Practically Yours" late this month
...For the first time in its history, Loew's State is holding a

picture for a third week, this being "Meet Me in St. Louis"
which had already played ten weeks first-run across Broad-
way at the Astor. . .With this, "The Picture of Dorian Gray"
and "Keep Your Powder Dry" at the Criterion and "Nothing
But Trouble" at the Rialto, M-G-M had four pictures in the

Times Square district although the two last named have not
been breaking records. The Lana Turner film had a good
opening week and is holding for a second but the Laurel &
Hardy feature was under-average at the Rialto where the
patronage has been used to all-ni.^ht showings of horror pic-

tures and the gross has been badly nicked since February 25.

Best of the pictures at the straight-film houses is "Murder,
My Sweet," which got off to a fast start and is now in the

second week of an expected long run at the Palace, where
"Woman in the Window" was a six-week stayer... Two other
RKO-Radio releases, "The Princess and the Pirate," which
has smashed every existing record during its first five weeks
at the Astor, and "The Three Caballeros," which has shat-
tered the Globe's house record and is now in its seventh
week, are continuing indefinite runs... "Mr. Emmanuel,"
which has set a new long-run record at the Gotham, is now
in its eleventh week there and it will continue until another
British-made U. A. release, "Colonel Blimp," opens with a
benefit premiere on March 29th. . .Warners' "The Corn Is

Green" will open on the same day at the Hollywood follow-
ing a not-too-profitable eight week run for "Roughly Speak-
ing" .. .Another late March opening will be "The Affairs of
Susan," Hal Wallis' initial Paramount release which will come
to the Rivoli following the popular price return engagement
of "The Song of Bernadette". . .Another 20th Century-Fox
film, "Thunderhead. Son of Flicka," opened at the Victoria
this week after "The Fighting Lady" chilked up a highly
successful run of seven weeks and one day.

FILM BULLETIN



WARNER BROS. . . (March Release)

•HOTEL BERLIN' STRONG EXPLOITATION EN RY
Rates • • • if sold in action and transient spots; • • elsewhere on timely value

Warners
!>H minutes

Helmut Dantine, Faye Emerson, Raymond
Massey, Andrea King, Peter Lorre, Alan

Hale, George Coulouris, Henry Daniell,

Peter Whitney, Helen Thimig, Steven Geray,

Kurt Kreuger, Paul Andor, Erwin Kaiser,

Dickie Tyler, Frank Reieher, Paul Panzer.

Jay Noveilo, Lotte Stein, Torben Meyer, Elsa

Heiis, John Mylong, George Meador.

Directed by Peter Godfrey.

Although the tremendously timely value

of "Hotel Berlin" is the picture's greatest

asset the melodramatic plot has realism,

movement and excitement enough to cap-
ture the interest of average audiences.
Brought up-to-the-minute, from Vicki
Baum's contemporary novel originally laid

in 1943, the film even includes the statement
made by the Big Three at Yalta and, con-
sequently, it is pregnant with terrific ex-

ploitation possibilities. Dealing with Nazi
deceit, intrigue and the underground move-
ment, the story treatment, with its inter-
twining of diverse characters in a huge Ber-
lin establishment, is similar to the same au-
thor's successful "Grand Hotel." A dozen

people, ranging from a proud, old-school

general to a down-at-the-heels hotel hostess,

becoming involved in the escape of Martin
Richter, member of the anti-Nazi under-
ground, from the dread Gestapo who honey-
comb the hotel. The majority of thzse
characters are cruel, vicious or unsympathe-
tic, but a few exhibit the easily-recognizable

human or faintly-comic traits that cause
audiences to feel sorry for these Hitler-

bound people. However, the picture is, most
of all, good anti-Nazi propaganda. Peter
Godfrey's direction gives the impression of

a swift pace, despite the lengthy dialogue
passages but he actually excels when con-
centrating on the color and mass movement
in the palatial hotel lobby. Faye Emerson
(Mrs. Elliott Roosevelt), Helmut Dantine,
Raymond Massey and Peter Lorre give this

fair name value and, if heavily sold espe-
cially in transient and action houses, it

should do smash business, unless there is

a sudden change in the present war situa-

tion. It will be above average in all loca-

tions.

Hotel Berlin, in the heart of Naziland, is

headquarters of party leaders, diplomatic
corps and wealthy Germans whose homes
have been demolished. Just before Berlin
is about to crack, Helmut Dantine, a wound-
ed anti-Nazi eager to join the underground

forces elsewhere, is trapped in the big hotel

and forced to hide in the suite of Andrea
King, favorite Hitler actress. Although in-

terested in Raymond Massey, old-school

general, Miss King shields Dantine and
eventually falls in love with him. Massey,

caught in a plot against Hitler, commits
suicide and Dantine, when cornered by the

Gestapo leader, George Coulouris, kills the

latter and throws his body down an elevator

shaft. Through Miss King's help, Dantine

escapes from the hotel and takes refuge in

the home of another underground worker.

Miss King comes there to warn him that

the Nazis know his whereabouts but, when
he learns it is she who tipped off the Gesta-

po, he kills her. Dantine's action is based

on his conviction that, once a Nazi, always

a Nazi.

Faye Emerson looks and acts the part of

Tilli, the hotel harlot to perfection. Ray-
mond Massey, as the stiff-necked General
von Dahnwitz, and Peter Lorre, as Koenig,

a drunken propaganda writer, also stand

out and Helmut Dantine, as Richter, the

fugitive; George Coulouris and Henry
Daniell are capable enough. Far less effec-

tive is Andrea King, a sophisticated type

who is ill-suited to the part of the fragile

little actress, Lisa Dorn.
DENLEY

'DILLINGER' A NATURAL FOI
Rates • • • in action spots; good dua

Monogram

Edmund Lowe, Anne Jeffreys, Lawrence
Tierney, Eduardo Ciannelli, Marc Lawrence,
Elisha Cook, Jr., Ralph Lewis, Ludwig Stos-
sel, Else Jannsen, Hugh Prosser, Dewey
Robinson, Bob Perry, Kid Chisel, Billy Nel-
son, Lee (Lasses) White, Lou Lubin, Victor
Killian.

Directed by Max Nosseck.

A natural for the action spots, "Dillinger"

tells the grim tale of the nation's former

"Public Enemy Number One" with no stops

pulled, from his first "job" netting $7.20 and
a jail term to that final fatal encounter with

justice outside a movie house. The King
Bros, produced the film on a modest budget,

but this will prove no deterrent where ac-

tion fans are concerned, for all the ingredi-

ents so dear to their bloodthirsty hearts are

here in abundance. A number of the Dil-

linger mob's ingenious bank robberies are

pictured in gory detail, while the conflict

within the gang between Lawrence Tierney,

as Dillinger, and Edmund Lowe for leader-

ship, adds a running vein of excitement
throughout. Dillinger's method of obtaining

his mob by the simple expedient of spring-

ing his former jailmates in a daring prison

break is a thrilling high spot. The roman-
tic element is severely rationed and seems
to have as its only purpose the eventual
fatal denouement. It all adds up to raw
meat for the action enthusiasts. A tone of
reasonable authenticity pervades thz film

I THE ACTION FANS
ler elsewhere

and this will enhance its appeal. Particular-

ly in view of the recent dearth of gangster

films, "Dillinger" should prove something of

a bonanza for action houses. Elsewhere, it

will make a satisfactory dualler.

As the story opens, Victor Killian, John

Dillinger's father, appears on a movie thea-

tre's stage to tell the audience Dillinger's

story and collect funds for a pauper's burial

for the late gangster. He tells of Dillinger's

(Lawrence Tierney) first robbery of a gro-

cery, for which he is apprehended and given

a six-months' jail term. In prison, he meets

Edmund Lowe, Eduardo Ciannelli, Marc
Lawrence and Elisha Cook, Jr., all in for

long terms, and promises to get them out.

His term up, Dillinger stages several rob-

beries to collect funds, then smuggles guns

to his mob-to-be, enabling them to shoot
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their way out of jail. Lowe and Dillinger,

continually at odds about leadership of the

gang, have it out when Dillinger's plan for

a big bank robbery is successful and Dil-

linger takes over. Hiding out in Tucson,

Arizona, the leader is captured in a den-

tist's office when Lowe tips off the police.

Held in a small-town jail, Dillinger carves

a wooden gun and bluffs his way out, then

kills Lowe. Broke, the gang attempts a

$300,000 mail car robbery and in the shoot-

ing, Cook is killed, Dillinger wounded and
forced to flee to a mountain hideout. Dil-

linger's moll, Anne Jeffreys, transfers her

affections to Ralph Lewis, a newcomer to

the gang. He kills Lewis and forces Anne
to go with him to Chicago. After months
of hiding in a tenement room, Dillinger

ventures out and the vengeful girl tips off

the FBI, lures Dillinger to a movie and he
is killed when they come out of the theatre.

Lawrence Tierney portrays Dillinger in

sullen, grim-faced manner, but seems weak
beside such accomplished plug-uglies as
Ciannelli, Cook and Lawrence. However, his

newness to the screen is an asset to the

picture's authenticity and more than makes
up for his thespic defects. Edmund Lowe
is good as the clever, smooth deposed gang
leader. Anne Jeffreys has little to do as
"the woman in red," but does it well. Max
Nosseck's direction is exceptionally good in

the exciting scenes, of which there are
plenty.

STINE

BOX OFFICE RATING: • Poor • •Arerage • • • Good ••••Excellent
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DELIGHTFULLY DANGEROUS 1 MILD MUSICAL FOR DUAL BILLS
Rates • • as dualler generally; weak for action houses

United Artists (Charles R. Rogers)
93 minutes

Jane Powell, Ralph Bellamy, Constance
Moore, Morton Gould and His Orchestra,
Louise Beavers, Arthur Treacher, Ruth
Tobey, Andre Chariot, Ruth Robinson,
Charles Irwin, Shirley Hunter Williams.

Directed by Arthur Lubin.

Charles R. Rogers has surrounded his tal-

ented singing starlet, Jane Powell, with con-
siderable production flash in her second
starring vehicle, but the result is only mod-
erately entertaining. The fault lies with the
story, which is as innocuous as its title, and
is developed with so little regard for plausi-
bility that the spectator never becomes
more than mildly interested in the outcome.
And the comedy relief, which leans too
heavily on Miss Powell's attempt to appear
grown-up, will bring forth no more than a
few chuckles. The ample musical score,
both modern and classical, is the picture's
outstanding feature and several original
songs by Morton Gould have been skilfully
blended with a medley of Strauss waltzes

in the elaborate and melodic finale. Little

Miss Powell, who again displays charm and
sweetness as a determined 15-year-old,

warbles "Through Your Eyes — To Your
Heart," as well as several classical tunes,

in her clear-voiced fashion while Constance
Moore, who puts over "I'm Only Teasin' "

and "In a Shower of Stars," is exceedingly
attractive and capable as a burlesque queen
who achieves musical comedy stardom. Ex-
ploiting Morton Gould and His Orchestra
and the Strauss waltzes may attract music
lovers in the better naborhood houses. Pic-

ture will make a fair dualler generally.

Weak for action spots.

Jane Powell, 15-year-old student in a
school of music and art, has asked her sis-

ter, Constance Moore, to attend the class

pageant but is unaware that the latter is a
famous strip-teaser instead of a musical
comedy star. When Miss Moore arrives, she
has a verbal tiff with Ralph Bellamy, fam-
ous Broadway producer, who, however, is

impressed with Miss Powell's singing and
leaves his card for her to look him up if

she comes to New York. When Miss Powell
and her roommate, Ruth Tobey, go to New

York, they learn the truth about Miss Moore
and are mortified when they see her per-

forming in a burlesque house. Miss Powell
goes to Bellamy's apartment and the lat-

ter's butler telephones Miss Moore to come
and get her sister. In a scheme to support
herself and save her sister from a burlesque
career, Miss Powell buys a grown-up gown,
goes to a benefit-musical with Bellamy and,

after she sings with Morton Gould's orches-
tra, she receives an offer for a radio pro-

gram. But, when the sponsor learns that

the girl's sister is in burlesque, the deal is

off. At Miss Powell's urging, Bellamy finally

agrees to a plan whereby he produces a
musical with Miss Moore doing a stream-
lined version of Strauss waltzes while Miss
Powell sings them straight.

Arthur Treacher, who works hard to

squeeze some laughs from his inevitable but-

ler role; Louise Beavers, as a harassed
colored maid, and Ruth Tobey, as a plump
'teen age schemer, are the best in the sup-

porting cast. Ralph Bellamy, as the hand-
some producer-hero, is worthy of stronger
roles.

DENLEY

'EARL CARROLL VANITIES' FLASHY MUSICAL HAS GOOD NUMBERS
Rates • • + as dualler, except in action spots

Republic

91 minutes

Dennis O'Keefe, Constance Moore, Otto
Kruger, Eve Arden, Alan Mowbray, Ste-
phanie Bachelor, Pinky Lee, Parkyakarkus,
Leon Belasco, Beverly Lloyd, Edward Gar-
gan, Mary Forbes, Chester Clute, Tom Du-
gan, Robert Greig, Jimmy Alexander, Wilton
Graff, Tommy Ivo, Lilaine and Mario,
Woody Herman and His Orchestra.

Directed by Joseph Santley.

The title, "Earl Carroll Vanities," and
what it implies in music and glamour, is a
strong selling angle for this flashy and en-
tertaining musical even if the expected
parade of "the most beautiful girls in the
world" is seen for only a flash. Obviously,
the best way to enjoy this picture is to
watch the pleasant cast perform and listen
to the catchy tunes and the lively numbers
by Woody Herman and His Orchestra while
trying to forget the infantile plot which is

cut to a tired operetta pattern. Although
mythical kingdom tales were supposedly
discarded after World War I, Republic
polished up one about a Turanian princess
who sings incognito in a New York night

club, is signed for a Broadway show, falls

in love with the handsome librettist and
eventually helps to float a loan for her tiny

country. The picture's top asset is Con-
stance Moore, who again displays great
charm, a neat comedy sense and the ability

to put over popular songs, one of which,
"Endlessly," seems headed for a Hit Parade
listing. Several production numbers, not-

ably the spirited "Rock-a-Bye Boogie" and
"You Beautiful Thing You," with its brief

"parade of pulchritude," as well as Woody
Herman's smash hit, "Who Dat Up Dere?,"
are the other high spots. The broad comedy
by Pinky Lee, Parkyakarkus and others is

more noisy than hilarious. By playing up
the title and Woody Herman's popular or-
chestra, this should do good business, es-

pecially as a top dualler.

Constance Moore, a princess of Turania
who has been educated in America, returns

to this country with the Queen (Mary
Forbes), who hopes to float for their tiny
nation. While visiting a night club incog-
nito, Miss Moore sees an old friend, Eve
Arden, who persuades her to sing in place
of the star, Stephanie Bachelor, who has
sprained her ankle. Earl Carroll (Otto
Kruger), who has been hunting for a star
for his new show, is brought there by his

librettist, Dennis O'Keefe, to see Miss
Bachelor but, instead, he is much impressed
by Miss Moore and signs her. She intends
to stay with the show only until Miss Bache-

j

lor recovers but the latter, noticing that

O'Keefe is falling in love with Miss Moore
during rehearsals, follows her and learns

her true identity. Miss Bachelor tells the

Queen, who is shocked and orders her

daughter to give up the show before the
)

international bankers withdraw their ex- I

pected support. On opening night, Miss Ar-
den and several others join forces, tie up
Miss Bachelor and persuade Miss Moore to

|

go on as a final gesture. The show is a hit

and the bankers, who are in the audience,

:

are so pleased that the loan is floated in a|
blaze of American approval.
With Otto Kruger playing Earl Carroll in

a mild-mannered subdued fashion, the fam-
ous producer remains a shadowy figure and
merely an onlooker to a fictional romance.
Dennis O'Keefe does good work as the
breezy librettist, Eve Arden gets some
laughs with one of her sophisticated corned;
portrayals and Stephanie Bachelor is again
well cast as a haughty beauty. Alan Mow-
bray and Mary Forbes are convincingly
regal as members of the Turanian roya
party.

DENLE'S

HER LUCKY NIGHT' MUSICAL PROGRAMMER WITH ANDREWS SISTERS
Rates • • as supporting dualler

Universal

63 minutes

Maxine, LaVerne & Patty Andrews, Martha
O'Driscoll, Noah Beery, Jr., George Barbier,
Maurice Cass, Marie Harmon, Olin Howlin,
Robert Emmett Keane, Eddie Acuff, Grady
Sutton, Edgar Dearing, Ida Moore, Rita
Gould, Jack Rice, Charles Jordan.

Directed by Edward Lilley.

With The Andrews Sisters and their
lively harmonizing of popular tunes a sure-
fire draw for youngsters and swing devotees,
"Her Lucky Night" becomes a satisfactory
supporting dualler — despite its silly plot.

The starring trio, who take only a minor

10

acting part in the farcical proceedings, do
most of their clowning during the song
numbers, three of which — "Dance With a
Dolly," "Is You Is or Is You Ain't Ma'
Baby" and "Straighten Up and Fly Right"
— are already leaders in the radio, sheet
music and juke box fields. Another tune,
"The Polka Polka," sounds like a typical
Andrews Sisters hit. Martha O'Driscoll and
Noah Beery, Jr. are again romantically
teamed, the former doing good work as a
go-getting female and the latter playing his
usual shy, blundering hero role. One scene
wherein Beery's hurriedly-stitched dress
suit keeps coming apart on the dance floor
should bring shrieks of laughter from nabor-
hood patrons. As comedy support for a
heavy dramatic feature, this is entirely
acceptable.
The three Andrews Sisters and their pal,

Martha O'Driscoll, who all work in a nigh
club, are a bit shy of boy friends. The An
drews Sisters scoff when Miss O'Drisco
decides to seek the advice of a fortune-telle
but she is satisfied when she is told that sin

will find her true love sitting next to he
in a movie theatre. She buys two tickets
throws one out the window and hurries t

her single reserved seat — next to Georg
Barbier, a stingy old financier glad to ge

something for nothing. A row starts bu
Barbier is impressed with Miss O'Driscoll
spirit and hires her to investigate hi
nephew, Noah Beery, Jr., to see if the bunf
ling young man is capable of doing goo
work. Of course, she falls in love wit
Beery and, with the Andrews Sisters' aii

she manages to make Barbier see his wort
and thus saves him from being disinherits

YOR
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In our industry, the proof of a company's policy is in its product. In this 19th of a series of

advertisements appearing in national magazines, we call the attention of some thirty million

Americans to a long-standing Warner policy, and to its latest expression on the screen.

^ORCHIDS TO WARNERS'

OBJECTIVE BURMA!

Walter W/ncheW

^NO PHONY HEROICS . . .

A STIRRING TRIBUTE TO THE

MEN WHO HELPED TO RE-

OPEN BURMA!"
New York Times

SIX-LETTER WORD MEANING

YOU!
"wARNER BROS. HAVE
BROUGHT ANOTHER MAG-
NIFICENT WAR FILM TO

TOWN!"
New York Herald-Tribune

j

fOfii I. Guernsey, Jr.) !

^ONI WHALE OF A MOVIE'"
PM

(John T.McManus)

^ASTONISHINGLY FRESH'"
New York Sun

<Eil«en Creelmah)

^an almost perfect thing

... a masterpiece:"
New York Post

(Archer V/insten)

-^WARNER BROS. HAVE
ADDED ANOTHIR TO THEIR

LIST OF RECENT ACHIEVE-

MENTS'"
New York Daily News

(Kate CameronJ

^NO CONVENTIONAL MOVIE
PLOT . . . TERRIFIC DRAMA!

"

New York Journal-American

YOU CAN START YOUR
1945 LIST OF 10 BEST PIC-

TURES RIGHT NOW WITH

i

t.New York World Telegr

For a long time, many people (including some very smart

ones) have been saying, "The public doesn't want war pictures."

We disagree . . . politely, but firmly.

)

We think the American public doesn't want second-rate war

pictures. Make a really fine, sincere, entertaining picture

with a war theme, say we, and the public will welcome it

with cheers.

We proved our point with "Air Force" .

.

. . . "Action In The North Atlantic" . . .

The public (a six-letter word meaning

as hits

!

. "This Is The Army"
"Destination Tokyo."

"you") hailed them

Now we're proving it even more conclusively, with a picture

that's getting the same enthusiastic reception from audiences

that it got from the professional critics

!

For OBJECTIVE BURMA is a gloriously entertaining pic-

ture. It is also a picture that privileges you to understand a

little better what goes on in the minds of several million

American boys a long way from home.

That's why we're as proud of OBJECTIVE BURMA as of

any Warner picture ever made. For it demonstrates once

more that "combining good picture-making with good citizen-

^Lf££r-s*&iV" a Warner policy that continues to make good sense,

^SSHLt and great .entertainment!

>'

WARNER BROS.
JACK L. WARNER, Executive Producer

WILLIAM PRINCE • JAMES BROWN • DICK ERDMAN
GEORGE TOBIAS-HENRY HULL-WARNER ANDERSON
Directed by RAOUL WALSH • Produced by JERRY WALD

Screen Play by Ranald MacDougoll & Lester Cole * From an Original Story by Alvah Bessie • Music by Franz Waxman
ERRQL FLYNN



'STRANGE ILLUSION' NOVEL, ENGROSSING MYSTERY FROM PRC
Rates • • + or better where properly ex

PRC Pictures
86 minutes

James Lydon, Sally Eilers, Warren William,
Regis Toomey, Charles Arnt, Jayne Hazard,
George H. Reed, Jimmy Clark, Mary Mc-
Leod, Pierre Watkin, Sonia Sorel, Vic Potel,

George Sherwood, Charles Wagenheim, Nora
Lane, Edmund Cobb, John Hamilton.

Directed by Edgar G. Ulmer.

An unusual psychological mystery has
been handled in absorbing fashion in

"Strange Illusion," one of PRC's most potent
releases to date. The picture can be ex-
ploited to do above-average business in
many spots and it will make a strong dual-
ler generally. A dream sequence, which
captures the imagination at the start, leads
into a well-constructed tale of a youth's
struggle to save his mother from falling
under the influence of a suave stranger who
he believes is a murderer. Edgar G. Ul-
mer's direction is excellent throughout and
he skilfully builds up suspense as the youth
unearths damaging evidence at the risk of
his life. The climax, which includes a wild
auto chase, is exciting enough to keep many

ploited

patrons on the edge of their seats. The
first-rate cast is headed by James Lydon,
who again proves himself to be a splendid
dramatic actor, far above the Aldrich series

which had kept him tied down so long.

Although not a murder-mystery in the strict

sense of the word, this will appeal to who-
dun-it fans who will be kept guessing until

the denouement.
A dream, in which he sees his father's

violent death was not accidental but murder
and his mother and sister being influenced
by a strange man, distresses James Lydon
and makes him cut short his vacation and
return home. Finding that his mother, Sally
Eilers, is infatuated with a handsome
stranger, Warren William, who has also in-

gratiated himself with his sister, Lydon im-
mediately suspects him of his father's death,
but without the slightest justification. Delv-
ing into his father's flies, Lydon comes
across records of a man resembling Wil-
liam, who was believed killed in a Colorado
mine accident. Still convinced he is right
about William's villainous motives, Lydon
becomes distraught at his mother's an-
nouncement of her impending marriage and,
at her suggestion, he goes to see a psychia-
trist, Charles Arnt, for observation and

treatment. Arnt hopes to keep Lydon out

of the way until his friend, William, has
married the wealthy Miss Eilers. Mean-
while Regis Toomey, an old family friend,

helps Lydon unearth evidence which proves
his father's death was planned. While
Toomey brings these findings to the district

attorney, Lydon returns to Arnt's sani-

torium to allay suspicion. William's weak-
ness for young girls has led him to take
Lydon's sister to a cottage, ostensibly to

decorate it for her mother's wedding. Arm-
ed with fingerprints which prove that Wil-

liam murdered Lydon's father, the police

rescue him from the sanitorium and then
proceed to the cottage in time to save the

young girl from William's advances.
Although Lydon's sensitive portrayal dom-

inates the film, the others are all splendid,

especially Sally Eilers, who returns to the

screen to give a sympathetic performance
in her first matronly role, and Warren Wil-

liam, a fine choice for the suave, handsome
villain. Charles Arnt is effective as the oily

psychiatrist and Regis Toomey deserves
special mention for his completely natural
performance as the family friend who aids

Lydon in exposing the murderer.
LEYENDECKER

'A SONG FOR MISS JULIE' UNEVEN MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates • • — as secondary dualler

Republic

69 minutes

Shirley Ross, Barton H?pburn, Jane Farrar,
Roger Clark, Cheryl Walker, Peter Garey,
Elisabeth Risdon, Rene Riano, Lillian Ran-
dolph, Harry Rocker, Vivian Fay, The
Robertos, Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin
of the Ballet Theatre.

Directed by William Rowland.

A jumble of broad comedy, elaborate pro-

duction numbers and a high class ballet

turn, "A Song for Miss Julie" is frequently

tiresome and never more than mildly enter-

taining at best. The picture starts out as

a gentle romantic drama, but interest in the
story is soon dissipated as pseudo wise-
cracks and low comedy are dragged in and
matters are straightened out during a typi-
cal musical comedy finale. Although the
script writers are most at fault, Director

William Rowland must shoulder part of the
blame for failing to fuse the various ele-

ments into a satisfying film. It never seems
to make up its mind where it's going and
the charming dance duet by the incompar-
able ballet stars, Alicia Markova and Anton
Dolin, seems dragged in for no other reason
other than to add "class" name value. Sev-
eral of the players manage to rise above
their indifferent material, notably Shirley
Ross, as a sophisticated blonde who occa-
sionally reveals her "strip-tease" background
and puts over the song "Bayou Calls" ef-

fectively. Cheryl Walker makes a most at-
tractive appearance and sings "I Love to
Remember" in pleasing fashion and Elisa-
beth Risdon gives an authoritative portrayal
of a stubborn Southern aristocrat but Jane
Farrar and Barton Hepburn, among others,
are below par. The Markova-Dolin team
(currently starring in "Seven Lively Arts"
on Broadway) should be exploited in big
cities where ballet enthusiasts abound. This
will get by as a supporting dualler only.
Elisabeth Risdon, an impoverished Sou-

CRIME, INC EXCITING GANG MELODRAMA
Rates • • + for action spots; good dualler elsewhere

PRC Pictures
75 minutes

Leo CarriUo, Tom Neal, Martha Tilton,
Lionel Atwill, Grant Mitchell, Sheldon
Leonard, Harry Shannon, Virginia Vale,
Don Beddoe, George Meeker, Danny Morton,
Rod Rogers, Ed Cronley, Jack Gordon,
Monk Friedman, Edythe Elliott, Emmet
Vogan.

Directed by Lew Landers.

An exciting and suspenseful program
melodrama, with better-than-average cast
names and production values, "Crime, Inc."

rates among PRC's finer releases. The film,
produced by Leon Fromkess and Martin
Mooney, and based on the latter's actual ex-
periences as a crime reporter, has the ring
of authenticity in its gangster vs. police
action and dialogue during the late 1930's.
Characters are "rubbed out" by order of
mysterious "higher-ups," police cars dash
madly through city streets in pursuit of
fleeing gangster cars, a grand jury investi-

12

gation comes to naught and a secret com-
mittee is organized to wipe out the crime
syndicate, but these familiar scenes are
realistically enacted and Director Lew
Landers maintains interest up to the
climax, which is followed by an innocuous
romantic ending. Except for this, the love
interest, dealing with a nightclub singer
and the two-fisted crime reporter, is not
allowed to slow up the fast-moving plot.

Tom Neal is convincing as he wages his
one-man war against the underworld and
Leo Carrillo (who has a straight gangster
role and doesn't play for laughs), Lionel
Atwill and Grant Mitchell give strong por-
trayals of racket bosses. Martha Tilton,
who is adept at putting over songs such
as "Lonely Little Camera Girl" and "I'm
Guilty," makes a colorless heroine. How-
ever, her name, which is popular in the
radio and juke-box field, will attract the
'teen age fans. This should be exploited
to good grosses in the action spots, while
it will serve as a satisfactory dualler in
other situations.

In the days following Prohibition, when
crime and rackets held sway, Danny Mor-

thern aristocrat, has sold the life story of

Britt Conway, her fabulous and somewhat
off-color ancestor, to be used as the basis

for a costume musical. Two playwrights,

Barton Hepburn and Roger Clark, who ar-

rive at Miss Risdon's home to write the

story, are unaware that she has instructed

her niece, Jane Farrar, to hide the diary

that tells of her ancestor's indiscretions.

Hepburn's wife, Shirley Ross, is disgusted ;

at the unsatisfactory script and tries to get

some of the colorful details from Cheryl

Walker, who is a descendant of Conway's
second wife and who operates a local bistro.

It is only when she is snubbed by Miss Ris-

don, that she offers to help in staging the
(

musical. Meanwhile, Clark and Miss Farrar
j

have fallen in love and she asks Miss Wal-
ker to give him the diary but pledges her

to secrecy regarding the source. Of course,

the musical, with Miss Walker playing a

part, is a great Broadway success and when
she tells Clark where the diary came from,

he is reunited with Miss Farrar.
YORK :

ton, leader of a small mob, refuses to join

a crime syndicate and, as a result, two of

his henchmen are "rubbed out." Fearful

for his sister, Martha Tilton, a nightclub

singer who knows nothing of his real acti-

vities, Morton enlists the aid of Tom Neal,

ace reporter who has been waging a one-

man war on crime through his newspaper.
When Neal meets and falls in love with

Miss Tilton, Morton promises to help him
expose the big shots back of Crime, Inc.

Neal gets enough material for his book but

Morton is later killed by order of Leo Car-
j

rillo, night club owner. Neal's book causes
)

a furore and starts a crusade against or-

ganized crime and he is summoned before
]

a grand jury. There he is baited by Grant i

Mitchell, reputable business leader who is

actually head of the crime syndicate, but

the latter learns nothing from Neal. During I

a secret meeting of Crime, Inc., Mitchell I

suggests "liquidating" Neal and members of I

the police committee. However, Neal has I

had dictaphones and cameras planted in the I

directors' room and, when the police break I

in, the crime syndicate is trapped.
YORK I
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that heralded the beginning of a great boxoffice

career! Now the prophesy is a FACT, with reports

from all over the country . . . from every type of

situation . . . backing up the claim that Selznick

International's "I'll Be Seeing You" will establish

itself as a top-grosser in the nation's theatres!



The

Beginning . . I

(In Four of the Major Theatre Circuits)

1st LOEW SMASH ENGAGEMENT!

1st WARNER TRIUMPH!

STATE THEATRE, CLEVELAND . .

.

2 Top-Grossing Weeks

and Then a Moveover!

FOX THEATRE, PHILADELPHIA

3 Great Weeks of

Record Business!

I'U. •* —
1st RKO TOPPER!



J5f NATIONAL THEATRES' SUCCESSP^

See^o>
Aet

. . . AND ON THE NEXT PAGE .

.

Record-smashing reports from, the first individual

theatres now playing this great hit

.



Springfield, Mass

Worcester, Mass

Dayton,

Miami, Fla

Akron, O.

Denver, Colo.

Detroit, Mich

Louisville, Ky

St. Paul, Minn.

Waterbury, Conn

Philadelphia, Pa.

Seattle, Wash,

Poli Palace

. . Poli Palace

Loew's

. Capitol, Miami and Lincoln Thes

. . . Loew's

. . . Denver and Esquire Theatre!

. Michigan Theatre

. Loew's U. A.

. Paramount Theatre

. . Poli Palace Theatre

. . Fox Theatre

. . Liberty Theatre

SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL presents

GINGER ROGERS

JOSEPH COTTEN

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

Directed by WILLIAM DIETERLE • Produced by DORE SCHARY

Screen play by Marion Parsonnet • From a story by Charles Martin

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

And all this is only 4$ ..TheBegfnlil

Si



Independents
1

Case Presented in

FRIEND OF COURT" BRIEF
Aside from fixing of a definite date (October 8) for the trial of the five major distributor defendants in the Government's anti-

trust suit, the hearing before Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard on iMarch 5 produced one other noteworthy result. For the first

time, independent exhibitors were allowed a voice in the action, this through the filing, and acceptance by the court, of a brief as

ftlamicus curia (friend of the court) in behalf of the Conference of Independent Exhibitors on the Consent Decree.

The first two sections of the brief, prepared by Abram F. Myers, counsel for the CTE, presents a review of the entire anti-

trust case from its inception on July 20, 1938, through the original consent decree and all the abortive efforts to effect a new or

amended decree since the expiration of the three-year trial period of the original.

The introductory paragraph explains the reason for the formation of the CIE: "On January 20, 1944, the consenting defendants

—Paramount, Loew's, 20th Century, Warner Bros, and RKO—submitted to the Attorney General their draft of amended and supple-

f i mental decree. This draft was so unfair to the independent exhibitors and so inadequate from the standpoint of the law, that its pub-

lication precipitated a crisis in independent ranks. Representatives of the truly independent exhibitor organizations met in Chicago

and formed the Conference of Independent Exhibitors on the Consent Decree."

The second section of the brief traces the obstacles that have stymied efforts to draft a satisfactory final or ad interim decree

and documents the charge that the defendants have been responsible for the delay in concluding the case. This portion stresses the

urgency of the matter from exhibitors' standpoint: "The reasons for a prompt final disposition of the case are most compelling. Further

delay will have the effect to make the defendants secure in their monopoly and to immunize them against liability for the unfair and

oppressive practices set forth in the Government's petition."

Following is the text of the balance of the brief, with the elimination of references to numerous legal precedents:

As regards compulsory block booking a majority of reporting

theatres asserted that the consenting defendants under the decree

"had insisted upon the licensing of unwanted feature pictures as a
condition of licensing the features that they particularly desired.

While this was to some extent inherent in the five-picture plan

embodied in the decree, it was reported that in many cases the

defendants actually forced upon the exhibitors all of their groups-

of-five as a condition of licensing any. That is to say, if an ex-

hibitor skipped a group or groups of a particular distributor, he
was required to take up all, or a "representative number" of the

pictures he had passed in order to license a later group.

The Government in its brief has shown how the defendants
have continued to impose unreasonable clearance despite the con-

sent decree and there is no need for us to dwell on that subject.

The Government also has shown the inefHcacy of arbitration

as a means of enforcing compliance with the provisions of the

decree relating to clearance. We merely wish to add that arbi-

tration is wholly ineffective as an enforcing medium in the matter
of abuses growing out of the licensing of pictures — block book-
ing, forcing of shorts, etc. — because of the time element and
expense involved.

We do feel that mention should be made of the total failure

of Section X of the decree which, if it had any purpose at all,

was to curb the defendants large and growing monopoly of the
preferred runs in the field of exhibition. The limitations and re-

strictions on that provision make it well-nigh impossible for ex-

hibitors — no matter how just their complaints — to qualify as
complainants. The decision of the Appeal Board in Matter of

Guest fully justifies this assertion. And in Matter of Luxor-
Bleeker the Board was moved to remark: "It would be a decided
under-statement to characterize Sec. X as merely technical. It

is in fact involved in statement and confusing in form."

The Board's ruling that where there is but slight or one way
competition there still must be clearance. . .and its dictum that to
grant open booking would violate this principle (Matter of Win-
kur) leaves in the hands of the defendants, both consenting and
non-consenting, tremendous coercive power over the independent
exhibitors. Whether a theatre shall be operated on a preferred
run or on a subsequent run subject to clearance depends not on
the type of theatre or manner in which it is operated but upon
who operates it. This is illustrated by Matter of Dipson. There
complainant's theatre (the Bailey), when operated by the Shea
Circuit, enjoyed the same run (or availability) as a competitive
theatre (Kensington) operated by the same circuit. When the in-

dependent operator acquired the Bailey, it was given a run sub-
sequent to the Kensington. The Board said:

Complainant asks that all clearance be abolished between
the Kensington and the Bailey and that the Bailey be restored
to the same run and availability as the Kensington. While
we are in complete accord with complainant as to the justice
of its complaint, nevertheless the limitations of the decree
require us to hold that its demand for relief is too broad and
cannot wholly be granted.
And in Matter of Basil, the Board said:

It is clear that under the decree a distributor may even
reverse the order of runs of two theatres, to the substantial
detriment of the one which formerly enjoyed the prior run,
without any remedy being available to the injured theatre
unless the case falls within the very limited scope of Section
X (citing Matter of Lakeview, Matter of Tracy and Matter of
Weldon).

(Continued on Page 20)
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TRADE ABUSES HAVE CONTINUED UNABATED
SINCE THE FILING OF THE SUIT

1. Abuses between filing of the suit and entry of the consent
decree. At the hearing on Bill S. 3735..., Senator Neely inquired
of Mr. Arnold whether the Department of Justice had received

'a large number of complaints of abuses growing out of the opera-
tion by producer-distributors of motion picture theatres." Mr.
Arnold suggested that his assistant, Paul Williams, who had been
placed in charge of the investigation in 1936, could supply the
details. Mr. Williams stated that he had submitted upwards of
150 such complaints to the defendants in the hope of securing
temporary relief for the complainants pending final action in the
:ase.

The following excerpt from the transcript will indicate the
pressing nature of the complaints:

Senator Neely. Can you state the nature of these com-
plaints; that is, whether they involved inability to secure ade-
quate supplies of film or proper runs when trying to compete
with independent (sic) theatres?

Mr. Williams. That is usually the basis of the complaints.
Senator Neely. Do you remember Whether these com-

plaints have contained allegations of unreasonable protection
or clearance imposed by producer-distributors in favor of their
own theatres and against independents?

Mr. Williams. Very many of them. That is one of the
more common causes of complaint.

Senator Neely. Do you recall whether they also included
charges of discrimination practiced by producer-distributors
in favor of affiliated theatres and against independent theatres
in the matter of selective contracts, etc.?

Mr. Williams. Oh, yes, sir; there are very many com-
plaints of that nature.

Senator Neely. In your opinion, Mr. Arnold, is it desirable
from the standpoint of the public interest that theatres be
under local operation and control so as to be responsive to
community standards and influence?

Mr. Arnold. Well, my answer to that would be that it is
thoroughly desirable.
2. Abuses since the entry of the consent decree. A proper

unction of an amicus curia presentation, submitted by parties
who will be affected by the outcome but who are not parties to the
suit, is to inform the Court of facts and circumstances which have
i bearing on the points at issue. The purpose of the information
:endered under this subhead is to impress the Court with the
mportance of setting the case for trial on a day certain — during
he coming spring, if possible. This information is not proof of
ultimate facts; it can attain that stature only when it has been
MTered by the Government and has been admitted over defendants'
Ejections.

During the summer of 1943 Allied States Association of Motion
picture Exhibitors and Pacific Coast Conference of Independent
ineatre Owners, in anticipation of the expiration of the test
period under the consent decree, made surveys among their mem-
bers by means of questionnaires to ascertain whether the decree
iad been effective in preventing abuses. The questionnaires used
»y the two federations differed in some particulars but the surveys
were undertaken for a common purpose and the responses were
-o the same effect, namely, that the consent decree not only had
lot been effective in curbing oppressive practices but actually had
,iven rise to new abuses. Allied received returns from a total of
U54 theatres and the Pacific Coast Conference from an addi-
ional 400.
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FRIEND OF
(Continued

Numerous other abuses for which the consent decree did not

even purport to provide a remedy, some of which actually de-

veloped under the decree, were included in the returns of the

above-mentioned survey. Inasmuch as these are more properly

matters for attention in the drafting of a final decree they will

not be dealt with herein. The results of the survey were trans-

mitted to the Department of Justice. When a final decree is

written a remedy should be provided for all the unfair practices

and discriminations set forth in the Government's petition — to

the extent, of course, that they are sustained in the proof. The

consent decree reached only a few of the practices that call for a

remedy. The observation of the Board in Matter of Adwell, No.

105, is pertinent:
But arbitration under the decree does not extend to every-

thing that might be considered, even though justly, as unfair

and unreasonable. It is limited to the matters specified in the

decree itself.

IV

THE FACTS NOW PROPERLY BEFORE THE COURT
DISCLOSE A PRIMA FACIE VIOLATION OF

THE SHERMAN ACT
1. The element of combination is established. The Govern-

ment's brief destroys defendants' contention that there is no com-

munity of interest among them — that the element of combination

is lacking in this case. The picture that is presented of five great

producing and distributing companies, each owning, operating or

being interested in circuits of theatres, each licensing films to the

theatres of the others, under contracts which impose hampering
and restrictive conditions upon their independent competitors,

constitutes a veritable Hornbook definition of a combination in

restraint of trade.

2. Ownership of theatres by five of the defendants creates a
community of interest among all. In this connection the Court
should not overlook the community of interest that has been
created among the defendants, all of them, by the action of the

five consenting defendants in invading the field of exhibition. At
the time the specially constituted District Court rendered its de-

cision in Paramount Pictures, Inc. v. Langer, the statute in ques-

tion was still in the books and the case was not moot. While the

judgment is no longer binding on the parties, the decision is in-

teresting and informative as reflecting the unanimous views of

three distinguished judges who sat in the case. In their decision

they pointed out clearly this community of interest among the

theatre-owning producers:
A producer having affiliated theatres has the power to

grant to its theatres the right to exhibit first run all pictures
produced by it. It has the power to grant to its theatres
greater clearance than to their competitors. Its bargaining
power for the pictures of other producers which have affiliated

theatres is greater than that of a competing independent ex-

hibitor, because producers operating theatres must purchase
pictures from each other, and each of such producers owns
many theatres. A producer which owns theatres has the
power to make it impossible for the independent exhibitor to

procure films from it, and difficult to procure them from other
major producers in case the producer-exhibitor desires those
films for itself. There is evidence tending to show that pro-
ducers with affiliated theatres have exercised the powers pos-
sessed by them for their own advantage and to the detriment
of their independent competitors.
The first run metropolitan theatres, of which the consenting

defendants have virtually a monopoly, provide the earliest and
largest return to the distributors in the form of film rentals. Each
distributor, therefore, whether it has theatres of its own or not,

naturally is anxious to secure for its pictures as much of this first

run playing time as possible. And in order to secure this playing
time the incentive to grant special preferences and favors to the
affiliated theatres and to discriminate against their independent
competitors becomes very great. These affiliated prior run thea-
tres provide a ready-made market for all eight major producers
and the community of interest resulting therefrom affords an ex-
planation of the mutual back-scratching which characterizes the
conduct of the defendants.

3. Defendants' invasion of the exhibition field was not normal
integration. Defendants may claim, as they have in the past, that
their ownership and control of theatres represents merely normal
integration and that, therefore, they come within the decision in
United States v. U. S. Steel Corp. But vertical trusts no less than
the horizontal variety may acquire monopolistic power; the test is,

Whether or not such power is wrongly used.
In the first place, it must be remembered that the defendants

together "distribute about 75 per cent of all first-class feature films
exhibited in the United States." Interstate Circuit v. United
States. As above shown, they are bound together by contractual
relations and community of interest. If the ownership and opera-
tion of theatres can be called "integration," it stems from a hori-
zontal trust of the old-fashioned variety. Addyston Pipe & Steel
Co. v. United States.

In the second place, the theory of the Government's petition

in this case, the implications of the consent decree and the clear
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tenor of the facts presently before the Court is that defendant
j

have not only suppressed competition inter se, but that they pos<i

sess and have exerted the power to inflict harm on their mdepen

dent competitors and to injure the public. For combinations o I

this kind dissolution and divestiture are the appropriate remedy

V
INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS SHOULD BE

PROTECTED IN ANY ORDER THAT MAY BE ENTERED
j

1 Attorney General's proposals dated August 7, 1944. A

stated early in this brief the last plan considered by the Confei

ence of Independent Exhibitors as a body and specifically ap

,

proved was that filed by the Attorney General on August 7, 194<
j

That plan provided for dissolution and divestiture of the mon I

opoly in theatres and to this, we may assume, the defendants WM
not agree.

The defendants having shown no disposition to accede to an
I

plan for ad interim relief save their own milk and water proposal 1

dated January 20, 1944, the Government had no alternative sav
|

to apply to the Court for such measure of relief as may be affordei

by temporary injunction. 1

The Government's motion is justified by the facts set forth l

its brief and if defendants remain adamant, the motion should b

granted — at least insofar as it proposes that defendants be rf

quired to justify the clearance granted to the affiliated theatre

But we feel that it would be in the interest of all concerne

if the parties, with the encouragement of the Court, should adoi

and agree to as temporary relief, pending determination of th|

issues, such provisions of the Attorney General's proposals as a:

appropriate for inclusion in a consent order.

Among the proposals of the Attorney General which appear I

be appropriate for that purpose are:

(a) Paragraphs 1 and 2 providing for the restoration of Se

III and the modification of Sec. IV (a) and Sec. IV (b), relatm

to the distribution of films.

(b) Paragraph 3 Which would supplement Sec. IV (a) ar

would prevent the defendants from forcing an exhibitor to licen.<

films for all his theatres as a condition of licensing films for

single theatre.

(c) Paragraph 4 which would amend and strengthen be

VIII, relating to clearance.

(d) Paragraph 5, which would provide an effective substitu

for the meaningless Sec. X, relating to discrimination in tfl

granting of runs.

These, of course, should be supplemented and reinforced I

an effective substitute for Sec. XI, under which defendants we

free to acquire and build theatres virtually at will, and did in fa

acquire many theatres. The decision of the Supreme Court in til

Crescent Case, supra, sets the pattern for such a provision — th

is, that defendants be required to obtain the permission of t

Court before adding to their theatre holdings.

2 In restraining the unlawful conduct of the defendant

burdens should not be imposed on the independent exhibitoi

Having been charged with no offense, the independent exhibito'

rightly regard with misgiving the proposal in the Governmen

brief that clearance granted to independent theatres shall be su

ject to the injunction. Aside from the few large independe,

chains all or most of which are now being sued by the Govei

ment under the Sherman Act, independent exhibitors do not pc

sess the buying power or influence with which to secure spec

favors from the defendants. The Court should be alert to prote|

the innocent victims of the combination for whose protection t

suit was filed. The proposed temporary injunction would clot

defendants with color of authority for abitrary actions affecti.

independent exhibitors and the latter would be relegated tola

suits or other time-consuming and expensive methods of redre

We suggest that the temporary injunction, if granted, be hm

ed in its application to clearance granted by defendants to t

affiliated theatres or to the affiliated theatres and the large —
j

or 100 theatres — independent chains.

VI
CONCLUSION

Wherefore, we respectfully submit

—

1. That the best interests of all concerned would be sen'

by the entry of an ad interim consent decree embodying the

torney General's proposals mentioned in Section V, 1 of this br

2. That lacking agreement of the parties to such an ad

terim decree, the Court should grant the Government's mot

for a temporary injunction limited in the manner suggested ,

Section V, 2 of this brief.

3. That in either event the case should be set for trial oi-

day certain, during the coming spring if possible.

Respectfully submitted,
ABRAM F. MYERS,

Counsel for the Conference of Independent I

Exhibitors on the Consent Decree, i

729 Fifteenth St., N. W., Washington 5, D. C.

JESSE L. STERN,
625 Eighth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Of Counsel.
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review o/ the Traded Events

THE STRIKE THREAT
A strike which would close all motion picture theatres playing

Hollywood films in the U. S. and Canada was threatened last week
as a result of the AFL jurisdictional dispute in Hollywood which
halted or severely curtailed production in most studios and, ac-

cording to Herbert Sorrell, president of the Conference of Studio

Unions, would halt production in all studios by the past week-end,

unless the strikers' demands for recognition as bargaining agents

as prescribed by a War Labor Board order were met. As a con-

sequence of this strike, officials of the Motion Picture Operators
Union and the Stagehands Union, IATSE affiliates, were ready to

call a strike in all motion picture and vaudeville houses in re-

sponse to a wire by Richard A. Walsh. IATSE president. The
telegram ordered local union officials to be in readiness for an
order to "stop handling or exhibiting any motion pictures made
by any West Coast producers." Officials of both unions in New
York City declared when Walsh's wire was received that any
strike order would be obeyed immediately upon receipt. Sorrell

voiced the opinion that Walsh's threat was a "typical Bioff-Browne
tactic" that was doomed to failure.

In Hollywood, 17,000 employees were idle with more in pros-

pect, according to Sorrell, following a special meeting called last

Monday by the CSU to explain the strike order. The dispute
arose when two AFL unions, Painters' Local 1421 (CSU) and
IATSE both claimed jurisdiction over the Set Designers Local,
representing a membership of 72. The WLB had designated Local
1421 as bargaining agent for the set designers pending final recog-
nition by the National Labor Relations Board and had appealed
to the CSU to withhold the strike order until NLRB had taken
action. The producers failed to observe the WLB order, claiming
that to do so would have precipitated an immediate halt in pro-
duction because IATSE president Walsh had notified them that
he would instruct his organization's membership not to report for

work if they recognized the CSU affiliate.

Bitterness between the two unions was aggravated when the
non-striking IATSE electricians took over posts vacated by the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, whose members
had refused to cross the picket lines and permitted limited pro-
duction in some studios. Warner Bros, studios halted production
upon appearance of the picket line and declared they would re-

main shut down until the strike was settled. 20th Century-Fox
and RKO lots also followed suit. The other major studios had
restricted production when picket lines were laid down at all

studios except Technicolor, Monogram, Walt Disney and PRC.
who had agreed to recognize Local 1421 as bargaining agent for
the decorators.

WLB Chairman George W. Taylor notified strike leaders to
end the walkout, declaring that the Board will not act on peti-
tions for a settlement of jurisdictional claims until the strikers
return to work. Although the case was on the agenda for last
week, Taylor said its rule prohibits it from considering petitions
while the strike prevails. Union representatives made no com-
ment on Taylor's request.

The situation was expected to reach a crucial stage when the
Screen Actors' Guild meets to decide whether it will respect the
CSU's picket lines. The SAG asked representatives of the dis-
puting unions to attend and present their cases.

SENATE COOL TO PRICE CEILING
A ceiling on admission prices to motion picture theatres was

proposed by Chester Bowles, Price Administrator, in a surprise
move last week, occasioned by what the price chief said was a
38% per cent increase since June, 1941. Bowles suggested the
need for OPA authority to place ceilings on movie prices parti-
cularly, although controls should be extended to other amuse-
ments such as stage shows, athletic events, etc., he said in a let-
ter to Chairman Robert F. Wagner of the Senate Banking Com-
mittee.

Installment of a movie price ceiling, emphasized Bowles, would
necessitate similar action on the rental fees charged by the dis-
tributors which he estimated have risen 25 to 30 per cent.

Following a discussion in the Senate committee on Bowles'
proposal, Wagner reported that members were cool to the OPA
chiefs request and were of the opinion that there was "no reason
to justify" extension of price control to movie and other amuse-
ment tickets. However, Bowles was invited to appear this Tues-
day and argue for his recommendation.

Declaring that Americans spent one and a half billion dollars
on movies alone in 1944, the Bowles letter stated that unless con-
trolled, "there is no reason to believe that these inflated prices
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will return to more reasonable levels or that they will not increase
further. " He stated that a rollback of admission prices was "not
our initial objective," rather that prices go no higher. Admitting
that Federal taxes contributed to the higher prices, Bowles
claimed that "more than two-thirds" was traceable to increased
charges. The administrator stated that the increase had resulted
in a rise of six-tenths of 1 per cent in the official cost of living

index, prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The process involved in putting admission prices under OPA
supervision was a "comparatively simple" one, he said, adding
that should Congress decide on admission price control, informa-
tion received by the Bureau of Internal Revenue from theatres
would be made available to the OPA and simplify the issuance
and enforcement of the regulations.

Bowies' figure on the increase in movie admissions was chal-
lenged in some industry quarters, who blamed increased taxes as
the principal cause of the higher rates. Executives of affiliated

theatres declined comment on the Bowles action, until they had
more information as to how the ceiling program would apply to

motion picture theatres. Legitimate theatre producers in New
York were vehement in their attack on theatre admission price
ceilings, one suggesting a ceiling on ticket taxes if the proposals
were adopted.

MONOPOLY SUIT FINALLY ON CALENDAR
The Government's anti-trust suit against the eight major

companies will go to trial on October 8th to be preceded by a pre-
trial conference on March 26th when assistant attorney-general
Robert L. Wright is expected to present a reply brief to that pre-
sented by the distributors on clearance.

The date was set by Federal Judge Henry A. Goddard in a
hearing March 5 in New York District Court where Wright and
attorneys for the distributors appeared to consider a temporary
injunction to restrain the consenting companies from requiring
"unreasonable" clearance." The trial was expected to be a lengthy
one, possibly extending more than a year beyond the October date.

After introducing 104 decisions of the Arbitration Appeal
Board as evidence of anti-trust violations in his application to
abolish unreasonable clearance, Wright met the stiff opposition
to this move by company attorneys with the declaration that he
would take steps to get rid of the entire arbitration setup if the
Court denied the decisions as evidence. Judge Goddard reserved
decision until briefs were filed.

Speaking for the distributors, Warners attorney Judge J. M.
Proskauer, contesting the Government's right to demand injunc-
tion, declared that distributors were not selling merchandise, but
"licensing copyrighted pictures." He reviewed the appeal board
decisions and revealed that in 75 per cent of the cases, the appeal
board ruled some clearance was proper.

The Court accepted a brief submitted by A. F. Myers, Counsel
for the Conference of Independent Exhibitors, as amicus curiae,
in which the CIE backed the Government's request for an in-

junction and asked for the entry of an ad interim consent decree.
The brief reviewed the history of the entire equity action and the
proceedings to date and charged that the companies had unduly
protracted the Government's anti-trust action, declaring that the
procrastination has been an obstacle in the way of theatre di-
vorcement legislation and has prevented action on block-booking
and blind-selling. It listed alleged abuses which "have continued
unabated since the filing of the suit." The brief also suggested
that a temporary injunction, if granted, "be limited in its ap-
plication to clearance granted by defendants to the affiliated thea-
tres or to the affiliated theatres and the large — 50 or 100 theatres— independent chains."

Morris Ernst, eastern counsel for the Society of Independent
Motion Picture producers received permission to submit a brief
on behalf of the injunction.

ACADEMY GIVES "WAY" FIELD DAY
It was Paramount's "Going My Way" virtually all the way at

the 16th Annual Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences
Awards function at Grauman's Chinese Theatre in Hollywood last
Thursday. "Way" copped the Oscar for the outstanding motion
picture of the year; Bing Crosby and Barry Fitzgerald received
awards for best male starring performance and best male sup-
porting performance, respectively; Leo McCarey captured the
Directors' Award for the same film and also walked off with an
Oscar for writing the best original motion picture story on the
Paramount film, a feat unduplicated in Academy Award history.

(Continued on Page 36)
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY' CRITICS DIFFER ON ITS MERITS
M-G-M
"...Oscar Wilde would probably have split his portly sides laugh-
ing at the mawkish pomposity of the film which has been made
from his elegant little novel . . . Elaborately mystical treatment
which Metro has given the tale is matched in egregious absurdity
by the visual affectation of the film. . .Makes little or no intelligible

sense." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Absorbing picture version. . .Emerges full of the flavor of Os-
car Wilde...By no means merely a nostalgic festival intended
strictly for the literati in the audience .. .Talky, slow moving pic-

ture but the talk is brilliant, full of rich — though diabolical —
laughter .. .Morbid theme... Has imposed possible limitations on
its popularity but its least enthusiastic audience will come away
impressed with its monumental achievement in intelligent picture
making." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...The gullible and the imaginative can join hands for an extra-
sensory perception or two... As long as the picture allows George

Sanders to toss off Oscar Wilde's wit with brittle aplomb, the

period piece maintains its naughty Victorian zest... For the rest,

it's a bit creaky in the joints, gruesome if you take it seriously,

and tiresome if you don't." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

"...Oscar Wilde's epigrammatic fantasy has been brought to the

screen with genuine distinction. . .Preserves the racy literacy

eloquence of the original, although some of the late nineteenth-

century aphorisms may baffle contemporary audiences. . .Acting

does wonders in making 'The Picture of Dorian Gray' well worth
seeing... Has stressed pomp and circumstance on occasion to the

detriment of the action." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Will cause a great deal of discussion, pro and con .. .Classic,

pagan beauty of the setting. . .Will rave over George Sanders'

subtly sophisticated characterization. . .Wilde's precious epigrams

and paradoxes flow in a constant stream of talk .. .Angela Lans-

bury the cinema find of the year." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.

"HOTEL BERLIN' MELODRAMA IN BEST WARNER STYLE — COOK
WARNER
"...Tense, headlong melodrama, strictly in the best style of the
Warner Brothers crew... Keep excitement high with a minimum
of the rapid action such a picture usually requires. . .As a propa-
ganda vehicle it is tremendously effective. More important, it is

such vigorous entertainment, its audience will be unlimited."
COOK. N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
".. .Far more exciting than it is profound. . .Has all the vigor and
suspense that one expects from a studio which has specialized in
these qualities. The acting is taut... Good cops-and-robbers film,

with somewhat silly overtones." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...As might be expected with these people — and with Miss

Baum's ability to spin a plot — considerable melodrama develops

. . .Sleek and suspenseful show. . .Again we have got a picture in

which 'good Germans' are distinguished from 'bad' — a dramatic-

ally convenient distinction which is politically questionable. 1

CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Absorbingly thrilling melodrama. . Peter Godfrey has given it

taut and incisive direction. . .Follows the Baum novel pretty faith-

fully." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.

'BRING ON THE GIRLS' ENTERTAINING TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL COMEDY
PARAMOUNT
"...Lavish film faroe speckled with musical numbers and dolled
up in Technicolor. . .Strictly a formula film adroitly tailored for
light entertainment. . .Sad-eyed clowning of Eddie Bracken is the
piece's most important ingredient." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...Bracken handicapped by a meandering, catch-as-catch-can
script... Has some bright musical numbers and an assortment of
feminine pulchritude in various stages of peek-a-boo attire — all

garnered with Technicolor. . .Lively show in spots but it takes
more than a few scattered turns to make a well-rounded enter-
tainment." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
".. .Tuneful, sufficiently amusing Technicolor musical comedy,
easy to take—easy to forget. . .Should be popular with the younger
set and, as carefree screen entertainment, ideal for the boys in

service. . .Comedy is amiable if not brilliant." HALE, N. Y.

DAILY NEWS.
".

. .Paramount has a way of tossing off amusing musical comedies
without half trying. The record has been so good maybe they

didn't do more than half try on 'Bring On the Girls'... Not bad

for some of the theatres along Broadway, but way below what
Paramount patrons have gotten accustomed to." COOK, N. Y.

WORLD TELEGRAM.

"...One of the cheerier, lustier filmusicals — prettily dressed up
in Technicolor; replete with song, dance and specialty numbers
abounding with cinema sailors — for the most part on liberty

romantically and amusingly involving feminine companions there-

by... Script is plum full of gags, directed with swift humor,
THIRER, N. Y. POST.

TONIGHT AND EVERY NIGHT' STORY GETS IN WAY OF LAVISH MUSICAL
COLUMBIA
"...London blitz forms an incongruous background for a gaudy
girly-girly show. .. Offers dubious delights as an entertainment...
Pretentiously topheavy. script is dull and confused, while the in-
cidental numbers are more often pretty and cute than they are
smart... With its lack of comic substance and its rather dismal
attempt to tie into the war, it is soporific rather than scintillating."
BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Lavishly staged.

. .Makes so little of the blitz it is hard to
understand why it took a subject so jolting to our sensibilities...
Song and dance numbers fill the most important footage ... Gen-
erally pleasant." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Slick and beautiful production in Technicolor .. .Good screen
entertainment.

. .Doesn't really pretend to tell a dramatic story
of the war... Forgot to add some comedy lines or bits of funny

business to the other ingredients so the light and frolicsome inter-

ludes are too few and far between the dull spots of the story.

CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
"...Very pleasant and sentimentally romantic musical. . .Story

never drops to maudlin bathos. . .Permits an appropriate succes-

sion of music and dance interludes. . .Whole picture is in a smooth
and sophisticated style." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
".

. .Lush and lovely in color and movement, peopled with pleasing

folks, punctuated with exciting dance composition and tuneful

music, but sappy in a grand, backstage style in story. . .Goings-or

get in the way too much. They interrupt and curtail some of the

most satisfying onstage doings one could ask for in a film mus:

cal." McMANUS, PM.
"...Lavishes color, music, the dance, beauty and romance... As s

story, is too perfectly calculated to have much penetration...

Whiles away a warmly pleasant time." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST

'MURDER MY SWEET' DICK POWELL GETS PLAUDITS IN 'TAUT' MYSTERY
RKO-RADIO
"...Tough-going mystery novel has kept its rugged realism...
Taut and fascinating.

. .Powell perfectly convincing as a Hum-
phrey Bogart type. . .Dialogue underlines the viciousness with a
touch of wry humor... With this list of fine performances, a solid
Chandler background and Dmytryks direction to whet the lethal
edges, 'Murder My Sweet' is top-notch thriller fare." GUERNSEY,
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Belongs on the list of excellent mystery pictures. . .Harsh,
rough and tumble humor of its dialogue. . .Powell transformed into
something incredible to anyone who has ever seen him before...
Not one of your neatly-trimmed mysteries. . .Swell and exciting
fun." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Superior piece of tough melodrama. . .Sure cure for low blood
pressure.

.
.Powell has definitely stepped out of the song-and-dance,

pretty-boy league with this performance .. .Pulse-quickening enter

tainment." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...New thriller at the Palace — and a wallopy one it is too..

With really amazing success, Powell sacrifices glamour-boyishness
for the near-ugly tough demeanor demanded by the new role. He

is a hard-as-nails detective in this invigorating dish of murder
movie." THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"... Spine-tingling ... Contains all the elements of a suspensefuj
melodrama. . .Your attention will not stray from the screen foil

one moment. . .Powell surprises by the slickness and assurance o|

his performance. . .Supporting cast is excellent." CAMERON, N|

Y. NEWS.
"...Dandy mystery-thriller, full of punch, fine acting and cleve: |
direction. . .Powell is nothing short of terrific. . .First-class dia

logue and a smart flavor of sophistication." ROB REEL, CHIC
AGO HERALD-AMERICAN.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

OLUMBIA
The studio has just signed four young New York writers,
rry J. Essex, Martin Field, Guy Andros and John Lloyd, to
tracts as Junior Writers. This move came out of the growing
d in Hollywood for fresh new material and the sad lack in

iny cases, of competent craftsmen to fill that need. Columbia,
Bparently. feels that under the guidance of Story Editor Richard
Kkolove, young writers may be developed to approach the medium
H screen play writing with success. All of the men have had a
Hod try at writing plays, short stories, et cetera, now they will
.1 trained to turn their talents to screenplays. If only one good
p-eenplay comes out of the experiment within a year, the invest-
ing is indeed a sound one.

ft
I Columbia has purchased an original story by Erna Lazarus

Bed "Hollywood-Hi-Jinks," to follow in the theme of two 'teen-
foe musicals they have recently released. The picture adapted
fijim the story will be called "Betty Co-Ed.

"

II Travis Banton has been signed to a one-picture deal to design
tVi wardrobe Rosalind Russell will use in "Some Call It Love."
II is is the story of the lady psychiatrist that Virginia Van Upp
pj.1 produce next.

II Ralph Staub has requested Washington officials for permis-
>sjn to film the highlights of the United Nations conference at
Wn Francisco, April 25. Staub hopes to be able to use this
rlterial for one of his Screen Snapshots series.

M Ted Donaldson, first sepn importantly as the little boy in
nee Upon A Time," is back on the Columbia lot again to star

H a film tentatively called "Rusty." The story is the ever-potent
We of a boy and his dog. Leonard Picker will produce and
{jorge Sherman will direct.

J Lee Bowman draws the assignment of male lead opposite
flsalind Russell in "Some Call It Love." Producer Van Upp has
t lis far completed 40 pages of the script.

II Marjorie Reynolds has been borrowed from Paramount to do
tj lead in "Song of Broadway," a musical slated for early pro-
ton- Marguerite Chapman, a Columbia player, was originally
Bted for the role but retakes and added scenes on "Counter-
ack" prohibited her going into. it.

"The Walls Came Tumbling Down," current mystery best-
er has been purchased for early production by Producer Al-
t J. Cohen, who recently came to this lot from Republic. The

c>k is to be re-printed in the pocket book edition with a first
Pnting of 150,000 copies.

Bob Haymes, Leslie Brooks and Jeff Donnell, all got contract
r.ewals at the studio this week.

s JE
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1

Alexander, who has just completed her role as
= riey Temples mother in "Kiss and Tell," heads back to New*rk for a legitimate play.

"The Gay Senorita," Columbia's south-of-the-border musical

XpH„
S6Ve" tUnes and a considerable aggregation of Latin-

TZl!

can
T
entertainers; among them: Corinna Mura, singer and

i
™.

ta
'
Antoni» and Lasita Trianas, and Lola Montez

ln« k ? Maria >- Jinx Falkenburg, Steve Cochran and Jiminon head the cast.

Ll*
1

Alu
nCWly comPlete <i arrangement between Columbia and

:

i

Abbott and Jack Moss for the production of "Snafu,"

i n?* II
putting up 40 per cent and bank money will provide

' aVT"^
Per C6nt f0r the financing of the film version. MossAObott will produce independently for Columbia release insame setup which was used in the production of "Kiss and

Commander Milton Bren, former MGM producer, is start-work on the film production of "Tars and Spars," the Coastu snow that has been touring the country. Victor Mature,
• starred in the stage version, will not appear in the film.

Film rights to the novel, "Son of Robin Hood," by Paul A.

Castleton, have been purchased by Columbia and the story will

be made into a Technicolor picture under the title of "The Bandit

of Sherwood Forest."

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Musical Director Lennie Hayton has started scoring on the

long-in-production "Ziegfeld Follies." The picture has over 20
separate musical numbers ranging from operatic melodies to the
Fred Astaire tune, "If Swing Goes, I Go Too."

After all the rumors that flew around filmdom for a while
about what Mickey Rooney was going to do after the war as an
independent producer, the dust was firmly settled by the an-
nouncement of a new pact for Rooney with MGM. The contract
provides for seven yearly options, the first to be exercised after
his discharge from the armed forces.

Producer Pan Berman is back on the lot after a leave of six

months. He plans to begin production within a short time. The
last Berman effort was "Picture of Dorian Gray."

The next Abbott and Costello picture is slated to roll early in

April and is presently titled "Abbott and Costello in Hollywood."
S. Sylvan Simon, who has just been signed to a new directorial

contract, will direct. Frances Rafferty, Bob Haymes (borrowed
from Columbia) and Jean Porter are also cast.

The release of MGM's "Picture of Dorian Gray" has resulted
in a new demand for the Oscar Wilde book. An extra 100,000

copies have already been ordered to meet the demand until the
photoplay edition with stills from the film is ready. Seven New
York publishers are reported preparing reprints.

Little Jackie Jenkins officially has been given the name of
"Butch" which has been his nickname since he was old enough
to walk. His next two pictures will be "Boy's Ranch" and "Army
Brat."

Robert Montgomery, now making "They Were Expendable,"
has been made a full Commander by the Navy Department. The
new promotion becomes effective when he returns to active service.

E. J. Mannix, Metro executive, was named president of the
Producers Association, succeeding Y. Frank Freeman of Para-
mount.

"Our Vines Have Tender Grapes" goes back to its original
title without any serious loss to pre-production publicity. All they
did was put it back to "For Our Vines Have Tender Grapes."
The title is based on a line from the "Song of Songs Which Is

Solomon's."

MGM is thus far the high bidder on screen rights for "The
Stars and Stripes," the story based on the official Army daily

publication.

The company plans to star Greer Garson in "Great Tempta-
tion" based on Leonard Frank's novel, "Carl and Anna." The
story, dealing with a romantic triangle, will be produced by Ar-
thur Hornblow, Jr. Casey Robinson is writing the screen play.

MONOGRAM
Five pictures are scheduled for March production beginning

with "Sunbonnet Sue," a Scott R. Dunlap production co-starring

Phil Regan and Gale Storm. Also to go are: "Here Comes
Trouble," second in the comedy series featuring Billy Gilbert,

Shemp Howard and Maxie Rosenbloom; "Springtime in Texas,"

western starring Jimmy Wakely; "The Purple Hour," the first

production of Joe Kaufman, and "Under Nevada Skies," another

Johnny Mack Brown-Raymond Hatton western.



Four pictures are set for March release with the biggest fuss
being made about "Dillinger." "Fashion Model," with Robert
Lowery, Marjorie Weaver and Tim Ryan; "Docks of New York,"
an East Side Kids opus, and "Gun Smoke," a Johnny Mack Brown-
Raymond Hatton western complete the list.

Net consolidated profits after all charges, including provision
for federal income and excess profit taxes for the six-month period
ending December 30, 1944, amounted to $67,842.29, according to a
report filed early this week. Domestic film sales for this period
show an increase of 43 per cent over 1943.

Monogram has just completed dubbing "Law of the Valley"
(Brown-Hatton) in Spanish. This is the first western to be so
dubbed by the studio.

Monogram and PRC are combining their efforts on a govern-
ment short subject. Phil Karlstein, Monogram producer, will
handle the chore, but the two companies will share in the dis-
tribution expense.

PRC
Five feature productions and two westerns are set for March

production at this studio. Three of these go on the 1944-45 sched-

ule and two are listed for 1945-46 program.

Those on the current season's roster include "Arson Squad,"
formerly titled "Fire Patrol," an Alexander-Stern production star-

ring David O'Brien; "White Gorilla," a Sigmund Neufeld produc-
tion, and "Murder in Spades," to be produced by Harry Gourfain.
The two on next year's program are an untitled special by Roth,
Green and Rouse, and "Two Tickets to Heaven," Jack Grant's
first as a PRC producer. Tex Ritter and Dave O'Brien have two
westerns in the Texas Ranger series to be completed before the

end of the month.

PRC has announced that all press books and exhibitor adver
tising material will be prepared and manufactured on the wesl

coast after April 1.

PARAMOUNT
The entire industry was shocked and grieved by the sudden

death of Mark Sandrich, 44-year-old producer-director at Para-
mount. His contribution to his studio and to the industry was of
such great value that it is bound to be sorely missed. He was
hard at work on arrangements for the Academy Awards and his
own production of Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies," at the time of
his death.

Katina Paxinou, the actress who won an Academy Award last
year and then settled into oblivion, had her option picked up by
the studio despite the fact that they have been unable or un-
willing to cast her during the past year. She is currently being
pencilled in for a top role in an untitled period musical with a
Spanish background.

Abraham Polonsky, who has a considerable reputation as a
magazine serial and radio writer, has been signed by Paramount
to a term writing contract. Actually, the young writer was signed
a year ago but checked out to do a job with the Office of Strategic
Services. Polonsky entered Paris two days after its liberation and
worked there for several months for the government. He is now
back at the studio and working on an original screenplay with
Producer Karl Tunberg.

With the final score on all the varied annual polls totalled up
Paramount seems to have walked off with high record among the
"firsts." A total of 55 out of a possible 73 "firsts," gave Para-
mount a big lead. This is exclusive of the Academy Award
ratings.

"Bring On the Girls," the Technicolor musical comedy starring
Eddie Bracken, Veronica Lake and Sonny Tufts, is set as the
Easter picture on Paramount's release schedule. It goes as ofMarch 30. A big full-color advertising campaign is planned forSunday newspaper comic, roto sections and all fan magazines
Nine one-column ads in national magazines and an extensive news-
paper campaign are also scheduled.

Pine-Thomas unit has four pictures completed and four in
preparation, marking the biggest quantity of product this unithas yet accumulated at one time. Unreleased but ready are-
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red " (Robert Lowery-Phyllis Brooks), "One Exciting
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(WUham Gar&an)
>
"Scared Stiff" (Jack Haley-Ann Savage)and Follow That Woman" (William Gargan-Nancy Kelly)

t *!? PreParation are "People Are Funny" (Jack Haley-FrancesLangford-Rudy Vallee), "Roaring Water" (William Gargan-RobertLowery), "No Escape" (Robert Lowery) and "Swamp Fire"(Johnny Weissmuller).
William Russell, dramatic coach at Paramount for the pastsix years has been given his first directorial assignment on "OurHearts Were Growing Up" which has the same quartet of youngpeople featured in "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay "

In addition to Russell's assignment as director, there are sevenother young men who have been built to director status during thepast year. Among them: John Berry, 27-year-old former Mercury
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"°ur Hea^ Were Young and Gay" and
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veteran Assistant Director Hal Walker got first

Tavern"
T° Utopia'" "°ut of This World" and "Duffy s

March 28 is the date set for the opening of Hal B. Wallis'Affairs of Susan' at the Rivoli Theatre in New York. The pic-ture, v.ewed by this column, is a fast-moving, slightly impossiblecomedy that will delight most audiences, particularly The g rls

H
al7 hZSeU a gay Ume in the sort of r°'e a" stressdreams about but seldom gets.
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ormcr|y Director of Dramatics at Occiden-

tal College has been brought in to the talent department underthe superv.s.on of William Meiklejohn, where she will handle someof the development of new players.
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eduled to three weeks of personal appear-ances in New York this summer.

REPUBLIC
The proposed plan of Herbert Yates to work with independent

producers on the lot has been dropped as not suitable to the Yatei

plan for pushing Republic up the ladder. Howard Sheehan,
had supervision over freelance outfits on the lot, has left

studio. All tentative deals with independent producers have beer

cancelled. The only survivor is William Rowland who made "So
for Miss Julie." He has a deal for two more pictures on the sa

basis. James Burkett, Walter Colmes, Sidney Williams and
liam Wilder are all checking out of the setup.

Republic will have eight pictures going before this month
out. Among the new ones scheduled to add to those already ir

work are: "Man from Oklahoma" (Roy Rogers), "Tiger Woman'
(Lorna Gray-Kane Richmond-Adele Mara), "Love, Honor anc.

Goodbye" (Virginia Bruce-John Loder-Victor McLaglen), "Colo
rado Pioneers" (Bill Elliott), "Mexicana" (Tito Guizar-Constanci !

Moore), "Union Pacific Scouts," a Sunset Carson western, an<;

"Down Tahiti Way."
Howard Estabrook, Academy Award winning scenarist, ha J

been signed to script the forthcoming big-budget "Dakota" whicl>

Joseph Kane will direct and produce.

Ann Dvorak, who co-starred with Joseph Schildkraut anj
John Wayne in "Flame of the Barbary Coast," has signed a conj
tract at this studio. She will make at least two pictures this year

The studio has taken out blanket and individual insuranci

policies in the amount of $500,000, to cover fire, theft and atmc
pheric damage on about 100 paintings being used in "Scotlan

Yard Investigator."

RKO-RADIO
....Six new features scheduled to go or already working durir

the month of March, are: "The Bells of St. Mary's," "Bar i|

Music," "Radio Stars On Parade," "Ding Dong Williams," "Col

nered" and "Chicago Lulu."

Ten features are presently in RKO cutting rooms, seven beirj

edited and three being cut for daily rushes. Editing are: "Tho
Endearing Young Charms" (Robert Young-Laraine Day), "Johni

Angel" (George Raft), "Mama Loves Papa" (Leon Errol-Elizabe i

Risdon), "The Falcon in San Francisco" (Tom Conway), "The II

visible Army" (John Wayne), "First Man in Tokyo" (Tom Ne.\

Barbara Hale) and "The Most Dangerous Game" (John Lode :

Ruth Donnelly and Henry Travers have been given imports

|

character roles in "The Bells of St. Mary's," the Rainbow Pi;

duction which Leo McCarey is producing and directing and whi

stars Bing Crosby and Ingrid Bergman.

"The Amorous Ghost" is the new title on the film forme
known as "Man Alive."

The studio now has a stock contract list totalling 54 play,

which is the largest such list the company has ever carritl

Approximately 20 percent of the list has had its initiation in fi|

roles.

INTERNATIONAL
The advertising budget on "It's A Pleasure," the Sonja He?

Technicolor picture, has been upped by $10,000, according to Ifl

Spitz, director of the board for International Pictures. The 8(1
tional allotment will be spent on newspaper coverage on the jp
ture which has a national release at Easter time.

March, April and May loom as busy months according to \pi

liam Goetz' plans for his company. "Tomorrow Is Forever" sp
ring Claudette Colbert, Orson Welles and George Brent, is alreH
going; "Countess of Monte Cristo," the next Henie picture, Hi
go within the month. Ready for release are "Along Came Jonf
the Gary Cooper production, and "It's A Pleasure," as statl

Loretta Young has been loaned to Producer Ben Bogeaus»i
the stellar role in "Here Comes Lona Henry." Stuart Hei r.

International director, has also been loaned to direct the fllnW

the request of the star.
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20th CENTURY-FOX
Because of the reception by the public of "The Fighting Lady,"

IJarryl F. Zanuck has announced plans for two major films both

pased entirely on fact to be made into factual dramas.

Louis de Rochemont has been assigned production duties on
'Now It Can Be Told," the first story of the FBI's counter espion-

age activities, and "Boomerang" from the story by William Cham-
bliss which is a narrative of civilian adaptation to naval warfare.

It is planned to use box-office personalities in the key roles but

f.hey will be handled as if they were unknowns selected to tell the

ptory of the piece in a factual and unaffected fashion.

Eighteen directors are currently working on this studio's busy
production schedule. In addition to the films already going, the

following are being prepared for early starts: "Fallen Angel"
'Anne Baxter-Linda Darnell), to be directed by Otto Preminger;
>"Victor Hugo," with John Brahm directing; "Leave Her to Hea-
/en," John Stahl directing; "High School Heroes," for James Tin-
ing, and "Command to Embezzle," assigned to Louis King.

I
Another indication of the busy schedule ahead for 20th Cen-

|Ury-Fox is in the fact that 45 stories are in preparation under
Ihe guidance of 16 producers. Darryl F. Zanuck is preparing
[One World;" William Pearlberg has "Cameo Kirby," "Jean Val-
ean," "Bandwagon," "Forever Amber," "Claudia and David," and

;'Another Claudia," on his list; George Jessel names "Kitten on
he Keys," "Two Arabian Nights," and "Late Date;" Ernst
Lubitsch is working on "Typhoon" and "Cluny Brown;" Otto
Preminger has "Fallen Angel," "Centennial Summer," "Romance
with Music," and "The Gift of the Magi;" Louis Lighton is hand-
ling "Anna and the King of Siam," and "Down to the Sea in

;hips;" William LeBaron is preparing "Riocabana," "Bird of
Paradise," and "Shocking Miss Pilgrim;" Lamar Trotti is ready-
Big "Victor Hugo" and "Razor's Edge," both to be sold as specials;

JVilliam Bacher has "The Gay Illiterate" and "Leave Her to

keaven;" Andre Daven will produce "Our Moment Is Swift" and
'Red Quarter;" Walter Morosco is planning "Enchanted Voyage,"
Maggie," "Command to Embezzle," "The First Year," and "The
kittle Horse;" Gregory Ratoff has "Music in the Air;" Irving Starr
is planning "The Rebirth of Flower McCoy," and "No Place Like
Home;" William Gerard will produce "High School Heroes," "The
Black Mart," and "Angel in White;" Ben Silvey will handle "The
Ipider;" Aubrey Schenck is preparing "Shock" and "Johnny Comes
^lying Home."

"High School Hero" is the new name for "The Jungle
larines."

In a suit against Harry M. Popkin for $10,000 damages. Realtor
lerman Sims charged that 20th-Fox and Fox West Coast Theatres
ised their influence to halt the sale of two local theatres to Joe
Jlumenfeld, a San Francisco operator. It is asserted that Popkin
efused to conclude the deal involving $110,000 for the two theatres
ecause of inducements and proposals made by the theatre circuit

nd the producing company. Sims is sueing for his fee.

Popkin, who is the producer of "Ten Little Indians," is re-

iasing his product through the agencies of 20th Century-Fox,
lthough originally the picture was set for United Artists release,

'he picture which is already completed has a cast including Barry
fitzgerald, Walter Huston, Louis Hayward, Roland Young, June
)uprez, Sir C. Aubrey Smith, Judith Anderson, Mischa Auer,
lichard Haydn and Queenie Leonard. Rene Clair directed. The
ulk of the advertising budget has been ear-marked for the trade
res/s inasmuch as the story itself has been so well popularized

y magazine serialization, and seven printings of the novel as well
s successful stage presentations throughout the country.

The sale of 42,000 shares of 20th-Fox common, no par value,

vas reported by the SEC recently with Darryl F. Zanuck as the

eller. According to the record, Zanuck retains 130 shares of the
tock.

UNITED ARTISTS
Mary Pickford is the first independent producer to get .the

go ahead" from the War Production Board on raw stock supply,

'he picture, "One Touch of Venus," will be done in Technicolor,

t is hoped that this act will establish a precedent on which other

"•dependent producers can rely in requesting their own supplies

f raw film. Miss Pickford has secured Mainbocher to design the

resses and costumes for the $2,000,000 production of the recent

Jroadway success. Mary Martin will star. Agnes De Mille will

o the dances. Additional music will be done by Kurt Weill with
am Coslow on the lyrics.

Another potential project announced by Mary Pickford is the

emake of "Coquette." She is trying to borrow the services of

hirley Temple from David O. Selznick to play the title role.

Lester Cowan is expanding his publicity department as well
s sales and exploitation divisions. George J. Schaefer has joined
ie production unit as chairman of board in charge of world-wide

sales. The increase is being planned to nandle the releasing of

"Tomorrow the World" and "G. I. Joe," in which Schaefer has
also acquired an interest. The new sales chief was formerly
president of RKO and, earlier, headed UA and Paramount sales.

Edward Small has signed Director Max Nosscck to a term
contract and his first assignment will be "The Return of Monte
Cristo" in which Louis Hayward is set for the title role.

Andrew Stone is set on the production of "Petticoat Lane"
at a reported budget of $900,000. The second picture on his

schedule will be "Sensatlons of 1946" which will have a South
American background.

UNIVERSAL
Five productions are scheduled for March production at this

studio. "Serenade for Murder" (Lois Collier-Jess Barker), "Once
Upon A Dream" (Susanna Foster-Robert Paige-Louise Allbritton),

"Hear That Trumpet Talk" (no final cast set), "Secret Agent X-9,"

a serial suggested by the comic strip of the same name; "Uncle

Harry," the play by Thomas Job, will be produced by Joan Har-
rison with George Sanders, Geraldine Fitzgerald and Ella Raines.

Frank Shaw, who has worked on the Durbin pictures since

1941 has been transferred to work with Producer-Director Frank
Ryan in the preparation of the Pirandello play, "As It Was Be-

fore," in which Merle Oberon and Charles Korvin start next

month. Howard Christie, assistant director on the lot for the past

8 years, will take over for Shaw and work with Felix Jackson in

the Durbin unit.

Howard Deighton is the newly named casting director, suc-

ceeding Robert Spears, who was made a member of the new Ad-
visory Board as executive in charge of players and directors.

Deighton has been working in the studio casting department for

five months; prior to this, he worked with the Hollywood Victory

Committee and USO Camp Shows.

Travis Banton, well-known Hollywood designer, has been
signed to an exclusive contract by the studio. His first assign-

ment will be for Geraldine Fitzgerald on "Uncle Harry" and Merle

Oberon on "As It Was Before."

Peggy Ryan and Lon Chaney have been optioned for another

year by the studio. George Waggner, producer-director, and
Charles Korvin, newcomer, also had their contract options picked
up for another year.

WARNER BROS.
Following as quickly as possible on "Hotel Berlin," which has

received a hangup exploitation program, Warner Brothers are

planning another of its "timely" adventures. This one will be

"The Ghost of Berchtesgaden." Faye Emerson, Helmut Dantine

and Andrea King of the "Hotel Berlin" cast will also be featured
in this.

After the strong protest from exhibitors, the plan to drop the
"Janie" series has been cancelled. Production will resume on the
series with Joan Leslie being given the coveted role that should
do much to establish her career more firmly — that is, if suc-
cessive pictures live up to the appeal of the first. Screen tests as
well as the composite opinions of letterwriters seemed to cinch
the job for Miss Leslie. The next film, now in progress, is "Janie
Gets Married," with Robert Hutton as the romantic lead and
Robert Benchley, both veterans of the first in the series.

The Cutting Department of the studio has six pictures being
readied for release. They include: "The Big Sleep" (Humphrey
Bogart-Lauren Bacall), "Mildred Pierce" (Joan Crawford-Jack
Carson), "San Antonio" (Errol Flynn-Alexis Smith), "Pride of the
Marines" (formerly called "This Love of Ours" — John Garfield-
Eleanor Parker-Dane Clark), "Three Strangers" (Sydney Green-
street-Peter Lorre-Geraldine Fitzgerald), "Too Young To Know"
(Joan Leslie-Dolores Moran-Robert Hutton).

Rosalind Russell has purchased the stage rights to Louise
Randall Pierson's next book, "Why Was I Born?" It may be that
Miss Russell plans a stage play or perhaps she's gotten the pro-
ducer's bug which has suddenly taken Hollywood actresses by
storm — witness Bette Davis, Constance Bennett and Kay Francis.

Carmen Cavallero and his orchestra have arrived at the studio
to work in "The Time, The Place and The Girl," which stars
Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson and Jane Wyman.

"Objective Burma" in promotional booklet form has been
placed on all American Airlines planes as reading material. This
is the first attempt at this particular form of exploitation.

Dennis Morgan is to be starred in "The Hasty Heart." John
Dall, who is to be seen in the Warner production of "The Corn Is
Green," will also have a top role in this film.
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

COLUMBIA
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (35)

Completed ( 9)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

DlH TIM

IN PRODUCTION
Over 21
Rhythm Round-Up

RELEASE CHART
Cut Details

1944-45
Black Arrow (Serial) Scott-Jergens . .

.

Blonde From Brooklyn Haymes-Merrick ..
Blazing the Western Trail Starrett- Matthews

Details under title: Raiders of Ouanti Basin
Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion Morris-Merrick
Both Barrels Blazing Marrett-Harflng . .

Details under title: Texas Rifles

Brenda Starr, Reporter Woodbury-Richmond
Counterattack Muni-Chapman
Cowboy of Lonesome Hirer Starrett-Athens ..
Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke

DttfJb under title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)
Cyclone Prairie Rangers Starrett-Worth .

.

Dancing In Manhattan Brady-Donnell
Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller
Escape In the Fog Wright-Foch
Eve Knew Her Apples Miller-Wright . .

Guy, A Gal and A Pal. A Merrick-Hunter
Fighting. Guardsman, The -. Loder-Louise
I Love A Mystery Bannon-Foch . . .

Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel
Lawless Empire Starrett-Law
Leave It to Blondie Singleton. Lake ..
Let's Go Steady Parrish-Moran
Mark of The Whistler, The (61) Dix-Carter

Details under title: Dormant Account
Meet Mist Bobby Soeki Crosby-Merrick . . .

Missing Juror, The Carter-Banon
Details under title: Tomorrow You Die

Monster and The Ape, The (Serial) Lowery- Mathews ..

Power of The Whistler, The Dix-Carter
Rustlers of the Badlands Starrett - B I iss

Details under title: Renegade Roundup
Return of Dmngo Klf Starrett-Stevens .

Rockin' in the Rockies Hughes-Kirby
Rough Ridln' Jgstleo Starrett- Bates
Hugh, Tough and Ready Morris- Rogers . .

Details under title: Men of the Deep
Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen . .

.

Sagebrush Heroes (54) Starrett- Worth ..

Sergeant Mil* Parks-Bates
Shadows In tho Night Baxter-Foch

Hetalls under title: Crime Doctor's Rendezroos
She's a Sweetheart (69) Frazee-Parks

Details under title: Hello, Mom
Sing Me a Song of Texas Lane-Tomlin ...
Sone tn Rem.mbpr. A (T) (113) Muni-Oberon

Ootalli infer title: At Night We Dream
Surprise in the Night Morris-Foch
Strange Affair, A (78) Joslyn-Keyes
Tahiti Nights O'Brien-Matthews

Details under title: Song of Tahiti
T»n r.ntt a panre Frazee-Lloyd ....
Thousand and One Nights. A Wilde-Keyes
Together Again (100) Dunne-Boyer

Details under title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair

Unwritten Code. The Neal-Savage
Details under title: The Unknown

Youth on Trial r.ollins-Reed ....
Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

.9-4.

.2-19.

. .9-4.

10-13. . .6120.

10-2.

. .9-4.

.6-14.
11-13.

.7-26.

.8-21.

. .9-4.

12-25.
.7-24.

11-27.

.12-11
11-13.

. .2-5
.10-16
11- 13.

10-16.
12-25.

.2-19.

12-25
.7-24

. .1-26. . .6140
. .4-26. .

. .9-21. '.6201. '.

. . . . .

. .2-27. . .6017

..11-9.. .6202

.12-28.. .6038

..1-18. . 6014
. . .4-5. .

. .4-12. .

. . .3-6. .6034. !

;

7.1-25.' '.6024'.'.'.'.'.'.!

. .2-22. .6019

...1-4. .6039
.
.4-19. .

.10-12.. .6028

.11-16.

.

.6040

. 4-20

.4-17.

11-27

.

.3-15.

.

.3-22. .

. 6205

.

.6018

.12-21.
2-1.

. 6203
. 6204

.6-10.

. .5-1.

. .11-9..

.10-19.
. 6033

.8-21 . .12-7. .6032

.9-18.
12-13.

. .2-8.

. . 3-1.
.6221

6-12
..9-4.

. .10-5.
.12-14.

.6016
. 6025

.

.1-22.
11-13.
.7-24.

COMPLETED
1943-44

(72) Lokas-Chrlstlans .

Batnan, The (Serial) Nalsh-Patterson . .

Carolina Blues Kyser-Miller
Detain cider title: Battleship Bluet

Cry of the Werewolf (65) Massen-Crane ...
Dttalli aader title: Bride of the Vampire

Desert Hawk (Serial) Roland-Marls . . .

£?» Sine* Venae Hunter-Savage ...
Details infer title: Beauty for Sale

T'ie Imnatlent Years (91) Arthur-Bowman ..

Kunui City Kitty Davis-Bob Crosby

La-t Horseman, The (54) Hayden-Willls

r •Mil infer title: Selelde Range
leolslina Hayrlfe Caiora-Lano ...
'!'. vtakl* Goes To War (80> Robinson-Donaldson

0 - Mysttrlois Night (65) Morris-Carter ...

Ce'alls infer title: Boston Blackle's Appt Intment with Dei

5-15.

.6-10.

11-15.

".MS.

. .5-15.

.4-3. .

MO.
6-12.

.6003. .12-11

6002. . .2-5

. .6-1.

.7-16.
.9-26.

.7-13..
. .8-3
.9-22.

.5010.

.5120.
.5011.

.5027. . .9-18

.5140

.5002. .10-16

.5012

.5028

.5019
.5007 9-4

.5033. .11-13

Robin Hoof of the Range (57) Starrett-Harrls . . .

Details infer title: Hall to tho Rangers

Secret Command (80) I'Brien-Landls

Details infer title: Pllebuek

She's a Soldier, Too Foch-Brlfges

Details infer title: Soldiers In Slacks

Soul of a Monster (63) Hobart-Macready .

Details under title: Death Walks Alone
Swing In the Saddle Frazee-Summerville

They Live In Fear Kruger-Parrlsh . .

.

Details under title: America's Children

U-8oat Prisoner (65) Bennett-Rolf

.9-21. . .7-29. . .5206

.MO... 7-20... 5008.. 6-26

.3-20. ..6-29... 5040

..6-12... 8-17... 5026...UK

8-31... 5221
|

..3-6... 6-15... 5043

.4-17... 7-25... 5037... 9-lf

M ETRO-COLDW Y N - MAY E R

1944-45 Features Completed (37) In Production (5)

Title—Ronnlng Time

RELEASE CHART
Cast Details

TN PRODUCTION
Dangerous Partners Craig-Hasso

Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson ....
Harvey Girls. The (T) Garland-Hodiak . .

They Were Expendable Montgcmery-Wayne
Yolanda and the Thief (T) Astaire- Bremer

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. NINE
(151)

.

. .3-5.

.2-19.

. 1-22

.

. Donlevy-Richards

Barbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes
Details under title: Gold Town

Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dietrich .

Lost In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello . .

Maisie Goes To Reno (90) Sothern-Hodiak . .

Marriage Is a Private Affair (115) Turner-Hodiak
Mrs. Parklngton (124) Garson-Pidgeon
Naughty Marietta (80) MacDonald-Eddy .

Thi Seventh Cross (111) Tracy-Hasso ....
Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor
Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy ...

Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal ...

Details under title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-Johnson

This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleoson . .

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters . . .

Music for Millions (120) O'Brien- Iturbi

SPECIAL
Meet Mo In St. Louis (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor . . .

Details under title: The Home Front

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter ...

NOT DESIGNATED
Anchors Awelgb (T) Kelly-Sinatra . .

.

Alter Ego Thaxter-Daniels . .

Clock, The C->r!and-Walker . .

Gentle Annie (80) Craig-Reed

Her Highness and the Bellboy Lamarr-Walker

Hidden Eye. The Arnold- Rafferty

Hold High the Torch (T) E. Taylor-Lassie

Our Vines Have Tender Granes O'Brien. Rohlnson .

Picture of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders-Hatfield

Son of Lassie (T) Lawford-Lanehester

Details under title: Women's Army
Thrill of a Romance (T) Inhnsnn-W'lliams .

Twice Blessed Wilde-Cralg

Valley of Decision ''-'rson-i'Mk

Weekend at the Waldorf Turner-Johnson

Without Lnve Traev-Hfph'irn

Zlegfeld Follies (T) Astalre-Ball

1943-44

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble (107) Rooney-Stone ....

Gaslight (114) Beroman-Boyer
Meet the People (100) Ball-Powell

Three Men In White (85) Barrymore-Johnson

Two Girls anf a Sailor (126) Johnson-Allyson

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Bathing Beauty (T) (103) Skelton-Willlams .

Details infer title: Mr. Co-Ef
Cantervllte Ghost. Tho (96) Laughton-O Brlen

ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS

.9-44 502. ...»

.11-29.

. .3-20
Reissue

.12-13.
Reissue.

.10-44.

.12-44.

. .9-44.

.10-44.

.11-44.
.11-44.

. .9-44.
.9-44.

.506....

9

.509. ...9

.504... 8-1

.505.. .14

.507... 9-

.508

.8-21.

.6-26.

. .9-4.

.515.
.8-21.
.5-28.

.516.. 11-

.519. .12-

.514.. 12-

.2-21... 1-45...

.6-26.

B-'l.

R-21. .

12-25.
12-11.
9-)8

10-16.

.
.3-6.

.

.5-29.

12-11.
9-lft.

11-27.

10-31

.

..5-1.

.7-26.

. .8-23.

. .7-12.

12-27

.

.
.9-20.

.
.9-6.

.8-23.

.5-44.

.5-44.

.5-44.

.6-44.

.6-44.

.424...

.425...

.426 ..

.427...

.428...

FILM BULLET H



SPECIAL
Tonlsian Vietory (80) Documentary

KK-1SSUKS
Billy tbe Kit (T) Taylor

gl| Stort, Tat Man Bret. . .

Chrutwai Carol, A Barry mor. ..

Corn. Lin wltk Ma Lanarr- Stewart
Escape Shearer-Taylor
Flight Coenaaa Tailor

So Waat Marx Broi. .

Love Crary Loy-Powall . .

northwest Pusaft (T) Tracy
' <$ Finger. Laft Hand Ley- Douglas ..

RELEASE CHART
Cut Oetalli

MONO C RAM
M4-45 Features

Westerns
(34) Completed (21) In Production (1)

(12) Completed ( 8) In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
IB E COMES TROUBLE
ncdy—Started March 5

Billy Gilbert, Shemp Howard, Maxie Rojenbloom,
Patsy Moran, EmmettMarlin. Carlyle Blackwell. J

I. Stanford Jolley

Director: Lev/ Landers Producers: Sam Katzman-Jack
Story: Not available. See next is«ue.

RELEASE CHART
Tltla—Kenning Tlaa Cart Detail. lei. do.

1944-45
Adventures <" Ki 'tY ODay Parker-Cookson .... 7-24 ... 1-19

Details under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through
*,uU

• Taylor-Lindsay 5-1. .12-22.
*rmy W

J"S Rambeao-Kno^ 8-7... 1-12
Bowery Champ, (62) East Sida Kids .... 6-12 .. 12-29

Details under title: Miggs Meets a Deadline
Chinas Little Devils Carey-Kelly 7-10. .. 3-30
The Cisco Kid Comes Through Renaldo-Lane .... 11-13 .... 2-9

rJ? n . "ST.,"""
CaSC °' ,he Missi "9 «<*"°

cZ * h."
'"" .East Side Kids2 ' ,S Gilbert-Howard ... .8-21. . .12-8Hg1

L. Tierney 10-16... 2-23

Docks' o. New York ZZtT 1-22
*«"• tit!e: Murder ini the Fami.)

00" 6"

Enemy of Women Woods-Dell 11-10
Flam, of the West Brown- Hatton . 2-19. ...

Details under title: Flaming Frontiers

n'.
6
?"

5

V •

V,;. Brown-Hatton . . . .9-18. .
.2-16

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs
Fdiwr Y.iT$ Storm-Smith 8-7... 1-26

Details under tme: They sha „ Ha>(, FaUh
G. I. Honeymoon Storm-Cookson .... 10-2 .... 3-9

r-

n

n„
m0

i'
Brown-Hatton 9-18

In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon . . . 8-21
Muggs Rides Again

East Side Kids 2-5
Details under title: County Fair

Ja<
« .

M
,

a
.

Sk
-

The <66) Toler-Manton 9-18... 1-26
Details under title: Mystery Mansion

law nf the V.lley B-own-Hatton 7-24... 11-4
Fashon Mortel .Weaver- Lowery ... 12-11 ... 3-2

Details under title: The Model Murder
Ravajo Trails Brown-Holt ..... 10-16. ... 1-5

Details under title: The Texas Terror
Starlet Clue. The Toler-Moreland 2-5

Details under title: Radio Mystery
Shadow of Suspicion (68) Weaver-Cookson 6-26 . 12-15

Details under title: Baby Shoes
So" nf the Range Wakely- Moore 9-18. . .12-1

under HHe: Saddle Pals
Stranger from Santa Fe Brown-Hatton 1-22
Ther. r-oes Kelly Moran-McKay .11-27. 2-16

"-tails en'" tit'e: Make Way for Kelly
» Wave. A Wae. A Marina Eilers-Youngman . .5-17. . .11-3
When Strangers Marry Hunter-J agger 5-29 . 11-24

Details ender title: I Married a Stranger

1943-44
Are These Our Parents' Vinson- Talbot 4-17... 7-15

Details under title: Are These Your Parents?
Black Magic TolerDell 5-15 9-9

Details under title: Marder Chamber
Block Bisters (59) East Side Kids 12-27... 9-16
Call of the Jungle Corlo-Bish 4-3... 8-19
Golden Trail. The Brown-Hatton ....12-13
Hanoi. Doesn't Live Hera Any Mora .Slmon-Elllson 12-13 7-8
Land of Outlaws Brown-Hatton 6-12... 9-16

Details under title: Fool's Gold
Law Men (53) Brown-Hatton 1-10.... 5-6
Leave It To the Irish Dunn-McKay 4-3. . .8-26
Marin Trail, Gibson-Steele 5-29... 9-30
•h. What a Night! Lowe-Rambeaa 4-17 9-2

Details under title: Girl Next Door
R»"te Law Brown-Hatton 4-17 7-1
netirn of the Am Man (—) Ligosl-Carradine .10-18. . .6-24
Sonora Stagecoach Sib<on. Steele 2-7... 6-10
Threo of a Kind Gilbert- Howard ... .5-1. . .7-22
u,ah Kid Gibson -Steelo 8-26

Details under title: Trigger Law
Wait of the Rla Grand* Brown-Hatton 5-1 8-5

Gloria
Lynn.

PARAMOUNT

.9-18

is-w

.4-17

1943-44 Features
1944-45 Features

Completed (32)

Completed (37)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

1*8

2-19

Title— Renning Time

IN PRODUCTION
Masquerade in Mexico Lamour-Cordova

Our Hearts Were Growing Up Donievy-Russell 3k,

Wcll-Grcomed Bride. Tho M illand -de H.ivi Hand 2-19

You Came Along CummingsScott

COMPLETED
1943-44

BLOCK NO. SIX
Great Moment (79) McCrea-Field

Details ender title: Triamph Over Pain

Hail the Conquering Hero (101) Bracken- Ra.nes

Henry Aldrich's Little Secret (73) Lydon-Mortimer

Details under title: Henry Aldrlch Rockj the Cradle

I Love a Soldier (105) Goddard-Tufts

Details ender title: When I Come Back

Take It Big (74) Haley- H illiard

SPECIAL
City That Stopped Hitler (58) Russian Documentary

Going my Way (130) Crosby -Stevens

Lady In tho Dark (T) (100) Rogers-Milland .

Story of Dr. Wassel! (T) (140) Cooper-Day

1944-45
BLOCK NO. ONE

Dark Mountain (57) Lowery-Orew ....
National Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather
Our Hearts Were Yoong and Gay (81) . . . Lynn-Russell

Rainbow Island (T) (93) Lamour-Sullivan .

Till We Meet Again (88) Milland-Brltton . .

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd- Young ...

Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine-DeCordov:

Man in Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker ...

Ministry of Fear (84) Milland-Reynolds

One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman
Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks
Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly

Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton
Practically Yours (90) Colbert-MacMurray

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tufts
High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100)

. Ladd-Russell

Uns'en. The (81) McCrea-Russell .

Details under title: Fear

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Cclbert-March

NOT DESIGNATED
A Medal for Benny Lamour-Cordova .

Affairs of Susan, The Fontaine-Brent

Cross My Heart Hutton-Tufts ...

Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Duffy's Tavern nTrdnrr-Revnolds

Follow That Woman Gargan-Kelly
Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lake

Details under title: Good Intentions

One Exeiting Night Gargan-Savage . .

Details under title: Hard to Handle
Ineendiary Blonde (T) Hotton-Cordova

Kitty Goddard-Milland

Lost Weekend, The Mil'and-Wyman .

Love Letters Jones-Cotten

Miss Susie Slagle's Tufts-Lake

Murder. Ho Says HaeMurray-Main
Out of This World Bracken-Lynn
Rhythm Ranch Haley-Hllllard . .

Road to Utopia, The Crosby-Hope-Lamoo
Scared Stiff Haley-Savags ...

Two Years Before the Mast Ladd-Donlevy

Virginian, Tho McCrea-Britton

.4-20 4330. .612

.7-12 4326 .6-12

.5-31 4328

.

.6-12

10-18 4329. 6-1^

*
.6-12

4331. .9-20

.8-23 433... . .3-6

4336 2 21

.7-12 4337

.

.5-1

.4-17 4405. . .9-4

il-29 4403. ..9-4
4404

.

. .9-4

10-18!'.^! . . ! 4401

.

. .9-4

12-13 4402 .
9-4

44C6. 10-30

. .11-1 4407. 10-30

7-26 . .4410 10-30

1-10^ ..... 4409

.

10-30

..7-13 .... 4413. .7-20

.8-21 4412. 12-25

.7-10 4415. 12-25

. .5-15 4411. 12-25

. .2-7 4414. 12-25

.1-10 4416. . .3-5

10-16 4419

.

.3-5

.
.9-4 4418. 3-5

.5-15 . . .
4417. . .3-5

4432. . .9-4

.6-26.

.11-13.

. . .1-8.

.
.10-2.
2-10.

.12-11.

.12-25.

.11-15.

. .6-12.

.10-31.

.10-31.

. .9-18.

...5-1.
. .7-10.

. .11-1.
12-13.

.11-27.

1944-15 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

Completed (22)

Completed ( 9)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
Title— Running Time

COMPLETED
1944-45

.Carradine-Parker

.Kent-Churchill

Neal-Tilton ...

.Ritter-O'Brien

Langford - Talbot

Bluebeard (70)
Castle of Crimes (60)
Crime. Inc. (75)
Dead or Alive

Dixie Jamboree (71)
Details under title: Dixie Steam Boat

Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) Lowe-Joyce ...

Fog Island Atwill-Douglas

The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John
Gangsters of the Frontier (56) Ritter-O'Brien

Great Mike, The (73) Erwin-Henry
Highway To Hell Savage-Beaumont

Details under title: At the Post

His Brother's Ghost Crabbe-St. John

Hollywood and Vine (58) Ellison-McKay
.

I'm From Arkansas (68) Adrian-Sommervill

I Accuse My Parents (68) Hughes-Meeker

The Kid Sister Pryor-Clark ...
Lady Confesses, The Hughes-Beaumont

Details under title: Undercover Girl

Man Who Walked Alone. The (73) O'Brien-Aldrich

Details under title: You Can't Stop Romaice

. . .6-12

. Foreign

.

.11-13.
.10-31.

. .1-22.
.11-13.

. . 1-22

.

.11-10.

.12-22.

.4-15. .

12-29.

. .8-15.

8-21.

. .8-7.

.
.8-7

.10-31.

. . .2-5.

. .2-3.

. .4-25.

.10-31.

. .11-4.

. .2-6. .

.5-16.

.12-11

.1-22

.10-16. . .3-15.
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Marked for Murder O'Brien-Ritter
Oath of Vengeance (58) "'.'.Crabbe-St. John
Tim Phantom „f 42nd Street O'tirien-Aldrich
Rogues Gallery (60) .'.jerks-Warner ..
Spell of Amy Nugent, The (63). Farr-Lindsay ..
Snadows of Death Crabbe-So John

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Strange Illusion (83) Eilers-Lydon
Stranger in the Family, A Bromberg-Jenks
Swing Hostess (76) Tilton-Collins
Town Went Wild, The (77) aartholomew-Hortc
Whispering Skulls Ritter-O'Brien .

Why Girls Leave Home Lane-Leonard
Wild Horse Phantom Crabbe-Si. John

Details under title: Phantom of Wild Valle,

1943-44
Brand of the Devil O'Brien-Newill .

Delinquent Daughters Carlson-Gibson .

Fuzzy Settles Down Crabbe-St. John.
Machine Gun Mama Armida-LaRue . .

Details under title: Mexican Fiesta

Rustler's Hideout Crabbe-St. John

Seven Doors To Death (64) Chandler-Clyde .

Waterfront (64) Carradine-Wrixon

Whsn the Lights Go On Again (74) Lydon-Mitchell .

.554.

.556.

.12-6.

.2-10.

.4-19.

.3-31..10-2.

. .2-5

.6-12. . . .9-8.

8-7. .12-15.
12-29 . ,

. .3-5

.8-21. .10-26.
.

. .5-1. . .7-30.

,

.5-15. . .8 10. .

.5-29. . .7 25.

.4-17. . .8-18.

.

9-2.
.5-29. . . .8-5.

6-10.
.6-26. .10-23

.509. .11-13

..50/. .11-27

.553

.458

.416

.46=;

.421

.166
.417. .11-27

.415. . .6-26

.410. . .10-2

R £P U B L I C
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (38)

Completed (20)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (2)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MAN FROM OKLAHOMA
Western—Started March 5

Cast: Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes, Sons of the Pioneers,
Dale Evans, Roger Pryor.

Director: Frank McDonald Producer: Lou Gra;;
Story: Not available. See next issue.

THE TIGER WOMAN
Mystery—Started March 10
Cast: Kane Richmond, Adele Mara, Cy Kendall.
Director: Phil Ford Producer: Dorrell, Stuart McGowan

COLORADO PIONEERS
Western—Started March 12
Cast: Wild Bill Elliott, Bobby Blake, Alice Fleming.
Director: R. G. Springsteen Producer: Sidney Picker
Story: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time

IN PRODUCTION
gnificent Mr. M, The

COMPLETED
.Schildkraut-Burko

1944-45
. . .Moore-Taylor . .

Randolph-O'Malley

Atlantic City (86) .

Sporting Chance
Details under title: Behind the Ships

Bells of Rosarita Rogers-Evans
Big Bonanza (68) Arlen-Frazee
Big Show-Off (70) Lake-Evans

Details under title: Next Comes Love
Sordprtown Trails Carson-Burnette . .

Brazil (91) ' Bruce-Guizar
Cheyenne Wildcat Elliott-Fleming . .

C., caga Kid (68) Barry-Roberts ...
Code of the Prairie tfurnette-Carson
Daring Holiday. A Horton-Gcorge ...
Desperadoes of Dakota Elliot-Fleming
Farl Carroll's Vanities (8j) O'Keefe-Moore
End of the Road (51) Norris-Storey

Details under title: Man of Mystery
^ees In the Fop. (71) Withers-Kelly

. . .

'Fatal Witness Ankers-Fraser ...

Federal Operator No. 99 Lamont-Talbot
Flame of Barbary Coast . . .

Wayne- Dvorak
Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor
Girls of the Big House Roberts- Powers

Git Along Little Dogies Autry-Burnette

Great Flamarion, The (78) vonS rcheim-Hughes
The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming . .

Grisslys Millions (72) Grey-Kelly
Hitchike to Happiness Pearce-Evans ....
Jealousy Morley-Asther . . .

lobnny March Arlen-Walker
Lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor
Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serlai) Stirling-Bailey ..

Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake ....
Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes . . .

Mv B-rfrtv (fi
r
'i Barry-Roberts . . .

New Faces of 1945 Dowd-Duke .

The Phantom Soeaks Arlen-Roberts
Retirn At P»wn Terry-Roberts

Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey

Si'vr City Kid lane-Stewart
"••alls under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake . . .

Santa Fn Saddlemates Cirson-Stirlinq

Scotland Yard Investigator VonStrohe'm-Bachel

Sheriff of Cimarron C»rson-Stir!ing

Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake ...

Sheriff of Sindown Lane-Stewart . . .

S'nq. Neiohbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown

Song of Miss Julie. The (60) Early-Clark

Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart

. . 2-5

. .9-4. .12-30.

. .9-4. . .1-22.

.5-15. . .8-11..
.6-26. .11-30.
.6-12. . .9-30.
.10-2

6 26. . .10-6.

10-16
...2-5
11- 13

. .7-10. .11-10.

. .8-21. .11-25.

. .1-22
. .2-5
.7-24. . .1-31.

12-25

.
.451
.405. .11-15
.3314

2-19
. . 452

.402 1-8

.404. .11-13

. . .3-5
Reissue. .10-15

10-16. .
.3-24.

.9-18. .
2-15.

. .9-18. . .1-16.

. .9-18

.11-27. . .

.11-27

. .8-21. .12-23.

.12-11

10-16. . .3-18.

. . .3-5

..3-6... 7-2.

.
.6-26. .10-12.

. . .1-8

.10-31

. .1-22

. . .1-8

.4-17... 7-20.

.5-29. . .8-16.

. 2-19
>r 219
12-25. . .2-28.

. .7-24. .12-31.
.5-29. . .11-7.

. .4-17. . .8-12

10-16 . 2-19

.
.4-17. .

.9-15.

.3307
. .412 . .210
3317

. .400. . .1-22

.406.

^482.

. .461.

.3313.

.3316
. .463.

. ."01.

.411.

.462.

.12-23.

.10-2. . .1-26.

.12-25
134-11. .

3-15.

.10-16
.8-21. .12-16.

Details under title: Marshal of Monterey

Swingm' on a Rainbow Taylor-Frazee 1 „?'
Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry • -12-25.

Inree's A Crowd Michael-Gordon ...1W7-
Thoroughbreds .Neal-Mara

Topeka Terror Allan Lane . . .

Tugboat Annie's Son Darwell-Kennedy

Utah Rogers-Evans .

Vampire's Ghost Abbott-Stewart .

torro's Black Whip (Serial) Lewis-Stirling .

1943-44
Black Hills Express (55) Barry-Heath ...

Call of the Rockies Burnette- Carson

Call of the South Seas (59) Lane-Henry . .

Cumin' Round the Mountain Autry-Burnette .

Death Valley Manhunt (55) Elliott-Jeffreys .

Fugitive from Sanora (55) Barry-Merrick .

.

Girl Who Dared Grey-Cookson ...

Haunted Harbor (Serial) Aldridge-Richmond

Lights of Old Santa Fe Rogers-Evans .

Man From Frisco (91) O'Shea-Shirley

Port of 40 Thieves (58) Bachelor-Powers

Ride, Ranger, Ride \ubrey-Burnette

San Fernando Valley (74) Rogers-Evans .

Secret of Scotland Yard (68) Barrier-Bachelor

Song of Nevada (75) Rogers-Evans

Storm Over Lisbon (86) Ralston-Arlen

Oetails under title: Candlelights In Llibon

Strangers In the Night Terry-Grey . .

Details under title: House of Terror

That's My Baby (68) \rlen-Drew . .

Details under title: Anything for a Laugh

Three Little Sisters ...Lee-Terry ...

Tiger Woman (Serial 1298) Sterling-Lewis 2-7..

Tucson Raiders, The (55) Elliott-Hayes 2-21.

Yellow Rose of Texas (69) Rogers-Evans 2-21.

...5-17. .8-15.. ..362..
....4-3. .7-15.. . .356..

3-6. . . .7-7. . .319. "8-21

. Reissue. .7 28.

.

.3305.

.

5-3. .9-25.

.

..375..
361

14-17! '.'.8-5.'.

d ..5-1. .8-26. .

....7-24. -.11-3. . .346. 11-27

. . . 1-24

.

. .7-14. . .318. .5-1:

. .8-13. . .324. .7-2

. . Reissue. . .9-1. . .3306.

.
.5-29. . .9-15. . .345. .10-2

4-3. . .7-26. . .321. .7-10

....4-3. . . .8-5. . . 344

.

.7-10

1-24

.

.10-16. ..323. .9-18

. . .5-29. .9-12. . .326.

5-29. . .9-14. . .328. .10 2

.. 5-15. ..7-31. ..325.
5-27.
.5-24.
.6-24.

.383.
.3311.
. .343.

R K 0 - RADIO
1941-45 Features Completed (37) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tint Cast Details

IN PRODUCTION
Bells of St. Mary's, The Crosby-Bergman

.Lum 'n Abner

.Esmond-Massen

.M offett- Esmond

Invisible Army Wayne-Ann 11-13.

Amorous Ghost, The O'Brien-Drew 2-5.

Details under title: Man Alive

George White's Scandals of 1945 Davis-Haley 2-5.

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Going To Town (69)
Master Race (96)
My Pal, Wolf (75)

Details under title: Pumpkin Shell

None But the Lonely Heart (113) Srant-Wyatt . .

Tall in the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines .

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent
Falcon in Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale
Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rush, The (65) Langford-Brown

Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley ..

Details under title: r.omi- Share My Love

Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire
Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long

NOT DESIGNATED
Along Came Jones (International) Cooper-Young

Belle of the Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Lee . .

.

Brighton Strangler. The Loder-Duprez .

Body Snatcher, The Karloff-Lugosi

Casanova Brown (93) Cooker-Wright

China Sky Scott-Drew

Falcon in San Francisco. Tho Conway-Corday ....2-19.

First Man into Tokyo Neal-Hale 2-19.

Sinn Your Way Home Haley-Jeffries 12-11.

Details under title: Fol'cw Your Heart

It's a Pleasure (T) (90) Henie-O'Shea 8-21.

Johnny Angel Rift-Trevor 12-11.

Mama loves Papa Errol-Risdon 2-19.

Most Dangerous Game. The Loder-Long 2-19.

Princess and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo 5-15.

Spanish Main, The (T) Henreid-O'Hara ...11*97.

Those Endearing Ynung Charms Day-Young 1-22.

Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature

Two O'clock Courage rn"wny- Rutherford * '1

West of The Pecos MHrhum-Hale . .
.10-16.

Woman in the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett ..4-17.

Details under title: Once Off Guard

Wonder Man. T*« (T) Knve-Mayn 7-24

Zornbles on Broadway Rrnwn-Carney 9-18

1943-44
BLOCK NO. SIX

Gilderslreve's Ghost (63) Peary-Martin 11-15.

Youth Runs Wild (65) Granvllle-Smlth ...11-15.
Details itnnVr title: Are These Our Children?

Marine Raiders (90) O'Brlen-Hossey ...12-13..
Night of Adventure (65) !onway-Long 2-7..

Details undT title: One Exciting Night

Sten Lively (88) Sinatra- Murphy 2-7.

Details under title: Manhattan Serenade

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Bride by Mistake (81) Day-Marshal 4-3.

Details under title: That Hunter Girl

Falcon In Mexico (70) Conway-Marls 4-3..

. .5-15 504. .10-

. .5-29. .... 502. 10-

. .5-29 505. .10-

...3-6 501. .10-

.10-

.
.7-24 510. 12-'.

7-24 . 507. 12-1

..5-29.. .. 508. .12-1

. .6-12 506. .10-3

. .7-24 509. .12-1

. .7-24 514. .2-1

.10-16 511. . .2

.10-16 .
.515. .20

...5-1 ... .513. 2 1

.21

. .11-27

. .
.4-3

.'.'.'.'.'.'583. .12-1

.11-13. .... . .3-

. .2-21 . ! .581. . 8

.584... .3-1

.ssi./ioij

. .

.'. 12-ii

582

.

' ib-i
1

.426 .
6-5

.430... 6-1

434....J

.431. ...8
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Fibber and Molly

Shirley-Day ....

Slmon-Kreuger

.
.3-6.

. .4-3.

.
.4-3.

Heavenly Days (71)

Music In Manhattan (80)

Mill. FID (69)

SPECIAL
Coastal Command (61) DteiBttJtwy .

North Star. Tho (105) Buter-Brtnnan

Op In Ami (T) (106) Kaye-Shoro ..

RE-ISSUES
5«ow White and the Seven Dwarfs (T) (80).. Disney Cartoon Feature 492

7-26
451... 11-1

452. . .2-21

20th CENTURY FOX
1944-45 Features Completed (31) In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
AM) THEN THERE WERE NONE
Comedy-Mystery—Started January 21

Cast: Barry Fitzgerald, Walter Huston, Louis Hayward, Roland
Young, June Duprez, Sir C. Aubrey Smith, Judith Ander-

son, Mischa Auer, Richard Haydn, Queenie Leonard.

Director: Rene Clair Producer: Harry M. Popkin

Rtory: Mystery story from the Agatha Christie book detailing the mysterious
death, one by one, of ten people.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rinnlnt Tl»« Cart Details 111. No. Ke»

IN PRODUCTION

.2-19.

Dolly Sisters, The (T) Grable-Payne 2-5.

Dragonwyek Tierney-Eythe

Jinior Miss Garner-Joslyn

State Fair (T) Andrews-Crain . .

Within Theso Walls Mitchell-Anderson

COMPLETED

BLOCK NO. ONE

BLOCK NO. TWO

Sweet and Lowdown (75)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise, The (75)

Details under title: Good Neighboi

In the Meantime, Darling (72)
Details inder title I Married a Soldier

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90)

.

BLOCK NO. FOUR

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier (86)

.

Winged Victory (130)

BLOCK NO. SIX

' Way Ahead, The (115)
Fighting Lady, The (61)

BLOCK NO. SEVEN

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
I Circumstantial Evidence (68)
Thunderhead, Son of Flicka (T) (73)

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77)

I Details under title: MoMy, Bless Her
Swig of Bemadette (156)
Royal Scandal, A

Details under title: Czarina
Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81) . .

NOT DESIGNATED
dell for Adano, A
Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe (T) .

.

Bill Fighters

Captain Eddla

Carribean Mystery

Details under title: First, Last and Always
Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe 12
Don Juan Quill igan Bend i x- B londel I :

Details under title: Two-Faced Qui lligan

N »l> Hill J. Bennett-Raft 8
Where Do We Go From Here? (T) MacMurray-Leslie !

Wilson (T) (153) Hardwicke- Mitchell 11-

1943-44
BLOCK NO. ELEVEN

.Baker- Massow . .

.

Ameche-Andrews
. .4-3.
.2-21.

August. .

August. .

. .501

. .502.

.7-2;.

.10-2

.Dennis-Roosevelt Travel Feat. Sept...
Aniorlta-Miranrfa 11 - 1 S Srnt

. .504.

. .505.
.8-21
.8-21

Bar i -Goodman ...

Laurel-Hardy

'..2-7. 503. .8-21

. .4-3. . October. .
. . 506

.

.9-18

Crain-Latimore . . . .1-10.

.

October. . . .507. .9-18

Woolley-Haver .

.

.
.3-6. October. . .508. 10-16

.Tierney-Andrews . .

Miranda-O'Shca

. . .5-1

. . .5-1
. .Nov..

. . Nov. . .

. .509.

..510.

10-30
11-15

.
Baxter-Winninger ..7-10... Dee..

. .6-26. . .Dec..

. .513.

..512.

12-11

.11-27

Peck-Hardwicke . . .2-7

. .For..

. . Jan.

.

. .514. 12-25
Niven-Huntley ...

.Gov't Documentary

. .Jan..

.

. .511.

. .Jan.. . .515. .1-22

9-4 . Feb 516. .1-22
.McGuire-Dunn ...515 . Feb 517. . .2-5

.O'Shea-Marshall

.McDowell-Foster

.11-13

. .5-15.

. .Mar.. .

. Mar
. .519.

518.

.2-19

. .2-5

Fields-Woolley

.Jones-Price

. Bankacad-Eylhe

.11-13 . .Apr. 522. . .3-5

. .4-5.

.9-18
A rl. .

.Apr..

. .520
.521 .

. .2-7

.523.

.

.Hodiak-Bendix ... .11-13.

Laurel-Hardy

Mac Murray- Bari

.12-11.

.12-11.

Home In Indiana (T) (103).
Ladl« In Washington (61) . .

.

.Foreign July . . .433. .6-12
. 9-20. . .June. . ..429. .5-29
.9-20 July.. ..431. .5-29

...HO... June.. ..430. .5-29
. . .4-19. . .Jont.

.

. .432. .5-29

UNITED ARTISTS
1941-45 Features Completed (32) In Production (3)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van ); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.)

; Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.)

;
Bogeaus

(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);

Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Haklm (L. II.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DUEL IN THE SUN (T)
Drama—Started March 4
Cast: Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cottcn, Gregory Peck, Lionel Barry-

more, Lillian Gish. Scott McKay, Steve Dunhill, Frank
Cordcll, Dan White.

Director: King Vidor Producer: David O. Selznick

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Till*—Running Time Cast

Captain Kidd Laughton-Britton
Young Widow Lup.no-Ha.ward ...

COMPLETED

G.F.D

G.F.D
11-10. . B g. .1211

Crtuby.

.12-8. . Smo.. . .2-19

Ski

. 6-16... L*v.... 5-29

1944-45
Abroad with Two Yanks (80) O'Keefe-Bendix 3-20 8-4 ... Sea
Bedside Manner Hussey-Cirroll 11-27 Stn
Blithe Spirit (T) Cummings-Harrison Foreign G.F.D.
Blood on the Sun Cagney-Sidney .

Brewster's Millions 0'Keele W..I»er
Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Leigh
Colonel Blimp (T) Livesy-Walbrook
Dark Waters (89) Oberon-Tone . .

Delghlfully Dangerou; (93) Powell-Bellamy
Details under title: High Among ihe Star

The Great John L Darnell- McClure
Guest In the House (121) Baxter-Bellamy
What Every Woman Wants Colbert-Ameche

Details under title: Guest Wife
Hairy Ape. The (90) Bendix-Hayward
H-nry V (T) O!ivier-New'.on

Her Man Gilbey Wilding-Ward . .

M^'d Autumn in Your Hand Scott-Field

I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten .

Details under title: Double Ftir'n'igh

It's in the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley
.

Sensations of 1945 ( 86) Powell-Fields ..

Mr. Emmanuel (92) Aylmer-Gynt
Outlaw, The Russell-Huston .

Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields .

Since You Went Away (171) Colbert-Cotten

Sono of the Open Road (89) Berqen-Granville
Spellbound Bergman-Peck

Details under title: House of Dr. Edwardcs

Story of G. I. Joe Meredith

Summer Storm (107) Sanders-Darnell
Details under title: The Moon Their Mistress

This Happy Breed (T) Newton-Johnson

3 Is a Family (81) Ruggles-Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field . . .

2000 Women Robson-Calvert

Walk In the Sun Andrews-Conte .

1943-44
Forty Thieves Boyd-Clyde

Mystery Man (58) Boyd-Correll ...

Details inder title: Tkinderlng Hoots

Wurno-TroMr
(76)) O'Keefe-Reynolds

Voire In the Wind (84) Lederer-Gorlt

Details under title: Stnngt Unit

. .10-31. .

.
.8-21. .

Foreign. . .

. Foreign. .

. . . .5-29.
9-4.

.

. . .7-10 .

. . 2-21

...12-11.

,...1-10.
. . For

.Foreign. .

. .9-18. .

. . . .4-17.

. .1016.

.

. . .12-13.

. Foreign . .

. .
.9-20.

.12-13. .

.7-24...

Rgs.. .
.2-1)

.6-30. . .Stn. . .7-10

1-19. .G.F.D.. . .1-22

Hug

. .8-12. . Szk. . .7-2«

.6-2 Rgs.. . .5-15

Sik

. . .6-26

. . .6-26.

Foreign

.

.11-13..

. .7-15. . .Neb.

G.F.D.

.

.11-23. . .Les.

.12-29. . .Cow.

G.F.D..
Brn.

.

U N I V ER S A L

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Competed (47)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
PILLOW OF DEATH
Mystery—Started March 1

Cast: Lon Chaney, Brenda Joyce, J. Edward Bromberg, Rosalind
Ivan, Clare Blandick, George Cleveland, Bernard Thomas.

Director: Wallace Fox

SERENADE FOR MURDER
Mystery—Started March 8

Cast: Jess Barker, Lois Collier, Fuzzy Knight, George Dolenz,
Ludwig Stossel, Edward S. Brophy, Walter Sands, Donald
MacBride, Billy Newell.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tine Cast Detalli lei.

IN PRODUCTION
Lady On A Train Ourbin-Bellamy 2-5
Men In Her Diary Albritton-Hall 2-19
Night in Paradise <T) Oberon-liey 1-8

COMPLETED
1944-45

Details under title: Swingaroo Sweetheart

Beautiful Cheat Granville- Beery ...11-27..
Details under title: It's Never Too Late

Beyond the Pecos Cameron-Drew . . .7-24. . .2-23
Blonde Ransom Cook-Grey 12-25
Bowery To Broadway (94) Oakie-Montez 5-15... 11-3.

.9083

'.V072'.".'li'-i5

march 19, 1945
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Babes on Swing Street Errol-Vlncent ...
Can't Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paige
cnmax, lhe (86) Karloff-Foster ...
Dead Man's Eyes (64) Chancy-Parker . . .

Easy To Look At Jean-Grant
tnter Arsene Lupin (72) Kaines-Kowin

Details under title: Arsene Lupin
Fairy Tale Murder Jean-Brasselle . . .

The Frozen Ghost Chaney-Ankeri . .

.

Destiny (65) Jean-Curtis
Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey

Gypsy Wildcat (T) (75) Montez-Hall
Here Come the Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello

Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters .,

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattan
Hi, Beautiful O'Driscoll-Beery

Details under title: Be It Ever So Humble
House of Fear Rathbone-Bruce

House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney

Details under title: Devils Brood

I'll Remember April Jean-Grant

Details under title: Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy- Joyce

Jungle Captive Lane-Kruger

Jungle Oueen (Serial) Collier-Quillan . . .

Master Key, The (Serial) Wiley-Moore ...

Merrily We Sing Ryan-Blytb

Merry Monahans, The (91) O'Connor-Ryan

Moonlight and Cactus Anirews-Carrillo .

Mummy's Curse Chaney-Harding

Murder in the Blue Room (61) Cook-Gwynne ..

Mystery of the River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clements .

My Gal Loves Music (T) Crosby-McDonald

Naughty Nineties, The IVbbott-Costello

Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn ...

Old Texas Trail, Tilt Cameron-Knight .

Patrick the Great O'Connor- Ryan ..

Pearl of Death (69) Rathbone-Bruce . .

Penthouse Rhythm Collier-Norrls ...

Raiders of Ghost City Kioort-AtwlTl ...

Rerkless Age (63) lean-Clark

Details under title: Make Way for Love
Riders of Santa Fe Cameron-Knight

Honeymoon Ahead .Jones-McDonald

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

Salome—Where She Danced DeCarlo-Cameron

San Diego, I Love You (83) Hall-Foster

See My Lawyer Olsen 4. Johnson

Senorita from the West Jones-Granville

She Of; Hor Man (74) Davis-Gargan . . .

Sinoino Sheriff (63) Norrls-Knloht . .

Song of the Sarong Garoan- Kelly

S'rango Confession Chaney-Joyce

Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall

Detail* undo- title: Oueen of the Nile

Suspect, The (85) Laughton-Raines

°"<inn Kit. Sist*r Camernn-deWit . .

That's The Spirit Ryan-Oakie ....
Woman in Green Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: Invitation to Death

Under Western Skies (57) O'Driscoll-Beery

Details under title: Musical Round-op

1943-44

Allergic to Love (64) O'Driscoll-Beery

Details under title: Slick Chick

Boss of Boomtown Cameron-Tyler . .

.

Christmas Holiday (92) Durbin-Kelly ...
Bobra Woman (T) (70) Montez-Hall
Don Wlnslow of thi Coast Guard (Serial) . . .Perry-Barrlt

Follow the Boys (122) Raft-McDonald .

Details inder title: Three Cheers for the Boyi

Ghost Catchers. The Olsen & Johnson .

In Society (75) Abbott-Costello .

Invisible Man's Revenge (78) Hall-Ankers

Jongle Woman (60) Acquanetta-Stone

Mummy's Ghost, The (61) Chaney-Aquanetta

.5-29. .10-13. .

.6-12. .12-29.

.

..2-21.. 10-20..

. . .4-3. .11-10.

.

.12-25
. .8-21. .11-24. .

. .10-2

..6-26
.9-18. .12-22. .

. 10-2 . . . 2-23 . .

£024
9071
.9007. .10-16

.9026. .10-30

Pardon My Rhythm (62) Jean-Knowles . .

Scarlet Claw, The (74) Ra:hbone-Bruee

Slightly Terrltlo (61) Rooney-Errol ..

jouth of Dixie (61) Gwynne- Bruce

Details inder title: Passport t. Dakar

This Is the Life (87) 0 Connor- Foster

Trail to Gunslght Oew-Wrlxon ..

Trigger Trail (i8) Cameron-Austin

Twilight On the Prairie Huillan-Austln

.2-21. .5-18. .8032. .5-15

.1-24. .5-26. .8019. .6-12

. .3-6! !6-23! !su.3! .7-24

.5-31. . .6-2. .8012. .6-12

.5-29. .8-18. .8087.

.

.5-15. ..7-7. .8086..

. .4-3. .7-14. .8045..

10-18.
.11-13.

.7-24.

.9-1.

.2-2.

.2-9.
WARNER BROTHERS

.9031

.9013. . .
.1-8

1944-45 Features Completed (31) In Production (2)

.8-21. . .4-13.

.4-27..12-11.

.

..9-18

. .10-2
. .12-11

..5-15

.12-27. . .9-15.

. .9-6.

,

.8-21.

.

. .3-28.

.7-24.

.
.5-1.

.8-21.

.5-29.

.
.5-1.

. .9-9.

.2-16.

.

. .12-1.

10-24.

.9008 9 4

.9022

.9036
.5034. .11-27

.9019. . .9-18

.9780....!!'.

.10-2. . .4-27. .

. .4-17. . .9-29.

. .5-1. . . .3-9. .

. .1-22
.10-31. . .1-12.

. .4-17. . .10-6

11-13. . .4 20.
. .2-19
.6-26. . . .3-2. .

8-21. . .1-19. . .9039 2-5

.2-21. . .7-21. . .8040. . .5-29

.5-26.

.

. .6-30.

..5-12.
..7-6..

. . .5-5.

.6-16. .

. .8-18.

...6-9.

.8085
. 8002 . . . 6-12
.8006. . .5-29

.8681
.8061. . . .4-3

.8015
.8001. . .8-21

.8008. . .6-26
.8018. . .7-24

.8039... 7-24

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running Tim. Cast Detail* Rtl.

Shadow of A Woman King-Prince 2-19

Stolen Life Davis-Ford 2-19

COMPLETED
1943-44

Adventures of Mark Twain (130) March-Smith 7-13... 7-22.

Between Two Worlds (112) ...Garfield-Parker .. .10-18. . .5-20.

Details under title: Oitward Boind

Make Your Own Bed (81) Carson-Wyman ... 12-13. . .6-10.

Mask of Dltnitrios (95) Greenstreet- Loire .12-13 7-1.

Details under title: A Coffin for Dimltrios

Mr. Skefllngton (146) Davis-Rains 10-18. . .8-12.

Shine On Harvest Moon (111) Sheridan-Morgan ...6-28 4-8.

This Is the Army (121) Murphy-Leslie 6 ~2*;
Uncertain Glory (102) Flynn-Lukas 9-6... 4-22.

1944-45

Animal Kingdom Sher'dan-Morgaa ...11-1

Details under title: One More Tomorrow

Arsenic and Old Lace (118) Grant-Lane 11-1,

Big Sleep, The Bogart-Bacall 10-31

Christmas In Connecticut Stanwyck-Morgan ...6-12

Cinderella Jones usIle-Aido 12-13

Conflict Jogart-H„bart 5-17

Corn Is Green. The )avis-Dall 8-21

Conspirators, The (101) lamarr-Henreid 3-6

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan ...10-19.

Details under title: Forty Whacks
Danger Signal mcrson-Scot! 2-19

Dnotloi JeHailllanH-Ltalnt 11-16

Doughgirls, The (102) Sheridan-Carson 3-6

God Is My Co-Pilot organ-Massey . . .
8-21.

Hollywood Canteen (123) *II-Star 6-26

Horn Blows at Midnight, The nny-Smlth 11-15.

Hotel Berlin <ing-Dantine 11-27.

lanle (106) \tynolds-Hutton ...1-10.

Last Ride. The (56) ravis-Parker

Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson ...12-25

My Repitatlon Stanwyck- Brent ...11-29

Nobody Lives Forever larfleld-Fitzgcrald ..9-18

Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown 6-12... 2-10.

Of Human Bondage Henreid-Parker 7-24

Pillar To Post Lupino-Huston 8-21

Rhapsody In Blue eslie-Aldo 7-26

Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson 6-12. .. .3-3.

San Antonio (T)
r lvnn-Smith 10-16

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper-Bergman 3-8

Strangers In Our Midst Sullivan-Dorn 6-12

This Love of Ours GirfieldParker ...11-27

Three Strangers Fitzgerald-Greenstreet 1-22

To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall 2-21... 1-20.

Too Young To Know Leslie-Hutton 2-19

Vsry Thought of Yoo (99) Parker-Morgan 3-6.. 11-11.

.319... 6-:

.313..
.338..
.314... 4-1'

.9-23 403. . .9-1

11-25 407... 9-,

.4-7 414 I
12-31. . . .409. .12-1

V-17!!!!^!!!!!
. .9-2 401.... 8-

.10-7 404. . .9-1

.410. 10-1

.406. .10-3

Check Some FILM BULLETIN Reviews

with your boxoiiice grosses and
yon will find an amazing degree of

ACCURACY
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SUDAN" . . . Another Universal Fantasy in A Blaze of Technicolor

A couple of years ago, someone at Universal con-

cocted a sure-fire formula for the production of

fairy tales in Technicolor and the company and

its customers ever since having been reaping a

harvest (allowance made for the natural law of

diminishing returns) from a succession of these

fantasies. The list includes Arabian Nights, Ali

Baba, White Savage, Cobra Woman and Gypsy

Wildcat. Now coming up is Sudan, with the

usual principals, Maria Montez and Jon Hall, this

time aided and abetted by rising young Turhan

Bey. The yarn deals with the loves and adven-

tures of a Cleopatra-like queen of the Nile and

her two Mark Anthonys. Bey plays the legendary

leader of an escaped slave band, while Hall is a

desert vagabond full of romance and horse-

thievery. The sultry Montez is dressed scantily

enough to make her a most striking subject for

newspaper ads and posters. For fun, there is

huge Andy Devine. The press sheet is replete

with ballyhoo stunts that capitalize the color of

the locale, the romance and the action on the

broad desert. This is purely escapist stuff, boys,

so smear it on thick.



EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"SUDAN"
CREDITS: A Universal Picture. Produced by Paul Malvern. Directed by John Rawlins.

Cast: Maria Montez, Jon Hall. Turban Bey, Andy Devine, George Zucco. Robert Warwick.

Original screenplay by Edmund L. Hartmann.

1. Following the assassination of the Egyptian King of Khem-
mis, his daughter Naila (Maria Montez) ascends to the throne,
convinced by the Royal Chamberlain Horadef (George Zucco) that
the king was murdered by Herua (Turhan Bey) leader of a band
of escaped slaves hiding in far-off mountains.

2. Encouraged by Horadef, Naila determines to avenge her
father's death and sets out for the horse fair at Neherina to lure
Herua. into a trap, unaware that Horadef has arranged with a
slaver to dispose of Naila.

3. Sold into slavery, Naila make3 a spectacular escape to a
desert oasis and is found, unconscious, by Merab (Jon Hall) and
Nebka (Andy Devine) a pair of carefree vagabonds.

4. Detecting the slave's band, Nebka wants to sell the

girl to the first trader, but Marab, attracted by Naila's

beauty, decides to take her to Neherina, where she rides

her stallion to victory in a race for a large purse, beating
out a handsome young merchant, actually Herua in

disguise.

5. The slaver recaptures Naila, overcomes Merab and

Nebka when they try to help her, and is about to execute I

them when the fugitive slave band led by Herua rescues

them in a rousing battle. At the slave's hideout, Naila

persuades Herua to follow her to Khemmis, still believing

he is her father's murderer.

5. Herua and Naila are seized and imprisoned by th'

treacherous Horadef, who proclaims himself King. How
ever, Merab, who had been vying for Naila's love witl

Herua, realizes the queen loves the slave and engineer

Herua's escape.

7. Horadef and his army pursue them, forcing N
lead him to the slave's hideout, where, in a climactic

Horadef is revealed as the true slayer of tha King and

killed. Naila and Herua are left to rule as Queen and
of the finally peaceful kingdom.

ndi



THEY NEVER MISS
A PERFORMANCE!

Please collect+ for them at

every

performance

during the

week of

March 15-21st



THE NEWS DIGEST
( Continued from Page 21

)

"Swinging on a Star," also from "Going My Way," won the origi-

nal song award, and the Frank Butler-Frank Cavett screenplay
was accorded the best of the year.

Ingrid Bergman received the Oscar as best actress of 1944 for
her work in "Gaslight," marking the fourth winner from the
Selznick studio in the history of Academy Awards. Jennifer
Jones, another Selznick player, and last year's winner, made the
presentation to Miss Bergman. Ethel Barrymore received the
award for best supporting actress for "None But the Lonely
Heart."

Darryl F. Zanuck was the recipient of the Irving Thalberg
award for "the most consistent high quality production." Zanuck's
"Wilson" was a contender in virtually all departments. The 20th
Century-Fox Technicolor epic won awards for best original screen
play by Lamar Trotti; color film art direction, color cinematog-
raphy, sound recording, and film editing.

A special award as the outstanding child actress went to little

Margaret O'Brien.

Crosby copped the coveted "happy crockery" from four other
contenders: Fitzgerald, Alexander Knox, Cary Grant and Charles
Boyer. Miss Bergman won out over Barbara Stanwyck, Claudette
Colbert, Bette Davis and Greer Garson.

Other awards included: Art Direction (black-and-white) "Gas-
light," Cedric Gibbons and William Ferrari; Cinematography
(black-and-white) "Laura," Joseph Lashelle; Special Effects,
"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo;" Scoring of a Musical, "Cover Girl"
by Morris Stoloff and Carmen Dragon; Music score of a dramatic
or comedy picture, "Since You Went Away;" Short subjects, one-
reel — "Who's Who in Animal Land" (Paramount); two-reel —- "I
Won't Play" (Warners) and Cartoon — "Mouse Trouble" (M-G-M).

OVER 15,000 PLEDGED FOR RED CROSS
As the industry launched its 1945 Red Cross War Fund Week

on March 15, 15,250 theatres were pledged to participate in the
all-out drive. National campaign director Leon J. Bamberger
announced this figure as topping 1944's participating theatres by
1800 and predicted that the return on theatre collections would
better all previous records.

In New York City, the industry campaign was sparked by a
huge parade and rally with 2000 uniformed Red Cross volunteers,
stage and screen stars, motorized equipment and five service
bands. The event was under the joint sponsorship of the Brook-
lyn Red Cross Chapter and the WAC. N. Peter Rathvon, national
industry chairman, was in the reviewing stand, as were Fred
Schwartz and Samuel Rinzler, state chairmen; Harry Mandel and
S. Barret McCormick, national publicity directors; Oscar A. Doob
and Bamberger.

In a letter to all exchange area exhibitor chairmen and dis-
tributor chairmen, Rathvon urged collections in all theatres, no
matter how small the town, or the theatre. "No exhibitor should
feel ashamed or hesitant about turning in a small collection report
as long as he has done his best," Rathvon declared.

THANK YOU
for your cooperation in the handling of film.

It is working out swell.

NOW SAVE PAPER
This is an important War Effort.

Return posters sent to you in error. Do
not throw them aside.

Return all posters properly marked, labeled
and wrapped. Don't throw them loose in

the lobby.

YOU DO YOUR PART!
WE'LL DO OURS!

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 43 I I

NEW CHECKING SERVICE FORMED
A new national theatre checking service. Confidential Reports,:

Inc., has been formed by five major distribution companies, it

was announced at an industry press luncheon in New York lastl

fortnight. The organization will start operations on April 2 andi

its membership includes Paramount, RKO-Radio, Universal, United)
Artists and Columbia. John J. O'Connor is president pro tern and)

Jack H. Levin, vice-president and general manager.

Organized on a "non-profit" basis, its services will be available!

to all producers and distributors, with branch offices operating in

31 key cities. The checking service will have approximately 5000|

checkers, to be paid at the rate of $5-$7 per day, thus indicating a

daily operating cost for this portion of the business alone as

$30,000. Executive personnel, including branch managers, super-i

visors and district managers, were expected to be selected fromt

outside the industry, generally.

Levin, who will handle physical operation of the new organic
zation, recently resigned his post as manager-director of the Copy-
right Protective Bureau. O'Connor, Universal vice-president, will)

continue in that post as well as being chief executive of the check-l

ing service. Harold L. Groves was named field director, Jules

Willing, personnel director and Harold Saxe, comptroller.

The aim of Confidential Reports, said Levin, was to render
confidential checking reports "with absolute integrity and accur-

acy so as to provide the distributor alike with a sound and ob-

jective basis for the conduct of their business with each otheO
He emphasized the fact that no exchange of information would be|

permitted among the member-companies.
Home offices of the organization will be in the RKO Building,!

New York City.

FLOOD DAMAGE IN OHIO
As flood waters receded in the Ohio Valley area after causing]

widespread damage in sections of Ohio, West Virginia and West-I
ern Pennsylvania, theatremen in the affected areas set aboutl

cleaning up and repairing their damaged showplaces. No requests]

were received at WPB offices in Washington for aid in rebuilding!

or repair to theatres in the flood-swept districts, but OCR spokes-l

men said that they would rush through any applications which'
might come in so that normal schedules could be resumed in the

war-important area. Most of the damage was due to mud and
debris, thus entailing primarily a cleanup and paint job in most
affected theatres which does not require WPB approval.

REPUBLIC, WARNER NET
Republic Pictures showed a net income from film rentals and

royalties for the year ended on Oct. 27, 1944, of $14,555,925.24, ii

was revealed in the annual financial report of Consolidated Filn

Industries, Inc. The figure was included in the annual report oi

Setay Company, Inc., of which Republic is a subsidiary. Net in

come of Consolidated for the year ended on Dec. 31, 1944 was

$561,719.10 compared with a net of $578,338.55 for 1943. This was
exclusive of Setay's and its Republic subsidiaries' income.

Warner Bros, reported a net operating profit of $2,368,565 foi

the quarter ended Nov. 25, 1944. This compares with profit of

$1,981,730 for the corresponding quarter in 1943. Gross income
for the 1944 period was $33,093,321. compared with $34,413,961 foi

the 1943 quarter.

POLLOCK TO BI0W AGENCY
Louis Pollock, who recently resigned his post as director o

advertising and publicity for United Artists, has left for Holly

wood where he will serve as head of the new motion picture de

partment of Biow Company, advertising agency. Pollock wil

headquarter at the West Coast office in the CBS Building, bu'

will spend considerable time in New York on promotion plan;

and final campaign conferences.

RED CROSS

WAR FUND WEEK

MARCH 15-21

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Member Natl Fttm Carriers

260 N. JUNITER ST.
Philadelphia, Pa.

F I LM BULLETIN



THIS IS CAPTURED GERMAN FILM!
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THE WAR DEPARTMENT PRESENTS

THE ENEMY STRIKES
Ten minutes of screentime that will influence our lifetime ! A vital wanv

ing to STOP complacency! America once again relaxes. This message

tells dramatically how our dreams were shattered last December by

the tragedy of the Battle of the Bulge. Newly captured German films

are seen for the first time together with amazing, thrilling footage to

grip audiences and tell them "It's not over yet!" For the sake of our

own dear ones on the battle line you MUST do your part to keep the

home-front fighting too by showing "THE ENEMY STRIKES" now I

Produced by the Army Pictorial Service, Signal Corps

AVAILABLE FREE AT ALL UNIVERSAL PICTURES EXCHANGES

Sponsored by War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway. N Y. C



A SONG TO REMEMBER ... One of Columbia 's

most ambitious productions, this Technicolor ex-
travaganza discloses the stormy career of Frederic
Chopin, immortal Polish composer, played by
Cornel Wilde, his fervent patriotism; his unfortu-
nate romance with author George Sand, portrayed
by Merle Oberon, and his great music. Paul Muni
is seen as Chopin's teacher, who leads him in the
composer's attempt to aid Poland's struggle for
freedom. Stephen Bekassy is seen as Franz Liszt
and the cast includes Nina Foch, George Coul-
ouris, Sig Arno, Howard Freeman and George
Macready. Charles Vidor directed.

irlE SUSPECT. . .Described as an "exciting

surprise hit" by FB reviewer Denley, this Uni-

versal thriller features Charles Laughton as a

mild-mannered London storekeeper with a

mental quirk which forces him to become a

killer. Ella Raines is seen as the woman
Laughton loves and marries after killing his

wife and then a blackmailer, who attempts to

reveal the murder. In important roles are

Dean Harens, Stanley Ridges, Rosalind Ivan



> m 1

THE BIG BONANZA. . .Republic's outdoor ac-

tion drama of post-Civil War days has Richard
Arlen as a two-fisted, two-gun battler accused
by the Army of cowardice, whose arrival at a
lawless Nevada boom-town is the signal for

fuss and furor that ends up with bad man
Robert Livingston losing his grip on the town,
his girl, Jane Frazee, and his gang while Arlen
ends up with lovely Lynne Roberts and a clean
slate. George "Gabby" Hayes provides the
comedy. George Archainbaud directed.
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RKO's racy eye-and-earful

of murder and mirth— with bride,

groom and best-man "wolf" super-

sleuthing the clues and the

cuties at a swank resort where

such things should never happen!

ecby Eddie Sutherland
Screen Play by Howard J. Green,

Stewart Sterling and Parke Levy

KKO
RADIO



"Sure crowd-p leaser!

Fast-paced comedy to

bring a flock of admis-

sions to your boxoffice!"

—Boxoffice

"Hilarious, rollicking and

riotous . . . Small has come

up with another film to make

customers laugh I"

-M.P. Daily

10$

"One of the most hilarious offerings o

season. Fast, furious farce comedy is «
to wow them in all situations!"

"A hilariously funny picture

entire family. Its box office c

should be quite successful."

—Showmen's Trade A

"Edward Small has given Millions a

nifty package of comedy merchandise.

The laughs are healthy and frequent."

—Daily Variety

Same
"Fast-moving, hilarious

. . continual laught

audience drowned out

of the dialogue!"

"Fast, amusing . . . Edward Small seems des-

tined to reap handsome returns with his swiftly-

paced, brightly humorous film."

—Hollywood Reporter

"Packed with

ous situati

gags. Sho

audiences

-The

HELEN WALKER -JUNE HAVOC

EDDIE "ROCHESTER" ANDERSON

GAIL PATRICK • MISCHA AUER

novel by George fiarr McCutcheon

Released-with a Million laughs — ffcn
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UNCLE SAM'S
GLOVES ARE OFF!

Any doubt that might have remained in the minds
of the film lawyers that the United States of America
would not pursue its determined course in the anti-trust

case should have been dispelled by the tone of the

Government's memorandum filed with Federal Judge
Henry W. Goddard last week as a reply to the distribu-

tors defense against a clearance injunction. The 25-

page document was a two-fisted legal attack on the

defendants' position on practically every issue at stake.

Robert Wright and Philip Marcus, who prepared
the reply for the Department of Justice, made it clear

almost at the very outset that the Government was
finished with negotiating a new consent decree on any
such inadequate terms as were proposed by the dis-

tributors to date. The Department's desire to try the

issues in court were expressed in these words:

"The solution of this controversy by consent is, of

course, a matter dependent on the express agreement
of the Government ... The Government has no such

agreement in view and has already rejected a proposed
solution by consent in favor of litigation of the issues."

The Government told the court that it would not

tolerate continuance of the arbitration system estab-

lished under the original consent decree if the de-

fendant distributors were upheld in their contention that

Appeal Board decisions are not to be acknowledged as

proof of violations of the law. The issue of unreason-

able clearance was tossed right into Judge Goddard's
lap with this blunt statement of the Government's
position:

"In 1940 the Government accepted the responsi-

bility for arbitration. . . for a trial period only. It is no

longer willing to do so. The responsibility for the main-

tenance, pending trial, of a provision in this decree ex-

pressly sanctioning run discrimination now rests with the

Court. In view of the Crescent case and the length of

time that may elapse prior to the entry of an appeal-

able order, we respectfully submit that the Court should

not assume that responsibility."

In other, similar sharply worded phrases, the Gov-
ernment's reply exudes confidence in the justice of its

position and an unyielding determination to see the

matter through. It should be evident by now to those

5

, 1 9 4 5

eminent gentlemen of the bar who have led the five

defendant distributors into their present difficult legal

position that it is time to start talking turkey. Either

that, or (better still) the distribution executives should

take the reins back into their own hands.

CONSISTENCY -

THY NAME IS LEO!
During the past two years of product shortage,

with films coming through to theatres in a trickle, ex-

hibitors have been made more conscious than ever of

M-G-M's right to the claim of leadership.

There have been times in the past when we have

found fault with some phases of Metro's production

system. As a matter of fact, several years ago it seem-

ed to us that the company had passed its peak, that

it was on the down-grade and would be supplanted by

another studio on filmdom's pinnacle. But Metro has

undergone a great resurgence and today, again, the

consistency of its product is unmatched in the industry.

This impression is sharply etched upon the obser-

ver's mind by recollection of such films of recent months

as Two Girls and A Sailor, Gaslight, Bathing Beauty,

Dragon Seed, White Cliffs of Dover, Mrs. Parkington,

The Seventh Cross, Meet Me in St. Louis, Thirty Seconds

Over Tokyo, National Velvet and Music for Millions. All

of these boasted the happy combination of good (some

great) entertainment and sock boxoffice values.

That same impression of Metro's preeminence is

solidified by perusal of the array of outstanding films

ready for release in the immediate or near future. They

might as well be listed alphabetically, for there seems

little point in trying to find preferences in this luxuriant

lot: Anchors Aweigh, The Clock, Her Highness and the

Bellboy, Hold High the Torch, Our Vines Have Tender

Grapes, Son of Lassie, Thrill of A Romance, Valley of

Decision, Weekend at the Waldorf, Without Love and

Ziegfeld Follies. For the exhibitor who desires to know

what these titles mean in terms of star names, Techni-

color and such other marquee values, we suggest ex-

amination of the details in the Production & Release

Record of this very issue of Film Bulletin.

Through these troubled war years, when fine en-

tertainment has been so vital to the nation's morale and

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from Preceding Page)

when quality product has been needed so direly by ex-

hibitors to bridge the gap resulting from reduction in

the number of releases, Metro has been a bulwark.

If consistency is a jewel, Leo the Lion has abun-

dant cause to roar louder than ever, for he is rich

indeed.

ALLIED PROTESTS C-R
The suspicion with which independent exhibitors

view the operations of Confidential Reports, Inc., the

new theatre checking organization established by five

major distributors, was given added voice in a recent

bulletin issued by A. F. Myers, general counsel of Allied

States Association. In the issue of March 19 we quoted

some of the correspondence received by Film Bulletin

on this subject, as well as the bulletin of the Indepen-

dent Theatre Owners of Ohio, in which P. J. Wood de-

clared that "boxoffice grosses will be as confidential as

a front page story in the New York Times" under this

new setup. Other exhibitor groups have protested

against C-R.

There is little doubt but that Confidential Reports

is headed for formidable opposition unless it can allay

the understandable fears of exhibitors that their busi-

ness will be bandied about among the five controlling

companies.

In the Allied bulletin, which bears the title "Con-

fidential ( or Collusive? ) Reports, Inc.", Mr. Myers says:

"With all the charges of combination, conspiracy

and oppressive practices hanging over their heads, one

would have expected the major companies to shun any

concerted action in matters affecting the independent

exhibitors.

"Nevertheless Paramount, RKO, Columbia, Univer-

sal and United Artists propose to launch their new ven-

ture on April 2. This will greatly strengthen the ties

that bind those companies in a community of interest.

Before the New York case reaches trial on October 8,

the Government should file a supplemental complaint

showing how the defendants, since entry of the consent

decree, have extended their domination of the inde-

pendent theatres by greatly increasing percentage

playing and by spying on such theatres and learning

their most intimate business secrets.

"Interchange among those five major distributors

— two of which operate theatres in competition with

independent exhibitors — of confidential information

relating to the operation and earnings of independent

theatres would be a plain violation of law.

"We hope that the five sponsors of Confidential

Reports, Inc. will see the wisdom of abandoning their

project. If they persist in their joint undertaking, it

will be eyed with suspicion and will be challenged the

very moment that evidence of collusion appears."

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

The combination of the Midnight Curfew, unusually-

warm weather and Lent gave the majority of Broadway's
first-run houses a sad pre-Easter period until the start of thei

school holiday last week brought throngs to many of the new<

films and grosses are expected to boom for the next few days.

Again leading all others is the Radio City Music Hall which
bounded back to smash business earlier than the other film

palaces by opening a sure-fire program — the annual Easter

stage spectacle and "Without Love" — on March 22nd, on

which day the world's largest theatre chalked up a new at-;

tendance record of 23,930, three thousand more than the pre-

vious figure and the biggest opening day in the 13-year history

of the house. Grosses for the first week were the highest the

Hall has ever done during the Lenten period and, with wait-

ing lines completely encircling the 50-51st Street block, the

house started to open its doors at 7 A. M. during the pro-

gram's second week. The M-G-M feature and a new Spring

revue is expected to continue here through April.

The other pre-Easter big-business-getter was the combina-
tion of "God Is My Co-Pilot" and Cab Calloway and His!

Orchestra on the stage at the Strand which had a terrific*

opening week following a three week run for "Hotel Berlin,"

which started big but tapered off during its final stanza...

Two strong holdover stage-screen attractions, "A Tree Grows
in Brooklyn" and Victor Borge and Joan Edwards in thej

stage show, and "The Picture of Dorian Gray," with Xavier
Cugat and His Orchestra. Lena Home and Robert Walker in

person, have continued to do good business during the pre-i

Easter period and will remain. "Brooklyn" is now in its

fifth week at the Roxy where the grosses held down only,

because the early curfew permits fewer complete shows. The
picture will play a sixth stanza before giving way to "A
Royal Scandal" in mid-April. . ."Dorian Gray" had three tre-'

mendous weeks at the Capitol but, when Robert Walker left

the in-person show, business dropped slightly and the picture-

is now in its fifth and final week before "I'll Be Seeing You"|
starts.

"Practically Yours." with Benny Goodman and His Or-

chestra on the stage, had a strong opening day on March 28th I

following the profitable four-week run of "Bring on the Girls.'
j

The waiting lines outside the theatre will likely increase oveil

the Easter week-end and the entire program will hold unti

I

late April...A first-run of RKO-Radio's "Pan-Americana" had]

a disappointing week at Loew's State, where it grossed lessl

than the third week of "Meet Me in St. Louis," the first timd
in the 20-year history of the theatre that a picture played 2]

days. The State is playing a second run of "A Song to Re-J
member" over Easter... The 45th to 47th Street portion ol]

Times Square is completely Technicolor on both sides oil

Broadway and three of these are RKO releases. In addition
to "Song to Remember." "Belle of the Yukon" has opened all

the Palace and, across the street, "Colonel Blimp" had a galaj
star-studded premiere sponsored by the Society of Illustrator.'!

on March 29th. "The Princess and the Pirate" is now in itil

eighth week at the Astor, "The Three Caballeros" just startet;

its ninth week at the Globe, and "Thunderhead, Son o:j

Flicka," now in its third week at the Victoria, are all con4
tinuing Technicolor pictures. Of the three last named. GoVij
wyn's Bob Hope film held up best during this dull period bu'l

all were expected to bound back during the Easter holiday.
"Colonel Blimp" followed "Mr. Emmanuel's" 12-week run a|

the Gotham — longer than any since the theatre turned t(

first-run films over a year ago while "Belle of the Yukon'l
came in after three profitable weeks for "Murder, My Sweet'l
at the Palace.

The balance of the Broadway first-run houses have beei

in the doldrums but several were pulled out by new attract

tions including the Rivoli, where "The Affairs of Susan'
started off well after a disappointing 18-day popular-price mil
for "The Song of Bernadette" at the same house where il

achieved a 20-week run in 1944... "The Corn Is Green" alsJ

had a good opening day at the Hollywood following an eightj

week run for "Roughly Speaking" which finished to very mill)

business. . "Between Two Women" is attracting hordes ol

Van Johnson-bobby-sox fans to the Criterion where "Keel
Your Powder Dry" played less than three weeks to averagj
grosses. . ."Earl Carroll Vanities" opened March 31st at thj

Republic where "Utah" played to wide, empty spaces for thj

last of its three weeks... The Rialto, the former earlyj

morning-hours horror spot, is most affected by the curfevj

with all its recent films, "Crime Doctor's Courage," "Housl
of Fear" and "Rough. Tough and Ready," doing below averag
for one week each.

FILM BULLET*



PARAMOUNT 1 in Fifth Block ['total 4)

THE AFFAIRS OF SUSAN' DIVERTING COMEDY IS OVERLONG
:ates • • • except in action and rural situations

'aramount (Hal VVallis)

10 minutes

oan Fontaine, George Brent, Walter Abe!,

tennis O'Keefe, Don DeFore, Rita Johnson,

tyron Barr, Mary Field, Francis Pierlot,

,ewis Russell, Vera Marshe, Frank Faylen,

dice Fleming, Warren Hymer, James Mil-

ican, Crane Hitley, Robert Sully,

directed by William A. Seiter.

;
"The Affairs of Susan" is diverting enter-

tainment and — with its name cast — good

ox office where comedies click. Although

lal Wallis' first production for Paramount
ielease is 110 minutes (too long for comedy).

Ihe light and fluffy tale is amusing for the

Inost part and occasionally uproarious dur-

ng its slapstick moments. The story proper,

ivhich shows Susan on the verge of a new
carriage, introduces three distinct flash-

acks which give the picture variety as the

,ieroine's former loves tell of their romantic

lealings with her. Except for a few repeti-

ious sequences, Director William A. Seiter

naintains a fairly-fast pace with the dia-

ogue consistently bright, even semi-spicy in

pots. Headed by Miss Fontaine, who has
me of her very infrequent comedy roles,

he cast is excellent and the entire produc-

tion is filled with clever little touches which

must be seen to be fully enjoyed. The pic-

ture is a natural for the women who will

appreciate the star's striking gown and con-

trasted portrayals far more than the male

patrons, who may find some of it slow-

moving. Playing up the title and the

Academy Award-winning star in a new typa

of role should mean strong business in all

except action spots.

On the eve of his marriage to Joan Fon-

taine, a glamorous stage star, Walter Abei,

an airplane manufacturer, learns that there

have been three other men in her life.

Meeting all three at a cocktail party, Abel

discovers that each has an entirely-different

viewpoint of Miss Fontaine and he arranges

a bachelor supper to find out the truth about

his bride-to-be. George Brent, a Broadway
producer, was the first to meet her when
she was an unspoiled fisherman's niece. In-

trigued by her honesty and fresh, wholesome

charm, Brent married her and starred her

on Broadway but, when he needed a new
backer for his show, Miss Fontaine's truth-

telling spoiled the deal and they quarrelled.

After being freed in Reno, Miss Fontaine

returns to New York as a glamorous person

and a shameless liar who fascinates Don

DeFore, a he-ma^n Westerner who becomes

engaged to her until he learns she was only

planning to get him as an "angel" for

^rent's new show. Miss Fontaine next meets

Dennis O'Keefe, a poet, and for him she

assumes mannish clothes and an intellectual

air in order to persuade him to let Brent

produce a play based on his novel and with

herself as star. She evan gets O'Keefe

drunk with the intention of marrying him

but, at the last moment, her better nature

triumphs. As they listen to the stories, each

man makes a decision to win her for him-

self. But the other three find themselves

out of luck as Brent and Miss Fontaine

realize they should never have been divorced.

Joan Fontaine gives a delightful portrayal

of Susan — an engaging and likeable crea-

ture despite her failings. George Brent is

back in his stride as the hard-boiled pro-

ducer and bewildered husband, while Dennis

O'Keefe is a stand-out in the lesser role of

the poet. Newcomer Don DeFore scores as

the shy Westerner and Walter Abel is well

cast as the stuffy, middle-aged husband-to-

be who loses out in the end. Rita Johnson

has a few strikingly gowned and acid ton-

gued moments as a rival actress.

YORK

20th CENTURY-FOX 1 in Ninth Block (Total 4)

A ROYAL SCANDAL' LUBITSCH FARCE FALLS FLAT
*ates • • + in first-runs; less in subsequents

0th Century-Fox

4 minutes

Tallulah Bankhead, Charles Coburn, Aruie
iaxter, William Eythe, Vincent Price,
rlischa Auer, Sig Raman, Vladimir Sokoloff,
Mikhail Rasumny, Grady Sutton, Don Doug-
'as, Egon Brecher.

directed by Otto Preminger.

' Ernst Lubitsch, whose magical "touch"
pas rarely failed to produce effervescent,
Entertaining farce comedy when the master
limself directed, comes a cropper in "A
=toyal Scandal." Under the heavy hand of
jlirector Otto Preminger, this chapter in the
Amours of Catherine of Russia, has all the
ightness and subtlety of an elephant in a
pansy patch. The principals, led by the
jalented Tallulah Bankhead, are forced to
tick around that old football, intrigue in the
?ourt of the Czarina while she plays with
ier soldier-love. Working desperately to
»ield a crop of laughs, their efforts fall far
short of matching the elaborate production
'alues lavished on the film. The artificial
ind corny tone of the material is painfully
Ipparent in a gag, referring to the goal of
-he Russian people, like "a swine in every
fctable." This is a sad attempt at "high
pomedy," particularly in the light of the
present crisis. A few individual scenes
pmerge as comic highlights, such as when
he young lieutenant receives a promotion
with each succeeding pass he makes at the

Czarina, but on the whole, "A Royal Scan-
dal" is confused satire that doesn't come
off. None of the names have important mar-
quee value and the word-of-mouth will be
no help at the boxofnee. To this reviewer,

"A Royal Scandal" constitutes a royal waste
of money and talent.

With Tallulah Bankhead as Catherine,
whose downfall is being plotted by her gen-
erals while she engages in succeeding rom-
ances, the story begins with the Czarina's
ridding herself of her latest lover just as

the Chancellor (Charles Coburn) is trying
to arrange an alliance with France. A young
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cavalryman. William Eythe, breaks in on
Catherine as she is about to meet the
French Ambassador, Vincent Price, to warn
her of the plot against the throne. Attracted
by the dashing lieutenant, she promotes him
to captain and is ready for her next amour,
not knowing that he is engaged to her lady-
in-waiting, Anne Baxter. His promotion
comes rapidly as he responds to Catherine's
advances, while the generals, led by Sig
Ruman, cultivate his good graces, sensing
that he will make a good tool for their in-
trigue. The Czarina learns of Eythe's en-
gagement to Baxter and sends her away.
At a banquet, the generals contrive Eythe's
meeting with Catherine's previous lover,
Don Douglas, to turn him against the queen,
but, Eythe beats up Douglas and remains
loyal. Catherine, however, berates him for
creating a scandal and when he finds the
edicts he has published to aid Russia in the
trash basket, he joins the generals to con-
summate their plot. The Chancellor, how-
ever, upsets their plans and arrests all those
involved. He then introduces the Czarina
to Price, beginning her next love affair, and
causes her to destroy Eythe's death war-
rant, permitting him to return to Baxter.
Miss Bankhead plays the role of Catherine

with zest, but is stymied by some of the
ridiculous situations. William Eythe makes
a dashing, hot-blooded lieutenant and
Charles Coburn is occasionally amusing as
the wily Chancellor. The rest of the cast
is wasted in roles that are as unimportant
as they are inane.

BARN

BOX OFFICE RATING: •Poor ••Average •••Good ••••Excellent
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"WITHOUT LOVE' TRACY AND HEPBURN SCORE IN GAY ADULT COMEDY
Rates • • • — in all except action and

M-G-M
111 minutes

Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, LuciUe
Ball, Keenan Wynn, Carl Esmond, Patricia
Morison, Felix Bressart, Emily Massey,
Gloria Grahame, George Davis, George
Chandler, Clancy Cooper.
Directed by Harold S. Buequet.

A set of very attractive film players, led

by that winning combination. Spencer Tracy
and Katharine Hepburn, convert a talky
screenplay into highly entertaining adult
comedy. The Philip Barry play, translated
to the screen by Donald" Ogden Stewart,
still retains its wordy quality, but the words
fall into such delightful patterns, parti-
cularly via the expert delivery of the ac-
complished cast, that physical action is
hardly missed. The story about a loveless
marriage-of-convenience and its ultimate
romantic metamorphosis, carries undeniable
appeal to the ladies and there is sufficient

rural houses

accent on comedy to make it attractive to

the male animal, also. Hepburn fans will

find their favorite running the gamut of
emotions from a dowdy, loveless widow
through a gay. frivolous young girl-thing.
Tracy is back in his burly, tender, wise
character that has netted him his greatest
popularity. And Keenan Wynn and Lucille
Ball add immeasurably to the amusement
in a secondary romance that piles up the
laughs whenever they are on screen. "With-
out Love" should meet with deserved suc-
cess in all but action and rural houses.

Scientist Spencer Tracy is invited by the
inebriated Keenan Wynn to spend the night
in his cousin's mansion in war-crowded
Washington, and. under the guise of care-
taker, decides to set up his laboratory in
the cellar. Wynn's cousin. Katharine Hep-
burn, a widow living at her late husband's
farm, allows Tracy to conduct his experi-
ments after a somnambulistic excursion by
Tracy divulges that neither is interested in

love — she. having had the perfect romance
that could never be equalled; he, disillusion-

ed by a Parisian sprite. Since both are

'THE CLOCK' DELIGHTFUL LOVE STORY
Rates • • • generally; less in action spots

M-G-M
90 minutes

Judy Garland, Robert Walker, James Glea-
son, Lucile Gleason, Keenan Wynn, Marshall
Thompson, Ruth Brady.

Directed by Vincente Minnelli.

A love story, pure and simply delightful.
"The Clock" represents another directorial
triumph for Vincente Minnelli, whose "Meet
Me in St. Louis" warmed the hearts of
America. Just as in his previous film, the
director has concentrated on tender, love-
filled, laugh-filled incident rather than nar-
rative and the result verifies Minnelli's mas-
tery of those little real-life caprices that
raise a film above run-of-the-mill Hollywood
product. The story can be told in a single
sentence: a lonely soldier on a two-day pass
meets a girl, they fall in love, marry and
he is off to war. This theme, oft-told in
films, has been endowed with a tone of
freshness and it will be highly enjoyed by
young and old alike. Favorable word-of-
mouth, aided bv the stars' marquee value,
will boost grosses as it plays down the line.

Judy Garland and Robert Walker have
never been better. As the principals in a
small featured cast, they dig their way into

the audience's heart. Maudlin sentiment is

noticeably absent. There are some heart-

tugs and a good quota of laughs, but the

true appeal of the film is that which causes
the onlooker to nudge his neighbor and say.

"Isn't that a fact!" Keenan Wynn, although
only on the screen for a five-minute se-

quence, contributes a gem of a drunk act

that is good for more belly-laughs per min-
ute than this reviewer can remember. James
Gleason's portrayal of a good-natured milk
truck driver stacks up with any he has ever
done — no mean accomplishment, and Lu-
cile Gleason is splendid as his wife. And
with all this, the audience is treated to a
liberal education on the greatest metropolis
in the world. New York City.

As the story opens. Robert Walker is in

New York's Pennsylvania Station for the
first time in his young life, on a forty-eight

hour leave before going overseas. Judy
Garland, a stenographer, on her way to the
apartment she shares with Ruth Brady,
trips over his sprawling leg. loses her heel

interested in science, Hepburn proposes
marriage of convenience, where she can 1

the perfect helpmate, without the romant
entanglements. On their first marital nigl

Tracy's sleepwalking brings him into h
room, after which she nightly locks him
his room. Together they work on his pj
ject. a high-altitude oxygen mask, then

;

to Washington for its test. The mask is

success, but their marriage is endanger*
when Tracy sees the girl who had jilU

him in Paris, incurring Hepburn's jealouj

and, she turns to Carl Esmond for solaa

Tracy, now truly in love with his wife, e

acts a Reno scene that brings them togethJ

Keenan Wynn, as a soused, near-sight^

wolf, makes the most of a hilarious trian

involving Lucille Ball, a wise-crackin
estate agent, and Patricia Morison, an ov

bearing socialite. This young man has
of the most ingratiating comedy style

films and has yet to fall down on a sere

assignment. Harold S. Bucquet's directi

seems limited to allowing the players a fir|

rein.

BAF

and romance is born. They spend the

in Central Park, visit the Zoo and
Museum and she makes a date to meet h
under the clock at the Astor Hotel. W;
by her roommate not to become invol

with a stray soldier. Judy disregards t

advice and by midnight they are deeply

love. They linger in the park, miss the 1.

bus and are given a lift by James Gle

driver of a passing milk truck. They si

into a coffee house and Gleason is knocl

out by a drunk. Keenan Wynn. Walker a

Judy deliver the milk for the groggy Gl

son. have breakfast at his flat and are

fluenced to marry by the happy Gleas<

They are separated in a subway rush a

not "knowing each other's last name or

dress, cannot find each other. As Walkei

about to return to camp, they meet ag

in Pennsylvania Station and after much
Acuity are married, feeling more like str

gers than ever. In a Cathedral, they re]

the marriage vows to each other and
their honeymoon night in a hotel. W
leaves for camp knowing that they

meant for each other.

EADIE WAS A LADY 1 MILDLY ENTERTAINING MUSICAL
Rates • • as dualler

Columbia
«7 minutes
Ann Miller, Joe Besser, William Wright, Jeff
Donnell, Jimmy Little, Marion Martin. Tom
Dugan, Kathleen Howard, Douglas Wood.
George Meeker, Hal Mclntyre and His Or-
chestra.

Directed In Arthur Dreifuss.

Some pleasing songs and the top-flignt
dancing of Ann Miller provide the bright
moments in "Eadie Was a Lady," a mildly
entertaining musical programmer. Com-
pletely lacking in plausibility, the picture is
handicapped by a story which is based on
the ridiculous premise that a society co-ed
could attend a Boston college by day and.
unknown to anyone, do a burlesque turn at
night. Although Miss Miller is unable to
make this two-sided character even faintly
credible, she puts over such lively songs as

"I'm Gonna See My Baby" and " 'Til You
Came Along" and really shines in a produc-
tion number built around the title tune dur-
ing which she dances and displays her love-

ly legs to excellent advantage. A few laughs
are garnered by Joe Besser. former burles-
que comic, who gets in plenty of mugging
and low comedy antics as he jazzes up the
school's Greek Festival. Jeff Donnell makes
an amusing dumb-dora and Marion Martin
is well cast as a blonde burlesque soubrette.
Ann Miller and the popular Hal Mclntyre
Orchestra, coupled with the attractive title,

give this above-average marquee value for
the duals.

Ann Miller, who lives with her aunt in a

palatial Boston estate and attends an ex-

clusive college in the daytime, acts under a
different name in a burlesque show at night.
William Wright, the young burlesque pro-
ducer, arranges for her to do a specialty

and. when Miss Miller is an immediate

the soubrette (Marion Martin) is fired,

when there is danger of her family lear

about her double life. Miss Miller qf
Wright's show and it is forced to

Wright, who is in love with Miss Mil

discovers her real identity and he seeksl

out and persuades her to appear in a prH

show at a smart hotel. When the vindicl

Miss Martin hears of this, she telephones|

police that an indecent performance is

given. During the ensuing raid. Miss

ler's gown catches on the coat-tail of
|

college dean, who is attending the event

_

their photos are emblazoned on the fj

pages. By posing as an authority on

drama, Wright manages to convince

dean that Miss Miller was appearing in

lesque in order to gather material fori

annual college festival and matters

straightened out for all concerned.
LEYENDECKP
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WARNER BROS.

THE CORN IS GREEN' ANOTHER BETTE DAVIS ACTING TRIUMPH
Rates • • • generally

Warner Bros.

114 minutes

Bette Davis, John Dall, Joan Lorring, Nigel
Bruce, Rosalind Ivan, Rhys Williams, Mil-
dred Dunnock, Arthur Shields, Brandon
Hurst, Gwenyth Hughes, Thomas Louden,
Billy Roy, Tony Ellis, Elliott Dare, Robert
Regent, Leslie Vincent, Robert Cherry.

Directed by Irving Rapper.

The strong and moving play in which
Ethel Barrymore gave one of her greatest
stage portrayals, emerges on the screen as
an equally powerful drama with Bette Davis
playing an outstanding character role with
rare distinction. Less showy than her re-
cent parts, the role of the British school-
mistress who elected to stamp out illiteracy
among the youngsters working in the Welsh
coal mines stands as one of Miss Davis'
most effective acting jobs. Very few changes
have been made in the Emlyn Williams plav
which seethes with dramatic undertones
and enlarges on the poverty and ignorance
of the unenlightened Welsh miners in the
1890's. Because the young girl who becomes
involved with the gifted young hero is an

unsympathetic brat and because the film's

lighter moments are few and only mildly
amusing, younger patrons may And it dull

and depressing. However, this is fine adult
fare which builds to a terrific emotional
impact in the climax. Except for a pedes-
trian pace while introducing the various
characters, Irving Rapper's direction de-

serves high praise. The fame of the stage
play will insure excellent grosses in metro-
politan first-runs. Elsewhere, the lure of the

Davis name will bring strong box office

returns.
Coming from London to live in a small

Welsh village, Bette Davis is appalled by
the poverty of the inhabitants who send
their children to work in the mines at ten.

Miss Davis enlists the aid of Rhys Williams
and an idle spinster, Mildred Dunnock, in

her educational program in her own house
to teach the youngsters in the town. One
young miner, John Dall, shows such great
promise that she is spurred on to guide him
and, in two years, he is almost eligible to
apply for a scholarship at Oxford. However,
Dall rebels against her constant driving and,
while he is drunk, he has an affair with
Joan Lorring, worthless young daughter of
Miss Davis' housekeeper. As Dall is about

GOD IS MY CO-PILOT' WILL NEED STRONG SELLING
Rates • • + generally; more in action spots

Warner Bros.

88 minutes

Dennis Morgan, Raymond Massey, Dane
Clark, Alan Hale, Andrea King, John Ridge-
ly, Stanley Ridges, Craig Stevens, Warren
Douglas, Stephen Richards, Charles Smith,
Minor Watson, Richard Loo, Murray Alper,

Directed by Robert Florey.

A faithful screen adaptation of Col. Rob-
ert Lee Scott's autobiographical book, "God
Is My Co-Pilot" is a frequently thrilling
story of the Flying Tigers which will exert
strong appeal to male patrons and to those
not surfeited by similar air-action films. The
production has some magnificent flying com-
bat sequences and several outstanding hu-
man interest touches, but because so much
of this has a familiar ring and the few
romantic flashbacks are entirely incidental

to the main plot, it will need strong selling

to attract the general public. While the title

suggests that the film might have an un-
usual spiritual quality, Director Robert
Florey has confined this element to a few
brief dialogue passages and to Scott's mira-
culous rescue after being shot down and
given up for dead. The popularity of Scott's

widely-read book is a strong selling point,

but generally the grosses will depend on the
drawing power of Dennis Morgan and Ray-
mond Massey. Should be sure-fire for the

action houses.

As a voung bov in Macon, Ga., Robert Lee
Scott (Dennis Morgan) has only one goal

—

to become an airplane pilot and, following
four years at West Point, he goes to Ran-
dolph Field for flight training. Flying mail
planes in all kinds of weather gives Scott
invaluable experience so that, when the Japs

attack Pearl Harbor, he feels his chance

to take the Oxford examination, Miss Lor-

ring brazenly tells Miss Davis that she is

about to become a mother. Miss Davis
bribes her to leave the village and not upset

the boy's plans and it is not until he takes

first place in the scholarship competition,

that Dall learns that Miss Lorring has borne
him an illegitimate son. He decides to

marry her and forget his future education

but Miss Davis finally convinces him that

the girl is only anxious to have the child

taken off her hands. To permit him to grasp

the opportunity to become one ef the na-

tion's great statesmen, Miss Davis offers to

adopt the child. And Dall then departs for

a career at Oxford.
Two newcomers, John Dall, who gives a

forceful and earthy portrayal of the young
miner with great potentialities, and Joan
Lorring, as the brat-like, selfish Bessie, offer

fine support to the star. Nigel Bruce adds

some light touches as the local squire and

Rosalind Ivan is amusing as the reformed
shoplifter who "never could take a liking

to her daughter," the worthless Bessie. Rhys
Williams and Mildred Dunnock re-create the

good acting they did in their original stage

roles.
YORK

has come. Turned down because he is 34,

Scott starts a letter-writing campaign which

finally gets him an assignment to a Flying

Fortress headed for the Far East. Later,

he is attached to the staff of General Chen-

nault (Raymond Massey) and his Flying

Tigers of the A. V. C. A talk with Alan

Hale, a missionary priest, convinces Scott

that it is not his skill alone but, because

God is his co-pilot, that he has survived

many dangerous combat flights. This is

proven when Scott is shot down during a

daring raid on Hong Kong and given up

for dead but is later rescued by grateful

Chinese coolies and brought to safety

through hundreds of miles of enemy terri-

tory. Grounded by the doctor who considers

him too old for further flying, Scott is

broken-hearted until Massey presents him
with a brand new P-40 on the eve of a big

bombing mission.
DENLEY

COLONEL BLIMP' SPLENDID BRITISH FILM MERITS HEAVY CAMPAIGN
Rates • • • in class spots; less elsewhere

United Artiste (G.F.C.)

148 minutes

Roger Livesy, Deborah Kerr, Anton Wal-
brook, David Ward, James McKechnie, Ur-
Directed by Michael Powell and Emeric
Pr<-ssburger.

A splendidly-acted panorama of 40 years
of British Army life, photographed in mag-
nificent Technicolor, "Colonel Blimp" is one
of the finest films to come out of England
but its appeal in America will be mainly
to class audiences. A strong selling cam-
paign to offset its lack of players familiar
to American fans should put it over in se-
lected first-runs, but, because of its length
and British viewpoint, it will not earn the
grosses it deserves in the average naborhood
or action house. Originally titled "The Life
and Death of Colonel Blimp" (which means
nothing to audiences not acquainted with
David Low's cartoons of a stuffy old British
officer), the picture has been slightly cut
from its London showing, but still remains
well over two hours in length. Despite this,

it is always interest-holding with many
gently humorous and even a few hilarious

episodes, as well as several tender and
highly-dramatic moments. Although there

is a little good-natured fun-poking at the
British and some of the Germans are treated
too sympathetically, the performances are
basically true to life. Doing more than any-
thing else to make the story come to life

are the many warm and human qualities in

the character of Clive Candy, the young
British officer (well played by Roger Livesy)
who learns the value of sportsmanship in

the Boer War and, during the present con-
flict, is made to realize that his methods
are antiquated and useless in fighting the
Nazis. The romantic element is exemplified
by three characters, each portrayed by De-
borah Kerr, a lovely and talented young
actress who displays the attributes which
brought Greer Garson to Hollywood after
another typically-British film, "Goodbye,
Mr. Chips." Like that great success, this,

too, should build on favorable comment and
word-of-mouth.
On leave from the Boer War. Roger

Livesy, young British officer, goes to

to trap a German anti-Nazi propagan
and, after a cafe brawl, the German Arm
insists he fight a duel with Anton Walbrool
an Uhlan officer. To avoid internationt

complications, Deborah Kerr, an Englis

governess, becomes the official reason for th

duel and, in the hospital to which officer

are taken, Livesy and Walbrook become ftrr

friends. After Walbrook becomes engage
to Miss Kerr, Livesy realizes that he, t«
was in love with her. In the First Worl
War, Livesy, now a colonel, is old-fashione

in his ideas of warfare. Back in Englanc
he marries a war nurse he met in Franc
and treats Walbrook, now a prisoner, as

friend before the latter is sent back to Gel

many. In the present struggle, Livesy ha

been given the axe because his ideas ar

antiquated, but Walbrook, now a refuge

from Nazidom, persuades him to join th

newly-formed Home Guard. Just before hi

carefully-planned sham battle, Livesy i

taken off guard by a young lieutenant, wh
tells him that, in total war, the army mus
always be ready for a surprise attack

YOR1
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A PREVIEW
OF THE NOVEL
that sold for the Highest Price

ever paid by a Producer!

" previous top-price novel A. J. Cronin's "The Green Vears*

So tremendous that it is the first novel

ever bought for publication by one of

America's leading non-fiction publishers!

Two phenomenal advance printings

totaling 100,000 copies!

Ran serially in condensed form in the

Saturday Evening Post!

Official book publication by Whittle-

sey House, May 14, 1945!

Watch the advertising campaign and
sensational reviews in the book sections

of all newspapers!



SUDAN* ANOTHER UNIVERSAL FANTASY IN COLOR
Rates • • + generally; more in action houses

Universal
76 minutes

Maria Montez, Jon Hall, Turhan Bey, Andy
Devine, George Zucco, Robert Warwick,
Philip Van Zandt, Harry Cording:, George
Lynn, Charles Arnt.
Directed by John Rawlins.

Still another fairy-tale adventure with
vivid Technicolor enhancing the beauty of
its desert backgrounds, lavish settings and
rich costumes, "Sudan" is eye-filling escap-
ist fare. The sixth in Universal's Maria
Montez-Jon Hall adventure series, this also
has the rising young Turhan Bey in a
Valentino-like romantic role to give it added
box office value. Properly sold, this should
do good business in naborhood action houses
where the younger element predominates.
The story is similar to and even more fan-
tastic than the other pictures, there is an
abundance of thrills, including a neck-and-
neck horse race, a desert battle and a man-
made avalanche to satisfy the action fans.
The dialogue is frequently flowery enough

to stir the audience to snickers and the
finale, which has the Queen's legions singing
a rousing song of freedom, resembles an old-
style operetta. Except for the necessary
romantic episodes, Director John Rawlins
has maintained a fast pace throughout and
the 76-minute running time makes it ideal
for dualling purposes.
Maria Montez becomes Queen of Khemmis

after her father's mysterious assassination
which her scheming chamberlain, George
Zucco, convinces her was the work of a
daring band of escaped slaves headed by
Turhan Bey. Intent on avenging her father's
death, Miss Montez dons a disguise and sets
out for Bey's mountain retreat but, en route,
Zucco arranges to have her captured and
sold into slavery. After being branded, she
makes a spectacular escape and is later
found unconscious by Jon Hall and Andy
Devine, a pair of carefree vagabonds. The
two agree to help her and, after winning
a large purse by riding as a boy in a horse
race, she meets a handsome merchant. The
latter, actually Bey, succumbs to her charms
and, when the slaver tries to recapture her,

he helps her escape. In Bey's mountain
stronghold Miss Montez persuades him tcj

return with her to Khemmis. There botH
Bey and Miss Montez are seized by tfl

treacherous Zucco, who proclaims himseffl

King and reveals that it was he who mur-j

dered Miss Montez' father. Hall, realizing

that Bey loves Miss Montez, engineers hia

escape and when Zucco's army starts in purd

suit, they are destroyed when the escapes
slaves thrown down an avalanche of rocka

Maria Montez, garbed in a series of re*

vealing costumes, seems more like a musi-

cal comedy beauty than a Queen of the Nila

and Jon Hall is appropriately handsome and

fearless as the carefree vagabond who lovea

her in vain. However, it is Turhan Bey, in

his most important romantic assignment to

date, who makes the best acting impression
and puts in a strong bid for popularity with]

the ladies. Andy Devine's big bulk ana
gravel voice get more laughs than his clownH
ing and George Zucco is excellent as the!

scheming villain.

DENLEY

UTAH* ROY ROGERS MUSICAL WESTERN FOLLOWS PATTERN
Rates » • m — where star clicks

Republic
78 minutes

Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes, Dale
Evans, Grant Withers, Peggy Stewart, Hal
Taliaferro, Beverly Lloyd, Jack Rutherford,
Vivien Oakland, Emmett Vogan, Jill Brown-
ing, Bob Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers,
Trigger.
Directed by John English.

The successful pattern of the recent Roy
Rogers outdoor musicals has been followed
almost too closely in "Utah" and, as a re-
sult, the songs and comedy far outweigh the
riding and shooting action. Wherever the
Rogers films are popular, this will click big,
although the absence of cowboy thrills will
prove disappointing to avid western fans.
The attractive blonde songstress, Dale
Evans; that amusing old codger, George
"Gabby" Hayes, and Bob Nolan and the
Sons of the Pioneers again support the lik-
able, easy-going star just as they have done
in a half-dozen other films. The story is a

makeshift affair dealing with a musical
comedy star's efforts to sell her Utah ranch
in order to finance a new show and most of
the humor stems from the Chicago show
people's annoyance at western life and cus-
toms. Except for Hayes' portrayal of an
irascible old woman-hater, the comedy is

trite and mildly amusing at best. Best of

the eight songs is the Sons of the Pioneers'
novelty, "Five Little Miles," but "Utah
Trail," warbled by Rogers, and several of
Miss Evans' numbers are pleasing if not of

Hit Parade calibre. The scenic backgrounds
are magnificent and, during the rendition of
the title tune, a succession of Utah's picture
postcard outdoor shots are shown. This may
seem corny but it's always effective. With
Rogers' air show making him known to all

types of movie-goers, this will serve as a
good dualler in naborhood spots.

When Dale Evans, a musical comedy star,

learns that her show is about to close for
lack of cash, she decides to head for Utah
and sell the ranch she has inherited but
never seen. Roy Rogers, who has been

managing her Bar X Ranch, prepares to I

welcome Miss Evans until his friend, Georgej

"Gabby" Hayes, tells him that she intends

to sell it to Grant Withers, a swindling!

cattle-broker. To restrain Miss Evans from

this foolish action, Rogers takes Miss Evanafj

and her show-girl friends to Hayes' run-

down shack and tells them it is the Bar xl
When Withers learns of Rogers' ruse, he I
decides to use it to his advantage and make H
Miss Evans sell out to him at a low priccjB

before she leaves for Chicago. RogersH
learns the truth when Withers starts round-lW

ing up the Bar X cattle and he starts si
fight which lands him in jail. However H
Hayes helps him outwit the sheriff and the;,I
board the same train taking the cattle t< H
the Chicago stockyards. There is anotheiB
fight in the stockyards and when WithersW
crooked methods are exposed, Rogers goe.'B

to the theatre where Miss Evans is rehearsB
ing her new show. After explanations, Mis:H
Evans re-titles her show "Utah" and RogersB
helps her put it over.

YORK

BREWSTER'S MILLIONS' SURE-FIRE COMEDY FOR MASS AUDIENCES
Rates •••__[,! family houses; less in class and action spots

United Artists (Edward Small)
79 minutes

Dennis O'Keefe, Helen Walker, Eddie
"Rochester" Anderson, June Havoc, Mischa
Auer, Gail Patrick, Joe Sawyer, Nana Bry-
ant John Litel, Herbert Rudley, Thurston
Hall, Neil Hamilton, Byron Foulger, Bar-
bara Pepper, Joseph Crehan.
Directed by Allan Dwan.

Blessed with a sure-fire farcical situation
this latest version of George Barr McCut-
cheon's 40-year-old comedy is still able to
convulse modern-day audiences. First a
popular book, then a successful play and
filmed twice before (last time in 1935), the
story of young Brewster's frantic efforts to
spend a million in 60 days in order to inherit
$7,000,000 more may be familiar to many
patrons, but the laughs will come fast and
often during this swift-paced unfolding. Al-
though there is some attempt to bring it up
to date by making Brewster a recently-
discharged Army veteran, the plot generally
follows its accustomed break-neck course as
complications pile up and the characters go
through laugh-provoking antics. At least
most of the gags, as dispensed by Eddie

"Rochester" Anderson, June Havoc and
Mischa Auer, are made-to-order for today's
radio-wise public. With its comics squeezing
every bit of humor out of the tale, this will

draw gales of laughter from mass audiences
(as it did at a New York "sneak" preview)
and make a topnotch dualler.

Honorably discharged after two years in

the Army, Monty Brewster (Dennis O'Keefe)
returns to New York to make plans for his

long-postponed marriage to Helen Walker.
On the eve of the ceremony, O'Keefe is in-

formed that an eccentric uncle has left him
$8,000,000 with the stipulation that he must
spend $1,000,000 and be proven penniless
within 60 days in order to inherit the bal-

ance of the estate. He must also keep the
reasons for the reckless spending a secret

and must enter into no marital entangle-
ments within the 60-day period. Figuring
it will be easy to get rid of a million,

O'Keefe rents a royal hotel suite and an
entire floor of offices and gives his war bud-
dies (Joe Sawyer and Herbert Rudley) and
Miss Walker extravagantly-paid jobs in his

newly-formed Brewster & Co. He also in-

vests in Mischa Auer's flop musical and en-
lists the aid of Gail Patrick, a spendthrift
society girl so that he gleefully finds that

one-third of the money is gone in a week
However, O'Keefe gets in bad with most of

his friends, Miss Walker becomes jealous ol

Miss Patrick and his buddies desperatelj

try to recoup something from his invest-

ments. In a final mad orgy of spending

O'Keefe charts a yacht, takes all his friend

and the cast of the flop musical on a Ion

cruise. When the yacht hits a mine, h<

contracts for a Brazilian tug to tour the

vessel in for $450,000. Back in New York

with his receipts for the squandered million

O'Keefe's buddies arrive with $40,000 thej

have salvaged just before the deadline an
proaches. In a sudden inspiration. O'Keeft

gives the sum to his attorney as an execu

tive fee and he is finally able to explain hii

strange actions to Miss Walker.

As Monty Brewster, Dennis O'Keefe dis

plays unexpected ease and natural comn
sense that stamps him one of the best ligrh

comedians in the business. Eddie "Roches

ter" Anderson's every gesture and utteranci

gets a laugh and Joe Sawyer and Jun

Havoc are both amusing in typical dir

witted roles. Helen Walker is most attrac

tive and capable as the puzzled heroine

while Gail Patrick is lovely in a lesser
YORI-
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

DIVORCEMENT MAIN TRIAL ISSUE

Theatre divorcement will be the principal issue in the Govern-

ment's suit against the "Big 5" when the case comes to trial

October 8th, next, before Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard, it

was revealed in the pre-trial conference held in New York Federal

District Court last Monday.

Assistant Attorney General Robert L. Wright, representing

the Department of Justice, stated that he would back up the

Government's allegation that producer-owned or controlled thea-

tres are illegal by introducing evidence both documentary and
oral at the trial. He indicated that the other phase of the Gov-
ernment's case would be trade practices and that the method in

which the Department conducted its suit would depend largely on
Judge Goddard's acceptance of Arbitration Appeal Board decisions

as evidence. If the court rejected the decisions as evidence,
Wright conceded, then individual witnesses would have to be
heard and the trial would be prolonged considerably.

Although the pre-trial hearing was designed to reach agree-
ments on procedure with an eye to shortening the trial, neither
side made any concessions on either theatre divorcement or clear-

ance during the open conference and no change was indicated
after the principals met with Judge Goddard behind closed doors.
A second pre-trial conference was set by the court for April 10,

although the Judge would not be able to attend, with a subsequent
hearing in May at which Judge Goddard would preside and listen

to any agreements reached.

The court failed to rule on the Government's application for a
temporary injunction to restrain distributors from granting clear-
ance to theatres charging essentially the same admission prices.
Attorneys for the five majors said that they would make no reply
to amicus curiae briefs filed by the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers and the Conference of Independent Exhibitors,
ruling that their arguments were based on "purported statements

|

of facts none of which is supported by any evidence." They de-
clared that "every material assumption of 'fact' including industry
'statistics' is incorrect and is denied."

STRIKE CONTINUES IN THIRD WEEK
It was still a deadlock in the studio strike early last week, as

the stoppage went into its third week, although a basis on which
the Government could intervene was indicated when Conference
|Of Studio Union craftsmen working on Government films under an
exemption specified in the strike order, declaring that they had
been ordered by management to work on commercial films, along
with what they termed "strikebreakers."

Herbert Sorrell, CSU president, called the strike "90 per cent
Won" in a union mass-meeting last Monday and declared that he
|would end the strike if the War Labor Board ordered a hearing
before a "person authorized to enforce any order the board may
make." which the producers would attend and heed. Meanwhile,
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE international president, and Pat Casey,
producers' labor contact, went to New York for conferences with
William Hutcheson, international president of the Carpenters and
Joiners Union, and other labor executives, to ask Hutcheson to
5rder the striking employees back to work. Sorrell, however,
ieclared that the strike would be settled in Hollywood, not in
New York.

Earlier, George W. Taylor, chairman of the National War
Labor Board, ordered an immediate end of the strike in a wire to
Porrell, terming the stoppage "a flagrant disregard of labor's no-
ptnke pledge to the President, and of the procedures established
for the peaceful settlement of labor disputes in time of war."
Borrell's reply blamed the producers' "continued refusal" to com-
ply with the regional WLB ruling according recognition to CSU's
M>cal 1421 and added, "So long as the producers continue to defy
i

:he authority of NLRB, we feel they have no right to ask you to
>rder workers back to work as they have apparently done." He
Maimed that if the NWLB would grant a "full and fair hearing of
he facts," it would hand down a favorable decision.

Major producers' spokesmen said they hoped the WLB's order
tfould be respected and reiterated the producers' pledge of com-
pliance with any decision made by the NLRB.

Walsh, who had earlier threatened to call out projectionists
:hroughout the country, in addition to his union's studio workers,
f the producers recognized Local 1421, retracted this position

upon learning that Sorrell had defied AFL president William

Green's demand that Sorrell "cease and desist from using the

name of AFL in connection with the strike, which I disavow,"

and called for immediate termination of the strike, so that NLRB
could settle the dispute. Upon assurance from the studios that

they would continue production despite the strike, Walsh agreed

to cooperate toward that end.

The Screen Actors Guild, by an "A" member vote of 731 to

10, voted to observe their contract with the producars and to

ignore the picket lines. A-J members of the SAG voted 2,298 to

78 to observe the contract.

The producers contention that they would continue produc-

tion was upheld as more than 26 pictures were in active produc-

tion last week.

RAW STOCK ALLOCATIONS CUT, RESHUFFLED
The industry took another cut in its raw stock allocation for

the second quarter of 1945, this time about six million feet, as the

War Production Board announced the quotas last fortnight. The
new quota was set at 261,000,000 linear feet, but the figure included

a reduction in prints lent to the Army for showing in this country.

Newsreels were scheduled to get an additional 53,000.000 feet, the

same as in the first quarter of 1945.

Allocations for the individual companies were reshuffled, af-

fecting particularly those studios employing independent produc-

tion units. A "bank" or pool of 28,323,720 feet was set aside from

which these independents would draw. United Artists, which is

composed entirely of these units, had no individual allotment at

all in the new setup, its quota, amounting to 16,157,760 feet for the

last quarter, having been turned over entirely to the independents'

bank.

RKO's quota was reduced from the first quarter allocation by

almost five million feet and Paramount took a cut of almost one

million feet, since both of these companies distribute films pro-

duced by independents in addition to their own product. All

other companies received a cut in linear footage.

About five million additional feet of film are being made avail-

able for the second quarter by WPB, and is expected to go into

the independents' bank. The raw stock credit to the companies

from the Army is expected to amount to 50 per cent of the stock

supplied to this source. Half of this will go to the independent

producers and the rest to be divided among the companies, it was
indicated. Allocation for the Office of War Information was in-

creased approximately nine million feet.

Raw stock quotas of individual companies for the second

quarter were: Columbia, 28.130,580 ft.; M-G-M. 39,191.760; Mono-

gram. 7,597.710; Paramount. 27,658,170; PRC. 5.112,990; RKO. 21-

430,710; Republic. 17,082.450; 20th Century-Fox. 29.573.910; Univer-

sal. 25.523.190; Warner Bros., 31,374,810. and Independent Pro-

ducers, 28.323,720.

NEW CHECKING UNIT MEETS OPPOSITION
Confidential Reports. Inc., was viewed with suspicious eye

by independent exhibitor organizations, following announcement

of the formation of the checking organization by five of the major

distributors.

In a bulletin, A. F. Myers, board chairman and general counsel

of Allied States Association, gave notice that Confidential Reports,

Inc., would be challenged as soon as evidence indicating collusion

among the distributors appeared.

"Interchange among those five major distributors — two of

which operate theatres in competition with independent exhibitors
— of confidential information relating to the operation and earn-

ings of independent theatres would be a plain violation "of law,"

the bulletin stated. "The law sanctions the dissemination of in-

formation regarding market conditions based on closed trans-

actions, but it does not countenance interchange of business se-

crets extracted from exhibitors against their will and used as a
means of extorting highej- film rentals."

Condemning the formation of such an organization at this

time. Myers said. "With all the charges of combination, conspir-

(Continued on Page 16)
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(Continued from Page 15)

acy and oppressive practices hanging over their heads, one would
have expected the major companies to shun any concerted action

in matters affecting the independent exhibitors."

Myers suggested that the Government file a supplemental com-
plaint, in view of the formation of the distributor checking or-

ganization, showing how the defendants, since entry of the de-

cree, "have extended their domination of the independent theatres

by greatly increasing percentage playing and by spying on such
theatres and learning their most intimate business secrets."

The bulletin listed five factors which are causing independent
exhibitors to eye the new company "with anxiety": (1) It would
be headed by an executive of one of the participating distributors;

(2) the business manager, Jack Levin, is a former employee of

Copyright Protection Bureau, "which has been charged with un-
fairness toward exhibitors; (3) the company's personnel will be
the joint agents of the Ave participating distributors; (4) In recent
years, the majors "through joint agents have demanded access
to the books and records of exhibitors in certain areas and (5)

the Big Eight, in recent years, has had a "tendency to drop the
'confidential clause' from their license agreements."

Allied of New Jersey and the Indignant Exhibitors Forum,
also voiced criticism of the new checking unit. In a resolution
passed at its regular meeting, the former condemned its formation
and operation on the grounds that it "will facilitate the exchange
of confidential information" concerning independent theatres by
distributors. The resolution called the formation of the checking
company "an extension of the monopolistic practices currently
employed by the major motion picture distributors and will fur-
ther tend to restrict competition within the motion picture in-
dustry" and also that "information gained concerning business
operations of independent theatres would give theatres affiliated

with the distributors an additional advantage" over the in-

dependents.

Copy of New Jersey Allied's resolution was sent to Robert L.
Wright, assistant Attorney General, handling the Government's
prosecution of the anti-trust suit against the major distributors.

A free and moral screen can be a mighty force in post-war

world rehabilitation, Will H. Hays declared in his report to the!

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors annual board meeting.

The MPPDA president said that, despite war pressures and tempt-

ations that might have tended to relax the standards of motion

picture production, the industry's self-regulation code succeeded

in preserving "the canons of sound morality and public decency",

and that "no post-war trend of laxity or license, falsely condoning

itself in the good name of liberty, will weaken our determination

to keep the screen a free medium by keeping it an honest and

respectable one."

Hays warned producers against the dangers inherent in "the

intrusion of self-serving propaganda" in entertainment pictures

and declared that free international interchange of films was vita! I

to world amity. He named "good pictures produced anywhere" as

"ambassadors of good will" that would help establish a "common
bond of sympathy and understanding for cooperation among the I

peoples of the world. They can do much to cement the peace!
which the great powers are now planning."

Praising the industry's many contributions to the war effor'ij

in promoting War Bond sales, raising funds for the Red Cross
j

and other charitable causes, Hays added that through last De
jj

cember, the industry had contributed free to the armed force; [I

overseas, 24,867 prints of feature films and 26,341 prints of short! II

in 16 mm. film.

Hays' report was unanimously approved. He was re-electec
.

president at the meeting and Carl H. Milliken was elected secret
tary; George Borthwick, treasurer, and F. W. Duvall, assistan
treasurer. Joseph I. Breen, designated last December as Vice

'J

President and Director of the Production Code Administrator
continues in that capacity.

Hunt Stromberg Productions was elected a Class A member o{J
the Association and Stromberg was designated as representative

jThe Board of Directors for the new year are: Barney Balabar
j

Nate J. Blumberg, George Borthwick, Jack Cohn, Cecil B. DeMilli I
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arle W. Hammons, E. B. Hatrick, Will H. Hays, Joseph H. Haz-
h, Edward Raftery, N. Peter Rathvon, Hal E. Roach, Nicholas

i. Schenck, Spyros Skouras and Harry M. Warner.

THEATRE PRICE CONTROL KILLED
OPA control of theatre admission prices got the ax as the

anate Banking and Currency Committee turned thumbs down on
rice Administrator Chester A. Bowles' request for price ceilings

k pix admissions. It also rejected OPA control of barber and
tauty shop prices before approving a 12-month extension of the

;PA Act without change.

i Following his initial request for admission price control,

jowles appeared before the Senate Committee to present his

k-guments and virtually all his statements were challenged by
iembers of the Committee. Although he acknowledged that

riginally, he did not favor theatre price control, Bowles changed
jis position after reviewing Bureau of Labor Statistics figures,

ihich, he said, showed a sharp jump in admission levels since

\ay, 1942. However, after questioning by Senators Downey and
;aft, Bowles admitted that he had not reviewed the increase in

fieatre prices since 1937 and could not judge whether they were
jut of line with the general rise in the cost of living. He also

[dmitted that one-third of the rise was attributable to increased

Bowles also stressed the fact that producer profits have gone
b in the case of seven "major motion picture producers, distribu-

prs, and exhibitors," 442.6 per cent in 1943 from the 1936-39 aver-
se. He quoted average annual profits in pre-war years as $31.-
!54,000, or 7.1 per cent of average annual sales of $453,111,000,

pmpared to 1943 profits of $173,539,000, or 23.2 per cent of sales

I $746,740,000.

|
In answer to Downey's suggestion that Bowles might have

misinterpreted the increase by dividing the number of single ad-

missions into the total amount collected and thus arrived at an
erroneous figure because of the greatly increased attendance at

higher-priced first-runs, the Price Administrator contended that

if an exhibitor had not increased his admission prices unduly, he

had nothing to fear from price control. He also pointed to the

"effectively controlled" admissions in Canada and voiced the

opinion that it could be done here "without imposing an undue
administrative burden.

Bowles stressed the fact that he did not aim to roll back
exhibitor's prices, but wanted to prevent them from going any
higher. His remark that film rentals had risen brought a retort

from Senator Tobey that he should really start with the true

cause and attempt to control film rentals. The Price chief had
no reply.

CRACK DOWN ON CURFEW VIOLATOR
Initial action against violation of the midnight curfew by a

motion picture theatre was started last week as War Manpower
Commission officials in Washington recommended to the War
Production Board that drastic action be taken against the Loop
Theatre, Toledo, accused of deliberately ignoring the Byrnes edict.

Determined to make an example of the accused theatre, and
possibly to set a precedent for any future violations, regional
WMC officials have asked distributors to withhold prints from the
Loop Theatre if it insisted upon showing films after midnight.
A procedure may be established in which the WMC and the WPB
would request power companies to discontinue current to violators.

The Loop Theatre, ordinarily open until 3 a. m., has been
continuing its shows until 5 a. m. In line with the recent directive
of the Armed Services, military police were stationed at the house
to enforce the curfew among soldiers.

In New York City, Mayor LaGuardia's extension of the curfew
until 1 a. m. caused some theatres to remain open until that hour,
but they quickly shifted back to the midnight deadline when per-
sonnel of the Armed Forces were required to observe the midnight

(Continued on Page 31)
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS.

'WITHOUT LOVE 1 CRITICS CALL IT WORDY BUT ENTERTAINING
(M-G-M)
"...Pretty largely a linguacious exercise. . .Conversational

drama in which the action chiefly flows on nimble words,

spoken with smooth and saucy savour, and in which feats of

little patter abound. . .Despite its gab and weaknesses in spots,

'Without Love' is really most amusing. And that goes for its

bright particular stars." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...3 Stars... Miss Hepburn floats across the Music Hall screen
with the same lissom grace and blythe charm that distinguished
her performance in the Barry comedy when it played on the
Broadway stage .. .Wife-in-name-only theme is handled in a
broader and more leering fashion on the screen. . .Co-stars com-
plement each other very well." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
"...Great good fun, no matter how far-fetched. . .Stimulates a

lot of laughter on the screen without ever having to pretend

that it is vaguely profound ... Performances are, of course, the

chief attractions, Miss Hepburn is superb... Far better as a
photoplay than as a stage play. It should prove a resounding
hit." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Endowed with a deep-growing, fraternal sort of affection

which lifts the film out of the moonglow class and up to rather

mature and infectious level of modern marital comedy ... Parti-

cularly well-turned screenplay which converts a so-so Broad-
way drama into something film goers will be beaming over

from here to Christmas." McMANUS, PM.
"...Despite a dearth of deep-laid surprises, the picture is dis-

tinctly enjoyable. . .Civilized wit in dialogue that covers with

a fresh veneer .. .Process is accompanied by laughter." WIN-
STEN, N. Y. POST.

GOD IS MY CO-PILOT' ACTIONFUL BUT TRITE
(WARNER BROS.)
"...Rip-roaring film is heavily — and often embarrassingly —
larded with piety... This pious injection of the spiritual in an
otherwise noisy action film is patently ostentatious and results
in a maudlin effect. . .Flashy aerial action and heavy heroics
...Another rather cheaply theatrical war film." CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
".

. .Fuzzy film. . .Shots of aerial warfare are generally exciting,
keep the production from being a slapped-together attraction
...Religious aspects of the original story are fortunately under-
stressed. . .When it is not upstairs, it is about as trite and un-
convincing as any war film." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
".

. .Inner religious conflict expressed in the title is subordinated

much more than it was in the autobiography. That change is

proper to a movie as intent on sheer action as this one is...

Devoted mainly to airplane battles and lots of them. . .Excite-

ment of these battles is the picture's only major aim and on
that basis it must be rated a great success." COOK, N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Trite action routines .. .Some material represents a satura-

tion point and 'God Is My Co-Pilot' uses too much of that stuff

...Religious angle is not very effective .. .Action thriller made
on an 'A' scale in production and cast but otherwise almost
down in the juvenile bracket." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Great deal of action and not much dialogue .. .Some thrill-

ing scenes of dogfights ... Good direction, authentic atmos-
phere." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.

KEEP YOUR POWDER DRY' TAKES A PANNING
(M-G-M)
"...If they do anything to people for maligning the Women's
Army Corps they will certainly do whatever it is to Metro for

'Keep Your Powder Dry' ... Authors must have dashed off the
script on the doorsteps of the studio beauty shop. The situa-
tions and dialogue are of that general atmosphere." CROW-
THER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...W.acs can scarcely be too pleased with the silly salute they
receive in 'Keep Your Powder Dry'. . .Effected with a minimum
of taste or imagination. The script is cluttered with cliches
...Chance of viewing Lana Turner or Laraine Day marching
across a parade ground may be somewhat novel. It is cer-
tainly not entertaining." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Vaunting a Voguish battle cry for women at war, 'Keep
Your Powder Dry' is a chic and sharp-taloned tale about cat-

fighting among the shapely bleachheads of Hollywood ... In be-

tween spats and making up, a certain amount of beguiling in-

formation about the Women's Army Corps is dispensed."
McMANUS, PM.
"...Artificially unreal plot. .. Opening scene, discovering Lana,
face down in bed scales the peak... But this exciting promise
was not subsequently filled, equalled, approached or even re-

membered. A routine service drama was all that came out.

Women don't make it as funny or touching or anything as
men do." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Tale, serviceable before, is a little ridiculous in its latest

version. . .Emphasizes all the sillier aspects of the women in

the Army and makes them look like a lot of little flibbertigib-

bets trying to play soldier. . .Unfortunate that the first picture
about WAC training and activities missed its mark so badly."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

THUNDERHEAD' FLICKA SEQUEL "WORTHY SUCCESSOR' — NEWS
(20TH CENTURY-FOX)
"...Better film than its predecessor. More action, both equine
and human, and less tear-jerking horse sentiment. . .Have made
of the McLaughlin ranch a colorful place to visit for both chil-
dren and adults .Relies on a panorama to produce an attrac-
tive, rather than a dramatic, item of motion picture entertain-
ment." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Worthy successor of 'My Friend Flicka,' Which delighted
young and old alike. . .Under Louis King's able direction the
picture moves quickly." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
"...Lacks the genuineness and the semblance of true legend
which gave full warmth and charm to the film of Mary
O'Hara's previous story. . .Nevertheless a beautiful, colorful
and uniquely interesting motion picture, with breath-taking
Western scenery, considerable incidental treatment of the
breeding, training and love of horses; and an enormously ex-
citing fight to the finish between two great stallions to top it

off." McMANUS, PM.

"...Just as a notion of the scale of excitement a couple of

horse races merely are incidental minor climaxes. . .Sequel is

no such placid idyll as its predecessor. . .A strong taste for

horses, movie or otherwise, is needed to get much more than
casual entertainment. . .Not likely to win the wise devotion
lavished on its predecessor." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELE-
GRAM.
"...No 'National Velvet,' although it has a race, and it's not
quite up to its predecessor even though the same cast is back
for another gallop around absolutely beautiful mountain coun-
try. . .Scenery so thoroughly entrancing that you can hardly
be blamed if you don't pay too much attention to the business
at hand." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Close imitation of its dam. . .Obvious diminution of emo-

tional intensity. . .Nature of this picture is more in the outdoor

action line ... Essentially a horse opera with a wistful remem-
brance of things past." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

PAN-AMERICANA' LIKEABLE MUSIC, TEDIOUS PLOT
(RKO)
"...Short on funny lines and situations and long, very long, on
songs and dance numbers of the Latin-American variety...
Musical travelogue.

. .Some of the specialty numbers are quite
lively.

. .But, 'Pan-Americana' has been put together in such
helter-skelter fashion that the show as a whole lacks pace and
sparkle." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...When it isn't bending your ear with the insipid ins and
outs of its colossally tedious plot, 'Pan-Americana' offers more
artful and inventive dancing, a hemispheric armful of lovely
girls and a few sprightly Latin-American lilts and rhythms "

J. T. McMANUS, PM.
"...Tedious potpourri of rumba tunes separated by passages of

pseudo-sophisticated romantic comedy...A few interior sets, a
few cabaret rumbas and a few comedy lines do not add up to

bright musical fare." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...Some swell Latin-American song and dance numbers really
scrumptious, wild, crazy, undisciplined and something that
makes an audience impatient for the next one to come along."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...A case of too much story and too little South American
music and dancing. . .What entertainment there is, is first rate
and thoroughly enjoyable ... Extraneous comedy could have
been replaced advantageously by more music." HALE, N. Y.
DAILY NEWS.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

by David Hanna

COLUMBIA
So far as the general public was concerned, the most notice-

able effect of the strike in Hollywood was the slim material offered
by the movie columnists during the week the publicists respected
the picket lines established by the set decorators union. To this
rule Columbia was no exception, although due to its central loca-
tion gas-rationed photographers visited it more often than the
others for pictures of the picket lines. This gave the company a
bit of "institutional" publicity.

While a few new starters were reported during the walkout at
several of the other major plants, the Columbia policy apparently
was to wash up those shows in production and hold off on new
product until the controversy reached a settlement. Thus the
outfit's present shooting activity consists solely of "Over 21" and
"The Bandit of Sherwood Forest."

There was a time when the heroics of Alexander Dumas'
stories were believed to be the exclusive property of Edward
Small, but lately Columbia has stepped in to grab a number of
the royalty-free yarns and after two experiments in this direction,
the studio has scheduled a third, "The Cavalier of France." "The
Companions of Jehu" already has been completed, while another,
"The Gallant Blade," is in the scripting stage.

Irving Cummings, who has just completed "The Dolly Sisters"
for 20th Century-Fox, is expected back on Gower street shortly to
fulfill part of his two pictures obligation there. At present he is
perusing stories offered him by Harry Cohn.

Fred MacMurray and Leslie Fenton will release the first of
their independent productions through Columbia. Titled "PardonMy Past," the film goes before the cameras shortly at General

|

Service.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Indicative of a new note of internationalism that may be

expected to materialize more fully in post-war relations between
the Hollywood film industry and those of other countries is the
unusual deal recently concluded by M-G-M and Mexican producers.
A-etro, it appears, has bought the rights to two films produced in
Mexico, "Maria Candelaria," starring one-time Hollywood favorite
Dolores Del Rio, and "El Penon de Las Animas" with the Mexican
singing star, Jorge Negrete. The plan is to dub English dialogue
and distribute the two films through. Loew's facilities.

„k
Duri"S a triP to Mexico last year I had the opportunity to

observe first hand the activities of the still undeveloped but highly
enterprising Mexican film industry. That Hollywood has not takenmore interest in the production projects of the neighboring Re-
public is attributable, not to its own lack of appreciation of whatcan be done in Mexico City, but a U. S. government policy whichadvises a hands off" attitude — at least during the war. How-
fiw TcePta

_
nce by u

- s - Arms of certain, better-grade Mexicanmms for dubbing and distribution is a judicious step that alsocan become a profitable one. Such films, included in the regular
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exh^itors operating in Texas, Arizona, New Mexicoana California with their large populations of Mexicans will bemost acceptable. Obviously, their value elsewhere except whereioreign-made product is customary, will be negligible
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Same Production combination: Joe Pasternak, producer
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hard Thorpe, director.
. .Clark Gable is back on the lot,
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first screen role since being discharged from the^rmy, the top spot in "This Strange Adventure" ... "Great Tempta-

tion," based on a novel, "Carl and Anna," has been bought for

Greer Garson...Pat Kirkwood, an English actress, has arrived in

Hollywood — the first of a group of stars to be exchanged by
M-G-M studios in Hollywood and M-G-M London films. Her first

American stint will be "No Leave, No Love" ... Harry Warren and
Johnny Mercer who did the score for "The Harvey Girls" will

repeat their teaming on another M-G-M musical, "The Belle of
New York."

Arch Oboler, who has been rambling around the Metro lot for
some months exploring the ramifications of film production has
been given an assignment. He will write and direct a domestic
drama, "I'll Tell My Husband." Oboler, drawn into films from
radio some seasons ago. produced an excellent commercial sub-
ject called "Main Street." The story of American fascists, it was
not released under sponsorship of the business organization for
which it was made. Instead, it has become the property of a
couple of independent film men who may release it as a com-
mercial enterprise.

MONOGRAM
Happy Monogram! Unaffected by the studio strike by virtue

of its recognition of CSU, Monogram's production continued un-
hampered, as its publicity department, tongue-in-cheek, dished out
all the news at hand to correspondents whose energies usually
are devoted to reporting the goings on at studios with more im-
pressive dining rooms. Minus publicists to pick up the checks,
they were lost souls.

The studio, thoughtlessly, had not anticipated the strike —
thus only one picture was in production, "Springtime in Texas."
However, the imminence of a heavier schedule of activity is in-

dicated by the announcement that 10 stories are ready for the
cameras, "Case Manana," "Gregory the Great," "Allotment Wives,"
"Charlie Chan in Mexico City," "Dime a Dance," "Swing Parade,"
"Belle of New Orleans" and two untitled pictures, one a western
for Jimmy Wakely; the other, a melodrama.

Incidentally, for the two stories with Mexican backgrounds,
"Case Manana" and "Charlie Chan in Mexico City," two producers
are traveling across the border to shoot background material.

They are Lindsley Parsons and James Burkette. The decision to

go so far afield for material is just another indication of the
quality Monogram gradually is getting into its production.

Showmanly is the word for "Dillinger," one of the neatest
action parcels to come from Hollywood since the days when gang-
ster films rode untrammeled across the screen. Missing, however,
is the tendency to glamorize the criminal — a characteristic of
early underworld movies that aroused the protests of women's,
teachers and parents groups. Also showmanly is the trip to
Hollywood of Emil Wanatka, famous as the owner of Little

Bohemia lodge, a Wisconsin resort where the Dillinger gang
fought it out with the FBI. Wanatka will make a trailer for the
picture.

PARAMOUNT
To those of us on the trade press who for years have urged

the growth and support of independent production, it was in-

teresting to note the recent article in Time magazine pointing to

the decentralization of the production structure as a factor de-

signed to improve the general quality of motion pictures. The
decision of such men as Hal Wallis, Hunt Stromberg and William
Goetz to enter the field has enhanced independent prospects con-
siderably. In effect, they have created "miniature majors." Hal



Wallis, for instance, set up shop only a year ago, yet today his

organization has three completed pictures in the bag, "You Came
Along," "Affairs of Susan" and "Love Letters." In addition he
has a stable of writers and actors under contract.

When you stop to analyze the news from Paramount it is

apparent that Wallis Is about the most active gentleman on the
lot. The strike of publicists, notwithstanding, Wallis entered the
movie headlines during the last fortnight with announcement of
his plans to film a story utilizing the career and music of Russian
composer Peter Llich Tschaikowsky. But before this takes shape
the producer will start a film version of the very entertaining
mystery novel, "The Crying Sisters." Ann Richards, one of his

players who distinguished herself in "American Romance," will

have the lead.

Director Mitchell Leisen is off to New York for a looksee at
the shows. He has just completed "Masquerade in Mexico"...
Paramount has acquired screen rights to "Immortal Wife," the
Irving Stone best-seller which recounts the adventures of Jessie
Fremont, wife of General John Fremont.

RKO has weathered the strike in good order, keeping three

pictures in production, "George White's Scandals," "The Amorous
Ghost" and "The Bells of St. Mary." The last named, starring

Bing Crosby, almost came to an impasse when actor Crosby, on
the first day of the strike, refused to cross the picket line until

assured by the Screen Actors Guild that it was all right. And
while on the subject of crossing picket lines, a low bow is due
RKO's Perry Lieber and Harry Brand for arranging screenings
outside their respective studios for newspapermen who were un-
willing to enter the struck plants although their union, the CIO
and Newspaper Guild, did not recognize the walkout.

An unusual and certainly an unexpected deal is that concluded
last week by RKO, Paulette Goddard and Burgess Meredith.
Meredith will act as producer and Paulette will be the star of

"The Diary of a Chambermaid," classic French story by Octave
Mirbeau. Jean Renoir is going to direct.

Boris Karloff will star in "Chamber of Horrors," new chiller

film planned by the plant which will have a story based on a
notorious London insane asylum.

Belated though this comment may be, the success of the 1945
Academy Awards should be recorded as a tribute to the late Mark
Sandrich. It was he who insisted, when plans for the celebration
were underway, that the Academy use the medium it was honor-
ing, film. In a brief touching tribute to Sandrich, John Cromwell
opened the proceedings by remarking on the deceased producer's
invaluable contributions to the motion picture industry throughout
his career and his particular interest in animating the usually
dreary Academy event.

PRC
Like Monogram, PRC, while unaffected by the strike, had

little to show during the period of turmoil. April, it seems, is

the period when activity will be resumed in earnest as three pic-
tures are scheduled to start, "The White Ponga," "The Law of
Lead," and "The Intruder." In preparation are "The Gallant
Shepherd." "Arson Squad." "The Wife of Monte Cristo" and two
Tex Ritter-Dave O'Brien westerns.

Still another subject to get its story from the life of an im-
mortal musician is "Dreams of Love," which PRC plans as a
musical biography of the career of Franz Liszt. . .Martin Mooney's
next show will be "Two Tickets to Heaven."

REPUBLIC
Republic kept production activity to a minimum during the

last three weeks — with only Roy Rogers' "Man from Oklahoma"
occupying space and "Union Pacific Scouts" starting March 24.

The studio's purchase of the Borden Chase novel, "Concerto,"
for $100,000 marks the highest price ever paid by Republic for a
single work, and accentuates the outfit's stepping up into the big-
time. The novel was bought as a vehicle for Frank Borzage.

Irene Francis will head the Republic story department, taking
over the berth formerly held by Hugh King. . .Howard Sheehan,
newly signed Republic producer, has acquired rights to "Berchtes-
gaden," a story to be developed into a screenplay .. .Another story
acquisition at Republic is "Fountain of Youth," historical drama
of Ponce De Leon.

Herbert Yates has okayed high budgets for three forthcoming
Republic films, "Strange Obsession," "Murder in the Music Hall,"
the studio's first Technicolor job and "Mozart's Trip to Prague."

RKO-RADIO
Samuel Goldwyn, back from England, stopped off in New York

long enough to take issue with the OPA demands for a film price
ceiling — reiterating his familiar assertion that production costs
have been raised 100% since "the good old days." Having thus
disposed of his traditional tirade, Goldwyn urged the promotion
of international good will through a wider distribution of British
product in the U. S. and at the same time denied that he is going
to form his own distribution organization. A point of his meeting
with the eastern trade press that can bear a little thought is his
statement that as conditions return to normal, producers can ex-
pect an end to long runs and that consequently the huge backlogs
of product now piled up will be depleted.

The William Goetz International outfit has renewed its dis-
tribution contract with RKO under a deal which takes care of
the independent outfit during the 1945-46 season. . .Adrian Scott
producer of the highly successful "Murder, My Sweet" has been
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wal ---Val Newton will be the producer of

'Father Malachy's Miracle."

20th CENTURY-FOX
Recovered from its understandable chagrin at not nabbing

Academy Award honors with "Wilson," 20th Century-Fox kept
four pictures before the cameras during the strike and started

one new film. The subjects included "The Dolly Sisters," "Junior
Miss," "Dragonwyck," "Within These Walls" and "High School
Hero."

The failure of "Wilson" in the academy derby was not alto-

gether the consequence of "sentiment" as remarked in the last

issue of FB. To explain it one needs first to consider the nature
of the people who name the Academy winner and secondly the
manner in which the distribution of "Wilson" was accomplished
in the Southern California area. The deciding factor in the major
awards is the vote of the extras. While the affection of the film

colony for Bing Crosby and the widespread approval of "Going
My Way" played a vital part in their victory, a more specific

analysis of the swing to the McCarey production would be possible

if it were known how many of the voters actually saw "Wilson."
The picture opened here with a fancy premiere and then played
for weeks at $1.50 tariff in a deluxe first-run engagement. It is to

be doubted, even in these boom times, that many extras cared to

spend that amount of money — especially when "Going My Way"
was on view for forty cents.

That the soigne first-run engagement of "Wilson" in Los
Angeles was designed simply as sop to the vanity of the studio is

evident in the frequently stated assertion of the controlling chain
here, Fox West Coast, that business is so good in this war industry
area that its theaters could exist profitably on only six months
actual operation! "Wilson" didn't need the extra revenue of a
road show first-run, and in view of the appropriateness of its

theme to the contemporary political picture, it seems a breach of

public responsibility to have withheld it from immediate popular
priced distribution. 20th has no one to blame but itself for the

Academy disappointment.

A remake of "Down to the Sea in Ships" which catapulted
Clara Bow to fame is on the agenda here again. It has been
placed on the schedule of Louis Lighton who does not intend to

attempt the production until conditions are such to facilitate a
location jaunt to Massachusetts to shoot the ocean sequences...
Louis De Rochemont is in Washington to discuss plans with the

F.B.I, for his "Now It Can Be Told," described as a factual ac-

count of the G-men's activities in thwarting sabotage and espion-
age in the early stages of the war...Darryl Zanuck has an idea
up his sleeve for a story based on the German prisoners who have
been escaping from American and Canadian camps. . .Another mu-
sical, "Cameo Kirby," saga of the Mississippi, has been bought
for William Perlberg.

UNITED ARTISTS
James Cagney was the recipient of an important honor when

it was announced that his production, "Blood on the Sun," will

be shown to delegates at the World Security Conference in San
Francisco, under the auspices of the Bay city's press club. After
the subject's premiere before its distinguished audiences, it will

begin a regular run at the United Artists theater.

An all-star cast along the lines of "Since You Went Away"
apparently is being assembled by David O. Selznick for "Duel in

the Sun." The latest to be signed is Walter Huston ... Douglas
Sirk will direct Arnold Pressburger's production of "Vidocq" in

which George Sanders will be starred as the French thief who
became prefect of the Paris police. . .William Cagney has bought
"A Lion in the Streets," a first novel by Adria Locke Langley.
James Cagney will star in the story and production is scheduled
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Inside Hollywood
by HANNA

STRIKE FAILS TO CRIPPLE STUDIOS

Unrest in IATSE ranks and refusal of some members
to cross picket lines or accept jobs normally done by

striking workers, plus the unwillingness of William Hut-

cheson to order carpenters back to work are develop-

ments viewed here as indicative of rising sympathy and

new strength for Herbert Sorrell and CSU. In even the

most conservative circles the impression was that the

producers would seek an armistice over last week-end

pending submission of the dispute to the National Labor

Relations Board.

Meanwhile, picket lines have thinned out consider-

ably since the first day of the walkout. Reports of

violence can be laid to exaggeration in nev/spaper

stories.

With picket lines surrounding all the studios (ex-

cept Monogram, PRC, General Service and Walt Dis-

ney) Hollywood managed to keep the cameras rolling

during the last three weeks as attested by the current

FB production record, reporting 35 films at work. Pro-

duction continues to roll along although there appears
to be some hesitancy to put all pictures planned before
the cameras while awaiting final developments.

This fact, obviously, is at variance with the wide-
spread belief (outside the film colony) that production
companies had been crippled completely by the walk-
out. Further, it challenges the statement by Walter
Winchell over the air that the labor dispute would cur-

tail shipment of pictures overseas to the fighting fronts.

With a six months' backlog in all studio vaults and cur-

rent shooting proceeding with difficulties, but at a nor-

mal rate, the strike definitely has not deprived the

armed forces of entertainment. Nor has it interfered

thus far with studios' commitments to exhibitors.

The achievement of an objective viewpoint of the

motion picture strike, which was precipitated on March
12 by the refusal to work of the Screen Set Designers

Local 1421 and locals affiliated with the Conference of

Studio Unions, has been made difficult by the extrane-

ous matters injected into the dispute by the producers,

the unions involved and the pronouncements of such
"friends of the court" as the SAG, SWG and SDG.

As the producers, on one hand, have made gener-

ous use of the words, "wildcat," "purely jurisdictional"

and "illegal strike," CSU's Sorrell jeopardized his cause
by the ambiguity with which he set forth his objectives.

The barrage of claims, counter-statements and the

ridiculous threat of Richard Walsh, president of IATSE,
to pull projectionists off their jobs in a country-wide
protest against recognition of the CSU as bargaining
agent for the set decorators, served only to cloud the

fundamental issue: namely, the refusal of the producers
to act on a WLB directive to continue negotiating a

contract with Local 1421, CSU, pending a review by
NLRB of claims to jurisdiction by IATSE Local 44.

The producers claimed that they failed to obey the

WLB directive because of a "threat
1

' telegram received
from Richard Walsh which stated, "We hereby notify
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you that if the producers take any steps by way of ne-

gotiating or otherwise recognizing Local 1421 as the

bargaining agent for the set dressers, the instructions

heretofore issued by us to Local 44 will immediately be

enforced, directing property men of IATSE not to work

with any set dresser who is not a member of IATSE.

Upon receipt of the wire, the producers reported

that a petition was filed in Washington seeking a final

and complete determination of the basic jurisdictional

controversy. What the producers failed to make clear

in their statement is the fact that the WLB anticipated

such a review and in its decision declared that "solely

to preserve the status quo in the public interest," the

CSU was to be recognized.

| n short—the producers, by acquiescing in Walsh's

intimidation, have left themselves open to charge that

the "threat" telegram carried more weight than the

legally rendered decision of an authorized Government

agency.

In the corner occupied by Herb Sorrell, support,

which began enthusiastically with the first day's walk-

out, gradually dwindled in the fortnight that followed,

despite sporadic instances when IATSE men refused to

do the work normally assigned the strikers. The Screen

Publicists Guild deserted after a week of refusal to

cross picket lines, as did the Screen Office Workers

Employees Guild and the Screen Analysts Guild.

The press agents who came up the hard way from

$35 to $40 salaries to the point where the present

senior scale is $110, reportedly, have developed a

schism in their ranks. If enlarged, this group of work-

ers may leave the fold of organized labor.

By way of explaining these deflections, the "return

to work" CSU affiliates pointed to their original display

of sympathy as "emotional" and spokesmen declared

that Sorrell had legal procedure at his command by

which the controversy could have been settled without

the strike call.

Obviously this assertion is correct, but still it does

not balance the refusal of the producers to obey the

original WLB order. Nor does it whitewash the tactics

of the IATSE which threatened its own strike on the

outrageous basis of its unwillingness to abide by a WLB
directive. In the course of the strike, but not before,

there came assurances from both the IATSE and pro-

ducers that the decision of the NLRB would be con-

sidered final.

Sorrell, his back to the wall and fighting two pow-

erful combines, with a WLB decision to substantiate

the propriety of his grievance, resorted to the only

measure at his command.

A strike, though, is nasty business in wartime.

So, too, is the failure of an important industry to

obey a Government order.

So, too, is the insistence of a union that a strike

will be called if that Government order is obeyed.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are en 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

CO IUMBI A
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (36)

Completed ( 9)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE BANDIT OF SHERWOOD FOREST (Technicolor)
Romance—Started March 19
Cast: Cornel Wilde. Anita Louise, Edgar Buchanan, Jill Esmond.
Director: H. Levin Producer: L Picker-C. Sanforth
Story: Son of Robin Hood carries on his father's tradition and finds romance

with beautiful lady-in-waiting to the queen.

RELEASE CHART
Title—RinalN Tim Cast Details Rel. He. tat

IN PRODUCTION
0»ef 21 Dunne -Knox 1-22

1944-45
Black Arrow (SerUI) Scott-Jergens ...
Blonde From Brooklyn Haymes-Mtrrick ..
Blazing the Western Trail Starrett- Matthews

Details under title: Raiders of Qianti Basin
Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion Morris-Merriek ...
Both Barrels Blazing Starrett-Harding .

Details under title: Texas Rides
Brenda Starr, Reporter Woodbury-Richmond
C**nterattaek muni-Chapman . . .

Cowboy of Lonesome Biter Starrett-Athens ..
Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke . .

Details onder title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)
Cytlor* Prairie langan Starrett-Worth ..
Dancing in Manhattan Brady-Donnell ..
Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller
Escape In the Fog Wright-Foch
t»e Knew Her Apples Miller-Wr.ght ...
Guy. A Gal and A Pal, A Merr;ck-Hunter ..
Fighting Guardsman, The Loder-Louise
I Lote A Mystery Bannon-Foch . . .

Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel
Lawless Empire
Leate It to Slondie
Lot's Go Steady
Mark ol The Whistler, The (61) .

.

.9-4.. 10-13.

.2-19

..9-4

. .S-4.
.6-14.
11-13.

.Starrett-

. Singleton-Lake

.Parrish-Moran

. Din-Carter
Details onder title: Dermant Aeeoont

Meet Mlu Bobby Sock* Crosby-Merrick .

Missing Joror, The Carter-Banon
Details inder title: Tomorrow Voo Die

Monster and Tho Ape, The (Serial) Lowery-Mathsws .

Power of The Whistler, The Dix-Carter
Rustlers of the Badlands Starrett-BIIss

Details under title: Renegade Roundup
Betarn of Darango Kid starrett-Stevens

Rhythm Reand-Un Curtis-Walker
Roekin' In the Rockies Hughes-Kirby ...
Rough RMIa' Jeitke Starrett- Bates . .

Rough, Tough and Ready Morris-Rogers ..
(Mailt »n«ir title: Men of the Deep

Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen ..
Sagebrush Heroes (54) Starrett-Worth . .

Sergeant Mike Parks-Bites
Shadows In the light Baxter-Foch ...

Befalls me* title: Crime Doctor's Rendezioas
She's a Sweetheart (69) Frazee-Parks

Details onder title: Hello, Mom
Sing Me a Sono of Texas Lane-Tomlin
Sone t» Rem.^bT. A (T) (113) Munl-Oberon . . .

Details ander title: At Night We Dream
Surprise In the Night Morris-Foch
Strange Affair, A (78) Joslyn-Koyos ...
Tahiti Nights O'Brien-Matthews

Oet»ll< inder title: Song of Tahiti
T.n r.nt, a o,„, e Frazee-Lloyd ...
Thximnd and fjno Nights, A Wllde-Keyes
Together Again (100) Dgnne-Boyer ...

Retails ondrr title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonleht and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair .

Unwritten Code. The Neal-Savage ...
Details inder title: The Unknown

Youth on Trial Collins-Reed ...
Details ander title: Our Wandering Daughters

12-25. .

.7-24. .

11-27..
12-11. .

11-13.
. . .2-5.
.10-16.
11-13.
10-16.
12-25. .

.5-24..

.5-17..

.1-26.. .6140

.4-26. .

.9-21. '.6201.'.'.'.'.'.'.

.2-27..

.11-9.

.

12-28.. .6038
.1-18. .6014. . . .4-2

. .4-5. .

.4-12.

.

. .3-6.
.6634.'.'.'.'.'.'.

.5-10. .

.1-25. .6024.'.'.'.'.'.'.

2-22.

. .1-4.

.4-19.

.2-19. .
.4-20.

.

.12-25... 4-19..
..7-24

.6-12... 4-19..

. ..3-5
12-11. . .4-17.

.

.4-17... 3-15..

.11-27... 3-22..

12-21.
2-1. .

. .6-10. . .11-9. .

. . .5-1. .10-19.

.

. 6222

.

. 6205

.

.6018.

.6032.

. 6221

.

. .6-12. . .10-5.

. .9-4. .12-14.

. .1-22

.11-13

. .7-24. .12-22.

..5-15... 2-22.

.6-10.. 10-26.

6003.. 12-11

2-5.6002
.6035

.10-30... 1-11... 6041.

1943-44
COMPLETED

(72)
Bataiaa, The (Serial)

Carallaa Blaaa

Details aader title: Battleship Ble
Crv of the Werewolf (65)

Details ender title: (ride of the
Desert Hawk (Serial)

Lakas-Chrlstlans

.Nalsh-Pattarson
.Kyser- Miller ..

.Massea-Crana

..Roland- Marls .

.1-13.... 6-1.
7-16.

.5-15... 9-26.

.5010.

.5120.
.5011.

.8-17... 5027.

.7-7... 5140.

Ever Sine* Venos Hunter-Savage 5-29... 9-14 12-11

Details onder title: Beauty for Salt

Tho Impatient Years (91) Arthur-Bowman 4-3 S-7. . .5002. .10-16

Kansas Cltj Kitty Datis-Bob Crosby . .5-15. . .8-24. . .5012
Last Horseman, The (54) Hayden-Willls ... .6-29. . .6-22. . .5028

Details aider title: Solcldt Range
Louisiana Hayride Caam-Lane 4-3. . .7-13. . .5019
Mr. Winkle Goes To War (80) Robinson-Donaldson 1-10 8-3. . .5007 9-4

One Mysterloas Night (65) Morris-Carter 6-12. .
.9-22. . .5033. .11-13

Details ender title: Boston Blaekle's Appt intment with Death

Robin Hood of the Bam* (57) Starrett-Harrls . . . .9-21. . .7-29. . .5206
Details inder title: Hall to the Rangers

Secret Comeuid (80) j'Brien-Landls ... .1-10. . .7-20. . .5008. . .6-26

Details inder title: Pllebock

She's a Soldier, Too Foch-Brldges 3-20. . .6-29. . .5040
Details ander title: Soldiers In Slacks

Soul of a Monster (63) Hobart-Macready .. .6-12. . .8-17. . .5026. . .10-S

Details ander title: Death Walks Alone

Swing In the Saddle Frazoe-Summerville 8-31...5221 1

They Lit* In Fear Kroger-Parrlsh 3-6. . .6-15. . .5043 I

Details inder title: America's Children

U-Boat Prisoner (65) Bennett-Rolf 4-17. . .7-25. . .5037. . .S-18

1 ME TRO-CO ID WYN - MAY E R 1

1944^45 Features Completed (37) In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE
Comedy-Drama—Started March 18
Cast: Robert Walker, June Allyson, Audrey Totter, Hume Cronyn

Eddie (Rochester) Anderson.
Director: Richard Whorf Producer: Edwin Knopf
Story; Girl marries soldier and they find themselves faced with a series Of

civilian problems when he is discharged from service.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time

!

Cast Details Rel.

IN PRODUCTION
Dangerous Partners Craig-Hasso 3-5.
Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson 2-19.
Harvey Girls. The (T) Garland-Hodiak 1-22.
They Were Expendable Montgomery-Wayne ...3-5.
Yolanda and the Thief (T) Astaire-Brcmer 1-22.

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. NINE
. Dcnlovy-Richards

Barbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes ...
Details ander title: Gold Town

Kismet (T) (100) Colntan-Dictrich

Lost In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello .

Maisle Goes To Reno (90) Sothern-Hodiak .

Marrlaae Is a Private Affair (115) Turner-Hodiak .

Mrs. Parklngton (124) Garson-Pidgeon .

Naughty Marietta (80) WneDonald-Eddy
The Seventh Cross (111) Tracy-Hasso ...
Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-lelgh . . .

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor
Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy . .

Main St. After Dark (57) Arnoid-Royal ..

Details ender title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy
Between Two Women (83) Barrymore- Johnson

This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason ..

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters . . .

Music for Millions (120) O'Brien- Iturbi

SPECIAL
Meet Me In St. Loois (T) (113) 6arland-0'Brlen
National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor ..

Details onder title: The Home Front
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Traey-Thaxter ..

NOT DESIGNATED
Anchors Awolgb (T) Kelly-Sinatra

Crime of Joan Ellis, The Thaxtcr- Daniels ,

Details under title: Alter Ego
Clock, The (94) Garland-Walker
Gentle Annie (80) Cralg-Reed ....
Her Highness and the Bellboy Lamarr-Walker
Hidden Eye. The Arnold- RafTcrty

Hold High the Torch (T) E. Taylor-Lassie

Oor Vines Have Tender Grapes O'Brion-Roblnson
Picture of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders- Hatfield

Son of Lassie (T)

Details onder title: Women's Army
Thrill of a Romance (T)
Twice Blessed

. . .4-19. .11-44. . ..510...7-K

...3-6. . .9-44. . .502 8-

....9-6. .10-44.

.

..506....9-
4-3. .12-44.

.

..509... 9-

....4-3. .9-44. ..504... 8-2
1

..11-29. 10-44.

.

.. 505... 8-2:

. . .3-20. .11-44. ..507...9-D'

Reissue. .11-44. . . .508

. .12-13. .9-44. . .501... 7-2;

. Reissue .9-44.

.

. .8-21. ..516.. 11-2

. .6-26. . .519.. 12-1

...9-4. .514. .12-1

...515. 513.1M
.8-21 518.. 12-2'

. . .9-4. . . 520. .
.2-1'

. .5-29. . .515.-12-2

. .12-13. .1-45.

.

1M
. . .2-7. .

12-2

...2-21. .1-45..

.8-21..

.8-21.

.

.12-25.

.12-11.
. .9-18.

.10-16.

. .3-S.

. .5-29.
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Garson-Peck . .

at the Wsldorf Timer-Johnson

Lo«i (111) Tracy- Hepburn

Fcli.es (T) Astairi-Ball . .

. .9-18.

.11-27.

.10-31.

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Hardy's Blonde Trouble (107) Koouey-Stani ...

Jkl (114) Bergman-Boyer
ttl the fcojla (100) Ball-Powell

Ihrt* Mel In White (85) Barrysiorc-Johnson

M Slrlt and a Sailor (126) Johnson-Allyson

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
itkloi Beaaty (T) (103) Skelton-Williams
Detail! inder title: Mr. Co-Ed

I iitervllle Ghost, Tho (96) Laughton-O'Brien

ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS
agra Seed (145) Hepburn-Huston .

hlte Cliffs ot Dotor, The (126) Donne- Marshall

SPECIAL
lablaa Vlttory (80) Documentary ...

UK-ISSUES
M the Kiel (T) Taylor

• Store. The Man Bros
jlstnas Carol, A Barrytaoro
>ae lire vita N* Laaarr-Sttwart . .

*»* Shearer-Taylor ..
light CoaaaaJ Taylor

• *«< Marx Bros
Cn71 Lay-P*w«ll

rthwest Passage (T) Tracy
1»W Flajer. Left Hand Loy-Doaclis

. .7-26. .5-44.

.

. .424. .4-17

. .8-23. .5-44. . ..425. .5-15

. .7-12. .5-44.

.

. . 426

.

.4-17

12-27 . .6-44. . . .427. .5-15

. .9-20. . 6-44 . . . .428. ..5-1

...9-6. .7-44. . ..429- .6-26

. .8-23. .7-44.. . .430. .6-12

.11-15. .8-44. . ..500. .7-24

. .6-28. .6-44. . . .4*1. .3-20

.4-44. . ..466. .3-20

M O HOC RAM
11344-45 Features

Westerns
(34)

(12)

Completed (22)

Completed ( 8)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
jiPRINGTIME IN TEXAS
iVestern-Musical—Started March 19
!?ast: Jimmy Wakely, 'Lasses White, Dennis Moore, Marie Har-

mon, Budd Buster.
Mrector: O. Drake Producer: W. Strohbach
Itory: Crooked mayor in a western town i3 ousted by townspeople.

RELEASE CHART
Tltlt—Binning Tine Cast Details tel. Do. Re».

1944-45
ditotires of Kitty ODay..
Details inder title: Kitty

aska
Derj

rmy Wives

.Parker-Cookson

Through
.Taylor-Lindsay

.Rambeau-Knox

.East Side Kids
uwery Chanps (62)
Details inder title: Nuggs beets a Deadline

"ma's Little Devils Carey-Kelly
]bi

i

Ciseo Kid cm. Through Benaldo-Lane
"

DiUils onder title: Ca,e of the Missing M.jicoC S, r.
i9htin9 ....East Side Kids

62 Gilbert-Howard .

Eg" l77 > L. Tierney ...

CP ; .Francis-Cabot .

oeks of New York Gortey K -.|

|

Dotails inder title: Murder in the Full]
neaiy of Women Woods-Dell ...

iTt -1 a
Brown-Hatton .

Details inder tiile: Flaming Frontiers

rtfi" Brown-Hatton .

I Details inder title: Ghost of Indian Springs

r^.. Yo,:s Storm-Smith .

I

Details inder title: They Shall Have Faith

..7-24... 1-19...

. . .5-1. .12-22 .

. . .8-7. . .1-12. . .

..6-12.. 12-29..

.8-21. . .12-8.
.10-16. . .2-23.

. . 3-5

. .1-22

>neymoon

Mn Smoke
fori Comes Trouble
n Old New Mexico
liHJ Rides Again

;

Details inder title: Cointy Fair
ado Mask, Tho (66)

I Details gnder title: Mystery Mansion
!-«w of the Valley
fashion Model
I Details inder title: The Model Mirder

f"?i»
TfJils erown-Holt ..

Details under title: The Texas Terror
^arlet die, Tho Toler-Moreland

Details onder title: Radio Mystery
hadow of Suspicion (68) Weaver-Cookson

Details inder title: Baby Shoes
Song of the Range Wakely- Moore .

I Dttailt inder title: Saddle Pals
Stranjer from Santa Fe Brown-Hatton
There Goes Kelly Moran-McKay .

Details md»r title: Mnke Way for ICflly

«. W»e, A Wae, A Marine Eilers-Youngman
when Strangers Marry Hnnter-Jaggtr

Details inder title: I Married a Stranger

. „ 1943-44
nJ?M* Psr«nb? Vlnson-Talhot .

Details inder title: Art These Yoir Parents?

». Vit Tolor-Dell ...
Details indir title: Herder Chamber

Bletk Berferj (59) East Side Kids.
Cal of the Jinole Corio-Bish ...
6»I4« Trail, The Browst-Hafto.
Jonnole Doesn't Lire Her* Any Mm Slmon-Elllson .

Lart of Outlaws Brown-Hatton .

Details mder title: Fool'i Gold
|Ll* I" <53) Brown-Hatton .

11-10.
. . .2-19

..9-18. ..2-16.

. .8-7 . . .1-26

. .10-2 3-9.

. . .9-18

. . .3-19

. . .8-21

.Storm-Cookson

.Brown-Haf.on

.Gilbert-Howard

.Renaldo-Kenyon

East Side Kids 2-5

.Toler-Manton 9-18... 1-26.

•Brown-Hatton 7-24... 11-4.
. Weaver- Lowery ...12-11 3-2.

.10-16. . . .1-5.

.

...2-5

. .6-26. .12-15.

..9-18... 12-1.

.4-17... 7-15...

.5-15.... 9-9....

. .12-27. . .9-16.

....4-3... 8-19.

...12-13
..12-13.... 7-8.

. . .6-12. . .9-16. .

.1-10. .5-6.

APRIL 2, 1945

. . .4-3. .8-26

. .5-29.
Jh, What a Nlghtl . .4-17. • -9-2

Details onder title: Girl Next Door

. . .4-17. . .7-1

.10-18. .6-24
Sonora Stagecoach . . .2-7. .6-10

...5-1. .7-22
.8-26

Detail, inder title: Trigger Law

PA RAMOU NT
1913-41 Features
1944-J.5 Features

Completed (32)

Completed (38)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
PEOPLE ARE FUNNY
Comedy with Music—Started March 23

Cast: Jack Haley, Helen Walker, Rudy Vallee, Ozzy Nelson,
Philip Reed.

Director: Sam White Producer: Pins-Thomas
Story: Built around XBC radio show. Three radio executives vie for smill

town radio show. Country boy writes the show and almost gets done
out Of it. Radio personalities featured.

THE BLUE DAHLIA
Mystery Romance—Started March 26

Cast: Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, William Bendix, Howard Da
Silva, Doris Dowling.

Director: George Marshall Producer: John Houseman
story: Bx-service man tries to solve the murder of his wife with the aid of

fho is a

Details

.4-17.
11-29.
. .9-6.

10-18.
12-13.

.12-27.

5-31.
.11-1.
.7-26.
.1-10.

.7-10.

.5-15.

..2-7.

. .9-4.

.5-15.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Banning Tim Cast

EN PRODUCTION
Our Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Rsssell 3-5.

Wcll-Groomed Bride, Tho Milland-deHavilland 2-19.

Yo'j Came Along Cummings-Seott 2-19.

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dark Mountain (57) Lowery-Drew ....
National Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (81) . . . Lynn-Bussell

R=inbow Island (T) (93) Laraour-Sullivan .

Till We Meet Again (88) Milland-Britton ..

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Young
Fronehinan's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine-DeCordova
ftian in Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker . . .

Ministry of Fear (84) Milland-Reynolds

One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman
Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-3rooks
Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly

Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton
Practically Yoirj (90) Colbert-MacMurray

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Dring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tufts

High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks

Details onder title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100) Ladd-Russell

Unseen, The <81) KcCrra-Russell ..

Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny Lamoor-Cordora ..

Affairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent ...

Murder, He Says HacMorray-Haln .

seared Stiff Haley-Savage ....

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Colb.rt-March . . .

NOT DESIGNATED
Cross My Heart Hotton-Tufts

Details onder title: Too Good To Ce Trie
Daffy's Tavern Gardner- Reynolds .

Follow That Woman Gargan-Kelly ....
Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lake ...

Details onder till;: Good Intentions

One Exciting Night Gargan-Savage . . .

Details under title: Hard to Handle
Incendiary Blond* (T) Hatton-Cordora

Kitty Goddard-Mllland .

Lost Weekend, The Mllland-Wyman .

.

Love Letters Jones-Cotten ....
Masquerade in Mexico Lamonr-Cordova ..

Miss Susie Slagle's Tufts-Lake

Oit of This World Bracken -Lynn . .

.

Rhytaa Baneh Haley- HI II lard . . .

Road to Utopia, The Crosby- Hose-Lamosr
Two Yean Before the Mast Ladd-Doilety ...
Virginian, The McCrea-Britton

1943-44
BLOCK NO. SIX

Great Moment (79) MeCrea-Field
Bwfalls inder title: Trlgmph Over Pain

Hail the Conquering Hero (101) Bracken- Raines . . .

Henry Aldrlch's Little Secret (73) Lydon-Mortimer ..

Details inner title: Homy Aldrlck lotka the Cradle

I Love a Soldier (105) Goddard-Trrfts

Details inder title: When I Coal Back

Take It Big (74) Hil'y-Hilliard ...

.4405.

.4403.

.4404.

.4401.

.4402

. .9-4

. .9-4

..9-4

..4414.. 12-25

. .6-26.

11-13.

.

. .5-1.

11-27.

.10 2.

.
.2-19.

.12-11.

12-25.

.11-15.
.6-12.
10-31.
.10-31.

. . .1-8.

.9-18.

.7-10.

.11-1.
12-13

.

. .5-1.

11-13.

10- 18.

11-15.

.4330. .6-12

.4326. .6-12

.4328. .6-12

.4329. .6-12

.4327. .6-12

73



SPECIAL
City That Stopped Hitler (58) Rasslan Documentary 4331... 9-20
Going my Way (130) Crostiy-Stevens 8-23 4335 3-6

Lady In tke Dart (T) (100) Rogers-Milland ...12-28 4336... 2-21

Story of Or. Waisell (T) (140) Cooper-Day 7-12 4337.... 5-1

1944-15 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

Completed (22)

Completed ( 9)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
T 1 1 1 ©— Running Tint

COMPLETED
1944-45
...Camubc-Parkcr
. . .Kent-CBorchill

.Neal-Ti

Bluebeard (70)
Cattle of Crimes (60)

.

Crinii, Inc. (75)
Dead or Alive Ritter-0 Brien
Dixie jamboree (71) Langtord-Talbot

Details under title: Dixie Steam Boat
Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor)

tog Island

The Gangster's Den
Can.jiiirs of the Fruniicr (56) . .

.

. Lowc-Jo^co

.Atwiil-Douglas

.Crabue-S;. Joh

Bitter-O'Brien
Great Mike, The (73) Erwin-Henry

.Savage-Beaumont

. Crabbe-St. John

.Ellison-McKay ..

.Adrian-Sommervill:

.Hughes-Sleeker

Last Mile

Onalls under title: At the Post
His Brother's Ghost
Hollywood and Vine (58)
I'm From Arkansas (68)
I Accuse My Parents (68)
The Kid Sister

Lady Confesses, The Hughes-8ca-jmont
Details under title: Undercover Girl

Han Who Walked Alone, Tho (73) O'Brien-Aldrlch
Details onder title: You Can't Stop Romaice

Marked for Murder O'Brlen-Rittcr .

Oath of Vengeance (58) Crabbe-S;. John
Thn Phantom nf 42nd Street O'Brien-Aldrich
Rogues Gallery (60) Jenks-Warner ..

Spell of Any Nugent, The (63) Farr-Lindsay ..
Shadows of Death Crabbe St. John

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Strange Illusion (83) Eilcrs-Lydon . .

Missing Corpse Bromberg-Jenks
Details under title: Stranger in the Family

?w ; ng Hostess (76) Tilton-Cnli;ns . . .

Town Went Wild, Tho (77) darthohmew-Horton
Whisn-r!rg Skulls Ritter-O'Ercn ...
Why Girls Leave Heme Lane-Leonard . . . .

WiM Morse Phantom Crabbe-St. John .

Details under tltlr: Phantom of Wild Valla)

1943-44
Brand of the Devil O'Brien-N'.will ...
Delinquent Daughters

Fuzzy Settles Oown
Machine Gun Mama

Details under title: Mexican Fiesta

Rustler's Hidenot Crablif-S!. John

Seven Doors To Death (64) Chandler-Clyde

Waterfront (64) Carruli" r-Vfrixon

Whrn the Lights Co On Again (74) LydOD-Mltchall .

Detail. Rtl. No. Rev

. . .6-12. .11-10. . . .506.

.

.11-5

. Foreign

.

.12-22.

.

..513.. . .2-5

. .11-13. . .4-15.

.

. .502. . .3-19

.'.
. .2-7 . . .8-15

.'. ..505., .7-24

. . .1-22.
.11-13. .'. 2-15! . ! '.508i

!

. . .1-22.
'. .9-21

'.'.'.551.' .'li'-ii

.7.7-24! .11-15. . ..511. .10-30

....3-5.

. . .2-3. . . .557.

.

S-21. . .4-25. .
.12-11

..8-7. .10-31. .

. . . .8-7. ..11-4.. . .512. . . 1-22

.10-31. . .2-6.

.

..516 .

.. .2-5. .
.5-16. .

. .10-16. . .3-15. . . .507. . .2-19

. . .2-8. .

. .12-9. . . .556. . .1-22
."..1-22.'...5-2..

. .12-6.

.

. .515. ...1-8

. Foreign ..2-10.. . .523

. .11-27. . .4-19. .

. . .10-2. . .3-31. . . .517. . .3-19

..Carlton-Gibson .

. . .Crabbe-St. John.

, . .Armidn-lnRue ..

. . 9-8.

.12-15.
12-29.

.
.7-30.

.8-10.

.7-25.

.8-13.

.509. .11-15

.507. .11-27

. . .8-5.
6-10.

.10-23.

,466
.417. .11-27

.415. . .6-25

.419. . .10-2

R EP U B L1C
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (40)

Completed (21)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
COLORADO PIONEERS
(Other Details Issue March 19)
Story: Red Ryder and his Aunt are saved by seven city boys spending the

Riimmer on their ranch. The toughest of the lot switches his loyalty
from the city gangster to Red.

MAN FROM OKLAHOMA
(Other Details Issue March 19)
Story: Roy Rogers ends feud between Whitakers adn Lanes and wins the

daughter of the Lanes.

TIIE TIGER WOMAN
(Other Details Issue March 19)
Story: Detective put on spot by night club sine;

suicide look I murder In order to collect insurai

RELEASE CHART

m-kes husband':

Tltlo—Running Tin.

IN PRODUCTION
n From Oklahoma, The. . .

COMPLETED

Atlantic City (86)
Snorting Chane*

Details under title: Behind the Ships
Bells of Rosarlti

Big Bonanza (68)
Big Show-Off (70)

Details end* title: Next Comes Love
tirdrrtown Tralli

Brarll (91)

1944-45
. . .Moom-Tn"|nr

, . . Randolph- O'Malley

. . .Rog'r;-Fvins
. . . .

. . .Arlrn-FritM

. . .Lake-Evans

...2-5
. .9-4. .12-30.

. .9-4. . .1-22.

.7-10. 11-10.

11-25.

Chicago Kid (68) Barry-Roberts 10-2...
Code of the Prairlo Uurnctte-Carson ...6-26..
Colorado Pioneers Elliott-Fleming 3-19..
Oaring Holiday, A Horton-George 10-16.-
Desperadoes of Dakota Elliot-Fleming 2-5..
Earl Carroll's Vanities (8>) O'Keefe-Moore
End of the Road (51) Norris-Storey

Details under title: Man of Mystery
Faces in tho Fog (71) Withers-Keliy
Fatal Witness Ankers-Fraser 1-22
Federal Operator No. 99 lamont-Taibot 2-5
Flame of Barbary Coast Wayno-Dvorak 7-24. . .1-31. .

Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor 12-25
Girls of the Big House Roberts-Powers 3-5
Git Along Little Dogies Autry-Burnette . .Reissue. .10-15.

Great Flamarion, Tho (78) vonStrohc m-Haghes 10-16. . .3-30.

The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming ... .9-18. . -2-15.

Grissly's Millions (72) Grey-Kelly 9-18... 1-16.
Hilchike to Happiness Pearce-Evani ..

Jealousy Morley-Asther
Identity Unknown Arlen-Walker .

Details under title: Johnny March
Lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor

Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming

Magnificent Mr. M, The Schildkraut-Burk

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey

Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake 3-5.

Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes 3-6-

.

My Buddy (69) Barry-Roberts 6-26.

Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An Dowd-Duke 1-8.

3-19 !

.402.... 1-8
I

.9-18.

.

. .9-18.

. .9-18.

.11-27.
11-27..

..8-21.

.12-11.

. .2-19.

10-16.

.3307
. .412. . .2-19

.3317
. .409. . .1-22

.414.

.406.

Details under title: New Faces of 1945
The Phantom Speaks Arlen-Robertj 10-31

Return At Dawn Terry- Roberts 1-22

Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey 1-8

Silver City Kid Lano-Stewart 4-17.

Details under tltlo: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake 3-29.

Santa Fo Saddlemates Carson-Stirling 2-19

Scotland Yard Investigator VonStrohcim-Bachelor 219

Sheriff of Cimarron Cnrson-ftirling ...12-25.

Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake 7-24.

Sheriff of Sundown Lane-Stewart .

Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Tcrry-Brcv/n . .

Song for Miss Julie, A (69) Early-Clark

Stagecoach to Monterey Lano-Stewart . .

Details onder title: Marshal of Monterey

Swingin' on a Rainbow Taylor-Frazec

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry

Three's A Crowd Michael-Gordon

Thoroughbreds Neal-Mara
. . .

Tiger Woman, The Richmond-Mara 3-19.

To!>f'.c> Terror Allan Lane 10-2.,

Tugboat Annie's Son Darwell-Kennedy .-12-25.

Utah (78) Rogers-Evans 12-11.

Vampire's Ghost Abhott-St,wart ....10-16.

Tnrro'< Blank Whip (Serial) Lewis-Stirling ....8-21.

. .4-17.

.10-16.

.
.4-17.

.11-13.

.12-25.

.
11-27

.

...9-4.

.2-28.

12-31.
.11-7.

.
.8-12.

.2-19.

.9-15.

. .454

.3316

..463
..401.... 9-4

. .411

..462

12-23.

.1-26.

'.3-21.

12-16.

. .408.

!464.

.".441*

.481."

1944-45 Features Completed (38) In Production (4)

Cheyenno Wlldoat Elliott-Fleming .6-12. .9-30... 3314.

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TOMORROW IS FOREVER (International)

Romance—Started March 23

Cast: Claudette Colbert, Orson Welles, George Brent.

Director: Irving Pichel Producer: David Lewis
S»ory; Set in first World War, wife thinking her husband killed in action,

remarries. Tears later, the first husband returns. •• I

RELEASE CHART
Tltlo—Running Time Cast Details Bel- *» R"

IN PRODUCTION
Bells of St. Mary's, The Crosby-Bergman 3-5

Amorous Ghost, The O'Brien-Drew 2-5

Details under title: Man Alive

George White's Scandals of 1945 Davis-Haley 2-5

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Going To Town (69) Lum 'n Abner 5-15 504...10-2

Master Race (96) Esmond-Masscn 5-29 502 '

My Pal, Wolf (75) Moffett-Esmond 5-29 505... 10-2

Details onder title: Pumpkin Shell ., ,-.„
None But the Lonely Heart (113) Grant-Wyatt 3-6 501.. .10-2

Tall In the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines 5-1 503...««
BLOCK NO. TWO

Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent 7-24 510. .12-11

Falcon In Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale 7-24 507

Murder. My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirloy ....5-29 508.. 12"
Details under title: Farewell My Lovely „

Girl Rush, The (65) Langford-Brown ...6-12 506..10-J"

Nevada (61) Mltchum-Gates ....7-24 509.. 12-"

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From tho East (82) Tracy-Kelly 7-24 514 -

2-19

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Rlley 10-16 511.... 2-5

Details under title: Come Share My Love .

Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire ...10-16 515... 2-19

Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis 5-1 513... 211

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long 8-21 512...WJ
BLOCK NO. FOUR

Body Snatcher, The Karlolf-Lugosl ....11-13 517.... 3-5

China Sky Scott-Drew 9-4 519
Tarzan and the Amazons Welsmuller-Joyce 518
Those Endearing Young Charms Day-Young 1-22 520
lomblcs on 8roadway Brown-Carney 9-18 516

NOT DESIGNATED
Along Came Jones (International) Cooper-Young ....11-27
Back to Bataan Wayne-Ahn 11-13

Details under title: Invisible Army

24 FILM BULLETIN



Ml* ff Ui YikM (T> (84) Scott-Lee 4-3.

rhjitoi Strangler. Tin LOder-Oapru 7-10.

Cauam Brown (93) Coorer-Wr.ght 2-21..

Fileon li San F.-anclsto, Tho Conway-Corday 2-19.

fM Maa into Tokyo Neal-Halt 2-19.

Details inter title: Filiwr Yoar Heart

|f» a Neaiirt (T) (90)

ui Le»es Papa

Most Oinserots Game. The

Princess «ni tb< Pirate (T) (94)

Sit *»Y "•«
Staslsb Mala. The (T)

Tkrw Caballeroj (T) (71)

Tot 0'Cls-ck Coiratc

Wart of Tin Petos

Waaun in tha Window. The (95)

Drtalli tnfar title: Oiee OS Ge rd

WOTtar Han. The (T)

Raft-Tmor ..

.Errol-R.sdon

.Loder-Long .

.Hoie-M.-.yo ...

Haley-Jeffries

Henrcid-0 Hara

.Cartoon Fsatr.ro

.Uatn-UStmmti .
8-21.

.Mllchim-Hale 10-16.

.Robinson-Bennett ..4-17..

8-21 . .

12-11.

2-ly.
.2-19.
5-15. .

12-11.
11-27.

. 12-11

V.V-1

.10-16

. .12-25

.'.1016

.Kaye-Mayo 7-24.

20th C ENTUR Y FOX
1G44-45 Features Completed (32) In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
Dairy Sisters, The (T) Grable-Payne

DrifMwyck . . .Tierney-Eyth;

Jailer Miss Garner-Joslyn

State Fair (T) Andrews-Crain ..

Within These Walls Mitchell-Anderson

COMPLETED

.2-19. . .

.1-22...

..3-5...

1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Tata It ar Lean It (70) Baker- Massow 4-3../

Wltf and a Prayer (97) Ameehe-Andrewj ...2-21../

BLOCK NO. TWO
Danoeroos Journey (73) • c .It Travel Feat.

Grteawieh Villaaa (T) (82) Arrethe-Hiranda

Sweet and Lowdown (75) Bari-Goodman

BLOCK NO. THREE
Bi« Hoise, Till (75) Latrel-Harty

Details inder title: Good Neighbors

In the Meantime, Darllni (72) Crain-Latimore

Details iidar title: I Harried a Soldier

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) . .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laira (88)

SatMthlif for the Boys (T) (87) .

.

BLOCK NO. FIVE

.11-15.
.2-7.

.504. . .8-21

.505. . .8-21

.5C3..-U-21

.Woolley-Haeer

.October.

.October.

0:tob:r.

.506... 9-18

.507... 9-18

.508 .10-15

BLOCK NO. SIX

Fighting Lady, The (61)

BLOCK NO. SEVEN

A Trae Grows in Brooklyn (128) . . .

BLOCK NO. EIGHT

.
.Tierney-'ndrews . . .5-1.

.

. Nor. . . . .509. .10-30

. .Miranda-O'Shca . . .5-1.

.

.Not..

.

. .510. .11-15

Baxter-Winninger . . .7-10. . .Dee..

.

. .513. .12-13

. O'Brien-Crane ...6-26.. . Dec. .

.

..512. .11-27

Peck-Hardwieke ...2-7.. Jan..

.

. .514. .12-25

Niven-Hontley . . . . . . For. . . .Jan..

.

. .511.

. .Gov't Docamentary .Jan. . . .515. . .1-22

Cregar-Darnell ...9-4.. .Feb. 516. . .1-22

. Feb. . . . .517. ...2-5

O'Shea-Marshal! .11-13.. .Mar. 519. ..2-19

..McDowell-Foster . .5-15.

.

.Mar.. . .518. . . .2-5

. .Fie Ids -Wool ley .. . .11-13.

.

Apr... . .522. ...3-5

Jones-Price . . .

.Bankiuad-Eythe

Gable-Yoong Apr.

Son of Flieka (T) (73)

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77)

Details ander title: Mol'y. Bless Her
taM of BematVette (156)
Royal Scandal. A (90)

Details under title: Czarina

Call of the Wild (Reissae) (81)

NOT DESIGNATED
Aad Then There Were None Fitzgerald-Histon ..3-19.

Ml for Adano. A Hodlak-Bendix 11-13
Billy Raw's Diamond Horseshoe (T) G-able-Haymei 9-4.

II Fighters) Laorel-Hardy 12-11

Captain EMU MaeMerray-Barl ..12-11
Carribean Mystery Oinn-Ryan 2-5.

Details inder title: First, Last and Always

Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe 12-25

Dei Jean Qiilligan . . . .Bendix-Blondell ....2-5
Details inder title: Two-Faced Qiilligan

Nob Hill J. Bennett-Raft 8-21

Where Do We Go From Here? (T) MaeMurray-leslli 9-4

Wilson (T) (153) HanJwck-Sitchell 11-29.

UNITED A RUSTS
1W4-45 Features Completed (32) In Production (3)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van ); Crosby (Cby.) ; Sherman (Shm.) ; Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.) ; Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.) ; Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.) ; Skirball (SkL); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.) ; Hughes (Hug.).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DUEL IN THE SUN
(Other Details Issue March 19)

Fight between Tixans and the owners of the Southern Pacific Rail-
road U heightened between a Father and four eons. Half-breed girl
causes additional quarrel between two of the brothers.

RBLEASC CHART
Lti PRODUCTION

Title—Blueing Time

Captain Kldd
Coel In the

Yoong Widow

CO.iiPLETED

Cast ieUili

.Laoghton-Britton ...2-5.
Jones-Cotten 3-19.
.Lup.no-Ha;wjrd 3-5.

1944-45
O'Kule-Bend.iAbroael with Two Yanks (80) .

.

Bedside Manner
. .Hissey-Carroll

Blithe Spirit (T) Cammings-Harrisoi
Blood on the Sen Cagney-Sidney .

Brewster's Millions (79) O'Keefe-Walker .

Caesar and Cleopatra (T) 0! tier- Leigh
C-h-;l Blimp (T) (148) Lieesy-Walirook
Dark Waters (89) Oberon-Tone ..
Cel.ghifjlly Dangerois (93) Powell-Bellamy

Detail) iniet title: High Among the Stan
Tho Crcat John. L Darnell-MeClare
Giest In the House (121) Baxter-Bellamy
What E»ory Woman Wants Colbert-Ameehe

Details ander title: Gaest Wife
Hairy Ape, Tho (90) Bendix-Hayward
Henry V (T) Oli»ier-Nrw(on
Her Man Gilbey Wilding-Ward ..
Down By the Ri»er Stott-Fieid . . .

Details inder title: Hold Acta rn in Yoar
H>nd

I'll Be Seeing Yoi (85) Rogers-Cotten .

Details cnttr title: Doable Fsrloigh
It's in the Baq (87) Allcn Bcnchley .

Sensations of 1945 (86) Powell-Fields ..

Mr. Emmanocl (92) Aylmer-Gynt
Ootlaw. The RosscH-Haston .

Paris—Mndergroand Bennett-Fields .

Since Yno Went Away (171) Colbert-Cotten

Sono of the Open Road (89) Bergen-Granville
SpeilMmd Bergman-Peck

n-*ai'-, ond»r title: Hogse of Or. Edwardcs

Story of G. L Jos Meredith

5amnvr Storm (107) Sanders-Darnell

Det»!b inder title: The Moon Their Mistress

This Happy B-eed (T) Newton-Johnson
-3 Is a Family (g\) Haggles-Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field . . ,

2CO0 Women . Robson-Ca'yert

8-7....3-20.... 8-4... Sal...

. .11-27 Stn

i Foreign G.F.D..

. . .10-31 Cgy

.... 8-21... 4-7... Scl 4-2

.Foriifn 6 F.O.

Foreign 5-4.
.
G-F.D 4-2

5-29. .11-10. . B.|. .12 11

9-4. . .3-31 Bp 3-19

. .7-10. . .5-25. . Crosby

2-21 . .12-8. . Sing 2-19
. . .12-11 Sli

. . .1-10. . .6-1

. Fcr

.Foreign

.9-18. . .5-18

. Lit. . . . 5-29
.F.O

i F.D

. L.H

. . . .4-17. . . .1-5. . Sik 1-8

. .10-16 . .4-21 Rgs . 2-19

. . .12-13 . .6-30. . .Stn . .7-10

.Foreign . .1-19. . G.F.D.. . .1-22

Walk the San . Andrrws-Conte

9-20. . .S-12. . .Srk. . .7-?J

..12-13.... 6-2... Rgs.... 5-15

..7-24 Szk.

. .11-27 Cwn
..12-27... 7-15... Nek.... 6 12

. Foreign G.F.D
6-26. .11-23. . Let

... 6-26. .12-29. . .Cow.. .12-25
.Fore an G.F 0

. .11-13 Bn

U N LV t K 5 A L
Features
Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Co-npleted (49)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (3)

In Production ffi)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Banning Tlae Cast Betalli

TN PRODUCTION
Lady On A Train Darbin-Bellanty 2-5.
Serenade For Marl)er Barker-Collar 3-19.
Night in Paradise (T) Oberon-Bey 1-8.

COMPLETED
1944-45 -

Details inder title: Swingaroo Sweetheart
Beaitifol Cheat Gran»i!!e-B«ery

Details ander title: It's Nevrr Too Latl
Beyond the Pecos Cameron. Drew
Blonde Ransom Cook-Grey

. .Oakie-Montez

.Errol-Vlneent

. .Darbin-Paige

. .Karloff-Foster

. .Chaney-Parker

. .Jean-Grant .

.Raines-Kowin

.lean-Brasselle

.Chaney-Anken

. l.an-Cntis

.Foster-Bey

.»ontr?-Hsll .

Bowery To Broadway (94)

.

Babes on Swlni Street

Can't Hell Singing (T) (89)
Climax. The (86)
Head Man's Fyrs (64)
Easy To Look At
Enter Arsene Lapin (72)

Details ander title: Arsene Lapin
Fairy Tale Mirder
The Frozen Ghost
Destiny (65)
Frisco Sal (94)
Gvasy Wildest 'T) (75)
Here Come the Co-Eds (88) biott-Co'tello

.

Her Laeky Night (63) Andrews Sisters .

Details ander title: Stars Over Manhattan
HI. Beaattfil O'Drlseoll-Beery

Details i"d«r tltl»- Be It E»er So Humble
Hiase of Fear (69) Rathbone-Braeo .

Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney

Details inder title: Dnils Brood

I'll Remember April Jean-Grant

«e»*ll« and'r HHae Mike Goe» to a Party

I'll Till the World Traey-Joyci .

J*»ile Caetlve Lane-Krager . .

.

Janile Oaeen (Serial) d>lller-nelllai .

Master Key. The (Serial) Wiley-Moore ..

Men In Her Diary Albritton-Hall
. .

Merrily Wa Slug Ryai-Blyt*

Merrv Mnnahans. The (91) O'Connor-Rvan

a«»nll|kt and Cattu Anirews-C-rrilli

B "OHy*s Cirn Chaney-Harding

Harder In the Blue Room (61) Cook-Gwynni

Mvst<r» if thi Rl»ir Biat (Serial) lowfry-Clements

My Gal bun Misle (T) Crosby-McDonald

Naiihty Nineties, The Abbott-Costello .

.11-27.

.7-24. . .2-23.

. 12-25

. .5-15. . .11-3
.5-29. .10-1?.

.6-12. .12-29.
. .2-21. .10-20.

. 4-3.. 11-10.

.12-25
. .8-21. .11-24.

.9071
.9007. .10-16

.9026. 1C-31

. .6-26
. .

Q-18.. 12-22.
. .10-2. . .2-?3.
.10-18 9-1

. 11-13.... 9-2.

..7-24.... 2-9.

.9012.

.9005.
.9002.

.9031.

9025

.

.4-17. . .2-16. . .9013.

.12-11.
. .9-18.

. 10-2

.

.
.12-11.

. .2-19.

. 5-15.

.12-27.

. . .9-6.

. .8-21.
. .3-20.
.7-04

.9-15.
. .9-9.

2-16
. .12-1.
10-24.

9036
c034. .11-27

.96R1

.9037
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Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn . . .

Old Texas Truli, The Cameron-Knight .

Patrick the 6ml O'Connor-Ryan . ,

Pearl oi Death (69) Rathbone-Bruce .

Penthouse Rhythm Colller-Norrls . . .

Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyce . . .

OjiSers qt Ghost City Moort-AtwlVl ...

r. Uui Age (63) lean-Clark

Details under title: Hake Way (or Uve
K;j;r> of Santa Fe camcron-Knlght

Salome—Where She Danced DcCarlo-Cnmeron

San Dieqo, I Love You (83) Hall-Foster

See fcjy lawyer Olsen & Johnson

Senorita from the West lones-Granvillo

She G«ts Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan ..

Singing Sheriff (63) Norrls-Knlght ..

Song of the Sarong Gargan-Kelly

Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce ...
Sudan (T) (76) Monlcz-Hall ...

Details tinder title: Queen of the Nile

Suspect, The (85) Laughton-Raincs
Swing Out. Sisf.r Cameron-dcWit ..

That's The Spirit Ryan-Oakie ....
Woman in Green Ra'.hbone-Bruco .

Details under title: Invitation to Death

Under Western Skies (57) O'Driscoll-Bcery

Details under title: Musical Round-up

.7-24.... 1-5... 9035 ..1-22

.7-10. .12-15. . .9032

.11-1.... 5-4

..5-1... 9-22... 9019... 9-18
.8-21
.3-19

.5-29. . .7-25. . .9/80
. .5-1. .11-17. . .9029. .10-16

REUASi CHART
lis! PRODUCTION

Tii.s—Running Time

Shadow of A Woman
Stolen Life

COMPLETED

Cast

.King.princo

.Davis- Ford

Details

. .2-19.

. .2-19.

. .4-17.

. .5-1.

.

. .1-22.

.10-31.

. .4-17.

.11-13.

. .2-19.

. .6-26.

.9031.

.5017.

1944-45

.1-12.
.10-6.

4-20.

W A* HER
1944-45 Features Completed (32)

.8-21... 1-19.. .9039.

it H £ fLS

In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE GIRL (Technicolor)
Musical—Started March 18
Cast: Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson, Janis Paige, S. Z. Sakall,

Carmen Cavallero and Orchestra, Martha Vickers.
Director: David Butler Producer: Alex Gottlieb
Story: Four young people produce a musical show which lands them all

roadway.

Animal Kingdom Sheridaa-Horgaa
Details under title: One Mere Tomorrow

Arsenic and Old Laee (118) Grant-Lane ...

Big Sleep, The Bogart-Bacall .

Christmas In Conneetreot Stanwyck-Morgan

Cinderella Jones Leslie-Aide . .

.

Conflict Bonart-Hobart .

Corn Is Green, The Davis-Dall ....

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henrcid

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan
Details under title: Forty Whacks

Danger Signal mcrson-Scott .

Devotion DeHavllland-LwIoe

Doughgirls, The (102) Sheridan-Carson

God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey .

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-star

Horn Blows it Midnight, The Kenny-Smith

Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine

Janie (106) : Reynolds-Hotton

Last Ride, The (56) Travis-Parker ..

Mildred Pierce Crawford- Carson

Ky Repetition Stanwytk-Brent

Nobody Lives Forever Garficld-Fitzgernld

Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown . . .

Of Human Bondage Henreid-Parker

Pillar To Post Lupino-Huston .

Rhapsody In Blue Leslle-Aldo

Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson ..

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smith ...

Saratoga Tronk <—) Cooper-Bergman

Strangers In Onr Midst Bullivan-Dorn

Pride of the Marines Garfield-Parker .

Details under title: This Love of Ours

Three Strangers Fitzgerald-Grcenstreet 1-22

To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall 2-21

Too Young To Know Leslie-Hutton 2-19

Very Thought of Yoo (99) Parker-Morgan
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...5-17.
. .8-21.
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11-16.
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.

..413.' .3-

...1-10. ..9-2.. . .401. .1
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..12-25.
. .11-29.
..9-18.
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SIZE-UPS
(Continued from Page 20)

for July.
. .Herbert Biberman has joined producer Jules Levey

and will participate as an associate in Levey's program for United
Artists.

Another production company will soon be offering product to
United Artists with the announcement of the formation of Golden
pictures — a company consisting of Edward and Robert Golden
and - Sam Dembow. Their first enterprise will be a film story
based on the hit radio program, "Breakfast in Hollywood" with
Tom Breneman as the host. The Golden team formerly worked
at RKO — doing the very profitable "Hitler's Children" and "The
Master Race."

Lester Cowan, interested in the press since his connection
with the Ernie Pyle story, is planning a saga of war correspon-
dents, titled "Free Press."

UNIVERSAL
Universal kept its lot fairly active despite the strike with

three pictures continuing and one new entry chalked up during
the walkout. The subjects include Walter Wanger's "Night in
Paradise," "Lady On a Train," "Serenade of Murder" and "Once
Upon a Dream."

News, however, was kept at a minimum at Universal, since
like the other majors dependent on outside commitments for
players, directors, etc., the studio decided on a policy of waiting
for the outcome before scheduling future projects.

Walter Wanger, however, lined up Fritz Lang, Joan Bennett
and Edward G. Robinson for "Scarlet Street." The picture, re-
uniting the trio of "Woman in the Window" will be filmed under
an unusual corporate structure. Universal will handle the dis-
tribution and the production will be the work of a firm calledNew World Properties of which Lang, as producer-director, will
be president and Wanger, vice-president.

As It must in all fields, the fairer sex is invading the business
of horror pictures with U's announcement that Gale Sondergaard
is going to appear in a series of films based on "The SpiderWoman" character — a lady heavy evolved from one of the Sher-
lock Holmes pieces. Miss Sondergaard will accomplish her dia-
bolical deeds without resorting to makeup, characterizing her
part instead as a charming sophisticate.

WARNER BROS.
Those patriotic ads of Warner Bros, have taken a good deal of

ribbing in and out of the motion picture industry with their

pointed remarks on good citizenship, democratic ways, etc. Ho'

ever, by way of fitting words to the action, Warners, in the la

few months, has demonstrated a facet of good citizenship that h

been kept strictly under wraps. For the past two months t

studio has had in its employ a Negro press agent, Phil Carter,

highly competent young man and a very gifted writer. He is t

first member of his race to have been appointed to a regular po-

tion on a studio publicity staff, although a couple of seasons ba

he was engaged by Metro to do special work for "Cabin in

Sky." Carter's particular assignment is to sell Warners' prodi

to the Negro press. And I might add that he is doing an excelle

job of it.

The decision to hire Carter was impelled by three factoi

his own talent, Warners' natural liberal tendencies, and the gro

ing realization by the studio that the Negro audience is one tl

demands a great deal more respect from Hollywood pictu

makers than has been its wont heretofore. Warners was one

the first film companies to attempt giving Negroes roles m(|

auspicious than those of menials. And today I understand it is

policy at the Burbank plant to expand this thoughtfulness to 1

ranks of extras where mob scenes regularly include a represen

tive proportion of Negroes. Colored G. I.'s dot such sequeii'

and the Negro officer also is represented.

This is the kind of good citizenship which can bear emulati
On the production front Warners struggled through the str

with no noticeable effect on films shooting or those scheduled
start. "The Two Mrs. Carrolls" got underway last week and "1

Time, Place and the Girl" was begun at the height of the confl

In addition, "Shadow of a Woman" and "A Stolen Life" were k
operating. . .Curtis Bernhardt has had his contract extended
"Stars and Stripes," a story based on the European G. I. publi-

tion looms as a likely film subject at this studio. . .Vincent SI

man will direct "Janie Gets Married" in which Joan Leslie \

take over the title role.

INDEPENDENT
Samuel Hersh has announced a new independent firm, Mut

Pictures Co., which expects to make six pictures for an
designated release. "Hollywood High School," from an idea
veteran director Elmer Clifton is to be the first of the series, i

Former Metro producer John Considine has signed Virgij'

Preble, Conover model, as the first player in a stock company '

intends to form.

:
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Young, strikingly handsome Dorian Gray stands before his portrait and utters this wish: "If only the picture could

change—and I could be always as I am now. For that I would give everything! Yes—there is nothing in the whole

world that I would not give! I would give my soul for that " In the Oscar Wilde novel that shocked the world in the

latter part of the 19th century, Dorian's wish comes true. At the right above is the portrait after it has undergone the

horrible ravages wrought by its subject's profligate life of sin.

"THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY" . . . From Wilde's Daring Fantasy

In undertaking the production of this picture M-G-M
knowingly entered upon a risky enterprise, for Oscar

Wilde's story is fantastic and it deals quite frankly with

the subject of sin, a word that had best be whispered in

Hollywood. The film version, while it is not the artistic

success some hoped it might be, seems fraught with out-

standing exploitation angles that afford exhibitors a grand

opportunity to develop it into a surprising boxoffice bet.

The exploitation section of the press sheet, prepared by

Metro's Billy Ferguson, is crammed with stunts that can

put the name of Dorian Gray on the lips of everyone in

town. Ferguson presents three likely exploitation angles

for the showman's choice: (I) Dignity; (2) Horror; (3)

Mystery — whichever suits his public's fancy. We pre-

dict that The Picture of Dorian Gray will prove to be one

of the season's "sleepers".

(Continued on Next Page)



EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY"
CREDITS: An M-G-M Picture. Produced by Pandro S. Berman. Directed By Albert

Lewin. Cast: George Sanders, Hurd Hatfield, Donna Reed, Angela Lansbury, Peter Law-

ford, Lowell Gilmore, Richard Fraser. Screen Play by Albert Lewin. Based upon the

Novel by Oscar Wilde.

1. It is in the studio of artist Basil Hallward (Lowell Gilmore),
left, that Dorian Gray (Hurd Hatfield) meets cynical Lord Henry
Wotton (George Sanders), who inspires Dorian to make the wish
that he always remain young while his portrait grows old. Wotton
tells the handsome youth to abandon himself to every desire and
pleasure.

4. Years pass, but Dorian Gray remains young, while his

picture has grown old and shows all the marks of his dis*

solute living. When Basil Hallward accidentally discovers

the horrible portrait in its attic hiding place, Gray stabs

his friend in a fury of fear that he will tell his niece, with
whom Dorian is in love. As Basil dies, blood appears on
the hands of the picture.

2. Taking Lord Henry's advice to "live, let nothing be lost upon
you," Dorian wanders into a cheap music hall in London's dim
underworld, where he is attracted by a pretty young singer, Sybil
Vane (Angela Lansbury). She becomes infatuated with his
elegance and charm.

3. When Dorian proposes marriage, Sybil and her mother are
'""

• >iof-t,.mp.Tcd brother .Jam 's (Richard
Fraser). who warns I tu rn that Dorian will bring her to a bad endGray does betray the girl and she commits suicide. Later, whenDorian looks at his portrait in the study, he observes that therace has taken on an evil, dissipated expression

5. Dorian realizes that he must destroy the picture. As
he plunges a knife into the heart of the loathsome paint-

ing, he sinks to the floor lifeless. When his friends arrive,

they find the body of a hideous, degenerate-looking old

man, while the portrait has changed back to the beautiful
Dorian Gray of the day it was painted.

SAMPLES OF THE NEWSPAPER ADS



OUR MAIL
REACHES NEW

Recently through the trade press, we informed our

friends of the difficulties in maintaining our reputa-

tion for service under wartime conditions.

We explained that 504 out of 1600 employees

(It is at this date 51 1 out of 1600 employees) ... or

practically one out of every three . . . are away or* -

military duty . . . and that we are trying hard to

carry on until they come back ... In short we said

. . . "Mister, have a heart!"

We never doubted the nature of your response...

but the "heart" shown since in your avalanche of

letters . . . has positively overwhelmed us.

Very soon, let us hope, the dawn of Peace will

arrive, with our old employees coming back to us

once again. Then better conditions, coupled with

the effects of your cooperation, will quickly bring

our service back to its old high standard.

We are naturally grateful to you—our old friends

—for your understanding and cooperation. It is this

fine, generous spirit on your part, that has enabled

us to carry on thus far.

We most sincerely thank you.



i '

TONIGHT AND EVERY NIGHT.
Starring the luscious Rita Hay-
worth, this Columbia Technicolor
musical also boasts Lee Bowman,
Janet Blair and a newcomer to the
screen, Marc Piatt, dancer in the
Broadway hit. "Oklahoma." The
story concerns a London theatre
troupe, which never misses a show
despite the worst days of the blitz,
while Miss Hayworth conducts an
off-again, on-again romance with
flyer Lee Bowman. The cast also
includes Leslie Brooks, Professor
Lamberci, Dusty Anderson. £1

f l

HOTEL BERLIN
Once again Warner Bros,

hits the timely bell with

this melodrama of a

present-day Berlin hotel,

a nest of intrigue, deceit

and the underground.

Adapted from the Vicki

Baum novel, its cast in-

cludes Helmut Dantine,

Faye Emerson, Raymond
Massey, Andrea King,

Peter Lorre, Alan Hale,

George Coulouris, and
Henry Daniell.

Peter Godfrey directed.



THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Cage 17)

fcurfew. The military action was seen as a direct rebuke to La-

buardia's defiance of the Federal directive. President Roosevelt

upheld the Byrnes order when questioned about the LaGuardia

pxtension.

Circuit and independent representatives met following news

)f the military curfew regulation and decided to observe the

ederal curfew.

ASKS THEATRES ESSENTIAL
In a move to have motion pictures theatres declared essential,

he Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners sent

:opies of resolution to Congressional representatives of seven

acific states.

The resolution urged Congress and War Mobilization Director
3yrnes to support Congressman Gordon L. McDonongh of Cali-

brnia in his proposal to declare motion picture theatres essential

o the war effort. PCCITO Executive Secretary Robert H. Poole
ubmitted the resolution.

It called attention to the all-out co-operation with the Govern-
nent and the war effort by the production, distribution and ex-

libition branches of the industry. Stressing the especial coopera-
ion of theatres in devoting "all of the screen time requested by
>ur Government for presentation of Government films and special
nessage to the public," and "outstanding cooperation in the sale
>f Government War Bonds, complete participation in all Red
.ross and other worthy drives," the resolution noted McDonough's
rgument of the tremendous role theatres have played in "the
ssentiality of public morale, maintenance and morale building of
>oth home and battlefronts."

THEATRE RECORDS INSPECTION RULED OK
Establishment of the right of distributors to inspect theatre

ecords of percentage pictures where an exhibitor refuses to per-
mit that action, despite contractual obligations, was claimed by
iistributor attorneys following a Federal Court ruling in
'ittsburgh.

The case was brought by the eight major companies against 27
xhibitors in the Pittsburgh area, charging falsification of box-
)ffice receipts on percentage engagements. In a counter-suit
charging that the licensing agreements were in violation of the
inti-trust laws, the exhibitors sought an injunction to restrain
he distributors from examining their books.

The Federal Court ruling was regarded as having national
ignificance. Since similar actions have been filed by the distribu-
ors with more being prepared throughout the country, the ruling

may set a precedent for examination of exhibitors' records, if so

stipulated in the contract, throughout the country. Both suits

are expected to go to trial, although no dates have been set.

THANK YOU
for your oooperation in the handling of film.

It is working out swell.

NOW SAVE PAPER
This is an important War Effort.

Return posters sent to you in error. Do
not throw them aside.

Return all posters properly marked, labeled
and wrapped. Don't throw them loose in

the lobby.

YOU DO YOUR PART!
WELL DO OURS!

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vise St.

Philadelphia 7, Petina. LOCust 431 I

20TH-FOX PROFITS UP
Consolidated net profit, after all charges of 20th Century-Fox

Film Corporation and its voting-controlled subsidiaries, including

National Theatres Corp. and Roxy Theatres, Inc., for the 53 weeks
ended December 30, 1944 was estimated at $12,400,000. This com-

pares with 1943 actual profits, after all charges, of $10,901,000. a

one and a half million dollar increase. Provision for Federal

income and excess profits taxes was estimated at $25,100,000, com-
pared with 1943 taxes of $23,800,000.

Universal Pictures showed a decrease in its consolidated net

profits for the 13 weeks ended January 27, 1945, which aggregated
$1,083,601 after all charges including Federal Income and Excess
Profits Taxes. This compared with $1,214,001 for the correspond-

ing period of the preceding fiscal year. Before provision for

Federal taxes, profit amounted to $1,737,601 compared with $1,-

946,701 in the like period last year.

Loew's, Inc. reported a net profit of $2,878,242 after Federal

taxes amounting to $2,339,914 for the 12 weeks ended November
23, 1944. This compares with a net of $2,796,861 for the correspond-
ing period the previous year.

Technicolor, Inc., showed a net profit of $859,156 for the fiscal

year ended December 31, 1944, compared with $1,103,704 for 1943.

Net sales for 1944 topped those for the previous year, however,
the former figure hitting $11,194,380 compared with $9,292,927 for

1943. Federal taxes came to $1,101,633 in 1944, $819,846 the pre-

ceding year.

PEOPLE
Martin Starr was appointed exploitation director at United

Artists. Barry Buchanan, UA director of advertising-publicity an-
nounced. Starr, who succeeds Rex Williams following the latter s

resignation, will combine his new duties with radio activities for

the company.

Harry Blair, who recently resigned the post of Eastern ad-
vertising and publicity director for PRC. last week joined the
RKO publicity staff. Arnold Stolz, former United Artists ex-
ploitation director, has been named PRC Eastern advertising-
publicity head, following the company's decision to maintain East-
ern ad-publicity headquarters.

B. V. Sturdivant, veteran theatre executive and N. Calif, divi-
sion manager for Fox West Coast Theatres, was named Latin
American manager for the company with headquarters in Mexico
City. Charles P. Skouras, president of National Theatres, an-
nounced Sturdivant's appointment relative to the company's plan-
ned expansion in the Latin Americas.

George Fraser was named a member of 20th Century-Fox'
exploitation staff, replacing Lou Gerard who transferred to .the
New York publicity department of the company.

Albert Margolies was appointed Eastern director of publicity
and advertising for Lester Cowan Productions.

Charles Leonard has assumed the post of studio home office
representative for William Cagney Productions with headquarters
in the East.

William F. Bugie was named Dallas branch sales manager by
James R. Grainger, Republic President and general sales manager.
Bugie succeeds N. J. Colquhoun, who was upped to Southwestern
District sales manager.

GET SET FOR
NEW JERSEY !

MESSENGER
i

[
THE BIG 7TH SERVICE i

1 WAR LOAN! Member Natl FHm Outten /

250 N. JUNIPER OT.
Philadelphia, Pa 1

APRIL 2, 1945
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lO.MORROW THE WORLD . . A seri-

ous drama, dealing with vicious work-
ings of a 12-year-old Nazi s mind and
eventual regeneration, this Lester

Cowan production for United Artists

release introduces Skippy Homeier to

the screen after his successful appear-

ance in the same role in the widely-

discussed stage hit. Fredric March is

seen as the boy s uncle who shelters

him when he arrives from Germany.
Betty Field is March's fiancee

who is instrumental in the boy's

change and Joan Carroll por-

trays March's daughter. Leslie

Fenton directed.



ITS IX THE BAG. Fred Aliens
return to the screen in the Jack H.
Skirball production for United Art-

ists release will be good news to

moviegoers, particularly with a cast

that includes guest stars Jack Benny,
Don Ameche, Victor Moore, Rudy
Vallee and Jerry Colonna. Aiding
Fred also are William Bendix, Bin-
nie Barnes, Robert Benchley, John
Carradine and Minerva (Mrs. Nuss-
baum) Pious. The baggy-eyed com-
edian is seen as a flea-circus owner
who suddenly falls into an inherit-

ance. Richard Wallace directed.

HERE COME THE CO-EDS. . .Abbott and Cos-

tello are seen in a yarn (one of their funniest,

'tis reported) that puts Bud and the pudgy Lou
in a girls' college and lets them loose to take the

institution out of debt. Costello's adventures in-

clude a basketball game, a wrestling match and
a tussle with an oyster fresh out of a stew. The
cast includes Peggy Ryan. Martha O'Driscoll, Lon
Chaney, and Phil Spitalny and his all-girl orches-

tra. Jean Yarbrough has directed the Universal
comedy.
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WORLD SECURITY (

OnlyONE picture so timely4
San Francisco Press Club I

For the greatest assemblage of international

To be held

James CAGNEYl
SYLVIA SIDNEY



tERENCE PREMIERE

Iportant, it is selected by the
Is unprecedented event!
ren and journalists in world history!

c-k of May 1.

PORTER HALL • JOHN EMERY -ROBERT ARMSTRONG

WALLACE FORD ROSEMARY DE CAMP • JOHN HALLORAN

Screenplay by Lester Cole • Additional Scenes by Nathaniel Curtis

From a Story by Garrett Fort

by FRANK LLOYD A HISTORY-MAKING U.A. RELEASE!
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At this moment the headlines are yet moist with the tragic news. And,

like so many others, we seek to summon small, beggarly words to give expres-

sion to the deep grief that lays so heavily on the hearts of people everywhere.

We mourn.

Yes. we mourn, knowing fuH well that in the past other great leaders

have fallen and that our nation in its strength and in its faith will carry on. We
mourn, knowing, too, that any day our cause will be crowned with Victory and

praying that the Peace he dreamed and planned will be built as his monument

in the annals of Mankind.

It has been our privilege to have spent part of our moment of life in the

company of a titan.

We of the entertainment world have our special reason to mourn, for he

was close to us. His very life is one of the greatest dramas of all history. Not

the most extravagant imagination of any fiction writer could conceive the deeds

this man accomplished in his lifetime. With wondrous understanding he sensed

the yearnings of Mankind and sought to bring them to fulfillment. He spoke in

a universal language of every man's hopes and aspirations, so that, like the

movie, he was understood in every corner of the earth where men of good will

dwell. How actors envied his celebrated "common touch"! He was the per-

fect audience, too, for he loved people and he loved to laugh.

America and the world must go forward. For us there is work ahead in

the winning of the war and the fashioning of a peace that will endure. So we

turn our faces to the future.

Yet, let us mourn him always, for in that mourning will be rekindled ever

our will to hold aloft the torch he bore so nobly.

MO WAX
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M-G-M . 1 Not Set

THE VALLEY OF DECISION* GREER GARSON HEADS A STRONG CAST
Rates • * • on name value

M-G-M
111 minutes

Greer Garson, Gregory Peck, Donald Crisp,

Lionel Barrymore, Preston Foster, Marsha
Hunt, Reginald Owen, Gladys Cooper, Dan
Duryea, Jessica Tandy, Marshall Thompson,
Barbara Everest, John Warburton, Geral-
dine Wall, Arthur Shields, Mary Currier,

Russell Hicks, Connie Gilchrist, Dean Stock-
well, Lumsden Hare, Anna Q. Nilsson.

Directed by Tay Garnett.

"The Valley of Decision" shapes up as
sure-fire box office, but this is due to Greer
Garson's superlative performance and the
typically topnotch Metro supporting cast
rather than to the sentimental and long-
winded saga adapted from Marcia Daven-
port's lengthy best-selling novel. It lacks the
great emotional impact of "Mrs. Miniver,"
"Random Harvest," or even "Mrs. Parking-
ton," but this is another story stressing
romance and family intrigue in a manner
to carry strong appeal to feminine audi-
ences. The story opens in 1873 and covers
a dozen years in the lives of a steel manu-
facturing clan and the lovely Irish servant
girl who becomes an important part of their
lives. With much of the action laid in a
wealthy home, the steel mills are used main-
ly as a shadowy background except for one

tense and melodramatic strike sequence

which comes very late in this close-to-two-

hour film. Although there are many tender,

humorous or tragic episodes which bring

the various members of the Scott family to

life, they often slow up the progress of the

main romantic tale. While male patrons

may find that the happy ending is a long
time in coming, the women should be ab-
sorbed throughout. Tay Garnett's direction
deserves praise and the settings and period
costumes are up to the high M-G-M stand-
ard. The combination of Miss Garson and
Gregory Peck, added to the fame of the
novel, should mean strong grosses in all

except, perhaps, action spots.

In Pittsburgh in 1873, Greer Garson be-
comes a servant in the wealthy home of
Donald Crisp, steel manufacturer, and thus
enrages her father, Lionel Barrymore, who
lost his legs in a mill accident. Miss Garson
learns to love all of Crisp's family, parti-

cularly Gregory Peck, the only one who
shares his father's interest in the advance-
ment of the mill. Believing that she is not
a fit wife for Peck, Miss Garson accom-
panies his sister to Scotland, but, after two
years, decides to return to him in America.
A strike is in progress at the steel mill and
Peck pleads with his father to meet and dis-

cuss terms with the union leaders. How-

ever, the vindictive old Barrymore intej

rupts the conference and shoots Crisp an

is himself killed by guards — a trage^

which puts another blight on Miss Garson

romance with Peck. Ten years later, Peci

who is married to Jessica Tandy, tries t)

hold out when his brother decides to se

the mill. However, Miss Garson holds or
share (left her by Crisp's widow) and sb
is able to persuade Miss Hunt to hold oi

her share also and thus prevent the sale (

the steel mill. With Peck then becomin
estranged from his jealous wife, there i

prospect of future happiness with Mii
Garson.

Employing a delightful Irish brogue, Mii|

Garson's splendid portrayal of Mary Rai
ferty will capture the hearts of any audien<
just as she won the hearts of her wealth
employers. Gregory Peck's calm and dign
fled portrayal of the visionary son of tl

steel magnate commands attention, whi
Lionel Barrymore goes to the other extreir

by ranting and raging as the embittered o
cripple. Gladys Cooper and Donald Crii

are outstanding as the elder Scotts ar

Marsha Hunt, Dan Duryea and Marsha
Thompson are well cast as the children i

wealth. Preston Foster, as Miss Garson
mill-hand suitor, also does good work.

YOR

WARNER BROS. ... 1 April Release

'THE HORN BLOWS AT MIDNIGHT' FANTASY GETS FEW LAUGHS
Rates • • as dualler on name value

Warner Bros.

J8 minutes

Jack Benny, Alexis Smith, Allyn Joslyn,

Dolores Moran, Reginald Gardiner, John
Alexander, Guy Kibbee, Franklin Pangborn,
Maj-garet Dumont, Bobby Blake, Truman
Bradley, Ethel Grimes, Mike Mazurki,
James Burke, Murray Alper, Paul Harvey.

Directed by Raoul Walsh.

This concoction of heavenly fantasy and
juvenile slapstick simply fails to jell. The
fantasy misses rather completely and the
slapstick is stretched out beyond laughable
lengths. The boxoffice results generally
will reflect the disappointment of most
moviegoers and even of confirmed Jack
Benny fans. As an angel sent down from
Heaven to destroy the wicked earth by blow-
ing his trumpet precisely at midnight,
Benny struggles with inadequate comjc ma-
terial. Scattered here and there throughout
the picture are occasional satiric touches
that will delight class audiences, but these
are too few and far between to compensate
for the dullness of the major part. The
hiKh point of the comedy for most audiences
will be the old trick of several people hang-
ing by each other's feet precariously over a
skyscraper ledge above the street. However,
director Raoul Walsh didn't know when to

say "cut!" on this sequence. "The Horn
Blows at Midnight" will need the support

of a strong drama or action feature in most
locations.

Jack Benny, a trumpet player in a sym-
phony orchestra, falls asleep during the

radio broadcast for a coffee program and
dreams he is a member of the great Celes-

tial Symphony in Heaven. After being

recommended by his heavenly girl friend,

Alexis Smith, Benny is summoned to the

office of the Chief, Guy Kibbee, in charge

of small planets. He is told that the Earth
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has been acting up lately and he has be<

designated to destroy it by blowing a trur

pet blast at midnight. On the earth, tl|

shy Benny meets Allyn Joslyn and Jot ;

Alexander, two fallen angels who have lo

their heavenly status and are determin-;

that he shall never accomplish his missio

Benny also becomes involved with Regina!

Gardiner, an international crook, and tl

latter's girl friend, Dolores Moran. Wh
,

saving the latter from suicide, Benny miss I

his chance to blow the trumpet and, lattl

the horn is stolen by Gardiner. In t
[

meantime, Miss Smith receives permiasiJ

to follow Benny to the earth and even Ki

bee finally flies down to look into the mil

ter. During a struggle between all cc

cerned on the roof high above a hu

mechanical coffee sign, Benny falls do\

and awakens to find that he had fall

asleep during the lulling coffee commerc

voiced by the radio announcer.

Alexis Smith supplies charm and pulchl

tude as Benny's angelic girl friend a

Reginald Gardiner adds some deft come

touches as a suave international crod

Allyn Joslyn, John Alexander, Guy Kibtl

and Franklin Pangborn contribute cypli

comedy characterizations and Margaret I

mont has an amusing bit as a temperamt

tal radio prima donna.

DENUl
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PARAMOUNT ... 3 in Fifth Block (Total 4)

A MEDAL FOR BENNY' TOO MUCH DIALOGUE, TOO LITTLE ACTION
Rates • • generally; more in class house

Paramount

80 minutes

Dorothy Lamour, Arturo de Cordova, J. Car-
rol Naish, Mikhail Easumny, Frank Mc-
Hugh, Rosita Moreno, Charles Dingle, Fer-
nando Alvarado, Grant Mitchell, Minerva
Ureeal, Douglas Dumbrille, Eva Puig, Pepito
Perez, Frank Reicher, Robert Homans, Max
Wagner.

Directed by Irving Pichel.

"A Medal for Benny" projects a timely
and pertinent lesson in Americanism, but.
unfortunately, it makes its point with too
much dialogue and a minimum of filmic ac-
tion. Translated into terms of boxoffice,

this is a fair-plus attraction for serious-
minded adult audiences in class houses, fair
for average mass audiences and weak for
action spots. For purpose of comparison,
the exhibitor might recall Metro's version of
an earlier John Steinbeck story, "Tortilla
Flat," since this, too, is a simple, leisurely-
told tale about the voluble, carefree Paisa-
nos (part Spanish-part Indian) of Southern
California. They are a folk better suited
to the written page than the movies. Al-
though the Benny of the title is never seen,

; weak for action spots

the story revolves around him and, as his

family and friends discuss his few virtues

and many faults, he becomes a very real

person. And when this shadowy hero is

awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor
posthumously, the contrasted reactions of
the indolent, good-hearted Paisanos and the
selfish, bustling mayor and typical small
town officials is not flattering to Main Street
Americans. This, apparently, is the point
of the story by Steinbeck and Jack Wagner.
The names of Dorothy Lamour and Arturo
de Cordova will give this a lift in the prior
runs, but the word-of-mouth reaction will

not be helpful in most subsequent-run
situations.

A colony of Paisanos (part Spanish-part
Indian) living in a California coastal town,
remember Benny Martin, son of lovable J.

Carrol Naish, as a wild boy who was run
out of town before he joined the Army.
Dorothy Lamour, who has been affianced to
Benny, is also loved by Arturo de Cordova,
a ne'er-do-well who has many schemes for
making money. After Miss Lamour refuses
to accept a present from de Cordova, he
learns from Rosita Moreno that Benny had
given her Miss Lamour's friendship ring.
At last, Miss Lamour realizes that Benny

'MURDER, HE SAYS' WEAK HILL-BILLY COMEDY
Rates * • — on name value; better .1 h ouses

Paramount

92 minutes

Fred MacMurray, Helen Walker, Marjorie
Main, Porter Hall, Jean Heather, Peter
Whitney, Mabel Paige, Tom Fadden, Bar-
bara Pepper, Joel Friedkin, George McKay.
Directed by George Marshall.

Like a hill-billy cartoon come to life,

"Murder, He Says" is more rowdy and
raucous than it is laugh-provoking. With
Fred MacMurray as name draw, this might
do fair business in rural houses where less
discriminating audiences will laugh at the
knock-'em-down, drag-'em-out comedy plot,
but it is far too corny for most urban audi-
ences. The picture is a mixture of farce
and murder-mystery which never seems to
jell and, under George Marshall's heavy-
handed direction, Marjorie Main and most
of the other capable players are forced to
give highly-exaggerated portrayals of illiter-
ate backwoods residents. MacMurray plays
a public opinion investigator who becomes

involved with a gun totin' maw, her moronic
twin boys who she keeps in check with a
huge whip and sundry other mountain folk

whose antics are sometimes ridiculous
enough to draw snickers. However, it never
rises above the custard-pie type of humor
which is amusing in small doses, but be-
comes boresome if dragged out to feature
length. Both MacMurray and Helen Walker,
who adds some romantic interest, deserve
better than this

Seeking information for a survev of mod-
ern life for the average farmer. Fred Mac-
Murray bicycles out to the Fleagle place,

backwoods home of Marjorie Main, where
he is assaulted by her moronic twin sons
(both Peter Whitney) and attacked by her
ferocious dogs. Only the old grandmaw,
Mabel Paige, knows the hiding place of $70,-

000 stolen from a bank and, by introducing
MacMurray to her as the boy friend of
Barbara Pepper, a favorite grandniece who
has recently broken jail, the family hopes
to locate the loot. Miss Paige, who has
been drinking poisonous spring water that
makes its victims phosphorescent, dies after

SCARED STIFF SILLY, CONFUSED MYSTI-CCMEDY
Rates • 4- as secondary dualler in minor action spots
~ "~ lightning storm is not in evidence. Other
Paramount
65 minutes

Jack Haley, Ann Savage, Barton MacLane,
Veda Ann Borg, Arthur Aylesworth, Roger
Pryor, Buddy Swan, George* E. Stone, Lucien
Littlefield, Paul Hurst, Robert Emmett
Keane, Eily Malyon.
Directed by Frank McDonald.

In these days of film shortages, it is truly
surprising to find to what poor use precious
celluloid is put, not to mention talent and
expense, in such programmers as "Scared
Stiff." Produced by the Messrs. Pine and
Thomas with decidedly unambitious aspira-
tions, this silly, confused mystery-comedy
fails to meet even the most modest demands
as entertainment. Only two assets are ap-
parent — (a) a body does not fall out of a
closet and (b) the customary thunder and

wise, the boys throw the dog-eared book
mellerdrammer at you, plus a few attempt-
ed "new" twists, such as a chase in a winery
cellar with the killer held at bay in a gigan-
tic wine vat, all of which nets some minor
laughs and thrills, but hardly compensates
for the general inanity and incoherence
prevalent throughout. This is just for the
lower half of duals in lesser action spots.

The kiddies may find it fun.

Jack Haley is seen as a reporter who con-
tinually misses up on his assignments, and
is finally sent to cover a wine festival in

California. He boards the wrong bus and
finds himself involved in a murder when
his seat-mate is stabbed. Also on the bus
are Ann Savage, Haley's girl friend; Veda
Ann Borg, an insurance detective; Buddy
Swan, a child genius and his guardian, Ar-
thur Aylesworth and others, all of whom act
suspicious. Haley's expert knowledge of

was not true to her and she can accept de

Cordova's attentions. But, next day, the

California townspeople learn that Benny, the

local bad boy, has been posthumously

awarded a Congressional Medal of Honor
for killing more than a hundred Japs.
Ashamed to let the Governor and Army
officials see Naish's old shack, the Mayor in-

stalls Naish and Miss Lamour in an im-
pressive house before the newsreel men ar-

rive. But, when he learns that the new
house is only his for the celebration, Naish
becomes disgusted and moves back to his

old shack. There the Governor and a U. S.

General seek him out and present him with
Benny's posthumous award and remark
"some mighty fine Americans have come out
of shacks."
Dorothy Lamour, attired in simple dresses

which do not accent her allure, gives a
natural and appealing portrayal throughout
and Arturo de Cordova is an engaging ro-

mantic figure as the likable ne'er-do-well.

J. Carrol Naish is an ideal choice for the
rich role of the bewildered old Paisano
father and little Fernando Alvarado, Grant
Mitchell and Charles Dingle also contribute
good performances.

YORK

giving MacMurray a vague clue as to the

money's hiding place. Helen Walker, ac-

tually the daughter of a bank examiner also

after the $70,000, enters the scene by imper-

sonating the escaped jail bird. Together, she
and MacMurray try to work out the clues
and And the money but Miss Main and her
twin sons are constantly on their trail.

After numerous chases through the house
and in the surrounding woods, MacMurray
finds the money and manages to capture
the entire Fleagle clan, including the es-

caped jailbird, in a hay-bailing machine.
The attractive Helen Walker seems out-

of-place in low comedy. Marjorie Main
shouts and shoots her way through the
made-to-order role of a frowzy old moun-
taineer matriarch but it remains a comic
strip characterization. Peter Whitney works
doubly hard as her twin boys and Jean
Heather is uncomfortably realistic as a
moronic daughter. Porter Hall is outstand-
ing as Miss Main's high-sounding third
husband.

DENLEY

chess makes him a mark for a number of
unscrupulous characters, all seeking a price-
less oriental chess set hidden in the hotel.

Continually stopped as he attempts to get
away to cover his assignment, Haley even-
tually meets up with Barton MacLane, an
escaped killer, also after the chess set, and,
after a wild chase in the hotel's wine-cellar,
succeeds in trapping the convict and the
murderer in a wine vat. He calls his boss
to apologize for not getting his assigned
story and, of course, neglects to give him
the "terrific" news story he has just wit-
nessed.
The entire cast performs in style reminis-

cent of the Mack Sennett comedies, with
mugging and double takes the comic order
of the day. Frank McDonald has directed
with loose rein, to understate the matter,
and seems to have just lost interest after
the second reel.

BARN
APRIL
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

INDUSTRY PROBE BY SENATE COMMITTEE
A probe of "producer-exhibitor monopoly" that is alleged to be

squeezing independent exhibitors out of business will be launched
by the Senate Small Business Committee, it was announced last

week by Senator James E. Murray, chairman. The investigation
will be based on a number of complaints received by the Com-
mittee from independent theatremen throughout the country,
Murray revealed.

Dewey Anderson, executive secretary of the Committee, was
instructed by Murray to conduct a complete survey of all com-
plaints, study the problems involved and submit a report. Open
hearings will be held, if necessary, Murray added.

Commenting on the Committee's decision to conduct the in-
vestigation, Murray revealed that the complaints had been re-
ceived over a period of months, including one from his home town,
Butte, Montana, who have "represented to the Committee that
they are being subjected to a relentless squeeze, forcing them to
close their theatres, or else suffer absorption by the major pro-
ducing companies and the large theatre chains."

Among the principal charges made by the indes were that the
five major producer-distributor companies owning theatres give
unfair preference to their affiliated houses in choice of films,
playing time, rentals, etc., and that the larger theatre circuits
were receiving favored treatment because of their "extensive"
purchasing power, thus putting a double squeeze play on the small
independent house.

Supporting the charge that independent theatres are being
put out of business, said Murray, were figures from the Hays
office revealing that despite the increase in theatres from 13,416
in 1933 to 16,591 in 1941, the percentage of independent theatres
dropped in the same period from 68 per cent to 56 per cent, while
large unaffiliated circuits increased their holdings from 15 to 28
per cent, and the number of circuits jumped from 233 to 357.

Declaring that the charges outlined in the various complaints
"certainly warrant investigation," Senator Murray stated, "The
vital importance of motion pictures as a medium for the com-
munication of thoughts and ideas gives the public a real stake in
them. Any practices which result in restraint of trade, or prevent
the exhibition of films in any area of the country would infringe
on the public interest in that territory." He stressed the need for
healthy competition in the industry and that men returning from
the Armed Services "be given their fair chance to open and suc-
cessfully operate" their own houses.

Anderson, who is also counsel for the Committee, told a Film
Daily reporter in Washington that it was the aim of the investi-
gation to "rectify monopolistic abuses" within the industry
through negotiation, and that if this could be done, it would not
be necessary to resort to public hearings. He expressed the opinion
that divorcement was not the all-important factor that would solve
the industry's ills, adding that "the problem goes much deeper
than that" and that this was one of the reasons the Committee
has sought the investigation. He stressed the fact that although
the Department of Justice is preparing its anti-trust case for trial
next October, the investigation was decided upon "independently."
Although there will probably be some information exchanged be-
tween the Department and the Senate group, Anderson disavowed
intention of "messing with the anti-trust case, and we most cer-
tainly do not intend to be a sounding board for the Department."

NLRB STRIKE HEARING SET
Developments in the continuing Hollywood strike situation

were highlighted last week by a National Labor Relations Board
invitation to the principals to present their cases in a hearing
scheduled for April 26th in Washington. The NLRB sent wires
to the Screen Set Designers Local 1421, IATSE officials, the War-
ner and Paramount units of the Screen Office Employees Guild
and attorneys for the producers. Despite the invitation. Herbert
K. Sorrell, president of Conference of Studio Unions, and leader
of the strike, declared that strikers would not return to work
until members of Local 1421 received a contract from the
producers.
' In a mass meeting earlier, Sorrell indicated that he night ask
theatre building service employes throughout the country to join
him in a sympathy strike. He said that a list of all pictures
bcini,' made under strike conditions will be sent to every labor
organization in the country, union members to make their own
decisions regarding their patronage. He also levied a personal

12

attack on Richard Walsh, IATSE head, calling him a pawn of
the producers.

Drastic steps taken earlier by the principals involved in the
strike failed to make a dent in the situation. Following their
warning that they would consider it a breach of contract if

strikers did not return to their jobs, the producers met the refusal

of the strikers to heed the threat with an announcement that their
employment was "terminated." The CSU promptly retaliated by
removing the skeleton crews which it had permitted to remain for
reasons of safety. The producers then announced that they had
made arrangements with Walsh to have IA craftsmen replace
the striking employes.

IATSE pamphlets urging CSU members to join IA locals,

offering membership without initiation or other fee, met with poor
response. Sorrell said, "Not one CSU workman had accepted or
T/ould accept the offer." He countered the IATSE move with a
message urging international presidents to call a special meeting
of the American Federation of Labor executive council for the
purpose of summoning Walsh for a hearing on charges of at-

tempting to establish a vertical union setup in the studios, thus,

they said, upsetting all union contracts, including those in the
basic agreement.

'SHOWMAN'S SEVENTH' LAUNCHED
The next industry War Loan campaign, titled the "Showman's

Seventh," had its preliminary launching last Tuesday at the first

of three regional meetings between exhibitor, distributor and pub-
licity state chairmen and the National Seventh War Loan Com-
mittee. The Eastern and Southern meeting, with National Chair-
man Samuel Pinanski presiding, was held in New York to de-

velop final plans for the huge drive, May 14 through June 30. The
remaining two regionals will be held on Monday, April 16th in

Chicago and Denver.
The New York meet, attended by representatives of 19 states

and District of Columbia, presented concrete campaign plans for

what Pinanski called "the toughest assignment the industry has
ever been given." He stressed that the "Showmen's Seventh"
campaign has been planned on a "grassroots" basis, with cam-
paign organization completely decentralized and responsibility

placed on the field chairmen to achieve the drive's $4,000,000,000

"E" bond goal, the highest quota yet set.

Tom Connors, National Distributor Chairman, reported all

national distributors solidly behind the drive, with all in accord
with the distributors' agreement making pictures available for

Bond Premieres, Children's Premieres and Free Movie Day. He
said that each distributor chairman is urged to break down zones
for salesmen's contacts enlisting support of exhibitors, who will

be asked to sign pledges. The 19-minute campaign film, "All-Star

Bond Rally," was described by Connors as "the finest film ever
made to sell bonds at theatres and at the same time build good-
will for theatres and industry. Twelve hundred prints have been
ordered and exhibitors will be asked to run this film at shows,
then reship it to another theatre to save time in order to get the

fastest possible playoff, he said.

The greatest promotion drive the industry has ever seen will

back the drive, John Hertz, national publicity chairman, declared.

The publicity will be concentrated in all outlets possible. He re-

vealed that instead of a press book, a portfolio containing prac-

tical, workable ideas will be sent to exhibitors.

Principal speaker at the meeting was Ted R. Gamble, National
Director of the Treasury's War Finance Division, who called the

forthcoming campaign the most important since the inception of

war financing. He said that war expenditures are mounting,
revealing that the month just ended was the most expensive of the
entire war. He pointed out that this year there will be two War
Loan drives as compared with three last year and that the period
allocated to the Seventh was an overall total of 90 days.

National Free Movie Day was set for June 6. the anniversary
of D-Day in Europe.

FILMS FOR GERMANY
A heavy concentration of films designed to drive homo the

Allies' viewpoint has been arranged for the Germans following
the capitulation of the Reich, according to a dispatch by Charlet
E. E^an to the New York Times.

(Continued on Page 16)
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

To the left is the real John Herbert Dillinger
at a moment when he was in the hands of
the law. On the right is the movie's Dil-
linger, Lawrence Tierney, screen unknown,
who got a great break.

DILLINGER"... Saga of A Public Enemy

No name since Jesse James ranked as high in the

annals of crime as that of John Herbert Dillinger.

He was the man no bars could hold. Four times he

broke jail. He robbed 14 banks and committed 9

murders in cold blood. Finally, as though his real-

life story had been fashioned by some imaginative

movie writer, he was led to his death by the "woman
in red," while 5000 men of the Law sought him.

Monogram certainly has come up with one of the

great exploitation naturals of recent years in this

saga of the late, unlamented Public Enemy No. I. If

all the columns of newspaper copy printed about Dil-

linger were laid end to end they would reach from

here to fast past the longest line of moviegoers ever

dreamed by any showman. The exhibitor has only to

plot the best means of capitalizing the wealth of ex-

ploitation material available on Dillinger. For thea-

tres catering to action audiences, the job is rather

simple. In situations where the public's taste runs

on a higher entertainment plane, the showman might

choose to delve into the social and psychological

phases of Dillinger's blood-stained life. From any

angle, this movie makes exciting copy.

(Continued on Next Page)

The tense scene below is in a hideout after the mobster had been wounded on one of his forays.



EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"DILLINGER"
A Monogram Picture. Produced by King Bros. Directed by Max Nosseck. Cast:

Edmiind Lowe. Anne Jeffreys, Lawrence Tierney, Eduardo Ciannelli. Marc Lawrence.

Elisha Cook, Jr., Ralph Lewis, Ludwig Stossel. Else Jannsen. Original Screen Play by

Phil Ynrrlan. Cameraman. Jackson Rose.

]„ John Dillinger (Lawrence Tierney), running out of money in
a speakeasy, holds up a grocery store, which nets him $7.20 and a
six months jail term. His cellmate is Specs (Edmund Lowe), an
intelligent, soft-spoken, but dominating character, who gives
Dillinger ideas for the future.

4. Dillinger obtains a knife and block of wood from a

other prisoner, carves a gun and engineers his escape. 1

returns to the gang, kills Specs, then arranges a $300,0

mail car robbery, which fails and Kirk is killed, Dilling

wounded.

5. With his moll, Helen (Anne Jeffreys), he takes his gar
to a mountain hideout, brutally kills the occupants to pr.

;

vent their informing and escapes with Helen to Chicag
after the police flush the gang and capture Murph and Do

2. Dillinger meets Specs' pals. Kirk (Elisha Cook, Jr.), Doc
(Marc Lawrence) and Murph (Eduardo Ciannelli) and promises to
"spring" them when he is released. Freed, he arranges a daring
.iail break and the gang embarks on a series of lucrative bank
robberies, with Specs getting the lion's share as leader.

3. Resentful of Specs' position, Dillinger successfully stages their
biggest bank "job" and takes over as head of the mob. Hiding in
Tucson, Arizona, Dillinger is captured in a dentist's office when the
deposed Specs tips off the police, and is sent to jail for trial.

6. Hiding in a rooming house, Dillinger is lured by th

embittered Helen to a movie and is shot by FBI agents a

he emerges. The G-men find exactly $7.20 in his pockets-
sole worldly goods of the man who dreamed of an empir
built by crime.
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20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 in Tenth Block (Total 2)

"THE BULLFIGHTERS' LAUREL AND HARDY SLAP IT AROUND IN MEXICO
Rates • + as dualler where comics click

20th Century-Fox

62 minutes

Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Richard Lane,

Diosa Costello, Margo Wood, Carol Andrews,

Frank McCown, Ralph Sanford, Ed Gwga-n.

Directed by Mai St. Clair.

Theatremen who have experienced the

law of diminishing returns from the ever-

increasingly unfunny antics of that pair of

slapstick dispensers, Laurel and Hardy, can

expect more of the same if they book "The

Bullfighters." There is a curious fascina-

tion in watching the once-funny comics go

through exactly the same motions in pic-

ture after picture. Only the backgrounds

and extraneous incidents change, and, in

"The Bullfighters," the sole entertainment

values this entry can boast are: (1) a torrid

song and dance by Diosa Costello, some of

it a little too sultry for the camera to re-

cord, and (2) some stock shots of action in

the bull ring all concentrated in the last

reel. The rest is sheer slapstick in the true

L. & H. tradition and if this be comedy,

then your patrons will have to make the

most of it.

Laurel and Hardy, private detectives,

come to Mexico City in search of a fugitive

blonde, but give up after their prey plucks

the extradition papers from Laurel's fingers

and walks off with them. However, the boys

are soon involved in a masquerade when
Richard Lane, an agent for a Spanish bull-

fighter who happens to be a dead ringer for

Laurel, forces Stan to pose as the matador,

threatening to expose their presence in

Mexico City to a man whom they had un-

justly caused to spend five years in prison

before he was released, and who has vowed
to skin them alive. The real matador un-

expectedly arrives and Hardy, mistaking

him for Laurel, shoves him into the bull

ring. Just as the Spanish Laurel, after ac-

quitting himself beautifully, is walking dis-

dainfully away from the bull, detective Stan
staggers into the ring, drunk. The boys'

nemesis, seeing the deception, goes after

them, and in the ensuing melee they escape.

However, he corners them in their room and
literally skins them alive, the two skeletons

dolefully going back to Peoria, 111.

STINE

with no lighter touches and only a few

brief outside action shots. Paul Muni gives

a tremendously-convincing portrayal of the

relentless Soviet paratrooper and Director

Zoltan Korda has elicited fine performances
from several comparatively unknown actors

in the Nazi roles. Among them are Harro
Meller, as an arrogant officer; Rudolph An-
ders, as a traitor, Frederick Giermann,
Philip Van Zandt, Paul Andor and others.

George Macready and Roman Bohnen have
little to do and Marguerite Chapman always
keeps in character as a loyal guerilla fighter.

Although the Soviet films handle similar

themes better, the star and the theme can
be exploited to good returns in class spots.

Paul Muni is one of a detachment of Rus-
sian paratroopers dropped from a plane

over enemy territory and taken to head-

quarters where they learn that they are to

attack a German-held factory. In the as-

sault, all but Muni and a girl guerilla fighter

(Marguerite Chapman) are wiped out when
a building collapses and they are trapped

with eight Germans in a factory cellar,

Knowing that the Russians are preparing

an under bridge to cross a nearby river,

Muni keeps Lhe Nazis at bay with a machine
gun while trying to get vital information

from them. Finding an initialed revolver,

Muni realizes that one of the group is an

officer but, at first, the stubborn Nazis re-

fuse to answer his questions. He manages
to signal, by secret code, to a comrade above

the debris and aid is dispatched to him.

After the girl is wounded in a skirmish,

Muni pretends to kill the Nazis one by one

and finally the officer identifies himself.

Frantically fighting off sleep, Muni manages
to get some vital information and to hold

off the remaining Nazis until the cellar is

broken into by Germans — who have been

put to work by the Russians who have

crossed the under-bridge and retaken the

factory.

LEYENDECKER

'COUNTER-ATTACK' SUSPENSEFUL, BUT LACKS ACTION
Rates • • generally; more in class spots

Columbia

90 minutes

Paul Muni, Marguerite Chapman, Larry

Parks, Philip Van Zandt. George Macready,

Roman Bohnen, Harro Meller, Erik Rolf,

Rudolph Anders, Ian Wolfe, Ivan Triesault,

Frederick Giermann, Paul Andor, Trevor

Bardette. Ludwig Donath, Richard Hale.

Directed by Zoltan Korda.

This splendidly - acted war melodrama,

which is said to be founded on a factual

incident, is suspenseful but strangely lack-

ing in battle action. Too slow-moving for

the action houses and without romantic in-

terest to attract feminine patrons, "Counter-

Attack" must depend almost entirely on

Paul Muni's marquee draw. Like the play

from which it was adapted, the main story

of the film is laid in a cellar, blocked by

debris, in which eight Nazis are held at bay

by one Russian paratrooper and a girl

guerilla fighter. This creates an undeniably

tense situation as the constantly-alert Paul

Muni worms vital military information from

the unwilling Nazis while he is trying to

fight off the inevitable weariness. Although

one's interest is held during the clever

battle of wits, the picture has a static qual-

ity because of almost one hour's concentra-

tion on this single scene. It's all grim drama

WHAT HAPPENED TO HER

...NEVER HAPPENED TO

"m OTHER BRIDE!

dale $rO*M
Peter COOKSON
Arline JUDGE
Frank JENKS

Jerome COWAN
Produced by LINDSLEY PARSONS

Directed by PHIl KARLSTEIN
Screenplay by Ri
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IDENTITY UNKNOWN" ABOVE-AVERAGE DRAMA
Rates © • + as dualler generally

Republic

71 minutes

Richard Arlen, Cheryl Walker, Roger Pryor,

Lola Lane, Ian Keith, Bobby Driscoll, John

Forrest, Sarah Padden, Forrest Taylor,

Frank Marlowe, Nelson Tyler, Charles Jor-

dan, Marjorie Manners, Eddie Raker,

Charles Williams, Isabel LaMal.

Directed by Walter Colmes.

This interest-holding drama on a timely

returning-soldier theme is one of Republic's

outstanding programmers. The story of

"Identity Unknown" is off-the-beaten-track

and its four episodes, taking place in vari-

ous portions of the U. S. A., are both sus-

penseful and poignant. As the war veteran

hero, suffering from amnesia, visits Con-

necticut, West Virginia, Chicago and, finally,

Iowa in an effort to learn his identity, the

picture gives the audience a cross-section

of American life. Although occasionally

slow-moving and lacking in lighter mo-

ments, this remains a fine human interest

picture. Richard Arlen, who gives a most

convincing portrayal of the amnesia victim,

is the best marquee name but the cast con-

tains many familiar players, including Roger

Pryor, Lola Lane and Ian Keith. The out-

standing performances are those of Bobby

Driscoll, as a fatherless boy, and Sarah

Padden, as a bereaved farm woman. The

attractive Cheryl Walker adds a believable

romantic note. Will make an excellent

dualler especially if coupled with a musical

or comedy feature. Deserves extra selling.

Richard Arlen, an American war veteran,

returns to the U. S. fully recovered from

his bodily wounds but suffering from a total

loss of memory. Sole survivor of a bomb-
ing in France, after which four dog tags

were found, Arlen takes the name Johnny

March and goes A.W.O.I. in order to visit

relatives of the four men in an effort to

identify himself. He first contacts Cheryl

Walker, widow of one of the four men, and

she befriends him until he reveals that he

never actually knew her late husband. Ar-

len next visits Bobby Driscoll, a youngster

who accepts him as his lost father until he

is forced to tell the boy otherwise. Then

to Chicago where John Forrest, who has

become mixed up in gangster activities, fails

to identify Arlen as his brother. However,

after a gang shooting. Arlen convinces the

leader, Roger Pryor, that he should finance

a career in medicine for the wounded For-

rest. On an Iowa farm, Arlen learns that

he is not the son of Forrest Taylor and

Sarah Padden, a farm couple. After he per-

suades them not to auction their farm in

order to escape memories of their son, Ar-

len is downcast and he persuades Miss

Walker to meet him. By chance, he is re-

called to camp where the Army makes him

recall, at last, that he is actually a doctor

who has been wounded while flying supplies

to the four men who had been trapped and

later killed in a French farmhouse.

YOR'<

'THE HOUSE OF FEAR* ABOVE-PAR SHERLOCK HOLMES ENTRY
Rates • • in action spots or as support

Universal

68 minutes

Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Aubrey Ma-
ther, Paul Cavanagh, Dennis Hoey, Gavin

Muir, Holmes Herbert, Harry Cording,

Florette Hiller, David Clyde, Sally Shep-

hard, Doris Lloyd.

Directed by Roy William Neill.

One of the better entries in Universal's

long-lived Sherlock Holmes series, "The
House of Fear" will fully satisfy in action

spots and make a good supporting dualler

in the naborhoods. Based on the Conan
Doyle tale. "The Adventures of the Five

Orange Pips," this is laid in the shuddery
setting of Drearcliff, a mysterious Scottish

mansion inhabited by a half-dozen retired

gentlemen each of whom receives a warning
before meeting a violent death. Even Sher-

lock Holmes, who is aided by the loyal,

blundering Dr. Watson and later annoyed
by the bluff Inspector Lestrade of Scotland

Yard, is stumped for a while, but he finally

reveals an amazing solution — one that will

come as a complete surprise to even the

cleverest of the who-dun-it enthusiasts. Al-

though the early scenes are slow-moving,

the climax has both suspense and excite-

ment and there is no romance to distract
one's attention from the gruesome happen-
ings. Basil Rathbone, as the imperturbable

Holmes; Nigel Bruce, as the faithful Dr.

Watson, and Dennis Hoey, as the not-quite-

bright Inspector Lestrade, give standard

portrayals, while Aubrey Mather and Paul
Cavanagh are excellent as the last two sur-

viving members of "The Good Companions"
club who have watched their cronies receive
a death warning. The three women in the

cast have minor parts.

Each member of a group of English club-

men who live together in a somber old Scot-

ng dualler in naborhoods
tish mansion has a large insurance policy

upon himself, made out to the surviving

members of the club. Shortly after a

message containing only five orange pips is

received, one of the members dies horribly

in a car crash and, the next night, another

is killed after receiving an envelope with

four orange pips. Sherlock Holmes and Dr.

Watson are called into the case but he is

unable to stop the violent deaths of Holmes

Herbert and Harry Cording, two of the

other members. When only Paul Cavanagh

and Aubrey Mather are left, the murder of

a village tobacconist leads Holmes to the

solution. In a surprise move, Dr. Watson

is kidnapped but Holmes discovers an old

smugglers' tunnel which leads to a cave

where he finds the club members all very

much alive. Using Aubrey Mather as an

innocent dupe, the others had intended to

collect the insurance by robbing local graves

and mutilating each corpse so that the au-

thorities could not learn that it was not one

of the club members who had, apparently,

met a violent death.

YORK

BRIDAL
SUITE

OUT-OF-
BOUNDS
FOR C. I.

GROOM!

Peter COOKSON • Arline JUDGE Frank JENKS Jerome COWAN
Produced by LINDSLEY PARSONS . Directed by PHIl K ARLSTEIN S"~"PI°»
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OP NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

THE CORN IS GREEN' ANOTHER BETTE DAVIS DRAMATIC TRIUMPH
through its ideas: but the story builds suspense and is packe<

Sho^d 4e fts place on the list of Bette Davis' major sue- with oblique human traits. .
.Notable item of him fare, a full, rip,

the elements of its predecessorscesses at the box office. It has al

— Miss Davis' elaborate, if artificial, style and a self-conscious

preoccupation with Art spelled with a capital A." COOK, N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Warner Bros, screen version is to be admired for its honesty

of theme, high class production and intelligence of performance
by Bette Davis and her entire supporting cast. Clean-cut and
straightforward as it is, this Emlyn Williams play lacks the first

prerequisite of good drama, an emotion stirring quality. . .Recom-
mended wholeheartedly to Miss Davis' fans and with reservations

to the general public." HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...A fine play has become a polished motion picture. . .Her role

is a worthy addition to Miss Davis' gallery of notable cinema
portraits. . .Built out of ideological and emotional conflicts rather

than action. For this reason the film flows slowly and deeply

GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALI
ear of emotion and enjoyment
TRIBUNE
" Regnant and moving performance that Ethel Barrymore gav.

in Emlyn Williams' stage play has been challenged by Warners

Bette Davis... Flow of the story and the glow of those who an

basic to the theme are constantly being interrupted and period!

cally blocked out... This humble, human story is not_asJ^timati

and moving on the screen

N. Y. TIMES.
" Miss Davis gives a notable performance; a sound and eloquen

one- a charming, simple and forceful one; a performance les,

mannered and more vital than any she has offered in sever.-

seasons of much more ostentatious screen

pretty much to the legit stage pattern

THIRER, N. Y. POST.

drama. . .Conform
which is all to the good.

COLONEL BLIMP' BRITISH-MADE TECHNICOLOR FILM GETS HIGH PRAISE
(UNITED ARTISTS)
"...Very English, very long, even with the extensive cutting that
has been done on the original, and very much worth seeing...
Acting, first rate. . .Not much pace in this latest and best of screen
importations, but there is so much feeling, acute characterization
and meaning in the work that it ranks high among the films

which have approached the war from an oblique angle." BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Most exciting and functional Technicolor! .. .A film not to be
missed. . .Brilliantly conceived and staged and beautifully written
and directed down to the merest dialogue aside and acting gesture
...Innumerable highlights which simply can't be missed." Mc-
MANUS, PM.

|

'"!

".. .Its curiously sexy advertising campaign is calculated to attract

people who will be bored silly at the movie and repel those wh

will love it . .Cannot be recommended as a popular entertainmen

sure to please all tastes. It is too thoughtful, British, accented

and slow-paced for many of the mob...But those who appreciat,

'Colonel Blimp' will do .so inordinately. It ranks among the al

time best movies." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
" 4 Stars. . .Beautifully produced, ably directed and

heartily recommended to all moviegoers in search of top-not

film entertainment." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
" For moviegoers with a little patience in their ravenous in

sistence of fast entertainment. . .Technicolor of the best Colone

Blimp ' for rapid-pulsed American movie tastes, has all the fault

of leisurely English picture making. A gem of warm-hearted

ingratiating character study." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

hereb

n
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THE AFFAIRS OF SUSAN' CRITICS DIFFER ON FONTAINE ROMP
(PARAMOUNT)
"...Joan Fontaine cuts captivating capers ... Since she has the
backing of a witty script and good direction, the new Rivoli offer-

ing is generally delightful ... On the audacious side, from a Holly-
wood standpoint. . .Exceedingly refreshing. . .Hal B. Wallis' pro-
duction is all that one might expect from a top-notch showman,
and William A. Seiter has rarely allowed a complicated script to

lag." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Sometimes funny — and more often, not so funny... Some of

it is extremely good-natured, but it's thin stuff no matter how
you look at it and has to be played with zip to be effective. Pro-
ducer Hal Wallis should have condensed the whole romp into an
hour or so and not the two hours which the picture takes to run
its course." T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Light, gay film antic, patterned after what used to be known

as the drawing-room type of comedy .. .William Seiter, m direct

j

ing this bit of fluff for producer Hal Wallis, has made a glamorou
j

creature of Joan Fontaine. . .The change in my opinion is not fo,

the better." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
" Enjoyment depends entirely on whether you have the tim

and inclination to sit through some two hours of affections b.

Joan Fontaine, only a very few of which ring at all sincerely..

The rest is rigmarole and strictly counterfeit." J. T. McMANU.
PM.
" Principal contribution to the merriment of the nation is th

revelation that Joan Fontaine can be a very engaging comedienn

...Too often allows high moments to be talked and clowned t

death .With all its shortcomings, there is fun to be had. But 1

is the raw material for one of the wonderful light comedies c

the year, potentialities which were tossed away." COOK, N. \\

WORLD-TELEGRAM.

PRACTICALLY YOURS" REVIEWS RANGE FROM RAVES TO PANS
(PARAMOUNT)
".

. In one light it might be taken as a harmless and good-natured
joke, but in another it has the ugly contours of a most callous
and inhuman jest. . .Plants its kidding in a situation drenched in
studied grief .. .Follows the pattern for comedies of mistaken
identity .. .Crocodile-tearful provocation is decidedly tasteless and
unworthy." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Since the mistaken identity is straightened out early the long
aftermath has very little to sustain it in a series of drawn-out
incidents whose comedy devices are badly disguised. . .Played for
farce without clever situation in 'Practically Yours,' the theme is

a little foolish and a little dull." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
".

. .One of those rare comedies that lives up to a promising begin-
ning.

. .Ingenious writing, howlingly incidental comedy, able di-

rection by Mitchell Leisen and competent performances. . .Earns a

HALE, N. Y. DAILT
place among the best of this season.

NEWS. r .... I

" ..Its funnybone digs recklessly into the sober sides of civilia
j

hero worship and the resulting gauffaws should swiftly sprea

from here to the Marianas ... Script rings in just about ever

situational comedy twist you've ever heard of and a few yo

;

haven't. . .Neatly nudging war comedy." McMANUS, PM. I

"...Lively and light-heartedly amusing script. .
.Load of she i

performances and an abundant crop of gags. . .Paramount Theatr|

customers consequently are shaking with mirth these days.j

THIRER, N. Y. POST.
" ..Plenty of fun... Zippy witty farce all the way. .

.MacMurraj

Colbert combination is exactly what their admirers have bee

taught to expect — maybe a little better than usual this time__

,

Adds a very happy note to the entertainment program." COOP-,

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'BELLE OF THE YUKON' WASTE OF MONEY AND TALENT— NEWS
(RKO)
"...A waste of money and talent, what with a lot of high-powered
entertainers having nothing to do, plus elaborate sets and gorgeous
costumes.

. .Most of all it needs a story. It could do with some
tfood tunes." MASTERS, N. Y. NEWS.

'
. Introduces Gypsy Rose Lee to the screen and it concentrates

on that. . .Everything except the strip-teasing. . .Gaudy, rough and
tumble musical.

. .Spectacular scenery. . .Eye-filling costumes."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
".

. .Small-scale saloon musical, peopled with stock characters and
tacked together by a conventional plot with a few song numbers
thrown in." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

".
. .Million-dollar bit of foolishment . . .If the idea of 'Belle of th

Yukon' was just to make a diverting picture, I don't see ho'j

anybody could do it much better." McMANUS, PM.

". . .Chromatically as pretty as a new Easter bonnet and one whic|

makes just about as much sense ... Serio-comic musical .. .Neve

quite makes up its mind whether to be satiric or just plain music;

narrative. . .Despite its Technicolor glitter, 'Belle of the Yukoi

yields few nuggets. It's fool's gold, after all." A. W., N. i

TIMES.

"...Despite all these assets, and lavish color, too, 'Belle of th

Yukon' is dull." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
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SAMUEL GOLDWVNbA1V nresents

WUTHERM HEIGHTS

STIIL PROVING ONE OF THE GREAT

MONEY MAKERS (IF AIL TIME!

\ 4 MONTHS - WORLD THEATRE -NEW YORK
3 WEEKS -MAJESTIC THEATRE -BOSTON
2 WEEKS -KARLTON THEATRE -PHILA.
NEW HIGH -METROPOLITAN -WASH. D. C.

EXCELLENT -MISSOURI -ST. LOUIS

HOLDOVER -LIBERTY-NEW ORLEANS
2 BIG WEEKS -GRAND -CHICAGO

PARAMOUNT, Syracuse-STRAND, Atlantic

City- PALACE, Newport News - ALLEN, Cleve-

land -LOEWS, Hartford, Conn. - ORPHEUM,
Davenport, la. - PROCTOR'S, Newark, N. J.

ALBEE, Providence, R.I. -STATE, Burlington,Vt.

, , , and Tffcuuf Otfouf

The amazing success at Box-Offices of

Re-Issues, released by FILM CLASSICS,
is the NEW MERCHANDISING PUNCH
being put behind every picture released.

When you play a FILM CLASSICS pic-

ture you are getting an Old Record
Breaker with a NEW RECORD BREAK-
ING WALLOP!

ONTACT YOUR LOCAL FILM
LASSICS EXCHANGE FOR BOOK-
*GS ON THESE MONEY-MAKERS!

j Released thru

CURRENT RELEASES

DEAD END • KID FROM
SPAIN • TOPPER
COWBOY AND THE
LADY- RESURRECTION
I WAS FAITHFUL
BARBARY COAST
WUTHERING HEIGHTS
I WAS A CRIMINAL
RAGGED ANGELS
ONE HEAVENLY NIGHT
ARROWSMITH

COMING RELEASES

LADY OF FORTUNE
THE STARS LOOK DOWN
KID MILLIONS •BULLDOG
DRUMMOND • GOLDWYN
FOLLIES •DODSWORTH
STELLA DALLAS- COME AND
GET IT • BELOVED ENEMY
ADVENTURES OF MARCO
POLO • SPLENDOR • THE
WESTERNERS • THE HURRI-

CANE • THESE THREE



'THE JADE MASK' ROUTINE CHARLIE CHAN QUICKIE
Rates • • — as supporting dualler in action and minor naborhood spots

but even his Oriental philoso
Monogram
66 minutes

Sidney Toler, Mantan Moreland, Edwin
Luke, Janet Warren, Hardie Albright, Frank
Reicher, Edith Evanson, Alan Bridge, Ralph
Lewis, Dorothy Granger, Jack Ingram, Cyril
DeLevanti, Lester Dorr.

Directed by Phil Rosen.

Handicapped by a stereotyped murder
plot involving the accustomed set of shifty-

eyed suspects, "The Jade Mask" leans al-

most entirely on Charlie Chan's calm-and-

collected method of solving the crime to

give the programmer its slight entertain-
ment value. As always, Sidney Toler's semi-
comic portrayal of the Chinese sleuth is an

amusing one,

phies are beginning to wear thin and the

comedy supplied by his Fourth Son and by
his colored valet is feeble stuff and not often
funny. Although such mystery ingredients
as sliding panels, falling bodies, poison darts
and a gas chamber are present, Director
Phil Rosen has been unable to speed up
the slow pace of a tale which seems to get
nowhere. Only the last few minutes before
the eventual denouement carry an appreci-
able amount of suspense. The Charlie Chan
label undoubtedly still has some value for
dyed-in-the-wool mystery fans, but not for
long unless stronger stories are used for the
series. A supporting dualler only.

Charlie Chan (Sidney Toler) is called in

by the U. S. Government to investigate the
murder of Frank Reicher, a scientist who
had been working on a secret formula to

make wood as durable as steel. Chan ques-

1

tions Hardie Albright, Reicher's assistant;

Edith Evanson, his sister; Janet Warren,
his niece, and several others in the house-

hold each of whom had a grievance against

Reicher. As usual, Chan's No. 4 Son (Ed-

win Luke) and his chauffeur (Mantan
Moreland) try to solve the crime, but only

succeed in hindering Chan. Later, Miss

Warren's sweetheart, a policeman, is found

murdered and the butler is next to be killed.

Chan is finally able to piece together vari-

ous clues and pin the crimes on Jack In-

gram, a former actor who had planned to

steal the formula after gaining access to

the house by donning the dead policeman's

uniform. Ingram's cleverest move had been

to murder Albright and pose as the latter

by wearing a rubber mask and a wig.

LEYENDECKER

ON APPROVAL' BEATRICE LILLIE WASTED IN ENGLISH COMEDY
Rates • • in class houses: weak dualle

English Films, inc.

80 minutes
Clive Brook, Beatrice Lillie, Roland CiUver,
Googie Withers, O. B. Clarence, Hay Petrie,
Lawrence Hanray, Elliot Mason, Marjorie
Rhodes, Molly Monks.
Directed by Clive Brook.

Despite the presence of that sparkling
stage comedienne, Beatrice Lillie, and Clive
Brook, one-time Hollywood favorite, this
British-made film vehicle has little to offer

r elsewhere
average American audiences. "On Ap-
proval" is certainly a tour-de-force for
Brook, who also produced, directed and did
the screen adaptation of this old Frederick
Lonsdale play, but aside from a modicum
of amusing dialogue, this is a rather dull

drawing-room comedy woefully lacking in

action. In an attempt to be original, the
picture starts with some current war shots
and then switches to its Victorian period
story with the title and the credits not
shown until the end. With almost no aid
from the pseudo-comic lines and artificial

situations, Beatrice Lillie manages to get

laughs by employing her familiar sly ex-

pressions and her bantering style of de-

livery. Although he still looks well, Clive

Brook gives a stuffy portrayal of a schem-

ing poseur, the 10th Duke of Bristol, and
Googie Withers is attractive but too British

to play an American heiress. In the art

houses and in the big cities where Miss

Lillie's name is a draw, this will get by for

short runs. Elsewhere it will make a weak
dualler.

LEYENDECKER

THE CRIME DOCTOR'S COURAGE' RUN-OF-THE-MILL MYSTERY QUICKIE
Rates • • — in action spots or as supporting dualler

Latest in the series of programmers
adapted from Max Marcin's radio serial,

"The Crime Doctor's Courage" is run-of-the-

mill mystery fara. Following the current
vogue in crime films, both the motives and
the characterizations are definitely psycho-
logical — a feature which slows down
up the action and substitutes talky se-

quences. However, once the various strange
characters are brought together and a
baffling murder is committed, some shud-

Columbia
70 minutes

Warner Baxter, Hillary Brooke, Jeronr:
Cowan, Robert Scott, Lloyd Corrigan, Emorv
Parnell, Stephen Crane, Lupita Tovar, An-
thony Caruso, Charles Arnt, Dennis Moore
Jack Carrington, King Kong Kashay.

Directed by George Sherman.

"Can anyone tell a lonesome

bride what to do?"

ve been
fried 3 eeks

haven* even»«»
Hite, has

decWedjne

7%&t COOKSON /lh£ute JUDGE fiwtt, JENKS JewuteCOWAN

1
Produced by LINDSLEY PARSONS • Directed by PHIL KARLSTEIN

Screenplay by Richard Weill * AdopUd bin At ploy by A. J. Kublan. Rob.rl Chopin and Morion P

ANOTHER MONEY HIT f*OM MON06RAM

dery moments develop and the climax con-

tains considerable suspense and, as usual,

reveals that the least-suspected party is the

killer. Although Warner Baxter, who plays
the Crime Doctor, is his customary suave
self, Jerome Cowan and Robert Scott give
far more intense portrayals and Anthony
Caruso and Lupita Tovar, as a Spanish
dance team who are suspected of vampirism,
are particularly effective. Hillary Brooke
adds pulchritude as a frightened bride.

Despite its slow pace, this will satisfy the

avid mystery fans, as well as the followers of

the radio serial, and make a fair supporting
dualler.

The Crime Doctor, Warner Baxter, is in-

vited to a dinner party by Hillary Brooke,
a bride who fears that her husband, Stephen
Crane, is going insane. Crane is suspected

of murder because his first two wives met
violent deaths on their honeymoons. At the

dinner, which is also attended by Jerome
Cowan, a writer of mystery tales; Robert
Scott, a studious young friend of Miss
Brooke, and Anthony Caruso and Lupita
Tovar, a broiher-sister team of Spanish
dancers, Crane is shot despite the fact that

the door is locked and the windows appar-
ently barred. In the excitement, Miss
Brooke disappears but is followed by Bax-

ter to the home of the dancers, who, be-

cause they have been seen only at night,

are suspected of being vampires. Knowing
that Miss Brooke will be suspected of

Crane's murder because his will makes her

a $2,000,000 heiress, Scott pleads in vain for

her to leave the country with him. Baxter
trails Scott and prevents him from driving

a stake into the hearts of the dancers as

they lie sleeping in their coffins. It de-

velops that the vampire business was only

one of Cowan's publicity stunts but Scott,

who was in love with Miss Brooke, first

killed her husband and then tried to dispose

of Caruso after he learned that she was in

love with the latter.

LEYENDECKER
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:OLUMBIA
This outfit is conducting

I

STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

by David Hanna

high-pressure ^ales campaign in
nnection with the twentieth anniversary of ATbe Montague. The
mpany is marking the period from March 15 to June 28 and
iring this time pressure will be put on exhibitors to book nine
the company's pictures: "A Song To Remember," "Tonight and
very Night," "Counterattack," "Over 21," "A Thousand and One
ights," "The Fighting Guardsman," "The Power of the Whistler,"
lough, Tough and Ready" and "Boston Blackie Booked On Sus-
cion" (bet that title never gets to a marquee).

Sam Wood, who has had serious difficulty getting into produc-
>n since "For Whom the Bell Tolls," has purchased screen rights
om Columbia on three properties which they owned jointly,
'atiana," "Turnip's Blood" and "The Land Is Bright," are the
hides. Mr. Wood plans to produce "Tatiana" in France as soon
raw film stock is available.

Mr. Wood, as a personality, has contributed much to the film
dustry. But in the past several years he seems to have per-
itted his work and his attitude to be colored by his thinking
itside the industry, specifically in politics. Can it be that his
isitive stand on political questions in and out of the industry has
mpered his creative ability to a point of confusion and un-
reness?

"A Song To Remember" recently closed a five week and two
•y run at the local RKO Hill Street and Pantages theatres with
|total gross of $208,250. Responsible, for the record take were the
:panded 24-sheet campaign, radio spot announcements, enthusias-
: reviews and, of course, the word-of-mouth which is always the
ast valuable asset. The picture has been proving its merit in
3st first-run houses; how well it will do in subsequent-run houses
d small towns remains to be seen.

The studio has purchased the property immediately adjacent
the studio for its postwar expansion plans. The site cost ap-
oximately $350,000 and will be cleared of present structures when
e plan for more building is put into process.

Fred MacMurray and Leslie Fenton will release their first
dependent production through Columbia, according to the terms
a recently negotiated deal. The picture, "Pardon My Past"

11 star MacMurray in a dual role. The producers will keep their
dependent identity as Mutual Productions, using Columbia only
a releasing outlet.

Al Jolson, recently recovered from a serious illness, is back inwn to resume discussion of his film biography, with Sidney
olsky as a potential Columbia production.

It is good to know that Ann Miller's unusual talent as a dancer
at last going to be extricated from those endless musical
ickies under which her ability has been buried so long — or
least, that is what Columbia asks us to believe. Ann, who has

« thG Hollywood scen« for eight years or more,
ice she was 15, has just been handed a new seven-year contract
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IETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYJER
There can be no doubt about the effectiveness of musical

(good ones) as film fare and there can be no doubt that Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer has snatched the lead in this field. With top

producers, unlimited resources of talent and material and direc-

tors of sensitive ability, the musical product from this studio con-

tinues improving steadily.

Your correspondent recently witnessed one of the musicals in

Metro's backlog, "Anchors Aweigh," in Technicolor, with Gene
Kelly, Kathryn Grayson, Frank Sinatra and Jose Iturbi, and it

made me feel inclined to urge a special Academy Award for "the

musical that has everything." It is guaranteed to leave your audi-

ences completely thrilled and many of them eager to come back
for a second try. Director George Sidney again has proven in his

third super-musical that his talent is beyond challenge.

Also ready here is "Ziegfeld Follies," which, after long months
of re-shooting, adding, deleting and a general curative program,
might well be a revelation, to say the least; if money, effort and
talent mean anything, the picture should be worth the generous
investment of all three. Another musical that promises good
entertainment is "Thrill of A Romance," starring Van Johnson
and Esther Williams, under the Pasternak banner. On the sound
stages are Sidney's next, "The Harvey Girls" (Garland-Hodiak),
"Yolanda and the Thief" (Astaire-Lucile Bremer) and "Early To
Wed" (Ball-Johnson), all three in Technicolor. Preparing are:
"No Leave, No Love," "Two Sisters from Boston," "Till the Clouds
Roll By" (a Jerome Kern biog), "The Girl from Rectors," "Holi-
day in Mexico," "Fiesta Brava," "Kissing Bandit," "Abbott and
Costello in Hollywood," "Alice from Brooklyn," and "Song of
Love."

Following the musical trend is that of biographies of musical
personalities. MGM is putting its oar in here, too. Clarence Brown
will produce and direct "Song of Love," the story of Robert Schu-
man, great 19th century composer. This and the Jerome Kern
story, "Till the Clouds Roll By," will be two important contenders
in this currently popular field.

"Meet Me In St. Louis" is heading fast to the top of the list of
Metro's top grossers. Its first 200-odd engagements show a gross
of $2,000,000. Executives are looking for it to rank as the studio's
biggest grosser, next to "Gone With the Wind," and are predicting
around $6,000,000 for its first play-off. "Mrs. Miniver" had set the
high mark of $5,500,000 prior to this.

MGM has bought into another play for $12,500 which gives
them a quarter-share in Clifford Hayman's production of "Round
Trip," a new play which goes into rehearsal this month. Another
recent story investment is "Flight from Youth," a Redbool? Maga-
zine serial by William E. Barrett. The story is one of a First
World War aviator who returns many years after his death in
reincarnation to resume his romance with his sweetheart.

In a single location scene on "They Were Expendable," Metro
used 150 local extras at Biscayne, Florida, all but 30 of whom were
discharged service men. This is a commendable effort and it is

hoped that the other studios will follow this policy whenever
possible.

Pete Smith has begun his 21st year at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
with a new contract. He will make 10 of his specialties annually.

He was recently granted National Safety Council's Safety Award
for 1944 for his "Safety Sleuth." His "Seventh Column" took the
same award in 1943.

$150,000 was recently paid Sinclair Lewis for screen rights to
"Cass Timberland." An additional bonus based on book sales is

also part of the deal as well as $50,000 for remake rights. The
book will probably not be published before late fall because of the
paper shortage.



No new starters at the studio, but the sound stages continue

briskly with seven in production.

Elevation to stardom is the goal of Al Lichtman, MGM vice-

prexy, for Marilyn Maxwell, who is being set for "The Dream Girl"

a forthcoming musical. Marilyn's triumph in her recent personal

appearance tour brought her to the attention of Metro officials.

Producer Joe Pasternak is bringing Pat Kirkwood, British

music hall star, to America to be starred in "No Leave, No Love"

with Van Johnson. Charles Martin, former radio director and

writer, will write the screenplay and direct. . .Arthur Freed will

produce the recently purchased literary classic, "Green Mansions"

Angna Enters, who wrote the screenplay for "Lost Angel," is

back on the lot working on another original,- "10th Avenue Angel,"

which will be produced by Ralph Wheelright, formerly of MGM's
publicity department.

Pandro Berman, producer of "National Velvet," is preparing

"Sea of Grass," story that has been on the Metro shelves for years.

The property was originally to be done by Meriam C. Cooper and
Louis D. Lighton, but never got to the camera stage...MGM has

just signed the former Paramount singer, Johnny Johnston, now
clicking big on airlanes and wax. He has a one-picture deal with

options and is reported to be receiving $15,000 for five weeks on
his first effort which will be in a Pasternak musical called "You're

Beautiful."

Carey Wilson is looking forward to one of his biggest years as

a producer with the following schedule already set: "Green Dol-

phin Street," the MGM prize-winning novel; "Postman Always
Rings Twice," which will co-star Lana Turner and John Garfield;

"The Common Sin," a Booth Tarkington Andy Hardy story; a new
Dr. Gillespie story and "Violet," a recently purchased property
for which the studio is seeking a new actress.

Irving Starr has rejoined Metro as a producer in the Seigel

unit after asking for his release from 20th Century-Fox because
of difficulty on the material assigned him there.

Abbott and Costello are kicking over the traces at making
pictures at MGM despite a bonus arrangement which brought their
earnings per picture up to their percentage level at Universal.
The boys are unhappy, preferring to make only three pictures
yearly instead of four. They are entering into a new deal with
Universal in which they will have a sharing arrangement by way
of a capital investment in their pictures. This investment turns
their income from each picture into capital gain which is helpful
from a tax standpoint.

MONOGRAM
The musical film bug seems to have bitten Monogram, too.

No less than six musical pictures are now in various stages of
preparation with the studio claiming top-budget production for
all. "Casa Manana," a Latin-American story; "Golden Girl," star-

ring Belita; "Sunbonnet Sue," which will star Phil Regan; "Land
of the Sky Blue Water," another Regan starrer; "Dime A Dance"
and "Swing Parade" complete the list.

April releases scheduled by Monogram are: "China's Little
Devils" (Harry Carey-Paul Kelly), "G. I. Honeymoon" (Gale
Storm-Peter Cookson) and a Charlie Chan number called "The
Scarlet Clue."

A list of ten stories ready for early production promises an
active schedule at this studio during the coming months. The
pictures to go include: "Gregory's Wives," the second Kay Francis
picture; "Belle of New Orleans," starring Aquanetta; "Allotment
Wives;" "Charlie Chan in China;" one untitled melodrama; one
untitled Jimmy Wakeley western, and three of the musicals men-
tioned above — "Swing Parade," "Dime A Dance," and "Casa
MananaJ'

This studio, unaffected by the strike, nevertheless, experienced
a production lull with only one new starter, "Main Street Ghost,"
melodrama with Doris Merrick, Robert Lowery, Isabel Jewel.

PARAMOUNT
Earnings for 1944 recently reported gives an estimated figure

of $16,488,000, after interest and all charges and estimated provi-
sion for taxes. This figure is an increase over the 1943 figure of
more than $300,000.

The studio continues its upped program of production with 23
stories in preparation for filming. Soon to come is Irving Berlin's
"Blue Skies," which will star Bing Crosby and Paul Draper with
Joan Caufield as the girl (what a break for a newcomer!). This
is the picture that the late Mark Sandrich was to have done. Lou
Harris will produce "California," an epic story of pioneer days.
Then, there will be a musical set in the 1870 period with Spain as
the background, "Third Avenue," an original, will star Barry Fitz-

gerald; "Dear Ruth;" "Immortal Wife;" Charles Brackett's pro-

duction of "To Each His Own;" "Lady Seventeen;" "Calcutta,"

which will star Alan Ladd; "June Bride;" "The Sun Field" and
"The Forgotten Friday." Buddy De Sylva is preparing "The Stork

Club," with Betty Hutton, Barry Fitzgerald, Don De Fore, Andy
Russell and Robert Benchley. Also on his list is a collection of

mystery stories called "After Dinner Story" by William Irish. Hal
Wallis, who has made a swift mark with three pictures completed

in less than a year, has Lillian Hellman's "The Searching Wind,"
"The Crying Sisters," "Dishonorable Discharge," and "Whenever I

Remember" on his schedule. He is also working on a screen play

based upon the life of Tschaikowsky, great Russian composer.

In the musical field, Paramount stacks up strongly. There
are eleven in all on the slate, six finished, two in work, and three

in preparation. Completed are: "The Road To Utopia," "Incen-

diary Blonde," "Duffy's Tavern," "Masquerade in Mexico," "Out oi

This World," and "Bring On the Girls." In front of the cameras
are Pine-Thomas' "People Are Funny," and De Sylva's "The Stork

Club," soon to go. Getting ready are "Blue Skies," Wallis' Tschai-

kowsky story and another Spanish-American period piece. In-

cidentally, Paramount has paid Mr. Berlin $250,000 for the use oi

the title and his music. This figure is being charged off against a

20 per cent interest in the picture's profits, which should make the

$250,000 only a beginning of Mr. Berlin's take.

Paramount seems to be going in for expensive purchases ol

material these days. Recently, there was "Dear Ruth" and now
comes "Blaze of Noon" by Ernest K. Gann. On the conditional

basis deal, total payments for the latter story may reach $150,000

PRC
PRC, not too wisely, we believe, is jumping on the musica

biography trendwagon. They have in preparation "The Story o

Franz Liszt." While plans are just in the formative stage, FI
rises to warn Leon Fromkess that weighty subjects of this kin<

are not for a small outfit like PRC. It will be smarter to stick t(

action and melodrama.

PRC's "Crime, Inc.," met the cold "no" of Chicago's censo
board and joined Monogram's "Dillinger" on the Chicago blacl

list. It would seem that the town that was gangland's happ;

hunting grounds in bootlegging days is now too sensitive to stom
ach gangster stories. At any rate PRC is appealing the case am
may succeed in breaking down the prejudice. Meanwhile, it il

good publicity.

Three pictures in work here, which is the equal of severs

major studio's programs in this fourth week of the strike. "Th
Intruder" has Charles Arnt and Veda Ann Borg. "Congo Pongo
(are they kidding?) has Richard Fraser, Lionel Royce and Mari
Wrixon, and 4'Law of Lead" has Tex Ritter and Dave O'Brie
rootin' and shootin' again. There are nine more films on the Apr
schedule. The other six are: "Arson Squad," a Buster Crabb
western, "Two Tickets to Heaven," "The Gallant Shepherd," "Th
Joker," and still another Crabbe sagebrusher.

REPUBLIC
Speaking of musicals, mark Republic down as a contender i

the musical biography parade. Borden Chase's novel, "Concerto!
has been bought for a reported $100,000. Frank Borzage, recent!

;

signed with the Valley studio, will produce and direct. This wi

be Republic's first Technicolor production. Peggy Constance, 1

year-old pianist, is the first member of the cast to be signed tl

Mr. Borzage. Another on the list, "Mozart's Trip to Prague
Eight of Mozart's most famous compositions will be incorporatf

in the picture Herman Millakowsky will produce. This was origi

ally planned to mirror just one event in the life of the compose
but now takes on the biographical caste and will be called "Tl

Immortal." Just look what Warner's and Columbia started wi
their Gershwin and Chopin films!

In addition to four musicals it has completed, Republic h

three others listed on its production schedule. The completed ar

"Earl Carroll's Vanities," "An Angel from Brooklyn," "Song
Mexico" and "Man from Oklahoma." In preparation are: "Rio
Janeiro," "Calendar Girl" and "Mexicana."

^Borzage, who has been given almost free rein in his contra
is East now recruiting his own independent stock company for 1

producing unit. He wants two big screen names for "Concert'
with New York actors to complete the roster. His Republic c(

tract calls for one picture a year and he is already arranging J

outside deals using his own production unit.

Three westerns are the only films on stages here: "Wagi
Wheels Westward" (Bill Elliott), "Bandit of Badlands" (Sun;
Carson) and "Union Pacific Scouts" (Carson).

ElKO-RADIO
RKO, which did so well over a period of years with \
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Astaire-Rogers musicals, now has 14 song-and-dance shows on its

.list. Completed are: "George White's Scandals of 1945" and "Sing

Your Way Home." In work are: a new Eddie Cantor show,

'Radio Stars on Parade," "The Magnificent Tramp," "Sweet Geor-

gia Brown," "Beat the Band," "Bar of Music," "Ding Dong Wil-

liams" and "Riverboat Rhythm." Independent producers releasing

through RKO contribute four more musicals. Samuel Goldwyn's

"Wonder Man" starring Danny Kaye is ready and he is preparing

"The Kid from Brooklyn." William Goetz has "It's A Pleasure"

completed and "Countess of Monte Cristo" preparing — both star-

ring Sonja Henie.

Burgess Meredith and Paulette Goddard have signed a pack-

age deal with Charles Koerner of RKO, the first of its kind.

Meredith will produce and Miss Goddard will star in "The Diary
of a Chambermaid." Jean Renoir will direct this film which is

scheduled to start May 1.

Susan Hayward, her newly-born twins thriving, returns to the

3creen in "Deadline at Dawn," by William Irish. The star is being
sorrowed from Paramount for the lead. Paul Lukas will have
the lead opposite Miss Hayward. Harold Clurman will direct and
Adrian Scott is the producer. The story is a mystery yarn.

After months of conjecture, Cantinflas, Mexico's great comedy
star, has arrived at RKO to begin his first feature, "The Magni-
ficent Tramp." Both English and Spanish language versions will

Se filmed simultaneously. Following, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's lead,

RKO has signed with two Mexican film outfits to handle world-
wide distribution of John Steinbeck's feature, "The Pearl." Here
too is another trend — an important one — that will be worth
matching as it develops.

Nunnally Johnson has been assigned to script and produce
'The Dark Mirror," recently purchased by International for early
'all production. The producer urged the buying of the mystery
novel since he feels it has the same flavor that "Woman in The
Window" possesses.

Sam Goldwyn, recently returned from Europe, made some
nteresting comments about that trip at a press luncheon. He
pointed out that the industry simply could not conceive the value
ind importance of their product in the war effort. He urged
strongly that Germany be prohibited from producing pictures for
a long time, because over a period of ten years prior to the war
:he sole purpose of its commercial product was as propaganda,
it is Mr. Goldwyn's opinion that commercial pictures should be
made for entertainment only and his first-hand view of the de-
struction wrought by the German Frankenstein, not without the
ud of its film industry, only sharpened his convictions on that
score.

Incidentally, Goldwyn's "Wonder Boy," in which Danny Kaye
s starred, having been viewed by this reporter, can be recom-
nended heartily as sure-fire entertainment. Kaye outdoes his first
effort in "Up In Arms" and proves himself a competent actor as
well as a great comedian.

The one new entry rolling on this lot is "Radio Stars On
Parade" (Wally Brown-Alan Carney-Frances Langford).

20th CENTURY-FOX
I

This is the studio that competes with MGM for first place in
he musical field and so, of course, their product in this field is
luite considerable. They have 20 on their list. "State Fair" is
Completed, as are "Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe," "Where Do
We Go From Here?" and "Nob Hill." Preparing are "Centennial
Summer," "Two Arabian Nights," "Romance with Music," "Kitten
On the Keys," "Riocabana," "New Orleans," "Mexico City," "Bow-
I'ry After Dark," "Music in the Air," "Bandwagon," "Dancing
Through," "Chico Chico," "Laredo" "Shocking Miss Pilgrim," and
'The Gift of the Magi."

Alice Faye is due back on the lot, after almost two yeare of
•etirement, to go into the lead of "Fallen Angel." Otto Preminger
-11 direct and produce. Linda Darnell is also named for the cast.

Financial report for 53 weeks ending December 30, 1944, shows
his studio with a net profit of $12,400,000 which is an increase of
nore than a million and a half dollars above the 1943 figure.

Joan Blondell has had her contract extended for another year,
^er last appearance was as Aunt Cissie in "A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn."

Mike Todd will have as his production effort at 20th, Edna
Berber's "Great Son." The picture budgeted at $3,000,000 will be
|one in Technicolor and the producer would like to get Clark
->able for his leading role. Months of preparation are planned so
ictiye shooting will probably not start until next year. Todd has
l" 18~month lea-se on the screen rights with an option for seven
"lditional years. This neat little deal cost him a neat $200,000.

Lloyd Bacon has been set as the director of "The Enchanted
voyage" 'which will be done in Technicolor. Production is sched-
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uled for June 1 with Walter Morosco as producer and June Haver

in the lead.

William LeBaron who had been announced as producer on

"Riocabana," has left the studio after four years of association

with the shelving of plans to produce the film. Discontinuance

was blamed on the inablnty of cast and crew to travel to boum

America during war-time limitations.

Harry James' new contract at the studio calls for $168,000 for

he and his crew for their first picture. Harry's price at Metro

for he and his gang was a mere $92,000.

No new starters on the 20th lot. Continuing in production are

"The Dolly Sisters" (Betty Grable-John Payne) and "Dragonwyck

(Gene Tierney-William Eythe).

UNITED ARTISTS
. Edward and Robert Golden have formed a new producing

company with Sam Dembow, Jr., to release through United Artists.

Their first picture will be "Breakfast in Hollywood," featuring

Tom Breneman in his radio show specialty.

Lester Cowan's next will be "Free Press," a story of the news-

paper profession as climaxed by the work of combat correspon-

dents all over the world.

David O. Selznick is changing the title of his "Spellbound"

for release in Great Britain. The picture will be titled over there

by its original tag, "The House of Dr. Edwardes."

The San Francisco Press Club has chosen the new Cagney
picture, "Blood on the Sun" to premiere at the World Security

Conference. Timeliness of the subject material is the principal

reason for the group's choice.

Trouble continues to pursue Mary Pickford in her proposed

production of "One Touch of Venus." Most recent flare-up is in

the directorial division, Gregory LaCava as the latest casualty due

to disagreement with Miss Pickford.

The Hunt Stromberg picture, "Young Widow," is having script

trouble. Fact is there just isn't any script, at least none that

seems visible. Ida Lupino's appearance in the leading role, op-

posite her former husband, Louis Hayward, still dubious according

to some sources. Presently, Richard Macaulay and Aben Finkel,

two expert screenplay writers, are at work on a re-writing job.

It seems Miss Lupino objected to the script and Producer Strom-
berg is now trying to have it tailored to her pleasure. Delays of

this sort are costly, indeed, particularly to an independent pro-

ducer. Mr. Stromberg has his entire cast, save for Miss Lupino,
lined up and William Dieterle is under contract to direct. At last

report, Marie McDonald was off at Palm Springs, resting and
waiting for a decision to be reached.

Two films continue in the shooting stage: Selznick's "Duel In
the Sun" (Jennifer Jones-Joseph Cotten) and the aforementioned
"Young Widow."

UNIVERSAL
Unprecedented is the suit which Harold Lloyd has brought

against this company charging piracy on three counts and asking
for $1,700,000 damages plus $115,000 attorney's fees and costs. In
addition, the ex-screen comedian is demanding that all prints of
the three motion pictures in question be destroyed or at least im-
pounded against release. The pictures involved are: "She Gets
Her Man," current Joan Davis starrer; "Her Lucky Night," which
went into release on February 9, and which stars the Andrews
Sisters, and "So's Your Uncle," starring Billie Burke. Three separ-
ate claims were filed charging that Clyde Bruckman and Warren
Wilson, formerly employees of Lloyd, have infringed copyrights
belonging to the comedian. The complaint asserts that large por-.
tions of material in the three named pictures were taken, in some
instances almost verbatim, from "The Freshman," "Movie Crazy"
and "Welcome Danger," three Lloyd hits. It's too early to know
yet how valid his claims are, but regardless of the decision, it's

not a pretty thing for any one concerned. Universal seems to
have more than its share of litigation, one way or another. Not
long ago they lost out in their suit against actor Robert Cummings
to the tune of some $800,000.

Following up the musical trend at Universal, we discover seven
on the list. "Serenade for Murder" is editing, "Lady On a Train"
is in work, "Once Upon A Dream," "Catherine the Last," "Hear
That Trumpet Blow" and two untitled features for Susanna Foster
complete the list.

Jane Murfin has just been handed a writer-producer deal at
this studio. Miss Murfin, author of such screenplays as "Dragon
Seed," "The Women," and "Pride and Prejudice," has been a
Hollywood writer since 1927. But this will be her first effort at
production. She joins Joan Harrison in the female producer's
class at Universal since Miss Harrison is actively engaged now
in production.

The next Walter Wanger production at Universal will be "La
Chienne," re-titled "Scarlet Street." Joan Bennett, Edward G.

(Continued on Page 30)
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& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date.

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time

All new productions are on 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted,

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..

No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

states where there is censorship.

(T) immediately following title

COLUMBI A
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (37)

Completed ( 9)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

Tim

RELEASE CHART
Cast Dttalls

HO PRODUCTION
Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) Wilde-Louise . .

.

1944-45

Black Arrow (Serial) Seott-Jergens ..

Blonde From Brooklyn Haymes-Merrick

Blazing the Western Trail Stairett- Matthews

Details under title: Raiders of Quanti Basin

Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion Morris- Merrick .

Both Barrels Blazing Starrett-Harding

Details aider title: Texas Rifles

Brenda Starr, Reporter

Counterattack (89) Muni-Chapman

Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athens

Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke .

Details nnder title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)

Cyclone Prairie Raofin Starrett-Worth

Dancing in Manhattan (60) Brady-Donnell

Eadle Was a Lady (67) Miller

Escape In the Fog Wright-Foeh ..

Etc Knew Her Apples Miller-Wright

Guy, A Gal and A Pal, A Merrick-Hunter

Fighting Guardsman, The Loder- Louise

I Lore A Mystery Bannon-Foch

Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel

Lawless Empire Starrett-Law .

Leave It to Blondle Singleton-Lake

Let's Go Steady Parrish-Moran

Mark of The Whistler, The (61) Dlx-Carter ..

Details under title: Dormant Account

Meet Miss Bobby Socks (68) Crosby-Merrick

Missing Juror, The (66) Carter-Banon

Details Mder title: Tomorrow You Die

Monster and The Ape, The (Serial) Lowery- Mathews

Orer 21 Dunne-Knox
fower of The Whistler, The Dlx-Carter ..

Rustlers of the Badlands Starrttt-Bllss

Details under title: Renegade Roundup
Retom of Derange Kid .starrett-Stevens

Rhythm Round-Ui Curtis-Walker

Rockln' In the Rockies Hughes-Klrby

lough R Id In* Jostles Starrett. Bates

Rough, Tough and Ready (66) Morris-Rogers

Details under title: Men of the Deep
Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen

Sagebrush Heroes (54) Starrett-Worth

Sergeant Miko (60) Parks-Bates .

Shadows in the Night (67) Baxter- Foeh .

Details onder title: Crime Doctor's Rendezrois

She's a Sweetheart (69) Frazee-Parks

Details under title: Hello, Mom
Sing Me a Song of Texas Lane-Tomlin

Sona to Rfm.mb-xr. A fT) (113) Munl-Oberon .

Details under title: At Night We Dream
Surprise In the Night

Strange Affair. A (78) ,

Tahiti Nights (63)
Details under title: Song of Tahiti

Ton C«"t* * Dance

Thousand and One Nights, A
Together Again (100)

Details onder title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Everv Night (T) (92)

Unwritten Code, The (61)

Details nnder title: The Unknown

Yoith on Trial Coll

Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

.
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...6-12. .4-19-

. . . .12-11. .4-17. .6222
4-17. .3-15.

11-27. .3-22. . .6018

.12-21... 6203.
, . .2-1. . .6204.
.11-9... 6033.

.10-19... 6021.

..12-7... 6032.

. . .2-8. . .6221.

.Morris-Foeh

.Joslyn-Keyes ...

.O'Brien-Matthews

. Fri7ee- Lloyd ...

.WiUe-Keyes ...

. Dunne-Boyer ...

.Hayworth-Blair .

Neal-Savage ...

. . .3-5.

.6-12.

..9-4.

. . 1-22

.

.11-13.

. .7-24.

..5-15.
.6-10.

.10-5. . .6016.
12-14. . .6025.

. .2-22.

10-26.

.6003.. 12-11

.6002. . . .2-5

.10-30... 1-11... 6041.

1943-44

COMPLETED
(72) .

.

Address Unknown
Batman, The (Serial)

Carolina Blita

Details under title: Battleship Blues

Cry of the Werewolf (65)
Details under title: Bride of the Vampire

Erer Sinn Vtnis
Details under title: Beauty for Sale

The Imoatlent Years (91)

Kansas City Kitty

Last Horseman, The (54)

Details infer title: Salclde Range

Louisiana Hayrlde

Mr. Winkle Goes To War (80)

.Lukas-Chrlstlans . 11-15.. ..6-1..
.Nalsh-Patterson .

.

.7-16. .5120,

\*M5.' .9-26.

. .Massen-Crant . .

.

. .5-15. .8-17. ..5027. . .9-18

Roland-Marls . . . .5-29. . .7-7. .5140
..Hunter-Savage ... ..5-29. .9-14. .12-11

Arthur-Bowman .

.

...4-3. ...9-7. . .5002. .10-16

..Davis-Bob Crosby .5-15. .8-24. .5012,

. .Hayden-Willls .«-29. .6-22. .5028.

. .Caitra-Laa* . .

.

..4-J. .7-13. .5019.

. .Robinson-Donaldson 1-10. . . .8-3. . .5007. .7.9-4

One Mysterloos Night (65) M °rrisiart"
Details under title: Boston Blaekle's Appi Intmont with

Robin Hood of the Rani* (57) Starrett-Harrls

Details under title: Hall to the Rangers

Secret Command (80) J'Brien-Landls

Details under title: Pllebnek

She's a Soldier, Too Foch-Brldges .

Details nnder title: Soldiers In Stacks

Soul of a Monster (63) Hobart-Macread

Details infer title: Death Walks Alone

.7-20.

Swing he Saddle .Frazee-Summerville

They Lire in Fear ..........Kruger-Parrlsh

Details infer title: America's ChlUren

U-Boat Prisoner (65) Bennett-Rolf .

. .6-12. .
.9-:

h
.9-21. . .7-2

. .1-10.

.3-20... 6-29..

..6-12... 8-17.

8-31..

..3-6... 6-15..

..4-17... 7-25.

.5033.. 11-13

.5206

.5008... 6-26

.5040

. .5026... 10-2

.5043

.5037... 9-:

ME T ROC OtOWYN -MA YIR
194445 Features Completed (38) In Production (6)

Title—Running Tfnse

RELEASE CHART
Cast Details

IN PRODUCTION
Dangerous Partners Craig-Hasso 1,1*
Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson 2-19.

For Better or For Worse Walker-A lyson .4-2.

Harvey Girls, The (T) Garland-Hodiak •••• 1
;
22-

They Were Expendable Montgomery-Wayne ...3-5.

Yolanda and the Thief (T) Astaire-Bremer 1-2-i.

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. NINE
American Romance, An (T) (151) Donlevy-Richards .

Details lifer title: America

Barbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes ....

Details under title: Gold Town _ ,

Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dletrlch .

Lost In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello .

Malsle Goes To Reno (90) Sothcrn-Hodlak ..

Marriage Is a Private Affair (115) Turner-Hodiak .

Mrs. Parklngton (124) Garson-Pldgeon .

Naughty Marietta (80) MacDonald-Eddy

The Seventh Cress (111) Tracy-Hasso . .

.

Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh . .
.

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor

Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy ..

Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal ...

Details nnder title: Telltale Hands

Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy . . . .

.

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore- Johnson

This Man's Havy (100) Beery-Gleason ..

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters . .

Music for Millions (120) O'Bnen-ltorbi .

SPECIAL
Meet Me In St. Louis (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien

National Velvet (T) (125) .Rooney-Taylor ..

Details under title: The Home Front

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Traey-Thaxter ..

NOT DESIGNATED
Anchors Awelgh (T) Kelly-Sinatra .

.

Crime of Joan Ellis, The Thaxter-Daniels .

Details under title: Alter Ego

Clock, The (94)

Gentle Annie (80)

Her Highness and the Bellboy.

.

Hidden Eye, The

Hold High the Torch (T)

Our Vines Have Tender Grapes . .

Perfect Strangers

Picture of Dorian Gray (108) . .

Son of Lassie (T)

Details infer title: Women's

Thrill of a

..4-19. 11-44.. . .510. .7-10

...3-6. .9-44.

.

..502. ..8-7

...9-6. 10-44 .

.

. .506. ..9-4

,4-3. 12-44.

.

..509. ..9-4

...4-3. .9-44.

.

..504. .8-21

.11-29. 10-44. . . .505. .8-21

. .3-20. 11-44.

.

. .507. .9-18

Reissue. 11-44.

.

.508.
.7-24.12-13. .9-44.

.

. .501.

Reissue. .9-44.

.

..8-21. . .516. .11-27

. .6-26. ..519. .12-11

. . .9-4. ..514. .12-11

515. 513. .11-27

.8-21. . .518. .
12-25

. .5-28. ..517. ...1-8

. . .9-4. ..520. .
.2-19

515. .12-25

.12-13. .
.1-45. .11-13

...2-7. .12-25

..2-21. . .1-45. .11-27

.Garland-Walker .

Eralg-Reed

Lamarr-Walker ..

.Arnold-Rafferty .

.E. Taylor-Lassie

.O'Brien-Robinson

.Donat-Kerr ....

.Sanders-Hatfield

.Lawfcrd-Lanehestcr

.11-27.

.8-21. .

.8-21..
.12-25.
.12-11.
. .9-18.

.10-16.
Foreign.

...Johnson-Williams .

Wilde-Cralg

Valley of Decision (111) Garson Peck
•
»

Weekenf at the Walforf Turner-Johnson .
.

Withoot Love (111) I'LTW "
Zleafelf Fellies (T) Astalre-Ball

194344

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Anfy Harfy's Blonde Trouble (107) Rooncy-Stone ....

Gaslight (114) Bergman-Boyer ..

Meet the People (100) Ball-Powell

Three Men In White (85) Barrymore-Johnson

Twtj eirls anf a Sailor (126) Johnson-Allyson

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Bathing Beaity <T> (103) Skelton-Willlams

Details infer title: Mr. Co-Ed

Cantervllle Gilrt. The (96) Laoghton-O'Brlen

. . .3-6.

.

..5-29..

.
.8-21.

.12-11.
. . .9-18.
.11-27.

.10-31..
...5-1.

. .
.4-2

,
.12-25

4-16

.'.4-2

..7-26.

. .8-23.

..7-12.
12-27.
.9-20.

..9-6.

.8-23.

.5-44.

.5-44.

.5-44.

.6-44.

.6-44.

.7-44.

.7-44.

.426 ...4-17

.429...S-M

.430... 6-12
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PAR AMOUNTANNIVERSARY SPECIALS
« Seed (145) Hepburn-Huston

White Cliff* of Dmr, The (126).

SPECIAL
Tunisian Vietory (80)

RE-ISSUES
Billy til KM (T)

Ill Star*. Tit
Christmas Ctrel. A
Came Lira with He

.Dunne-Marshall

.1115.
.. .6-28.

Flight Ctaaaadl
Ci W«t
Lore Crazy

erthwert Passage (T)
Third Flaaar, Lett Hud Lay-

.Barrymora . .

.

Lamarr-Stewart

-Taylor

.Tutor

.Marx

.L«jr-Pi

.Tracy

MO N O C R A

M

1944-45 Features
Westerns

(34)

(12)

Completed (22)

Completed ( 9)

In Production (1)

In Production («)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MAIN STREET GHOST
Drama—Started April 3

Cast: Doris Merrick, Robert Lowery, Isabel Jewel, Constance
Worth, Eddie Quillan, Janet Shaw, Wanda McKay.

Director: Christy Kabanne Producer: Joe Kaufman
Story: Daughter of poor family falls In love with ne'er-do-well whom she

supports until he tries to run off with her girl friend. She kills him
and as he dies he shoots her fatally.

Title— Running Time

RELEASE CHART
Cart

1944-45
Adventures of Kitty O'Day Farker-Cookson .

Details under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through
*ta,k» Taylor-Lindsay .

Army Wives Rambeao-Knox .

Bowery Champs (62) East Side Kids .

Details under title: Muogs Meets a Deadline
China's Little Devils Xarey-Kelly ...
The Cisco Kid Comes Throujh Renaldo-Lane ..

Details under title: Case of the Missing Medico
Come Oat Fighting East Side Kids

KH'SfH Gilbert-Howard .

Dillinger (77) i_ Tierney ...
D "<>'" Francis-Cabot ..
Docks of New York Gorcey-Hall ...

Details under title: Murder in the Famlh
Enemy of Women Woods-Dell . .

Fashion Model
. Weaver- Low.-ry .

Details under title: The Model Murder
Flamo of the West Brown-Hatton .

Details onder title: Flaming Frontiers
Ghost G«ns Brown-Hatton .

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs
Forever Yoors Storm-Smith .

Details onder title: They Shall Have Faith
G. I. Honeymoon Storm-Cookson
Gin Smoke Brown-Hatton . .

Here Comes TrOoble Gilbert-Howard .

In Old New Mexleo Renaldo-Kenyon
Moggs Rides Again East side Kids

Details onder title: County Fair

jade Mask, The (66) Toler-Manton ..
Details under title: Mystery Mansion

Law of the Valley Brown-Hatton ..

Navajo Trails Brown-Holt . .

.

Details onder title: The Texas Terror

Scarlet Cine, The Toler-Moreland .

Details onder title: Radio Mystery
Shadow of Sospleion (68) Weaver-Cookson

Details ander title: Baby Shoes
Song of the Range Wakely- Moore . .

Details ander title: Saddle Pals

Stranger from Santa Fe Brown-Hatton

Springtime In Texas Wakley-White .

There Goes Kelly Moran-McKay ..

Details onder title: Make Way for Kelly

A Wart, A Waa, A Marine Eilers-Yoongman

When Strangers Marry Huntcr-Jagger

Details aadar title: I Married a Stranger

1943-44
Art These Oar Parents? Vlnson-Tafbet .

Details ander title: Are These Yoir Parents?

Black Magic Toler-Dell

Details onder title: Herder Chamber
Block Bisters (59) East Side Kids.

Call of the Janola Carlo-Bash

Golden Trail, Tha BrewB-Hattea .

Johnnie Doesn't Lire Here Any Mora Simon-Ellison .

Land of Outlaws Brown-Hatton .

.

Details ander title Fool's Gold

Law Men (53) Bronrn-Hatten .

Lean It To tie Irish Dunn-McKay
Marked Trails Gibson-Steele ..

Oh, What a Night! Lowe-Rambeao
Details under title: Girl Next Door

Rant* Law Brown-Hatton .

rtarn of the Aaa Man (—) Laaosl-Carradlni

Seoera Stagteoaeh Sibson-Steele ..

Tare* of a Kind Gilbert-Howard

Utah Kid Gibson-Steele . .

Details onder title: Trigger Law
West of the lie Grande Brown-Hatton ..

..7-24... 1-19..

...5-1.. 12-22..

...8-7... 1-12..

...6-12.. 12-29.

.6-21. . .12-8.

.10-16. . .2-23.

.3-5.... 6-1-

.1-22. . . .3-9.

.12-11.

..2-19.

..9-18.,

. . .8-7.

.10-2.

.9-18.

.3-19.
.8-21.

. .2-5.

.2-16..

.1-26.

. .4-9.

.

.2-16.

.

.4-13.

.

.2-5. .
.4-20.

.6-26. .12-15.

...1-22
...4-2
.11-27. . .2-16.

..5-17... 11-3.

..5-29. 11-24.

..4-17... 7-15.

.5-15.... 9-9.

.12-27... 9-16.
..4-3... 8-19.
.12-13
.12-13.... 7-8.

.6-12... 9-16

.

.1-10.
.8-26.

.9-30.

..9-2.

.9-18

'.6-is

.4-17

. .4-17.

.10-18.
.2-7... 6-10.
.5-1... 7-22.

......8-26.

1941-15 Features Completed (40) Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rinnlng Time Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Bluo Dahlia, The Ladd-Lake

Our Hearts Were Crowing Up Donlevy-Rosscll ..

People Are Funny Haley-Walker

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dark Mountain (57) Lowery- Drew

National Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather . .

Oar Hearts Were Young and Gay (81) Lynn-Russell . . .

Rainbow Island (T) (93) Lamoar-Siilllvan .

Till We Meet Again (88) Mllland-Britton ..

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Yoeng

Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine-DeCordova

Han In Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker . .

.

Ministry of Fear (84) Milland-Reynolds

One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly ....

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman .

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks

Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly

Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hotton

Practically Yoart (90) Colbert-MaeMerray

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tuf!s

High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks

Details onder title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100) Ladd-Russell

Unseen, The (81) McCrea-Russell

Details ander title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FTVE
A Medal for Benny Lamour-Cordova .

Affairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent ..

Murder. He Says (92) MacMurray-Main

Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage ...

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Cclbert-Mareh . .

NOT DESIGNATED
Cross My Heart Hntton-Tufts . . .

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

Duffy's Tavern Gardner-Reynolds

Follow That Woman Gargan-Kelly . . .

Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lake .

.

Details onder title: Good Intentions

One Exciting Night Gargan-Savage . .

Details onder title: Hard to Handle

Ineendiary Blonde (T) Hetton-Cordova .

Kitty Goddard-Milland

Lost Weekend. The Mllland-Wyman .

Love Letters Jones-Cotten ...

Masquerade in Mexico Lamour-Cordova .

.4-17..
11-29. .

..9-6..
10-18..
12-13. .

12-27. .

5-31. .

.11-1.

.

.7-26. .

.1-10.

.

..7-13..

. .8-21.

.

..7-10..
..5-15..

..2-7.

* .4408. . .10-2

4407 . . 10-30

. .4410. .10-30

.4418.

.4417.

.6-26.
11-13.

.

. .5-1.

.11-27.

.4-16

. .4-2

.4-16

.4-16

.
.10-2.

.
.2-19.

.12-11.

.12-25.

.11-15.

..6-12.

.10-31.

.10-31.

. .
.1-8.

Miss Susie Slagle's Tufts-Lake 9-18.

Out of This World Bracken-Lynn 7-10.

Rhythm Ranch Haley-Hllllard 11-1.

Road to Utopia, The Crosby-Hooe-UmoBr 12-13.

Twa Yean Before the Mast Ladd-Danlevy 5-1.

Virginian, The McCrea-Britton ...11-13.

Weil-Groomed Bride, The Milland-deHavilland 2-19.

You Came Along Cummlngs-Scott . .

.

1943-44

BLOCK NO. SLX
Great Moment (79) MeCrca-Field

Details ander title: Trlimph Over Pala

Hail the Conqoering Hero (101) Bracken-Raines . . .

Henry Aldrlch's Little Secret (73) Lydon- Mortimer ..

Details ander title: Henry Aldrleh leak* the Cradle

I Love a Soldier (105) Goddard-Tafts

Details ander title: When I Ceeaa tart

Take It Big (74) Haley-Hllllard ...

SPECIAL
City That Stopoed Hitler (58) "asslan Documentary

Going my Way (130) Crosby-Stevens

Lady la the Dart (T) (100) . .

.

Stery of Dr. Wassell (T) (140)

.2-19.

Rogers-Mllland

Coaper-Day

8-23.
12-28..
.7-12..

.4329.

.4327.

.4331.

.4335.

.4336.

.4337.

.6-12

.6-12

.9-20
. .3-6

.2-21

. .5-1

1944-45 Features (24) Completed (22) In Production (2)

Westerns (18) Completed ( 9) In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE INTRUDER
Mystery—Started March 30

Cast: Charles Arnt, Veda Ann Borg, Fay Helm, Richard Powers.
Director: Vernon Keyes Producer: Martin Mooney
Story: Young lady rescued from accident and taken in by rescuers discovers

. plot of husband to murder his wife.

CONGO PONGO
Jungle Story—Started March 31
Cast: Richard Fraser, Lionel Royce, Maris Wrixon.
Director: Sam Newfield Producer: Sig Neufeld
Story: Ape runs away with a girl. Chase and rescue follow.
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LAW OF LEAD
Western—Started April 2
Cast: Tex Ritter, Dave O'Brien, Guy Wilkerson.
Director: Harry Fraser Producer: Arthur Alexandei
Story: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASfi CHART
Title

COMPJLETED

1944-45

Crime, Inc. (75)

.

(56).Gangsters of the Frontii
Great Mike, The (73)....

Details under title: At the Post
His Brother's Ghost
Hollywood and Vine (58)...'..'
I'm From Arkansas (68)
I Accuse My Parents (68)
The Kid Sister

Lady Confesses, The . . [

"

Details under title: Undercover Girl'
Man Who Walked Alone, The (73)

Details under title: Von Han't stnn i

Rogues Gallery (60) . .

Spell of Amy Nugent,

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Strange Illusion (83)
Missing Corpse

. .Savage-Beaumont

. .Carradine-P..rker . . .6-12. .11-10. ..506. . .11-5

. Foreign

.

.12-22. . .513. . .2-5
. .Neal-Tilton .... ..11-13. . .4-15. . . 502

.

.3-19
. .Ritter-O'Bricn .10-31 12-29. . . .5^2.

• Langford-Tal'jot ...2-7. . .8-15. ..505. .'.7-24

.Lowe- Joyce . . .1-22.

.Atwill-Douglas . .11-13. '.2-15.
'.
!!508."

.Crabbe-St. John . . .1-22
. .Ritter-O'Brion . .9-21. . . 551

.

.11-13
. .Erwin-Henry ... 7.7-24.' .11-15. . .511. 10-30

.Crabbe-St. John . .2-3.

.

. .557
.Ellison-McKay . .

.'8-21.'.' .4-25. 12-11
.Adrian-Scmmerville ..8-7. 10-31.

.

.'.510.'.

.Hughes-Meeker ...8-7. .11-4. . .512. .1-22

.Pryor-Clark .10-31.. . .2-6.. .516 .

.Hughes-Beaumont . . .2-5. . .5-16..

.O'Brien-Aldrch . .10-16. .3-15.. . .507. .2-19

nee
O'Brien-Ritter ..2-8.. .554 .

.Crabbe-St Jshn . .12-9.

.

. .556. .1-22
O'Brien-Aldrich .

.1-22.'.
. .5-2.

.

. Jenks-Warner ... .12-6.

.

.'.515.'
. . 1-8

Farr- Lindsay Foreign. . .2-10.. .523,

.

.Crabbe-St. John . .11-27.

.

Eilers-Lydon . .10-2. .3-31.

.

. .517. .3-19
Bromberg-Jenks

ly

...2-5.

Swing Hostess (76) Tilton-Collins ....
Town Went Wild. The (77) dartholomew-Horton
Whispering Skulls Ritter-O'Brien ....
Why Girls Leave Home Lane-Leonard
Wil * H °Re Phantom Crabbe-St. John ..

Details under title: Phantom of Wild. Vallej

. . .9-8.

.12-15.
.12-29.

.509. .11-15

.507. .11-27

.553

.10-26 555.

1943-44
Brand of the Devil O'Brien-NewM .

Bellnq.ent Daughters Carlson-Gibson .

Fuzzy Settles Down Crabbe-St. John.
Gvn Malna Armida-laRue

. .

Details ender title: Mexican Fiesta
Rustler's Hideout Crabbc-St. John
Seven Doors To Death (64) Chandler-Clyde
Waterfront (64) Carradino-Wrixon

'

When the lights Go On Again (74) Lydon- Mitchell

. .5-1. .7-30. ..458.

.5-15.. .8-10. . ..416..

.5-29. .7-25.. ..465..

.4-17.. .8-18. . ..421..

. .9-2. . .466.
.5-29. ..8-5. . .417. 11-27

.6-10. ..415. .6-26
'.6-26. 10-23

.

. .419. .10-2

RIPU B LIC
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (40)

Completed (23)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
WAGON WHEELS WESTWARD
Western—Started April 2
Cast: Wild Bill Elliott, Alice Fleming, Linda Stirling, Bobby

Blake, Roy Barcroft.

S>rv
CtT R

'
G

'
SPrinSsteen Assoc. Producer: Sidney Pickerhtorv. New stage coach line is fought by crooked outlaws who try to soilnewcomers property not theirs. Red Ryder rides to the rescue.

BANDIT OF BADLANDS
Western—Started April 6
Cast: Sunset Carson, Si Jenks, Forrest Taylor

John Morton.^Ct0
T
r: Thomas Producer:

•>tory. Texas ranger rides down his brother's killer.

UNION PACIFIC SCOUTS
Western—Started March 24
Cast: |u«set Carson, Peggy Stewart, Mary Carr, Ken Duncan,

Direct0 r
BU
Th^

a
as
y
'crr

r

r

ank "*% J°hn Morto-

them. "uuaw to get In with gang and expose

Peggy Stewart,

Bennett Cohen

Title—Running Time

COMPLETED

RHJASe CHART

Ships

Atlantic City (86)
Sporting Chance ....

Details under title: Behind
Bells of Rosarlta . . .

Big Bonanza (68) ...
Big Show-Off (70)

•roll (91) ...
Cheyenne Wlldoat ...

1944-45
. . .Moore- Taylor

. . Randolph-O'Malley

...Rogers-Evans

. . .Arlrn-Frazee ....
• • Lake-Evans

. . Carson. Bornette

.. Broee-Guizar
. .

..Elllott-Fleralnu ..

5-15.
12-11.

. .2-5.

. .9-4. 12-30. .'. .407 .

. .9-4. .1-22. ...410.

5-15.. .MI. .451.
.6-26. 11-30. . . . 405

.

6-12.. .9-30. .3314.

.8-21

.'li'-is

.3307
. .412. . .2-19

.3317
..409... 1-22

.4-16

..1-8

Chicago Kid (68) Barry-Roberts 10-2
Code of the Prairie Burnette-Carson . . .6-26. . .10-6.
Colorado Pioneers Elliott-Fleming 3-19
Daring Holiday, A Horton-George 10-16
Desperadoes of Dakota Elliot-Fleming 2-5
Earl Carroll's Vanities (8^) O'Keefe-Moore .. ..11-13
End of the Road (51) Norris-Storey 7-10.. 11-10.

Details under title: Man of Mystery

Faces in the Fog (71) Withers-Kelly 8-21.. 11-25.

Fatal Witness Ankers-Fraser 1-22
Federal Operator No. 99 Lamont- Talbot 2-5
Flame of Barbary Coast Wayne-Dvorak 7-24. . .1-31. .

Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Baehelor 12
:
25

Girls of the Big House Roberts-Powers 3-5
Git Along Little Dogies Autry-Burnetto . .Reissue. .10-15.

.

Great Flamarion, The (78) vonStroheim-Hughes 10-16. . .3-30.

The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming ... .9-18. . .2-15.

.

Grissly's Millions (72) Grey-Kelly 9-18... 1-16.
Hitchike to Happiness Pearee-Evans 9-18
Jealousy Morley-Asther 11-27
Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker 11-27 4-2..

Details under title: Johnny March
Lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor 8-21.. 12-23.

Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming ...12-11

Magnificent Mr. M, The Schildkraut-Burka ..2-19

Man From Oklahoma, The Rogers-Evans 3-19

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey .. .10-16. . .3-18 482
Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake 3-5
Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes 3-6 7-2... 3312
My Buddy (69) Barry-Roberts 6-26. .10-12. .. .403. .10-16

Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An . . . . Dowd-Duke 1-8
Details under title: New Faces of 1945

The Phantom Speaks Arlcn-Roberts 10-31
Return At Dawn Terry- Roberts 1-22

Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey 1-8

Silver City Kid Lane-Stewart 4-17. . .7-20.

.

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake 5-29. . .8-16.

.

Santa Fo Saddlemates Carson-Stirling 2-19

Scotland Yard Investigator ". VonStroheim-Bachetor

Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling

Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake ,

Sheriff of Sondown Lane-Stewart .

Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown

Song for Miss Julie, A (69) Early-Clark

Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart . .

Details under title: Marshal ef Monterey

Swingin' en a Rainbow Taylor-Frazee

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry

Three's A Crowd Michael-Gordon

Thoroughbreds .
Neal-Mara . . .

Tiger Woman, The Richmond-Mara

Topeka Terror Allan Lane .

.

Tugboat Annie's Son Darwell-Kennedy

Union Pacific Scouts Carson-Stewart

Utah (78) Rogers-Evans . .

Vamnire's Ghost Abbott-Stewart .

'orro's Black Whip (Serial) Lewis-Stirling

.461.

3313.

.12-25. . .2-28. . .454
...7-24. .12-31. .3316

. .5-29. .11-7. . .463

. .4-17. . .8-12. ..401.... 9-4

.10-16. .2-19. ..411

.
.4-17. .9-15.

..11-13.

..12-25.

.
.11-27.

. .9-4. 12-23 .

.

'.'.408.'..'.'.'.!

. . .3-19.

. .10-2. .1-26.'.'

..12-25.
. . .4-2.

.12-11. .3.21.* V. 441. '.'.'. 4-2

10-16.
..8-21.. 12-1.6!

!

!! 481 .'."£!

MO-RADIO
1944-45 Features Completed (40) In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
RADIO STARS ON PARADE
Comedy with Music—Started April 2

Cast: Wally Brown, Alan Carney, Frances Langford, Robert
Clarke, Ralph Edwards and his Truth or Consequences
program, Skinnay Ennis and his band, Don Wilson.

Director: Leslie Goodwins Producer: Ben Stoloff

Story: Comedians pose as agent, find girl singer whom they try to promote.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running TIM Cart Details del. Ro.

IN PRODUCTION
Bells of St. Mary's, The Crosby-Bergman 3-5
Tomorrow Is Forever Colbert-Welles 4-2

COMPLETED

Lum 'n Abner
Esmond-Massen
Moffett-Esmond

1944_45
BLOCK NO. ONE

Going To Town (69)
Master Race (96)
My Pal, Wolf (75)

Details under title: Pumpkin Shell
None But the Lonely Heart (113) Srant-Wyatt .

Tall in the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent
Falcon in Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale
Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely
Girl Rush, The (65) Langford-Brown
Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly .

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley ...
Details under titlp: r.ome Sharo My Love

Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire
Having Wonderful Crime (70)
Pan Americana (84)

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The -.

China Sky
Tarzan and tho Amazons
Those Endearing Young Charms....
Zombies on Broadway

.
NOT DESIGNATED

Along Came Jones (International) Cooper-Young

. .O'Brien-Landh

.Terry-Long

.Karloff-Lugosl
. .

.Scoft-Drrw

.Wclsmuller-Joyce

Day-Young ....
.Brown-Carney . .

..5-15 504.
502.

. . .5-29 505.

...3-6 501.

...5-1 503.

. . .7-24 510.
. .7-24 507.

...5-29 508.

. .6-12 506.

..7-24 509.

. . 7-24 514..

.10-16 511..

. . .5-1 513.

.

. .8-21 512..

.517.... 3-5

.519

.518

.520

.516. ..

FILM BULLETIN



Back to Bataan Wayne-Ahn 11-13.
Details under title: Invisible Army

Amoro. . Ghost, The O'Brien-Drew 2-5.
Details under title: Man Alive

Belle ot the Yukon (T) (84) Seott-Lee 4-3.
Brhjhton gtranglor, The Loder-Duprez 7-10.
Casanova Brown (93) Cooper-Wrioht 2-21..
Falcon in San Francisco, Tho Conway-Corday 2-19.
First Man Into Tokyo Neal-Halo 2-19.
George White's Scandals of 1945 Davis-Haley 2-5.

Details under title: Follow Your Heart

It's a Pleasure (T) (90) Henie-O'Shea 8-21.
Johnny Angel Raft-Trevor 12-11.

Mama Loves Papa Errol-Risdon 2-19.

Most Dangerous Game, The Loder-Long 2-19.
Princes and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo 5-15..

Sing Your Way Home Haley-Jeffries 12-11.

Spanish Main, The (T) Henreid-OHara ...11-27.
Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Featuro

Two O'clock Courage Conway-Rutherford . 8-21.

West of The Pecos Mltchtim-Hale 10-16.
Woman In the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett ..4-17..

Details under title: Once Off Goard

Wonder Man, The (T) Kaye-Mayo 7-24.

2 Oth CENTURY-FOX

.583. .12-11

."hO.V.V.8-1

1944-45 Features Completed (35) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running TIum Cast Details

IN PRODUCTION
Sisters, The (T) Grable-Payne

Tierney-Eythe

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Take It er Leave It (70) Baker- Massow 4-3..Aogost.
Wing and a Prayer (97) Ameche-Andrews .. .2-21. .August.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Dangerous Journey (73) Dennis-Roosevelt Travel Feat. Sept..

Greenwich Village (T) (82) Ameehe- Miranda . .11-15. . .Sept.

Sweet and Lowdown (75) Barl-Goodman 2-7... Sept.

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise, The (75) Laurel-Hardy

.504. . .8-21

.505. .
.8-21

.503... 8-21

Details under title: Good Neighbors
In the Meantime, Darling (72) Crain-Latimore . . .

Details under title: I Married a Soldier
Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) Woolley-Haver . . .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laura (88) Tierney-Andrews
Something for the Boys (T) (87) Miranda-O'Shoa ..

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier (86) Baxter-Winnlnger .

Winged Victory (130) O'Brlen-Crane ...

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peek-Hardwicke .

.

Way Ahead, The (115) Nlven-Huntley ....
Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN

.4-3. .October.

.

1-10. .October.

.

.2-7... Jan....
.For Jan

Jan....

.506... 9-18

.507... 9-18

.508. .10-16

.514.. 12-25
511
.515. . .1-22

BLOCK NO. EIGHT

Son of Flicka (T) (73) .

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77)

Details nndor title: Molly. Bless Her

Royal Scandal, A (90)
Details under title: Czarina

Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81) .

BLOCK NO. TEN
Diamond Horseshoe (T)

....9-4. . .Feb.. ..516. .1-22

. . Feb.

.

..517. . .2-5

O'Shea-Marshall . .11-13. . Mar.

.

. .519.

.

.2-19

. .McDowell-Foster . . .5-15. .Mar... ..518.. ..2-5

..11-13. ..Apr. 522. . . .3-5

. Jones-Price .... . . .4-5.

.

.April. . ..520.

.

. .2-7

. .Bankhead-Eythe . ..9-18. .April. . .521.

.

. .4-2

. .523. .

.Grable-Haymes . . . .9-4. .May.

.

. .524.

.

.4-16

. .12-11. ..May. . .525.

.

.4-16
NOT DESIGNATED

And Then There Were None Fitzgerald-Huston ..3-19
Rell for Adano, A Hodiak-Bendix 11-13
Captain Eddla MacMorray-Barl ..12-11
Carribean Mystery Dunn-Ryan 2-5

Details under title: First, Last and Alwayi
Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe 12-25
Don Juan Qnilligan Bendix-Blondell 2-5

Details under title: Two-Faced Qnilligan
Junior Miss Garner-Joslyn 2-19
Ho" Hill J. Bennett-Raft 8-21
State Fair (T) Andrews-Crain 1-22
Where Do We Go From Here? (T) MacMrrray-Leslie 9-4
"Iwn (T) (153) Hardwieke-Mitehfll 11-29 530 8-7
Within These Walls Mitchell-Anderson ...3-5

U H IT £ 0 A R IISTS
1944-45 Features Completed (33) In Production (2)

Key to Producers: Small (SmL) ; Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van ); Crosby (Cby.) ; Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogenns
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. II.); Skirball (Ski); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Bra.); Hughes (Hug.).

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Runuing That

Sun (T)

RELEASE CHART

Cast

. Jones-Cotien

. .Ldpino-Hayward

Duel In the

Young Widow

COMPLETED

1944-45
Abroad with Two Yanks (80) O'Ketfe-Bendix .

Bedside Manner Hussey Carroll
Blithe Spirit (T) Cummings- Harrison
Blood on tho Sun Cagney-Sidnoy ..
Brewster's Millions (79) O'Kuefe-Wr.lker . .

Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Leigh ...
Captain Kidd Laughton-Britton
Colonel Blimp (T) (148) Llvesy-Walbrook .

Dark Waters (89) Obcron-Tone ...
Delightfully Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy

.

Details under title: High Among the Start
The Great Jthn L Darnell-McClure
Guest In the House (121) Baxter-Bellamy .

What Every Woman Wants Colbert-Ameche .

Details under title: Guest Wife
Hairy Ape, The (90) Bendix-Haywari .

Henry V (T) Olivier-Newton

Her Man Gilbey Wilding-Ward . . .

Hold Autumn In Your Hand Scott-Field ....
I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten ...

Details under title: Double Furlough

It's In the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley ..

Sensations of 1945 (86) Powe'll-Fleldi ...
Mr. Emmanuel (92) .

.' *ylmcr-Gynt
Outlaw, The Russell-Hoston .

.

Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields . .

Sinco You Went Away (171) r olb2-t-Cotten

Song of the Open Road (89) Bergen-Granville .

Spellbound Bergman-Peck ..

Details under title: House of Dr. Edwardes

Story of G. I. Joe Meredith

Summer Storm (107) Sanders- Darnell
Details under title: The Muen Their Mistress

This Happy Breed (T) Newton-Johnson

3 Is a Family (81) Ruggles-Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field

2000 Women .Robson-Calvert

Walk In the Sun Andrews-Conte ...

. 8-4 . . .
. . . .3-20.

. .11-27 Stn.

Foreign G.F.D..

. .10-31 Cgy.

. . .8-21 4-7. . .Sml..

Foreign G.F.D..

. . .2-5 Bog..

.Foreign. . . .5-4. . G-F.D.

.

5-29. .11-10. . Bog.

. . .9-4. . .3-31 Rgs.

.

.7-10. . .5-25. . Crosby.

. . .2-21. . .12-8. . .Smg..

...12-11 Ski.

...1-10... 6-16... Let..

.2-19

.5-29

Foreign G.F.D..

.9-18 .5-18.... L.H..

...4-17.... 1-5... Szk..

.10-16. . .4-21. . . .Rgs.

. .12-13. . .6-30. . .Sta.

Foreign. . .1-19. .G.F.D..

H«f..

. .1-22 Bnt..

. .
.9-20. . .8-12. . .Szk.

.12-13.... 6-2.... Rgs..

.7-24 Szk..

. 11-27 Cwn . .

.12-27. . .7-15. . .Meb..

Foreign G.F.D.

.

. . .6-26. .11-23. . .Les.

. .6-26. .12-29. . Cow.

Foreign G.F.D..

.11-13 Brn..

.2-19

.7-10
.1-22

UN IV t K S A L
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (50)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SECRET AGENT X-9
Serial—Started April 2
Cast: Lloyd Bridges, Jan Wiley, Key Luke, Victoria Home,

Samuel S. Hinds, George Lynn.
Director: Ray Taylor Supervisor: Morgan B. Cox

thetic fuel is stolen and becomes the gim-
from the syndicated comic-strip.

Story: a secret formula for sy
mick of the piece, taken from

HEAR THAT TRUMPET BLOW
Mystery with Music—Started April 6
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Lois Collier, Danny Morton, Claudia

Drake, John Litel, Josh White
Director: John Hoffman Assoc. Producer: Henry Blakenford
Story: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
TIMe—Bernini Tlaw cast Mall. lal. la. leu.

IN PRODUCTION
Lady On A Train Durbin-Bellamy 2-5
Night in Paradise (T) Oberon-Bey 1-8

COMPLETED
1944-45

Details under title: Swingaroo Sweetheart
Beautiful Cheat Granville-Beery

Details under title: It's Never Too Late
Beyond the Pecos Cameron-Drew
Blonde Ransom Cook-Grey
Bowery To Broadway (94) "oakie-Montez

"
Babes on Swing Street Errol-Vlncent
Can't Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paige
Climax, The (86) Karloff-Foster
Dead Man's Eyes (64) Chaney-Parker
Easy To Look At Jean-Grant ..
Enter Arsene Lupin (72) Raines-Kowin

Details under title: Arsene Lupin
Fairy Tale Murder Jean-Brasselle
The Frozen Ghost Chaney-Ankers .

Destiny (65) Jean-Curtis ..
Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey
Gypsy Wildcat (T) (75) Montez-Hall ..
Here Come the Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello
Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattan
HI, Beautiful O'Drlscoll-Beery

Details under title: Be It Ever So Humble
House of Fear (69) Rathbone-Bruee 2-5... 3-16
Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald . .11-27. . .5-11.

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

House of Frankenstein (70) Karlolf-Chaney 4-17... 2-16
Details under title: Devils Brood -

I'll Rnmember April Jean-Grant 8-21.. 4-13.
Details onder title: Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce 12-11. . .4-27.

,

.11-27

. .7-24. . .2-23.
..12-25
...5-15... 11-3.
..5-29.. 10-13.
..6-12.. 12-29.
. .2-21. .10-20.
...4-3.. 11-10.
..12-25

. .8-21. .11-24.

...10-2
..6-26

. .9-18. .12-22.
,

. .10-2. . .2-23.
,

.10-18.... 9-1.
.11-13 2-2.

. .7-24 2-9.

. .8-21. . .12-8.

.9083

Vsrtw2V.ii.-i5
.9024
.9071
.9007. .10 16
.9026. .10-30

.'.'.'.'.'.'.12-11

.9012

.9005
.9002 3-5

3-13

.9031.

.9025.

A P L 16, 1945



Jonglo Captive Lane-Kruger
Jungle Queen (Serial) Colller-Ouillan ...
Master Key, The (Serial) Wiley-Moore
Men In Her Diary Albritton-Hall ...
Merrily We Slag Byan-Blytta
Merry Monahans, The (91) O'Connor-Ryan .

.

•enllght and Caetes Antirews-Carrillo .

Mummy's Curse (62) Chaney-Harding
Murder In the Blue Room (61) Cook-Gwynne ...
Mystery of the River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clements .

, .10-2
.12-11
..2-19
.5-15
12-27. . .9-15.
..9-6.... 9-9.

.8-21.

.7-24.

.2-16.
. .12-1.

10-24.

.9008 9-4

.9022

.9036
.9034.. 11-27

netles, The Abbott-Costello .

Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn . . .

Bid Texas Trail, The Cameron-Knight .

Patrick the Great O'Connor-Ryan .

Pearl of Death (69) Rathbone-Bruce .

Penthouse Rhythm Col I ler- Norrls . .

.

Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyce . .

.

Raiders of Ghost City Hoort-AtWlTi
Reckless Age (63) lean-Clark ....

Details under title: Make Way for Love
Riders of Santa Fe Cameron- Knight
Salome—Where She Danced DeCarlo-Cameron
San Diego, I Love You (83> Hall-Foster

See My Lawyer Olssn & Johnson
Senorita from the West Jones-Granville .

Serenade For Murder Barker-Collier

She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan . .

Singing Sheriff (63) Norris-Knlght .

.

Song of the Sarong Gargan-Kelly . .

Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce . .

.

Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall ...
Details under title: Queen of the Nile

Suspect, The (85) Laughton-Raines
Swing Out, Sister Cameron-deWit . ,

That's The Spirit Ryan-Oakie
Woman in Green Rathbone-Broce

Details under title: Invitation to Death

Under Western Skies (57) O'Driscoll-Beery

Details under title: Musical Bound-op

..6-26. .12-15.

...2-5... 5-25..

..7-24.... 1-5.
.7-10. .12-15.

.

..11-1.... 5-4.
...5-1... 9-22.
..8-21
. .3-19

..5-29... 7-25.
...5-1.. 11-17.

..6-12.. 11-10.
.10-2... 4-27..

. .4-17. . .9-29.

. . .5-1. . .5-25.

.

. .1-22

..3-19
.10-31. . .1-12.

. .4-17. . .10-6.

.11-13... 4-20.
..2-19
..6-26.... 3-2.

.10-2 2-9.

. .9-4. . .5-18.

. .1-8

.5-29... 3-16..

.9037

.9035... 1-22

.9081

.'9017 . . .9-i.8

.9006 4-2

.9010.... 1-8

.8-21. . .1-19. . .9039. . . .2-5

W AR HER BR 0

T

M £ RM
1944-45 Features Completed (33) In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
JANIE GETS MARRIED
Comedy—Started April 2

Cast: Joan Leslie, Robert Hutton, Edward Arnold, Ann Harding.
Director: Vincent Sherman Producer: Alex Gottlieb

DANGER SIGNAL
Drama—Started April 2

Cast: Faye Emerson, Zachary Scott, Ann Blyth.
Director: Robert Florey Producer: William Jacobs
Story: A returned soldier finds his wife unfaithful and drives her slowly

to suicide.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running ThM Cast Details Bel. Nt. •»».

A Stolen Life Davis-Ford 2-19
Time, The Place and The Girl, The (T) ... .Morgan-Paige 4-2

COMPLETED
1944-45

Animal Kingdom Sheridan-HViM ...11-1
Details under title: One More Tomorrow

Arsenic and Old Laee (118) Grant-Lane 11-1... 9-23 403...9-18
Big Sleep, The Bogart-Bacall ....10-31
Christmas In Connecticut Stanwyck-Mtrgai ...6-12
Cinderella Joaes Ltsllt-Aldo 12-13

Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dall 8-21..
Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid 3-6.
Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan ...10-19.

Details under title: Forty Whacks
Danger Signal merson-Scott 2-19.
Devotloa DeHavllland-Laala* 11-16.
Doughgirls, The (102) Sheridan-Carson 3-6.
God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey 8-21.
Hollywood Canteen (123) All-star 6-26.
Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Smith 11-15.
Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine 11-27.
Janle (106) fleynolds-Hutton ...1-10.
Last Ride, The (56) Travis-Parker
Mildred Pierce crawford-Carson ...12-25.
My Reputation Stanwyck-Brent ...11-29.
Nobody Lives Forever Garneld-Fitzgerald ..9-18.
Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown 6-12.
Of Human Bondage Henreld-Parker 7-24.
Pillar To Post Lup no-Huston 8-21.
Rhapsody In Blue Leslle-Aldo 7-26.
Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson 6-12.
San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smlth 10-16.
Saratoga Trunk (—) Cooper-Bergman 3-8.
Shadow of A Woman King-Prince 2-19.
Strangere In Onr Midst Sulllvan-Dorn 6-12.
Pride of the Marines Garfield-Parker ...11-27.

Details under title: This Love of Ours
Three Strangers Fitzgerald-Greenstreet 1-22.
To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall 2-21.
Too Young To Know Leslie-Hutton 2-19.
Very Thought of Yon (99) Parker-Morgan 3-6.

11-25.
..4-7.
12-31.
.4-28.
.3-17.

..9-2.

.10-7.

.407.... 9-4

.414 4-2

.409. .12-11

.415. . .4-16

.413... 3-19

.401.... 8-7

.404. ..9-1J

.1-20.

h-ii.

.410. .10-16

.4067.10-30

SIZE-UPS
(Continued from Page 25)

Robinson and Dan Duryea have been signed. The picture is being
made under the banner of the New World Properties. Fritz Lang,
who will be producer-director of the picture, is president of the
new unit and Mr. Wanger is vice-president.

With 40 writers and producer-writers at work on scripts, Uni-
versal points to the fact that there is not one war story in prepara-
tion. Musicals, westerns, mysteries, comedies and the usual Uni-
versal super-horror pieces are all in evidence but nary a word on
any topical subject.

WARNER BROS.
Despite the strike slow-up, Warner Bros, put two new films in

front of the camera this week. "Janie Gets Married" goes with
Joan Leslie taking over the title role and Bob Hutton, Edward
Arnold and Ann Harding in their original roles. Vincent Sherman
is directing, Alex Gottlieb producing. Faye Emerson and Zachary
Scott got started in "Danger Signal," with Robert Florey directing.
Continuing in production are the Bette Davis starrer, "A Stolen
Life," and "The Time, The Place and The Girl" with Dennis Mor-
gan, Jack Carson and Janis Page.

Warners have acquired the rights to "The Moonstone," a
mystery set in England in 1850. Nigel Bruce is being considered
for one of the top roles.

James Geller, story editor at the studio for the past three
years, is seeking a new berth elsewhere. Geller, on the payroll at
$750 a week, gave no reason for his leaving. Lou Edelman, pro-
ducer of "Hotel Berlin," has also left the Warner studio and isbeing signed at Paramount. Edelman claimed lack of story ma-
terial as his reason for leaving his $1250 weekly stipend.

Delving into the musical trend at this studio, the record re-
veals eitfht on the list. Completed are "Rhapsody in Blue" and
Cinderella Jones." "The Time, The Place and The Girl" is nowshooting. In preparation is "Night and Day" (Cole Porter bio-Kraphy) Silver Lining," "Sometimes I'm Happy" (Vincent You-mans biography), "Connecticut Yankee" and "Dancing With

, .fo
6 fllminfr of "RhaPsody in Blue" at this studioand Columbia's "Song To Remember" which started the scramble

for musical biographies, although most of the major studios par-ticularly Metro and 20th Century-Fox, have been stressing co orful

big musicals during the past several years. The overwhelming
vote of approval from service men was no small factor in the

trend.

Spotlight on Warner's newest short for Democracy, "It Hap-
pened in Springfield," brings attention to Gordon Hollingshead,

producer. Mr. Hollingshead has for sometime now been turning
out excellent material in short subjects on controversial problems
which most producers run from. But his handling has always
been in perfect taste. This latest one, showing the Springfield

Plan for teaching tolerance through the public schools is worthy
of the stress Harry Warner is putting on it when he urges every

exhibitor in the country to run it.

We've spotted one trend through Studio Sizeups this week and
here's another pointed up by the news that Warner Brothers have
12 mystery yarns on their current schedule. This is more of this

type of film than the studio has ever before attempted. "The Two
Mrs. Carrolls" (Humphrey Bogart-Barbara Stanwyck) heads the

list. "The Big Sleep" (Bogart-Lauren Bacall), "Three Strangers"
(Sydney Greenstreet-Geraldine Fitzgerald-Peter Lorre), "Shadow
of A Woman" (Helmut Dantine-Zachary Scott), and "Conflict"

(Bogart-Rose Hobart), are all completed. Eight others are

scheduled for 1945 production.

INDEPENDENT
A new organization to serve as national distributor for rank-

ing independent producers has been organized in New York. Called

Cardinal Pictures Corp., the company will comprise charter mem-
bers who will make an investment in capital stock on the basis

of distribution percentages. Most of the charter members will

own their own franchises for their respective territories. Only
product contracted for thus far is a series of outdoor action cine-

color films to be made by Action Pictures Corp.

Nat Goldstone and Jean Arthur have joined forces as pro-

ducers to make a feature entitled "Hollywood Bowl." It will, of

course, be a musical and will star Leopold Stokowski. Cornel
Wilde is being sought for the male lead. Marion Anderson, Jascha
Heifetz and Joseph Hoffman may also appear. No releasing com-
pany has been named as yet though MGM has been mentioned as
a possibility.
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THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 12)

American and British producers and distributors have been

Germany's guilt." Although officials did not comment on the film

fare being readied for German consumption, producers have re-

ceived an outline, since the films will be produced in commercial

studios under orders from the Office of War Information and the

Ministry of Information.

The films, chiefly documentary and newsreel, will feature es-

pecially the wanton destruction and suffering caused by the Ger-

mans in conquered areas on the theme that Germany owes a debt

to world society that must be paid. The documentary pictures

will also present a true picture of life in the Allied Nations, parti-

cularly stressing the huge industrial development capable of turn-

ing out weapons that would stifle German hopes of future domina-

tion. Newsreels depicting mass German surrenders and decisive

defeats inflicted on German troops will also aid in destroying the

myth of German invincibility.

PRE-TRIAL MEET FUTILE

Another pre-trial conference at the chambers of the Depart-
ment of Justice in New York City failed to relieve the impasse
between the eight major companies and the Government in agree-

ment on preliminary procedure for the anti-trust trial set for

October 8th. Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard was not present

at the meeting, but will hear the results of the conference and
any further developments at a meeting early this week.

Interrogatories presented by both parties went by the boards
as each refused to answer the other's informal questionnaires.
Both the defendant distributors and the Government will present
cross-interrogatories before Judge Goddard at the next meeting,
with the Court making deciclon as to which interrogatories, or
portions thereof, _ ~e reovant and should be answered. Louis
Frohlich, attorney Columbia, to'.d Robert L. Wright, assistant
U. S. Attorney-General, that Columbia would throw open iLs files

for the Department so that it could obtain its own answers to the
interrogatories, but for Columbia to gather the information would
merely mean their preparing the Government's case for Wright.
Other attorneys reflected Frohlich's views.

Frohlich declared that answers to the questions might take
as long as two years and that it might delay the start of the trial.

However, a motion to compel the Government to answer the dis-
tributor's interrogatories was expected to be filed late last week.

SCHAEFER ASKS ADVANCE STOCK
An arrangement whereby 120,000,000 feet of positive 35 mm.

film would be made available to producers this year for commer-

THANK YOU
for your cooperation in the handling of film.

It is working out swell.

NOW SAVE PAPER
This is an important War Effort.

Return posters sent to you in error. Do
not throw them aside.

Return all posters properly marked, labeled
and wrapped. Don't throw them loose in

the lobby.

YOU DO YOUR PART!
WE'LL DO OURS!

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

cial consumption was suggested by George J. Schaefer, chairman
of the War Activities Committee and liaison with the War Pro-

duction Board. Schaefer referred to the 30,000,000 feet per quarter
charged against the industry's allocation under the WPB's policy

of granting a 50 per cent credit in the subsequent quarter and
reduced to a 25 per cent credit in the current quarter.

Conferring with Stanley B. Adams, head of the WPB's Con-
sumer Durable Goods Division, Schaefer reported he felt confident

th..t the 30,000.000 feet per quarter allocation would be resumed
"after a review of all the facts." This could be arranged by
discontinuing the practice of making advance release prints of

completed product for the Army, said Schaefer. He pointed to

present conditions which necessitate the printing of only those
pictures which are going into immediate release. "Since the 30,-

000,000 feet made available to the Army was for the purpose of

making release prints of finished product in advance of release

date and was taken from the original stock pile, it seems only

proper that the Army now put back into the stock pile the said

allotment and it be divided proportionately among the companies,"
he said.

If the reported arrangement is agreed upon, the Army theatres
using 35 mm. prints would secure them from local exchanges when
they are available and would no longer show films far in advance
of local theatres in the territories. Schaefer also reported that
WAC is arranging to purchase about 2,800.000 feet of positive film

recently discovered at an Army camp along with about 12,000.000

feet of negative stock.

NEW DISTRIBUTION COMPANY
A new distributing organization, Cardinal Pictures Corp.,]

formed by exhibitor holders of 21 Film Classics franchises, was
j

announced last fortnight by John L. Franconi, executive secretary

of the company's executive committee, who disclosed that the or-

ganization will "furnish an outlet for ranking independent pro-1

ducers of new Class 'A' pictures, and to assure a continuing supply
j

of such product to their franchise exchanges."

Charter members of the company, who will control the fran-j

chise in their respective centers are: John Mangham, Atlanta
Memphis; Arthur Lockwood and Al Swerdlove, Boston, New'
Haven; J. F. White, Jr., Charlotte; John J. Jones, Chicago; John;
L. Franconi, Dallas; Julian H. King, Des Moines, Omaha; A
Dezel, Detroit; John Bannerman, Los Angeles; Joseph Wolf, Min

;

neapolis; L. C. Montgomery, Joy Houck, New Orleans; Carr Scott.

Oklahoma City; Jack Engel, Philadelphia; Bert Stearn, Pitts'

burgh; Harry C. Arthur, Jr., M. S. Schulter and Andy Dietz, St

Louis; Sam Wheeler, Washington; Robert L. Lippert, San Fran
|

Cisco; H. J. Allen, Toronto.

Franconi declared that the new company "in no way involve:;

Film Classics re-issues, the Goldwyn contract with Film Classics i

nor does it include any deal for Selznick re-issues, or any produc
j

other than a deal for a series of all-color outdoor pictures." ^|

committee is arranging with distributors in those exchanges no 1

covered by charter members for franchises in those cities.

PARAMOUNT EARNINGS
Paramount Pictures estimated its earnings for the year ende

December 30, 1944, at $16,488,000 after interest and all charge!
including Federal taxes. This compares with a net for the pr«l

vious year of $16,140,821 after taxes.

Net profit for the quarter ended December 30, 1944 was es

timated at $4,012,000, which compares with $4,486,000 for the coil

responding quarter in 1943.

GET SET FOR

THE BIG 7TH

WAR LOAN!

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Membra Natl FUm Carriers
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THE NEWS DIGEST

FILMS AT S. F. CONFERENCE
Acceptance by the State Department of a plan whereby daily

motion picture showings for the exclusive attendance of official

'delegates, the press, the secretariat and others holding credentials

,to the San Francisco Security Conference starting April 25th, to

]be provided by the industry was indicated last week. The program
will include representative selections from the studios of parti-
cipating countries and the 1100-seat Alcazar Theatre, donated by
Charles Skouras, will be renamed the United Nations Theatre for
the duration of the conference. There will also be a Conference
iTheatre for presentation of documentary films.

Scheduling of programs will be in charge of an industry com-
mittee composed of Claude Lee and Fay Reeder, who will be in
Frisco during the conference; Jason Joy and Charles Einfeld in
Hollywood and Howard Dietz, Arthur DeBra and Glendon Allvine
in New York. Barney Balaban, president of Paramount, is execu-
tive chairman of the committee cooperating with the government
and Howard Dietz. MGM vice-president and ad-publicity director,
lis chairman of the planning committee.

PEOPLE
Philip Leverett Saltonstall was assigned to go overseas as the

first representative of the international department of MPPDA.

Ted Lloyd heads 20th Century-Fox new radio department
which will consolidate all radio exploitation, publicity and paid

time advertising.

Robert L. Graham was named assistant to A. L. Prat<hct'.

Paramount's Latin-American division manager.

Ted Tod was promoted from head of Warners Midwest field

exploitation staff in Chicago to district representative for the Mid-
Atlantic territory.

Larry Stein, ad-publicity head of Warner Theatres in Chicago,
leaves April 30 to open his own advertising agency.

Harold Lewis was appointed administrative assistant to Bert
Kulick, general sales manager of PRC Pictures.

Irwin Zeltner was named Eastern Publicity representative for

Andrew Stone Productions after 10 years as publicity manager for

Loew's theatres in New York.

Fred Joyoa was appointed Midwest exploitation representative
of Lester Cowan Productions, under the direction of Albert Mar-
golies, Eastern ad-publicity head.

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

Following the tremendous up-swing ir

grosses for Easter week, business continued
strong at the majority of the Broadway
film palaces. The stand-outs for the past
week were "I'll Be Seeing You" at the Capi-
:tol and "Without Love," aided by the an-
Inual Easter stage spectacle at the Radic
City Music Hall. The Selznick pictuie
which opened on April 5th aided by a strong
istage show headed by Sammy Kaye and His
(Orchestra and Rosario and Antonio, took in
'Close to $100,000 for an initial week which
was a new high since the house inaugurated
its current stage band policy. The picture,
now in its second week, followed five smash
weeks for "The Picture of Dorian Gray"
and Xavier Cugat and a name-studded in-
person show... At the Radio City Music
Hall, where the "Glory of Easter" stage
spectacle is being continued through April
18th, over 300,000 persons witnessed this and
"Without Love" during the first three weeks
which saw block-long waiting lines in evi-
dence several times daily. The Hepburn-
Tracy picture is expected to continue into
May and will be followed by another Music
Hall stand-by, Greer Garson, in her latesl
film, "Valley of Decision."

The Roxy had a good opening day foi

I
"A Royal Scandal" and Hazel Scott and Tht
jHartmans in person, but nothing to com-

j

pare to "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn," which
[completed six smash weeks on April 10th
despite the handicap of fewer complete

I shows because of the midnight curfew. Only
one other picture, "Wilson," equalled the six

I
week record at the Roxy... Also holding up

|
well, after the Easter-packed week, are "God

j

Is My Co-Pilot," with Cab Calloway and His
i Orchestra, which started a fourth and final
week on April 13th at the Strand, and

J

"Practically Yours," with Benny Goodman
and His Orchestra, now in its third week
at the Paramount. In both cases, the top
name bands have helped pull in the crowds.
"The Horn Blows at Midnight" will open at
the Strand on April 20th, while "Salty
O'Rourke" will be the next attraction at the
Paramount.

Leading the straight-film houses is the
Rivoli where "The Affairs of Susan" topped
the world premiere week of "For Whom the
Bell Tolls" and equalled the initial week of
"Dr. Wassell" and followed up with a seconc

week which took in only $1,000 less than th«

first seven days. The Hal Wallis production,

now in its third stanza, is set for a mini-

mum of eight weeks here before "A Medal
For Benny" comes in. . .Despite its long stay

at the Astor, Goldwyn's "The Princess and

the Pirate" is holding up well for its ninth

week after a terrific business during the

holiday period. The picture is expected to

continue until mid-May when another Gold-

wyn release, "Wonder Man," will follow in-

stead of a Selznick picture. The latter's first

picture since he took over the Astor wit
Goldwyn, "I'll Be Seeing You," is playing
the Capitol. . .Another United Artists release,

the British-made "Colonel Blimp." is doing
well in its second week at the small Gotham
...Although not sensational for its first two
weeks, "The Corn Is Green" looks like a
consistent business-getter at the Hollywood
where it is expected to stay until late May.
"The Three Caballeros," which cleaned up

during the Easter period, wound up a ten-

week run on April 13th and was followed by

M-G-M's "This Man's Navy," which, with

"Without Love" at the Music Hall and "Be-

tween Two Women" at the Criterion, again

gave Leo's company three simultaneous first-

runs. The Van Johnson fans have crowded

the Criterion for two weeks and the picture

is holding a third and perhaps longer before

Universal's "Sudan" opens. . .Loew's State

temporarily returns to first-runs with an-

other Universal release, "Patrick, the

Great," after several weeks of successful

second runs... The Rialto had its best we*k
since the curfew with the same company's
"The Mummy's Curse" and a hold-over was
the result. .

. "Thunderhead, Son of Flicka,"

is doing well enough in its fourth week at

the Victoria but "The Belle of the Yukon"
had a disappointing three week run at the
Palace. . ."Earl Carroll Vanities" failed to

attract customers to the Republic and was
followed, after two weeks, by a minor Re-
public picture, "Hitch-Hike to Happiness."
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TO 3,327 GREAT SHOWMEN!

"V^TTE of your War Activities Commit-

tee would like personally to thank

every one of you who did such outstanding

work in the Sixth War Loan Fan Maga-

zine Contest. We realize the time and effort

you put in on your campaigns. Your entries

showed that! Yet time and the start of the

even bigger Seventh deprive us of that

pleasure.

But we can tell you this.

Not only is the Treasury Department

highly grateful for your effort. Not only

do they look again to you for leadership in

helping make the Seventh War Loan an even

mightier triumph. But . . . and this is some-

thing we know you'll be truly proud of . .

.

The motion picture industry's campaign

for the Seventh War Loan will be completely

and precisely patterned on your expert

showmanship in the Sixth!

In other words, the Seventh War Loan

will be

THE SHOWMEN'S SEVENTH!
A real theatre man's campaign!
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A MIGHTY TASK FOR AMERICA'S SHOWMEN
ft ft ft

"... Your plans can only succeed if you hare the full

support of all of the men and women in the Industry."

* V V
With these words, the Secretary of the United States Treasury was aiming

to convey to the chairman of the motion picture industry's Seventh War Loan

campaign his cognizance of the enormous task we face in this drive.

The showmen of America have been asked once again by their Govern-

ment to play a major role in the Seventh, the principal goal of which is the sale

of four billion dollars in "E" bonds. This is an unprecedented quota and we must

face the fact that the scope of the job expands in the light of our recent vic-

tories on the battlefields of the world. The liberation of Europe from Nazi

tyranny virtually complete, there is a tendency on the part of many peopie to

forget that another titanic struggle is vet to be waged on the other side of the

earth against a formidable and ruthless enemy.

This drive has been dubbed the "Showmen's Seventh" — and properly.

Never before was there so dire a demand for the maximum expenditure of our

industry's showmanship talents to achieve a vital national goal. Make no mis-

take about it, this drive will be a test of our mettle as showmen, as patriots.

There is fine leadership for this drive, sound and intelligent. But no one

knows better than the leaders themselves that success depends, ultimately, on

the day-in, day-out plugging of the individual theatremen in every town and

every neighborhood.

Mr. Morgenthau, in his letter to Mr. Pinanski, paid tribute on behalf of

the Government to our industry's magnificent accomplishments in the previous

six war loan campaigns.

"The honest effort everyone in your business has made is exemplified by

the record of results attained. . .the sort of aid given only by good, patriotic

American citizens."

Yes, we have ample cause to be proud, but no one can rest now on

laurels won in the past. Today's task is the one we face and must conquer.

And it has been truly said that we can accomplish this job only if it receives

the "FULL support of ALL the men and women in the Industry".
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RKO-RADIO ... 4 in Fourth Block (Total 5)

'CHINA SKY' FAMILIAR WAR MELODRAMA J

Rates • • + in action houses; OK dualler elsewhere

RKO-Radio
77 minutes

Randolph Scott, Ruth Warrick, Ellen Drew,
Anthony Quinn, Carol Thurston, Ducky
Louie, Richard Loo, Philip Ahn, Benson
Fong, H. T. Tsiang, Chin Kuang Chow.
Directed by Ray Enright.

"China Sky" is just another war film.

Although it boasts origin in the Pearl Buck
novel of the same name and contains a
plentitude of action and romance, including
two full-fledged love triangles, it's all too
trite and old-hat for discriminating audi-
ences. However, the elements are such as
will please action fan6. Despite a rather
auspicious beginning, wherein the audience
is led to believe that here is a film that will

glorify the Chinese guerillas who have
harassed the Japs for eight long years, it

soon resolves itself into two romantic tri-

angles, one American, one Chinese, inter-

spersed periodically with bombings and
climaxed by a battle with the guerillas rid-

ing to the rescue in the tradition of the
U. S. Cavalry. Anthony Quinn's perform-
ance as the guerilla chief is strictly in the
comic opera style, further dispelling the
original ilrusion of authenticity. Randolph
Scott is the heroic, upstanding American
doctor; Ruth Warrick is his counterpart in

the hospital; Ellen Drew is his simpering,
weak-kneed bride and Richard Loo is at his

sneakiest, back-stabbing best as a captured
Jap officer. No attempt is made at subtlety
in characterization or action. It's all straight
melodrama that will attract its best returns
in action houses.

Randolph Scott, head doctor in a remote,
much bombed Chinese village stubbornly de-

fended by a guerilla army in the mountains,
returns from America with supplies and his

bride, Ellen Drew, much to the shock
Ruth Warrick, a co-worker long in love wit
him. Ellen instantly senses Warrick's fee

ings for Scott and terrified after a numbi
of bombings, attempts to persuade Scott
return to America. Another triangle h;

Anthony Quinn, guerilla leader, in love wil

Carol Thurston, a nurse betrothed to Phil

Ahn, a Chinese doctor. Ahn is persuacU
by Richard Loo, a wounded Jap officer

the hospital, to get Drew to send a messaj
which she believes will bring a plane to tal

her and Scott away, but is in reality a cs

for Jap paratroops to attack the villag

Scott's love for Ellen gradually vanishes :

each action betrays her true character at

he realizes that his heart belongs to Wa
rick. The paratroops attack and Ellen

killed, but Quinn's guerilla band arrives

wipe out the enemy.

ZOMBIES ON BROADWAY' SILLY HORROR YARN BURLESQUE?
Rates • • as supporting dualler in minor

RKO-Radio
68 minutes

Wally Brown, Alan Carney, Beta Lugosi,
Anne Jeffrys, Sheldon Leonard, Frank Jenks,
Russell Hopton, Joseph Vitale. Louis Jean
Heydt. Ian Wolfe, Emory Parnell, Jason
Robards, Darby Jones.

Directed by Gordon Douglas.

No less than four writers contributed their
doubtful talents to the concoction of utterly
ridiculous story in "Zombies on Broadway."
which would have made a funny two-reeler.
Apparently sensing the weakness of the
material at hand, director Gordon Douglas
abused the few comical gags available, such
as transforming various characters into
bulgy-eyed zombies, so often that they lose
their punch. This is a broadly burlesqued
version of a horror theme in typical Alan
Carney-Wally Brown slapstick. While it

should get its share of laughs from young-
sters and small town audiences, it will get

naborhoods and rural houses

short shrift from metropolitan adult film-

goers. A kidding treatment is employed for

the voodoo jungle rituals, and even the ex-

perimental laboratory episode, so that Bela
Lugosi, who plays his role straight, rarely

succeeds in being scary. Anne Jeffrys puts

over a lively South Sea number, "Que
Chica," and adds considerable eye-appeal as

a blonde singer in a Virgin Islands cafe.

The names of Brown-Carney and Lugosi
should attract the youngsters.

Two Broadway press agents, Wally Brown
and Alan Carney, plan to provide a fake
zombie for the opening of Sheldon Leonard's
new night club, The Zombie Hut, but their

scheme is exposed by a radio commentator.
When Leonard insists that Brown and Car-
ney produce a real zombie — or else — they
sail for the Virgin Islands where Bela Lu-
gosi is known to be conducting experiments.
In an island night spot, the boys meet Anne
Jeffrys, who offers to guide them to voodoo
jungle rituals where zombies are said to be

produced, if they will arrange to get her

back to the U. S. Meanwhile, Lugosi
is excited over his new serum for ma
zombies, sends his servant, Darby J

after some white people for his experim
Jones captures Miss Jeffrys and then B
and Carney follow them to Lugosi's

where they, too, are captured. After Ca
is innoculated and turned into a zom
Brown and Miss Jeffrys release him
the operating table and all three escape
some of the serum, to get the boat back
New York. Just before Leonard makes
announcement about having a real zom
for the opening of The Zombie Hut
serum wears off and Carney becomes
self again. The infuriated Leonard
to kill the boys but Miss Jeffrys man
to give him a shot and, when the cu

goes up, the audience sees him as a

zombie. As the boys are congratula
themselves. Brown sits on the needle

taining the rest of the serum and si

starts to turn into a zombie at the fad

DEN

TARZAN AND THE AMAZONS' ONE OF BEST IN THE SERIES
Rates • • • for action houses; good dualler generally

Although the Amazons in the title appear
only early and late in the film, their exist-

ence is the basis for the actionful story,

which sees Tarzan and Boy reunited with

their beloved Jane, in the person of easy-

to-look-at Brenda Joyce. The Amazons are,

of course, most attractive and shapely

creatures who speak English, but we doubt
that most audiences will object to this sac-

RKO-Radio
72 minutes

Johnny Weissmuller, Brenda Joyce, Johnny
Sheffield, Henry Stephenson, Mme. Maria
Ouspenskaya, Barton MacLane, Don Doug-
las, Stephen Geray, J. M. Kerrigan, Shirley
O'Hara.

Directed by Kurt Neumann.

The multitude of Tarzan fans have cause
to rejoice, for "Tarzan and the Amazons"
puts the redoubtable ape man back in the
jungle, where he belongs. And exhibitors
can rejoice, too, for this is one of the best
in the entire series. To all the standard
Tarzan elements, the script writers have
added a punchy boxoffice factor in a tribe
of Amazons dwelling in fabulous wealth.
Thrills and laughter are liberally sprinkled
throughout the tall tale, fashioned for en-
tertainment rather than credibility, and in-
terest never falters. Johnny Weissmuller,
as Tarzan, and his son, Boy. Johnny Shef-
field, supply amusement with their inexperi-
ence in "civilized" modes and manners, but
it is that wondrous monkey, Cheta, who is
the comic star of the film. The inimitable
chimp walkB off with every scene in which
she appears and gives the picture a sock
clone that will have audiences roaring.
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rifice of plausibility to eye appeal. How
Maria Ouspenskaya lends a tone of di

as queen of the tribe and most of the

era work in the Amazon scenes cen

about her. The others in the cast

as though they were in a more impo

production. Kurt Neumann's direction

compact and he has included some

ordinarily beautiful scenery. This

natural for action spots and neighborhc

houses should find it a good dualler.

Tarzan and Boy, on their way to meet I

returning Jane, rescue a beautiful Ama2
from death and Tarzan returns her to I

hidden Amazon city, not knowing that E:

has followed him. A group of scientii'

Jane's friends attempt to get Tarzan to If

them to the Amazons. He refuses, but a
guides them to the golden city. They ;

'

captured by the Amazons and imprison

As they attempt to escape with great trer

ures, all except two are killed and Boy ;

captured and sentenced to die. The chir

panzee, Cheta, brings Tarzan, who rescii*

his Boy. A comic thread has Cheta fish
j

throughout the story with no success uil'

the final scene, when the elusive fish p

blown right into Cheta's kisser by a stk

of dynamite.
STEP
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THOSE ENDEARING YOUNG CHARMS' PLEASANT, IF SLOW-MOVING, ROMANCE
Rates • • except in action spots

RKO-Radio
81 minutes

Robert Young, Laraine Day, Ann Harding.
Bill Williams, Marc Cramer, Anne JefTrys,
Glenn Vernon, Norma Varden, Lawrence
Tlerney, Vera Marshe, Tom Dugan, Dewey
Robinson.

Directed bv Lewis Allen.

War time romance is the theme of this
pedestrian, but interest-ho'ding comedy-
drama, which makes up in sincerity and
natural dialogue what it lacks in action.
The subject and its intelligent treatment
will exert strong appeal to feminine patrons
and Robert Young and Laraine Day. both
of whom do splendid acting jobs, supply
the name value which should result in
above-average business in all except the ac-
tion spots. Like the play by Edward
Chodorov, which contained only four charac-
ters and depended almost entirely on the
wise and honest quality of its dialogue, the
film ie concerned mainly with an attractive
salesgirl, the two Air Corps men who love
her and her mother who tries to influence

her to make the right choice. And, here
too, it is the true-to-life conversations and
discussion of the problems involved that
make so completely believable the situation
of a sensible girl succumbing to the whirl-
wind courtship of a self-centered lieutenant
who finally realizes he is actually in love.

Although Director Lewis Allen achieves
movement by several changes of scene and
by the addition of a few incidental charac-
ters and amusing touches, the picture still

has a tendency to lag in spots. While the
humorous moments are all of the chuckle-
some variety, the emotional scenes, espe-
cially the last-minute clinch, pack a strong
punch.

Bill Williams, Air Corps mechanic now
assigned to ground crew duty near New
York, is in love with Laraine Day, perfume
clerk in a Manhattan department store.

Running into Robert Young, an Air Trans-
port Command pilot who has left a trail

of broken hearts behind him, Williams
brings him along on his date with Miss Day.
Young turns on his smooth charm and im-
presses both Miss Day and her mother, Ann
Harding, during the pleasant evening spent
on a swank hotel roof. Laraine realizes she

is falling in love with him. Later, by pre-

tending he is leaving immediately for duty
in China. Young makes her confess her feel-

ings toward him. Both Miss Harding, who
is beginning to see through Young, and the
resentful Williams try to disillusion Miss
Day, but they are unsuccessful until the
flyer admits to her that he had deliberately
lied about going away. Young now realizes

that he really loves Miss Day and pleads
with her to forgive him. Finally. Miss
Harding, who made a youthful romantic
sacrifice that she has always regretted,

brings the two together for a final few min-
utes before Young actually has to take off

for China.
Although depicted as a suave, selfish, un-

feeling "ladies' man" for nine-tenths of the

film, Robert Young actually succeeds in

building up some sympathy for the hand-
some flyer-hero. Laraine Day is ideally cast

as the attractive "average girl" and the

newcomer, Bill Williams, shows great prom-
ise as the earnest young Air Corps mechanic
with a leaning toward jive. Ann Harding
is excellent as the lovely, understanding
mother.

YORK

WONDER MAN' DANNY KAYE SCORES IN NEW GOLDWYN MUSICAL J
Rates • • • in metropolitan deluxers a

RKO-Radio (Samuel Goldwyn)
98 minutes

Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo, Vera-Ellen.
Donald Woods. S. Z. Sakall, Allen Jenkins.
Edward Brophy, Otto Kruger, Steve Coch-
rane, Virginia Gilmore, Richard Lane,
Huntz Hall, Natalie Schafer, Ed Gargan.
Alice Mock, Chester Clute, Gisela Werblseck,
Leon Belasco, Jack Norton, Mary Field,
Maurice Cass and The Goldwyn Girls.

Directed by Bruce Hum hereto nr.

|

The antic humor of Danny Kaye again
.
shines from an elaborate setting in "Wonder

I

Man," a lavish, Technicolored and typically
Goldwyn production. In his second film
Kaye has himself a field day by playing
contrasting twins — one mousy, the other
loud and brassy — and going the limit in
mugging, romping about, putting over his

I patter-songs and indulging in his familiar
horse-play. Although not all of this is

I
funny, most of his wisecracks and specialty
numbers, such as the burlesqued "Otchi-
Chornia" song, will keep the average audi-
ence in stitches. The nonsensical plot is
little more than a frame for Kaye's clown-

TWO O'CLOCK COURAGE'
Rates • • — as dualler in action spots

RKO-Radio
66 minutes

Tom Conway, Ann Rutherford. Riciard
l*ne, Lester Matthews, Jean Brooks, Roland
Drew, Bettejane Greer, Edmund Glover.
Bryant Washburn, Sarah Edwards, Chester
Clute, Almira Sessions, Jack Norton. Charles
C. Wilson.

Directed by Anthony

Not up to the entertainment standard set
by RKOs "Falcon" series. In its favor the
Picture has a workable mystery plot, deal-
ing with an amnesia victim who learns his
own identity while tracking down a killer,
but an excess of dialogue will soon dissi-
pate the average patron's interest. In ad-
dition, the action is too often slowed up by
so-called comedy involving a smart-alecic

A PRIL 30. 1945

nd naborhoods; less in action and rural spots

ing, but it has a fairly-fast pace, the usual i

romantic interludes and even a bit of
climactic suspense. The Goldwyn Girls

(lovelier and more strikingly gowned than
ever) are paraded during a night club se-

quence which also permits the logical in-

troduction of a likely Hit Parade song. "So
In Love," and a whirlwind tap routine by
an amazing new discovery, Vera-Ellen. The
latter shares the romantic chores with Vir-

ginia Mayo. "You're dynamite," says Kaye
as he preens in front of a mirror, and to his

numerous fans he is just that. Picture will

be especially strong in first runs and should
do good business generally.

On the eve of his marriage to Vera-Ellen.
his dancing partner, Danny Kaye. a brash
night club star, is murdered in his dressing
room by gangsters to prevent his testifying

that Steve Cochrane committed a killing.

Kaye's body is then taken to Brooklyn and
dumped in a Prospect Park lake. Mean-
while, Kaye's shy, scholarly twin brother is

invited to dinner at home by Virginia Mayo,
who works in the library where he spends
most of his time. Sent out to a nearby
delicatessen. Kaye hears angel voices which
tell him to go to Prospect Park. There he

is met by his dead brother's ghost, who
want6 him to impersonate the night club

entertainer and deliver the evidence against
Cochrane. The scholarly Kaye has a diffi-

cult time on the night club stage until his

brother's shade comes to his rescue and he
also gets in a jam with Vera-Ellen, who ex-

pects him to marry her, and with Miss
Mayo Cochrane's gangsters also come after

him and he escapes over the roofs to the
stage of the Metropolitan Opera House.
Masquerading as a baritone, Kaye ruins the
operatic performance while singing the true
story of the murder to the District Attorney
seated in a box. With matters cleared up,

his brother's spirit is satisfied and Kaye is

able to resume his romance with Miss Mayo.

Although Kaye. aided immeasurably bv
Sylvia Fine (Mrs. Kaye). who writes his

special songs and material, is practically

the whole show, the supporting cast is en-
tirely capable. Vera-Ellen is a pert looker
who really scores with her singing and tap-

ping, while Virginia Mayo is a gorgeous
blonde who does nice work as the heroine.

S. Z. Sakall has a stand-out scene as a be-
wildered delicatessen man.

DENLEY

BELOW PAR MYSTERY DUALLER J

newspaper reporter who tries to do his own
detecting, with disastrous results. Playing

a role little different from his familiar "Fal-

con" characterization. Tom Conway gives

his familiar suave, soft-spoken portrayal.

The attractive Ann Rutherford is not very
convincing as a taxi driver who marries the

hero on extremely short acquaintance, but
Jean Brooks. Bettejane Greer and Lester
Matthews are far better than their mate-
rial. This will serve only as a secondary
dualler in action spots.

Stumbling along a fog-laden street with
his memory completely gone. Tom Conway
is nearly run down by Ann Rutherford, a

girl taxi driver who tries to help him learn

his identity. Hearing about the murder of

a theatrical producer, and fearful that he
may be involved because the description of

the slain man's missing chauffeur fits his

own. Conway gets a new outfit. He then
searches the chauffeur's rooms and, when
he is interrupted by the police, he and Miss
Rutherford escape and go to a nightclub
frequented by the dead man. After Conway
meets Jean Brooks, an actress; Lester
Matthews, a playwright, and several others
who recognize him, Conway finally learns
his own name as well as the fact that he
and the dead man had quarrelled just be-
fore the murder. As Conway follows vari-
ous clues and the veil of mystery starts to
lift, he uncovers evidence which proves that
Matthews had plagiarized another man's
play. Although Matthews denies everything,
he is later killed and another shot from
behind restores Conway's memory. Finally
Miss Brooks confesses that she committed
the murders in order to get revenge for a
slur on her reputation.

YORK



M-G-M 1 Not Set

SON OF LASSIE' GOOD DOG STORY SEQUEL
Rates • • • — generally; more in smal

J

M-G-M
102 minutes

Peter Lawford, Donald Crisp, June Lock-
hart, Nigel Bruce, William Severn, Leon
Ames, Donald Curtis, Nils Asther, Robert
Lewis, Lassie and Laddie.

Directed by S. Sylvan Simon.

Another beautiful Technicolored dog story
cast in very much the same mold as its

illustrious predecessor, "Lassie Come Home."
The sequel, like the original, is not confined
in its appeals to kiddies and dog lovers, al-

though we doubt that it will be quite as
attractive to adults generally. A war theme
has been added giving the story more action,

but this very element seems to cheapen the
deep emotional factors which gave the origi-

nal its charm. Most of "Son of Lassie"
takes place in Nazi-occupied Norway, amidst
scenic splendors rarely equalled on the
screen, but there the screenplay unfortun-
ately takes a turn for the worse. The Ger-
mans, the same breed responsible for the

towns
prison and concentration-camp horrors in

every day's headlines, are pictured as stupid

simpletons, easily fooled by children. And
the story is practically a reiteration of

"Lassie Come Home" as the dog-hero Laddie
makes the long trek through Norway in

search of his fugitive master, with obstacles

showering the route. Peter Lawford, as the

grown - up Joe Carraclough, is likeable

enough, but fails to capture the natural sim-

plicity in the boy-dog relation of Roddy Mac-
Dowall's portrayal. Nevertheless, there is

much that is good and beautiful in the film,

and boxoffice returns should be well above
average in most locations, outstanding in

small towns. Most important, there is a pre-

sold audience eagerly awaiting the sequel to

"Lassie Come Home."
Laddie, son of Lassie, is a mischievous

young pup, refusing to respond to the train-

ing attempted by Donald Crisp in Nigel
Bruce's kennels in Yorkshire, but a doting
subject of his young master, Peter Lawford.
Lawford becomes an RAF cadet, returning
to find the kennels a war dog training camp
and Laddie now full grown, but still unruly.

When Lawford leaves for active duty, Lad-
die follows him and becomes a stowaway on
a flight over Norway. The plane is shot

down, but Lawford and Laddie parachute
to earth. The dog runs for help, but is shot

by German soldiers. Hidden and aided by
some children, Laddie sets out to find his

master, surviving bombings, ice fields and
rushing torrents, but leading the Nazis di-

rectly to the fugitive airman. In a fight,

Laddie helps Lawford overpower his cap-

tors and they escape to England.

Laddie is fully as beautiful and talented

as his "mother" (whom we understand to be

a male) and carries his fulsome assignment
most effectively. Lassie is also seen and the

two collies make a picture hard to forget.

Of the human performers, who are second-

ary in importance, June Lockhart makes a

charming sweetheart for Lawford and Nils

Asther stands out in a bit as a member of

the Norwegian underground. Director S.

Sylvan Simon's handling of the scenic

beauties is superb. Grieg's music enhances
the backgrounds and the action.

STINE

20th CENTURY FOX. . . 1 in Tenth Block (Total 2)

DIAMOND HORSESHOE' LIVELY, TUNEFUL, COLORFUL MUSICAL/
Rates • • • generally

20th Century-Fox

104 Minutes

Retty Grable, Dick Haymes, Phil Silvers,

William Gaxton, Reatrice Kay, Carman
C'avallaro, Willie Solar, Margaret Dumont,
Roy Renson, George Melford, Hal K. Daw-
son, Kenny Williams.

Directed by George Seaton.

Even the fabulous Billy Rose, the Ziegfeld

of today, should find ample cause for satis-

faction in 20th Century-Fox's musical fiction

about his famous New York night spot. It

is an eye-filling extravaganza in Technicolor,

with a bit more story and a lot more comedy
than one has been finding of late in this

company's musicomedies. For the boys,

there is the cute and compact Betty Grable
surrounded by a bevy of luscious showgirls
that will have them ga-ga. For the girls,

there is Dick Haymes, not very colorful but
pleasant enough in his crooning and acting.

For everyone, there is Phil Silvers sporting
some of his best movie material and garner-
ing a flock of laughs. There are, also, among
the seven tunes, a couple of clever novelty
numbers and, at the piano, an entertaining
highspot furnished by the dynamic Carman
Cavallaro. Summing it all up into a few
significant boxoffice words — "Diamond
Horseshoe" will be a strong money-getter in

all locations.

Betty Grable and William Gaxton, enter-
tainers in Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe
night club in New York, are constantly feud-
ing. The arrival of Dick Haymes, Gaxton's

son, whose medical aspirations have been
temporarily interrupted by an attack of

stage fever, gives Beatrice Kay, in love with
Gaxton and seeing her prospects of mar-
riage dimming because, of Haymes, the idea

of inducing Grable to make a play for the

crooner and then tossing him over. Of
course, they fall for each other, marry and
eventually Haymes resumes his medical
career, while Betty returns to the Horse-
shoe and the old lovers get together anyhow.
Miss Grable is in nice voice and she still

dances on those lovely legs. William Gaxton
makes the most of his biggest film role,

handling his musical and dramatic bits like

the grand trouper he is. Beatrice Kay will

have them laughing at her trick singing

voice.

BARTON

WARNER BROS. ... 1 May Release J

ESCAPE IN THE DESERT 1 FAIR ACTION PROGRAMMER j

Rates • • + in action spots; OK dualler

\\ urnef Bros.

7!) minutes
Philip Dorn. Helmut Dantine, Jean Sullivan,

Alan Hale. Irene Manning, Samuel S. Hinds,

Bill Kennedy, Kurt Krueg<-r, Rudolph An-
ders, Hans Schum, Blayney Lewis, Monte
Mlu. . ( harles Trowbridge, Fred Kelsey.

Directed h> Kdward A. Blatt.

"Escape in the Desert" is a run-of-the-mill

chase melodrama which should fare best in

action houses. Elsewhere, it will make only

a fair dualler. Although brought up to date

by changing its ruthless gangster to a vi-

cious Nazi captain, Robert E. Sherwood's
play, "The Petrified Forest," loses much of

its power and significance in this latest film

version. Although the setting of a lonely

Arizona desert outpost is the same as in the
original sta^e and screen success, the char-
acters act like stock figures indulging in the

10

elsewhere
expected villainy or heroics. The film starts
slowly and winds up in a blaze of shooting
and fisticuffs, but it all has a phoney quality
far removed from realism. Because Director
Edward A. Blatt is unable to create much
sympathy for the young heroine's actions,
the love interest lacks conviction and the in-
troduction of a comic dentist and his acidu-
lous wife only delays the climax while get-
ting a few mild laughs. Philip Dorn, who is

appropriately cast as a former Dutch flyer
on his way to join an Allied Air Force, and
Helmut Dantine, playing one of his custo-
mary surly Nazi roles, are the best names
in the film. Samuel S. Hinds stands out in
a lusty character role and Jean Sullivan is

attractive, but no more than adequate, as
the heroine.
Philip Dorn, a former Dutch flyer hitch-

hiking across the United States to see this
country before joining an Allied Air Force,
is given a lift in the Arizona desert by Sam-

uel S. Hinds. Dorn is mistaken for one of

four escaped Nazi prisoners known to be in

the vicinity until he establishes his identity

and decides to visit for a while at the gas

station operated by Hinds and his grand-
daughter, Jean Sullivan. When Helmut Dan-
tine and his three Nazi companions do ar-

rive they are in search of gas for their hi-

jacked truck with which they hope to escape

to Mexico. However, the station tanks are

dry and the desperate men are forced to

take Dorn and the others captive and wait

for the regular delivery. Dorn manages to

spirit the girl to an adjacent abandoned
mine where they are able to shout a warn-
ing to the arriving gas truck. But Dantine
shoots the driver and attempts to make a

get-away in the truck. The sheriff and his

men arrive in time to shoot it out with Dan-
tine and, with Dorn's aid, capture the

"supermen".

YORI
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'BLOOD ON THE SUN" TYPE OF CAGNEY VEHICLE FANS LOVE/
Rates • • • — generally; more in action

United Artists (Cagney)

94 minutes

James Cagney, Sylvia Sidney. Wallace Ford,

Rosemary DeCamp, Robert Armstrong, John
Emery, Leonard Strong. Frank Puglia, Jack
Halloran, Porter Hall. Rhys Williams, James
Bell. Philip Ann, Marvin Miller, Hugh Beau-
mont. Hugh Ho, Joseph Kim, George Paris,

Arthur Loft, Emmett Vogan, Charlie Wayne,
Grace Lem, Oy Chan.

Directed by Frank Lloyd.

James Cagney is back in his stride with

a made-to-order two-fisted role in "Blood on

the Sun." his second independent production

for United Artists release. This exciting

melodrama, which exposes Japan's pre-war
plan for world conquest, is just what the
Cagney fans have ordered and the rip-

roaring climactic fight, between the star and
a murderous, no-holds-barred Jap, will have
the excited kids, and their equally excited
elders, shouting and applauding for him (as
they did at a New York sneak preview).

houses

Although said to be roughly based on fact,

the story is primarily a fictional account

of the chase after the stolen plans, and a

thrill-packed telling it is. Only the intro-

ductory scenes are slow-moving, the rest is

swift-paced and suspensefully directed bj

Frank Lloyd. Cagney's co-star, Sylvia Sid-

ney, who returns after several years' ab-

sence, looks lovelier than ever before and
supplies a generous quota of romance. Pro-

duction values are excellent. Properly sold,

this should be a hit generally — a smash
hit where action is important.

In Tokyo in 1928, the chief English-lan-

guage newspaper prints a story about Jap-

an's plans for conquest of China which re-

sults in a demand for official retraction.

James Cagney, the managing editor who
wrote the yarn, got his information from
the Tanaka Memorial — a paper addressed
by the premier to the Emperor — but the
Japs insist this is a forgery. When Cagney's
best reporter, Wallace Ford, is killed before
he can return to the United States with a
copy of the Tanaka plan, Cagney manages
to conceal the document but it is later stolen
by Sylvia Sidney. The latter, who is ap-

parently in league with Tanaka (John

Emery) and the Jap officials, is actually a

half-Chinese who, unknown to Cagney, is

aiding him in exposing the plan. Cagney

meets Miss Sidney and is attracted to her

until he learns that she had been searching

Ford's cabin for the missing document. She

then confesses to him that she has the

Tanaka plan and she will have it authenti-

cated and give it to him to take to America

However, the Japs learn of this and, at the

waterfront, Cagney is pursued, but he man-

ages to give Miss Sidney the document to

take out of the country. He then fights a

bloody battle with the Jap officers and es-

capes to the American Embassy where he

is wounded but survives.

Standing out in the first-rate supporting

cast are Wallace Ford, as a hard-drinking

newspaper man, Rhys Williams and Hugh

Beaumont. In Oriental roles, Leonard

Strong, as a mildly-amusing, persistent

sleuth, Frank Puglia, John Emery, as Pre-

mier Tanaka, and Robert Armstrong are

almost unrecognizable behind their realistic

Japanese make-up.
YORK

SALOME, WHERE SHE DANCED 1 COLORFUL, DISJOINTED ODDITY
Rates 4- in action houses, if exploited; less generally

point than its mild name value.
Universal

93 minutes

Yvonne De Carlo, Rod Cameron, David
Bruce, Walter Slezak, Albert Dekker, Mar-
jorie Rambeau, J. Edward Bromberg, Abner
Biberman, John Litel, Kurt Katch, Nestor
Paiva, Sylvia Field, Gavin Muir, Arthur
Hohl, Will Wright, Matt McHugh, Joseph
Haworth.
Directed by Charles Lamont.

Although Walter Wanger has put con-
siderable production flash into "Salome,
Where She Danced," it still resembles a
super-western burdened with a rambling,
disjointed plot. Not a musical, although it

has some singing and torrid dancing; not
a drama, because Director Charles Lamont
has given the story a tongue-in-cheek treat-
ment; not a comedy, because the laughs are
mild and many of them unintentional — the
picture is saved only by the fact that it is

fast-moving and has striking eye-appeal.
The Technicolor photography, which en-
hances the beauty of the outdoor back-
grounds and the rich costumes and settings
of Vienna and San Francisco in the 18S0's,
is the chief asset and far more of a selling

The much-

heralded discovery, Yvonne De Carlo, is a

sultry, dark-eyed beauty who dances well

and, even if her acting is rather stilted,

she displays charms which should make her
a decided attraction for male patrons. Be-
cause of this and the fact that the film

abounds in riding, shooting, banditry and
sword-play, this should be strong fare for

the action houses and, if heavily sold, it will

do fairly well in many naborhood spots.

Universal's advance exploitation campaign
will help generally.

The story opens at the end of the Civil

War as Rod Cameron, American newspaper
correspondent, goes to Berlin hoping to get
a "scoop" on Germany's sneak attack on
Austria. There he meets Salome (Yvonne
De Carlo), a Viennese dancing favorite who
hates the Germans and is in love with an
Austrian prince. She agrees to help Cam-
eron steal some German war plans and, al-

though he gets, his "scoop," Salome's prince
is killed. She is then forced to flee to Am-
erica with Cameron who plans to launch
Salome on a new dancing career in San
Francisco. En route, they are forced to stop
in a small western town where she does her
dance for the natives who are impressed

enough to re-name the town Salome, Where

She Danced. The dance is interrupted by a

band of outlaws led by David Bruce, who
later falls in love with Salome and decides

to reform. Bruce joins the trek to San

Francisco where Cameron arranges for

Salome to meet Walter Slezak, who also

falls in love with her and builds a theatre

to launch her new career. On the opening

night, one of the revengeful Germans (Al-

bert Dekker) arrives and Bruce kills him

in a saber duel before escaping. After a

stagecoach chase, Bruce is captured, but

Slezak has fixed matters with the authorities

so that he is pardoned. And Salome, who
is loved by five men, confesses that she loves

only Bruce.

Rod Cameron and David Bruce are ade-

quate, but, like Miss De Carlo, their name
value is almost nil. The best performances
are those of the more familiar players —
Albert Dekker, as a suave villain; Marjorie

Rambeau, who gives a lusty portrayal of a

former actress and frontier woman, and

Walter Slezak, as a wealthy Russian. Abner
Biberman, as a Chinese philosopher who
speaks with a Scotch accent, is one of the

many strange and colorful characters.

DENLEY

'FLAME OF BARBARY COAST" REPUBLIC'S COLORFUL, EXCITING HIT /
Rates • • • in action h ouses; slightly less elsewhere

throughout. Although the characters — in-

cluding the honest Texas cattleman, the
smooth talking gambler and the lovely
singer both of them love — are cut from a
familiar pattern and the story fails to ex-
plore any original plot turns, it's always
lively and colorful and frequently exciting.
The high spot is the earthquake sequence
which has been thrillingly directed and
photographed. "Love, Here Is Mv Heart"
and "Bv the Light of the Silverv Moon" are
sure-fire, while "Have a Heart" is the best
of the new tunes — all of them exceptionally
well sung by Ann Dvorak. The latter, mak-
ing her first appearance in several years,
also loo''S and acts well and rates Repub-
lic's build-up. With John Wayne and the
exploitable theme, this should be one of the
company's biggest grossers. Action houses
will get the top returns.
At the turn of the century, John Wavne,

Montana cattleman, travels to San Fran-
cisco's notorious Barbary Coast to collect
$500 from Joseph Schildkraut, unscrupulous
owner of the town's biggest gambling joint.

Republic

91 minutes

John Wayne, Ann Dvorak, Joseph Schild-
kr uit, William Frawley, Virginia Grev, Paul
Fix, Russell Hicks, jack Norton. Manart
Kippen, Jan Ullrich, Marc Lawrence, Eve
Lynne, Rex Lease, Butterfly McQueen, Em-
mett Vogan, Hank Bell, Robert Emmett
K«':in>\

Directed by Joseph Kane.

As the top release for its Tenth Anniver-
sary celebration, Republic offers "F'ame of
Barbary Coast," a handsomely produced
melodrama that furnishes gool entertain-
ment for mass audiences. Such sure-fire in-
gredients as a colorful Barbary Coa^t gamb-
ling house background, several nostalgic o'd
songs and a few nrw ones, attractive p n riod
costumes, some shooting and nnticurTs and,
for the climax, the San Francisco earth-
quake, have been crammed Into th's action-
ful film to keep the spectator interested

12

Ann Dvorak, featured singer, is engaged to

Schildkraut, but she decides to guide Wayne
when he decides to gamble his $500. With

her aid, Wayne wins heavily, but Schild-

kraut later gets the money back by crooked

playing and then advises Wavne to return

to Montana. Before long, Wayne comes

back to San Francisco with a new bankroll

and accompanied by William Frawley, a

professional gambler. Soon he manages to

fleece Schildkraut and several other Barbary
Coast gamblers and then he decides to win

Miss Dvorak by building a rival gambling

place where she will be the star attraction.

On the opening night. Schildkraut makes an

attempt to shoot Wayne and. later, the

earthquake hits. The Barbarv Coast Is vir-

tually destroyed and Miss Dvorak is in-

jured. Although paralvzed for a time, she

recovers and, after Schildkraut fails to halt

the election of Wayne for mayor by usinK

crooked balloting methods, she is reunited

with the former cattleman.
DENLEY
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THE WAR LOAN PORTFOLIO

MAY 14th TO JUNE 30th

The Showmen's Seventh War Loan Portfolio was created in the knowledge

that the Showman's job in the Seventh is a tremendous one . . . The

Portfolio replaces the Press Book and embodies these all-important factors:

1. The items contained in the Portfolio are

"hot off the press." They have not been

printed months in advance, but on the very

eve of the Drive itself. In this way, any im-

portant change in information will be mailed

out to the Showman immediately.

2. The Portfolio is loaded with at least 77

Showmen's ideas— all of which can be

adapted to any situation. Space will not allow

enumeration, but you will be armed to the

teeth with workable material.

3. Any new ideas conceived by Showmen can

be included in a special compartment of this

Portfolio. It is a positive example that 100%

Showmanship equals 1% Inspiration and

99% Perspiration . . . and will help the Show-

man HELP SPEED TOTAL VICTORY.





LITTLE BONDS
MAKE GREAT VICTORIES

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE • MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY • 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N Y.
„lh the War Finance Committee of the United States Treasury Department

. .
.
and this is the Poster that will line them up at your Bond Booth for the smaller Bonds!

This Poster will sell Bonds after VE Day . . . little Bonds must beat the Japs as well!



lA
Up Your Campaign

For The Showmen's

7th War Loan Drive!

ORDER NOW!
$3.00 per 1000

ad ttfc

Bond Button

HOW YOUR SHOWMANSHIP-give every

one who buys a bond at your theatre this

lapel button— exclusive symbol of participa-

tion in the 7th through the motion picture

theatres of America! It's a symbol the public

will be proud to wear— and a public symbol

of your own bond-selling efforts.

— ™—™ TEAR OFF. ..MAIL NOW! ——

—

FREE!

Gentlemen:

Order
(

Dramatic One-Sheet

Display for your lobby

'MjMVITIES COMMIT TEE — MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

j
150"! Broadway. New York 18, N. Y

1 W RATION WITH THE WAR FINANCE COMMITTEE OFTHE
UNITED STATES TREASURY DEPARTMENT

NAME-

CITY—

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
Dept. B, 1501 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

lapel buttons at $3.00 per 1000— total $

ADDRESS .

.THEATRE.

They will be sent to you from your local National Screen Service Exchange



THESE ARE THE POSTERS

that

nek
All Posters are FREE to Exhibitors. There are 11 alto-

gether, 7 mailed direct to you, 4 will be available

at National Screen Service for your asking.

NATIONAL

FREE MOVIE DAY
JUNE 6th, 1945

Buy Another Bond in Commemoration of America's

First Anniversary of History's Greatest Invasion...

DAY
Free Admission to this Theatre

on June 6tV with the Purchase

ol a War Bond Here!

Help Speed Total Victory

in the

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

140! Broadway. N.w Tart II, N. T.

WarLoaii



fame 5l/i

The entertainment world honors one of its great heroes

In appreciation of the many happy hours his music

brought you, buy an extra war bond in his honor

Each extra bond helps Speed Totai Victory

Want to See a Movie

Kids' Get into

with the Army, Novy and

Marines! Buy a War Bond or self

War Bond Movie Premiere free!

AT THIS THEATRE

American Women

have always helped

their Fighting Men

.

WE DEPEND ON

WOMEN TO SUPPORT THE

*U ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE • MOTION PICTMtT 1ND0STOT 1501 Iriliil) He» Till Ij XT
i United Stqtei Trvoivn/

These are the Tools

that will help YOU

to HELP SPEED

TOTAL VICTORY



SIM

SEEN

!

aUD RALLY
'^yiJl^^^.Time Entertainment

STARRING

VIVIAN BLAINE • JEANNE CRAIN

BING CROSBY • LINDA DARNELL

BETTY GRABLE • JUNE HAVER

BOB HOPE • HARRY JAMES ORCHESTRA

FAYE MARLOW • HARPO MARX

FIBBER McGEE and MOLLY

CARMEN MIRANDA • FRANK SINATRA
Produced by 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. under the auspices of the Hollywood Division,

War Activities Committee of the Motion Picture Industry.

"On behalf of the War Activities Committee,

I with to thank FANCHON -MICHAEL
AUDLEY — DON QU INN — JAMES VAN
TREES-AL NEWMAN — FRED SERSEN—
EMIL NEWMAN -STANLEY RABJOHN —
JIMMY McHUGH & HAROLD ADAMSON
-TOM W. BAILY— ond all the Start and
Muticiant from the whole industry who to

generously helped make this film pottible

. . . and the unions and guildt."

DARRYL F. ZANUCK



The Leaders Speak
II N A N S K I

Once again, America's showmen are mobilizing for action! The job confronting us is the biggest we have ever been

iked to tackle — a job that calls for all the manpower of our great motion picture industry!

The Seventh War Loan Drive opens officially on May 14 — a drive for $14,000,000,000 twice the quota for individual

I nd sales in any previous war loan effort. And because the success of this drive is tied so vitally to the continued full-scale

psecution of the war and the prospects of early victory, and because no nation has ever undertaken a bond drive of such

rfignitude, the nation's greatest bond salesmen — the motion picture industry — have been honored by being asked to

Lulder a very heavy share of the load.

The showmen's Division of the Seventh War Loan Drive will be outstandingly successful because this campaign rep-

dsents the combined thinking and planning of our entire industry. It is a "Grass Roots Campaign" — created by you and

,|ur fellow exhibitors.

1 # # #
NONNORS

The Seventh War Loan Drive is receiving top priority in the order of business by all Distributors and a start has already

I en made that points to a campaign of tremendous enthusiasm.

|,
Exhibitors and Distributors are working as a team, each supplementing and supporting the efforts of the other.

This close cooperation, together with the increased determination that recent events have created, gives all of us con-

llence that this campaign will be the most successful war job that the Motion Picture Industry has ever accomplished.

E RTZ ft

" The advertising, publicity and exploitation campaign for the "Showmen's Seventh" War Loan contains everything the

ihibitor needs for an aggressive, all-out bond-selling endeavor. Carried out vigorously and backed by the proper amount of

i elligent effort, the promotion campaign will achieve the objective of the drive — to sell the maximum number of "E" bonds

I the maximum number of individuals.

Jamble * * *
The Seventh War Loan is a staggering undertaking All of us who have volunteered our assistance to the war effort

• e pledged to carry on until the last German cries "kamerad," until the last Jap gives up.

Our primary concern in the Seventh is the 7-billion-doll ar goal for individuals, with 4 billions in "E" bonds, the highest

,yure for any war loan to date. The success of this drive will be measured by our ability to increase the results of the last

ive. That does not merely mean making quotas, but the absorption into Federal securities of funds in the hands of individ-

ils that constitute a direct threat to economic stabilization.

The motion picture industry is well mobilized. The Seventh War Loan Committee of the Motion Picture Industry, head-

• I by Samuel Pinanski, Tom Connors, John Hertz, Jr., and all of the other industry's great leaders, is going to do a job, and do

(iwell. Of that I am certain, and I am just as certain those men will be backed by every exhibitor, every distributor, every

oducer in the business.

SAM PINANSKI
National

Chairman

THE NATIONAL
THOMAS J. CONNORS

Distributor

Chairman

COMMITTEE
JOHN HERTZ, JR.

Director

of Publicity

TED R. GAMBLE
Director

War Finance Comm.



Has Mr. Exhibitor doll

THE GENIAL GENTLEMAN on your rigi:

is the greatest salesman in America!

He's sold billions of dollars in War Bon i

during six gigantic drives . .

.

He's collected millions of dollars for th

Red Cross and poured billions of dimes inn

the Infantile Paralysis Fund . .

.

And givensupport by hardwork to every oth

effort that will bring total Victory sooner.

Someday he's going back to just sellin;

motion pictures, but now he's preparing v

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMl]

1501 Br«b

In cooperation with the War Finamjl



levote his efforts 100% to the Seventh War

-oan...givinghis best with the smash campaign

hat he and his fellow Showmen have created

rom practical ideas submitted by Showmen

.11 over the nation.

This grass roots planning has every indica-

ion of being the most powerful bond selling

ampaign ever set in motion by the EXHIB-

TORS OF AMERICA-DESIGNED TO
iELP SPEED TOTAL VICTORY.

'ION PICTURE INDUSTRY
'ork 18, N. Y.

e United States Treasury Department



B-O-N-D
B-U-L-L-E-T-I-N-S
CHI MEETINGS SPEARHEAD MIDWEST

Chicago—Two important meetings to aid in spearheading the

Illinois 7th War Loan Drive were held in Chicago last week at

the Paramount projection room. One was for exhibitor and dis-

tributor zone chairmen for the city of Chicago, the other for all

salesmen working out of Chicago exchanges.

The distributor meeting attracted a 100 per cent attendance

of Chicago branch and district managers and salesmen. Stressed

at the meetings were an increase in bond premieres and children's

matinees and the importance of the zone set-up for all-around

cooperation.

Walter Immerman, Illinois State Chairman, addressed the

gatherings on the vital importance of an enthusiastic approach,

diligence and hard work, and called for 100 per cent cooperation.

David Wallerstein, Midwest Coordinator, discussed ways by
which the campaign could be made more successful. Larry Stein,

State Publicity Chairman, described the campaign "kit" being
sent to all exhibitors by the National Committee.

Earlier, on April 16, a regional meeting at the Blackstone
Hotel was attended by over 200 people representing 19 Midwest
and Southern states.

The area participating was the largest of the geographic zones
of the national campaign setup stretching from Ohio on the east

to North Dakota and south to Texas. National Chairman Samuel
Pinanski declared that it was one of the best attended War Activi-

ties meetings he has ever witnessed and seldom had there been so
much interest shown. T. R. Gamble, National Director, War Fin-
ance Division, Treasury Department, was principal speaker.

John Hertz, Jr., National Director of Publicity, discussed the
objectives and mpthods of the drive's publicity, advertising and
publicity campaign.

Among members of the Advisory Committee and others pres-
ent in addition to the Committee State Chairmen were: James E.
Coston, Edwin Silverman, Arthur Schoenstadt, John Balaban,
Chicago; Leo F. Wolcott, Iowa; Marc J. Wolf, Indiana; Kermit
Stengel of Nashville, representing Tony Sudekum; Martin Smith,
Pete J. Wood, Ohio; J. J. Rubens, Illinois; Jack Kirsch, head of
Allied of Illinois; Jack Kegan, representing Earl Hudson of De-
troit; Leroy Kendis, Ohio; Ben Blotcky, Minneapolis; Dave Bala-
ban, Nate Piatt, W. K. Hollander, B. & K.; M. M. Rubens and all

Illinois zone chairmen, local publicity men and circuit heads.

ALLEN LAUNCHES PLEDGE DRIVE

John Allen. M-G-M branch manager in Washington, has
launched a drive to obtain exhibitor pledges for the "Showmen's
Seventh," he has advised Tom J. Connors, National Distributor
Chairman.

Allen represented the distributors at the meeting of Maryland
committee representatives and exhibitors held in Baltimore late
last week. His is one of the largest territories in the drive, in-
cluding Delaware. Maryland, Virginia and the District of
Columbia.

A meeting of drive and industry leaders in New York as the "Show
men's Seventh" nets under way; t. to r.: II. Kamber, Harry Brown-
ing, Martin J. Mullin, Herman Gluckman, John Hertz, Jrn AP pho-
tographer Joe Rosenthal, Sam Pinanski, Joe. Kinsky, Dave Waller-
ntein, Charles Thtdl. K. W. Street. Leonard Goldenson and Al
Finestone.

BALABAN CONTRIBUTES SLOGAN
That caption on a campaign 40x60 poster emphasizes

that it is the cumulative effect of the purchases of mil-

lions of "E" bonds of small denomination that make win-

ning the war possible.

The idea for the poster was suggested by Barney Bala-

ban, Paramount president, to National Chairman Samuel
Pinanski. The poster features a dramatic illustration of

the tremendous number of Nazi prisoners taken by the

Allied armies.

SEATTLE MEETING HEARS SULLIVAN
Seattle—More than 125 exhibitors and distribution hea.

throughout the state of Washington attended an enthusiast

'

"Showmen's Seventh" War Loan meeting here last Tuesday at t)

Gowman Hotel.

Frank L. Newman, Sr., Exhibitor State Chairman, presided
conjunction with L. O. Lukan, president of the ITO of Washin.

|

ton, Northern Idaho and Alaska.
Among the highlights was the showing of the industry dri '

film, "All-Star Bond Rally," and a stirring talk by Col. J. J. Si

livan, of U. S. Army Intelligence, who has just returned from tl

Western front.

Those present pledged to do a bigger job of selling "E" bom,
during the Seventh. Vic Gauntlett, State Publicity Chairman, al

sisted in the arrangements.

RAINS, ANDREWS IN CAMPAIGN TOUR
Claude Rains completed a five-day tour of war plants in tlj

vicinity of Philadelphia for the Seventh War Loan, during whic
he addressed 28.700 persons.

Arrangements for the tour of the Warner Bros, star we:

made by the War Finance Division of the Treasury with the We
Activities Committee and the Hollywood Victory Committee.

Lois Andrews, 20th Century-Fox starlet, is in Pittsburgh
devote a week to war plants in that area, after which she is to %

to Harrisburg, Allentown and other Pennsylvania defense center
George Fishman acted as Philadelphia manager for Rains ar,

Andrews, with James Totman serving in the Pittsburgh territor

MARYLAND CAMPAIGN 'BANG-UP'
Maryland showmen are organizing a bang-up showmanshi

campaign for the Seventh War Loan drive, Joseph Kinsky, Chai:

man of the drive's Coordinating Committee and Eastern Coordin;
tor, reported on his return from Baltimore and Washington whet
he attended a, meeting of state committee members and exhibitor

Among those attending the meeting were: Frank Durkee ar

Elmer Nolte, Jr., Exhibitor State Co-chairmen; Charles Garlan.

Maryland State War Finance Committee Chairman, and oth(

WFC representatives; Frank Hornig, representing the independer
exhibitors of Maryland; Bob Lynch of Washington, representin
the Schine circuit; Louis E. Shecter, Maryland publicity chairmai
Tom Baldridge, Special Events Director of the Virginia State W?
Finance Committee; Frank LaFalce, District of Columbia publicit

chairman, and a number of local exhibitors.

NINE IMPORTANT DATES
Nine important holidays, anniversaries and observ-

ances fall during the period of the Seventh War Loan
drive and can be used by theatres to spearhead a bond-
selling pitch. All bonds sold through July 6 will be

credited to the drive.

Selling bonds on holidays should be made a special

effort on holidays, because banks, stores and other issuing

agencies are closed.

The "Showmen's Seventh" anniversaries are:
Sunday, May 13, Mother's Day, a day before the official

opening of the drive, but will be credited; Tuesday, May
22, National Maritime Day; Wednesday, May 30, Decora-
tion Day; Tuesday, June 5, Major Glenn Miller Day, which
has been designated as motion picture industry Seventh
War Loan event and will be used as a prelude "pitch" for

Free Movie Day; Wednesday, June 6, D-Day (Invasion
Day, when General Eisenhower invaded Normandy), which
will be observed as National Free Movie Day; Thursday,
June 14, Flag Day; Sunday, June 17, Father's Day; Tues-
day, July 3, WAVES anniversary day (when WAVES were
organized by Act in Congress in 1942)

;
Wednesday, July 4,

Independence Day.
Another patriotic observance which will spur bond

sales during the "Showmen's Seventh" is "I Am An Ameri-
can Day," to be observed in many cities on Saturday, May
19. Huge rallies, with the military participating, are fea-

tured by a pledge of allegiance to the flag. All Hearst
newspapers promote this annual observance. In New York,
it is sponsored by Mayor LaGuardia.

24 FILM BULLBTir



^ A Review ^ T^T

ALL-STAR BOND RALLY" SOCK ENTERTAINMENT, SOCK DOND-SELLER
lates • • • • for every theatre in the

,Var Activities Committee Featurette

Produced by 20th Century-Fox under

luspices of Hollywood divtsion, WAC.
Oistributed by National Screen Service

i9 minutes

^ast: Vivian Blaine, Jeanne Crain, Bing

Crosby, Linda Darnell, Betty Grable, June

Haver, Bob Hope, Harry James and His

Orchestra, Faye Marlow, Harpo Marx,

Fibber McGee and Molly, Carmen Miranda,

Prank Sinatra.

Directed by Michael Audley.

u. s.

Can you conceive, Mr. Exhibitor, of a 19-

minute subject being a smash boxomce at-

traction? Well, brother, here's one — and

how! It is not easy to recall many features

that could boast talent comparable to the

array in this short. Crosby, Hope, Sinatra,

Grable, Harry James and His Orchestra,

Harpo Marx, Fibber McGee and Molly,

among others, are more than enough names

to test the capacity of the biggest marquee

in captivity. The primary objective in pro-

ducing "All-Star Bond Rally" was not to

attract audiences, but to induce moviegoers

to buy bonds at their favorite '.heatres dur-

ing the Seventh War Loan. That point is

made — and emphatically — by two clever-

ly phrased talks by Hope and Crosby. But

the happiest feature of this wonderful little

film is the fact that the bond-selling mess-

age is coated with 19 solid minutes of

sparkling entertainment. It is jam-packed

with song and dance and laughs galore and,

yes, a heart-tug or two. It is a "must" for

every theatre in the land.

Additional credits: Fanchon, Producer;

Don Quinn, Writer; James Van Trees,

Photographer; Alfred Newman, Music Scor-

ing; Fred Sersen, Special Effects; Emil New-

man, Musical Supervisor; Stanley Rabjohn,

Film Editor; Jimmy McHugh and Harold

Adamson, Composer of "Buy A Bond"; Tom

W. Baily, Production Coordinator.

1
War Loan

AGREEMENT
OF NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTORS
Regarding Pictures for 7th War Loan

Campaign Showings

1 Between May 14, 1945 and June 30, 1945 inclusive, the distributors will furnish

for one performance only, known as a "War Bond Premiere," any picture the

exhibitor has under contract, but not earlier than thirty days prior to its avail-

ability for booking at his theatre; provided the exhibitors having clearance do

not object. Re-issues will be considered the same as new pictures.

2 As a special inducement for sales of bonds to and by children, the distributors

further agree to also furnish a picture for a Children's Morning Premiere under

the same conditions as outlined in Paragraph 1.

3 In order to increase the number of bond premieres in small towns, the dis-

tributors agree to furnish a picture for such purpose to any exhibitor requesting

same, even though that exhibitor may not have the picture under contract

and regardless of whether that exhibitor is a regular customer of the distrib-

utor or not, provided:

A The population of the exhibitor's town is not over 7,500— and —
B The picture booked for the premiere shall have been generally

released prior to Nov. 1, 1945.

4 The distributors endorse the plans of the. 7th War Loan Campaign committee

for a national Free Movie Day on D-Day, June 6, 1945, and agree that admission

may be accorded free on that particular day to each bond purchaser.

5 Distributors will also provide pictures for repeat showings at War Bond

Premieres wherever exhibitors desire same.

• Excluded from every part of this agreement are such features as may be

handled at advanced admission prices.

AN OMISSION

Due to an engraver s error, the list of film companies
which sponsored the insertion of the preceding eight
pages of advertising display on the "Showmen's Sev-
enth" was inadvertently omitted. The companies are:

Columbia, M-G-M, Paramount, RKO-Radio, 20th
Century-Fox, United Artists, Universal, Warner Bros.

APRIL 30, 1945

These Are

MUSTS
for every

patriotic showman!

WAR BOND PREMIERE

FREE MOVIE DAY
JUNE 6th

CHILDREN'S SHOW

Haveyou signedyourPledge?

7M

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

I 1 I To hold a Bond Premiere

I 2 I To have a Free Movie Day

DO To have a Children's Premiere or Show

I * I To be an Issuing Agent or arrange co sell Bonds through
existing theatre Issuing Agent

I S I To carry this Bond Slogan in all my ads, from May 14
through June 30, "Buy War Bonds at this Theatre."



B-O-IV-D

B-U-L-L-E-T-M-N-S
PHILLY SHOWMEN PLAN BIGGEST

Philadelphia—An enthusiastic meeting of "Showmen's Sev-

enth" War Loan leaders, exhibitor leaders and the trade press

was held at the Warwick Hotel, April 13th.

With a keynote address by Sidney Samuelson, area War Loan

Campaign head, and additional addresses by Jay Emanuel, Robert

Lynch, Ted Schlanger, Lester Krieger, I. Epstein, George Sch-

wartz, Salem E. Applegate, Ben Fertel, Lewen Pizor and others,

plans were made for a campaign which will surpass previous ones.

Highlight will be a series of four territory meetings, preceded

by a salesmen's session in Philadelphia on April 23. Area sessions

will be held as follows: May 1, Allentown; May 2, Wilkes-Barre

;

May 3. Pottsville; May 4, Harrisburg; May 7, Philadelphia. The

windup session in Philadelphia on May 7 is planned as the great-

est meeting in all local War Loan history.

BOSTON BONDSTAND FOR 7TH

Boston—Following the custom set up in previous years, the

movie theatres of greater Boston will again set up and man a

BONDstand on the Boston Common, on Tremont Street just op-

posite West Street for the mighty Seventh War Loan drive.

The BONDstand will go into action on Sunday, May 13th,

directly after the 7th War Loan Purple Hearts Parade, with a

three hour all-star show featuring movie stars who are coming

from Hollywood for the occasion, together with the presentation

of a group of war heroes.

Governor Maurice J. Tobin and Mayor John E. Kerrigan will

appear on the BONDstand along with the movie stars, Army and
Navy officials, and Treasury Department representatives. On
every day thereafter, from Monday through Friday, between the
hours of twelve noon and 2:00 p. m., stars of the stage, screen
and radio together with dance bands and orchestras from local
night clubs will volunteer their time and talents.

oonn. exh:bs pledge co-op
Bridgeport, Conn.—Fairfield County exhibitors at a sectional

meeting here last week pledged all-out cooperation in putting the
"Showmen's Seventh" drive across. Matt Saunders, county chair-
man presided.

Mayor Jasper McLevy of Bridgeport, an honored guest, ex-
pressed assurance that the exhibitors would repeat their record
of success in the Seventh.

Among others who spoke were: Rufus Cushman, area War
Finance Committee chairman, who offered the complete coopera-
tion of his group; Henry Needles, exhibitor state co-chairman, who
urged the gathering to "use every trick in the trade" in making
the drive a success; Lou Brown, state publicity chairman, who
outlined the publicity plans; and Carl Goe, distributor chairman,
who discussed hond premieres and children's shows.

Above, a view of th<- thus during the Wettern Regional meeting at
Denver, comprising representatives from II states, under chairman-
ship of Charles I'. Sknnras. as Robert W. Selig, of Denver, reads
personal message from Ted R. Gamble.

26

TRIBUTE TO PYLE
The Wisconsin "Showmen's Seventh" War Loan Com-

mittee is dedicating Free Movie Day on June 6 as "Ernie
Pyle Day," with theatres throughout the state participat-

ing, H. J. Fitzgerald, state exhibitor chairman, has advised
national headquarters. Those buying a bond at theatres

on that day in tribute to "the best friend the GIs ever

had" will be admitted free.

Fitzgerald advised that the Wisconsin newspapers
have agreed to back the idea with extensive publicity.

SOUTH SOLID FOR DRIVE
The South is solid for the "Showmen's Seventh" War Loar

with state chairmen rapidly organizing committees which ar

swinging into action for the mighty drive, National Chairma
Samuel Pinanski announced today.

Reports from the field to E. W. (Gene) Street, Southern Co
ordinator, indicate that the Southern states will have the greates

organization of any bond drive in that territory's history.

The following exhibitor state chairmen sent Pinanski er

thusiastic reports by telegraph and long distance telephone:
R. J. O'Donnell, Texas; William K. Jenkins, Georgia; R. M

Kennedy, Alabama; H. F. Kincey, North Carolina; Arthur Leh
mann and Burgess Waltmon, Mississippi; Warren Irvin, Sout
Carolina; Lew Hensler, Kentucky; Hunter Perry and Franl
O'Brien, Virginia; Claude Mundo and M. J. Pruniski, Arkansas
J. L. Cartwright, Florida; S. J. Hyman, West Virginia; and Kermi
Stengel, Eastern Tennessee.

EASTERN MISSOURI KICKS OFF
St. Louis—An all-industry rally of exhibitors and exchange

men will "kick off" Eastern Missouri's "Showmen's Seventh" cam
paign at the Coronado Hotel here on Monday (30th). Complet
plans will be presented by the divisional chairmen. The "ALL
STAR BOND RALLY" film will be shown.

Local branch managers and salesmen, meeting here last week
were told that their job is to obtain a drive pledge from ever;

exhibitor in Eastern Missouri as rapidly as possible and to ac

quaint them with all phases of the campaign.
B. J. McCarthy, distributor chairman, presided, and with Al

bert Stetson, acting for Exhibitor Chairman Harry C. Arthur, Jr

and M. L. Plessner, Publicity Chairman, led the discussions.

NEW HAVEN RALLY BIG
New Haven—A "Showmen's Seventh" War Loan meeting hen

for the industry in this area was attended by a large turnout o

exhibitors.

Drive leaders attending included: Herman Levy and Henr;
Needles, state co-chairmen; Phil Sherman, Waterbury co-chair

man; Morris Shulman, Hartford County co-chairman; John J

Scanlon, Litchfield County chairman; Walter Murphv, New Lon
don County chairman; Matt Saunders, Fairfield County chairman
Harry F. Shaw, director of special events and New Haven Count;

chairman; Carl Goe and Ben Simon, distributor chairmen; Jame
McCarthy, Hartford County chairman; Jacob Schwartz, Fairfleh

County co-chairman; Lou Brown, state publicity chairman, am
Harry Rose, Bridgeport.

NORTH N. J. EXHIBS MEET
A meeting of sixty exhibitors of the Northern New Jerse;

area and their committees was held at the offices of Warner Bros

Theatres, Newark, on Thursday, April 26, to discuss plans for th>

"Showmen's Seventh" War Loan campaign.
E. K. O'Shea, Eastern area distributor chairman, and Jerr;

Zigmond, co-ordinator of advertising, publicity and exploitatio

for the drive, represented the National Committee and presenter

campaign plans.

The meeting was conducted by Harry Lowenstein and Fran!

Damis, Northern New Jersey Exhibitor Co-chairmen. Ed Bel

distributor chairman for the area, and George Kelly, publicit

chairman, participated in the discussions.

Eastern exhibitor stale chairmen for the "Showmen's Seventh]

assembled for regional meeting in New York.

FILM BULLETIN
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SELZWCK INTERNATIONAL
presents

GINGER ROGERS

JOSEPH GOTTEN

SHIRLEY TEMPLE



LEADERS OF THE "SHOWMEN'S SEVENTH

SAMUEL PINANSKI
National Chairman

S. H. FABIAN

WILLIAM A. SCULLY

MAY 14th TO JUNO 30th, 1945
NATIONAL COMMITTEE

THOMAS J. CONNORS JOHN HERTZ, Jr.

National Director of PublicityNational Distributor Chairman
THEODORE R. GAMBLE
National Director War Finance

Committee, Washington, D. C.

L. C. GRIFFITH
HONORARY CHAIRMEN

CHARLES P. SKOURAS R. J. O'DONNELL

HONORARY DISTRIBUTOR CHAIRMEN
WILLIAM F. RODGERS NED E. DEPINET

HARRY BRANDT

GRADWELL L. SEARS

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE CONSULTANTS
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER FRANCIS S. HARMON HERMAN GLUCKMAN

JOSEPH KINSKY
Chairman (East)

JERRY ZIGMOND
Coordinator

WILLIAM BOLEY
Assistant Advertising Coordinator

AL FINESTONE
Assistant Director of Publicity

HARRY BROWNING
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/UOME, Mere She Danced

ven veils. Yvonne DeCarlo does the Salome dance for the wildest, toughest
audience ever assembled.

Bruce and Albert Dekker clash wills and
swords for love of DeCarlo,



YES, "SALOME, WHERE SHE DANCED" has every-

THING . . . everything that adds up to a box-office smash

hit. An unusual, romantic story spiked with adventure,

suspense and hard-hitting action; an unusual star, chosen

for her great beauty and talent; a fine supporting cast—all

expertly assembled in a production of outstanding quality.

In other words, Walter Wanger's Technicolor production,

"Salome, Where She Danced" is true to the Universal

formula, combining the best elements of motion picture

entertainment for the greatest pleasure of the greatest

number of movie-goers.



THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

INDUSTRY POISED FOR 'MIGHTY 7TH'

As the industry stands poised for its seventh War Loan drive,

enthusiasm among both exhibitors and distributors was at an all-

time high following campaign meetings in key cities and regional

meetings with the National Committee, headed by chairman Sam
Pinanski. in New York. Chicago and Denver.

Tom J. Connors, national distributor chairman, disclosed that

the distributors' division would seek a 25 per cent increase in bond
I premieres, children's premieres and Free Movie Day pledges. This
drive's Free Movie Day falls on June 6th. anniversary of D-Day
in Europe and is preceded by a Major Glenn Miller Day on June 5

as a nationwide salute to the band leader missing in action.
Of the total goal of $7,000,000,000 in individual sales, the na-

tion's theatremen are being called upon to promote the sale of
! $4,000,000,000 in "E" Bonds, the highest figure ever sought by the
Treasury Department. Leaders of the campaign, the "Showmen's

\
Seventh," are completely confident that the industry will fulfill

the obligation it faces.

TRUMAN CALLED INDUSTRY FRIEND
As a mourning nation paid tribute to Franklin Roosevelt,

Imotion picture theatres throughout the country closed their doors
(on the day of the late president's funeral in response to President
Harry S. Truman's proclamation of the day of mourning and a
(request by the industry's War Activities Committee that theatres
|be closed until 6 p. m. Many houses were shuttered for 24 hours,
lincluding a number of independents. Warner chain. Comerford
iTheatres, Comerford-Publix and Skouras Theatres.

As the shock of the great leader's passing began to wear off.
the motion picture industry contemplated what the effect of its
late friend's untimely demise might be. Basing their opinion on
President Truman's Senatorial record, and his personal activities,
Iresponsible industry leaders felt that he would continue the amic-
able relations established by his predecessor. They pointed to
liiis opposition to and disgust with the abortive pre-Pearl Harbor
| 'propaganda" industry smear, his support of the Neely Bill to
putlaw block-booking, and other industry proceedings.

Speaking for the production and distribution end of the in-
jiustry, Will Hays, MPPDA president, pledged its "loyalty and the
Ifull support of its energies" to the new president. A. F. Myers,
tallied general counsel, predicted a "progressive domestic policy"
|inder President Truman, following his initial address to Congress.
Myers expressed the hope that the president's "interest in and
contacts with the motion picture industry will not be confined to
i few especially favored major executives. His vote in 1939 in
avor of the Neely Bill shows that he then resisted the tremendous
pressure exerted by the affiliated interests."

At his first press conference, the President affirmed his sup-
port of the midnight curfew and "brownout" ordered by former
Var Mobilization Director James F. Byrnes, and indicated that

I
hey would continue at least until V-E day. He declared that
|hese and other restrictions have been good for the morale of the
tountry and should remain in force. The ban on horse racing, he
|aid. would also continue.

TECHNICOLOR CLOSED BY STRIKE
Little progress was made in the Hollywood strike situation as

he last fortnight saw charges and countercharges being hurled by
he parties involved with nothing concrete accomplished toward
jettlement. Although the producers claimed 95 per cent normal
production, CSU representatives challenged the statement.

An important development saw the strike spread to Techni-
jOlor plant as five key machinists there were ordered out by the
•tudio Machinists Local, forcing 1250 other employes to stop work,
nd was aimed at halting production on six pictures. D. T. Wayne,
ead of the local, said the move was taken following the suspen-
ion of work on Vanguard's "Duel in the Sun," the only indepen-
ent Technicolor picture. The direct effect of the action served
o tie up the cameras which require nightly servicing by the
pecially trained machinists.

The regional War Manpower Commission further froze the
Utuation by issuing an order denying availability certificates both

p those attempting to replace the strikers and to strikers seeking
[niployment at another job. The CSU looked upon this move as
trengthening their position, since, under the ruling, no "strike-
reakers" could be hired by the producers.

The principal glimmer of hope for solvency of the situation
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was seen in the NLRB hearings in Washington lasi Thursday
where the Board met with business heads and attorneys of in-

terested unions, as well as producers' representatives.

S. F. CONFERENCE GETS BIG PLAY
As the momentous United Nations Peace Conference was

launched in San Francisco last week, the five major newsreels,

OWI, Armed Forces cameramen and a multitude of others made
the most elaborate preparations to transfer the great events to

the nation's screens. Thirty-five newsreel men were accredited

by the State Department to film the proceedings, in addition to a
dozen Government cameramen. All companies will furnish prints

to the Government to be combined into a special newsreel, much
longer than usual, to be shown to the delegates daily. Special

transportation service was promised by Railway Express on all

shipments to and from the conference, including newsreels, which
would he shipped by air express to the East.

On hand for the extensive motion picture program scheduled
for the members of the conference were Claude Lee. Howard
Dietz, Claude Collins, Glen Allvine and Fay Reeder. Lee, Para-
mount's public relations director, will serve as the industry's offi-

cial representative; Dietz, Loew's vice-president, is chairman of

the planning committee; Collins will direct the newsreel coverage,
including the editing of the special newsreel and Allvine and Miss
Reeder will head operations of the United Nations Theatre where
films specially selected for the delegates are being shown.

Nothing directly involving motion pictures was scheduled to

come up for consideration at the conference, although plans for a

world trade organization may be drafted that probably will affect

international film trade. Problems which beset foreign activities

of the U. S. film industry in pre-war days may be resolved by the
results of the conference, with possible eventual meeting of rep-

resentatives of leading nations to consider means of implementing
a policy of free international exchange of films by eliminating
discriminatory regulations and taxes.

METRO SELLS 11,000 BY PHONE
A total of 11,300 film contracts was sold by M-G-M salesmen

almost entirely by telephone in an eight-day period recently, it

was announced by William F. Rodgers, vice-president and general
sales manager, at a trade press luncheon on April 19. Three pic-

tures, "Without Love," "The Clock" and "Gentle Annie," the
eleventh block, comprised the package which the exhibitors con-
tracted for in this unique drive.

Rodgers stated that the purpose of the telephone campaign
was to facilitate the distribution of these pictures at a time when
exhibitors are direly in need of product. He said that the raw
stock situation made it difficult for Metro to assemble a larger
group of pictures in the 11th block, and, therefore, he felt it ad-
visable to release the three features on which prints are available.

While he stressed that M-G-M has no intention of making
telephone sales a practice, the sales chief declared that he was
proud of the fact over eleven thousand theatremen had sufficient
confidence in his company and its representatives to consummate
deals in this manner. "It made me realize what good will means
to a film company," Rodgers said. "I think we have earned the
right to use the term 'The Friendly Company'."

Metro's "sales cabinet" will meet at three month intervals in
different sections of the country. Rodgers stated, the purpose being
to get the "feel" of exhibitors in every part of the nation. He
expressed a desire to have every theatre in the United States as
a customer, if only for a single subject. Less than 300 theatres
in the entire country have not done business with M-G-M since
last June.

In announcing the appointment of Rudolph Berger, formerly
Charlotte-Washington District Manager, as Southern Division
Sales Manager with headquarters in New Orleans, Rodgers de-
clared that the number of district managers will be increased in
an effort to keep closer contact with the company's customers.
The exchanges under Berger's jurisdiction will include Charlotte.
Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas. Memphis, Oklahoma City and Kan-
sas City.

Subsequently, the appointments of the following district man-
agers was announced: Henry Friedel, formerly Denver manager,
to district manager in charge of Denver, Salt Lake City and
Omaha; Ralph Maw, formerly Buffalo manager, to district mana-
ger for the Minnesota, Des Moines and Milwaukee territories;

(Continued on Page 50)
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EN E AUTRY HITS . . . REISSUED

pM PUBLIC AND EXHIBITORS ALIKE

\TURALS" HEADED FOR BIG MONEY!

GUNS AND GUITARS"
^LEY BURNETTE ond dorothy dix . earle hodgins

Directed by JOSEPH KANE

id Screen Play by Dorrell and Sloe

"THE OLD CORRAL"
with SMILEY BURNETTE and hope manning

,d BOB NOLAN and THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS
ted by JOSEPH KANE

Screen Pic

Original Story by Ber

ond Joseph Poland

uirr snumcs bonds



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

A ROYAL SCANDAL' CRITICS DISAGREE ON LUBITSCH FARCE
(20TH CENTURY-FOX)
"...'A Royal Scandal,' for all Miss Bankhead's presence, is an
oddly dull and generally witless show. . .Rambling and routine

tale... Fault is quite obviously in the writing. Script with obvious
action and lustreless dialogue. Caution hinting, with only vague
glints of wit and travesty. . .Ernst Lubitsch, who produced the
film, should blush." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...One for the jaybirds. . .Broad burlesque of the court of
Catherine the Oreat. outlined in skits whose buffoonery is reminis-
cent of the stylized operetta plot. Though there are occasional
flashes of expert clowning in some of the scenes, the screen play
yearns for farcical wit and artful twists of situation. . .Humor is

too heavy-handed to be upheld by a mere performance. . .Disjointed
slapstick. . .Tired musical comedy bedroom farce—without music."
GUERNSEY. JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Lubitsch humor at its slyest... Has nothing in mind but up-
roarious and continuous laughter, built around digs at the urgently
predatory female. . .Sweeping over everything is the gale of laugh-

ter Tallulah Rankhead spreads around herself .. .Hats will

thrown in the air by people who have just seen 'A Royal Scar
dal'." COOK. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Once and only once in the uninspired hour and a half of
Royal Scandal' is there any promise of suiting action to the word
...Succession of Ernst Lubitsch gab-tests in gilded chambers an
gaudy boudoirs. . .More noxious than naughty." McMANUS, Pft

"...Tallulah Bankhead runs the gamut of screen histrionics.

Directed by Otto Preminger with an audacious humor ... Produ<
tion is as rich and lavish in settings and costumes, as any bi

pre-war picture." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
"...Has a lively beginning, sags somewhat in the middle
during some heavily farced episodes of court plotting, and pick

'

up again for the end... Chief merits are Miss Bankhead's elegari

pursuit of the so-called baser things and Mr. Preminger's tastefi

avoidance of the grosser aspects ... Man in the street and some
the gutter will have a hearty laugh more than once." WINSTET1

N. Y. POST.

SUDAN 1 JUST ANOTHER MONTEZ-HALL COLOR FAIRY TALE
(UNIVERSAL)
"...Quite as remote and incredible as the land of a script-writer's

dreams. Indeed, there is that about it which suggests a story-

conference debauch. . .Another mad melange of cliches primevally
peculiar to romantic adventure films... Most of the action is

western style." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...If yon walk into the middle of 'Sudan,' you may think you
have come into the children's matinee and blundered into a serial
...It is a picture with Maria Montez in it, and Maria always has
scampered through her pictures with scant underclothing. That
always was the draw, flamboyantly displayed on the marquee. It
is this time. too. Nothing else about the picture suggests that
people might interrupt their lives to see it... Plot is something

guaranteed to lose your interest before long." COOK, N.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
".

. .Thinly-clad Maria Montez is once again beleaguered by garisl

ly Technicolored Universal villains. The formula for her far

tastic escapades remains unchanged. . .'Sudan,' like other Montes
Hall palace dramas, is hardly worth the actors' while." GUERI\
SEY. JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Another of Universal's million-dollar mish-moshes with Mari
Montez. squandered on the kind of a story that would make an
kid walk out on Uncle Don... Love, hate, some exquisitely gor
torture and a final, papier-mache landslide, bring the thing to

righteous close, if you should stay so long." McMANUS, PM.
"...'Sudan' reminds you of crackerjack, which is corn dressed
to kill." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

HAYING WONDERFUL CRIME* CALLED BRAINLESS, LAUGHLESS, FEEBLE
(RKO)
"...Wit in this brainless little picture, which intends to be a
comedy-mystery, is definitely of the caliber of that painfully juve-
nile pun.

.
.Rambles through elaborate confusions and a great deal

of unfunny talk .. .Carole Landis. George Murphy and Pat O'Brien
have the wretched misfortune of looking about as silly as it is
possible to appear." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Aims at a laugh for every corpse, a light-hearted explanation
for every face at the window, but it falls far short of its intent
in both humor and suspense. . .Only mildly diverting." GUERN-
SEY. JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
".

. .Erstwhile magic of O'Brien & Co. subjected to a test no star
living or dead could surmount. They are asked to scintillate and
prattfall through some of the weakest lines and situations that

have ever been found in a medium-scale production. . .Real troubl

is that someone thought of the picture as a fast-moving farce

liberally spiced with witticisms, but neglected to supply anythin
that raises a laugh." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Picture without one saving grace. Every feature of this Pa
ace Theatre offering, story, writing, direction, acting, is unbelie\

ably bad... Silly behavior is used as a smoke screen to cover u

lusterless dialogue and hide an indifferent mystery." HAL!
N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
".

. .One of the feeblest collections of jokes ever assembled, but
valiantly strides through the scenes, smirking and smiling as
as if he had material that was very funny, no matter how
fused the murder mystery part of this picture becomes."
MANUS, PM.

THIS MAN'S NAVY" TYPICAL BEERY PIC IS ENTERTAINING
(MGM)
"...Thoroughly enjoyable and technically interesting comedy-
adventure yarn of a little-publicized branch of the service — the
blimp patrols.. .Wallace Beery is in his rarest fettle of the war"
McMANUS, PM.
"...Has the same primitive story and humor that goes with Wal-
lace Beery pictures, but this time there is a heartier warmth in
the telling. .His stay on the Globe screen should be the pleasant-
est visit he has made there in a long time." COOK, N. Y WORLD-TELEGRAM.
;'. As a eulogy to the lighter-than-air craft, the film is decidedly

s£°n °nly aS an aimlcss vehicle for the tall-tale-telling talents
of Wallace Beery can it find any justification ... Mating of Beeryand the blimp is a good one. . .Strictly the actions and reactions

of Beery that make the film enjoyable." McCORD, N. Y. HJ
ALD TRIBUNE.
"...Like its many predecessors, fits Mr. Beery 's massive contour
like a glove .. .Though it is overlong, short on humor and in

probable, 'This Man's Navy' is a pleasant yarn, which shoul

fascinate the devotees of the Beery school of derring-d
though it is occasionally exciting, those moments are
A. W.. N. Y. TIMES.
"...Takes the film quite a while to get going and it is not unt

the final lap that things really become exciting. . .William We
man directed —i and his shorts of aircraft in hangar and in

are impressive. Plottily, however, 'This Man's Navy' has man
times been topped by more stirring earlier efforts." THIRBfl
N. Y. POST.

"PATRICK THE GREAT" O'CONNOR ROMPS THROUGH FINAL FILM
(UNIVERSAL)

Very sprightly pair of kids. Donald O'Connor and Peggy Ryanare mit^R loose again... Just about the same picture they have
r

?.T 'T '\
"nst C°" I,,e of years

'
but their exuberant pres-

welcome...Aside from these two. the picture

n.^Vorlo-V^egraT mtle back8tage mU8ical8 " COOK
'

even 'It
'

,

D,? fi"0B is *uch that it apparently confused

h
V n

,' KT
d
»i
an
« t,ng «•<><>«>• • -On the credit side is

'

J""
im

«
' Frances Dee, who is delight-fu to loow ,, and who s -how manages to remain so through-

TRIPUNF McCORD, N. Y. HERALD

"...Those irrepressible, jivin' juveniles, Donald O'Connor an]

Peggy Ryan, are running rampant through another tattered Un
versal story ... After a comparatively promising beginning
settles quickly into the all too familiar groove of routine ho
and singing turns." T.M.P.. N. Y. TIMES.
"

. . Stars. . .Straight comedy with musical trimmings. . .Funr

and never anything but good-natured. . .Diverting film enter

ment." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
"...Final film on the Peggy Ryan-Donald O'Connor release cha|

...Fresh, gay. completely diverting: imaginatively written.

Deftly directed with tonge-in-cheek by Frank Ryan: delightful|

performed by the sprightly youthful principals." THIRER, N.
"

POST.

FILM BULLETI





major production with an out-

standing cast that rates top spot."

-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

starring

GALE STORM
SIR AUBREY SMITH • JOHN MACK BROWN
FRANK CRAVEN • JOHNNY DOWNS
CONRAD NAGEL- MARY BOLAND

Produced by Jeffrey Bernerd Directed by William Nigh
Screenplay by William Nigh and George Walloce Soyre



EXPLOITATION PICTURE it***

The principals in this modernized movie version of Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's famous play are portrayed by

Robert Young and Dorothy McGuire. To the right, they are seen as they actually are: he, a nerve-shat-

tered, disfigured war hero; she, a painfully plain, almost homely girl. To the left, they are as their love

makes them appear to each other.

THE ENCHANTED COTTAGE .... Women Will Love It!

Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's idyllic love story in modernized form is a natural for the feminine trade and the

wise showman will point his exploitation campaign rig lit at their hearts. The women may have to drag the

men along, but once in, they, too, will find this an enchanting movie. This demands—and highly merits—the

exhibitor's best Selling tatentS. (Continued on Next Page)
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'THE ENCHANTED COTTAGE"
CREDITS

RKO-Radio Picture. Produced by Harriet Parsons. Directed by John Cromwell. Cast:

Dorothy McGuire. Robert Young. Herbert Marshall. Mildred Natwick, Spring Byington.

Hillary Brooke. Richard Gaines. Screen Play by DeWitt Bodeen and Herman Man-

kieaitz. Based on Play by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero. Executive Producer, Jack J.

Gross. Photography. Ted Tetzlaff. A.S.C.

1. Oliver Bradford (Robert Young) brings his fiancee,

Beatrice Alexander (Hillary Brooke), to see the picturesque

New England cottage he has leased for their honeymoon.
She is not impressed with the place nor the widowed owner,
Abigail Minnett (Mildred Natwick). However, their wed-
ding is postponed when the war starts and Oliver joins

the air corps.

4. When Oliver's parents visit them, they ignore Hillgrove's wai
ing that the newlyweds are living in an illusion born of their de

love and cause them unhappiness by the unfeeling stupidity of th

remarks.

5. After his parents leave, Oliver and Laura realize that to thi

of the world they haven't changed a bit; but they also realize

they can live in the illusion as long as they love each other —
nothing else matters.

2. Badly disfigured in a bomber crash, Oliver returns to

find Beatrice horrified and his family unbearably gushy.
Embittered, he rents a room in the cottage where he ex-

pected to spend his honeymoon. There he meets Laura
Pennington (Dorothy McGuire), a plain-looking village girl

who helps Mrs. Minnett with household chores.

3. The;- • vo people, both knowing the loneliness that
often accom inlet physical unattractiveness. find much in
common. \\ th her hrlp and that of John Hillgrove (Her-
bert Mass!, a pianist-composer blinded in the first
World War. ( Iver returns to normalcy. He falls in love
with Laura and marries her.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Despite strike curtailments, this studio has three new starters

this week, none of which are too impressive. "Rusty" (Ted

Donaldson-Conrad Nagel-Margaret Lindsay) is the old reliable

heme of a boy and his dog; "Outlaws of the Rockies" is a typical

itarrett western. "Gay Senorita" (Jinx Falkenburg-Jim Bannon)

s a comedy set to music with a Mexican background, provided

ly the well-known Olvera Street in downtown Los Angeles.

Norman Krasna, author of "Dear Ruth," is being sued by

Columbia Pictures Corporation for infringement of copyrighted

material contained in a script they have owned since 1942, en-

titled "Dear Mr. Private." Joseph Hyman and Bernard Hart,
producers of the play on Broadway, are included in the suit.

Paramount recently bought film rights to this play and possibly
their production rights will become involved in the suit.

D. A. Doian, executive producer, is leaving this lot to join

Paramount as of May 1. Sol Siegel, having completed "Kiss and
Tell," is also quitting here and going to Paramount on June 1.

Richard Wallace, who directed "Kiss and Tell" for Siegel, is stay-

ling on for two more pictures.

Jim Bannon, presently working in "The Gay Senorita," has
had his contract renewed for a new long term... Lynn Merrick,
recently finishing a role in "Blonde from Brooklyn," is another
young contract player to get the renewal stamp of approval...
[Veteran Charles Starrett started his eleventh year at the studio
recently thereby setting a record as the longest continuously
starred western actor at any studio. Simple answer to that one is

that Starrett westerns — bad, good or indifferent — make money.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
II A record of 11,000 contracts on three pictures in eight days is

Ihe newest selling achievement chalked up by this company's sales
pepartmcnt. headed by the redoubtable Bill Rodgers. The pictures
pre "Without Love." "Gentle Annie." and "The Clock." Most of
Ihe selling was done by telephone, which may be indicative of
feuper-salesmanship, good product and/or exhibitor confidence in
fhe good old Metro name. Or, perhaps, a combination of the three.
Reasons notwithstanding, it's a considerable record.

At Metro, where they rarely fool with titles once they have
Started their exploitation. "Alter Ego," Arch Obolcr's initial pic-
ture, has come to its third and reportedly last title. From "Tin
Crime of Joan Ellis" it now becomes "Bewitched" — which we
like best of all.

I John Carroll, recently released from service after two years in
^he Army Air Force, has been cast in his first role on his home lot
since his return to civilian life. He will have one of the two top
nale roles in Joe Pasternak's "The Kissing Bandit." John Hodiak
s also cast.

Screen rights to "We Got Back," a recent Ladies' Home Jour-
teg novelette, have been purchased by the studio. It's another
itory on the readjustment for returning soldiers and goes into
;arly production under Robert Sisk..."Song of Love," scheduled
or early production, will have Ingrid Bergman in the role of
Jara Schuman. This is the love story of the famous composer
Robert Schuman and his wife. The studio has had the property
or more than six years, having bought it originally to be pro-
ceed on Broadway.

The strike seems to be having little effect on this studio, where
roduction proceeds briskly. Five pictures continue in production:
Early To Wed" (Van Johnson-Lucille Ball), "For Better For
vorse" (June Allyson-Robert Walker), "The Harvey Girls" (Judy
arland-John Hodiak), "Yolanda and the Thief" (Fred Astaire-

Lucille Bremer), "They Were Expendable" (Robert Montgomery-
John Wavne). In addition, there is one new starter, "Abbott and

Costello in Hollywood". . .Rumor has it that the Gable picture,

"The Strange Adventure," is about to begin to start in the next

two weeks with Greer Garson set in the female lead.

If the threat to spread the strike to the Technicolor labora-

tories is carried out, this studio will be particularly hard hit since

so much of their product is done in color. Of the six pictures now
in work, three are in color — "Early to Wed." "Harvey Girls" and

"Yolanda." The advance schedule for pictures ready to start also

includes a large percentage of color film. The studio would offer

no comment on the situation — but obviously, it is not good.

"Liberty Street—U. S. A.," a novel by I. V. Morris and a recent

Literary Guild selection, has been purchased for Pandro S. Ber-

man's production list...Tay Garnett will direct the long postponed

"The Postman Always Rings Twice," which will have Lana Turner

and John Oarfield starred. It is said that Garfield will not renew
his contract with Warner Brothers but may join the Metro roster.

"Cass Timberlake," the novel recently purchased from Sinclair

Lewis for $150,000, is going to Arthur Hornblow for production.

The story behind this choice is an interesting highlight on how
such things are decided occasionally. Both Hornblow and Everett

Ryskind wanted to do the picture. The front office knew that

either of them would do a good job. How to decide? The gentle-

men concerned flipped a coin. And by that flip, the production,

which will undoubtedly be an expensive one, went to Arthur

Hornblow.

Two of Metro's important male names will not be available

for immediate pictures for some time to come. Robert Walker
has asked for and obtained an indefinite leave of absence after

the completion of his current job in "For Better For Worse."

Spencer Tracy has gotten a year's leave from the studio. Walker
offers as his reason for leaving his weariness and not too sturdy

health. Tracy is off to New York on June 1 to do a Robert Sher-

wood play.

"Rochester" (Eddie) Anderson has not had his option renewed
...Guy Lombardo and his orchestra go into their first feature role

in pictures in "No Love, No Leave," a forthcoming Pasternak
production.

MONOGRAM
The script for "Allotment Wives." the next Kay Francis ven-

ture on the Monogram lot, has been completed by Sidney Suther-

land and Harvey H. Gates. Production on the picture is scheduled

to begin shortly.

A New York street set is being erected on the Monogram lot

as a permanent structure. First picture to use the set will be

"Sunbonnet Sue." the Scott R. Dunlap production starring Gale

Storm and Phil Regan. This is a gay nineties story and old time

songs like "The Bowery." "Swanee River." "There'll Be a Hot
Time in the Old Town Tonight." "While Strolling Through the

Park." and many other familiar tunes will be utilized for that

ever-effective nostalgic punch.

Johnny Mack Brown takes a troupe out on an extended per-

sonal appearance tour as of May 1. First stop is the Grand Thea-

tre in Huntsville, Alabama. Johnny's home town.

Only one picture on the lot this week — "Cowboy Serenade,"

another of the Jim Wakeley series with Lee "Lasses" White.

PARAMOUNT
A troublesome lawsuit has arrived at Paramount's front door,

Walter Futter filing suit for $50,000 damages in an alleged piracy



claim. The complaint is that in 1935, Futter submitted an idea to

the studio for a series of shorts entitled "Odd Jobs." He pro-

duced only one. he claims, which was never released. The Para-
mount series entitled "Unusual Occupations" is alleged to have
been taken from his idea. It would seem with the vast legal and
research departments that are employed by studios to avoid just

such situations, there should be fewer of these suits than there
are. They are a constant fly in the ointment.

Hal Wallis is reported angling for Joan Crawford as the
feminine lead in "The Perfect Marriage," his next production. This
busy producer has his first three ready to go. In fact, "The Af-
fairs of Susan" (Joan Fontaine-George Brent-Dennis O'Keefe) is

already in pre-release, while "You Came Along" introducing Wallis'
new girl, Lizabeth Scott, with Robert Cummings, will be released
before "Love Letters" (Jennifer Jones-Joseph Cotten), which was
finished some time ago. He has purchased another story, "The
Sea Witch." clipper ship yarn, for future filming.

Here's a studio that is suffering from no dirth of leading men,
with 27 good male names on its contract roster. The active list

is headed by Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Ray Milland, Alan Ladd,
Sonny Tufts. Eddie Bracken. Arturo de Cordova and William
Bendix. Lesser names, but promising, are: Patric Knowles, James
Brown, Bill Edwards, Barry Sullivan and Charles Quigley. The
service list includes: William Holden, Robert Preston, Macdonald
Carey, Richard Denning, George Reeves and Elliott Reid — all

part of Paramount's post-war planning. Two gentlemen of im-
portance with whom the studio has special deal contracts are
Brian Donlevy and Barry Fitzgerald — gold in any contract
department!

Paramount has loaned Mona Freeman to Warner Brothers to
take over the Ann Blythe role in "Danger Signal" at that plant.

Paramount has purchased screen rights to a still unpublished
novel by George Millburn. The story is set on an American farm
town. No price was revealed. The novel will be published by
Doubleday Doran.

Olivia de Havilland has just finished her first picture in 18
months, "The Well Groomed Bride." She has been signed again
by Paramount as star of the next Charles Brackett story, "To
Each His Own." Mitchell Leisen will direct.

Paramount managed to get one new one under way this week,
despite the strike. It is Buddy DeSylva's production of "The
Stork Club," which has Betty Hutton, Barry Fitzgerald and Robert
Benchley in top roles. Don DeFore is the romantic lead. Crooner
Andy Russell will be presented as a Sinatra-Crosby threat. After
five days shooting, DeSylva suddenly switched directors, Hal Wal-
ker replacing Noel Madison.

PRC
On the surface, it looks like Bert Kulick might have been the

victim of a "fast one" from this outfit. Kulick was one of the
original organizers and franchise holders of the company. He
sold his New York franchise to the studio and was named chief
of distribution as part of the deal. After only a few weeks, he is
out. Harry Thomas has been brought over from Monogram to
fill the spot.

PRC came through with an unusual "first" last week when
they reported paying $100,000 for the motion picture rights to the
July issue of See Magazine. Leon Fromkess, president of the com-
pany, announced that the material in the magazine will furnish
background for a picture called "What Shall We Do With Ger-
many," based on the prize contest the magazine is sponsoring
Other features in the magazine will be used in a new venture forPRC along the lines of March of Time and RKO's "This Is
America."

Frank Albertson, recently honorably discharged from theArmy, makes his first screen appearance in the currently shooting
Arson Squad." Also cast are Robert Armstrong, Grace Gillernand Byron Folger. This is the only film shooting on the lot
presently.

REPUBLIC

The studio is planning a series of three gangster films starringDonald (formerly Don "Red") Barry. The stories will concern
three of America's most notorious thugs. "Baby Face Nelson" is
the first; then "Gangs of Kansas City," in which Ma Barker and
the Karp ls Gang are depicted; third is "Pretty Boy Floyd " Barry
is also collaborating on the writing of the stories. Production onthe first is scheduled for starting within two months.

Republic's tenth anniversary observance is being extended tonine weeks instead of the original five planned. The period willrun from May 27 to July 27. "Flame of the Barbary Coast" (JohnWayne-Ann Dvorak-Joseph Schildkraut) is the top anniversary

First casting on "Concerto," Frank Borzage's Technicolor
musical, is Peggy Constance, 13-year-old piano prodigy. The young-l

ster's father is a waiter at the local Brown Derby. . .John Wayne'sl
first under his new contract will be "The Plainsman and the

|

Lady."

Title change switches "The Magnificent Mr. M" to "The Mag-
nificent Rogue". . ."Love, Honor and Goodbye" is a comedy to

start shortly on the lot with Virginia Bruce and Victor McLaglen
co-starred. . .Joseph Kane, producer-director, has reverted to his

first love, writing, and has sold the studio an original titled "Bells

of the Gold Coast," which is scheduled for early production.

Three in production, including one western, one serial and one[

feature. "The Web," a Walter Colmes production, features Nancy
Kelly. John Loder, Otto Kruger and Ruth Ford. "California Gold

,

Rush" is the newest Red Ryder yarn with Bill Elliott. The serial

(15 episodes) is a Martian story called "The Purple Shadow
Strikes" with Linda Sterling, Dennis Moore and Roy Barcroft.

|

RKO-RADIO
On the RKO production schedule of things done and to be!

done there are only five pictures which touch on the war theme.

H

Three of these are felt to have particular significance. They are: I

"Back to Bataan" (formerly "The Invisible Army"), which tells

j

the story of the Philippine guerilla warfare; "The Enchanted Cot-

tage" (Dorothy McGuire-Robert Young), Harriet Parson's remake'
of the well-known story of the rehabilitation of a soldier; "First 1

Man Into Toyko," story of an American in Japan on an espionage
job; "Those Endearing Young Charms" (Laraine Day-Robert,
Young), a comedy tale of two airmen in love with the same girl

and "Johnny Angel" deals with the theft of gold bullion from!

France. No more war films are scheduled at this time and the

studio continues in the trend discussed last issue towards more'

and more musicals.

No one can deny David O. Selznick's astuteness which is again

proven by the disclosure that the deal in which he loaned Ingrid

Bergman to RKO for "The Bells of St. Mary's" brought him twe
story properties of considerable value, "Bill of Divorcement" and
"Little Women." Both of these stories have been filmed, the first

one twice. Undoubtedly, under the Selznick touch they could)
j

serve again as springboard for a new star just as they once die, .

for Katharine Hepburn. We shall be watching.

Dick Powell, having established his ability as a tough guy ir| I

"Murder, My Sweet," goes into "Cornered" shortly. This time he.

will portray an RAF pilot tracking down a war criminal. Edwarc
Dmytryk will direct.

The Cantinflas deal is on again. The Mexican star has beer

"about to do an RKO picture" for more than a year now. Latest

report is that he may make "The Magnificent Tramp" (Mexicar
and American versions) in the RKO studio now under construe
tion in Mexico. Reason for the proposed shift is the strike situa

(

'

i

tion on the local scene.

Of 54 young players in RKO's stock company, ten players havt] I

already chalked up marks for themselves. This stands as conj

firmation of the judgment that young people have to have training I
and a chance to work even while they are waiting for their break|

Signing unknowns to contracts and letting them sit it out idly i| J

poor investment for studios and players alike. RKO, undei
j

Charles Koerner, operates on the theory that talent must be trie<j
j

if it is to be discovered. Martha Holliday, a former dancing inl I
structor, has a featured role in "George White's Scandals." Donn:| '

Lee, a 15-year-old singer, Glenn Vernon and Marcy McGuire ai'
j

have feature roles in "Sing Your Way Home." Bill Williams, t
j

be seen in "Those Endearing Young Charms," and Barbara Halej I
of "The First Man Into Tokyo," are, in this column's opinion, real 1
prospects. With the proper vehicles and direction, these newi

j
comers might establish reputations within the year. No bettejl
investment is possible by any studio than to keep its talent pel 4
boiling constantly.

Leo McCarey is hunting good writer-director combinations wh' t

have story material without a production source. McCarey's flrsj I
under the Rainbow banner, "The Bells of St. Mary's," is well alon i

and the producer is seeking new material for his productiol
set-up.

Felix Feist has been set as director of the new Eddie CantC I

film. Joan Davis is to co-star .. .Ann Richards, dropped by MGlj I
sometime ago despite their ballyhoo of the talented Australial I
star, has been signed to a new contract by RKO. She also has II
working contract with Hal Wallis, for whom she worked in "LoJ I
Letters". . .Maureen O'Hara has been handed the plum role in "Tnm
Fabulous Invalid." It marks victory for Maureen who has Jorl J
fought against playing inane roles just because she happens to 1 t

beautiful enough to get by with them. Now the young lady wII
have a chance to prove her promise of performance as well ; I

ornament.

They finally decided to drop "of 1945" from the too long tin fl
"George White's Scandals of 1945." After all, how long can I
marquee be? Apparently the spook turned out to be a hotter lov 1

FILM BULLETI



Inside Hollyzvood
By SALZER

THE STRIKE

Every place you go, every conversation you enter inio

sooner or later leads to questions like: "What's it ail

about?" "What's going to happen?" Studio people ask

reporters. Newspaper people ask studio workers. And

no one knows the answers.

One story comes from the producers stating that pro-

duction is at 95 per cent capacity. There are about thirty

pictures in production currently. A year ago there were 46.

Another story indicates that more and more pressure is

being brought to bear on producers and workers alike. Still

another yarn has it that the IATSE has enough technicians

rejoining its ranks to more than cover the loss from the

wholesale firing that took place several weeks ago.

Actual proof of the seriousness of the situation comes

in the announcement that David O. Selznick has closed

down production. His whole studio, except for publicists

and office workers, is shut—everyone off salary. That's

scarcely "business as usual" midway through a production.

|than anticipated — "The Amorous Ghost" now becomes "The Pas-

isionate Ghost."

GOLDWYN
Norman Z. McLeod has been signed to direct the next Danny v

jKaye picture, "The Kid From Brooklyn." Eve Arden is cast as

the leading woman. McLeod, under contract to MGM, last did

"Swing Shift Maisie."

Murmurs apparent all through the making of "Wonder Man"
I about the strain between Mr. Goldwyn and Don Hartman, his co-

producer and writer on the film, came to a head this week with
the settlement of the contract between the two. Hartman has re-

turned to New York to plan a Broadway musical for Kaye.

INTERNATIONAL
"Tomorrow Is Forever" continues in production on this lot.

IClaudette Colbert. Orson Welles and George Brent have top roles.

Next to come will be the new Sonja Henie picture, "Countess of

Monte Cristo." This is a Technicolor film and the May 1 starting
date may be thrown off by the strike.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Tyrone Power's first picture, after he is released from the

Marine Corps, has already been selected and is now in the process
of scripting. It will be a lavish Technicolor production of "Don
Q. Son of Zorro." Wise arranging that is — bringing the young
actor back in the sort of romantic swashbuckling role audiences
are sure to love by reason of its contrast to the reality of what
their favorite has been doing in service. News of Power's forth-
coming return to film starts the old question rolling about who
will win out in the post-war era: the returning favorites or the
boys who have become established while they were away? In
Power's case, his closest contender would be young William Eythe
who has come ahead strongly. This subject which will arise in
every studio might benefit by interesting comment from the men
who know best, the exhibitors who listen to their customers'
nightly comments.

If a long list of active producers is any indication, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox is indeed at a peak just now. 22 names on the list and
all of them in the throes of active work means that the studio has
and will have considerable product to offer exhibitors during this
year. Seventeen of the listed men have a total of 54 pictures
either in preparation or work. High on the list marked "in prep-
aration" are: Darryl Zanuck's "One World" and "Razor's Edge,"
William Perlberg's "Bandwagon," "Jean Valjean," "Forever Am-
ber," "Claudia and David," "Another Claudia" and the recently
Completed "Junior Miss." Ernst Lubitsch has "Typhoon," "Cluny
Brown" in preparation and "Dragonwyck" in production. George
Jessel has completed "The Dolly Sisters," just started "Kitten On
he Keys," and has "Two Arabian Nights," "Late Date," and
•O'Henry" almost ready to go. Otto Preminger is working on

' Fallen Angel," "Centennial Summer," "Romance with Music" and
'The Gift of the Magi." Alice Faye and Dana Andrews will have
he top spots in "Fallen Angel."

SITUATION

Now comes the story of the strike's inroad into the Tech-

nicolor studio.

Surely it is not unreasonable to ask that the powers

that be, whoever they are, quit playing games and, at least,

give those concerned a concise picture of what "their

strike" means to them individually and collectively.

This is no situation where only the little man will be

effected—no strike ever is. The fact is that even those

people supposedly most vitally concerned aren't certain any

more of the issue at stake.

If there's a justifiable wrong—it should be righted and

quickly. If there is no serious maladjustment, then what's

all the shooting for? No one has a right to damage so

many innocent people for mere personal satisfaction. This

much is certain: if it is not settled, the entire film industry

stands to lose and seriously. It is reported that major stu-

dios will cut their release schedules to two pictures a month

to avoid too deep an inroad into backlogs. This move will

hit hardest the innocent bystanders, the exhibitors.

"A Bell For Adano" will be the first 20th Century-Fox picture

to hit Radio City Music Hall in two years. "Tales of Manhattan"

was the last 20th film to break in the big house. It will follow

Metro's "Valley of Decision" and the earliest opesing cannot be

sooner than late summer.

Director John Cromwell has just signed a new long-term ex-

clusive contract with 20th. His first assignment is on Ernst

Lubitsch's "Cluny Brown," which will star Jennifer Jones.

Two new pictures started this week. George Jessel's "Kitten

On the Keys" (Maureen O'Hara-Dick Haymes-Harry James and
His Band). Gregory Ratoff is directing. "Now It Can Be Told"

(William Eythe-Lloyd Nolan-Signe Hasso), a Louis de Rochemont
production directed by Henry Hathaway.

UNITED ARTISTS
Most serious single development in the prolonged strike

situation was the closing down of the entire Selznick studio. Not
only was production on "Duel In the Sun" halted, but the entire

studio, except for publicists and office workers, went on suspen-

sion as of last Wednesday (18). Reason for the suspension was
the no-strike clause in most of the contracts in effect on the lot

wherein a strike is given as reason for putting players, techni-

cians, et cetera, off salary. No comment has been forthcoming
from Mr. Selznick at this point, but actually no comment is needed
to make the situation clear. The suspension is called "temporary"
in the statement issued by Daniel T. O'Shea.

Plans for a production unit consisting of Sam Wood, the
Hakim Brothers and Ginger Rogers are under way with a remake
of the French film, "Heartbeat," slated as the initial production.
This was a pre-war film never released in this country. Starting
date is tentatively June 1 and the budget is set at $1,000,000. The
new combine is organized under the name of New World Films.
Next on their list is the George Kaufman-Edna Ferber play, "The
Land Is Bright," which Wood was supposed to make for Columbia.
Release will be through United Artists.

The script trouble on Hunt Stromberg's "Young Widow" ap-
parently was settled in a unique fashion — by changing the actress
set to do the title role. Ida Lupino bowed out when no agreement
could be reached. Joan Fontaine refused the part. Now, Jane
Russell, famed for her sole appearance in Howard Hughes' "The
Outlaw," and recently signed by Stromberg, goes into the much
booted about part. Louis Hayward has the male lead.

Indication of how seriously the independent producers are
feeling the strike is given in the fact that no new picture has been
started on the United Artists lot since early in March.

The untimely death of Ernie Pyle had many people conjectur-
ing on what Producer Lester Cowan would do about releasing
"Story of CI. I. Joe." It is obvious that releasing it at this time
would prove highly profitable for Mr. Cowan, but he declared

{Continued on Page 44'
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev?" is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (37)

Completed ( 9)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (3)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
RUSTY
Drama—Started April 11

Cast: Ted Donaldson, Conrad Nagel
Director: Paul Burnford
Story: A boy trains an Army dog to friendlii

OUTLAWS OF THE ROCKIES
Western—Started April 16
Cast: Charles Starrett, Tex Harding

Chesebro.
Director: Ray Nazarro
Story: Durango Kid licks western outlaws.

GAY SENORITA
Comedy with Music—Started April 19
Cast: Jim Bannon, Steve Cochran, Thurston Hall.
Director: Arthur Dreifuss Producer: Jay Gorney
Story: Olivera Street merchants fig-ht big business.

Margaret Lindsay.
Producer: Leonard Picker
less. Wins his stepmother, too.

Carole Mathews, George

Producer: Colbert Clark

Title—Dinning Tlai

RELEASE CHART
Cast Oetalli

.1-26.
.4-26.

.9-21.
.2-27.

.11-9.
12-28

.

.1-18.
..4-5.

.4-12.

. .3-6.

HN PRODUCTION
Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) Wilde-Louise 4-2

1944-45
Black Arrow (Serial) Scott-Jer9ens 9-4.. 10-13.
Blonde From Brooklyn Haymes-Merrick ....2-19
Blazing the Western Trail Starrett- Matthews ...9-4

Details under title: Raiders of Quanti Basin
Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion Morris-Merrick 2-5... 5-10.
Both Barrels Blazing Starrett-Harding ... 6-26. .. 5-17

.

Details under title: Texas Rifles

Brenda Starr. Reporter Woodbury-Richmond 10-2.
Counterattack (89) Muni-Chapman 9-4.
Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athens 6-14.
Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke .11-13.

Detail] inder title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)
eytlone Prairie Rangers Starrett-Worth 7-26.
Dancing in Manhattan (60) ifrady-Donnell 8-21.
Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller 9-4.
Escape In the Fog Wright-Foch ...12-25.
E»e Knew Her Apples Miller-Wright 7-24.
Guy, A Gal and A Pal, A Merrick-Hunter ...11-27.
Fighting Guardsman, The Loder-Louise 12-11. . .5-24.
I Lore A Mystery Bannon-Foch ... .11-13. . .1-25.
Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel 2-5
Lawless Empire Starrett-Law 10-16
Leave It to Blondie Singleton-Lake .. .11-13. . .2-22.
Let's Go Steady Parrish-Moran .. .10-16 1-4.
Mark of The Whistler, The (61) Dix-Carter . .12-25.. 11-2.

Details under title: Dormant Account
Meet Miss Bobby Socks (68) Crosby- Merrick ... .6-12. .10-12.
Missing Juror, The (66) Carter-Banon 7-24. .11-16.

Details under title: Tomorrow You Die
Monster and The Ape, The (Serial) Lowery- Mathews
0,er 21 Dunne-Knox ..
Power of The Whistler, The Dix-Carter
Rustlers of the Badlands Starrett-Bliss

Details under title: Renegade Roundup
Return of Dirango Kid Starrett-Stevens
Rhythm Round-Ui Curtis-Walker
Roekln' in the Roekies Hughes-Kirby .

Rough Rldln' Justice Starrett-Bates
Rough. Tough and Ready (66) Morris-Rogers .

Details under title: Men of the Deep
Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen
Sagebrosh Heroes (54) Starrett-Worth
Sergeant Mike (60) Parks-Bates ..
Shadows in the Night (67)

. .Barter-Foch
Details ender title: Crime Ooetor's Rendenoos

She's a Sweetheart (69) Fraiee-Parks
Details under title: Hello. Mom

Sing Me a Sono of Texas Lane-Tomlin
Song to R,m.n,b.r. A (T) (113) Muni-Oberon .

Details infer title: At Night We Dream
Surprise In the Night
Strange Affair. A (78)
Tahiti Nights '63)

Details ender title: Song of Tahiti
T.n r.nt, a 0,„,t Fraree-Lloyd 1-22
Thousand and One Nights. A Wilde-Keyes 11-13
Together Again (100) Oinne-Boyer 7-24 . 12-1

Details ender title. A Woman's Privilege

.6207

.6140
4-16

.6201
.6017 4-16

6014
. 6037

.

.6026

.6034.

.6019
. 6033

.

.6022.

. .2-19.

. .1-22
.12-25.

.4-20.

.4-19'.

6160

! 6023

.

. .6-12. . .4-19.

...3-5
.12-11. . .4-17.

.
.4-17 . . .3-15.

.11-27. . .3-22.

12-21.
2-1.

. .6-10. . .11-9.

. . .5-1. .10-19.

. .8-21. . .12-7.

. .918 2-8

Morris-Foeh ...
Joslyn-Keyes . . .

O'Brien-Matthews

rraree-Lloyd
, 1 ,

.6203.
. 6204

.

. 6033

.

.6021.

6032.

. 6221

.

.6003. .12-11

Tonight and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair 5-15... 2-22.

Unwritten Code, The (61) Neal-Savage ... .6-10. .10-26.
Oetails under title: The Unknown

Youth on Trial Collins-Reed 10-30 ... 1-11

.

Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

1943-44
COMPLETED

Address Unknown (72) Lukas-Chrlstlans ..11-15 6-1.
Batman, The (Serial) Naish- Patterson 7-16.
Carolina Blies Kyser-Miller 5-15... 9-26.

Details ender title: Battleship Bloes

Cry of the Werewolf (65) Massen-Crane 5-15... 8-17.
Details under title: Bride of the Vampire

Desert Hawk (Serial) Roland - Maris 5-29.... 7-7.
Ever Since Vengj Hunter-Savage 5-29... 9-14.

Details under title: Beauty for Sale
The lm-atient Years (91) Arthur-Bowman 4-3.... 9-7.
Kansas City Kitty Davis-Bob Crosby . .5-15. . .8-24.
Last Horseman, The (54) Hayden-Willls 6-29... 6-22.

Details under title: Soteld* Range
Louisiana Hayride Cators-Une 4-3. . .7-13.
Mr. Winkle Goes To War (80) Robinson-Donaldson 1-10 8-3.
One Mysterious Night (65) Morris-Carter 6-12... 9-22.

Details ender title: Boston Blaekle's Appt intment with Death
Robin Hood of the Rang* (57) Starrett- Harris 9-21... 7-29.

Oetails ender title: Hall to the Rangen
Secret Command (80) p'Brien-Landls 1-10. . 7-20.

Details under title: Pileboek

She's a Soldier, Too Foch-Brldges 3-20... 6-29.
Details ender title: Soldiers In Slacks

Soul of a Monster (63) Hobart-Macready .. .6-12. . .8-17. . .5026.
Details ender title: Death Walks Alone

Swing In the Saddle Frazee-Sommerville 8-31... 5221.
They live In Fear Kruger-Parrlsh 3-6. . .6-15. . .5043.

Details ender title: America's Children

U-Boat Prisoner (65) Bennett-Rolf 4-17. . .7-25. . .5037.

METRO-COLDWYN - M A YIR

.6041

.5010

.5120
.5011

.5027. . .9

.5140
12-1

.5002. .10-

.5012

.5028

.5019
.5007....!
.5033 .11

.5206

.5008..6-

.5040

1944-45 Features Completed (39) In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYWOOD
Comedy—Started April 9

Cast: Bud Abbott. Lou Costello, Frances Rafferty, Bob Stant
Jean Porter. Warner Anderson.

Director: S. Sylvan Simon Producer: Martin Gos
Story: Two bootblacks impersonate movie producers with amazing resu

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tine Cast Details lei. No.

IN PRODUCTION
Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson 2-19
For Better For Worse Walker-AHyson 4-2
Harvey Girls, The (T) Garland-Hodiak . ..1-22
They Were Expendable Montgomery-Wayne ...3-5
Yolanda and the Thief (T) Astaire-Bremer 1-22

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. NINE
American Romance, An (T) (151) Donlevy- Richards . . .4-19. .11-44. ..510...':

Details ender title: America

Barbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes 3-6... 9-44 502...
Details under title: Gold Town

Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dietrich 9-6.. 10-44 506...
Lost In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello 4-3.. 12-44 509...
Maisie Goes To Reno (90) Sothern-Hodiak 4-3. . .9-44 504...

I

Marriage Is a Private Affair (115) Turner-Hodiak ... 11-29 .. 10-44 505.. I

Mrs. Parklngton (124) Garson-Pidgeon 3-20.. 11-44 507...!
Naughty Marietta (80) MacDonald-Eddy Reissue. .11-44 508...
The Seventh Cross (111) Tracy-Hasso 12-13. ..9-44 501...
Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh Reissue. . .9-44 503...

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor 8-21 516.. 11
Nothing Bot Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy 6-26 519.. l|
Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal 9-4 514. .UJ

Details under title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy 515 513. If
Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-Johnson .8-21 518.. II

This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason 5-28 517... (

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Tirner-Peters 9-4 520.. f

Musle for Millions (120) O'Brien-ltirhi 5-29 515..

H

SPECIAL
Meet Me In St. Loeis (T) (113) GarlandOBrien 12-13 .1-45 512. .11

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor 2-7. . .4-45 521..

V

Details under title: The Home Front

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Traey-Thaxter 2-21... 1-45 511 ... If

40 FILM BULLET N



NOT DESIGNATED
jf» A weigh (T) Kelly-Sinatra 6-26.

I of Joan Ellis. The Thaxter-Danitls ...11-27.
tails under title: Alter Ego
I The (94) Garland-Walkir . . .8-21..

troys Partners Craig-Hasso 3-5.

t Annie (80) Craig-Reed 8-21. .

I the Bellboy Lamarr-Walker ...12-25.
Eye. The Arnold- Kalterty ...12-11.

Id High the loreh (T) E. laylor-Lassie ...y-i«.
r Vines Have Tender Grapes O'Brien-Robinson ..10-16.
ltd Strangers Donat-Kerr Foreign

tiro of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders-Hatfield 3-6..

i of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchester .
5-29.

Details under title: Women's Army

•III of a Romance (T) Johnson-Williams .. .8-21

Ice Blessed Wilde-Crala 12-11.

Iky of Decision (111) Garson-Peck 9-18

etend at the Waldorf Turner-Johnson . . .11-27.

hoot love (111) Tracy-Hepborn . . .10-31..

ifild Follies (T> Astalre-Ball 5-1..

MONO C R AM
I'M I- 1.". Features

Westerns
(34)

(12)

Completed (23)

Completed ( 9)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
OWBOY SERENADE
jiusical Western—Started April 19

ast: Jimmy Wakeley, Lee "Lasses" White, John James, Nancy
Brinckman.

William Strohbachrector: Oliver Drake
ry: Troublp with Easte

Associate Producer
rs anil stagecoach rob!

RELEASE CHART
Title— Rinnlng Time Cast

1944-45—
mntires of Kitty O'Day Parker-Cookson .

Details under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through
•»»» Taylor-Lindsay .

» Wives Rambeao-Knox .

•try Champs (62) East Side Kids
Details under title: Muggs Meets a Deadline

liaa't Little Devils Xarey-Kelly
M Cisco Kid Comes Through Renaldo-Lane
Details under title: Case of the Missing Medicoe Oat Fighting East Side Kids

Kn| 9nts Gilbert-Howard .

"'"Wr <77> L. Tierney ...

r**1 .Francis-Cabot . .

bcks of New York Gorcey-Hall ...
Details under title: Murder in the Famil)

ieary of Women Woods-Dell . .

ishlon Model .Weaver- Low.ry
Details onder title: The Model Murder

'ami of thi West Brown-Hatton
Details under title: Flaming Frontiers

6,n s Brown-Hatton
Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs

>rever Yoers Storm-Smith
Details onder title: They Shall Have Faith

L L Honeymoon Storm-Cookson
<"> Smoke Brown-Hatton . .

ere Comes Trouble Gilbert-Howard .

i Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon
itots Rides Again East Side Kids
Details under title: County Fair

lid* Mask, The (66) Toler-Manton . .

Details under title: Mystery Mansion
t» of the Villey Brown-Hattnn . .

am Street Girl Merrick- Lowery
Trails Brown-Holt . .

Details under title: The Texas Terror

arlet Clue. The Toler-Manton
Details onder title: Radio Mystery

udow of Suspicion (68) Weaver-Cookson
Details under title: Baby Shoes

ong of the Range Wakely-Moore . .

Details under title: Saddle Pals

Iranoer from Santa Fe Brown-Hatton

oringtime in Texas Wakley-White

I "ere Goes Kelly Moran-McKay ..

Details under tit»^ - Make Way for Kelly

Ware. A Wae. A Marine riers-Yoongman
'ken Strangers Marry H jn'er-Jagger

Details under title: I Married a Stranger

Details Rel. No. R«-

. .7-24. .1-19. ..

.. 5-1. .12-22. . .

. .8-7. . .1-12.

.

...6-12.. 12-29.. .7.7.7.ii-27

. .7-10.

.11-13.

.4-27. . .

. .2-9.

.

.8-21.

.
.10-16.

. . .3-5.

. 1-22.

.12-8.

.

. .2-23. .

. .6-1.

.

. .3-9 . .

.. 7.7.7.3-ii

.12-11.

11-10.

.

. . 3-2 . .

. .2-19. . .5-4.

.

. .9-18. .2-16. .

. . . .8-7. . .1-26.

.

1-22

.
.10-2.

. .9-18.

. .3-19.

. . .8-21

. . .2-5.

. .4-9. .

.2-16.

.

.4-13.

.

. .
6-8 .

.

. .9 18 .1-26. .

. .7-24. .11-4. .

.10-16. . .1-5

. . .9-18. . .1-26.

.

4-16

. . .6-26 .12-15.

.

10-30

. .9-18. . .12-1.

.

. .1-22.

. . .4-2.

. .11-27.

.6-15.

.4-20 .

. .2-16 .

.
. 5-17

. . . 5-29

.417.
11-29.
.
.9-6.

10-18.
12-13.

12-27

.

5-31.
.11-1.
7-26.
.1-10.

.7-13.

.8 21.

.7-10.

.5-15.

..2-7.

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Oark Mointaln (57) Lowery-Drew

National Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (81) Lynn-Russell

Rainbow Island (T) (93) Lamour-Sullivan

fill We Meet Again (88) Milland-Britton ..

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Young

Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine- DeCordova

Man in Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker ...

Ministry of Fear (84) Milland-Reynolds

Une Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman .

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks

Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly

Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton

Practically Yoirs (90) Colbert-MacMurray

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tufls 1-10..
High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks . . .10-16..

Oetails under title: The High Man
Sa:ty ORourke (100) Ladd-Ruv>ell 9-4..

Unseen, The (81) McCrea-Russell ....5-15..
Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FTVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Lamour-Cordova . . .6-26 .

Affairs of Susan. The (110) Fonta ne-Brent ...11-13..
Murder, He Says <S2) MacMurray-Main . .

.5-1..

Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage 11-27.

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Colbert-March

NOT DESIGNATED
Cross My Heart Hutton-Tufts 1-8.

Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Duffy's favern Gardntr- Reynolds ...10-2.

Follow That Woman Gargan-Kelly 2-19.

Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lake 12-11.

Details under title: Good Intentions

One Exciting Night Gargan-Savage 12-25.

Details under title: Hard to Handle
Incendiary Blonde (T) Hutton-Cordova ...11-15.

Kitty Goddard-Milland ...6-12.

Lost Weekend, The Milland-Wyman ...10-31.

Love Letters Jones-Cotten 10-31.

Masquerade in Mexico Lamour-Cordova 1-8.

Miss Susie Slagle's Tnfts-Laka 9-18.

Oot of This World Bracken-Lynn 7-10.

People Are Funny Haley-Walker 4-2.

Rhythm RaneJi Haley-Hilllard KM.
Road to Utopia. The Crosby-Hope-Lamoor 12-13.

Two Yean Before the Mast Ladd-Oonlery 5-1.

Virginian, The McCrea-Britton ...11-13.

Well-Groomed Bride, The Milland-deHavilland 2-19.

You Camo Along Cummings-Scott 2-19.

1943-44

BLOCK NO. SIX
Great Moment (79) McCrea-Field 4-20..

. 4405 .

.

. 4403 .

.4404. .

. 4401 .

.

.4407. .10-30

.4410. .10-30

.4415. .12-25

.4411. .12-25

Details inder title: Triumph Over Pain

Hail the Conquering Hero (101) Bracken-Raines ....7-12.

Henry Aldrich's Little Secret (73) Lydon-Mortimcr ...5-31.

Details onder title: Henry Aldrleh RoeU the Cradle

I Love a Soldier (105) Goddard-Tufts 10-18.

Details under title: When I Com Back

Take It Big (74) Haley-Hilliard ...11-15.

SPECIAL
City That Stopped Hitler (58) Russian Doeamentary

Going my Way (130) Crosby-Stevens 8-23.

Lady In the Dart (T) (100) Rogers-Milland ...12-28.

Story of Dr. Wassell (T) (140) Cooper-Day 7-12.

.4329... 6-12

.4327. . .6-12

.4331. . .9-20

.4335.... 3-6

.4336. ..2-21

.4337.... 5-1

r r c
1944-45 Features

Westerns
(24)

(18)

Completed (24)

Completed (10)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
LAW OF LEAD
Details in issue of April 16
Story: Stage line forcing landou is to sill land. Rangers investigate and

PARAMOUNT
1944-45 Features Completed (41) In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
>TORK CLUB
Musical—Started April 16
-ast: Betty Hutton, Barry Fitzgerald, Robert Benchley. Don De-

Fore. Andy Russell, Bill Goodwin. Iris Adrian,
director: Noel Madison Producer: B. G. DeSylva
Hory: The famoup New York night club set to film.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rinnlng Time Cast Details Rel No Rn.

PRODI CTION
Dahlia, The Ladd-Lake 4-2

»r Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Russell .....3-5

ARSON SQUAD
Crime drama—Started April 18

Cast: Frank Albertson. Robert Armstrong, Grace Gillern, Byron
Folger, Esther Cole.

Director: Lew Landers Producer: Alexander Stern
Story: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
Title— Running Tim* Cast Detalli Rel.

COMPLETED
1944-45

Apology for Murder Savage-Beaumont ....3-5
Bluebeard (70) Carradine-Parker .. .6-12. .11-10.
Castle of Crimes (60) Kent-Churchill .. Foreign .. 12-22

.

Congo Pongo Fraser-Wrixon 4-16
Crime. Inc. (75) Neal-Tilton 11-13. . .4-15.
Dangerous Intruder. The Arnt-Borg 4-16

Details under title: The Intruder

. .2-5

.3-19
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D
™f « *"»• Ritter-O'Brien ...

D.xie Jarnboreo (71) Langfurd-THuot ..
Details under title: Dixie Steam Boat

Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) Lowe-Jo ce
F °9 lslan <l Atwill-Oouglas . . .

The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John . .

Gangsters of tho Frontier (56).. Kitter-0 Brien
Great Mike, The (73) Erwin-Henry

Details under title: At the Post
His Brother's Ghost Crabbe-St. John .

Hollywood and Vine (58) Ellison-McKay ...
I'm From Arkansas (68) Adrian-Sommervillo
I Accuse My Parents (68) Hughes-Meeker
The Kid Sister Pryor-Clark
Lady Confesses, The Hughes-Beaumont .

Details under title: Undercover Girl
Law of Lead Ritter-O'Brien
Man Who Walked Alcne. The (73) "o'urien-Aldr ch

Details under title: You Can't Stop Romai «

Marked for Murder O'Bricn-Ritter ...
Missing Corpse " Bromberg-Jenks

Details under title: Stranger in the Family
Oath of Vengeance (58) Crahbe-S;. Jnhn
The Phantom nf 42nd Street O'Brien-AHr ch
Rogues Gallery (60) Jenks-Warner
Spell of Amy Nugent, The (63) Farr-Lin sn; I

Shadows of Death Crabbe S:. John ..

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Silver Fleet. The (77) Richardson-Withers
Strange Illusion (83) Eilers-Lydon
Swing Hostess (76) .Tilton-Collins . . .

Town Went Wild. The (77) isartholomew-Horton
Whispering Skulls Ritter-O'Bren ...
Why Girls Leave Home .'....Lane-Leonard ...
Wild Horse Phantom Crabbe-St. John . .

Details under title: Phantom of Wild Vallev

1943-44
Brand of tbe Devil O'Brien-Newill . . .

Delinquent Daughters Carlson-Gibbon ...
Fuzzy Settles Down Crabbe-St Inhn...
Machine Gun Mama Armida-LaRue

Details under title: Mexican Fiesta

Rustler's Hideout Crabbe-St. John .

Seven Doors To Death (64) Chandler-Clyde .

.

Waterfront (64) Carradine Writm
.

When th. Lights Go On Again (74) Lydon-M-trheil

.1-22.
11-13.
.1-22.

.2-15.

.6-14. .

.
.9-21.

.11-15.

. .2-3.

. .4-25.
.10-31.

..11-4.

.557
12-11

.510
.512. . .1-22

.516

.507 .

.554'.

. For.

.

.10-2.

.6-12.

.8-7.

. .5-2. .

. 12-6

.

.2-10.

.4-19.

.6-15.

.3-31.

. . .9-8.

.12-15.
12-29

.

.556.

.515.
.523.

4-30
.517. . .3-19

509. .11-15

.507. .11-27

.553

.10-26. 555.

.5-1. .7-30.

.

. .458.
5-15. .8-10.

.

.416..
5-29. .7-25.

.

4-17. .8-18.

.

. .421.

...9-?... . .466.
.'5-29. ...8-5. . . 417

.

.11-91
6-10 . 41 V .6-2<

6-26 .10-23 . .410. . .10-2

REPUBLIC
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (4

Completed (2

Completed (

In Production (i)

In Production P)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH
Western—April 17

Cast: Bill Elliott as Red Ryder, Alice Fleming, BoWr- Blake,
Peggy Stewart.

Director: R. G. Springsteen Asrocinto Producer: Sidne" Pic'—

v

Story: A harmonica playing killer and a mister crook try to force Roil
Ryder to impersonate crook, in stasecoartl line battle.

THE PURPLE SHADOW STRIKES
Serial (15 episodes)—Started April 17

Cast: Linda Sterling, Dennis Mooro, Roy Barcroft, Mary Moors.
Director: Spencer Bennett. Fred Bannon

Associate Producer: Ronald Davidson
Story: ^^"'^ invents jitter-planet flying machine. Investigator Moore

THE WEB
Drama— Started April 8

Cast: Nancy Kelly, John Lodor, Otto Kruger, Ruth Ford, Harry
- Tyler.

Producer-Director: Walter Colmes Assistant: Barton Adams
Story: Not available. See n.-xt issue.

Title— Running Time

COMPLETED

RELEASE CHART
Cast Details

1944-45 —
Dowd-DukeAngel Comes to Brooklyn, An ....

Oetails under title: New Faces of 1945
Atlantic City (86) Moore-Taylor ...5-15
Sporting Chance Randolph-O'Malley .12-11

Details under title: Behind the Ships
Bandit of Badlands Carson -Stewart 4-16
Bells of Rosarita Rogers-Evans 2-5
Big Bonanza (68) Arlen-Frazee 9-4.. 12-30.
Big Show-Off (70) .lake-Evans ..... 9-4... 1-22.

Details under title: Next Conies Love
Bordertown Trails Carson-Burnette 5-15 ... 8-11 . .

Brazil (91) Broce-Guizar 6-26 . 11-30.
Cheyenne Wildeat Elliott-Fleming 6-12. . .9-30. .

Chicago Kid (68) Barry-Roberts 10-2
Code of the Prairie "-rti»tt.-r.ar*on .. .6-26. . .10-6.

.

Colorado Pioneers Elliott-Fleming ....3-19
Corpus Christi Bandits Lane-Talbot 4-20..
Oarinn Holiday. A Horton r.enrne ...10-16
Desperados of Dakota Flliot-FI»mini) 2-5
rarl Carroll's Vanities (89) O'Keefe-Moo'e 11-13 4-5.
End of the Road (51) Norris-Storey 7-10.. 11-10.

Oetails under title- Man of Mystery

Faces In the Foi (71) Withers-Kelly 8-21.. 11-25.
Fatal Witness . Ankers- Fraser 1-22
Federal Operator No. 99 Lamont-Talbot 2-5

.
.451.

. .405.
.3314.

.11-15

\2-i9

3-19

11 13

Flame of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak 7-24.

Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong- Bachelor 12-25.

Girls of the Big House nouerts-Powers 3-5.

Git Along Little Dogies Autry-Burnette ..Reissue.

Great Flamarion, The (78) vonStroheim-Hughes 10-16.
.9-18.

. .9-18.

. .9-18.

.11-27.

.11-27.

.8-21.
12-11.
.2-19.

.3-19.

Elliott-Hayes

Barry-Roberts

Arien-Roberts

. 'Sutry-Burnette

Terry- Roberts

The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming

Grissly s Millions (72) Grey-Kelly . .

.

Hitcli.ke to Happiness Pearce-Evans ..

Jealousy Morley-Asthtr

Identity Unknown <71) Arlen-Walker .

Details under title: Johnny March

Lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor

Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming

Magnificent Rogue, The Schildkraut-Burkc

Deta ls under title: The Magnificent Mr. M
Man From Oklahoma, The Rogers-Evans ..

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey ...10-16.

Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake .3-5

Marshal ot Reno

My Buddy (69)

Phantom Speaks. The (68)

Red River Valley

Return At Dawn
Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey

Silver City Kid Lane-Stewart

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake 5-29.

Santa Fe Saddlemates Carson-Stirling 2-19

Scotland Yard Investigator VonStroheim-Bachelor 219

Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling ...12-25.

Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake 7-24,

Sheriff of Sundown Lane-Stewart 5-29.

Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown 4-17

Song for Miss Julie. A (69)

Stagecoach to Montercv

Details onder title: Marshal of Monterey

Swingin' in a Rainbow

Tell It To A Star

Three's A Crowd
Thoroughbreds .

Tiger Woman. The
Toneka Terror

Tugboat Annie's Son

Union Pacific Scouts

10-15.
.3-30.
.2-15.

.1-16.

.3307.
. .412.
.3317.

..40J...1

.414. . .4-

.406. . . .1-

. . 482

.

.'3312."

.4-17. .7-20.

.8-16.

.461.

.3313.

Early-Clark 10-16.
.4-17.-Stewart

. 2-28

.

.12-31.
.11-7.

. .8-12.

.2-19.

.
.9-15.

.454.

.

.3316..
.463..

. .401... 9-

..411..

.462..

Ii'ah (78)

Vampire's Ghost (59)

"'-oco Wheels Westward

lorro's Black whin (Sei

.Taylor-Frazee

Livingston-Terry

Michael-Gordon

Neal-Mara
.Richmond-Mara

Allan Lane . . .

.Darwell-Kennedy

Cirson-Stewart

Rogers-Evans

.SSbott-Stewart

.Elliott-Fleming

Lewis-Stirling

.11-13..
12-25..
11-27 . .

.3-19.

10-2.
12-25.
.4-2.

12-11.
10-i«

4-16.

8-21.

.1-26.

.'

. 3-21.

12-16
'.

RKO-R A D IO
Completed (40) Production (3)

Title—Running Tl

RELEASE CHART
Cart

Lum 'n Abner

Esmond-Massen
Moffett-Esmond

>N PRODUCTION
Bells of St. Mary's. The Crosby-Bergma

Radio Stars on Parade Brown-Carney

Tomorrow Is Forever Colbert-Welles

COMPLETED
1944-45 —

BLOCK NO. ONE
Going To Town (69)
Master Race (96)
My Pal. Wolf (75)

Details ender title: Pumpkin Shell

None But the Lonely Heart (113) Grant-Wyatt . . .

Tall in the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines ..

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent ..

Falcon in Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale

Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley .

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rush. The (65) Langford- Brown

Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From tho East (82) Tracy-Kelly

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley ....
Details under title: Come Share My Love

Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire .

Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis .

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher. The (78) Karloff-Lugosi ..

China Sky (77) Scott-Drew ....
Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Weissmuller-Joyce

Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young ....
7ombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney

.NOT DESIGNATED

.7-24.

.7-24.

.5-29.

.504. ..10-

502 . .
.10-

.505. .
.10-

.510.

307

508

.10-16.

. . .5-1.

.
.8-21.

Mong Came Jones (International) Cooper-Young
. Wayne-Ann . . . ...11-13.

Details under title: Invisiblo Army
Belle of the Yukon (T) (84) Scott -Lee . . . .4-3.

Lodrr Ouorez . .7-10.

Casanova Brown (
r 3) Coo; er-Wright . . .2-11

Conway-Corday

First Man into Tokyo Neal-Hale . . .2-19

George White's Scandals .Davis-Haley 2-5.

Details onder title: Fol'ow Your Heart

.Henie-O'Shea . . . .8-21. .

Raft-Trevor . . . . .12-11.

Errol-Risdon . . .2-19.

Most Dangerous Game. The . Loder-Long . . 2-19.
2-5.

.583..12-:!

.581.V.VH

Details under title: Man Alive

Princess and the " 'ate (T) (94) Hon.-M-vn

Sing Yoor Way Home "iley-Jeffries

Soanish Main. Th. (T) Henr.id O'Har-

Three Caballeros (T) (71) r.-r'-»n Feature,

Twr O'clock Courage (66) "or.wny- Rutherford
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rh» Pecos Mltchum -Hale 10-16.

n the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett . 4 17

under title: Once OH Gnard

Man. The (T) Kaye-Mayo 7-24

S82. .10-16

...... -4-30

2 0th CENTURY-FOX
1944-15 I'Vituri's Completed (35) Production (4)

LITTEN ON THE KEYS (Technicolor)

lusical—Started April 17

!ast: Maureen O'Hara, Dick Haymes, Harry James and his Music

Makers. Reginald Gardner, Stanley Pragcr, B. S. Pulley.

Mrector: Gregory Ratoff Producer: George Jcssel

lory: Small town music teacher hits New York. En route .she mt-'ets crooner

and orchestra leader and her plans chanse.

rOW IT CAN BE TOLD
)rama—Started April 16

Jast: William Eythe, Lloyd Nolan, Signe Hasso.

Jirector: Henry Hathaway Producer: Louis de Rochcmont
tory: FBI counterespionage activities based on case histories.

RELEASE CHART
CartTitle—Running Tine

IN PRODUCTION
oily Sisters, The (T) Grable-Payne 2-5

iratonwyck .Tierney-Eythe 3-5

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
ill It tt Leave It (70) Baker-Massow 4-3 . August

ring and a Prayer (97) Ameche-Andrews .. .2-21. .August

i BLOCK NO. TWO
langerous Journey (73) Dennis-Roosevelt Travel Feat. Sept.

.11-15. . .Sept.

...2-7... Sept.

.504. .8-21

.505. . .8-21

.503. . -8-21

BLOCK NO. THREE
Ug Noise, The (75) Laurel-Hardy

Details under title: Good Neighbors
n the Meantime, Darling (72) Crain-Latimon

Details inder title I Married a Soldier

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) Woolley-Haver

BLOCK NO. FOUR
-aira (88)

.4-3. .October.

.1-10. .October.

. .3-6. .October.

.9-18

.9-18

10-16

BLOCK NO. FIVE
unday

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys ot the Kingdom (137)
jWay Ahead, The (115)
Fighting Lady, The (61)

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
iflangover Square (77)
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn (128)

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
ICIreimstantial Evidence (68)
iThinderhead, Son of Flicka (T) (73)

BLOCK NO. NINE
[Molly and Mo (77)

|
Details under title! Mol'y, Bless Her

Stag of Bernadette (156)
Royal Scandal, A (90)

|
Details under title: Czarina

jCall of the Wild (Reissue) (81)

BLOCK NO. TEN
iDiamond Horseshoe (T) (104)
Bull Fighters (62)

NOT DESIGNATED
|And Then There Were None Fitzgerald-Huston
Aell tor Adano, A Hodiak-Bendix .

Captain Eddlt MaeMurray-Bari
ICarribean Mystery Dunn-Ryan ...
I Details under title: First. Last and Alway.'

Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe .

Don Juan Quilligan . . . Bendix- Blondel

I

Details under title: Two-Faced Quilligan

i Junior Miss Garner-Joslyn

i

Nob Hill J. Bennett-Raft

State Fair (T) Andrews-Crain .

Where Do We Co From Here? (T) MacMnrray-Leslie
"ihon (T) (153) Hardwire- Mitchel

Within These Walls Mitchell-Anderson

. . .5-1. . .Nov 509. . 10-30

Miranda-O'Shca . . .5-1.

.

. Nov. . . ..510. . 11-15

Baxter-Winninger ..7-10. . . Dec. . . . .513. .12-11

. O'Brien-Crane ..6-26. . . Dec.

.

. .512. .11-27

. . .2-7. , Jan..

.

. .514. .12-25

. . For. . . . Jan. . . . .511

. .Jan.. . . .515. . . 1-22

9-4. .Feb 516. . .1-22

McGuire-Dunn . . . . .515.

,

Feb. . . . .517. . . .2-5

O'Shea-Marshall .11-13.

.

. Mar. . . . .519. . .2-19

..McDowell-Foster . .5-15.

.

. Mar. . . . .518. . . .2-5

. .Fields-Woolley ... .11-13. . . Apr. . . . .522. . . .3-5

. .4-5.

.

April. . . .520. . . .2-7

.
.9-18.

.

April.. . .521. . . .4-2

Apr. . . . .523.

. . 9-4. . .May. . . . 524

.

. .4-30

.12-11. . .May. ..525. . .4-16

.
.3-19.
.11-13.
.12-11.

. . .2-5.

...2-19

. . .8-21

1 11-29 . . . .530. . . .8-7

...3-5

UNITED A R Ti STS
1944-45 Features Completed (33) In Production (2)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van ); Crosby (Cby.) ; Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); W'anger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Haltim (L. H.) ; Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D ); Cagney (Cgy.) ; Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Rinilng That Cut
Cud In the Sun (T) Jones-Cotten
Yuung Widow Russcll-Hayward . .

Ui>ifD?LETED

1944-45
Abroad with Two Yanks (80) O'Kecte-Bendix
Bedside Manner Hussey-Carroll
Blithe Spirit (T) Cummings-Harrison
Blood on the Sun Cagney-Sidney
Brewster's Millions (79) 0'Keefe-W;.lker .

Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Leigh
Captain Kidd Laughton-Britton
Crloncl Blimp (T) (148) Livesy-Walbrook .

Bark Wa'ers (8y) Oberon-Tone ...
Del ghtfilly Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy

Detail> under title: Hioh Among Ihe Star
The Gr»at John L Darnell- McClure
Guest In the House (121)... Baxter-Bellamy
Guest Wife Colbert-Ameche .

Hairy Ape. The (90) Bendix-Hayward
Henry V (T) O'ivier-Nfwton
Her Man Gilbey Wildino-Ward . . .

I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten ..

Details under title: Double Furlough
It's in the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley . .

Sensations of 1945 (86) Powell-Fields . . .

Mr. Emmanuel (92) Aylmer-Gynt
Outlaw, The Russell-Huston . .

Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields . .

Since You Went Away (171) ffif-ert-Cntten

Song of the Ooen Road (89) Bernen-Granvllle

Southerner. The .Scott-Field ....
Detail; under title: Hold Autumn in Your Hand

Soellbound Bergman-Peck . .

Details under title: House of Dr. Edwarde;

Story of G. I. Joe Meredith

summer Storm (107) Sanders- Darnell
Detail:! under title: The Moon Their Mistress

THh Hapnv Breed (T) Newton-Johnson

3 Is a Family (81) ! Ruggles-Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field

2000 W^men Rohson-Calvert . .

Walk In the Sun And-ews-Cnnte
.

. . .3-20 8-4. . .S"l 8-7

. .11-27 Stn

Foreign G.F.D.

. .10-31 Cay

. . .8-21 4-7. . Sml 4-2

Foreign G.F.D

. . .2-5 -Boo

Foreign 5-4. .G-F.D 4-2

5-29. .11-10. . Bet 12-11

...9-4... 3-31... Rgs.. . 3-19

.7-10. • .5-25. . Crosby

. . .2-21. . .12-8. . Smg. . . .2-19

. . .12-11 Ski

. . .1-10. . .6-16 . .Lw.. . .5-29

.1-5. Szk. 1-8

.10-16. . .4-21 . . Rgs . 2-19

. .12-13. . .6-30. . .Stn. . .7-10

Foreign. . . 1-19 .. G.F.D. . . .1-22

Hug
. .1-22 Bnt

. .
.9-20. . .8-12. . .Szk.

.

.7-21

.12-13.... 6-2... Rgs... 5-15

.9-18. . .5-18 L.H

.7-24 Szk

.12-27. .7-15 6-12

Foreign G.F.D

. . .6-26. .11-23. . .Les. .

. . .6-26. .12-29. . Cow.. .12-25

Foreign G-F.D
11-13 Bm

UN I V £R SAL
1914-45 ^o^nrps (55)

Westerns ( 7)

Serials ( 4)

Completed (51)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (3)

In Production (")

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
UNCLE HARRY
Drama—Started April 20
Cast: George Sanders. Geraldine Fitzgerald, Ella Raines, Moyna

McGill, Sarah Allgood.

Director: Robert Siodmak Producer: Joan Harrison

HEAR THAT TRUMPET TALK
Details in April 16 issue.

th the aid of swing band's

Title— Rinnlno Tine

IN PRODUCTION
Hear That Trumpet Talk
Lady On A Train

Secret Agent X-9 (Serial) . . .

RELEASE CHART
Cast Detalli

.Btery-Collier 4-16.

.Ourtin-Bellamy 2-5.

.Bridges-Wiley 4-16.

COMPLETED

1944-45
nder title: Swingaroo Sweetheart

.Granville-Beery ...11-27.

Details und
Beautiful Cheat

Details under title: It's Never Tno Late
Beyond the Pecos Cameron-Drew
Blondo Ransom Cook-Grey
Bowery To Broadway (94) Oakie-Montez
Babes on Swing Street Errol-Vincent .

Can't Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paige .

Climax, The (86) Karloff-Foster .

Dead Man's Eyes (64) Chaney-Parker .

Easy To Look At Jean-Grant . .

.

Enter Arsene Lupin (72) Raines-Kowin
Details under title: Arsene Lupin

Fairy Tale Murder Jean-Brasselle .

The Frozen Ghost Cnaney . Ankert
Destiny (65) lean-Curtis

Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey ...
Gypsy Wildcat 'T) (75) Mnnter-Hall
Here Come the Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello
Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattag
Hi. Beautiful O'Driscoll-Beery

Details under Hfla: Be It Ever So Humble
House of Fear (69) Rathbone-Bruce
Honeymoon Ahead ..Jones-McDonald

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney

Details under title: Devils Brood

I'll Remember April (64) Jean-Grant ...

Details under title: Mike Goes to a Party

. .7-24. . .2-23.

.12-25 6-1.

..5-15... 11-3.
. .5-29. .10-13.

. .6-12. .12-29.
. .2-21. .10-20.
.4-3. .11-10.
.12-25
. .8-21. .11-24.

.9083. . :

.9072. .11-15
.9024

.9071
.9007. .10-16

.9026. .10-30

'.'.'.'.'12-11

. .9-18.

. .10-2.

.

10-18.
.

12-22.
.2-23.

.
.9-1.

. . .2-2.

. . .2-9.

.9012

.
.11-13.
. .7-24.

. .9002. . . .3-5

.3-19

. . .8-21. . .12-8.

2-5.

. 11-27 . .

. .3-16.

.5-11.

.

. .9025. .

.9028.

.4-16

. . .4-17. .2-16. . .9013.

.

. .1-8

.
8-21 .4-13.

.

9027
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I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce . . .

Jungle Captive Lanc-Kruger ...
Jungle Queen (Serial) Collier-Quillan . .

Master Key, The (Serial) Wiley-Moore ..,
Men In Her Diary AIDritton-Hall .

.

Merrily We Slog Ryan-Blytli
merry Monahans, The VjI) 0 Connor-Ryan
Moonlight and Ca«tu» Anirews-Carrillo
Mummy's Curse (62) Chaney-Harding
Murder In the Blue Room (61) ouok-liwynne
Mystery ol the River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clements
My Gal Loves Music (T) Croshy-McDonald
Naughty Nineties, The Ahbott-Costello . .

Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn ...
Patrick the Great (89) Oberon-Bey ....
Old Texas Trill. The C imeron-Knight .

Patrick the Great O'Connor-Ryan .

Pearl of Death (69) Rathbone-Bruce .

Penthouse Rhythm Collier-Norrls . . .

Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyce ...
Raiders of Ghost City Moore-Afwlll
Reckless Age (63) lean-Clark

Details under title: Make Way for Love
Riders of Santa Fe Cameron-Knight
Salome, Where She Danced (90) DeCarlo-Cameron
San Diego, I Love You (83) . . . Hall-Foster

Spe My Lawyer Olsen & Johnson
Senorita from the West Jones-Granville

Serenade For Murder Barker-Collier

She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan
Singing Sheriff (63) Norrls-Knlnht

Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-Kelly . .

Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce . . .

Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall ...
Details under title: Oueen of the Nile

Suspect, The (85) Laughton- Raines

Swing Out, Sister Cameron-deWit . .

That's The Spirit Ryan-Oakie
Woman in Green Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: Invitation to Death

Under Western Skies (57) .O'Driscoli-Becry

Dftails under title: Musical Round-up

12-11 6-8. .

. .10-2. ......
.12-11

. .2-19

..5-15

.12-27. . .9-15.

. . .9-6 9-9.

. .8-21. . .2-16.

. .3-20. . .12-1.

. .7-24. .10-24.

. .6-26. .12-15.
. .2-5. . .5-25. .

..7-24.... 1-5.

. . .1-8

.9008 9 4
.9022
. 9036 . . . 4-30
.9034. .11-^;

.9681

.9037

.9035 . .1-22

.7-10. .12-15.

.11-1.... 5-4.

. .5-1. . .9-22.

.8-21

.3-19

.5-29. . .7-25.

. .5-1. .11-17.

-17

. . .5-1.

. .1-22.

. .3-19.

.10-31.
. .4-17.
11-13.

. .2-19.

. .6-26.

. .10-2.

.1-12.
. .in-6.

. 4-20

.

.

'.
9030'

'

.9040.

.

. .2-5
.10-2

.
.3-2. .9006. .'.4-2

.
.2-9. . 9010 .

.

.
.1-8

.6-15.

.

. .6-8.

.1-19. .9039.

.

. .2-5

WAR NER BROTH IRS
1944-45 Features Completed (33) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Running lint Cast Detain

Danger Signal Emerson-Scott 4-16-

Janie Gets Married Leslie-Hutton 4-16.

A Stolen Life Uavis-Ford 2±y.
Time, The Place and The Girl, The (T) Morgan-Paige 4-2.

(JOMJfJLETED

1944-45
Animal Kingdom Sherdan-Morgan .

Otiails under title: One Mori Tomorrow
Arsenic and Old Lace (118) Grant-Lane
Big Sleep, The Bogart-Bacall . .

.

Christmas In Connecticut Stanwyck- Morgan .

Cinderella Joiw Leslie-Aid*

WnOiet Bogart-Hobart . . .

Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dall

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid ..

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan
Details onder title: Forty Whatki

Danger Signal merson-Scott . . .

Dtvotio* OeHavllland-Linlnt

Doughgirls, The (102) Sheridan-Carson

God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey
Hollywood Canteen (123) All-star

Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Smith ....
Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine ...

Janie (106) Reynolds-Hutton .

Last Ride, The (56) Travis-Parker . . .

Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson .

My Reputation Stanwyck-Brent
Nobody Lives Forever Garfield-Fitzgerald

Objective Burma (142) .Flynn-Brown ....
Of Human Bondage Henreid-Parker

Pillow To Post Lupino-Huston ...

Rhapsody In Blue Leslie-Aldo

Roughly Speaking (117) ...Russell-Carson ...

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smith ....
Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper- Bergman
Shadow of A Woman King. Prince ....

Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn . . .

Details under title: Strangers in Our MidstSarfield-Parker

Pride of the Marines

Details under title: This Love of Ours

Three Strangers Fitro^rald-Greenstreet 1-22.

To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall 2-21.

Too Young To Know Leslie-Hutton 2-19.

Very Thought of Yoo (99) Parker-Morgan 3-6.

.11-1.

.11-1.

10-31.
.6-12.

12-13.
.5-17.
.8-21.

.

..3-6.
10-19.

.2-19.
11-16.
..3-6.

.8-21.

.6-26.
11-15.
11-27.
.1-10.

12-25.
11-29.
.9-18.
.6-12.
.7-24.
.8-21.
.7-26.
.6-12.
10-16.
..3-8.
.2-19.
.6-12.

.

11-27.

.

11-25.... 407.
. .4-7 414.
12-31.
.4-28.
.3-17.

. .9-2.

. 10-7

.

.409.
.415.

.413.

.401.

.1-20.

ii-ii.

SIZE-UPS
(Continued from Page 39)

immediately that the original plans set with Ernie himself would
go through. The picture is to be released during July, only after
the armed forces in the various theatres of operation have seen
the picture. Cowan also promised Ernie that the first finished
print would he sent to him wherever he was. That print will go
to Okinawa to be seen first by the boys with whom Ernie Pyle
spent his last moments. The title will not be changed. We ap-
preciate the unselfish motive that Mr. Cowan displays in ignoring
any value in something so tragic as Ernie Pyle's death, but the
thought comes that perhaps releasing it sooner would pay greater
tribute to this man's life. Now when he is still alive in the minds
and hearts of millions of Americans. Seeing the film version of
his story might serve as silent tribute for them and comfort, too.
No one with any intelligence could accuse Mr. Cowan of bad taste
if he were to decide for such a reason that the picture should
not be held.

UNIVERSAL
Maria Montez is on suspension and Yvonne DcCarlo, Walter

Wanger's "Salome" discovery, takes over in "Frontier Gal," a
Technicolor western. Reason for the Montez suspension was her
refusal to do the role. Harking back to some of the Montez roles,
we can't help wondering how bad this one must be if it brought
the Montez refusal. Rod Cameron has the male lead.

Robert Paige has been set opposite Susanna Foster in "Shady
Lady, ' her next under Producer-Director George Waggner's guid-
ance. Charles Ooburn is co-starred with Miss Foster. This one
rolls in May ahead of the previously announced "Once Upon A"r

f
a™' wnich W »H have Miss Foster, Paige, Louise Allbritton

and Rod Cameron.
Paige, Louise Allbritton

r ^°^hu
Wh ' tC

'
famed colo,cd singer of American folk songs, has

finished his stint in "Hear That Trumpet Talk." White sings twotunes in the picture: "One Meat Ball" and "Joshua Fit the Battle
of Jericho.

„ V^n!erJ1" Purchased Rosamond Lehmann's popular new
Benne Th

BaU;,d
*?f

thC S°UrCC '" aS a Stairin« veh^ «£ JoanBennett. The price is reputed to be a cool $200 000

from
UCiCn "Ubba,d

'
former Met'° Producer, recently returned

f m special service in the South Pacific, has been pactcd to awriter-producer deal at this studio.

"UndcHarrv " rL^™"- °n
„
the l0t

'

only one a new barter.uncle Harry, the film version of the successful stage productiongot under way Apr.. 20 with George Sanders, C^SS^SSE

Ella Raines and Sarah Allgood cast. Robert Siodmak is directi

for Producer Joan Harrison. Continuing are: the Deanna Durt

picture, "Lady On A Train," "Hear That Trumpet Talk" (No

Beery, .Tr.-Lois Collier) and "Secret Agent X-9," a serial. Finish

at long last is Walter Wanger's "Night In Paradise" (Me

Oberon-Turhan Bey) which went before the cameras the first we

in January.

WARNER BROS.
"It Happened In Springfield" is apparently going to get

bookings it so rightly deserves with inquiries from education

religious and civic leaders reflecting intense interest in the sho

The National Broadcasting Company used almost 3,000 lines

newspaper space in New York dailies to advertise the televisi

broadcast, held on April 28 and interest in general seems to

dicate that the short will set records in day and date bookin

Oscar Levant, the bright-boy pianist, has been signed for

spot in "Silver Lining," the projected musical on Marilyn Mille

life. . .Charlie Ruggles goes into "Stolen Life."

No new starters on this lot, but four pictures continuing

production: "A Stolen Life." the Bette Davis initial product!

stint with the star in a dual role, Glenn Ford the leading

"The Time, The Place and The Girl" (Dennis Morgan-Janis Paig

Technicolor musical; "Janie Gets Married" with Joan Leslie in 1

title role and Robert Hutton, Edward Arnold and Ann Hard
resuming their original parts; "Danger Signal" (Faye Emer
Zachary Scott).

INDEPENDENT
William Keighley, recently discharged from the Army, w

the rank of Colonel, and Sam Bischoff are in the process of f«
in;,- an independent producing organization. Keighley spent

years at Warner Bros, and Bischoff recently left Columbia wh
he had been active as a producer. No immediate plans have
announced.

Jack and Bert Goldberg are planning 12 Negro features, f

length pictures, for the current year. The pictures will be mi

in Hollywood instead of at the Florida studios where they hi

worked up to now. June 15 is set as the starting date of the set

with one picture slated for each succeeding month.
David Doew has signed the three Marx brothers for an ea

return to films. No title has been announced for their pictt
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RADIO'S ROLLICKING ROAR IN THE FLESH '

AL PEARCE

u VJ|

featuring

Dale EVANS -Brad TAYLOR
William FRAWLEY • Willy TRENK

Jerome COWAN Arlene HARRIS

Joseph SANTLEY, Director

Screen Play by Jack Townley

Based on Original Story by Manny Seff

and Jerry Horwin
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THE NEWS DIGEST
Herman Ripps, from Albany manager, to district manager for

Albany, New Haven and Buffalo; John S. Allen, continuing as
Washington, D. C. branch manager, as district manager for Wash-
ington, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati.

(Continued from Page 33)

liberated or conquered countries. This will continue to be 01

its most important functions, particularly in occupied Germ

ALLIED BOARD SPRING MEET WAIVED
Allied's board of directors Spring meeting was waived by a

unanimous vote last fortnight due to congestion on railroads and
scarcity of hotel accommodations. However, the executive com-
mittee will be called into session if industry developments warrant
such action before a possible combined Summer-Fall session, it

was pointed out by A. F. Myers, board chairman and general
counsel.

The Caravan Committee, however, met in Chicago to discuss
improvements in Allied's public information service. Present were
Myers, Allied president Martin G. Smith, W. L. Ainsworth, Col.

H. A. Cole and Sidney Samuelson.

The next board of directors' meeting may combine the Sum-
mer and Fall sessions into one meeting in late Summer, if con-
ditions of travel and accommodations remain bad. This was done
last year when the combined meetings were held at Bretton
Woods.

WLB GRANTS EXCHANGE PAY BOOST
Following close upon the heels of wage increases granted film

exchange employes by regional War Labor Boards in the Kansas
City, St. Louis. Omaha and Des Moines exchanges of eight dis-

tributors involving 32 branches, the Philadelphia Regional WLB
approved a system of job classifications with minimum and maxi-
mum wage scales and the equivalent of a 10 per cent wage in-

crease, retroactive to Dec. 1. 1943. The latter ruling, similar to

the midwestern order, affected over 300 office workers in 24 film
exchanges in Philadelphia. Pittsburgh and Washington.

The Chicago regional board was also expected to clarify rul-

ings affecting offlce workers in the Chicago. Indianapolis, Min-
neapolis and Milwaukee exchanges for whom similar increases
are sought. The San Francisco board is also expected to make
clarification for that city and Seattle.

RISKIN RESIGNS OWI POST
Robert Riskin. chief of the Motion Picture Bureau of the

Overseas Branch of the Office of War Information for the last
three years, resigned that post effective May 1. Louis Lober,
Riskin's assistant, will take over as acting chief of the bureau,
with Riskin as consultant.

Joining the OWI in 1942, Riskin organized the organization's
film bureau and helped make it an important cog in this country's
war effort, operating as an informational and psychological war-
fare agency. In addition to producing and distributing films for
domestic and foreign consumption, the bureau, under Riskin's di-
rection, sent experienced film men with the Allied armies with
both entertainment and propaganda films to show to people in

THANK YOU
for your cooperation in the handling of film.

It is working out swell.

NOW SAVE PAPER
This is an important War Effort.

Return posters sent to you in error. Do
not throw them aside.

Return all posters properly marked, labeled
and wrapped. Don't throw them loose in

the lobby.

YOU DO YOUR PART!
WE'LL DO OURS!

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

PRC NAMES THOMAS, ACQUIRES FRANCH'

The appointment of Harry H. Thomas as vice-preside*

charge of distribution and general sales manager of PRC I

tures, Inc., was announced by Leon Fromkess, president. Thci

recently resigned Eastern sales manager for Monogram foi

past five years, assumed his new post last Monday.
A pioneer in the industry, the new PRC sales chief, bega

career as an exhibitor in 1907 and was associated with Gr

New York Film Co., General Film Co., Merit Film Exch;

Alexander Film Co. and First Division, the last two, produc

his own organization. He came to Monogram in 1939 as dii

manager of the Philadelphia, Washington and Baltimore

changes and became Eastern sales manager in 1942.

Fromkess also announced last week the acquisition of F

Philadelphia franchise from Herbert W. Given, bringing to a

of eight the number of branches now owned by the parent

pany. Frank Hammerman, presently city sales representativ

Republic, has been appointed PRC branch manager.

MONOGRAM REALIGNS SALES
The appointment of Morey Goldstein as eastern sales mai

for Monogram was announced by Steve Broidy, general

manager, following the sales chief's realignment of the comp

sales department. Goldstein, formerly manager of M-G-M's

Haven branch, and associated with that company for 24 j

succeeds Harry H. Thomas, recently resigned, and will head

ter in New York beginning May 7th.

Broidy also announced the following promotions in the

department: Edward Morey, former supervisor of exchang"

assistant sales manager with headquarters in New York;

L. Lind, formerly head of the sales statistical department, 1

trict manager with headquarters in New York and supervise

exchanges there and in Boston, New Haven, Albany, Buffalcj

Philadelphia.
Also, Sol Francis, former midwest district manager, cont

in his previous position, but adds supervision of the

Milwaukee, and Denver offices, with headquarters in Chi!

Arthur Greenblatt, special representative, continues working

of New York, and his previous list of exchanges in St.

Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati to be augmented by t

dition of Washington, D. C, and Detroit.

* « • *

UA HOLDS 13 FOR LACK OF STOCK
Although United Artists has 13 completed pictures and

the editing stages, the company cannot release this produc

cause of the raw stock situation, Carl Leserman, general

manager, declared upon his return from the West Coast,

reported that the company had been authorized by the War
duction Board to control the use of prints by independent
ducers who release through UA. Due to the critical raw
shortage, Leserman stated, UA lost a releasing deal for the

MacMurray - Leslie Fenton production unit which
Columbia,

COLUMBIA NET PROFIT
Columbia Pictures reported a net profit of $950,000 for t

weeks period ended December 30, 1944 after estimated pr<

for Federal taxes, including excess profits tax, except th

Columbia International Corp. This compares with a net of

000 for the 26 weeks ended December 25, 1943.

The operating profit for the 1944 period came to $2,125,0t

compared to $3,065,000 for the similar period in 1943.

provision for Federal taxes and excess profit tax was $1,1

for the more recent year, compared with $2,110,000 estimated

for the corresponding period the previous year.

GET SET FOR

THE BIG 7TH

WAR LOAN!

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

M.-inl.rr Natl Film CarH*
260 N. JUNIPER ST.

Philadelphia. Pa
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poudly pay trikute to ABE MONTAGUE,Vice Presi-

tlnd General Sales Manager for Columbia Pictures.

jyenty years of service and ackievement for kis

ljtny kave earned from tke entire Motion Picture

.utry tke kigkest respect for kis integrity of

Ikss etkics, kis keen and resourceful mind and

^Imirakle personal traits of ckaracter. May kis

rijvements multiply witk tke coming years. 20

KEEP

SELLING

BONDS!'



Webster Say

The Showman Says:

overpow<

of all en

War

No one compares with the American Showman f<

delivering slogans that "Sock and Sell." He uses la

guage that is clear and direct and carries tremendo

popular appeal. That is why, since this is Total W
and America has one enemy . . . whether he fights

Europe or Asia . . . the Nation's Showmen have adopt*

the ringing slogan that will best urge the movie-goii

public to buy more bonds than ever before in tl

Mighty Seventh War Loan.

HELP SPEED TOTAL VICTORY/

WAR ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE • MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

In cooperation with the War Finance Committee of the United States Treasury Department
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AN END—AND
A BEGINNING

The first thing we all must remember is that the

ar is only half won. Perhaps the crushing of Hitlerism

as the tougher part of the job; possibly it will prove

i have been the easier part. Regardless, we know that

ie motion picture industry will continue to devote it-

ilf faithfully, in concert with all patriotic Americans,

> the achievement of our next main objective — total

:lipse of the Rising Sun.

However, the defeat of our enemies in Europe

akes it inescapable that we start thinking of our re-

>onsibilities in fields other than the war. We think of

ie returning veterans and our obligations to them, of

•eserving the freedom for which they fought so brave-

, of maintaining a sound national economy that offers

lem the security to which they are entitled.

We cannot escape consideration, too, of Europe's

light and its effect on our future generations. The

listoration of the countries ravaged and subjugated by

lie naiis is certainly one of our problems. If the deadly

lorsemen of the Apocalypse are to be prevented from

inning rampant over bloody Europe, sowing in its fer-

e soil the seeds for World War III, America must

lare with the other victors the burden of rehabilitation,

that the victims of nazism and fascism might again

am to eat and to laugh and to work in the ways of

eace. The wounds of this holocaust must not be al-

wed to fester, for it is inevitable that the infection

/entually will seep into the bloodstream of our own
itional life. Please, God, grant us the wisdom to have

arned at least this one small lesson from the horrors

these past years.

The Seventh War Loan campaign, which opens to-

ay, May 14th, must not be viewed alone in relation to
ie Pacific war. While it is true that the cost of waging
ar will be less now that one enemy has been destroyed,
e should remember that the cost of peace will be very
gh. The threat of inflation, too, will plague us for
ears after even the Pacific conflict ends and we must
e on guard against this danger. So, let there be no
iminution of effort in this drive. If anything, every
ieatreman should redouble his efforts to sell bonds —
'mbols of Americans' faith in America's strength to
:complish the tasks it faces.

MO WAX

HOW 20TH-F0X MAKES
ITS CUSTOMERS WILD

It is a sad but true fact that the relations between

20th Century-Fox and many of its exhibitor customers

have deteriorated in about direct ratio to the increase

in its net profits over the past few years.

No other film company has so thoroughly capital-

ized on the product shortage and the charge of "prof-

iteering" tossed in its direction by various exhibitor

organizations from time to time certainly appear to be

supported by the policies of the 20th-Fox sales depart-

ment. We can safely say that during the past two

years we have received more complaints about this out-

fit's allocations than about all other distributors com-

bined. The use to which Tom Connors put the Govern-

ment-produced documentary, "The Fighting Lady",

coupling it with "Sunday Dinner for A Soldier" to carry

that weak feature, might be regarded as shrewd busi-

ness, but it was hardly designed to foster good will. It

might be interesting, too, to determine to what extent

this move defeated the Navy's desire to have "The

Fighting Lady" exhibited to the largest possible

audience.

Now, Allied States Association counsel A. F.

Myers has pointed to another instance of disregard for

the simple rights of exhibitors by this company. In a

bulletin titled "What Happened to 'Call of the Wild'?"

Mr. Myers questions the reasons for Fox's refusal to

deliver this re-issue after twice "selling" it to exhibi-

tors. Following is the text of the Allied bulletin:

"Numerous trusting exhibitors, relying on 20th

Century-Fox work sheets and sales talks, signed aopli-

cations for groups of pictures including the Clark Gable

re-issue 'Call of the Wild', only to find this picture had

been omitted from the approved contract. This hap-

pened not once, but twice.

"One exhibitor leader recently wired Tom Con-

nors, Fox's Vice-President in charge of World Distribu-

tion, charging that prints of the picture are resting on

the shelves of the exchanges, adding: 'In view of the

critical raw stock situation ... we think an explanation

is due not only to those who bought this picture in good

faith, but also to the War Production Board.'

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"This phase of the matter properly is an issue be-

tween 20th Century and Mr. Stanley Adams of W. P. B.

It is hoped that this official will inquire into the facts.

"But more is involved than a possible waste of raw

stock. A Clark Gable picture — even a re-issue —
would be manna to many picture - starved exhibitors.

Presence of 'Call of the Wild' in the groups undoubted-

ly was an incentive for exhibitors to sign the contracts.

Release of the picture now would bolster 20th Century's

sagging good will and also would yield tidy film rentals.

If the major distributors are as competitive as they soon

will be telling Judge Goddard they are, why doesn't

20th Century release this picture?

"A relevant circumstance is that Loew's, Inc.

(M-G-M), presided over by Nicholas Schenck, brother

of Joseph Schenck, the power behind the throne in 20th

Century, is planning to release a new Clark Gable pic-

ture, heralding that star's return to the screen. It has

been suggested that the President of Metro prevailed on

the Executive Production Head of 20th Century to sup-

press the re-issue for fear its release at this time might

interfere with the killing which Metro expects to make
with the new Gable offering.

"However, it is not necessary to base the obvious

inference on the relationship of these dominant person-

ages — and we reject the suggestion. Absence of com-
petition can be traced to deeper causes. If Metro and
20th Century merely distributed films, competition

would control their actions. But like other members of

the Big Five, each operates a large chain of key-run

theatres which exhibit its own films and also the films of

other major distributors. Thus the theatres of each such

distributor are dependent on the other distributors for

necessary supplies of films, and each is dependent on

the theatres of the others for necessary outlets for film,

and in this community of interest there is no room for

the play of competition.

"This is how the matter stands and will continue to

stand until 20th Century either delivers the picture in

accordance with the deals worked out between the ex-

hibitors and the salesmen or until 20th Century offers a

bona fide explanation as to why the picture was with-

held. The usual eye-wash as to the other wonderful

pictures in the groups won't do. We've heard that one
before."

Even if Mr. Connors has some reasonable explana-

tion for the withdrawal of "Call of the Wild", it seems
that it will come belatedly. The time for explaining a

move of this sort was when the decision was made.
Exhibitors who signed contracts in good faith for that

picture were entitled to be told promptly and honestly

the cause for the action — even before the order was
issued to the exchanges to ship the prints back to the

home office.

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

The lifting of the brownout and the ending of the mic

night curfew — following V-E Day — resulted in a busines

upswing at almost all of the Broadway first-runs. Althoug

jubilant crowds in Times Square on May 7th kept man
people away from the Broadway spots, business was averag

or a bit above on the official V-E Day, May 8th. Least al

fected by the surging crowds is the Radio City Music Hal

on Sixth Avenue, where long waiting lines have been in ev;

dence each day since the opening of "Valley of Decision,

which had a $124,000 opening week. 24,000 persons saw th

Garson film on V-E Day. The current hold-over week, wit

the world's largest house opening at 10 a. m. and restorin,

its Saturday midnight screen show, is expected to approac

that gross and the M-G-M film will have a long run befor

"A Bell for Adano" (first 20th Century-Fox picture here sine

"Jane Eyre") opens. . ."Diamond Horseshoe" and Count Basi

and His Orchestra at the Roxy chalked up a $100,000 figur

for its initial week — almost double the figure for the thir

and final stanza of "A Royal Scandal." The Technicolo
musical starts a third week on May 16th and will be followe

in June by "Where Do We Go From Here?" .. .Also big wa
the opening week of "The Clock," with a strong stage bi

headed by Willie Howard, Jane Froman and George Paxto
and His Orchestra, at the Capitol. This M-G-M picture i

also in its second week and is expected to play through Ma I

before "Thrill of a Romance" comes in early in June.

After its sensational initial week which topped even Pare
mount's high grosser, "Going My Way," by a slight margi

j

and had an opening day second only to "Here Come th

Waves" during the Christmas holidays, "Salty O'Rourke" an
Charlie Spivak and His Orchestra had a strong hold-ove
stanza and is now in its third week. . .The third week of "Th
Horn Blows at Midnight" and Vaughn Monroe and His Oi»

chestra was only fair and the grosses for the previous stanz
(

were affected by Commissioner Moss' order closing the Stran,

until 3 p. m. for two days because of a ticket sale to a minoi
"Escape in the Desert" and Helmut Dantine and Andrea Kin
in person opened on May 11th. . .Trailing all others in th

j

stage-screen group was Loew's State where the Universe
first-run, "See My Lawyer," was below-average although th'

previous first-run, U. A.'s "Brewster's Millions," had a goo'i

week... The 700-seat Victoria, where Monogram's "Dillingei

broke the house record with a $38,000 gross for its openin
week, leads all the straight-film houses. The gangster pk|

ture is continuing strong for its hold-over week and will rJ

main until "The Way Ahead," British-made, comes in..."Th'
Enchanted Cottage" chalked up a near-record at the Astc

where the first seven days ran a close second to Goldwyn
"The Princess and the Pirate," which holds the all-time rec

ord. The picture will continue until Goldwyn's next, "Wonde
Man," opens on June 5th.

Another RKO-Radio release, International's "It's <

Pleasure," had a good opening week at the Palace followin

the disappointing nine-day run for "Betrayal from the East!

...A third RKO picture, "Tarzan and the Amazons," finishe

a two-week engagement at the Globe where it dropped shar[

ly after a strong initial stanza. Paramount's "The Unseen
started at the Globe on May 12th...An upswing in busines

at the Rivoli during the seventh week of "The Affairs c

Susan" caused Paramount to extend the Hal Wallis pictur'

for an eighth stanza thus postponing the opening of "A Med;
for Benny" to May 23rd. . .Striking blow-ups of the voluptuou
Yvonne de Carlo in front of the Criterion are attracting th

attention of male passers-by and a strong initial week was thj

result. The Universal picture is now in its second week an'

will be followed by Columbia's "Counter-Attack" on May 16t

..."The Corn Is Green" is holding to its moderately-profitabl

pace during its seventh week at the Hollywood where Wa

;

ners' "It Happened in Springfield" has been added to trj

program. The Davis starrer will continue until "Rhapsod
in Blue" comes in early in June. . .Broadway's action-and

horror spot, the Rialto, which was badly hit by the midnigl

curfew, has been below-average with its two recent on>

weekers, "Gentle Annie" and the previous "Zombies on Broa<

way," but it should bound back to good business with tl

current, "The Bullfighters," which play nightly until 3 a, n

...The superior British film, "The Silver Fleet," is attractin

a consistent class trade to the World Theatre and it will coi

tinue for an eighth week at this 250-seat house.

FILM BULLET



RKO RADIO 1 Not Set

THE BRIGHTON STRANGLER' EXCITING HORROR MELLER
jtes • • as dualler generally; slightly

KO-Radio

minutes

ihn Loder, June Duprez, Michael St. Angel,
lies Mander, Rose Hobart, Rex Evans, Gil-

>rt Emery, Lydia Bilbrooke, Matthew Boul-
n, Ian Wolfe, Olaf Hytten.

Irected by Max Nosseck.

A highly-theatrical thriller, dealing with
1 actor who lives his murderous stage role,

'he Brighton Strangler" is made-to-order
r the horror action spots. With its interest-

tiding romantic plot and above-average
l^t — most of them well-known British-
>rn actors — this will also make a good
pporting dualler generally. A most orig-
al opening scene, which shows John Loder
rangling a pretty girl, is followed by a
Lot of a theatre audience applauding the
tors as the curtain falls on the play, "The
righton Strangler." The background is

ir-time London and the story soon takes
psychological turn as Loder, who is struck

more in action spots

in the blitz-bombing of the theatre, imagines
himself to be the character he portrayed on
the stage. Although several murders take
place after Loder follows this idea and
journeys to Brighton, the film's pace slack-
ens somewhat while leading up to the in-

tensely-melodramatic climax. John Loder is

alternately charming and sinister as the
actor and real-life strangler and, withal, he
manages to build up sympathy for the un-
fortunate victim of bomb-shock. June Du-
prez is a wholesome WAAF heroine and
Michael St. Angel gives a natural perform-
ance as the American flyer hero. Miles
Mander, Matthew Boulton and Gilbert Em-
ery are well-cast as the solid citizens of
Brighton. Title can be exploited to attract
the thrill fans.

Completing his record-breaking London
run as the star of "The Brighton Strangler,"
John Loder makes plans to spend Christmas
with his fiancee, Rose Hobart, who is also
author of the play. However, the theatre
is hit in a blitz bombing raid and, when
Loder crawls from the debris of his dress-

THE SOUTHERNER' GRIM, DEPRESSING DRAMA
»tes • • + in some first-runs and class

lited Artists (Loew-Hakim)
minutes

ichary Scott, Betty Field, Beulah Bondi,
^rry Kilbride, Blanche Yurka, J. Carrol
iish, Charles Kemper, Norman Lloyd,
inny Sunshine, Jay Gilpin, Jack Norworth,
>telle Taylor, Nestor Paiva, Noreen Roth,
ussell Hopton. Dorothy Granger,
irected by Jean Renoir.

This realistically squalid and depressing
cture telling of the difficulties encountered
our nation's tenant farms, "The Souther-

r" is grim entertainment — if, at all, it

n be placed under the latter classification,
ithough the Loew-Hakim organization and
;an Renoir deserve great credit for at-
mpting this unusual film, it presents a
|oblem for exhibitors. Adapted from the
)vel, "Hold Autumn in Your Hand," this
the antithesis of escapist fare and, while
will receive critical attention, there are no
itstanding cast names to attract the gen-
al public. Because the great French di-
ctor, Renoir, undoubtedly has great under-
lying and intense sympathy for the
[ibject and its characters, the splendidly-

spots, less generally

chosen cast of players seem to be actually
living their unhappy roles. The film has a
documentary flavor throughout, but Renoir
has injected some fine human touches and
a few flashes of natural humor. Lucien
Andriot has secured some magnificent shots
of the miserable shacks and flat Southern
fields. Primarily an artistic production,
this will have a strong appeal to serious-
minded audiences in selected first-runs and
class spots — elsewhere it will be relegated
to the duallers where it should be coupled
with a musical or comedy.
Ambitious to become a tenant farmer in-

stead of a migratory worker, Zachary Scott
hopefully takes his wife, Betty Field, their
two young children and his crochety grand-
mother, Beulah Bondi, to their new home.
It proves to be a tumble-down, leaky shack
on undeveloped land but he and his wife
pitch in to try and make it livable. His
sour neighbor, J. Carrol Naish, grudgingly
permits him to draw water from his well
but the family's first winter is a cold and
miserable one and they all experience great
suffering. With the arrival of Spring, Scott
starts plowing the ground but, as the crops
start coming up, one child is stricken with
pellagra and the village doctor tells him to

PATRICK THE GREAT' LIVELY O'CONNOR MUSICAL
ates • + in family spots

liversal

minutes

onald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan, Donald
»ok, Frances Dee, Thomas Gomez. Eve
rden, Gavin Muir, Andrew Tombes. Irving
won, Emmett Vogan, Robert Emmett
eane.

Irected by Frank Ryan.

Young Donald O'Connor and his exuber-
it song-and-dance partner, Peggy Ryan,
e given free rein to mugg and frolic about
their hearts' content in "Patrick the

reat ' and the result is lively entertain-
ent for general audiences. The last of thems made before O'Connor entered thermy last year, this is a light, inconsequen-
u comedy about show people giving the
ar a made-to-order role. It is all familiar

but, fortunately, none of the players
Kes the routine plot too seriously and the

AY 14, 1945

film has a blithe, good-humored quality
throughout. The seven songs fit naturally
into the background and mood of the pic-

ture and one — "For the First Time" — is

already on its way to Hit Parade popularity.
This will make a strong top dualler in the
family spots.

Donald Cook, musical comedy star, goes
on vacation before rehearsing a new show
which he hopes Gavin Muir will produce.
However, the latter is looking for a more
youthful lead and is impressed with Donald
O'Connor, Cook's young stagestruck son, and
accepts his invitation to watch him and his

girl friend, Peggy Ryan, perform at a sum-
mer theatre. After Muir decides to star
O'Connor in the forthcoming show, the boy
rushes to the resort where his father is

vacationing and learns that Cook still be-
lieves that he will be starred in it. After
then notifying Muir that he will be unable to
accept the part, O'Connor meets Frances

ing-room, he remembers only that he was
the character in the play — a man who
strangled two other victims before killing

the young heroine. At Victoria Station, he
hears June Duprez, a WAAF lieutenant, ask
for a ticket to Brighton and Loder follows
suit. Striking up an acquaintance with her,

Loder is asked to dinner at Miss Duprez'
home where she tells him that she is se-

cretly married to Michael St. Angel, an
American flyer. Loder, who helps her to
cover up dates with her husband, starts to

live his stage character by first strangling
the Mayor of Brighton and then the chief
of police, who has begun to suspect him.
In Loder's deranged mind, Miss Duprez is

The Brighton Strangler's next victim and he
lures her to a London roof where he intends
to strangle her. But St. Angel and Miss
Hobart learn about the Brighton murders
and they arrive in time to prevent the mur-
der by applauding Loder — causing him to

step back to acknowledge the applause and
fall to his death.

YORK

get a cow and secure some vegetables for

his children. While other neighbors help

out, Naish tries to ruin Scott's garden and
the two have a fight which ends with them
forgetting their differences. At the wedding
of Scott's widowed mother, Blanche Yurka,
the family joins in a brief celebration but
this is followed by a storm which ruins

Scott's cotton crop. The discouraged Scott

plans to give up and take a steady factory

job but the sight of his wife, grandmother
and two children all industriously repairing

the damage restores his confidence in the

earth and gives him hope for a new crop
tomorrow.
Zachary Scott, whose only previous screen

appearance was the unsympathetic lead in

"Mask of Dimitrios," gives a fine, thorough-
ly convincing portrayal of the hard-working
tenant farmer. Betty Field is excellent as

the wife — a part completely lacking in

glamour — and Beulah Bondi is outstanding
as the |gnarled, shrill-tongued old grand-
mother. J. Carrol Naish, Blanche Yurka
and Percy Kilbride contribute strong charac-
ter portrayals and Estelle Taylor, star of

silent films, has a good bit as a bar-room
floozy.

DENLEY

Dee, a lovely food expert, who takes a
friendly interest in the apparently-unhappy
youth. The latter mistakes her interest for

love, but when Cook meets Miss Dee, they
fall in love and he decides to give up his

career temporarily for a honeymoon. He
urges Muir to give his son the lead in the
show and, together with Peggy, makes a hit

in the Broadway production.
Peggy Ryan, who again demonstrates that

she is one of the cleverest, most talented
dancing comediennes on the screen today,
is a perfect partner for the quick-witted
O'Connor. Donald Cook does nicely as
O'Connor's matinee idol parent and Frances
Dee looks as lovely as ever as the glamor-
ous food expert who falls for his charms.
Andrew Tombes and Thomas Gomez show
to advantage in character roles and only
Eve Arden, saddled with a silly superfluous
part, ha~ a hard time getting laughs. Frank
Ryan's direction is first-rate.

YORK



'HITCHHIKE TO HAPPINESS'
Rates • • as supporting dualler only

Republic

72 minutes

Dale Evans, Al Pearce, Brad Taylor, Wil-
liam Frawley. Jerome Cowan, Arlene Har-
ris, Willy Trenk, Joyce Compton, Irving
Bacon, Maude Eburne, Lynn and Jeanne
Romer.
Directed by Joseph Santley.

Except for the smooth warbling of Dale
Evans, who provides the film's brightest
moments, "Hitchhike to Happiness" is rou-
tine in every respect. It will serve ade-
quately to fill the supporting spot to a
dramatic feature in most naborhood houses.
In family and rural houses, the radio pop-
ularity of Al Pearce, a mild-mannered comic
with an engaging Bob Burns-like drawl,
should be a marquee factor. Although
Pearce's homey quality shines through the
nonsensical plot, his gags and corny humor
date back to third-rate vaudeville. The
story, which has a famous radio star mas-
querading as an unknown singer and going
unrecognized by Broadway show folk,

ROUTINE MUSICAL DUALLER

stretches credulity too far. Audiences are
even asked to believe that the apparently
unknown singer would agree to impersonate
the radio star (actually herself) to help put
over a show deal. The film contains most
of the customary complications and mis-
understandings and ends up with a show
titled (you guess it!) "Hitchhike to Happi-
ness," by an unknown author and with
songs by a budding composer, scoring the
hit of the Broadway season. Oh, yeah!!
Miss Evans once again demonstrates that

her charm, talent and singing ability are
worthy of better vehicles, and William
Frawley, Jerome Cowan and Irving Bacon
do as well as possible with stereotyped roles.

Arlene Harris, a member of Pearce's air

gang, plays a chattering columnist who is

just as annoying as such a character would
be in real life.

Dale Evans, popular radio songstress, goes
to New York on her vacation and is met
there by Jerome Cowan, who hopes to per-

suade her to appear in a new show with
himself as leading man. Before signing,

Miss Evans wanders into Al Pearce's res-

taurant for show people which she used to

THE SILVER FLEET' ENGROSSING BRITISH MELODRAMA
Rates • • as dualler generally; more, if exploited, in class spots

above the ordinary picture. The story of

the Dutch shipbuilder, who poses as a

Quisling in order to conduct a sabotage

PRC Pictures
77 minutes

Ralph Richardson, Googie Withers, Esmond
Knight, Beresford Egan, Frederick Burt-
well, William Akkerman, Dorothy Gordon,
Charles Victor, John Longdon, Valentine
Dyall, Lts. Schouenaar and van Dapperen
of the Royal Netherlands Navy.
Directed by Vernon Sewell and Gordon
Wellesley.

Another outstanding British film with an
anti-Nazi underground theme, "The Silver
Fleet" is first-rate fare for the class houses.
Because of its lack of familiar cast names,
this has little boxoffice value for most loca-
tions, but it will make a good supporting
dualler in many spots and deserves exploita-
tion on its own. Produced by Michael Pow-
ell and Emeric Pressburger with the co-
operation of the Netherlands Royal Navy,
the picture has an authentic quality far

campaign against the Nazi oppressors, cap-
tures the interest from the start and builds

up suspense and a goodly amount of ex-

citement as the action unfolds. Intensely
dramatic, without being melodramatic, it

impresses as an inspiring document of one
of this war's unsung heroes. Ralph Richard-
son adds another noteworthy performance
to the many he has given in British films

and Esmond Knight is extremely convinc-
ing as the Gestapo chief. The slight roman-
tic interest, dealing with the shipbuilder's
wife who doesn't learn of his great sacrifice

until after his death, is sympathetically
handled, both by Googie Withers and by
Vernon C. Sewell and Gordon Wellesley,
who wrote the screenplay as well as direct-

ing the film.

When the Nazis invade Holland and take
over the submarine yards, the owner, Ralph

frequent when she was an unknown sir

under her own name, waiting for her

break. Pearce, who doesn't realize that

is now a famous radio star using ano

name, introduces her to Brad Taylo

talented song-writer waiting for his

chance. Miss Evans is impressed with '

lor and they fall in love. Meanwhile, Pee,

who has written a play, is the victim

cruel joke when Producer William Frav

palms him off on Willy Trenk, Vieni

impresario, as a prominent playwright,

though Trenk eventually learns he has V

tricked, he agrees to put on Pearce's s

and use Taylor's music if Dale Evans,

radio star, will appear in it. Pearce t

persuades the girl he believes is an unkn.

to impersonate Dale Evans, actually her

When Taylor learns the girl's true iden

he walks out on her. However, the

star actually agrees to appear in Peai

show for Trenk and, after it scores a hit

Broadway, she sings Taylor's favorite

timental song over the radio — and he

turns in time for a happy ending.
DENI

Richardson, urges his employees to ret

to work. Believing Richardson
laborationist, the men work sullenly enc<

aged only by mysterious messages sig

"Piet Hien." Hien was an historical 1

who saved the country by defeating

Spanish fleet several centuries ago. Bees

Richardson is unable to tell even his v

Googie Withers, that he is the mvster

Hien who signs the notes, she is forcec

bear the taunts of her fellow townspec

Meanwhile, Richardson, who has gained

confidence of the Nazis, is able to arm
Dutch workmen going out with a new
marine on its first trial and they overpo

the Germans and take it to England.
Nazis then decide on an all-German c

for the second submarine, but Richard

manages to persuade them to take him.

well as important officials, along. Beca

Richardson has installed secret mechani
the second submarine submerges and al!

board are lost when it never comes
LEYENDECKI

'HOLLYWOOD AND VINE' AMUSING RIBBING OF MOVIE CAPITAL
Rates © • as dualler generally

peramental studio folk, and Emmett Lynn,

who almost steals every scene in which he

appears. And Daisy, the little dog who be-

comes a Hollywood star, is a cute, well-

trained animal of the type audiences love.

Viewed as a good-natured rib at Hollywood,

PRC Pictures

58 minutes

James Ellison, Wanda McKay, Ralph Mor-
gan, June Clyde, Franklin Pangborn, Em-
mett Lynn, Leon Belasco, Vera Lewis, Rob-
ert Grieg, Charlie Williams, Dewey Robin-
son, Billy Benedict, Donald Kerr, Ray Whit-
ley, John Elliott, Grandon Rhodes, Cy Ring.
Directed by Alexis Thurn-Taxis.

An amusing programmer with a film

studio background, "Hollywood and Vine"
will bolster up the lower end of almost any
double bill. Despite a light and quite im-
probable plot, the film is fast-moving and
contains a generous quota of laughs — most
of them aimed at Hollywood's foibles. Even
"Prince" Mike Romanoff makes a brief ap-
pearance — and can take a bow for being
the world's worst actor. Otherwise, the cast
is above average, with James Ellison giving
an engaging light comedy performance,
Wanda McKay doing good work as an as-
piring youngster who doesn't achieve Holly-
wood stardom, Leon Belasco and Franklin
Pangborn in exaggerated portrayals of tem-
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this will prove entertaining t<

audiences.
Wanda McKay, a small town girl m

aspires to stardom in Hollywood, stops ;a

hamburger stand a few miles outside e

film capital. A cute mongrel dog trotsi

and sits near her and she also attracts e

attention of James Ellison, a big-shot sti o

writer. When the girl leaves without m
ing Daisy, the dog, Ellison, who beli«H

she owns it, follows her to Hollywood o

return it. Unable to get even an extra 1
in the studios, the girl takes a job in a (IE

store. Ellison, without telling who he re|

is, makes romantic headway with her

June Clyde, an actress-friend, arrives oi

scene. Meanwhile, Daisy wanders in

studio and is chosen by Leon Belasco,

centric director, to star in his forthcon(

picture. At the height of Daisy's succ

a law suit is brought against Miss Mclf

by a woman who claims ownership of

dog. At the court trial, Miss McKay is

to lose Daisy when Ellison arrives to bi

in Emmett Lynn, former owner of the hi

burger stand, who is able to prove the
1|

status of the dog. Lynn is now an
tant studio executive and is instrument!

reuniting Ellison, Miss McKay and the

DENI
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'ROUGH, TOUGH AND READY, OLD FLAGG-QUIRT FORMULA
Rates • • generally; more in action spots

most no suspense or realistic under-water
action. Most of it is broad comedy, inter-

spersed with slapstick, dealing with McLag-
len's various romantic adventures which in-

variably wind up by Morris taking away his

girl. All this is always good for a few
laughs even if the average movie-goer will

be able to anticipate every turn of the trite

plot. Most feminine fans will find it dull.

Chester Morris, co-partner with Jean
Rogers in a salvage company she inherited
from her father, is unaware that the girl

is madly in love with him. Instead, Morris
is a devil-may-care wolf who persists in

taking girls away from his best friend and
room-mate, Victor McLaglen. When the
war starts, Morris offers his salvage equip-
ment to the U. S. Government and the Army
accepts but refuses to grant him a commis-
sion. Before he leaves for a 13-weeks train-

Columbia
66 minutes

Victor McLaglen, Chester Morris, Jean
Rogers, Robert Williams, Veda Ann Borg.
Directed by Del Lord.

Following the moth-eaten, but still de-
pendable, Flagg- Quirt formula, "Rough,
Tough and Ready" has enough dame-
chasing and fisticuffs to appeal to male
patrons. Victor McLaglen and Chester Mor-
ris (who replaces Edmund Lowe as his new
fighting team-mate) give this programmer
good name value for the action houses. Al-
though dedicated to the Army Engineers
Port Repair Service (salvaging of sunken
ships), the film actually stresses rough-and-
tumble comedy and wisecracks and has al-

LL REMEMBER APRIL* MINOR MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates • • — as supporting dualler in far

Universal

63 minutes

Gloria Jean, Kirby Grant, Milburn Stone,
Jacqueline DeWit, Edward S. Brophy.

Directed by Harold Young.

Although patrons will soon forget this

mildly-entertaining programmer, "I'll Re-
member April" will get by as a supporting
dualler in the average naborhood spot. Of
the capable-enough cast, only Gloria Jean
has any name value, but this pleasantly
demure young lady has been given only
mediocre numbers to sing in her clear so-
prano fashion. Of the six tunes heard, only

lily spots

finishing school, tries to help him recoup his
the popular title song, sung by Kirby Grant,
has any distinction. The story starts off

with the little-rich-girl-who-turns-popular-

singer formula and, about midway, it

switches to a murder-mystery angle. Be-
cause the latter is extremely implausible,
it fails to generate suspense. Grant, who
shows promise as a juvenile lead, and Mil-
burn Stone play their parts well and Ed-
ward S. Brophy and Jacqueline DeWit get a
few laughs. Just a filler.

Samuel S. Hinds, one of the directors of
a wealthy financial firm, has a heart attack
after learning that Morgan Wallace, a
crooked financier, has gambled away the
business' funds. Hinds' daughter, Gloria
Jean, who is compelled to withdraw from

'THE PHANTOM SPEAKS' HORROR BILL TOPPER
Rates • • + as part of double horror bi

Republic
68 minutes

Richard Arlen, Stanley Ridges, Lynne Rob-
erts, Tom Powers, Charlotte Wynters.
Directed by John English.

A well - construed, suspenseful mystery
melodrama dealing with after-life com-
munication, "The Phantom Speaks" is made-
to-order for the thriller addicts. Its title

and fair name value make it a good top
feature for Republic's "double-scare show"
and these same assets also make it suitable
as a single feature where horror films click.
Unlike its hokey companion feature, "The
Vampire's Ghost," this one is in the psycho-
logical vein now so favored for mystery

I and as single biller for action spots
films, but, while the story holds interest, it

is certainly no more believable. Despite

four murders, the picture has several dull

spots which strike a somber, rather than a
shuddery, note. Several first-rate portrayals,

including Stanley Ridges, as an intelligent,

middle-aged scientist, and Tom Powers, as
an executed murderer whose phantom takes
possession of the former's mind and forces

him to kill the latter's enemies, give drama-
tic value to this fantastic tale. Richard
Arlen also does a capable acting job as the
newspaperman-hero, Lynne Roberts is an
attractive heroine and Charlotte Wynters
makes the most of her loyal secretary role.

The two titles offer excellent exploitation

possibilities.

On the eve of his execution as a murderer,
Tom Powers agrees to cooperate with Stan-

ing period at diving school, Morris makes
play for McLaglen's latest, Amelita War
and wins her away. McLaglen is then co

soled by Veda Ann Borg, a scheming nig
club hostess who pretends to be an innocei

Southern lass. McLaglen falls hard ai

plans marriage and when Morris hears th

he vows to lay off. But, without knowir
she is McLaglen's girl, Morris accidental

meets Miss Borg and the latter makes
big play for him. This leads to a terril

set-to between the two men and they rema
enemies even after both are ordered to tl

South Pacific. Only after McLaglen div

to remove a sunken ship and becomes e

tangled and Morris risks his life to sai

him is their friendship resumed. On the

return to the U. S., Morris realizes that 1

loves Miss Rogers.
LEYENDECKE

finances by seeking a chance to sing c

Kirby Grant's broadcast. Milburn Stone,

rival broadcaster, is much impressed wil

Gloria's singing and tries to sign her, bi

Grant manages to spirit her away to sir

on his own program. Later, when Grai

meets Hinds, and learns that Wallace plai

to appear at a final board meeting to mal
his financial report, he arranges to place

traveling microphone under the director

table. When the lights go out during tl

meeting, Wallace is killed and suspicic

points to Hinds. Grant and Stone then jo!

forces with Gloria and between them th<

manage to trap the real murderer —
window-cleaner who had lost his savinj

because of Wallace.
YOR

ley Ridges, who has devoted his life to tl

theory that the dead can communicate wi

the living. In this way, the resentful Powe
hopes to get even with certain people wh
he believes, were responsible for his captui

The experiment works but Ridges discovei

to his horror, that Powers' spirit has

stronger will that can compel him to murd'

several people while under its influenc

Richard Arlen, a newspaper man in lc

with Ridges' daughter, suspects the tru

and is then marked for the next victii

After vainly rebelling against the phantom
power, Ridges makes an attempt to murdi

Arlen and the District Attorney but he

foiled. Although Ridges is revealed as tl

phantom-guided killer and pays the supren

penalty, no one is actually able to say wt

is the actual murderer — Ridges or Power
YOR

'THE VAMPIRE S GHOST' FOR LOWER SPOT ON HORROR BILL
Rates • • + as part of double horror bil

Republic

59 minutes

John Abbott, Charles Gordon, Peggy Stew-
art, Grant Withers, Adele Mara.
Directed by Lesley Selander.

This is just another fantastic horror pro-
grammer placing a heavy strain on credul-
ity. "The Vampire's Ghost" lacks cast names
and must depend entirely on its lurid title

to attract chill-hungry patrons. However,
as the second — or supporting — feature to
"The Phantom Speaks" on Republic's
"double-scare show," this will get by. At
least, the hour-length film makes no pre-
tense at being a psychological melodrama
or anything other than a weird thriller con-
taining such super-natural poppycock as

I; weak alone
vampire's stalking the earth for generations,

blood-drained bodies, fear of the crucifix,

etc. No one is expected to believe it, only

to shudder at it as the younger fans prob-

ably will, even if their elders may snicker.

John Abbott (one of the screen's ablest

character actors) actually whips up some
sympathy for the unhappy vampire and
Charles Gordon shows promise in the hero
role. Peggy Stewart, Grant Withers and the

others are below-par.
To Bakunda, a small town in the rubber-

producing country of Africa, comes John
Abbott, a man of mystery who soon becomes
a cafe-owner there. A series of murders
has upset the native population, who fear
that a vampire is at large and, although the
whites scoff at this, Charles Gordon, official

of a large plantation, journeys up the river

to reason with his workers. Abbott, who

has won Gordon's friendship, goes with hi:

and, during the journey, a native servai

notices that a bullet goes through Abbo

without drawing blood or harming hii

Aware that Abbott is a vampire, the servai

tries to destroy him with a silver-tlppf

spear, but fails and when Gordon learrl

about him, he is mesmerized and put undi

his spell. On their return, Gordon is unab

to throw off Abbott's spell even when th

latter becomes interested in his fiance i

Peggy Stewart. Finally, Grant Withers, tl|

kindly priest, helps Gordon free himse^

from Abbott's power. Now revealed a3 .

vampire, living since Queen Elizabeth's da;

Abbott escapes into the jungle taking tr

girl with him. As Abbott is on the vergl

of taking the girl's life at moonrise, a silve
|

tipped spear ends his life forever and a fli.

destroys the pagan temple.
YOR
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

CURFEW, BROWNOUT V-E CASUALTIES
All other news, within the motion picture industry and out,

was overshadowed by the overwhelming tidings of V-E Day as the

nation heard the first reports at 9:35 a. m. last Monday and the

day of Victory in Europe was proclaimed the following morning
by President Truman.

One of the immediate results of the V-E Day proclamation

was the lifting of the brownout, theatre marquees and signs

emerging in all their blazing glory. On the following day, Fred
M. Vinson, Director of War Mobilization and Reconversion, an-

nounced the elimination of the midnight curfew and the lifting of

the ban on horse racing. However, Vinson made it clear that the

Office of Defense Transportation would continue its restrictions

on more than "trolley car" travel to race tracks.

Industry spokesmen, estimating that the curfew had cost them
$100,000 weekly, proclaimed its end with elation. Most theatres

reverted to their pre-curfew schedules, including many who had
been forced to eliminate midnight shows. In New York, Broad-
way once again became the "Great White Way" and theatres re-

ported record attendance as the houses remained jammed into the

wee hours of the morning.
Elsewhere throughout the nation, theatres were crowded with

jubilant audiences, but the crowds were orderly. Generally, at-

tendance was at least on a par with holiday grosses and several

territories reported record crowds, particulary in central city

locations.

SEVENTH OPENS IN NEW YORK
Opening gun of the New York area Seventh War Loan Cam-

paign was sounded coincidentally with President Truman's proc-

lamation of V-E Day at a mammoth breakfast-meeting at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, with all branches of the industry repre-

sented. The meeting started with the President's V-E Day mess-
age and was under the auspices of the Greater New York area
drive committee of which Irving Lesser is general chairman.

Industryites heard addresses by Lesser, Sam Rinzler, WAC
chairman; Morris Kinzler, Frederick W. Gehle, State War Fin-
ance Committee chairman; Sam Pinanski, national industry chair-

man and Ted Gamble of the Treasury Department. Gamble
stressed the necessity for the campaign's success, pointing out
that the collapse of Germany will not reduce costs and taxes, with
the two billion dollars needed monthly to maintain the armed
forces, augmented by an enormous post-war reconstruction
program.

Meanwhile, throughout the country, theatre events pledged so
far for the "Showmen's Seventh" indicate that the Sixth War Loan
totals will be topped, Tom Connors, National Distributor Chair-
man, reported to Pinanski. The national chairman declared the
results were highly encouraging and provided assurance that ex-

hibitors will launch vigorous campaigns at the drive's kickoff
starting today and going through June 30th.

Bond premieres pledged as of May 5th, said Connors, were 53

per cent of the total in the Sixth; Children's Matinees, 98 per cent,

and Free Movie Days, 44 per cent. He has asked for a 25 per cent
increase over the Sixth, and, with salesmen continuing intensive
contacting of exhibitors, he felt the next report would show greatly
increased figures.

In Philadelphia, last Monday, despite the first news reports of
Germany's surrender and the concurrent turmoil, a Seventh War
Loan luncheon sponsored by the campaign committee for Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware under the chair-
manship of Sidney Samuelson, inaugurated the territories' cam-
paign to a packed house, as exhibitors and distributors pledged
greater efforts than ever before.

EXHIB LEADERS DENOUNCE CSU BOYCOTT
The Conference of Studio Unions' attempt to carry the strike

to exhibitors by telegraphing exhibitor organization heads and
threatening a "nationwide labor boycott of pictures completed or
started" during the strike elicited strong reaction from exhibitor
leaders denouncing the move.

A. F. Myers, Allied board chairman and general counsel, de-
clining to discuss the legality of the boycott, declared his belief
that it would "discredit the perpetrators and react in a way they
little suspect." He felt that such action against independent
theatre owners "who are in no wise involved" would "greatly

prejudice unions in public esteem." He felt the threat was merely

designed to "frighten exhibitors into intervening in a matter ths

rightly concerns only the strikers and the studios," rather than

serious menace.
Another reaction to the CSU action came from Robert I

Poole, executive secretary. Pacific Coast Conference of Indeper|

dent Theatre Owners. He said it would be a "direct blow agains

the Seventh War Loan Drive, as well as succeeding drives," bc|

cause pictures that would be boycotted probably would be thosi

exhibited during Bond Premieres. He also felt that theatre owr

ers were excluded from the strike situation. Said Poole, "Th

PCCITO suggests to Mr. Sorrell that the action of the CSU is il
'

advised and recommends it be reconsidered and withdrawn."

As the strike went into its ninth week, still deadlockec.

Richard F. Walsh, IATSE president, appeared before the America
|

Federation of Labor executive council in Washington to answei

questions regarding his chartering locals of carpenters, painter
|

and machinists in an effort to keep production moving at studio;

Although there was no statement from the AFL council, it wa[

reported that it had advised Walsh that IATSE should issue n

new charters for Hollywood locals without prior approval fror

the AFL. Herbert Sorrell, CSU president, called the reported d<!

cision "the end of Walsh's dream as the Hollywood labor leader
j

and "of the unholy alliance between Walsh and the producers.
|

GRIFFITH CASE STARTS
As the long-awaited Griffith Amusement Co. anti-trust cas

opened in Oklahoma City U. S. District Court before Feders

Judge Edgar S. Vaught, Government attorney Robert L Wrigr

lost his motion to include conversations, letters and other doci 1

ments relating to former distributor defendants and complainan

witnesses as evidence. The unexpected ruling came on the secon

day of the trial, as Wright brought a former independent theatr

operator, Dennis Scaling of Plainview, Texas, to the witness stanc

and was a severe blow to the Government's case. Wright, how

ever, was permitted to make a record on such conversations as

possibility for an appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court.

Wright's opening statement declared his intention of provin

that contracts drawn up by Griffith for product between 1933 an

1938 were designed to eliminate competition and that the con

petitive opportunities "Illegally eliminated in Griffith towns.,

cannot be resolved until and unless the defendants are compels

to divest themselves of holdings illegally acquired." Defens

counsel Charles B. Cochrane denied the charge, asserting ths,

Griffith contracts were similar to those drawn up by "any oi-

dinarily aggressive independent." I

Wright referred to previous anti-trust cases and stated tna

in view of the Crescent decision, he felt that "the extent of thj

relief to be granted is the only real issue we are about to try.

REPUBLIC SETS 10th ANNIVERSARY
The goal of Republic Pictures' 10th Anniversary Drive betweej

May 27th and July 27th will be the greatest concentration of pla>!

dates in its history, it was announced by James R. Grainge:

president and general sales manager. The 10th Anniversary flln

"Flame of Barbary Coast," now current in pre-release engage

ments, will play more than 2500 theatres during June and Jul;

Grainger said, with highly concentrated advertising and pubhcit

campaigns to back the film.

In connection with the drive, the April 28th issue of Busines

Week carried a feature on Herbert J. Yates, Sr., President c

Republic Productions, Inc., and founder of the company and

similar feature appears in Newsweek.

DEADLINE FOR DECREE REPLIES

July 1st was the deadline set by Federal Judge Henry VI

Goddard for the Government's reply to the distributor-defendant:

interrogatories and to supply all possible information on its wil

nesses, in the New York equity suit hearing last fortnight. Judg

Goddard took the action following the Government's indicatio

that it would be impossible to supply information as to probabl

witnesses and their line of testimony until 30 days before the tna

opened and distributors objected on grounds that it would no

(Continued on Page 26)
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Although the strike continues, production is progressing satis-

factorily at all major studios, and pictures are being started and
completed on schedule. Columbia is at a peak of production, with
four films in work. Two started this week: "Texas Panhandle,"
a Charles Starrett western, and a musical titled "I Love a Band-
leader," with Phil Harris and Rochester.

Also rolling is "Pardon My Past," the first independent pro-
duction of Leslie Fenton and Fred MacMurray, which will be
released through Columbia.

Two more musicals are slated to start in May, "Gertie From
Bizerte" and "Tars and Spars," based on the Coast Guard revue.
The latter may be held up because of lack of special sets, due to
the strike.

Norman Deming, who started as assistant producer on "Cover
Girl," has had his contract renewed for another year. His first

assignment under the new deal will be "Some Call It Love," star-
ring Rosalind Russell, also slated to start shooting in May.

Richard Sokolove, story editor for the past two years, handed
in his resignation, effective immediately.

Columbia is planning a series of Westerns which will co-star
Charles Starrett, its long-time star, with a new acquisition, Smiley

, Burnette. The first of the series, "Powder River," is set to start
in May...The studio has also purchased two new "Whistler"
scripts, starring Richard Dix.

Operating profit during the final six months of 1944 dropped a
bit, showing $950,000 as compared with $955,000 in the same period
of the previous year.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
William Rodgers, distribution head, completed a new divi-

sional and district managers' setup. Edwin W. Aaron was ap-
pointed to fifth sales managers' post, and in addition to handling
circuit sales for the company, will also supervise sales in the Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland and Seattle territories. Rodgers
also promoted three branch managers. Henry A. Friedel, manager
of the Denver branch, now includes Salt Lake City and Omaha in
his territory. Ralph Maw, Buffalo manager, will have Minne-
apolis, Des Moines and Milwaukee, with headquarters in Minne-
apolis. Herman Ripps, Albany head, will add Buffalo and New
Haven exchanges to his home port. The re-shuffling was done
with a view to post-war operation when sudden shifts of popula-
tion may need immediate action by a responsible executive. All
sales managers will now operate in the field, rather than from
their home offices. Rodgers feels this setup will facilitate servic-
ing exhibitors, as well as selling them the product.

Film shortage has put a halt to Metro's plan to produce a
series of six five-reelers. Two of these are finished, "Main Street
After Dark" and "Bewitched" (originally titled "Alter Ego"), but
the latter has not been released — due to studio's announcement
that it would release only two films a month — a move aimed to
preclude too deep an inroad on the studio's backlog of films. This
is a sign of caution on the studio's part, although most producers
claim that the strike is not affecting production and things are
fairly normal. The film shortage, unless relieved, will be much
more serious a threat to production than the strike has been or
will be.

Metro has not started any new pictures, but the six produc-
tions announced in our last issue are rolling in high gear. Three,

of these are in Technicolor and, although the strike has spread to

the Technicolor laboratories, cameras and equipment are still

being rented, and all commitments have been fulfilled with all

studios. The studio is relieved, but has a wary eye on the situa-

tion, hoping to finish their three color films before any serious

trouble starts.

Despite the fact that no new productions have been put into

work, Metro has been busy buying scripts for the future. They
have purchased a chapter from Morton Thompson's novel, "Joe,

The Wounded Tennis Player." The chapter, titled "Louie, the

Horse," is being scripted and will be produced by Sam Marx.
Despite the levity of its title, "Louie, the Horse" is a serious story,

and the film will have the flavor of "Meet Me in St. Louis." Other
new purchases are Stephen Longstreet's novel, "The Crystal Girl,"

and "Silly Girl," by Angna Enters, the famous writer-painter-

dancer. It is Miss Enters' life story and will be produced by
Joo Pasternak.

William Fadiman, scenario head and member of the studio

editorial board, has been promoted with a new contract to MGM
story head.

Audrey Totter, who has made five pictures since she signed

with Metro a year ago, has been given a new term contract. She

appeared in "Main Street After Dark" and is currently the sup-

porting feminine lead in "For Better, For Worse," the June Ally-

son-Robert Walker starrer.

In final stages of preparation is "Two Sisters From Boston,"
with Henry Koster directing and Joe Pasternak producing. It is

a big scale musical with Kathryn Grayson. June Allyson, Jimmy
Durante and Peter Lawford. Two new productions start momen-
tarily. "This Strange Adventure," starring Clark Gable and Greer
Garson marks Gable's return to films and is expected to be one
of the year's biggest films. The second is "She Went to the

Races," with James Craig and Frances Gifford.

MONOGRAM
Monogram started a new one, "Sunbonnet Sue," budgeted at

$400,000, the highest bracket picture of the current season for this

studio. It is being produced by Scott Dunlap and directed by

Ralph Murphy, starring Phil Regan and Gale Storm. Two more
are slated to go in May, third of the "Cisco Kid" films, and "The

Shanghai Cobra," with Sidney Toler in his Charlie Chan role.

The studio is waving flags over the success of its film, "Dil-

linger," which broke records in New York City with opening day

crowds necessitating police protection.

"Saddle Serenade" is the new monicker for "Cowboy Seren-

ade," which has finished production. Incidentally, Life Magazine

shot a layout on this film while it was on location. The mag story

is expected to be given six pages and will be titled "How Westerns

Are Made."
Glen Cook, formerly with the old Monogram organization and

recently with Harry Sherman, has been made general production

manager at Monogram. Morey Goldstein, manager of the New
Haven branch with MGM, has been appointed Eastern Sales Man-

ager for Monogram, succeeding Harry Thomas, who resigned to

head PRC sales department.

The studio plans a new series, to be known as "High School

Kids," and produced by Sam Katzman for release through Mono-

gram. They will be "jitterbug musicals" of modern youth and

contracts signed call for four a year.

Six new features will be released in May. "The Scarlet Clue,"

"Springtime in Texas," "Trouble Chasers," "China's Little Devils,"

"'In Old New Mexico" and "Flame of the West."



PARAMOUNT
Despite no new starters, Paramount is the busiest lot in town,

with nine pictures in the cutting rooms. These are "The Lost

Weekend," "The Virginian," "Hold That Blonde," "Cross My
Heart," "Masquerade in Mexico," "The Well Groomed Bride," "Our

Hearts Were Growing Up," "You Came Along" and the Pine-

Thomas musical, "People Are Funny."

No less than twenty-eight pictures are in preparation. Some
of the bigger films will be "Blue Skies," a film version of the hit

play "Dear Ruth," Irving Stone's novel "Immortal Wife," Seton
Miller's original "Calcutta" and Heywood Broun's novel "The Sun
Field."

Hal Wallis is going on all cylinders, planning to start "The
Crying Sisters," with Barbara Stanwyck, and the Lillian Hellman
play "The Searching Wind" at the same time. The third picture

will be either "Dishonorable Discharge" or "The Life of Tchaikow-
sky." Wallis will go to England to make "Whenever I Remem-
ber," to star Ray Milland and an English feminine lead. He may
make two more in Britain next year, to make up for one post-

poned.

Two new ones will start in May. The first will be "Too Good
To Be True," for which Paramount has borrowed Teresa Wright
to co-star with Ray Milland and Brian Donlevy. The second will

be "To Each His Own," starring Olivia DeHavilland, and produced
by Charles Brackett.

Pine-Thomas have seven in preparation.
The studio has bought the James Barrie play, "Alice Sit by

the Fire," to be made under the title of "Alice." It will be pro-
duced by Brackett, and is the third Barrie play to be done by
Paramount, the others being "Peter Pan" and "A Kiss For Cin-
derella." They have also purchased the new Jacques Duval play,

"Oh, Brother," prior to its production on Broadway this summer.
Charles Brackett adds this one to his cap, too.

John McNulty, now writing for Paramount, has sold the studio
a collection of his stories based on whimsical New York Irish
characters, shortly to be published under the title "Third Avenue,
New York." The studio is using one of the stories as the basis
for a Barry Fitzgerald starrer to be called "Third Avenue."

Lewis Allen, who directed "The Uninvited" and "Our Hearts
Were Young and Gay," has been signed to a new one-year con-
tract... Sol Siegel has checked in at the lot as a producer, fol-
lowing completion of "Kiss and Tell" for Columbia.

Charles Reagan, V. P. in charge of distribution, is so en-
thused about "Incendiary Blonde" that he predicts it will rival
the grosses of "Going My Way" and "Bell Tolls". . ."The Sea
Witch," a historical novel based on the building of the Clipper
Ship, has been added to the Hal Wallis list of acquisitions.

The only department that isn't booming at this studio is the
Shorts. The program for 1945-46 is essentially the same as this
season, with very few switches, which add up to 62 subjects in
nine Shorts series.

Paramount's 1944 earnings showed a slight increase over the
same period in 1943. 1944 reported $16,488,106, as against 1943's

$16,140,821.

PRC
In the appointment of Harry H. Thomas as vice-president and

general sales manager, PRC has made a shrewd move to bolster
its distribution branch. Thomas is a thoroughly schooled veteran
of the inde field and has many friends among circuit and in-
dependent buyers. He will prove a real asset to this outfit.

Leon Fromkess has bought the Philadelphia exchange former-
ly held by H. W. Given, and appointed Frank Hammerman as
branch manager. This marked the second important key ex-
change to be acquired by the company in April, and brought the
total now operated by the company to more than sixty percent
of total domestic distribution. Negotiations are being conducted
by Pathe Industries, Inc., in New York, whereby Pathe may ac-
quire a number of key city theaters. This would give PRC show-
cases for its product.

What probably is the first screen story to be suggested by the
San Francisco Conference has been purchased by PRC for pro-
duction. The story is titled "International Police" and will cen-
ter around an American pilot who is a member of the Inter-
national Police Air Espionage. Fromkess feels there will be a
reaction against straight war pictures after the war, but that this
goes off on a different tack, and can be termed an adventure

The studio plans to produce a series of action mellers in color,

and started its first this week, "In Old Wyoming," steered by

Robert Emmett and starring Eddie Dean... One other Western,

has started at this studio, and six straight dramas are scheduled I

to start in May.

Thirteen films are scheduled for release during May, June and

July. Two of them are special features, "The Enchanted Forest,"

the firm's first production in color, and "Why Girls Leave Home.'

Lloyd Lind, formerly with Monogram, joins PRC as assistant

to Harry Thomas.

Bert Kulick denies that the termination of his deal as sales

manager had any connection with the sale of his New York
franchise.

REPUBLIC

The film which was to be based on an incident in the life ol

Mozart, "Mozart's Trip to Prague," has been changed to expand
it into a complete biographical picture of the composer's life. II

will be called "The Immortal" and will include eight of Mozart's
compositions.

The script sold to the studio by producer-director Joseph
Kane, "Bells of the Gold Coast," has had its title changed earlj

in the game. It's now "In Old Sacramento" ... Putting an amer
|

to the title changes, "The Purple Shadow Strikes" has beer

switched to "The Purple Monster Strikes," now in production
\

Roy Rogers will return from his rodeo and hospital tour tc I

find five high budget Westerns lined up for him — dependen I

upon his draft status. All five scripts are original screenplays
j

Two new starters this week, "Rough Riders of Cheyenne,'
j

with Sunset Carson and Peggy Stewart, and "Love, Honor ant

Goodbye." The latter is a high bracket comedy starring Virginia I

Bruce and Victor McLaglen, produced by Harry Gray and directec \

by Al Rogell, who wrote the story. It is McLaglen's first picture 1

under his new contract.

An original screenplay titled "Blossoms for Effie" has beei
j

bought for production in the near future by Armand Schaefet
Schaefer will also have under his wing "Frontier Nurse," bough i

by the studio from a Louisville newspaper which published factua
j

accounts of these nurses. It marks a precedent in the purchase
j

of stories. . .Schaefer has bought rights to the song title "Don'

I

Fence Me In," to be made into a film possibly for Monte Hale '•

RKO-RADIO
"Bells of St. Mary's" is winding up production, and "DinJ

Dong Williams," a musical comedy with Glenn Vernon and Marc
j

McGuire, is the only new starter.

RKO has set somewhat of a record in the past few month.'

having commitments with twenty of the screen's biggest name;
j

You can't blame the studio for boasting a little, with such name
j

on the lot as Bing Crosby, Ingrid Bergman, Cary Grant, Ginge <

Rogers, Rosalind Russell, Eddie Cantor, Joan Davis, Pat O'Briei
'

Gregory Peck, Maureen O'Hara, Dick Powell, Paulette Goddarc
j

Frank Sinatra, Paul Henreid, Laraine Day, Randolph Scott, Wa I

ter Slezak, Robert Young, Cantinflas (the Mexican star) and Joh
Wayne.

A deal has been signed with Orson Welles, who will produc 1

and star in a film titled "My Friend Bonito," to be release I

through RKO. Jackson Lcightcr will co-produce with Welles an 1

Norman Foster will direct.

Nan Leslie has had her option lifted by the studio. Mis I
Leslie was signed to a term contract by RKO after her initi;

screen role in "Janie". . .James Francis Crow has a new contrac t

Crow was associated with Wm. Dozier at Paramount, and fol
lowed him to RKO when Dozier became production aide to Chark
Koerner. . .Edgar Kennedy completed his fourteenth year wit

RKO and was given a new contract for six pictures.

The studio has bought screen rights to the Anne Parrish nov«,f

"All Kneeling". . .Dick Powell started something with his role

"Murder, My Sweet." Not only does the studio plan to star htfl

in "Cornered," but they have bought an original murder yai|

titled "Shall This Be Known?" for Powell. The price was $20,0C

And—producer J. Robert Bren is writing an original for Powi
titled "Galveston."

There's an unusual financial deal by RKO with the produ
tions of "The Bells of St. Mary's" and "The Robe." The studfl

will provide distribution, studio facilities and end money (lattl

for "The Robe" only), for participation in gross rentals startii- .

j
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Jjfrom fust dollar. It is understood that RKO's participation will
•start around 20% of rentals.

jj
The Goldwyn lot is quiet, as the next production "Kid From

^Brooklyn" (Danny Kaye) will not start for some weeks.

I
^""national is still shooting "Tomorrow Is Forever" (Claud-

itte Colbert-Orson Welles), but "The Countess of Monte Cristo,"
jl-ne Sonja Henie Technicolor film, was held up on its starting
pate of May 1. It should roll any day. When David Lewis finishes
1 lis production, "Tomorrow Is Forever," he will not renew his
•expired two-year contract with the studio, but plans independent
! jroduction.

20th CENTURY-FOX
) Gross income for 1944 is the highest in the company's history.
The net earnings were $12,480,491, almost two million dollars over

I :he preceding year. And there was a time when some film execu-
tives cried that the war would endanger the earnings of the
industry!

I The campaign for 20th Century-Fox's thirtieth anniversary
loaid off handsomely. The publicists claim that during April, the
anniversary month, approximately 90% of the nation's theaters

Ii.eatured at least one 20th Century-Fox film.

,
Two new ones started this week, "Fallen Angel," which marks

f
Alice Faye's return to the screen, with Dana Andrews, and "En-
chanted Voyage," with John Payne and June Haver. At the last
ninute, it was decided to do "Enchanted Voyage" in Technicolor
:o

i

take advantage of the colorful bayou country where much of it
mil be filmed.

This points to the fact that producers seem to disregard the
spread of the strike to Technicolor. Despite a week of picketing
and although top priority is being given to vital government work,
there has been no delay in fulfilling commitments to the major
studios. There has been no interruption in the photography and

1
studios are getting exactly the same service as before the strike
To prove the point, this studio is angling for a Technicolor com-
mitment on "Down to the Sea in Ships," which will star FredMacMurray and be produced by Louis Lighton. Also planned in

i :olor is "Centennial Summer," to be handled by Otto Preminger.

It has been a colorful season for 20th Century-Fox. Out of
his season's films, all of which have been completed, incidentally

1 :here have been many Technicolor films, the most recent of which
' ire "Where Do We Go From Here?," "Nob Hill" and "Billy Rose'sDiamond Horseshoe." Half of the films for the next year have
)een finished, and three are in Technicolor — "The Dolly Sisters "
'Kitten on the Keys," "State Fair" and "The Enchanted Vovajre"
low shooting.

J 5
'

The black and white films completed or in production for next
.'ear are "A Bell For Adano," "Captain Eddie," "Junior Miss"
Dragonwyck," "Fallen Angel," "Now It Can Be Told," "Within
These Walls" and "Caribbean Mystery."

Because of the backlog of films, the studio is now scouting for
^lim stories that will not be released for a year or eighteen months,
scanning public taste that far ahead is difficult, but right now the
itudio is looking for escapist material, particularly light comedy

• omances. The dearth of writers is being felt by all studios and
s making it tough for story departments.

20th Century-Fox has purchased a Raymond Chandler story,
'High Window," and cast Fred MacMurray in the role of Phillip
vlarlowe, the detective played by Dick Powell in "Murder, My
Sweet." They have also bought film rights to Edward Harris
path's novel, "Any Number Can Play." The price was $40,000Pius a sliding scale based on book sales, with a ceiling of $75,000.

Charles Russell had his option lifted for another year and
ias been assigned the leading role in "The Embezzler". . .Margo
Voode also stays for another year, and gets a role in "Leave Her
lo Heaven"... John Ireland, after his performance in "Walk in
he Sun," gets a long term contract and a role in "The Enchanted
Voyage"... Fred Finklehoffe, formerly writer-producer at MGM,
ias signed in the same capacity with 20th Century-Fox, and his

;

irst assignment will be "Baby Come Home"... Fred Kohlmar has
eft Paramount and checked in with 20th Century-Fox. He will
>roduce a comedy, "When Leo Comes Marching Home" (apologies
o Metro), and "The Dark Corner," a murder mystery. Now that
ve've had a run in titles on the "sun" (Blood on the, Duel in the
md Walk in the), it seems as though the corners will take over.
Cornered" is a murder mystery coming up at RKO, now 20th
omes forth with "The Dark Corner." Look for "Around the
Corner" any day.

JAY 14, 1945

Spyros Skouras has made a deal with J. Arthur Rank, the

English movie tycoon, whereby Rank will produce two features

for 20th Century-Fox, each at a cost of about $600,000. To give

the films box-office value in the States as well as in Great Britain,

20th stars and directors will be imported from Hollywood. Re-
ciprocal deal for distribution of Rank productions in the United

States by 20th-Fox has also been reported. The arrangement by

the Hollywood studio to play Rank productions in its South

African theaters has the film trade puzzled, unless Fox plans to

give up some of the playing time of its own pictures.

Mr. Rank arrives in Hollywood shortly, and his business deals

with American studios will bear watching. From what has al-

ready been reported, he plans to make deals with many of our
studios.

UNITED ARTISTS
The independents continue to be the only producers affected

by the strike, as this week again finds no new starters, "Duel in

the Sun" still shut down, and Stromberg's "Young Widow" the

only picture shooting.

Despite lack of shooting activity on United Artists productions,

there are a number in preparation. Harry Sherman plans to make
"They Passed This Way," a Saturday Evening Post story, and is

angling for Joel McCrea as the star... Peter Tinturin, composer,
has turned producer and will do a musical comedy fantasy titled

"The Love Cure." It is set for a United Artists release and is

budgeted at $800,000. . .Jack Chertok has concluded a deal with
Hunt Stromberg under which he will produce as an independent
and release through Stromberg's United Artists release. Hedy
Lamarr may star in the first film... Jules Levy is to make "The
Homesteaders" with Randolph Scott, Barbara Britton and Mar-
jorie Reynolds, for United Artists release. The title is tentative.

The deal between Mary Pickford and Bernie Fineman, in

which they were to co-produce a series of pictures for United
Artists release, is off due to the raw stock situation.

After changing leading lady for "Young Widow" from Ida

Lupino to Jane Russell, Hunt Stromberg also has changed direc-

tors. Wm. Dieterle left after disagreement with Stromberg on

the script, and Andre de Toth has taken over in his stead.

Stromberg, incidentally, is setting a commendable precedent
for other producers. In casting extras for "Young Widpw," he is

giving priority to discharged servicemen. . .Hollywood whispers
have it that Jane Russell is going to surprise movie-goers. Those
who have watched her on the set predict that she shows definite

promise of turning out as top star material.

Ben Schulberg has resigned his post as executive assistant to

David O. Selznick.

Producer David L. Loew has announced an addition of $100,000

will be thrown into the ad campaign on "The Southerner," for-

merly titled "Hold Autumn in Your Hand." Release date has not

been set, but will probably be late summer.

Gregory La Cava is suing Mary Pickford for $1,653,750, charg-
ing she reneged on agreement for him to write, produce and
direct "One Touch of Venus." La Cava claims he ceased all other
activities to concentrate on preparation for the picture and that
Miss Pickford refused to sign the contract on the assigned date.
La Cava wants the court to impound all receipts from the picture
when it is released by United Artists. Studio Size-upjs will report
further developments.

UNIVERSAL
Universal claims to be the first studio to discard war movies,

and announces its plan to put unusual stress on music in forth-
coming productions. Instead of two or three songs per picture,
they plan seven or eight, and at present have sixteen songwriters
working on productions planned for the future. This department
respectfully suggests that Universal put their emphasis on "better"
instead of "bigger."

Two new starters this week, "Frontier Gal" in Technicolor,

and "On Stage, Everybody," a Jack Oakie-Peggy Ryan musical,
whose story idea was lifted by the new contract clause in Holly-
wood, which forbids stars to reveal their salaries to anyone.

This makes four in production and six in the cutting rooms
— busy time for the studio. Those being edited are "Hear That
Trumpet Talk," "Night in Paradise," "The Naughty Nineties,"
"Pillow of Death," "Girls on the Spot" and "Strange Confession."

(Continued on Page 18)



PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are en 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

RECORD
COLUMBIA

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (38)

Completed (10)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
PARDON MY PAST
Comedy—Started April 27
Cast: Fred MacMurray, Marguerite Chapman, Akim Tamiroff,

William Demarest.
Producer-Director: Leslie Fenton
Story: Returned serviceman gets mixed up with wealthy, no-good twin

brother.

TEXAS PANHANDLE
Western—Started April 30
Cast: Charles Starrett, Nannette Parks, Spade Cooley and Band.
Director: Ray Nazarro Producer: Colbert Clark
Story: Secret Service agent masquerades as Durango Kid.

I LOVE A BANDLEADER
Musical—Started May 1
Cast: Phil Harris, Rochester, Leslie Brooks, Walter Catlett.
Director: Del Lord Producer: Michel Kraike
Story: Painter in nightclub is victim of amnesia, believes he is a bandleader.

RELEASE CHART
Tltl»—Running Tint Cast Details 111. No. Ret.

ON PRODUCTION
Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) Wildc-Louise 4-2

.Starrett-Law

. . .Singleton-Lake

. . .Parrish-Moran

. . .Dlx-Carter ..

Gay Senorita Bannon-Cochran '
.

1944-45
Black Arrow (Serial) Scott- Jergens ..
Blonde From Brooklyn Haymes-IWerrick

,

Blaz.no the Western Trail Starrett- Matthews
Details under title: Raiders of Ouanti Basin

Boston Blackle Booked on Suspicion Morris-Merrick ..
Both Barrels Bluing Starrett-Harding

Details under title: Texas Rifles

Brenda Starr, Reporter Woodbury-
Counterattaek (89) Muni-Chapman
Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athens
Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke

Details under title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)
Cytlwn Prairie Rangers Starrett- Worth
Dancing In Manhattan (60) Brady-Donnell
Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller
Escape In the Fog Wright-Foch ..
Eve Knew Her Apples Miller-Wright
Guy, A Gal and A Pal, A Merrick-Hunter
Fighting Guardsman, The Lodcr-Louise .

I Lore A Mystery Bannon-Foch
Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel
Lawless Empire
leave It to Blondie
Let's Go Steady
Mark of The Whistler, The (61)

Details under title: Dormant Aecoent
Meet Miss Bobby Socks (68) Crosby- Merrick . .

Missing Juror, The (66) Carter-Banon ...
Details under title: Tomorrow You Die

Monster and The Ape, The (Serial) Lowery-Mathews
Outlaws of the Rockies Starrett-Harding
8,cr 21 Dunnc-Knox . . .

Power of The Whistler, The Dix-Carter
Rustlers of the Badlands Starrett-BIIss

Details under title: Renegade Roundup
Return of Drang* Kid Starrett-Stevens .

Rhythm Round-Up Curtis-Walker . . .

Rockln' In the Rockies Hughes-Klrby . . .

Rough RMIn' Justice Starrett-Bates . . .

Rough, Tough and Ready (66) Morris-Rogers ...
Details under title: Men of the Deep

Donaldson-Nagel
Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen ..
Sagebrush Heroes (54) Starrett-Worth . .

S'rgeant Mike (60) Parks-Bates
Shadows In the Night (67) » . .Baxter-Foch

Details under title: Crime Doctor's Renderrout
She's a Sweetheart (69) Frazee-Parks ...

Details under title: Hello. Mom
Boston Blaekie't Rendezvous Morrls-Foch

Details onder title: Surprise In the Night
Sing Me t Song of Texas Lane-Tomlin
Sone to Rfm.mbir. A (T) (113) Munl-Oberon . . .

Oetalh under title: At Night Wi Dream
Strange Affair, A (78) Joslyn-Keyes ...
Tahiti Nights (63) O'Brien-Matthews

Details under title: Song of Tahiti

. .9-4

..2-5.. .5-10. .

.6-26.. .5-17.

.

.6207.
'.

10-2.

.

.1-26.. .6140..
...9-4. . .4-26. . .4-16
..6-14. .9-21. '.6201.'.

.11-13. ..2-27. ..6017. .'.4-16

.7-26.. .11-9.

.8-21.. 12-28. .6038 .

. . .9-4. . .1-18. . .6014.

.

..4-2
.12-25.

.

..4-5.,
. .7-24.

.

.4-12.
. .6026

.11-27.

.

. .3-6.

.12-11.
.
.5-24.

.11-13. . .1-25. . .6024.

.10-16
11- 13. . .2-22.

10-16 1-4.

12-25. . .11-2.

. .2-19. . .4-20.

. .4-30

. .1-22
.12-25. . .4-19.

. .7-24

.6-12.

. .3-5.

12-11.

.
.4-17.

.11-27.

.4-19.

. .6-7.

.4-17.
.3-15.

.3-22.

. .4-30
12-21.

.

2-1. .

..6-10... 11-9..

. . .5-1. .10-19.

.

..8-21... 12-7.

. . .3-5

6204
.6033
. 6021

. 6032 3 5

Ton Cents 4 Dance Frazce-Lloyd 1-22..
Thousand and Ono Nights, A Wilde-Keycs 11-13.

Together Again (100) Donne-Boyer 7-24.

Details under title. A Woman's Privllego

Tonight and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair 5-15.

Unwritten Code, Tho (61) Neal-Savage .6-10.

Details under title: The Unknown
Yooth on Trial Collins-Reed 10-30.

Details onder title: Our Wandering Daughters

1943-44

COMPLETED
Address Unknown (72) Lakas-Chrlstlans ..11-15..
Batman, The (Serial) Naish- Patterson ,

Carolina Bines Kyser-fdiller 5-15.
Details onder title: Battleship Blues

Cry of the Werewolf (65) Massen-Crane 5-15.
Details under title: Bride of tho Vampire

Desert Hawk (Serial) Roland-Marls 5-29.
Em Sine* Venus Hunter-Savage 5-29.

Details under title: Beauty for Salt

Tho Impatient Years (91) Arthur-Bowman 4-3.

Kansas City Kitty Davls-Bob Crosby ..5-15..

Last Horseman, Tho (54) Htyden-Willls 6-29.

Details onder title: Suicide Rang*
Louisiana Hayrlde Canora-Une 4-3..
Mr. Winkle Goes To War (80) Robinson-Donaldson 1-10.
One Mysterious Night (65) Morris-Carter 6-12.

Details onder title: Boston Blaekle's Apps Intment with Death
Robin Hood of the Rang* (57) Starrett- Harris 9-21.

Details under title: Hall to til* Bangers

Secret Command (80) I'Brleo-Landls 1-10.
Details onder title: PMebuck

She's a Soldier, Too Foch-Brldges 3-20.
Details under title: Soldiers In Slacks

Soul of a Monster (63) Hobart-Macready ...6-12.

Details under title: Death Walks Alone

Swing In the Saddle Frazee-Summerville

They L!»« In Fear Krogcr-Parrlsh 3-6.

Details under title: America's Children

U-Boat Prisoner (65) Bennett-Rolf 4-17.

..6-7..

12-22."

.2-22.

10-26.

..6-1.

.7-16.

.9-26.

. .9-7.

.8-24..

.6-22.

.7-13.
. .8-3.
.9-22.

.7-29.

.7-20.

.6-29.

..8-17.

.5010

.5120
.5011

.5027. . .9-18

.5140
12-11

.5002. .10-16

.5012

.5028

.5019
'

.5007.... 9-4

.5033.. 11-13

.5206

.5008..6-2S

.7-25... 5037... 9-lt

WY N - M A YE R
1944-45 Features Completed (39) In Production (6)

.510. ..7-1

.502.... 8-!

.506.... 9-

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tim* Cast Details Rel.

IN PRODUCTION
Abbott and Costello in Hollywood A. & C 4-30
Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson 2-19
For Better For Worso Walker-Allyson 4-2
Harvey Girls, The (T) Garland-Hodiak 1-22
They Wero Expendable Montgomery-Wayne ...3-5
Yolanda and the Thief (T) Astaire- Bremer 1-22

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. NINE
American Romance, An (T) (151) Donlevy-Richards .. .4-19. .11-44.

Details under title: America

Barbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes 3-6... 9-44.
Details under title: Gold Town

Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dictrich 9-6.. 10-44.
Lost In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello 4-3.. 12- 14.

Maisle Goes To Beno (90) Sothern-Hodlak 4-3... 9-44.

Marriage Is a Private Affair (115) Turncr-Hodiak .. .11-29. .10-44.
Mrs. Parklngton (124) Garson-Pldgeon 3-20 . 11-44.

Naughty Marietta (80) MacDonald-Eddy .
Reissue . 11-44

.

The Seventh Cross (111) Tracy-Hasso 12-13. . .9-44.

Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh Reissue. . .9-44.

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor 8-21... 2-45.
Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy 6-26... 3-45.
Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal 9-4... 1-45.

Details under title: Telltalo Hands
Thin Man Goes Homo (101) Powell-Loy 515. . .1-45.

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore- Johnson .8-21. . .3-45.

This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Glcason .... .5-28. . .2-45.

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters 9-4... 3-45.

Music for Millions (120) D'Brlen-lturbi 5-29... 2-45.

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock, The (94) Garland-Walker .... 8-21 .. .5-45.

Gentle Annie (80) Craig-Reed 8-21... 5-45.

Without Love (111) Tracy-Hepburn . . 10-31. . .5-45.

Son of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Unchester .5-2). . .6-45.

Details under title: Women's Army
Pleturo of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders- Hatfield 3-6... 6-45.

SPECIAL
.Meet Mn In St. tnuls (T) (113) Carland-O'Bricn . .12-13. . .1-45.

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor 2-7... 4-45.

Details under title: The Home Front

...9

.504.

. 505

.

.507.

.508.

.501.
,503.

.513.. 11 -2

.518. .12-2

.517 1|

.520. .2-1

.515. .1W
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ty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Traty-Thaxter 2-21...:
'

1 «y of Decision (111) Garson-Peck 9-18..

NOT DESIGNATED
. or> Awelgb (T) Kelly-Sinatra 6-26...
i •kched Thaxter- Daniels ...11-27..

•;nii ander title: Alter Ego
i Df rous Partnari Cralg-Hasso 3-5..
I Highness and the Bellboy Lamarr-Walker ...12-25...
don Eye. The Arnold-Rafferty ...12-11...

. J Hign the Torch (T) E.Taylor-Lassie ...9-18...
i Vines Have Tender Grapes O'Brien-Robinson ..10-16...
I ett Strangers Donat-Kerr Foreign...
Ill •( a Romance (T> Johnson-Williams ...8-21...
«• »l»sed Wildt-Cralg 12-11...

' tend at the Waldorf Turner-Johnson ...11-27...
ifeld Follies (T) Astalre-Ball 5-1...

MON O C RAM
1944-15 Features

Westerns
(34)

(12)

Completed (23)

Completed (10)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
>NNET SUE
-Started April 24

Phil Regan, Gale Storm, George Cleveland, Alan Mowbray,
irector: Ralph Murphy Producer: Scott R. Dunlap
jry: Not Available. See next issue.

Title— Rionlng Time

RELEASE CHART
Cast

1944-45
(entires of Kitty O'Day Parker-Cookson .

Details under titlo: Kitty O'Day Comes Through

„ w\:- Taylor-Lindsay .

** w
J*

e* ; Rambeau-Knox .

«ry Champi (62) East Side Kids
Details inder title: Hoggs Meets a Deadlino
ina'i Little Devils Carey-Kelly . . .

1
1

Cisco Kid Comes Through Renaldo-Lane ..
Details inder title: Case of the Missing Medico

°J",
f'«ntlnS East Side Kids

Kni»^ Gilbert-Howard .

'""W <") L. Tierney ....

; Francis-Cabot ..

«
S.° New York Gorcey-Hall ...

Deta.ls under title: Morder in the Family
«» <* Women Woods-Dell . .

^La„ Mode
J .Weaver-Lowury .

Details inder title: The Model Morder
ajie of the West Brown- HaMon ..
Details under title: Flaming Frontiers
°' ,

.
6
,

,ns Brown-Hatton .

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs

""fjnn Storm-Smith ..

Details under title: They Shall Have Faith
I. Honeymoon Storm-Cookson .

"Jf'i* Brown-Hatton ..
Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon

eggs Rides Again East side Kids
Details inder title: County Fair
de Mask. Tho (66) Toler-Manton ..
Details inder title: Mystery Mansion

iw of the Valley Brown-Hatton ..
lain Street Girl Merrick-Lowery
J"l° Trails Brown-Holt ...
Details under title: The Texas Terror

lddli Serenade Wakeley-Whito
Details inder title: Cowboy Serenade

:arlet Cloe, Tho Toler-Manton . .

Details inder title: Radio Mystery
hadow of Sospielon (68) Weavcr-Cookson .

Oetill, ender title: Baby Shoes
ong of the Range Wakely- Moore . .

Details inder title: Saddle Pals
(ranger from Santa Fe Brown-Hatton
pringtime In Texas

'.' Wakley-V/hito
here Goes Kelly Moran-McKay . .

Details onder title: Make Way for Kelly
roible Chasers Gilbert-Howard .

Details inder title. Here Comes Trouble

|
Wm, A Wae. A Marine ETIers-Yoonnman

vhen Strangers Marry Honter-Jagger
Details inder title: I Married

5-1. .12-22.

,

.8-7... 1-12.

.6-12.. 12-29.

.8-21. . .12-8.

.

.10-16.... 4-6.

..3-5.... 6-1..

.1-22 3-9. .

. 2-19 . .

.9-18..

. .8-7.

.10-2.

.

.9-18.

.

..8-21.

. .7-24.

. .4-16.
.10-16.

.5-26

.2-16

.1-26 1-22

..4-9...

.2-16. . .

. .5-19. .

..6-8...

.1-26...

.11-4...

.'.i-s!!!

..9-18.... 5-5.... 4-16

. .6-26. .12-15 10-30

9-18... 12-1

.1-22. . .4-15

.3-19... 4-13

.5-17. . .11-3

.5-29. .11-24

PARAMOUNT
1944-45 Features Completed (42) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
Tltlo—RiimIh Time Cart Details Ril.

'N PRODUCTION
Bin Dahlia, The Ladd-Lako 4-2

Cl »» Hutton-Fitigerald ..4-30

COMPLETED
1944-45 s

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dark Mointal. (57) Lowory-Drew 4-17
National Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather ...11-29
Oir Hearts Were Yomg and Gay (81) . . . Lynn-Rossell 9-6
Rainbow Island (T) (93) Xamour-Sulllvan ..10-18
Till We Meet Again (88) Milland-Brltton ...12-13

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Yoong 12-27 4406.
frenchman s Crock (T) (110) Fontaine- DeCordova 5-31 4408.

.4405.

.4403.

.4404.

.4401.

10-30
.10-2

.6-26.

11-13.

Kan In Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker 1X-I.
it.r.istry of Fear (84) Milland-Reynoldi ..7-26.

One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly .. MO.
BLOCK NO. THREE

For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman ...7-13.

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery- Brooks ....8-21.

Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly 7-10.

Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton 5-15.

Practically Yoori (90) Colbert-MaeMirray .
2-7.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On tho Girls (T) (92) Lake-Toftf 1-10.
High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks ...10-16.

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100) Ladd-Russell 9-4.

Unseen. The (81) McCrea-Russell 5-15.

Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Lamour-Cordova •

Affairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent ..

Murder, He Says (92) MacMurrayMain
Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Colbert-March . . .

NOT DESIGNATED
Cross My Heart Hutton-Tufts

Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Duffy's Tavern Gardner-Reynolds .

Follow That Woman Gargan-Kelly

Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lako ...

Details under title: Good Intentions

One Exciting Night Gargan-Savage . . .

Details under title: Hard to Handle
Incendiary Blonde (T) Hotton-Cordova .

.

Kitty Goddard-Milland

Lost Weekend, Tho Milland-Wyman .

Love Letters Jones-Cotten ....

Masquerade in Mexico Lamour-Cordova ..

Miss Susie Slagle's Tufts-Lake

Cur Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Russell

Out of This World Bracken-Lynn ...

People Are Funny Haley-Walker ....

Rhythm Ranch Haloy-Hllllard ...

Road to Utopia, The Crosby- H ope- Lamoir
Two Yean Before the Mast Ladd-Donlnry . . .

Virginian. Tho McCrea-Britton .

.

Well-Grocmed Bride, Tho Mllland-deHavilland

Yon Came Along Cummlngs-Scott . .

.4407. .10-30

.4410. .10-30

. 4409 . . 10-30

.4413. . .7-20

.4412. .12-25

.4415. .12-25

.4411. .12-25

.4414.. 12-25

.4424. . .4-16

.4421 4-2

.4422. .
.4-16

.4423. . .4-16

.10-2.

.2-19.

12-11.

11-15.
.6-12.

10-31.
10-31.

. .1-8.

.9-18.

.7-10.

. .4-2.

.11-1.
12-13.
.5-1.
11-13.
2-19.

.2-19.

1943-44 —
BLOCK NO. SIX

Gri-at Moment (79) McCrea-Field

Botalli inder title Trlimph Over Pall

Hail the Conquering Hero (101) Bracken-Raines 7-12.

Htnrv Aldrlch's Little Secret (73) Lydon-Mnrtimcr ...5-31.

Details ender title: Henry Aldrleh Rotta the Cradle

I Love a Soldier (105) Goddard-Tutts 10-18.

Details ander title: When I Com Rati
Take It Big (74) Haley-Hllliard ...11-15.

SPECIAL
City That Stopped Hitler (58) Russian Docementary

Going my Way (130) Crosby-Stevens 8-23.
Lady In the Dark (T) (100) Rogert-Mllland ...12-28.
Story of Dr. Wassell (T) (140) Cooper-Day 7-12.

4-20 4330. . .6-12

.4329... 6-12

.4327... 6-12

.4331... 9-20

.4335.... 3-6

.4336... 2-21

.4337.... 5-1

1944-45 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

Completed (25)

Completed (11)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
IN OLD WYOMING (T)
Western—Started May 1
Cast: Eddie Dean, Sara Padden, Jennifer Holt.
Producer-Director: Robert Emmett
Story: Ma Conway's 1

when she camp

RLDE, RANGER, RIDE
Western—Started May 4
Cast: Dave O'Brien, Tex Ritter, Lorraine Miller.
Director: Harry Fraser Producer: Arthur Alexander
Story: Not available. See next issue.

ARSON SQUAD
Details in issue of April 30.
Story: Insurance salesman

Title—Riming Time

COMPLETED

;aks up arson gang led by fellow worker

RELEASE CHART
Cast Details Rot. Ho.

1944-45
Arson Squad Albertson-Armstrong. 4-30.
Apology for Murder Savage-Beaumont . 3-5.
Bluebeard (70) Carradine-Parker ...6-12.
Castle of Crimes (60) Kent-Churchill ..Foreign
Congo Pongo Fraser-Wrlxon 4-16.
Crime. Inc. (75) Heal-Tilton 11-13.
Dangerous Intruder, Tho Arnt-Borg 4-16.

Details inder title: The Intruder

Dead or Alive Rilter-O'Brien ...10-31..
Dixit Jamboree (71) Langford-Talbot 2-7.

Details inder title: Dixie Steam Boat

Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) Lowe-Joyco 1-22.
Fog Island Atwill-Doiglas ...11-13..
Tho Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John ...1-22..
Gangsters of the Frontier (56) Ritter-O'Brien

.2-15.
.6-14.

. 9-21

.

.508.

.551.
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Great Mike, The (73) Erwin-Henry 7-24.
Details under title: At .he Post

Hi$ Brother's Ghost Crabbc-St. John
Hollywood and Vine (58) Ellison-McKay ....8-21..
I'm From Arkansas (68) Adrian-Sommervilla ..8-7.,
I Accuse My Parents (68) Hughes-Meeker 8-7.
The Kid Sister Pryor-Clark 10-31..
Lady Confesses, The Hughes-Beaumont ...2-5..

Details under title: Undercover Girl
Man Who Walked Alone, The (73) O'Brien-Aldrich ...10-16.

Details under title: Von Can't Step Romai;e
Marked for Murder O'Brien-Ritter
Missing Corpse Bromberg-Jenks 2-5..

Details under title: Stranger in the Family
Oath of Vengeance (58) Crabbe-St. John
The Phantom of 42nd Street O'Brien-Aldrich ...1-22..
Rogoes Gallery (60) Jenks-Warner
Spell of Amy Nugent, The (63) Farr-Lindsay Foreign.

Shadows of Death Crabbe-St. John ..11-27.
Details under title: Barber of Red Gap

Silver Fleet, The (77) Richardson-Withers ..For..

Strange Illusion (83) Eilers-Lydon .. 10-2.

Swing Hostess (76) Tilton-Collins 6-12.
Three in the Saddle Rii'.er-O'Brien 4-16.
Town Went Wild, The (77) uartholomew-Horton .8-7.

V/hisperlng Skulls Bitter-O'Brien

Why Girls Leave Heme Lane- Leonard ..3-5.

Wild Horse Phar.tcm Crabbc-St. John ...8-21.
Details under title: Phantom of Wild Valley

. .2-3.

.4-25.

10-31.
.11-4.

.12-6.
.2-10.

.

.4-19.

.

.6-15.

.3-31.

. .9-8.

.511.

.557.

.510.'

.512.
.516.

.12-11

.'.1-22

.50?.

.554.

.4-33

.3-1J
.11-13

REPUBLIC
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (41)

Completed (26)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
LOVE, HONOR AND OBEY
Comedy—Started May 1
Cast: Virginia Bruce, Edward Ashley, Victor McLaglen, Nils

Asther, Helen Broderick.
Director: Al Rogell Producer: Harry Grey
Story: Estranged husband backs show starring wife. Show flops and brings

thPm together again.

ROUGH RIDERS OF CHEYENNE
Western—Started May 2
Cast: Sunset Carson, Peggy Stewart, Monte Hale, Kenny Dun-

can, Michael Sloane.
Director: Tommy Carr Associate Producer: Bennett Cohen
Story: Feud between Carsons and Sterlings ends in marriage between the

twr, remaining members of each house.
THE WEB
Details in April 30 issue.
Story: Oirl me»t? ghost of woman burned for witchcraft by girl's ancestor

and falls under evil spell.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tin* Cut Details Rel. Me. Rev

COMPLETED
1944-45

Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An Dowd-Duke
Details under title: New Faces of 1945

Atlantic City (86) Moore-Taylor
Sporting Chance Randolph-O'Maliey

Details under title: Behind the Ships
Bandit of Badlands Carson-Stewart . .

.

Bells of Rosarita Rogers-Evans
Big Bonanza (68) Arlen-Frazee
Big Show-Off (70) Lake-Evans .....

Details under title: Next Comes Love
Sordertown Tralli Carson-Burnette
Brazil (91) .'Bruce-Guizar ....
California Gold Rush Elliott-Fleming
Cheyenne Wildcat Ell.ott-Fleming ..
Chicago Kid (68) Barry-Roberts
Code of the Prairie Burnettc-Carson .

Colorado Pioneers Elliott-Fleming
. .

Corpus Chrlstl Bandits Lane-Talbot
Daring Holiday, A Horton-Gcorge ...
Desperadoes of Dakota Elliot-Fleming
Earl Carroll's Vanities (8J) O'Keefe-IHoore ..
End of the Road (51) Norrls-Storey . .

.

Details under title: Man of Mystery
Faces In the Fog (71) Withers-Kelly ...
Fatal Witness Ankers-Fraser . . .

Federal Operator No. 99 lamont-Talbot
Flame of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak . . .

Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor
Girls of the Big House Roberts- Powers
Git Along Little Dogies Autry-Burnette
Great Flamarlon, The (78) vonStroheim-Hughcs
The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming ..
Grlssly'j Millions (72) Grey-Kelly
Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Pearce-Evans
lealoosy Morley-Asther . . .

Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker . . .

Details under title: Johnny March
Lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor

Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming

Magnificent Rogue. The Schildkraut-Burke

Details under title: The Magnificent Mr. M
Man From Oklahoma, The Rogers-Evans ....
Man Hint of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey ..

Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake

Marthal ef Reno Elliott-Hayes ...
My Ruddy (69) Barry- Roberts ...
Phantom Speaks. The (68) Arlen-Roborts . .

Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterling-Moore . .

Red River Valley Autry-Burnette . .

Return At Dawn Terry- Roberts . .

..9-4.

.5-15..
.6-26.
.4-30.

.6-12.
.

.10-2.

.

.6-26.

.

.
.3-19.

10-16.'

. . .2-5.
11-13.

. .7-10.

.9-30.

!l0-6.'.

.4-20 .

.

,3-5.
Reissue.

10-16.
.9-18.

. .9-18.

. .9-18.

.11-27.
.11-27.

..8-21.

.12-11.

..2-19.

..3-19.
.10-16.

. . .3-5.
..3-6.

. .6-26.

.10-31.

. .4-30.
Reissue.

. .1-22.

10-15.
.3-30.
.2-15.

.1-16.

.3307
. .412. . .2-19

.3317
. .403. . .1-22

.414. . .4-15

.406.... 1-8

Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey 1-8.

Silver City Kid Lane-Stewart 4-17..

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake 5-29

Santa Fe Saddlemates Carson-Stirling

Scotland Yard Investigator VonStroheim-Bachelor 219.

Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling ...12-23..

Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake 7-24..

Sherllf of Sundown Lane-Siewart 5-ZSi. .

Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown 4-17.

Song for Miss Julie, A (69) Early-Clark 10-16..

Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart 4-17..

Details under title: Marshal of Monterey

Swingin' on a Rainbow Taylor-Frazee

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry •12-25.

Three's A Crowd Michael-Gordon ..11-27..

Thoroughbreds .Neal-Mara -9-4.

Tiger Woman, The Richmond-Mara . .

Topeka Terror Allan Lane 10-2

Tugboat Annie's Son Darwell-Kennedy ..12-25.

Union Pacific Scouts Carson -Stewart .....4-2.

Utah (78) Rogers- Evans 12-11.

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart ....10-16.

Wagon Wheels Westward Elliott-Fleming . .. .4-16.

Web, The Kelly-Loder .4-30.

lorro's Black Whip (Serial) Lewis-Stirling ....8-21.

.2-28.

12-31.
.11-7.
.8-12.
.2-19.
.9-15.

R KO-R A D tO
1944-45 Features Completed (41) In Production (I

DING DONG WILLIAMS
Comedy—Started April 23

Cast: Glenn Vernon, Marcy McGuire, Anne Jeffreys

Bressart.
Director: William Berke Producer: Herman
Story: Adolescent musician with swing band gets inside movi.

through girl friend who is employed there.

RELEASE CHART
Title—-Rinnliii Time Cast Details Rel. «

IN PRODUCTION
Bells of St. Mary's, The Crosby. Segman 3-5

Tomorrow Is Forever Colbert VV. lies 4-2

COMPLETED

BLOCK NO. ONI
1944-45

Going To Town (69) Lum 'n Ab:ier . .

Master Race (96) Esmo.ii! Kassin ..

Ply Pal, Wolf (75) Moffett- Esmond ..

Details under tltlo: Pumpkin Shell

None But the Lonely Heart (113) Srant-Wyn'.t

Tall in the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines . .

.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent ...

Faicon in Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale ...

Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley ..

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rush, The (65) Langford-Brown .

Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates ..

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley

Details under title: Come Share My Love

Enchanted Cottage, Tho (92) Yaung-McGuire . .

Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis .

.

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) l(ar!off-Lu;oil . . .

China Sky (77) Scott-Drew

Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Weissmuller-Joyce

Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young

Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney ...

NOT DESIGNATED
1!ong Came Jones (International) Cooper-Young

Back to Bataan Wayne-Ahn ....

Details under title: Invisible Army
Belle of the Yukon <T> (84) Scott-Lee

Brighton Strangler, Tho (67) Loder-Duprc- . . .

Casanova Brown (93) Coorer-Wright . .

Falcon in San Francisco, The Conway-Corday .

First Man into Tokyo Neal-Hale

George White's Scandals Davis-Haley

Details under title: Follow Your Heart

It's a Pleasure (T) (90) Henie-O'Shca ...

Johnny Angel Raft-Trevor

Mama Loves Papa Errol-Risdon ...

Most Dangerous Game, Tho Loder-Long ....

Passionate Ghost O'Brien-Drew ...

Details under title: Man Alive

Princess and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mnyo

Radio Stars on Parado B-own-Carney ...

Sing Your Way Home Milry-Jeffries ..

Spanish Main, The (T) Henreid-O'Hara .

Three Caballcros (T) (71) n-n-Mnn Feature

Two O'clock Courage (66) Conway- Rutherford

West of The Pm« WttcklM-Ha.li ..

Weman In the Window. The '9>> P^n'onRnnnetl
Oet»ll« »«d»r title- One* OIT Guard

Wonder Man. The (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo

.5-15.

.5-29.

.5-29.

.504..

.502..

.505..

..7-24..
.7-24..

..5-29..

.10-16. .

..5-1..

.
.8-21.

.

..4-3.
.7-10.
.2-21.

.12-11

. .2-19
]

. .2-19
|

. . .2-5 M
.5-15 551.M
.4-16.
.12-11.

.11-27.

10 th C E NT U R Y -FOX
1944-45 Features Completed (36) In Production (5

NEW PRODUCTIONS
FALLEN ANGEL
Drama—Started May 1

FILM BULLBTI



|bt: Alice Faye, Dana Andrews, Linda Darnell, Charles Bick-

ford, Bruce Cabot, Anne Revere.

JJjducer-Director: Otto Preminger
Wtfi Andrew* marries Faye for her money. In order to win Darnell who

wants wealth. Darnell Is murdered and Andrews is the sus]>ect.

frCHANTED VOYAGE (T)

Emedy—Started May 5

Est: John Payne, June Haver, Clem Bcvans, John Ireland.

Irector: Lloyd Bacon Producer: Walter Moro.co

Ery: Fantasy or frustrated carpenter who builds boat In backyard and is

swept i" it by gust of wind to Florida.

RELEASE CHART
ink—Bionlnt TIM Cut Details Rel. «"

IN PRODUCTION

.
August.

Eionwytk .Tierney-Eythc

• cn on the Keys (T) O'Hara-Haymes

I It Can Be Told Eythe-Hasso

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
It It m Lam It (70) Baker-Massow .

U| and a Prayer (97) Ameehe-Andrews

' BLOCK NO. TWO
Heroes Journey (73) Dennis-Roosevelt Travel Feat. Sept.,

(inwich Village (T) (82) Ameehe- Miranda . .11-15. . .Sopt.

let and Lowdown (75) Bari-Goodman 2-7... Sept.

BLOCK NO. THREE
1 Noise. The (75) Laurel-Hardy ..

)etalli tnder title: Good Neighbor!

the Meantime, Darling (72) Crain-Latimore .

Detain eider title: I Karri* t Soldier

,h Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) Wooiley-Haver

BLOCK NO. FOUR
ra (88) Tiorney-Andrcws

lethlng (or the Boys (T) (87) Miranda-O'Shca

BLOCK NO. FIVE

.501 .7-24

.502. .
10-2

.:01 8-21

.505. . .8-2i

.5C3. ..8-21

. .4-3. .Ostoter.

.1-10. .Ottoter.

.3-6. .October.

.506... 9-18

.507... 9-18

.508. .10-16

.5-1. ..t

day Dinner tor a Soldier (86) Baxter-Winnlnger . ..7-10. .Dec.. . .513. 12-11

..6-26. .Dec. ..512. 11-27

BLOCK NO. SIX
yi of the Kingdom (137) . . .2-7. .Jan.. ..514. 12-25

y Ahead, The (115) . . For.

.

.Jan..

.

. .511.

Ihtlng Lady. The (61) .Jan.. . .515. .1-22

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
ngovtr Sqoare (77) ...9-4. . Feb.

.

..516. . .1-22

Tree Grows In Brooklyn (128) .Feb.. . .517. . . .2-5

. .11-13. . .Apr.

.9-18.

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
:ciustantial Evidence (68) O'Shea-Marshal

•nderhead. Son of Flicka (T) (73) McDowell-Fostc

BLOCK NO. NINE
Jlly and Me (77) Ficlds-Woollcy

Details under title: Molly, Bless Her

0| tt BtrtatMtte (156) Jones-Price .

yal Scandal, A (90) Bankhead-Eyth
Details indcr title: Czarina
II of tho Wild (Reissue) (81) Gable-Young

BLOCK NO. TEN
amond Horseshoe (T) (104) Grable-Haymes
ill Fighters (62) Laurel-Hardy

J

NOT DESIGNATED
id Then There Were None Fitzgerald-Huston ..3-19
II for Adano, A Hodiak-Bendix 11-13

agtaln Eddie MaeMurray-Bari ..12-11
iirribean Mystery Dunn-Ryan 2-5

Details inder title: First, Last and Always

olonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe

lolly Sisters. The (T) Grablc-Payne

on Jean Qoilligan Bendix- Blondell

I Details under title: Two-Faced Quilligan

mior Miss Garner- Joslyn

oh Hill J. Bennett-Raft

tate Fair (T) Andrews-Crain

•here Do We Go From HereT (T> MaeMorray-Lesli

Hson (T) (153) Hardw-cke-Mitchcll 11-2!

'ithln These Wallj Mitchell-Anderson ...3

. .9-4. . .May.

12-11. . .May.

.12-25.

. . .2-5.

. . .2-5.

.2-19.

.8-21.

.1-22.

. .9-4.

UN t T fc D A R T1S T S

1944-45 Features Completed (33) In Production (2)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanjjuard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shni.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.) ; Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

RILIAfi CHARTW FJtOOTJOTKJN
Title—Rualsg Time Cast Details lot. ««. Ink

"•el In the Son (T) Jones-Cotten 3-19 Szk
foung Widow Russell-Hayward 3-5 Smg

COMPLETED
1944-45

Abroad with Two Yanks (80) O'Keefe-Bendix 3-20. .. .8-4. . .S"l. .. .8-7
Bedside Manner Hossey-Carrnll 11-27 Stn
Blithe Spirit (T) Cummings-Harrison Foreign G.F.D
Blood on the Sun (94) Cagney-Sidney 10-31 Coy.... 4-30
Brewster's Millions (79) O'Keefe-Walker 8-21. .. .4-7. . .Sml 4-2
Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Lolgh ...Foreign G.F.D
Captain Kidd Laughton-Britton ...2-5 Bog
Colonel Blimp (T) (148) Livcsy-Walbrook ..Foreign 5-4..G-F.D 4-2

Dark Waters (83) Oberon-Tono
Del chifully Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy

Details wilder title: High Among Ihe Stan
The Great John L Darnoll-McClure

Qfltlt In the House (121) Baxlcr-Bei;amy
Cucot Wife Colbert-Ameche
Hairy Ape, The (90) Bendlx-Hayward
H.nry V (T) Olivier-N-wton
Her Man Gllbey Wilding-Ward .

I'll Be Seeing Yoo (85) Rogers-Cottcn .

Details oniler title: Doeble Furlough
It's In the 8ag (87) Allen-Benchley

Sensations of 1945 (86) Powell-Fields .

Mr. Emmanuel (92) Aylmer-Gynt
Outlaw, The Russell-Huston
Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields .

Since Yon Went Away (171) rolaert-Cotten

Song of the Ooen Road (89) Bergen-Granville

Southerner. Tho (91) Seott-Fleld

Details under title: Hold Autumn in Your Hand
Spellbound Bergman-Peck

Details onder title: House of Dr. Edwardcs

Story of G. I. Joe Meredith ....
Summer Storm (107) Sanders-Darnell

Details under title: The Moon Their Mlstms
This Hippy Breed (T) Newton-Johnson

3 Is a Finvlv (81) Rngoles- Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field . .

2fH)0 W'.men Robson-Calvcrt

W-itk In the Son Andrews-Conte
.

. .5-29. .11-10. . Bog. .12-11

... 9-4... 3-31.... Rg«-. -3-19

.7-10. • .5-25. . Crosby

. .2-21. . .12-8. . Smg.. . .2-19

..12-11 Ski

...1-10... 6-16... Le».... 5-29

.For G.F.D

.Foreign G.F.D

. . .4-17 1-5 . . Szk 1-8

. .10-16. . .4-21 Rgs . . 2-19

. .12-13. . .6-30. . .Stn. . 7-lci

Foreign... 1-19. G.F.D.... 1-22

Hug

. .1-22 Bnt

. . .
.9-20. . .8-12. . .Szk. . . 7-2*

.12-13.... 6-2.... M».... 5-15

.9-18. . .5-18. . . . L.H

.7-24 SzL

.11-27 Cwn
..12-27... 7-15... Neb.... 6-12

.Foreign G.F.D
6-26. .11-23. . Les

. . .6-26. .12-29. . .Cow.. .12-25

.Foreign G.F.D

.11-13 Brn

U NJ V £ ft VA L

1914-15 Features
Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (62)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 5)

In Production (3)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ON STAGE, EVERYBODY
Musical—Started April 23

Cast: Jack Oakie, Peggy Ryan, Johnny Coy, Julie London.
Director: Jean Yarbrough Producer: Warren Wilson
Story: Father-da nerhter vaudeville tram splits when daughter goes into

railin. Fattier finally organizes talent group for daughter's program.

FRONTIER GAL (T)

Western—Started April 24

Cast: Yvonne de Carlo, Rod Cameron, Alan Curtis, Andy Devinc,
Fuzzy Knight.

Director: Charles Lamont Producer: Michael Fessier
Ernest Pagano

Story Cowboy marries woman saloon keeper, hut loves other girl. After
prlai n term for murder, he comes back to wife.

Th.lt—Running Time

IN PRODUCTION

HELEASE CHART
Cast

. Durbin- Bellamy
.

.Sandcrs-Fitrgcrald

COMPLETED

1944-45
Details under title: Swingaroo Sweetheart

Beautiful Cheat Granville-Beery .

Details under title: It's Never Too Late
Boyond the Peeos Camcron-Drew .

Blonde Ransom Cook-Grey
Bowery To Broadway (94) . ".Oakio-Montez:".
Babes on Swing Street Errol-Vlncent .

Can't Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paiga
Climax. The (86) Kartell-Foster ..
Oe.id Man's Eyes (64) Chanty-Parker ..
Easy To Look At Jean-Grant ....
Enter Arsene Lupin (72) Raines-Kowin ..

Details under title: Arsene Lupin
Fairy Tale Mordcr Jean-Crfmelle . .

The Frozen Ghost Chanry-Ankers ..
Destiny (65) Jean-Curtis
Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey
Gypsy Wildcat (T) (75) Monter-Hall ...
Hear That Trumpet Talk Beery-Collier . . .

Hero Come tho Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello
Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters ,

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattai
HI, Beautiful O'Driscoll-Becry

Details under title: Be It Ever So Humble
House of Fear (69) Rathbone-Bruce
Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Ch?ncy

Details under title: Devils Brood

I'll Remember April (64) Jean-Grant

Details under title: Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Traey-Joyce . . .

J'lnqle Captive Lanc-Kruger . .

.

Jungle Qoeen (Serial) Collier ngillan ..

Master Key, The (Serial) Wiley-Moore ..

Men In Her Diary Albritton-Hall ..

Merrily We Sing Ryan-Brytb

Merry Monahans. The (91) O'Connor-Ryan

Mewllaht and Caetss Andrews-Carrillo

Mommy's Curse (62) Chaney-Harding

Murder In the Blue Ronm (61) Cook-Gwynnt

yitery of the River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clcments

My Gal Uvcs Music (T) Crosby- McDonald
w-.n-.hty Nineties. The Abbott-Costello .

Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn ...

Night in Paradise Oberon-Bey

.11-27.

. .7-24. . .2-23.

. 12-25 6-1

.

. .5-15. . .11-3.

.
.5-29. .10-13.

. . 6-12 . . 12-29

.

. .2-21. .10-20.

. . .4-3. .11-10.

.12-25

. .8-21. .11-24.

. .10-2
..6-26

. .9-18. .12-22.

. .10-2. . .2-23

.10-18.... 9-1.

. .4-16

.11-13... 2-2.

..7-24.... 2-9.

.9072. .11-13
.5024
.9071
.9007. .10-16

.9026. .10-30

.9018. .12-10

. 9023

.

.9012.

.9005.

.8-21... 12-8... 9031.

. .8-21. . .4-13.

.12-11.... 6-8..

..9-18
. . 10-2

. .12-11

...2-19
. .5-15
.12-27. . .9-15.

. . .9-6 9-9.

. .8-21. . .2-16.

. . .3-20. . .12-1.

. .7-24. .10-24.

. .6-26. .12-15.
..2-5... 5-25.

. . .7-24. . . .1-5.

...1-8

.9013.... 1-8

.9027

.9008 9 4

.9022
.9036. . .4-30
.5034.. 11-2/

. 9681

.9037

.9035 .1-22

MAY 14, 1945



•It* Texas Trail. Th» ameron-Knight .

Patrick the Great (89) * O'Connor-Ryan ..

Pearl of Deatb (69) Rathbone-Bruce ..
Penthouse Rhythm Coliler-Norris . . .

Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyce
Raiders of Ghost City MoorvAtwlil ...
Reckless Age (63) Jean-Clark ....

(fetalis ender title: Hake Way for Love

Riders of Santa Fe Cameron-Knight
Salome, Where She Danced (90) DeCarlo-Cameron .

San Diego, I Love You (63) Hall-Foster

Secret Agent X-9 (Serial) Bridges-Wiley
See My Lawyer (69) Olsen & Johnson
Senorita from the West Jones-Granville .

Girl On the Soot Barker-Collier . .

Details under title: Serenade for Murder
She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan ...
Singing Sheriff (S3) NoiTlj-Knlght . .

,

Song of the S'.rong (65) Gargan-Kelly . . .

Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce

Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall
Details under title: Oueen of the Nile

Suspect, The (85) Laughton-Ralncs
Swing Out, Sister Cameron-deWit . .

That's The Spirit Ryan-Oakie
Woman in Green Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: Invitation to Death

Under Western Skies (57) O'Driscoll-Beery

Details under title: Musical Round-up

.7-10. .12-15. . .9082

.11-1.... 5-4

. . .5-1. . .9-22. . .9019. . .9-18

. .8-21

..3-19
. .5-25. . .7-25. . .9780
. . .5-1. .11-17. . .9029. .10-16

.
.6-12. .11-10. . .9081

. .10-2. . .4-27 4-30
. .4-17. . .9-29. . .£017. . .b-18

. .4-16
...5-1... 5-25... 9016
. .1-22
..3-19

.10-31. . .1-12. . .9020
. .4-17. . .10-6. . .9030. . .10-2

,11-13... 4-20. ..9040
..2-19
..6-26.... 3-2... 9006.... 4-2

. .10-2 2-9. . .9010 1-8

, . .9-4. . .5-18
.1-8... 6-15

.5-29.... 6-8

. .8-21. . .1-19. . .9039 2-5

W A R HI ft BROTHERS
1944-45 Features Completed (33) In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS
Mystery Drama—Started April 26

Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Barbara Stanwyck, Alexis Smith, Nigel
Bruce, Isobel Elsom.

Director: Peter Godfrey
Story: Psychological murder mystery.

From Broadway play.

Producer: Mark Hellinger
Jogart loves two women, kills one.

RELEASE CHART
US PRODUCTION

Title— Ruririirta That Cast Details

Danger Signal Emei son-Scott 4-16.

Janie Gets Married Lcslie-Hutton 4-16.

A Stolen Life Davis-Ford 2-19.

Time, The Place and The Girl, The (T) Morgan-Paige "1-2.

COMPLETED

Details under title: One More Tomorrow
Arsenic and Old Lace (118) Grant-Lane

Big Sleep, The Bogart-Bacall . .

.

Christmas la Connecticut Stanwyck-Morgan .

Cinderella Jones Leslle-Aldo

Cooliet Bogart- Hobart

Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dall

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-HenreiH .

.

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan ..

Details under title: Forty Wr.aeke

Danger Signal merson-Scotl . .

.

Devetlea DeHavlllani-UilPO

Doughgiris, The (102) Sheridan-Carson

God Is My Co-Pilot (88).. Morgan-Massey

Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn . . •

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-Star

Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Smith
Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine ...

Janle (106) Rcynolds-Hutlon .

Last Ride. The (56) Travis-Parker . . .

Mildred Pierce crawford-Carson ..

My Reputation Stanwytk-Bretit .

.

Nobody Lives Forever Sarflfld-Fitaierald

Objoetive Burma (142) Flynn-Brown ....
Of Hunan Bondage Henreld-Parker .

Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Huston
Rhapsody In Blue Leslie-Altfo

Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson ...

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smith
Saratoga Trunk (—) Cooper-Bergman .

.

Shadow of A Woman King-Prince ....
Pride of the Marines Garfield-Parker ...11-27.

Details under title: This Love of Ours

Three Strangers FiUqcrald-Greenstreet 1-22.

To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall 2-21.

Too Young To Know Leslie-Hutton 2-19.

Very Thought of You (99) Parker-Morgan 3-6.

..11-1. .9-23.. . .40J.

.

.10-31.

.12-13.
.5-17.. .6-30"

...3-6. 10-21..

.10-19. ..9-9.. .

.

402 .

.

. .2-19.
11-16

,

...3-6. 11-25.. . .407.

..8-21. . .4-7.

.

. .414.

..6-12. .5-19.. . .416.

..6-26.. 12-31. . .409.

.11-15. .4-28.. . .415.

.11-27. .3-17.. . .413.

..1-10. . .9-2.

.

. .401.
.10-7.. ..404.

'.12-25.

.11-29.

..9-18.

..6-12. .'2-IO.'. .'.411.'.

. .7-24.

.8-21. . !
!&?.".'

..7-26.

. .6-12.
.' .'3-3'.'. .'.412.'

.10-16.

...3-8.

.1-20.

.ii-ii.'

SIZE-UPS
(Continued from Page 13)

Ann Blythe, under contract to Universal and said to give a
great performance in Warners' "Mildred Pierce," is recovering
from the accident in which she sustained a broken back, and is

expected to be able to work in about six weeks.

Universal picked up the options of Robert Paige, Roy Wm.
Neill, and director Charles David, who is currently megging "Lady
On a Train," Deanna Durbin starrer.

Dudley Nichols has taken over from Ludwig Bemelmans the
writing of the screenplay of "Scarlet Street," to start in July with
Edward G. Robinson, Joan Bennett and Dan Duryea. . .Lucien
Hubbard's first assignment for Universal is "Johnnie Anselmo,"
one of his own original stories. . .Jane Murfin, new woman writer-
producer, will make for her second Universal production "Bull
By the Horns."

WARNER BROS.
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls," starring Humphrey Bogart and Bar-

bara Stanwyck, started shooting this week. Miss Stanwyck's next
picture for Warners will be "Cry Wolf," another mystery story.

This new one brings to five the pictures shooting on the lot.
The others are "The Time, The Place and The Girl" (another
headache for marquees), "A Stolen Life," "Janie Gets Married"
and "Danger Signal."

Jack Warner has assigned eight more directors to work on
scripts slated to go into production in the next few weeks. Raoul
Walsh is preparing "The Adventures of Don Juan" to star Errol
Flynn; Herman Shumlin is working on "Confidential Agent," to
star Charles Boyer; Delmar Daves is on "Target—Japan"; Jean
Negulesco will handle "Humoresque"; Michael Curtiz will direct
the Cole Porter biography, "Night and Day," to star Cary Grant;
James Kern is working on "Don't Ever Leave Me," and Irving
Rapper is preparing "Land I Have Chosen."

The studio has received bids up to $250,000 for a script they
have had some time, titled "Happiness," but is turning a deaf ear
to offers.

Henry Blanke refused offers from other studios when his con-
tract as producer ran out, and has been rewarded with a new
contract, to go for fifteen years — which sets some sort of a
record for longevity.

Ellingwood W. Kay, eastern story editor, has been appoii

west coast story editor. As yet, no replacement has been

nounced for the eastern post.

This company has announced that if it cannot get showa

for its product in Australia, it will build its own theaters in

cities there.

Warners is definitely leaving the Hays Office on June 1st,

will sat up its own labor relations staff which will deal separa
with the various guilds and unions involved.

INDEPENDENT
Several independent productions have been announced,

there will be a stalemate for almost all of them because of

film shortage, which, it has been predicted, will last until

The would-be producers to be hardest hit are those v/ho
made pictures on major lots and for release through the distl

tion systems of those organizations. Those who have produce
freelance studios may fare a bit better. RKO will be able tjf
vide added footage for Goldwyn and International, but Un
Artists cannot help because it has been deprived of its allocal

Nevertheless, plans are being made for productions this y
The King Brothers have bought a William Irish novel, "I Woul
Be in Your Shoes" and are seeking Pat O'Brien to star,

plan a major company release. King Bros, have signed dire

Alfred Zeisler for a series of three pictures. His first wfl
"Payment Due," releasing plans for which will soon be annoa
. . .James S. Burkctt has purchased "101 Ranch" for Burkett-H
Productions, for major company release. They are trying to

John Wayne to star...Jan Grippo has completed plans to prOJ
four pictures a year starring Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall,

releasing deal has been set.

Sam Briskin, with "The Flying Yorkshireman" already tu<

away, wants to buy rights to the stage play, "Harvey," to be
duced by the Capra-Briskin unit when Capra is discharged!
the Army. The firm is looking for a studio to purchase so th.

can set up permanent headquarters.

William LeBaron announced that William Jaffe of Rosen!
Jaffe would represent the LeBaron setup in the East. Produc
plans will be announced as soon as raw stock is made avail

for newly formed independents.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE of the issue

This lusty scene has John Wayne, a yokel cattle-man, and Ai

girls of the barroom In a rollicking ballad.

en of Barbary Coast, leading the boys and

"FLAME OF BARBARY COAST"... Republic's Anniversary Hit!

Favored wirfc one of Hie most extensive advertising campaigns ever accorded a Republic picture, Home of Barbary Coast

comes to exhibitors heavily pre-sold. However, there is plenty that the showman can do with this robust melodrama of a

colorful era to boost grosses. It is replete with sure-fire ingredients — a rowdy Barbary Coast gambling house, the Frisco

quake, fisticuffs and shootings, old songs and new. It's powerful he-man stuff, with the old love triangle to please the ladies.

(Continued on Next Page)

Its heels.



ZZPLOITATIOH PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"FLAME OF BARBARY COAST"
CREDITS

A Republic Picture. Associate Producer-Director, Joseph Kane. Cast: John

Wayne, Ann Dvorak, Joseph Schildkraut, William Frawley, Virginia Grey,

Russell Hicks, Jack Norton, Paul Fix. Original Screenplay, Borden Chase.

Pho og.af hy, Roh rt DeGrasse, A.S.C.

4. Duke returns to the Coast with another bankroll and S

Wylie (William Frawley). Under Wylie's tutelage, Duke v

fortune and opens a competitive gambling house, The
Dollar, and gets Flaxen as his star.

1. The story takes place at the turn of the century. When
Montana cattle-man Duke Fergus (John Wayne) visits San

Francisco to collect a debt from Tito Morell, gambling

king of the Barbary Coast, he meets Flaxen Terry (Ann
Dvorak), Morell's girl. To provoke Morell, Flaxen serves

as Duke's guide around the Coast.

5. On opening night, the earthquake hits Frisco, the i

Dollar is destroyed and Flaxen is seriously injured. Ho'

when Duke remains faithful, despite warnings that she may
walk again, she fights for recovery — and wins — just as

itself does.

2. Flaxen is starred in Morell's show at the El Dorado.

Little by little she is attracted to Duke, whose rugged

charm is a pleasant contrast to the suave polish of Tito.

3. Morell (Joseph Schildkraut), in turn, seeks to vex
Flaxen by auditioning Rita Dane (Virginia Grey), blonde
singer who is after Flaxen's job. Flaxen counters by help-

ing Duke win heavily at Tito's gambling tables, but the
ranchman eventually is cleaned out. Several of the newspaper ads from the press sheet.
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HERO PARADE LAUNCHES MASS. DRIVE

Boston—A mammoth Parade of the Purple Hearts, paying

_te to outstanding war heroes, will be the kickoff event of the

War Loan in Massachusetts, on Sunday, May 13, a day before

official start of the drive, Martin J. Mullin, "Showmen's Sev-
" exhibitor state chairman, announced.

This event, which is sponsored by the "Showmen's Seventh"

nittee and the state War Finance Committee, will inaugurate

lly series of events in Boston until the conclusion of the drive

h are intended to lead to actual bond sales. The impact will

elt throughout Massachusetts and New England.

flAmong the featured stars in the procession will be the sur-

>rs of the historic flag-raising on Iwo Jima. Only three men
ain of the team of five Marines and a sailor that braved Jap

hine gunfire to plant Old Glory atop Mt. Suribachi. They are

m 2/c John H. Bradley of the Navy, and Marines Pfc. Ira

es and Pfc. Rene A. Gagnon, the latter a New Englander who
3 from Manchester, N. H. All three will appear in the parade

ugh Boston's downtown streets, later taking part in cere-

ies on the Common.
Riding at the head with the Iwo Jima heroes will be Joe

;nthal. the news photographer who ignored the hail of bullets

imb the mountain and snap the picture that has been adopted

le 7th War Loan's symbol.

250 AT E. MISSOURI KICKOFF
3t. Louis—Nearly 250 members of the industry from exhibi-

distribution and publicity attended Eastern Missouri's "Show-
s Seventh" War Loan kickoff meeting at the Coronado Hotel

on April 30th, the largest turnout for a War Loan meeting
held in this territory.

Speakers included Walter W. Head, State War Finance Com-
ee chairman; Director of Public Safety Charles Riley, repre-

ing Mayor A. P. Kaufmann; J. F. Tegeler, metropolitan St.

s WFC chairman, Seventh War Loan; Louis K. Ansell, for

bitors, and B. J. McCarthy, distributor chairman.
Albert Stetson, War Activities director for Fanchon and Marco

>-fet. Louis Amusement Co., presided in the absence of Harry C.

. iur, Jr., Eastern Missouri chairman. M. L. Plessner, state

ijlicity chairman for this area, aided in the arrangements.
Special guests included Eddie Peabody. John Boles and Chico

Honored guest speaker was Corporal George J. Briede.

ine veteran of Iwo Jima. The program included music by
Guardsmen, members of the local Coast Guard unit.

S. CAL. 100 MILLION 'E' BOND GOAL
Los Angeles—A quota of $100,000,000 in "E" Bond sales was
for Southern California as more than 500 exhibitors and dis-

|tr|utors here launched plans for the "Showmen's Seventh" War
n at a regional meeting, held in the Cocoanut Grove, presided

^J" by Charles P. Skouras, Western area regional chairman for
en states, and Gus Metzger, Southern California exhibitor

61 rman. Herman Wobber, western distributor chairman, rep-
ented Tom J. Connors, national distributor chairman.
The pre-campaign strategy session also had among its speak-
Robert H. Moulton, War Finance Committee chairman; Dave

B shon, former industry chairman for this area; Harry Cohen,
Ml distributor chairman; O. N. Srere and Sherrill Corwin,
3<thern California vice-chairman, and Seymour Peiser and Mort
S dman, publicity co-chairmen.

'We are about to enter the greatest financial undertaking in
h ory and it is going to take more hard work, more personal
* station, more buying and selling than ever before," said Ted
Bpble in a talk which was especially recorded and flown to Los

eles from Washington, D. C.
Gamble specifically asked that more theatres become issuing

* its, more bond and children's premieres be held, and stressed
tl importance of free movie days. He urged, too, that all thea-
ti play the three trailers produced by the Hollywood division of
U War Activities Committee and that every theatre run the

Star Bond Rally" short subject.

35 PLEDGE 'MARCH THRU GEORGIA'
Atlanta—More than 35 members of the "Showmen's Seventh"
Loan advisory committee pledged themselves personally to

"y the message of urgency for the campaign to every theatre
J"jiager and owner in Georgia at a special meeting and luncheon

! called by William K. Jenkins, Georgia exhibitor chairman,
pledges followed an appeal by Jenkins to enlist the entire
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support of the approximately 350 motion picture houses in the

state.

Tom Camp, assistant to Jackson P. Dick, Georgia War Fin-

ance Committee chairman, explained to the distributors and ex-

hibitors assembled the need for the all-out effort since the state

was faced with the highest quota of any bond drive to date.

Jenkins, together with Grover Parsons, distributor chairman, said

pledges are coming in from throughout the state, all offering 100

per cent cooperation.

O'DONNELL SETS 7-POINT PLAN
Dallas—R. J. O'Donnell, exhibitor state chairman for Texas

for the "Showmen's Seventh" War Loan, has outlined a seven-

point plan for all theatres in that state.

The plan follows: (1) Payroll deduction plan for all theatre
employes; (2) new and attractively decorated bond booths; (3)

thoroughly sell the "All-Star Bond Rally" subject when dated, and
run all Seventh War Loan trailers at every performance during
the specified period; (5) War Bond premieres and children's bond
shows; (6) Free Movie Days in every theatre on June 6, the
anniversary of D-Day; (7) "June 'Teenth" War Bond premieres
for colored patrons on June 19.

Ray Beall and Bob Kelly, Texas state publicity chairmen,
have issued a special four-page press sheet for Texas exhibitors,

containing a description of stunts used in previous War Loan
drives that are applicable in the Seventh.

SEND BOND TO BOY OVERSEAS
Washington—A V-Mail Certificate, described as a bond-selling

"natural," has been devised by the War Finance Division of the
Treasury and is available to theatres through state War Finance
committees. Use of the certificate by theatres is urged by Tom
Baily, industry consultant to the Treasury Department.

The gift certificate is in the form of a V-mail letter, with
space for address of the serviceman and a drawing of a bond
covering its face, and space for remarks and signature by the
bond purchaser. The text states: "This is another bond between
us, from the folks back home. A real bond like this is waiting
for you." The actual bond is retained safely at home.

"All state War Finance offices have supplies of this certificate

and 9x13 posters for display," Baily advised. "And for a bond-
booth catchline: 'Send a bond to the boy overseas!' "

'HOLLYWOOD NITE IN WASHINGTON'
Hollywood, Broadway and radio provided Washington with a

double-barreled kickoff for the $14,000,000,000 Seventh War Loan
campaign on Sunday. May 13, when Bob Hope brought a trainload
of stars to the capital for a mammoth in-person and radio show.

Accompanying the indefatigable Hope will be his regular cast
which includes Frances Langford, Jerry Colonna, Vera Vague,
Tony Romano and Skinnay Ennis and his Orchestra, as well as a
number of other celebrities who will add color and fun to the
three-hour entertainment. This "21-Star War Bond Salute" was at
Uline's Arena. A special feature was a coast-to-coast broadcast
over NBC, 8:30 to 9 p. m.

The "Hollywood Night in Washington" show was staged under
the auspices of the Seventh War Loan Committees of the War
Activities Committee, the War Finance Division of the Treasury
and the Washington, D. C. War Finance Committee, admittance
to the three-hour entertainment by purchase of War Bonds at
any motion picture theatre in the District of Columbia.

MILLER SALUTE TO LAUNCH DRIVE
Newark, N. J.—An all-star stage show, "Salute To Major Glenn

Miller," will launch the Newark downtown theatres' promotion
activities for the city's $290,040,000 Seventh War Loan drive. It

will be at the Adams Theatre, Tuesday, May 22, at 8:30 p. m.,
with admission by bond purchase only.

A. A. Adams, special events chairman of the Newark War
Finance Committee, announced that many stage, screen and radio
notables including Joan Edwards, Phil Brito, Jo Stafford, Helen
Parrish, Pat Henning, Lew Parker, Susan Miller and Mai Hallet
and his orchestra, will appear in the production being readied by
Ben Briefer and Frank Dailey.

'ONLY A STEP'—PINANSKI
"Germany's surrender is only a step toward final and

complete victory. The war is not yet over for millions of

our boys who will continue the fight in the Pacific. It isn't

over for any of us.

"We still have a big job on our hands — the defeat of

Japan and the assurance of lasting peace. I am confident
everyone in the motion picture industry will now resolve to

bring this global war to complete and total victory. We can
help to do so by our utmost efforts and enthusiasm in the
'Showmen's Seventh' War Loan."

With that statement Samuel Pinanski, national chair-
man of the "Showmen's Seventh" War Loan Committee,
summed up the assurances and sentiments of state drive
chairmen which poured in to national drive headquarters in
New York following the flash that V-E Day had arrived.
State chairmen throughout the country wired Pinanski, ex-
pressing determination to redouble their efforts for the drive.



Left to right—R. M. Kennedy, Ala.; Harry Nace, Ariz.;

Claude C. Mundo, Ark.; M. J. Pruniski, Ark.; Gus Metzger,
S. Calif.; Geo. Mann, N. Calif.; Rotus Harvey, N. Calif.;

Rick Ricketson, Colo.; Henry Needles, Conn.; Herman
Levy, Conn.; A. J. Defiore, Del.; Fred F. Kogod, D. C.J
J. L. Cartwright, Fla.; W. K. Jenkins, Ga.; Walter Lee
Casey, Ida.; Ed Zorn, 111.; Ralph Lawler, 111.; Walter Im-
merman, 111.; Don Rossiter, Ind.; A. H. Blank, la.; Howard
Jameyson, Kans.

Left to right—Lew Hensler, Ky.; E. V. Richards, La.; Cl
Russell, Me.; Frank Durkee, Md.; Elmer Nolte, Jr., Ijfj

M. J. Mullin, Mass.; Ray Branch, Mich.; James F. Sharli>

Mich.; John Friedl, Minn.; Harry Arthur, E. Mo.; Eli|t

Rhoden, W. Mo.; Burgess Waltmon, Miss.; Arthur I'

mann, Miss.; J. A. English, Mont.; William Miskell, Neil

Sam Epstein, Nebr.; Homer LeBallister, Nev.; Mel &h*

rison, N. H.; Geo. Tucker, N. Mex.; Harry Lowenst|»J

N. J. (North); Frank Damis, N. J. (North).

(Continued on Page 24)
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Special Days

To Sock The

These are the days when history will

be made in your theatre . . the days

when your Bond quota will surge

over the top! By applying the Show-

men's 1% Inspiration and 99% Per-

spiration you can make them really

count in Bond Sales!

EXHIBITORS-PLEASE !

Upon termination oftwo weeks' use of your War
Bond trailers, return to National Screen Service

Exchange so it can be used by another theatre.

WarLoan

THIS MESSAGE IS SPONSORED AS PART OF THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO THE WAR LOAN CAMPAIGN BY COLUMBIA,

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER, PARAMOUNT, RKO RADIO, 20th CENTURY-FOX, UNITED ARTISTS, UNIVERSAL AND WARNER BRC.
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TALENT FOR BOND SHOWS
Special all-community vaudeville shows, staged by exhibitors

and embracing talent from little theatres and dancing, singing,

musical and dramatic schools, can prove a strong bond-selling

device, Samuel Pinanski, industry chairman for the Seventh War
Loan, was advised today.

The suggestion came from Tom Baily, national committee
member and consultant to the Treasury in Washington, who
pointed out that every city has from ten to two hundred such
schools. From these institutions, a top variety show could be
mobilized, to be topped off by a full-stage showmanship spectacle.

It was pointed out that the industry's War Loan chairmen
can obtain cooperation from these schools, as they never have
been made a part of the war bond program. Ticket sales through
bond purchases would be handled within the schools to relatives

and friends and in theatres.
"Such performances may be staged in theatres or in civic

auditoriums, depending upon the size of the city," the suggestion
declared. "The Seventh War Loan will be a long one and many
such special events will be necessary."

HOUSE ORGANS PLUG DRIVE
House organs and employe publications of all national i,

companies and circuits are featuring "Showmen's Seventh" V

Loan material and will continue to do so for the duration of

drive. Stories and art concerning the nationwide industry dn

as well as Seventh War Loan campaigns among employes
featured.

Dynamo, 20th Century-Fox house organ edited by Roger Fe
features a salute to the "Showmen's Seventh," dedicated to
teamwork existing in the drive between exhibitors, distribut
and producers. The 16-page section includes special stories i

art layouts of all 72 exhibitor state chairmen and co-chairm
distributor chairmen, and others active in the drive.

Harry Mandel, national director of advertising and public
for RKO Theatres, and Peggy Foldes, editor, devoted a pre-dr
issue of The RKO-Man, circuit house organ, to a "Showmc
Seventh" manual for managers.

AIR PLUGS FOR PIC BOND SALES
Roma Wine Company has enthusiastically accepted the mot

picture industry's War Loan drive slogan for broadcasting on
Thursday evening program, "Suspense," over the coast-to-co
CBS network, John Hertz, Jr., publicity director for the "She
men's Seventh" War Loan, announced today. This is the fi

time such cooperation has been extended in an industry loan dri

This program is heard over 81 stations reaching an estima'
64,000,000 listeners. The slogan, which will be broadcast on es

of the Thursday night programs for the duration of the drive,

"Buy Bonds at Your Favorite Motion Picture Theatre — Alva
Open for Bond Sales, Including Sundays, Evenings and Holidaj
Hertz, who arranged the tieup, revealed that many other leadi

network programs will carry this slogan.

{Continued from Page 22) EXHIBITOR STATE CHAIRMEN

mm
Left to right (1st row)—Isadore Epstein, N. J. (South); Irving Lesser, N. Y. (Metropolitan); C. J. Latta, N. Y. (Albany Area); Max
Yellen, N. Y. (Buffalo Area); H. F. Kincey, N. Car.; M. Cooper, N. Dak.; Ed Kraus, N. Dak. (2nd row)—Meyer Fine, Ohio
(Cleveland Area); Maurice White, Ohio (Cincinnati Area); C. B. Akers, Okla.; O. J. Miller, Ore.; Sidney Samuelson, E. Pa.; M. A.

Silver, W. Pa.; Morris Finkel, W. Pa. (3rd row)—Martin Toohey, R. I.; Ed. Fay. R. I.; Warren Irvin, S. Car.; Byron McEUigott,
S. Dak.; Kermit Stengel, E. Tenn.; M. A. Lightman, W. Tenn.; R. J. O'Donnell, Tex. (4th row)—Tracy Barham, Utih; Frank Ven-
nctt, Vt.; Hunter Perry, Va.; Frank O'Brien, Va.; Frank Newman, Sr., Wash.; S. J. Hyman, W. Va.; Harold Fitzgerald, Wise.;
T. E. Knight, Wyo.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

HE VALLEY OF DECISION' ANOTHER GARSON BOXOFFICE DRAMA
IM-G-M
"...Spacious period picture. . .Plot that can't miss, even though
iyou feel as if you were observing polite pantomimes under flaw-

less plate glass. . .Boils down to your personal decision regarding
kGreer Garson. She is the one whose attributes will either permit
the film to assume proportions of epic grandeur or limit it as an
example of the personality-showcase type of entertainment."
'WINSTEN. N. Y. POST.
"•...Sentimental, lump-in-t he-throat saga of a Pittsburgh steel

dynasty .. .Essentially a love story and a pleasant one, with much
sadness and a properly happy ending." PECK, N. Y. PM.
".. .Three and a half stars. . .Full-bodied, finely acted by a well-

chosen cast... Greer Garson turns in the best performance she has
given since Mrs. Miniver. . .Tay Garnett, who directed, is to be
commended for a number of beautifully staged scenes and for the
precision timing of the dramatic events." CAMERON, N. Y.
NEWS

"...Has many elements of dramatic appeal ... Miss Garsons per-

formance is generally one of fine attitudes more photogenic than

incisive, but that's what her audiences like. Gregory Peck is

quietly commanding .. A full romantic show." CROWTHER, 1ST.

Y. TIMES.

".
. .Best of the recent Garson series because Marcia Davenport's

novel offered more substantial material than the others. .
.Miss

Garson is developing some distressing monotonous mannerisms in

her playing. . .Basically, her characterization is sound." COOK,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...A tale of an American dynasty with great feeling and some
sense... Has a radiant intensity which should make it a thumping
boxofflce success. . .Miss Garson makes the film... Social signi-

ficance of the work is difficult to define. . Motion picture of vitality

and imaginative execution. It deserves to be a resounding hit."

BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

IAMOND HORSESHOE' TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL CALLED 'SNAPPY ENTERTAINMENT'
"...Seldom have business and pleasure been conjoined to such a
notable degree... At least a million dollars worth of fanfare for
Mr. Rose's New York night club and a snappy entertainment in

the strictly gala musical-spectacle line... Betty Grable plays the
glamorous cuties with considerable down-to-earthiness and Dick
Haymes is surprisingly natural. . .Phil Silvers has some big op-
portunities to be amusing — and makes the most of them."
CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...More sprawling than sprightly. It makes much of variety
turns and those spectacular girly-girly ensembles which Rose al-

ways refers to as his 'Greek salad numbers'. . .Glitters, but it con-
stitutes a scramble and none too satisfying vicarious visit to a
hot spot." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Screen is filled with all manner of gaudy trappings in shiny
Technicolor and endless parades of pretty girls sent prancing

HE ENCHANTED COTTAGE' LOVE STORY
RKO-RADIO
"...Somewhere in the writing and filming the spirit of fantasy

that glowed through the Pinero play has been discarded. . .The
bitterness of Robert Young and Dorothy McGuire is too harsh
and uncompromising to stir much pity...A picture where scenes
are impressive not the effect of the whole... Has a dignity and
honesty that raises it far above the level of an unabashed tear
jerker — but not quite far enough." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM.
"...Good...A sentimentally moving statement of the truism that
love greatly enhances the beauty of the beloved. . .Can still furnish
enchantment and emotion for those willing to accept surgical

through them...A Grable picture is good or bad, depending on

the quality of the musical numbers and this time they seem a

little above par... Not much of a story, but it never is allowed to

interfere with the song and prance interludes. That makes it good

musical comedy material." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Three stars. . .Colorful, glittering, musical comedy spectacle

...Tip-top film entertainment. . From Betty Grable's costumes to

Phil Silver's amusing lines and its tuneful song numbers, it is

completely diverting." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
"...No matter what ingredients 20th Century-Fox promises to put

into one of their Technicolor musicals they all come out just about

the same: Colorific, tuneful, lively, simple, sentimental and easy to

understand. . .It's a gay whirl of bright fluff and feathers with a

dozen laughs thrown in for good measure." WINSTEN. N. Y.

POST.

GETS DOUBTFUL REACTION
anachronism for the sake of an old story." WINSTEN. NT. Y.

POST.
"...Deep and studied poignance of this elaborately heart-torturing

film appears not only unreasonable but very plainly contrived...

Doleful and morbid tone enough to make the picture a dubious

entertainment for average folks... More of a horror film than a

psychological romance." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...A pretentiously lengthy production. . .A love story whose es-

sence is simplicity of mood, character and emotion. . .Poignant

enough to shine through the tedious treatment .. .Without benefit

of any suggestion of glamour, Miss McGuire makes a likeable

heroine. . .Robert Young gives a forceful portrayal. . .Cutting and
simplifying could have made a good film into an excellent one."

GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

T S A PLEASURE' COLORFUL AND PRETTY, BUT TRITE
RKO-RADIO
"...Such costumes, such sets, such sumptuous extravagance — all

done up in pretty colors to make a lush background for little
Sonja Henie. . .Tries to make up in eye-appeal what it lacks in
story." ROB REEL, CHICAGO HERALD-AMERICAN.
"...Merely a collection of attractive pictures of skating rather
than a well set up picture about skating. . .Miss Henie still cuts a
handsome figure, personally and athletically on the studio ice
rink." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...This Sonja Henie ice show is refreshing only because that
pirouetting ballerina of the blades appears in Technicolor. . .But
there the attraction ends, for this yarn about the romantic tribula-
tions of an exhibition skater and a pugnacious ice-hockey star is

feeble and uninspired." A. W., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Sonja Henie skates her way through a variety of spectacular
ballets, does a modified cooch dance on skates, skates toe dancing

and hot steps and scampers away time after time into those head-

long fancy glides around the rink .. .Whenever the skating and
dancing stops, you are in for a lull." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM.
"...Despite the new costumes, scratch-proof ice and new sets, the

act is worn out. . .But as an actress, Sonja has really come of age."

WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Very hackneyed and corny, and rather a stiff price to pay for

assorted moments of superb skating. Something's wrong when
the best part of a drink is the ice." L.K., N. Y. PM.
"...Three stars... Rich in Technicolor, stunning sets and copious

footage of the pretty little blonde... The story, though not very

original and somewhat hampered by lapses into trite dialogue,

still contrives to be a lively backdrop for some beautiful skating

sequences." MASTERS, N. Y. NEWS.

ALOME, WHERE SHE DANCED' CINEMA CURIOSITY — HERALD TRIBUNE
UNIVERSAL
"...Gives the curious impression that, one is seated in several
theatres watching many motion pictures at the same time...
Yvonne de Carlo dances alluringly and David Bruce makes an
attractive rogue... Very little more than a cinema curiosity."
GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Collection of animated lantern slides, tinted in Technicolor, is

probably the most fantastic horse-opera of the year... Miss De
Carlo has an agreeable mezzo-soprano singing voice, all the 'looks'
one girl could ask for and moreover she dances with a sensuous-
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ness which must have caused the Hays office some anguish. The
script, however, does not give her much chance to prove her act-

ing talents." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Sort of a Western, but not what you would call an action
picture. In this one, you don't get action; you get hysteria...

Pictures like this also could serve as an excuse for the rest of us
to stay away from movies." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Fair plus ... Lavishly Technicolored Western. . .Yvonne de
Carlo, a curvaceous, beauteous newcomer. . .dances in veils and
such in acceptable but certainly not remarkable manner."
THIRER, N. Y. POST.



THE NEWS DIGEST
[Continued from Page 10)

give them sufficient time to study the answers and prepare their

case.

John R. Niesley. representing the Government in place of

Robert L. Wright, revealed that for the past six weeks Govern-

ment representatives have been interviewing independent exhibi-

tors whose testimony will be the principal feature of the Govern-

ment's case. This testimony, said Niesley, has not yet been as-

similated and the Government would be "tipping its hand" by

revealing the information sought by the companies. The Judge,

however, disagreed with Niesley. pointing out that the defendants

could properly ask for a postponement of the trial if the informa-

tion is not received in time to prepare a defense.

N. E. ARBITRATION CASE "OF INTEREST*

An arbitration case deemed to be of "unusual interest" to

exhibitors by National Allied was filed in the Boston Tribunal by

the Atlantic Amusement Co.. operating the Empire Theatre in

Fall River, Mass., charging refusal by RKO to license "It's a

Pleasure" for exhibition in the Empire.

Allied called the case "of unusual interest to exhibitors who
operate two or more theatres, to circuits and to co-operative com-
bines," and felt that it "should go far toward deciding whether
the distributors or the exhibitors are going to operate the inde-

pendent motion picture theatres."

The complaint, said Allied, charged that RKO refused to li-

cense the film for the Empire, insisting that it go into the larger

Durfee Theatre. Although each theatre is legally owned by a
different corporation, both are under common stock ownership.

There is no dispute over the terms, which are the same in all key
situations, stated the bulletin. "But because of its larger seating

capacity. RKO insists that the picture be shown in the Durfee
and refuses to license it to the Empire."

Allied felt that the proceedings will be "followed closely by all

exhibitors who at some time or other have sought pictures for one
of several theatres and have been told they must buy for all, as
well as those who have been denied the right to say in which of

several theatres a particular picture shall be shown." Nathan
Yamins, head of both companies, received praised from Allied for

his prosecution of the case. The bulletin added, "It is a pity that
more exhibitors have not made use of the arbitration system to

record the grievances of which they so bitterly complain in

private."

ATROCITY NEWSREELS AROUSE PUBLIC
Atrocity films depicting unspeakable horrors in German con-

centration and prison camps, notably Buchenwald, Ohrdruf,
Hadamar and Nordhausen, comprising the major portion of last

week's newsreels, caused a violent and not unmixed reaction, both
in the industry and among theatre audiences.

In some quarters, it was felt that the films were too ghastly
for average moviegoers and should be greatly deleted or not shown
at all, but the general reaction, both in industry and audience,

THANK YOU
for your cooperation in the handling of film.

It is working out swell.

NOW SAVE PAPER
This is an important War Effort.

Return posters sent to you in error. Do
not throw them aside.

Return all posters properly marked, labeled
and wrapped. Don't throw them loose in

the lobby.

YOU DO YOUR PART!
WE'LL DO OURS!

HIGHWAY EXPRESS UNES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

was that the atrocity newsreels must be seen by theatre audie
throughout the country and the world to forestall possible pi.

feeling for a "soft peace" by exposing the Nazi beast in his
form.

A protest against municipal censorship of "Maidanek D>\

Factory," an Artkino film scheduled to open Friday. May 4, at
Telenews Theatres in Detroit, was lodged by Local 199 opera s
after a cut was made in the film by local police censor. The
tion showed a hanging and was made in line with the usual pc t
of cutting scenes showing violent death. Protest was based on e

fact that the War Department had passed the entire film.

All five newsreels featured the atrocities, according them I

proximately 70 per cent of the 700 feet allotted per issue,

balance was devoted to news of the San Francisco Confere

PARAMOUNT PROFITS NEW HIGH
Earnings of Paramount Pictures, Inc., for the fiscal year e

ing December 30. 1944 topped its previous year's record high
S16.140.821 by S347.285. a grand total of $16,488,106 after deduci
all charges including interest, taxes, depreciation and $1,500

additional reserve for contingencies. Operating profit before
ductions for interest, Federal taxes, depreciation, etc., was ;

389,485.16. Federal income and excess profits taxes were •

879,816.51. Gross income from theatre receipts, film rentals, s:

of film accessories and rentals reached $153,244,034.50 for the y>

Paramount estimated its earnings for the first quarter en
March 31, 1945, at $4,007,000 after interest and all charges incl

ing estimated provision for all Federal normal and excess pre

taxes. This compares with estimated earnings for the sim
period last year of $3,814,000.

20TH-FOX TOPS '43 NET
Consolidated net profit of 20th Century-Fox for the 53 we

ended December 30, 1944, was $12,480,491, after all charges, incl

ing Federal income and excess profits taxes and voting-contro
subsidiaries, including National Theatres Corp. and Roxy TheaL
Inc. This compares with $10,901,768 for the 52 operating weji

in 1943.

Gross income from sales and rentals of film, together v i

theatre receipts, totaled $172,624,529 in 1944 compared to $1 •

345,949 in 1943. Income from film rentals and theatre admissi ii

reached the highest point in the company's history, the rep^

pointed out.

PEOPLE
Frank C. Walker, Comerford Circuit president, tendered S

resignation as Postmaster General to President Truman and
\f

succeeded by Robert E. Hannegan, chairman of the Democrsl
National Committee. Walker is expected to resume active dii

tion of the chain.

Maurice Bergman, Universal Eastern director of Advertis :

and Publicity, was named chairman of the War Activities Cc
mittee public relations division. Charles C Moskowitz, first vi

president of Loew's, Inc., was elected to the chairmanship of

New York WAC, succeeding Fred Schwartz, resigned to take
duties in Europe with the Office of War Information.

Henry Blanke, Warner Bros, producer, was signed to a
year contract with the company, probably the longest term d
in industry history. Blanke has been with Warners since IS

C. C. Ryan, purchasing agent for Warner exchanges, and ht

of the company's advertising accessories department, died Sunc
(6th) at 65. He had been with the company since 1924.

Theodore Hays, 78, pioneer theatre manager, died Saturd
(5th) in Minneapolis. He had been in show business since li

and was known as the father of show business in the Northwe
initiating the showing of motion pictures in Minnesota.

GET SET FOR

THE BIG 7TH

WAR LOAN!

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Mrmbrr NatT Film Carrl*f»

250 N. JUNIPER ST.
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Yes, Mr. Exhibitor

V-E DAY IS HERE!

• Germany has collapsed but there's still a big

Jap war ahead. Our soldiers haven't stopped

fighting we can't stop selling bonds!

• It will take more lives and more money.

The Treasury Department needs and asks

for your help more than ever.

• So get on with your 7th War

Loan plans stronger than ever.

• Make your Bond Premiere, Children's

Matinees, Free Movie Days count

up to bigger bond sales.

It's Up To Every Showman . •

.

Speed TOTAL Victory!

* ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE • MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY . 1501 Broadway, New York 1 8, N. Y.



uire

* The BIG JOB of the Motion Picture Industry

is the SHOWMEN'S SEVENTH. ..the War Loan

Drive to Speed Total Victory!

3 "sock" TRAILERS.. .to help you put over this

tremendous campaign... have been produced

by your industry... and are being distributed

to all theatres by NATIONAL SCREEN <

RAW-STOCK SHORTAGES have lim

number of prints available,.. so 50^1

theatres will run one trailer.. .while t|

50% run another. The trailers will th<

terchanged through National Screen e:|

OurHob is to see that all theatres run all3 trail

<//ete& zt/A&be u/e /teed T^oirt

* Please RETURN YOUR TRAILER IMMEDIATELY after its scheduled

... to your NATIONAL SCREEN EXCHANGE ... so that EVERY THI

RECEIVES ITS PRINTS! * DON'T DELAY! YOUR COOPERATICI

ESSENTIAL! A missout on a trailer may mean

UNSOLD BONDS. The RETURN of WAR

LOAN TRAILERS is an IMPORTANT PART of

your BIG JOB in the SHOWMEN'S SEVENTH!

k

n
.mnonni SERVICE

'PRIZE BRBr OF THE HWUSTRV
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FOX'S TARDY MOVE
"It seems nothing more than elementary business

ethics that when a customer buys something and

the seller subsequently finds himself unable to

deliver, that the seller bears an obvious obliga-

tion to acquaint the buyer promptly and fully

with the reasons . . . and to assure him that every

effort will be made to fulfill the commitment. . .

These considerations of a customer's rights

seemingly did not prevail in the distributor's

handling of the 'Call of the Wild' situation

From an Editorial by MO WAX

Page Five

THE INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURE TRADE JOURNAL



WAR BONDS
AT YOUR FAVORITE



This is the BILLION TIME Bond Message That

will cover the Nation Like a Tidal Wave!

Buy Bonds At Your Favorite Motion Picture Theatre I

Always Open for Bond Sales,.Including Sundays, Evenings and Holidays'.

"

million Americans will read it in 32 national magazines!

J million is the total listening audience for the top network programs and regu-

ly scheduled O.W.I, spots that will carry the message!

D million is the total movie-going audience that will see it week after week in

wsreels and 3 special trailers, plus the "ALL-STAR BOND RALLY"!

I million will read it on 4500 Railway Express truck signboards!

9 million will be the total reading audience to see it in cartoon strips . . . national

idicated columns . . . national motion picture reviews . . . motion picture page

tstheads . . .

3 Slogan will be carried by the three major press wire and photo services!

lit tO Every Exhibitor. Practical Portfolio containing 77 best bond selling aids

d ideas.

tional Tie-UpS with American Legion ... Boys' Clubs of

nerica . . . and other youth organizations.

angemefltS with Treasury, War and Navy Departments
man your Bond Booths with returned wounded veterans.

is all the promotion 16,000 energetic showmen will put in

iir own theatres.

lat is why the American public will make your theatre its

nd buying headquarters in the MIGHTY SEVENTH!

WarLoan

This message is sponsored as part of their contribution to the War Loan

[Campaign by Columbia, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount, RKO Radio,

20th Century-Fox, United Artists, Universal and Warner Bros.



THE BIG ONES
COME FROM

I

M*G*M!
"Keep plenty of time open like Music Hall is doing! 3d Week tops 1st and 2d!'!

GREER GARSON • GREGORY PECK • "THE VALLEY OF DECISION I

DONALD CRISP • LIONEL BARRYMORE • PRESTON FOSTER • MARSHA HUNT • Gladys Cooper • Reginald Owe I
Dan Duryea .Jessica Tandy • Barbara Everest • Marshall Thompson • Screen Play by John Meehan and Sonya Levien • Based o 1
the Novel by Marcia Davenport • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture • Directed by Tay Garnett • Produced by Edwin H. Kno| m

With all your might! MIGHTY 7th WAR LOAM



"Have you heard, brother

THEY'RE STILL FIGHTING ON OKINAWA!'
They Need Your Help In The

MIGHTY 7th WAR LOAM

EDIT
Vol. 13, No. 11

M AY 2 8, 1 9 4!

Tom Connors has announced his decision to release

the Clark Gable reissue, "Call of the Wild", and Allied

States Association merits the thanks of exhibitors for

raising the issue of 20th Century-Fox's withdrawal of

the picture after twice selling it.

It is our opinion that "Call of the Wild" will not

prove a particularly valuable property to most exhibi-

tors (no reissue is very important generally), but cer-

tainly the principle involved is of prime importance.

In his wire advising Film Bulletin of the picture's

release beginning June 15th, Mr. Connors explained

that it was withdrawn previously "because of legal com-

plications". The details: '^Clark Sable's services for

this picture had been loaned by Metro and it was

claimed that certain restrictive provisions in the agree-

ment for the loan of that star's services had been

violated. These difficulties have now been ironed out,

thereby clearing the way for the picture's release."

There is no reluctance to accept Mr. Connors' ex-

planation as factual; its tardiness is what bothers us.

It seems nothing more than elementary business

ethics that when a customer buys something and the

seller subsequently finds himself unable to deliver, that

the seller bears an obvious obligation to acquaint the

buyer promptly and fully with the reasons for his in-

ability to deliver on the contract. And, further, the

seller owes it to the buyer to assure him that every
effort will be made to fulfill the commitment. The pur-

chaser's signature on the contract gives him an interest

in the product which, we believe, entitles him to a full

bill of particulars if delivery is not made.

These considerations of a customer's rights seem-
ingly did not prevail in the distributor's handling of the

"Call of the Wild" situation. No explanation was made
to the trade, nor were exhibitors advised that any ef-

forts would be made to deliver the picture. The only

action evident on 20th Century's part was the order to

the exchanges to ship back all prints, so it is therefore
difficult to escape the unpleasant conclusion that the

matter would have ended there, had not the ever-alert

Pete Wood of Ohio Allied raised a howl and focused

the trade's attention on it.

In a business as unpatterned as the rough and

tumble bargaining of film deals, one cannot look for

fastidious conduct, but it should not be too much to ex-

pect observance of principles by a powerful and ex-

tremely wealthy film company.

Tom Connors has acted wisely, if somewhat be-

latedly, in announcing the release of "Call of the Wild".

We hope that in the future he will avoid the necessity

for having 20th Century's customers take the initiative

in bringing about decisions that should be born of and

governed by the company's respect for simple business

principles.

MO WAX

DECADE OF PROGRESS
In this season of anniversaries, one is coming up

that will meet with a hearty response from the nation's

independent exhibitors. It is Republic's Tenth Birthday,

celebration of which will extend from May 27 to

July 27.

This company, fathered by Herbert J. Yates ten

years ago, and nurtured by the splendid organization

that he has developed, can point with pride to a decade

of consistent progress. The quality of the pictures has

steadily improved and it is a fact that many theatremen

throughout the country place greater value on Repub-

lic's product than on that of certain majors.

The distribution branch, under the guidance of

popular President Jimmy Grainger, has always enjoyed

a measure of good will that should make some major
executives blush with shame. Here, indeed, is an ex-

ample of a film company that has demonstrated the

ability to prosper without milking the exhibitor dry.

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from Preceding Page)

Republic's sales staff is asking theatre owners to

join the Tenth Anniversary celebration by dating and

buying their pictures. We think that exhibitor senti-

ment in response to this drive is aptly summed up in the

editorial observation of our contemporary, Jay Eman-

uel: "Any company which can deliver the goods at

prices that allow the theatremen fair profits deserves

the best cooperation in any sales campaign."

This is an opportunity for every theatreman to give

concrete expression of his preference for Republic's

method of doing business.

HARRISON'S WARNING
With the end of the European war, many theatre-

men are beginning to devote some thought to the prob-

lems they must inevitably face in the future. What
will happen to box office grosses and to film prices?

P. S. Harrison in his "Reports" of May 19th, sounds

a warning that is not unduly pessimistic when consider-

ed in the light of experience that should still be fresh

in every man's mind. We believe the following portion

of Harrison's comments is urgent reading for the

thoughtful exhibitor:

"Make up your mind that the business prospect for
the future, though not black, is far from the glowing
war-time prosperity of today; unemployment will in-

crease, and overtime earnings will be cut. And though
there may be some reduction in the tax rates, it will

not compensate for the lowered earning power of the
public. As a result of these conditions, the picture-
going ranks are bound to be thinned.

To cite one example of why you should exercise
care now in your picture-buying, let me remind you
of the depression in the early I930's when the large
circuits cut down their admission prices to increase
their falling patronage. This move, of course, hurt the
independent exhibitors, for when they signed their con-
tracts they figured the prices they would pay for film
in accordance with the admission prices that they and
their competitors were charging. When their competi-
tors reduced admission prices, the independents were
compelled to carry a burden they had not foreseen.
They found that, if they did not lower their prices, they
lost patronage, and if they did lower the prices, the
reduced box-office receipts were much too low in com-
parison with the prices they had paid for the film. This
example points out but one of the possibilities you must
now take into consideration.

"Lest some of vou gain the impression that I am
predicting another d3pression in the near future, let
me hasten to assure you that such is not my intent. I

firmly believe that prosperity will be with us for some
time to come, but not at the level we are enjoying pres-
ently. That is why I am urging you to watch your film
buying and to seek rental reductions proportionate with
the future drop in box-office receipts.

"Buy your pictures carefully. Don't rush! Give
yourself a few days to study the contract before you
sign it. A little thought and patience now may save
you, as already said, many headaches afterwards."

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

Although several end-of-the-week newcomers, including

"Thrill of a Romance" and "A Medal for Benny," had strong

opening days, the leaders among Broadway's first-run attrac-

tions are two holdovers, "Valley of Decision" and "Diamond
Horseshoe" at the world's two largest theatres. Radio City

Music Hall and the Roxy. The Greer Garson film, which is

now in its fourth week, played to over 400,000 patrons during

its initial three weeks and showed a third week gross which

exceeded its two previous stanzas. Picture is expected to

continue through June at the Music Hall with no date set for

"A Bell for Adano," next at this house. . ."Diamond Horse-

shoe," also in its fourth week with Count Basie and His

Orchestra on the Roxy stage, went over an $80,000 gross for

the third successive week. The 20th Century-Fox musical

will continue into June and will be succeeded by another

Technicolor musical, "Where Do We Go From Here?"...

The Van Johnson fans were out in full force for the opening

of "Thrill of a Romance," with Guy Lombardo and His Or-

chestra and June Havoc heading the strong stage show, at

the Capitol on May 24th. This followed three profitable weeks

with "The Clock," and George Paxton, Willie Howard and

Jane Froman on the stage, while the next attraction at the

Capitol will be a U. A. release, "Blood on the Sun"... At the

Paramount, "Salty O'Rourke" and Charlie Spivak and His

Orchestra is holding up exceptionally well in its fifth week

but, at the Strand, "Escape in the Desert," with the star,

Helmut Dantine, and Andrea King and Henry Busse and His

Orchestra in person was only average during its second and

final week — the shortest run here in several seasons. "Pil-

low to Post" and Shep Fields and His Orchestra opened on

May 25th. . .Loew's State, which is back to playing second

runs in conjunction with its vaudeville bill, has "Here Come

the Waves" current after a disappointing week with U. A.'s

"Guest in the House."

Leaders among the straight film houses are the Rivoli,

where "A Medal for Benny" had a smash opening day fol-

lowing the profitable eight-week engagement for Hal Wallis'

initial Paramount release, "The Affairs of Susan," and the

Astor, where RKO's "The Enchanted Cottage" has been hold-

ing up well and is now in its fourth week. Goldwyn's "Won-

der Man" will open here early in June... Also in its fourth

week of strong business is Monogram's "Dillinger" at the

small-seater Victoria. This will continue for a fifth week

with the long-delayed British film, "The Way Ahead" ten-

tatively set to open on June 2d... Another 20th Century-Fox

release, "Molly and Me," opened at the Gotham on May 25th

following the profitable eight week engagement of the U. A.

British-made, "Colonel Blimp"...Two other RKO-Radio pic-

tures, are "China Sky," now at the Palace following the three

week run for "It's a Pleasure," which started strong but
finished to mild returns, and "The Body Snatcher" which
opened at the Rialto following the same company's "The
Brighton Strangler," another Rialto natural which grossed
the best business of any RKO picture at this horror spot

during the past year.

Further down the list, with lower grosses are "Counter-
Attack," which had a strong opening week but has dropped
considerably during its current hold-over session despite mis-

j

leading pin-up girl lobby blow-ups for Columbia's strictly-war |

picture. Universal's "That's the Spirit" will follow in June
. . ."The Unseen" also failed to hold up during its second week

,

at the Globe and Republic's 10th Anniversary picture, "Flame
j

of Barbary Coast," opened here on May 26th — a better loca-

tion than the Republic Theatre further up Broadway which
is now playing old features. . ."The Corn Is Green" continues
to moderate returns in its eighth week at the Hollywood
with no date set for "Rhapsody in Blue". . .After a 4 week
run with "The Informer," the seventh return engagement for

this RKO Academy Award winner since its original engage-
ment at this class house ten years ago, The Little Carnegie
will show Irvin Shapiro's new documentary film, "We Accuse,"
starting June 2nd.

FILM BULLETI



WARNER BROS 1 June Release

PILLOW TO POST' HIGHLY AMUSING COMEDY
ates • • generally

\ amcr Bros.

4 minutes

da Lupino, Sydney Greenstreet, William

We, Stuart Erwin, Johnny Mitchell,

iuth Donnelly, Willie Best, Barbara Brown,
rrank Orth, R<»gina Wallace, Paul Harvey,
arol Hughes, Bobby Blake, Ann O'Neal,

Villiam Haade, Victoria Home, Grady Sut-

on, Joyce Compton, Don McGuire, Marie
Make, Louis Armstrong and His Orchestra.

HreCted by Vincent Sherman.

A boisterous, improbable and highly amus-
ng farce about army regulations, "Pillow
o Post" is good entertainment for the
nasses. Its exaggerated picture of marital
nix-ups in an auto court for servicemen
md their wives is familiar, down-to-earth
omedy which will keep average audiences
:iggling or laughing out loud throughout.
Adapted from last season's unsuccessful
3roadway play (then called 'Pillar to
3ost"), the background and several of the
lituations are similar to those in the smash

hit, "Over 21." although here Director Vin-

cent Sherman has a decided leaning toward

the slapstick style. The pace is fast and

some of the double-entendre lines are

naughty without being offensive. Ida Lu-

pino, who indulges in a bit of mugging,

otherwise makes a delightful comedienne,

and Sydney Greenstreet is good as a bluff,

blustering colonel. This should make a

strong dualler, especially in naborhood

spots.

Ida Lupino, who has taken over a travel-

ing salesman job in her father's oil well

supply company, arrives at a California

army base town and runs into the usual

problem of finding a place to sleep. Offered

a bungalow in an auto court for servicemen

and their wives, Miss Lupino says she is

married and then sets out to pick up an

officer who will pose as her husband while

she registers. On the open road, she is

given a lift by William Prince, a lieutenant,

who is finally persuaded to help her out,

but when his commanding officer, Sydney
Greenstreet, sees them registering, he is

forced to introduce Miss Lupino as his bride.

Forced to continue the deception or face

court-martial, Prince and Miss Lupino are

obliged to stay at the court all night. After

a run-in with Johnny Mitchell, one of Miss

Lupino's sales prospects, Prince finds that

he is beginning to care for his "bride." As

the best way out of their predicament, he

and Miss Lupino stage a quarrel for Green-

street's benefit, but the latter insists that

the "newlyweds" kiss and make up. Other

complications include the arrival of Prince's

mother and Miss Lupino's getting drunk on

sherry and telling Greenstreet the truth. In

the end, Prince is saved from court-martial

when he and Miss Lupino decide really to

visit a parson.

William Prince, as the flustered and un-

happy lieutenant, makes an excellent

straight foil for Miss Lupino's comedy an-

tics. Willie Best's languid style gets many
laughs and Stuart Erwin, as an expectant

father, Ruth Donnelly and Barbara Brown

add to the fun. Louis Armstrong, whose

orchestra plays only one number, will add

to the name value.

DENLEY

20th CENTURY FOX ... 1 in Eleventh Block (Total 2)

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE' MILDLY AMUSING MUSICAL FANTASY
Utes • • — in class houses; less elsewh

Oth Century-Fox

7 minutes

•"red MacMurray, Joan Leslie, June Haver,
iene Sheldon, Anthony Quinn, Carlos

Ramirez, Alan Mowbray, Fortunio Bona-
iova, Herman Bing, Howard Freeman, John
>avidson , Rosina Galli, Fred Essler.

directed by Gregory Ratoff.

A mildly amusing hodge podge of fantasy,
arce and music, enhanced by Technicolor,
Where Do We Go From Here" is enter-
aining fare for undiscriminating audiences,
["he musical numbers, penned by Ira Ger-
hwin and Kurt Weill, are pleasant, if un-
listinguished. However, it is upon ths
screenplay that the film leans in its prin-
cipal bid for popularity and, because of an
arly promise, emerges doubly disappointing
n its treatment. Leaving the well-beaten
>ath hewed by the 20th-Fox musical for-

nula, scripter Morrie Ryskind has devised
l novel tale wherein Fred MacMurray, a
civilian turned down by the armed forces,
s whisked back through time by a pixie-
ike genie into Washington's army at Val-
ey Forge, thence to quell a mutiny on
rolumbus' vessel, then on to the New Am-
sterdam colony and finally back to the
>resent. Musical numbers are fitted to each
>hase. best of which is a clever ditty titled

Columbus," given mock operatic treatment

U A Y 28. 1945

sre; weak in action spots

by Carlos Ramirez. However, despite such

situations pregnant with satiric possibilities,

the script falls back on corny gags and
routines for its comedy, snuffing out the

spark that could have lifted it above the

musical average. The film seems much
longer than its 77-minute running time,

possibly because of its episodic quality, but

interest is maintained chiefly due to the

switch in periods, as the audience wonders
where the ill-fated hero will wind up next.

Grosses will not be much above average

anywhere — best in class houses, weakest

in action spots.

In the story, Fred MacMurray, a 4-F after

consistently attempting to enlist, receives

an antique lamp for his scrap-drive collec-

tion, replete with a genie (Gene Sheldon).
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Where Do We Go From Here? 7
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Eve Knew Her Apples 9

His wish that he be in the army is granted

by the genie, but because of the latter's

faulty timepiece, he finds himself a soldier

in the Constitutional Army at Valley Forge.

Commissioned by Gen. Washington to dis-

cover the enemy's strength, he is captured

by the Hessians. About to be shot as a

spy, he is transported by the genie to the

Santa Maria, Columbs' flagship. As Colum-

bus' men begin to mutiny, he convinces

them that the discoverer is right, forestalls

their turning back and goes on to Manhat-

tan Island, where a wily Indian sells him
the island for $24. In all of his adventures,

he meets the prototypes of the two girls

in his 20th Century life, Joan Leslie, in love

with him, and June Haver, the object of

his affections. When the genie deposits

him in New Amsterdam, he saves Miss Les-

lie from marrying her landlord to save the

farm and, realizing she is the one he loves,

takes her back to the 20th Century as the

genie finally lands him in this man's army.

Fred MacMurray mugs through his role

and divulges a pleasing voice in his songs.

June Haver, the studio's miniature Grable,

is a well-rounded cutie who puts over "Mor-
ale" and "Song of the Rhineland" in zippy

style, while Joan Leslie handles the more
sentimental numbers. "If Love Remains"
and "All at Once" in an adequate manner.
Gregory Ratoff has directed in broad oper-

etta style.



M-G-M ... 1 Not Set

'THRILL OF A ROMANCE 1 HEALTHY BOXOFFICE STUFF
Rates • • • generally

M-G-M
105 minutes

Van Johnson, Esther Williams, Frances
Gilford, Henry Travers, Spring Byington,
Lauritz Melchior, Carleton G. Young, Ethel
Grimes, Donald Curtis, Jerry -Scott, Fernan-
do Alvarado, Helene Stanley, Vince Barnett,
Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra.

Directed by Richard Thorpe.

When a movie can offer Van Johnson to

make the girls' hearts nutter and Esther
Williams to make the boys' eyes stutter —
that movie is well on its way toward box-
office success. But "Thrill of A Romance"
has all this and Lauritz Melchior, too. And
Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra. Not to

mention Technicolor. Did we forget to say
that it has been endowed with a typically

handsome Metro production. Or that Joe
Pasternack has blended such, diverse elem-
ents as the lithe and lovely Miss Williams
(who ever dubbed anyone else "The Body?")

gliding through water, and a flock of songs,

from opera to a rousing drinking number

to jazz — all sung by the jovially full-voiced

Mr. Melchior — blended into a pleasant
musical entertainment. Oh, yes, there's a
story, too, a placid little tale about a girl

who marries a very rich and very dull

young man and then meets that awfully
cute Johnson lad. It shouldn't happen to

a girl! We all know immediately how it's

going to turn out, but a lot of entertaining
things happen while she is learning that

Van is her man. This is going to be tops
for class and deluxe houses; only slightly

less in the naborhoods. It will skid some-
what in the action spots.

Swimming teacher Esther Williams finds

herself a kissless bride when her groom,
Carleton Young, business tycoon, runs off

to Washington on the first day of their
marriage at a mountain resort. She meets
Van Johnson, a convalescing flying hero
and, after a romantic week, climaxed by
the two innocently getting lost in the woods,

find themselves in love. Young, just re-

turned from his business trip, discovers

them returning to the hotel, disheveled from

their attempts to find their way back the

following morning. Young demands an an-

nulment, with Miss Williams in complete
agreement, but it becomes unnecessary
when his lawyer reveals that they were
never legally married because Young's pre-

vious divorce was not final, leaving the way
clear for her marriage to Johnson.

Miss Williams is a delight to behold in

the water (and out), but no great demands
are made upon her limited histrionic talents,

or upon Van Johnson's. They are nic? to

look at. But that Melchior man is a most
pleasing guy and a treat for the ears. What
with Iturbi and now Melchior, Metro is do-

ing its bit in bringing the classics to ths

movies — welcome additions. Frances
Gifford is an attractive semi-menace. Spring
Byington and Henry Travers are first-rate

as an absent-minded couple.
BARTON

THAT'S THE SPIRIT* MIGHT DEVELOP INTO 'SLEEPER
1

Rates + 9 + generally; less in action

Universal

93 minutes

Jack Oakie, Peggy Ryan, Andy Devine,
June Vincent, Arthur Treacher, Gene Lock-
hart, Johnny Coy, Irene Ryan, Buster Kea-
ton, Edith Barrett, Victoria Home, Ed
Gargan.

Directed by Charles Lament.

The earth-bound spirit theme has again
been employed in engaging fashion in
"That's the Spirit," an entertaining pro-
grammer which audience approval may
boost into the "sleeper" class. The first-

rate comedy cast is headed by Jack Oakie,
as a very substantial and solid-looking
spirit, and includes a sensational youngster,
Johnny Coy, who looks ready to step into
Gene Kelly's dancing shoes. As in "The
Ghost Goes West" and in the stage hit,

"Blithe Spirit," the central character is an
unseen visitor from the hereafter who tries
to help his loved ones and plague his en-
emies with resulting situations that are both
fantastic and amusing. Laid in the 1890's
and early 1900's, the story starts slowly and
the sequences laid in a stuffy-Victorian-
minded household contain several dull spots.
However, Director Charles Lamont has in-
jected a generous quota of down-to-earth
(literally) comedy in the latter half of the

spots
film which also contains most of the pleas-

ing and nicely-staged song-and-dance inter-

ludes. A jazzed-up version of "Evening

Star" and two old favorites, "Baby, Won't
You Please Come Home" and "How Come
You Do Me Like You Do," are better than
the newer tunes, while a silhouetted pre-

cision routine, danced to the tune of the
familiar, "Nola," is a stand-out. The trick

photography is well done and helps to keep
the laughs coming. Word-of-mouth should
be good and, with extra selling, this should
do above-average business, especially in

naborhood spots. It will be weakest for
action houses.

In the 1890's, Gene Lockhart, pompous,
narrow-minded banker, dominates his wife
and entire household until his daughter,
June Vincent, decides to rebel and see a
show. Jack Oakie, vaudeville star, so cap-
tivates Miss Vincent that she runs away
with him and, despite her father's d's-

pleasure, later marries him. While their
first child is being born, a heavenly visitor
comes to take Oakie to the hereafter.
Eighteen years later, Oakie, who sees that
his daughter, Peggy Ryan, is now domi-
nated by her grandfather, goes to the
heavenly complaint department and gets a
7-day leave to visit the earth. When her
father's spirit arrives, Miss Rvan sees
Oakie, but the other members of the house-

Universal

fi5 minutes

Nancy Kelly, William Gargan, Eddie Quil-
lan, Fuzzy Knight, George Dolenz, George
Cleveland, Mariska Aldrich, Morgan Wal-
lace, Larry Keating, Robert Barron.
Directed by Harold Young.

A feeble programmer. It has an inane
plot, the comedy is silly and the hip-shaking
dances and native songs are familiar stuff.

"Song of the Sarong" is suitable for one
purpose only — to pad out a dual hill in
lesser nahorhood spots. Universal dragged
out the moss-covered story formula about a
South Seas island ruled over by a beautiful
white queen, and, as might be expected, the
tale is never even faintly credible and the
proceedings are too ridiculous to even pass

for fantasy. Nancy Kelly, who wears her
sarong to excellent advantage, warbles
"Lovely Luana" in pleasing fashion, but the
other tunes are given over to William Gar-
gan, Fuzzy Knight and Eddie Quillan, none
of whom even pretend to have vocal ability.

Quillan and Knight, as two stowaways who
are pursued by an Amazonian native, almost
knock themselves out to get a few weak
laughs. While the title and players may
attract some patrons, most of these will be
disappointed. To ape the pidgin English
employed by the South Seas natives — "This
very bad picture."
Describing himself to a radio audience as

a professional "wild goose chaser," William
Gargan receives an intriguing proposal to
go to a South Seas island and uncover a
hidden horde of pearls. Accompanied by
two stowaways (Eddie Quillan and Fuzzy
Knight) who want to help him find the

hold cannot. He leads her to his old theatre

where Johnny Coy, son of his old friend

and manager, Andy Devine, is rehearsing a

dance routine. She tries the dance with
him and, after the two fall in love, Coy
induces her to dance in the new show
staged by Devine. Her mother agrees to

the plan although Lockhart does all in his

power to halt the show and almost suc-

ceeds until his own wife, influenced by
Oakie's spirit, helps matters by angeling the

production. On the opening night, a mes-
senger of death calls for Miss Vincent and
she is able to join Oakie in the wings to

watch their daughter make a hit.

Oakie plays the gay spirit with his magic
flute and gives a lift to every scene in which
he appears. Gene Lockhart, who gives a

fine performance as the pompous banker,
gets most of his laughs when he steps out

of character and becomes human for a brief

scene. Peggy Ryan foregoes her usual mug-
ging and capably plays the romantic lead

opposite the promising Johnny Coy. To-
gether, these two do a whirlwind dance
routine and Coy also has a stand-out tap
number. June Vincent does good work as

the mother and Arthur Treacher and Irene
Ryan are a butler-maid team. Buster
Keaton has only a bit as the heavenly
complaint manager.

YORK

SONG OF THE SARONG 1 FEEBLE COMEDY PROGRAMMER
Rates • • — as supporting dualler only

treasure, Gargan arrives at the tropical spot
only to find that the pearls are guarded by
husky natives with poisoned spears. Gar-
gan tries to steal the pearls but is captured
and brought before the island queen, Nancy
Kelly, who has been educated by a white
trader living on the island. She takes a
fancy to Gargan and thus arouses the jeal-

ousy of her native fiance, George Dolenz.
The latter tricks Gargan into making an-
other attempt to steal the pearls and then
betrays him to the natives who make plans
for his execution. As the altar fires are lit

and the flames start to roar about Gargan,
a miracle occurs and thunder and lightning
extinguish the blaze. Gargan then realizes
that the pearls have a spiritual value to the
natives and he and Miss Kelly are united
as the treacherous Dolenz flees to escape
her wrath.

DENLEY
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'BELLS OF ROSARITA' TOPNOTCH ROY ROGERS MUSICAL WESTERN
Rates • • • wherever Rogers is a favorite

Republic

68 minutes

Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes, Dale
Evans, Grant Withers, Adele Mara, Addison
Richards, Janet Martin, Roy Barcroft,

Robert Mitchell Boy Choir, Bob Nolan and
the Sons of the Pioneers and Guest Stars,

Wild Bill Elliott, Allan Lane, Donald Barry,
Robert Livingston and Sunset Carson.

Directed by Frank McDonald.

Like Roy Rogers' recent musical wes-
terns, "Bells of Rosarita" is a sure-fire

click wherever the star is a favorite and a
good dualler for naborhood houses. Again
Republic sticks close to its tried-and-true
pattern of songs, comedy and range color
in generous quantities with just a dash of
riding and shooting action added in order
to justify the western label. A decidedly-
novel touch — and one which adds tremend-
ous name value for devotees of cowboy films
— is the brief appearance of all of Repub-
lic's western stars, Wild Bill Elliott, Allan
Lane, Donald Barry, Robert Livingston and
Sunset Carson, to help Rogers save the day
— and the mortgaged ranch — for the

heroine. The plot never seems important

and the fact that all these stars, as well as

Rogers and the Sons of the Pioneers, play

themselves, destroys most of the plausibility

and makes the film more like a good-
natured frolic tossed together on the Re-
public lot. The nine musical numbers are
well sung and nicely staged with "I'm
Gonna Build a Big Fence Around Texas"
and the title tune as stand-outs and the
Robert Mitchell Boychoir harmonizing the
old favorite, "Under a Blanket of Blue" to
fine effect. Playing up the cowboy names
will mean strong grosses in action spots.

Dale Evans, who has inherited a small
circus and ranch, travels west to straighten
out matters with Grant Withers, who claims
that her late father deeded him the ranch
in payment of an old debt. Roy Rogers,
the movie star, has been renting the ranch
and using as extras a bunch of orphan kids
Miss Evans has taken under her wing.
When Addison Richards, former neighbor
of Miss Evans' father, hears of Withers'
false claim, he determines to investigate and
try to locate the receipt showing that the
debt had been cancelled. During a barbe-
cue Rogers is giving for Miss Evans and

the kids, Richards is kidnapped by two un-

identified men. The youngsters' remark

that this is like a situation in one of his

western pictures gives Rogers the idea to

stage a big show and help Miss Evans pay-

Withers. Phoning Republic Studios, Rogers
rounds up all the other western stars who
agree to come and appear in person with

Miss Evans' circus show. When Richards
is finally rescued, he tells that Withers
forced him to divulge the fact that the re-

ceipt is in the local bank vault. After

Withers has blown the vault and taken the

badly-needed receipt, all the Republic cow-
boys go in pursuit and have a pitched

battle with him and his henchmen. After

Miss Evans gets the proof that her ranch
is free and clear, Rogers' show goes on.

Roy Rogers is as pleasingly informal as

ever and with Dale Evans again supplying
charm and fine singing ability, George
"Gabby" Hayes getting laughs as a be-

whiskered old codger and the Sons of the

Pioneers to help with the harmonizing and
fisticuffs, Republic's ace western troupe
needs only one more thing — stronger
stories.

YORK

THE LADY CONFESSES 1 ENGROSSING MYSTERY LACKS NAMES
Rates • • — as supporting dualler only

PRC Pictures

64 minutes

Mary Beth Hughes, Hugh Beaumont, Ed-
mund MacDonald, Claudia Drake, Dewey
Robinson, Emmett Vogan, Carol Andrews,
Edward Howard, Ruth Brande, jack George,
Barbara Slater.

Directed by Sam Newfield.

An absence of any marquee value will
retard this neatly contrived murder-mystery
plot which should keep even the avid who-
dun-it fans guessing. Although the picture's
name value is not strong enough to warrant
single billing, Mary Beth Hughes does her
best acting job to date and several others,
including Emmett Vogan and Edmund Mac-
Donald, give first-rate performances under
Sam Newfield's capable direction. Hugh
Beaumont, who plays the central role of a
handsome psychopathic killer, seems des-

tined to "go places." Two murders by
strangulation take place during the action
which is about evenly divided between a
big city night club and an expensive apart-
ment. The pace slows down just before the
thrilling climax but the suspense has been
well maintained throughout. Of the several
songs introduced by Claudia Drake, "It's

All Your Fault" has a chance to achieve
some popularity.
After being missing for seven years, Bar-

bara Slater, wife of Hugh Beaumont, pays
a surprise visit to Mary Beth Hughes, to
whom Beaumont is now engaged, to say
that she will never permit their marriage
to take place. The frightened Miss Hughes
is unable to reach Beaumont who has been
drinking heavily at Edmund MacDonald's
night club and later falls asleep in the
dressing room of Claudia Drake, featured
singer. When Miss Slater is found mur-
dered, Miss Hughes and Beaumont are ques-
tioned by the police but both have an alibi.

EVE KNEW HER APPLES' ANOTHER COLUMBIA QUICKIE
Rates • • — as supporting dualler

I

"

|

Columbia

64 minutes

Ann Miller, William Wright, Ray Walker,
Robert Williams, Charles D. Brown, John
Eldredge, Jessie Arnold, Eddie Bruce.

;

Directed by Will Jason.

This cheaply produced, mildly amusing
and inconsequential musical programmer
will serve as an acceptable supporting dual-
ler generally. The story, which is merely
another variation of the "It Happened One

1 Night" formula, generates a few laughs, but
audiences are never in any doubt as to the
boy-gets-girl conclusion. The picture was
produced on an extremely modest budget
and used only eight principals, a few extras

and mainly exteriors and it looks like fac-

tory-made product. Ann Miller has no op-

portunity to display her dancing ability but
she shows a neat comedy sense and puts

over four listenable tunes (only one with an
orchestral accompaniment) of which the

popular "An Hour Never Passes" and "I'll

Remember April" are outstanding. William
Wright does good work as the newspaper-
man hero and the others suffice.

Anxious for a long vacation away from
show business, Ann Miller, top singing radio

star, goes to a smart summer hotel but is

followed there by her manager and press

agent who want her to sign a contract for

a movie and for personal appearances.
Evading them, she hides in an auto driven
by William Wright, a newspaperman who
has just learned that there is an escaped
murderess at large. When Wright finds

Although MacDonald denies having seen
Beaumont in his club, Miss Drake swears
that he was asleep in her dressing room
while she was singing her numbers. Sus-

pecting MacDonald of being implicated in

the murder, Miss Hughes gets a photog-
rapher's job at his club where she hears
Miss Drake threaten him. Later, Miss
Drake is also murdered and Miss Hughes,
who is positive MacDonald is guilty, calls

up Beaumont to tell him that she has taken
a letter that the dead girl left for the police.

Told to come to his apartment immediately.
Miss Hughes is horrified when Beaumont
opens the letter which tells that Miss Drake
had given him a false alibi. When Beau-
mont admits that he strangled both his wife
and Miss Drake, the girl realizes he is a
homicidal maniac. Meanwhile. Beaumont's
fingerprints have been found at the scene
of Miss Drake's death and the police arrive

just in time to save Miss Hughes' life.

YORK

Miss Miller in his car, he calls his editor

and promises him a scoop. Meanwhile, Miss
Miller's fiance, John Eldredge, has offered a

$5,000 reward for her return. After WFight
learns Miss Miller's identity and the reason
for her flight, he helps her hide out in a
farmer's field and that night they fall in

love. In the morning, while Wright is giv-

ing his editor a scoop on their forthcoming
marriage, Miss Miller is found by the farm-
er's wife who gets in touch with Eldredge.
Believing that Wright had deserted her and
planned to get the reward, Miss Miller
agrees to marry Eldredge immediately.
Wright, thinking that Miss Miller has play-
ed him for a sucker, puts in a claim — but
only for his $35 expenses on their trip.

When Miss Miller learns this, the couple
are reunited.

LEYENDECKER

BOX OFFICE RATING: • Poor • •Average •••Good • • • • Excellent
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n T- stimulating

romantic hit! ... as a furloughed

pilot on the prowl meets up

with a charmer wise in

the way of the wolf! . . . It's

romance! . . . It's fun . . . It's sure-

fire for high grosses everywhere!
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

ARMY BURNS 'SURPLUS' FILM
The Army has been burning old prints of its training and

orientation films, at one time, last summer, at the rate of 225 tons
weekly, Drew Pearson, Washington columnist, revealed in his

column dated May 22nd. He also disclosed that Sen. Francis
Myers, (D., Pa.), has written Maj. Gen. Harry Ingles, chief of the
Signal Corps, demanding an explanation.

Government agencies, schools and other organizations, seeking
to purchase the 16 mm. films dealing with technical, mechanical
and commercial training subjects were told either that there are
no surplus prints or that clearance for general use is not obtain-
able, Pearson stated. He cited one instance where the U. S. Office
of Transportation had to spend $60,000 (of taxpayers' money) to
produce ten news reels of its own after the Army refused to sell

it the Army's series of 20 reels for the training of auto mechanics.
He did not mention the drain on raw stock occasioned by the
Army's action.

Although some films contain copyrighted music or feature
well-known stars, Pearson disclosed that men in the trade es-
timated that 90 per cent of the "surplus" films which would be
useful to civilians would require no special clearance, recalling
the universal clearance given to Capra's "Prelude to War" and
"Battle of Russia," although the Army refuses sale of prints of
these films to 16 mm. distributors.

In a confidential report submitted by Wobber and Hyman
Caplan, 20th Century-Fox distribution authorities assigned by the
War Department to do a special survey last summer, Pearson
revealed, it was noted that the Army sent 12,500,000 feet of film
per week up in flames. Although some of this was outmoded or
dealt with secret Army subjects, much of it could have saved
expense and raw stock if sold to civilian organizations and dis-
tributors. Although not at the same rate, it was revealed by
Army Pictorial Service authorities that the burning of films
continues.

STRIKE IN 11TH WEEK DEADLOCK
The strike against the major studios went into its eleventh

week last Monday with no perceptible change in the situation
pending the National Labor Relations Board election in the set
decorators' case on May 24th. However, the two principal unions
involved, Herbert Sorrell's Conference of Studio Unions and R ; ch-
ard Walsh's IATSE, served notice that the outcome of the elec-
tion would not necessarily settle the long standing dispute.

Commenting on the election, IATSE officers felt that the
eventual outcome of the polling might not be known for weeks
and that a CSU victory still would not enable strikers to return
to work since the studios have cancelled contracts with all unions
taking part in the strike, discharging all strikers and picket line
observers, and have entered into an employing agreement withIATSE which will not be affected by an NLRB decision CSU
officers asserted that a return to work by any one group would
not be made until the demands of all other groups have been
granted. Thus, the merry-go-round starts all over ag-in.

Meanwhile charges and counter-charges, statements and
counter-statements were hurled bv both groups. The CSU con-
tinued with its plans for a boycott of all pictures made by the
affected studios, bolstered bv Painters International pres :dent L.

L'ndelofs action in sending copies of a letter to 15C0 locals
explaining the strike and noting Joseph Padway's (AFL sener^l
counsel) letter affirming the legality of the boycott, which L ; ndelof
called a ' We-do-not-patronize" stand. IATSE officer Ro- Brewer
said the nationwide boycott was too distant and spread out forany effect and "besides, there aren't any other pictures for people
to go to. ' He added, however, that should the boycott reach any
great consequence, IATSE members were prepared to present
their case at union meetings throughout the country

UA RESIGNS FROM MPPDA
United Artists became the second maior distributor to resignfrom tne Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of AmericaUU year When it announced its resignation from the MPPDA

effective Sept. 21st. Warner Bros, had resigned earlier this vearUA announcing that its producing affiliate, United Artists
Productions, would become a member of SIMPP, issued the fol-lowing statement:

16

"In view of the fact virtually all of the producers using tl

facilities of United Artists Corporation for distribution ha\
joined the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, tl

owners of United Artists Corporation have deemed it to the be
interest of the company to resign from the Motion Picture Pr
ducers and Distributors of America, the resignation becoming e

fective on or about Sept. 21st, 1945. They also have authorize
United Artists Productions, the producing affiliate of the corpor
tion, to become a member of the Society of Independent Motk
Picture Producers so that its trade association activities will t

carried on exclusively through the association to which its pr
ducers belong and which its affiliate has joined."

CLARK NAMED ATT'Y GENERAL
The appointment of Tom C. Clark to the post of U. S. Attorm

General to succeed Francis Biddle, who resigned last week, w
welcome news to industry members, who remember Clark's tru.<

busting activities and his long association with the industry Ne
York anti-trust suit. Clark's appointment came in a realignme
of the Cabinet following submission of resignations by Bidd
Secretary of Labor Perkins and Secretary of Agriculture Wickai
The latter two were replaced by Judge Lewis B. Schwellenbai
in the Labor post and Clinton P. Anderson as Agriculture chi<

Clark assumed his industry association when he took ov
direction of negotiations for a consent decree in 1943 after su

ceeding Thurman Arnold as head of the anti-trust division. Cla
relinquished his connection with the industry anti-trust suit son

months after he was transferred to the Criminal Division of t

Justice Department, while Wendell Berge took over as anti-tru

chief. Clark's final severance with industry matters came wh(
he felt that there could be no agreement between the Departme
and the major distributors involved in the suit.

16-17 FOR PARAMOUNT THIS YEAR
At the current rate of production, Paramount will make b

tween 16 and 17 pictures during 1945 to be budgeted at betwei
$25,000,000 and $26,000,000, it was announced by Henry Ginsbei
vice-president in charge of production. The company will al

release six Pine-Thomas productions, three Joseph Hazen - H
Wallis features and two from B. G. DeSylva, totaling appro
mately 28 for the year. A C. B. DeMille production is al

probable.

Speaking at a press luncheon in New York, Ginsberg saw
trend toward post-war themes and stories dealing with rehabilit

tion as likely story material for the coming year. A great amou
of story material is being and will continue to be uncovered as t

European area lifts its secrecy shield and will serve as them
for forthcoming pictures.

Most expensive picture in the company's 1945 plans will

Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies" set at approximately $3,000,000. Abo
four or five will be in color. A backlog of completed picture

between 18 and 20, representing a cost of $32,000,000 are in Par
mount's vaults, Ginsberg said.

SKOURAS, ZANUCK RE-ELECTED
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox and Darrl

F. Zanuck, vice-president in charge of production, as well as {(

other officers were re-elected for another year at the compinj
board of directors meeting last fortnight, following the annui

stockholders meeting at which all directors were re-elected.

Among the other officers re-elected, in addition to SkourB
and Zanuck, were: William M. Michel, executive vice-presideni

Thomas J. Connors, vice-president in charge of sales: Murn,
Silverstone, vice-president; Joseph H. Moskowitz, vice-presiden|

Donald A. Henderson, treasurer; Wilfred J. Eadie, comptroll;

and assistant treasurer; Felix A. Jenkins, secretary; and othei

The stockholders also authorized the granting of stock on
tions to Lew Schreiber, William Perlberg, Harry Brand, Frij

Metzler and Ray Klune.

(Continued on Page
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Ida Lupino is seen here in a moment of great distraction over the attitude of her unwed "husband", William
Prince, while Colonel Sydney Greenstreet attempts to comfort her and a bewildered Willie Best looks on.

"PILLOW TO POST" . . . Warner Heavies Switch to Comedy

It may come as a shock to most movie fans to see

the malevolent jezebel of the screen, Ida Lupino,

and the subtly evil fat man, Sydney Greenstreet,

essaying comedy roles—but it will be a rib-tickling

surprise, for Warner Bros, have spotted their two

menaces in a comedy that appears destined to

meet with critical and public favor. Its release at

this moment can be hailed joyously by the WB
publiciteers as another example of that wonderful

Warner Bros, "timing", for certainly our victory in

Europe has made the atmosphere propitious for

the enjoyment of a good laugh. The yarn is the

old one about a young couple (she, a traveling

saleslady; he, an army lieutenant) who find it con-

venient to pose as a married pair
—

"for just a few

minutes"—so that she can get sleeping quarters

in a tourist bungalow, and promptly find them-

selves involved in endless embarrassing complica-

tions and situation. In brief, it's the sort of thing

the showman can dig his teeth into with relish.

(Continued on Next Page)

P'orced to share a bungalow with a husband-to-whom-she-is-not-married, Ida Lupino tries

her best to make a pair of chairs in the kitchen serve as a bed, with little success.

I



EmOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"PILLOW TO POST"
CREDITS

A Warner Bros. Picture. Produced by Alex Gottlieb. Directed by Vincent Sherman.

Cast: Ida Lupino. Sydney Greenstreet, William Prince. Stuart Erwin. Johnny Mitchell,

Ruth Donnelly, Louis Armstrong and His Orchestra. Screen Play by Charles Hoffman.

From the S'.age Play by Rose Simon Kohn. Director of Photography. Wesley Ander-

son, A. S. C.

1. Jean Howard (Ida Lupino) has persuaded her father
to send her out on the road to sell his oil well supplies.

Weary of traveling, she stops at an auto-court near an
army camp town. Mrs. Wingate (Ruth Donnelly) tells her
she cannot have a bungalow unless she is an army bride.

2. She gets a lift from Lieut. Don Mallory (William
Prince) and induces him to pose as her husband until she
gets a bungalow.

3. Complications begin when the bogus newlyweds run
into Col. Otley (Sydney Greenstreet) and his wife (Barbara
Brown), also residents of the auto court. To avoid em-
barrassment before his commanding officer, Don introduces
Jean as his wife.

When he hears her thump off the chairs she has improvised as

a bed in the kitchen, Don pities her helplessness and gives her

the bed.

7. Early next morning, they stage a fake quarrel and pretend to

be splitting up. Col. Otley hears their shouts and intercedes, "pull-

ing rank" on the lieutenant and ordering them to kiss and make
up. They And they like the kisses.

4. Forced to go thru with the deception, they enter the
cottage and, blushingly, prepare to spend the evening out.

8. That night, the "newlyweds" are invited to dinner by the Otleys.

Jean, gets drunk on sherry and reveals that they are not married.

Don is faced with drastic military punishment until Col. Otley

discovers that he really spent the night out on the lawn. Jean and

Don decide they were meant for each other.



D-Day, June 6th, is a Big Day in

your theatre! It's National Free

Movie Day and with 100% Show-

manship behind it, will become the

biggest single Bond selling day of

the Seventh War Loan Drive!
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SPECIAL EVENTS ZOOMING
With a total of 4,378 Bond Premieres, 1,687 children's Bond

shows and 8,558 Free Movie Days already pledged by exhibitors

for the "Showmen's Seventh'' War Loan, an all-time record for

such events is in prospect.
Tom J. Connors, National Distributor Chairman for the

"Showmen's Seventh," reported these figures today to National
Chairman Pinanski, following telegraphic reports from distribu-

tor chairmen in the 31 exchange areas.

As compared with the Sixth War Loan, children's shows have
scored a tremendous increase. Adjusted totals for the entire

Sixth War Loan were 975 children's shows, 4,557 Bond Premieres
and 8,911 Free Movie Days.

Connors stated that while the figures for the nation are high-
ly encouraging for "E" Bond sales at theatres, much still remains
to be done in a number of territories to bring the standings up to

Sixth War Loan totals, and urged intensified activity in contact-

ing individual exhibitors for pledges. He particularly stressed

the urgency for effort by the distributors division in the field, in

cooperation with exhibitor chairmen, to bring up the number of

Bond Premieres and Free Movie Days.
The Minneapolis exchange territory tops the nation in Bond

Premieres, with 331 already lined up, only 47 behind its Sixth War
Loan total of 378, which was a record for the country.

Excluding metropolitan New York, Dallas leads in Free Movie
Days, with 550 against 268 in the Sixth and is tops in children's

shows with 193 as compared with 39 in the Sixth. Dallas is a
leader in all events.

Metropolitan New York promises to outdo every record it

has set.

Outstanding results were also reported by Boston. Chicago,
St. Louis, New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Philadelphia, Albany,
Pittsburgh, Memphis, Kansas City and Buffalo.

100% 'FREE MOVIE DAY' URGED
Tom J. Connors urged all theatres which are not War Bond

issuing agents or sub-issuing agents, to arrange to issue bonds
for Free Movie Day, June 6, in order to make this nationwide
celebration 100 per cent.

"The motion picture industry aims to make Free Movie Day
the largest single Bond-selling day of the Seventh War Loan,"
Connors said. "The distributors' division has done a splendid job
of lining up theatres for Free Movie Day. But a greater number
of theatres are needed to put this event over with a bang. Where
theatres haven't the facilities to become issuing agents, it is easy
for them to become sub-issuing agents for the one day, by making
arrangements with theatres which issue Bonds or their local

banks. Any picture which the exhibitor plays that day will serve
for Free Movie Day."

Connors pointed out that exhibitors who lack the necessary
personnel can obtain people to man Bond booths by applying to
their local War Finance Committee, and that many civic, patriotic
and veterans' organizations and women's clubs can supply staffs

to man the booths for the day.

'INFANTRY DAY' OBSERVED
Samuel Pinanski, National Chairman of the "Showmen's

Seventh" War Loan, announced last week that the Army Ground
Forces have motion picture industry cooperation in the promotion
of Infantry Day, June 15. The request was made through J.

Edward Shugrue, Director of Motion Picture and Special Events,
War Finance Division.

June 15 is the 170th anniversary of the appointment of Gen-
eral George Washington as commander-in-chief of the Continental
Army, which in 1775 consisted almost entirely of infantry.

The industry's National Seventh War Loan Committee sug-
gests that there are excellent opportunities for War Bond sales
tied in with various Infantry Day events. In all 48 states, "Here's
Your Infantry" demonstration teams, jointly sponsored by Army
Ground Forces and the Treasury, will put on a realistic show
centered around an attack on a Japanese pillbox by Infantrymen.

Special Events Directors of Wai Finance offices throughout
the country have been alerted to cooperate in the promotion of
Infantry Day. Exhibitors and "Showmen's Seventh" chairmen,
by getting in touch with local War Finance offices, can play an
extremely important part in paying tribute to the infantry, and
can contribute greatly toward the nationwide recognition of this
service arm by slanting all promotions where possible on June 15
toward the Infantry tribute, Shugrue said.

MORGENTHAU LAUDS DRIVE SHORT
Washington—Secretary Henry Morgenthau, Jr., expressed

thanks of the Treasury Department for the motion picture in<

try's short subject, "All-Star Bond Rally," now playing in theai

nationally as a feature of the Seventh War Loan campaign.

In a letter to Tom Baily, coordinator of the Hollywood d

sion of the War Activities Committee, the Secretary said:

"Ted Gamble has told me of the fact that you were coordi

tor of 'All-Star Bond Rally.' He has also told me of the \

amount of work handled by yourself in connection with i

successful production.

"I wish to compliment you and thank you on behalf of
j

Treasury for delivering to us a very tangible instrument of hT

for our most important War Loan drive."

V-MAIL CERTIFICATE SELLS BONDS
Washington—A V-Mail Certificate, described as a bond-sell

"natural," has been devised by the War Finance Division of

Treasury and is available to theatres through state War Finai

committees. Use of the certificate by theatres is urged by T
Baily, industry consultant to the Treasury Department.

The gift certificate is in the form of a V-mail letter, w|
space for address of the serviceman and a drawing of a be

covering its face, and space for remarks and signature by t

bond purchaser. The text states: "This is another bond betw<

us, from the folks back home. A real bond like this is waiti

for you." The actual bond is retained safely at home.
"This V-mail bond certificate may be sent as a birthday g

as a personal tribute for participating in a major engagement
it can be the start of a regular scheme of purchasing to pi

a nest-egg for the returning soldier," Baily said. "All state

Finance offices have supplies of this certificate and 9x13

for display.

"And for a bond-booth catchline: 'Send a bond to the b

overseas!' "

L A. SCHOOLS IN TIE-UP
Los Angeles—An additional strong impetus to the comi: I

weeks of the Seventh War Loan drive here is assured with toda;

announcement that Los Angeles' 425 schools, acting as a unit, w <i

cooperate with the motion picture committee.
The first three Fridays in June at 3:15 p. m. have been s

aside for school children to see especially arranged matinees
their neighborhood theatres in connection with their bond-sellii I

efforts.

Each pupil who buys a War Bond of any denomination, co

verts a War Stamp album into a Bond or influences an adult

buy a Bond will be eligible for admission to the matinees. T
programs will feature a major current film plus cartoons, tra

elogues, scientific subjects and War Activity shorts.

RICHMOND SETS 'MOVIE WEEK'
The week of June 3 has been designated as "Movie Indust

Week" in Richmond, Va., with the entire city mobilized behii

the theatres' bond-selling efforts, A. Frank O'Brien, Virginia e

hibitor co-chairman, has advised the National "Showmen's Se

enth" Committee. Working with the War Finance Committe
the local industry committee has lined up support from radi

press, manufacturers and retailers.

O'Brien also reported a theatre bond-selling tieup with ti

entire school system of Richmond whereby schools are divid<

into armies and children compete for rank. He said this has bee

responsible for a considerable proportion of theatre bond sale

FIRST 'MILLER SALUTE' SELLS MILLION
Newark, N. J.—One million dollars in "E" Bonds, maturitl

value, was sold for the all-star "Salute to Major Glenn Miller

all-stage show, at the Adams Theatre here this evening (22nd

A. A. Adams, chairman of the local Special Events Committe
announced.

This was the first "Salute to Major Glenn Miller" Bond sho-

rn the nation.
The event, featuring more than a score of stage, screen an!

radio personalities, was staged by Ben Griefer, Frank Dailey an

Jay Wren, in cooperation with the Newark War Finance Conj

mittee.

ZIGMOND REQUESTS PUBLICITY DATA
Jen-y Zigmond, advertising and publicity coordinator for

the "Showmen's Seventh" War Loan, urges all publicity

chairmen to instruct theatres in their territory to send t<

the National Committee in New York three copies of all
!

publicity and ads, photographs, radio scripts, flyers, bond I

premiere tickets, and the like. He also requests that pub-
|

licity chairmen forward to him promotional material which
they originate for the field. This material should be sent as

It breaks instead of waiting until the end of the drive. This

is necessary in order to give each territory full representa-

tion on drive activities, Zigmond said.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Two new starters this week, one a Charles Starrett-Smiley

Burnette western, "Powder River," and the new Rosalind Russell

film, "Some Call It Love." This is Roz's first picture since her

long illness, and reports have it that she has gained weight and

photographs beautifully.

Our report that the film version of "Tars and Spars" would
be held up has come true. Not only are there labor difficulties,

but the script is unsatisfactory. We might even hazard a pre-

diction that this picture will be shelved entirely.

Columbia has acquired a British picture, "Acacia Avenue," for

distribution in the United States...An interesting Columbia re-

lease will be a Screen Snapshots short, commemorating the fea-

ture's twenty-fifth anniversary, which will contain informal shots

of more than thirty stars famous back in 1920. Included are

Rudolph Valentino, Barbara LaMarr, Wallace Reid, John Gilbert,

|Lon Chaney, Douglas Fairbanks, Gloria Swanson, etc.

Eve Ettinger, Columbia's Eastern story head, has arrived to

take over Richard Sokolove's spot on the west coast. .,Ray
|Nazarro, who recently was promoted from assistant director, has
isigncd a long-term contract as a director .. .Larry Parks, second

male lead in "Counter-Attack," had the option lifted on his long-

term contract. . .Columbia signed Lewis Russell, prominent
Broadway character actor, to a long termer. His first assignment
is a role in "Some Call It Love."

The studio has signed Ken Curtis, another radio singer, to

star in a series of Western musicals. Four of this type are on
Columbia's roster.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Metro has a heavy production program going, with seven

pictures shooting and "The Yearling" due to roll any day on
location in Florida. The only new starter is "She Went to the
Races," a comedy starring James Craig and Frances Gifford. The
studio didn't lose much time in starting this one after the ban
was lifted on racing.

"This Strange Adventure," with Clark Gable and Greer Gar-
son, was postponed but should start shooting soon. This gives
M-G-M its busiest shooting schedule this year.

The studio is planning a film to be titled "Ballerina," starring
Tamara Toumanova and Margaret O'Brien. Miss Toumanova will
portray a ballet dancer and will do a few ballet dances in the
picture. This sets somewhat of a record. Toumanova has been
in Hollywood for two years and has made only one picture, "Days
of Glory" for RKO, in which she plaved a ballerina — but didn't
dance!

John Carroll will play the lead in "A Letter For Evie," withHume Cronyn and Pamela Britton. It will be Carroll's first pic-
ture since his discharge from the service.

William Powell will do a different type of role in "Hoodlum
saint, story of a man who devotes his life to establishing a sys.^

tem of charities in the name of St. Dismas, the "hoodlum saint"

who was canonized on the cross by Christ.

"The Harvey Girls" is due to wind up any day, with 117 days

of shooting to date. Its length of time in production is almost

equal to that of "Dorian Gray." Incidentally, Judy Garland has

waxed a record album of the five tunes from this film.

The studio has signed Marina Koshetz, daughter of Nina
Koshetz, famed opera star, to a long-term contract. She will

make her bow in a singing role in "Two Sisters From Boston,"

and will have a featured part in Pasternak's "No Leave, No Love"
...Irving Starr will return after a year's absence to direct "If

You Ever Need Me," a story bought from a first novel by an un-

known. It deals with a young man's blind devotion to his child-

hood sweetheart who becomes a murderess, and will be one of the

year's top budget pictures. . .Richard Sokolove, formerly story

editor at Columbia, has signed as an assistant to Al Lichtman.

"Green Dolphin Street," from the best-selling novel, has finally

been cast. Greer Garson was once rumored for it, but the win-

ners are Laraine Day and Gregory Peck. Peck seems to get

best-sellers every time, having already done "Keys of the King-
dom," "Valley of Decision," and "Duel in the Sun," with "The
Yearling" starting soon.

Margaret O'Brien was given a break by the court when her

$300 weekly salary was bolstered by a $12,500 bonus for each
picture.

After completing the current schedule of short subjects,

Metro has put a temporary curtailment on those planned for the
future. They do not give a reason, but it could hardly be the

raw stock situation as it is improving, and as for the strike, no-

body seems to pay any attention to that any more.

MONOGRAM
Monogram has formed a new corporation, Monogram Inter-

national, to handle distribution of its pictures outside the United

States, with an eye on the South American market, and an entry

into European countries. W. Ray Johnston is chairman of the

board of the new company.

Jimmy Wakeley, western singing star, has been classified 1-A

by his draft board. No induction date has been set.

Harry Romm, formerly head of the theatres division of Gen-

eral Amusement Corporation, will tackle his first job as a pro-

ducer at the helm of "Swing Parade," a Monogram musical, due

to start in June. The studio has borrowed Del Lord from Colum-
bia to direct the film.

One new picture started this week, third of the Cisco Kid
series, titled "Song of the Border."

PARAMOUNT
Only two shooting on this lot, and about the time "The Blue

Dahlia" finishes next week, "Too Good To Be True" will start,

keeping production at a low point for this lot.



Betty Hutton's dramatic performance in "The Irfcendiasy

Blonde" has brought its reward with a new script to be titled

"The Honest Woman" to be produced and being written especially

for Betty by Buddy DeSylva.

Before Bob Hope left for New York, he signed a new seven-

year contract with Paramount, thus settling the differences be-

tween them. Bob will go overseas to entertain troops shortly and

return to the Paramount lot for a picture in early August.

Stuart Heisler, after two years in the service, has been chosen

to direct Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies," which will star Bing Crosby

and Joan Caulfield. Heisler is the man responsible for the fine

documentary film, "The Negro Soldier," made during his Army
days. "Blue Skies" will have a budget of $3,000,000, so it is

claimed.

"To Each His Own" will bring Clive Brook to the American
screen once more. His performance in the English picture, "On
Approval," attracted attention of studio executives, who sent for

Brook to return to Hollywood from Britain. He will have a prin-

cipal role in the film.

Paramount plans production of sixteen or seventeen films for

1945, at a total cost of $26,000,000. Three will come from the

Wallis-Hazen unit, two from Buddy DeSylva and six from Pine-

Thomas. At present, the studio has a backlog of twenty com-
pleted features. Ginsberg predicts that emphasis will be put on
musicals and comedies, and that those films touching on the war
will be on themes such as the post-war development in Europe.

Paramount returns to the Loew circuit in New York, after a
five month absence due to a squabble. Because of the argument,
Paramount had to hold up over a dozen films from release in

the city.

The studio has chosen "The Incendiary Blonde" as its Anni-
versary picture. It will have general release in September.
(What's this sudden splurge of "anniversaries" due to?)

Because of extremely favorable reaction to the sneak preview
of "The Virginian," Paramount is planning a big ad drive on the
picture, which stars Joel McCrea, Brian Donlevy, Sonny Tufts
and Barbara Britton.

Paramount has bought screen rights to "The Wayfarers," new
novel chosen as the July selection by .the Literary Guild. The
bidding was high by several major studios, but Paramount won
with $150,000.

P. J. Wolfson, recently with 20th Century-Fox, has been signed
as a writer by Paramount. Also added to the scrivener list is

Paul Stewart, New York theater producer, director and writer,
and more recently with David O. Selznick. Abe Burrows, who
has headed the writing staff on "Duffy's Tavern," has been given
a writer-producer contract. Burrows brings the number of writ-
ers working for Paramount up to thirty-five.

PRC
Three new ones this week: "Club Havana" is a dramatic

musical, starring Margaret Lindsay and Tom Neal; "Wanted
Men," with Tex Ritter and Dave O'Brien, was started the day
after "Song of Wyoming" was finished, since O'Brien has been
tapped on the shoulder by Uncle Sam; "Checkmate," an adventure
thriller with Dick Fraser and Grace Gillern. Miss Gillern was
formerly a Copacabana beauty. She was discovered at the night-
club and given a role in "Arson Squad" in which she did so well
that she was given a long-term contract and the lead In "Check-
mate."

With the signing of Harry Brash and Harry Sauber to its
roster of producers, PRC now has eleven producing units, in
addition to Leon Fromkess, who personally produees a number
of films. Four of these men are independent producers, distribut-
ing through PRC, but the remainder are contract producers for
the company.

Harry Saubcr's first production for PRC will be a comedy
titled "How Do You Do," starring Bert Gordon, "the mad Rus-

sian," and radio announcer Harry VonZell. It will start shootin

in about three weeks.

Fromkess has announced plans for an annual musical

travaganza featuring name entertainers and musical orga~

tions. The initial production of the series, planned for the 1

46 season, will be titled "Music Hall Varieties of 1946" —
which undoubtedly will be sliced.

REPUBLIC
Republic may soon get started on its $2,000,000 plan to con

struct additional buildings on the lot. Vice-President Allen Wilso:

says the WPB has eased up slightly, which may mean the studi

will not have to wait until after V-J Day. Among additk

planned are three new sound stages, a photo gallery, a commis

sary, a casting building, wardrobe and makeup departments, i

building for dressing rooms and a publicity building. The studio'

new recording sound stage is unquestionably the best and mos

modern in Hollywood, and may even be rented to major studios

This week saw the start of "Mexicana," a big scale musica

with Tito Guizar and Constance Moore, Leo Carrillo and Estelita

It is Al Santell's first effort at production-direction under his nev

contract.

Joseph Kane will shortly start production on a John Waym
starrer, "The Plainsman and the Lady." This title sounds loudl;

reminiscent of "The Cowboy and the Lady," Gary Cooper vehicle

some years ago.

Rollie Asher, an assistant director at Metro for years, ha;

signed a pact with Republic. It is evident that Republic realize:

its great need for top grade directors and producers and boss

H. J. Yates is determined to acquire the best available.

Frank Borzage has bid $75,000 for the script of "32 Regeni

Square," novel by Marty Holland, who also penned "Fallen Angel.'

Director Wm. K. Howard announced that he was preparing i

script based on the life of Lew Ayres, to be titled "The Con

scientious Objector." Ayres' agent followed up with a statement

that his client would not allow any such picture to be made —
and that was that.

RKO-RADIO
The only new picture on the lot, "Deadline at Dawn," is being

produced by Adrian Scott, who did such a bang-up job wit:

"Murder, My Sweet." It's a film of the same type, about a sailo:

who becomes chief suspect in a murder case while on a leave in

New York City. Bill Williams, who was such a sensation in

"Those Endearing Young Charms," has been given a big chance

in this film which co-stars him with Susan Hayward and gives

him billing over Paul Lukas.

Although production is slow at present, with only two shooting

currently, RKO plans to start seven pictures in the next twe

weeks, including "Cornered" and "Diary of a Chambermaid."

Frank Sinatra is using RKO facilities to produce a film titled

"The House I Live In." It is Sinatra's own idea, a film about

racial tolerance, and is being directed by Mervyn LeRoy and

produced by Frank Ross. It will be turned over to a charity for

use in juvenile work, and the studio and people connected with it

will not accept profits.

Joan Bennett has been signed to star in a psychological chiller

titled "None So Blind." It will be produced by Val Lewton.

Claudette Colbert also moves to the RKO lot to make a film

under the banner of Jesse L Lasky Productions. Lasky and RKO
have completed negotiations whereby the veteran producer will

use RKO facilities and release outlets for his picture. It is from

a yet unpublished novel with post-war flavor, titled "Thanks, God.

I'll Take It From Here." Now they'll have to change that one!

William Berke, who directs "Ding Dong Williams" on a one-

picture deal, has been given a term contract and assigned to tiie

direction of "Dick Tracy," first in a series of features to be based

on the comic strip. . .Manny Wolfe has been given a new contract

to continue as head of the studio's story department. . .Theron

Warth, associate producer, has left the lot.
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Samuel Goldwyn will start shooting his new Danny Kaye

picture, "The Kid From Brooklyn," in early June. Cast has been

set as Virginia Mayo (the two are becoming like ham and eggs),

Vera-Ellen, and Eve Arden. Gregg Toland will direct the film, his

first picture since his release from the Navy.

"Tomorrow Is Forever" is still going on the International lot,

llthough slightly bumpy, due to Claudette Colbert's recurrent case

of influenza. . ."Countess of Monte Cristo" was again postponed.

Other productions slated for the future are "Home Is the Sailor,"

to be produced by Nunnally Johnson from his own screenplay,

and "The Dark Mirror," also to be steered by Johnson.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Spyros Skouras was re-elected presidlfcit of this company by

:he board of directors.

On finishing "Dragonwyck," Gene Tierney immediately went

to work in "Leave Her to Heaven" which started shooting this

week. It is from the best-selling novel, and will be filmed in

Technicolor, co-starring Cornel Wilde and Jeanne Crain, as well

-ib Miss Tierney.

Best-sellers have the limelight on this lot, with "Cluny Brown"
set to go (John Cromwell's first directorial assignment at this

studio), and Darryl Zanuck will personally produce "The Razor's

Edge" from Somerset Maugham's famous novel. George Cukor
will direct.

Tallulah Bankhead is testing for the lead role in "Forever

Amber." With all due respect to Miss Bankhead's talent and
versatility, it is difficult to picture her in the role of the fresh-

cheeked young farm girl.

The studio has had the property of "American Guerrilla in the

Philippines" for some months, and has been trying to locate a

site for its production. Director Henry King tried to obtain per-

mission from the War Department to use a South Pacific island

is the locale. The War Department sensibly reasoned that there

must be other suitable places, not in the middle of a war zone.

The upshot of the matter is that the picture will be filmed entire-

y in Puerto Rico.

The studio has lifted Dick Haymes' option for another year
..Producer Robert Bassler will also stay on another year.

Director Bruce Humberstone has purchased the rights to an
>riginal titled "Blow, Spread Eagle" which will be made as a post-

war production.

Ben Silvey has been assigned to produce "The Little Horse,"
vhich will undoubtedly roll at the same time as Metro's "Louie,

he Horse."

John Harvey, who co-starred with Betty Grable in "Pin-Up
jirl," has been released from his contract at his own request, and
.vill return to the New York stage.

UNiTED ARTISTS
United Artists, in resigning from the Hays office, issued the

ollowing statement: "In view of the fact that virtually all of the
Jroducers using the facilities of the United Artists Corporation
'or distribution have joined the SIMPP, the owners of United
Artists Corporation have deemed it to the best interests of the
company to resign from the MPPDA, to be effective about Sep-
ember 21, 1945."

The day before this statement was released, nine producers
)f United Artists were elected as members of the Society of In-
lependent Motion Picture Producers. David O. Selznick has stated
hat he has no intention of leaving the MPPDA, but that he trusts
he Hays Office will revise its moral code to suit the times, as it

s fifteen years old and decidedly out of date.

A new producing set-up, to be called Loma Vista Films, Inc.,
ias been organized by the Marx Brothers and David L. Loew,
vith release through United Artists. They plan as their first

>roduction a film titled "A Night in Casablanca," starring the
tfarx Brothers. Warner Bros, are opposing this title, claiming
hat it is too similar to their "Casablanca," which is still current.

Loew has denied the Warner claim, pointing out that records show

hundreds of cases of duplicated locales in titles. He made his

point when he cited Metro's "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo" and

Warner's "Destination Tokyo." The matter may be taken to

court, but it is obvious that Loew will not give in.

Seymour Nebenzal signed Leonide Moguy to direct his next

UA opus, from the novel "Whistle Stop." It should start about

the middle of June.

There are no new pictures; the only two still shooting are

Stromberg's "Young Widow" and Selznick's "Duel in the Sun."

The latter is still on suspension, and Mr. Selznick has made no

comment as to a date of resumption. However, it should be soon,

as he has asked Metro to rush their location scenes in Florida

with Gregory Peck in "The Yearling" so that Peck may resume

work in "Duel in the Sun."

Producer Dore Schary has returned from Washington where

he was in conference with the commanding general of the Marine

Corps in reference to the screen version of Niven Busch's novel,

"They Dream of Home." It is the story of a returning Marine

veteran, and will be produced for Selznick.

Despite the current layoffs in studios releasing through UA,

they have plenty of pictures for the market. Ready for release

or already screening are "Guest Wife," "G. I. Joe," "Captafn

Kidd," "Bedside Manner," "Blood on the Sun," "The Great John

L," "Spellbound," "The Southerner" and "Young Widow."

UNIVERSAL
Although there are no new starters on the lot this week,

Universal plans to start five top budget pictures in the next stx

weeks. This will make a busy summer, and with the exception

of four westerns and a serial due to start soon, there will be no

medium budget pictures on the coming month's agenda.

In early June will start "Alibi in Ermine," to star Charles

Coburn, Robert Paige and Ginny Simms, who replaced Susanna

Foster in this part. Miss Foster will start on the same date in

"Once Upon a Dream," to be produced by Michael Fessier and

Ernest Pagano, with William Seiter directing. To start shortly

after will be "As It Was Before," from a script owned by the

studio for some time, but which they consider one of their best.

It will co-star Merle Oberon and Charles Korvin. Walter Wanger
will contribute "Scarlet Street," with Edward G. Robinson, Joan

Bennett and Dan Duryea, and "Canyon Passage," to be directed

by George Marshall and filmed in Technicolor.

Universal put a new company under its wing whan Diana

Productions, supplanting New World Productions, signed with the

company to use its release facilities. Fritz Lan is president, and

Walter Wanger and Joan Bennett are vice-presidents. "Scarlet

Street" is the new firm's first production.

Universal is re-issuing two films, Bing Crosby's "East Side of

Heaven," and "Imitation of Life," starring Claudette Colbert. The
company has cancelled a film scheduled for Joan Davis in order

to use raw stock for re-issue prints.

The studio plans a series of four westerns, to be produced an 1

directed by Wallace Fox, recently signed to a term contract. No
determination has been made yet as to the type of stories —
merely action stories with some music. The studio is seeking a

new western player to be starred.

Universal now boasts the largest roster of directors in its

history. The total was increased by the additions of Fritz Lang,

William Seiter, William Dieterle and George Marshall, all during

the last month.

Harold Lloyd's claim of infringement by three of Universal's

films on his own material has been dropped. Lloyd's attorney has

asked the court to suspend investigation.

Universal has bought "The Third Eye," a mystery yarn, and
assigned its production to Joan Harrison.

(Continued on Page 28)
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appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
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All new productions are en 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

COLUMBIA
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (39)

Completed (11)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (4)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SOME CALL IT LOVE
Comedy—Started May 8
Cast: Rosalind Russell, Lee Bowman, Adele Jergens, Lewis

Russell.
Director: Alexander Hall
Story: Woman psychiatrist refuses

cartoonist.

POWDER RIVER
Western—Started May 17
Cast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette.
Director: Ray Nazarro Producer: Colbert Clark
Story: When sheriff is unable to stop crime wave his young son sends for

Producer: Virginia Van Upp
to admit to herself her love for comic

Durango Kid.

Tltlt—llMln TIM

IN PRODUCTION
Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T)

.

6ay Senorita

I Love a Bandleader
Pardon My Past

RELEASE CHART

.Wilde-Loolsa 4-2.

.Bannon-Coehran 4-30.

.Harris-Brooks 5-14.
. MacMurray-Chapman 5-14.

1944-45
Black Arte* (Serial) Soott-Jergens ...
Blonde From Brooklyn Haymcs-Mcrrick .

Bluing the Western Trail Starrett- Matt hews
Details under title: Raiders of Ouantl Basin

Boston Blaekle Booked on Suspicion Morris- Merrick ..
Boston Blackie's Rendezvous Morris-Foch

Details under title: Surprise in the Night
Both Barrel! Sluing Starrett-Harding .

Details ender title: Texas Rides
Brenda Starr, Reporter Woodbury- Richmom
Coanterattaek (89) Muni-Chapman

.

Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athens ..
Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke

Details under title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)
Cyclone fraMe Rangers Starrett-Worth ..
Dancing la Manhattan (60) Brady. Donnell
Eadre Was a Lady (67) Millar
E,«« In Hie Fog Wrlght-Foch ....
Eve Knew Her Apples (64) Miller-Wright . .

Gay Senorita Bannon-Coehran .

Guy. A Gal and A Pal, A Merrlck-Hunter ..
Fighting Guardsman, The Loder-Louise
• law A Mystery Bannon-Foeh ..
Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel . . .

La»le«» Empire Starrett-Law . . .

laara It to Blonde Singleton-Lake
.

Let's Go Steady Parrish-Moran .

Mark af The Whistler, Thj (61) Dlx-Carter
Details under title: Dormant Account

Meet Miss Bobby Socks (68) Crosby- Merrick .

Missing Juror, The (66) Carter-Banon ...
Details ender title: Tomorrow You Die

Monster and The Ape. The (Serial) Lowery-Mathews .

Outlaws of the Rockies Starrett-Harding
°»er 21 Dunne-Knox ...
few of The Whistler, The Dlx-Carter
Rustlers of the Badlands Starratt-OIIss

Details under title: Renegade Roundup
atom tf Daranga KM Starrett-Stevens .

Rhythm Round-Ua Cartls-Walker . . .

Roekln' la the Rockies Hughes-Klrby ...
Roagb RMIa' Justice Starrett- Bates .

.

Rough, Tough and Ready (66) Morris-Rogers ..
Details under title: Men of the Dec*

R«ty Donaldson-Nagel
Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen .

.

Sagebrasb Heroes (54) Starrett-Worth .

.

Sergeant Mike (60) Parks-Bates
Shadows In the Night (67) .Baxter- Foeh

Details ender title: Crime Doctor's Renderms
She's a Sweetheart (69) Frazee-Parks

Details ender title: Hello. Mom
Sing Me a Sang af Texas Lane-Tomlln
Sona to Remember. A (T) (113) Munl-Oberon ...

Details ender title: At Right We Dream
Strange Affair, A (78) Joslyn-Keyes . . .

Tahiti Nights (63) O'Brien-Matthews
Details under title: Song of Tahiti

T.n Cuff a fiqnee Frazee-Lloyd . . ,

Texas Panhandle Starrett- Parks

. .3-5

.6-26. .5-17. .6207 .

10-2. .1-26. .6140.
. .9-4. ..4-26. .4-16
.6-14. .9-21. .6201.'

.11-13. . .2-27. .6017. .4-15

.7-26. .11-9.

.8-21. 12-28. .6038

..9-4. .1-18. .6014. . .4-2
12-25

.

..4-5. .6037.
. .7-24. ..4-12. . .6026. .5-28

11-27.
12-11.
.11-13.

.
.3-6.

.5-24.

.1-25.

.6034.

.6024.

.11-13.

.10-16.
12-25.

.2-22.

. .1-4.

.11-2.

. .2-19.

. .4-30.

. .1-22.
.12-25.

.

. .7-24.

..6-12..

...3-5..

.12-11.

.

..417.
.11-27.

..4-30.

Ll-16. . .6040

4-20. . .6160

4-19 !

'.

! 6023

.4-19.

,

. .6-7.

.4-17.

.

.3-15.
. .3-22.

. .2-1. . .6204

.11-9.

.

.6033.

.

...5-1. 10-19.

. . .8-21. . .12-7. .6032.

.

..3-5

. .918. . .2-8.

. .12-13. . . 3-1. 2-5

. 6-12. ..10-5. .6016.

.

. .1-8
...9-4. .12-14. .6025 .

. .1-22.

. . .5-14

Thonsand and One Nights, A WilJe-Keyes ....
Together Again (100) Dunne-Boyer

Details under title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair

Unwritten Code, The (61) Neal-Savage ...

Details under title: Tbe Unknown
Youth on Trial Collins-Reed

Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

1943-44

COMPLETED
Address Unknown (72) Lukas-Chrtstlans .

Batman, The (Serial) Nalsh-Partcrson ..

Carolina Bices Kyser-Killcr

Details under title: Battleship Blues

Cry of the Werewolf (65) Masscn-Crane . .

.

Details under title: Bride of the Vampire
Desert Hawk (Serial) Ro!and-Marls ...

free Sine* Vonoi Hunter-Savage ...

Details under title: Beauty for Sale

Tho Impatient Years (91) Arthur-Bowman ..

Kansas City Kitty Davis-Bob Crosby .

Last Horseman, The (54) Hayden-Willls

Details under title: Saleltfa Range
Louisiana Dayrlde Caam-Una
Mr. Winkle Goes To War (801 Robinson- Donaldson

One Mysterious Night (65) Morris-Carter . .

.

Details ender title: Boston Blackie's App< intment with Dea
Robin Hood of the Range (57) Starrett-Harrls ..

Details under title: Hall to the Rangers

Secret Command (80) I'Brien-Landls

Details ender title: Pllebuek

She's a Soldier, Too Foeh-Brldges

Details ander title: Soldiers In Slacks

Soul of a Monster (63) Hobari-Macready .

Details ender title: Death Walks Alone

Swing In the Saddle Frazee-Scmmsrville

They Lira In Fear Krnger-Parrlsh .

.

Details nnder title: America's Children

U-Boat Prisoner (65) Bennett-Rolf

.12-22.

.2-22.

10-30... 1-11.

.6003.. 12-11

.6002 2-5

.6035.

.6041.

11-15.

.5-15'.

.5-15.

...4-3.
.5-15..
.6-29.

. .4-3.

.

1-10.

. .6-12.

.9-21.

.1-10.

..6-1.

.7-16.
.9-26.

. . .9-7.

.8-24.

.6-22.

.7-13.
. . .8-3.

. .9-22.

.7-29.

..7-20.

.«».

..8-17.

.3-6.

4-17.

.5010

.5120
.5011

.5027... 9-18

.5140
12-11

.5002. .10-16

.5012

.5028

.5019
.5007.... 9-4

.5033.. 11-13

.5206

.5008... 6-26

.5040

.5026. . .10-J

.5221
.5043

.5037... 9-18

METRO
1944-45 Features Completed (39) In Production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIOMS

SHE WENT TO THE RACES
Comedy—Started May 14

Cast: James Craig, Frances Gifford, Edmund Gwenn, Reginald
Owen.

Director: Willis Goldbec!
Story: To raise money for r

Producer: Frederick Stephani

itists perfect method of winning on

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Abbott and Costello in Hollywood A. & C
Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson .

For Better For Worse Walker- Allyson
Harvey Girls, The (T)
They Were Expendable
Yolanda and the Thief (T)

COMPLETED

.Garland-Hodiak .

.Montgomery-Wayne

.Astaire-Bremer

.4-30

.
.2-19

..4-2....

. .1-22

1944-45

.Beery-Barnes ..

.Colman-Dietrieb

BLOCK NO. NINE
American Romance, An (T) (151)

Details under title: America

Barbary Coast Gent (87)
Details ander title: Gold Town

Kismet (T) (100)
Lost In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello

Malslo Goes To Ren* (90) Sothern-Hodiak
Marriage Is a Private Affair (115) Torner-Hodiak
Mrs. Parklngton (124) Garson-Pldgeon
Naoghty Marietta • (80) MacDonald-Eddy
The Seventh Cross (111) Tracy-Hasso
Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Lel 5h . .

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69)
Nothing But Trouble (69)

Details ander title: Telltale Hands

Donlcvy-Richards . . .4-19. .11-44 510. . .7-10

...3-6... 9-44.

...9-6.. 10-44.

. . .4-3. .12-44.

. . .4-3. . .9-44.

.11-29. .10-44.

. .3-20. .11-44.
.Reissue. .11-44.
.12-13. . .9-44.

.Reissue. . .9-44.

.502.... 8-7

.506.... 9-4

.509. ...9-4

.504... 8-21

.505... 8-21

.507.

508.
.501.

. 503

.

9-18

Between Two Women (

This Nan's Navy (100
Keep Your Powder Dry

Dorn-Astor . .8-21. .2-45. ..516. .11-27

Laurel-Hardy ..6-26. .3-45. . .5)9. .12-11

Arnold-Royal . . . . . . .9-4. .1-45. ..514. .12-11

. 515. .1-45. ..513. .11-27

Barrymore-Johnson .8-21. .3-45. . .518. .12-25

Reery-Gleason . .5-28. .2-45. . .517. .1-8
. .9-4. .3-45. .520. . .2-19

D'Brien-lturbl . .5-29. .2-45. ..515. .12-25
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BLOCK NO. 11
Clack. The (94) Garland-Walker ... 8-21.
Geatle An i> (80) Craig-Reed 8-21.
Wilhoit Ion (111) Traey-Hepbern ...10-31.
S»a o( Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchestar .5-29.

Details ander title: Woolen's Army
Pictare of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders-Hatfield 3-6.

SPECIAL
Meet Me In St. Loels (T) (113) Garland-OBrlen .12-13.
Rational Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor 2-7.

Details under title: The Hone Front
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Traey-Thaxter 2-21..
Valley of Decision (111) Garson-Peck 9-18.

NOT DESIGNATED
Section Awelob (T) Kelly-Sinatra t-26.
Bewitched .Thaxter- Daniels ...11-27.

Details ander title: Alter Ego
Dangeraus Partners Cralg-Hassa 3-5.
Her Hlfhntu and the Bellboy Lanarr-Walkar ...12-25.
Hidden Eye. The Arnold-RafTerty ...12-11.
hod Mlto .t:t Torch (T) E. Taylor-Lassie .. .9-18.
•w Vines Have Tender Grapes O'Brien-Robinson .10-16.
Perfect Strangers Donat-Kerr Foreign.

Thrill of a Romance (T) (105) lohnson-Williams . 8-21..
Twice Blessed Wilde-Cralg 12-11.

Weekend at the Waldorf Tamer-Johnson ...11-27.
ftagfold Follies (T) Astnlre-UII 5-1.

. .5-45.

. .5-45.

. .5-45.
.6-45.

12-23
..4-2
.4-33

PARAMOUNT

M ON OCR A

M

194445 Features
Westerns

(34)

(12)

Completed (23)

Completed (10)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

SUNBONNET SUE
Drama—Started April 24

Cast: Phil Regan, Gale Storm, George Cleveland, Alan Mowbray.
Director: Ralph Murphy Producer: Scott R. Dunlap
Story: Not available. See next Issue.

SONG OF THE BORDER
Western—Started May 18
Cast: Duncan Renaldo, Martin Garralaga, Armida.
Director: Lambert Hillyer Producer: Lindsley Parsons
Story: Not available. See next issue.

SUNBONNET SUE
Details in issue of May 14
Story: Swanky aunt in Murray

dance hall.
iea to coax niece out of bov

RELEASE CHART

1944-45
Adventnres of Kitty O'Day (62) Parker-Cookson ..

Details ander title: Kitty O'Day Comes through
Alaska (76) Taylor-Lindsay ..
Araiy Wi»es (67) Rambeaa-Knox ..

Bawery Champs (62) East Slda Kids .

Details ander title: Hoggs Meets a Deadline
China's Llttla Devils Carey-Kelly . . .

The Cisco Kid Comes Throogh Renaldo Une ..
Details ander title: Case ol the Hissing Medico

Came Oat Fighting East Side Kids
Crazy Knights (63) ..Gilbert-Howard .

Dlllinger (77) L. Tierney . . . .

Francis-Cabot . .

Docks of Hem York (62) Gorcey-Hall ...
Details ander title: Harder in the Faait)

Enemy of Women (86) Woods-Dell
Fashion Model (61) Weaver- Lowjy .

Details ander title: The Model Harder
Flame of the West (71) Brown-Hatton ..

Details ander title: Flaming Frontiers
Ghost Gans (60) Brown-Hatton .

Details ander title: Ghost of Indian Springs
Farmer Yoars (83) Storm-Smith

Details ander title: They Shall Have Faitb
6. L Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson
Gen Smoke (57) .- Brown-Hatton ..

In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon
Haggs Rides Again East Side Kids

Details ander title: County Fair

Jade Hask. The (66) Toler-Manton ..

Details ander title: Mystery Mansion
Main Street Girl Merriek-Lowery

Na«aje Trails (56) Brown-Holt ...

Details ander title: The Texas Terror

Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White

Details ander title: Cowboy Serenade

Scarlet Clue. The (65) Toler-Hanton . .

Details ander title: Radio Mystery

Shadow of Saspicion (68) Wea»er-Cookson

Details ander title: Baby Shoes

Song of the Range (55) Wakely-Hoore ..

Details ander title: Saddle Pals

Stranger from Santa Fe (56) Brown-Hatton

Springtime in Texas (55) Wakley-White ..

Sanbonnet See Regan-Storm . .

There toes Kelly (61) Horan-McKay ..

Details ander title: Hake Way for Kelly

Troable Chasers Gilbert-Howard

Details ander title. Here Cimes Troable

A Wa»e, A Wae. A Marine <70> Eilcrs-Yoangman

When Strangers Marry (67) Hunter-laager

Details ander title: I Married a Stranger

. .5-1. .12-22.

. .8-7. . .1-12.

..6-12.. 12-29

.8-21. . .12-8.

.10-16 4-6.

..3-5 6-1.

.1-22 3-9.

.2-19... 5-26..

.9-18. . .2-16.

.

. .8-7. . .1-26.

.10-2.... 4-9..

.9-18. . .2-16. .

. .8-21. . .5-19.

..2-5.... 6-8..

. . .4-30

.9-18.... 5-5..

. . .6-26. .12-15.

..9-18... 12-1..

..1-22. . .4-15. .

. . .4-2. . .5-10.

.

...5-14
.11-27... 2-16..

11*41-45 Features Completed (42)
Production (?)

rttk> Time

RELEASE CHART
Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Blae Dahlia, The

Stork Clab

COMPIJSTED
1944-45

Lowery-Drew .

.

.Brown- Heather

lyun-Rassell

.Lamoer-Salllvan

Hilland-Brlttoa

.Ladd-Yoang
.fontaine-OeCordo»a

.Asther-Walker ...

.Hilland-Reynglds

Hrley-Kelly ....

.Lamoer-Cordova

.Fontaine- Brent

.HaeKurray Ma n

.Haley-Savane . .

Gargan-Savage

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dark Moantali (57)

National Barn Dance (76)

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (81)

Rainbow Island (T) (93)

Till We Heet Again (88)

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85)

Frenchman's Creek (T) (110)

Man in Half Moon Street (92)

Ministry of Fear (84)

One 3ody Too Many (74)

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Talis (T) (158) Cooper-Bcrgmah .

Dangeroas Passage (61) Lowery-brcoks

Doable Exposaro (64) Morris-Kelly ....

Hero Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hatton

Practically Yoars (90) Colbert-MacMarray

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tufts

High Powired (62) Lowcry-Brooks

Details ander title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourko (100) Ladd-Russetl

Unseen. The (81) MeCrra Ru,sell ..

Details ander title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Hedal fur Benny (80)

Affairs of Sasan. The (110)

Hurder. He Says (92)

Scared Stiff (65)

BLOCK NO. SIX
One Exciting Night

Details ander title: Hard to Handle

Oat »f This World Bracken-Lynn

Yo. Came Along Cummin* -Scott

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) Ha'ton-Cerdov.

REISSUE
Sign af the Cress (118) C tt^rt-Harch

Northwest Hounted Police C -C .rroll

This Gan For Hire Ladd-Lake .

NOT DESIGNATED
Cross Hy Heart Hatton-Tafts .

Details under title: Too Good To Bo

Daffy's favern

Follow That Woman
Hold That Blonde

Details ander title: Good Intentions

Kitty

Lost Weekend. The

Love Letters

Masquerade In Mexico

Miss Sasie Slagle's

0 ir Hearts Were Growing Up

Pcoile Are Funny

Rhythm Raaea

Road t» Utapla. Tit

Tw» Yean Before the Mast

Virginian, The

Well-Groomed Bride. The

BLOCK NO. SIX
Great Moment (79)

totalis tnder title: Trlimpb Over Pa

Hail the Conquering Hero (101)

Henry Aldrleh's Little Secret (73) . . -

Details under title: Henry Aldrict It

1 Love a Soldier (105)

Details Mder title: Wbaa I Came M
Take It Big (74)

.4-17.

11-29.
. .9-6.

10-18.
12- 13.

.12-27.

5-31.

.11-1

.
.7-26.

..1-10.

..7-13.
.8-21.
.7-10.

..5-15.
..2-7.

.4113. . .7-20

.44 12.. 12-2 5

.4415. .12-2-

.4411.. 12-2 <

. .4414. .12-2i

. .6-26.

11-13

.1424. . .4-16

.4421 4-2

.4422. .
.4-15

.4423. . .4-16

.C?.rdn>r-Reynclds .

.Gargan-Kelly ....

. Bracken-Lake . . .

.Goddard-Mllland .

.Milland-Wyraan . .

. Jones-Cotten . . . .

.Lamoor-Cordova ..

Tufts-lake

. Conlevy- Russell

.Haley-Walker

.Haley-Milliard . . .

.Croshy-Hooe-lameer

. Ladd-D*nlery . . .

.HeCrea-Britton

.Hilland-deHavilland

. .10 2.

..2-19.

.12-11.

..6-12.

.10-31.

.10-31.

...1-8

. .9-18

...3-5.

. . .4-2.

.11-1.
12-13

. . 5-1

.

.11-13.
2-19.

1943-44

. .HcCrea-Field 4-20.

..n.-,;ken- Raines ....7-12.

..Lvlm-Mnriimer ...5-31.

It the Cradle

. .Ooddard-Tsfts 10-18.

I

. .Halev-Hltliard ...11-15.

.4329.

. 4327

.

1914-15 Features (24)

Westerns (18)

Completed (25)

Completed (13)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CLUB HAVANA
Musical—Started May 12

Cast: Margaret Lindsay, Tom Neal, Dorothy Morris, Eric Sin-

clair.

Director: Edgar Ulmer Producer: Leon Fromkess
Story: S les mixed ui in a club murder

WANTED MEN
Western—Started May 14

Cast: Tex Ritter, Dave O'Brien, Patricia Knox. .

Director: Harry Fraser Producer: Arthur Alexander
Slory: Not available. See next Issue.

MAY 28, 1945



CHECKMATE
Drama—Started May 15
Cast: Dick Fraser, Grace Giliern, Cy Kendall, Ken MacDcnald.
Director: Lew Landers Producer: Jack Grant
Story: Discoverer of new chemical for government chased by spies.

CHART
Title— Ruruilag Tim

COMPLETED
1944-45

Arson Squad Aloertson-Armstrong. 4-30
*i,oiogy lor Harder iavage-Beaumont 3 5
Uiocbeard (70) Carradine-Parker
Castle of Crimes (60) Kent-Churchiil
Congo Pongo Fraser- Wrixon .

Crims, Inc. (75) Heal-Tilton ...
Dangerous Intruder, Tho Arnt-Borg

Details under title: The Intruder
Dead or Alive Ritter-OBrien
Dixie Jameoreo (71) Langford-Talbot

Details under title: Dixie Steam Boat
Enchanted Forest (Cincoolor) Lowe-Joyce . .

.

K>9 Island Atwlll-Douglas .

Tho Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John
Gangsters of the Frontier (56) Bitter-O'Brien
Great Mike, The (73) Erwin-Henry ..

Details cider title: At the Post

His Brother's Ghost Crabbe-St. John
Hollywood and Vine (58) EHiscn-iwcKay
I'm From Arkansas (68) Adrlan-Sommervi!
I Accuse My Parents (68) Hughes-Meeker
Tho Kid Sister Pryor-Clark . . .

Lady Confesses, The (64) Hughes-Beaumont
Details under title: Undercover Girl

Man Who Walked Alone, The (73) O'Brien-Aldrich
Details under title: Yon Csn't Stop Romaic

Harked for Murder O'Brlen-Ritter .

Missing Corpse (62) Bromberg-Jenks
Details under title: Stranger In the Family

Oath of Vengeance (58) Crabbe-St. John
iin Phantom of 42ml Street O'Brlen-Aldrieh
Hide, Ranger, Ride O'Brlen-Ritter .

logoes Gallery (60) Jenks-Warner ..

Spell of Amy Nugent, The (63) Farr-Lindsay .

.

Shadows of Death Crabbe-St. John
Details under title: Barber cf Red Gap

Silver Fleet. The (77) Richardson-WiSh-rs ..Tor..

Song of Old Wyoming Dean-Padden 5-14

Strange Illusion (83) Eilcrs-Lydon .. 10-2

Mil Hostess (76) Tllton-Collins 6-12
Thrre in the Saddle Ritter-O'Brien MS.
Town Went Wild. The (77) aartholomew-Horton .8-7

Whispering Skulls Ritter-8' Brien

Why Girls Leave Heme Lanc-Lscnard -3-5

WW Her-.f Phnntom Crabbe-St. John ...8-21.
nrtaih fndcr t!tl»: Phantnra of Wild Villi

. .6-12.

Fore,bo .

. .4-16.

.11-13.

..4-16.

.10-31.

. . 1-22
.11-13.

.1-22.

..8-7.
...8 7.

.10-31..

1016.

.2-15.

.6-14..

. .
9-21

.

.11-15.

10-31.
..11-4.
..2-6.
.5-16.

. .3-15.

..2-8.

.510.
.512.
.516.

.2-5.

11-27.

. .12-6.
.2-10.

.

.4-19.

. .6-15.

. .'i-31.

. . .9-8.

.6-29. ,

.12-15.
12-29.

REPUBLIC
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (41)

Completed (27)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

HEW PRODUCTIONS
LOVE, HONOR AND OBEY
Comedy—Started May 1
Cast: Virginia Bruce, Edward Ashley, Victor McLaglen,

Asthcr, Helen Broderick.
Director: Al Rogell Producer: Harry
Story: Estranged husband bucks show starring wife. Show flops and

thorn together B-galn.

MEXICANA
Musical—Started May 15
Cast: Tito Guizar, Constance Moore, Leo Carrillo, Estclita
Producer-Director: Al Santell
Story: American prima donna marries Sinatra of Mexico for pn

Grey
brings

-Taylo

. Randolph-0'

purposes.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Reining Tin* Cast Details

IN PRODUCTION
Lo/e, Honor and Goodbye Brute-Ashley 5-14.

COMPLETED

Angel Comes to Brooklyn, I

Details onder title: New Faces
Atlantic C.ty (86»
Sporting Chaneo

Details under tide: Behind tho Ships
Bandit of Badlands Carson-Stewart .

Belli of Rosarit.i (68) Rogers-Evans ...
Big Bonanza (68) Arlen-Frnzee
Bl« Show-off (70> Lake-Evans

Details nndir title: Next Comes Lovo
lordedown Trills CarsonBornette .

Bmll (91) Broei-Go!rar ..

California Gold Rush Elliott-Fleming

Cheaters. The Schlldkraui-Borke
Details onder title - The Morn f,r -n| Mr. M

CkiywiM Wildat Elliott-Fleming .

Chicago Kid (68) Barry- Roberts

Code of the Prairie Bnrnettr Carson
Colorado Plonrors Elliott-Firming

Corns Chrlstl Bandits Lane-Talbot . .

Desperadors ol Dakcla Elliot-Fleming

.. 5-15... Ml.... 451.
. . .6-26. .11-30 405.
. . .4-30

. .2-19

..6-12 .9-30 .3314
. . .10-2.

. 6-29. .117.

. .646. .10-6 452.
. . .3-19

4-20. . . .465.
. . . .2-5

Earl Carroll's Vanities (89) O'Keefe- Moore 11-13

End of tho Road (51) Norris-Storey 7-10
Details under title: Man of Mystery

Faces in the Fog (71) Withers-Kelly 8-21

Fatal Witness Ankers-Fraser 1-^2

Federal Operator Ho. 99 lamont-TaHlot 2-5

Flamo of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak 7-24

Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor 12-25

Girls of the Big Hooso Roberts- Powers •••3-5
Git Along Little Doiies Autry-Bornette ..Rfssae

Creat Flamarion, Tho (78) nonStroheim-Hughes 10-16

.413... 3-1!

.402.... l-i

.1-31.... 415... 4-3C

The Great Stagecoach Robbery Eillott-Fleming

Grissly's Millions (72) Grey-Kelly ...

Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Fearce-Evans ..

Jealousy Morley-Asther .

Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker .

Details under title: Johnny March

Lake Placid Serenadi (85) Ralston-Taylor

Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Flening

Man From Oklahoma, Tho Rogers-Evans .

.

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey

Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Biake ..

Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes .

My Buddy (69) Barry-Roberts .

Phantom Speaks, The (68) \rlen-Roberts .

Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterling-Moore .

Red River Valley Autry-Burnette .

Return At Dawn Terry-Roberts

Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey .

Roogh Riders of Cheyenne Carson-Stewart

Silver City Kid Lane-Stewart ..

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades _ .

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blab .

Santo Fo Saddlemates Carson-Stirling

Portland Yard Investigator VonStrohoim-Bael

Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling

Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake .

Sheriff of Sundown Lane-Stewart .

Sinn. Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown

Song for Miss Julie, A (69) Early-Clark . .

Stagecoach to Monterey Lano-Stewart . .

Details onder title: Marshal of Monterey

Steppin' In Society Horton-George

SwingilT en a Rainbow Taylor-Fraree .

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry

TV»e's A Crowd Michael-Gordon

Thoroughbreds Nsal-Mara

Tiger Woman. Tho Richmond-Mara

Topeka Terror Allan Lane

Tugboat Annie's Son
DrHon Trail C-rson-Stewart

Utah (78) Rogers-Evans

9-18
...9-18.

. . .9-18.

.

. .11-27.

..11-27.

...8-21.
...12-11.

...3-19.
. .10-16.

3-5.
....3-6.

. . .6-26. .

. .10-31. .

....4-30..

. .Reissue. .

1-22. .

1-8..

. . . .5-14. .

...4-17..

...5-29..
2-19.

.

219.

10-15.

.3-30.
.2-15.

.1-16.

..4-2.

12-23.

.3307
. .412. ..2-1S

. 3317

. .409... 1-2:

5-li

'.'.414.'.'.4-l£

'

..406.... l-i

..7-2.

.10-12.

.
.5-10.

.3312...

. .403. .10 1'

. .433 . - .5-1'!

.
12-2")

.

.2-28. . .454

. .7-24. 12-31. .3316

. .5-29. .11-7. . .463

..4-17. . .8-12. . .401 9-i

.10-16. .2-19. .411

4-17. .9-15.

Vampire's Ghost (50) . .

.

W*n>n Wheels Westward ..

Web. The
Toito'< R'"» Whip (Serial'

1944-45 Features

.lKbo!t-St"wart

...Elliott-Fleming

. . .Kelly-Lodfr . .

LfwIs-StirMng

.
.10-16.

..11-13.
.12-25.

. 11-27 . .

...9-4..
..3-19.

. 10-2. .

.12-25.

. . .4-2.

.12-11.

.10-16.

..4-16.

. .4-30.

..8-21..

12-23.

.1-26!

.416

.408

.fa'.'.'.'.'.'..,

.441. 4-2

5-14'

.481

Completed (42)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DEADLINE AT DAWN
Murder Mystery—Started May 14

Cast: Susan Hayward, Bill Williams, Paul Lukas, Lola Lane.

Director: Harold Clurman Producer: Adrian Scott

York is suspected of murder. Hiyw.ir

RELEASE CHART

FN PRODUCTION
Ding Dong Williams Vcrnon-McGuIre ....5-14.

Tomorrow Is Forever Colbert-Welles 4-2.

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Going To Town (69) Lorn 'n Abner 5-15.
Master Race (56) Esmond-Masscn 5-29.
My Pal, Wolf (75) Moffett-Esmond ....5-29.

Details inder title: Pompkln Shell

Hone But the Lonely Heart (113) Grant-Wyatt 3-6.

Tall In the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines 5-1.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brsnt 7-24.
Faleon In Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale 7-24.
Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley 5-29.

Details onder title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rash. The (65) Lanoford-Brown ...6-12.
Nevada (61) Mltchum-Gates ....7-24.

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From tho East (82) Tracy-Kelly 7-24.
What a Blondo (71) Errol-Riley 10-16.

Details under tide: Com» Share My Love
Enchanted Cottage. Tho (92) Young-MeGoIre ...10-16.
Having Wonderfol Crime (70) O'Brlr-n-Landis 5-1.

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long 8-21.

Bf.OCK NO. FOUR
Rody Snatcher. The (78) KarioSf-Logost ....11-13.
China Sky (77) Scott-Drew 9-4..
Tarran and the Amarons (72) Welssmuller- Joyce
Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Oay-Yoong 1-22.
Zombies on Bronilway (68) Brown-Carney 9-18.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan Wayne-Ahn 11-13.

Details endor title: Invisible Army
Brighton Slrangler, Tho (67) Loder-Dupru 7-10..
Coorne Whlte'i Scandals Davis-Haley 2-5.

Details onder title: Follow Vour Heart

.504... 10-2

.502... 10-5

.505... 10-2

.501... 10-2

.503... 10-2

.510.. 12-11

.507.12 11

.508.. 1M1

.506..10-K

.509.. 12 11

.514...M*

.511.... 2-5

.515...M°

.513...21 1

512...21'

.517.

.519... 4-30,

518...4M
.520... 4 )0

516... 4-M

5-M

FILM BULLBTIN



,» O'clock Co»rag« (66) Conway- Ruthtrlcrd

M *t The Petti Mllchia-Hjle . .

NOT DKSIONATEO
itf Cant )»«es (International) Coopcr-Yoong ...

lit tl lot Yakon (T) (84) Scott-Leo

Hi of St. Mary's, The Crusby-Bc;gniaii .

tiMil Brown <i<3) Cooper-Wright .

iltM ! San Francisco, Tho Conway Corday .

rst Man Into Tokyo Ntal-Hale

i i Pluiiro (T) (90) Henie-OShca ...

tinny Angel Raft-Trevor

ima Lores Papa Errol-Risdon ...

>st Dangerots Game, The Loder-Long

ssltnate Ghoit B'Briea-Drew . .

Details ender title: Man Alive

kfjjMI and the Plratt (T) (94) Hops-Mayo

dio Stars on Parade Brown-Carney . .

eg Voir Way Hone Haley-Jeffries

anlih Main. The (T) Henreid-O'Hara .

tret CabalUros (T) (71) Cnrtnnn Feature

etan In tht Window. Tho (95) Robinson-Bennett

D-'tlh ender title: Once Off Goard

ender Man. The (T) »8> Kaye-Mayo

.58.). .12-11

,tu.'. . .t--/

.
.2-19.

.2-19.

.8-21. .

.12-11.

. .2-19.

. .2-19.

. .2-5.

.5-15.

.4-17.

.7-24.

2 0th CENJURY -FOX
1944-45 Features Completed (37) In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

.EAVE HER TO HEAVEN (T)

)rama—Started May 17

Jast: Gene Tierney, Cornel Wilde, Jeanne Crain, Ruth Nelson,
Thomas Mitchell.

Jirector: John Stahl Producer: William Bacher
'tory: From the best selling novel by Ben Ames Williams. Neurotic girl,

violently possessive, turns murderess.

TIM

RE15AS5 CHART
Cast 1

IN PRODUCTION
nehanted Voyage (T) . Payne-Haver .

alien Angel Faye-Andrcws
irten on the Keys (T) O'Hara-Haymcs
ow It Can Be Told Eythe-Hasso

COMPLETED

BLOCK NO. ONE
1944-45

BLOCK NO. TWO
*W Joernry (73)
rwleh Village (T) (82)
t end lowdown (75)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Dttaih ender title: Good Neighbors

rlth Eyes Are Soiling (T) (90)

.

BLOCK NO. FOUR

BLOCK NO. FrVE
nday Dinner for a Soldier (86) .

.

'Inn* Victory (130)

BLOCK NO. SIX
<•» 1 the Kingdom (137)
'ay Ahead, The (115)
'lifting Lady, Tin (61)

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Tree Grows In Brooklyn "(128)

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
n of Flleka (T) (73).

BLOCK NO. NINE
«olly and Me (77)

Dttalli ender title: Molly, Bless Her
•H •» BtmJette (156)..
loyal Scandal, A (90)

Details ender title: Czarina
of the Wild (Reissue) (81)

BLOCK NO. TEN
llamond Horseshoe (T) (104)

.Baker- Massow ...

.Ameche-Andrevn
. .4-3. .

.2-21..
Aogost. .

August.

.

..501.

..502.

.7-24

.10-2

. rtrnnU.rtnncpvpIt TnVi'l Frat Sept . 504. .8-21

.Ameehe-Miranda

. Barl-Goodman . .

.

11-15.

.

..2-7..
.Sept... . .505.

503.

.8-21

.8-21

.Laurel-Hardy ..4-3.. October. . . .506. .9-18

Crain-Latimore . . . .1-10. .October. . . .507. .9-18

r

.Woolley-Hater . .

.

. .3-6. .October. . . 5CS. .10-16

.Tierney-Anrirews . .
,5-1. . Nor. 509. 10-30

.Miranda-O'Shoa 5-1. .Nov.. . ..510. 11-15

. Baxter-Winnlnger

. O'Brien-Crane

..7-10.

..6-26.
. . Dec.

.

..Dec.
..513.
..512.

12-11
.11-27

Peck-Hardwlcke

.Nlven-Hantley ...

.Gov't Documentary

...2-7.

. . For.

.

..Jan...
.Jan..

.

. Jan

. .514.
. .511.

515.

12-25

.1-22

.Crcgar-Darnell . . .9-4. .1-2-2

..2-5. . 515. .Feb.. ..517.

O'Shea-Marshall

.McDowell-Foster

.11-13.

. .5-15.
. Mar.

.

. Mar.

.

. .519.

..518.
. .2-19

. .2-5

.Fields-Woolley .. .11-13. ..Apr.. . .522. ...3-5

.Jones-Price

.Bankhead-Eythe . .

. .4-5.

..9-18.
.Arril..

April.

..520.
. .521.

. .2-7

...4-8

.Apr... . .523.

.Grable-Haymes

.Laurel-Hardy ...

. ..9-4.

..12-11.
..May.
..May.

. .524.

..525.
. .4-30
-.4-16

.3-13.
11-13.

12-11.
. .2-5.

NOT DESIGNATED
\ni Then There Were None Fitzgerald-Huston
Jell for Adant. A Hodiak-Bendix ..

r
v™> MaeMorray-Barl
-arrlbMn Mystery Donn-Byan ....

Details ender title: First, Last and Atwayi

;

olonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe ..
>olly Sisters. The (T) Grable-Pavne

Oeilllg*n (75) Bendix-Blondell
Details ender title: Two-Faced Qoilligan

ra

?

<mw*
1

c
1

k ....Tierney-Eythe ..

.'I
1*" 1" Garner-Joslyn ..

Hl" 1. Bennett-Raft .

tat, Fair (T) Andrcws-Crain ..
*here Do We Go From Here? <T) (77) . . . MaeMurray-leslle
''!""

il»
(15*> Har-wlckr-Miter,!! 11-29

Ylthin These Walls Mitchell-Anderson .3-5

12-25.

.

..2-5..
. .2-5.

.

. .3-5.

.

.2-19.

.

.8-21.

.1-22..
.529

c *0 . S-7

UNITED A R T 1 ST S

11)44-43 Features Completed (33) In Production Ci)

Key to Producers: Small (8m!.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van.); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Kipiey-Monter (RJH.); Bogeaus
(fiog.); Stromborg (Slug.) ; Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Sin.); Selznicii (Sik); N.-beiizahl (Nob.); Lesser
Les.); Loow-Hakiiu (L. II.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Llou
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

RfiLEASfi CHART
ai PRODUcnois

Title—aaoilog Tint

Duel In the San (T)
young Widow

COitfPLETKD

.Joncs-Cottcn

.P.ussell-Hayward

194-1-45

ttallt

. .3-19.

..3-5..
Szk.

Abroad gritt Two Yank. (80) u ntvie-oeno x

Bedside Manner Husscj-Orri.il

Blithe Spirit (T) Curamings-K..rrison

Blood on the Sun (94) Cagney-Sidncy
Biewsicr's Millions (79) O'Kcefe-Walker . .

Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Leigh . . .

Captain Kidd t.aughton-Brrtton

Colonel Blimp (T) (148) Livesy-Walb.-ook .

Dark Waters (89) Oberon-Tone . . .

Delightfully Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy .

Details under title: Hi^h Among the Stan
The Great John L. Darnell-McClurc

Guest In tho House (121) Bixtcr-BelSamy .

Guest Wife Colbert-Ameche .

Hairy Ape, The (90) Bendlx-Kayward
Henry V (T) Oivier-Nrwlon
Her Han Gllbey Wilding-Ward . . .

I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten ..

Details ander title: Double Fnrloinh

It's in the Bag (87) Allcn-Bcnchley ..

Sensations of 1945 (66) Powo'll-Flelds ...

Mr. Emmanuel (92) Aylmer-Gynt . . .

Outlaw, The Russell-Huston . .

Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields . .

Since Yoo Wmt Away (171) rolbert-Cottnn

Song of the Ooon Road (89) Bergen-Granville

Southerner, The (91) Scott-Field

Details under title: Hold Autumn in Your Hand
Spellbound Bsrgman-Peck

IMails nnder title: House of Dr. Edwardcs

Story of G. I. Joe Meredith

Simmer Storm (107) Sanders-Darnell

Detelh under title: The Moan Their Mistress

This Happy Breed (T) Newton-Johnson

3 Is a Family (81) Ruogles-Rcynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field . . .

2100 Women .
Rc>'>son-Ca!vert

Walk In the Stin Andrews. Conte ..

3-20 8-4. . S»l.

. .11-27 Stn.

Foreign C F.D..

. .10-31 Cgy..

. . .8-21 4-7. . .Sml..

Foreign G.F.I).

.

. .2-5 Bon..

.Foreign 5-4. G-F O..

5-29. .11-10. . Bog.

...9-4... 3-31.... Bjs..

. .4-2

1*1!
.3-19

.7-10. . .5-25. . Crosby.

. .2-21. . .12-8. . .Sing..

. .12-11 Ski.

...1-10... 6-16... Lev..

.For G.F.D..

Foreign 6.F.D..

...4-17.... 1-5... Szk..

. .10-16. . .4-21 Rgs.

. . .12-13. . .6-30. . .Stn.

.Foreign. . .1-19. .G.F.D..

.2-ly

.'5-29

..18

.2-19

.7-lC

. 1-22

. .1-22
.

r
- 20. . .8 12.

.12-13 6-2..,

. .9-18. . .5-13. .

.

.Foreign G.F.D..

. ..6-26. .11-23. . .Les.

. . .6-26. .12-29. . .Cow.

.Foreign G.F D.

.

.11-13 Bm..

U Hi V K S A L

1941-45 Features
Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Comnleted (52)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 5)

In Production (°.)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
TrMt— it tuning Tlaw Cast

IN PROEHJCTION
Frontier Gal (T) dcCario-Camcron
Lady On A Train Durbin-Bellamy ..

On Stage, Everybody Oakie-Ryan
Uncle Harry Sanders-Fitzgerald

COMPLETED

1944-45
Details ander title: Swingaroo Sweetheart

Ceautifol Cheat Granvllle-Beery ..
Details under title: It's Nevar Too Late

Beyond the Pecos Cameron-Drew ...
Blonde Ransom Cook-Grey
Bowery To Broadway (54) Oafcie-Mantcj . . .

Bates on Swing Strett Errol-Vlneent
Can't Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paigo
Climax, Tho (85) Karlolf-Foster . .

.

('-id Man's Eyes (64) Chaney-Parker . . .

Easy To Look At Jein-Grant
Enter Arsene Lupin (72) Raines-Kowin ...

Details under title : Arsene Lupin
Fairy Tale Murder !r-in-Bra«ePe . . .

The Frozos Ghost Chancy-Ankers . . .

Destiny (65) Jcan-Cortjs
Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey

Girl On the Soot Barker-Collier . . .

Details under title: Serenade for Murder
fivnsy Wildcat (T) (75) Montc Ha'l

Crrnison Canary Beery-Collier
Details under title: Hfar That Trvmpe! Talk

Hero Come tre Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello

Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters . .

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattai
Hi, Beautiful O'Driseoll-Becry .

Details under title: Be It Ever So Humble
Hosse of Foar (69) Rathbonc-Bruci ..

Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

.11-27

.7-24. . .2-23. . .9083
12-25. . .6-15

. . 5-15... 11-3... 9072.. 11-13

,,5-29. .10-13. . .9024
.6-12. .12-29. . .9071

. . 2-21 . . 10-20 . . . 9007 . . 10-16

...4-3.. 11-10... 9026.. 10-30

.12-25

. .8-21. .11-24. . .9018. .12-10

..10-2..
. 6-26 . . . 6-28 . . . 9032
.9-18. .12-22. . .9023
.10-2. . .2-23. . .9012
..3-19

10-18. . . .9-1. . .9005
. .4-16

.11-13 2-2. . .9002 3-5

. .7-24 2-9. . .9021. . .3-19

..8-21... 12-8... 9031

...2-5... 3-16... 9025... 4-16
11-27. . .5-11. . .9028

U A Y 2 8, 1 9 4 5 27



House ol Frankenstein (70) Karlofl-Cluney
Details under title: Devils Brood

I'll Remember April (64) Jc^n-Grant ....
Details under title: Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce
ju >;gl8 Captive Lane-Krugcr
Jungle Queen (Serial) Collier-Quillan . .

Master Key. The (Serial) Wiley-Moore ...
rtitri In Her Diary Albritton-Hall ..

Merrily We Slag Ryan-Blytn
Merry Monahans. The (yl) 0 Connor-Ryan .

MMDjigftt axe Cactus Andrews-Carrillo .

Mummy's Corse (62) Chancy-Harding
Murder In the Blue Room (61> ,'

. Cook-Gwynna
Mystery of the River Boat (Seiial) Lowery-Clcments .

My Gal Lores Music (T) Crosby-McDonald
Nauuhty Nineties, The Abbott-Costcllo ..

Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn ...
Night in Paradiso Obcron-Bey ....
Old Texas Trail, The ameron-Knight .

Patrick the Great (89) O'Conpor-Rypn .

Pearl of Death (65) Rithbone-Bruce .

Penthouse Rhythm Collier-Norris ...
Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyca ...
Raiders of Ghost City floort-Atalll . . .

Reckless Age (63) lean-Clark
Details onder title: Make Way r« inve

Riders of Santa Fe cameron-Knight

Salome, Where She Danced (SO) OeCarlo-Cameron
San Dle?o. I love fta <!"> Hall-Foster

Secret Agent X-9 (Serial) 3ridgcs-Wiley . . .

See My Lawyer <6"> Olsen & Johnson

Senorita from the West Hnes-Cranville

She Bet) H*r Man (74) Davis-Gargan ...

Singing Sheriff (63) •iwrls-Kntnht . .

Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-Kelly ...

Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce . . .

Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall ...
Details tm*t* title: fiuecn ol the Ni!«

Suspect, The (85) l.-.ughton- Raines

Swina Out, Sister Cameron-deWit . .

That's The Spirit (93) Ryan-Oakie
Woman in Green Rathbone- Bruce

fifties under title: Invitation to Death

Under Western Sk : cs (57) O'Driscnll-Bccry

Details under title: Musical Ro:md-up

.4-17.

.8-21.

.2-16.

.4-13.

.9013.

.1027.

. .1-8

.5-14

12-11 6-8. .

.9-1S. . .6-29.

.

. .10-2
.12-11

. .2-19

..5-15

.12-27. . .9-15.

. . .9-6 9-9.

.

.8-21.

. .3-20
.7-24.

.6-26.
. . 2-5

.

.7-24
,..1-8
.7-10 .12-15

.2-16.

.

.
.12-1.

10-24. .

12-15.

.

.5-25..
..1-5.

RELEASE CHART
tiM PRODUCTION

Title—Running Tide Cast '

nie Gets Married Leslie- Hutton

Stolen Life uav.s-lord

me, The Place and The G.rl, The <T) Morgan-Paige

vo Mrs. Carrolls, The Bo'jart-Stanwyek ..

COMPLETED

.9037.

.9035

. .5-1.

.8-21.
.3-19.

.10 2.

.4-17

.4-16.

.5-4.

11-10

.4-27.

.9-29.

'5-25.

1-12.

.9016.

.9020
flV 10-

•

.9040 . 5-28

.5006.". '.".4-2

.
.2-9.

.5-18.

. .6-1.

.6-8.

.9010.
! 033

.

.1 e

.8-21. . .1-19. . .9039.

W A R N E R BJfc O TH ER S.

1944-15 Features Completed (34) In Production (4)

Details under title: One M
Arsenic and Old Lace (118) Grant-Lane

Big Sleep, The Bogart-Baeall . . .

Christmas Id Cennettlaat Stanwyek-Mergan .

Cinderella Janes Leille-Alda

tonfllet Bogart-Hobart

Corn Is Green, The (114) Oavis-Dall

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henrcid . .

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan
Details under title: Forty Whaekl

Danger Signal Emerson-Scott . .

.

Devotion DoHnvilland-Liplna

Doughgirls, The (102) Sheridan-Carson

God Is My Co-Pilot (83) Morgan- Masscy ..

Escape In the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn . .

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-star

Horn Clows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Sm th

Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine -

Janit (106) Ruyno'ids-ilutlon

Last Ride, The (56) Travis-Pirker . .

.

Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson .

My Reputation 6tanwyck- Brent

«ioboily Lives Forever SarlMd-Fitzgerald

fihjectivo Burma (142) Flynn-Brown ....

Of Human Eondage Henreld-Parker .

Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstreet

Rhapsody In Bloe Leslie-Aldo 7-26
Roughly Speaking (117) ...Russell-Carson 6-12

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smlth 10-16

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooptr-Berajman 3-8

Shadow of A Woimn King-Prince 2-19

Pride of the Marines Garfield-Parker ...11-27

Details under t tic: This Love of Ous
Three Strangers Fit'gerald-Grecnstreet 1-22

To Hive and Hive Not (101) Bogart-Baeall 2-21

Too Young To Know L-slic-Hutton

Very Thought nl You (99) Parker-Morgan

. .11-1. .9-23.. ..403. .9-lJ

.10-31.
. .6-12.

.12-13.
. .5-17. . .6-36!.'

.8-21.

.

V.4-2

. . .3-6. 10-21. .
.'.405. 10-31

.10-19. . .9-9. . ..402. ..8-7

. . .3-6. 11-25.. . .407. ..9-<

. .8-21. . .4-7. . . .414. . .4-;

. .6-12. .5-19. . .
.416. .4-3(

. .6-26. .12-31. . .409. .12-1

.11-15. .4-28. . . .415. .4-l(

.11-27. .3-17. . . .413.

3S. .1-10. .9-2.. . .401.
.10-7.. ..404. .9-U

.11-29.

. .9-18

. .6-12. .2-10 .

.

.
.411.' .'.2-!

. . .7-24.
.8-21. '.'.6-9!.' .5-21

.3-3.... 412... 2-

.3-6.

.1-20. .410. 10-1

.40S 10-3

SIZE-UPS
(Continued

Abbott and Costello have announced they will split after their

Universal contract winds up in two years. They have been teamed
for fourteen years. It is possible that they may split before that

time, as their quarrel has grown so serious that they do not speak
to each other on the Metro lot, where they are making a picture

together.

Title of "Hear That Trumpet Talk" has been changed to "The
Crimson Canary."

¥/ARNER BROS.
With the announcement of V-E Day, most studios decided to

shy away from any war pictures, particularly with a European
background. Very few of the latter were on the studios' shelves.

Warner Bros, has "Confidential Agent" brewing, which incidental-

ly will co-star Lauren Bacall opposite Charles Boyer. It will be
The Look's first picture without Bogart.

However, Warners will probably continue to produce pictures
dealing with the Pacific theatre. They have "Target Tokyo"
scheduled for a 1945-46 release, and now announce plans for a big
epic called "Task Force." This will tell the story of naval navi-
gation from its first days up to the recent launching of the air-
craft carrier, the Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Delmar Daves and
Jerry Wald v/ill direct and produce.

The studio has an all-time high in its number of players. The
recent signing of sixteen players has brought the total to 27 stars
and 48 featured players.

The plant is evidently expecting busy months ahead, since at
present, thirty-two writers are working on as many stories.

Cole Porter is conferring with Arthur Schwartz on factual
background for "Night and Day," the story of Porter's life. Cary
Grant will play the lead, co-starring with Alexis Smith.

Gene Lewis, associate producer for "I'll Remember April,"
has completed his current contract and checked off the lot... The
option of Gale Sondergaard has been picked vp for another year.

from Page 23)

Production of "The Adventures of Don Juan," Errol Flym

starrer, has been indefinitely postponed. Although the script i

ready, the film calls for the greatest use of textiles, wood, stet

and other critical materials since pre-war days.

Humphrey Bogart has the first option on the novel "Windrift

written by Marty Holland, author of "Fallen Angel" and "32 R<|

gent Square."

Herman Goldberg has been promoted to take over the jo

held by the late C. Ryan, and will be purchasing agent for Wai[

ners exchanges and head of advertising accessories departmerj

. . .Victor Francen's contract has been extended. . .S. Z. Sakall ha I

also been held . . . Peter Lorre gets an additional year.

Harry Warner visited President Truman and assured him thr

the motion picture industry would give all possible cooperatio

and is anxious to participate in the rehabilitation of war-to.

Europe.

INDEPENDENT
William LeBaron has bought film rights to William Spenc(

Dell's novel, "Miss Tcssie Talks." The book was written in tt,

90's and banned in several cities, resulting, of course, in its bj

coming a best seller. LeBaron plans it for his first picture.

Madge Bellamy v/ill make a screen comeback when she staj

in "Northwest Trail," first of a series of westerns to be produc!

by Max King and William David. Shooting will start in Jun
and the film will be released under the Action Pictures bannti

Sam Wood plans to build, after the war, a new studio f

rental use by independent producers. The studio will be locab

in San Fernando Valley near Republic.

The raw stock situation is much improved, and the WPB
. all requirements for 35 mm. can be met and it is unlikely the
will again he a serious situation on the supply. This should c

courage many independents to speed plans for their productioi
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

SALTY O'ROURKE, CRITICS LIKE IT, HAIL YOUNG CLEMENTS
(PARAMOUNT)
"...For slang-wise, case-hardened America, who have been
schooled to take such stuff and love it, 'Salty O'Rourke' is no
less bankrupt than most of Hollywood's functionless farragoes...
Talks an enviably brusque and economical track lingo, its main
male characters are as flinty a flock of tough birds as any pad-
dock in the States can boast." McMANUS, PM.
"...Combination of horse-flesh, gunplay, winning parimutuel tic-

kets and the cold, calculating Alan Ladd stare is the stuff of which
diverting screen melodramas are made ... Sustained by an abun-
dance of characteristic tough-guy dialogue and two excellent per-
formances.

. .Easily enough to intrigue devotees of cinema melo-
dramas, crooked horse racing, or a combination thereof." GUERN-
SEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Tough story about tough people, full of mirth as well as low
cunning. . .Ladd is a specialist in those roles, and you can expect
unqualified, raving praise whenever one comes his way. But —
hold your hats — a youngster named Stanley Clements is the boy
of the hour." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"...Stanley "Stash" Clements magnificent characterization. . . M
ton Holmes writes about racing and its people with a fine sen

of patois and skullduggery .. .As a whole, the picture does n

sustain itself on any such high level. It's lively and exciti:

entertainment, liberally spiced with laughs." WINSTEN, N.

POST.

"...3% Stars. .. Stanley Clements steals scene after scene frc

those two picture-wise gents, Alan Ladd and William Deman
...Picture is as pungent as its title implies. . .Raoul Walsh h

given the picture speed, tautness and many amusing touches
his expert handling of the cast and the racing scenes." CAME
ON, N. Y. NEWS.
".

. .Racy and rambunctious little comedy. . Paramount has a su

thing in this monstrously mischievous tale. . .Stanley Clements
the jockey, runs away with the show. . .Indeed, one might qu<

tion the vitality of the action when Mr. Clements is not arouru

CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

THE CLOCK' SWEET AND CHARMING' — POST'S THIRER
(MGM)
"...Tender and refreshingly simple romantic drama... Kind of
picture that leaves one with a warm feeling toward his fellow-
man, especially toward the young folks who today are trying to
crowd a lifetime of happiness into a few fleeting hours.'
N. Y. TIMES.

T.M.P.,

"...Sincere and touching.
. .Mostly a duologue between the stars

with an occasional bit performance to change the pace... Film
tuns too long; otherwise director Vincente Minelli has recreated
both New York and a simple but effective love story with out-

standing truthfulness and restraint .. .A pleasant motion pictu

experience." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Should be dear to the New Yorker's heart... Not an urn

story but a touching one ... Mostly, it's a Garland-Walker picti

aided and abetted by the deft directorial hand of Mr. Mi:

It's a sweet and charming little picture." THIRER, N. Y
"... Very likeable idyll . . . Plot is strictly formula and the to

altogether romantic: but the emotions, for the most part, are n

faked, the treatment is not soupy. . .Perfectly credible. . .Ju

Garland is very right and very appealing and Robert Walker
engagingly simple and human." KRONENBERGER, PM.

•THE UNSEEN' CALLED SUSPENSEFUL, GOOSE-PIMPLY, SUPERIOR MYSTERY
(PARAMOUNT)
"...Relentlessly suspenseful screen play... Fired with melodrama
until it bubbles with terror. Even the most hardened mystery fan
will find his nervous system using his spine as a stepladder . .

.

Some of the most eerie screen doings of the year."
"...Superior mystery fare, which is genuinely gripping and gen-
erally devoid of the clutch of cliches to which such offerings are
heir... From the opening sequence the picture progresses with
mounting tension...A treat for thrill-hungry audiences." A. W.
"...Stark, tense terror is running wild through the Globe this
week in a minor classic of mystery melodrama, 'The Unseen'. .

.

An event for the customers who find entertainment in abject
fright... For mystery fans, this is a whoop and holler day. Here
is one of the best."

"...Must have been a pretty unusual mystery story when t

movie-makers got hold of it... It flunks out rather badly on

promise, however. Its characters are not so much shadowy

they are just incompletely drawn and presented ... Scenario wh
trick of being mystifying seems to be largely to leave convers

tions unfinished, questions unanswered, and palpably necessa

details unsupplied." McMANUS, PM.
"...People who delight in a bumper crop of goose-pimples coi

do worse than sit through the dark menace of 'The Unseen'

Mystificaton at the expense of logic. If you accept all of the situ

tions without a second thought, they can be reasonably thrillir

if not, 'The Unseen' had better stay that way." WINSTEN, N.

POST.

'THE HORN BLOWS AT MIDNIGHT' FEW CHUCKLES NOT WORTH LABORED FARCE
•WARNER)
"...The comic distance covered in this clearly labored show can
be measured by a half dozen chuckles and maybe three or four
bona fide laughs.

. .Script is neither satire nor good, fresh, fanci-
ful corn. It is a batch of old-fashioned nonsense put together
without distinct charm. And Mr. Benny rambles through it with
a lackadaisical air." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
".

.
Somehow the comic fantasy doesn't come off as planned. The

big build-up remains an architectural and overworked effort...As
a Jack Benny vehicle the picture is also slightly sub-standard...
A shame to have wasted so much constructive energy on business
which is mildly entertaining at best." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
".. .Benny's expert delivery and timing of lines and his charac-

terization of helpless virtue keeps 'The Horn Blows at Midnigl

hitting true on its low comedy notes. . .Raoul Walsh staging ho

the slapstick within bounds and keeps ticking along nicely

Amusing cinema collection of broad good humor." GUERNSE

JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
".

. .First reel is amusing, but the jesting soon wears thin in sp

of considerable good humor and a certain nonchalant airiness

Witless dialogue." LEE, PHILA. BULLETIN.
"...Slapstick misadventure that may tickle the comedian's woi

enemies. In this hodge-podge fantasy, Benny is submitted to sot

very severe punishment — both corporeal and artistic. . .Come

ideas took a holiday." FINN, PHILA. RECORD.

BREWSTER'S MILLIONS' PLOT A NATURAL FOR LAUGHS
' UNITED ARTISTS)

V>t that this present re-creation is anything exceptional or
•<• in the farce entertainment line. It is just a standard

retelling, superficially brought up to date... But there is some-
thing about this silly story that neither age doth wither not-
custom stale." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Fluff and nonsense though Brewster's Millions* is, its reverse
twist on the usual money problem is the basis for an adequate
amount of vicarious amusement." GUERNSEY JR N Y HER-ALD TRIBUNE.

"...Delightful dilemma comes rather endearingly to life again

Mad and merry comedy that practically nobody can fail to

McMANUS, PM.
".

. .New version is not the best in the line. In fact, it is u

to add much to the merriment of any but the most pen
devotees of the pleasant old story." COOK, N. Y. WO!
TELEGRAM.
"...3 Stars... New and snappy version. . .You'll enjoy his fran

efforts to dispose of the money and watch this unique race agal'

time with a mounting sense of excitement." CAMERON, N.

NEWS.
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THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 16)

RKO TO MAKE 40 NEXT YEAR
TIKO-Radio expects to produce 40 films during 1945-46. an

increase of five over the present season, William Dozier, produc-

tion assistant to Charles W. Koerner, vice-president in charge of

production, declared in his visit to the East from Hollywood last

week. Eight of these will range from 1 to 3 million dollar-budgets,

another eight will cost from $750,000 to $1,000,000 and 22 to 24 will

be low budget features, up to $500,000. About three of the group

are expected to be in Technicolor.

Dozier also announced the company's intention of backing the

presentation of four Broadway stage productions, with the com-

pany retaining film rights in every case. The properties which
RKO will finance next year are: "Irene" by James Montgomerv,
Charles Casanave producing; Ferenc Molnar's "The Play's the

Thing," Jed Harris producing and directing; the Papashvily auto-

biographical best-seller, "Anything Can Happen," to be adapted

to the stage by S. N. Behrman, directed by George S. Kaufman
and produced by Max Gordon; and the Washington Irving classic,

"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," with Ray Bolger as the probable

lead in a revised version with music.

HIGHEST BUDGET SET BY MONO
Monogram will release a total of 44 pictures in the 1945-46

season, including one special to be sold separately, eight top bud-
get features and 16 westerns plus 19 additional features, it was
announced by president W. Ray Johnston at the semi-annual
board of directors' meeting and sales conference in Chicago last

week.

The total of 44 is three less than the number set for the
current season.

The two-day meeting of Monogram franchise holders with
company executives discussed new product and sales policy and
Johnston revealed that production budgets will reach a record
high as the number of higher budget productions will be sharply
increased. Final breakdown in the new season's product will be
made when the company's three district sales meetings are held
next month in New York, Chicago and Hollywood.

to construct new theatres. The Board announced that due to t

critical shortage of seats, textiles and lack of projection
sound equipment, at least for the immediate future, it would co

tinue to prohibit new theatre construction for some time. T
WPB cited lack of manpower in critical labor areas and the sma
supply of construction materials as additional factors in its di

cision to continue restrictions on new theatre construction for th

time being.

The WPB had the same story to tell in its revocation of r<

strictions on air conditioning equipment — plenty of permissio

but very little material.

'ON TO TOKYO' RUSHED TO THEATRES
As protests against the outmoded factors in the War Depar

ment film "Two Down and One To Go" became apparent froi

exhibitors throughout the nation, the War Activities Committe
announced that, at the urgent request of the War Department,
was rushing a two-reel subject, "On To Tokyo," into release o
May 31. Exhibitors protested at the confusion occasioned whe
a revised point system for service discharges was announced b
the Department just as the film which carried the former poir

plan went into release. The new film, "On To Tokyo," release

through Universal exchanges, contains answers to questions U)

permost in the minds of most Americans regarding the demobil
zation plan, redeployment of the armed services and plans fc

the war against Japan.

Five subjects to be used with a regular program, or as a

auxiliary to 7th War Loan Bond Shows, have been released by th

War Activities Committee. "War Comes to America," produce
by Col. Frank Capra, a 66-minute feature already shown to evei

member of the Armed Forces, is available free through RK
exchanges. "Battle of San Pietro," a tribute to the infantry, rur;

33 minutes, is obtainable through WAC; "Fight for the Sky." i

minutes, showing our destruction of the Luftwaffe, released t|

WAC; "Target Tokyo," 18 minutes, covers the first B-29 bombin.'

of Tokyo, for release May 24 through RKO and "To the Shores c

Iwo Jima," a 20 minute Technicolor subject available June
through United Artists exchanges. The last subject is availab

free for bond premieres only. For regular run bookings, it

sold at nominal cost.

WPB REVOKES SOME RESTRICTIONS
Despite the revocation of WPB limitations on production and

distribution of photographic equipment, manufacture of camera
and projection equipment will be increased only when the ma-
terials become available, possibly beginning late this summer.
The order, L-267, following closely upon the WPB's revocation of
L-235, governing 35 mm. booth equipment, releases steel, copper
and aluminum for photo equipment.

Following the relaxation of controls on some theatre equip-
ment, the WPB was swamped with applications for permission

LOEWS PROFIT DROPS
A net profit of $6,768,469 for the 28 weeks ended March 15 w;

reported by Loew's, Inc., a considerable decrease from the S'

442,698 net for the corresponding period the previous year. Tl

company's share of operating profit, after subsidiaries preferrt

dividends and reserves for contingencies and depreciation, bi

before tax provision, was $12,142,183 for the last period, compare
with $14,738,551 for the 1944 period.

Loew's reported a reserve for Federal taxes for the 28 weed
as $5,373,714. compared with $7,295,853 the preceding year.

THANK YOU
for your cooperation in the handling of film.

It is working out swell.

NOW SAVE PAPER
This is an important War Effort.

Return posters sent to you in error. Do
not throw them aside.

Return all posters properly marked, labeled
and wrapped. Don't throw them loose in

the lobby.

YOU DO YOUR PART!
WE'LL DO OURS!

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

'G. I. JOE' SOLD ON PERCENTAGE
"The Story of G. I. Joe," Lester Cowan's production of Ern

Pyle's best-seller "Here Is Your War," will be sold only on a pel

centage basis and as a single feature program. Cowan servej

notice of this arrangement at a press luncheon last week in Ne -

York.

There will be no roadshow engagements. Cowan said, bi,

special previews will be held in Washington for the Press Clu

the middle of next month, followed by showings in Indianapol
on July 6 and Albuquerque, N. M., on July 13. Service personn'
will see the film before the general public, with 150 prints bein.

made available to Army camps and Naval stations.

United Artists is releasing the film.

GET SET FOR

THE BIG 7TH

WAR LOAN!

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Member Nat'l FUm Carried
260 N. JUNIPER ST.

Philadelphia. Pa.
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PRIORITY!
GENERAL GEORGE C. MARSHALL
KNOWS WHAT IS VITAL TO OUR
CONTINUED WAR EFFORT. LISTEN!

TO 16,000 PATRIOTS!
The showing in your theatre of

TWO DOWN AND ONE TO GO'
s a most important contribution to our continued war

ffort, as it is imperative that this message which tells

he story of redeployment and partial demobilization

>e seen by the maximum number of people in the short-

st possible time* Your showing of this important film

t every performance will aid materially in the task

hat lies ahead/'

—GENERAL GEORGE C. MARSHALL, CHIEF OF STAFF

Produced in TECHNICOLOR by the Army Pictorial Service for General Staff,

\J. S. Army. Released through the Office of War Information and distributed by

M-G-M for the War Activities Committee—Motion Picture Industry.
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MAKE T THE JAPS

UNLUCKY NUMBER
They started it with that infamous sneak attack on a 7th of

December — a date History and America will never let them
forget. Now, the 7th War^faj^gives us a chance to help our

fighting forces put

The armed efrecfly^UfUfc%^IBEir loans was directed

principally against c^PHHQ^BpHnemies in Europe. The
Mighty 7th has beepreserved exclusively for the treacherous

foe across the Pacific. Shall we ai(^rthem to believe that we
like them more than the Nazis?

tough by our victory in

put over the tough
img wfwhich to achieve the

[an urgent one for showman-
still more SHOWMANSHIP!
lustry so uniquely qualified

ing war bonds to the millions

This is a tough war loan,

Europe, but showmen know
ones. With only three weeks
goal set by the Treasury, th<

ship, and more Showmc
That is the talent that

to perform the patriotic

of Americans.

There must be no lagging^ow. With every bond you sell,

you are driving home a message to the Japs that 7 is their

unlucky number.

THE INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURE TRADE JOURNAL



The RKO organization is indeed proud of its asso-

ciation with BING CROSBY, INGRID BERGMAN

and LEO McCAREY, and to voice its continuing

high regard for their deserved achievements in

winning Hollywood's most coveted honors,



Once in a lifetime

it could happen • . . tlie three top

current Academy Award

Wniners combining their talents

for one £reat picture!

piNG CROSBY • INGRID BERGMAN
before the cameras* • in

LEO McCAREY's Rainbow Production

TheMfe olMar$
LET'S TOP THEM ALL IN THE MIGHTY 7th WAR LOAN
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JO-STARRING ALEXIS SMITH and SYDNEY GREENSTREET

Screen Play by Arthur T. Horman andpwl

Based on Original Story by Robert Siodmak a"^]
Directed by Pr 11

CURTIS BERNHARDT- WILLI/M



Let's Not Slow Down
in the Home Stretch . .

.

PUT THE MIGHTY 7th OVER THE TOP!

Vol. 13, No. 12

JUNE 11, 1945

NO DIVERSIONS
Well-intentioned as the Senate Small Business

Committee undoubtedly is in its announced plan to

delve into complaints filed by some independent ex-

hibitors, it might conceivably be of disservice to the

very people it hopes to aid, if it pursues the project at

this time.

The Department of Justice is preparing very dili-

gently the anti-trust case against the major distributors

for trial starting October 8, next. That suit promises

to resolve some of the basic issues underlying the

causes for the independents' complaints against the

film companies. The result of having those issues bared
and aired should be healthy for the entire industry,

wherever the chips may fall.

In view of the scope of the Government's suit and

the years of preparation that have been devoted to it,

a hastily contrived investigation by any committee
would hardly be able to compete in potential value to

the small exhibitor. Another consideration is the possi-

bility that such an inquiry might be grasped by the

defendants as a diversion to avoid, or delay, the trial.

The Senate group could best serve the interests of

the small business people of our industry by turning

over to the Department of Justice the complaints it has

received and the evidence. We believe the judgment
of the Committee will dictate that course.

MO WAX

HOT' CLOCKS--OR NO?
While we hasten to assure the gentle reader that

we are not among those who share the suspicion, never-

theless we feel dutybound to report the ugly rumor
making the rounds that Allied's enterprising Abram F.

Myers has acquired a stock of "hot" clocks and is en-

deavoring, by sundry and subtle means, to peddle them
to exhibitors. The rumor (a base canard, we're sure)

grew, it seems, as the result of a recent bulletin issued

by the General Counsel decrying the absence of time-

pieces in theatres, causing patrons to be late for dates,

to miss their trains, etc.

The title of the bulletin, "A Timely Hint To Exhibi-

tors", is credited to some vague sage by the name of

Smith, from Toledo, Oh! The parentage of the con-

tents, however, is quite frankly acknowledged by Mr.

M., although he cutely signs the bulletin "Father Time".

Here it is:

"A business acquaintance of ours recently

voiced a squawk about the theatres. He travels a

good deal and when he has a little spare time he

likes to drop in at a movie. He prefers this to

sitting in a hotel room or roaming the streets.

These visits are often just before train time and

naturally he is concerned about the time.

"The squawk: Why are not clocks installed in

all theatres, which will be visible to patrons in all

parts of the auditorium?

"Anyone who has tried to consult his watch

in a dimly lighted theatre — especially if it is a

small wrist watch, or has a tinted dial — or an

Orson Welles production is on the screen — will

know what an aggravating experience it is.

"Just to make sure, we asked a number of

our acquaintances if they had experienced the

same difficulty. All agreed that they had. Busi-

ness and professional men frequently patronize the

theatres, not so much to see a particular subject

as to kill a given amount of time. Women on shop-

ping tours often must leave the theatre before the

end of the show — and their tiny watches are

scarcely visible in broad daylight.

"At first we thought this applied only to

downtown houses, but inquiry reveals that parents

frequently send their children to the movies with

instructions to return at a particular time. When
Johnny wants to see his favorite cowboy hero a

second or even a third time, his excuse is that he

'didn't know it was so late.'

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"Apparently there are millions of patrons

whose comfort and convenience would be en-

hanced by the installation of clocks in the theatres.

We have polled a number of active exhibitors as

to whethere there was any objection to a program

for putting clocks in theatres — aside from the

current clock shortage — and they all agreed that

there was none (not counting the irrelevant sug-

gestion that it might not be a good idea to intro-

duce 'ticks' into the theatres).

"So here is a worthwhile postwar project for

retaining patronage and building good will! In-

stall clocks in the theatres!

(Signed) "FATHER TIME.

"P. S.—This is not written in the interest of
Seth Thomas or any other clock maker.

"PP. S.—This is not a plug for Metro's 'The
Clock'."

Perhaps if Mr. Myers had not gone to such pains

to deny any personal interest in clocks, people wouldn't

have started the rumor. It was that very airy-light tone
pervading the bulletin that caused the rumor-mongers
to start questioning his motive. Why, they wondered,
this gay and frivolous little thesis on the sudden im-

portance of clocks in theatres from the usually erudite

Mr. M.? Why the persistent denials that he is writing

in the interest of Seth Thomas or M. G. Mayer? Why,
they demanded, the subtle attempt to lay the blame for

the whole idea on the doorstep of some vague charac-
ter in Toledo? Yes, why!

MR. COWAN GETS IT!
Lester Cowan, the independent producer, has been

getting a rather thorough going-over by independent
exhibitor spokesmen in return for his remarks about the
desirability of large affiliated theatre circuits. In view
of his imHi«d contempt for the subsequent-run indepen-
dent exhibitor, the shellacking is due him.

As quoted, Mr. Cowan expressed his opposition to
theatre divorcement because it would deprive him, and
other producers, of a ready-made, big-scale market for
their pictures. He much prefers, he said, to play his

pictures EXCLUSIVELY in a national circuit of theatres,
where they would be held indefinitely.

That doesn't sound much like the sort of free, com-
petitive enterprise we would like to see in our business.
Forgive us for putting forth so radical a conception of
industry in a democracy, but we would rather prefer to
have Mr. Cowan required to sell his pictures ot merit
to thousands of individual exhibitors, who would buy
the good ones and tell him to lump the bad ones. That
might not be as convenient for the producer as he would
like it, but it sounds like a much better idea for lots of
other people. And Mr. Cowan, himself, would benefit
by bearing the burden of making only good pictures —
or failing.

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

Unseasonably cold weather and continued rain starti

soon after the conclusion of the smash Memorial Day wee!

brought a drop in grosses at the majority of the Broadwa;

first-runs. Two Wednesday (June 7th) newcomers, "Out

This World" and "Where Do We Go From Here?," had strong

opening days but the Radio City Music Hall's wonder-draw,

"The Valley of Decision," is still far ahead of all the restJ

Now in its sixth week at the world's largest theatre, the

M-G-M film can boast of 745,000 admissions during its firs*

five weeks while each of the first four weeks showed a bigger

gross than the preceding stanza. At this rate, the picture

will play through June to be succeeded by "A Bell for Adano"

early in July. . .Another M-G-M film, "Thrill of a Romance,"

with June Havoc and Guy Lombardo and His Orchestra on

the stage of the Capitol, had a big hold-over week after an
initial stanza that approached $90,000. Now in its third week,

the Van Johnson musical will stay until U. A.'s "Blood on the

Sun" opens either June 21st or 28th... "Out of This World,"

with Allan Jones, Gil Lamb and Jerry Wald's Orchestra on

the stage, opened at the Paramount the day after a monster

7th War Loan benefit concluded a highly-profitable six-week
engagement for "Salty O'Rourke" . . . At the Roxy, "Where Do

We Go From Here?." also with an unusually strong stage,

bill headed by John Boles, Jackie Gleason and Roddy Mo-

Dowall, followed the five-week run of another 20th-Fox musi-

cal, "Diamond Horseshoe." which held up exceptionally welli

to the end. A third Technicolor film, "Nob Hill," will open in
(

July... While the Strand's "Pillow to Post," with Shep Fields-

and His Orchestra on the stage, is no world-beater, it is]

doing much better than the weak sister, "Escape in thej

Desert" and is staying for a third week starting with Junei

8th. Bogart's "Conflict" should bring the crowds back to the'

Strand starting June 15th.

In the straight-film houses, the new films are divided be-

tween United Artists, 20th Century-Fox and RKO-Radio.'

Samuel Goldwyn's "Wonder Man" had a big opening dayj

at the Astor following six profitable weeks for "The En-

chanted Cottage" while the same company's "The Bodyj

Snatcher" has given the Rialto its best business in six months)

and is now in its third week, the first picture to play that'

long this year. . ."China Sky" is doing moderately well at thej

Palace and will be followed by "Back to Bataan" on June

14th... Two new United Artists releases, "Delightfully Dan-

gerous" and "It's in the Bag," opened the past week-end, thel

latter at the Globe where Republic's "Flame of Barbaryi

Coast" dropped considerably after a good opening week, and.

"Dangerous" at the Gotham where 20th Century-Fox's "Molly

and Me" had a disappointing two-week engagement. . ."Thel

Way Ahead," 20th Century-Fox's Two Cities British film, re-j

ceived critical praise and had a good opening week at the

Victoria where Monogram's "Dillinger" did more than $125,000'

during its six weeks at this small house. In addition to thej

current "The Way Ahead" and "Where Do We Go From( '

Here?," three other 20th Century-Fox films are set to open on!

Broadway during the next few weeks — "A Bell for Adano")
at the Music Hall, "Nob Hill" at the Roxy and "Junior Miss,")

starting at the Rivoli on June 13th.

The Rivoli's current tenant, Paramount's "A Medal for)

Benny," is now in its third week of fairly good business. . J
At the Hollywood, "The Corn Is Green" is also holding tch
moderate grosses in its tenth week but it will stay on until
"Rhapsody in Blue" has its world premiere on June 28th foM
lowing a gala press preview the night previous. . . Universal'^
"That's the Spirit," which was a disappointment during its.
eight-day run at the Criterion, was succeeded by M-G-M'd l

"Son of Lassie" on June 9th...With the conclusion of Loew's
deal for the long-delayed Paramount product, the State has
played the second run "Here Come the Waves" and "And
Now Tomorrow" both more profitable than the occasional
first-runs the theatre has been playing this season,

FILM BULLET *
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M-G-M...1 Not Set

WICE BLESSED' ENTERTAINING PROGRAMMER FOR THE YOUNGER ELEMENT
ites • • as dualler generally

G-M
minutes

,-eston Foster, Gail Patrick, Lee Wilde,
n Wilde, Richard Gaines, Jean Porter,
irshall Thompson, Jimmy Lydon, Gloria
hpe, Ethel Smith,

rected by Harry Beaumont.

Right in the groove for jive fans — and
liny of their elders, too — "Twice Blessed"

i an entertaining programmer, which, de-

site its handicap of no stellar marquee
»mes, should serve as good fare for the

fborhood duallers. The ingredients for the

.Iterbugs' enjoyment are all there, with
^nty of dancing, jive talk and the easy-
i look-at Wilde Twins, Lee and Lyn, dish-

it out in hep manner. In addition, an
ivious but entertaining tale involving the

infusion caused when a pair of twins, op-

fsite in temperament and upbringing, de-

«Ie to change places, and cause their es-

tranged parents to be reunited, makes this

pleasant folderol for the whole family.

Director Harry Beaumont, although flirting

with the rather touchy subject of juvenile

delinquency, has wisely restrained the film

from indulging in any "sensational" facets

and, in tongue-in-cheek manner, has kept it

on a fluffy plane with accent on comedy,

and sympathy leaning toward the jitterbug,

rather than the quiz kid. Lee Wilde, as the

effervescent, groovy representative of the

jive set, and sister Lyn, as the quiet, well-

mannered I. Q. champ for five years run-

ning, carry the film quickly and lightly over

the 77 minutes, as they set about patching

up the rift between their parents over their

upbringing. Preston Foster and Gail Pa-

trick are adequate as the parents, but over-

shadowed by the twins' and their playmates'

performances. Ethel Smith at the organ is

interjected for a highly entertaining musi-

cal five minutes.

Newspaperman Preston Foster, long di-

vorced from career woman Gail Patrick be-

cause of a difference in opinion on the

raising of their twins, with each receiving

custody of one, agrees to have Patrick visit

his charge, Lee Wilde, a real slick chick,

so that he can see the other twin, Lyn,

holder of the international L Q. record.

Sensing that their parents can make an-

other go of it, if given the opportunity, the

twins conspire to change places, with the

unfamiliarity of each in the other's role

leading to amusing consequences, including

a switch in boy friends Marshall Thompson

and Jimmy Lydon. Lyn, posing as Lee, wins

the I. Q. title, while Lee almost scandalizes

the brainy twin by involvement in a dance

joint brawl. However, aided by their

friends, the twins straighten out the con-

fusion with the resultant reunion of their

parents.

BARN

PARAMOUNT ... 2 in Sixth Block (Total 3)

)UT OF THIS WORLD' MERRY MUSICAL COMEDY
Ftes • • • — generally

9 minutes

Iidie Bracken, Veronica Lake, Diana Lynn,
(!ss Daley, Parkyakarkus, Florence Bates,
Inald MacBride, Olga San Juan, Nancy
Irter, Audrey Young, Carol Deere, Don
\lson, Mabel Paige, Charles Smith, Esther
Hie, Irving Bacon, Gary, Phillip, Lin and
Bnnis Crosby, Carmen Cavallaro, Ted
Ii»rito, Henry King, Ray Noble, Joe Reich-
dn.

I ected by Hal Walker.

V mad and merry musical, kidding croon-

and their swoon fans, "Out of This
Wld" is packed with laughs, especially for

younger fans. Just watching the shy,

rjiring Eddie Bracken ape Sinatra while
sging with Bing Crosby's dubbed-in voice
id^orth the price of admission and the pic-

t e is bound to do well generally and even
wld on favorable word-of-mouth. This is

slire with the accent on slapstick, although
I re are several really clever touches—such
a Bing's four youngsters listening in amaze-
Q nt as their father's voice issues from
Eicken's throat. The utterly-nonsensical
s "y keeps patrons laughing in between the
iurludes of popular songs and some bril-

'<it piano numbers both by Diana Lynn,
*P Plays Chopin straight and in swing, and
b. Carmen Cavallero, Ray Noble and three
ofer top piano-maestros. At least three of

tunes, "June Comes Around Every
"I'd Rather Be Me" and the title

song, have a good chance to land on the Hit

Parade. Production values are excellent and

Hal Walker has directed at a break-neck

pace. The presence of Bracken and the

piano playing maestros make this a natural

for the younger fans—and their elders will

enjoy it as well.

Diana Lynn is the piano-playing leader of

an all-girl orchestra which is having difficul-

ty getting anything, but benefit engagements

in small towns. At an orphans' home bene-

fit, Eddie Bracken, crooning messenger boy,

gets up to sing a number with Miss Lynn's

band and Veronica Lake, sitting in the

audience, faints with the resultant publicity
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getting a big play in the papers. Miss

Lynn's band then gets a New York offer-

but with Bracken as singer—and the girls

are forced to sell shares in him to get the

money for the trip. Later, the girls discover

that they have sold five 25 percent shares in

Bracken—one to the scheming Miss Lake

—

and they decide to make him flop in New
York. But Miss Lake hires swooners and

builds him up into a bobby-sox sensation

and the other share-holders refuse to sell

their shares at any price. Before an impor-

tant appearance, Miss Lynn tries to make
Bracken catch cold but, at the last moment,

she dubs in his lost voice with a phonograph

record in order to foil Miss Lake. Matters

are finally straightened out when Miss Lynn

learns that the five contracts, signed when
she was only 17, are not legal and she and

Bracken, who has loved her through it all,

are able to start out afresh.

Eddie Bracken again gives an engagingly

shy performance—aided immeasurably by

the unseen Crosby's voice to put over the

song numbers. Diana Lynn is a pert and at-

tractive heroine while Veronica Lake is ap-

propriately cast in a scheming role. Addi-

tional pulchritude is supplied by Olga San

Juan and other Paramount starlets. Cass

Daley shrikes and muggs to her heart's con-

tent and almost wears out the audience

while practically knocking herself out get-

ting her laughs. Her comedy song, "All I Do
Is Beat the Gol Darn Drum" is outstanding.

YORK

BOX OFFICE RATING: ©Poor • • Ay.r.9. •••Good • • • • Excell.r*
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'ONE EXCITING NIGHT' AN UNEXCITING QUICKIE
Rat es • — as supporting dualler for action spots

there is no mystery or suspense in a tale

which tips off the identity of the killer in

the opening shot. It's merely another re-

working of the "Who's Got the Body"
theme as a murdered crook's corpse is dis-

covered and hidden several times during
the hour-long running time. With almost
the entire action taking place either in a
shadowy waxworks museum or in dark
streets, the production budget was an ex-

tremely modest one. The players — many
of them Pine-Thomas regulars — do well

enough in rubber stamp roles, but only
George Zucco, as a suave killer, stands out.

Gorcey repeats his East Side Kids' por-
trayal of a tough guy who murders the

Paramount (Pine-Thomas)

64 minutes

William Gargan, Ann Savage, Leo Gorcey,
George Zucco, Paul Hurst, Don Beddoe,
Charles Halton, Robert Barron, George Mc-
Kay, George E. Stone.
Directed by William Thomas.

There's nothing exciting about the latest

Pine-Thomas production, "One Exciting
Night" — a run-of-the-mill programmer in

every respect. It's strictly a filler for the
naborhood duals. Although the film con-
tains a few laughs — mostly stemming from
Leo Gorcey's familiar malapropisms —

King's English, William Gargan is a wi|

cracking reporter, Paul Hurst is a di

witted cop and George E. Stone a cringi

crook — all formula characterizations.
As we made it out (which wasn't eas>

the plot revolves around the "hot" body
a murdered gangster — "hot" becai
everybody in the story seems to be tryi

to steal it for one reason or another.
,

volved are William Gargan and Ann Sava
reporters for rival newspapers; Geoij
Zucco, a diamond thief, or something; i'

Gorcey, a toughie pal of Gargan's, a
George E. Stone, the Body. It's quite it

j

of nonsense.
DENL1

20th CENTURY FOX ... 1 in Twelfth Block

'NOB HILL' TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL SHOULD CLICK AT B. O.
Rates • • • — generally

20th Century-Fox

95 minutes

George Baft, Joan Bennett, Vivian Blaine,

Peggy Ann Garner, Alan Beed, B. S. Pully,

Emil Coleman, Edgar Barrier, George An-
derson, Don Costello, J. Farrell MacDonald,
William Haade, George McKay, Bobert
Greig, Mike Mazurki, Nestor Paiva, The
Three Swifts, Smith & Dale.

In its latest flashy musical, "Nob Hill,"

20th Century-Fox has again employed gor-
geous Technicolor photography, lavish sets

and period costumes and a cast of name
players in an attempt to polish up a time-
worn Barbary Coast tale. The inevitable
clash between the residents of fashionable
Nob Hill and the habitues of San Francis-
co's Barbary Coast is the basis for a color-
ful picture with lively songs and dance
routines and generous doses of romance and
sentiment to entertain mass audiences. It's

always eye-filling, rarely believable and, be-
cause the story follows a tried-and-true, if

somewhat frayed, melodramatic pattern, the
elements of surprise and suspense are lack-
ing. Little Peggy Ann Garner, as a home-

less Irish youngster, does far more than the

better-known elder players to give convic-

tion to the familiar proceedings and gives

the film its best non-musical moments in

a tacked-on climax as she gets lost in Fris-

co's Chinatown. Two of the songs, "I Don't
Care" and "I Walked In," are warbled in

Vivian Blaine's better torch song style.

Playing up the cast names and fame of the
novel should result in good business
generally.

In San Francisco in the '80's, Peggy Ann
Garner, a quaintly-dressed youngster newly-
arrived from Ireland, goes to the Barbary
Coast dance hall owned by George Raft and
where her father was last employed. Forced
to tell the girl the tragic news that her
father is dead, Raft decides to let her stay
a while and, when he takes her to church
on Sunday, they encounter Joan Bennett, a
Nob Hill heiress whom Peggy met on the
boat. Raft is attracted to Miss Bennett and
is persuaded to back her brother, Edgar
Barrier, for district attorney. Although all

Raft's Barbary Coast pals turn against him,
and his leading singer and girl friend, Vi-
vian Blaine, becomes jealous of Miss Ben-
nett, he campaigns for Barrier and clinches

the election. When the grateful Barr

offers a huge sum of money, Raft is offei

ed and he is further disillusioned about N,

Hill when Miss Bennett rejects his propo
of marriage and tells him she was 01

having fun on Barbary Coast. Believi

that she was responsible for the split-

between Raft and Miss Blaine, who rea

loves him, Peggy runs away to take the

turn boat to Ireland. Meanwhile, Miss Bi

nett has persuaded Miss Blaine to return

Raft and, when Peggy is found after bei

'

lost in the crooked streets of Barbary Coa
the trio is reunited.

Although little Miss Garner is outstai

ing, George Raft, who gives his usual sue

portrayal of the cold-blooded gambler w
a heart of gold is well cast, but Joan B<

nett is particularly disappointing in Tecl: •

color, at times appearing actually horn

as she simpers through the proceedin.

Vivian Blaine, who has improved as an
tress, displays pulchritude and charm as 1

1

loyal Barbary Coast singer. Alan Reed, I

"Falstaff Openshaw" of radio, has a lui'

comedy role and Emil Coleman has a br f

opportunity to do his piano specialty.
,

DENL]

'

'WITHIN THESE WALLS' STRONG, GRIM PRISON MELODRAMA
Rates • • • for action houses; good dualler elsewhere

20th Century-Fox

71 minutes

Thomas Mitchell, Mary Anderson, Edward
Ryan, Mark Stevens, B. S. Pully, Roy Rob-
erts, John Russell, Norman Lloyd, Harry
Shannon, Rex Williams, Edward Kelly,

Ralph Dunn, William Halligan, Otto Reic-
how, Dick Rush, Charles Wagenheim,
Scott Elliott.

Directed by Bruce Humberstone.

A plausible, well-told prison melodrama,
"Within These Walls" is grim entertainment
which should do well in the action spots
and make a good supporting dualler for a
musical or a comedy film in the naborhoods.
Almost the entire action takes place inside
a state prison where a stern warden who
rigidly enforces his rules, lives with his
young son and daughter. The latter, who
takes part in a mild romantic sub-plot and
furnishes the film's few lighter moments, is

attractively played by Mary Anderson —
the only woman in the cast. That the pic-
ture sustains interest throughout is due, in
a large measure, to Bruce Humberstone's

taut direction and to the extremely convinc-

ing portrayal of Thomas Mitchell, as the

uncompromising warden who seems un-

necessarily cruel to his wayward son, but

who, nevertheless, gains some sympathy in

the end when he shows a paternal interest
in a new young prisoner. The scenes tak-
ing place in the cell blocks and prison
yards have power and realism and the at-

tempted prison break makes an exciting
shooting climax. Edward Ryan, as the war-
den's weak-willed son, and Mark Stevens,
as a model convict, do good work and the
various prison types are all well cast.
After newspapers expose the wholesale

corruption within the walls of a state
prison, the governor appoints Thomas
Mitchell, noted criminal jurist who is re-
sponsible for many convictions, as the new
warden. The arrival of Mitchell, with his
daughter, Mary Anderson, and his 17-year-
old son, Edward Ryan, causes another
prison riot, but Mitchell steps out before the
men and tells them he will run the prison
in accordance with his. new rules. Mitchell's
first step is to dismiss bribe-taking guards
and to lay down stern and inflexible rules.

Meanwhile, the dissatisfied Ryan sta*

smuggling out notes for the prisoners fl

when Mitchell learns this he punishes

son by sending him away to college instd

of letting him join the armed forces. R>>

leaves college and next turns up in a ba »

of new prisoners sentenced for robbc •

When Mitchell refuses to give Ryan sped

privileges, Roy Roberts, a shrewd forrr

gangster, determines to capitalize on 8

relationship. After a few weeks on the ro -

pile for defying Mitchell's orders, Ryan*
persuaded by Roberts to aid a group f

men in a jailbreak. Mitchell is stunii

when he learns his son is involved with e

escaping prisoners who are trapped beh 1

a barricade. The desperate Roberts urs

Mitchell to open the gates or have his

killed, but Ryan shouts to his father t,t

the men are losing their nerve. Wlp

Ryan is killed, Mitchell, himself, braW
shoots it out with Roberts. And,

when a new group of prisoners is brou

in, Mitchell determines to temper discipX

with kindness in dealing with the youn r

men. „
YO*
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RKO RADIO ... 2 in Tilth Block (Toted 5)

BACK TO BATAAN' FIRST-RATE ACTION YARN
Rates • • • in action houses; less el

RKO-Radio
95 minutes

John Wayne, Anthony Quinn, Beulah Bondi,
Richard Loo, Fely Franquelli, Lawrence
Tierney, Philip Aim, "Ducky" Louie, Leon-
ard Strong, Paul Fix, Abner Biberman, John
Miljan, Vladimir Sokoloff, J. Alex Havier.

Directed by Edward Dmytryk.

A stirring tribute to the Filipino guerillas
and their stubborn resistance to Jap invad-
ers, "Back to Bataan" is first-rate action
fare, although it arrives at a time when
the public is satiated with war themes.
Giving a true picture of our Filipino allies,

this rates extra selling. In addition to the
theme, the fact that John Wayne heads the
cast will give this its strongest draw in

action houses. A foreword states that the
story is based on actual events and fact and
fiction have been so neatly blended through-
out that the whole often resembles a docu-
mentary film, despite some phony heroics
reminiscent of some of the cheaper war
films. The opening shots introduce by name
a dozen of the actual prisoners of war as
they are being released from the Jap prison
camp at Cabantuan after which the story
flashes back three years to the fall of
Bataan and continues up to our return to

WEST OF THE PECOS 1 ABOVE-PAR WESTERN
Rates • • in action spots

sewhere
Leyte. Director Edward Dmytryk maintains
interest throughout a film which contains
not only excitement and suspense but num-
erous human interest touches. Most of these
occur during a secondary plot, telling of a
brave American schoolteacher and her
heroic native pupils, and the producer is to

be congratulated for using the capable
Beulah Bondi instead of succumbing to the
temptation to cast a young and pretty girl

as the teacher. Another realistic casting
note is Fely Franquelli, a real Filipino ac-

tress, as the native heroine and the sole

romantic interest. The splendid photography
and realistic outdoor settings are other de-

cided assets. Even if this is a war picture,

its concentration on a heroic fight against
the Japs gives it timely value — at least to

male patrons.
After the fall of Bataan, John Wayne,

American colonel, and his friend, Anthony
Quinn, native captain of the Philippine
scouts, are ordered to the Luzon Hills to
organize guerilla bands to carry on the
battle against the Jap invaders. Near the
historic town of Balintawak, Wayne's
guerillas rescue Beulah Bondi, American
schoolteacher, and her favorite pupil,

"Ducky" Louie, who proves useful in carry-
ing messages. Quinn, who is despondent
because his sweetheart, Fely Franquelli, is

broadcasting radio appeals to her people to

RKO-Radio
66 minutes

Robert Mitohum, Barbara Hale, Richard
Martin, Thurston Hall, Rita Corday, Rus-
sell Hopton, Bill Williams, Bruce Edwards,
Harry Woods, Bryant Washburn, Perc
Launders, Philip Morris, Martin Garralaga.

Directed by Edward Killy.

An entertaining western which, in addi-
tion to ample riding and shooting action,
devotes considerable footage to comedy
and romance. Otherwise, "West of the
Pecos" is typical cowboy fare which will
satisfy action devotees and the youngsters
and has enough feminine appeal to get by
as a supporting dualler in many naborhood
spots. Because neither Director Edward
Killy nor the players take this tale of the
early West too seriously, some of the "horse

opera" stigma is removed, although there is

excitement aplenty for the younger element.
The second in RKO's series featuring Rob-
ert Mitchum is a better balanced film gen-
erally, with more emphasis on laughs and
he-man romance, and a slight plot twist
involving the heroine's posing as a boy. The
lanky, two-fisted and not-too-handsome Mit-
chum is likeable and capable, and Richard
Martin gives an engaging portrayal of his

half-Irish, half-Mexican side-kick. Thurston
Hall, in one of his familiar explosive busi-
ness man roles, falls right into the corncrib
with his performance. Attractive Barbara
Hale is particularly effective as the roman-
tic interest.

Told by his doctor that he must take up
a vigorous outdoor life, wealthy old Thurs-
ton Hall reluctantly takes his oaughter,
Barbara Hale, and her maid to his ranch
in the lawless country west of the Pecos.
On the way, their stage is held up and, in

stop fighting, refuses to lead his natives to

further slaughter. Ordered by Wayne to

take a message to Manila, Quinn meets

Miss Franquelli and learns that she is ac-

tually a patriot whose radio messages from
Jap headquarters give invaluable informa-
tion to the defenders. Alarmed over con-

tinued native resistance, the Japs give the
Filipinos their freedom after which the

guerillas conduct a surprise attack and
nearly annihilate the enemy. Although the

leaders manage to escape, "Ducky" sacri-

fices his life to send them to their death.

When American submarines bring weapons
and supplies and Wayne gets news of the
proposed landing on Leyte, the guerillas

stop a Jap counterattack and prepare the

way for the American troops who liberate

the islands.

John Wayne gives his customary easy-

going, completely-natural portrayal of the
American leader of the Filipino guerillas

and Anthony Quinn is excellent as the more
excitable native captain. Miss Bondi, as

the spinsterish schoolteacher, and Miss
Franquelli — the only two women in the

cast — are both splendid. Little "Ducky"
Louie adds a sentimental touch, while
Vladimir Sokoloff and Paul Fix contribute

outstanding bits.

DENLEY

the fight, the driver is mortally wounded
and is later found on the trail by Robert
Mitchum and his pal, Richard Martin. Miss
Hale, realizing she is in man's country, dons
cowboy clothes and Hall and his party con-
tinue their journey until they get lost in

the desert and Mitchum and Martin arrive

to show them the way. The two accept
jobs on Hall's ranch and Miss Hale endures
several embarassing moments until Mit-
chum accidentally discovers that she is not

a young boy but a girl. Mitchum, mean-
while, has avenged the driver's murder but
the killer's brother, Harry Woods, who
heads a bunch of crooked vigilantes, tries

to arrest Mitchum on trumped-up charges
and, when this fails, his vigilantes storm
Hall's ranch. In the fight, Woods' mob is

beaten and Hall, completely cured of his

ailment, decides to stay in the West where
his daughter can wed Mitchum.

YORK

SWING OUT, SISTER 1 MUSICAL QUICKIE OFFERS LITTLE ENTERTAINMENT
Rates • + as supporting dualler in cheap naborhood spots

Universal

60 minutes

Rod Cameron, Billie Burke, Arthur Trea-
cher, Frances Raeburn, Samuel S. Hinds,
Jacqueline DeWit, Fuzzy Knight, Milburn
Stone, Edgar Bearing, Constance Purdy,
Sam Flint, Chester Clute, Jimmy Conlin, Leo
Diamond Quartet.

Directed by Edward Lilley.

This musical quickie, lacking even the
advantage of engaging performances,
"Swing Out, Sister" will just about get by
(if the main feature is a strong one) on
minor naborhood dual bills. Two reputable
players, Billie Burke and Arthur Treacher,
add some slight name value although both
merely repeat their long-familiar characteri-
zations — a fluttery matron and a haughty
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hi-brow who eventually becomes a human
being. Jacqueline DeWit, who gives a de-

termined imitation of Eve Arden's casual

style, shows possibilities as a sophisticated

comedienne. Frances Raeburn, who is at-

tractive but gives an undistinguished per-

formance, has several song numbers of

which only a swing version of Strauss' Em-
peror Waltz is worth noting. An organ

specialty by Selika Pettiford adds a lively

note. The story is a ridiculous affair in

which all the mix-ups could easily have been

straightened out by a few simple explana-

tions at the beginning — but then there

wouldn't have been any picture.

Rod Cameron, a brilliant musician of the

classic school, who has a secret passion for

hot music, is invited to the home of Billie

Burke, sponsor of a classical music society,

to meet her niece, Frances Raeburn. The
latter has been singing in a nightclub owned
by Milburn Stone while she is pretending

to her aunt that she has been studying to

be a concert singer. Cameron, with the aid

of his "long-hair" musician pal, Arthur

Treacher, makes determined efforts to con-

vert Miss Raeburn from classical singing to

a jive artist, which she already is, and dur-

ing this process they fall in love. Stone,

who also loves Miss Raeburn, decides to

break up the other romance and invites

Miss Burke and her hi-brow friends, to his

night club. Miss Raeburn then believes

Cameron planned this as a trick to expose

her and she agrees to marry Stone, but

Treacher eventually straightens out the love

tangle.

YORK



'THE GREAT JOHN L' WILL
Rates • • + generally; slightly more in

United Artists (Crosby)

96 minutes

Greg McClure, Linda Darnell, Barbara
Britton, Otto Kruger, Wallace Ford, Lee
Sullivan, George Matthews, Robert Barrat,
J. M. Kerrigan, Joel Friedkin, Harry
Crocker, Hope Landin, Fritz Feld, Simon
Semenoff, Marek Windheim, Ben Carter.
Directed by Frank Tuttle.

A fabulous prizefighter of the last Cen-
tury springs vividly to life in "The Great
John L.," an entertaining biographical film
which strives hard to appeal to the women,
but will appeal only to the men. Bing
Crosby's first independent production for
U. A. release needs a strong selling cam-
paign to offset the lack of top-ranking
names (except for Linda Darnell), and it

should do well in action spots, but else-
where it will do only average or slightly
above. The males will relish the hard-
hitting ring sequences and the colorful
episodes dealing with famous sports figures
and these have an authentic ring except
when intertwined with romantic scenes.
Although said to be based on fact, John
L's undying love for his childhood sweet-
heart instead of for the variety singer who
marries him on the rebound has a decidedly
fictional quality and the happy ending

REQUIRE HEAVY EXPLOITATION
action spots

strikes a phony note. Despite this, the
bragging fighter who lets success turn his

head emerges as a likeable human figure— one whose life was a succession of high-
lights. John L's first New York fight on
a Hudson River barge, the uproarious se-

quence when the la savotte champion fights

him in the kicking French manner, the
meeting with King Edward VII and Sulli-

van's defeat by James J. Corbett are some
of the memorable moments. The picture
captures much of the color of the period
and Frank Tuttle's direction is excellent
when dealing with John L's ring career.
However, the fighter's romantic side is a
necessary evil — to give it feminine appeal.

When John L. Sullivan (Greg McClure)
knocks out a second-rate fighter in his home
town, he has such visions of becoming the
next world's champion that the girl he loves
(Barbara Britton) turns him down because
she feels he has a "weakness." Wallace
Ford, who becomes John L's manager, takes
him to New York where Linda Darnell,
musical comedy star, falls for him and ar-

ranges for him to meet Otto Kruger, sports
promoter. After Sullivan fights and knocks
out George Matthews, a pug who becomes
his sparring partner and life-long friend, he
goes into training to meet Paddy Ryan, the
world's champion. Sullivan starts drinking
heavily soon after defeating Ryan and, even

though he is world's champion, Miss Britton

still refuses to marry him. He then weds
Miss Darnell, has matches in London and
Paris and starts riding high so that even his

wife is dismayed at his drinking orgies.

Back in America, Robert Barrat puts John
L. on a strict training routine for his forth-

coming bout with John Kilrain who is final-

ly knocked out in the 75th round. Still in

love with Miss Britton, John L. starts drink-

ing heavily and he finally loses the cham-
pionship to James J. Corbett. After Miss

Darnell dies, John L. stops drinking and be-

comes a temperance lecturer and he is final-

ly reunited with Miss Britton, his first love.

The newcomer, Greg McClure, is a splen-

did physical specimen and a good choice

for a title role in which fighting ability is

more important than histrionic talent.

However, he's not likely to become a screen

idol. The outstanding performance is that

of George Matthews, as the loyal pug who
is knocked out by John L but remains his

friend and sparring partner for years after-

ward. Wallace Ford, Robert Barrat and
Otto Kruger make the most of important
supporting roles and Lee Sullivan shows a

pleasing personality and singing ability as

the fighter's boyhood pal. Linda Darnell

and Barbara Britton are nicely contrasted

as the two women in Sullivan's life.

DENLEY

THE WAY AHEAD" DATED, BUT INTERESTING, BRITISH WAR FILM
Rates • • generally; more in class spots

20th Century-Fox Release (Two Cities)

104 minutes

David Niven, Raymond Huntley, Billy Hart-
nell, Stanley Holloway, James Donald,
Penelope Dudley-Ward, John Laurie, Leslie
Dwyer, Hugh Burden, Jimmy Hanley, Leo
Genn, Reginald Tate, Alf Goddard. Fore-
word by Quentin Reynolds.
Directed by Carol Reed.

Once again the British studios have
brought forth a splendid and stirring film
in every way equal to "In Which We Serve,"
"Mr. Emmanuel" and other outstanding
English product of recent years. The story
of "The Way Ahead," which is similar in
outline to our own "Winged Victory," fol-
lows a group of seven drafted civilians dur-
ing their months of training to become
British "Tommies," but its heart-warming
and humorous happenings are typical of the
actions of any variegated group of men in
times of stress. While the subject matter
is, naturally, somewhat dated, the picture
is bound to receive critical praise and it

rates extra selling to attract American au-
diences. During most of the action, Direc-
tor Carol Reed shows a remarkable insight
for character as he stresses the human side

and the every-day doings of British train-
ing routine, but the climax carries extra-
ordinary excitement and battle thrills.

There is no love interest and the few wom-
en in the cast are incidental to the plot.

Although David Niven's name and the
recently-added foreword by Quentin Rey-
nolds are good selling angles for general
audiences, the picture will have its strong-
est draw in the better first-runs and the
class spots. Elsewhere, the war theme and
the too-British accents of most of the play-
ers will prove a handicap.
The simple tale shows us seven deferred

civilians who are finally drafted for Army
service. A supercilious floor-walker, a
Cockney farmer, a young ne'er-do-well and
others called from the plough or from white
collar jobs are in the group who, one and
all, resent their new way of life. At first,

they dodge their new duties, gripe at their
sergeant's orders and his seeming lack of
feeling for them as they go through the

rigorous discipline of basic training. Finally,

they come to love and respect their com-
manding officer, David Niven, when he tells

them that he and the sergeant had always
believed that the motley crew of rookies

would become a smooth-working team of

British fighting men. After a long-awaited
leave with their loved ones, the men prove
their stamina during the invasion of North
Africa when they beat the Nazi forces in

a Tunisian battle.

David Niven, absent from the American
screen since 1941 when he entered the Brit-

ish Army, gives a noteworthy portrayal of

a sensitive and understanding officer. Most
of the others, who are unfamiliar to Am-
erican audiences, are equally fine, especially

Raymond Huntley, as a floor-walker. Stan-
ley Holloway, as a Cockney and Billy Hart-
nell, as their platoon sergeant. Penelope
Dudley-Ward is charming in a brief role

and Quentin Reynolds' foreword which says
that this picture "shows what kind of men
democracies have produced and will con-

tinue to produce" is exceptionally well

spoken.
YORK

'THE MISSING CORPSE" MINOR MYSTERY-COMEDY
Rates • • — as suppo rting dualler in act

PRC Pictures

61 minutes

J. Kdward Bromberg, Isabel Randolph, Eric
NiiKlair, Frank Jenks, Paul Guilfoyle Ben
VVelden, John Shay, Lorell Sheldon, Charles
Coleman, Michael Brandon, Anne O'Neal,
Kddy Waller, ( harl. s Jordan, Isabel With-
ers, Ken Terrell, Klayne Adams.
Mneted by Albert Herman.

"The Missing Corpse" is mild program
fare which, because of its lack of marquee
names, will be relegated to the supporting
spot on the lesser duals. This is murder
with a comedy twist and, while there is
never any doubt as to the killer's identity,
the frantic attempts to hid.- a constantly-
reappearing corpse result in a fair amount

10

on and lesser naborhood spots

of suspense and laughter. Albert Herman
has directed at a fast pace. J. Edward
Bromberg, always a dependable character
actor, and Isabel Randolph, known for her
radio portrayal of the scatter-brained "Mrs.
Uppington," will be familiar to most film
fans, but their name value is almost nil.

Frank Jenks contributes one of his custom-
ary hard-boiled characterizations and Paul
Guilfoyle and the others are capable enough.

J. Edward Bromberg, prominent publisher
whose wife, son and daughter are pampered
and take his generosity for granted, be-
comes furious when Paul Guilfoyle, rival
publisher, prints a scandalous story about
his daughter. Bromberg's threat to kill

Guilfoyle if he prints another slanderous
story is overheard by Frank Jenks, Brom-
berg's chauffeur, and Ben Welden, Guil-
foyle's ex-convict henchman. When Guil-

foyle tries to blackmail Welden into killing

Bromberg, the henchman murders Guilfoyle
and stuffs the body in the luggage com-
partment of Bromberg's car. Bromberg
decides on a vacation and goes to his hunt-
ing lodge with Jenks. When he finds the

body, Bromberg is horrified and plans to

dump it out but a motorcycle cop overtakes
the car. When he looks in the car, the
body is gone — Jenks having discovered it

and hidden it elsewhere. At the lodge, the
body is hidden several times and keeps
turning up even after Bromberg's wife, Isa-

bel Randolph, arrives. When Bromberg's
son finds it he confesses to the murder to

save his father. Meanwhile, Welden has
been found prowling about and confesses to

the killing and Bromberg then realizes that
his family really loves him.

DENLEY
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

FREE MOVIE DAY REACHES NEW HIGH
Observance of Free Movie Day last Wednesday by the motion

picture theatres of the country exceeded all expectations as Sam-
uel Pinanski, national chairman of the industry's Seventh War
Loan campaign, revealed that 10,253 of the nation's houses con-
ducted the big bond-selling event.

With Free Movie Day marking the midway mark of the cam-
paign, the drive chairman revealed that the Showmen's Seventh
is zooming ahead. Not only has it exceeded other drives in Free
Movie Day, but it has more than doubled the number of children's
shows and surpassed bond premieres for the previous drive by
almost twenty per cent, as of early last week. The figures were:
Free Movie Day, 7th War Loan, 10,253 ; 6th War Loan, 7,571.
Children's Bond Shows for the 7th, 1,864; 6th, 879. Bond Pre-
mieres, 7th. 4,964; 6th, 4,284. Both the children's matinees and
the Bond Premieres were still being set and an enviable record
for these was in prospect.

Free Movie Day was officially proclaimed by governors of
virtually all the 48 states and results of this industry bond-selling
activity were expected to reach astronomical heights.

GOV'T REPLIES IN ANTI-TRUST CASE
The Department of Justice's replies last week to the inter-

rogatories of the eight distributor defendants in the New York
equity case signified its intention to pursue its aforementioned
course in calling witnesses from arbitration cases, augmented by
"all information obtained and relating to matters or facts occur-
ing since the Department filed its answers to interrogatories ad-
dressed to the original complaint" when the anti-trust action goes
to Federal District Court October 8th, next.

In a 75-page brief filed with the companies and with Federal
Judge Henry Goddard, who will hear the case, the Department
outlined 15 points on which the Government will base its case. In
addition to those mentioned above, it will present statistical data,
legal data and financial information, culled from every available
source, including SEC and Bureau of Internal Revenue reports,
U. S. Dept. of Commerce information and industry trade journals
and year books. It will examine every facet of distribution since
the original consent decree was entered and will draw upon facts
and decisions in the Crescent, Schine and Griffith anti-trust suits.

The Department declared in its interrogatories replies that it
would not cite a number of alleged monopolistic practices by the
distributors since, it contended, the very nature of the methods
employed constitute a monopoly.

Previously in Washington, retiring Attorney General Francis
Biddle in his final press conference at which the newly-appointed
Attorney General, Tom C. Clark, was present, reiterated the De-
partment's intention to pursue its efforts to secure divorcement
of exhibition from distribution. He predicted that the administra-
tion's anti-trust enforcement activities will be intensified, if any-
thing, under Clark, and mentioned that the anti-trust case r-ext
October 8th would see the Government's determination not to
accept anything less than total victory.

Biddle s statement that it was "absolutely essential to divorce
theatres from producers. The independents are being pretty well
squeezed out," and that block booking must be eliminated, brought
no reaction from Clark, either favorable or opposed. Clark's
earlier efforts to bring about reforms, when he was Assistant At-
torney General in charge of anti-trust division, were futile and
resulted in his relinquishing the case as practically hopeless.

GRIFFITH REJECTS WAR PIX
From Oklahoma City came word last week that the Griffith

circuit of some 160 theatres would refuse to buy or book any more
features dealing with phises of the war in Europe. Obviously
officials of the chain feel that such themes are now dated and
become more so with every passing day. It is not unlikely that
tftis move by a group of theatres as influential as the Griflith cir-
cuit will have repercussions in Hollywood, where some films based
on incidents of the European battlefront are still in production
or preparation.

Product of this sort which the circuit has already under con-
tract will not be booked, it is said, and efforts will be made to
arrive at equitable adjustments with the distributors.
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REPUBLIC SET FOR 10th ANNIVERSARY
Republic's Tenth Anniversary celebration, a buying-booking

drive which extends until July 27, promises to reach a record-
breaking dating peak before it runs its course, according to a
statement by President James R. Grainger, who reached Holly-
wood last week after a tour of several important branches. Mr.
Grainger said that the high quotas set for the exchanges should
be realized in view of the enthusiastic support being given the
drive by buyers and bookers for independents and circuits.

Observance of the company's tenth birthday at the studio was
featured by boss Herbert J. Yates' comments on the progress
Republic has made in its first decade and his outline of plans for
the future. Ten years ago, Mr. Yates declared, this studio was
just "a hole in the ground out in nowhere." Today, it is one of
Hollywood's most modern film plants occupying 70 acres and
employing 1200 people.

Yates spoke of the program for the production of Technicolor
pictures and said that two tinted features would be made this

year. He expressed his confidence that directors like Frank Bor-
zage and Alfred Santell will deliver topnotch films ranking with
the best that any other studio can offer.

$20,000,000 has been earmarked for new production, the com-
pany head declared, and another $2,000,000 for expansion of the
already impressive studio.

OCR COOL TO NEW THEATRES
Despite a relaxation by the War Production Board of the

construction order limitation L-41, raising the amount which may
be expended on construction and repair of theatres without WPB
authorization from $200 to $5,000 a year, there will be no rush of

new theatre construction, at least until the war situation in the
Pacific is in its final stages, according to word from Claude C.

Ezell, chief of the amusement section of the Office of Civilian

Requirements. This squelched hopes and plans held in some
quarters for a quick getaway on theatre building programs im-
mediately after V-E Day.

Ezell pointed out that there has not been sufficient letup in

the production demands of the military to allow for purely civi-

lian projects. The requirements of switching the main battlefront

from Europe to the Pacific precludes the diverting of essential

materials into theatre construction. The only possible exceptions
are those cases where it can be proven that a new theatre is es-

sential to the war effort. New theatre projects would be stymied
anyhow by lack of equipment, such as seats, projection machines
and carpets.

A flood of applications have poured into OCR offices since the
end of the war in Europe, Ezell declared.

RAW STOCK ALLOCATIONS INCREASED
An increase of approximately 14,000,000 feet of raw stock for

the third quarter of this year was reported by the War Production
Board's film allocations of 271,000,000 feet for features and 56,-

860,219 feet for newsreels. Independent producers rawstock pool
was increased by 1,084,280 feet for a third quarter quota of 29,-

408,000. All individual companies received increases in proportion
to their total consumption. Newsreel allocations permitted the
lengthening newsreels from 700 feet to 750 feet per issue.

It was announced that, as in the past, companies making
positive prints of entertainment pictures available to the Army
and Navy for exhibition to the armed forces will be given credits
for additional film in the third quarter.

Individual quotas for the third quarter of 1945 were: Colum-
bia, 29,208,000 feet; M-G-M, 40.693,000; Monogram, 7,888,000: Para-
mount, 28,717,000; PRC, 5.308,000; RKO, 22,251,000; Republic, 17,-

736,000; 20th Century -Fox, 30,707,000; Universal, 26,501,000;
Warners, 32,576,000. United Artists, composed entirely of indepen-
dent producers, who draw from the Independent Producers pool,
received no allocation.

(Continued on Page 34)



A JOB HALF DONE IS A WAR HALF WON!
By Samuel Pinanski, National Chairman, "Showmen s Seventh" War Loan Committee

Whether the $4,000,000,000 E Bond goal of the Seventh War Loan will be met and
surpassed is the acid test of our ability as showmen.

So far there has been a magnificent demonstration of what the motion picture indus-

try can accomplish with united strength. I pay tribute to those tireless workers who have
produced splendid results. But what has been done is not enough.

As Secretary Morgenthau has aptly said: "Our job now is to mobilize our strength for

the defeat of Japan with the same singleness of purpose, the same concentration of ener-

gies, the same overwhelming power that we employed to crush Hitler's Germany. With
your continued help, we shall succeed."

In this "grassroots" campaign, with the responsibility entirely on the individual in

the field, I am grateful to the exhibitors for already setting national records in the number
of theatre events. Now it is our job to follow through and MAKE EACH ONE COUNT!

Bond Premieres, Children's Shows, extensive local exploitation, and all other ways we know how—we must use them
all to help put over the "People's Loan". We must keep selling and promoting Bonds, day and night.

In the next three weeks we shall meet the supreme test. With your continued efforts, it will be met and passed with

flying colors.

With all our might, LET'S FINISH THE JOB!

B-tJ-L-L-E-T-I-N-S
TREASURY LAUDS FREE MOVIE DAY

Washington—The Treasury Department took official cogni-
zance of Free Movie Day when Ted R. Gamble, National Director
of the War Finance Division, sent the following message to Sam-
uel Pinanski, Industry Chairman for the 7th War Loan:

"This is the day when the patriotism of the Motion Picture
Industry is best displayed; the day when theatres give away their
merchandise free to purchasers of war bonds.

"Free Movie Day is being celebrated on the anniversary of the
Normandy Invasion. One year ago our Allied Armies dared the
strength of the Hitler fortifications and entered the most decisive
phase of our war against the Nazi enemy. It is fitting and proper
that we honor the memory of those men who died in that beach-
head offensive.

"We can pay such tribute through the purchase of war bonds
and in so doing protect the lives of other men on the other side
of the world.

"The Treasury Department is grateful to a generous Industry
for Free Movie Day."

CROSBY TRAILER SHIPPED
"Meet the Crosbys," starring Bing Crosby and his four chil-

dren, second of the War Loan trailers, and formerly known as
"Anybody's Children," is now being shipped by National Screen
Service.

Fifteen thousand prints of this trailer have been made in
order that all theatres be given an equal opportunity to play it.

This subject was directed by Leo McCarey and is one of the
highlights of the Motion Picture Industry's selling campaign.

AIR PLUGS FOR FREE MOVIE DAY
Samuel Pinanski, National Chairman, Seventh War Loan

Drive, announced that Warner Bros, joined with Paramount and
M-G-M in agreeing to devote full time announcements plugging
Free Movie Day on all their contracted radio spot time June 4

and June 5.

With the addition of Warners this will mean that a consider-

able amount of additional radio time covering more than 100 of

the country's key stations will be devoted to Free Movie Day.

7th War Loon Campaign Report As Of June 2, 1945
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213 199 10 58 480 479

166 228 47 88 145 472

Buffalo ... 32 65 33 18 229 281

aCharlotte 104 121 24 24 188 406

... 85 153 34 104 187 451

85 76 29 24 310 318

95 91 37 51 402 390

Dallas 253 333 38 193 443 613

Denver 119 130 7 55 121

hDes Moines 140 190 20 23 131

Detroit 89 75 6 20 470 444

... 52 64 5 48 260

240 231 32 16 266

Los Angeles 134 220 70 202 122 242

Memphis 153 162 12 24 151

Milwaukee 244 229 41 41 176 196

Minneapolis 375 388 74 73 471 493

aNew Haven 35 41 16 27 97 174

44 111 0 41 160 139

New York 67 75 11 88 274 614

24 24 14 33 201 201

Oklahoma City . . 126 176 60 126 150 250

124 160 35 29 160 239

Philadelphia , , , 250 304 20 123 76 188

Pittsburgh 166 153 56 64 327 499

Portland 118 130 33 45 153 189

77 124 9 65 330 371

Salt Lake City 155 180 28 82 139 207

San Francisco 221 221 24 17 153 306

Seattle 155 140 30 17 233 252

95 114 15 33 418 434

Totals . . 4,284 4,964 879 1,864 7,571 10,253

"Charlotte:—29 Special Events (not included in above figures)

New Haven:-- 6 Special Events (not included in above figures)

'Reports for week-ending June 2 not received.
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WARM WEATHER COMPLACENCY
Samuel Pinanski, National Chairman, Seventh War Loan

Drive, telegraphed all showmen to convey strong warnings
to their workers to beware the complacency that arrives
with warm weather and summer vacation time. Pinanski
likened the complacency to a third enemy, the first being
overoptimism and the second, the war in the Pacific. He
Orged all the workers in the industry to be on their toes
throughout the coming month until the drive is ended. "We
are confronted with the well-known showman's dilemma,
sprinB fever and hot weather," said Mr. Pinanski. "It is anenemy that we must lick hy <M', perspiration and 1% in-
spiration. Left finish the Agh1 the last four weeks of the
drive and raise our flag of victory."



Men are still DYJNG-

e Must Keep America BUYING !

So Far, So Good,

Mr. Exhibitor

Now, Let's Finish

The Job!

WarLoan



Yes, Mr. Exhibitor, the only way to

beat Japan is to burn them, blast

them, and bomb them with billions

of dollars of NEW equipment thai;

the Bonds you sell in the Mighty

7th will provide!

Sell the public patriotism. Dig out those hidden i

dollars and convert them into "E" Bonds now. i

Sell as you've never sold before!





J?We Do Our</o6f
The first reports coming in from theatres fore-

cast another smashing Bond-selling success!

With this start your Committee believes the

Showmen's Seventh will top them all. But

there's work to be done! Day and night, sell....

BONDS. BONDS...andmore BONDS/

This message is sponsored as part of their contribution to the War Loan Campaign by Columbia Pictures Corporation;

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures; Paramount Pictures Inc.; RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.; Twentieth Century- Fox Film Corporation;

United Artists Corporation: Universal Pictures Comoanv. Inc.: Warner Bros Pictures Inn



ACTIVITY ACCELERATED AS 7th HITS MIDWAY MARK
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Southern California—Gus Metzger, state chairman, announced

drive moved into high gear with 80 "On to Tokyo" mobile units

in metropolitan Los Angeles nightly contacting war plants, firms,

clubs, lodges and residential sections, and piling up large bond

sales. Sound systems on the mobile units broadcast the War Loan

message. One of the big guns will be a bond premiere on June 25

staged by the seven first-runs in conjunction with the Downtown
Business Men's Association, with major retailers participating.

Theatres are issuing bonds for a bond dinner to be held by the

Cooks and Waiters Union of Los Angeles, tickets going for a

$1,000 bond each. Los Angeles Examiner is giving heavy publi-

city, with big stories daily.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
District of Columbia—Fred S. Kogod, chairman, and his com-

mittee, are in the midst of an extensive campaign. Projection

room premieres got an early start with one by Lloyd Winel and
bringing $35,000. Carter T. Barron has lined up a special baseball

game between the Washington Senators and a service team at

Griffith Stadium on June 14. A mammoth outdoor show at the

Watergate will sell at least 10,000 tickets, available to theatre

patrons who buy bonds. The District campaign will culminate
with a mighty "Cavalcade of Freedom" with film stars present,

on the night of July 4 on Washington Monument Grounds. The
MPTO is offering 22 prizes and Kogod will personally give bond
awards for managers doing the best bond-selling job. Theatres
gave free tickets to a "Vox Pop" broadcast and Ringling Bros,

circus premiere.

CHICAGO
Chicago—Sixty bond premieres under way in Chicago area.

Showing of "All-Star Bond Rally" film, with solicitation following
immediately, responsible for selling thousands of bonds. Some
60,000 school children tied in with Kiddie Bond Matinees. Daily
rallies at State and Madison Streets sponsored by the industry
committee, attracting huge crowds. Captured war equipment
given to persons making largest number of bond purchases
through theatres. Walter Immerman has organized all Balaban
& Katz employes as bond salesmen and are known as Bond-
bardiers, with decorations for outstanding work. B & K is run-
ning large-space ads and slugs, stressing immediate bond delivery
and that all B & K houses are issuing agents.

NEW HAVEN
New Haven—Independent neighborhood theatres which have

not been able to run a bond premiere successfully because they
are located in a poor financial district or for other reasons have
adopted the plan of giving free admission to anyone who buys a
bond any time during the drive. This has brought excellent re-
sults. State Chairman Herman Levy reports. Local theatres
teamed in running large newspaper ads featuring slogan, "Buy
bonds at your favorite theatre night or day."

BALTIMORE, MD.
Baltimore, Md.—Six bond premieres in downtown Baltimore;

$30,000 sale brought by projection room screening; $65,000 from
special sale of choice tickets for "Hollywood Pinafcre" at Ford's,
sponsored by downtown exhibitors' committee, of which Morris
A. Mechanic is chairman. Baltimore war heroes special attractions
at bond shows.

DETROIT
Detroit—Alec Schreiber of Associated Theatres, "stunt" chair-

man, handled outdoor exploitation campaign. This includes such
stunts as largest War Bond in the world, on board in Grand Cir-
cus Park; signs on all prominent street corners with pictures of
Detroit boys who have given their lives; huge Gold Star on De-
troit City Hall, costing several hundred thousand dollars to erect,
where loud speakers broadcast every noon talks of prominent
clergymen and medals are presented to war heroes. Additions
each day to the Detroit Roll of Honor, at City Hall, remind De-
troiters that the war is still going on, with slogan alongside:
'They Still Must Die...We Still Must Buy."

MINNESOTA
Minnesota: "Buy a Bond" record sung by Bing Crosby sup-

plied radio stations and school boards, the latter for use during
musical programs in schools. Same cooperation obtained in North
and South Dakota, through the Northwest War Activities Com-
mittee. Anne Baxter appeared at Duluth to sponsor a ship
launching and appeared at Garrick Theatre for a bond rally, at
request of District Manager A. L. Anson, Minneapolis Amuse-
ment Co.

BOSTON
Boston—Daily events at industry War Activities' Bondstand

at Boston Common, piling up large sales. Widespread activities
here spearhead of entire activity throughout New England, start-
ing with huge "Parade of the Purple Hearts," which was the
opening "kickoff." Bunker Hill Day, June 17. will be occasion
for special bond-selling activities. Maritime Commission tied in
with downtown theatres for daily inspection of Liberty ship to
bond sellers. Outstanding lobby display at Metropolitan Theatre.
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featuring ten top Generals and Admirals, covers entire length of

lobby, 66 by 30 feet; conceived and erected under supervision of

Managing Director Max Nayor.

ST. LOUIS
St. Louis—Under chairmanship of Harry C. Arthur, Eastern

Missouri is showing outstanding results, due to various showman-
ship activities. Some are: Free Movie Day every Monday through-

out Metropolitan St. Louis; all 36 houses of St. Louis Amusement
Co. concentrating on "E" bond sales, with every house an issuing

agent, and bond premieres or other special event at every house;

Fox Theatre bond drive sponsored by American Legion. Theatres

handled distribution of 15,000 tickets for an Eddie Cantor show,

at request of War Finance Committee, only bond purchasers at

theatres getting tickets. Goal is 50 bond premieres in St. Louis

during June. Midnight premieres to be held at several big down-
town theatres. Streamer eight columns wide on newspapers'
movie page announces Free Movie Day every Monday.

TOLEDO
Toledo—Every day is Free Movie Day in Toledo, with free

admission to bond buyers any day during drive. Special news-
paper ads and radio announcements advertising this campaign.
Theatres' bond headquarters opened in downtown storeroom, with
"flash" front and public address system, and operated by different

theatre each day. Six jeeps being used by theatres, offering free

rides to bond purchasers, jeeps carrying signs on special shows
and bond premieres. Mammoth outdoor sign atop Palace Theatre,

visible day or night for many blocks. Theatres featuring special

days for bond sales, such as "Buy a bond for a graduation pres-

ent." Large floats in all parades. Theatre representatives cover-

ing ball games, night clubs, large luncheon meetings, etc., with
bond sale promotions. These and other activities arranged by
committee headed by Jack Lykes, Toledo drive chairman, work-
ing with Howard Feigley, Marvin Harris and Ted Teschner.

PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh—Seventh War L*an short made up of 1,000 feet of

film shot by the War Activities Committee on the mammoth Pitts-

burgh "kickoff" parade sponsored by WAC and others, is playing
all Pittsburgh theatres. Sound track was added, with narration
plugging bond sales in theatres. Bond premiere and author rally

held at Enright Theatre, with famous authors on stage. Down-
town Bond Theatre on street where show and talent are used.

"Buy-a-Bond—Win-a-Bcnd" prize idea being used in several area
towns.

TEXAS
Texas—State Chairman R. J. O'Donnell reports numerous ac-

tivities: Louie Charninsky, Dallas, is confining his efforts to per-

sonally selling and delivering bonds to friends; Jimmie Allard,
Vernon, radio show at Vernon Theatre with service talent from
Sheppftrd Field, and has built "kick-the-Jap" bond booth, ani-

mated with the ears flapping; Jack Groves, Houston, Free Movie
Week at Queen Theatre; Raymond Jones, Fort Worth, telephone
campaign by employes who call friends and relatives, and War
Worker Contest, winner determined by bond sales in contestant's
honor, sponsored by Fort Worth Press; J. P. Harrison, Denton,
children's bond contest, winner becoming editor of local news-
paper for a day; Jack King. Amarillo, "Victory Girl Contest" in

conjunction with Amarillo News; Sam Stokes, Robb & Rowley,
Corpus Christi, three-mile long "walking" parade of bond pur-
chasers; Jack Mitchell. San Antonio, four-foot candle in lobby
for duration of drive, bond purchasers guessing time candle will

burn out receiving bond prizes, and promoted S3,000 mink coat to
be awarded '.ucky bond ticket holder; J. D. Hillhouse, Galveston,
tied up with Boy and Girl Scouts in special bond-selling contest;
T. A. Howell, Harlingen, "slave auction," with Mayor and other
leading citizens selling their services.

MEMPHIS
Memphis—Industry sponsoring "Airborne Attack" by airborne

infantry and paratroopers from Camp MacKall, N. Carolina, :ne
16 and 17. For ten days previously, industry is giving entert--:--

ment and selling bonds at Victory House in Court Square, seeing
only "E" bonds for this air show, planning to make it the biggest
achievement to date. Entire industry organized into four bond-
selling groups and committee offers a bond to person doing the
outstanding job, plus a big party to be staged by the three losing
groups in honor of the winners. Some 200,000 bond order slips

distributed among the industry. Committee headed by M. A.
Lightman and Tom Young has extensive program under way.

SEATTLE
Seattle—"Lucky Bond Nite" is a favorite here, and on July 6

there will be a $1,000 bond giveaway in conjunction with bond
premieres at five downtown theatres. The $750 for the bond will
be put up by the theatres in proportion to their seating capacities.
At "Lucky Bond Nites" at suburban theatres, the cost of bonds
is promoted from local merchants. Large number of downtown
theatre bond premieres feature special attractions, such as "Bonds
of Freedom," musical revue staged by Seattle Port of Embarka-
tion, at Music Hall Theatre. Theatres are tied in with "The
Fighting Ladies." women's division of the State War Finance
Committee, which has 2,000 workers covering the city.
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A $10,000,00
ALL AMERICA KNOWS the hard-hit

• But nobody knows it as well as we



0.00 Orchid from YOU
-selling job you exhibitors have done during the past six War Loans,

[erstand fully how much of your time and energy went into that vital

work—and is now going into the Showmen's Seventh.

• As citizens, we thank you for the tanks and planes and

j guns whose purchase your tireless sales-work made possible.

J • As motion picture producers and distributors, we thank

Mr you for the credit and honor your efforts have reflected

dm* on the industry weVe all part of.

V* • Please let us know in what way we can

help you. As in the past, our management men, our

field men, our ad and publicity men are at your service.

When you want em, say the word. Meanwhile, the word

we say to you is: CONGRATULATIONS!

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

METRO -GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES

PARAMOUNT PICTURES INC.

RKO-RADIO PICTURES, INC.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX FILM CORP.

UNITED ARTISTS CORP.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES COMPANY, INC.

WARNER BROS. PICTURES, INC.



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

THRILL OF A ROMANCE' MEETS WITH LITTLE CRITICAL FAVOR
(MGM)
"...Metro has thrown Van Johnson and Esther Williams into
mammoth bas-relief in the musical. . .Mr. Melchoir, who looks like

Sophie Tucker in a suit, pops up to sing an aria or smack his lips

hungrily over food. . .Tommy Dorsey has a band at the hotel
which is nothing if not ubiquitous, since it seems to be present at
any moment that Mr. Melchoir inclines to sing." CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
"...Van Johnson, the songless Sinatra of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer lot, grins his way through a love affair in Technicolor...
Flows lazily but smoothly, without letting the romance, the music
or the swimming last too long at any one time. Producer Joe
Pasternak has made sure that neither the girls nor their costumes
look inexpensive. . .A thoroughly gilded, completely pleasant item
of summer film fare." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...This conies as something of a surprise: from producer Joe
Pasternak one now expects greater ingenuity and freshness...
Perhaps Pasternak is less to blame than the script writers who
have burdened him with a labored, unimaginative scenario...
The film's musical interludes are generally excellent." PECK, PM.
"...Three Stars... The bobby-soxers may squeal and giggle in

'A MEDAL FOR BENNY* LIKED BY CRITICS
(PARAMOUNT)
"...The deep and understanding affection of John Steinbeck for
little folk, especially for such little people as the warm 'paisanos'
of the California coast, radiates with tenderness and humor
through a charming film." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...A half-humorous, half-affectionate motion-picture portrait of
life in a California slum...Under the direction of Irving Pichel,
the film creates its atmosphere a little too deliberately: but with-
in the slow presentation it develops many passages of feeling and
great good humor." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Stands up and tells a few heartfelt words that might have
come straight out of a war letter home... Has a lot of things to
convey to its audience — all in a gentle, unobtrusive way...A pic-
ture full of glow and hot blooded pulse." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM.

'PILLOW TO POST' WARNER FARCE PANNED
(WARNER)
"...Pretty hectic, and certainly silly and hardly likely to happen
...It has its funny places and its neatly quipping gag lines. But,
for most part, it is thin, mild material. Forcing its leading play-
ers to over-ham it for the sake of laughs." THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"...Even though this film is taken from a modest stage play of a
few seasons back, its humors are as stale and mechanical as those
of the oldest such farce .. .You'd think that Warner Brothers
would have more regard for these two stars — and for the con-
siderable patience of the innocent customers." CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.

"...Three Stars... Her vigorous role and her director, Vincent
Sherman, almost wear Miss Lupino out trying to make her very
funny...A slapstick comedy for those who laugh readily. . .Some

hysterical delight at sight of their red-headed darling, Van John-
son, as he makes love to gorgeous Esther Williams. The ath-

letically inclined portion of the audience may watch with goggle-
eyed admiration as Miss Williams goes into her famous swan
dive. Jive addicts may stomp and cheer Tommy Dorsey and his

orchestra and music lovers may respond with sedate pleasure to

Lauritz Melchoir's rich and resonant tenor voice, as the Metro-
politan opera star sings." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Quite frankly, a prettily colored and scenifled talent wagon
...Van Johnson exerts his big boyish charm. . .Esther Williams
wears a different bathing suit each time out. . .Lauritz Melchoir
booms forth songs at regular intervals like a good-natured geyser
. . .A new young girl named Helene Stanley plays the piano well

. . .And a new young Negro singer, Jerry Scott, obliges with a
voice that seems very good indeed... In the face of such distrac-

tion nobody can be blamed for not paying much attention to the

story." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...One of the picture's manifold charm is Lauritz Melchoir...

Aside from Mr. Melchoir's singing, the main appeal of this pic-

ture is Van and Esther kissing one another occasionally in Tech-
nicolor." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"...A heart-warming, war-time folk tale. Miss Lainour is some-

times plausible as the paisano girl, but only when her lips are

sealed with Arturo de Cordoba's kisses in the liery little love

affair that simmers through the film. Whenever she speaks up,

it is a dead giveaway." McMANUS, PM.
".

. . Multidextrous John Steinbeck has worked his 'paisanos' of the

Monterey locale, the Tortilla Flat people, into a cleverly turned
picture which offers equal parts of romance, war tragedy and
local color .. .Possesses variety and a good measure of originality.

It is possible, however, that there is a little too much of the for-

mer. . .As a whole, though, the picture is a composite of too many
levels of entertainment, character, satire, comedy and tragedy to

be deeply satisfying at more than a few points." WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

of the situations and complications are new and amusing. Some
are familiar and not so funny." HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...There are few things more uncomfortable for this veteran
show-goer than watching fine performers forced to pad
material with slapstick antics, 'Pillow to Post,' is particularly

annoying in this respect...As bad a movie as the title might
suggest." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
". . .A resurrection of the old style of bedroom farce. . .It is just a

question of how much laughter you are able to find in the idea o

ladies and gentlemen being maneuvered into the wrong bedroo"

...Ida Lupino plays the girl with an air of great eagerness to

just killingly funny. . .Sydney Greenstreet, William Prince an
Stuart Erwin, all of whom deserve better treatment, are othe

victims of this shabby venture." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TE
GRAM.

FLAME OF BARBARY COAST' PERFORMANCES AND EARTHQUAKE GET PRAISE
(REPUBLIC)

Its three leading players manage to make this adventure seem
new and frequently exciting. . .Schildkraut is outstanding...
Wayne gives his usual performance .. .Miss Dvorak stands attrac-
tively in the middle...A fast moving, well-rounded variation on
an old Western theme." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Isn't worth more than 50 cents of anybody's hard-earned ad-
mission price...The earthquake, for its few moments on the
screen, is quite the most impressive thing in the film." Mc-
MANUS, PM.
"...A story so old that any self-respecting camera ought to
scream at having to photograph it... The earthquake is a good
one, starting small and detailed and growing big with the subse-

quent fire... John Wayne, Miss Dvorak and Mr. Schildkraut a

as good as their lines and activities will permit." WINSTEN
N. Y. POST.
"...Handsomely caparisoned vehicle, lush as to decor and me
culous as to period detail, suffers from the tedium of a tale to"

too often. . .Moments of excitement are rare... John Wayne i

perfectly cast. That is, he gambles, fights, woos and rides wi
consummate ease if not histrionic aplomb... For all of its pret

trimmings, the story of this musical drama flames only fitfully.'

A. W.
"...An ambitious, entertaining production from Republic stud

...The story has nothing new to say, but it says it rather well.

REEL.

BETRAYAL FROM THE EAST' — ROUTINE SPY YARN, SAYS TIMES
(RKO)

"...As much as RKO has endeavored to suggest a true document
by having Drew Pearson speak a preface you're not likely to mis-
take this as anything but a routine spy yarn." CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
"...A minor melodrama of Japanese underground activities in the
United States. The story opens in a fairly credible manner, but
soon «ets out of hand in extravagant foiling and counter-foiling
...Develops very little excitement." GUERNSEY JR N Y
HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Three Stars.

. .Reveals the efficiency and ruthlessness of the

elaborate Japanese espionage system in this country back in t

days before Pearl Harbor .. .Takes on an air of authenticity

the effective presentation and intelligent acting by the cast..

William Berke gets credit for the film's tight direction and t

suspense, which is sustained throughout." HALE, N. Y. NEW
"...If you don't mind having credibility get away out of ha"
now and then, there is lots of slambang action and excitement
be had...The picture brings Lee Tracy out of obscurity and le

us see that he still is one of the best actors around Hollywood.
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Another of those 1941 model adventure-strip, Jap spy movies.

McMANUS, PM.
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EXPLOITATION
DTnTTrDT?

Cagney Is reputed to have spent m.

Niclc Condon in "Blood On the Sun." H

"BLOOD ON THE SUN
Two-Fisted Cagney Vehicle!

Jimmy Cagney, who went "soft" in his first

independent production, Johnny Come Lately,
is back plying his familiar and popular two-
fisted characterization in Blood On the Sun,
the number two feature produced by brother
William Cagney for United Artists release.
This is more like it! This is the rough-and-
tumble, fight - at - the - drop - of - a - hat Cag-
ney movie fans long ago took to their hearts.
He is seen as an intrepid American newspaper-
man in Tokyo, who, back in 1928, comes into

possession of a copy of the infamous Tanaka
Memorial which purported to describe
Japan's grandiose scheme for conquering
China, the United States and, eventually, the
entire world. Around this bit of history, the
Cagney brothers have woven an exciting
piece of fiction replete with action, suspense,
murder and romance. The Film Bulletin

review spoke glowingly of the "rip-roaring
climactic fight between the star and a mur-
derous, no-holds-barred Jap that will have
the excited kids, and their equally-excited
elders, shouting and applauding for him (as
they did at the New York sneak preview)".
The showman, likewise, need bar no holds in

ballyhooing this strong Cagney entry.

(Continued on Next Page)
is confederate, Sylvia Sidney, listen as th

notorious Tanaka Plan, outlining Japan's

st, is confirmed by Elder Statesman Frai
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(Continued from Preceding Page)

"BLOOD ON THE SUN"
CREDITS

A United Artists Release. Produced by William Cagney. Directed by Frank Lloyd.

Cast: James Cagney, Sylvia Sidney. Porter Hall, John Emery, Robert Armstrong.

Wallace Ford. Rosemary DeCamp, John Halloran. Leonard Strong, James Bell. Screen-

play by Lester Cole. Additional Scenes by Nathaniel Curtis. From a Story by Garrett

Fort. Photography by Theodore Sparkuhl, A.S.C.

1. Nick Condon (James Cagney), managing editor of Tokyo's
leading English-language newspaper in 1928, is criticized by Jap
officials for printing a story charging Japan with laying plans for

conquest of China. His ace reporter, Ollie Miller (Wallace Ford),
is found murdered just before he sails for America.

2. Miller, before he dies, hsunds Condon a copy of the Tanaka
Plan for world conquest. Shortly thereafter, Condon's home is

invaded by Jap officers, but he manages to conceal the plan be-
hind a picture before he is taken to jail after beating up a couple
of the Japs.

3. Released from jail, Condon returns to find the plan missing.
He is escorted to the home of Baron Tanaka, where the line of
questioning reveals that the Japs suspect that he still has the
plan. He then knows that someone else has stolen it.

5. When Iris confesses to Tanaka that she has doub
crossed him and is merely seeking to confirm the validil

of the Tanaka Plan, he is unable to save face and comm
hara-kiri.

4. The infamous plan authenticated by an aged Jj

statesman, Condon and Iris prepare to smuggle it out
|

the country. Condon is attacked and holds off one I
murderous Jap officer, while she gets away to Ameriij

He escapes, finally, to the American Embassy.

CAGNE'
In Hi. MithtieJLThriller!

CAGNEt
SYLVIA "SIDNf

|

BLOOD Or
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e most urgent, the most timely film!

ON TO TOKYO!
In 17 dramatic minutes the G. I. sons of your patrons ask 17 vital

questions that affect every man and woman in your audience. You
will not consider it merely a duty to run this unusual subject.

Your public will thank you for showing it! Far different from

anything you've seen so far!

1

BOOK IT AT ONCE! IMPORTANT!
NATIONWIDE RELEASE MAY 31st!

Produced by Army Pictorial Service for the Army's Information and Education Division. Released

by OWI. Distributed by Universal for War Activities Committee — Motion Pictury Industry.



PREUUES

THE MUMM*'» ( I KS~ . . .Not one,

but two Egyptian mummies return

to life in this Universal chiller. One
is Lon Chaney as a silent, sinister

voluminously wrapped monster who
stalks the countryside, while the

other is Virginia Christine, a re-

incarnated princess, the object of

Chaney's search. Peter Coe, Kay
Harding and Martin Kosleck are
also featured. Leslie Goodwins di-

rected.

EARL CARROLL VANITIES. . .Decked out in fes-

tive gals, laughs and music, Republic's version of the

impressario's search for beauty leads to a tale where-

in a beautiful princess, Constance Moore, sheds her

regal robes to become an Earl Carroll showgirl in-

cognito and ends up marrying playwright Dennis
O'Keefe, while success crowns her efforts to float a

loan for her native land. Woody Herman and his

orchestra give with the sweet and hot, while Eve
Arden, Otto Kruger, Alan Mowbray and Stephanie
Bachelor help with the plot. Joseph Santley directed.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Though production is off slightly at Columbia, as at all studios

more or less, everyone continues to ignore the reason for the drop-

off and talk of future production plans continues. The months
of June and July, according to present plans, will find eight new
films in work. First to go is a Charles Starrett-Smiley Burnette
western. On June 8, George Abbott's "Snafu," which Jack Moss
will direct and produce, is set. "Girl of the Limberlost," an Alexis

Thurn-Taxis piece, goes June 18. "Broncho Busters" and "Hail

the Chief" are scheduled for June 21 and 25. "Song of the

Prairie," another Starrett-Burnette western, goes July 6. "Song
of Broadway" and "Hayfoot Strawfoot" start July 20 and 30.

Little or no casting has been done on any of these films yet,

practically all of which are in the small-budget class.

"The Kansan," a Technicolor western, gives another important
role to Evelyn Keyes following the best part she's ever had in

"A Thousand and One Nights." Perhaps, it is true that Evelyn,
a eomely if not startling young actress, is finally going to get that
elusive build-up. Which brings to mind another Columbia con-
tractee who has been pushed about a bit — one Ann Miller. Ann
got lost in a series of brutal B productions and finally there just

couldn't be any more. So Ann was handed a new contract some
four or five months ago promising only "A" pictures. It's a pretty
piece of paper, but so far there's no picture for the dancer.
Seeing the waste of talent, the misjudgment in casting, that is

almost routine at a studio like Columbia (although it happens at
the larger ones, too), one cannot keep from getting wrathy on the
subject. Certainly there is a limit in bad material to offer to
players, but an outfit like Columbia just goes its merry way
grinding out inferior scripts that retard the performers on its

contract list. Players who work hard, who wait years for a
break, deserve that break while it can still do some good. At this
studio, the only scripts that seem to get any attention are the two
or three top pictures on the basis of which the season's program
is sold.

Fred MacMurray has purchased an original screen play titled

"For Others They Sing." to be produced by Mutual Productions,
the MacMurray-Leslie Fenton unit. Presently this outfit is at
work on "Pardon My Past," for Columbia release.

Pat O'Brien is going to do another co-producing-actor job at
Columbia. With Phil Ryan, he is going to make "Perilous Holi-
day," a film based on the story by Major Robert Carson which
ran recently in Collier's Magazine. O'Brien will star in the film.

Three holdovers wound up this week, leaving two features
and one western in production. "Some Call It Love" (Rosalind
Russell-Lee Bowman) continues, as does "Pardon My Past" (Fred
MacMurray-Marguerite Chapman). New one is the previously
named Technicolor western, "The Kansan," with Evelyn Keyes,
Willard Parker (newly out of service) and Larry Parks in the
saddles.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Six pictures in production and 39 in preparation on this lot

seems to be an adequate thumb-to-nose gesture at that old strike
situation. Of course, there is no indication as to when most of
the 39 will go before cameras, but that they are being worked up
into shape is indicative of the sureness with which the studio
approaches the months ahead. The list below represents the ma-
jor portion of the studio's product (and the producers) for the
next year:

"American Cavalcade" (Sidney Frankjin) ; "Army Brat" (O.
O. Dull); "Alice From Brooklyn" (Joe Pasternak); "Bad Bas-
:om" (Dull); "Ballerina" (Pasternak); "Banned in Boston"
(George Haight); "Boy's Ranch" (Robert Sisk); "Diamond Rack"

(Edwin Knopf); "Bridget" (Pasternak); "Fiesta Brava" (Jack

Cummings); "The Girl from Rectors" (Cummings) ;
"Great

Temptation" (Hornblow, Jr.); "The Green Years" (Leon Gordon);

"Guardian Angel" (Clarence Brown); "Holiday in Mexico" (Pas-

ternak); "The Homecoming of Ulysse3" (Sidney Franklin); "The

Hoodlum Saint" (Cliff Reid); "You Are Beautiful." "The Kissing

Bandit," "No Love, No Leave" (all from Pasternak); "The Post-

man Always Rings Twice" (Carey Wilson); "Red Shoes Run
Faster" (Arthur Freed); "Sea of Grass" (Pandro Berman); "Song

of Love" (Clarence Brown); "Tenth Avenue Angel" (Ralph

Wheelwright); "Till the Clouds Roll By" (Arthur Freed); "Two

Sisters From Boston" (Pasternak); "Up Goes Maisie" and "What

Next, Corporal Hargrove?" (George Haight); "Young Bess" (Sid-

ney Franklin) ; "New Horizons" and "Heaven On a Picket Fence"

(all from Sam Mark); "Liberty Street, USA" (Pandro Berman);

"Now That April's Here" (Marx); "We Got Back" (Robert Sisk):

"Image of Josephine" (Leon Gordon) and "Cass Timberlake"

(Hornblow, Jr.).

This list of coming events, many of which are almost ready

for shooting, plus the present active work list, plus the comfort-

able backlog says that MGM will have plenty of product to sell m
future months. All we can hope now is that the majority cf them

will be in the MGM tradition — worth the selling.

Gregory Peck, Metro's newest white-haired boy (though his

contract is split four ways), gets the plum role in "Green Dolphin

Street" the first MGM prize-winning novel, born of the contest

sponsored one year ago by the studio. Laraine Day, who rarely

works on her home lot is cast in the female lead, it's time for

another MGM contest and the announcements are already out to

potential contestants.

Speaking of novels, Metro has optioned the new one by Somer-

set Maugham, "Now and Then." The option was given on the first

draft of the book and if it is picked up, which seems likely, film

rights based on book sales, et cetera, may well run better than

$200 000 The deal calls for an initial down payment of $12o,000

and' additional fees in five figures are tacked on for sales and

selection by one of several book clubs.

Robert Montgomery has taken over the director's chair tem-

porarily on "They Were Expendable," while John Ford, who frac-

tured his right leg in a recent fall from a camera platform,

recovers The picture is almost completed and Montgomery, who

has worked closely with Director Ford, stepped into his new job

without a hitch.

Fred Quimbv, cartoon producer, who has been with the com-

pany since 1926, 'has just signed a new long-term contract. Quiro-

by's latest important contribution is in "Anchors Aweigh, one of

his cartoon characters, Jerry Mouse, doing a whole dance routine

with Gene Kelly. Worth seeing, too. Quimby is one of those

reserved fellows who does his job thoroughly and who looks much

more like a small-town business man than an important picture

^"George Sidney, one of MGM's important young directors, is

out of breath these days trying to beat his schedule. He went

directly from "Anchors Aweigh" to "Harvey Girls, which has

' been a long-time shooting, and just when he thought he was ready

to wind it at long last, John Hodiak. his star, comes down with

mumps — so there's another ten days delay. The director won't

have this one off its last set when he has to turn immediately to

"Holiday in Mexico," a Pasternak Technicolor musical. Ilona

Massey, Jane Powell, Jose Iturbi and Xavier Cugat and his or-

chestra' are to be featured in this one.

In our comments on Columbia this issue, we held forth about

the neglect treatment given to many contract players on major

smdio lots. MGM, with its huge roster of talent, offends on this

score too. However, every now and then, there's a story to off-

set the heartbreak so many young players know while "waiting



for that break." Such a story is Angela Lansbury's. The young
English girl arrived in this country as a war refugee in 1940.

Today Angela is considered one of Metro's hottest bets. Her first

role was that of the Cockney maid in "Gaslight." She won her-
self an Academy Award nomination on that one. Since then she
had a lesser part in "National Velvet" and a solid role in "The
Picture of Dorian Gray." Now she's finished a part in "The
Harvey Girls" and is already set for "The Hoodlum Saint." That's
the way it should happen — but rarely does. Final criterion, of
course, is that the public liked her and wanted more. But the
public would never have seen her if those parts hadn't been
handed her. And now I hear somebody say that they wouldn't
have given her the parts if she hadn't shown her talent. True, of
course, but it is assumed that all players under contract at im-
portant studios have talent — perhaps less than Miss Lansbury's
— but talent to a degree, else what are they doing under contract?

At long last, the Gable-Garson picture, "This Strange Adven-
ture," is going — and good. Also cast are Joan Blondell, Thomas
Mitchell and John Qualen. Victor Fleming is directing. Story
gives Gable a "typical-Gable" role and they'll shoot this one out
fast for the public is clamoring. The other new starter on the
lot is "A Letter for Evie," a quick one this should be with Marsha
Hunt, John Carroll and Hume Cronyn. The story is said to have
great human-interest appeal. These two new ones give the lot
six in production with three holdovers wound up.

MONOGRAM
Forty-three productions (31 features and 12 westerns) make

up the 1945-46 program at this studio. President W. Ray Johnston
in announcing the schedule promised higher production budgets
than in any previous year and an increased proportion in the "A"
bracket.

High on the list are two Belita starrers, "Golden Girl" and
"Wonderland." "Allotment Wives" will be the second Kay Fran-
cis Producer-Star release. "Dillinger's Moll," a sequel to the now
history - making "Dillinger" (don't they know lightning doesn't
strike twice in the same place?) is listed. Phil Regan will do
"The Singing Cop." Two outdoor adventure pictures, "Blazing
Forest" and "Trail of the Yukon," are marked high. Edmund
Lowe will do "Gregory the Great." "Casa Manana" and "The
Swing Parade" come up in the musical department. These are
slated to be the important features. In addition, there will be
eight Johnny Mack Brown westerns and four by Jimmy Wakely.
In the series field, there will be three of Charlie Chan, four East
Side Kids features, four High School Kids films and two horror
films.

"Sunbonnet Sue" wound up with a final price tag of $400,000
this week. Wonder if it will do as well as "Dillinger," which cost
only about one-half that figure and is already running close to its
second million in grosses?

With the 1944-45 schedule almost completed, this studio seems
set for a short lull. At the moment, there is only one picture in
work, a Charlie Chan feature entitled "The Shanghai Cobra."

PARAMOUNT
It's the time of the year when future programs are ready to

be announced and here comes Paramount with a list of 25 features
all scheduled for production. First to come on the list is the
Irving Berlin production of "Blue Skies" with Bing Crosby, Paul
Draper and Joan Caufield. Olivia de Havilland is set for "To
Each His Own," a Charles Bracket story with Mitchell Leisen
directing. On the list also are: "Calcutta," for Seton I. Miller's
production; "Dear Ruth;" "Monsieur Beaucaire," with Bob Hope
starred; "Alice," from Sir James M. Barrie's play; "Immortal
Wife;" "California;" "The Sun Field;" "Third Avenue," for Barry
Fitzgerald; "Lady Seventeen;" "The Wayfarers;" "Blaze of Noon;"
"The Forgotten Friday;" "Break-up;" "Scruffy," another for Fitz-
gerald; "June Bride," and "An Honest Woman." Some of these
stretch too far into the future for any definite casting or produc-
tion notes to be available, but Paramount's Mr. Ginsberg says
they will be made.

Joan Caufield comes up smiling with the lead in the important
Irving Berlin "Blue Skies," with no less than Crosby and Paul
Draper for cohorts. Miss Caufield was no novice when she got to
Paramount; having scored in the Broadway production of "Kiss
and Tell." She came riding into her contract on the red carpet
and she's gotten ace handling ever since — a gr*t break for a
youngster. •

Hal Wallis' unit, which has already completed three films, has
a busy schedule. Five properties are being worked into screen-
play form: "The Life of Tschaikovsky," "The Crying Sisters,"
The Searching Wind," by Lillian Hellman, "The Perfect Marri-
age," by Samson Raphaelson, and John Farrow's "Dishonorable
Discharge."

Paramount has just signed Dorothy Porter, 18-year-old supper
club star from New York, and will co-star her with Bob Graham
in a Technicolor musical featurette, "A Tafe of Two Cafes "

Hermes Pan has been borrowed from Metro-Goklwyn-Mayer t<

do the dance numbers for Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies."

Henry Ginsberg has just acquired another story property, hi;

fifteenth since the first of the year, in "Golden Earrings," a nove
by British author Yolanda Foldes, which will soon hit the stands

Barbara Stanwyck and Robert Cummings have been set t<

co-star in "The Bride Wore Boots," a Seton I. Miller productioi

which will be directed by Irving Pichel. The picture is schedule<

to go in July. Patric Knowles is also cast.

With the news that Paramount's 1945 schedule will have 1

or 17 features totaling approximately $26,000,000 added to the lis

of 25 features to be done, it seems that Paramount is really hit

ting its stride under Henry Ginsberg. A backlog of 20 completet

features represents a negative cost of almost $35,000,000 on th-

studio's books.

John Farrow, who directed Alan Ladd and William Bendix ii

"China" anl "Two Years Before the Mast," will handle the mega
phone on "Calcutta."

"Incendiary Blonde," the Technicolor Texas Guinan story co

starring Betty Hutton and Arturo de Cordova, is going to be sol<

separately from the Sixth block and will be available for booking
during Paramount Week and thereafter. Two reissues are du«

also: "Northwest Mounted Police," the Technicolor picture star

ring Gary Cooper and Madeline Carroll, and the early Alan Ladi
film, "This Gun For Hire," in which Veronica Lake, Laird Crega
and Preston Foster were featured. We'll bet a hat that the Lad'

film far outgrosses the DeMille special.

Only new starter at the studio has Ray Milland and Teres
Wright (after a year's absence from the screen) working in "To
Good To Be True," a typical Milland comedy. "Blue Dahlia," th

Alan Ladd-Veronica Lake duo, wound up and Miss Lake now goe
into retirement to have her baby. Still going is "Stork Club" wit:

Betty Hutton and Barry Fitzgerald in star roles.

"Blue Skies" will mark Bing Crosby's 35th feature film an
the beginning of his sixteenth year in pictures. Twelve of th

years of his career have been spent on the Paramount lot. Wha
staying power that gent has!

PRC
Only four pictures remain to be completed on this company'

1944-45 schedule and they are all scheduled for June productior

"The Wife of Monte Cristo," a Leon Fromkess production; "Quee
of Burlesque," an Alexander-Stern production; "Corky," with Mai
tin Mooney as associate producer, and "The Flying Serpent,
produced by Sigmund Neufeld.

Only one feature in work this week and that a Buster Crabb
film titled at the moment "No. 8." These Crabbe features ar

made so fast and with so little preparation that even an accurat
chart like FILM BULLETIN'S Production and Release Recor
misses one, now and then. Titles change quickly, since they a
start without them. Story facts are not available until the pictur

is finished. Sometimes we wonder if even the PRC people kno
the current title of a Crabbe film at any given hour during th

day. They are "quickies" in the truest sense.

REPUBLIC
The studio's Tenth Anniversary was marked with the prouj

announcement by Herbert Yates that the organization now
$20,000,000 lined up for new production and $2,000,000 ready
studio expansion.

The studio plans to install its Technicolor equipment durir,

the year at a cost of $180,000 and two color productions are plai

ned. The first of these will be Frank Borzage's "Concerto," froi

an original story by Borden Chase.
A national newspaper and magazine advertising campaign

planned for the duration of the Anniversary period which runs d

July 27. "Flame of the Barbary Coast," designated as the Ann
versary Special, is already benefiting by a large exploitation pr

gram, as well as by favorable notices.

Pointing to the 11 sound stages and 1200 workers which ai

the backbone of Republic today, President Yates reviewed tl

days when Republic was "a hole in the grount out nowhere
(

Stars under contract to the studio at the present time inclut

Constance Moore, John Wayne, Ann Dvorak, Roy Rogers, Ve
Hruba Ralston, Tito Guizar, Wild Bill Elliott, Victor McLagle
Virginia Bruce, Michael O'Shea and many others.

The 1945-46 production schedule is planned as the most at!

bitious to date and as soon as war restrictions are lifted, an adc

tional construction program will be launched.
Frank Borzage, who will produce and direct "Concerto" I

Technicolor, has purchased exclusive five-year rights to all Racj

maninoff music for $25,000. Naturally, only a small part of t

composer's work Will be used, but Borzage wanted no confliii

"Pennies to Burn," a novelette by Rose Simon Kohn, not yl

published, has been purchased by Republic for $30,000. This I

.
high for a story property at this studio and indicates the expa

sion trend that President Yates pointed to in his Anniversa
address is the real thing.
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Following quickly on the heels of "Sunset in El Dorado," now
in work, Roy Rogers has four more musical westerns on his
schedule. They are: "Rainbow Over Texas," "Under Dakota
Skies," "Gay Rancheros" and "Song pf Arizona." Associate Pro-
discer Lou Gray is in charge any! all the stories will be from
original screenplays.

Opening scenes of "Mexicana" (Constance Moore-Tito Guizar),
now in work at the studio under the production and direction
reigns of Al Santell, depicted an exact replica of the famed
Palacio theater in Mexico City complete with 55 foot proscenium
arch, a 90-foot stage and three balconies and an orchestra floor
to seat 800. This is an impressive set on the Republic lot and
again points the way the Republic road is turning.

Only new starter is the first of the five Roy Rogers films,
"Sunset in El Dorado," with the usual cast including Rogers,
Dale Evans, and George "Gabby" Hayes. "Mexicana" continues,
as does "Love, Honor and Goodbye" (Virginia Bruce-Edward
Ashley).

RKO-RADIO
Following the pattern set in most studios these days, RKO

producers are pushing ahead fast on a heavy schedule. Some
twenty producers are at work on 28 features planned for the
sound stages during the next six months. Robert Fellows has
"Lady's Choice," "Rawhide," "Mexican Honeymoon" (Oh, that
Mexican trend! Every studio in town has at least one "Mexican"
tiUe on its list), "Deadlier Than The Male," and "I'm Thinking
of My Darling." Stephen Ames is at work on "The Strange Ad-
ventures of Sinbad." Stephen Laird is preparing "Palace on Main
Street." Executive Producer Jack Gross has "Badmen's Terri-
tory," "Tomorrow Is Here," "Show Business Out West" (the Can-
tor musical), "Growing Pains," "Riverboat Rhythm," "Galveston,"
"Prodigal Women" and "Chamber of Horrors." He will have
associate producers on most of those. Sid Rogell will act as
executive with associate producers on seven other films: "Fabul-
ous Alibi," "The Lie Detector," "Wanderer of the Wasteland" (now
shooting), "Made in Heaven," "The Falcon in Reno," "Master
Minds" and "Manhattan Miracle." Adrian Scott will do "The
Greatest Gift" and William Pereira is at work on an untitled
piece.

Cantiflas, the noted Mexican comedian who had been slated
to make a feature for this company, announced last Tuesday that
he had cancelled his RKO pact because of changes the studio had
made in the script. He termed RKO's approach to the scenario
"typical Hollywood-made Spanishification."

|

It is rumored about the lot that the pending McCarey-Capra-
Briskin merger for independent production may decide to release
its product through RKO, though United Artists is also trying to
tie the deaL It was said that if McCarey goes in, his association
with RKO might be a determining factor. This unit would defi-
nitely constitute one of the finest production organizations in
Hollywood.

RKO is venturing into Broadway theatrical fields again,
financing in collaboration with Broadway producers. Jed Harris
will produce and direct a musical version of "The Play's The
Thing," Charles Casanave will do a new version of "Irene" to be
icalled "Alice Blue Gown," and Oscar Serlin is at work on a musi-
cal version of "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow." It is the opinion
of studio executives that Broadway production of these properties,
prior to filming or re-filming, enhances their popularity and at-
tracts more important players to the screen casts. A case in
point is "I Remember Mama," which RKO financed at the rate of
52,500 weekly up to a ceiling of $150,000 in return for film rights.
It was also stated that the studio would partially finance the Max
Gordon production of "Anything Can Happen," but this was
ienied by the producer even though the film company does own

I
he film rights.

RKO's budget for next season is set at $22,000,000 for 40
eature pictures.

The deal which Burgess Meredith and Paulette Goddard tried
0 work out with RKO, to produce "The Diary of a Chamber-
maid," in which they will co-star, did not work out because of
Usagreement on the script. Meredith and Goddard are taking
heir property to Ben Borgeaus who plans immediate production
vith release through United Artists. Jean Renoir will direct.
Meredith will act as producer as well as co-star.

RKO has purchased from Russian writer David Tutaeff, the
«reen rights to his story, "Die Gently, Stranger." This is re-
putedly the first script bought for Hollywood filming from a Rus-
sian author since tho beginning of the war.

!

Two new starters this week, five pictures scoring and nine in
jutting gives the lot a busy schedule. New starters are: "Wan-
1

erer of The Wasteland" (James Warren-Audrey Long) and "Dick
.racy" (Morgan Conway-Ann Jeffreys). Being scored are:
George White's Scandals," "The Spanish Main," "Ding Dong
Williams," "The Falcon in San Francisco" and "First Man Into
"okyo." Editing are: "Johnny Angel," "Scandals," "Papa Loves
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Mama," "The First Man Into Tokyo," "The Spanish Main," "The
Falcon in San Francisco," "The Most Dangerous Game" (due for

a title change), "The Passionate Ghost" (ditto) and "Radio Stars
on Parade."

"The House I Live In," in which Frank Sinatra will continue
his campaign for tolerance, is going to be filmed under the direc-

tion of Mervyn LeRoy with Frank Ross as producer. All profits

from the film are to be turned over to a juvenile charity fund.

Edward Small has scheduled "Getting Gertie's Garter" (that's

an oldie!) for a June 15 start. Allan Dwan will direct. Dennis
O'Keefe will star.

INTERNATIONAL
With the winding up of "Tomorrow Is Forever" (Colbert-

Erent-Welies), this studio goes on temporary and partial layoff

in the hope that the strike will be settled before they are sched-
uled to start their next film. The picture, which is this studio's

first straight dramatic story, has exceeded the $2,000,000 mark on
negative cost.

"Pygmalion Jones," by Dorothy Kilgallen, has been purchased
by the studio and will be filmed probably as the next International
vehicle (sometime in July) under the title of "It Had To Be You."
After that the next Sonja Henie picture, "Countess of Monte
Cristo," is scheduled.

GOLDWYN
Nothing in work or ready to go on this lot which, like all In-

dependents, is feeling the pressure of the labor situation.

20Hi CENTURY-FOX
"These Two Hands," a novel by Father E. J. Edwards, a

Catholic missionary who spent ten years in the Philippines and
China, has been purchased by the studio for early production.
This purchase of still another Catholic religious story for filming
recalls the blast which appeared recently in a magazine published
by a fraternal order. The piece held forth on the constant and
continuous glorification of the Catholic Church by such films as
"Going My Way," "Keys of the Kingdom" and "Song of Berna-
dette." "What," queried the article, "is it that makes only the
Catholic Church worthy of such picturization?" It also cried out
against the censorship power given the Catholic Church by way
of the Legion of Decency.

We doubt that the series of pictures dealing With the Catholic
Church is a pre-planned development. It seems, rather, typical of
Hollywood's policy of following trends that develop when one
picture of a particular theme catches the public approval. Cer-
tainly, in glorifying men and women of the Catholic Church, the
pictures are indirectly dignifying and reflecting grace on all faiths.

These films have preached only for faith — not bothering to

designate what denomination that faith should fall into. Why
the Catholic Church? Perhaps part of the reason is that in the
color and pomp of the ritual and garb of that Church there is

more effective material than in the more restrained ceremonies
of other religions.

The only prerequisite for any film is that it be well done,
honest and believable. As long as the studios fulfill this require-
ment — regardless of subject matter — they should have no
criticism heaped on them and surely no one should wave red
herrings born of bigotry and fear.

George Cukor has been signed to direct "The Razor's Edge,"
Somerset Maugham's best-selling novel which will get top pro-
duction handling under the personal supervision of Darryl F.

Zanuck. Incidentally, here's a story dealing with the metaphysi-
cal that has nothing to do with the Catholic Church!

Burl Ives, famed for his singing of western ballads, has been
signed to a long-term contract at 20th. He will co-star in

"Smoky," set for almost immediate starting. Ives is currently
appearing in the legitimate production, "Sing Out, Sweet Land."

Twentieth is keeping its usual pace, despite strike conditions,
with six major productions in work. "Enchanted Voyage" (John
Payne-June Haver), a Technicolor picture, "Fallen Angel" (Alice
Faye-Dana Andrews), "Kitten on the Keys" (Maureen O'Hara-
Dick Haymes) Technicolor, "Now It Can Be Told" (William
Eythe-Signe Hasso), and "Leave Her To Heaven" (Gene Tierney-
Cornel Wilde), also a Technicolor production, all continue in

work. New starter is a Miystery play called "The Spider" (Robert
Conte-Faye Marlowe).

UNITED ARTISTS
United Artists Corporation has resigned from the Hays or-

ganization, the reason given being that since most of the in-
dependent producers releasing through UA are members of the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, it seemed logi-
cal that the corporation known as the United Artists Productions
should also affiliate with SIMPP. Coincidentally, nine indepen-
dent producers have announced their affiliation with SIMPP. They
are: International Pictures, Inc. (releasing through RKO), Jesse

(Continued from Page 32)
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are en 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

COLUMBIA
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(43)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (42)

Completed (12)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SOME CALL IT LOVE
Comedy—Started May 8
Cast: Rosalind Russell, Lee Bowman, Adele Jergens, Lewis

Russell.
Director: Alexander Hall Producer: Virginia Van Upp
Story: Woman psychiatrist refuses to admit to herself her love for comic

cartoonist.

POWDEIJ RIVER
Western—Started May 17
Cast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette.
Director: Ray Nazarro Producer: Colbert Clark
Story: When sheriff is unable to stop crime wave his young son sends for

Durango Kid.

THE KANSAN (T)
Western—Started May 22
Cast: Evelyn Keyes, Willard Parker, Larry Parks, Edgar Buch-

anan, Jim Bannon, Forrest Tucker.
Director: George Sherman Producer: Michel Kraike
Story: A western doctor finds a gun as helpful as a medicine bag in aiding

his patients. He helps rout local outlaw and wins the girl the out-
law wanted for himseJf.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Baaala* Tint ^ 0cUJb M „, ,„

EN PRODUCTION
tatoajb Past MacMurray-Chapman 5-14

Susseil-Bowman ...5-28Semi Call It Love.

iy-i+45
liamnt of Sherwood Forest (T) Wilde-Louise
mack Arrow (Serial, Soott-Jergens
Blonde From Brooklyn Ilaymes- Merrick ..
Blazing the Western Trail Starrett- Matthews

Details under title: Raiders of Quanti Basin
Boston ElarJiie Booked on Suspicion Morris-Merrick
Boston Blackle Booked cn Suspicion (67) . .Morris-Foeh

Details under title: Surprise In the Night
Balii ^rea Blaiing Slarrett-Harding ..

retails under title: Texas Rides
Brenda Starr, reporter Woodbury-Richmond
Counterattack (89) Muni-Chapman ...
Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett- A thesis

Crime Doctor's Cou.-age (70) Baxter-Brooke
Details under title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)

Cyeluna PraJrle Rangers Starrett-Worth ...
Dancing In Manhattan (60) tfrady-Donnell . . .

Eadie Was i Lady (67) Miller
Escape In the Fog Wright-Foch
Eve Knew Htr Apples (64) Miller-Wnght
I Love a Bandleader Harris-Brooks .

Gay Smer la 8annon-Cochran
Gay. A Gal and A Pal. A Merrick-Honter
Fighting Guardsman, The Lodcr-Louise
I Love A Mystery Bannon-Foch .

T»» Temple-Abel ..

.6-26... 5-17... 6207.

10-2... 1-26... 6140.
..9-4... 4-26
.6-14.. .9-21. . .6201.
11-13... 2-27... 6017

.4-16

.4-16

Lawless Empire
. Starr«:t-Law

Lcsve It to Blondie Singleton. Lake
'

Let's Go Steady Parrish-Moran
Mark of The Whistler. The (61) Dlx-Carter

Detail! unde.- liile: Uirre-m Account
Meet Miss Bobby Seel, (68) Crosby- Merrick
Missing Juror, The (66) Carlef-Banoo

Details mdfr tk"lf: Tomorrow You Oil
Monster and Th<i Are. The (S-rial) . . . Lowery- Mathews
Outlaws of the Rockies Starrett-Hardlng5 21 Dunne-Knox ..
?o»der Rivw Starrctt-Burnct'.e
Power of The WhWIer. The Dlx-Carter
Rollers o! the Badlands Starrttt-BIItt

Details under title: Renegade Roundup
Betum of Dcranga Kid Starrett-Stevens
Rhythn Round-Uu Curtis-Walker . .

RoekJn' In the Rubles Hughes-Kirby ..
ftoegh Rldln' Jurtlte Starrett-Batej .

Rough. Tough and Ready (66) Morris-Rogers .

Details under title: Men of the Oerp
Tint? Donaldson-Nagel
Saddle leather Starrutt-Athen .

RagrhTush Htroot til) ! tarrett- Worth
S«rg.»nt Mlbu (60) Parks-Bates
Slndowi In the HiuM (G7> Baxter-Foe*.

. .7-26.

. .8-21.
,

...9-4.

.12-25.

.

. .7-24.

. .5-14.

. .4-30.

.11-27. .

.12-11.

.11-13.

...2-5.

.10-16.
.11-13.

.10-16.

.12-25.

,

.11-9.
12-28
.1-18.
..4-5.

. .4-12.

.
.3-6.

.5-24.

.1-25.

.2-22.

..1-4.
11-2.

Detail, under

Sht''

CrlKt Doctor', Rmderraui
'> Fraree-Parbi

tnder title: H-lln. Mom
Song of Texas I ane-Toiulln

S-re'tiea-t

. .2-19.
. .4-30.

. .1-22.
. .5-28.

.12-25..
. .7-24.

.6-12..

...3-5..

.12-11.

.

. .4-17.
.11-27.

. .4-30.

.8-21.

.9-18.

.6202.

.6038.
.6014.
•6037.

. 6016

.

.6019.

.

.6039.

.

.6022.

.

.6040.

.6160.

.4-17.

.

.3-15.
.3-22.

.12-21.
. .2-1.

.11-9.

.10-19.

. .12-7.

. . .2-8.

6222.

.

.6205.
.6018.

6204.
.6033.
.6021.

6032.

.6221.

Sono tn Remember. A (T) (113) Munl-Oberon . . .

Details under title: At Bight We Dream
Strange Affair, A (78) Joslyn- Keyes ...
Tahiti Nights (63) O'Brien-Matthews

Details under title: Song of Tahiti
T«n Cents A Dance Frazee-Lloyd

Texas Panhandle Starrett-Parks . .

Thousand and One Nights, A Wilde-Keyes

Together Again (100) Ounne-Boyer . .

.

Details under title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair .

Unwritten Code, The (61) Neal-Savage ...

Details under title: The Unknown
Youth on Trial Collins-Reed . .

.

Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

.12-13... 3-1

.1-22.

.

. .5-14.

11-13..
. .7-24.

. . .2-5

...1-8

. 12-11

. . .2-5

.10-30... 1-11... 6041.

M E T RO - C O LDW Y N - M A Y E R
1944-45 Features Completed (42) In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THIS STRANGE ADVENTURE
Comedy—Started May 21
Cast: Clark Gable, Greer Garson, Joan Blondell, Thomas Mit-

chell, John Qualen, Larry Burke, Esther Howard.
Director: Victor Fleming Producer: Sam Zimbalist
Story: A hardboiled Boatswain's mate and his crew rescued from a raft

forget their resolutions to live model lives. Love from a librarian
fixes the Boatswain on course again.

A LETTER FOR EVTE
Comedy—Started May 28
Cast: Marsha Hunt, John Carroll, Hume Cronyn, Pamela Britton.

Director: Jules Dassin Producer: William H. Wright
Story: A girl working in a shirt factory slips a note into one of the pocketf

of a GI shirt she finishes and romance results.

RELEASE CHART
Title— Binning Tlaw Cast Detail. 1*1. »» Ir

IN PRODUCTION
For Better For Worse Walker-Allyson 4-2
Harvey Girls, The (T) Garianit-Hcdiak 1-22
She Went to the Races Craig-Gifford 5-28
They Were Expendable Montgomery-Wayne ...3-5

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. NINE
American Romance, An (T) (151) Donlevy-Rieharas . . .4-19. .11-44 510... 7-1

Details (ate title: America

Barbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes 3-6. . .9-44 502.... 8-

Details under title: Gold Town
Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dietrlch 9-6. .10-44 506. ...9-

Lost In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello 4-3. .12-44 509....

9

Maisie Goes To Reno (90) Sothern-llodiak 4-3... 9-44 504... 8-2

Marriage Is a Private Affair (115) Turner-Hodlak ... 11-29 .. 10-44 505... 8-2

Mrs. Parklngton (124) Garson-Pldgeon 3-20.. 11-44 507... 9-1

Naughty Marietta (80) MacDonald-Eddy . Reissue. . 11-44 508
The Seventh Crass (111) Traey-Hasso 12-13... 9-44 501... 7 2

Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh Reissue. . .9-44 503

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor 8-21. . .2-45 516 . 11-2

Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy 6-26. . .3-45 519 .
12-1

Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal 9-4... 1-45 514.. 120
Details under title: Telltale Hands

Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy 515... 1-45 513. .11-2

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-Johnson .8 -21... 3-45 518.. 12-2

This Man's Nary (100) Beery-Gleason 5-28 . . . 2-45 517 .... 1

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Torner-Petors 9-4... 3-45 520... 2-1

Music for Millions (120) D'Brien-ltorbl 5-29. . .2-45 515 . 12 ;

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock, The (94) Garland-Walker 8-21... 5-45 524... 4

Gentle Annie (80) Craig-Reed 8-21... 5-45 523.
Without Love (111) Tracy-Hepburn ... 10-31 ... 5-45 522.
Son of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchester 5-29... 6-45 526.

Details under title: Women's Army
Picture of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders-Hatfield 3-6... 6-45 525.

SPECIAL
Meet Mo In St. Louis (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien . .12-13. . .1-45. .. .512.

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor 2-7... 4-45 521.

Details under title: The Home Front

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Traey-Thaxter 2-21... 1-45 511. ..11'

Valley of Decision (111) Garson- Pec* 9-18... 6-45 *•

NOT DESIGNATED
Abbott and Costello In Hollywood A. & C 4-30
Anchors Awelgk (T> Kelly-Sinatra 6-26
Bewitched .Thaxter-Danlels ...11-27

Details under title: Alter Ego
Dangerous Partners Cralg-Hasst 3-5 ,

Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson 2-19
Her Highness and the Bellboy Lanarr-Walkar ...12-25
Hidden Eye. The Arnold-Rafferty ...12-11

FILM BULLB



Hold High the Tore* (T) E. Taylor-Lassie ...9-18

Our Vines Havi Tinder Grapes O'Br leo-Roblnson .10-16
Perfect Stringers Donat-Kerr Foreign

Thrill of a Romance (T) (105) Wilde-Craii 12-11

Twice Blessed (77) Wllde-Cralg 12-11

Weekend at the Waldorf Timer-Johnson . . .
11-27

Yolanda and the Thief (T) Astalri-Bremer 1-22

Iloffild Follies <T> AJtalre-Ball 3-1

M ON OCR A

M

1M4-45 Features
Westerns

(34)

(12)

Completed (24)

Completed (11)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SONG OF THE BORDER
Details in issue of May 14.

Story: Cisco Kid rescues ranchers from bandit burning and pillaging of

their land. He restores land deed to rightful owners.

THE SHANGHAI COBRA
Mystery—Started May 25

i
Cast: Sidney Toler, Benson Feng, Mantan Moreland, Joan Bar-

clay, Walter Fenner, James Cardwell.
Director: Phil Karlson Producer: James S. Burkett

i Story: Chan solves series of cobra murders and saves $1,000,000 radium
deposits.

RELEASE CHART
• Cast

1944-45
Adventures of Kitty ODay (62) Parker- Cookson

Details ender title: Kitty o Con es Thrown
Alaska (76) Taylor-Lindsay
Army Wives (67) Ramkeao-Knox
Bowery Champs (62) East Side Kids

Details inner title: Mo... Meets a Deadline
China's Little Devils Carey-Kelly ..

The Cisco Kid Comes Throigb Benaldo-L.ne .

Details indor title: Case ot the Missing Medico
Cone Out Fighting East Side Kids
Caiy Knights (63) . Gilbert- Howard
Dlllinger (77) L. Tierney ...
Diwee Francis-Cabot .

Docks of New York (62) Gorcey-Hall
Details under title: Murder in the Famli]

Enemy of Women (So) Woods-Dell . .

Fashion Model (61) Weaver-Low*ry
Details inder title: The Model Murder

Flame of the West (71) Brown-Hatton .

Details index title: Filming frontiers

Ghost Gens (60) Brown-Hatton
Details under title: Ghcst of Indian Spring.

Forever Yoirs (83) Storm-Smith
Details under title: They Shall Have Faith

G. I. Honeymoon (70) Storm -Cookson
Gun Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton .

In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon
Hugos Rides Again East Side Kids

Details under title: Ccunty Fair

lade Mask, The (66) Toler- Manton .

Details under title: Mystify Mansion
Miin Street Girl Merrick-Lowery

Nivajo Trails <i6) Brown-Holt

Details inder title: The Texas Terror

Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White

Details inder title: Cowboy Serenade

Scarlet Clue, The (65) Toler-Manton .

Details inder title: Radio Mystery

Shadow of Suspicion (68) Weavcr-Cookson

Details under title: Baby Shoes

Song of the Border Renaldo-Armida

Song of the Range (55) Wakely-Moore .

Details inder title: Sadrfl. Pals

Stranger from Santi Fe (56) Brown-Hatton

Springtime in Texas (55) Wakley-White .

Sinbonnet Sue Segan-Stor.ii . .

There Goes Kelly (61) Moran-McKay .

Details under title: Make Way fer Kelly

Trouble Chasers Cilbcrt-Howard

Details inder title. Here Comes Trouble

A Wave. A Wac, A Marine (70) Eilers-Yomgman

When Strangers Marry (67) H inter -Jigger

Details inder title: I Married • Scanner

Details lol. fee. Bot.

....5-1.. 12-22...

....8-7... 1-12...
6-12. .12-29. . ..... .11-27

....7-10... 5-12...

....8-21... 12-8...
...10-16.... 4-6..

....3-5.... 6-1...

...1-22.... 3-9...

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.3-19

11-10...
..12-11 3-2...

....2-19... 5-26...

8-7. . .1-26. . 1-22

. . .9-18. . .2-16. .

.

....8-21... 5-19 .

2-5 fi-8

....4-16

. . .4-30

. .9-18.

. . .6-26. .12-15 ....10-30

...5-28.
. . .9-18.

. .1-22.

. . .4-2.

...5-14.

.6-15

.11-27. '.2-it7^!'.!

. .3-19.

..5-17. .11-3
...5-29.. 11-24

PARA MOUNT
15)44-45 Features Completed (43) In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE
Comedy—Started May 28
Cast: Ray Milland, Teresa Wright, Brian Donlevy.
Director: Sidney Lanfield Producer: Harry Tugend
Story: Psychology Professor learns about women from Female Reporter and

a libel suit ends in love.

RELEASE CHART
Title— (tinning Tim Cast Details tea. No. too.

IN PRODUCTION
Stork Club Hotton-Fitzgerald . .4-30

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dirt Mountain (57) Lowery-Drew 4-17 4405 9-1
Rational Barn Daoce (76) Brown-Heather ...11-29 4403 9-4
•ir Hearts Were Young and Gay (81) . . . lynn-Rossell 9-6 4404 9-4

Rainbow Island (T) (93) Aamoir-Silllvan . .

Till Wi Meet Agala (88) Mllland-Brltton ...

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Yoong
Frenchman's Crock (T) (110) Fontaine- DeCordova

Mao la Half Moon Street (92) Asthw-Walkor
Ministry of Fear (84) Mllland-Reynolds

One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly .....

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper- Bergman ..

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery- Brooks ...

Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly

Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hittan ...

Practically Yoiri (90) Coliert-MieMirray

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Uke-Tifls
High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks ...

Details inder title: The High Man
Salty O'Roirke (100) Ladd-Rissell

Unseen, The (81) MeCrea-Rissell ...

Details inder title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Lamoir-Cordova •

Affairs of Sosan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent ...

Murder, He Says (92) MaeMurray-Maln
Seared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage

BLOCK NO. SIX
One Exciting Night Gargan-Savage .

Details inder title: Hard to Handle
Out of Thl« World Bracken-Lynn

You Camo Along Cummings-Seott

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blood* (T) Hilton -Cordova ...

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Cooper-Carroll ...

Northwest Mounted Police (128) Coo per -Carrol I

This Gon For Hire (81) Ladd-Lake

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia, The Ladd-Lake
Cross My Heart Hilton-Tifts

Details onder title: Too Good To Be True
Duffy's ravern Gardner-Reynolds .

Follow That Woman Gargan-Kelly ....
Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lake . .

.

Details inder title: Good Intentions

Kitty Goddard-Milland .

Lost Weekend, The Mllland-Wyman ..

Love Letters Jones-Cotten ....
Masquerade In Mexico Lamoer-Cordova ..

Miss Susie Slagle's Tufts-Lake

Our Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Rissell

People Are Finny Haley-Walker ....
Rhythm tanek H aley-H ill lard ...
Road to Utopia, The Cresby-Hope-Lamoar
Two Yean Before the Halt Ladd-Denlory ...
Virginian, Tho MeCrea-Brltton .

.

Weil-Groomed Bride, Tho Milland-deHavllland

12-27
5-31
.11-1.
.7-26.
.1-10.

.7-13.

.8-21.

.7-10.
.5-15.

. .2-7.

11-27

12-25 . . 7-27.

. .4401. .. .9-4

. .4402. ...»-4

. .4406. .10-30

4408. . . 10-2

.
.4407. . 10-30

4410. .
10-30

. .4409. . 10-30

. .4413. . .7-20

. .4412. .12-25

..4415. .12-25

!'.4414! ! 12-25

. .3-5

. .4419. !.'.3-5

. .4418. .3-5

. .4417. . . .3-5

. .4424. . .4-16

4421. ...4-2
.4-16

. .4423. . .4-16

.4427

11-15. . .8-31. . .4431.

.8-26.

.8-26.

.4433.

.4434!

.10-2.

.2-19.

12-11.

.6-12.
10-31.
10-31

.

. .1-8.

.9-18.

..3-5.

.11-1.
12-13.
.5-1.
11-13.
2-19.

1944-45 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

PRC
Completed (27) In Production (0)

Completed (15) In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
FLYING BULLETS
Western—Started May 14
Cast: Tex Ritter, Dave O'Brien, Patricia Knox.
Director: Harry Fraser Producer: Arthur A'exander
Story: Two Indian Guides accused of murder are cleared by the work of

the Rangers.

UNTITLED BUSTER CRABBE FEATURE No. 8
Western—Started June 1
Cast: Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Kay Hughes, Stan Jolley.
Director: Sam Newfleld Producer: Sig Naufeld
Story: Not available. See next issue.

STAGECOACH OUTLAWS (CRABBE No. 6)
Western—Started May 10
Cast: Buster Crabbe, Patricia Knox, Al St. John.
Director: Sam Newfleld Producer: Sig Neufeld
Story: Cowboy saves daughter of Stagecoach Line owner from outlaws.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Ranalnt Tim Cast Details ltd. H, Ut
COMPLETED

1944-45
Arson Sqiad Albertson-Armslrong 4-30.. .

Apology for Morder Savage-Beaumont 3-5.
Blieheard (70)

. . Carradine-Parker . . . 6-12. . ll-lO.'.'.'.'sbe. . .11-5
Castle of Crimes (60) Kent-Churchill ..Foreign 12-22 513 2-5
Clib Havana .Lindsay-Heal .. 5-28

"

"
Checkmate Fraser-Gillern 5-28
White Pongo Fraser-Wrlxon 4-16;.'.'.'.'.'

Crime, Inc. (75) Neal-Tilton 11-13. . 4-15 . 502 ' 3-li
Dangerous Introder, Tho Arnt-Bora 4-16

Details onder title: The Introder

Dead or Alive Rittor-O Brlen .. .10-31. .12 29. .. .552
Dixie Jaraboreo (71) Langford-Talbot ... .2-7. . .8-15. . 505... 7-24

Details inder title: Dixie Steam Boat
Enchanted Forest (Cineeolor) Lowe-Joy:: 1-22
Fog Island Arwil|. Douglas . . .U-U.V.ieVii"

'.

'.50$'.
Flying Bullets Ritter-Knox 6-11
Frontier Fugitives O'Brien-Ritter 5-14

Details inder title: Ride, Ranger. Rida

The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John ... 1-22. . .6-14
Gangsters of the Frontier (56) Rltter-O'Brlen 9-21 551

'

11-13
Great Mike. The (73) Erwin-Henry 7-24. .11-15. -. .511. .10-30

Details inder title: At tho Post
"
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His Brother's Ghost
iiollywoot) and Vino (58) . .

I'm From Arkansas (68)..
I Accuse My Parents (68) . .

The Kid Sister

.

. Crabbc-St. John .

.
[..iiion-MOKay . .

.Adrian-Sommervilla

.Hushes- Meeker . .

.Pryor-Clark

. . .8-7

10-31.
Lady Confesses. The (64) Hughes-Beaumont

Details under title: Undercover Giri
Man Who Walked Alone, The (73) O'Bricn-Aldrich ...10-16..

Details under title: You Can't Stop Romai e

Marked tor Murder O'Brien-flitter

Misiing Corpie (62) Bromherg-Jenks 2-5...
Details under title: Stranger In the Family

Oath of Vengeance (51!) Crahhe-St. John
(he Phantom nf .J2nd Street O'Bricn-Aldrich .

Ilogues Gallery (60) Jer.ks-Warncr ...
Spell of Amy Nugent, The (63) Farr-Lindsay

Shadows of Death Crabbc-Knox . . .

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Silver Fleet. The (77) Richardson-Witlrrs

Song of Old Wyoming Dean-Padden ...

Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John .

StrangB Illusion (83) Eilers-Lydon

Swing Hostess (76) Tilton-Collins . .

Three in the Saddle Bitter-O'Brien 4 16.

Town Went Wild, The (77) uartholomew-Horton .8-7

Whispering Skulls Bitter-O'Brien

Why Girls Leavo Heme Lane-Leonard ..3-5

Wild Hone Phantom Crabbe-St. John ...8-21.
Details inder title: Phantom nf WP« Vallej

10-31.

.

..11-4.
..2-6..

. .5-16.

.010.
.512.
.516.

. 507 .

.534.

.1-22.

.5-14.

11-27.
.10-2.

.6-12.

.12-9.

. .5-2.

.

.12-6.
.2-10.

.6-15.

.4-19.

.

.
.3-31.

. . .9-8.

. 6-2 J . .

.12-15.
12-29.

.1-22

.5-23

.2-19

.1-22

.'.i'-s

10-26.

REP UP L|C
Features
Westerns
Serials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (41)

Completed (27)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SUNSET IN EL DORADO
Western—Started June 1
Cast: Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, George "Gabby" Hayes, Roy Bar-

croft, Tom London, Margaret DuMont, Sons of the
Pioneers.

Director: Frank McDonald Assoc. Producer: Lou Gray
Story: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
Title— rtnnnlne Time

IN PRODUCTION
Love, Honor and Goodbye
Mexicana

COMPLETED

to Brooklyn,Angel Comes
Details under title: New Faces of 1S45

Atlantic City (86) Moore-Taylor 515..
Sporting Chance Randolph-O'Malley .12-11..

Details under title: Behind the Ships
Bandit of Badlands Rogers-Evans 2-5..
Bells of Rosarita (68) ' Rogers-Evans 2-5..
Big Bonanza (68) Arlcn-Frazee 9-4..
Big Show-Off (70) Lake-Evans 9-4..

Details under title: Next Comes Love
sordertown Trilli Carson-Burnette
8razll (91) Broce-Gulzar .

California Gold Rush Elliott-Fleming
Cheaters, The Schildkraut-Burt

Details onder title: The Magnificent Mr. M
tteyenne Wildcat (Hott-Fleming
Chicago Kid (68) Sarry- Roberts
Code of the Prairie Burnette-Carson
Colorado Pioneers Elliott-Fleming
Corpus Chrlstl Bandits Lano-Talbot
Desperadoes of Dakota Elliot-Fleming 2-5

9-15.

6-19,

.327. . .8-21

.442... 5-28

.5-15. .

.

.6-26. .

.4-30. .

.2-19..

.6-12. . .

. .10-2.

.6-26. . .

.3-19.

.

9-30. .

. .6-29.
10-6.

.

3314.
. .417.
.452.

.O'Kecfe-Moore

. Norrls-Storey

.8-21..

. .1-22. .

. .2-5. .

.7-24. .

12-25..

Farl Carroll's Vanities (89)
End of the Road (51)

Details onder title: Man of Mystery
Faces In the Fog (71) Withers-Kelly ...
Fatal Witness .Ankers-Fraser . .

Federal Operator No. 99 lamont-Talbot

Flame of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak ...

Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Baehelor
Girls of the Big House Roberts- Powers

Git Along Little Dogies Autry-Bornette

Great Flamarlon. The (78) vonStroheim-Hughes
The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming ..
Grlssly's Millions (72) Grey-Kelly

Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Pcarce-Evans
lealoesy Morley-Asthcr . .

Identity Unknown (71) Hrlen-Walker . . .

Details inder title: Johnny March
lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor

Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming

Man From Oklahoma, The Rogers-Evans ...
Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirltng-Balley ..

Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake ...
Marshal of Reno Elllott-Heyei . . .

My Kiddy (69) Barry-Roberte

Phantom Speaks, Tho (68) Arlen-Roberts

Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterllng-Moore . .

Red River Valley Aotry-Bnrnette . .

Return At Dawn Terry-Roberts

Road To Aleatnz Lowery-Storey
Rionh Riders of Cheyenne Carson-Stewart
Slivr City KM leoe-Stewt ....

Retells onder title: Red Cetch Renegades
Son Antonio Khf Elliott-Bloke 5-29..
Si*', Fo SaddlematM Carson-Stlrllng ...2-19..
Scnlhnd Yard Investigator VonStrohelm-Baehelor 219.
Sheriff of Clmarroi Cerson-Stlrllng ...12-25.
Sheriff of Los Vegas Elllott-Bloko 7-24.
Sheriff of Sundown Lane-Stewart 5-29..
Sing, Neighbor. Slog (70) Terry-Brown 4-17.

. Reissue. 10-15. .3307.
10-16. .3-30. . .412. .2-19

. .9-18. .2-15. . .3317.

. . .9-18. .1-16. . .409. .1-22

. .9-18. .7-19. . .419. .5-14

. . 11-27

.

. 11-27

.

W'4-V.' 7.414.' .4-16

...8-21. .12-23. . .406. ..1-8
.12-11.

.3-19.
.10-16.

,

. . .3-5.

..3-6. .

. .6 26.

.10-31.

. .4-30.

Reissue.

..1-22.

...1-8.

. .5-14.

..4-17.

.3-18 482.

.7-2.

in-12.
.5-10.

,3312
. .403. .10-16
. .433. . .5-14

.2-28.

12-31.
.11-7.
.8-12.

.3316
.463

. .101 9-4

Song for Miss Julie, A (69).

sUgucoach to Monterey

Details onder title: Marshal

Steppin' In Society

Swingin' on a Rainbow

Tell It To A Star

three's A Crowd

Thoroughbreds

Tiger Woman, Tho
Topeka Terror

Tugboat Annie's Son

Oregon Trail

tl'ah (78)

Vampire's Ghost (59)

W"on Wheels Westward

Web, The
form's Black Whip (Serial) .

. . Horton-Georgo

. .Taylor-Frazoe

.
.Livingston-Terry

. .Michael-Gordon

. Neal-Mara

.
.Hichmond-Mara

. .Mian Lane . . .

. Darwell-Kennedy

.
.Carson-Stewart

.
.Rogers-Evans . .

, . . ivbbott-Stcwr.rt

..Elliott-Fleming

. . .Kelly-Loder . . .

. . .Lewis-Stirling .

.10-16... 2-19..

..4-17... 9-15..

.10-16. . .7-29.

.11-13

.12-25
.11-27. . .5-23.

. . .9-4.. 12-23.

..3-19
..10-2... 1-26.,

.12-25

. . .4-2

.12-11. ..3-21.

.10-16... 5-10.

. .4-16

. .4-30
..8-21.. 12-16.

RKO-RADIO
1944-45 Features Completed (44) In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCT50MS
WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND
Western—Started May 28

Cast: James Warren, Audrey Long, Richard Martin, Robert

Director^Edward Killy Producer: Herman Schlom

Ptory: Boy traces murdeivr of his parents through the west.

DICK TRACY
Detective Story—Started June 1

Cast: Morgan Conway, Ann Jeffreys, Mike Mazurki, Mickey

Kyhn, Edmund Glover, Jane Greer.

Director: William Berke Producer: Herman Schlom

Story: Based on comic strip of the same name.

RELEASE CHART
Title—RinnlM Time Cost

IN PRODUCTION
Dendlino at Dawn Hayward-Wiiliams

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Going To Town (69) Lum 'n Abner .

.

Master Race (96) Esmond- Masscn ..

My Pal, Wolf (75) Moffctt-Esmond .

.

Details onder title: Pumpkin Shell

None Bat the Lonely Heart (113) 6rant-Wyatt

Tall In the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines . .

.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent ..

Falcon in Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale . .

.

Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley .

Details under title: Farewell My Lovoly

Girl Rush, The (65) Langford-Brown

Nevada (61) Mltchum-Gates .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From tho East (82) Tracy-Kelly

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley .....

Details under title: Come Share My Love

Enchanted Cottage, Tho (92) Young-McGuire .

Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis ..

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, Tho (78) Karloff-Lugosi ..

China Sky (77) Scott-Drew

Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Weissmuller-Joyco

Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young

Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney .

.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ahn

Details nndtr title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler, The (67) Loder-Duprez . .

George White's Scandals Davis-Haley

Details under title: Follow Your Heart

Two O'clock Courage (66) Conway-Rutherford

West of Tho Pecos (66) Mitchum-Hale .

SPECIALS
Belle of the Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Loe

Casanova Brown (93) Conner-Wright

It's a Pleasure (T) (90) Henle-O'Shea ..

Princess and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo

Three Caballeros (T) (71).. Cartoon Featrro

Woman in the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett

Details under title: Once Off Guard

Wonder Man, The (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo

NOT DFJ3IGNATKD
tlong Came Jwes (International) Cooper-Young

Bills of St. Mary's, Tho Crosby-Bergman .

Falcon In San Francisco, The Conway-Corday

Ding Dong Williams Vcrnon-McGuIro .

First Man Into Tokyo Neal-Hale

Johnny Angel Raft-Trevor

Mama Loves Papa Errol-Risdon ...

Most Dangerous Game, Tho Lodcr-Long ....

Passionate Ghost B'Brlen-Orew

Details onder title: Man Alive

Radio Stars on Parade Brown-Carney

Sing Your Way Home Haley-Jeffries

Spanish Main. Tho (T) Henreid-O'Hnra .

Tomorrow Is Forever Colbert-Welles . .

UHt/U Del. Roe.

..515 ..504. .10-2

..5-29... ..502. .10-2

..5-29 ..505. .10-2

...3-6 ...501. .10-2

.10-2

...7-24 ...510. .12-11

. . .7.24 ...507. .12-11

...5-29 ...508. .12-11

...6-12 ...506. .10-30

. . .7-24 ...509. .12-11

. . .7-24 ...514. ..2-19
..2-5

515. ..2-19

....5-1 . . .513. . .2-19

. . .8-21 ...512. ..2-19

. .11-13 ...517. ...3-5

....9-4 ...519. . .4-30

. 518. .4-30

. . .1-22 . . .520. . .4-30

. . .9-18 ...516. ..4-30

11-13.

. .7-10.

..4-3.
.2-21.

,

.8-21.

.5-15.

.12-11

...8-1

...3-5

.10-16

.12-25

. 10-16

..4-J0

.11-27.

. . .3-5.

. .2-19.

.4-16.
.12-11.
.11-27.

2 0th CENTU R Y : FOX
1944-45 Features Completed (37) In Production (6)

FILM BULLETIN



NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE SPIDER
Mystery—Started June 1

Cast: Robert Conte, Faye Marlowe, Martin Koslcck, Harry bcj-

mour, Charles Tannen.
Director: Robert Webb Producer: Ben Silvey

ludovlllc act gel involved to add up to
Story: Murder Manic

RELEASE CHART
CastTttta—RlDDlni TIM

IN PRODDOTION
Enchanted Voyage (T) ..Payne-Haver

Fallen Angel Faye-Andrcws

Kitten on the Keys (T) O'Hara-Haymes

Leave Her To Heaven (T) Tierney-Wilde

Now It Can Be Told Eythe-Hasso

COMPLETED
1944-45 —

BLOCK NO. ONE
Talt It or Lent It (70)

.5-14.

.5-14.

.4-30.

.5-28.

.4-30.

BLOCK NO. TWO

(75)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Details under title: Good Heighten

BLOCK NO. FOUR

BLOCK NO. FIVE

BLOCK NO. SIX

Way Ahoad, Tho (104) .

BLOCK NO. SEVEN

A Tree Grows In Brooklyn (128) . . .

BLOCK NO. EIGHT

Thinderhead, Son of Flicka (T) (73) .

BLOCK NO. NINE

Details ander title: Czarina

BLOCK NO. TEN

.Baker- Massow ...

Ameche-Andrews

. .4-3. .August. .

.2-21. .August. .

. .501.

..502. .10-2

Sept. . . 504. .8-21

Barl-Goodman ...

11-15..
. .2-7. .

.Sept...

.Sept.. -

..505.

..503.

.8-21

.8-21

.Laurel-Hardy .4-3. .October. . ..506. .9-18

Crain-Latimoro . .

.

.1-10. .October. . . .507. .9-18

r

Woolley-Haver . .

.

. .3-6. .October. . . .508. 1016

Tlerney-Andrcws

Miranda-O'Shca .

.

. . .5-1.

. . .5-1.
.Nov. .

.Nov..

.

509.
..510.

10-30
1115

Baxter-Wlnnlnger

. O'Brien-Crane

..7-10.

..6-26.

. Dee.

.

..Dee..

. .513.

..512.

12-11

.11-2/

Peck-Hardwlckt .

.Gov't Documentary

...2-7.
. . .For.

Jan..
Jan..

. Jan..

..514.

..511.

. .515.

12-25
.611
.1-22

Cregar-Onrnell . . ...9-4. 516. ..1-22

. .Fob.. ..517. ...2-5

O'Shea-Marshall

. .McDowcll-FO'ter

.1113.
. .5-15.

. Mar.

.

.Mar..

. .519.

..518.

. .2-19

. . .2-5

..11-13. ..Apr.. . .522. ...3-5

Jones-Price

Bankhead-Eytho .

...4-5.

. .9-18.

.April.

.April.

..520.

..521.

...2-7

. . .4-E

9-4.

..12-11
. .May.

. .May.

. . 524

.

..525.
. .4-30

. .4-16

NOT DESIGNATED
And Then Thero Were None Fifegerald-Huston

Bell tor Adano, A Hodiak-Benrfix .

Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81) Gable-Young

CajrtaJa Eddie MaeMurray-Bari
Carrlbean Mystery Dunn-Ryan ...

Details under title: First, Last and Alwayi

Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe .

Dolly Sisters, The (T)

Don Juan Quilligan (75)

Details ander title: Two- Faced Qullllgan

Dragonwyck

Junior Miss

Nob Hlil (95)

State Fair (T)
Where Do We Go From Here? (T) (77) .

f/llson (T> (153)

. .Grable-Payne . . .2-5.

Bendix-Blondelt ...2-5.. June. .

'.'.521
"

. .Garner- Joslyn . .2-1°.

. . J. Bennett-Raft . . . .8-21. .July.' '.'.529.' .6-11

. An^r^-Craln . . . . . 1-92 -

. MacMurray-Leslie ...9-4. June. 7.526. .5-28

.Hardw'rke-Mitehell -30 .8-/
Mitchell-Anderson . . .3-5. .July.

.

. .528. .

U N I T E D ART J Mi,
1944-45 Features Completed (33) In Production (1)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.) ; Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.) ; Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Haldm (L. H.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

RELEASE CHART
III PBODTJOTIOtN
THto—amlai Thm Cart trtaJh Rel. Ka.

Young Widow Russell- Hayward 3-5 Smg..

COMPLETED
1944-45

Abroad with Twa Yanks (80) O'Keofe-Bendix 3-20 8-4... Sail.
Bedside Manner Hussey-Carroli 11-27 Stn.
Blithe Spirit (T) Cumm!ngs-Harrison Foreign G.F.D..
Blood on the Sun (94) Cagney-Sidney 10-31 Cgy..
Brewster's Millions (79) O'Keefe-Walker 8-21 4-7... Sml..
Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Leigh ...Foreign G.F.D..
Captain Kldd Laughton-Britton ...2-5 Boq..
Colonel Blimp (T) (148) Llvesy-Walbrook ..Foreign 5-4.. G.F.D..

SS»*2" <8J > Ob.ron-T.n. ..
Delightfully Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy

Details ander "tie: H',„ Among Ihe Stan
Great John L, The (96) Darnell-McClure
Guest In the House (121) Baxter-Bellamy

S",
est W ''°

ii Colbert-Ameche
Hairy Ape, Tha (90) Bcnd.x-Hayward
Henry V (T) Oliver. Newton
Her Man Gllbey Wilding-Ward . .

I'llIB. Seeing Yoa (85) Rogers-Cotten ..
Details ander tide: Double Forloaoh

It's in the Bag (87) Allen Uenchley .

Sensations of 1945 (86) Powell-Fields ..
Mr. Emmanuel (92) Aylmer-Gynt
Outlaw, Tho Rassell-Huston .

Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields .

Since You Went Away (171) CfJkert-Cottau
Song of the Onen Rond (89) Bergen-Granville
Southerner, The (01) Scott-Field

Details under title: Hold Autumn In Your Hard
Si"3" 1""""! Bergman-Peek .

Details under title: House of Dr. Edwardei
Story of G. I. Joe Meredith
Summer Storm (107) Sanders-Dsfnell

Oetnlh ander title: The Moon Their Mistress

Thh Hippy 8rccd (T) Newton-Johnson
3 Is a Family (81) Ruggles-Reynolds
Tomorrow the World (86) March-Flold . . .

2CO0 Wsmcn Robson-Calvert .

Walk In the Sun Andrews-Conte .

. . .5-29. .11-10. .Bog. 12-1)

. . .9-4. . .3-31 Rgs.. • 3-19

.7-10. . 5-25. . .Crosby. . .6-11

. . .2-21. . .12-8. . .Smg 2-ly

...12-11 Ski

...1-10... 6-16 ..Lav.... 5-29

.For G.F.I)

Foreign G.F.D

. . .417 1-5. . .Slk 1-8

. .1016. . .4-21 Rgs. . 2-19

. . .12-13. . .6-30. . .Sta. .
.7-10

Foreign. . .1-19. . G.F.D. . . .1-22

Hal
. .1-22 Bnt

. . .9-20. . .812. . Sik. . .7-?<>

.12-13 6-2 Ras.. .
.5-1'

. .9-18. . .5-18 L.H.. . .5-14

..7-24 Sit

. .11-27 Cwn

. .12-27. . .7-15. . .Nat 6 11

.Foreign G.F.D
6-?6. .11-23. . .Les

. . .6-26. .12-29. . Cow.. .12-23

. Foreign G.F.D
.11-13 em

u N i v £ ft Sal
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(5.->

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (54)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 5)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ONCE UPON A DREAM
Comedy with music—Started June 4

Cast: Frnnchot Tone, Susanna Foster, Louise Allbritton, David
Bruce, Buster Keaton.

Director: Wm. Seiter Producers: Michael Fessicr & Ernest Pagano
Story: Waitress wants to be a singer. Her boss wants her to marry him.

Producer falls in love with waitress but returns to his first love after
giving her career and the boy she really loves.

ALD3I IN ERMINE
Comedy with music—Started June 4

Cast: Charles Coburn, Ginny Simms, Robert Paige, Martha
O'Driscoll.

Producer-director:: George Waggner Assistant:: Clnrles Gould
Story: States Attorney falls in love with nightclub singer whose uncle is a

card sharp. Uncle breaks up blackmail rinsr against the attorney.

RELEASE CHART
Tltla—Riaalsg Tlsse Cast Details laL Ha. u«

IN PRODUCTION
Frontier Gal (T) dcCarlo-C.micron ...5-14
Uncle Harry Sanders- Fitrgcrald ..4-30

COMPLETED
1944-45

Details 'indcr title: Swingaroo Sweetheart
Beautiful Cheat Granville-Beery ...11-27

Details under tltlo: It's Never Too Late
Beyond the Pecos Cameron-Drew ... .7-24. . .2-23. .

Blondo Ransom (68) Cook-Grey 12-25. . .6-15.
Bowery To Broadway (94) Onkie-Montei 5-15... 11-3.
Babes on Swing Street Errol-VHeent 5-29.. 10-13.
Can't Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paige 6-12.. 12-29.
Olimax. The (86) Karlofl-Fosler 2-21. 10-20.
Dead Man's Fyes (64) Chaney-Parker 4-3 . 11-10.
Easy To Look At Jean-Grant
Enter Arsene Lup.n (72) Raines-Kowin ...

Details under title: Arsene Lupin
Fairy Tale Murder |a«ii>Brawlh 10-2
The Frozen Ghost Chanry-Anlirrs . . .6-26. . .6-28.

Destiny (65) Jean-Curtis 9-18. .12-22.
Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey 10-2... 2-23.
Girl On tho Soot Barker-Coll er 3-19

Details under title: Serenade for Murder
Gvnsy Wildcat (T) (75) Hunter-Hall 10-18..
Crimson Canary Beery-Collier 4-16.

Details under title: Hear That Trumpet Talk

Here Come the Co-Eds (88) bbott-Co<tello ...11-13.
Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters 7-24.

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattan
Hi, Beautiful O'Drlscoll-Bcery ...8-21.

Details under till": Be It Ever So Humble
House of Fear (69) Rathbone- Bruce 2-5.

Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald ..11-27.

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chancy 4-17.

Details ander title: Devils Brood

I'll Remember April (64) ,'ean-Grant 8-21.

Details under tit!-: Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce 12-11.

Jonule Captive Lane-Krugcr 9-18.,

Jungle Queen (Serial) Collier-Oiiillan 10-2.

lady On A Train Durhin Bellamy 2-5.

Master Key, The (Serial) Wilay-Moore 12-11.

Men In Her Diary Albritton-Hall 2-19.

Merrily We Sing RyaB-Btytli 5-15.

Merry Monahans. Tho (91) OTonnor-ltyan ...12-27.

Maanllatit and Cactus Andrews-CvrWa . ...9-S.

Mummy's Curso (62) Chaney-Hard'ng ...8-21.

Murder In the Blue Room (61) Cook-G'.vynne .....3-20.

Mystery of the Hher Boat (Serial) Low«rv-nemertf« ...7-54.

My Gal Loves Masle (T) Crnsby-McDonalJ ..6-26.

Naoohty Nineties. The Abbott-Costello ....2-5..

Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn 7-24.

Night In Paradise Oberon-Bey 1-8.

9083
9042
.9072. .11-15

9071...!...
.9C07. .10-16

.9026. .10-35

.11-24. . .9018. .12- 10

. 9032

.

.9023.

.9012.

.9-1. . .9005.

.12-8.

.3-16.
5-11.

.2-16.

.4-13.

.9-15.
.9-9.
.2-16.

. .12-1.
10-24.

12-15.
. .7-6.

.

...1-5.

.9031.

.9025.
.9028.

.9013.

.9027.

.4-16

. .1-8

.514

.9008.... 9-4

.9022

.9036
.S 034. .11-2/
9K81

.9037

.9035 . .1-22
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On Stage, Everybody .

Patrick the Great (i

Pearl «f Death 169)

.

Raiders of Ghost City

Reckless Age (63)
CXUIU inter title: Make Way (or ion

Riders of Santa Fe

Salome, Where She Danced (90)
San Dieno. I Lo»e You (83) Hail-Foster .. .

Secret Agent X-9 (Serial) Bridges-Wiley . .

See My Lawyer (63) Olsen & Johnson
Senorlta from the West Jones-Granville
She Gets Hur Man (74) Davis-Gargan
Singing Sherfff (63) Norrls-Knhjht ..
Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-Kelly

,

Strange Confession Chaney-Joyee
Sedan (T) (76) Montez-Hall ...

Details under title: Cueen of the Nile

Sespect. The (85) Laoghton-Raines
Swing Out, Sister (60) Cameron-deWit .

That's The Spirit (93) Ryan-Oakie
Woman in Green Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: Invitation to Death
Under Western Skies (57) U'Driscoll-Bccry

Details under title: Musical Round-up

. ameron-Knight ..7-10. 12-15 . .9082.

. Oak;e-Ryan .... . .5-14.
. .11-1. . . 5-4. . .3-14

.Rathbone-Bruce
. . .5-1. .9-22. . !9019. . .9-18

.Chaney-Joyce . . . . .3-19.

. Muons-A twill . ..-29. .7-23. . 9 SO .

lean-Clark . . .5-1. .11-17. . . 9029

.

.io-i6

.Cameron-Knight . 6-12. 11-10 .9081.
.DcCarlo-Cameron . .10-2. .4-27. .4-30

. .4-16.

. . .5-1.

. .1-22.
.10-31. .

. .4-17.

.11-13.

..2-19.

..6-26.

. .10-2.

. . .9-4.

...1-8.
.5-29.

.

.1-12.

. 10-6

.

.4-20.

.
.2-9.

.5-18.

.
.6-1.

.6-8.

.5-28

.'.4-2

.1-8
.6-11
.5-28

.8-21... 1-19... 9039.

WARNER BROTHER S

1944-45 Features Completed (34) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Binning ThM Cart Details Ml.

Janle Gets Married Leslie-Hutton 4-16
A Stolen Life Davis- Ford 2-19

Time, The Place and The Girl, The (T) Morgan-Paige 4-2..

Two Mrs. Carrolls, The Bogart-Stanwycl; ...5-14.,

COMPLETED
1944-45

Animal Kingdom Sherdaa-Morfai ...11-1.,
Details voder title: One Mart Tomorrow

Arsenic and Old Lace (118) Grant-Lana 11-1..

Big Sleep. The Bogart-Dacall 10-31.

Christinas In Connecticut Stanwyck-Morgan ..6-12..
Cinderella Jew Leslie-Aldo 12-13.

Ceulliet Bogart-Hobart 5-17..
Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dell 8-21..
Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Kenreid 3-6.,
Crime by Night (72) ". Wyman-Cowan ...10-19..

Details under title Farty Wbscki
Danger Signal Emerson-Scott 4-16. .

Devotion OaHavlliani-Lipina 11-16..
Doughgirls, The (102) Sheridan-Carson 3-6..
God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey 8-21..
Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn 6-12..

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst
Hollywood Canteen (123) All-star 6-26.
Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Smith 11-15.,
Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine 11-27..
Jania (106) Beynolds-Hutton ...1-10.
Last Ride. The (56) Travis-Parker
Mildred Pierce crawtofd-Canon ...12-25.
My Reputation Stanwyck-Brer.! ...11.29.
Nobody Lives Forever Garneld-Ftoirnld . 9-18..
Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown 6 12..
Of Kunmn Bondage Henreid-Parker 7-24
Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstreet .8-21..
Rhapsody in Blue Leslie-Aldo 7-26.
Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson 6-12..
San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smith 10-16.
Saratoga Trunk (— ) tcaper-Beraman 3-8.
Shadow of A Woman Klng-Prlnee 2-19.,
Pride of the Marines Garfleld-Parker ...11-27..

Details under title: This Love of Ours

Three Strangers Fltzgerald-Greenstreet 1-22..
To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Baeall 2-21..
Too Young To Know leslie-Hntton 2-19..
Very Thought of Yo» (99) Parker-Morgan 3-6.

.9-23 403. . .S-18

6-30.
.7-21.
10-21.
..9-9.

11-25.
..4-7.
.5-19.

12-31.
.4-i.8.

.3-17.

. .9-2.

.10-7.

.1-20.

ii-ii.

.416..
.419. .

.405..

.402..

.407.

.414.

.416... 4-30

.409. .12-11

.415. . .4-16

.413. . .3-19

.401 8-J

.404. . .9-18

.410. .10-16

.406 . . fo-30

SIZE-UPS
(Continued from Page 27)

L. Lasky (also tied with RKO), Jules Levey, Arnold Pressburger,
David L. Loew, Charles R. Rogers, Harry Sherman, Jack Skirball
and Andrew Stone. About 40 pictures are planned for the coming
season by SIMPP membership, most of which will be released
through national distributors.

There is value in the joining of forces, for this group of indies
as a unit can and will have a strong voice in the industry.

David O. Selznick, non-conformist of the industry, has urged
the appointment of a "secretary of state" to act solely for the
motion picture industry in the international field. Selznick
pointed out that the foreign market in the post-war world may
well be closed to American films unless care and astute attention
is given to the problem by someone who has the authority and
background to gain a good position for us.

Meanwhile, the Selznick studio is still off-salary. And pro-
duction on "Duel in the Sun" is at a standstill. No plans for
future production can be announced until this picture is finished
and the delay cannot go too long since stars in the film have
other commitments. Everyone is hoping for quick resumption.

Hunt Stromberg, well started at long last on "Young Widow,"
has announced future production plans. "Dishonored Lady" goes
July 16. On October 1, "Strange Woman," with Hedy Lamarr,
who recently left the Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot, in the starring
role. After the bad start on "Young Widow," what with script,
star and miscellaneous troubles, came the last straw, director
shifting. Andre de Toth had to leave the film because of his ill-
health (on the level) and Edwin L. Marin, another Metro alumni,
hay taken over the reins.

Lester Cowan has definitely announced that his "G. I. Joe"
will be sold exclusively on a single feature basis and only on per-
centage contracts. That will set well with exhibitors, no doubt'
The theatre premiere is set for Indianapolis, July 6.

UNIVERSAL
The immediate schedule of this studio calls for five features

within the next month. Two are already in work: "Alibi in Er-
mine" (Charles Coburn-Ginny Simms-Robert Paige) and "OnceUpon A Dream" (Susanna Foster-Franchot Tone-Louise Albritton-David Bruce). "As It Was Before," the Pirandello play, is set
for Merle Oberon and Charles Korvin. Walter Wanger will start
Scarlet Street" early in July, with Edward G. Robinson, Joan
Bennett and Dan Duryea. Another Wanger feature, a Techni-
color production called "Canyon Passage," completes the quintet

Catherine The Last" has been announced as the next Durbin

Wa
l
ac. will direct Universe's white-haired girl and Charles

Laughton will be co-starred.

wJS? lSViBnin& of W'lliam Seiter, Fritz Lang, William
Dietcrlc and George Marshall to director contracts, Universal has

garnered its largest list of directors to date. Seiter is at work
on "Once Upon A Dream." Lang will produce and direct "Scarlet

Street." Marshall will guide "Canyon Passage." Dieterle will do

the Oberon-Korvin film, "As It Was Before."

In addition to the two new starters already mentioned, two
other films continue in production. The Joan Harrison production

of "Uncle Harry" (Geraldine Fitzgerald-George Sanders), Robert

Siodmak directing, continues towards its closing date. "Frontier

Gal" (Yvonne DeCarlo-Rod Cameron), Technicolor.

WARNER BROS.
All the stops are pulled on the exploitation campaign planned

for Warner's "Rhapsody In Blue," which has been in the can for

two years. Having seen this picture, the writer, an ardent Gersh-

win fan, can only bemoan the fact that the story of the Gershwin
clan and most particularly of George Gershwin has been sweeten-

ed to a degree of stickiness almost too much to stomach.
Nevertheless, our humble opinion notwithstanding, Warner's

are going all-out on an advertising program. A 24-hour radio

program of Gershwin music will precede the opening on June 29

and the first week of the run will be designated as George Gersh-

win Jubilee Week. A national campaign through general, edu-

cational, institutional and magazine channels will be conducted
by Columbia Records on the music from the picture. Everything
will go including trade papers, newspapers, national magazines
and surely "Rhapsody In Blue" will be a household phrase come
the end of Jubilee Week if Warner exploiters have their way.

Another big exploitation picture will be "The Pride of the

Marines," which has a tidy budget of $300,000 set aside for the

purpose of ballyhoo. "Corn Is Green" comes in for its share of

buildup, too, by way of a 16-page brochure especially prepared for

distribution through schools and colleges all over the country.

This is a particularly apt field for developing this picture since

the story deals with a basic educational problem — which most
young students will find provocative.

Speaking of exploitation, the over-exposed newly-wedded
Bogarts, she of The Look, are back in the picture business again.

Bogart continues in his role in "The Two Mrs. Carrolls," withj

Barbara Stanwyck. And the young Mrs. B, Lauren Bacall on)

marquees, goes into a piece called "Confidential Agent," with the

not-so-young Charles Boyer co-starred. Herman Shurnlin has been

called into direct this one. Katina Paxinou and Victor Francen
have been signed for supporting roles.

No new ones on record this week but four continue in work
"Janie Gets Married" (Joan Leslie-Robert Hutton), "A Stolen

Life" (Bette Davis-Glen Ford) is now in its third month of pro-

duction, "The Time, The Place and The Girl" (Dennis Morgan-
Janis Paige), in Technicolor, and "The Two Mrs. Carrolls" (Bar-

bara Stanwyck-Humphrey Bogart).
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BRING ON THE GIRLS...A
musical, Technicolored sparklei

for the boys, Paramount present'

entertainment of the song and fur

type starring Veronica Lake
Sonny Tufts, Eddie Bracken am
Marjorie Reynolds. Eddie, a sail

or with millions in the bank, has

bodyguard Sonny protect him
from gold-digger Veronica until

the wealthy Marjorie gets him.

Specialties include Spike Jones

and His City Slickers in their

riotous "Chloe."

OOD IS MY CO-PILOT... Col. Robert L.
Scott's best-seller which features the exploits
of the Flying Tigers, is brought to the screen
by Warners with Dennis Morgan in the au-
thor's role. General Chennault is portrayed
by Raymond Massey; Alan Hale is seen as
"Big Mike" Harrigan, a missionary priest;
Andrea King is Catherine. Scott's wife and
his flying mates include Dane Clark, John
Ridgely, Craig Stevens and Stanley Ridges.



THE NEWS DIGEST
{Continued from Page 11 1

INDUSTRY LEADERS TO EUROPE
Industry leaders, principally in the production and distribu-

tion field, were expected to receive invitations from SHAEF to

visit the European theatre of operations. The purpose of the trip

as outlined in recent conferences with army officer, is to acquaint

industry heads with problems in which the U. S. Army is involved

in Europe in the current post-hostilities phase.

The industryites will be guests of the British government in

London and their itinerary is expected to include visits to various

liberated capitals. They will study redeployment of the American
Army of Occupation, AMG, displaced persons, prisoners of war,

food transportation and reconstruction in both the liberated and
conquered territories, insofar as these subjects are the concern of

SHAEF and of the American and British Army groups under
General Eisenhower's command. The group is expected to leave

by ATC plane about mid-June.
Major Stuart Palmer, of the War Department's Public Rela-

tions Staff, will be liaison officer for the industry group which
includes Barney Balaban, president, Paramount; Sidney Buchman,
Columbia Studio head; Lester Cowan; S. H. Fabian, WAC Thea-
tres Division Chairman; Russell Holman, Paramount; Francis
Harmon, WAC Executive vice-chairman; Charles W. Koerner,
RKO-Radio studio head; Sol Lesser; E. J. Mannix, M-G-M studio

head; Taylor M. Mills; N. Peter Rathvon, RKO president; Jack
L. Warner, Warners studio head; R. B. Wilby, WAC program
committee chairman; Cliff P. Work, Universal studio chief, and
Darryl F. Zanuck, studio head, 20th Century-Fox.

'PARAMOUNT MONTH' CELEBRATION
Paramount's third of a century anniversary celebration will

be marked by Paramount Month beginning August 26 and ending
September 29, it was announced by Charles M. Reagan, vice-

president and general sales manager, at a luncheon signalizing
the company's anniversary and Reagan's 25th year with the
company.

Reagan said that during Paramount Month the company
would stress its contributions to the entertainment world and its

service to the industry, with two or three special radio broadcasts
and an intensive advertising campaign planned, including a spe-
cial trailer for exhibition during the month. "Incendiary Blonde"
will be the Paramount Month feature and other pictures to be
released during the period will be "You Came Along," "Out of
This World," "One Exciting Night" and two re-issues, "Northwest
Mounted Police" and "This Gun For Hire."

The sales drive in connection with Paramount Month will be
headed by Allen Usher, Chicago district manager, and M. R. Clark,
Dallas district manager.

NO CONFLICT IN U.S.G.B. INDUSTRY
Calling the expansion of the British film industry "a most

healthy condition of fair competition, good for all concerned,"
J. Arthur Rank, British film leader, said that there was no conflict

THANK YOU
for your cooperation in the handling of film.

It is working out swell.

NOW SAVE PAPER
This is an important War Effort.

Return posters sent to you in error. Do
not throw them aside.

Return all posters properly marked, labeled
and wrapped. Don't throw them loose in

the lobby.

YOU DO YOUR PART!
WE'LL DO OURS!

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

between the two nation's film industries, at a trade press c

ference in New York following his arrival in this country fi|

Canada.

Rank denied charges by British film interests in London tj

G-B films are restricted from exhibition in this country, statl

that he had confidence in American distributors and exhibitors!

handle his pictures on their merits. The British film leader
that he had no plans for establishment of either a distribution!

exhibition organization in the U. S., nor did he plan to prod
films here, although films may be made in association with Ami]
can companies. He did mention tentative plans for a "show v|

dow" theatre for British films in New York.

Replying to a question concerning London new stories allegl

efforts by the British Board of Trade to obtain 25,000,000 feet

raw stock to make release prints in England for his pictures
be distributed here, Rank denied any knowledge of such act|

and added that he had no charges of "discrimination" i

matter of raw stock allocations here.

The British industry leader was honored at a dinner tende>
by the MPPDA at the Waldorf-Astoria. Will H. Hays, MPK
prexy, joined with Rank in a plea for a free film market.

ADMISSIONS TAX DECLINE
Movie admissions took a noticeable drop during the month r

March, with tax collections totaling $29,076,920.47, compared I

February (with three days less) collections of $30,645,244. He}
ever, this was not the case in the Broadway area where the tol

reached $5,606,508.92, a record figure and an increase of overl
million dollars over the February total of $4,487,630.

Figures released by the Internal Revenue Bureau reveaJ
that during the full year of operation under the current admissil
tax rates, a total of $352,242,050 was collected as compared
$176,166,843 for the previous twelve months, under the lower rat

MONOGRAM 39-WEEK PROFIT
Monogram Pictures reported a consolidated net profit for

weeks ended March 31, 1945, of $107,840 it was reported last wc
by W. Ray Johnston, president. This compares with a net
$111,961.45 for the corresponding period the previous year. Bo
figures are after all charges, including reserves for Federal incorl

taxes.

Johnston reported that a change in distribution for the Unit
Kingdom on August 1, 1944, from an advance royalty to a straig

percentage distribution, has resulted in a great deal of reven
being deferred to a later period. He said the new plan wou
result in the company receiving a larger percentage of the grc

receipts from distribution of its product in the English territoi

PEOPLE
John W. Hicks, Jr., 58, president of Paramount Internationi

died Friday (1st), after an extended illness, in New York. Funer
services in New York were attended by many industry leadei

Interment was to be at the family home in Sedalia, Mo.

A. H. Jeffrey, United Artists Canadian Sales Manager, dii

last Monday at Toronto. He was 45.

Nate Blumberg, Universal sales chief, will be honored by tl

U sales department in a "Nate Blumberg Testimonial" to beg
June 10 through October 27.

J. L. Rome, 53, circuit operator in Baltimore, died sudden
following a heart attack in that city on June 4.

Harold Hopper resigned the general manager post at M-G-
studios after a year at the job, which he accepted at the reque
of Nicholas M. Schenck and Louis B. Mayer. He plans to retur

full time to his own business interests.

GET SET FOR

THE BIG 7TH

WAR LOAM!

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Urmbrr Natl Film Carrie*

£50 N. JUNIPEB ST.
Philadelphia. Pa.
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DELIGHTFULLY DANGEROUS . . .

That sweet little youngster. Jane Pow-

ell, and the sultry Constance Moore

are seen as sisters in this Charles R.

Rogers production for United Art-

ists release, in a story with music con-

cerning the younger Jane's attempts

to take sister Connie from the bur-

lesque stage into the musical comedy

field. Ralph Bellamy is co-starred and

Morton Gould and his orchestra sup-

ply the music.

1



7h the sho

/#»J
Photographed by combat cameramen of

the Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard in Technicolor
Released by United Artists for the Office of War Informa

through the War Activities Committee, Motion Picture I

The greatest 2 reel short ever made of the war in the Pacific

•..BOOK IT TODAY thru U. A. and hear your audiences cheer

this actionful, Technicolor account of the battle for Iwo Jima!
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BULLETINS
The contents of our editorial page in this issue are

gleaned from recent bulletins issued by national head-

quarters of Allied States Association and some of its units.

This organization is an alert sentinel for the nation's in-

dependent exhibitors. (Ed. Note.)

THE AP DECISION
National Allied Bulletin

The Sherman Act has been on the statute books for

55 years. Only in the past few years has there been a

determined effort by the Department of Justice and the

Courts to enforce it. Occasionally the staff of the De-

partment would try only to be frustrated by politics or

by the strained interpretations of the Courts. But now
full effect is being given to the law, which is as it should

be. If competition is protected and small business

benefits, those who were responsible for the enactment

of the Sherman Act will be vindicated. If it proves to

be a bad law, it can be repealed.

Many times in recent years Allied has called atten-

tion to decisions upholding the Sherman Act which had

a bearing on the Government's suits against the major

producers, distributors and exhibitors of motion pic-

tures. Now we have another — the decision handed
down in the Government's case against the Associated

Press. Counsel for the Associated Press based their

plea on the asserted right of an individual to sell or not

to sell his property as he sees fit, overlooking the

changed legal status of such right when exercised in

combination with others.

The Court said:

The Sherman Act was specifically intended to pro-

hibit independent businesses from becoming "asso-

ciated" in a common plan which is bound to reduce

their competitor's opportunity to buy or sell the things

in which the groups compete. Victory of a member of

such a combination over its business rivals achieved by

such collective means cannot consistently with the Sher-

man Act or with practical, everyday knowledge be at-

tributed to individual "enterprise and sagacity"; such

hampering of business rivals can only be attributed to

that which really makes it possible — the collective

power of an unlawful combination.

Can anyone who has observed the manner in which
the great theatre circuits were acquired and have been

strengthened and maintained honestly say that it was

due to "individual enterprise and sagacity" and not to

the special favors granted by the distributors to such

circuits and the handicaps and burdens heaped upon the

independent exhibitors?

RECEIPTS DROP
ITO of Ohio Bulletin

The receipts of the Treasurer of State from the

three percent admissions tax is an excellent barometer

of what is happening in the motion picture business in

Ohio, so theatre owners should carefully digest the fol-

lowing figures and use them as an argument to convince

all the film distributors that they must start now to make

some downward revision of their entire film rental

scale:

—

RECEIPTS FROM 3% ADMISSIONS TAX

1945 1944 1943

Jan $128,149 $261,303 $220,706

Feb 167,631 176,795 169,815

Mar 213,739 168,953 170,063

Apr 178,889 149,036 155,783

May 186,878 283,281 164,245

Totals ... $875,286 $1039,368 $880,612

It will be noted from the foregoing that we reach-

ed the peak in 1944, and while for the five months of

1945, the receipts were l6'/z % less than during 1944,

the most disturbing factor is that May 1945 was 35%
under May 1944.

Remember these figures are official — not phony

ones like are given to you by the distributors' represen-

tatives regarding picture grosses. They deserve your

careful consideration.

COMPLAINTS ABOUT CR
Allied of Eastern Pa. Bulletin

Confidential Reports, Inc., the new, unnecessary

checking company owned by Paramount, RKO, Colum-
bia, Universal and United Artists, started in business on

April 2, 1945. At that time, assurances were given that

checking would be done on a high grade basis, and that

the purpose of the new organization was to eliminate

abuses and irritations that had previously existed.

This objective of Confidential Reports has not been
achieved. Numerous complaints have come to the at-

tention of Allied leaders throughout the country.

The checkers sent to theatres by Confidential Re-

ports are inefficient, do not know how to handle their

job, and in many instances do not know how to make
out the complicated reports requ'red by their company.
You are advised to insist that any checker who comes
to your theatre knows his job and how to do it. Also,

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from Preceding Page)

there is a most serious complaint that the checkers re-

fuse to leave a copy of the report with the exhibitor.

You are advised to insist on retaining a copy of any-

thing that you or your employees sign. This is most

important.

Local checkers are being used. In my opinion, ex-

hibitors have an absolute right to request the com-

panies with which they do business on a percentage

business to protect this business relationship by elimin-

ating all local and nearby checkers.

More important than anything else is the possible

interchange of information about the exhibitors' busi-

ness. If you should detect any interchange of informa-

tion about your business between the five distributing

companies owning and operating Confidential Reports,

please report it immediately to this office. In fact, it is

vital for your protection to keep this office advised on

all developments in connection with Confidential

Reports.

DONALD M. NELSON
National Allied Bulletin

Hon. Donald M. Nelson, former head of W. P. B.

and special emissary of the President to China, has

been chosen to head the Society of Independent Motion

Picture Producers. United Artists, through which most

of the independent producers market their pictures has

withdrawn from the Hays Association. These are nor-

mal developments which should have occasioned no

surprise to anyone.

It is obvious that there must be many conflicts of

interest between the great producing-distributing-

exhibiting companies that dominate the Hays Associa-

tion and the independent producers. The membership
of the independent producers and of the three non-

theatre owning distributors — Columbia, United Artists

and Universal — in the Hays Association has always

been a mystery to us. That is, unless the Hays Associa-

tion is something very different from what it is reore-

sented to be. If by reason of such membership Colum-
bia and Universal have been able to borrow talent from
the larger companies and sell their pictures to the affi-

liated circuits on better terms — privileges which were
denied them before they joined — then the Government
had better include the Hays Association in its suit —
but quick!

While Mr. Nelson has not outlined his policies (if

they are unsound we reserve the right to change our
mind), we feel that his participation in industry affairs
will stimulate competition among producers and accom-
plish much good. We hope that in working out solu-
tions for the independent producers' Droblems he will
not overlook the importance of establishing fair, sound
and friendly relations with the independent exhibitors.
The affiliated interests did not meet him at the station
with a band, but the independent exhibitors should ex-
tend a welcoming hand. As buyers and sellers of film
fhe independent exhibitors and independent producers
also have conflicting interests; but they also have much
in common. They should travel the road, as far as they
can, together.

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

The intense heat of the past week wilted many of the

grosses at leading Broadway first-runs. However, business

improved on Eisenhower Day (June 19) and the huge crowds I

caused the Strand to close its box office for short periods

during the early afternoon. The Strand's new attraction, I

"Conflict," supported by Louis Prima and His Orchestra and

Dane Clark in person, broke every week-end record in the

theatre's history, including the best New Year's holiday

period, and the first week's gross approached the all-time high

set by "The Circus" in 1928. The Bogart film is now in its

second week and a long stay is expected. . ."The Valley of

Decision" which began its eighth week at Radio City Music

Hall on June 21st, was seen by an estimated 1,050,000 persons

during its first seven weeks, according to the management.

This is the third Greer Garson to play eight or more weeks

at the world's largest theatre and is topped only by "Random
Harvest" and "Mrs. Miniver," which ran eleven and ten weeks

respectively. "A Bell for Adano" will be the next Music Hall

attraction.

Another M-G-M film, "Thrill of a Romance," with Guy
Lombardo and His Orchestra and June Havoc in person, is

still holding to strong business at the Capitol. A fifth and

final week started on June 21st and the U. A. release, "Blood

on the Sun," opens here on June 28th... "Out of This World,"

also with a name stage bill headed by Jerry Wald and Or-

chestra, Allan Jones and Gil Lamb, is also doing well in its

third week which started June 20th and it will continue for a

fourth before "You Came Along" opens. . .Weakest of the

stage-screen attractions is "Where Do We Go From Here?,"

with another name "in person" show headed by John Boles,

Roddy MacDowall and the DeMarcos, which dropped con-

siderably after a good opening week and is now in its third

stanza before "Nob Hill," and Abbott and Costello in person,

opens on June 27th. . .Loew's State, now playing some of the

piled-up Paramount product on second run, was below aver-

age with "Frenchman's Creek."

"Wonder Man" tops the straight film attractions with a
second week that again broke the Astor Theatre 20-year rec-

ord, set by the recent "Princess and the Pirate," just as the
opening stanza did. Now in its third smash week, the Gold-
wyn film is expected to stay through the summer at the Astor
before the Selznick picture, "Spellbound," opens. . .Abbott and
Costello's "The Naughty Nineties" had a big opening day at

their regular stand, the Criterion. This followed a mild en-

gagement of one week and four days for "Lassie Come Home"
. . .At the Palace, "Those Endearing Young Charms" had a
sold-out War Bond premiere on June 18th and has been doing
good business since, partly aided by the theatre's new eight-

story animated electric sign which is one of the biggest
attention-getters on the Main Stem. . ."China Sky" was very
mild during the last four days of its third week here. . .Among
the other new films, "Junior Miss" had a disappointing open-
ing week at the Rivoli after three and one-half weeks of

average business for "A Medal for Benny," although both of

these films were praised by the critics.

Most of the others ranged from mild to poor including
two United Artists releases, "Delightfully Dangerous" and
"It's In the Bag." The former was succeeded at the Gotham
on June 22nd by another U. A. release, "Bedside Manner,"
while the Fred Allen picture played two weeks at the Globe
and was followed on June 23rd by a Paramount picture,

"Murder, He Says"... The third week of "The Way Ahead"
at the Victoria was weak and the 20th Century-Fox re-issue,

"Call of the Wild," came in on June 23rd... "The Woman in

Green" at the Rialto was succeeded after only a week by
"Crime, Inc.," first PRC picture to play this house... Two
other PRC first-runs, "The Lady Confesses" and "The Missing
Corpse" are double-billed across the street at the New York
Theatre. . ."The Corn Is Green" is doing poorly in its thir-

teenth and final week at the Hollywood while awaiting the

opening of "Rhapsody in Blue" on June 27th following an
invitation premiere the night previous. . .The Republic is now
doing fairly well with re-issues such as "Dr. Terror's House
of Horrors," which will be succeeded on June 27th by Uni-

versale double-bill revival, "Imitation of Life" and "East Side

of Heaven."

FILM BULLETIN



PARAMOUNT ... 1 Special

INCENDIARY BLONDE' PARAMOUNT'S BOXOFFICE BOMBSHELL
Rates • • • generally

Paramount

113 minutes

Betty Hutton, Arturo de Cordova, Charlie
Rugbies, Albert Dekker, Barry Fitzgerald,
Mary Phillips, Bill Goodwin, Edward Cia-
nelli. The Maxellos, Maurice Rocco, Ted
Mapes, Charles C. Wilson, Edmund Mac-
Donald, Don Costello.

Directed by George Marshall.

Paramount has a top money-maker in this

lavishly produced, gorgeously Technicolored

extravaganza, chock-full of all the ingredi-

ents that make up the magic word — box-

office. In re-creating the amazingly colorful
career of Texas Guinan, the gal who called
the customers "suckers" — and made them
love it — Paramount's choice of Betty Hut-
ton to portray the effervescent Tex was
nothing short of inspired. For the bouncing
Betty far out-distances everything she has
done before, displaying histrionic qualities
to match her unique musical talents. It is

a performance that whisks her right up
among the top screen luminaries. Miss
Hutton is the mainspring about which the
producers have unstintingly lavished their
finest technical and artistic facilities. They
have surrounded her with dependable sup-
port, sparkling specialties, sure-fire old-time
melodies and have presented her with a
meaty screen play by Claude Binvon and
Frank Butler that soars far above the usual
musical formula. Since it follows the short.

but exceedingly full and exciting life of Tex
Guinan, it could hardly have missed.
In a little less than two hours, the film

displays such diversified elements as a Wild
West Show, vaudeville and Broadway of the
early 20's, movies in its pioneering stages.
Tex's inimitable nightclub and the speak-
easy era replete with trigger men and mur-
der. Interspersed quite logically are spe-
cialty acts and production numbers, all

good, the best of which is Maurice Rocco's
antics at the piano, a show-stopper all by
itself. Although co-starred with Miss Hut-
ton, Arturo de Cordova seems relegated to
a role of supporting player, serving almost
negatively as the romantic motive for the
terrific Tex's meteoric rise to fame. The
other characters, in smaller but more posi-
tive roles, rt'fi^crt themselves in vigorous
and wholehearted manner. Barry Fitzgerald
is up to his distinguished par as the lovable
but improvident Irish father of the Texas
bombshell. Charlie Ruggles as Cherokee
Jim, owner of the Wild West Show; Bill

Goodwin; Albert Dekker; Edward Cianelli
and the others do sterling work. A multi-
tude of musical numbers, including "Rag-
time Cowboy Joe," "It Had To Be You,"
"Oh By Jingo," "Darktown Strutter's Ball,"

"What Do You Want To Make Those Eyes
at Me For," "Row-Row-Row" and a number
of other nostalgic tunes run through the
score. The "Oh By Jingo" production num-
ber is outstanding. George Marshall has
directed at a pace that makes the film seem
half its length. It all adds up to a power-
ful audience picture, and returns in all spots

should be outstanding. The title, of course,

is a natural and since this is Paramount's

Third-of-a-A-Century Anniversary film, the

film is assured of a pre-release publicity
campaign that will send it off to a strong
start. "Incendiary Blonde" is quite capable
of taking it from there.

Beginning with her funeral, the picture
flashes back to her home town in Texas,
where, still in her teens, the young Texas
Guinan joins Romero Kilgannon's (Arturo
de Cordova) Wild West Show. She scon be-
comes the star of the Rodeo and falls for

Kilgannon, then learns he is married, and
on the rebound, weds Bill Goodwin, press
agent for the show. Goodwin takes her to

Broadway where she rises from the chorus
to a musical star. She learns Kilgannon is

in Hollywood, making pictures but little

money and Goodwin grants her a divorce
so she can return to Kilgannon. Her touch
turns the company into a money-maker and
another misunderstanding causes her to re-

turn to Broadway where her "Hello Suck-
ers!" attitude zooms her to popularity. She
finds Kilgannon and racketeer Albert Dek-
ker own the night club and their romance
is on again, Kilgannon's ailing wife having
died. In a gun-fight, Kilgannon kills two
racketeers an is himself shot. Her fore-

boding that she will die young is affirmed
when a doctor tells her she can live but two
years. Although she knows she will no
longer be living when Kilgannon is released
from prison, she promises to wait for him.

STINE

20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 in First 1945-46 Block

JUNIOR MISS" DELIGHTFUL COMEDY HIT
Rates • • • generally; less in action spots

20th Century-Fox

»* minutes.

Peggy Ann Garner, Allyn Joslyn, Faye
Marlowe, Michael Dunne, Mona Freeman,
John Alexander, Sylvia Field, Stanley Pra-
ger, Birbara Whiting, Scotty Beckett, Con-
nie Gilchrist, Alan Edwards, Dorothy
Christy, William Frambes, Ray Klinge, Mel
Torme, Mickey Titus, Eddy Hudson, Ruby
Dandridge.

Directed by George Seaton.

that come from watching easily-recognizable
characters becoming involved in merry
mix-ups. While the plot and its amusing
complications is actually of slight impor-
tance, the characters are always thrown
into sharp focus by the director and his

hand-picked cast. The up-and-coming Peggy
Ann Garner — the screen's most appealing
and natural child actress — is a perfect
choice for the title role. Grosses will be
very good in all but action spots.

Peggy Ann Garner. 13-year-old daughter
of Allyn Joslyn, promising lawyer, is a

That sparkling stage hit, "Junior Miss,"
based on the heart-warming Sally Benson
stories, now comes to the screen as one of
the most delightful comedies of the year.
Although it lacks marquee names of any
consequence, the title has been pre-sold to
millions and the picture is certain to build
on favorable word-of-mouth. Although num-
erous farcical incidents in the life of a
promising lawyer with two adolescent
daughters are pointed up for laughs, the
story is essentially true-to-life and thorough-
ly human — the type of film that audiences
of all ages and types will take to their
hearts. George Seaton, who directed in. ad-
dition to writing the screenplay, undoubted-
ly knows and loves just such characters as
jthe imaginative 13-year-old junior miss, her
date-conscious 16-year-old sister, their lov-
ing but frequently-exasperated parents and
.the various boy friends and other folk who
enter into their middle-class New York lives.
Some of the sequences are hilarious, almost
'farcical, a few are sentimental, but most of
hem merely induce the smiles and chuckles
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highly imaginative girl who ge'= many of

her ideas about her family and friends from
the movies she sees. Noticing her father
comforting Faye Marlowe, daughter of Jos-
lyn's domineering boss, John Alexander.
Peggy pictures her happy home being
broken and she schemes with h?r pal. Bar-
bara Whiting, to get rid of this threat to
her mother's happiness. When her mother's
brother, Michael Dunne, who has been away
for several years, pays an unexpected call.

Peggy, although believing he has been in

prison, fixes up a romance between him and
Miss Marlowe. Joslyn has just been made
a partner in Alexander's firm when the lat-

ter hears that his daughter has married
Dunne, whom Peggy has described to him
as an ex-convict. The furious Alexander
fires Joslyn and the family prepares to
economize when the arrival of Peggy's first

date — the young son of an important
client — unexpectedly straightens out mat-
ters for all concerned. And Peggy — now
an attractive junior miss — goes off to her
first grown-up dance.

While laughter is uppermost in Miss Gar-
ner's portrayal, she has a few of the poig-
nant scenes she does so well. Mona Free-
man takes second honors as the slightly-
older sister and Sylvia Field is sweetly sym-
pathetic as their mother. Faye Marlowe
and Michael Dunne make a pleasing roman-
tic pair. Allyn Joslyn plays the harassed
father in a broad, but thoroughly-humorous
style and John Alexander is appropriately
explosive. Only Barbara Whiting, as the
chubby girl-friend, Fuffy Adams, is inclined
to hammer home her comedy points.

LEYENDECKER
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WARNER BROS 1 June Release

'CONFLICT' BOGART IN ENGROSSING PSYCHOLOGICAL DRAMA
Rates • • • generally

Warners
86 minutes

Humphrey Bogart, Alexis Smith, Sydney
Greenstreet, Rose Hobart, Charles Drake,
Grant Mitchell, Pat O'Moore, Ann Shoe-
maker, Frank Wilcox, James Flavin. Mar ?

Servoss, Wallis Clark, Ed Stanley, Emmett
Vogan, Marjorie Hoshelle.

Directed by Curtis Bernhardt,

While this lacks the powerful punch of
previous Bogart vehicles, it will please his
fans. "Conflict" has Bogart and Sydnev
Greenstreet again pitted against each other
in a taut and gripping melodrama about a
"perfect" crime. Like "Double Indemnity,"
"The Woman in the Window" and other re-

cent superior murder films, there is no mvs-
tery about the killing, but the suspense has
been magnificently maintained as one
watches the slow breaking down of the
killer's nerve. This psychological approach
has rarely been employed more effectively,

even if the audience soon suspects that
Greenstreet has a hand in the strange se-
quence of events that follow the murder.

The spectator is cleverly kept in the dark
as to whether the incidents that occur to

haunt the murderer are real or figments of

his distracted mind. It's a far-fetched, but
fascinating, tale, splendidly directed by
Curtis Bernhardt. Photography and musi-
cal accompaniment are first-rate. The lure

of Bogart's name, plus Greenstreet and
Alexis Smith, should mean strong grosses
in all situations.

Outwardly a happily-married couple about
to celebrate their fifth wedding anniversary,
Humphrey Bogart and Rose Hobart are
continually quarreling. The wife accuses
Bogart of being in love with her young
sister, Alexis Smith, and he admits it. After
a dinner at the home cf their psychiatrist
friend, Sydney Greenstreet, Bogart suffers a
leg injury in an auto accident and, as he
recovers, he conceals the fact that he can
walk. When Miss Hobart leaves alone on
a trip to a mountain resort, Bogart meets
her car on a lonely stretch of road and,
after killing her, he drives the car off the
cliff. He then resumes his role of invalid
and pretends concern when his wife is re-

ported missing. No one but Greenstreet,
Who hears Bogart make one slip during his

description of his wife as he last saw her,

is aware of his guilt. Strange things soon

start happening as Bogart finds jewelry that

his wife wore on the night of her death and
later he is convinced that he sees Miss
Hobart hurrying along a crowded street,!

Miss Smith, meanwhile, has rejected his ad-
vances and Bogart is finally convinced that
he is losing his mind. Drawn to the scene
of his crime, Bogart is confronted by the
police and told of Greenstreet's method to

make him betray his guilt of a murder for

which the police had no evidence.
Humphrey Bogart, in one of his more

polished, dressy portrayals, does his usual
excellent work and Sydney Greenstreet
again hides his ruthless and determined
character behind a kindly exterior. Rose
Hobart is outstanding as the cold, exas-

perating wife — her best role since her re-

cent return to the screen — but Alexis

Smith is not seen to the best advantage as

her young sister. There is merely a sug-

gestion of romance between Miss Smith and
Charles Drake, who shows some promise as

a young professor.
DENLEY

M-G-M ... 1 Net Set

'BEWITCHED' SLOW-MOVING, BUT UNUSUAL, PROGRAMMER
Rates • • as secondary dualler generally

M-G-M
65 minutes

Phyllis Thaxter, Edmund Gwenn, Henry H.
Daniels, Jr., Addison Richards, Kathleen
Lockhart, Francis Pierlot, Horace McNallv,
Oscar O'Shea, Sharon McManus, Minor
Watson, Virginia Brissac, Will Wright,
Gladys Blake.

Directed by Arch Oboler.

Another in Metro's series of hour-long,
low-budget features, "Bewitched" is a con-
fused, yet strangely fascinating little movie
about a girl who has a dual personality, the
evil side of which leads her to murder her
fiance. Totally lacking in lighter moments
and without names for the marquee, this
will be best suited in the supporting spot of
twin bills headed by a comedy or musical.
The famous radio author and producer,
Arch Oboler, who adapted this from his
original air-waves playlet, "Alter Ego," has

used the radio method in directing the film.

The story of a sub-conscious influence in the

life of a wholesome, attractive girl — a

voice which urges her to do strange things

— has the elements for an effective thriller.

Oboler's technique is too pedestrian and
static, yet the story should hold most spec-
tators engrossed throughout. Phyllis Thax-
ter, previously seen only in "Thirty Seconds
Over Tokyo," was a poor choice for the role
of the girl; it required a type like Bette
Davis (she portrayed the character on the
air). Edmund Gwenn does a good job as
the psychiatrist and Horace McNally is ef-

fective as the young lawyer. The produc-
tion values are low-scale as Metro produc-
tions run, but it is a commendable effort in

the quickie field.

On the eve of her marriage to Henry
Daniels, Jr., Phyllis Thaxter, daughter of
well-to-do parents, starts hearing a voice
which claims to be another personality
locked in her brain. After the voice in-

fluences her to leave her family and Daniels,

Miss Thaxter gets a job in New York where

she meets Horace McNally, a young lawyer.

As McNally proposes to her, the voice re-

turns and, later, when Daniels arrives to

take her back to her family, the sub-

conscious influence drives her to stab him
to death with a scissors. At the murder
trial, McNally is just about to convince the

jury of Miss Thaxter's innocence when her

inner voice urges her to scream out that

she is guilty. Edmund Gwenn, noted psy-

chiatrist, persuades the governor to stay the

girl's execution until he examines her. After

Gwenn hypnotizes her, the sub-conscious in-

fluence becomes dominant and he is able to

convince this evil personality that she must
leave Miss Thaxter's mind forever. When
she comes out of her trance, it is found that

only Miss Thaxter's sweet personality re-

mains and she becomes free to live a nor-

mal life.

BARTON

20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 in Eleventh Block (Total 2)

DON JUAN QUILLIGAN' SILLY, TIRESOME COMEDY EFFORT
Rates • • — as secondary dualler

20th Century-Fox

75 minutes

William Bendix, -Joan Blondell, Phil Sil-
irera, Ann. Revere, B. S. Pully, Mary Treen,
John Russell, Veda Ann Borg, Thurston
Hall (ari Williams, Richard Gaines, Hob-
art Cavanauffh.

Directed by Frank Tuttie.

A better title for this would have been
"Don Juan Biillgan." The idea of William
Kc-ndix as a don juan is preposterous

enough to be comical, but for a variety of
reasons "Don Juan Quilligan" is not a funny
picture. The plot is silly and the action is

slow-moving, tiresome and dry. Even Phil
Silvers, who can usually be counted on for
a share of laughs, finds the material too
heavy to cope with. His efforts are confined
to untangling Bendix's mixups which
aren't funny to begin with. This is doomed
to be relegated to the lower spot on nabor-
hood dual bills.

The plot concerns the marital mixups of
Patrick M. Quilligan (William Bendix), a
tugboat skipper who finds it hard to resist

any girl who reminds him of his mother.

In one hectic day he marries Anne Revere,

because she cooks like her, and Joan Blon-

dell, because she looks like her. Uncle Sam

takes a hand in the proceedings by calling

,

the husband of one girl to the army and the

bigamist husband of the other to the navy.

With Phil Silvers helping, Bendix fakes a

suicide, which looks like murder to the po-

lice. An understanding judge finally puts

things straight, giving Don Juan Bendix to

Joan and to the Navy.
POOCH
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RKO RADIO ... 1 Special

'ALONG CAME JONES' GARY COOPER IN NOVEL WESTERN
Rates • • • — generally

RKO (International)

90 minutes

Gary Cooper, Loretta Young:, William De-
marest, Dan Duryea, Frank Sully, Russell
Simpson, Arthur Loft, Willard Robertson,
Don Costello, Ray Teal.

Directed by Stuart Heisler.

As it must come to all actors, the urge to
produce his own picture struck Gary Cooper
some time ago and behoid! — a rather
strange fruit grew from the garden variety
of western seedling. Fortunately, we are
able to report that it is not a lemon Pro-
ducer Cooper conscripted Nunnally Johnson
to write him a screenplay that is as thor-
oughly hoss-opera as they come — the
stagecoach hold-up. the posse, the chase
after the wrong man and the hero's inevit-
able dour side-kick. But - and here is the
trick — Mr. Johnson has twisted the for-mula around to give the thing a fresh, new
flant. It is the villain, not the hero, who
has the fastest draw in these here parts In
fact. Gary Cooper's Melody Jones couldn't
nit the side of a barn, even if he could get
the gun out of his holster without dropping
it. And thus it is all through the film
Using standard props, writer Johnson causes
the unexpected to happen and audience in-

ernie pyle's -story of g.
Rates • • ^- generally, If exploited

United Artists (Lester Cowan)
ICS minutes
Burgess Mor 3d th, Robert Mitchum Fred-

Tf
S'eele *yally Cassell, Jimmy Lloyd,

Tito RenaldD. Jack Reilly and, as them-
selves, combat veterans of the campaigns in
Africa, Sicil- rid Italy.

Directed by William Wellman.

Lester Cowan's production of the late war
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af^ntlC movie dressing the human
side of the unsung heroes of Uncle Sam'smfantry but "G. I. Joe" does not promise
to be the great boxoffice success its pro-ducer imagined it would be. Although ErniePyles unfortunate death has probablyheightened interest in his true-to-life ac^count of war's hardships, Burgess Meredith

" marquee personality (and not a
is the sole
strong one) and" the picture must be heav-
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d °n the stren&th of the Pyle name.Another boxoffice deterrent is the grim anddepressing effect this will have on a soldiers loved ones at home. The male movfe-

it will be tough for the women to take, nor

terest will never waver for a moment.
"Along Came Jones" is a novelty, as west-
erns go, and we feel that it will find a great
deal of favor not only with sagebrush gour-
mets, but also with the great majority of
movie-goers. The entire film is a well-
balanced production, neatly blending action,
romance and comedy so that there is no
surfeit of any af them. Actor Cooper seems
right in his element in his return to a cow-
boy role, particularly as the imperfect speci-
men who blunders his way through to a
happy conclusion. The production is high-
grade, though not expensive, the photog-
raphy is occasionally "arty," and the per-
formances suggest that the players really
enjoyed their work. There's enough enter-
tainment here to make this a good grosser
on the film's own merits. Aided by the
Cooper and Loretta Young names on the
marquee, "Jones" should do good business
everywhere.
The story opens on an actionful note as

a stagecoach is wrecked and robbed by Dan
Duryea, known throughout the area as the
toughest, fastest-drawing bad man. The
next day, along comes Melody Jones, with
his irascible saddle pal, William Demarest,
to be mistaken for Duryea because of the
same initials on his saddle. His reception
in the town, where he is looked upon with

fear and awe. gives him mistaken ideas

about his own power until he is disillusioned

by Duryea's girl, Loretta Young, who sets a

posse on his tail so that the wounded Dur-

yea can escape. From there on the fumb-
ling cowboy sets out to win the girl, while
he eludes the posse, Duryea. an insurance
investigator and the bandit's partners-in-

crime. Of course, he gets the gal and Dur-
yea, but not before a host of unexpected
situations make his position progressively

worse until a climactic gun battle wherein
Cooper faces the enraged bad man and gets

himself pretty well shot up.

Dan Duryea's Monte Jarrod is just about
as evil and tough as the West can produce,

and coming after his work as the slimy

blackmailer in "Woman in the Window," he
bids fair to become one of the screen's out-

standing menaces. Loretta Young at first

glance seems miscast as a Western gal with

a dead eye and not too many scruples, but

both she and the audience soon warm up
to the characterization and the incongruity

disappears. William Demarest is a natural

as Cooper's side-kick. Stuart Heisler has
directed at a fairly even pace, stepping up

the tempo wherever necessary to sustain

the action and adding a few niceties that

help lift the film above its class.

BARN

JOE 1 WILL NEED STRONG-SELLING
will it appeal to the younger, entertainment-
minded fans.

"The Story of G. I. Joe" gives the stay-at-
homes a grim picture of war's suffering and
devastation — a series of vignettes dealing
with despair, tragedy and the few joys ex-
perienced by a group of soldiers with the
quiet, unassuming and understanding Ernie
as onlooker and friend to them all. One
soldier bends every effort to get a phono-
graph in order to play a recording of his
baby's voice, another finds a brief moment
of romance, still another smuggles along a
little dog, but all of them are primarily
brave fighters always aware of the possibil-
ity of sudden death. One outstanding se-
quence has the velvety voice of Axis Sally
urging the tired, despondent soldiers to give
up the fight while one of the most dramatic
scenes shows the G. I.'s cleaning out a
bunch of German snipers, one of whom
grabs the rope of a church bell which exul-
tantly tolls for his own death. There is no
continuity in the usual dramatic sense and,
while the picture resembles a documentary,
it has a tremendously human quality.
What story there is picks up Ernie Pyle

as he arrives in North Africa and tags along
group of fighting men headed byU _
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Robert Mitchum, their lieutenant. Although

a war correspondent, Ernie is not accepted

as "one of the gang" until he shares the

misery and hardships of battle. In Italy,

the men bombard a deserted town near a
monastery used by the enemy as an obser-

vation post. Several of the men are killed

and, after Ernie receives word that he has
won the Pulitzer Prize for his war coverage,

he joins the battle-worn men as they start

the march to Rome leaving Mitchum, who
has just been killed, lying on the road.

Under William Wellman's direction each
character springs vividly to life. Burgess
Meredith, who submerges his own person-

ality to play the grey-haired Ernie, gives a

memorable performance. Casting compara-
tive unknowns in the other important roles

adds to the picture's realistic quality. Rob-
ert Mitchum, the RKO western star, does

an outstanding acting job as the captain of

the little group and Freddie Steele, who
scored in "Hail the Conquering Hero," is

fine as the tough soldier who breaks down
when he finally hears his baby's recorded
voice. Wally Cassell, as the Lothario of the

group, and the others are all excellent.

DENLEY
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Directed by Jean Yarbrough.
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the gag routine.

titious. The bewildered Costello and the
impatient Abbott make the most of such old
vaudeville routines as "Who's on First Base,
What's on Second" and the business about
Costello mistaking hamburger for catsmeat— to mention only two of a half-dozen gag
sequences. For the rest, the stars indulge
in wild chases and bops on the head —
comedy about as subtle as that used by The
Three Stooges. The gay '90's story, laid on
a showboat which is taken over by a gamb-
ling trio, merely serves as a framework for
Abbott & Costello's broad humor. Of the
several songs, the best is the old favorite,
"On a Sunday Afternoon." as warbled by
Lois Collier. She personifies sweetness
while Rita Johnson is a scheming blonde
advrnturess and both are well cast as to
type. Henry Travers and the inevitable

drunk. Jack Norton, help out in the pro-

ceedings, but Alan Curtis is wasted in a

shadowy romantic role. This is far below

the high laugh standard set by "In Society"
and prior hits, and the grosses will reflect

general audience disappointment.

Abbott and Costello, performers on Henry
Travers' showboat, try to keep the old skip-

per from getting involved with gambler
Alan Curtis and his companion, Rita John-
son, but Travers will not listen and soon
loses the controlling interest in his boat.

Curtis turns it into a gambling boat, but
Bud and Lou eventually restore it to Trav-
ers. Curtis, meanwhile, has fallen in love

with Travers' daughter, Lois Collier, mar-
ries her and reforms.

YORK
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HERBERT J: YATE S ONLY big-time motion picture producer I know who wears black shoes an

keeps 'em polished is Herbert
J.

Yates. His coat matches his trousers anj

he wears a dark necktie and what I'm trying to get across is the idea that he's

businessman, making a business of the movies.

Not a bad idea, either, as you shall see:

I thought at first about starting this piece with something about Consolidate!

Film Industries, largest film laboratory enterprise in the world. I also ponderc

an introductory paragraph about Republic Studios in Hollywood, where efficient

and flower-beds flourish side-by-side and an owl holds a permanent lease ol

stage three.

But the best place to begin is at the beginning, when Fatty Arbuckle wante

$80,000 to finance a series of eight two-reelers. He went to Yates, a young ma

who had demonstrated his flair for business by rising rapidly to the top in th

tobacco manufacturing business, but who had yet to reveal the instincts of a gan:

bier Now he revealed 'em. Arbuckle got his $80,000 on a handshake, Yates gc

it back with release of the first two-reeler Boy!

That started the saga of Yates in pictures. He organized Republic Laboratoriel

which eventually became Consolidated, for the processing of Hollywood's filn

He invested in many a major studio, financed many an independent produce

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.

Fort Lee, New Jersey

Consolidated Molded Products Corp.

Scranton, Pennsylvania

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.

Hollywood, California
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Hollywood - Washington, D. C.

owned the American Record Co., and he bought Columbia

Brunswick, only to sell the whole works just before the boom

Dhonographs. The one thing he kept was a contract with a

)ner of cowboy songs, about whom more later.

VAX Streeters called the sale of the record companies, Yates'

ly. Maybe. I'll report here simply that the factory where he

e pressed records in Scranton, Pa., now is his Consolidated

Ided Products Co., employing more than 1,000 workers and

.wn as one of the 10 largest plastics concerns in America.

Jack in Hollywood in 1935 half a dozen independent produc-

were fighting among themselves, cutting each other's throats—

h Yates" money! He
V
d financed them all and every time one of

-n beat another to the dotted line, Yates lost.

4e fixed that, characteristically, by organizing a production

lpany, Republic Pictures Corp., named after his first labora-

l There he installed his battling movie makers. Now they

Id fight for him, instead of against him. Only tangible assets

:he new company were some western and serial scripts heavy

ih dust and a lease on a few old sound stages, with use of Mack

Lett's celebrated outdoor bathtub thrown in.

The depression wasn't even beginning to ease, the old-line

Lie producers were having their troubles, and they agreed to

than that Yates was nuts.

|Vestern pictures at the time were dead ; not even the 10-year-

>.s would go to see them. Serials had gone out years before with

^ "Perils of Pauline." The stages were undersized and the bath-

i, where Sennett once had lolled while superv ising the tossing

)|:ustard pies, was a definite liability. Somebody might fall in.

Ir'ates had it filled with rich soil and planted calla lilies on top.

fen he began cogitating the literature in the script library. It

u his idea—his competitors now say it was his inspiration—to

[aage those western scenarios by turning them into adult enter-

ament.

He'd have none of this manufacturing of cliff hangers for the

jdenile trade. Yates figured he'd get the mothers in, and the fa-

irs, too, by adding romance and song to the standard action

Mpt. All he needed was a cowboy singer and hey! He already

h| one; that tall young fellow from the record company; name
oUutry, Gene. You know what that idea did for Republic; for

ttf matter, what it did for good ole' Gene.

iates
looked over his serial scripts, which put the hero in jeop-

' at 14 different chapter endings and gave him the gal in the

i. They were a total loss, but you think he junked his serial

piduction organization? Not by 14 fates-worse-than-death he

A i t.

- le injected comic strip characters into his chapter plays, first

»i Dick Tracy and then with the Lone Ranger, and thereby

pie of serials greater money-makers than even in the hey-day

0 Pearl White.

'ates then did something the rest of the industry never had
t<sidered. He discovered sectionalism as an asset and soon was
tiling out movies featuring such rustic radio heroes as Roy
iAifT, Lulubelle and Scotry, "Pappy" Cheshire and the Duke of

Paducah Advertising wouldn't have done these pictures any good

on Broadway; in the small towns, where they paid their profits,

they didn't need advertising.

The founder of Republic evolved i 10-year plan for his studios,

drew up his blueprints for each year and proceeded accordingly

with his goal— the making of his company one of the largest in

the business at the end of the decade. The war retarded him

slightly, but the year 1945 has not yet ended and the Mabel Nor-

mand sound stage (perhaps the largest and certainly the most effi-

cient in Hollywood) is booked solidly. So is another vast new
stage. The newest structure on the lot that was once a cabbage

patch is the largest and best equipped music auditorium in the

world for scoring and dubbing pictures Its design includes the

most modern developments in architectural acoustics, and its

RCA Sound equipment is the last word in the field of sound re-

cording. The entire studio has been so improved that even if his

bathtub still were there. Sennett wouldn't recognize it. Yates' most

recent moves include the addition of Frank Borzage and Alfred

Santell to his production staffs. You know those names and with

negotiations now under way for equally important producers,

directors, and players, the goal is not far off.

Yates never has believed in genius He says the only difference

between one of these rarities and the average man simply is that

the average man needs a break. He has built his organization upon
this theory, most of his top executives today once were the aver-

age men working hard in one or another of his industries

He spends much of his time investigating other enterprises to

see whether any of their methods can be applied to the movies.

He also investigates his own studio, I once bumped into him on
stage five, where he'd moved his desk and his secretary and where
he d just discovered that movie cameras never photograph any

higher than 10 feet on an interior set wall. Why, he asked, were
the walls 20 feet high-1 The scenic designer said they'd always

been 20 feet Yates said that from now on they'd be 10 feet A
small thing, perhaps, but the saving on paint, lumber, canvas and
man-hours at the end of a year is something that helps turn red

ink into black.

The factory-aspect of most movie studios depressed Yates. He
presumed the other workers were depressed, too. He substituted

green grass for concrete at Republic, cops with smiles for guards
with guns and flower boxes for painted-out windows. What he
wanted was a friendly atmosphere. He got it.

As of now the head men at Republic are doing considerable si

senoring and buenas dia-ing. They're going to night school, study-

ing Spanish, which gives you some idea what Yates currently is

thinking about And here I am about to use up all my space when
1 could have filled this whole book. I must mention that owl, the
one thing inherited from the previous owners still on the lot This
bird has a perpetual leasehold on stage three. Sometimes he hoots
and sometimes he flies through a high-class drama, thereby causing
a retake, but no Republic executive would think of banishing him.

It takes a wise man and a calm one. a square-shooter and a go-
getter, to equal Yates' achievement. That owl is a symbol

Republic Productions, Inc.

North Hollywood, California

Consolidated Film

Industries, Inc., Photo-

Stills Division, New York City



yourselves and to which so many of our associates

industry organization probably not much older than

N the name of the Variety Clubs of America ... an

belong, I salute you on your Tenth Anniversary. Long may your

banners wave. Long may you prosper.

Year by year, we have watched you grow. Year by year the name

of Republic has assumed new importance and stature in the

records and accomplishments of our great industry.

Like your trade-mark, you stand for vision, courage, independence

and accomplishment. So, to Herbert J. Yates, to James R. Grainger,

to all your other executives and to each and every man and woman

in your international organization, we pay our respects and offer

our admiration and good wishes.

It is a privilege and an honor to write these words of congratulation.

R. J. O'DONNELL
Chief Barker

Variety Clubs of America
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Sam Abarbanel W. J. Dumas Joe LaBella L G. Roehl

James A. Abee Robert Eaton John LaMar William Rogers

Franklin Adreon James Ecker Albert Land Raymond Rose
Frank Arrigo Alric Edens Bruce Langley G. Rossman
Louis Asher Harry Eisenhoff Francis Langton Harold Rossmor
Dudley Autry Clifton A. Emerson Ed Lavalle Victor Santomassimo
Gene Autry John Esch Robert Leeds George Santoro

Bart Baker N. Espar David Lees Richard Sawyer
Frederick P. Bayzman Norman Essex James Leppert Leonard Schaefer

William Beck Catherine Feder James Long Dave Schlesinger

Robert Beebe Cy Feuer Robert Longcrier Duane Schnoebelen
Wm. Bentley, Jr. George Feurman Robert Lynn Irving Schoenberg
Aaron Bergner Leonard Fields Albert Malafronte Earl W Schroeder

Edna Mae Black Don Fill Edward Mann Patricia Schuck
Laurent Bolduc Robert Finkel Harry Marcus John Scott

Richard Boyd Robert L. Finlayson Ray Marcus Harold Sellers

J. H. Bradley LeRoy Finster Dick Marino Frank Sheffield

John F. Brewer George L. Flax Sid Martin Rudy Shellenberg

Richard Brooks Charles Foreman Louise Matthews Louis Sheridan

H. S. Brown, Jr. Harold Forman Harold May Bill Shirley

Neil Brown Jane Fowler John McCloud Sol Shor

R. L. Brown Mike Frankovich Herbert Mendelson Norman Silverman

Russell I. Brown Lockwood Frost Carleton Michens Harold E. Smith
Earle Dean Buell Marsh E. Funderburk Ray Middleton Howard Smith

John Burke Charles Gallenstein Paul Milburn Whilow Smith
Richard Bussey Harold Gausman Max Miller Chalmers Snodgress
Donald Cady Lee Gentry Harold Minter George Somma
James Calahan Harry Gerstad Stewart Moody Francis Soule

Vincent Callahan Edmund Grainger Sidney Morris Jerome Stanley

Iah Cameron Paul Grancell William Morris Sidney Sternstein

John Capano Wilson Grantham John C. Morrison Sydney Stevens

Joseph Cardettino Eddie Greggs Richard Murphy Dale Strickland

Thomas G. Carroll Bruce Greiner Dale Nadel Andrew Subbiondo
Charles Cashon Hershell Gruenberg Homer Nelson Joseph Sugar
Clarence Champagne Paul Gundy Sloan Nibley Jack Swain
M. M. Christensen Lester Haas Sam Noel Clare Swonson
W. J. Clemons Raymond P. Halvorsen Edward Nossan Albert Thomas
Harris Clifton Homer Hamilton Raymond Oberg Frank J. Thomas
Aaron Cohen Ralph Hardesty R. Eldon Oberg William Thomas

1

Vernon Coker Fred Hart Betty O'Brien Kenneth Thompson
Elbert Coleman Joe Hawk Edward O'Donnel William Thompson
Charles Cooper Harold Hellman Jerry Olson Robert L. Tomlinson
Stephen Coppola Robert Herrick Howard O'Neill Willis R. Tomlinson
Irwin Coster Joe Hiatt Les Orlebeck Stanley Trembley
Claude Couch George Hill Hayes Pagel Nick Treosti
Vernon Crocker William M. Hisey Marvin Partin Lloyd Utterberg
Robert Dale Francis Holland Charles J. Pass Bruno G. Vascott
Sam Dalzell Russell Edward Holmes Jerome Pauly Ray Vernol
Dudley Darnell Ralph Hooks, Jr. John Pawlow, Jr. Bernard Vorhaus
Emma DeHaven Al Horwitz Harold Peck Margaret Waite
John Dickinson Bert Humphrey Daniel C. Penrod Earl Waltman
L. A. Dicks Edward P. Inderbitzen Lee Picke Justin Ward
Leonard Dimoush Robert Johannes Louis Phillippi William Ware
F. Dorman Marvin Johns Carl Podlasky George Wargo
Steve Dorsey Eugene Jonas Steve Previn Clifford Waterman
William Douglas Arthur Jones Jack G. Quinn Robert Wenzel
Marguerite Draper ^Villiam Jones Henry Rauch Herb Westrate

Sam Kalmanson Ed. L. Ray Claude White
Melvin Kane William Record Lou Wildey
Paul E. Karanza Eugene Reed Theodore Wilkins
R. W. Karges Thomas Reime Allen Wilson
Gordon Kay Dean Rendahl Roger Wilson
John Kelly Paul Rendahl John Winton
W. Kennett Elmer Rice William Witney
Charles Killen Gilbert Rice Harold Wolf
Wilbur S. Kent Robert Rice Arvard Wooden
William Kickler Wilkeson Richards Harrigan Wortsmith
John Knipping Mickey Riley Douglas T. Yates
Walter S. Krasniewski Ben Roberts Claude York
Arthur Krass Herman Robinson Julian Zimet\ Wr § Raoul Kraushaar Eddie Rodriguez Clement Zumel
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REPUBLIC — ITS PAST AND FUTURE
When Republic released its first film, a

t;stern, ten years ago, it starred a new-

Imer, John Wayne, and cost a modest

'7,000. Its 10th Anniversary film is "Flame

t Barbary Coast," starring the same John

Jayne, now a top-ranking boxoffice per-

Inality, and budgeted at $1,500,000. The

Icord of the years between these two

I [irkers reflects the wise management that

Hi
is lifted Republic up by its bootstraps

/ j'ithout getting tangled up in its spurs)

to the ranks of the major film companies.

I [Operating under a blueprint that set

I {finite goals for accomplishments in each

ttl the ten years — and achieved those goals

I \ Republic, under the leadership of founder

Ikrbert J. Yates, Sr., has forged steadily

Bid inexorably ahead. Unlike certain of

I e Hollywood studios that achieve occa-

I pnal prominence on the basis of a flash

pduction now and then, Republic has been

I indled as a sane and settled business ven-

I re with the carefully laid plans flexible

tough to permit the company to grasp op-

•rtunities for expansion as they arise,

iking advantage of its sales force to keep

close touch with audience taste trends,

gpublic has inaugurated several innova-

>ns in screen entertainment, most notable

ing the singing western.

udio Grew from 'Hole in Ground'

Beginning in 1935 with a studio property

scribed by Yates as "a hole in the ground

t in nowhere," this company's production

int now consists of 135 acres containing

modern motion picture plant, employing

00 workers, with 14 sound stages, per-

anent exterior sets, including its famed
istern street, and a completely equipped

usic sound stage. A $2,000,000, twelve-

iint physical expansion plan for 1945 is

iw under way, which, in addition to creat-

g further production facilities, will initiate

spublic's venture into the Technicolor-

Id.

During the 1935-36 program, the fledgling

mpany introduced the singing Western
id a new star, Gene Autry. The Autry
isterns gained unprecedented popularity,

rticularly in the rural areas. Concentrat-

g on the small-town market, the company
troduced hill-billy and radio talent with a

e-sold audience in these locations. As the

lekels came rolling in, production budgets
came increasingly larger and a promotion
id exploitation campaign was instituted

at made Autry and later, Roy Rogers,
citable gold-mines at the metropolitan, as

ell as the rural, boxoffice.

Realizing the value of this exploitation

>licy, Republic extended it to include the

gher-budgeted films and encouraged by
Inhibitors' and the public's response to the
tter, increased both production and pro-

otion budgets. Films like "Dark Com-
and," "Flying Tigers," "The Fighting Sea-
pes," "In Old Oklahoma" became the ob-
ct of intensive promotional and exploita-

tion campaigns, including world premieres

and elaborate newspaper, radio and fan

magazine publicity, under the able direction

of Charles Reed Jones, Director of Adver-

tising, and Steve Edwards, Director of Pub-

licity. In 1945, Republic will spend more

than $2,750,000 in advertising and promotion.

Grainger Joins Company

1938 saw Republic purchase the studio

property and begin acquiring local fran-

chises, eventually making its exchange

ownership complete. Also in that year,

James R. Grainger, one of the industry's

most popular executives, became president

and general sales manager of the distribu-

tion company, Republic Pictures Corp. Four

sales districts were created in January, 1943,

later increased to eight, all headed by for-

mer branch managers, as Grainger pursued

the policy of promotion from the ranks.

Republic bookings increased from 3000 thea-

tres to a claimed 12,000, invading a field

formerly closed to independent product. For

instance, more than 2500 theatres will show
"Flame of Barbary Coast" during the

months of June and July!

Republic's production outlook for the

future is bright, indeed. Contracts recently

signed with Frank Borzage, Alfred Santell

and William K. Howard bring some of the

finest production talent into the studio's

fold. Following close on the heels of the

big - budget productions, "Brazil," "Lake

Placid Serenade," "Earl Carroll Vanities"

and "Flame of Barbary Coast" are such at-

tractions as "The Cheaters," "Love, Honor
and Goodbye" and "Mexicana." The studio's

first Technicolor film, with Borzage at the

helm, is "Concerto," the Borden Chase story

which Republic bought for $100,000. Two
other color films have been scheduled for

the coming season.

47 Players On Roster

A total of 47 stars and featured players

are under contract at the studio, with pic-

ture commitments from twenty. These in-

clude John Wayne, Roy Rogers, Bill Elliott,

Joseph Schildkraut, Tito Guizar, Robert

Livingston, Allan Lane, Sunset Carson,

Donald Barry, Victor McLaglen, Monte

Hale, George "Gabby" Hayes, Erich Von
Stroheim, The Sons of the Pioneers, Con-

stance Moore, Vera Hruba Ralston, Dale

Evans. Ann Dvorak, Jane Frazee, Jane

Withers, Ona Munson, Ruth Terry, Ste-

phanie Bachelor, and Adele Mara. Gene

Autry heads a group of five in the armed

forces, which includes William Henry, Bruce

Langley, Lloyd Perryman and William

Shirley.

Although the studio spotlight is being

focused today on production of deluxe pic-

tures, the company does not intend to re-

linquish the recognition it has gained as

Hollywood's outstanding producer of wes-

terns and serials. Republic's ventures into

the deluxe field can be viewed as evidence

of natural growth. H. J. Yates, further-

more, is not a man to carry all his eggs in

one basket. The popular and profitable Re-

public westerns are not being overshadowed

by the big -budget films — they are only

being augmented. Mr. Yates knows how
important "bread and butter" is.

REPUBLIC'S BIG ONES

Joseph Schildkraut and Billie Burke in a

scene from "The Cheaters," which also fea-

tures Eugene Pallette, Ona Munson and Ray-

mond Walburn.

Constance Moore, co-starred with Tito

Guizar in Republic's Inter-American musi-

cal, "Mexicana," Al Santell's first production

under his recently signed pact with the

studio.

Virginia Bruce and Edward Ashley are

seen in Republic's comedy-romance, "Love,

Honor and Goodbye," in which Victor Mc-
Laglen, Nils Asther and Helen Broderick are

featured.
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BEDSIDE MANNER' LIGHTWEIGHT FARCE OK FOR DUALS
Rates • • as dualler in naborhoods

United Artists (Andrew Stone)

7C minutes

John Carroll, Ruth Hussey, Charles Ruggles,
Ann Rutherford, Grant Mitchell, Esther
Dale, Joel McGinnis, Claudia Drake, John
James, Renee Godfrey, Frank Jenks, Vera
Marsh, Bert Roaeh, Mary Currier, Earl
Hodgins, Constance Purdy, Sid Saylor.

Directed by Andrew Stone.

A lightweight entertaining farce comedy,
lacking strong box office names, "Bedside
Manner" will fit best into the naborhood
duals where it should satisfy summer cus-
tomers. Adapted from the Saturday Eve-
ning Post story about a lady doctor, the film

has a novel approach to a time-worn com-
edy theme. The opening shots, showing the
doctor picking up three marines at various
places as she drives along the road, are in-

terspersed with the title and credits and the

story proper starts as she arrives at a war-
boom tov/n. The situations that follow are
as improbable as they are amusing and
laughs are plentiful during the many slap-

stick sequences. Andrew Stons has directed
his own production at a snappv pace and
the players generally enter into the spirit of

the nonsensical proceedings. However, the
dialogue could have been much funnier —
a few of the sophisticated quips missing fire

completely.
En route to her home town for a short

visit with her uncle, Charles Ruggles, before
she proceeds to Chicago to work in a re-

search laboratory, Ruth Hussev, young doc-
tor picks up three marines. All three agree
to step overnight and continue with her to
Chicago for a month's furlough. Miss Hus-
sey finds her town is enjoying a war boom
and Ruggles, old-time doctor, is overworked
and hoping to persuade her to help him with

his practice. After a meeting with Johr
[

Carroll and his jealous girl friend, Anr
I

Rutherford, followed by an hilarious eve I

ning with the three marines and a visiting

Russian girl, Claudia Drake, Miss Hussej I

agrees to stay a few more days. Carroll is

;

injured while testing a plane at the airplane

plant and Miss Hussey agrees to treat him
After his recovery, Carroll, who has faller

in love with his doctor, pretends that he has

pantophobia — fear of everything. The
marines, who have also found girl friends

are loath to leave but Miss Hussey is still

insistent on going as soon as she finds a

cure for Carroll's trouble. When Ruggles
finally reveals that he and Carroll cooked
up the scheme to get her to say, Miss Hus-
sey is furious and leaves town, but, en route,

she pretends illness and returns for roman-
tic treatment by Carroll.

YORK

Edward Everett Horton, an uncompromis-

ing judge, starts on a vacation trip with his

wife, Gladys George. Abandoned on a lone-

ly road when their chauffeur quits, Horton

and his wife seek shelter in shady road-

house, now closed for the season. The gang
of petty thieves who live there rifle the)

judge's brief case and mistake him for a

big shot racketeer. Seeing a chance to re-

form the gang, Horton accepts their offer

of leadership and even lets them rifle his

own home in order to let them believe they

are pulling a big robbery. Under his in-

fluence, the crooks decide to go straight un-

til Miss Jewell arrives and exposes him as

the judge who sentenced her. The gang

then gives him a taste of his own medicine

by trying him but, in his own defense, he

tells them how he has helped them and how,

in turn, they have made him more human.
YORK

When Cook is knocked unconscious in an

auto collision with heiress Virginia Grev, he

is taken to her home and, while recuperat-

ing, tries to sell her uncle, George Barbier,

a piece of Paradise Gardens for $63,000.

When the irascible Barbier refuses. Miss

Grev, who has fallen in love with Cook, pre-

tends to be kidnapped until her uncle de-

livers the $63,000 ransom at an appointed

place. The disgruntled Cowan is paid off.

but with an empty satchel, and when he

discovers the hoax and returns to the club,

Barbier and the police also arrive on the

scene. In the ensuing confusion, everyone

lands in jail, but Barbier manages to

straighten out everything and take over as

51 per cent owner of Cook's club.
YORK

ladies, his sweetheart, Cecilia Callejo, de->.

cides to marry Roger Pryor, but the cere-1

mony is halted when Cisco shows up with

a child who he claims is their daughter.

However, Cisco's scheme backfires when he A
returns the borrowed child only to find that

her father has been killed. Ci?co soon
j

learns that Pryor, who hired Cy Kendall to

kill the man, is in league with Anthony
Warde, a double-crossing attorney whoff

hopes to get the dead man's estate. Warde
gets an actress, Vicky Lane, to pose as the f»

child's mother, but Cisco sees through their
j

trickery and manages to stop the plan. After

the conspirators are captured and brought
j

to justice, Cisco persuades Miss Callejo toR

ride on with him to new adventures.
DENLEY

STEPPIN' IN SOCIETY' GOOD CAST, BUT COMEDY MISSES
Rates • • as dualler in naborhoods

Republic

Edward Everett Horton, Gladys George,

Robert Livingston, Ruth Terry, Jack LaRue,
Lola Lane, Frank Jenks, Isabel Jewell, Paul
Hurst, Iris Adrian, Harry Barris, Tom Du-
gan, Chester Clute, Tom Herbert, Stanley
Andrews, Forrest Taylor, Gertrude Astor.

Directed by Alexander Esw.ay.

The credits announcing Edward Everett
Horton, Gladys George and a cast contain-
ing a half-dozen well-known and capable
players promise far more than this dis-

appointing programmer delivers in the way
of entertainment. The story idea of "Step-
pin' In Society" (which is about crooks
rather than society folk) is a novel one
which might have made an hilarious com-
edy, but in this case, it has been directed
in slip-shod fashion by Alexander Esway, a

Frenchman who, apparently, has little con-

ception of American humor. Playing an un-

compromising judge who gradually becomes

a human being while helping a gang of

crooks go straight, Horton indulges in all

of his familiar mannerisms and facial con-
tortions in his efforts to get laughs. Both
he and Paul Hurst, in one of his customary
dim-witted roles, do manage to be amusing,
but Gladys George is wasted in a fluttery

wife characterization and such reliables as
Frank Jenks, Iris Adrian, Jack LaRue and
Lola Lane merely walk through their parts.
Only Isabel Jewell stands out as a pathetic
little law-breaker. All of these players —
with Robert Livingston and Ruth Terry who
have colorless romantic roles — give this
fair marquee value in naborhood spots.
After imposing a merciless sentence on a

petty crook and giving his girl friend, Isa-
bel Jewell, ten days for contempt of court,

BLONDE RANSOM' MINOR MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates • • as supporting dualler

Universal

68 minutes

Virginia Grey, Donald Cook, Pinky Lee, Col-
lette Lyons, George Barbier, Ian Wolfe,
•Jerome Cowan, George Meeker, Charles De-
laney, Frank Reicher, William B. Davidson,
Joe Kirk, Chester Clute, Janina Frostova.

Directed by William Beaudine.

Fast-moving, if not always funny, "Blonde
Ransom" is acceptable light entertainment
to fill the supporting spot in naborhood
spots. The implausible gangster yarn has
been brightened up with several songs and
specialties in the slapstick vein rendered by
the effervescent Collette Lyons and Pinky

Lee. The latter's "Hinky Dinky Pinky" is

an amusing number, while Miss Lyons
shouts out "The Life of the Party" and "A
Million Dollars Worth of Dreams" in the
Betty Hutton manner. Virginia Grey and
Donald Cook play the romantic leads ac-
ceptably and George Barbier's explosive
comedy is always good for a few laughs.
The film ends on a typical musical comedy
note as all hands take part in a double
wedding celebration. This is just a shade
above Universal's average musical pro-
grammers.
When Donald Cook, owner of the night-

club "Paradise Gardens," loses $64,000 in a
crooked poker game run by racketeer Jer-

ome Cowan, the latter demands the deed to

the club if he isn't paid off in ten days.

THE CISCO KID RETURNS' BUT HE'S NOT THI SAME
Rates • • as dualler for action spots

Monogram
minutes

Duncan Renaldo, Martin Garralaga, Cecilia
Callejo, Roger Pryor, Anthony Warde, Vicky
Lane, Fritz Leiber, Jan Wiley, Cy Kendall,
Sharon Smith, Emmet Lynn, Eva Puig.

Directed by J. P. McCarthy.

By no means up to the calibre of the
Cisco Kid pictures produced by 20th Cen-
tury-Fox from 1939 to 1941, Monogram's
"The Cisco Kid Returns" is merely average
western fare. Duncan Renaldo, who now
plays The Kid, lacks the engaging Latin
quality Warner Baxter gave to the role, and
the absence of Chris Pin-Martin, who played

the voluble and be-fuddled Pancho, is sorely

felt. However, with its title attracting loyal

Cisco Kid followers, this will make a satis-

factory dualler in action spots. Based on
the lovable character created in O. Henry's
short stories, this has the required riding

and outdoor action in addition to a mystery
plot which becomes too involved about mid-
way, but comes to an exciting finish. Cecilia

Callejo gives a colorless performance as The
Kid's heart interest — a fiery Mexican girl

— but Roger Pryor, Fritz Lieber and Cy
Kendall are good in important supporting
roles. Even if the novelty of the Cisco Kid
character has worn off, strong stories might
really make the series live again.
Furious at the Cisco Kid (Duncan Ren-

aldo) because of his roving eye for other

16 FILM BULLETIN
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

THREE JUDGES FOR EQUITY TRIAL
A three-judge expediting court will preside at the trial of the

New York consent decree anti-trust suit at Federal District Court
next October 8. The appointment of the three jurists was made
last week by Judge Learned W. Hand, senior circuit court judge,

in response to the filing of an "expediting certificate" by U. S.

Attorney General Francis Biddle the week before which asked
the statutory court to facilitate a speedy trial in this manner be-

cause of the public importance of the case.

One of the three judges was Federal Judge Henry W. God-
dard, who presided at the original suit, from which emerged the
consent decree, and has been handling pre-trial hearings in prep-
aration for the forthcoming trial. Judge Goddard was scheduled
to be the sole judge before Biddle's action. The other two are
Judge John Bright, Federal district court judge, and Judge Augus-
tus Hand, of the Circuit Court of Appeals. Judge Bright presided
at the Bioff-Browne case and convicted Louis Kaufman of ex-
torting $1,000,000 from the industry. Although Judge Hand has
not handled previous industry cases, he presided in the famous
aluminum anti-trust case and is said to be familiar with the issues
involved in the New York equity suit.

According to informed sources, the Government's request for
a temporary injunction to restrain the distributor defendants in
the case from imposing unreasonable clearance will not be af-
fected by the selection of the three-judge court. It is up to Judge
Goddard to act on the motion, as well as whether decisions of the
arbitration board will be admitted as evidence of violation of
anti-tru^t laws.

First reaction in the industry seemed to indicate that the
distributors were concerned over the new jurisdictional arrange-
ment, while exhibitors were in agreement that it would speed the
trial proceedings.

POST-WAR BUILDING BOOM - YATES
An extraordinarily prosperous foreign business and a big

theatre construction boom in this country during the immediate
post-war era were forecast by Herbert J. Yates, Sr., president of
Republic Productions last fortnight at a press conference in New
York. Yates was convinced that the building boom would be con-
centrated on 1000- to 1200-seat houses, rather than on 3000-4300
seating capacity.

The Republic head asserted that there would be prosperity in
foreign markets for at least the first two years after the war be-
cause it would take approximately that time for native film in-
dustries to begin reconstruction and reorganization that would
allow their facilities and product to provide any appreciable part
of their national theatres' playing time.

In discussing local business trends, Yates said that film at-
tendance today had dropped noticeably from the level of eight
months ago, principally because of layoffs and reductions in war
industries.

Since Republic is currently observing its 10th Anniversary
celebration, Yates took the opportunity to declare that Republic's
good progress to date will be overshadowed by accomplishments
during this and the coming year, and expressed appreciation for
the support exhibitors have given the company. In response to a
query, he dented that Republic is interested in entering the ex-
hibition field.

PRODUCERS SAY STRIKE INEFFECTIVE
As the studio strike went into its 15th week, the situation

remained virtually unchanged. Tt. was the sime o'd sto-v — the
Conference of Studio Unions strikers maintaining that the strike
was crippling the studios, the producers claiming that the strike
lacked effectiveness.

In a statement addressed to both the trade and the public themajor producers said: "Recognising that production of pictures is
the only true guage of the effectiveness of the studio strike pro-
duction is not only still increasing, hut is at a higher level' than
before the strike began, and at the highest level since the juris-
dictional dispute involving 54 emplovees culminated in a strike
aimed to paralyze the industry." Pointing to 35 films before the
cameras, the producers reiterated their initial stand, promising tomeet schedules and fulfill their commitments.

The CSU announced that the first letters to 9600 unions listing
stars that had crossed the picket lines were in the mails The
union also revealed that William Hutcheson, carpenters' interna-

tional president, was arranging a meeting in Washington between
heads of strike-affected unions and executives of unaffected Holly-

wood unions in order to bring about the ouster of Richard Walsh
and his organization, IATSE, from the AFL.

WEEKLY SERVICE PLAN BY NSS
A new weekly service plan whereby exhibitors may be served

with a complete accessories service for lobby, front and away-
from-theatre advertising at an established weekly rental was ad-

vanced by National Screen Service at the final session of its three-

day sales meeting last fortnight. The new service which will be

introduced shortly, provides for a dual contract under which thea-

tres will be able to prearrange their accessories commitments with

NSS in a manner to provide for variable changes in their lobbies

through combined use of specialty and standard accessories, yet,

at the same time, maintain an established weekly cost for the

media.

Sales head George Dembow, who presented the plan, also de-

clared that a simplified contract form, smaller in size, will soon

go into effect.

Herman Robbins, president of the company, announced a re-

alignment of NSS' 31 branches into seven districts instead of the

four which previously constituted divisional set-up. Under the

decentralization action, Robbins revealed creation of three new
district managers' posts and promotion of four branch managers
to district managers.

The new set-up has Jack Cohen as Eastern District Manager;
William Bein, Central District; Leo Abrams, Northeastern Dis-

trict, including New York; Charles Lester, Southeastern; Louis

Patz, Midwest; Bernard Wolf, West Coast; no appointment has

yet been made to the Southwestern District managership.

SMITH NEW CIE MODERATOR
Martin G. Smith, president of Allied, succeeded Hugh Bruen

of PCCITO as moderator of the Conference of Independent Ex-

hibitors, following Bruen's resignation as moderator when he

stepped out as a trustee of the PCC.
The CIE, a nationwide organization of independent exhibitor

groups, is expected to call a meeting to discuss the Government's
anti-trust case to go to trial Oct. 8. The appointment of the three-

judge statutory court to hear the case was expected to hasten the

meeting which was held up pending further developments in the

equity suit.

Another deterrent to a definite date for the confab is the

forthcoming installation of the new Attorney General Tom C.

Clark and the resultant changes, if any, in the Department of

Justice and the anti-trust division.

RWLB RECOMMENDS MANAGERS PACT
A regional War Labor Board panel recommendation which

may have significance in future unionization of managers was

passed in New York last week when the RWLB recommended a

contract be drawn up between RKO and Motion Picture Theatre

Operating Managers and Assistant Managers Guild, representing

managers and assistant managers in the 40 RKO theatres in the

New York metropolitan area.
RKO's objections to the Board's jurisdiction over the case

were dismissed by the panel recommendations. The WLB rulin?

granted union security, a 15 per cent wage increase, 48-hour work
week and other benefits. The panel, however, denied the Guild's

request for extra pay on holidays. The wage increase was to be

retroactive to Dec. 8, last.

Counsel for RKO, Monroe Goldwater, said the RWLB report

was a "mere recommendation to the Second Regional Office of the

WLB and the issues are still far from concluded." He asserted

the company's intention of filing objections to the panel report

and expressed the belief that a number of the recommendations
were "not in accordance with well-established principles control-

ling in labor relations cases of this character."

$7,290,164 IN 1945 R. C. DRIVE
A record total of $7,290,164 in theatre collections during the

industry's 1945 Red Cross War Fund Week was reported by N.

(Continued on Page 36)
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JUStifiatle pride we of

RKO welcome the continuance

of our association witk Willlam

Goetz; and Leo Spitz in releasing

the distinguished productions of

i TERNATIONAL
PICTURES
whose ^reat stars, producers,

directors and writers are proving

"Good Entertainment is International
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FIRST of the new ^roup

of INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

to be released by . . .
ft K O
RADIO
PICTURES

I N TH R N AT [ONAL PICTU R IH s\^ents

GARY COOPER
LOR ETTA YOU N G

i n

NUNNALLY JOHNSON'S

wi tk

WILLIAM DEMAREST • DAN DURYEA
A Cinema Artists Production
Produced by Gary Cooper
Directed by Stuart Heisler
Screenplay by Nunnally Johnson
Novel hy Alan Le May

INTERNATIONAL PICTURES presents

CLAUDETTE
#
ORSON GEORGE

COLBERT * WELLES * BRENT

am
Produced by

VING PICHEL • DAVID LEWIS
Screenplay by Lenore Coffee • Novel by Gwen Bristow
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INTERNATIONAL PICTURES presents



OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES"
. . . A Little Child Shall Lead Them

tion (ya see!)

seven-year-old.



I

.KTTPTOTTATIQH Wl'UM
(Continued from Preceding Page)

OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES"
CREDITS

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture. Produced by Robert Sisk. Directed by Roy

Rowland. Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Margaret O'Brien, James Craig, Frances

Gifford, Agnes Moorehead, Morris Carnovsky, Jackie "Butch" Jenkins, Sara

Haden. Screen Play by Dalton Trumbo. Based on the book "For Our Vines

Have Tender Grapes" by George Victor Martin. Director of Photography,

Robert Surtees. A.S.C.

|„ Little seven-vear-old Selma Jacobson (Margaret O'Brien) is one
of the happy children of the Norwegian farm community in Wis-
consin, Fuller Junction. Her chief interest is her cousin Arnold
Hansen (Jackie "Butch" Jenkins), only five and too young for
school.

2. Selma adores, and is adored by, her father, Martinius Jacobson
(Edward G. Robinson), while Ma Jacobson (Agnes Moorehead) is

the practical member of the family, the realist. It is her wisdom
that keeps Pa and Selma straight while they are figuring how to
get that barn they are always dreaming about.

3. The Spring thaw brings a flood and a tense moment is felt in
Fuller Junction when Selma and Arnold disappear down the fast
moving river in an old tub boat. They are rescued by Nels Halver-
son (James Craig), called simply "Editor," since he runs the town
newspaper.

I

4. Comes Christmas and Editor writes a special story for

Selma to recite at the school party. "There was a little

town called Bethlehem..." Full of awe and love, she re-

cites it and there is nary a dry eye among all the towns-
people.

5. Tragedy takes over when lightning strikes the barn of

neighbor Bjorn Bjornson (Morris Carnivsky) and his cattle

burn in the inferno. The old farmer is heart-broken.

6. At church, the next Sunday, Editor calls for a collec-

tion to help Bjornson. Contributions are meagre until little

Selma offers the precious calf her father had given her.

The farmers are shamed by the child's generosity and they

quickly offer cattle, hay, fodder, corn.

7. Editor announces he is joining the army, although he

does not want to leave his paper. City-bred Viola Johnson
(Frances Gifford), now knows that the people of Fuller

Junction are good people and she promises she will run

the paper and wait for Editor to return.



"Should bring ducats to the boxoffice ... all

the elements of acting, direction and pace are

combined skillfully so that appetizing enter-

tainment results. Andrew Stone deserves ap-

plause in his dual role of producer-director!"

— Hollywood Reporter

"Well-contrived, streamlined comedy . . . okay

boxoffice!"

— Variety

"There are a thousand laughs in 'Bedside

Manner' . . . it's the Treat of the Week!"

— Hedda Hopper

"Trim package of up-to-the-minute entertain-

ment! Well-constructed comedy-drama right

down the popular alley and should hit a nice

stride at the boxoffice!"

— Daily Variety

Picture of the Week!'

>Hntnty Fzdler

"A comedy that will entertain all with its dia-

logue and unusual situations!"

— Showmen ** Trade Ilerieir

ANDREW STONE presents

BEDSIDE MANNER"
},

starring JOHN CARROLL and RUTH HUSSEY
with CHARLES RUGGLES and ANN RUTHERFORD

Esther Dale - Grant Mitchell - Frank Jenks
From the Saturday Evening Post story by Robert Carson

Screenplay by FREDERICK JACKSON and MALCOLM STUART BOYLAN
Directed by Andrew Stone - Released thru united artists



What The Newspaper Critics Say
Mi^Mi icmt<; fpqm RFVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'WONDER MAN' KAYE HITS THE ENTERTAINMENT JACKPOT
(RKO)
"...Various verdicts on this one will be highly individual, ranging
from ecstatic down to warm, if slightly exhausted, approval. It
all depends on how great and how enduring your affection for
Danny Kaye happens to be... He is buoyant, gay and endless...
It's Danny the whole mirthful course. . .Other actors are just
props, not much more important than a chair or table when
Danny Kaye comes scampering through a scene." COOK, N. Y.
WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...The ineffable Danny Kaye exploits his overflowing bag of
tricks with contagious enthusiasm .. .The fun is fast, furious and
fairly continuous because at least one Danny Kaye is always
present on the screen... He is the closest thing to a supercharger
now functioning in human flesh. That is what enables him to
turn a one-horse comedy into a 'Wonder Man' variety show, part

gangster, part romance, part spirit-filled and all Kaye." WIN-]
STEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Wholesale, complete and exhaustive demonstration of Mr.
Kaye... The tremendously talented young man manages to give

an exhibition of most everything he can do. And all of it is

amusing. . .There are stretches of tedium in the middle. But the

idea is right for this rare cut-up and he whirls it around both oi

his heads." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Fantastic theme loaded with laughter .. .No more sprightly)

screen comedy has come to town for a long time than this some-
j

what oversize Samuel Goldwyn production. Even when the show
lags, you can be sure that a wonderful comedian will be on screen
shortly to make your ribs ache. . .Nonsense is wonderful, humor
is constant and delectable .. .Danny Kaye makes 'Wonder Man' a'

wonder show." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 1

CRITICS DIFFER ON TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL
» TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX)
"...Emaciated comedy disguised in Technicolor and other fancy
trappings.

. .Accompanying music and lyrics by Kurt Weill and
Ira Gershwin help a little, but they don't succeed in creating
gayety out of the general nonsense." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE.
"... Smartly-paced, highly entertaining film based on a clever idea
.

.
.Guaranteed to tickle the risibles and lighten the spirit of all

those who see it moving gaily and swiftly across the screen...
Wacky but delightful." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Sizable measure of fun, as far removed from any semblance
to reality as the most ardent escapist could wish, and a bit of an
innovation as screen musicals go... But amid so much amiable
spoofing there also are some moments when this historical jape
falls as flat as a tired old joke... Even though it does not repre-
sent the ultimate in fantasy, it is different, and that's something
for which to be thankful." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.

".
. .Boisterous blend of fact, fantasy and fun, whisking about with!

blithe through some six centuries of restaged history. . .Entire 1

jape, from start to finish, is peppered with meaningful humor by II

the script writers and tuned to a bright and sprightly operetta !

score." McMANUS, PM.
"...Gay lark of a picture, full of prankish laughter .. .Idea is al
joyous gem of fantasy .. .Excellent score, staged with imaginative!
animation. . .No fault to find at all, as a matter of fact. Nothing!
to do but laugh all day when you go to the Roxy." COOK, N. Y I

WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...Most of the picture is fresh and lively. There are a few

J
points at which the invention sags a little, and that is what makes I

it an uneven entertainment. But a set of five uncommonly good!
songs by Ira Gershwin and Kurt Weill frequently lift the picture!

out of its doldrums." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

'OUT OF THIS WORLD' CINEMA TRICK LIFTS PARAMOUNT MUSICAL
(PARAMOUNT)
".. .Whacky musical. .It's all in the spirit of fun. And fun, with-
out a single thought to shade it, is what the customers are des-
tined to have.

. .Has some awfully dead spots. . .But for all its un-
funny lapses, 'Out of This World' is full of laughs, mainly because
of Mr. Bracken." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...For without his (Crosby) crooning this hodge-podge of satire,
music and production numbers would prove incredibly trying.
The idea of having Bracken grimace as Crosby's chanting comes
over the sound track is fairly funny. It is not comical enough to
sustain a feebly pretentious film... Some good songs, sung de-
lightfully." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Travesty on crooners occupies only occasional moments, but
they are enough to raise the whole picture far above the conven-

tional musical comedy pattern .. .Laughter persists through every!"

repetition of the main gag... Likely to land most of its score or

the Hit Parade." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...A delicious spoof, via Hal Walker's sparkling direction at the

battle of croon vs. swoon. . .Eddie's performance is tops in timic|

charm. He's droll; he's dandy; he's delightful. So indeed is Diane
Lynn. . .Melodies which keep things humming (as well as laugh^
ing) from start to stop." THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"...Eddie Bracken, equipped with Crosby's failure-proof talent.

Producers load the production down with so much in the way o
]

guest stars, production numbers, etc., that the rather ingratiating

cinema trick on which the original plot is built loses its zip.'

McMANUS, PM.

'IT'S IN THE BAG' WACKY FUN FOR FRED ALLEN FANS, SAYS POST
(UNITED ARTISTS)
"...Fred Allen is not going to set the cinema world on fire any
more this time than in the past. Difficulty lies in the nature of
his comedy. It is essentially satire expressing itself in words...
Comedy of strictly limited appeal. People who fancy the Fred
Allen brand of hee-haw will find several neatly turned sequences.
Others will decide either that he's not funny at all or that he's so
crazy they won't believe him." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
".

.
.Dizzy bewildering picture. . .Catch-all of Allen witticisms wise-

cracks and comedy routines. . .For the great unseen radio audi-
ence which hangs on Mr. Allen's every show, this film — which
plainly borrows from that medium — should prove an extenuated
treat... But for those of us moderate listeners who like to see a
well - assembled picture this one is just a cross - fire of gags."
CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

"...As nutty as a fruit cake, but the star gives it considerably

spice. . .Little sense to the continuity .. .A lot of fun in the proi

ceedings. . .Not a stand-out motion-picture comedy, but it has i

reasonable quota of laughter." BARNES, N. Y. HERALI
TRIBUNE.
"...Canned, or scripted, Fred Allen cannot compare with thij

genuine article no matter how many guest stars, stooges, curios|

Indian chiefs and set-up situations are added... It is all funny!

but none of it extremely funny." McMANUS, PM.
"...Starts right out with a blast of Fred Allen's wry humor, an<|

that's the flavor of its whole hour and a half. . .Full of much mor
mirth than you usually get for your movie money... Runs off lik <

a set of the better Fred Allen radio skits, full of the scathing an<

resourceful wit that has made his broadcasts an endless pleasure.

COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.

THAT'S THE SPIRIT' GUSTY, SECOND-RATE FUN — WINSTEN
(UNIVERSAL)
"...Combines the spirit world with two of its standard worlds,
society and theatrical, to whip up a considerable froth of music,
dancing, laughter and sorrow. . .Generally on the heavy side in its
imaginative flights. Slapstick is mingled not too cleverly with
obvious and overdrawn characterizations. . .Gusty, second-rate
fun." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Roly-poly, rough-and-tumble Jack Oakie and everything else
about the picture are very good, too... None of this is at all in
the direction of delicate, ethereal fantasy. The idea is lively
rowdy fun, with occasional moments when things settle down to a
mild and hearty glow of sentiment.. .The whole length of this un-
pretentious little picture is full of joyous surprises." COOK N YWORLD TELEGRAM.
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".
. .Mild musical fantasy about show business. . .Merely the coni

ventional theatrical success story with a few camera tricks adde<|

to make it look different. . .There is no dearth of talent in 'That')

the Spirit'; but lacking the strong ingredient of imagination s|

essential to a film of this type, it is neither very funny nor verl

touching." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...'That's the Spirit' came to Loew's Criterion along with th

unseasonal cold. The conjunction was purely a coincidence, bu

the response of the audience to the film seemed rather a deal
indication that it felt much the same way toward both...Som<i
what broiled artistic effort... The spirit is strong but the writin

is weak. . .Fanciful mood is a frail one and in this instance, it iu

dimly sustained." CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
The Rosalind Russell-Lee Bowman film, almost ready for

rind-up, gets a title change from "Some Call It Love" to "She
ll-Vouldn't Say Yes." We gave up a long time ago trying to give
\

;

casons for this routine — we just accept it. Another title change
'
omes on an already completed picture. "Rusty," in which Ted
)onaldson gets top billing with a purp, goes into release as "For
he Love of Rusty."

Columbia slipped over a fast western on us since our last
issue, "Burning The Trail" (Starrett-Burnette). They started it

une 4 and finished it June 13.

The studio's shining light, Rita Hayworth, is ready to go to

|

track again. She's had weeks off to be with her husband, Orson
:

Velles. on his trips up to San Francisco to the conference. And
ow, she'd like to make a picture. She asked the studio to give

ier a non-musical first, what with having had a baby she doesn't
ieel up to the dancing routines a musical requires. They have
romised they would do as she asked, but so far no plans have
een announced. Prime reason is the strike. A Hayworth picture
I automatically one of Columbia's big ones and they're afraid of
:arting and then getting held up half-way through. Of course,
Itayworth without music is only half-Hayworth, we feel, so it's
ossible the studio may just wait until September and then go
ito a big musical for her.

Five in work on the lot. The three new starters are: "Snafu,"
comedy with Robert Benchley and old-timer Enid Markey; "Girl

' The Limberlost" (Loren Tindall-Dorinda Clifton) — whoinell
e they? - and "The Paper Doll Murder" (Warner Baxter).
ontinmng are: "The Kansan" (Evelyn Keyes-Willard Parker)
ichnicolor western, and "She Wouldn't Say Yes" (Rosalind
!ussell-Lee Bowman).

rifelRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
With the trend toward buying Broadway plays this past

ason, Metro came up with four of them. "On The Town" was
ken for $100,000 against a ceiling of $250,000; "Violet" cost $100,-
0; "Soldier's Wife," $75,000 plus weekly percentages to a ceiling
$200,000, and "But Not Goodbye," cheap at $20,000. Metro

ecutives now say there will be no more fantastic prices for
oadway plays. "Tain't worth it," 'tis said. Nevertheless, it is
is column's belief that as long as Broadway keeps bringing up
•ashes, astute film producers will try their darndest to getntrol of the properties and costs will continue to be BIG.

The deal mentioned here last issue between Somerset
-lugham and Metro on his new novel. "Now and Then," is off.
tuldn't get together on terms, so the option which the studio
d went by the wayside.

MGM rated high in the nominations of films for the Congress
Library archives this year. "An American Romance," "Main
eet After Dark," "Meet Me In St. Louis," "NationaJ Velvet,"

"Nothing But Trouble," "The Seventh Cross," "Thirty Seconds
Over Tokyo," and "Two Girls and A Sailor," comprised the list.

As predicted here sometime ago, Pat Kirkwood, English musi-

cal comedy star, has arrived at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio.

Her first picture will be Joe Pasternak's "No Love, No Leave,"

which Writer Charles Martin will have as his first directorial

assignment.

Casting for A. J. Cronin's "The Green Years" has commenced
with Charles Coburn drawing the top character role of the old

grandfather. Harold Buquet is directing this one for Producer
Leon Gordon. Once again, a search is on for an unknown to play

the important role in the story. It seems Metro is constantly

searching for an "unknown boy." They finally found one for their

second start on "The Yearling" now being shot in its location

stages in Florida. And it took months. Now, they're hunting

again. What ever happened to the boy they found to play Jodie

in "The Yearling" the first time they started the picture?

George Seaton, Writer-Director-Producer at 20th Century-Fox,

has the satisfaction of having his play bought by another major
studio. "But Not Goodbye," now running on Broadway, has been

bought by Metro.

Myrna Loy has ended her 12-year stay on the Metro lot, but

William Powell, with whom she made the Thin Man series and
other man-and-wife comedies, stays on with a brand new seven-

year contract. Powell has been at the studio for 11 years. His

first picture under the new contract is "The Hoodlum Saint" in

which he'll have Esther Williams and Angela Lansbury as co-

workers. Miss Loy joins those other former greats of Leo's

feminine star roster who have gone elsewhere. Remember them?
Shearer, Garbo, Crawford — and now, Loy. Tempus fugit, and

faster in Hollywood!

Producer Pan Berman, who took a long vacation after finish-

ing "The Picture of Dorian Gray" last year, is back at the studio

and feeling fine again. His first production will be "The Green
Mansions," from the novel by W. H. Hudson.

Director John Ford is back as director on "They Were Ex-

pendable," after recovering from a leg injury. Robert Montgom-
ery, who took over for him, is now just an actor again.

Esther Williams didn't want to go into pictures. It took al-

most two years of persistent trying by MGM executives and Louis

B. Mayer's greatest persuasiveness, they say, to make the young

swimming star sign a contract. But she finally did — and Metro

has been good to her, indeed. Now, the swimming star is being

handed her first big dramatic role in "The Hoodlum Saint."

Saw "Bewitched," the Arch Oboler story, previewed the other

night. Mr. Oboler has much to learn about directing films though

his story is a gripping one. There may be some last-minute re-

vision on this before it goes into general release, which might
bring some needed smoothness, but this one is bound to cause

controversy, another word, sometimes, for boxoffice.

New starter this week is the Turner-Garfield picture, "The



Po traan Always Rings Twice." It will be Lana's first deviation

into a character study. For John Garfield, the role is tailored to

order. Incidentally, Garfield, as stated here weeks ago, is not

leaving Warner Brothers.

"The Harvey Girls" finally wound up and Director George
SUlnc;. is off for a short rest and to gather material for his next

musical, "Holiday in Mexico."

Continuing in production are: "This Strange Adventure"
(Gable-Garson), "A Letter for Evie" (Hunt-Carroll), "John and
Mary" I Allyson-Walker), "She Went to the Races" (Craig-Gifford)

and "They Were Expendable" (Montgomery-Wayne), which is in

its last days of shooting. The title "John and Mary" is one of

Metro's mid-way changes from "For Better For Worse."

MONOGRAM
An insignificant drop-off in net for the first quarter of 1945 as

compared to the same period in 1944, was reported by President

W. Ray Johnston this week. A difference of about $4,000 was

noted in the 1945 figure of $107,840,94. Not enough to indicate

any cause for worry. A change in the distribution set up for the

United Kingdom, as of August 1, 1944, from an advance royalty

basis to a straight percentage basis is reported as having resulted

in deferment of considerable revenue to a later period — which

undoubtedly is reflected in the current report.

Four June releases scheduled are: "Springtime in Texas"

(Jimmy Wakely-L.ee "Lasses" White), "Trouble Chasers" (Gilbert-

Howard-Rosenbloom), "Flame of the West" (Johnny Mack Brown)
i nil "Mr. Muggs Rides Again" (East Side Kids).

With the "Dillinger" gross soaring toward the 2 million mark,
Vice-President Steve Broidy has offered a bonus of a $1,000 War
Bond for the best exploitation picture idea submitted to the studio

Within the next three months. All Monogram exchange employees
are eligible as well as home office and studio people.

In addition to "Allotment Wives," the second Kay Francis

picture in which the actress stars and serves as co-producer,

Producer Louis Berkoff has started work on "Gregory," with Ed-
mund Lowe and Jean Rogers in the leading roles.

"The Shanghai Cobra," a Charlie Chan feature, wound up and
the schedule thus has only two in production.

PARAMOUNT
Paramount's investment in New York plays totals over $590,-

C00 for the season. Highest priced was "Dear Ruth" which took
$450,000; "Oh Brother" went for .?75,000 and a percentage to $200,-

000; "Feature for June," as yet unproduced, tabbed $50,000; "The
Odds on Mrs. Oakley," a mere $15,000. "Alice Sit-by-the-Fire" was
purchased for an undisclosed price.

Paramount producers and casting office are busy with future
plans . inch, apparently, are not suffering from any timidity born
of the strike. Twelve pictures are in the process of casting, thir-
teen in the process of preparation for early production.

"Calcutta" will be directed by John Farrow for Seton I. Mil-
ler, with Alan Ladd and Bill Bendix in the cast. Mitchell Leisen
will shortly start "To Each His Own," with Olivia de Havilland
and Philip Terry. Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies," under Producer
Joseph Sistrom, with Bing Crosby, Paul Draper and others yet
to be cast, goes in July. Bob Hope's next under Sol C. Siegel is
"Monsieur Beaucaire." Charles M. Brackett is working on "Alice
Sit-by-the-Fire," which will be shortened to "Alice" for the screen.
Karl Tunberg has "Take This Woman" and "Immortal Wife"
readying. Louis Edelman has "Beyond This Journey" and "The
Forgotten Friday" in work. Danny Dare is working on Heywood
' roun'a "The Sun Field." Paul Jones will make "Break Up."
' enneth Ma egowan is preparing "Third Avenue" and "Scruffy."
seton [. Miller is working on "The Bride Wore Boots" which will

Pbara Stanwyck, Robert Cummings and Patric Knowles.

Hi 1 Wallis, who will soon start work on "The Crying Sisters"
i purchased film rights to Oscar Serlin's "Beggars Are

' pnalng to Town" which goes into rehearsal in August. Paul
I illy. Rirardo Cortcz and Dorothy Comingore are in the shownw deal, now in process, calls for a deposit and a per-

tage of the picture's gross based on a graduated scale starting
from the first dollar. "Love Lies Bleeding" is another property

1 purchased foi TJzabeth Scott, who recently finished her pic-ture for Mr. RTaUla. "You Came Along." Othei Wallis properties

include "The Searching Wind," "The Perfect Marriage," for which
Wallis would like Joan Crawford as star, "The Life of Tschaikov-

sky," "Whenever I Remember" and "Dishonorable Discharge."

Producer Wallis and his associate, Joseph Hazen, seem to have

found the success formula quickly in their independent venture.

Despite the plans for early future productions, this studio has

run into its summer lull a bit earlier than usual. (Could be the

shadow of the strike). Only one in production at the moment.

"The Trouble With Women" (Ray Milland-Teresa Wright) which

started life as "Too Good To Be True."

Good to know that the popular B. G. (Buddy) DeSylva is over

the hump of his recent serious heart attack. His right arm,

paralyzed during the seizure, is improving and the producer is

using a ukelele daily to strengthen the stricken muscles.

PRC
All quiet on the PRC front with only one picture in production

at the moment. "Detour," another psychological murder story, is

in work with Ann Savage, Tom Neal and Claudia Drake featured.

Pity how this outfit has missed the boat. With the nation's

exhibitors crying so audibly for reasonably good product, PRC
has failed with appalling consistency to supply their needs. The

opportunity offered the independents in these past few war years

— because of reduced major products — may never come again.

We had high hopes for PRC, but no dice.

REPUBLIC
Republic rated two features in the Congressional Library

archives nominations. "Man from Frisco" and "Yellow Rose of

Texas" made the grade.

With the completion of the new music stage building built at

a cost of $600,000, Republic keeps moving right along in its ex-

pansion program. Next to come is the new generator power plant

which is already under way. The $2,000,000 expansion program

when completed should give Republic equipment and stages to

compete with the best major lots in the industry.

Frank Borzage's first picture for Republic is all set to go on

July 1. It is "Concerto," by Borden Chase, which cost the studio

$100,000 — an unheard of price for story material at this studio.

Borzage's second will also be a Borden Chase story called "That

Man Malone," and John Wayne will star. RKO-Radio formerly

owned this property.

Newest contractee on the Republic lot is Edward Ashley, for-

mer ATC sergeant. He's been given a seven year contract and

has already finished a role in "Love, Honor and Goodbye" with

Virginia Bruce. Borzage wants him for "Concerto" and Al Rogell

akso has him pencilled in for a part in his next picture. Ashley

was a featured player at MGM before he went into service. Good

for Republic and the industry for putting this returned service

man to work so promptly.

President Herbert J. Yates has ambitious plans for producing

pictures in Mexico during the coming year. But, at the moment,

he is concentrating on injecting the full rich Mexican flavor into

a picture being made on the lot. "Mexicana" has a score done by

Gabriel Ruiz, one of Mexico's important composers. Tito Guizar

and Constance Moore are starred and this is Santell's first pro-

duction at Republic under his new contract. It will be interesting

to see what Mr. Santell brings forth.

Three pictures in work this week, the one new starter being

William K. Howard's first production-direction stint, "A Guy Could

Change" (Allan Lane-Jane Frazee). "Sunset in El Dorado," a

Roy Rogers musical, continues, as does "Mexicana." The current

Roy Rogers' film is unique in that for the first time in a western

they're trying a "dream sequence" — with Dale Evans, the hero-

ine, dreaming her grandmother's life.

Now for real confusion in the title-changing department, here

is the pay-off: "The Woman Who Came Back" becomes "That

Man of Mine." But "The Woman Who Came Back," apparently,!

is a good title, so the studio is going to give it to the Waiter

Colmes production, "The Web." That just about does it!
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RKO-RADIO
The long-talked of deal with Cantinflas, Mexico's great come-

dian, is finally and completely off at RKO. This deal has been on

and off a dozen times during the past year. John Auer was set

to produce and direct the film called "The Tramp," both in an

American and Spanish version. But disagreement by the actor

on the interpretation of the story couldn't be eliminated so — it's

all off now and how wise to stop a bad situation and thereby save

a failure after huge costs had been invested in production.

RKO financial statement as issued recently showed a decrease

in the first quarter of 1945 of about $400,000 over the take for the

same period last year in the net profit column. N. Peter Rathvon
was re-elected president at the recent directors' meeting.

No new productions started this week. "Dick Tracy" (Con-

way-Jeffreys) and "Deadline at Dawn" (Hayward-Williams) con-

tinue before the cameras.

INTERNATIONAL
Though President William Goetz's company is not presently

at work, having just finished "Tomorrow Is Forever" (Claudette
Colbert-George Brent-Orson Welles), plans for the coming year
include five features. First to go will be "Home Is the Sailor"
followed by "It Had To Be You" and "Countess of Monte Cristo,"
the Sonja Henie Technicolor feature. Gary Cooper will make one
feature, story yet unchosen, and, finally, "The Dark Mirror," a
murder mystery, will go. "Tomorrow Is Forever" is set for Octo-
ber release. Max Steiner, Warner Brother's composer-conductor,
is doing the musical score for this one.

Joyce MacKenzie, International's newest young actress, who
will be seen in "Tomorrow Is Forever," has been loaned to Samuel
Goldwyn for an important part in Danny Kaye's next, "Kid from
Brooklyn."

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
Despite difficulties with picketers who finally had to be re-

strained by court order — which was not too effective — the Gold-
wyn company has started the next Danny Kaye picture. It's being
shot in Technicolor and features with Danny the same girls he
has in "Wonder Man," Virginia Mayo and Vera-Ellen. This film
is based on the famed stage and screen success, "The Milky Way."

Mr. Goldwyn, too, has set himself a full schedule for the com-
ing year. Robert Nathan's novel, "The Bishop's Wife," will go
into work shortly. The producer is trying to get either Joan Fon-
taine or Teresa Wright for the stellar role. "Earth and High
Heaven" is on the list, along with "The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty," "Glory For Me" and "Simone."

20th CENTURY-FOX
Six in production at this studio, with no new starters sched-

uled for this week. Continuing are: "Enchanted Voyage" (John
Payne-June Haver), a Technicolor production; "Fallen Angel"
(Alice Faye-Dana Andrews), "Kitten on the Keys" (Maureen
O'Hara-Dick Haymes), also in Technicolor, "Leave Her To Heav-
en" (Gene Tierney-Cornel Wilde) and "Now It Can Be Told"
(William Eythe-Signe Hasso).

In the play-purchase parade, 20th has left Broadway pretty

much to other studios, concentrating instead on best sellers. The
only big play investment was "Junior Miss" for a reputed price of

$400,000. This one is ready for release.

UNITED ARTISTS
Only two pictures are in production at present, producers of

the UA group have five more to come during the remainder of

June and July.

Edward Small has started "Getting Gertie's Garter" (Marie
McDonald-Dennis O'Keefe), and Hunt Stromberg has "Young
Widow" (Jane Russell-Louis Hayward). To follow shortly are:

Ben Bogeaus" "Diary of a Chambermaid" (Paulette Goddard-
Burgess Meredith). The producer has organized a new company
for this picture with Goddard, Meredith, Jean Renoir and Lewis

Milestone as members. Jules Levey plans "Trailtown" for July.

Stromberg also has "Dishonored Lady." Mary Pickford promises
start on "One Touch of Venus" and Seymour Nebenzal has sched-

uled "Whistle Stop."

Charles R. Rogers is planning a picture based on the life of

the Dorscy brothers which will feature Tommy and Jimmy in co-

starring roles. The title, aptly enough, is "My Brother Le dl

Band."

By the time you are reading this, David O. Sel/.ni. k should

have resumed production on "Duel in the Sun" (Jennifer Jones-

Joseph Cotten-Gregory Peck), which has been off production tor

the past six weeks because of the strike difficulties. Rumor had

it that the picture was going to be abandoned. To rule out all

such notions, Selznick, who has been in New York, announced an

advertising budget of half a million dollars for the exploitation of

this picture. Meanwhile, the company and most of the studio

employees have been off salary during this lapse.

Producer David L. Loew is going ahead with his plans for a

Marx Brothers' picture, "A Night in Casablanca." The sci .-cn pi.
i

,

is now being written.

Jack Skirball signed Myrna Loy as quickly as he coul.l aitel

she had definitely left MGM. Her first picture for the Sl<ii ball-

Manning company will be "Genius in the Family," with Don

Ameche as co-star.

UNIVERSAL
Four in production at the studio, with one new starter: "As It

Was Before" (Merle Oberon-Charles Korvin), "Once Upon A

Dream" (Franchot Tone-Susanna Foster), "Alibi In Ermine"

(Charles Coburn-Ginny Simms) and "Frontier Gal" (Yvonne de

Carlo-Rod Cameron) in Technicolor. That's not a bad list for the

studio at this time of year.

Big news of the week at this studio was the marriage of Pro-

ducer Felix Jackson and his star, Deanna Durbin. "Congratula-

tions," and what about a picture? Answering quickly is the news

that Emily Kimbrough is now in Hollywood to go to work for Mi .

Jackson on an original screen play for his wife. With Mi

brough writing, the film will, of course, be a comedy — after

"Lady On A Train." This sounds like a nice change of pa«C

WARNER BROS.
Warner Brothers tops the list of studios that have paid fat

fees for Broadway plays. $1,700,000 for six properties is a good

solid sum. $500,000 went for "Life With Father" (a questionable

investment in our opinion) and "The Voice of The Turtle" is said

to have cost the same amount. $250,000 was spent foi* "Chicken

Every Sunday"; "The Two Mrs. Carrolls" went for $200,000, "The

Visitor" was listed at $150,000 and "A Connecticut Yankee" at

$100,000. These flat rate prices are exclusive, of course, of per-

centage deals, which will increase the total figures.

Two new pictures under way this week. "Confidential Agent"
(Charles Boyer-Lauren Bacall) goes under the direction of Her-
man Shumlin. The long-promised Cole Porter film biog, "Night
and Day" got the go sign at last from Producer Arthur Schwartz,
with Michael Curtiz directing Cary Grant, Jane Wyman and Alexis
Smith in the principal roles. The film will be done in Technicolor.
It will probably be five months in shooting and is not planned for

release until sometime in 1947.

Warners, perhaps more than any of the other majors, holds
its pictures on the shelf too long. The increased business over the
past several years in their own theatres has made it difficult for

them to get their product out within a reasonable time. But it

seems like a waste of talent, money and publicity to lock com-
pleted pictures in vaults, only to have to re-build an entire pub-
licity campaign six months or a year later. Typical example is

"Rhapsody in Blue," which has been finished for almost two years
and is just now getting a pre-premiere build-up. Another example
of Warners' withholding program is "Saratoga Trunk," with In-

grid Bergman and Gary Cooper. We wonder if the value of the
picture isn't diminished considerably by the long delay in releas-

ing it, the loss of production period publicity, the lapse of time
since the novel was a best-seller.

In the case of "Rhapsody in Blue," Bob Alda, who got a ter-

rific build-up when he was signed for the role of Gershwin, was
almost forgotten by the time the studio decided to release the
picture and the whole campaign had to be done again.

Continuing in production are: "A Stolen Life" (Bette Davis-
Glenn Ford), now in its fourth month of production, and "The
Two Mrs. Carrolls" (Humphrey Bogart-Bai hara Stanwyck).
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

RECORD
COLUMBIA

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (44)

Completed (13)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BURNING THE TRAIL
Western—Started June 4 (Completed)
Cast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Phyllis Adair.
Director: Ray Nazarro Producer: Colbert Clark
Story: Renegade cowboys squelched by U. S. Marshal who is also the

Durango Kid

SNAFU
Comedy—Started June 11
Cast: Nanette Parks, Jimmy Lloyd, Barbara-Jo Allen, Conrad

Janis, Robert Benchley, Enid Markey.
Director-Producer: Jack Moss Assistant: Jimmy Nicholson
Story: A 14-year-old boy lies about his age and gets into the Marine Corps.

When he is discovered and returned to civilian life after many ad-
ventures, he finds the readjustment a tough one.

GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST
Drama—Started June 11
Cast: Loren Tindall, Dorinda Clifton, Vanesse Brown, Warren

Mills, Ruth Nelson, Ernest Cossart, Gloria Holden.
Director: Mel Ferrer Producer: Alexis Thurn-Taxis
Story: Girl finds release from a cruel mother in the forest. Ultimately, her

mother understands and repents her error and the child is happy.

PAPER DOLL MURDER
Mystery—Started June 14
Cast: Warner Baxter, Dusty Anderson, John Litel, John Abbott.
Director: William Castle Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Story: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
Cut Details

*i PRODUCTION
The Kansan (T) Keyes-Parker 6-11.
She Wouldn't Say Yes ?ussell-Bowman 6-11.

Details under title: Some Cali It Love

X 944.45
Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) Wilde-Louise 4-2
Black Arrow (Serial; Seott-Jergens 9-4.
Blonde From Brooklyn Haymes-Merrick ...2-19..
Bluing the Western Trail SUrrett- Matthews ...9-4.

Details under title: Raiders of Quantl Basin
Boston Blaekie Booked on Suspicion (67) ... Morris-Merrick 2-5.
Boston Blaekie's Rendezvous Morris- Foch .... 3-5..

Details under title: Surprise In the Night
Bott Barrels Blazing Starrett-Hardlng ...6-26..

Details under title: Texas Rifles

Brenda Starr. Reporter Woodbury- Richmond 10-2..
Burning The Trail Starrett-Adair 6-25.
Cointerattaek (89) Muni-Chapman 9-4.
Cowhoy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athens 6-14..
Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke 11-13.

DotalU inder title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)
Cyelor* Prairie lingers Starreft-Worth 7-26..
Dancing la Manhattan (60) Brady-Donnell 8-21.,
Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller 9-4.
Eteapi In the Fog Wrlght-Foch . ...12-25..
Eve Knew Her Apples (64) Miller-Wright .. 7-24.
I Love a Bandleader Harris-Brooks 5-14.
Gay Senonta Bannon-Coehran 4-30.
Giy. A Gal and A Pal, A Merrick-Hunter ...11-27..
FlgJrtlng Guardsman, The Loder-Louise 12-11..
• Lore A Mystery Bannon-Foch 11-13.
Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel 2-5.
Lawless Empire Stnrrett-Law 10-16.
Leave It to Blondle Slngleton-Laki ...11-13..

S
.° Parrlsh-Moran . . . 10-16 . .

Mark ot The Whistler, The (61) Dlx-C«rter . . 12-25
Details ander title: Dormant Account

Meet Miss Bobby Socks (68) Crosby- Merrick ....6-12.
Missing Joror, The (66) Carter-Bsnon 7-24

Details endor title: Tomorrow Y011 Die
Monster and The Ape. The (S rial) Lowery- Mathews .2-19..
Oetlaws of the Rockies Starrett. Harding ...4-30.* 21 Dinne-Knox 1-22.
Pirdin My Past MacMorray-Chapman 5-14.
Powder Rlvor itarrett-Birmtte ...6-11.
Powder River Slarrett-Bornitti ..5-28.
Power of The Whistler. The Dlx-Carter 12-25
Roitlers of the Badlands Stamtt-Bllu .. .7-24

Details under title: Renegade Roendep
•etira of Daring* Kid Starrett-Stevens ...6-12..
Rhythm Raand-U» Cirtis-Walktr ... . 3-5..
Rock in

1

la the Rockies Hagkes-Klrhy 12-11..

.5-17.

.1-26.

.11-9.

12-28.
.1-18.
..4-5.
.4-12.

..3-6.
. 5-24

.

.1-25.

2-22.

.1-4.

11-2.

.6207

.6140

.6006.7.4-16
.6201
.6017. . .4-16

.6202

.6038

.6014. . . .4-2

. 6037 .......
.6026. . .5-28

.6034 .

'.

.

. 6010
.6024

. 6040

.

.6160.

Rough Rldln' Jistlee Starrett-Bales . . .

Rough, Toogh and Ready (66) Morris-Rogers
Details under title: Men ol the Deep

For the Love of Rusty Donaldson-Nagel
Details under title: Rusty

Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen .

.

Sagebrush Heroes (54) Starretl-Worth . .

Sergeant Mike (60) Parks-Bates
Shadows In the Night (67) .. . .Baxter-Foch ...

Details ander title: Crime Doctor's Rendezrois
She's a Sweetheart (69) Frazee-Parks ...

Details under title: Hello. Mom
Sing Me a Song of Texas Lane-Tcmlin
Sonn tn Remnmbw. A (T) (113) Muni-Oberon . . .

Details order title: At Night We Dream
Strange Affair, A (78) Joslyn-Keyes ...
Tahiti Nights (63) O'Brien- Matthews

Details nndei title: Song of Tahiti
Ten Cents A Dance (60) Frazee- Lloyd ...

Texas Panhandle starrctt-Parks

Thousand and One Nights, A Wilde-Keyes

Together Again (100) Dunne-Boyer . .

.

Details under title. A Woman's Privilege

Tnnicht and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair .

Unwritten Code, The (61) Neal-Savage ...

rtrfsili Ruder title: The Unknown
Youth on Trial Collins-Reed

Detail-: under title: Our Wandering Daughter!

You Can't Do Without Love Lynn-Stewart ...

.12-21... 6203.

...2-1... 6204.

..11-9... 6033.

.10-19... 6021.

.8-21... 12-7... 6032.... 3-i

..6-12.

...9-4.

.
.5-14.

11-13.

•

. .7-24. 12-22... 6003.. 12-U

..2-22... 6002.... 2-5

.10-26... 6035

.1-11... 6041.

.7-26

1944-45 Features

COLOWYN-MAXER
Completed (43) In Production (6)

.4-19.
.6-7.

4-17.

.6206.

.6222.

NEW PRODUCTIONS

THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE
Drama—Started June 11

Cast: Lana Turner, John Garfield, Cecil Kellaway, Leon Ames,
Hume Cronyn, Jeff York.

Director: Tay Garnett Producer: Carey Wilson
Story: A girl, married to a middle-aged man who owns a filling station,

plans and executes his murder with an attractive wanderer. When
the girl dies accidentally, the wanderer is accused and convicted of

her murder. Crime still does not pay.

RELEASE CHART
Tttlo—Running Tim Cast Details loL H. ml

IN PRODUCTION
John and Mary Walkir-Allyson 4-2

Details under title: For Better For Worse
Letter for Evie, A Hunt-Carroll 6-11

She Went to the Races Craig-Gifford 5-28
This Strange Adventure Gab!c-Gar>un 6-11
They Wero Expendable Montgomery-Wayne ...3-5

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. NINE
American Romance, An (T) (151) Donlevy-Richards .. .4-19. .11-44 510... 7-10

Details lader title: America

Barbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes 3-6. . .9-44 502 8-7

Details ander title: Gold Town
Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dletrich 9-6.. 10-44 506 9-4

Lost In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello 4-3.. 12-44 509 9-4

Malsle 6oes To Reno (90) Sothern-Hodlak 4-3. . .9-44 504... 8-21

Marriage Is a Private Affair (115) Turner-Hodlak .. .11-29. .10-44. .. .505. . .8-21

Mrs. Partington (124) Garson-Pidgeon 3-20 . 11-44 507... 9-18

Naughty Marietta (80) MaeDonald-Eddy . Reissue. .11-44 508
The S«entn Crest (111) Traey-Ha«o 12-13. . .9-44. .. .501. . .7 24

Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh Reissue. . .9-44 503

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor 8-21. . .2-45. .. .516. .11-27

Nothing Bit Trouble (69) Laorol-Hardy 6-26. . .3-45 519 . 12-11

Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal 9-4. . .1-45. .. .514 .12-11

Details inder title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy 515... 1-45 513 . 11-27

Between Two Women (83) Earrymore- Johnson .8-21... 3-45 518 .
12-25

Thli Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason .... .5-28. . .2-45. .. .517. . .
.1-8

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters 9-4... 3-45 520... 2-19

Music for Millions (120) C'Srien-ltorbl .... 5-29. . .2-45 ... .515 .. 12-25

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock. The (94) Garland-Walker 8-21... 5-45 524 4-2

Gentle Annie (80) Craig-Reed 8-21... 5-45 523 .
12-25

Withoot Love (111) Tracy-Hepburn ... 10-31. . .5-45 522 4-2

Son of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchester 5-29. ..6-45 526 .4-30

Details inder title: Women's Army
Picture of Dorian Gray (108) Sandcrs-Hatneld 3-6... 6-45 525 3-5

SPECIAL
Meet Me in St. Louis (T) (113) Girlnnd-O'Brien . . 12-13 ... 1-45 .... ' 12 .. 11-23

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor 2-7... 4-45 521. 12-25

Details inder title: The Home Front

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Traey-Thaxter 2-21. . .1-45. . . .511 .
11-27
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Valley ol Decision (111) Genoa- Peek 9-18

NOT DlJSKji". ATlil)
Attt.lt and Co.tello In Hollywood A. & C. 4-30.

lackers Awelsjb (I' Aeliy Sinatra 6 26.

Bovitthcd .Thaxter- Daniels ...11-27.

Details and., title : Ai er Ego

)angero»> Partners Crnii-Hasso 3-5.

arty to Wed (T) Ball-Jobr.scn 2-19.

una Glrlt. Tat (T> Garland-Hod.ak 1-22.

lor Highness and tht Bellboy Umarr- Walker ...12-25.

Hidden Eyo. Tht Arnold-Ralferty ...12-11.

loki rilau III* itirth (T> E. Taylor-Lassie ...9-18.

)ir Vines Ha»c Tender Grapu OBrlen-Roblnson ..10-16.

erfeet Strangers Donat-Karr Foreign.

nigi o( a Romance (T) (105) Johnson-Williams . 8-21..

Twice Blessed (77) Wilde Craig 12-11.

Vretend at tht Waldorf Tamer-Johnson ...11-27.

felaada and th# Thlel (T> \ .re Bremer 1-22.

leeteld Fellies (T) AstaJre-BaM 5-1.,

MONO CR AM
1944-43 Features

Westerns
(34)

(12)

Completed (25)

Completed (11)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
GREGORY
Mystery—Started June 4

'2ast: Edmund Lowe, Jean Rogers, Frank Reicher, Don Douglas.
Marjorie Hoshelle, Robert Emmett Kean, Jonathan Hale.

Director: Philip Rosen Producer: Louis Barkoff
Uory: Not available. See next issue.

ALLOTMENT WIVES
Drama—Started June 12

2ast: Kay Francis, Paul Kelly, Otto Kruger, Evelyn Eaton, Mic-
hael Brown, Marcelle Corday, John Elliot, Elizabeth
Wright, Reid Kilpatrick.

Director: Wm. Nigh Co-Producers: Kay Francis-Jeffrey Bernerd
Ktory: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
Title— Emnl::| TltJt Cut cetilb Del. kH. ««

1944-45
.avtntares of Kitty 0 Day (62) Farkar-Ceokson 7-24.. . 1-19

OoUil> under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Th'oeaii
laska (76) Taylor-Lindsay 5-1. .12-22
.ray Wi»ts (67) Rambeau-Knox 8-7... 1-12
ewery Champs (62) East Side Kldi ... .6-12. .12-29 11-27
Details uo.or tide: Hct,ti Metis a Uudli..«

tiaas Littlt Oevlls Caroy-Kelly 7-10... 5-12
iseo Kid Retarns (64) Renaleo-Lane 11-13 2-9 6-25
Details ender title: ta»e ot lao Missing feVedua

one Ott Fithtinj Ea„t Side Kids
rajy Knights (63) . Gilbert- Howard 8-21. . .12-8
"•inter (77) L. Tierney 10-16.... 4-6 3-19
iwrte rrancis Caiot 3-5 6-1
XKki of New York (62) Gcrtey-rhll 1-22.... 3-9

Details ender title: Mtrdcr in the Famlt)
aemy of Women (85) Woods- Dell 11-10
asliion Model (61) Weaver-Low«ry ...12-11 3-2
Details ender title: The Model Harder

lane ot the West (71) Brown-Hatlon 2-19 6-9
Details ander title: Flaming Frontiers

host Gens (60) Brown-Hatton . . . .9-18. . .2-16
Details ender title: Ghost ot Indian Springs

erever Yours (83) Storm-Seaith 8-7. .1-26 1-22
Details ander title: They Shall Hart Faith

i. L Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson .... 10-2. .. .4-9
.an Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton 9-18... 2-16
a Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon .. .8-21. . .6-30
leees Rides Again East Side Kids 2-5... 6-16

Details tnder title: County Fair

ado Mask. The (66) Toler-Kanton 9-18. .. 1-26
Details ander title: Mystery Mansion

lain Street Girl Merriek-Lowery ....4-16
lavajt Trails (56) 8rown-Holt 10-16 1-5

Details ander title: The Texas Terror

addle Serenade Wakeley-White 4-30
Details ender title: Cowboy Serenade

harlot Cite. The (65) Toltr-Manton 9-18 5-5

Details tnder title: Radio Mystery
hadow of Saspieion (68) Weaver-Cockson 6-26 . 12-15 10-30
Details under title: Baby Shoes

hangha; Cobra, The Toler-Moreland ....6-11
ioag of the Border Renaldo-Armida ...5-28
ong of the Range (55) Wakely-Moore 9-18... 12-1

Details ender title: Saddle Pals

tranger from Santa Fe (56) Brown-Hatton 1-22... 6-15
Drlagtlme in Texas (55) Waklcy-Whiie 4-2 6-2
ay Nineties Regan-Storm 5-14
Details ender title: Stnbonnet See

here Goes Kelly (61) Moran-MeKay 11-27... 2-16
Details tnder title: Make Way for Kelly

retble Chasers Gilbert-Howard ...3-19 6-2
Details tnder title. Hert Comes Trouble

t Wa»e, A Wae, A Marine (70) Eilers-Yotngman . .5-17. . .11-3
Vhen Strangers Marry (67) Hunter-Jigger 5-29.. 11-24
Detalb eider title: I Married a S"ano«r

P A R A MO UN

T

1944-45 Features Completed" (44) In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Kenning TlMt Cast Dttalli Rtl. Nt. t

FN PRODUCTION
rttblt With Women, The MiMand-Wright 6-11
Details ander title: Too Good To Be True

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dark Moentala (57) Lewery-Drew
Nelitnal Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather ..

Oar Hearts Were Yteng and Gay (81) . . . lynn-Ressell
Rainbow Island (T) i£»J) Xamear-Salllvan .

Till We Meet Again (88) Mllland-Brittoa ...

CLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Yoani
Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine-DeCordova
Han in Hall Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker ...
Ministry of Fear (84) Milland-Reynolds
One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly ....

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman .

Dangereus Passage (61) lowery- Brooks . . .

Double Expostn (64) Morris-Kelly
Here Come the Warn (T) (99) Crosby-Hotton ..,
Practically Yoors (90) Colbert-MaeMerray

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Oring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Ttfts
M.gh Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks ...

Details tnder title: The High Man
Salty O'Rotrkt (100) .Ladd-Rtssell
Unseen. The (81) McCrra-Russell ...

Details ander title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Lamour-Cordova
Affairs of Susan. The (110) Fontaine-Brent ...
Murder. He Says (92) MaeMarray-Main
Seared Stiff (65) Haley-Sa»age

BLOCK NO. SEX
Ono Exciting Night (64) Carsan-Savage

Details tnder title: Hard to Handle
Out of This World (96) Bracken-Lynn
You Camt Along Cammings-Scott ..

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) (113) Hutton-Cordova .,

liLiSSUE
Sien of the C.ou (118) Cooptr-Carroil ...
Northwes; Mounted Police (128) Cooper-C^voll
This Gun For Hire (81) Ladd-Lake

MJi DESIGNATED
6lue Dahlia, The Ladd-Lake
Cross My Heart .' ', Hetton-Tlfts

Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Dulty's Tavern Gardner-Reynolds .

Follow That Woman Gargan-Kelly
Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lake . .

.

Details under title: Good Intentions
Kitty Goddard-Milland .

Lost Weekend, The Miliand-Wyman ..
Love Letters Jones-Cotten
Masqoeradt in Mexico

.- .Lamoor-Cordova .

Miss Susie Slaglt's Tofts-Lake
Oor Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Rassell ..
Pcoplo Are Funny Haley-Walker
Rhythm Ranch Haley-Hillrar* . . .

Read to Utopia, Tale Crosby-Heae-Lameir
Stork Clab Hutton-Fitrgerald
Tw» Yean Before the Mast Ladd - Donlevy
Virginian, The MeCrea-Britton
Weil-Groomed Bride. The Milland-deHa«illand

.4 17
11- 29.
. .9-6.

10-18.
12- 13.

12-27.

5-31.
.11-1.
.7-26.
.1-10.

.7-13.

8 21.
.7-10.
.5-15.

.
.2-7.

. .9-4

..9-4
...9-4

4407. .10-3

J

.4410. .10-30
4409 . . 10-30

.4413... 7-20

.4412. .12-25

.4415. .12-25

.4411. .12-25

.4414. .12-25

. .9-4.

.5-15.

.6-26.

11-13
.5-1.

11-27.

.4424. . .4-16

.4421 4-2

.4422. . 4-lo

.4423. .4-16

12-25. . .7-27. . .4427. . .6-11

.8-26.

.8-26.

.4433.

! 4434 ',

.10-2.

.2-19.

12-11.

.612
10-31.
10-31.

. .1-8.

.9-18

. .3-5.

. .4-2.

.11-1.
12-13.
.4-30.

.5-1.
11-13.
2-19.

P R C
1944-45 Features

Westerns
(24)

(18)

Completed (27)

Completed (16)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DETOUR
Drama—Started June 14
Cast: Ann Savage, Tom Neal, Claudia Drake, Ed MacDonald.
Director: Edgar Ulmer Producer: Leon Fromkess
Story: CIrcumstantta] evi.lenee points to murder guilt of innocent man

Ruthless woman uses it as blackmail. When he a.< i.i. iitally kills
her, he is accused of the two murders—neither of which he com-
mitted wilfullv.

Title— Rennlog Tlmi

COMPLETED

Arson Squad
Apology for Murder
Olaebeard (70)
Castle of Crimes (60) . . .

Club Havana

RELEASE CHART
Cast Ottallt

1944-45
.Albertson-Armstrong

.Savage-Beaumont
.

.Carradinc-Parker

.(e.it-Churchill

Lindsay-It eal

Checkmate
. .Fraser-Gillern .

whi '« ?<>«*<> Fraser-Wrlxon
.

Crime. Inc. (75) Neal-Tilton
Dangerous Intruder, The Arnt-Borg

Details ander title: The Ir.trader

Dead or Alive Ritter-OBrien
Dixie jamboree (71) Lsnoford-Talbet

Details ender title: Dixie Steam Boat
Enchant, d Forest (Cinecolor) Lcwe-loyct
Fog Island Atwill-Doeglas
Flying Ballets Ritter-Knox
Frontier Fugitives 9'Brien-Ritter

.

Details under title: Ride. Ranger. Ride

The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John
Canasters of the Frontier (56) Ritler-O'Brien
Great Mike. The (73) Erwin-Henry

Details ender title: At the Post

His Brother's Ghost Crahbe-St. John
Hollywood and Vine (58) Ellison-McKay

. 6-12 .11-10. . .

Fore gn .12-22. . .

. .5-28

. .5-28

..4-16
11-13 ..4-15...

. .4-16

. .1-22
. 11-13.. T2-15..
. .6-11
. .5-14

1-22. . .6-14

. . 9-21
.7-24. .11-15.

'UNE 2 5, 1945
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Adrian-Sommcrville

Hughes-Meeker

I'ryor- Clark . .

Hughes-Beaumont

I'Brien-Aldrich . .

I'm From Arkansas (68)
I Accuse My Parents (68) .

.

The Kid Sister

Lady Confesses, The (64) ..
Details under title: Undercover Girl

Man Who Walked Alone, The (73) I

Details under title: You Can't Stop Romaice
Marked for Murder O'Brien-Ritter .

Missing Corpse (62) Bromberg-Jenks
Details under title: Stranger In the Family

Oath of Vengeance (58) Crahbe-St. John .

ln« Phantom o( 42nd Street O'Brien-Aldrich .

logues Gallery (60) Jonks-Warner ...
Spell of Amy Nugent, The (63) Karr-Lindsay ...
Shadows of Death Crabbc-Knox . . .

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Silver Fleet. Tim (77) Richardson-Y/ithTs

. .8-7.

. . .8-7.

. 10-31

.

. . .2-5.

10-31.

.

..11-4.

.'.5-16.
.

. .510.
•-V-22

.5-28

.10-16. ..3-13. . .507. .2-iy

.'.'.2-5'.

. .2-8.

.

..6-1.. .6-11

.'.'i-22'.'

Foreign.

. .12-9.

. .5-2.

.

..12-6.
.2-10.

.

. .556.

7.515.
. .523.

.1-22

. . 1-3

,
For.

Song of Old Wyoming Dean-Padden 5-14 •
Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John . .11-27. . .4-19. .. .558.
Strange Illusion (83) Ellers-Lydon .. 10-2... 3-31 51/.
Swing Hostess (76) Tllton-Collins 6-12. . . .9-8 509.
Three in the Saddle Ritter-O'Brisn 4-16... 6-2?
Town Went Wild. The (77) dartholomow-Hortnn .8-7.. 12-15 507.
Untitled Buster Crabbe Feature No. 8 Crabbe-St. John ...6-11
whispering Skulls Ritter-O'Brien 12-29 S53..

Why Girls Leave Home Lane-Leonard • -3-5

Wild Kcrse Phantom Crabbe-St. John ... 8-21 .. 10-26 555.
Details under title: Phanto* of Wild Vallejt

11-15

11-27

RfPUBLI C
194 1-15 Features

Westerns
(3?.)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (42)

Completed (27)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

In ^reduction (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
A GUY COULD CHANGE
Drama—Started June 14
Cast: Allen Lane, Jane Frazee, Twinkle Watts.
Director: Wm. K. Howard Assoc. Producer: Wm. K. Howard
Story: A cynical bitter man is softened by the love of a child and a good

SUNSET IN ELDORADO
(Other Details, Issue June 11)

SeLSASi: CHART
Title—Running Time

IN PRODUCTION
it in El Dorado . . .

COMPLETED

Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An
Details under title: New laces of 19'

Allantic Cuy (86)
Sporting Chance 7

Doia.ls under title: Behind the 'ships'
Bandit of Badlands
i;Jls of Risarita (68)

Big Sho

Details under title: Next Comes Love

Code of the Prairie ..

Colorado Pioneers

Corpue Chrlstl Bandits

Desperadoes of Dakota
Earl Carroll's Vanities

Dotalls under title: Man of Mystery

Federal Operator No.

Girls of the Big House.

Creat Flamarlon, The (78) . .

The Great Stagecoach Robbery.
Grlssly's Millions (72)

Details under title: Johnny March

Love, Honor and G001
Man From Oklahoma,
Man Hunt of Mrtery
Marshall of Laredo . .

M»nh«l «f Rent . . .

Mv Ruddy «P>) . . .

Pirole Monster Striker. The (Serial)
fed River Valley

Retirn At Dawn
Road To Aleatraz

Rough Riders of Cheyenne
Sllvr City Kid

Oe'ells inder title: Rod Gileli Renegades

KM

Cast Details Rel. iio. Re.

.Guizar-Mooro . .5-28.

.Royers- Evans .... .6-11.

)44-45

.IWoorc-Taylor
. . . . .515. .9-15. . .327. .8-21

.Randolph-O'Malley

. Rogers-Evans

.12-11.

. . .2-5. .6-19. . .442. .5-28

. liagers-Evans . . .2-3.

. . .9-4. i2-30.' '.'.407. .1-22
.Lake- Evans , . . . . . . .9-4. .1-22. . .410. ..2-5

. Carson-Burnette .

.

.5-15. . .8-11.. . .451.

.

. Brnce-Guizar . .6 26. 11-30. . .405. 11-1.5

.Elliott-Fleming . . . .4-30.

Schildkraut-Burka . .2-19.

M
.tlllott-Flcming .. .6-12.

. .9-30.

.

.3314
. Barry- Roberts . . . . . . 10-2 . . 6-29 . .417. .2-19

.llurnette-Carson .6-25. . .10-6.

.

. .452
.Elliott-Fleming . . . .3-19.

.Lane-Talbot .4-26'.
'. 7.465 7

.Elliot-Fleming .'
.' .'2-5.'

.O'Keefe-Moore ... .11-13. .' .'4-5

.'

. .413. .3-19

. Norrls-Storey . . . . .7-10. .11-10. ..402. ...1-8

Withers-Kelly
. .

.

. .8-21. 11-25. .404. 11-13
.Ankers-Fraser .

.1-22.

Wayne-Dvorak . .

.

.
.7-24. .5-28. . .415. .4-30

Armstrong-Bachelor 12-25
.Rol>erts-Powers . . .3-5.

.Autry-Burnette Reissue

.

10-15. .3307.
vonStroheim-Hughes 10-16. .3-30. . .412. .2-19

Elliott-Fleming . . .9-18. .2-15.

.

.3317.

. .9-18. 1-16 -'01

.

1-22
.Pearce-Evans .... . .9-18. .7-19. . .419. .5-11

.11-27.
Arlcn-Walker . . . .11-27. .

74-2.' 7.414. .4-15

Ralston-Taylor .

.

. .8-21. 12-23. . .406. ..1-8
Elliott-Fleming . .12-11
Bruce-Ashley . .

.

. .5-14.

Rogers-Evans . .

.

.3-19. 7. 8-1

7

. .443.
Slirllng-Bailey . . 10-16. .3-18. . .482.
.Elllott-Blake . .

.

. . 3-5.
.Flllott-Hayei ..3-6.. 7.7-2.7 .3312.

.

Barry-Roberts . .6-26. 10-12. ..<«V>. 10-1

6

«rlen- Roberts . . . .10-31. .5-10. . .433. .5-14
.SIcrllng-Moore . . . .4-30.
.Autry-Burnette . . Reissue. 7l2-i'7 .3308'.

Terrv- Robert* . .1-22.
Lowery-Storey

. . . . .1-8.

. Cnrson-Stewart . .5-14.

. .lane-Stewart .... ..4-17. .7-20. 7.46V

. Elliott-Blake . . . 5-29. .8-16. .3313.
. Carson-Stlrllng .2-19. . .6-2 . .455.
VnnSfrohoim Bachelor 219.

Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling .

Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake ..

Sheriff of Sundown Lane-Stewart

Sing, Noighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown

Song for Hiss Julie, A (69) Early-Clark . • •

Stagecoach to Monterey .Lane-Stewart ...

Details under title: Marshal of Monterey

Steppin' In Society (72) Horton-George .

Swingln' on a Rainbow Taylor-Frazee .

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry

Three's A Crowd Michael-Gordon

Thoroughbreds .Neal-Mara

Tiger Woman, The Richmond-Mara

Topeka Terror Allan Lane . . .

Tugboat Annie's Son Darwell-Kennedy

Oregon Trail Cnrson-Stewart

Utah (78) Rogers-Evans . .

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart

Wagon Wheels Westward Elliott-Fleming

Web, The Kelly-Loder . . .

lorro's Black Whip (Ser'ai) Lewls-Stlrllng .

12 25 2-28 .454.

.

'. .7-24'. 12-31

7

.3316.

.

. .3 -29. .11-7. . . 4'j-> •

. .4-17. .8-12.

.

. .401.

.

.
.<)•

.10-16. .2-19. . . .411.

.

.
.4-17. .9-15. . . .462.

.

.10-16. .7-29. . .418. 6-2

. .1J.-U.

. .12-25.
.11-27. 75-23. .

...9-4. 12-23. . . .408.

.

. .3-19.

. . 10-2

.

.1-26. . . .464.

.

..12-25.
. . .4-2.

.12-11. .' .'3-21'.'
.
.441.' 7.4-

.10-16. . .5-10.

. . . 4-16

.

...4-30.
..8-21. 12-16.

.

'.

'. 481 !

.'

RKO-RADIO
1944-45 Features Completed (45) In Production (3)

NEYtf PRODUCTIONS
THE KID FROM BROOKLYN (Sam Goldwyn) (Technicolor)

Comedy—Started June
Cast: Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo, Vera-Ellen, Steve Coch

Walter Abel, Eve Arden, Lionel Stander, Clarence

Charles Cane.
Director: Norman McLeod Producer: Samuel Goldwy
Story: A Casper Milquetoast milkman turns into a terror in the boxing rini

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rinnlng TIM Cast LtottMi M. Bo. Ii

IN PRODUCTION
Deadline at Dawn Hayward-Williams ..5-28

Dick Tracy Conway-Jeffreys ....6-11

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Going To Town (69) Lum 'n Abner 5-15 504. ..1

Master Race (96) Esmond Masscn 5-29 502.

My Pal, Wolf (75) Moffctt-Esmond 5-29 505...
Details under title: Pumpkin Shell

Hone But the Lonely Heart (113) Srant-Wyatl .

Tall in the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent 7-24 510..

1

Falcon in Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale 7-24 507..

Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley 5-29 508..

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rush. The (65) Langford-Brown ...6-12 506..

Nevada (61) Mltchum-Gates 7-24 509..

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly 7-24 .514..

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley 10-16 511..

it'e: Come Sham My Love

)

.515..

.513.

.512

.517.

.519.

.518

.523... 6-1

..522... 5-1

.525 1

.521... 4-3

.524. ...6-1

.584....

3

.5^1.10-1

.591.. 12-2

.582.. 10 1

Details

Enchanted Cottage, The (92) '. Young-McGuire ...10-16.
Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis 5-1..

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long 8-21.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) Karloff-Lugosi ....11-13.
China Sky (77) Scott-Drew 9-4..
Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Weissmuller-Joyce

Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young 1-22.

Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney 9-18.,

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ahn 11-13..

Details under title: Invisible Army
Brigliton Strangler, The (67) Loder-Duprez 7-10..
George White's Scandals Davis-Haley 2-5..
Two O'clock Courage (66) Conway-Rutherford .8-21..

West of The Pecos (66) Mitchum-Hale ..10-16...

SPECIALS
Belle of the Yukon (T) (84) Seott-Lee 4-3.

Casanova Brown (93) Cooser-Wright . ...2-21.,,

It's a Pleasure (T) (90) Henle-O'Shea 8-21.
Princess and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo 5-15..

Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature

Woman in the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett ..417..
Details inder title: Onee Off Guard

Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo 7-24.

NOT DESIGNATED
Along Came Jones (90) Cooper-Young ....11-27..

Bells of St. Mary's, The Crosby-Bergman 3-5.

Falcon in San Francisco, The Conway-Corday 2-19.

Oing Dong Williams Vernon-McGuire ....5-14.

First Man into Tokyo. Meal-Hale 2-19.

Johnny Angel Raft-Trevor 12-11.

Mama Loves Papa Errol-R!sdon 2-19.

Game of Death Loder-Long 2-19.

Details under title: The Most Dangerous

Passionate Ghost O'Brlcn-Drew 2-5.

Details under title: Man Alive

Radio Stars on Parade Bown-Carney 4-16.

Sing Your Way Home Haley- Jeffries 12-11.

Details under title: Follow Your Heart

Spanish Main. The (T) H.nreld O'Hara . . .11-97.

Tomorrow Is For-ver Co'b-rt-Wrlles 4 "2.

Warren-Long ..... .6-11.

20th CENTURY -FOX
1914-45 Features Completed (37) In Production (0

FILM BULLETIN



RELEASE CHART
litis—Running TIM Cast

LN i'HOUUCTlON
chanted Voyage (T) . Payno-Hav-r

lien Angel Faye-Antlrtws . .

ttia on the Keys (T) O'Hara-Haymes

MM Her To Heaven (T) Tierney-Wilde .

ra It Can Be Told Eytlie-Hasso

idar, The Conte- Marlowe

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
lee It or Lean It (70) diker-M.vso*

mo and t Prayer (97) Ameehe-Aiidrews .

BLOCK NO. TWO
internet Journey (73) Dennis-Roosevelt Travel Feat. Sept.

wnwleh Village (T) (82) Ameehe-Miranda . .11-15. . .Sept.

reft and Lowdown (75) Bari-Goodman 2-7... Sept.

BLOCK NO. THREE
a Noise, The (73) Laarel-Hardy

OiU<b

..5.-14.

.
.5-14.

. .4-30.

,
.5-28.

. .4-30.

.6-11.

.2-21.

Details ender title: Good Neighbors

i the Meantime. Darling (72) Crain-Latimoro ...

Details eader title: I Married Soldier

risk Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) Woollcy-Haver . .

.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
iara (88) Tierney-Andrews . .

>meth!no (or the Boys (T) (87) Miranda-O'Shoa

BLOCK NO. FIVE
inday Dinner for a Soldier (86) Baxter-Winnlnjer .

Inoed Victory (130) O'Brien-Crane . .

.

BLOCK NO. SIX
eys af the Kingdom (137) Peek-Hardwicke
fay Ahead. Tho (104) Kiven-Hunilcy
Igktlng Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Sqaare (77) Creaar-Darnell

.4-3. .October.

1-10. .October.

.3 6. O.tobcr.

.8-21

.8-21

.8-21

.506.. .9-18

.507. . .9-18

.508. .10-16

.5-1. . Nov.

.513. .12-11

.512.. 11-2/

Tree Grows in Brooklyn (128)

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Ircamstantial Evidence (68) Q'Shea-Marshall

honderhead. Son of Flicka (T) (73) McDowell-Foster

BLOCK NO. NINE
lolly and Me (77) Fields- V.'oollcy . .

Details und«r title: Molly, Bless Her

eaf of Berudette (15«) loncs-Priee ....
oyal Scandal, A (90) Bankhead-Eythe .

Details ander title: Czarina

BLOCK NO. TEN
liamond Horseshoe (T) (104) Grable-Haymcs .

loll Fighters (62) Laarel-Hardy

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
ten lean Qnillioan (75) Bcndix-Blondell

Details ander title: Two-Faced Qollllgan

#here Da We Go From Here? (T) (77) . . . MacMurray-Leslie

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
sob Hlil (95) J. Bennett-Raft
Vitkin These Walls (71) Mitchell-Anderson

NOT DESIGNATED
tnd Then There Were None Fitzgerald-Huston

Jell for Adano. A Hodiak-Bendix ..

all of the Wild (Reissue) (81) Gable-Young ...

^UjtalO Eddie MacMorray-Bari
;arrlbean Mystery Dunn-Ryan ....

Details ander title: First. Last and Always

'olonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe . .

Jolly Sixers, The (T) Grable-Pavn;
iraeonwvek

. .Tierney-Eythe

lanier Miss (94) Garner-Joslyn

itate Fair (T) Dndrews-Cra'n

»Mson (T) (153) Hardwleke-Mitehell

IHcGuire-Dunn . . 515 . . . Feb.

.

. July.

July .

.2-19. .

.

. .1-22.
11-29..

.6-25

•7

UN! TED A R T I STS
1944-45 Features Completed (33) In Production (2)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.) ; Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Ix>ew-Hakim (L. H.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER (Edward Small)
Comedy—Started June 16
Cast: Dennis O'Keefe, Marie McDonald, Barry Sullivan, Binnie

Barnes, Sheila Ryan, J. Carroll Naish, Jerome Cowan,
Vera Marshe.

Director: Allan Dwan Producer: Edward Small
Story: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
OH PRODDOTION

Title-tiHlu Thai Cart •eUlli lei. «e. l«e.

Voane Widow Rossell-Hayward 3-5 Smg

COMPLETED
1944-45

Abroad with Taw Yanks (80) O'Kesfe-Beiidii. 3-"0
. 8-4 ..Sml.

Bedside Manner (79) Hussey-Carroll 11-27 Stn... 6-25

JUNE 25, 1945

<T) Ceramlngs-Harrison
SiojU on the Sun (94) cagnty-Sidney . .

utters In. Hans (79) O'Keete-Walker ..
Catsar and Cleo^tra (T) Olivier-Leigh

!^
a?"»l^ *** • • Laughtcn-Brltton

Colonel Blimp (T) (1-J8) Llvesy-V/albrook .

Dart Water, ,«„ Oberon-Ton. ...
Dcligh;f:iJ!y Oar.ocrooi (93) Powell-Bellamy

Detail, crier titlr If4|t flnc.-; the Stan
Great John L, The (96) Oarnell-McClure
(i«eit In the House (121) Bax.er-etllamy .

G»"« Wi, « Colbcrt-Aateehe .

Hairy Ape, The (90) Bendlx-Hayward
H -"nf V (T) tVMer.rW.on
Her Man Gilbey Wilding-Ward . . .

I'll Be Seeing Yoa (85) Rogers-Cotten ..
Details er.Jer lftle: D*M Furlotgli

It's In the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley ..
Sensations at 1945 (86) Powell-Fields ...
Mr. Emmanael (92) Aylmer-Gynt . .

.

Outlaw, Tho Rcssell-Haston . .

Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields . .

Since Yen Went Away (171) rolbert-Cntten
Song of the Open Road (P9> Beraan-Granvllle

.

Southerner, The (91) Seott-Field
Details under title: Held Autumn in Your Hand

unbound Bergman-Peck ..
Details eMer title: "-,so of Dr. Edwarda

Story of G. I. Jos (109) Meredith
Summer Storm (107) Sanders-Darnell

Detaib undur title' The Mean Their Mistress

Thii Happy B-rcd (T) Newton.Johnson

3 Is a Family (81) Rugcles-Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field
JWfrj Women Robson-Calvert
Walk l-i the Sun Atdrcrs -Conte ..

Foreiin .G.F.O

. .10-31 Cgy. . .
.4-30

. .. 8-21. .. 4-7... Sail 4-^

Farcifa G.F.O

. . .2-5 Boa

.Foreign. . . .5-4. G-F.D 4-2

. . . .5-29. .11-10. . Bjfl 12-1)

. . .9-4- • 3-31 nji.. . .319

. .7-10. . 5-25. . Crosby. . .6-11

. . .2-21. . .12-8. . .Smg
...12-11 Ski

...1-10... 6-16... Let.... 5-25

.For G.F.D
.Foreign 6.F.0

...4-17.... 1-5...81* 1-8

. .10-16. . .4-21 Rgs. . .2-19

. . .12-13. . .6-30. . .Stn. . .7-10

.Foreign... 1-19.. 6.F.D.... 1-22

Hu«
.1-22 Bnt

. . .
.9-20. . .8-12. . Szk. . .7-2-1

.12-13... .6-2. . ..!!».. .
.5-1*

. .9-18. . .5-18 L.H 5-14

. .7-24 Sit

..11-27 Cwn
..12-27... 7-15 ...«*...C-12

.Foreign G.F.D

. . . .6-26. .11-23. . Las

. . .6-26. .12-29. . .Cow.. .12 25

.Foreign G.F.D
.11-13 Brn

UN IV E R S A L

19IMS Features
Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (55)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 5)

In Production (f)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
AS IT WAS BEFORE
Drama—Started June 15
Cast: Merle Obemn, Charles Korvin, Jess Barker.
Director: William Dieterle
Story: From the Pirandello play, this is the Story nf a Bill ftPull and his

faithless wife who runs away but finds herself forced to return.

RELEASE CHART
Cast iioUiis tt'.. la. InTltlo—Rasnlns Tina

rN PRODUCTION
in ErmineAlia

FToliar Gai (T)
Once Upon ft Dream ....

COilPLETEilJ

. r ,tn

una Is antler title:

Seau;:rul Cheat
O-tails and** title:

Beyond the Ptios.

11)44-45
Swlnsaroo Sweetheart

L-iaavlllc-Bcery

It's later Tr.n Late

Caraercn-Drew
Elondo R-snsom (C8) Cook-Grey
Bower) fo tiroauKiy kj4) Oakle-Montez
Babes on Swing Street Errol-Vlncent ..
Can't Help S.nging (T) (89) Dorl.in-Paige

. .

ttlvatu me <S6) KarloB-Foster .

«"'« Eves (64) Chaney-Parker .

East S:uc of Heaven (Reissue) Prosby-Blondell
Easy To Look At Jean-Grant ...
tnter Arseiie Lupin (72) Raines-Kcwin

Details under title: Arscua Lupin
Fairy Tale Warder Jf>n-S:»««l!a
The Frozen Ghast Chan?y-Ank;rs .

Destiny (65) Jean-Curtis ....
Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey ....
Girl On the Soot Barktr-Collier

Details under title: Sercn^t for Murder
Gycsy Wildcat (T) (75) Monter-Hall ...
Crimson Canary Beery-Collier . . .

Details under title: Hc.ir Th; t Trumpet Talk
Here Come the Co-Eds (33) hbott-Co^tello
Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters .

Details ander title: Stars Over Manhattai
HI, Beautiful O'Driscoll-Beery

Details ander title: Be It Ever Se Kimble
Houso of Fear (69) Rathbone-Bruce

,

Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald
Details under title: Romance, Inc.

House of Frankenstein (70) Karloif-Ch.mey

Details ander title: Devils Brood

I'll Remember April (64) Jean-Grant ...
Oetalls under title: Mike Goes to a I'arty

I'll Tell the World Traey-Joyee . . .

Imitation of Life (Reissue) Colbert-William
.

Jangle Captive Lane-Krager . . .

Jangle Queen (Serial) Collier-Palllan .

Lady On A Train Dnrbin- Bellamy
.

Master Key. The (Serial) Wiley-Moore ..

Hen In Her Diary Albritton-Hall
.

Merrily Wa Slsa Ryan-Bryta

Merry Monnhans. The (91) O'Connor-Ryan
Weanllaht and Cactus Ani!rews-Carrillo

Mommy's Curse (62) Chaney-Hsrdjng

Murder In the Blue Ronm (61) Cook-Gwynna
Mvstery et the River Boat (Serial) (.nwrry-Clemert*

My Gal Loves Music (T) Crosby- McDonald
Naanhty Nineties. The Abbott-Costello

Night Clob Girl (61) »istin-Pann ...
Night In Paradise nh-ron-Bey

.

Old Teraa TrsM. The aiieron-Knight

rin Stage. Everybody C:bie-Ryan
Patrick the Great (89) O'Connor-Ryan

. .6-11.

..'-14.

.6-11.

.11-27.

.7-24.
.12-25.

. .5-15.
.5-29.
.6-12.

..2-21.
.;-3

.2-23

.6-15.

. .11-3
10-13
12-29.
.10-20.
lt-10.

.6-15. .

.11-24. . .9018. .12-10

.9083
.9042. . .6-25
.<r07«:. .11-15
.9024
.9071
.9007. .10-16

.9026 . .10-30

.10-2.
.6-2V
.9-18.

.10-2.

.6-28.

12-22.
.2-23.

. 9032

.

.9023.

.9012.

10-18.

. .4-16.
. .9-1.

.11-13.
.7-24.

. .2-2.

. .2-9.

.9002.

.9021.
. .3-5

.3-19

..ff-21. .12-8.

. . .2-5.

11-27.
.3-16.
.5-11.

.9025.
.9028.

.4-18

.4-17. .2-16. .9013. . .1-8

. S-21. .4-13. .9027. .5-14

12-11.

.9-18.'.

.6-3.
.6-15.

.

.6-29..

.9041.

.9038'

'

. .10-2

. . 2-=.

.12-11.

. .2-19.

. .5-15.

.12-27.
. °-6.

.

.8-21. .

. .3-20.

.7-24.

.6-26. .

. .2-5.

.

. .7-24.

...1-8.
.7.10. .

.5-14.

.

.11-1.

.
9-15.

.
9-°.

.2-16.

. .12-1.
10-24,

12-15.
..7-6.

...1-5.

.

r 0->8 9 4

902?
.9036 .

.T034. .11-2/

. 96*1

.9037

.9003.
.9035 ..1-22

to. is
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Pearl tf Death (69) Rathbone-Bruce .

Penthouse Rhythm Collier-Norris . . .

Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyee . . .

Raiders of Ghost City Moors-Atwlll
Reckless Ago (63) lean-Clark

Detail! ander title: Make Way for Love
Riders of Santa Fe Cameron-Knljht
Salome, Where She Danced (90) DeCarlo-Cameron
San Diego, I Lore You («:»! Hall-Foster
Secret Agent X-9 (Serial) Bridges-Wiley ...
See My Lawyer (69) Olsen & Johnson
Senorlta from the West Jones-Granville .

bhe Gets H«r Man (74) Davis-Gargan
Singing Sheriff (63) Norrls-Kntght ..
Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-Kelly ...
Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce
Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall ...

Details under tii.c: Ocetn of the Nile

Suspect, The (85) Laoghton-Raines
Swing Cut, Sister (60) Cameron-deWit .

That's The Spirit (93) Ryan-Oakie
tVorr.an in Green Rathbone-Bruce .

Details under title: Invitation to Death
Uncle Harry Sanders-Fitzgerald

Under Western Sk'es (57) C'Griscoli-Geery

Details under title: Musical Round up

. .5-1. . .9-22.

.8-21. . .6-22.
.3-19

.i-29. . .3-25.

. .5-1. .11-17.

. .4-17.

. .4-16.

. .5-1.

. .1-22.
10-31.

. .4-17.

.11-13.

. .2-19.

. .6-26.

.10-2.

.1-12.
.10-6.
.4-20-

. .2-9.

.5-18.

. .6-1.

.6-8.

.9019. . .9-18

. 9043

.'j;80...

9029. .10-16

.9031
4-30

.1017. . .1 ±6

.9016.'.'.'.'.'.'.

.9626 .

'.

. .

.
' 030 . . . lo-2
.9040. . .5-28

.1-8

.6-11

.5-28

.7-27

RELEASE CHART

WAR HE R BROTH BR S

1944-15 Features Completed (36) In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT
Drama—Started June 11
Casi.: Charles Boyer, Lauren Bacall, Katina Paxinou, Peter Lorre,

Dan Seymour, Victor Francen.
Director: Herman Shumlin Producer: Robert Buckner
Story: A French underground agent and an English noblewoman meet in

pre-war London.
NIGHT AND DAY (Technicolor)
Musical—Started June 14
Cast: Cary Grant, Alexis Smith, Jane Wyman, Monty Woolley,

Henry Stephenson, Donald Woods, Selena Royle.
Director: Michael Curtiz Producer: Arthur Schwartz
Story: The life story of songwriter Cole Porter.

LN PRODUCIION
Title—Running Thae Cart Detail*

A Stolen Life Davis-Ford

Two Mrs. Carrolls, The Bogart-Stanwyck ...5-14.

COMPLETED
1944-45

.11-1.

.12-31.

. .4-L8.
.3-17.

Animal Kingdom Sberdan-B
Details under title: One More Tomorrow

Arsenic and Old Lace (118) Grant-Lane 11-1... 9-23.

Big Sleep, The Bogart-Baeall 10-31.

Christmas In Connecticut Stanwyck-Morgan . .6-12 . .
.8-11

Cinderella Jose* Leille-Aido 12-13..

Conflict (86) Bogart- II chart 5-17... 6-33.

Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dell 8-21... 7-21.

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid 3-6. .10**1.

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan ...10-19 9-9.

Details infer title: Forty Whacks
Danger Signal Emerson-Scott . . .

Otvotioa DeHavlllana-Lipine

Doaghgirts, The (102) sherldan-Carson

God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey ..

Escape In the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn . . •

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-star

Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Smith

Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine

lute (106) Reynolds-Hutton

Janie Gets Married Leslie-Hutton

last Ride, The (56) Travis-Parker . . .

Mildred Plere* crawford-Carton .

My Reputation ttinwyet- Brent

Nobody Lives Forever Garfleld-Fltzgerald

Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown

Of Human Bondage Henreld-Parker

Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstreet

Rhapsody in Blue Leslie-Aldo ....

Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson ...

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smlth . .

.

Saratoga Trunk (—) Cooper-Bergman .

Shadow of A Woman King-Prince ...

Pride of the Marines Garfleld-Parker

Details under title: This Love of Ours

Three Strangers Fihgerald-Greenstreet 1-22

Time, The Place and The Girl, The (T) Morgan-Paige 4-2

Tn Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Baeall 2-21... 1-20.

Too Young To Know Leslie-Hutton 2-19

Very Thought of Yob (99) Parker-Morgan 3-6.. 11-11.

11-16.

. . .3-6.

. .8-31.

..6-12.

. .6-26.

.11-1j.

.11-27.
.1-10.

..4-16.

.12-25.

.11-29.

.
.9-18.

. .6-12.

.
.7-24

.8-21.
..7-26.

. .6-12.

.10-16.

...3-8.

. .2-19.

.11-27.

.403.

^420.

..9-2.. . .401. ..•-1

.'id-Y.'.
.'.'404'.

'.'s'-ig

.2-10. .'.411. . .2-5

.'.6-9.' '.'.417; .5-28

.' .'3-3.' 7/412: .'. .2-5

The Most Complete
Production

Mews
A UTHENTIC

ACCURATE FILM BULLETIN'S
Production Section
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That's the business on this rhythmic

romance that The Exhibitor says is

"packed with entertainment rang-

ing from burlesque to excellent

ballet!" Here's a hit with an earful

of outstanding music and an eyeful

of burlesqueens, spectacular pro-

duction and marquee headliners

all adding up to a boxoffice total

that will please in any situation!



THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 18)

Peter Rathvon. national chairman. The figure compares with
$6,793,060 collected last year and $3,067,236 in 1943.

In his report, made to a War Activities Committee luncheon
meeting, attended by industry and Red Cross officials, including
Basil O'Connor, Red Cross national president, Rathvon said that
14,539 theatres participated in the campaign and that National
Screen Service exchanges served 15,354 trailers to theatres.

Campaign expenses, said Rathvon, were well under the $100,-
000 budget allocated, totaling $89,093 of which $43,758 was spent
for the cost of raw stock and printing of trailers.

SEVENTH IN HOME STRETCH
A Seventh War Loan rally that bids fair to top all previous

individual events will bring the current campaign to a mighty end
on July 4, it was revealed by the War Finance Division, with 10
stars of the New York stage and radio to furnish the entertain-
ment and an expected attendance of 300,000 in the Washington
Monument area, with admission by war bond purchase only.

Special events in the industry continued to hit new highs.
Final figures on the number of theatres participating in Free
Movie Day were released by National Chairman Samuel Pinanski
last week as 10,807, an increase of more than 3000 over the pre-
vious drive. Bond premieres reached a new high with 5,052 as
against 4,284 in the Sixth, and children's matinees jumped to 1 868
compared with 879 in the last drive.

Reports from all areas indicated record returns in theatre
bond sales, although "E" Bond quotas were lagging, somewhat.
Irving Lesser, general chairman of the Greater New York area,
revealed that Broadway's 16 first-run theatres were the first group
of houses to attain their quota, even though its Seventh War Loan
goal was 160 per cent of its Sixth quota. The Broadway houses
were over their quota by 14 per cent as of June 13th. with $6,367,-
495 in "E" Bond sales. By June 20th, Loew's theatres had sold
166,890 individual bonds with a maturity value of $14.730 850 Cen-
tury Circuit theatres have sold over 44,000 "E" Bonds to amass a
total of $5,280,850 maturity value.

DONALD NELSON NEW SIMPP PREXY
Donald M. Nelson will assume the presidency of the Society ofIndependent Motion Picture Producers on June 29. Nelson for-mer chairman of the War Production Board, accepted the' post

o™4?Tn
!? *• lt WaS revealed in David O. Selznick's report to theblMPP. David N. Noyes, who served with Nelson in Washington

will be vice-president. Lloyd Wright, retiring president, will con-
tinue as general counsel for the organization, and John C. Flynn
remains as executive secretary.

AP DECISION AND INDUSTRY SUIT
a r,H

I

fSt
.

Week\SUpreme Court decision in the Associated Press

A F MvlrTiii ^ a dir6C
,

t bea"ng °n tne industry case.

f;I;,:
ye
;
S

'
A"Ied &eneral counsel, declared in a National Allied

SI iP h ,1 °Urt s findings, upheld a lower Court decision thatthe AP had been violating the Sherman Act.
The bulletin pointed out that counsel for the AP had based

THEATRE MANAGERS and
PROJECTIONISTS

Don't put your return film in the lobby before
all patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

their plea on the asserted right of an individual to sell or not to<
sell his property as he sees fit, but overlooked the changed legal
status of such right when exercised in combination with others.

Quoting the Court's opinion, the bulletin stated, "The Sherman
Act was specifically intended to prohibit independent businesses
from becoming 'associated' in a common plan which is bound to

reduce their competitor's opportunity to buy or sell the things in

which the groups compete. Victory of a member of such a com-
bination over its business rivals achieved by such collective means
cannot consistently with the Sherman Act or with practical every-
day knowledge be attributed to individual 'enterprise and saga-
city'; such hampering of business rivals can only be attributed to

that which really makes it possible — the collective power of an
unlawful combination."

Myers preferred the idea that the strengthening of the circuits

was due tc special favors granted by the distributors, rather than
through "individual enterprise and sagacity."

WB, PARAMOUNT PLAN FOREIGN THEATRES
Warner Bros, and Paramount announced plans for foreign

expansion of their exhibition facilities last week, thus making
three major distributors with avowed intentions of international
exhibition expansion. M-G-M previously revealed a project to add'

to existing "showcase" theatres throughout the world with special

emphasis on South America.
Wolfe Cohen, Warners International vice-president in charge

of South America, Australia and the Far East, announced the
company's plans to acquire an interest in theatres "in every im-

portant capital of South America." So far, Warners has only one
theatre in S. A., the Central in Lima, Peru. Theatre construction

\

is also planned for Mexico and Australia, particularly the latter

where business is booming, despite a prevailing reserved seat

policy and a higher average admission price.

Paramount International announced the establishment of

theatre department headed by Clement S. Crystal, who declared

that a blueprint has already been made establishing exhibition

facilities on a global basis. Paramount's acquisitions of theatres

will be made either by lease or outright purchase. Many ney

houses will be built by the company. American equipment will

be used, but native architects will be called upon to draw up plans

for remodeling or new construction in order to preserve the na-

tional identity of the buildings.

PEOPLE
Gradwell L. Sears, United Artists vice-president in charge of

distribution, returns to full duty on July 2, having fully recovered
from his recent illness. Sears had been hospitalized since last

February.
Louise Krouse, international treasurer of IATSE for mflfl

than 20 years, is resigning because of illness.

Tom Waller was named national publicity manager for United 1

Artists, succeeding James C. Dunn, who resigned June 15th. Wal-

ler was last with Paramount in charge of syndicate and wire

service publicity.

Charles M. Reagan, Paramount vice-president in charge of

sales, was named a member of the board succeeding the late

John Hicks, Jr.

Vladimir Lessim was appointed general European manager foi

RKO-Radio. Lessim will make his headquarters in Paris.

Charles S. Chaplin, formerly Montreal branch manager foi

United Artists, was appointed to the post of UA Canadian Sales

Manager, succeeding the late A. J. Jeffery.

George Elmo will become Paramount's manager for Panama
Central America and Ecuador. Before joining Paramount Inter

national, Elmo was a salesman with Paramount's Philadelphit

exchange.
Henry W. Kahn resigned his post as Chicago sales manager

at the M-G-M exchange to join 20th Century-Fox as a trouble

shooter.

Fred M. Jack was promoted from United Artists district man-
ager to division manager with supervision over the South and!

Southwestern territories. He will continue to headquarter inj

Dallas.

PUT THE

MICHTY 7th

OVER THE TOP!

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

tmntx* Natl rUm Carton
260 N. JUNIPER ST.

Philadelphia. Pa

FILM BULLETI
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THE FIGHTING GUARDSMAN
...Columbia has transcribed the

lusty Alexandre Dumas novel to

the screen with Willard Parker
in the role of the young French
nobleman who leads a band of

freedom-loving peasants in raids
against Louis XVFs tyranny, in

the prelude to the French Revo-
lution. Anita Louise is the love-
ly lady who becomes the object
of the young rogue's affections.
The cast also includes Janis
Carter. John Loder, Edgar Bu-
chanan, George Macready, Lloyd
Corrigan and Elisabeth Risdon.
Henry Levin handled the direc-
tion.

SALOME, WHERE SHE DANCED . . Walter
Wanger's Technicolor production for Univer-
sal introduces a new and luscious star to the
screen. Yvonne De Carlo, in a story that com-
bines riding, dancing, shooting, sword-play in
as many different localities. Miss De Carlo
has no less than five men vying for her hand
(and all the toothsome rest of her): Rod Cam-
eron. David Bruce, Walter Slezak. Albert Dek-
ker and J. Edward Bromberg. Marjorie Ram-
beau is a vigorous frontier woman and Abner
Biberman—of all things!—a Chinese philoso-
pher with a Scotch accent. Direction is handled
by Charles Lamont.
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HOLLYWOOD
TO PROBE
CONGRESS?

"... This business of investigating Hollywood

is getting to be quite a racket . . . Isn't it high

time for Hollywood to turn the tables and put

on an inquiry of its own?"

From Editorial by MO WAX, Page 5

THE INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURE TRADE JOURNAL



ANOTHER TOP ATTRACTION

HIGHLIGHTING REPUBLIC!

10th YEAR OF
|

MOTION PICTURE

\ ACHIEVEMENT



IT'S THE ScVlfrwie ^it
OF THE SeOAoa , ,

,

WITH THAT EXTRA SALES



THE TIM£ IS ftlpe FOR"

WARNER PICTURE/
Produced by JACK CHERTOK Directed by IRVING RAPPER

JOHN DALL • JOAN LORRING • NIGEL BRUCE • RHYS tol*

Screen Play by Casey Robinson and Frank Cavett • Music by Max Stelner*
«:.„„ .L.c.^.a. «•—-...--. . «—i.—-iw^lj ci—
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HOLLYWOOD TO PROBE CONGRESS?
Congressman John E. Rankin, the undemocratic

Democrat who talks and acts like a third-rate Hitler,

busted out like June all over the front pages last week

with an announcement that the House Committee on

Un-American Activities would go digging out in Holly-

wood for an alleged bolshevik plot to overthrow the

Government.

The gentleman from Mississippi (in Congress they

call everybody "gentleman") loves headlines like most

decent Americans love wheaties and he is slick enough

to know that Hollywood is always good headline copy.

After all, who would be interested in the common
variety of bolshevik that might be found in Detroit or

Pittsburgh or Brooklyn. But that Hollywood brand, ah!

Rankin, who hasn't much time for democratic pro-

cedure, grabbed control of the committee in the ab-

sence of its chairman, who promptly resigned upon

learning of the home-bred fuehrer's coup, scared the

other members half to death and won the vote for the

inquiry. By opening and shutting his mouth in the usual

manner, the "acting" (that's good!) chairman emitted

a statement to the press that went like this:

"The information we (I) get is that this (Holly-

wood) is the greatest hotbed (sounds sinful) of sub-

versive activities (anything R. disagrees with) in the

United States. We're on the trail of the tarantula

(some bugs!) now and we're going to follow through

(3 to I he doesn't). The best people in California

(like Gerald L. K. Smith, et al) are helping us."

Another spokesman for the committee, unidenti-

fied in the news stories, said that the probe "involves

propaganda, both clever and childish, in movies" and
that actors and producers, as well as others, are sleep-

ing together in the aforementioned "hotbed". Obvious-
ly, any reference to actresses in this allegation would
not have passed the Hays Office.

This business of investigating Hollywood is getting

to be quite a racket, but these movie-baiting congress-

men and senators aren't as adept as they believe them-
selves to be. They simply lack the flair for showman-
ship needed to stage a real first-class front-page probe.

Look what a fia sco \rVheeler and Nye made of their

enterprise and now there is every evidence that Rankin
is working without a script — off the cuff, as we say.

Isn't it high time for Hollywood to turn the tables

and put on an inquiry of its own? How much better

they could do it. HOLLYWOOD TO PROBE CON-

GRESS — that would really be a story! With apologies

to the Associated Press, it might run like this:

Hollywood, July 9 ( F. B.)—The Hollywood Com-

mittee on Un-American Activities in Congress focused

its spotlight on Washington today.

Its action was announced by Chairman Hedy La

Grable, who said that Congress would be investigated

on the strength of confidential reports of "one of the

most colossal plots ever instigated against the landlords

of the land." She indicated that a bevy of investiga-

tors would be sent to Washington to investigate the

need for an investigation and declared that before the

investigation was completed some "big blow - hards"

would be caught in the net.

"The information we get", said Miss La Grable, "is

that two senators and two congressmen, who must re-

main unidentified at present, were seen entering a

Washington hotel together. It was subsequently proved

beyond a shadow of doubt that there was only one

vacant bed on the premises. In the light of this infor-

mation, the committee feels that this must have been

one of the worst hotbeds in town and will act accord-

ingly, or something. However, considering the housing

shortage, we are on the trail of the bed, bugs or no

bugs. The best people in Washington are helping us."

Another spokesman for the committee, who pre-

ferred to be identified only by her full name, said the
'

whole idea was just too cute for words — and such

swell publicity for her new picture, anyhow.

If we appear to be treating lightly the problem of

subversive activities in our country, it is because men
like Rankin provoke either white anger or levity when

they undertake such investigations. This latest probe

has all the earmarks of another inquisition like the abor-

tive show staged by the Wheeler-Nye clique back In

1941. At that time the witch-hunters charged the film

makers with distorting sweet Adolf's honorable and

peaceful intentions and screamed that the movies were

trying to propagandize America into war. That, mind

you, at the very moment when Jap subs were already

deep in the waters around Pearl Harbor awaiting the

signal to strike.

And now, this loud little man from Mississippi, to

reward our industry for its magnificent contributions to

the war effort by smearing it with a coat of red paint.

How can he be taken seriously!

MO WAX
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WARNER BROS 1 September Release

'RHAPSODY IN BLUE 1 MUSIC
Rates • • • in first-runs on exploitation;

Warner Bros.
139 minutes

Robert Alda, Joan Leslie, Alexis Smith,
Charles Coburn, Julie Bishop, Albert Bas-
serman, Morris Carnovsky, Rosemary De
Camp, Oscar Levant, Paul Whiteman, Al
Jolson, George White, Hazel Scott, Anne
Brown, Tom Patricola, Herbert Rudley,
John B. Hughes, Mickey Roth, Darryl
Hickman, Charles Halton, Andrew Tombes.
Directed by Irving Rapper.

Few motion pictures ever have been so

richly favored with music as "Rhapsody in

Blue," yet it is a disappointing film. For
all its luxurious use of George Gershwin's

popular songs and compositions, this story

of his life falls considerably short of being

satisfying entertainment. In the first-run
theatres, it will be riding the crest of War-
ners' high pressure publicity campaign and
should show good returns, but word-of-
mouth will reflect the public's disappoint-
ment and grosses will falter in the subse-
quents.
"Rhapsody in Blue" has high spots — all

musical. The title song, most popular and
most famous Gershwin work, is always a
treat to hear and, as played by the large
symphony orchestra under Paul Whiteman's
batonv it is thrilling. Oscar Levant's climac-
tic playing of the "Piano Concerto in F"
following the young composer's death and
Hazel Scott's vivacious rendition of "Fas-
cinatin' Rhythm" in a Paris cafe are other
memorable musical sequences. Studding
the film are almost a score of other Gersh-

SUPERB, BUT STORY IS WEAK
less in subsequents

win tunes: "Embraceable You," "Lady Be
Good," "Swanee," "Somebody Loves Me,"
"Delicious," to mention a few. His more
serious composition, "An American in

Paris," does not fare so well, being played
to the accompaniment of a montage of
familiar Parisian scenes, a prosaic presen-
tation that becomes rather tedious. Another
mistake is the final scene in which the
"Rhapsody" is repeated, this time attended
by some disconcerting camera movements.

The. picture's chief weakness is the story,

which fails to match, or even approach, the
expert and exciting renditions of Gershwin's
superb songs. He wrote some of the finest

native American music ever composed, but
his life's story, apart from the fabulously
rapid rise of a humbly originated East Side

boy to great wealth and international fame,
and his premature death, contained few
elements of dramatic interest. He had never
married and there appeared to be little

romance in his life. Sonya Levien, one of

Hollywood's most proficient writers, was re-

quired to pad the biography to allow for

the inclusion of the plethora of Gershwin
tunes. The result is a shallow, unconvinc-
ing and overlong tale of the composer's
driving ambition and his affairs with two
women. Neither of these romantic episodes

has a true ring and both are so inconclusive

as to be annoying. None of the central

characters achieve real-life stature. Little

sympathy is evoked even by Gershwin him-
self and one hardly feels the deep tragedy
of the brilliant young artist's untimely
passing.
Robert Alda plays George Gershwin with

a rather complete lack of subtlety. He fails

to project the Gershwin character and the

7
spectator only recognizes a young actor try-

ing very hard to portray a famous personal-
ity. The best performances are turned in

by such old reliables as Charles Coburn, as
publisher Max Dreyfus; Albert Basserman,
as Professor Frank, the piano teacher;
Morris Carnovsky, as Papa Gershwin. Oscar
Levant plays his own wise-cracking self,

and not badly. In addition to his splendid
rendition of the Concerto in F. Levant is at
the piano behind the scenes during the play-

ing of Rhapsody in Blue. Herbert Rudley
|

is seen as brother Ira, the famous lyricist.

The two women in Gershwin's life are Joan
Leslie and Alexis Smith. The former is a '

musical comedy star, who sings and dances !

quite cutely and endeavors to make her 1

romance with George seem like the real

thing. Miss Smith is a very vaerue charac-
j

ter. She is a divorcee living in Paris, where
they meet. She apparently falls in love with
him, returns to America, but walks out of

his life when she realizes that music is his
j

only love. Musical numbers are contributed
by Al Jolson, Tom Patricola and Anne
Brown.
The story sketchily traces the life of the 1

composer from his boyhood, when he first

learns to play by following the keys on an
automatic piano. His first song hit, Swanee,
is popularized by Jolsonu He "arrives" in

the musical world with the first playing of

Rhapsody in Blue by Paul Whiteman's or-

chestra in Carnegie Hall. Always yearning
to compose better music, he goes to Paris

writes An American in Paris, returns
creates the folk opera, Porgy and Bess.

While working in Hollywood, the young
composer dies.

WAX'

PARAMOUNT ... 1 in Sixth Block (Total 3)

YOU CAME ALONG, HALF GOOD, HALF BAD j
Rates • • + except in action spots

Paramount (Hal Wall is)

103 minutes

Robert Cummings, Lizabeth Scott, Don De
Fore, Charles Drake, Julie Bishop, Rhys
Williams, Kim Hunter, Robert Sully, Minor
Watson Franklin Pangborn, Howard Free-
man, Andrew Tombes, Isabel Randolph,
Frank Favlen, Marjorie Woodworth. Robert
Emmett Keane, Lewis Russell, William B.
Davidson, Helen Forrest.

Directed by John Farrow.

This romantic drama suffers from excess

footage and an ill-advised change-of-pace.

Hal Wallis' second production for Para-
mount release, dealing with three flyers and
a gal on a bond-selling tour, has a gay, en-
gaging quality at the start, but about mid-
way the mood switches to tragedy and from
that point it moves at a snail's pace down to

the tear-jerking climax. The early scenes,
as the three young wolves chase their femi-
nine prey, are light, amusing and spiced
with down-to-earth dialogue. John Farrow's
direction falters because he neglected to use
his shears on the cliche-bound climactic
sequence. "You Came Along" is notable
chiefly for its introduction of Lizabeth Scott,
an arresting new personality whose appear-
ance and throaty speaking voice are similar
to Lauren Bacall. Robert Cummings and
Miss Scott, currently receiving a big pub-

licity build-up, give this fair name value,

while the popular title song, which is

warbled by Helen Forrest and also used as

background music, is another selling angle.

Grosses generally will be just above fair.

Weakest for action houses.

Robert Cumming, a much-decorated flyer

who returns to America suffering from a
rare and baffling blood disease, receives per-

mission to join his two buddies, Don De
Fore and Charles Drake, on a nation-wide

bond-selling tour. I. V. Hotchkiss, the Treas-

ury Department representative assigned to

their tour turns out to be Ivy (Lizabeth

Scott) a business-like girl who soon has her

hands full curbing the dame-chasing trio.
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As the tour progresses, Cummings begin.1

to fall for Miss Scott while the other twc

flyers also take more than a friendly inter

est in her. While dining with De Fore ir

San Francisco, Miss Scott first learns aboul

Cummings' fatal illness. Despite the fad

that he has only a few months to live, sh(

decides to marry him and, after a fev

weeks of happiness in a honeymoon cot

tage, Cummings receives orders to report ti

Walter Reed Hospital. Telling his wife tha

he is going to England, Cummings arrange:

to send her letters from there until the da;

when she gets the telegram telling of hi

death in this country. At the militar

funeral, Miss Scott stands by the grave a

his two loyal buddies, in the air, dip thei

wings in salute.

The tall, handsome Miss Scott, who undei

studied Tallulah Bankhead on the stage, I

likely to become an important Hollywooi

leading woman even though she still haj

much to learn about acting. Robert Cuir|

mings does nicely as the handsome majol

and Don DeFore and Charles Drake aj

convincing as his two light-hearted buddie

Kim Hunter has a good bit as a younl

bride and Franklin Pangborn contribute

one of his flustered hotel clerk characteriw

tions.
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20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 in First 1945-46 Block (Total 3}

A BELL FOR ADANO' HAS MANY STIRRING MOMENTS y

Rates • • • in class houses; less elsewhere

20th Century-Fox

10E minutes

Gene Tiernev, John Hodiak, William Ben-

dix. Glenn Langan, Richard Conte, Stanley

Praerer. Henry Morgan, Montasrue Banks,

Reed Hadlev, Roy Roberts, Hugo Haas,
Marce' Dplio, Fortunio Bonanova, Henry
Armetta Roman Bohnen, Luis Alberni,

Eduardo Ciannelli.

Directed by Henry King.

It gives a reviewer cause for sincere re-

gret that he cannot give "A Bell for Adano"
unqualified aDproval, for there is so much
that is superlative in its presentation. But.
unfortunately, there is also a great deal of

footage that slows the pace. ai~>r>st brineri^e

it to a dead stop at times, making it in *h?
popular entertainment sense a boxoffice
question mark. The John Hersey novel and
play has received some expert treatment in

its adaptation to the screen by Lamar Trotti
and Norman Raine, while Henry King's di-

rection has worked miracles of emotional
impact and high humor. Bit characteriza-
tions overshadow even the fine perform-
ances of the principals, studding the film
with gems of histrionics rarely equalled on
the screen. Yet withal, the spectator be-
comes restless in the interims between
these high spots. Possibly the fact that
there is little story to connect the numer-
ous scenes might account for the slow
stretches. A more liberal use of the shears

would have tightened "Adano" into an out-

standing boxoffice attraction, as well as an
artistic triumph.
The theme is undoubtedly one that will

appeal to thinking Americans — the slow,

painful, soul-rewarding process whereby
democracy is introduced into a small Sici-

lian town long under the heel of the fascist

and nazi tyranny. No argument for the
democratic way of life is stronger than
Major Joppolo's wise governing that turns
the town of Adano into a vital, happy com-
munity. No scene has been more packed
with drama than that in which the Italian

prisoners of war return to their women and
children. And the climax, when the magni-
ficent bell that Joppolo has worked so hard
to get for the town, to replace the one
Mussolini took for scrap iron, sounds its

first rp" •v)rra 1 'ne tone as the Vixr nre-

pares to leave in the still of the morning is

truly heart-stirring.

John Hodiak does excellent work as Major
Joppolo and William Bendix is perfectly

cast as Sergeant Borth, the Major's tough
and faithful aide. Gene Tierney, in a blonde
wig, is adequate as Tina, the fisherman's
daughter, but her role is comparatively
minor and hardly merits the starring spot.

On the marquee, however, it will mean con-
siderably more than any other name in the
cast and exhibitors will hardly object for

this needs selling aids. Romantically, the
Tierney-Hodiak relation is mild and minor,
each being in love with someone else and
only turning to each other for solace in their

loneliness. Among the townspeople, there

are so many that are truly magnificent in

their portrayals, that it is difficult to single

out any one of them for special praise.

One of the important points to stress to

your public is that this is not a war picture.

It is a human, stirring drama, with fine

flashes of humor. In class houses and de-

luxers, business should be good. Elsewhere,

its hoxoffice value will be lower.

The storv concerns the efforts of an Am-
eronn maior, John Hodiak, to bring demo-
cratic forces to rule in American-occupied
Adano. First stymied bv the distrust of the
townspeople, he gradually wins them over,

onlv to be blocked bv an American general's
order eliminating all cart-traffic on the only
road in Adano. He deliberately counter-
mands the order to save the townspeople
from famine and continues to get in the
authorities' hair bv his peculiar requests,

among them a huge bell for the town. The
bell is the svmbol of orderliness and routine
in the town and all activities had been gov-
erned bv its tones. His struggle to get the
bell endears him further to the natives and,
on the eve of his greatest triumph as the
bell is brousrht to the city, he is recalled for.

insubordination. He leaves just as the bell

sounds its first notes, personallv defeated
bv Army red tape and regulations, but
triumphant in the knowledge that he has
brought a new life to Adano.

STINE

'BOSTON BLACKIE BOOKED ON SUSPICION' FOLLOWS THE ROUTINE
Rates • • — as secondary dualler in mi

Columbia

67 minutes

Chester Morris, Lynn Merrick, Richard
Lane, Lloyd Corrigan, George E. Stone,
Frank Sully, Steve Cochran, George Carle-
ton, Douglas W'ood, George Meader.
Directed by Arthur Dreifuss.

Eighth in this Columbia series, "Boston
Blackie Booked on Suspicion" too closely
follows the tongue-in-cheek pattern of the
earlier mystery programmers. Chester Mor-
ris and that reformed crook-turned-sleuth,
Boston Blackie, have long been coupled in
the public mind and each still has a mild
draw with inveterate action fans who
haven't already tired of the series. This
picture's chief fault is Blackie's resorting to
the most obvious disguises which fool the
dim-witted Police Inspector Farraday but

nor action spots

never a picture-wise audience. Although the

early scenes suffer from an abundance of

so-called comedy, the climax has a f°ir

amount of suspense. There is no romantic
interest and the only woman in the cast,

attractive Lvnn Merrick, is finally revealed
as a cold-blooded killer. Miss Merrick is

never very convincing and Richard Lane,
as the bewildered Inspector, and George E.
Stone, as Blackie's runt-like pal, contribute
their standard portrayals. It's high time
Columbia either injected some life blood into

Boston Blackie or discontinued the tired

series.

When his friend, Lloyd Corrigan, is about
to lose his investment in a rare book store
because the famous auctioneer is retiring,

Boston Blackie (Chester Morris) disguises
himself as the auctioneer and sells a rare
edition of Pickwick Papers for $62,000.

However, after the purchaser complains to

Police Inspector Farraday (Richard Lane)

that the edition is a counterfeit, Blackie

knows that he will be suspected and he sets

out to find the man who sold the book to.

Corrigan. As Blackie stumbles over the

dead body of the counterfeiter in a ware-
house and picks up the $62,000 lying; beside
him, Lane arrives and books him on suspi-
cion of murder. Blackie escapes from the
police and later finds out that Lynn Merrick,
assistant in the book store, was the counter-
feiter's accomplice and killed him in order
to get the entire sum of money. Blackie
then tries to trap Miss Merrick and by pre-
tending that he is beaten, he permits her
to enter Corrigan's store and steal the
money from the safe. Again, Lane and the
police arrive and spoil Blackie's plan. How-
ever, after a chase, he finally corners Miss
Merrick and forces a confession from her
before turning her over to the police.

LEYENDECKER

TEN CENTS A DANCE' ABOVE-PAR COLUMBIA PROGRAMMER /
Rates • • as dualler generally

Columbia

61 minutes

Jane Frazee, Jimmy Lloyd, Joan Woodbury,
Robert Scott, John Calvert, Dorothea Kent,
George McKay, Carole Matthews, Rod Rog-
ers, Muriel Morris, Edward Hyans.
Directed by Will Jason.

This is a neat and entertaining program-
mei" — nothing more — a good supporting
dualler for practically any type of house.
The action is lively, the taxi dance hall
background is a colorful one and the songs
include two stand-out tunes — the old
favorite title tune by Rodgers and Hart and
the popular "Someday, Somewhere." How-
ever, the picture's greatest asset is Jane
Frazee, one of the screen's most attractive
and capable starlets who has the gift of

making the most of an ordinary tune. Ex-
cept for the fact that the hero and his pal

are soldiers on furlough, there's nothing
timely or novel about the plot, but it has
several amusing and a few dramatic mo-
ments and maintains interest throughout.
Jimmy Lloyd and Robert Scott do well as

the soldier heroes and John Calvert con-

tributes a suave, mildly villainous portrayal.

This is a good B picture — far above Colum-
bia's run-of-the-mill programmers.

On a 36-hour pass prior to shipping over-

seas, two soldiers (Jimmy Lloyd and Robert
Scott) decide to have a spree on the latter's

money — Scott being the son of a million-

aire. Attracted by a life-size photo of Jane
Frazee outside a dance hall, the boys enter

and Lloyd impresses the girls by flashing a

$100 bill he has borrowed from Scott. Know-
ing that Miss Frazee is trying to raise $500

to pay for another girl's operation, the man-
ager, John Calvert, asks her to keep after
Lloyd and get him into a phoney crap game
he is planning. Miss Frazee and her girl
friend, Joan Woodbury, take the soldiers out
for a day around town and before long they
find they have fallen in love. Both make
confessions — Miss Frazee about Calvert's
scheme and Lloyd about his true financial
status — before they return to the dance
hall. Calvert, believing that Miss Frazee has
double-crossed him, has of his henchmen
hold her prisoner while he gets Lloyd into
the game and permits him to win at first.

Meanwhile, Miss Frazee escapes and starts
a riot in the dance hall. She is finally re-
united with Lloyd, who had grabbed his win-
nings during the confusion, and he promises
to return to her after the war.

LEYENDECKER
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'THE CHEATERS' FIRST-RATE COMEDY-DRAMA FROM REPUBLIC J
Rates • • — or better generally; slightly less in action spots

Republic

87 minuter

Joseph Schildkraut. Billie Burke Eugene
Pallette. On? Munson. Raymond Walburn,
Annf Giilis, Robert Livingston, Ruth Terrj,
David Kelt, Robert Greig, Norma Varden,
Bvron Foulger, Roy Barcroft. St. Luke's
Choristers.

Directed by Joseph Kane.

A fine human interest comedy-drama en-

acted by first-rate name cast, "The Cheat-
ers" is one of Republic's best offerings to

date — in our opinion, a better Tenth An-
niversary film than "Flame of Barbary
Coast.'' Similar in general story outline to
David Selznick's "The Young in Heart," this
has the same heart-warming qualities that
made that picture a box office winner in
1938. and it has been given major produc-
tion values in every sense. The chief charac-
ter that of an ex-matinee idol who has
become a drunken, embittered charity case,
offers an actor's field day for Joseph Schild-
kraut and he makes the most of it. although
the action tends to drag during his lengthy

philosophical speeches and his recitation of

portions of Dickens' "Christmas Carol."
Ona Munson. too. has a rich role, that of a
good-hearted, out-of-work actress, and hei
performance is completely honest and con-
vincing. Except for the few lagging mo-
ments. Joseph Kane's direction is excellent
and the picture is replete with warm and
natural touches that average audiences ap-
preciate. This should benefit enormously by
word-cf-mouth. especially from women fans,

and build to strong grosses in naborhood
subsequent runs.
Eugene Pallette. a business man facing

financial ruin, is burdened with a family
headed by his flighty spendthrift wife (Billie

Burke), two daughters (Ruth Terry and
Anne Gillis) and a son (David Holt) who
continue to live on a lavish scale, and his

worthless brother-in-law, Raymond Wal-
burn. For Christmas. Miss Terry persuades
the family to take in Joseph Schildkraut, a
charity case who will impress their bene-
volent friends. The family has been await-
ing the death of a wealthy relative but the
latter's will is found to bequeath his 55.000,-

000 fortune to an unknown actress who he
once saw play "Little Eva." If the girl can-
not be found in a week's time. Pallette gets

SEE MY LAWYER' CORNY OLSEN & JOHNSON SLAPSTICK COMEDY /

the money so Schildkraut offers the wel-

come suggestion that they find her first and

keep the news from her. The girl. Ona
Munson. is an out-of-work actress who
jumps at their invitation to spend Christmas
with the family in an out-of-the-way farm-
house. During her visit, her kindness and
resourcefulness impresses all the members
of the family and makes them see them-
selves as a shallow, grasping lot. She also

makes Schildkraut. who had planned to

blackmail the family, see the error of his

ways. When the family ashamedly con-

fesses their scheme to Miss Munson, she

decides to share her new-fcund wealth with

these people she has come to love.

In addition to Schildkraut and Miss Mun-
son. other first-rate portrayals are contrib-

uted by Billie Burke, playing the same type

of spendthrift matron role she did in "The
Young in Heart," Eugene Pallette. also in a

typically-excitable parent part; and Ray-
mond Walburn, as his ineffectual brother-

in-law. Anne Gillis is outstanding as a
spoiled, 'teen age sophisticate, but Ruth
Tern.' and Robert Livingston must be con-

tent with the less important romantic roles.

YORK

Rates • • generally; more in rural

Universal

SI minutes

Ole Olsen, Chic Johnson, Alan Curtis, Grace
McDonald. Noah Beery, Jr., Franklin Pang-
born, Edward S. Brophy, Lee Patrick, Stan-
ley Clements, Richard Benedict, Mary Gor-
don, William B. Davidson. Tom Dugan, Gus
Schilling, Ralph Peters and Yvette. Carmen
Amaya and Her Company, The King Cole
Trio, Hudson Wonders, Roeers Adagio Trio.
The Four Teens, The Cristianis, Six Willys.

Directed by Eddie Cline.

Just as Olsen and Johnson's wacky stage
revues are popular at the New York Winter
Garden and later in the hinterlands, so their
slapstick antics in "See My Lawyer" should
keep naborhood and rural film audiences in
stitches. As always, the middle-aged comics
fall back on the corniest gags — mud or
custard pies thrown in the face, seltzer
water squirted on indignant folk, dresses
ripped off lovely girls and plenty of scream-

sections
~~~

"* ing and shooting of cap pistols — a brand

of humor which many patrons abhor but

plenty of others delight in. The film starts

off with a semblance of a plot, based on the

well-known stage play, but this is later for-

gotten for long stretches during which the
two stars cut up or top-ranking night club
and vaudeville turns are presented. The
best of the specialties are Yvette, who puts
over the popular "I'll Be Seeing You." The
Rogers Adagio Trio in some whirlwind
turns. The Hudson Wonders and Carmen
Amaya. whose tempestuous dances are al-

ways a stand-out. Franklin Pangborn, in

one of his tvpical exasperated portrayals,

and Stanley Clements, since risen to prom-
inence in "Salty O'Rourke." make their com-
edy scenes felt, but such Universal plavers
as Alan Curtis. Grace McDonald and Noah
Beery. Jr. are lost in the shuffle of a silly,

disjointed script. Olsen and Johnson, plus
the host of specialty names, give this good
marquee value and laughter was plentiful

in a New York naborhood house where this

was billed above the main feature, "Guest in

the House."
Olsen and Johnson, whose screwy antics

bring business to Franklin Pangborn's night

club, are unabe to accept a Hollywood offer

because of their seven-year contract. Hear-
ing this, Stanley Clements, office boy to a

firm of three struggling lawyers, tricks Ol-

sen and Johnson into listening to their plan

to break the contract. The comics hire

stooges as night club patrons and. after in-

sulting them in the "Hellzapoppin' " manner,
39 lawsuits are filed against Pangborn.
After the latter sells the comics the club

for only $10,000. they learn that the Holly-

wood deal is off and a real suit is filed by
Edward Brophy, process server for the law-

yers. The case is first tried in court and
then moved to the night club where even

the judge gets the works from Olsen and
Johnson. He finally decides that the two
comics are not responsible for their actions

and all ends when Pangborn sends them a
box of explosives as a peace offering.

YORK

•WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME' STRONG EXPLOITATION FEATURE
Rates • • — or more if exploited

PRC Pictures
S8 minutes

Pamela Blake, Sheldon Leonard. Lola Lane.
Klisha Cook. Jr., Paul Guilfoyle, Claudia
Drake, Thomas Jackson. Constance Worth
Fred Kohler, Virginia Brissac, Walter Bald-
win. Evelynne Eaton. Robert Emmett
Keane. Peggy Lou Biano.
Directed by William Berke.

Although its attention-getting title sug-
gests a juvenile delinquency film. "Why
Girls Leave Home" is actually an interest-
holdinK mystery programmer with good sell-

ing angles. One of PRC's better entries,
this has a capable cast headed by Lola Lane.
Elisha Cook. Jr.. Sheldon Leonard and other
familiar players, several songs and a color-
ful night club background. The formula
tory is typical "True Confessions" material
and its method of telling, via flashbacks, re-
sembles a radio "soap opera." Just as the
Utter have a huge listening public, so this

tale of a good girl gone wrong will appeal

to women patrons and it should do well in

naborhood houses. Playing the heroine is

an attractive newcomer. Pamela Blake, who
warbles a novelty tune. "The Cat and the

Canary." in pleasing fashion and manages
to hold her own in the acting company of

such reliables as Elisha Cook. Jr. (who is

excellent as a trumpet-playing fiend) Paul

Guilfoyle. Sheldon Leonard and Claudia

Drake. Lola Lane is outstanding in the

made-to-order role of a hard-boiled night

club owner. The title, which was used by

Warners in 1921. has great exploitation

possibilities.

Sheldon Leonard, newspaper reporter who
rescues Pamela Blake from drowning, has a

theory that it was a murder attempt and.

while the girl is recovering in the hospital,

he gets the story of her life from various
relatives and associates. Her parents tell

Leonard that Miss Blake was a pretty girl

who left home after meeting Elisha Cook.

Jr., a trumpet player who got her a job in

the night club where he worked. From her

roommate. Constance Worth, Leonard learns

that when Cook schemed to get the singing

star, Claudia Drake, drunk. Miss Blake re-

placed her and made a hit. Meanwhile, the

girl had been initiated in the real business

of the club, which was merely a front for a

crooked gambling racket. The girl becomes

hardened until she meets Miss Worth's

small-town sister who has hopes of getting

a night club job. After sending the girl

back home. Miss Blake plans to tell the

police about the club's gambling, but before

she can do so, she is pushed in the river.

When she is ready to leave the hospital

Paul Guilfoyle and Lola Lane, who run the

club, arrive to take her back. However.

Leonard arrives in time to foil their plan

and Guilfoyle is shot by Miss Lane after

Guilfoyle confesses that she was the real

owner of the club.

YORK
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Wonder Showman

f
Present:

MILLIONS OF

JACK IN THE BOX (OFFICE)

WITH HIS WONDER
MUSICAL SHOW!

SMASHING ALL-TIME
RECORDS AT N.Y. ASTOR
AND CHICAGO WOODS!



THE
SEVEN

WONDERS
OF THE

HOLLYWOOD
WORLD

w
A

THE NO 1 WONDER OF THE ENTERTA
MENT WORLD! Danny Kaye— the one-man!

miracle of merriment, prince of pantomania, k

high-wizard of screwball madness'

t>er0"

SHE'S THE NEWS IN BLONDES!

Virginia Mayo makes AMOROUS and

GLAMOROUS into a beautiful rhyme

. . . every eye will want to scan

each lovely line!

SONGS THAT "HIT" THE HEART!

Hear! Hear! How they're listening to

"BALI BOOCIE" and "SO-O IN LOVE"
heading the music that makes this a

miracle of an "A'-musical show!

NO WONDER EVERY ONE



IW DANCING DELIGHTFUL I

Ellen is VERY EVERYTHING
able—entranceable— romanceable

s Goldwyn twinkle-toed star

Jbtedly has it!

HIS AND TECHNICOLOR, TOO!
id and vital and vibrant . . . that

der Man radiates a beauty

own!

GOLDWYN AT HIS GOLD-WINNING BEST!

All dressed up and going places with

the master-showmanship that makes

"WONDER MAN" the wonder-show of the

entertainment world!

GALA WITH GORGEOUS
GIRLS! Goldwyn Girls in

Glorious Gowns— they glitter

and glow and make the cus-

tomers go for a front-line view!

They make your figures a

standout, too!

LING "WONDER MAN" THE WONDER SHOW!



WONDERFUL Lm*£«
ADVERTISING SUPPORT

"

TO THIS Yx\yk
WONDER SHOW !

National coverage that makes

the public Kaye-conscious in a

big box-office way.

A
J tfannyKaye

"women
"N"

VIRGINIA MAYO -VERA- ELLEN1DONALD WOODS • SZ-SAKAU
Allen Jenkins • Edward Brophy • Otto Kruger

Steve Cochron -Vircj«nio GilmOre and

THE GOLDWYN GIRLS
Directed by Bruce Humberstone

Screen Ploy by Don Hortmon Mel»plle Shovelson and Philip Ropp Released -through RKO RADIO PICTURES INC
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'THE FROZEN GHOST' FAIR HORROR MYSTERY
Rates • • in action spots; fair dualler for naborhoods
"~~ '

—— committed murde
Universal

61 minutes

Lon Chanev, Evelyn Ankers, Milburn Stone,

Douglass Dumbrille, Martin Kosleck, El?na
Verdugo, Arthur Hohl, Tala Birell.

Directed by Harold Young.

The latest "Inner Sanctum" mystery is

another psychological thriller replete witn
eerie backgrounds and completely fantastic

happenings. With Lon Chaney (minus
weird make-up) coupled with a sure-fire title

to attract avid horror fans, "The Frozen
Ghost" should do well at houses that cater
to this type of audience and make a fair

supporting dualler generally. Starting with
the usual ghostly introduction — "This Is

the Inner Sanctum" — the picture jumps
right into an involved plot dealing with a
hypnotist who mistakenly believes he has

The early scenes move
rather ponderously but the story soon pick

up action and suspense as it moves to a
gruesome climax. There is only a sugges-
tion of romance and no lighter moments to

relieve the tension. Lon Chaney gives a

generally competent performance, but Mar-
tin Kosleck is outstanding as a sadistic-

minded waxworks employee. Tala Birell is

also effective, but Elena Verdugo adds an
amateurish note as a sweet-faced maiden
who is almost tossed into a furnace. Uni-
versal is also coupling this with "Jungle
Captive" for a dual horror bill which should
attract horror-hungry patrons.
Lon Chaney, a hypnotist who reads the

minds of members of his audience, breaks
his engagement with his assistant. Evelyn
Ankers, when one of his subjects dies of a
heart attack while under his spell. Al-

though a coroner's jury absolves him,
Chaney becomes obsessed with the idea that

'JUNGLE CAPTIVE' FANTASTIC, GRUESOME HORROR DUALLER

he is a murderer. Through his manager,

Milburn Stone, Chaney gets a job in a wax-

works museum owned by Tala Birell, hop-

ing the work will give him a chince to

rehabilitate himself. Martin Kosleck, a deb-

tor in disrepute, who makes the wax models,

is in love with Miss Birell's niece, Elern.

Verdugo, and jealous of her romantic fee-

ing toward Chaney. When both Miss Birell

and her niece disappear, Chaney is sus-

pected and, in desperation, he goes to Miss

Ankers for help. At the museum, Chimy
puts her in a trance and, through her

psychic powers, they uncover a plot b '

Stone and Kosleck to have him declared

insane so they can get control of his for-

tune. Although Kosleck has already burned

Miss Birell's body in the furnace, Chaney
is able to save the niece from a like fete

and clear himself.
DENLFY

l/

Rates • • — as dualler; more if coupled with "Frozen Ghost"
plea to his secretary, "I need you — I need

your blood," will only amuse discriminating

fans, the hideous close-ups of the ape wom-
an will bring forth the usual screams from

some patrons. However, this time the beast
is impersonated not by Acquanetta but by
a pretty newcomer, Vicky Lane, who re-

ceives scant footage. The capable Otto
Kruger should be ashamed to play such an

Universal

63 minutes

Otto Kruger, Amelita Ward, Phil Brown,
Jerome Cowan, Rondo Hatton, Eddie Acuff,
Vicky Lane, Ernie Adams, Charles Wagen-
heim, Eddy Chandler, Jack Overman.
Directed by Harold Young.

A triple-threat horror film — dealing with
an ape woman, a ghoulish brute and a cold-
blooded scientist — "Jungle Captive" is

strictly for the dyed-in-the-wool chiller fans.
The picture will serve as a supporting dual-
ler for "The Frozen Ghost" on Universal's
special double-horror bill, but the story is

too fantastic and the name value too weak
to attract much attention as a single entry.
It's also far too gruesome for the young-
sters. While the story and many of the
lines — such as the scientist's frightening

obvious role as the ruthless scientist but the
brute-like Rondo Hatton is a perfect type
to "scare the daylights" out of susceptible

fans. Phil Brown and Amelita Ward are
deficient in the romantic leads.

After Otto Kruger. scientist head of a

chemical-biological laboratory, has perfect-

ed a method of restoring life to dead rab-

bits, he decides to experiment with the
corpse of the so-called ape-woman. His
brute-like assistant, Rondo Hatton, murders
a morgue attendant and brings the body of

the ape-woman to a lonely farmhouse where

Kruger arrives to perform the operation,

accompanied by his secretary, Amelita

Ward. The latter realizes that Kruger is

insane when he tells her that he needs her

blood and her brain to transform them to

the ape-woman. Meanwhile, Kruger's as-

sistant, Phil Brown, who loves Miss Ward,
learns of the plan and, when he arrives, he

is tied up by Hatton and forced to witness

the operation. Later, Hatton, who pities

Miss Ward, is killed by Kruger for inter-

fering. As Kruger bends over the ape-

woman, she suddenly reverts to her savage

state and, breaking the straps which bind

her to the operating table, she strangles the

doctor to death. She then turns toward

Miss Ward, but the police arrive in time to

kill the ape-woman — but only until the

next picture in the horror series.

DENLEY

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

Neither the record heat nor the newspaper strike (which
is keeping advance publicity and advertising on the new pic-

tures from the reading public) has affected business at most
of the first-run spots and the Fourth of July holiday saw long
waiting lines outside the majority of the film palaces. Two
Warner films, "Rhapsody in Blue" and "Conflict," have been
leading all the rest with two 20th Century-Fox newcomers.
"A Bell for Adano" and "Nob Hill" closely following. "Rhap-
sody," which had an invitation premiere on June 26th, set a
new record for the Hollywood with a $54,000 initial week
which was far ahead of the previous high set by "This Is the
Army." A third week starts on July 11th. "Conflict," which
is supported by Louis Prima and His Orchestra and Dane
Clark in person, smashed the 30-year record of the Strand
for a third successive week. A fourth stanza started on July
6th and the Bogart picture will continue until "Christmas in

Connecticut" starts late in July... "A Bell for Adano" opened
to block-encircling lines outside the Radio City Music Hall on
July 5th but the crowds were just as great on July 4th — the
final day of the ninth week of "The Valley of Decision." The
Greer Garson film, which grossed well over $1,000,000 during
its run at the world's largest theatre, was exceeded in length
of run by only two other films, "Random Harvest" and "Mrs.
Miniver," both M-G-M pictures also starring Miss Garson...
Down the street, another 20th-Fox film, "Nob Hill," started
off to smash business mostly attributed to the presence of
Abbott and Costello heading the Roxy stage show. The new
Technicolor musical, which is the third in succession at this
house, will be succeeded only July 26th by a two week return
engagement of "Wilson" at popular prices.

"Blood on the Sun," aided by Mark Warnow and His

Orchestra and Ethel Smith, had an outstanding first week at

the Capitol where it followed a strong five-week engagement
of "Thrill of a Romance". . .The Paramount had a good open-

ing day with "You Came Along," supported by Stan Kenton
and His Orchestra after a fairly profitable four-week run for

"Out of This World," with Allan Jones and Gil Lamb in per-

son. Tentative date for "Incendiary Blonde" at the Para-

mount is August 1st. . .Second only to "Rhapsody" among the

straight-film attractions is "Wonder Man" at the Astor, where
the total gross of $154,000 for the first three weeks of thi'.

Goldwyn film was the highest in the theatre's history and the

picture is expected to span the summer. . .Another RKO-Radio
release. "Those Endearing Young Charms" is doing moder-
ately well in its third week at the Palace and will be followed

by "Along Came Jones" on July 12th. . .Another 20th Century-

Fox picture. "Junior Miss," has shown a surprising jump in

grosses at the Rivoli since a radio advertising campaign wag
started. Initial week was poor, the second showed a con-

siderable jump and the third week, including the July 4th

holiday, was the strongest to date. Favorable word-of-mouth
has also been a factor. . .A third 20th Century-Fox release, the

reissue "Call of the Wild," is doing well in its second week at

the small-seater Victoria and it will remain until "Don Juan
Quilligan" comes in late this month.

"Twice Blessed" opened at the Gotham on July 6th fol-

lowing two mild weeks for the United Artists release, "Bed-
side Manner," and two other M-G-M Alms, "Anchors Aweigh"
and "Bewitched," will also open on Broadway this month —
the former at the Capitol and the latter at the Criterion...

The latter house will finish three weeks of "The Naughty
Nineties" which started strong but dropped off sharply and
will open Columbia's "Thousand and One Nights" on July
11th... "The Great John L" opened at the Globe on July 7th

following two weeks of mild business for "Murder, He Says"
. . .PRC's first Broadway picture, "Crime, Inc." had a profit-

able two weeks at the Rialto and was followed by "Jungle
Captive," typical Rialto horror fare... The Republic has a hit

attraction at last — the double re-issue of "Imitation of Life"
and "East Side of Heaven." Meanwhile, Republic's "The
Cheaters" is set to open at the Gotham on July 20th.
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

RANKIN TO PROBE HOLLYWOOD 'PLOT'

Once again a Congressional committee will engage in an
investigation" of Hollywood for "subversive activities," the probe

this time allegedly based on reports that "one of the most dan-
gerous plots ever instigated for the overthrow of this Government
has its headquarters in Hollywood." The statement was made
June 30th by Congressman John E. Rankin (D., Miss) acting
chairman of the House Committee on Un-American Activities inannouncing that the committee would send investigators to theHollywood area immediately, implying that they might be at work
in the movie capital at the time.

Rankin indicated that "big names" in Hollywood would beinvolved in the inquiry before the investigation ended. "The in-
formation we get is that this is the greatest hotbed of subversive
activities in the United States," he said. "We're on the trail ofthe tarantula now and we're going to follow through. The bestpeople m California are helping us." He did not divulge who the
best people might be.
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ee WhiCh rUleS that anv violation of anaward must be prosecuted by the Attorney General in the firstinstance and upon refusal by the Attorney General to act upon itan exhibitor may then petition the court for relief. However ithad been common belief that the court had power to enforce theDecree s provisions, including arbitration. Attorney for Rosewelt,Melvin Albert, said that the Attorney General's refusal to dealwith the motion would probably carry a great deal of weight with

the court even to making the Attorney General the sole judge ofan alleged violation.

Opinion was expressed that Judge Goddard's dismissal might
have an important reaction among independent exhibitors, in that
should a distributor fail to abide by the arbitration decision, the
procedure to be followed by the complainant exhibitors would be
too involved to attempt.

Rosewelt Realty Co. is operator of the Orient Theatre, Jersey
City. The Orient's clearance over the Cameo Theatre had been
reduced from seven to three days by an arbitration court, but
according to the charge, the three companies demanded that all

clearance be waived. When the Orient refused, the distributors
went right ahead and abolished the clearance arbitrarily, accord-
ing to the charge.

THEATRES MUST OPEN BOOKS ON % PIX

In the first case of its kind, possibly a precedent for future
court decisions, The U. S. Third Circuit Court of Appeals in Phila-

delphia dismissed the appeal taken by 27 exhibitor plaintiffs from
an order of the Pittsburgh Federal Court which grants eight dis-

tributor defendants the right to inspect the books of 41 theatres

in the Pittsburgh area to determine theatre receipts on percentage
pictures.

The suit had been brought by Morris Roth and 26 Pittsburgh
area exhibitors to restrain the eight majors from demanding in-

spection of theatre records on percentage picture receipts and
from proceeding with the cases brought by each of the distribu-

tors against the Arcade and Colonial Theatres in Pittsburgh, two
of the 41 houses involved, as well as starting new cases similar to

these. Immediately following the exhibitors' action, the distribu-

tors interposed more than 140 counter-claims against the various

exhibitor plaintiffs for actual and punitive damages arising from
alleged fraudulent percentage returns. Their action asked per-

mission to inspect the records of the 41 theatres as to receipts

derived from approximately 7,000 percentage engagements since

1938.

In a decision last April handed down in Federal Court in

Pittsburgh, Federal Judge McVicar granted the distributors' mo-

tion and signed an order directing the exhibitors to produce a

specified list of all documents, records, etc., containing any entries

pertaining to the gross box office receipts from the percentage pix

and enjoining the exhibitor plaintiffs from destroying, altering or

in any way disposing of the records. The exhibitors were granted

a stay of the inspection following their appeal a week later. To
comply with the terms set down by the dismissal in the Circuit

Court of Appeals, the exhibitors must now produce their records

for inspection by the distributors.

SKOURAS REVEALS PRE FAB CORP.

Pre-fabricated theatres to be marketed on a world-wide scale

will soon be available, Charles P. Skouras, president of National

Theatres, told members of the trade press in Hollywood last week.

Skouras revealed long-secret plans for placing theatre construc-

tion on a mass production basis, as he announced formation of a

separate corporation to manufacture and sell the pre-fabricated

houses on the world market.

Revealing that the theatres were in 600, 1,000, 1,200, 2,500 and

3,000-seat sizes, Skouras displayed scale models of the pre-fabri-

cated theatres which, he said, could be shipped complete, by rail

or boat, and opened for business three weeks after arrival. Skourai

said the savings on this type of theatre would run from 40 to 1

per cent, compared to the cost of equivalent houses built individ

ually. Purchase is open to all comers on a down payment of 5(

per cent. It will be a package deal, with all equipment and fur-

nishings provided and the structure will meet climatic require-

ments in all parts of the world.

Once mass production begins, and Skouras indicated that Ij

would be soon, the theatres can be turned out at the rate of

to 1,000 per year and the rate of production can be stepped out i

subsequent years. He declared that there was a tremendou
market for these structures, both nationally and internationall"

As an example of the latter, he cited countries like Russia an

China, which would need "at least 15.000 to 20,000 each." Tn thi

country, the greatest need would come from small towns, wh«f

(Continued on Page 34)
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1. One lazy afternoon in the early Nineties, a hard-riding,

two-fisted, but gun-shy, cowhand, Melody Jones (Gary

Cooper) and his saddle-pal, George Fury (William De-

marest) ride into the frontier town of Payneville. To their

bewilderment, their arrival excites the townspeople. When
Melody floors a native for a slighting reference to a lady,

no one dares take issue with him.

2. As the pair leave the saloon, Cherry de Longpre (Lor-

etta Young) throws her arms around Melody's neck and

kisses him. Then, in a low voice, she warns Melody that

he's mistaken for a notorious bandit. Although Melody

suspects she is the bandit's sweetheart, the two cowhands
readily accept her advice to get out of town, using her as

a shield.

(Continued from Preceding Page)

"ALONG CAME JONES"
CREDITS

A Cinema Artists Corp. Production. An International Picture. Released by

RKO-Radio Pictures. Produced by Gary Cooper. Directed by Stuart He:sl-r.

Cast: Gary Cooper, Loretta Young, William Demarest, Dan Duryea, Frank

Sully. Screen Play by Normally Johnson. Novel by Alan LeMay. Photography

by Milton Krasner. A. S. C.

5. At the abandoned cabin where Jarrad had cached his lo

Cherry and Melody are surprised by Luke Packard (Willard R<

ertson), an express company agent. The latter is killed by a bul

that crashes through the window. A posse arrives and Melody
]

accused of murder, but in a fight in the dark cabin, he and Chei

escape.

3. The bandit, Monte Jarrad (Dan Duryea) is hiding out

at the de Longpre ranch. He accuses Cherry of fickleness

and threatens to kill Melody if she ever sees him again.

4. Back at the de Longpre ranch, they encounter Jarrad. Des

his clumsiness with a gun, Melody attempts a running duel with

bandit. As he falls wounded the second time, Cherry picks u

rifle and sends a bullet through her onetime sweetheart's h

4, Riding away from the town, Melody recalls the warmth
of Cherry's kisses and decides to turn back, George fol-

lowing reluctantly. Cherry realizes that she is becoming
fond of the befuddled cowboy and, to save him from Jar-
rad's bullets, asks him to help her get the stolen money
and return it. Melody agrees to go with her.
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Bing Crosby Productions makes its bow
with an extremely diverting picture that

stands to prosper beyond the ordinary.

Dealing with one of the fabulous names

of the world of fisticuffs, the film is cer-

tain to be red meat for the men. The
patronage of the women is accounted for

by the marked attention given to the ro-

mantic side of Sullivan's life. Not to be

overlooked is the prestige of the Crosby

name. Rated fine entertainment of wide

appeal. -film daily

Since "The Great John L." is the first

entrant to sport the colors of Bing

Crosby Productions, exhibitors may
naturally ask what gives. The answer is

that the film, a strong contender, seem?

assured of a fast track in the boxoffice

sweepstakes and is an odds-on-favorite

to finish well up in the big money.

As the Boston Strong Boy, Greg Mc-
Clure will appeal to men and women
alike. In addition to looking the part

physically, the boy can really act.

Offers women the lure of a beautiful

love story. -m. p. daily

In his first independe/it production, Bing

Crosby comes out with both fists swing-

ing through a dramatization of the life

of John L. Sullivan. When the pic is re-

leased it should be a great day all around,

for the Irish as well as for the houses

than run it. It's straight boff from start

to finish . Greg McClure as Sullivan is an

absolute find. -variety

Should score a clean cut kayo as escape

stuff with the paying customers. Bing

Crosby's first venture in the Droduction

field is a potpourr i of good boxoffice

values. Greg McClure makes an auspi-

cious debut in the title role. The song

sequences are slickly staged and easy on

the ear. "The Great John L." is defin-

itely earmarked boxoffice 1

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

A lively action film with romantic over-

tones of boyhood love and an unhappy
marriage as a subtle defense of the fan-

tastic brawling of the heavyweight cham-

pion. There is enough boxing to satisfy

the men, sufficient love interest to appeal

to women. Linda Darnell and Barbara

Britton are beautiful. -boxoffice

A pleasing show that ought to deliver

satisfaction for audiences at large, and

encourage the new Crosby company to

further production efforts, -m. p. herald

Handsomely mounted, carefully and

deftly directed production. Greg Mc-
Clure is delightful in the ring sequences

where his magnificent physique and ob-

vious skill with his hands make him a

most convincing John L. Sullivan. His

physical development makes all other

screen athletes look puny.

-SHOWMEN'S TRADB HEVIEW

Has plenty of boxoffice punch. A piece of

entertainment that is richly flavored,

brimming over with a sense of life and

interest holding all the way. Will appeal,

alike to men and women.
-THE INDEPENDENT
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Republic Tells Its Story in A Brochure . . .

10 YEARS OF PROGRESS'
Just a few days ago, the mailman dropped

on our desk an attractive booklet bearing
the title "10 Years of Progress" — the story
of Republic Pictures' first decade. It tells

that story completely and in very readable
fashion.

Leafing through the attractively colored
and tastefully presented contents, one finds

on the opening page a tribute to Republic
from the Variety Clubs of America, with
R. J. O'Dcnnell, chief barker, saying, in

part, "Year by year the name of Republic
has assumed new importance and stature
in the records and accomplishments of our
great industry." Then, "With humility and
pride...," Republic salutes its 270 people in

their country's service.

Further on, we read a story by Frederick
<!!. Othman, United Press Correspondent in

Hollywood and Washington, entitled "A
Business Man Makes Movies," an exposition
of Herbert J. Yates, founder of the com-
pany and president of Republic Produc-
tions, Inc. He gives an informal and en-
grossing account of Yates' business-like
handling of the company from the time he
started the fledgling outfit, with the "only
tangible assets some western and serial

scripts heavy with dust and a lease on a
few old sound stages, with use of Mack
Sennett's celebrated outdoor bathtub thrown
in," to its present position as one of the
major units in one of the largest industries
in the world. It's an enlightening treatise

on that unique specimen — a business man
— in Hollywood.
James R. Grainger, Republic's efficient

sales manager, comes in for his share of
praise, as do Edward L. Walton and Walter
L. Titus, Jr., executive assistants to Mr.
Grainger, and the other members of the
sales organization.
The studio executives are pictured with

pride. "These men," says the booklet,
"from Mr. Allen Wilson, executive vice-

president in charge of production, on down
through the individual department heads,
have grown up with Republic and are as

HERBERT J. YATES
President of Republic Productions

much a part of Republic as the corporate
name itself." Thirty-one directors and as-

sociate producers are shown, including the
three big - name, success - story directors,

Frank Borzage, Alfred Santell and Joseph
Kane, recently pacted by the studio. The
company promises that among them "are
the greats and the coming-greats of the in-

dustry's producers and directors.

An imposing list of over 80 stars and
featured players are depicted on the next
pages, including well-established names and

comers. "In the past," says the brochi
"Republic discovered many young pla
only to lose them to bigger studios. Tc
in our 10th Anniversary Year Republi
a 'bigger' studio in its own right... andl
day Republic will discover new stars...
hold them for Republic pictures."

Publicity and Advertising gets a four-p
spread all its own with stills illustra Ijj

promotional stunts, magazine advertis F
radio plugs and correlated publicity ll
have helped put Republic pictures and pi
ers in the major brackets. The most 9
suasive case in point is that of Roy Rogll
whose unprecedented build-up as King 1
the Cowboys has placed him and his fijj
among the outstanding attractions in mo I

dom. The advertising and publicity dep H
ments are headed by Charles Reed Jo*
and Steve Edwards, respectively.

The most striking layout in the bl
shows a comparison between the 1935 sti i

and the present imposing studio propert

,

particularly a full color four-page lit;]

graph which portrays the beautiful grou J
and dominating structures of the presi -

day plant.

Going on, the booklet displays every am
ber of the company's branch personnel, I

eluding foreign exchanges headed by Mo 5

Goodman, president and general managei I

Republic Pictures International Corp. '1

A Republic Studio tour takes the rea •

through 135 acres of picture-making J
perty — the production and sound staj

,

including the new Mabel Normand soi I

stage, one of the largest and most effici::

in the world; the Commissary, the Cast;

Department, on location, on the dubb;
stages, in the comfortable seats of Rep •

lie's Studio Theatre.
From this little book, one gets a cone-

tion of the magnitude of the Republic •

ganization as it has grown in the first )

years of its existence. It will be interest).'

to see what the 20-year anniversary 'I

bring.

W ill atom vrancis llalenum
Midwestern Western
Sales Mgr. Sales Mgr.

N. J. Colquhoun
Southwestern

Stdes
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA

A. record backlog in the entire motion picture industry is

rted this week. One hundred and sixty-two feature films,

h about S125.000.000 in production co;ts. now rest in the vaults
le major studios.

Perhaps this backlog: is responsible, in part at least, for the
5 that the summer months will not know the usual dearth of
uct. It was almost unwritten law that July and August in

releasing schedules always went neglected, with focus planted
arly Fall for big release schedules. This year, producers say,

ill be different.

tn its backlog Columbia has "Kiss and Tell," "Boston Blackie's
iezvous." "Bandits of Sherwood Forest." "For the Love of
ty." "The Gay Senorita." "Pardon My Past." "I Love a Band-

leader" and ten westerns. Slated for release during July and
ugust are the following: "A Thousand and One Nights" (Wilde-
eyes) a Technicolor picture. "Boston Blackie." "The Gay Senor-
a" (Falkenburg-Bannon). "Over 21" (Irene Dunne-Alexander

'Blonde From Brooklyn" (Bob Haymes-Lynn Merrick),
d "Rhythm Roundup" (Curtis-Walker). How many of these
11 actually be assets to exhibitors remain to be seen. But, at

here is quantity: boxoffice figures will attest to the quality.

Jinx Falkenburg. presently touring Europe with Ed Gardner,
had her option picked up for another year. Her first picture

fter she returns will be "Duchess of Broadway." a musical to be
roduced by Michel Kraike.

Well. Columbia's going to give Rita Hayworth that dramatic
le after all. "Gilda" is the title of the picture and it will be
raight melodrama without benefit of Miss Hayworth's dancing,
roduction is scheduled to start about August 1. No other casting

been announced.
Sidney Buchman. one of Columbia's best-known producers, is

functioning in his own independent producing unit — Sidney
uchman Productions. Inc. This unit made "Over 21." Buchman
in Europe now and upon his return he has scheduled "Jacobow-
y and the Colonel." "Royal Mail" and "The Last Frontier."
Title changes: "Burning the Trail" < Starrett-Burnette) goes as

unning for Vengeance:" "Powder River" (Starrett-Burnette)
comes "Roaring Rangers" and "Paper Dell Murder" (Baxter-
nderson) is now "The Crime Doctor's Warning."

In production on this lot are four pictures: "The Kansan"
Svelyn Keyes-Willard Parker) Technicolor. "She Wouldn't Say
es" (Rosalind Russell-Lee Bowman). "Snafu" (Nanette Parks-
mmy Lloyd) and "The Crime Doctor's WTarning" (Baxter-
nderson).
Another Starrett-Burnette western. "Galloping Thunder,"

arted and finished since our last issue.

4ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
As might be expected. MGM's list in the backlog department
one of the most imposing: "Bewitched" (Thaxter-Daniels).

knehors Aweigh" (Kelly-Sinatra-Grayson), "Her Highness and
e Bellboy" (Lamarr-Walker-Allyson). "Hold High The Torch"
p. Taylor-Lassie). "Keep Your Powder Dry" (Turner-Peters).
>ur Vines Have Tender Grape?" (O'Brien-Robinson), "Son of
issie" (Lawford-Lanchester). "The Harvey Girls" (Garland-
pdiak). "The Hidden Eve" (Arnold-Rafferty). "They Were Ex-
ndable" (Montgomery-Wayne). "Thrill of A Romance" (John-
r.-Williams). "Twice Blessed" ( Wilde-Craig). "Yolanda and The
lief" ( Astaire-Bremer), "John and Mary" ( Allyson-Walker) and
he Ziegfeld Follies" ( Astaire-Ball). That's a load of merchan-

l>e by any measure. The summer schedule will be set from
[long the following: "Bewitched," "Anchors Aweigh." "Her High-

ness and the Bellbov." "Our Vines Have Tender Grapes." "Son of

Lassie." "The Hidden Eye." "Twice Blessed." "Weekend at the

Waldorf." "Ziegfeld Follies" and "Keep Ycur Powder Dry-" "Thrill

of A Romance" is already in pre-release showings and will go

into general release shortly.

A typographical error in this column last week indicated that

John Garfield was re-signing with Warner Brothers, contrary to

our earlier report that he would not return to the Burbank lot on

any long term basis. When he finishes "The Postman Always

Rings Twice" at Metro, he plans a stage interlude with "A Bell

For Adano." but Warners have already penned him in for the lead

in "Humoresque" with Jerry Wald producing. His Warner con-

tract expires Februarv 1. 1946. and he already has another com-

mitment with Metro.
" At present writing, the indication is that

he will not sign again with Warners on a long-term basis.

Hold everything on the prospect of "Ziegfeld Follies" for

summer release. It's been set on a two-week road-show basis in

theatres specially leased by Loew's for the event. Price range

will be a set S2.40 and the first opening comes August 13 in Boston.

The road-shows will be set in all cities where the original Follies

used to plav. No regular-rsrice showings will be permitted in these

cities for six months after the road-show. General release is

slated for sometime earlv in 1946. This Arthur Freed production

cost over S4.000.000 and an uncountable number of headaches.

Let's hope it was worth it!

"The Dav Before Spring." John C. Wilson's musical, has been

purchased by Metro for film production. A down payment of

S100 000 on the movie rights against a ceiling of S250.000 was the

price The studio also invested 575.000 in the production.
.
The

new Vina Delmar plav. "Rich Full Life." which Gilbert Miller

will produce on Broadwav with Helen Hayes starring, has also

been purchased by the studio. The studio will also participate in

the production of this piece, too.

Ed-vrd Chodorov. author of many Broadway play hits, is the

latest recruit to the writers' roster at Metro. His first assignment

is "You were There." for Pandro S. Berman.

George Murphv who has been off film for some time now and

busv with personal appearances, etc.. for the war effort, will ap-

pear in the next Majsie picture with Ann Sothern. "Lp Goes

Maisie" is the title at present.

Arthur Freed is back from New York, after setting the details

on his completed pictures. "Ziegfeld Follies." "The Harvev Girls"

and "Yolanda and The Thief." Next on his list come: "Belle of

New York " "Red Shoes Run Faster" and "Til the Clouds Roll By."

The pre-publication purchase by Metro of "If You Ever Need

Me " adds to the stock of material for film plays now on hand in

the files The story is based on an original idea by Blair Treynor

and will be published in book form in August. Irving Starr will

produce the picture. _

_

"Holidav In Mexico" is shaping up as another Pasternak-

^idnev special. Jose Iturbi has been added to the cast. Produc-

month. Incidentally. "Anchors Aweigh" from this

stands in this column s opinion as

musical of the year and one of the best of all times.

Gene Kellv now in the Navy, does three great dances and dis-

nlav* real' charm as an actor. The huge productions cost (this

cne* is said to have srone to almost S3.000.000) is justified in a pro-

duction that spells Entertainment as it should be spelled, regard-

less of the audience.

There are two new starters on the lot this week: "Two Sisters

From Boston." with June Allyson. Kathryn Grayson. Lauritz Mel-

chior Jimmy Durante and Peter Lawford. a Pasternak show with

^enrv Koster directim : "Hoodlum Saint." with William Powell

Esther Williams and Angela Lansbury. Continuing are: "The

Postman Alwavs R:ngs Twice" (Turner-Garfield). "A Letter for

Kvie" (Hunt-Carroll), and "The Strange Adventure" (Gable-

Garson).

tion starts next

same producer-director team



MONOGRAM
The current Monogram success, "Dillinger" has done more

than return profits handsomely to the company. It has started a

controversy on the good or evil influence of such pictures. Frank
Borzage, the director and now a Republic producer, recently

blasted the Monogram picture as being the forerunner of a gang-

ster picture cycle that will damage the American prestige abroad.

Trem Carr, executive director of this outfit, couldn't let the Borzage

blast go unanswered and following is part of his reply:

"I cannot agree fundamentally with your statement that

foreign nations are looking to the United States for guidance

from the motion picture industry. Our personal activity in the

field of diplomacy is very limited and it might be best to leave

that work and that guidance in the hands of our State Department
and we in the motion picture business follow their recommenda-
tions, rather than try to set any pattern for them to follow.

"The best reason for having made this picture is pointed out
by the paragraph in your letter that reads, 'As we know, our
Justice Department has announced that a great increase in crime
may be expected in this country after the war. Here the motion
picture industry has the opportunity to help stamp out this crime
wave before it begins'. We quite agree with this statement that

you make. How shall we treat with this? Shall we bury our
heads in the sand like ostriches, or shall we become realistic and
approach this problem in the manner in which we may best cope

with it?

"Dillinger is depicted in this film as the cruel, inhuman, ruth-

less individual that he was. The work of the law enforcement
bureaus in tracking him down is portrayed most effectively. At
no time in this picture is sympathy aroused for this gangster in

any sense. The moral that 'Crime Does Not Pay' is pointed out
most clearly and interestingly. We at Monogram feel that if we
have in any sense awakened the public's interest in the potential

danger that follows every war, we have served a far greater pur-

pose than your letter in criticizing the picture could possibly
serve."

Lindsley Parsons has three films on his immediate schedule
for the next three-month period. First to come will be "Suspense."
Then, "Dime A Dance" and, finally, "Casa Manana."

Vice-president Steve Broidy has purchased another Jack Lon-
don story for production on the 1945-46 schedule. Scott R. Dunlap
will produce the picture for which Mr. Broidy predicts a gross of
$600,000.

Three Monogram films are set for July release. On the 14th
comes "China's Little Devils" (Harry Carey-Paul Kelly). "Strangers
From Sante Fe" (Johnny Mack Brown) on July 21, and "Saddle
Serenade" (Wakely-White) will be released on the 28th.

A new Johnny Mack Brown Western, "The Lone Trail," joins
"Allotment Wives, Inc.," on the current production schedule.

The summer release schedule calls for eleven features, includ-
ing the July releases already named. The other eight are: "Mr.
Muggs Rides Again," "Divorce," "Come Out Fighting," "Party
Girl," "Trouble-Chasers," "Belle of the Bowery," "Sons of the
Border" and "The Shanghai Cobra."

PARAMOUNT
David Rose, managing director for Paramount in Great

ZEu* r
t

e -emPhasized some well-known facts during his recent

knnl * \
HC Stated that "with one important star,known internationally, imported from Hollywood, and a Britishstar teamed under a good director, a good British-made produc-tion can be just as profitable on either side of the Atlantic-Lacking these assets, Mr. Rose declared, no British productioncan get very far in the distribution set-up in this country "There

is no question about it, the movie-going public in this country
patronizes films with names it knows and likes "

Thus, Mr. Rose stated that he is here presently for the pur-
pose of lining up the Hollywood part of the success team he out-
lined above. With the elimination of double taxation which
frightened off most film stars from any British offers, Mr. Rose
predicts a lend-lease policy of talent between the film industries
of the two nations. No announcement has been made of definite
Plans completed by Mr. Rose. But there is no question that the
British film industry is going to be a bigger part of the film scene
than it ever has been. At which point, we ask very quietly "Areyou listening, Mr. Arthur J. Rank?" The increased importance
of the British film should prove helpful to exhibitors, since it
seems likely that good British product, whether made by branches
of Hollywood studios, or by British film companies, will increase
the -supply from which exhibitors may choose their wares

It was touch and go for young Joan Caufield for some weeks
on whether she would have the leading feminine role in "Blue
Skies. ' Paul Draper and Bing Crosby are starred. The question
seemed to be whether Joan could dance well enough to appear
with Mr. Draper. She has done some intensive training and the
answer at long last is that Miss Caufield is in — and a nice break
too. Sol Siegel takes over as producer of the picture.

In addition to the pictures now in work, Paramount has three

more films scheduled for July startings: The aforementioned "Blue

Skies" (Technicolor), "The Bride Wore Boots" (Barbara Stanwyck-

Robert Cummings) with Irving Pichel direction for Seton I. Miller,

and another Pine-Thomas film, "Hot Cargo." A Technicolor fea-

turette, "College Queen," will also get done in July.

Paramount has 20 feature films listed in its backlog: "The

Road to Utopia," "Incendiary Blonde," "Two Years Before the

Mast," "Kitty," "Miss Susie Slagle," "Duffy's Tavern," "The Vir-

ginian," "The Lost Week-End," "Hold That Blonde," "Love Letters,"

"You Came Along," "Masquerade in Mexico," "Cross My Heart,"

"The Well-Groomed Bride," "Our Hearts Were Growing Up," "Out

of This World," "Murder, He Says," "The Blue Dahlia," "Stork

Club," and "People Are Funny." The summer release schedule

has listed: "Medal For Benny," "Incendiary Blonde," "You Came
Along," "Out of This World" and "Murder, He Says."

Alan Ladd and Betty Hutton will be teamed for the first time

in "California," a Technicolor period piece. Seton I. Miller will

start production in September.
Mary Anderson has been borrowed from 20th Century-Fox for

the second lead in "To Each His Own," replacing Jean Sullivan,

first named for the part. Olivia deHavilland is starred. Mitchell
Leisen is directing for Charles Brackett, who wrote the story.

Four in work on the lot this week "The Trouble with Women"
(Milland-Wright), "Calcutta" (Ladd-Russell), "To Each His Own"
(deHavilland-Terry) and a Pine Thomas meller, "They Made Me a
Killer" (Lowery-Britton).

PRC
Leon Fromkess, president of this inde outfit, announced a

program of fifty pictures for the 1945-46 season, following meet-
ings in New York with the board of directors and with Harry H.
Thomas, recently appointed vice-president and general sales man-
ager. Of this total, sixteen will be westerns and eight of the
features will be in color.

Fromkess said that every film on the new schedule is in some
stage of production, that four are completed and thirteen in com-
pleted script form to go before the cameras during the summer
months. Among the finished product are "The Enchanted Forest"
and "Song of Old Wyoming," the company's first color feature and

[

color western.
Among the producers who will make product for this outfit, in

;

addition to Fromkess and his associates, Martin Mooney, Harry
Sauber and Leon McCarthy, are the following: Sigmund Neufeld.
Alexander-Stern, Jack Schwarz, Clarence Greene and Russell
Rouse, Sam Sax, Gerogio Curti, Henry Brash and Associated^
Producers.

Prexy Fromkess declared that PRC has delivered every pic-

ture it promised on the 1944-45 program and that an additional
five features will be delivered this season.

At the moment, there are eighteen finished films resting in the

vaults at PRC: "Gangsters of the Frontier," "Arson Squad,"
"White Pongo," "Apology for Murder," "Dead or Alive," "Why;
Girls Leave Home." "Gangsters' Den," "Enemy of the Law,"i
"Three in the Saddle," "Stage Coach Outlaws," "Frontier Fugi-
tives," "Flaming Bullets," "Dangerous Intruder," "Border Bad-
men," "Fright," "Enchanted Forest," "Club Havana," and "Song,

of Old Wyoming."
Of these, ten are listed for summer release: "Apology foil

Murder," "Arson Squad," "White Pongo," "Why Girls Leave
Home." "Three in the Saddle," "Stage Coach Outlaws," "Frontieij

Fugitives," "Dangerous Intruder," "Border Badmen" and "Song
of Old Wyoming."

Leon Fromkess this week announced the purchase of twt

stories to be produced in the 1946-47 schedule, "Queen of Dia-

monds" and "The Vanishing Gangster."
Old-time star, Claire Windsor, has been signed by PRC tc

portray herself in the forthcoming production of "How Do Yoi

Do?" Others in the cast will be Bert Gordon, Harry VonZell

Ella Mae Morse.
No new starters at the studio. "Detour" (Savage-Neal) com

tinues in production.

REPUBLIC
It would seem that the plans pronounced by Studio Hea*

Herbert J. Yates are really going to take shape at this stud

during the coming year. A visit to the lot proves that the er

largement program is in full swing. There's an atmosphere o

enthusiasm in every worker you meet. The newly complete
sound stage is the most complete and elaborate thing of its kin

in Hollywood and the trend at Republic is definitely — forwarJ

There has been 'no letup in production during the weeks c

the strike and in the list of backlog product, Republic leads

the rest with 23 pictures completed or on the verge. And let

be said to their credit, none on this list is of a year or more in vii

tage, as is true of the major studios. This is all recent produc
"Love, Honor and Goodbye," "Federal Operative 99," "The Purp
Monster Strikes," "California Gold Rush," "Rough Riders <

Cheyenne," "Bandit of the Badland," "Wagon Wheels Westward
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"A Guy Could Change" (just winding up production), "Texas Man-

hunt," "Captain Tugboat Annie," "The Cheaters," "Marshal of

Laredo." "Song of Mexico," "Scotland Yard Investigator," "Colo-

rado Pioneers," "The Tiger Woman," "An Angel Comes to Brook-

lyn," "Oregon Trail," "Girls of the Big House," "The Trail of Kit

Carson," "Man from Oklahoma," "The Woman Who Came Back,"

"Mexicana" (still in production) and "Sunset in El Dorado" (also

in production).

Harry Gray has been handed the "International Revue" for

supervision when production begins. Gray already has on his list

for early start: "Calendar Girl," "Rio de Janiero" and "Earl Car-

roll's Sketch Book." He has just completed "Love, Honor and
Goodbye," with Virginia Bruce and Edward Ashley. The new
"Hit Parade" comes next for him.

Four in production on this lot with the only new starter a

Sunset Carson western, "Cherokee Flash." Continuing are:

"Mexicana" (Guizar-Moore), "Sunset in El Dorado" (Rogers-

Evans) and "A Guy Could Change" (Lane-Frazee).

RKO-RADIO
Myrna Loy, who left the MGM fold recently, has been signed

by RKO on a one-a-year for three years contract. First picture

for Miss Loy will be "I Am Thinking of My Darling." Another
big name announced for RKO product is Joan Fontaine, who has

been set tentatively for the starring role in "All Brides Are Beauti-

ful." Miss Fontaine's appearance depends upon her ability to get

clear of the contract difficulties she is now having with David O.

Selznick. With Mr. Selznick's reputation for tying up players,

that's no small task even for Miss Fontaine, who is determined

to get her clearance.

Another Metro alumni will be working under the RKO ban-

ner when Mervyn LeRoy starts his production of "Thanks, God,

I'll Take It From Here." He will be working for the newly formed
Lasky-Walter MacEwen production unit. Claudette Colbert and

John Wayne are co-starred. This new production team of Lasky

and MacEwen plan two pictures annually for RKO release. They
have acquired the film rights to an original called "The Man Who
Couldn't Lose" and are dickering for the rights to the life of

Enrico Caruso for a film. They are among the many bidding for

film rights to the musical stage hit, "Bloomer Girl," with rumor

giving them the edge on getting them.

RKO is at work on re-uniting the money-making team of

Jeanette McDonald and Nelson Eddy as stars of their musical

production, "East Wind," a recently acquired operetta by Oscar

Hammerstein II, Frank Mandell and Sigmund Romberg. No
definite arrangements have been arrived at, but negotiations are

in progress.

The RKO backlog list includes thirteen pictures ready for

release: "The Spanish Main" (Technicolor), "Johnny Angel,'

"George White's Scandals," "Back to Bataan," "Wanderer of the

Wasteland," "Those Endearing Young Charms," "West of the

Pecos," "Radio Stars on Parade," "Ding Dong Williams," an un-

titled Pat O'Brien picture, "Wonder Man" (Goldwyn), "Along

Came Jones" (International) and "Bells of St. Mary's" (McCarey).

Set for summer release are: "Back to Bataan," "George White's

Scandals," "West of the Pecos," "The Spanish Main," "Johnny

Angel," "Sing Your Way Home," "Mama Loves Papa," "First Man
into Tokyo," "Wonder Man" and "Along Came Jones."

Four in production with two new starters: "Cornered" (Powell-

Slezak) and "River Boat Rhythm" (Errol-Vernon) are the new
ones. Continuing in production are: "Deadline at Dawn" (Hay-
ward-Williams) and the Goldwyn Technicolor film, "The Kid from
Brooklyn" (Danny Kaye).

GOLDWYN
Talk of a new major distributing organization is strong this

week. With Goldwyn, the Spitz Goetz group (International) and
Walt Disney included. There is a possibility that Arthur Rank,
the man who set Hollywood on its ear during his recent visit, may
join the group, too, giving them reciprocal service on his British

product. The group plans to have a small sales organization for

the release of ten pictures annually which they will make, as we'll

as an additional few from other independent producers. Their

release schedule will not exceed twelve pictures since the men
involved feel that under current long-run policies, no more than

that can be handled successfully.

Steadily and irrevocably, the move toward building up effective

competitive organizations against the major studios continues.

Hardly a day passes without significant news of new trends

towards increased activity in the independent field. Now, the plan

seems to be spreading quickly toward the distribution end as well

as the production end. With major studios controlling theatres
as they do, and prolonged runs the order of the day, independents
have had to go hunting for a place to show their product. All of

them, keyed to the fast-moving and ever-changing scheme of

motion picture making and distributing are turning more and more
to the type of thing indicated in this latest announcement of activ-
ity from Spitz, Goetz, Goldwyn and Disney.

20th CENTURY-FOX
The backlog program at 20th including eight

release: "A Bell For Adano," "Junior Miss, State J"
Dolly Sisters," "Within These Walls," "Carribean Murder Mys ei

y

"Col. Effingham's Raid." and "Kitten on the Keys. ' A Bell »or

Adano," "Within These Walls" and "Junior Miss" are Blated »r

summer releases. "Wilson" will go into national release beioie

September 1, also.

Word has come that Darryl F. Zanuck is serving as an adviser

to the State Department during his current European trip. At

present, the State Department has little authority for the film

program in Europe now, but it is assumed that eventually a por-

tion of OWI's activities in the field and that of the Army's Psycho-

logical Warfare Branch will fall to the state department. Zanuck,

who believes that in the long run the large-scale use of entertain-

ment films will provide the most potent propaganda in the Euro-

pean area, will undoubtedly be asked to report his findings, his

opinions and his suggestions to the State Department upon his

return.

It looks as if production on "Cluny Brown," scheduled to start

July 2 with Ernst Lubitsch producing and directing, may be held

up for some time. Charles Boyer and Jennifer Jones are both

working elsewhere and will be for some time. Boyer is at Warners

in "Confidential Agent" and Jones is working in the just-resumed

Selznick production of "Duel in the Sun." Although definite com-

mitments were made with these stars, it may be necessary to make
some changes in casting if the delay is too prolonged.

Producer William Gerard has a plan which he hopes to be

able to sell to 20th Century-Fox executives soon. He wants to

make a series of low-budget films using contract players on the

lot. The theory is a double-edged one. If the pictures are any
good at all they can be sold as programmers to bring their cost

and a profit back to the company. But the real purpose, according

to Mr. Gerard, is to provide a film showcase for contract players

with the possibility of discovering star material much more quickly

in that way than in any other.

"Now it Can Be Told" is now called "House On 92nd Street."

The company is just back from a location set in New York and
continues production on the lot. In addition to this one, the fol-

lowing continue in production, "Enchanted Voyage" (Payne-
Haver), "Leave Her To Heaven" (Tierney-Wilde) and "The Spider"
(Conte-Marlowe).

UNITED ARTISTS
In our Size-ups of RKO this issue, we spoke of the trend of

independents toward establishing their own distributing units and
a general program of expansion to meet the competition of major
studios. Now comes the news that United Artists is going to have
four first-run houses of its own in Los Angeles as of August 1.

Joe Blumenfeld, who operates 32 theatres in San Francisco, will

be in charge of the theatres, which will run UA product exclusive-
ly. Al Galston and Jay Sutton, local operators are also in the
deal. The plan includes the acquisition of one more theatre here
and perhaps the building of several more after the war. The com-
bined capacity of the four houses runs to 3400 seats and the first

feature to be shown in the four houses simultaneously will be the
Cowan production, "The Story of GI Joe." Mr. Blumenfeld hastily
assured all concerned that this move was not intended as com-
petition to the local exhibitors, since only UA product would be
shown. No second-run houses are planned at present, but changes
may come later.

Louis Hayward, presently at work in Hunt Stromberg's
"Young Widow," plans to devote himself entirely to production as
soon as he can complete his previous commitments. He has set

his financial arrangements and will release through United Art-
ists. Hayward will leave for Europe as soon as he finishes

"Young Widow" to appear in a Rene Clair picture to be done in

French and English.
Eight new UA features have been scheduled for release a ;

follows: "The Great John L" went June 29, "Story of GI Joe" goes
July 13, "Guest Wife" July 27, "The Southerner" August 10, "Cap-
tain Kidd" August 24, "The Outlaw" August 31, "Paris—Under-
ground" September 14 and "Spellbound" September 28.

The announced release date of Howard Hughes' "The Out-
law" is the first direct result of UA's withdrawal from the Havs
office. This film has remained unreleased for years because the
Hays office refused to approve it. But no time was wasted in

releasing it once the company was free of its obligation to the
organization.

Signe Hasso and George Sanders have been signed for the
next Arnold Pressburger production, "Scandal in Paris." Akim
Tamiroff is also signed for an important role in the picture.

United Artists has rejected the proposal from Frank Capra
and Sam Briskin for the releasing of their product. Negotiations
are continuing with the end in view of getting a better distribu-

tion play for the Briskin product than the one which the corpora-
tion would willingly accept for the Capra pictures.

(Continued from Page 32)
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

RECORD
COLUMBIA

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (45)

Completed (14)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (4)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
GALLOPING THUNDER (Finished)
Western—Started June 21

Cast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette.
Director: Ray Nazarro Producer: Colbert Clark
Story: Field Agent for V. S. Cavalry rounds up horse rustlers who steal the

horses he wants to buy for the Army.
CRIME DOCTOR'S WARNING
(Details June 25 under title: Paper Doll Murder)

Strange Affair, A (78) Joslyn-Keyes
Tahiti Nights (63) O'Brien-MattI

Details undei title: Song of Tahiti
Ten Cents A Dance (60) Frazee-Lloyd 1-22 6-7.

Texas Panhandle Starrett-Parks 5-14. ......
Thousand and One Nights. A Wilde-Keyes 11-13. . .7-12.

Together Again (100) Dunne-Boyer 7-24. .12-22

Details under title. A Woman's Privilege

Toniiht and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair 5-15... 2-22

Unwritten Code, The (61) Neal-Savage ... 6-10.. 10-26.

0-tails under title: The Unknown
routh on Trial r 0 Uins-Reed 10-30. . .1-11.

Detail* under title- Our Wandering Daughters

You Can't Do Without Love Lynn-Stewart For 7-26.

.6003. .12-11

METRO- GO LDWY N-.-MAYER
1944-45 Features Completed (46) In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE CHART
Tlae Cast Oetalli

9i PRODUCTION
Crime Doctor's Warning Baxter-Anderson

(Details under title: Paper Doll Murder)
The Kansan (T) Keyes-Parker . .

She Wouldn't Say Yes Russell-Bowman
Details under title: Some Call It Love

Snafu Parks-Lloyd

.6-25.

6-25.

.4-2.

Details under title: Raiders of Ouanti Bas
Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion (67)
Boston Blackie's Rendezvous

Details under title: Surprise in the Nigl

Details under title: Texas Rifles

Brenda Starr, Reporter
Gunning for Vengeance

Details under title: Burning the
Counterattack (89)
Cowboy of Lonesome River

Crime Doctor's Courage (70)
Detail] under tltl me Doctor (No. 4

Dancing in Manhattan (60)
Eadie Was a Lady (67)
Escape In the Fog
Eve Knew Her Apples (64)
For the Love of Rusty ....

Details under title: Rusty
Galloping Thunder

Scott- Jergens

.Haymes-Merrick

.Starrett- Matthews

.'.2-19. .

1U 13.

.6-21. . .6036

.Morris-Merrick . . .2-5. .5-10. .6031. .6-25
. Morris-Foch ....

ht

. . .3-5.

.

. .7-5.

.

. .Starrett-Harding . . .6-26. .5-17. . .6207 .

. Woodbury-Richmon 10-2. .1-26. .6140
Starrttt-Adair . . . .6-25.

.Muni-Chapman . . .9-4. . .4-26. .6006. .4-16
. .Starrett-Athens . . .6-14. .9-21. . 6Jd01

.

. .Baxter- Brooke . . .11-13. . .2-27. . 6017

.

.4-16

.Starrett-Worth . .7-26. .11-9.

. .tfrady-Donnell . .8-21. 12-28. .6038.

..Miller ...9-4. .1-18. .6014. . . 4-2

.
.Wright-Foch

. . . .12-25. ..4-5. . 6037 .

.

irtilter VVr.ght . . . .
.7-24. . .4-12. .6026. .5-28

.
Donaldson-Nagel . . .4-30.

Starrett- Burnette .. .7-9.
Gay Senorita Bannon-Cochran
Girl of the Limbertost T i nda 1 1 - CI if ton
Guy. A Gal and A Pal, A Me:r;ck-Hunter
Fighting Guardsman, Thi Loder-Louise
I Love a Bandleader .Harris-Brooks
I Love A Mystery Bannon-Foch
Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel
Lawless Empire Starrett- lav-

Leave It to Blondie Singleton-Lake
Let's Go Steady Parrish-Moran
Mark of The Whistler, The (61) Dix-Carter

Details under title: Dormant Account
Meet Miss Bobby Socks (68) Crosby- Merrick
Missing Juror, The (66) Carter-Banon

Details under title: Tomorrow You Die
Monster and The Ape, The (Serial) Lowery- Mathews
Outlaws of the Rockies Starrett-Harding ..
0"" 21 Dunne- Knox
Pardon My Past MacMurray-Chanfflan
Roaring Rangers 5tarrett-*urnette ..

Details under title: Powder River

fewer of The Whistler, The Dix-Carter
Restlers of the Badlands Starrett-Bliss

Details under title: Renegade Roundup
Return of Dvrango Kid Starrett-Stevens

Rhythm Round-Up Curtis-Walker ....
Roekln' In the Rockies Hughes-Klrby
RMfh MeH*' Jertlee Starrett- Bates
Rough, Tough and Ready (66) Morris-Rogers

Details under title: Men of the Deeo
Saddle Leatner Starrett-Athen

Sagebrosh Heroes (54) Starrett-Worth

Sergeant Mike (60) Parks-Bates

Shadows in the Night (67) Baxter-Foch
Details ender title: Crime Doctor's Rendenogi

She's Sweetheart (69) Fraiee-Parks
Details ander title: Hello. Mom

Sing Me a Song of Texas Lane-Tomtin
Son* to Rpm.mb.r. A (T) (113) Muni-Oberon

Details infer title: At Right We Dream

.4-30. .

. .6-25.
11-27.
12- 11.
. .5-14.

11-13.

. . .2-^.

11-13.
10-16.
12-25.

2-19.
.4-30.

1-22 .

5-14.
.6-11.

.2-22.

. .1-4.

.11-2.

.6019.

. 6039

.

. 6022

.

. 6040

.

. 6160

.6-12.

. .3-5.

12-11.

.

.4-17.
.11-27.

.4-17.

. .3-15.
. .3-22.

.12-21.
. . .2-1.

. .11-9.

.10-19.

.6223
. 6222
. 6205
.6018. . .5-14

.6032.

.6221.

TWO SISTERS FROM BOSTON
Musical—Started June 18

Cast: June Allyson, Kathryn Grayson, Jimmy Durante, Lauritz
Melchior, Peter Lawford.

Director: Henry Koster Producer: Joe Pasternak

HOODLUM SAINT
Drama—Started June 18
Cast: William Powell, Esther Williams, Angela Lansbury, James

Gleason.
Director: Norman Taurog Producer: Cliff Reid
Story: Business man tries living by the precepts of St. Dismes. the Road

Thief, in order to publicize the Saint whom he feels has been sailly

neglected.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Ties*

IN PRODUCTION
Letter for Evie, A
Postman Always Rings Twice, The
This Strange Adventure

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. NINE

.6-11.

.6-25.

.6-11.

Barbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes
Details under title: Gold Town

Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dietrich

Lost In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello .

.

Malsie Goes To Reno (90) Sothern-Hodiak .

.

Marriage Is a Private Affair (115) Turner- Hodiak
Mrs. Parkington (124) Garson-Pidgeon

Naughty Marietta (80) MacDonald-Eddy
The Seventh Cross (Hi) Tracy-Hasso ...
Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh

. . .

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor

Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy

Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal

Details under title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-Johnson

This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters ...

Musle for Millions (120) O'Brim-lturbi

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock, The (94) Garland-Walker .

Gentle Annie (80) Crn'" Reed

Without Love (111) Tracy-Hepburn

Son of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchester

Details under title: Women's Army
Picture of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders- Hatfield

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewitched (65) Tlr-stcr-Daniels

Details under title: Aller Ego

Thrill of a Romai.ce (T) (105) lohnson-Wi'Mams

Twice Blessed (77'- Wilde-Craig

SPECIAL
Meet Me In St. Louis <T) (113) Garland-O'Brien

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor

Details undir title: The Front

Thirty Second? Over Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter . .

Valley of Decision (111) Gnrson-Peck ...

NOT OE8IONATKI>
Abbott and Costello in Hollywood A. & C

Reissue. .11-44.
.12-13. . .9-44
Reissue. . .9-44

.506.

.509.

.504.

.505.

.507.
.508.
.501.
.503.

.8-21.

.6-26.

. .9-4.

.2-45.

.3-45.

.1-45.

..516.

. .519.

. .514.

. 11-27

.1211

. 12-11

. .515.
.8-21.
.5-28.

. .9-4.

.5-29.

.1-45.

.3-45.

.2-45.

.3-45.

.2-45.

. .513.

. .518.

. .517.

.520

..515.

.11-2

12-2 :

,

. . .M

. .2-1S,

.12-2:

. 8-21

.

.8-21.

10-31.
5-29.

.5-45.

.5-45.

.5-45.

.6-45.

..524.

. .523.

. . 522

.

. .526. ,4-3(

. .3-6. .6-45. . .525. .

.)•'

11-27 . . .530. 6-2 :

.8-21. .

12-11
.528.

529. 61

12-13.
. .2-7.

.1-45.

.4-45.
.

r12.

. 521.

11-2

12- 2

FILM R U L I. F T I '



.weigh <T) Kelly-Sinatra .

Partners Craig-Hasso

Larly to Wed (T) Ball Johnson

Harvey Girls. The (T) u.ir.iod-Hiidiak

Her Highness and the Bellboy Lamarr-Walker

Hidden Eye. Thd Arnold-Raflerly

nolu Higli the Torch (T) I*»idf-U»M

John and Mary Walker-Allyson

Details under title: For Better For Worse

Oir Vines Have Tender Grapes O'Brien-Robinson

Perfect Strangers Donat-Kerr

She Went to the Races Craig-Gtftord

They Were Expendable Montgomery-Waym

Weekend at the Waldorf Turner-Johnsor

Velanda and the Thief (T) Astaire-Bremer

tleoleld Follies (T) Astalre-Ball

. 6-26

...3-3.

. .2-W.

. .1-22.

.12-25.

.12-11.

. .SKI*.

. . .4-2.

10- 16
Foreign.

. .5-28.

.. .3-5.

11-27
.1-22.

. . .5-1.

MO HOC RAM
1944-45 Features

Westerns
(34)

(1)

Completed (26)

Completed (11)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
1HE LOST TRAIL
Western—June 25

Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Jennifer Holt, Raymond Hatton,

Riley Hill, Ed Parker, Steve Clark, Dick Dickinson.

Director: Lambert Hillyer Producer: Charles J. Bigelow
Story: Stage holdup involves Deputy Marshall. He clears himself antl

cleans out the culprits.

GREGORY (Completed)
(Other details June 25)

ml h- unmasked.

\LLOTMENT WIVTES, INC.
(Other details June 25)
Story: Kay Francis runs nation-wide racket of w

men for their allotments. Blackmail and

RELEASE CHART
Tltl.— Kinnlni Tlat Cut

IN PRODUCTION
Motnunt Wives Francis-Kelly . ...

1944-45
of K.ity 0 Day (62) Parker-Cookson ...

ji.der ut.c: Kitty u .a, comes i nrough

6) Taylor-Lindsay . . .

f" 1 Rambeau-Knox . . .

Bowery Champs (62) East Side Kids ...
Details un.tr title: Mutts Meets a Deadline

hina'i Little Devils carcy-Kelly
Cisco Kid Returns (64) Rciialdo-Lane

idcr title: Ca>c ui Me hissing K«dico
Come Out Fighting £a,t Side Kids . .

Knights (63) ...
. . Gilbert-Howard . .

(77) L. TierneyP Francis-Cabot . . . .

*ks of New Yark (62) Gorcey-Hall
Oi-:ails unce titl Murder in the Famil)

lemy of Women (C>) Woods-Dell . ...
Fashion Mode! <"

oetails

.6-25.

5-1. .12-22

8-7. . .1-12

.6-12. .12-29.

Fl.. .

title: The Model Murdc

Flam ng Frontier

. Weaver- Low„ry

. Brown-Hatton

1-22 3 9.

11 10.

.3-2.

Details under

Ghost Guns (60) Brown-Hatton
Details under title: Ghost ot Indian Springs

Forever Yours (83) ..Storm-Smith
(tails under title: They Shall Have Faith

G. I. Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson

•7 Lowe- Rogers
Gun Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton .

In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon
ggs Rides Again East Side Kids
Details under title: County Fair

ide Mask, The (66) Toler-Manton .

Details under title: Mystery Mansion
Party Girl Merrick-Lowery

Details under title: Main Street Girl

Navajo Trails (56) Brown-Holt . .

stalls under title: The Texas Terror
Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White

itails under title: Cowboy Serenade
Scarlet Clue, The (65). .. Toler-Manton .

Details under title: Radio Mystery
dow of Suspicion (68) Weaver-Cookson
Detail, mder title- Baby Shoes

langhai Cobra. The Toler-Moreland

>ath of the Rio Grande Renaldo-Armida

Details under title: Sonr of the Border
Song of the Range (55) Wakely-Moore .

Details onder title: Saddle <>als

iranger from Santa Fe (56) Brown-Hatton
STjngti"ie in Te-as (55) Wakley-White .

I Belle of the Bowery Regan-Storm .

Details under title: Sunbonnet Sue
There fioes Kelly (61) Moran-McKay .

Details under title: Make Way for Kelly
Trouble Chasers Gilbert-Howard

Details under title. Here Comes Trouble
A Wave. A Wac. A Marine (70) Eilers-Youngman
>When Strangers Marry (67) Hunter-Jagger

Detatl< eider title: I Married • Scanner

12-11.

.2-19 6-9.

.9-18. . .2-16.

. 8-7 . .1-26

. 10-2.

. .6-25.

. .9-18.

.

. .8-21.

. . .2-5.

.

.
.9-18.

. .4-16.

.10-16

. .4-30.

. .9-18.

. .4-9.

.2-16

.6-30.

6-16

.7-28

. .5-5.

. .9-18

.1-22.

. .4-2. .

. .5-14.

.11-27.

.3-19 . .

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THEY MADE ME A KELLER (Pine-Thomas)
Drama Stinted June 22
Cast: Iiol>crt Lowery, Barbara Britton, Byron Barr.
Director: William Thomas Producer: Pine-Thomas
story: Mechanic la Involved Innocently In robbery and murder. He clears

himself aided by the- ttirl he loves.

CALCUTTA
Drama—Started June 18

Cast: Alan Ladd, Gail Russell, William Bendix, June Duprez,
Edith King, Lowell Gilmore, John Whitney.

Producer: Seton I. Miller Director: John Farrow
Story: Pilots on hop from Indi;i to China try to find the murderer of their

The

TO EACH HIS OWN
Drama—Started June 27

C...;t Olivia de Kaviland. John Lund, Mary Anderson, Philip

Terry, Bill Goodwin, Alma Macrorie.
Director; Mitchell Leisen Producer: Charles Bras'tett
Story: a young matron adopts an illeKilintan child and refuses to uive it

back to its mother. The story evolves tin- two women's struggle.

RELEASE CHART
Tltla— Running Tint

IN PRODUCTION

Be True

Mill.ind-Wright

Lowery- Drew .

.Brown- Heather

.Lynn-Russell

lamour-Sollivan

cOiVlPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dark Mountain (57)
National Barn Dance (76)
Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (81
Rainbow Island (T) (93)
Till We Meet Again (88) Milland-Britton

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Young ...
Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine-DeCordova
Man in Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker . .

Ministry of Fear (84) M i I land- Reynold s

One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly ....

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Toll* (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman .

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery- Brooks
Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly ....
Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton
Practically Yoin (90) Colbert-MacMurray

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Uke-Tufts
High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100) Ladd-Russell
Unseen, The (81) McCrea-Russell ..

Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Lamour-Cordova
Affairs of Susan. The (110) Fontaine-Brent
Murder, He Says (92) MacMurray-Main
Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage

BLOCK NO. SLX
One Exciting Night (64) Gargan-Savage

Details under title: Hard to Handle
Out of This World (96) Bracken-Lynn ...
You Came Along Cummings-Scott

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) (113)

REISSUE
<inn of the Cross (118) . .

Northwest Mounted Police (128) . .

This Gun For Hire (81)

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia, The Ladd-Lake
Cross My Heart Hutton-Tufts

Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Duffy's Tavern Gardner-Reynolds .

Follow That Woman Gargan-Kelly
Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lake . . .

Details under title: Good Intentions
Kitty Goddard-Milland .

Lost Weekend, The Milland-Wyman .

Love Letters Jones-Cotten ....
Masquerade in Mexico Lamour-Cordova
Miss Susie Slagle's T„fts .Lake
Our Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Russell

People Are Funny Haley-Walker ....
Rhythm Ranch H jley-Hllllan! . . .

Road to Utopia, The Crosby-Hrpe-UKiour
Stork Club Hutton-Fitzgerald

'we Yean Before the Mast Ladd-Danlery
.

Virginian, The McCrea-Britton

Weil-Groomed Bride, The M i I land -de H a vi 1 1 a n d

. .4-17 4405. ..9-4

.11-29 4403. . .9-4

...9-6 4404. ..9-4

.10-18 4401 . .9-4

12-13 4402 . 9-4

. 12-27 44C6. . 10-30

5-31 4408. . . 10-2

.11-1 ... 4407

.

.10-30

.
.-,-25 4410. .10-30

. .1-10 4409. .10-30

..7-13.... 4413. . .7-20

. .8-21... . 4412. .12-25

. .7-10 4415. 12-25

..5-15.... 4411. . 12-25

..2-7... 4414. .12-25

. .1-10 4416. . . .3-5

.10-16... .... .4419. . . .3-5

. . .9-4. . . . 4418. . 3-5
. . .3-5

. .6-26 4424. . .4-16

.11-13 4421. . . .4-2

. .
.5-1 4422. . .4-16

.11-27 4423. . .4-16

12-25. . .7-27. . .4427. .
.6-11

. Hutton-Cordova

.Cooper-Carroll

.Cooper-Carroll

.Ladd-Lake . .

.8-26.

.8-26.

.4433.

. 4434

!

.10-2.

.2-19.

12-11.

.6-12.
10-31.
10-31.

.11-1.
12-13.
.4-30.

P R C
l!)14-45 Features (24) Completed (27) In Production (1)

Westerns (18) Completed (16) In Production (0)

PAR AMOUNT
In Producti

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
Detalle It*. Hi.

. .6-25
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COMPLETED

Biueotard (7u,i

Castle of Crimes, (60) .

Club Havana
Checkmate
Crime, Inc. (75)

Lowe-Joyce

.Atwill-Douglas

Ritter-Knox

1944-45
Arson Squad .... .. .

«P<"ogy lor M.,.o r ,

Aluerisun-Armslrong

ddVdtje-iieaumont

Carradine-ParKer

Kent-Churchill

.Lindsay-Neal ....
• .Fraser-Gillern . . .

Neal-Tilton
Intruder, The Arnt B„p„

Details under title: The Intruder
A'nt-Borg

oui, in, ::
,

Ritte

,

r -°, B
T
ri '"

.
••

Mtt end* title: Dixie Steam Boat "
^<°"> ™™

Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor)
Fog Island

Flying Bullets

Frontier Fugitives

Details under title: Ride,' R
The Gangster's Den
Gangsters of the Frontier (56
Great Mike. The (73) . .

Deta.ls under title: At the ...
Hit Brother's Ghost Crabbe-St John
Hollywood and Vine t» . . . . V/." Elton- McKay
m From Arkansas (68) Adrian-Sommerville

f h

Acc„, ^Parents ;68;
.

Lady confesses, The (64) . . . . .
.* .* .' ." ." .'

f
."

!Kes^Bwamont
'

Details under title: Undercover Girl
Man Who Walked Alone, The (73) O'Brien-Aldrich

y„,H
ai
J
s

""J"
,i,le: You c » n

'

x Stop Roniai .
Marked for M order O'Brien-Ritter . .

Missing Corpse (52) Bromberg-Jenks .

..° V.
ls

..
Bnder title: Stranger in the Family

Ride

.Crabbe-St. John
• Ritter-O'Brien

.Erwin-Henry ..

.5-28.

.5-28.
11-13.

.4-16.

.1-22.
11-13.

.6-11.
.5-14.

. .8-7

10-31.

. .2-5.

.6-14.

. .9-21.

.11-15.

.10-31.

. .11-4.

. .2-6.

. .5-16.

.557.
5-14

510
512. . .1-22

516
5-28

507. . .2-19

554.

Oath of Vengeance (58)

.

Thi' Phantom
.Crabbe-St. John =-6

.6-11

.1-22

Spell of Amy Nugent, The (C
Shadows of Death

Details under title: Barber
Silver Fleet. The (77)
Song of Old Wyoming. . .

Town Went Wild. The (77) . .

Untitled Buster Crabbe Feature No.
Whispering Skulls

Why Girls Leave Home
Wild Horse Phantom

Details onder tW#- ot,m.»nm »< wilit Vallm
White Pongo Fraser-Wr

O'Brien-Aldrich

.Jenks- Warner
. . .1-22.

. .12-6. . . .515. . . .1-8

Farr-Lindsay . . For?ign. .2-10. . .523 .

.Crabbe-Knox . . . . .6-11.

.Richardson-With rs . . For.

.

. .6-15 5-14
. Dean-Padden . . . .5-14.

. . 11-27

.

.4-19. .
.558' !•!!!•!;

.Eilers-Lydon 10-2. . .3-31. . . .517. . .3-19

. . . .6-12. . . .9-8. . .509. .11-15
.Ritter-O'Brien 4-16. .6-29. .

. Bartholomew- Ho ton .8-7 .12-15. .'. 507. .11-27
Crabbe-St. John . . .6-11

.Ritter-O'Brien 12-29 . . .553

.Lane-Leonard

Crabbe-St. John . . .8-21. 10-26. . .555

RSPU BMC
l!>44-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (42)

Completed (27)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (2)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CHEROKEE FLASH
Western—Started June 29
Cast: Sunset Carson, Linda Stirling, Tom London.
Director: Thomas Carr Assoc. Producer: Benneti Cohen

RELEASE CHART
Title—R.nnlng Time Cut Details leL
IN PRODUCTION

Guy Could Change. A Lane-Frazee 6-25

^„\'.
Ca " a

V, „ Guizar-Moore 5-28.'.'...'..:
Sunset in El Dorado Rogers-Evans 6-11

COMPLETED
1944-45

A
"
n",

Cr eS

-

,0 Br<"""yn
'

An Dowd-Duke 1-8
Details under title: New Faces of 1945

Bandit'

J

5
'? J86

J Moore-Taylor 515. . .9-15.

.

Bandit of Badlands Carson-Stewart ...4-16
Beh, d city Lights Terry- Roberts 1-22 ...Details under title: Return at Dawn

Sll
,6" Rogers-Evans 2-5

. . . 6-19 . .

Big Show Off
««» Arlen-Frazee 9-4 . .

12-30

n..,i
"-° ff <70) Lake-Evans 9-4... 1-22..

Details under title: Next Comes Love

R^ ifVa"., * Carson-Burnette ... .5-15. . .8-11. .

?,r L « ,V - '
L • B™«-G»izar 6-26

. . 11-30 . .

California Gold Rush Elliott-Fleming ..4-30
Captain Tugboat Annie Darwell-Kennedy ..12-25

Details under title: Tugboat Annie's Son
Cheaters The -87, Schildkraut-Burke ..2-19

Details under title: The Magnificent Mr. M

c
™" * ,l<1"' Elliott-Fleming

. . . .6-12. . .9-30 .

rJ.i . .1 L Barry-Roberts 10-2... 6-29.
Code of the Prairie Burnette-Carson ... 6-26. .. 10-6
Colorado Pioneers Elliott-Fleming 3-19..
Corp., Christl Bandits Lane-Talbot 4-20
Desoeredors of Oakota Elliot-Fleming 2-5

End Sfi2FJMSl <1W
- O'Keefe-Moor. 1113. 4 hEnd of the Road (51) Norris-Storey

. . .7-10. .11-10
O.tall, .ndrr title: Man of Mystery

Faces In the Foo (71) Withers-Kelly 8-21.. 11-25
Fatal Wltne<« Ankers-Frnser 1-22..
Federal Operator No. 99 lamont-Talbnt 2-5
Flame of Barbary Coast (91)

, .Wayne-Dvorak ..... 7-24 5-28 .'.

Sinn of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor 12-25 . . .7-3
Girls of the Big House Roberts-Powers 3-5
Git Alone little Dogles Autry-Burnette . . Reissue . . 10-15 . .

Great Flantarion, The (78) vonStroheim-Hughes 10-16 3-30
The Cr,»t Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming 9-18 2-15
Grliily i Millions '72) Grey-Kelly

. . . 9-lg M6

5-28
.1-22

. .2-5

3314.
. .417.
.452.

3307.
. .412.
3317.

.409.

.2-19

.1-22

.Pearce-Evans .

. Morley-Asther

.Arlen-Walker

.Ralston-Taylor

Elliott-Fleming

.
Bruce-Ashley

. Rogers-Evans .

.Stirling-Bailey

.Elliott-Blake .

.Elliott-Hayej .

Barry- Roberts

.Arlen-Roberts

.Sterling-Moore

Hitchhike to Happiness (71)
Jealousy

Identity Unknown (71) ..........
Details under title: Johnny IWarth

Lake Placid Serenade (85)
Lone Texas Ranger
Lo*e, Honor and Goodbye
Man From Oklahoma, The
Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial)
Marshall of Laredo
Marshal of Reno
My Buddy (69)
Phantom Speaks, The (68)

'.

Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial).
Red River Valley Autry-Burnette
Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey . . .

Rough Riders of Cheyenne
. Carson-Stewart

Silver City Kid Lane-Stewart ....
Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonle Kid Elliott-Blake ...
Santa Fo Saddlemates Carson-Stirling

Scotland Yard Investigator VonStroheim-Bachel
Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling . .

Sherilf of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake ...
Sherlfl of Sundown Lane-Stewart ...
Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown
Song for Miss Julie, A (69) Early-Clark
Sporting Chance Randolph-OMalley

Details under title: Behind the Ships
Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart

Details under title: Marshal ef Monterey
Steppin' In Society (72) Horton-George ...

Swingin' on a Rainbow Taylor-Frazee

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry

Three's A Crowd Michael-Gordon
Thoroonhbreds . Neal-Mara
Tfr Woman, The Richmond-Mara ..

Topeka Terror Allan Lane ...

Oregon Trail Carson-Stewart .

Utah (78) Rogers-Evans

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart

Wagon Wheels Westward Elliott-Fleming . .

Woman Who Came Back, The Kelly-Loder

Detail' under title: The Web
torro's Blark Whip (Serial) Lewis-Stirling

. .9-18. .
7-19.

11-27. . .7-23.

.11-27. . . .4-2.

.10-31.

. .4-30.

Reissue.

.4-17... 7-20.

.5-29. . .8-16.

.2-19 6-2.

r 219
12-25. . .2-28.

.7-24. .12-31.
5-29. . .11-7.

. .4-17. . .8-12.

.3312
. .403 .10-16

. . 433 . . . 5-14

1

.2-19.

. 4-20

.

. .454.

.3316.

. .463.

. .401.

. .411.

.4-17... 9-15.

.10-16. . .7-29.

.11-13

.12-25
11-27. . .5-23.

. .9-4. .12-23.

. .3-19
.10-2.

.462.

-418

. .4-2.

.

12-11.
10-16.
.4-16.

. 4-30

.

.1-26

.7-J4.

1 RKO-R ADIO
1944-45 Features Completed (47) In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCT50NS
CORNERED
Mystery—Started June 21
Cast: Dick Powell, Walter Slezak, Micheline Cheirel, Ann Huntc

Jac'- LaRue.
Director: Edward Dmytryk Producer: Adrian Sco

lF Fl>
He ti e murderers through Europe an.l to Buenos Aires.

RIVER BOAT RHYTHM
Comedy—Started June 25

Cast: Leon Errol, Joan Newton, Glen Vernon, Walter Catlett.

Director: Leslie Goodwins Producer: Herman Schlc
Story: Youns people rehabilitate an old show boat to give a modern shn

RELEASE CHART
Title— Rinnlne TIM Carl

IN PRODUCTION
Deadline at Dawn Hayward-Williams
Kid From Brooklyn, The (T) Kaye-Mayo

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Going To Town (69) Lum 'n Abner .

Master Race (96) Esmond-Massen
My Pal. Wolf (75) Moffett-Esmond .

Details inder title: Pumpkin Shell

None But the Lonely Heart (113) Srant-Wyatt . . .

Tall in the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines ..

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent
Falcon In Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale
Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley .

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rush, The (65) Langford-Brown
Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly . . .

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley

Details under title: Come Share My Love
Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire
Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis
Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) Karloff-Lugosi . .

Sky (77).
Tarzan and the Amazons (72)
Those Endearing Young Charms (81) .

Zombies on Broadway (68)

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95)

Details under title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler. The (67)
George White's Scandals
Two O'clock Courage (66)

West of The. Pecos (66)

SPECIALS
Belle of the Yukon (T) (84)
Casanova Brown (93)

Scott-Drew

.Welssmuller-Joyce

.Day-Young ....

.Brown-Carney

. Loder-Duprez . . .

.Davis-Haley ...

Conway-Rutherford

.Mitchum-Hale

. .5-28. . . .

. . . 6-25 ....

. .5-15 504. .10-

. .5-29. . . . . 502... 10-

. .5-29 505. . .10-,

. . .3-6 501... 10-

. . .5-1 503... 10-1

. .7-24 510. .12-)

. .7-24 507. .12-

J

..5-29 508. 12-:

. .6-12 506.. io-: 1

..7-24 .... 509.. 12-: 1

. .7-24 . . . . .514... 2-1

.10-16 511. ...2

.10-16 515... 2-1

...5-1 513... 2-1

. .8-21 512... 2-1

.11-13 517.... 3|

. . .9-4 519...
518...4-31

.1-22. ... 520...4-.11

. .9-18 516... 4-: 1

.11-13 523... 6v 1

. .7-10 522...W

J

. .2-5 525......

.8-21 521. ..4-J

10-16 524.... 6-1

. . .4-3 583. 12-

. .2-21 581. ...8 1
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.
Kaye-Mayo

It's a Plrasere (T) (90)

Princess and th« Pirate (T) (94)

Three Caballeros (T) (71)

Woman in the Wmaow. The (95)

Details iirtir title: Once Off Guam
Wonder Man (T) (98)

NOT DESIGNATED
Alan* Came Jones (SO) Cooper-Young

Bells ot St. Mary s. I he Crosby. Bergman

Faleon in San Francisco, The Conway-Corday

Dick Tracy Conway-Jeffreys

Oing Dong Williams Vernon-McGuire

First Man into Tokyo Neal-Hale

Isle of the Dead Karloff-Drew

Game ot Death Lod«r-Long .

Details under title: The Most Dangerous

.8-21 584. ...3-5
1016

! ! ! .Hi. .12-25

.4-17 >82.

.7-24 552. . .4-30

11-27 681

.

. .6-25

. .6-11

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.)i Sherman (Shin.); Fressbuxger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (K.M.); Bogeau*
(Bog.); Stroniberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); NebenzahJ (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.) ; Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
GETTING GER1 [E'g GAR1 BR
(Other details June 25)

Johnny Angel Raft-Trevor

Papa Errol-Risdon

Pa'sslonate Ghost ." O'Brien-Drew

Details under title: Man Alive

Radio Stars on Parade B-own-Carnry

Sing Your Way Home Haley-Jeffries

Details under title: Fol

.12-11.

. .2-19.

. .
.2-5.

Heart

Spanish Main. The (T) . .

Tomorrow Is Forever

Wanderer of the Wasteland.

Menreid 0«ara
Colbfrt-Welles

vVarrcn-Long

.11-27.

. .4-2.

6-11.

20th CENTURY -FOX
1944-45 Features Completed (39) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
Tim Cut Detain lei.

IN PRODUCTION
Enchanted Voyage (T) ..Payne-Haver 5-14

Leave Her To Heaven (T) Tierney-Wilde •••5-28
House on 92nd Street Eythe-Hasso 4-30

Details under title: Now It Can Be Told

Spider. The Conte-Marlowe ... 6-11

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Take It er Leave It (70) Baker-Massow 4-3 . August

Wing and a Prayer (97) Ameche-Andrewt .. .2-21. .
August

.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Dangerous Joernpy (73) Dennis-Roosevelt Travel Feat. Sept..

Greenwich Village (T) (82) Ameche- Miranda . .
11-15 - .Sept.

Sweet and Lowdown (75)... Barl-Goodman 2-7... Sept.

-Latimore
Details under title: Good Neighbor!

In the Meantime, Darling (72) Crai

Details eader title: I Married • Seldler

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) Woolley-Haver . . .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laara (88) Tierney-Andrews . .

Something for the Boys (T) (87) Miranda-O'Shea ..

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier (86) Baxter-Winnlnger .

Winged Victory (130) O'Brien-Crane ...

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peck-Hardwlcke
Way Ahead. The (104) Niven-Huntley

Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Hangover Square (77) Cregar-Darnell ...

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn (128) McGuire-Dunn

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68) g'Shea-Marshall

Thunderhead. Son of Flieka (T) (73) McDowell-Foster

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77) Fields-Woolley . . .

Details under title' Mn|ly. Bless Her

Song of Bernadette (156) Jones-Price

Royal Scandal, A (90) Bankhead-Eythe ..

Details ander title: Czarina

BLOCK NO. TEN
Diamond Horseshoe (T) (104) Grable-Haymes ...

Bell Fighters (62) Laurel-Hardy

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Dor inn Ouilligan (7M Bendix-Blondell

Details under title: Two-Faced Quilligan

Where Do We Go From Here? <T> (77) . . . MacMurray-Leslie

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Nob Hlil (95) I. Bennett-Raft .

Within These Walls (71) Mitchell-Anderson

NOT DESIGNATED
And Then There Were None Fitzgerald-Huston

Bell for Adano. A (103) Hodiak-Benilix .

Call ef the Wild (Reissue) (81) Gable-Young
Captain Eddie MaeMorray-Bari
Carribean Mv<tery Dunn-Ryan

Details coder title: First, Last and Always

Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe . . .

Dolly Sisters. I he (T) Grable-Payne

Praqonwyck Tierney-Eythe . . .

Fallen Angel Faye-Andrews . . .

Junior Miss (94) Garner-Joslyn

Kitten on the Keys (T) O'Hara-Haymes .

.

State Fair (T) 'ndrews-Cr^n

Wilson (T) (153) Hardwicke-Mitchell

1-10. October.

.3-6. .October.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title— Buialug Time Cast Details lei. He.

Duel in The Sun Jones-Cotten 3-19 Szk..
Getting Gertie s Garter O'Keefe-McDonald .6-25 Sml
tuung Widow Rossell-Hayward 3-5 Smg...

oOiriPLETED
1944-45

Anroad with Two Yanks (80) O'Ktelclsendix .3-20 .. 8-4.. .Sell.
Bedside Manner (79) Hussey-Carroll 11-27 ... 6-15 ... Stn

.

Blithe Spirit (T) Curanungs-Harrison Foreign G.F.D...
Blood on the Sun (94) Cagney-Sidney 10-31 Cgy..
Brewster's Millions (79) O'Keefe-Walker 8-21 4-7... Sml..
Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Leigh . . . Foreiin G.F.D..
Captain Kidd Laughton-Britton 2-5 ... 8-24 ... Bog . .

Colonel Blimp (T) (148) Livesy-Walbrook ..Foreign 3-4
. . G-F.D.

.

uark Waters (89) Oberon-Tone 5-29. .11-10. . .Be*.
Delightfully Dangeroos (93) Powell-Bellamy 9-4... 3-31 Rgs..

Oetails untier ntle- Hiqh Among the Star'

Great John L, The (96) Darnell-McClure ... 7-10 . . 6-29 ... Crosby

.

Gut i i,i the House (121) Baxter-Bellamy 2-21 ... 12-8. . . Smg.

.

Guest Wife Colbert-Ameche 12-11 ... 7-27 ... Ski.

.

Hairy Ape, The (90) Bendix-Hayward 1-10 .. .6-16. .. Lev.

.

H nr> V (T) Olivier-Newton . . .For G.F.D.-
Her Man Gllbey Wilding-Ward Foreign 6.F.D.

.

I'll Be Seeing Yoa (85) Rogers-Cotten 4-17 1-5... Szk..
Oetails under title: Double Furlough

It s in the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley 10-16. . .4-21 Rgs.
Sensations of 1945 (86) Powell- Fields 12-13 ... 6-30 ... Stn

.

Mr. Emmanuel (92) Aylmer-Gynt .... Foreign ... 1-19 .. G.F.D.

.

Outlaw. The Russell- Huston 8-31... Hug.
Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields 1-22. . .9-14 ... Bnt.
Since Yoo W-nt Away (171) Colbert-Cotton a 20. . . 8-12. s/k
Song of the Ooen Road (89) Bergen-Granville .12-13 Rc>

UNHO¥7»r Z '"

Spellbound .Bergman-Peck 7-24... 9-28 Szk

.

Details under title- HnUSe of Dr. Edwardes

Stnry of G. I. Joe (109) Meredith 11-27 ... 7-13 ... Cwn

.

Summer Storm (107) Sanders- Darnel I ... 12-27 ... 7-15 Neb
Details under title- The Moon Their Mistress

This Happy Breed (T) Newton-Johnsnn ..Foreign G.F.D..

3 Is a FanTI" (81) K'nnles-Revnolds M '3.. Les.

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field 6-26. . 12-29. .. Cow.

.

'"m W-men Robson -Calvert ...Foreign G.F.D.

.

Walk In the Sun Andrews-Conte ....11-13 Brn..

..4-2
12-11
.3-19

2-19
.7-10
.1-22

.504. . .8-2)

.505. . .8-21

.503... 8-21

.507. . .9-18

.508 .10-16

.513. .12-11

.512. .11-2/

UNIVERSAL
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (55)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 5)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
Title-

. 9-4. . .May.

.12-11. . .May.

6-25

.5-28

UNITED ARTISTS
1944-45 Features Completed (33) In Production (3)

iN PRODUCTION
Alibi in Ermine Coburn-Simms
As It Was Beforo Oberon-Korvin .

'fontier Gal (T) deCarlo-Cjmeron

Once Upon A Dream Ton:-Foster ...

COMPLETED
1944-4*5

Beautiful Cheat Granville-Beery
Details under title: It's Never Tnn Late

Beyond the Pecos Cameron- Drew
Blonde Ransom (68) Cook-Grey
Bowery To Broadway (94) Oakie-Montez
Babes on Swing Street Errol-Vlncent

Can't Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paige .

Climax. The (86) Karloft-Foster .

Dead Man's Eyes (64) Chaney-Parker .

East Side of Heaven (Reissue) rrosby-Blondell

Easy To Look At Jean-Grant
Enter Arsene LupWi (72) Raines-Kowin

Details under title: Arsene Lupin
Fairy Ta'e Morfer lean-Brasselle

Frozen Ghost, The (61) Chaney-Ankers

Destiny (65) Jean-Curtis . . .

Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey . .

Girl On the Soot Barker-Collier

Details under title: Serenade for Murder
Gvnsy Wildcat <T) (75) »<inte7-Hall

Crimson Canary Beery-Collier ..

Details under title: Hear Tint Tr mpet Talk

Here Come the Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello

Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattai

HI, Beautiful O'Drlscoll-Beery

Details j-rf" title" Be it Ever So Humble

House of Fear (69) Rathbone-Bruce

Honeymoon Ahead ..Jones-McDonald

D>tails under IHt>: Rnmance. Inc.

House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney

Details under title: Devils Brood

6-11.
.6-25.
.5-14.

.6-11.

.11-27. .

. 7-24.
.

.12-25

..5-15.
. .5-29.

. .6-12.

. 2-21.

. . .4-3.

10-2.
.6-26
.9-18.
.10-2.

.3-19.

.11-27.

. .4-17.

.2-23.

6-15.

, .11-3.
10-13.

12-29.
10-20.
.11-10.

.6-15.

.

.8-10.
.11-24.

.6-28.

12-22.
.2-23.

. .2-9.

.12-8.

9044

.9083
.9042 ... .6-25

.
.9072. .11-13
q024
.9071

. .9007. .10-16

. .9026. .10-30

.9045 . ... ...

. .9018. .12-10

.9032.....

.9023 .

. 9012

.9005

.9002 3-5

.9021. . .3-19

. 9031

. .9025. . .4-16

.9028

.9013 1-8
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.9027.

.9041.

.y03tf.

. 9082

.

I'll Remember April (64) Jean-Grant 8-21... 4-13.
Utudils under lllla: Itiinc bues In a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy- Joyce 12-11 6-8.
Imitation of Life (Reissue) Colbert-William 6-15..
Jungle Captive (63) Une-Kruger 9-18... 6-29.
Jungle Uueen (Serial) Collier-uyillan 10-2
Lagy On A Train Durbin-Bellamy 2-5
Master Key. The (Serial) Wiley-Moore 12-11
Men In Her Diary Albritton-Hall 2-19
Herrll* We Sit* Ryan-Blyth ?-X5
.ii -my Monahans. The (91) U'Connor-Ryan ... 12-27 .. .9-15

.

Nsoollitrt id Cutii Am.;ewS-Carrillo . .. .U-6. . . .9-9.
Mummy s Curse (6z; Chaney-Harding ... 8-21 .. .2-16

.

Murder In the Blue Room (61) .Cook-Gwynne 3-20... 12-1.
Mystery ol the River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clements .. .7-24. . 10-24

.

My Gal Loves Music (T) Crosby-McDonald . .6-26. . 12-15.
Naughty Nineties. The (76) Abbctt-Costcllo 2-5 7-6.
Night Club Girl C61) tustm-Dunn 7-24 1-5.
Night in Paradise Oberon-Bey 1-8
Old Texu Trail. The ameron-Knight . . .7-10. .12-15.
On Slage. Everybody Oakie-Ryan 5-14... 7-13.
Patrick the Great (89) O'Connor-Ryan 11-1 5-4.

Pearl of Death (69) Rathbone- Bruce 5-1... 9-22.
Penthojse Rhjthm Collier-Norris 8-21... 6-22.
Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyce 3-19
Raiders of Ghost City Moott-Atwlll 5-29. . .7-25.
Reckless Age (63) lean-Clam 5-1.. 11-17

Details under title: Make Way lor Love
Riders of Santa Fe Cameron- Knight ...6-12.
Salome, Where She Danced (90) DeCarlo-Cameron ...10-2.
San Oiego. I Love Yon (83). . .... Hall-Foster 4-17.
Secret Agent X-9 (Serial) Bridges-Wiley 4-16.
See My Lawyer (69) Olsen & Johnson ...5-1.
Senorita from the West Jones-Granville ....1-22.
She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan 10-31.
Singing Sheriff (63) Norrli-Knlghl 4-17.
Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-Kelly .....11-13.
Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce 2-19.
Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall 6-26.

D-t->il< nnde- title: Oueen of the Nile

Suspect. The (85) Laughton-Raines ...10-2.
Swing Out. Sister (60) Cameron-deWit 9-4.
That's The Snirit (93) Ryan-Oakie . .

.1-8.

Woman in Green (68) Rathbone-Bruce ...5-29..
Details under title: Invitation to Death

Tinrle H*rry Anders-Fitzgerald .4-30..

Under Western Skies (57) .I'Driscoll-Beery ...8-21.

Details under title: Musical Round-up

WARNER BROTHERS

.9008 9-4

.9022

. 9036
.9034. .11-2/

.9681

.9037

.9003. . .6-25

.9035 . .Ivti

11-10.

.4-27.

.9-29.

.1-12.
.10-6.
.4-20-

. .2-9.

.5-18.
.6-1.

.7-27.

,

. 9081

.

soiY.

.9016.
'.

'.9020.

.9040.

1-8
.6-11
.3-28

I!l44-t5 Features Completed (37) In Production (j)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title-

A Stolen Life

Confidential Agent

Night and Day (T)

COMPLETED

Cart

.Davis-Ford

Boyer-Bacall

. brant-Smith

Details

. .2-19.

. .6-25.

. .6-25.

1944-45
imal

Details under title: One More Tomorrow
Alpine and Old Laee (118) Grant-Lane

Big Sleep, The Bogart-Bacall .

Christmas In Coonectieut Stanwyck-Morgan

Cinderella Jones Leslie-Aldo . . .

Conflict (86) Bogart-Hobart

Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dell

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan
Details ender title: Forty Whacki

Danger Signal Emerson-Scott

.6-26.

Doughgirls, The (102) Sheridan-Carson

God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey .

Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn . ,

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-Star

Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Smith ...

Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine

Janie (106) Reynolds-Hutton

Janie Gets Married Leslie-Hutton

Last Ride, The (56) Travis-Parker . .

Mildred Pierce crawford-Carson .

My Reputation Stanwyck-Brent .

Nobody Lives Forever Garfield -Fitzgerald

Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown . . .

Of Human Bondage Henreld-Parker

Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstreet

Rhapsody in Blue (139) Leslie-Aldo

Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson ..

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smith . . .

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper-Bergman .

Shadow of A Woman King-Prince ••

Pride of the Marines Garfield-Parker

Details under title: This Love of Ours

Three Strangers Fitzgerald-Grcenstreet 1-22

. . .11-1.

.

.9-23. . . .403

. .10-31.

.
.6-12. . .8-11. . . 420

.

. .12-13.

. . .5-17. . .6-30. . . .418. 6-25

. . .8-21. .7-21. . . .419. ...4-2

3-6. .10-21.

.

. . 4U3

.

..10-19. . .9-9. . . .402. . .
S-)

. . .4-16.

. . . .3-6. .11-25.

.

. .407. ...9-4

. . .8-21. . . .4-7. . . .414. . .4-2

. ..6-12. ..5-19.. .
.416. . .4-30

.12-31.
.4-28.
.3-17.

. .9-2.

.
.9-18.

. .6-12.

.

. . .7-24.

.8-21. .

ii-ioV.

'.'.6-9.'.

.'.411.',

;
'.417!

.

7.2.-5

5-28

7-9

. .6-12. .

.10-16.

..3-3.. ..412. . 2-;

. .2-19 4

. 11-27 .1!

Time. The Place and The Girl. The (T) .

'« Hav. a-d H've «M (101)
Two Mrs. Carro'ls. The
T on Young To Know

Thought of Yon (99)

CORNERED

.Morgan-Paige

Bogart-Bacall

.
Bogart-Stanwyck

.Leslie-Hutton

.Parker-Morgan

.1-20.

.ii-ii.

.410 10-16

.406 10-30

SIZE-UPS
(Continued from Page 27)

"Duel in the Sun" is at work again under the Selznick flag,

after weeks of lay-off because of the strike situation. It will con-
tinue in production for several months.

Selznick has signed Cary Grant for the next Bergman picture,
"Notorious," which will go under Alfred Hitchcock's direction
about the middle of October. That is, if there are not hitches in
the production schedule of "Night and Day" in which Cary is no .v

working at Warner Bros.

Producer William Cagney points the way a little further to
independents achieving their own outlets unless the pending anti-
trust suit relieves the situation for independent producers. Cag-
ney stated that the strengthening of the SIMPP with the appoint-
ment of Donald Nelson as president came about because the mem-
bers of the group, currently producing 30 features annually at a
budget cost of more than $40,000,000, need representation in the
foreign field. If the foreign market were closed to independent
producers, they could not afford to make any picture costing more
than $500,000. The Cagney's plan three pictures for the current
year at a total budget cost of $5,100,000. Thorne Smith's "The
Stray Lamb," will be the first to go, with "A Lion in the Streets"
to come next. This one and "Only the Valiant" are planned for
Technicolor and budgeted at $2,500,000 and $1,400,000 respectively.

UNIVERSAL
Fourteen pictures make up the backlog at Universal: "On

Stage Everybody," "Lady On A Train," "Uncle Harry," "The Crim-
son Canary," "Girl On the Spot," "Night in Paradise," "Once Upon
A Dream" (still in production), "Alibi in Ermine" (still in pro-
duction), "Pillow of Death," "Secret Agent X-9," "Fairy Tale Mur-
der," "The Beautiful Cheat," "Naughty Nineties" and "Men in
Her Diary."

Scheduled for summer release are: "Naughty Nineties," "Wom-
an In Green." "On Stage Everybody," "Uncle Harry" and "Lady
On A Train."

Joan Bennett is at Universal in preparation of "Scarlett
Street." in which she co-stnrs with Edward G. Robinson and Dan
Duryea. This is the first of the Diana Productions, headed by
Fritz Lang and Walter Wanger.

Claude Rains has signed for his first Hollywood picture .since
his return from England. He will appear in .m important rolo

in "As It Was Before," the Merle Oberon-Charles Korvin picture

Ralph Morgan has also been signed for a role.

No new starters at the studio. Four continue in production-

"Alibi in Ermine" (Coburn-Simms), "Frontie

(deCarlo-Cameron), "Once Upon A Dream'

"As It Was Before" (Oberon-Korvin).

Gal" ( Technicolor)i

(Foster-Tone) and

WARNER BROS.
Warners' 18 pictures in backlog is unique in that several O

the pictures are already two years old and there is still some ques-

tion of release date. The pictures being held are: "Christmas

Connecticut," "Pride of the Marines," "Three Strangers,

Antonio," "Too Young to Know," "Devotion." "The Time the Pla
_

and the Girl," "Shadow of a Woman," "Saratoga Trunk, Cinde

ella Jones," "Big Sleep," "My Reputation," "Of Human Bondage,

"Animal Kingdom," "Mildred Pierce." "Janie Gets Married

"Stolen Life" which is still in production. "Rhapsody in Blue n

had its premiere, but is not yet ready for national release.

The summer schedule promises only four pictures, one

which, "Conflict," is alredy showing. The others are: "ChnstmaJJ

in Connecticut," "The Corn Is Green" and "Rhapsody in Blue.

What are they saving the rest for? Yes, we know, these four

should go into extra weeks at all Warner theatres, so there s n

point in releasing too many to follow them.

Part of the exploitation on "Christmas in Connecticut" includes

a full page ad in 15 fan publications with a readership of about

33,000.000. Barbara Stanwyck and Dennis Morgn are co-starredi

The film is overlong, but has its amusing moments.

Warners' are trying to get Ginny Simms for a role in "Night

and Day," the Cary Grant picture. Ginny. who is freelancing

since she ended her relationship with MGM. is now at work «
Universal.

Warners report a not profit foi six months ending February

24. 1945, of $4,605,088 after federal taxes and "contingencies." TM
figure indicates an increase of more than a million dollars ovel

the same period last year.

No new starters on the lot. "Night and Day" (Giant-Smith)

"Confidential Agent" (Boyer-Bacall) and "Stolen Life" ( Davisj

Ford) all continue. The latter .noes into its fifth month of produd

tion.

i2 FILM BULLETIN
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THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 14)

present run-down, old-fashioned theatres will require replacement.
The new theatres will be all-steel, fireproof, earthquake proof, air
conditioned, processed against pests and developed acoustically
in a new process which is now being used in some NT houses. All
models come equipped with tall ornamental towers to be used for
television. The first pre-fabricated theatre, which Fox West
Coast Theatres will erect in Long Beach, is scheduled to open
next Thanksgiving Day, with theatre men throughout the nation
invited to attend-

SEVENTH SALES TO JULY 7th

Although technically the Seventh War Loan campaign ended
June 30, theatres will be credited with bond sales through Satur-
day, July 7. Ted R. Gamble, Treasury War Finance Division di-

rector, paid glowing tribute to the nation's theatres in a national
broadcast and reported that although the actual goal sought in
the campaign has been obtained, sales of "E" bonds had yet failed
to meet their quota.

However, although final results have not yet been obtained, it

is understood that monetary returns by theatres on "E" bond
sales will have reached the highest mark in history, with a good
possibility of going-over the top requested by the Treasury.

PRC TO HAVE 50 FOR '45 - '46

PRC will release 50 features on the 1945-46 program, the most
ambitious in the company's history, Leon Fromkess, president,
announced last week. The announcement came after meetings
with the board and with Harry H. Thomas, recently appointed
general sales manager.

The new program will see the company make its initial ven-
ture into the color field, with eight tinted films scheduled. Sixteen
of the features will be westerns. Two of the color films are al-
ready completed and two other important features have been
completed. Thirteen films will go before the cameras in July and
August.

The company's expansion program has already started with
construction on two new sound stages to begin as soon as mate-
rial becomes available. The present season's program has already
been completed, Fromkess divulged, with the company delivering
for the fifth straight year every picture promised. This year, five
additional pictures will be delivered on the 1944-45 schedule.

WARNERS SETS 12
A total of 12 features has been set by Warner Bros, for release

during the first six months of the 1945-46 program. Ben Kalmen-
son, general sales manager, announced the titles and release dates
of the dozen films scheduled from September through February
at the closing session of the four-day district managers' meeting
at the Warner Home Office last week. The number is two more

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTIONISTS
Don't put your return film in the lobby before

all patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna.
1225 Vine St.

LOCust 43 I I

than were released in the corresponding period of the curren
season. Releases for the balance of the season have been tenta
tively set, but final decision on final release dates will depend o
market conditions at the time, said Kalmenson.

The first six months' releases are: Sept. 1, "Pride of the Ma
rines"; Sept. 29, "Rhapsody in Blue"; Oct. 13, "Three Strangers"
Oct. 27, "San Antonio"; Nov. 24, "Devotion"; Dec. 29, "The Tim<
the Place and the Girl"; Jan. 12, "Danger Signal"; Jan. 26, "Sara

toga Trunk"; Feb. 9, "Shadow of a Woman"; Feb. 23, "Cinderell

Jones".

GRAINGER HEADS REPUBLIC WORLD SALES

In order to permit a freer exchange of sales and distribution
ideas and personnel between domestic and foreign markets, ac

cording to H. J. Yates, president of Republic Productions, Inc

the world-wide sales and distribution will be coordinated unde
James R. Grainger, president and general sales manager of Rt
public Pictures. Yates pointed out that Republic's expansio
plans are formulated, and that continued progress in the intei

national field is now attendant only upon clarification of condition
in foreign countries. He said the exchange of personnel traine

for both domestic and foreign distribution would be of inestiir

able value.

Morris Goodman, Republic International president, just re

turned from a ten-weeks' visit to survey European conditions

revealed the company's plans for world-wide expansion and for

eign distribution^ He vouchsafed the opinion that the foreig;

market during the next five years would be at least as great a

that during the five years prior to the war.
He reported conditions in Europe as still generally unsettle

and difficult. In France, transportation is the great problem. I:

England, he conferred with executives of British Lion Film Coi

poration, Republic franchise holders in Great Britain and reporte

'

that all theatres are operating with theatre repair and new cor

struction naturally waiting on the completion of the more press

ing problem of housing. He also reported distribution plans fo

both France and Spain as soon as practicable. In the Lati

Americas. Republic has its own distribution branches in eac

country except Cuba and Venezuela.

PEOPLE
Erno Rapee, 55, musical director of the Radio City Music Hal

died suddenly at his home in New York on June 26th. Rapee wa
director of the Music Hall since its opening and was responsibl

for some of the finest musical-cinematic offerings at the world
largest theatre.

Allen G. Smith, chief of the theatre equipment section of th

War Production Board, left Government service to privat

business.
Louis Pollock, formerly director of advertising and publicit

for United Artists and Eastern advertising manager for Univei

sal, resigned his position with the Biow agency to resume a radi

writing career.
Jack Osserman was promoted to the post of general Latir

America supervisor for RKO-Radio by Phil Reisman, vice-pres

dent in charge of foreign) distribution. Osserman, Brazil manage
assumes his new duties in August.

John Wenisch, former Columbia salesman, was named PR
branch manager for the New York metropolitan area by
Thomas, general sales manager.

Charles Bruce Newbery was appointed general manager
Republic's activities in Australia, New Zealand and India by M(
ris Goodman, Republic International president.

Sam Stoll was promoted from key zone salesman at the Ch
cago Paramount exchange to sales manager.

S. D. Weishaum, manager of Republic's San Francisc

branch, resigned that post June 30th to enter business for himse

after 10 years' association with the company. S. C. Marteii*ivii

salesman in the S. F. office, succeeds him.

PUT THE

MIGHTY 7th

OVER THE TOP!

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Memtter Nat l Film CarriM
250 N. JUNIPER ST.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

BLOOD ON THE SUN' OLD-STYLE CAGNEY SHOW
(UNITED ARTISTS)

. In this strictly robust spy drama, Mr. Cagney goes all the way
back to the sort of stuff he was doing in his youthful gang-busting
days... An entertaining movie in the time-honored Cagney groove
— tough, hard-hitting and explosive, with just enough rudimentary
suspense." CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES.
".

. .A Blood — and — Thunder melodrama. . .The actor, it is

pleasant to report, is better than ever. . .Without him 'Blood on
the Sun' would be a rather ridiculous thriller. Even his perform-
ance does not keep the show from being pretty silly." BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

"...3 Stars. . .Misses the chance to be a good, sound drama. A
conglomeration of facts, fiction and fantastic heroics, it is a lusty

melodrama." HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Cagney has reached back into the most violent days of his

cinematic youth for his new picture. The opponents are the Japs

in Tokyo instead of gangsters, but the general story characteris-

tics are the same." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...Has an unmistakable cowboys-and-Indians look. Never has

the appearance of reality and truth... An action picture thrt more
often creeps than hastens. . .Cagney's acting dees much to relieve

the dullness of the film." PECK, PM.

RHAPSODY IN BLUE' MUSIC PRAISED, BUT NOT STORY
(WARNER)
"...This is supposed to be a picture, not a conceit. And even
Gershwin music lovers might find this too systematic musical
representation not to their taste. . .Unimaginative plodding through
the high points in a composer's life... On the different plane of
pure entertainment the picture falls slightly short because it is

so burdened and packed with music and more music." WIN-

STEN, N. Y. POST.
"

.

3'- Stars ...A film that is studded with brilliant musical per-
formances. . .Beautifully-coordinated blend of music and human
interest." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Profile of Mr. Gershwin is a hobbled and vague affair... The
whole thing unfolds in fleeting episodes, with characters viewing
the genius with anxiety or awe, and the progression is not helped
by many obvious and telescoping cuts. . .Throughout, the brilliant
music of Mr. Gershwin is spotted abundantly, and that is the best
— in fact, the only — intrinsically right thing in the film."

CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
".

. .As an anthology of wonderful tunes, this new film is something
not to be missed. As the revelation of a strangely possessed

musician, torn between the desire to join the immortals and to

compose Tin Pan Alley hits, it falters. . .Whenever Gershwin is

composing or playing, 'Rhapsody in Blue' is a pure delight, but
inspired music is still not a substitute for a movie... Alda plays

the difficult leading role and none too well." BARNES, N. Y.

HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...One long and lovely melodic panorama of Gershwin music...
The Warner Brothers crew was not able to do nearly so well with

the story of Gershwin himself, but his music is enough to make
the picture first-rate entertainment. . .Mediocre operetta plot."

COOK. N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...It is almost entirely Gershwin's music that makes 'Rhapsody
in Blue' an appealing picture. . .Story is not anything glaringly

spurious; it is merely stereotyped. .. Robert Alda's impersonation
of Gershwin is nice enough; though all on the surface, like the

part." KRONENBERGER, PM.

MURDER, HE SAYS' CALLED HILARIOUS, SILLY, INCREDIBLE, SHOCKING
(PARAMOUNT)
"...Murder, horror, mystery, and slapstick thrown in for good
measure... It is a picture so odd that some spectactors will be
considering it utterly foolish while their neighbors are raising the
roof with laughter. . .The weakness of the picture is that the new
ideas are worked beyond the point of exhaustion." WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
"...The kind of comedy Faulkner might have written — violent,
brutal and touched with tragedy. . .An unusual, hilarious and
shocking film." PECK, PM.

JUNIOR MISS 1 GETS MIXED RECEPTION
(FOX)
".. .Has its occasional spirited and gay moments in just the same
way that a collection of vaudeville acts, good and bad, would have
high points... The gentle mirth that ran through Sally Benson's
stories of adolescence, where this movie originated, has been
broadened into noisy farce in the successive transition to stage
and now to screen." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...A laughing entertainment in the strictly domestic line...
Peggy Ann Garner is quite appealing and blessed with a sweet
naivete, but she lacks the disarming aggressiveness that Patricia

"...A thriller of first-rate hilarity .. .An unmissable laugh festival

. . .Foolishness has been streamlined with some of the most expert
clowning of the year." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...As weird a marriage of mirth and shudders as has yet come
out of Hollywood. . .Dilutes the effects of numerous laughs with
an always incredible plot." A. W., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Rates higher on novelty than on mirth... Too much in the

picture that rouses pity instead of laughter." COOK. N. Y.

WORLD TELEGRAM.

Peardon gave the role on the stage...The chief criticism of the
film — aside from the fact that the medium impairs the yarn's
intensity — is that it runs to farce and comical 'Blackout se-

quences' in which Mr. Joslyn is usually knocked goggle-eyed."

CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

"...A captivating comedy... Has substance and meaning, in addi-
tion to amusement. . .The ending is cleverly contrived rather than
honestly dramatic. . .More farce than solid comedy." BARNES.
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

THOSE ENDEARING YOUNG CHARMS' PANNED BY MOST CRITICS
(RKO)
"...Was intended as a light, sweetly charming love story, but it

succeeds merely in being light — and that only in the sense of
excessive flimsiness. . . One long series of conversations about who
loves who." COOK, N. Y. WORM) TELEGRAM.
".. .2 Stars.

. .Talk, more talk. The superfluous talk is of love, and
most people will find it all pretty dull and tiring. .. Precious little

comedy to relieve this verbose picture." HALE, N. Y. DAILY
NEWS.
"...Silly little film in which a virtuous shop-girl falls in love with
an Air Force 'Wolf'...An obviously artificial script, slickly me-
chanical direction and performances in a make-believe style."

CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...A tiresome conversation piece about love in war time... Since
the language isn't particularly revealing either for character or
for ideas, and since the direction by Lewis Allen does little to add
action to a generally static outline, the picture remains becalmed
in the lifeless doldrums of cinema entertainment." O.L.G., JR..
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...A thin little romantic tale has been brightened considerably
in a screenplay, by Jerome Chodorov. . .Has a very up-to-the-min-
ute air .. .Directed with a nice lightness and briskness of pace by-

Lewis Allen, and the central roles are played with great under-
standing by Miss Day and Mr. Young." PECK, PM.

CONFLICT' RATED GOOD BOGART VEHICLE
(WARNER) t

"...Tense, tightly narrated murder story of extraordinarily crafty i

traps laid for a wary murderer .. .Plenty of excitement running
under the quiet set of episodes. . .Belongs among the top set of the
excellent mystery and murder stories Hollywood has sent along
in such generous numbers this season." COOK, N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
"...Adds suspense to its other points of merit an A-l Bogart per-
formance and a plot of general pertinence to married life. . Curtis
Bernhardt's direction is good." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
".

.
Curt Bernhardt has directed the story, which is neither origi-

nal nor profound for a grimly subdued tone and tempo that have

a persuasive push. The action is slow and generally muted, the
images conventional but firm and the details of nervous excitation
are neatly and clearly worked in.. .The appeal of this film, which
is unpleasant and obviously morbid in theme, will be to those
customers who are fascinated by the anxieties of a tortured man,
who like to listen figuratively to the desperate thumping of a tell-

tale heart." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Some ripping melodramatic sequences, but it is in no sense a
superior screen offering. . .No better than an average shocker...
Might have been exceedingly good had it been written with a ster-

ner and more integrated continuity." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
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LIKE A DIAMOND IN
THE SKY!
Something to sing about is MUG-M's "OUR VINES HAVE
TENDER GRAPES."

We screened it this week with joy in our hearts!

Friendly customers! Watch for the Trade Show so that you will

know how wonderful it is.

Thank you Edward G. Robinson for your stellar performance.

Bless you little Margaret O'Brien for yours. And Butch, you are

terrific

!

Yes, the BIG ONES come from M-G-M!

EDWARD G. ROBINSON • MARGARET O'BRIEN in "OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES" with

James Craig, Frances GifTbrd, Agnes Moorehead, Morris Carnovsky and Jackie "BUTCH" Jenkins • Screen

Play by Dalton Trumbo • Based on the Book "For Our Vines Have Tender Grapes" by George Victor Martin

Directed by Roy Rowland • Produced by Robert Sisk • A Metro-Goldwyn -Mayer Picture
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HOLLYWOOD CAUGHT RED-HANDED!

We might as well admit it — the jig is up!

John E. Rankin, the crusading Miss.-Representative,

has discovered the closely-guarded "gigantic bolshevik

plot'' in Hollywood and before the bloodhounds he has

sent there ferret out the scandalous facts and reveal

them to a breathless world, Film Bulletin is going to talk.

We will probably be branded as traitor, quisling or

stool pigeon by the reds, but we don't care. Rankin

has caught the movie people with their red flannels on,

so, in the words of the famous philosopher Duffy, "leave

us no longer pretend" that the truth can be concealed.

Leave us face it like true red-men. We shall tell all.

Mr. Rankin, for approximately a decade now we

confess that the film industry has been engaged in an

intense campaign of subversive activities. Even before

our country was plunged into war, the movie makers

had started this campaign by producing subversive pic-

tures. With no desire, we assure you, Congressman, to

detract from your prestige, it should be noted that cer-

tain sages of the Senate had previously taken cogni-

zance of this deep-dyed and dangerous trend and had

raised some hell about it back in 1941. But this fact

should not discourage you, for there is personal glory

enough for all in this great crusade.

Not alone you and those worthy Senators took

umbrage at the abhorrent tone of some Hollywood pro-

ductions in those days, but such respected foreign dig-

nitaries as Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini and the Son

of the Jap god, all peace-loving leaders of their nations,

threw fits all over their chancellories and palaces.

And why not? Had not these dastardly film pro-

ducers dared to warn the American people, in those

tense, dread days before Pearl Harbor, that this coun-

try must be armed and prepared to protect itself. Were
they not interfering with the peaceful plans of those

enlightened and gentle foreign statesmen. How un-

American of the movie people to place their narrow

national interests above the welfare and friendship of

Adolf, Benito and Hirohito!

Came December 7, 1941 — and the record of the

movie people from that day to this must make a decent

American like you shudder, Mr. Rankin. Think of that

awful flood of feature pictures seeking to inspire our

youth in the defense of their country and depicting our

fighting men as gallant heroes. Dreadful. Dreadful.

And those hundreds of short subjects encouraging the

home front to give its all. Film Bulletin can reveal to

you, Sir, that most of those subversive films were dis-

tributed by the movie companies free of charge or on

a no-profit basis and that they were shown in thousands

upon thousands of theatres throughout the land. Here,

Mr. Rankin, is concrete evidence of propaganda in

highly organized manner, eh, what!

We need hardly tell you of the movie business'

activities in all the war bond drives. How thousands of

theatres induced people to buy bonds by promoting

free shows for bond buyers. How they collected money

from their patrons for the Red Cross and for other sub-

versive organizations.

You have undoubtedly read about the infiltration

of movie stars into the most remote outposts of our

armed forces. How they travelled thousands of miles

for the purpose of subtly propagandizing the fighting

men with song and dance.

Yes, Mr. Rankin, we confess that Hollywood is

guilty as hell — guilty of producing subversive pictures

which displayed the new orders, fascism, nazism and

Jap militarism, in an unkind light — guilty of promoting

the traditional American system of (forgive us, Sir)

democracy — guilty of supporting America's war effort

to the hilt — guilty of spreading the poisonous propa-

ganda of joy and goodwill among our own and the

people of the world.

Mr. Rankin, this publication stands ready to sup-

port these accusations with documentary proof.

MO WAX
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20th CENTURY FOX ... 1 Not Set

AND THEN THERE WERE NONE 1 SLOW, BUT ENGROSSING, MYSTERY
Rates • • + generally

20th Century-Fox (Popular Pictures)

97 minutes

Barry Fitzgerald, Louis Hayward, Walter
Huston, Roland Young, Mischa Auer, Judith
Anderson, Sir Aubrey Smith, June Duprez,
Richard Haydn, Queenie Leonard.

Directed by Rene Clair.

Splendidly acted, "And Then There Were
None" is an unusual murder mystery; but
one which builds suspense in a ponderous
fashion. Based on Agatha Christie's widely-
read Saturday Evening Post story, which
later became a stage hit under the title, "Ten
Little Indians," this initial Harry Popkin
production proves disappointingly slow-
paced on the screen. Stressing the fame of
the play (which recently completed a year's
run on Broadway while a second company
toured the larger cities) and the top-ranking
character names should result in above-
average business in most locations. The
eerie setting of an isolated island, where ten
oddly-assorted people are forced to spend a
week-end, permits little opportunity for
swift action or movement and Director
Rene Clair deserves great cradit for main-

taining interest during the gradual working-
out of the plot. As the characters, each of
whom is guilty of an unpunished crime, are
killed off one by one, the audience is kept
in the dark as to the dispenser of justice

until the final moment. Implausible, yet
fascinating despite its pedestrian pace, the
picture must be seen from the beginning to

be appreciated and exhibitors should stress

this point in all advertising.

Eight oddly-assorted guests, including two
women (Judith Anderson and June Duprez)
are brought to an isolated island to spend
the week-end with a host none of them has
ever seen. Only the butler (Richard Haydn)
and his wife are waiting to receive them
and, after dinner, a voice identifying him-
self as U. N. Owen comes from a phono-
graph record to tell them that each is guilty

of an unpunishable crime and they will have
to pay for it with their lives. As the first

guest (Mischa Auer) dies after taking a
poisoned drink, one of the ten little Indian
figures on the table is found broken just as
in the old nursery rhyme. Next Haydn's

wife dies in her sleep and then Sir Aubrey

Smith and each of the seven who remain

suspect one another as the figures disappear

or are broken. Three more die and, with

only Louis Hayward and June Duprez, who

are starting to fall in love, and Walter Hus-

ton and Roland Young remaining, the four

refuse to be separated. After a storm, Hus-
ton's dead body is found on the beach and
Young is killed by a falling rock. Hayward
then has Miss Duprez pretend to shoot him
and then she comes face to face with the

murderer who had feigned his own death

in order to kill the others. Hayward arrives

in time to save Miss Duprez and they learn

that they are not actually the guilty parties

that the murderer had believed them to be.

Each of the ten players has been care-

fully chosen for his or her fitness for the

role. Outstanding are Barry Fitzgerald, as

an embittered old judge; Walter Huston, as

a doctor who had operated on a patient

while under the influence of liquor; Judith

Anderson, as a righteous spinster, and

Richard Haydn, who is superb as the con-

science-stricken butler. Louis Hayward, who
returns to the screen after two years' Ma-

rine service, and June Duprez, are the least

effective mainly because they are forced to

carry the slight romantic burden of the plot

YORK

WARNER BROS 1 August Release

'CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTICUT' HECTIC BUT ONLY SLIGHTLY AMUSING
Rates • • -1- on name value; less in acti

Warner Bros.

101 minutes

Barbara Stanwyck, Dennis Morgan, S' dnev
Greenstreet, Reginald Gardiner, S. Z. SakaT,
Robert Shayne, Una O'Connor, Frank Jenks,
Joyce Compton, Dick Elliott, Charles Arnt.
Directed by Peter Godfrey.

"Christmas in Connecticut" should have
been a bright and happy affair, but, un-
fortunately, despite the strenuous labors of
hostess Barbara Stanwyck and her guests,
it is frequently frantic, only occasionally
amusing and mostly a pretty dull time.
What starts out like a good idea for a rom-
antic comedy speedily slips into farce that
gets all tangled up in its obvious efforts to
be clever and gay. The boxoffice in first-

runs will respond reasonably well to the
names of Miss Stanwyck, Dennis Morgan
and Sydney Greenstreet. but the public's
reaction will not be enthusiastic and this

on spots

will affect adv^rs«W grosses in the subse-
quent runs. Action houses will get the
weakest returns.

The Stanwyck eirl is given every break
by the Wa-n-r cameramen and registers

lovely in many scenes, but her talents as a
comedienne are questionable. We believe
the vast majority of her fans would prefer
her in dramatic roles. And. while we're on
that subject, why this change of pace for

Fat Man Greenstreet? He's too exciting a
menace to be wasted in comedy. Morgan,
Reginald Gardiner, Bobert Shayne (he's at-

tractive) and Una O'Connor are just ade-
quate in their roles. S. Z. Sakall is better
than that.

Barbara Stanwyck is seen as a feature
writer for one of publisher f.reenstreet's

widely circulated housekeeping magazines.
She writes glowingly of her heavenly farm-
house in Connecticut (she lives in a small
apartment), of her culinary accomplish-
ments (restaurateur S. Z. Sakall prepares

all the menus), of her "husband and child

(she is single). When Greenstreet. not

knowing about all this deception, receives a

letter from a nurse telling him about hos-

pitalized naval hero Morgan, who would like

to spend Christmas at just the sort of place

about which Barbara writes, he invites him

to the non-existent Stanwyck farm for the

holiday. Fortunately, Reginald Gardiner, a

persistent suitor, owns just the right farm-

house in Connecticut and he agrees to pose

as hei husband, Sakall comes along as the

cook and they obtain a baby (two babies,

as a matter of fact) from war workers in

the vicinity. In addition to Morgan. Green-

street decides to come up for Christmas to

taste of the wonderful home life about

which Barbara writes. From that point on

the goings-on are hectic, as the hostess tries

to live up to her writings, while falling in

love with the hero. Love triumphs, as every-

one knows it will from the very start.

BARTON

THE WOMAN IN GREEN' ONE OF BEST IN SHERLOCK HOLMES SERIES
Rates • • 4- for action soots; good dual

Universal

«8 minutes

Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hilary Brooke,
Henry Daniell, Paul Cavanagh, Eve Amber,
Frederick Worlock, Sally Shepherd, Tom
Bryson, Mary Gordon.

Directed by Roy William Neill.

The best Sherlock Holmes film adventure
in some time, "The Woman in Green" has
suspense, a neatly contrived plot and better-
than-usual characterizations. Even its title,

which suggests glamour as well as mystery,
has marquee value far above the routine
entry in this long-lived series. The eleventh
fllm based on the characters created by Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle deals with a black-
mailing murder syndicate under the leader-
ship of that arch-criminal, Professor Mori-
arty, and his accomplice, a beautiful blonde

er generally

hypnotist. Sherlock Holmes, who is again
aided by the loyal, blundering old Dr. Wat-
son and also annoyed by a bluff Scotland
Yard inspector, is called in to solve a series

of baffling thumb murders and he even per-

mits himself to be mesmerized in order to

trap the culprit. Under Roy William Neill's

direction, interest is maintained throughout
and the players, especially Basil Rathbone,
as Holmes; Nigel Bruce, as Dr. Watson, and
Henry Daniell, who is suavely fiendish as
Moriarty, offer their usual capable por-
trayals. Although she is not photographed
in Technicolor, Hilary Brooke adds pulchri-

tude and charm as the woman of the title

which Paul Cavanagh and Frederick Wor-
lock also do good work. This is a first-rate

dualler generally.
London is shocked by a series of "finger

murders." wherein each victim is a young
woman whose right thumb has been hacked
off. Shortly after Scotland Yard calls in

Sherlock Holmes (Basil Rathbone) and his

faithful pal, Dr. Watson (Nigel Bruce), to

help solve the mystery, Paul Cavanagh is

murdered and a missing thumb is found in

his possession. Guessing that the notorious

criminal. Professor Meriarty (Henry Dan-

iell) is behind the multiple slayings. Holmes

investigates Hilary Brooke, a beautiful wom-

an last seen with Cavanagh. He learns that
|

Daniell and Miss Brooke operate by hyp-j

notizing wealthy individuals like Cavanagh

and then, after they find the thumb, con-

1

vincing them that they have committed
|

murder. In a desperate attempt to escape

Holmes' trap, Miss Brooke tries to hypnot-

ize him after which Daniell appears and or-

ders him to step off the penthouse parapet.

Holmes, who has been pretending to be mes-

merized, is poised dangerously on the edge

when Watson and Scotland Yard arrive in
J

time to seize Moriarty's gang.
DEN'LEY|
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20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 September Release

'CAPTAIN EDDIE' RICKENBACKER BIOGRAPHY IS GOOD ENTERTAINMENT
Rates • • • generally

20th Century-Fox

107 minutes

Fred Mat-Murray, Lynn Bari, Charles Bick-
ford. Thomas Mitchell, Lloyd Nolan, James
Gleason, Mary Philips, Darryl Hickman,
Spring Byington, Richard Conte, Charles
Bussell, Richard Crane, Stanley Ridges,
Clem Bevans, Grady Sutton, Chick Chand-
ler, Boyd Davis, George Kitchell, Olin
Howl in.

Directed by Lloyd Bacon.

The story of Captain Eddie Rickenbacker,
the man who made headlines cheating
death, has finally been brought to the
screen, after a series of postponements due
principally to organized labor's opposition
to glorification of the man who has been
outspoken in his demands for curbs on
union activities. So, first of all, let it be
known that there is absolutely nothing in
the Winfield Sheehan production that even
remotely touches on Rickenbacker's labor
policies or anything that might offend any
segment of the population. "Captain Eddie"
is good, solid entertainment, a slice of Am-
ericana that glorifies the machine age and
a man who believed in machines.
Necessarily episodic, the film is nonethe-

less continually interest-holding, spiced with
rich touches of humor, nostalgia and drama.
The latter factor is particularly effective in

the life-raft scenes as Rickenbacker and his

crew drift for three weeks in the open sea

after their plane has been forced down. This

is the hub about which the various high-
lights of Captain Eddie's career are pre-
sented. The film begins with the crash and
ends with the rescue, both thrilling scenes,
the camera returning to the life-raft be-
tween flashback episodes. The device is a
particularly suitable one in this case, serv-
ing the double purpose of spanning lapses
in the ace's career with dramatic effect and
giving the spectator a realistic feeling of
the seemingly interminable passage of time
as the men drift, losing hope from day to
day. Most of the episodes are bountifully
entertaining, although some are drawn out
beyond their importance, while others re-
ceive skimpy treatment where a more ful-

some account would have seemed logical.

The latter is particularly noticeable in Ric-
kenbacker's early auto-racing activities and.
later, when he becomes America's ace of
aces during World War I. Both of these
are brushed off with a few quick montages.
His boyhood and romance, however, are
delved into with gusto, and from the overall
boxoffice standpoint, will probably result in

a more rounded audience for the film, and
we do mean the ladies. Fred MacMurray
does a capable, well-shaded job as Ricken-
backer, shining especially as the young
swain, and Lynn Bari is beautifully ade-
quate in a role that does not call for too
much in the histrionic line. Darryl Hick-
man, as the boy Eddie, is good enough to
make his more experienced elders, including
James Gleason and Thomas Mitchell, toe the
mark. Lloyd Bacon's direction, whose mas-
tery of human and warming touches was so
evident in "The Sullivans," stresses these

M-C-M ... 4 Not Set

WEEK-END AT THE WALDORF LAVISH WITH BIG NAMES
Rates • • • or better generally on name value

M-G-M
130 minutes

Ginger Rogers, Lana Turner, Walter Pid-
geon. Van Johnson, Edward Arnold, Phyllis
Thaxter, Keenan Wynn, Robert Benchley,
Leon Ames, Lina Romay, Samuel S. Hinds,
George Zucco, Warner Anderson, Rosemary
DeCamp, Morris Ankrum, Cora Sue Collins,
Charles Arnt, Nana Bryant, Miles Mander,
Charles C. Wilson, Jacqueline DeWit, Byron
Foulger, Naomi Childers, Bob Grahame,
Xavier Cugat and Orchestra.
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.

With its tremendous star value, an
opulent M-G-M production built around New
York's most famous hotel and a sure-fire
double-barrelled romantic plot. "Week-end

I
at the Waldorf" can't miss being big box
office. Four of the country's top-ranking
names — Ginger Rogers, Lana Turner,

i Walter Pidgeon and Van Johnson — sup-
ported by a half-dozen other M-G-M per-
sonalities, add up to the greatest marquee
pull of the year. The story, "suggested by
a play by Vicki Baum," is obviously an up-
to-the-minute re-make of "Grand Hotel."
with its stock characters of a glamorous
actress, the hotel stenographer and the two
hotel guests who fall in love with them,
only slightly altered to fit them in a war-
time world. There is no actual suspense
during the progress of this formula tale and
the comment and so-called comedy supplied
by Robert Benchley is especially feeble and
adds nothing but extra footage to an over-
long film. Withal, it holds interest mainly
because Director Robert Z. Leonard skil-

fully switches back and forth between his

varied groups of characters — some of

whom never actually meet. Of far more
interest than the sentimental romance of

the hotel stenographer, torn between the
promise of wealth or life with a wounded
air force captain, or even the more sophis-
ticated banter between the screen star the
world-weary press correspondent is the life,

color and movement of the fabulous Wal-
dorf-Astoria. The Starlight Roof, the mag-
nificent lobbies and the suites of the hotel

are reproduced in amazing detail and in-

terspersed with actual shots of the Park
Avenue entrance and the skylines of Man-
hattan. This is glossy escapist fare — and
the mass of movie fans probably will eat
it up.

The action, which takes place during one
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qualities wherever possible and injects a
living aspect to many of the scenes to lift

them out of the ordinary. Returns should

be good in all locations, with the MacMur-
ray name and Rickenbacker fame drawing
them in and favorable word-of-mouth keep-

ing them coming.
The story is told in flashback form, as

Rickenbacker (Fred MacMurray) and seven
crew members of an army transport crash-

land in mid-ocean and take to three life-

rafts, without food and water. As they drift,

apparently hopelessly, Rickenbacker re-

members his boyhood and his love for ma-
chines inspired by his father (Charles Bick-

ford), which led him to work in Thomas
Mitchell's automobile plant at the time
when horseless carriages were scaring the

noble horse into frenzies. His first pay re-

sults in an airplane flight, a crash and a
promise to his mother (Mary Philips) never

to fly again, which he observes until she
releases him from it and he becomes Am-
erica's No. 1 Ace, during the first World
War. He remembers his romance with
Lynn Bari. their marriage, postponed by the

war, his hair-raising escapes from death as

a racing driver, and again after a trans-

continental plane crash. On their twelfth

day adrift, the men have their first water
during a rainstorm, on the nineteenth day,

their first food when a seagull alights on
Rickenbacker's head and he catches it.

Finally, after 21 days, a patrol plane sights

them in the fading light, just as hope has
run out, and the men are rescued by flare-

light.

STINE

week-end at the Waldorf-Astoria, combines

a number of story threads. One has glamour-

girl Ginger Rogers finding war correspon-

dent Walter Pidgeon in her suite as he at-

tempts to aid cub reporter Keenan Wynn
get a story. When prospective bride Phyl-
lis Thaxter accuses Rogers of attempting to
steal her fiance, Ginger passes Pidgeon off

as her secret husband and he insists on
playing the part, with the obvious results.

Meanwhile, hotel stenographer Lana Turner
becomes friendly with flying ace Van John-
son, about to undergo a serious operation,
and he falls in love with her. Eager for
the wealth and comfort, without the wed-
ding ring, offered her by Edward Arnold, a
swindler, she temporarily foresakes John-
son, but love conquers all. By marrying the
airman, she gives him faith in overcoming
his ailment.

Strikingly gowned and coiffured. Ginger
Rogers makes an excellent impression as
the bored sophisticate who finds romance
with a devil-may-care war correspondent,
splendidly acted by Walter Pidgeon. Lana
Turner does nicely as the troubled little

hotel stenographer and, while Van Johnson
is not very convincing as the unhappy air
force captain who loves her, he is his own
boyish self — which all his millions of fans
desire. Edward Arnold is also happily cast
as a big-time swindler and the smaller roles
are expertly handled by Phyllis Thaxter,
Warner Anderson and Rosemary DeCamp

—

to mention only a few. Xavier Cugat, who
plays both "And There You Are" and a
Mexican number, "Guadalajara," also adds
name value.

DENLEY
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(M-G-M—Continued I

'ANCHORS AWEIGH" SMASH HIT TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL
Rates • • # generally

144 minutes

Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson, Gene
Kelley, Jose Iturbi, Pamela Britton, Dean
StockweU, "Rags" Ragland, Billy Gilbert,

Henry O'Neill, Grady Sutton, Carlos Ramirez,
Leon Ames, Chester Clute, Sharon McManus,
Edgar Kennedy, Henry Armetta.
Directed by George Sidney.

This elaborate Technicolor musicil is

loaded to the gunwales—and overflowirg

—

with entertainment, much of its sparkling,
some of it excessive. It is a sure-fire bet for
big money in all situations. "Anchors
Aweigh" needs nothing so much as a hard-
hearted and prudent cutting to bring it down
to a mere two hours or so. In common with
other recent M-G-M musical?, this suffers
from pu embarrassment of riches, and while
the Frank Sinatra-Gene Kelly fans never
srem to get enough of their idols, the fan-
nies of other spectators might rebel when
the picture pa-ses the two-hour mark.
Sinatra and Kellv are a pair of gobs who
are a —hole navv of entertainment them-
selves. They sin^ and dance together and

they sing and dance separately. Kelly is

terrific, about as good as Fred Astaire at his

best. And he can act, making the most of

his fast-talking, "wolf" role. Sinatra sings
many songs, topped by "I Begged Her" and
"The More I See You," both already in the
hit class. However, "The Voice" is not seen
to best advantage, we thought. He is photo-
graphed very unfiatteringly and looks so
emaciated at times that all those gags about
his lack of flesh will be given fresh impetus.
This lavish show can also boast of the pertly
pretty Kathryn Grayson, whose clear soprano
is heard to excellent advantage, and Jose
Iturbi, who plays the piano as only he can.
One outstanding number has him leading a
group of keyboard prodigies on the stage
of the Hollywood bowl. While such sequences
as Kelly's bedtime story, wherein he dances
with cunning cartoon figures, and his athle-
tic feats ala Douglas Fairbanks are enter-
taining, they simply seem excessive in a
show so copious with musical numbers and
so short on story. But perhaps we are being
captious about a production that will delight
most people. It's a smash hit.

After being given U. S. Navy citations,
Gene Kelly, a typical "wolf" and his bashful
pal, Frank Sinatra, who idolizes him, are

HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY' A DULL FAIRY TALE
Rates • • + on name value

M-G-M
112 minutes

Hedy Lamarr, Robert Walker, June Allyson,
Carl Esmond, Agnes Moorhead, "Rags"
Ragland, Warner Anderson, Ludwig Stossell,
Anita Bolster, Jack Norton, Tom Dugan.
Directed by Richard Thorpe.

Not even the customary M-G-M produc-
tion gloss can hide the fact that "Her High-
ness and the Bellboy" is a pretty boring
movie. Although this fanciful fairy tale of
a visiting European princess (pre-war vin-
tage) and a hotel bellboy has the saving
grace of Richard Thorpe's tongue-in-cheek
direction, it frequently becomes stickily-
sentimental and tiresome during lengthy
dialogue passages. Both Hedy Lamarr, who
is appropriately lovely and regal, and Rob-
ert Walker, who is engagingly shy and na-
tural, as well as June Allyson, in the dif-

ficult role of a pitiful invalid, try hard to
breathe some life into their cardboard roles,

but with only fair success. An elaborate
dream sequence which gives the bed-ridden
Miss Allyson the opportunity to dance is

also overlong and the picture would have
benefited by more of the rowdy comedy
shown in the bar-room sequence. The shears
could have been employed to best effect in

the earlier scenes for, even if the climax is

preposterous, it has some action. The
Lamarr-Walker combination will mean fair-

ly good box office returns, but male patrons
will find much of it dull and word-of-mouth
is certain to be detrimental. Definitely not
for action spots.

Hedy Lamarr, princess of a mythical
European kingdom, arrives in New York
hoping to meet Warner Anderson, a news-
paper man whom she had fallen in love with
six years before. At the hotel, she becomes
acquainted with Robert Walker, a bell-boy
who mistakes her for a maid until she saves

given a four-day leave. Sinatra asks Kelly

to help him get a girl and, after Kelly reluc-

tantly agrees, they are unexpectedly asked

to bring home a little lost boy, Dean Stock-

well, who lives with his aunt. The latter

proves to be Kathryn Grayson, a pretty

movie extra who has hopes of auditioning

for Jose Iturbi. To help Sinatra win Miss
Grayson, Kelly tells her that he can get her

the audition but, later, he finds that he is

falling for her himself. While Kelly and
Sinatra try in vain to get Miss Grayson an
appointment to sing for Iturbi, she acciden-
tally meets him in the studio commissary.
Meanwhile, the bashful Sinatra has found a
kindred soul in Pamela Britton, a waitress
who speaks his Brooklyn language, and after
Miss Grayson's screen test is a great suc-
ces, Kelly confesses his love for her.

Iturbi is thoroughly at ease as Iturbi, the
helpful studio musical director. Miss Gray-
son does nicely as the singing heroine who
gets Kelly, but Pamela Britton is too
obviously Brooklynese as Sinatra's vis-a-vis.

A serious-faced little sprite, Sharon Mc-
Manus, stands out in her one scene with
Kelly and Dean Stockwell is another cute
youngster.

BARTON

him from being fired by requesting that the

manager make him her personal attendant.

Walker lives in the same house with June

Allyson, a pretty young invalid who loves

him and awaits his daily visit, although he
is unaware of this fact. Hoping to meet
Anderson, Miss Lamarr goes out with Wal-
ker on several occasions and he gets the
impression that she loves him. After a wild
evening at a low night club, Miss Lamarr is

arrested and, on her return to the hotel,

she learns that her uncle has died and she

is queen. When Walker goes to say goodbye
to Miss Allyson, she tries to take a few
steps toward him and he then realizes that

she loves him. He then goes to Miss La-

marr and tells her that he cannot return

to her country with her, as she had request-

ed and she decides to follow his example.

She then abdicates in order to marry Ander-

son and "they all live happily ever after."

DENLET

OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES' GENTLE, SLOW-MOVING STORY
Rates • • + generally, except in action

M-G-M
105 minutes

Margaret O'Brien, Edward G. Robinson,
Agnes Moorhead, Jackie "Butch" Jenkins,
Frances Gifford, James Craig, Sara Haden,
Morris Carnovsky, Dorothy Morris, Arthur
Space, Charles Middleton, Elizabeth Russell,
Louis Jean Heydt, Arthur Hohl, Greta
Granstedt.

Directed by Roy Rowland.

With little Margaret O'Brien and that
other completely-natural child star, Jackie
"Butch" Jenkins to brighten the occasional
drab stretches of an episodic plot, "Our
Vines Have Tender Grapes" becomes a ten-
der, heart-warming picture about simple
farming people. The ordinary, evervday
joys and sorrows experienced by a Scan-
dinavian-American family during the four
seasons have the same genuine quality of
M-G-M's more elaborately-filmed "Meet Me
in St. Louis" and. although this will not ap-
proach the grosses of that boxofflce winner,
it should do a bit above-average business in
all except action houses. Life is generally

spots

so peaceful in the Wisconsin town of Fuller

Junction that the arrival of a new teacher

is an event and a few residents get up be-

fore dawn just to see a circus pass through.
The two youngsters' adventures rowing an
old bathtub through the Spring floods fur-
nishes some excitement and a spectacular
barn fire makes a thrilling climax, but
otherwise the action is placid yet always
interest-holding. Edward G. Robinson and
a well-chosen cast, under Roy Rowland's
understanding direction, makes the hard-
working, sometimes inarticulate Americans
of George Victor Martin's book spring
vividly to life.

Margaret O'Brien, 7-year-old daughter of
Edward G. Robinson, Wisconsin farmer, and
his wife, Agnes Moorhead, has a peaceful
time playing with her cousin, Jackie Jen-
kins. After accepting a lift home in the car
of James Craig, editor of the local paper,
they meet Frances Gifford, attractive new
school teacher, who hopes to get away from
this dull community as soon as the term is

over. To console his little daughter for ac-
cidentally killing a squirrel, Robinson gives
her a new-born calf for her very own and

she cares for it during the winter and the

Spring which brings the usual floods. When
the fine new barn of their neighbor, Morris

Carnovsky, burns to the ground and he

forced to shoot all of his cattle in the blaze,

Margaret shames all the other thrifty

townspeople by offering to give her precious

calf when the collection basket is passed

for the broken farmer. Her gift makes the

others realize the spirit of neighborliness

and they offer cattle, hay and fodder foi

Carnovsky. Craig, who has fallen in love

with Miss Gifford, is then able to make her

understand the spirit of this small town and

she decides to stay and edit his newspaper

while he goes off to war.
Margaret O'Brien is delightfully appeal-

ing, as always, and Jackie Jenkins' curios-

ity, energy and endless questioning will win

the hearts of audiences everywhere. Ed-

ward G. Robinson gives a splendid portraya!

of the simple, hard-working farmer ancl

Agnes Moorhead is excellent as his moni

practical wife. James Craig and Frances

Gifford are good in the romantic roles ancj

Dorothy Morris
simpleton.

a in tne romantic roies am, m
has a fine bit as the villag< I

YORr
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'ON STAGE, EVERYBODY' LIVELY MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates • • + for -family houses

Universal

75 minutes

Peggy Ryan, Jack Oakie, Johnny Coy, Julie

London, Otto Kruger, Esther Dale, Wallace

Ford, Milburn Stone, Stephen Wayne, Jim-

my Clark, Grady Sutton, Chester Clute,

Arthur Loft, King Sisters, and Billy Usher,

Georgianna Bannister, Bob Hopkins, Bene

Woods, June Brady, Cyril Smith, Ronnie

Gibson, Jean Hamilton, Beatrice Fong Oye,

Ed (Strawberry) Russell — winners of the

Radio Show Contest.

Directed by Jean Yarbrough.

A lively song-and-dance fest with a non-

sensical vaudeville-versus-radio plot, "On

Stage, Everybody" is good, light entertain-

ment, especially for naborhood audiences.

Although suggested by the former Blue

Network program of the same name which

conducted a talent hunt, the introduction of

the radio contest winners, which might

easily have become monotonous, occupies

only occasional moments of footage. De-

spite this, there are no less than 13 song

numbers or dance routines, most of them
neatly worked into the show business plot

and rendered by that clever comedienne,

Peggy Ryan, and her new young partner,

Johnny Cov, who recently scored in "That's

the Spirit." The latter's sensational step-

ping to "I'm So At Home With You" is the

picture's high spot and, while he lacks Don-
ald O'Connor's brash personality, he is a

better romantic lead. Much of Jack Oakie's

ridiculous antics as a stubborn vaudeville

hoofer who holds out against radio are

familiar but amusing, as are the theatrical

boarding house scenes. Of the ten winners

of the radio show, only Bob Hopkins' im-

personations and Georgianna Bannister's

warbling of the old favorite, "Take Me in

Your Arms," stand out. However, the ex-

ploitation value of the well-known radio title

should help business in the family houses,

naborhood and small town.

Jack Oakie, a former vaudeville head-

liner, is still doing song-and-dance routines

with his 18-year-old daughter, Peggy Ryan,

in small-time theatres. Unknown to the pair,

Miss Ryan's grandfather, Otto Kruger, ar-

ranges to have the team hired for a new
engagement, but when Oakie learns that he

is expected to participate in the theatre's

weekly radio broadcast, he goes beserk and

claims that radio killed vaudeville. The pair

are then forced to go back to Esther Dale's

theatrical boarding-house where Wallace
Ford and his son, Johnny Coyl, who now
work in a department store, get them a job

there — but in the radio department. After

Oakie smashes the store's stock, he lands

in jail and he finally agrees to let his daugh-
ter go to live with Kruger. After getting

off to a false start with her rich relatives,

Miss Ryan sends for Coy and, together, they

ingratiate themselves in the jive set. Mean-
while, Oakie, at the Actors' Home, is finally

won over to radio by listening to a World
Series' broadcast. He conceives an air show
that will present new and old talent and

Miss Ryan sells "On Stage, Everybody" to

Kruger, who heads a broadcasting company.

The show is an immediate success and

starts to uncover many talented youngsters.

Peggy Ryan, who is adept at singing and

dancing, again proves herself one of the

screen's outstanding comediennes and Coy is

a first-rate partner for her. Julie London

is an attractive young blonde and Esther

Dale, Wallace Ford and Otto Kruger con-

,

tribute good performances.

YORK

'LEAVE IT TO BLONDIE' SNAPPY COME-BACK FOR SERIES
Rates • • + as dualler in naborhoods a

Columbia
73 minutes

Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry Simms,
Marjorie Weaver, Jonathan Hale, Chick
Chandler, Danny Mummert, Marjorie Ann
Mutchie, Arthur Space, Kula Morgan, Eddie
Actiff, Maude Eburne, Jack Rice, Isabel
O'Madigan, George Lloyd, Daisy.

Directed by Abby Berlin.

After a two-year absence from the screen,
Columbia re-introduces the popular "Blon-
die" series with this fast-moving program-
mer which follows the Chic Young comic
strip style. Although the farcical plot con-
tains many amusing, true-to-life situations,
some of the players, particularly Arthur
Lake as Dagwood, are forced to mugg and
dash about like jerky cartoon figures. While
Lake's clowning does get laughs, Penny
Singleton, as Blondie, and Larry Simms, as

nd small town spots

the young son, Alexander (formerly called
Baby Dumpling), give far more natural por-
trayals. Jonathan Hale does his customary
capable acting as Mr. Dithers, Dagwood's
exasperated boss, and Marjorie Weaver and
Chick Chandler also contribute amusing
performances. The song contest episode is

a high spot, but the tunes are employed for

comic effect and are not in the popular vein.

Because family audiences will recognize and
sympathize with the couple's domestic mis-
understandings and financial difficulties, the
series is above-average fare for naborhood
and rural spots.

After balancing their budget, Dagwood
and Blondie (Arthur Lake and Penny
Singleton) decide to contribute the $100 left

over to the Children's Camp Fund. How-
ever, each unwittingly contributes a $100
check and, as neither wants to renege, one
of the checks is certain to bounce. To help
out his worried parent Larry Simms enters
"That Blue-Eyed Sweetheart of Mine," an

old song he found in the attic, in the song

contest sponsored by Eula Morgan, a weal-

thy widow. When Dagwood's boss, Mr.

Dithers (Jonathan Hale) who wants to sell

some property to Miss Morgan, learns that

Dagwood's song (actually written by his

uncle) is one of the three chosen, he insists

that he take time off to prepare for the

finals. Meanwhile, Blondie, who has heard

about a dark woman in Dagwood's life, be-

comes jealous when she sees him practicing

voice with the brunette Marjorie Weaver
and she locks him out of the house. Dag
wood catches cold and is unable to sing sc

Miss Weaver cooks up a scheme to have s

record made of his song. Dagwood ther

mouths the words while the record is playec

and, although Miss Morgan learns about the

deception, she hands him the $250 priz<

money and, in addition, agrees to buy Mr

Dithers' property.

LEYENDECKEF

ARSON SQUAD' FAIR ACTION PROGRAMMER
Rates • • as dualler in action spots; fair

PRC Pictures

65 minutes

Frank Albertson, Robert Armstrong, Grace
Gillern, Byron Foulger, Arthur Loft, Chester
Clute, Jerry Jerome, Stewart Garner, Ed-
ward Cassidy, Rod Rogers, Ernie Adams,
Casey McGregor, Herman Scharff, Ezelle
Poule.

Direc ted by Lew Landers.

A moderately-exciting programmer, con-
taining a spectacular fire, two murders and
the usual chases, "Arson Squad" will make
a satisfactory dualler for action spots. Al-
though the arson theme is a comparatively
novel one for films, the name value is mild
and the picture will be useful only as a
supporting dualler in naborhood houses.
Blazing building! and roaring engines start
the film off at a break-neck pace and, while

supporting dualler for naborhoods
the main plot is more concerned with an
investigation conducted by a fire insurance
man and an arson squad chief, the audience
is kept guessing as to the identity of the
mastermind right up to the suspenseful
climax. Robert Armstrong is convincing as
the persistent arson squad head, but Frank
Albertson is just adequate as the wise-
cracking salesman and his romance with a
sophisticated newcomer, Grace Gillern, is

just so much excess footage. The outstand-
ing performance is that of Byron Foulger,
the screen's best delineator of milque-toast
roles.

When a woolen warehouse burns and one
of the company's senior partners is found
murdered in the ruins, Robert Armstrong,
head of the arson squad, and Frank Albert-
son, an insurance salesman, set out to prove
their suspicions of arson. When Armstrong
discovers that the blaze was set by an in-

genious device placed close to inflammable

materials, Albertson has the $240,000 insur

ance payment withheld over the objection:

of Chester Clute, the firm's underwriter
Albertson also makes a date with Grac
Gillern, the murdered man's secretary, an<

gets valuable information from her. Mean
while, Byron Foulger, remaining partner, i

pressed by Jerry Jerome, who supplied th

woolen consignment and who started th

fire, to insist on the insurance payment
The insurance firm finally makes paymen
after Foulger files suit but the latter is sho

by Jerome before he can make a get-awa

with the money. Armstrong also discoveri

that Jerome is planning to set fire to aol

other warehouse when he makes a woole

shipment. The fire is set off when a telt

phone call opens a wire but Armstrong'
men are on hand to put it out. Finallj]

Clute is revealed as the mastermind of th

arson ring.
YOR1
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Thirty-Three Years

Of History-cy^aking Hits,

The Sheik Manslaughter • When Knighthood Was In Flower • The Covered Wagon



Morocco The Smiling Lieutenant

_<3 o
The Big Broadcast

I'm No Angel • Lives of A Bengal Lancer Trail of the Lonesome Pine

• incendiary Blonde
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The Most Triumphant Yes

In Any Company's History

Eight 1944
Academy Awards

to "Going My Way" and
Paramount Shorts

Paramount Won All 26 National Best -Picture Awards!

A year that

has seen Par-

amount's traditional

leadership overwhelm-

ingly confirmed by an unparalleled flood of tribute

from exhibitors, press, and public, who voted Paramoun

the winner in an unprecedented majority of th<

annual polls and selections of the year's best pictures

stars, and production. tJWith three-quarters of ch<

nearly one hundred major national awards of nineteen

forty-five .... six times as many as any other compan;

.... three times as many a

all other companies combined

Paramount stands unchallenged a

THE WORLD'S
MOST HONORED FILM COMPANY

Paramount Won Two-Thirds

of All Best -Star Awards!



T*ffi«s Off
This Great Succession

Of 1944-45 Hits...

Pop. Price Release

AND NOW TOMORROW

FRENCHMAN'S CREEK*

HERE COME THE WAVES

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS

PRACTICALLY YOURS

BRING ON THE GIRLS

MURDER, HE SAYS

A MEDAL FOR BENNY

SALTY OROURKE

THE AFFAIRS OF SUSAN

i

opping biggest Paramount
its in Atlanta, Frisco, etc.

"Makes us proud of the industry,'

said N.Y. Mirror

ineteen-year record at N.Y
aramount and other keys.

Nation's Top-Grossing Picture





ntj^onth
iCREEN

35
GREAT DAYS

35
GREAT STARS

A Month To Help You
Make More Money

With Great Product and Pro-

motion Just When You Need It!

LAUNCHING A RICH
8-MONTH ARRAY OF
TREMENDOUS AT-
TRACTIONS THAT
DIM EVEN THE RE-
SPLENDENT PAST OF
PARAMOUNT.

.



Via 7k ft 1^

THE GRAND AND GLORIOUS

SENSATION WE'VE BEEN SAVING

For The Gala Paramount Month

PREMIERE
In Hundreds of Coast-to-Coast Openings

PARAMOUNT WEEK

SEPT. 2-8

4fe

1

A.

at
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The Gay Days and Nights of the Terrific

Twenties Blaze With Immortal Lustre In This

Vast and Vivid Panorama of the Life and Good

Times of the Queen of the Night Clubs, Who

Rose From Rodeo Dare-devil to Rule a Reckless,

Lawless World of Fabulous Revelry! ... All the

World Knew Her— All Broadway Loved Her—

Now All America Will Flock To

GIVE THIS LITTLE GIRL

HER GREATEST, BIGGEST HAND!





Starring

Betty Hutton
As Texas Guinan

In the performance thai establishes

her as the greatest clramatk -musical star

the screen has ever known

ARTURO

De Cordova
With A Cast Of Thousands Including

CHARLES RUGGLES
ALBERT DEKKER

BARRY FITZGER KLD
In his greatest role since "Going My Way"

14 Spectacular Production Scenes

18 Famous Songs

md Hei ( lit li Jt I hey've N,

Been Done Before

Directed by George Marshall

Advertised in Full Color to 39 Million

INCENDI
In Technicolor



That
1

en* i

^ "NO SHOWMAN COULD

SIT IN THE SAME ROOM WITH

A SCREENING OF THIS PICTURE

WITHOUT KNOWING HE'S !N

THE PRESENCE OF A HIT . • .

A picture that leaves no doubt in any-

body's mind about its future ... 96 min-

utes of entertainment without a surplus

Second." —Wm. Weaver in M.P. Herald

But Showmen's Trade Review backs you up.

"Urge your patrons not to miss it . ,

It should bring them in in droves

And so does Motion Picture Daily —

"It's really out of this world . . . Exhi

itors will watch grosses hit new higl

. . . Leaves the audience limp wi

laughter."

And so does Boxoffice —
"It's a top-of-the-profit-sheet hit in ai

theatre where it's booked."

And

It's Bracken Actin'

But it's Bing Singin'

3 BIG NEW CROSBY HITS

rill —

0*Of4fcic
. Wbrid"

Starring

EDDIE BRACKEN
VERONICA LAKE
DIANA LYNN

with

CASS DALEY
Directed by HAL WALKER

He Borrows ng's Voice —
d That Other Guy's Bow Tie —

Bring You The Laugh- A- Minute
down on th iirth of "Swoon'

WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT!

With the Funniest, Most Novel Musical Story

in years

—

Scores of Heavenly Honeys in Big Song
Numbers

—

25-Piece All-Girl Band led by Diana at the

Piano

—

7 Great Songs by Johnny Mercer and Harold
Arlen, and Others

—

The Four Crosby Kids Kidding Crosby

—

And Five Famous Kings of the Keyboard to-

gether in one tremendous number

—

CARMEN CAVALLARO • TED FIORITO

HENRY KING . RAY NOBLE
JOE REICHMAN

Screen Ploy by Waller Deleon and Arthur Phillips

Based on Stories by Elizabeth Meehan and Sam Coslow



HERE'S TO THE FOUR OF US... BOTTOMS UP!

. . . and here's to this gay and tender love story paced

to the Cast-moving tempo of our times!



And
the 3rd

6th-

Block

Attrac-

tion

GARY MADELEINE

COOPER • CARROLL

NORTH
MOUNTED POLICI

fafechnicolor

PAULETTE GODOARO
mSlM I0S1H ROBERT PRESTOK

Kit B J Mil" &

Plus

These

Two Big

Reissues

Specially

Released

for

Paramount

Month!

And the Industry's Most Pop-
ular Shorts Lineup, Held Over

for a 3rd Hit Year!

P9
SERIES OF 62

a ra mount
^S7 IN COLOR
And the Greatest News of All—

PARAMOUNT NEWS

TO HOLD AN.

FOR YOU, WEHEN
Launching Paramok

i
One of Radio's Greatest Shows

Brought to the Screen in Para-

mount's StarSpangled Manner!

Ed Gardner's

DUFFY'S
TAVERN
34 STARS including . .

.

CROSBY • HUTTON • GODDARD

LADO - LAMOUR • BRACKEN

TUFTS - LAKE - FITZGERALD

And Archie (Himself) EB GARDNER

All-New Production of One of

the Screen's Most Famous Hits

Owen Wister's

THE
VIRGINIAN
In Technicolor
Starring

10EL McCREA

BRIAN DONLEVY

SONNY TUFTS

2

From the Best-SellerBJ

That Was Talked AeH
in Whispers

RAY MILLAND

lANEWYMANin

THE Lol
WEEKEli

!!

FROM THE COMPANYTH'



CHE PRESTIGE AND EXTRA PATRONAGE PARAMOUNT MONTH WILL CREATE
LOW IT RIGHT UP WITHAN UNBROKEN SUCCESSION OFSUPERB ATTRACTIONS

Greatest Program For the 1945 -'46 Season

i ENNIFER JONES

i JOSEPH COTTEN m

[!lal Walls' Production

LOVE
LETTERS

>
|Vith Ann Richards,

1 Cecil Kellaway, Gladys

hooper. Anita Louise

I

More Socko

Than "Morocco"!

BING CROSBY

BOB HOPE

DOROTHY LAMOUR

ROAD TO
UTOPIA

The Fame and Fun

and Fashion of the World's

Most Famous Niterv

—

BETTY HUTTON in

THE STORK
CLUB
AB. G. De Sylva Production

BARRY FITZGERALD

From the Best-Selling Story of

the Ravishing Redhead Who
Made History Every Night!

PAULETTE GODDARD

RAY MILLAND in

KITTY

A Mitchell Leisen Production

With Patric Knowles.

Reginald CKven

ERONICA LAKE

am ions

ICAOLFIELDin

MISS SUSIE
SLAGLE'S
mh Lillian Gish.BillvDeWolfe

One of the Most Beloved

Adventure Stories in All

Literature, Brought to

the Screen at Last!

TWO YEARS
BEFORE
THE MAST
Starring

ALAN LADD

BRIAN DONLEVY

WILLIAM BENDIK

BARRY FITZGERALD

•BEEN "ENTERTAINING THE WORLD FOR ONE THIRD OFA CENTURY'
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Special Half-Hour

COAST-TO-COAST
PARAMOUNT
PROGRAM

Aug. 27th— 8 P. M. E.W.T.

Over 127 C.B.S. Stations

With Ten Million Listeners

ENTIRE VOX POP PROGRAM
Featuring

BOB HOPE
Will Be Devoted To

Paramount's Third-of-a-Century

And Paramount Month Pictures!

Paramount's Third-of-a-Century

Will Be Featured Also In

HUNDREDS OF CHAIN-
BREAK AND SPOT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

'"Wads...

41 FULL PAGES
IN COLOR

And 18 Full Columns

Totalling 67/78,442 Ads

Will Advertise

"INCENDIARY BLONDE"
"YOU CAME ALONG''

and PARAMOUNT MONTH
In These Great August and

September Magazines

AND 14 FAN MAGAZINES

torn sunn

SPECIAL
SUPER-TRAILER-

FREE!

A Real Attraction In Itself
|

This Brilliant Short Short Pack(

With Entertaining Facts Aboi'

PARAMOUNT STARS
Exciting News of

9 COMING ATTRACTION
Announcement of

PARAMOUNT MONTJ
And A Tie-In With

YOUR THEATRE

* * *

If you haven't already bookec

this great screen salesman, as!

your exchange for it today—
1|

FREE!

Coasi

and JnsuZ r

dp h



5-WAY

NATION-

WIDE

PROMOTION

PUBLICITY

EDITORIAL.
COMMENT

Will Feature Paramount
Month In These 11 Leading

Fan Magazines

IN Y°UH LOBBY..

FULL LINE OF
ACCESSORIES

Including

Marquee Valance
9' x 30"

Felt Burgee Streamer
18' Long

Bannerette
3' x4'

Ushers' Badges
3"x9"

Available from Hollywood Advertising Co..

600 W. 45th Si.. N. Y. C.

30 x 40 Poster

35-Foot Tie-In Trailer

Set of 33 Stills

From Highlight Pictures of

1912 to 1945

Available from National Screen Service

Use 'Em to Help
Make Paramount
Month Your Great-

est Money- Making
Event!

Will Help Make

PARAMOUNT MONTI

Your Biggest

Profit Month In

One-Third

Of A Century!
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THIRD OFA
CENTURY...



THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

RANKIN PROBE MEETS OPPOSITION
The House Committee on Un-American Activities voted last

week to send an investigator to Hollywood to investigate the need
for an investigation of alleged subversive activities which Repre-
sentative John Rankin (D., Miss.) charged was rampant in Holly-
wood. The committee is now under the chairmanship of Repre-
sentati%'e John S. Wood (D., Ga.) following the resignation of

Edward J. Hart (D., N. J.) as head of the committee because of

differences with Rankin which were climaxed by the latter's de-

termination to probe Hollywood. However, it was still Rankin's
show, with the Mississippian as spokesman for the committee
reaffirming his decision to conduct the investigation.

The new chairman stated that he intended to keep the study
from developing into a smear campaign, insisting that if the in-

vestigator found no grounds, there would be no hearings. This,
apparently, is not in line with Rankin's opening statement, whose
mind was obviously made up that "one of the most dangerous
plots ever instigated for the overthrow of the Government has its

headquarters in Hollywood." Wood's appointment, nevertheless,
has met with Rankin's complete approval.

A delegation of Congressmen from California, headed by Rep-
resentative Helen Gahagan Douglas, conferred with Wood last

week, reportedly telling him that they are convinced that Rankin
has chosen Hollywood for his witch hunt in order to gain publicity
and urged caution in his handling of the study. Rankin lost no
time in replying to the delegation's visit by declaring, "I resent
any member of Congress, male or female, attempting to block or
interfere with the efforts of the Committee on Un-American Acti-
vities to investigate subversive activities in Hollywood or else-

where. We are going through with this investigation as planned."
He said "decent" Americans were demanding state and Federal
censorship of films and it was one of the important duties of Con-
gress to learn to what "misuse" films were being put.

Recognizing Rankin's obvious plug for publicity, Representa-
tives Adolph Sabath of Illinois and Samuel Dickstein of New York
both offered to furnish the Mississippian with evidence of un-
American activities much more dangerous to the nation than any-
thing he might find in Hollywood. They referred to ultra-reaction-
ary and nightshirt organizations and offered to provide Rankin
with lists of such elements from the files of the old McCormack-
Dickstein committee. They also pointed out Rankin's tendency to
follow in the footsteps of the defunct Dies Committee which chose
to make headlines out of alleged Communist activities, while
Fascist organizations were running rampant.

• • • •

INDE RAW STOCK ALLOCATIONS
Specific allocations of 35-mm. raw stock totaling 166,027,000

feet were assigned to 30 independent producers during the 12
months ending April 1, 1946. it was announced last week by Stan-
ley B. Adams, director of the Consumers' Durable Goods division
of the War Production Board. The film, with a specified footage
assigned to each of the independents, can be used at will, rather
than a certain amount quarterly.

In allocating the film, the WPB broke down the independents
into three groups: Six in Group I, consisting of producers who
have been in continuous operation since 1940, but have not pro-
duced pictures every year; Group II, including 13 producers, made
up of those who have produced more than one picture since 1940,
but have not produced pictures every year, and 11 in Group III,

who have produced at least one picture since 1941 or intermitten-
ly during the past ten years. Should difficulties arise, Group I

would have the highest priority, Group III, the lowest.
The condition was stipulated that film not used by producers

to whom it has been allocated, will be transferred to others within
the independent group. Adams also pointed out that although the
quotas exceed 160,000,000 feet, the total film stock available for
independents is now approximately only 110,000,000, which means
that if all those qualifying require film for production or distribu-
tion within the period, "those independent producers who were
qualified as producers of more than two pictures a year will be
required to take a reduction in their allotments in order to keep
within the allotment made for the independent group."

Producers receiving over 10,000.000 feet each are: Walt Disney,
12,000 000; Samuel Goldwyn, 12,500,000; Edward Small, 10,650,000
and Harry Sherman, 11,150,000 — all in Group I. Also, Inter-
national Pictures, 15,000,000, and David Selznick (Vanguard),
15.000.000, both in Group II. The J. Arthur Rank Company, Eagle-
Lion Films. Inc.. received an allotment of 5,200,000 feet.

'SEVENTH' RESULTS SHATTER RECORDS
Results in the industry's Seventh War Loan campaign saw

records set by previous Bond drives shattered in virtually all de-

partments, it was learned in the final report on the campaign is-

sued by Sam Pinanski, national chairman, last week. This showing
could not have been secured, said Pinanski, except for the co-

operation of all elements in the industry, and was a tribute to the

"fundamental scheme and idea of handling such a campaign on

a 'grass roots' basis."

The national chairman revealed that the Seventh outstripped

the previous campaign by 20.42^ in bond premieres with a total

of 5159. 114.787r in Children's Shows, totaling 1.888 and 42.5tf in

Free Movie Days with 10,933 held throughout the country. All

constitute new records. The "All-Star Bond Rally" drive subject

played approximately 14.600 theatres in the eight-week period

preceding July 1st, with 1,123 bookings following this date.

Pinanski was unstinting in his praise for all elements of the

industry. He lauded the work done by the State War Finance

Committee chairmen and their associates, the "wonderful help and

constant interest" of Ted Gamble, National Director of the Treas-

ury's War Finance Division, the co-ordinators of the National

Committee and distributors, exhibitors, the War Activities Com-
mittee and trade press. Tom Connors, national distributor chair-

man and the National Advertising Committee under the direction

of John Hertz, Jr., came in for high plaudits.

"The men in the field were particularly impressed by the trade

paper emphasis on the theatre managers' bond selling activities

as against the glorification of the National Committee," said the

chairman, adding, "This was truly 'grass roots,' and has, I believe,

brought about much good-will, which will carry on to future

drives.

In a letter to Pinanski, Gamble exhibited pride and enthus-

iasm for the job done by the industry in the campaign, declaring

that in answer to the Treasury's request to the industry to aid in

its greatest financing problem at a time immediately after victory-

over Germany, "the motion picture industry saw the problem,

solved same."

J. Edward Shugrue, motion pictures and special events direc-

tor of the War Finance Division, told of the "truly great job" the

industry has done in "the longest and toughest drive to date." He
added that the industry "has helped bridge the gap between the

fighting front and the home front as no other medium can."

M-6-M TO KEEP SLIDING SCALE
M-G-M will retain its sliding scale method of selling and its

right to designation of product, William F. Rodgers told a meet-

ing of company sales officials at a divisional meeting in Chicago

which was concluded July 14th. Rodgers indicated that the com-

pany and thousands of its customers believed the sliding scale

sales method to be fair, and as for designation, "there is no other

means we know of to intelligently price our merchandise," he said.

Pictures, however, will be reclassified, he said, whenever support-

ing facts are brought to the company's attention which show re-

classification to be warranted.

Rodgers announced that no definite release dates of any

M-G-M product beyond the 12th block will be announced at any

of the company's divisional meetings, with the sales department

advised to do a thorough selling job on each block before the

next group is announced. He said that the company plans no

reissues in conjunction with its new season's product and in speci-

fic locations where a product shortage exists in subsequent runs,

current M-G-M product will be made available for a longer period.

The two reissues released by the company last year, while not

entirely disappointing from the standpoint of sales, said Rodgers.

conflicted with new releases and interfered with the company's

star-grooming policy.

No other two-a-day road shows will be set for "Ziegfeld Fol-

lies" for the time being, except for the previously announced two-

week engagements in Boston and Pittsburgh. "Weekend at the

Waldorf" and "Anchors Aweigh" will be sold as specials.

George A. Hickey, West Coast district manager, was promoted

to West Coast sales manager, thus making six division managers
in the sales cabinet. Hickey's headquarters will remain in Los
Angeles and San Francisco, Seattle, Portland and Los Angeles

will come under his jurisdiction.

(Continued on Page (6)
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One Third of A Century in Entertainment

PARAMOUNT HAS A BIRTHDAY
It seems that way back in 1912 a Hungarian immigrant named

Adolph Zukor. after amassing a tidy sum as proprietor of a string

of nickelodeons, took the unprecedented step of importing from

France a four-reel film, "Queen Elizabeth," which Sara Bernhardt

had made. Its success confirmed his belief that there was a mar-

ket for full-length pictures instead of the one-reel product which

had been the mainstay of exhibitors up to that time. Leaving

the management of theatres to partner Marcus Loew. Zukor
formed an independent production outfit called Famous Players

Company and thus initiated the beginnings of what was to become
one of the most powerful and prolific motion picture production

and distribution organizations in the world. Paramount Pictures.

The historic achievement of serving the industry and enter-

taining the world for a third of a century is being celebrated as

Paramount Month, August 26 to September 29 in as lavish a man-
ner as the industry has seen. All media of advertising and pub-

licity, in addition to spectacular exploitation stunts, are being
used to that end. Special radio broadcasts, visits to key centers

by Paramount stars as ambassadors of good will, extra advertis-

ing campaigns, special trailers, and lots more will let the industry

know how Paramount feels about its line-up of product, which
the company claims is the strongest it has ever produced.

'Incendiary Blonde' Anniversary Film

Topping the list is "Incendiary Blonde," starring Betty Hutton
in the role of the late Texas Guinan, with Arturo de Cordova and
Barry Fitzgerald. This Technicolor extravaganza has been select-

ed by the company as its Anniversary production and has desig-

nated the week of September 2nd as Paramount Week, during
which the company will endeavor to have the film play as many
theatres as possible.

Six other films will be released during Paramount Month as
the Anniversary block. These are the Hal Wallis production, "You
Came Along." with Robert Cummings and Lizabeth Scott; "Out
of This World," wherein Bracken sings and Crosby's voice comes
out; "A Medal for Benny," with Dorothy Lamour and Arturo de
Cordova; the Pine-Thomas production, "Midnight Manhunt" and
reissues of two big grossers of previous seasons, Cecil B. DeMille's
"Northwest Mounted Police" and "This Gun for Hire." Alan Ladd's
initial starring vehicle. These films also constitute the final block
for Paramounfs 1944-45 season.

New Season Attractions
Lead-off attractions for the new season give promise of potent

boxoffice power. "The Virginian" is a brand-new version of the
Owen Wister novel, in Technicolor, starring Joel McCrea, Sonny
Tufts, Brian Donlevy and Barbara Britton. "Love Letters," Hal
B. Wallis' latest, has William Dieterle as director and stars Jen-
nifer Jones and Joseph Cotten. "The Stork Club," a B. G. DeSylva
comedy with music, starring Betty Hutton as the hatcheck girl at
Sherman Billingsley's world-famous night spot, gives the blonde
bombshell a stellar supporting cast headed by Barry Fitzgerald,
Don DeFore, Andy Russell, Robert Benchley and Bill Goodwin.

"Duffy's Tavern" stars Ed Gardner, in his renowned radio
characterization of "Archie." Patterned on the company's "Star
Spangled Rhythm." the Joseph Sistrom production's all-star cast
includes Bing Crosby, Betty Hutton, Paulette Goddard, Alan Ladd,
Dorothv Lamour. Eddie Bracken, Brian Donlevy. Sonny Tufts,
Veronica Lake. Arturo de Cordova, Barry Fitzgerald, Cass Daley,
Diana Lynn, Victor Moore, Marjorie Reynolds, Robert Benchley,
William Demarest, the Crosby kids and practically everyone else
on the Paramount lot.

"Kitty" co-starring Paulette Goddard and Ray Milland, with
Mitchell Leisen directing, is a romantic drama of London in the
eighteenth century. "Two Years Before the Mast" based on the
Richard Henry Dana sea classic, has Alan Ladd, Brian Donlevy,
William Bendix and Barry Fitzgerald, with John Farrow directing!

"Road To Utopia," latest in the Crosby-Hope-Lamour series,
takes Paramounfs gold-dust zanies into the Yukon during the
Hold rush days. Paul Jones is the producer and Hal Walker di-
rected. "Miss Susie Slagle's," starring Sonny Tufts and Veronica
Lake, is based on the successful August Tucker novel about a
medical students' hoarding house, as famous as the University
itself. John Houseman produced and John Berry directed.

Paramounr's Beginnings
Zukor's initiation of the producing unit in 1912 was followed

by rapid strides in progress when Jesse L. Lasky, Cecil B DeMille
and Dustin Farnum formed the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Com-
pany in 1913 and went out to Los Angeles to make pictures be-

I Continued on Page 47)
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Above are the men tvho direct the production, distribution

advertising affairs of Paramount: Barney Balaban. president of

Paramount Pictures. Inc.: Adolph Zukor. Chairman of the Board;

Stanton Grijfis. Chairman Executive Committee ; Charles M. Rea-

gan, vice-president in charge of distribution; Henry Ginsberg, vice-

president in charge of studio operations: Y'. Frank Freeman, vice-

president Paramount studios; Leonard Goldenson. vice-president in

charge of theatres; Austin C. Keough. vice-president and chief

Counsel; Oscar Morgan, general sales manager of short subjects

and Paramount news; George Weltner, president Paramount Inter-

national; C. J. (Pat) Scollard. executive assistant to Charles Rea-

gan; Claude F. Fee. director of public relations; Robert M.
Gillham. advertising and publicity director.
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How the Navy Met the Threat of Japan's Suicidal

"Secret Weapon" Off Okinawa! . . . 4,232 Sons of

Heaven Blown to Hades—Man by Man and Plane by

Plane — Scores of Them Before Your Very Eyes — In

(The Fleet That Came To Stay"
Presented by the U. S. Navy

BOOK THIS MOST SENSATIONALLY
THRILLING OF ALL NAVY SHORTS
FREE AT YOUR PARAMOUNT EX-
CHANGE. RELEASED JULY 26, ONLY
ONE MONTH AFTER OKINAWA WAS

CAPTURED!

2 Reels—20 Minutes

Released by Paramount For the Office of War Information,

Through the War Activities Committee,
Motion Picture Industry

J



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

YOU CAME ALONG" MAWKISH, PROLONGED ENDING SPOILS IT

PARAMOUNT (Hal Wallis)

"...Sloppy and sentimental patchwork of straight screen stereo-

types, lacking a shred of distinction in the dialogue or the

imagery. The sole and profitless purpose seems to be to build up

pathos with a whole lot of wistful chit-chat and the endless repeti-

tion of that song. . .Except that Lizabeth Scott has a fragile and

appealingly candid face, she had little else." CROWTHER, N. Y.

TIMES.
"...Precise characterizations make one forget an unconscionably

long and corny climax. . .Director Farrow has lost his way in the

ending. . .Since he has put a great deal of heart in the core of the

work, the show is definitely worth seeing... So good that it should

have been better." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

"...Opens on a note of gaiety and closes on one of sadness. In

between, the action is mostly frolicsome and the dialogue breezy

...Picture's chief distinction is that it introduces Lizabeth Scott

to screen audiences." CAMERON,' N. Y. NEWS.

"...Interesting and occasionally sensitive movie. Without the

heavy coating of Hollywood schmaltz it has received, it might

even have been an important one... One will be impressed with

the honesty. . .Descends eventually into a morass of Hollywood

commonplaces. . .Becomes increasingly mawkish and purposeless

When the end finally comes, one feels one has sat through a mud
longer picture." PECK, PM.

NOB HILL' COLOR MUSICAL CALLED DREARY, CORNY, LAVISH
20TH CENTURY-FOX
"...A copy of that studio's 'Hello, Frisco', which was a copy of

'Alexander's Ragtime Band'. . .Songs are presentable. . .George
Raft is rather silly, Joan Bennett even sillier .. .Peggy Ann Gar-
ner is badly wasted as a juvenile go-between. . .Corn—only this

corn, unlike the whiskey, does not improve with age." CROW-
THER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Listless charade cut to the usual pattern of Barbary Coast
pictures.

. .Clumsy situations and colorless language and charac-
terizations make 'Nob Hill' a dreary show, despite its gay clothing
and musical interludes." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Three stars ... Roles are well played and no expense has been
spared to make this Technicolor picture an entertaining one...
George Raft is ideally suited to the role of Tony Angel .. .Henry

Hathaway's direction gives the film a lively tempo." CAMERON
N. Y. NEWS.
".

. .Has action. . .music and costumes and choruses. . .The ingredi

ents of good entertainment and 20th Century-Fox has spent plenty

to bring them to you... Ought to please everybody but a few

perfectionists who think a picture should be more than a spec-

tacle — that it should show real people in a real environment and

touch common human experience honestly and revealingly." L.

M., PHILADELPHIA RECORD.
".

. .Typical 20th Century-Fox musical — lavish, brilliantly colored

loud, lusty, better than some and not nearly so good as many
others. . .Practically impossible to feel any real interest in the

plot... but the musical numbers are presented in a merry three-

ring circus manner." LEE, PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN.

SON OF LASSIE' SEQUEL LACKS WARMTH OF ORIGINAL
M-G-M
".

. .Sequel to the gently fanciful 'Lassie Come Home' has dropped
all the spirit of its original and gone off in an entirely new direc-
tion... Type of picture we haven't had in years — the wild and
incredible variety that Strongheart and Rin Tin Tin used to give
us way back in the silent picture days." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-

TELEGRAM.
".

.
.Thriller-diller sequel. . .has its touching moments. . .Cooked up

plot situation.
. .Highly Technicolored and abounding with British

accents." THIRER, N. Y. POST.

Newcomer falls short of being a worthy heir to champion

...Subordinates the warm and tender sentiment which character-

ized its predecessor to a topical and mighty improbable plot.

While it undoubtedly will be a delight for dog lovers, evolves

mainly as a lengthy, contrived and only occasionally suspenseful

melodrama handsomely dressed in the lovely polychromes of

Technicolor." A. W., N. Y. TIMES.
"...The Lassie story has suffered through contact with the war

...The collie's war against the Nazis on behalf of the master

seems a little more ridiculous than important. . .Serious interest

dies under the weight of exaggeration. . .Doesn't measure up to

its heart-warming original." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

THE NAUGHTY NINETIES' A. & C. LUG OUT
UNIVERSAL
"...Abbott and Costello have either run out of comedy routines
or they have such affection for their old ones that they figure it
is fair to repeat.

. .Literally a musty archive of old gags and acts
they have played before .. .Just an A & C romp with the boys
giving a routine imitation of Abbott and Costello in their palmier
days." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

Tailormade for the two comedians, a potpourri of clowning
routines lightly held together by what could just barely pass as a
plot... Gives the stars plenty of opportunity to present their own
particular brand of high-class slapstick, and so there is no reason
why it shouldn't please the Abbott and Costello fans." GUERN-
SEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

THE OLD ONES
"...Contains virtually nothing that you haven't heard before..
If you want to do something nice for Grandpa, take him to Loew':
Criterion. It will be the first he's heard a lot of those jokes since

he was a kid." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Liberal use of old gags... Lou Costello is naturally a funnj
fellow. It's too bad he can't seem to work clear of his old routines

now that they're becoming so threadbare." WINSTEN, N. Y.

POST.

"...Tiresome parade of Abbott and Costello pratfalls, slapstick

chases and corny vaudeville-burlesque routines, set in as lack-

lustre a production as Universal Pictures has ever given its meal-

ticket comedians." PECK. PM.

BEDSIDE MANNER' MILD FLUFF FOR THE 1NDISCRIMINATING
UNITED ARTISTS (Andrew Stone)
".

. Lightest sort of fluff, whisking along its way in a disarmingly
good-natured and lighthearted manner .. .Carelessly made picture
should not really have much in the way of entertainment. Never-
theless, its breezy, unpretentious airs do make an hour or so slip
by effortlessly.

. .Most of its very minor charms come from the
pleasant set of people heading the cast." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM.
"...Not affecting m a romance, and as a comedy the laughs are
widely spaced. The best that can be said is that it attempts a
liKht-minded minimum ... Passive, undemanding spectators are

most apt to tag along with mild satisfaction." WINSTEN, N. Y
POST.

"...Ridiculous piece of cinematic fustian ... Since the perform!*
is no more acute than the plot, the film stumbles through a suc-

cession of slapstick and romantic sequences with a minimum ol

entertainment." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Whole silly tenor of this picture is such as to leave one i

doubt whether Mr. Carroll is playing at being a cuckoo or th<

whole fatuous film is just plain dumb. Frankly, we suspect tin

latter." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

M FILM BULLETI



INCENDIARY BLONDE"... Paramount's Birthday Gift!

In celebration of the company's Third-of-A-Century Anniversary, Paramount has come

up with a boxoffice bombshell in this movie based on the colorful and exciting life of

Texas Guinan. The Film Bulletin review reported that this lavish Technicolor musical is

"chock-full of all the ingredients that make up the magic word — Boxoffice!" Backed

by a terrific pre-release selling campaign, Incendiary Blonde will come to the exhibitors

as blazing hot entertainment merchandise. The showman who picks it up from there and

gives it a little extra push will find himself with a record-breaker on his hands. Is that bad!

(Continued on Next Page)



EXPLOITATION PICTURE

<Continded from Preceding Page)

]. The film story of Texas Guinan has her father, Mike (Barry
Fitzgerald), a lovable old failure who is always losing money on
horses and get-rich-quick schemes. He is a trial to his wife (Mary
Phillips) and Texas (Betty Hutton).

"INCENDIARY BLONDE"
CREDITS

A Paramount Picture. Directed by George Marshall. Cast: Betty Hutton, Arturo

de Cordova, Charles Buggies, Albert Dekker, Barry Fitzgerald. Mary Phillips,

Bill Goodwin. Edward Ciannelli, The Maxellos, Maurice Rocco. Original

Screen Play by Claude Binyon and Frank Butler.

4. Texas goes to New York, stars in a Broadway sh<

and then becomes Queen of the Night Clubs, the "Hel|

Sucker" girl.

2. When financial disaster strikes the family, Texas rides a buck-
ing bronco at a rodeo and, despite her father's anger, joins the show
which is owned by Bill Kilgannon. Texas' act consists of rescuing
a "baby" from under thundering hoofs. The baby is really a midget.

3. Texas becomes famous and joins the infant movie industry as
a western riding star. Her father gets involved in a phony stock
deal. To protect Mike and Texas, KKgannon (Arturo de Cordova)
buys out the picture company and assumes the blame for the stock
deal. Texas accuses him of having cheated the Guinan family out
of their movie interests.

3
N

5. Kilgannon arrives in New York to patch up his ci

ferences with Texas just as a bootleg mob tries to shi;

up her club. In the shooting a bottle of ketchup spills H
old Mike Guinan, who, thinking, it is blood, confesses U|

he, and not Kilgannon, was responsible for the fake stcj

deal.

4. Texas agrees to marry her new partner. Kilgani

and picks New Year's Eve to make the announcemd
That night the gangsters, intent on taking over the ci

plan to kill Kilgannon. The latter lures them into

street and kills two, while he is badly wounded. Facinl

ten year sentence for manslaughter, he is told by Tel

that she will wait for him.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
The dog days arc here and production around town is slowing

down to mid-summer pace. The drop-off is hardly more than

seasonal, despite the hnndicap of the continuing bogged-down

status of the set-dresser's strike.

At Columbia there are only two pictures in work. One being

'Snafu," which has been going since June 25 and should wind

very shortly. The other is a western started July 9, called "Song

of the Prairie" (Ken Curtis-June Storey).

Planned for an early start is "Gilda," the Rita Hayworth
starrer. This is a straight dramatic role for Miss Hayworth and

Glenn Ford has been signed to play the male lead. He has been

working with Bette Davis on the Warner lot in "Stolen Life."

"Hail the Chief" is another film to be started this month at

Columbia. It is a comedy which Ray Enright will direct. Dennis

O'Keefe and Willard Parker have been signed for leading roles.

Something new in training schools is Columbia's Academy.
Writers and potential authors from colleges and other creative

fields will be given an opportunity to train especially for the

technique of motion picture writing. Lewis Jacobs will head the

department, with Eve Ettinger aiding in the selection of people

to be trained. This progressive unit moves in alongside the al-

ready functioning school for young players in dancing, voice and
drama. It would seem this studio has an eye to the future and an
ear to the ground. Surely, there is no surer way of lining up
fresh talent, so essential in motion picture making, than to train

it on the home grounds. This is certainly a step forward for

Columbia.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
John W. Considine, Jr., for twelve years a producer at this

studio, is coming back in the same capacity after an absence of
four months. Mr. Considine severed his connections with Metro
to carry out his own plans for independent production. But, al-

though no details were disclosed, it appears that Metro's invita-
tion to come home was too tempting for Considine to ignore. His
nrst picture in the renewr.l setup will be "The Gripsholm," story
)f the famed repatriation ship.

Another shift in the production-executive department puts
lerry Bresler, former head of the shorts department, in as asso-
ciate to producer M. J. Siegel. Fred Quimby, now head of the
:artoon department, will take over shorts, too. The shorts pro-
gram at the studio is being curtailed and it was felt that Bresler,
vho has made the feature quickies, "Main Street After Dark" and
'Bewitched," had earned the right to move up to feature
Production.

Robert Z. Leonard, "Pop" to his legion of friends on the Metro
ot. has started his 23rd year with the studio by signing a new five-

ear contract as director. Leonard's record is in many ways uni-
iue. He has Academy Award winners to his credit. He was re-

ponsible for the successful teaming of Jeanette MacDonald and
kelson Eddy to the great profit of all concerned. Norma Shearer,
oo, was one of the Metro stars that soared by reason, in part at
east, of the able Leonard direction. It is always good to hear of

long associations like this in Hollywood, where most alliances

seem to be built on quicksand and people fall on and off band-

wagons at random. Metro is one of the studios where lonir years

of service and association are more the rule than the exception.

Van Johnson, who is largely responsible for the record-break-

ing business "Thrill of A Romance" is doing, is being ru-hed from

one Dicture to another so fast it is amazing he can keep his scripts

straight. He has just finished "Early to Wed," with Lucille Ball

and Esther Williams. Now, he goes into "No Leave, No Love.

This is the Joe Pasternak production which ex-writer Charles

Martin is directing and in which English star Pat Kirkwood will

be starred.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has a new type of musical in "The Har-

vey Girls." It is more like a legitimate musical show than any

film ever viewed by this writer. The story is not without the

cliches typical of good musical theatricals. Costumes, mu?ic and

production numbers fall much closer to the side of legitimate

musicals than motion pictures. It is endowed with the rich red

plush handling typical of Metro for its big song-and-dance shows.

Judv Garland. John Hodiak and Angela Lansbury head the cast

And the Lansbury girl chalks up another solid performance that

is sure to leave her audience wanting more.

Five in production on the Metro lot. with no new starters.

"Two Sisters from Boston" (Allyson-Grayson-Lawford), "Hoodlum

Saint" (Powell-Williams), "Letter for Evie" (Hunt-Carroll), "Post-

man Always Rings Twice" (Turner-Garfield) and "Big Shore

Leave" (Gable-Garson) make up the imposing list of pictures in

work.

MONOGRAM
"The Hunted," a psychological mystery story by Steve Fi-her,

which appeared originally in Detective Story Magazine, has been

purchased by the King Bros, for release on the Monogram 1945-46

schedule. A production budget of $400,000 has been set for the

filming — a high price on this studio's program. These men, who

were responsible for' "Dillinger," continue plotting their product

with a shrewd eye on exploitation angles. As lonr- as they can

bring up such bellringers as "Dillinger," which continues to break

records and belie controversy and criticism of it, the Brothers

King will cut a wide swath in movie circles.

Two new pictures in work here. One is "Suspense," a murder

mystery. Peter Cookson, Warren Williams, James Cardell are fea-

tured. A western. "Frontier Feud" (Johnny Mack Brown-Raymond

Hatton) is the other.

PARAMOUNT
Paramount has closed a pre-publication deal with poetess

Audrey Wurdemann for her novel, "The Life and Times of Uncle

Jan Horak." This is a story of a Bohemian family set in the

Wisconsin farmlands. Page the title-change department!

Hal Wallis has just paid $50,000 for screen rights to "Desert

Town." a first novel by Ramona Stewart. Collier's hold the maga-

zine serialization right and the book will be published in the Fall.

The author will do her own screenplay. . .Producer Wallis has also



signed Michael Strong right off Broadway to a term contract and
will test him for an important role in the Fall production of Lil-

lian Hellman's "The Searching Wind." Joan Crawford is rumored
to be up for a role in this or one of the other forthcoming Wallis

pictures. With "Affairs of Susan," "You Came Along" and "Love

Letters" all measuring up to reasonable standards for entertain-

ment and boxoffice, Mr. Wallis' comparatively new independent

unit is on solid ground. And with his constant effort to obtain

only the best in material and players, it seems fair to assume that

he is going to go forward. Although the Wallis pictures, thus far

at least, have been aimed specifically at the carriage trade, he has

not lost sight of the importance of the mass moviegoers. All of

his pictures carry enough in simple heartwarming story and per-

mnahle performances to please the simplest taste. In other and
fewer words, Mr. Wallis is aiming to make pictures that will sell

tickets from Broadway to Main Street in every city where they

are exhibited.

In addition to the pictures now in work, Paramount plans

three more to go this month. "Blue Skies," the Irving Berlin

picture; "The Bride Wore Boots," which will have Barbara Stan-

wyck and Robert Cummings, and a Pine-Thomas picture called

"Hot Cargo," with William Gargan, are scheduled.

Pine and Thomas are planning a film version of the popular
radio program, "Big Town." The radio feature has been a top-

balf-bour for eiRht years and the co-producers plan a series which
will give them two pictures a year for the next seven years based
on the idea of the show. A figure in excess of $100,000 was re-

ported as the price paid to Lever Brothers for the show.

Only three pictures in work currently with no new ones start-

ing. "Calcutta" (Ladd-Ruesell), "To Each His Own" (deHavilland-
Lund) and "The Trouble with Women" (Milland-Wright) continue
towards wind-up.

Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder have scored again with

their production of "Lost Week-end." Viewed last week by the

writer, it presents a well-constructed motion picture. Ray Milland

achieves real acting heights as the leading character — an alco-

holic. The subject matter of the story, well-handled though it is,

makes box-office response dubious. But for picture-making at its

best, "Lost Week-end" is sure to be recognized.

PRC
This lot is at a complete production standstill at this writing.

The announcement for the 1945-46 season promises activity.

Fifty films are scheduled, according to an announcement by Presi-

dent Leon Fromkess. Of the group, 34 will be feature productions
with at least three in color, 16 will be westerns. Total budget for

the year is set at about $8,000,000.

Already completed on the 1945-46 schedule are: "The En-
chanted Forest," "Club Havana," "Detour" and "The Song of Old
Wyoming." The first and last of this group are in color. Present-
ly, PRC is using the DuPont monopack process, but Ansco mono-
pack may be used later if it is available.

Planned for early starts are the following features: "Bomb-
shell from Brazil," "The Lost Continent," "Strangler of the
Swamp," "The Flying Serpent," "The Clock Struck Five," "Heri-
tage," and "How Do You Do?"

Expansion is planned for the coming year with new sound
stages to be built on the lot and other increases in producing
facilities.

Six stories have been purchased within the past ten days, for
early production. An original called "I'm From Missouri," and
"The Mummy's Daughter," and "Prison Farm" are three of the
list.

REPUBLIC
The reality of Republic entering earnestly into picture making

in Mexico City comes closer with the announcement that President
Herbert J. Yates is just back from that city after long confer-
ences. $15,000,000 has been tabbed for the beginning of the pro-
gram that will start Republic making Spanish films and open a
development laboratory for Consolidated Film Industries, also a
Yates enterprise. There seems to be no limit to the expansion
program started so ambitiously by the valley studio about a year
ago. And daily, the signs of the expansion program come to life

to prove it more than a paper project.
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Scheduled for a July start is "Dakota," a drama written t

Howard Estabrook. John Wayne and Vera Hruba Ralston w
be co-starred. Ward Bond and Walter Brennan head the suppor :

ing cast. Producer-director Joseph Kane, who is in charge of tl

production, has a personal interest in the story which is based c

the actual adventures of his father, Francis Inman Kane, an ofl.

cer of the British Coldstream Guards, who settled in the Dakol

territory when it was virtually primitive.

In line with its avowed exploitation policy, a double-sided 1

inch disc of fifteen spot announcements and three five-minu'

shows for radio exploitation of "The Cheaters" has just bee,

waxed at Republic. Appearing on the platter are: Joseph Schili

kraut, Billie Burke, Eugene Pallette, Ann Gillis, Ruth Terry ar

several radio actors. Original music for the transcriptions w;

recorded by Walter Scharf, musical director, and the Republ

studio orchestra. This radio program is aimed at giving exhih

tors the best radio service possible and the discs are being sen

as soon as they are completed, to all Republic exchanges for di

tribution at local radio stations.

"Don't Fence Me In," the current Roy Rogers picture, hi

seven tunes scheduled including four Western classics. The sor

from which the picture is titled, written by Cole Porter, will, i

course, be featured.

In addition to "Don't Fence Me In" (Rogers-Evans), whiq
started July 12, a "Wild" Bill Elliott western, "Sheriff of Redwoc
Valley," is in work. No other pictures are going at the momei
but all guns are trained on "Dakota" with preparatory shootir

already started.

RKO-RADIO
A surprise piece of news came in the announcement thi

Daniel T. O'Shea, president of Vanguard Films, Inc., and RK
(

President Charles Koerner had completed a deal whereby RK
takes over production of three Vanguard story properties. Tl

stories are: "Some Must Watch," "They Dream of Home" ar,

"Notorious." Alfred Hitchcock has been loaned to RKO to pr

duce and direct "Notorious." Dore Schary has also been loam,

to serve as producer on "Some Must Watch" and "They Drea

of Home."

Since Cary Grant and Ingrid Bergman were announced as 9
for the star roles in "Notorious," Producer Dore Schary may st

be able to use them in the production to be made at RKO. Eth

Barrymore, who just signed a four-year contract with Vangua

Films for one picture a year, has already been set for a role

"Some Must Watch." Undoubtedly that casting will stand ev<

under this new arrangement.

Val Lewton, who has built his reputation by apt handling

horror and mystery films, has a new type of film on his schedu I

He will do a musical based on a play by Ferenc Molnar callel

"The Lawyer." William Cameron Menzies has been set to desij

and direct the production.

Sam Wood is talking terms again — this time with RK
The pending deal would have Mr. Wood on a producer-direct|

chore for one picture a year for RKO. At present, Mr. Wood
;

preparing "Heartbeat" for production by the Hakim brothers a;j

Ginger Rogers will star. He also owes Columbia one pictui

"The Tree of Liberty."

Ann Richards, the girl who came up from Australia wil

advance publicity naming her as a rival for Greer Garson, hi

been signed at RKO on a two-picture-a-year deal. Her first a

signment will be in "None So Blind" with Joan Bennett al

Charles Bickford co-starred. Miss Richard's last appearance wl

in "Love Letters," the Hal Wallis film which co-stars Jennil

Jones and Joseph Cotten.

Three in production on the current schedule with just ci

new starter. "The Lie Detector" is the new one and stars Boni
Granville as a female lawyer who catches a murderer by meal

of the device. Also going is "Cornered." Dick Powell's second &

at the he-man stuff, and "River Boat Rhythm," a minor musicl

GOLDWYN
The Danny Kaye picture, "Kid From Brooklyn," continues!

production with the team of Kaye, Mayo and Vera-Ellen functiJ

ing again as a box-office trio.

FILM BULLET!



Inside Hollywood
By SALZER

Well, Rankin's boys got to town last week and estab-

shed themselves in an office downtown. Wonder if they

ere surprised at the lack of stir they caused? Nobody in

le film colony seems to care much, since the red herring

iey're waving is the same one fished out four years ago by

!ye, Wheeler, et al, and by this time it gives off a strongly

ipleasant odor typical of its specie.

So far Rankin's boys have done little but hold sessions

ith the kids who have all the "factual" (are they serious?)

iformation that began the current smear.

The investigators here are operating under tTie direc-

on of Ernie Anderson, counsel for the Committee on Un-

merican Activities. The men are: Chester Nikles of Pltts-

urgh, Pa., a former Lieutenant Commander in the Navy,

id once secretary to former Senator Reed of Pennsylvania;

Lewis J. Russell, a former special investigator for the FBI,

from Washington, D. C, and George McDevott, formerly an

agent for the OPA in Newark.

Most people in Hollywood recognize the motive behind

Rankin's probe — as pointed out so sharply on the editorial

page of Film Bulletin, July 9. If one must grind an axe, it is

well to grind it in a plate glass window where lots of people

can see. Thus Rankin reasons. He is not the first to think

so — nor, unfortunately, will he be the last.

The happiest part of this whole business is the obvious

evidence that Hollywood has learned to ignore, or to laugh

at, witch hunts like this latest one. Perhaps Moviedom is

coming of age after all. At least, it will take a more astute

operator than Rankin to prove otherwise.

News that Samuel Goldwyn plans to make a film version of

ie life of General Dwight D. Eisenhower was released last week,
oldwyn has already received the approval of the War Depart-
ent and General Eisenhower. Researchers and writers are al-

ady at work on this project, which will undoubtedly give Mr.
: oldwyn a new importance and prestige in the industry — if it

>mes up as he plans it. All profits from the picture will be paid
non-profit foundations established by General "Ike" and Gold-

yn and dedicated to the "perpetuation" of principles for which
eneral Eisenhower and millions of others of the Allied forces

five fought so magnificently in this war." Playwright Robert E.

nerwood will do the screen play.

INTERNATIONAL
President William Goetz made news this week with his story

I a new system of pre-editing used on "Tomorrow Is Forever"
Ihich made it possible for them to bring the first cut in within

feet of the final editing, a difference of less than one minute
Inning time. Such close editing is unheard of and was made
Issible by careful planning between Mr. Goetz, Walter Thomp-
n, his assistant, Director Irving Pichel, Editorial Supervisor

liul Weatherwax and Cutter Ernie Nims. The men met before
loduction started and visualized the screenplay, scene by scene,

Ifore it was shot. If the process continues to work, as it seems
I have in this instance, International will continue it on all films.

|he end result being a considerable saving in film, effort, time and
[Wey and the elimination of bad holes which so often result

hen the film has to be cut after the whole thing is done.

Still no production set at this studio, though plans continue
|r an early starting — probably by mid-August.

Oth CENTURY-FOX
Out of the first 18 so-called "specials" scheduled for release

tween now and March, 1946, seven will be in Technicolor. Of
e seven, four are already completed and include: Darryl F.

Inuck's "Wilson," "State Fair," which is now editing, "The Dolly
hters" and "Kitten on the Keys." To complete the list come

j

ee now in work: "Leave Her To Heaven" (Gene Tierney-Cornel

j

lde), "Enchanted Voyage" (John Payne-June Haver), and
inoky" (Fred MacMurray-Anne Baxter).

Adhering to the rule of picking up as many current best-
lers or new novels as possible for production, 20th Century-Fox

' I
3 just purchased "Honeyfogling Time," a new book by Virginia

llle. It is set in a small town during the first decade of the 20th
Kitury. No production plans have been made.

I John Payne, just finishing his role in "Enchanted Voyage,"
V been handed the lead in "An American Guerilla," which Bruce
jmberstone will direct for Producer Lamar Trotti. This will be
J.ne's biggest dramatic role to date.

UNITED ARTISTS
To complete the cast of what promises to be one of the best

independent outfits yet established, William Wyler has joined with
Frank Capra and Sam Briskin in a company called Liberty Films,
Inc. Wyler will begin work as soon as he is discharged from the
Army. Although, he must first clear up a one-picture commitment
with Samuel Goldwyn. It is not yet certain that this unit will

release through United Artists although negotiations are in

process.

Charles R. Rogers has signed Paul Muni and Claude Rains
to starring roles in his next picture, "Angel on My Shoulder."
October is penciled in as the starting date.

David O. Selznick has purchased a comedy, "Suddenly It's

Spring," for Joseph Cotten, Shirley Temple and one other feminine
star whom he has not yet named. Dore Schary will produce.

Mary Pickford has bought from Producer Ben Bogeaus,
"There Goes Lona Henry" and plans to put it into Technicolor
production around September 1. She has also acquired "Cham-
pagne for Everybody" from Playwrights Laszlo Vadnay and Max
Lief. Armen Dariz, formerly called Pedro Armendariz, Mexican
film star, will be starred in the picture. "One Touch of Venus" is

still scheduled for starting on January 1.

In work, under the United Artists banner, are two new films.

"Whistle Stop" is a Seymour Nebenzal production which stars
George Raft with Ava Gardner and Victor McLaglen. "Diary of
A Chambermaid" is the Benedict Bogeaus-Burgess Meredith pro-
duction in which Paulette Goddard, Hurd Hatfield and Mr. Mere-
dith are doing the top roles. Continuing in production are: David
O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" (Jones-Cotten) and Edward
Small's "Getting Gertie's Garter" (O'Keefe-McDonald). Strom-
berg's "Young Widow" finished and Howard Hughes has decided
that Jane Russell, whom he loaned to Stromberg for a role in the
picture, will accept no future loanout offers. What, again?

UNIVERSAL
The Abbott and Costello break with MGM is final and con-

firmed by the announcement that the comedy team will produce
and release all of their future material through Universal Pic-
tures. The association between Metro and the team was anything
but a happy one. The cancelling of the pact involved somewhere
near a million dollars and negotiations have been pending for

months. "Abbott and Costello in Hollywood" was the last picture
under the Metro deal and will probably have a Fall release. The

break with Metro may have been the wish of both sides but from
the stories seeping through of production difficulties, the implica-
tion is that Metro was not eager to prolong the association. First
for the team at Universal will be "The Noose Hangs High."

Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano, writer-producers, have
re-signed with Universal for another year. The team currently
has two pictures in work, "Frontier Gal" with Yvonne DeCarlo
and Rod Cameron, and "Once Upon A Dream" co-starring Fran-
chot Tone, Susanna Foster, Louise Albritton and David Bruce.

{Continued on Page 44)
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PRODUCTION T}T/^^\D 7"\
& RELEASE £IEmK^\J£11J
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1944-45 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

C O LUMBIA
Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (48)

Completed (14)

Compteted ( 2)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

Snafu

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SONG OF THE PRAIRIE
Western Musical—Started July 9

Cast: Ken Curtis, June Storey, Hoosier Hot Shots, Jeff Donnell,
Robert Scott.

Director: Ray Nazarro Producer: Colbert Clark
Story: Ranch-owning cowboy opens night club on his range. He falls in

RELEASE CHART
Title— Rinolig Tlx cut

UN FRODUCTION
Adventures of Rusty Donaldson-Nagel

it, nl> under title: Rusty

Parks-Lloyd ....

1944-45
Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) Wilde-Louise
mack Arrow oerui, '

Soott-Joroens ...
Blonde From Brouklyn Haymes-Merrick
Blazing the Western Trail Starrett- Matthews

Details under title: Raiders of Quanti Basin
Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion (67) ... Morris-Merrick
Boston Blackie's Rendezvous Morris-Foch

Details under title: Surprise in the Night
Both barrels Bluing Starrett-Harding . .

Details under title: Texas Rifles

Brenda Starr. Reporter Woodbury-Richmond
Gunning for Vengeance Starrett-Adair . . .

Details under title: Burning the Trail
Counterattack (89) Muni-Chapman
Cowboy of Lonesome River Starreit-Atheni
Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke ...

Details under title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)
Crime Doctor's Warning Baxter-Anderson

(Details under title: Paper Doll Murder)
Cyelone Prairie Rantors Starrett-Worth
Dancing in Manhattan (60) Brady-Donnell
Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller
Escape In the Fog Wright-Foch
Eve Knew Her Apples (64) Miller-Wright . .

Galloping Thunder Starrett-Burnette .

Gay Senorita Bannon-Cochran .

Girl of the Limberlost Tindall -CI if ton
Guy. A Gal and A Pal. A Merrick-Hunter ..
Fighting Guardsman, Thl Loder-Louise

Harris-Brooks

. 6036

.

. 6031

.

.5-17.

.1-26.

.4-26.

.9-21
.2-27.

. 6207

.

.6140

. 6006

.

o .oi

.

.6017.

.4-16

.4-15

Bandleader.I Love

I Love A Mystery Bannon-Foch
Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel
Lawless Empire Starrett-Law
Leave It To Blondie (73) Singleton-Lake
Let's Go Steady Parrish-Moran
Mark of The Whistler, The (61) Dlx-Carter

Details under tit'.: D«rm-.ot Acrount
Meet Miss Bobby Socks (68) Crosby- Merrick
Missing Juror, The (66) Carter-Banon

Details under title: Tomorrow vou Die
Monster and The Ape. The (Serial) Lowery- Mathews
Outlaws of the Rockies Starrett-Harding

£"» 21 Dunne-Knox
Pardon My Past hacMurray-Chapir.an
Renegades (T) Keyes-Parker

Details under title: The Kansan
Roaring Rangers starrett-Surnette . .

Details under title: Powder River
rower of The Whistler, The Dix-Carter
Rustlers of the Badlands Starrett-BIIss

Details under title: Renegade Roundup
Return of Drango Kid Starrett-Stevens
Rhythm Round-Ufi Curtis-Walker ...
Roekln" In the Rockies Hughes-Klrby
Rough Rldln' Ji-tler Starrett-Bates
Rough, Tough and Ready (66) Morris- Rogers

Details under title: Men of the Deep
Saddle Leather Starrett- A then
Sagebrush Heroes (54) Starret -Worth
Sergeant Mike (60) Parks-Bates
Shadows In the Hioht (67) . .Baxter-Foch

Detall< andtr title- Crime Doctor's Renderroti
She Wouldn't Say Yet tussell-Bowma

Details under title: Some Call It Love
She's a Sweetheart (69) Frazee-Parks

Details under title: h>llo Mom
Sing Me a Song of T«»»« Lane Tnmlln
Sono to Reo-.nb" A (T> rm> Munl-Oberon

Dotalti inder title: At Night w- Dream

. ;-26. .11-9. . . 6202 ....

.8-21. 12-28.

.

.6038 ....
. .9-4. .1-18. .6014 4-2
12-25. ..4-5.

.

. .7-24. . .4-12. .6026. . .5-28
. .7-9.

.4-30. .'.'8-9.'.

. .6-25.
11-27. 7.3-6.

'

.6034.
12-11. .5-24. . . 6010
.5-14. .9-13.

.

11-13. .1-25. .602-1

. .2-5. 9-27. .

.lu-16.
11-13. .2-22. . 6019
10-16. . .1-4. . 603 )

12-25. .11-2. . 6022

.6-12. 10-12. 6028

.7-24. 11-16. . 6040

.2-19. .4-20. .6160
. .4-30.

.1-22. .8-23.'.

12-11

.

.4-17.
.11-27.

.4-19.

. .6-7.

.4-17.

.

. .3-15.
. .3-22.

.12-21. .6203.
620 I

6013
6021

.

6032

.

6221.

Strange Affair. A (78) loslyn-Keyes .

Tahiti Nights (63) O'Brien-Matfiev

Details undei title: Song of Tahiti
Ten Cents A Dance (60) Frazee-Lloyd

Texas Panhandle Starrett-Parks

Thousand and One Nights, A Wilde-Keyes ..

Together Again (100) .Dunne-Boyer

Details under title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair

Unwritten Code, The (61) Neal-Savage .

n-talls under title: The Unknown
Youth on Trial follins-Reed .

Detail* under title: Our Wandering Daughters

You Can't Do Without Love Lynn-Stewart
.

. .6-12. . .10-5. .6016.

. . .9-4. 12-14. .6025.

. .1-22. . .6-7. . 6029

.

. .5-14.

11-13.

.

.7-12.

.

. .7-24. . 12-22

.

. .6003

.

. .5-15. .2-22. .6002.

.6-10. 10-26. .6035.

.10-30. .1-11. .6041.

. . For. . . .7-26. .

Ml T R O-OOLDWYN - M AYS R
1944-45 Features Completed (47) In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Hunnlni That

IN PRODUCTION
Hoodlum Saint

Letter for Evie, A
Postman Always Rings Twice.

Two Sisters From Boston

. Powell-Williams

.
Hunt-Carroll

. Turner-Garfield

Allyson-Lawford

B.g Shore Leave Gable-Garson

Details under title: This Strange Adventure

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. NINE
American Romance, An (T) (151) Donlevy-Richards

Mails iitor title: America

Barbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes ....
Details under title: Gold Town

Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dletrich

I oil In a Harem (89) Ibbott-Costello

Malsle Goes To Reno (90) Sothern-Hodiak

Marrlaqe Is a Private Affair (115) Turner-Hodiak
Mrs Partington (124) Garson-Pidgeon
Naughty Marietta (80) MacDonald-Eddy
The Seventh Cross (Hi) Tracy- Hasso
Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh .

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor
Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy

Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal

Details onder title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Homo (101) Powcll-Loy

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-lohnson

This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason

Keen Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters

Music for Millions (120) D'Bricn-lturbi

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock, The (94) Garland-Walker .

Gentle Annie (80) Craig-Reed

Without Love (111) Tracy-Hepburn

Son of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchester

Details under title: Women's Army
Picture of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders-Hatfield

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewitched (65) Thaxter-Daniels .

Details under title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romance (T) (105) Johnson-Williams

Twice Blessed (77) W:lde-Craig ....

SPECIAL
Meet Me In St. Inuls (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor . . .

Detail* under title- The Horn, Front

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter . . .

Valley of Decision (111) Garson-Peck

vot nrcsrovATim
Ahhott and Costello in Hollywood A. & C. .......
Anchors Aweigil (T) (144) Kelly-Sinatra ...

Dangerous Partners Craig-Hasso

cnrlv tn Wed (T) Ball-Johnson ...

Great Morgan. The Morgan-Powell

Harvev Girls, The (T) Garland-Horliak

Her Highness and the Bellboy (112) Lamarr-Walker

Hidden Eye. The Arnold -Rafferty . .

M M H'oh the Torch (T) r
.
Taylor-Lassie

John and Mary Walker-Allyson ...

Details under title: For Better For Worse

Our Vines Have T«nd-r Grapes «•>!• Rohlnson

Perteet Stranger' Donat-Kerr ...
She Went to the Races rraig-Gifford ...

They Were Expendable Mnntnomery-Wayne

Weekend at the Waldorf Turner- Johnson

vol->nd» ?n6 the Thief (T) Astaire-Rremer

riegfeld Follies (T) Astalre-Ball

.6-25

. .7-9.

.6-11.

.
.4-19 11-44 .510 .7

. 3-6. .9 44 . . 502

.

. .
.9-6 .10-44 506.

. . .4-3. .12-4-1. . .509.

. .
.4-3. .9-44. . .504. S

11-29. .10-44 . .505. 8

. 3-20 11-4T

.

. . 507

.

.9

.12-13. . .9-44. r01. .7

Reissue .9-4-1 . . ?03

.

.8-21.

.6-26.

. .9-4.

.515.
.8-21.
.5-28.

. .8-21.
.8-21.

10-31.
5-29.

.2-45.

.3-45.

.1-45.

. 1-45

.

.3-45.

.2-45.

.3-45.

.2-45.

.5-45.

.5-45.

.5-45.

.6-45.

.12-25.

.12-11.

. 9-18

...4-2.

in-16
Foreion

. .5-28.

.
3-*.

.11-27.

. .J-W.
. . .5-1.

.516. .11

.519. .12-

.514. .12

.513.-1

.518. .1

.517...
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MONOGRAM BLOCK NO. TWO

1944-45 Features C14) Completed Ci~) In Production (1)

Westerns ( l) Completed (12) In Production U)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SI Sl'KNSE
Murder Mystery—Started July 10

past: Peter Cookson, Warren William, James Caldwell, Franc!;;

Pierlot.

Director: Alfred Zeislei Producer: Lindsley Parson
Etoiy: Hoy muni, is coiifso professor for money to complete schooling.

FRONTIER FEUD
Western—Started July 9

/Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Dennis Moore,
Christine Mclntyre.

Director: Lambert Hillyer Supervisor: Charles Bigelow

Tltl»— Binning Time

RELEASE CHART
CM

1944-45
of Kitly O'Day (62) parker-Cookson

Ills, under title: Kitty O'bay Comes Through

(76) laylor- Lindsay

Vives (67) Ramheau-Knox
nt Wives Francis-Kelly .

mery Champs (62) East Side Kids

I Retails unuer title: Mute.s Meets a Deadline
Chinas Little Devils Carey-Kelly .

• Cisco Kid Returns (64) Renaldo-Lane .

Oetaiis under title: Case of the Missing Medico
Come Out Fighting ....East Side Kids

f
Cruy Knights (63) . Gilbert- Howard
Dillinger (77) L. Tierney . . .

loivorce Francis-Cabot .

, Docks of New York (62) Gorcey-Hall . .

Details under title: Murder in the Famil)
i Enemy of Women (86) Woods-Dell . .

(61) Weaver- Low.ry

.8-7 . . .1-J

.6-25

.6-12. .12-

-22. ..3 9.

11 10.

t ,t>h. 12-11.

.2-19.

.
.9-18.

.2-16

.6-30

.6-16

I Details nnder title: The Model Murder
Flame of the West (71) Brown-Hatton

Details under title: Flam.ng Frontiers
Ghost Guns (60) .Brown-Hatton

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs

i Forever Yours (83) Storm-Smith
Details under title: They Shall Have Faith

I

G. I. Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson

I

Gregory .Lowe- Rogers

Gun Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton .

In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon

I
Miggs Rides Again East Side Kids

i Details under title: County Fair

Jade Mask. The (66) Toler-Manton 9-18... 1-26.

i Details under title: Mystery Mansion

Lost Trail. The Brown-Holt 7-9

Party Girl Merrick-Lowery ....4-16

I Details under title: Main Street Girl

Navajo Trails (56) Brown-Holt .... 10-16 1-5

Details under title: The Texas Terror

< Saddle Serenade Wakcley-White 4-30... 7-28.

I Details under title: Cowboy Serenade

I Scarlet Clue. The (65» Toler-Manton 9-18 5-5.

Details under title: Radio Mystery

I
Shadow of Suspicion (68) Weaver-Cookson ... 6-26 . 12-15

Details inder title: Baby Shoes

Shanghai Cobra. The Toler-Moreland 6-11..

South of the Rio Grande Renaldo-Armida ...5-28

Details under title: Sonn of the Border

Song of the Range (55) Wakely-Moore 9-18 .12-1

Details onder title: Saddle Pals
,

I Stranger from Santa Fe (56) Brown-Hatton 1-22 ...7-21.

I Seringtime in Te>as (55) Wakley-White 4-2.... 6-2.

I Belle of the Bowery Regan-Storm 5-14

Details under title: Sunbonnet Sue „ ,
'There Goes Kelly (61) Moran-McKay .... 11-27 .. .2-16

I Details nnder title: Make Way for Kelly

•Trouble Chasers Gilbert-Howard . 3-19 6-2

Details under title. Here Comes Trouble
1 A Wave. A Wac, A Marine <70> Eilers-Yoongman . .

5-17 ... 11-3

I When Strangers Marry (67) Hunter |->guer 5-29 11-24

1 Details inder title: I Married a S**ano»

PAR AMOUH

T

1944-45 Features Completed (45) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
Title— Rinnlni Tl«» Cast Detail.

IN PRODUCTION
Calcutta Ladd-Russell 7-9.

To Each His Own dtHaviland-Lund 7-9.

Trouble With Women. The Milland-Wright 6-11.

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
0«rk Mountain (57) Lnwery-Orew 4-17
National Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather ...11-29.,
Oir Hearts Were Yiono and Gay (81) . .. Lvnn-Russell 9-«-

Rainbnw Island (T) (93) Lamour-Solllvan .10-18.
Till We Meet Again (88) Milland-Brltton ...12-13.

4404
4401
440?

And Now
Frenchman's Creek ( T I (110) rMttlM UeCordova
Man In Half Muon Street (92) Asther-Walker
Ministry of Fear (84) In, Hand-Reynolds
One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tails (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman
Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks
Double Exposure (64) Morns-Kelly
Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton
Practically Yours (90) Colbert-MacMurray

BLOvJK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tutts
High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks ...

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100) Ladd-Russell
Uns-en. The (81) MeCrra- Russell ...

Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Lamour-Cordova
Affairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent ...
Murder. He Says (92) MacMurray-Main
Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage

BLOCK NO. SIX
One Exciting Night (64) Gargan-Savage

Details under title: Hard to Handle
Out of This World (96) Bracken-Lynn
You Cams Along Cummings-Scott ..,

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde <T) (113) Hutton-Cordova

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Cooper-Carroll ...
Northwest Mounted Police (128) Cooper-Carroll ...
This Gun For Hire (81) Ladd-Lake

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia. The Ladd-Lake
Cross My Heart Hulton-Tufts

Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Duffy's Tavern uardner-Reynolds .

Follow That Woman Gargan-Kelly ....
Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lake ...

Details under title: Good Intentions
Kitty Goddard-Milland

Lost Weekend, The Milland-Wyman .

Love Letters Jones-Cotten ....
Masquerade in Mexico Lamour-Cordova
Miss Susie Slagle's Tufts-LaVe

Our Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Russell

People Are Funny Haley-Walker ....
Rhythm Ranett Haley-Hllllard . .

.

Road to Utopia. Tit Crosbv-Hope-Lammr
Stnrk Club Hutton-Fitzoerald

They Made Me A Killer Lowery-Britton . . .

Two Years Before the Mast Larfd-Oonlerv . .

Virginian. Th« McCrea-Britton

Weil-Groomed Bride, Tho Milland-deHavilland

12-27 4406 10-30

i-31 4408... 10-2

H-l 4407. 10 3i)

7-26 4410. . 10 30

]l-10 4409. .10 30

7-13.

8 21.
7-10.

5-15.
.2-7.

.4413.

.4412.

.4415.

.4411.

.4414.

.7-20
12-25
12-25
12-25
12-25

.6-26

11-13

.
.5-1.

11-27

.4424.

.4421.
. 4422

.

.4423.

12-25. . .7-27. . .4427. .6-11

6-11

11-15. . 8-31. . .4431. . .6-25

.8-26

8-26

.4433.

.4434!

.10-2.

.2-19.

12-11.

.6-12.
10-31.
10-31.

. .1-8

.9-18.

. .3-5.

. .4-2.

.11-1.
12-13.
.4-30.

. .7-9.

1914-15 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

Completed (28)

Completed (16)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
Title. Tie Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Detour Savage-Neal 6-25.

COMPLETED
1944-45

Arson Squad (64) Albertson-Armstrong 4-30.
Apology for Murder Savage-Beaumont ...3-5.
Bluebeard (70) Carradine-Parker ...6-12.
Castle of Crimes (60) Kent-Churchill ..Fore on.
Club Havana .Lindsay-Neal 5-28.
Crime. Inc. (75) Neal-Tilton 11-13.
Dangerous Intruder. The Arnt-Borg 4.-16.

Details under title: The Intruder

Dead or Alive Ritter-O'Brien ...10-31.
Dixie Jamboree (71) Langford-Talbot ...2-7.

Details under title: Divle Steam Boat

Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) lowe-lovce 1-22.
Fighting Bill Carson Crabbe-St. John ...6-11.
Fog Island (72) Atwill-Douglas ...11-13..
Flaming Bullets Ritter-Knox 6-11.
Frontier Fugitives O'Brien-Ritter ...5-14.

Details under title: Ride, Ranger. Ride
The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John ...1-22.
Gangsters of the Frmtier (56) Ritter-O'Brien

Great Mike. The (73) Erwin-Henry 7-24.
n*',l|« nnder titl-- «t the Post

His Brother's Ghost (54) Crabbe-St. John

Hollywood and Vine (5R> Ellison-McKay ...8-21.
I'm From Arkansas (68) Adrian-Sommerville ..8-7.
I Accuse My Parents (68) Hughes-Meeker 8-7.

The Kid Sister (56) Pryor-Clark 10-31 .

Ladv Confesses. The (64) Hughes-Beaumont ...2-5.
Details under title: Undercover Girl

Man Who Walked Alone. The (73) O'Brien-Aldrch ...10-16.
Details inder title- Ynu Can't Stno Romai'e

Marked for Murder (58) O'Brien-Ritter

Missing Corpse (62) Bromberq-Jenks 2-5.

Details under title: Stranger in the Family

Oath of Vengeance (58) Oahbe-St. John
Ph-.ntnm of 40nd Street O'Brien-Aldrich ...1-22.

Rogues Gallery (60) Jenks-Warner

^nell of Amy Nugent. The (63) Farr-Lindsav For-inn

Shadow of Terror Fraser-Gillern 5-28

Details under title: Checkmate

.9-11.

.9-27.
11- 10.
12-22. .513... 2-5

.502.7.3-1*

2-15.
9-22.
.9-1.

2-3.

. 4-25

.

10-31.

.559
.551. .11-13

.511. .10-30

.5*1

.510
.512. . .1-22

.516
.522. . .5-28

.507. . .2-19

6-11

1-22
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Shadow? of Death (61) Crabbe-Knox ...
fetalis under title: Barber ,| Ked Gap

Silver Fleet. The (77) Richardson- Withers
Song ot Old Wyoming ..an-r-ajdeii

Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John .

Strange Illusion (83) tilers- Lydon
iwing Hostess (76) Tilton-Collins
Three in the Saddle Ritter-O'Brien
town Went Wild. The (77) dartholomew-Hortu.i
Whimpering Skulls (55) Ritter-O'Br.en ...
Why Girls Leave Home (68) Lane-Leonard ....

...... raautuH Crabbe-St. John
H„„„ »| t |e . phantom ,,< wild Vail-

White Pongo Frascr-Wrixon . . .

.4-19.

7-1

.3-5.

K-^ 1

.4-16.

REPUBLIC
I'll 1-45 Features

Westerns
(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (44)

Completed (2ft)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

In I'roduction (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DON T FENCE ME IN
Musical Western—Started July 12

Cast: Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Geor
the Pioneers, Lucille Gleason,
rence, Paul Harvey.

Director: John English Associate Produce

;e "Gabby" Hayes, Sons of
Moroni Olsen, Marc Law-

SHEREFF OF REDWOOD VALLEY
Western—Started July 10

Cast: Wild Bill Elliott, Alice Fleming, Bobby Blake.
Director: R. G. Springsteen Assoc. Producer: Sidney Pickei

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Time

COiYlLFLE'rEjD

Angel Comes to Brooklyn, A
Details under title: New

Atlantic City <8bi
Bandit of Badlands
Benind City Lights

Details under title: Returi

1944-45
Dowd-Duke

of 1945
Moore-Taylor

Carson-Stewart

6o
Dawn

. Rogers-Evans

,<*rl nf razee

Lake-Evans .

,
Brucc-Guizar

.Elliott-Fle,. ing

.
Darwell-Kennedy

Bells ol Ro.antj
Big Bonanza (68)
Big Show-Off (70)

Details under tide: Next Conies Love
Jordtrtown Trails

Brazil (91) '.'.'..'.

California Gold Rush
Captain Tugboat Annie

Details under title: Tugboat Annie's So..
Cheaters. The (87) Schildkraut-Burke

Details under title: The Mannificcnt Mr M
Cherokee Flash Carson-Stirling
Cheyenne Wildcat Elliott -F lennng
Chicago Kid (68)

. . Barry- Roberts .

Code of I he Prairie Burnette-Carson
Colorado Piomers Elliott-Fleming
Corpus Christi Bandits Lane-Talbot
De>neradnrs of Dakota Elliot-Fleming
1**1 Carroll's Vmit e< (81) O'Keefe-Moore .

End of the Road (51) Norris-Storey . .

Details under title: Man of Mystery
Faces In the Foo (71) Withers-Kelly
Fatal Witne<s Ankers-Fraser .

F"ten| Oneratnr No 90 Lamont-Talbot
Flame of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak .

Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachrlc
Girls of the Big House Roberts-Powers
Git Along little Dogies Autry-Burnette
Great Flaminon. The (78) vonStroheirn-Hughi
The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming
Grissly's Millions (72) Grey-Kelly
Guy Could Change. A lane-Frazee
Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Pearce-Evans ..
Jealousy Morley-Asther
Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker

Details under title: Johnny March
lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor
Lone Texa, Ranger Elliott-Fleming
love. Honor unit Goodbye Bruce-Ashley
Man From Oklahoma, T*e . . Rogers-Evans
Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) ...Stirling-Bailey

.

Marshall ot Laredo Elliott-Blake ..
M.r,i,»i of Rent Elliott-Hayes ..
Mexieana Guizar-Moore
My B'ldv (6") Barry-Roberts
Phantom Speaks. The (68) Vlcn- Roberts
Purple Monster Strikes. The (Serial) Str-rlinn-Moore .

Red River Valley Autry-Burnette .

Road To Alcatraz Lowcry-Storey
Rough Riders of Cheyenne Carson-Stewart ...
Silver City Kid lane-Stewart

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades
San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake

Santa Fe Saddlemates Carson-Stirling
>-rolland Yard Investigator VonStrohcim-Bachelor

Detail. Rel. s«

. . .515. .9-15.

.

. .327. .8-21
. .4-16.

. . .2-5. 6-19. . . .442. .5-28
Ij-31 . .40

. . .9-4. .122. .410. . . .

2~5

5 15. . .8-1' 451
. 6-26. 11-30 . . 403

.

.11-15
4-30.

.12-25.

2-19

. . .7-9

j>314

. . .10-2 '.".6-29 .417 . .2-19

..6 -s 10-6 .452.
. .3-1 .

.4-20.'.
. .465

.11-13 . .4-5. . .413. . .3-19
. .7-10 11-10. . . 402

.

. . .1-8

. 8-J1. 11-25
. 414 .11-13

1-22.

. . .2-5.

. .7-24. .5-28.' .'.415. .4-30
12-25. . ..7-3.. . .422
...3 5.
Reissue iri-V'i . . H-n \

10-16 .3-30. . 412. .2-19

. .9-13. . .2-15..

1 16 403. . .1-22

9-18 .7-19. . .419. .5-14
.1127.

.

7-23.

.

.424
.11-27. . .4-2. . .414. .4-16

. 8 21 . 12-23. .406. . . .1-8

. .5-28

. .6-26

.lO^ .

. .4-30.
Reissue

5-29. . .8-16.
2-19 6-2.

219
Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling ... 12-2 .. .2-28.
Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake 7-24.. 12-31.
Sheriff of Sendown lane-Stewart 5-29 .11-7.
sing. Kelohhor « ng (70) . Terry-Brown 4-17 R-12
Song for Mist Julie. A (69) Early-Clark 10-16 .2-19
Sporting Chance Randolph-O'Malley 12-11 ... 4-20

.

Details andrr title: Behind the Shirs

.3316

.463.
'01

Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart . .

Details under title: Marshal of Monterey

Steppin' In Society (72) Horton-George .

Sunset in El Dorado Rogers-Evans ..

swingin' on a Rainbow Taylor frazee

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry

three's A Crowd Michael-Gordon

Thorooghbreds . Ncal-Mara . . .

T gcr Woman. The Richmond-Mara

Topeka Terror Mian Lane

Oreoon Trail Carson-Stewart

Utah (78) Rogers-Evans ..

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart

Wngon Wheels Westward Elliott-Fleming

Wo-nan Who Came Back. The Kelly-Loder ...

Details under title: The Web
torro's Black Whip (Sena. Lewls-Stirllnq

12-25
11-27. . .5-23 416

. .9-4. .12-23 408

.10-2. . .1-26 . . .464

. .4-2. . .7-14 456
12-11. . .3-21 441 4-2

10-16. . .5-10 :
-14

.4-16

.4-30

RKO -RADIO
1941-45 Features Completed (48) In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

THE LIE DETECTOR
Mystery—Started July 10

Cast: Bonita Granville, Morgan Conway, Rita Corday, Edwardi
Norris.

Director: Lew Landers
story: Murderer is discovei

by He detector.

Producer Herman Schlom
emale lawyer aided

.Lum n Abner

.Tsmond-Masseii

Moffett-Esmond

.5-15.

.5-29.

.5-29.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rinnlng Tim Cast Ueti'U

IN PRODUCTION
Cornered Powell-Cheirel .. 7-9.

Kid From Brooklyn. The (T) Kaye-Mayo 6-25.

River Boat Rhythm Errol-Newton 7-9.

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Going To Town (69)
Master Race (96)
My Pal, Wolf (75)

Details ender title: Pumpkin Shell

None But the Lonely Heart (113) . .

Tall in the Saddle (87)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91)
Falcon in Hollywood, The (67)...
Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rush. The (65) Langford-Brown

Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly ...

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley ....
Details under title: Come Share My Love

Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire .

Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis .

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long ....

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) Karloff-Lugosi

. .

China Sky (77) Scott-Drew
Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Weissmuller-Joyce

.504. . .10-2

502 .. . 10-2

.505. .
.10-2

Lamarr-Brent 7-24.

Conway-Hale 7-24.
5-29.

.10-16.

. .5-1.

.
.8-21.

.510. .12-11

.507. .12-11

.508 . .12-11

515.

.513.
512

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ann

Details under title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler, The (67) Loder-Duprez

Two O'clock Courage (66) Conway-Rutherford

West of The Pecos (66) Mitchum-Hale

BLOCK NO. SLX
George White's Scandals Davis-Haley . . .

Falcon in San Francisco, The Conway-Corday
First Yank Into Tokyo Neal-Hale

Johnny Angel Raft-Trevor

Mama Loves Papa Errol-Risdon . . .

SPECIALS
Belle of the Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Lee

Casanova Brown (93) Conner-Wright

It's a Pleasure (T) (90) Henie-O'Shea ...

Princess and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo
Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature

Woman in the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett

Details under title: Once Off Guard

Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo

NOT DESIGNATED
Along Came Jones (90) Cooper-Young . . .

Bells of St. Mary's, The Crosby-Bergman .

Deadlino at Dawn Hayward-Williams

Dick Tracy Conway-Jeffreys

Ding Dong Williams Vernon-McGuire .

Isle of the Dead Karloff-Drcw

Game of Death Loder-Long ....

Details under title: The Most Dangerous

Passionate Ghost O'Brien-Drew

Details under title Man Alive

Radio Stars on Parage Brown-Carney . .

Sing Your Way Home Haley-Jeffries

Details under titlr: Follow Your Heart

Spanish Main. The (T) Henreld-O'Hara .

Tomorrow Is Fore.ver Colbert-Welles . .

Wanderer of the Wasteland Warren-Long . ...

.11-13.

. .7-10.

.8-21.
10-16. .

.2-5.

.

.2-19.

.2-19.
.12-11.

.2-19.

517.
519
518
.520.
516

. . 522

.

. .521.

.524.

.

.4-30

.4-3!

4-3

.4-30

.5-14

.4-30

6-11

.417

.7-24.

.5-28.

.6-11.

.5-14.

54... 3-5

1 10-16

>1. .12-25

!2 . .10-16

I
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20th CENTURY -FOX
1944-45 Features Completed (41) In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

Smoky
Drama -Started July 12

Cast: Fred MacMurray, Anne Baxter, Burl Ives.

Director: Louis King Producer: Willi

Story. From the Will James novel of a horse.

Title—Rinnlna Tleee

IN PRODUCTION
Enchanted Voyage (T) . .

Leave Her To Heaven (T) . . .

COMPLETED

RELEASE CHART
Cat! Detain

1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
lake It w Leave It (70) Bakei Massow

Wing and a Prayer (97) Aineche-Andrews

BLOCK NO. TWO
Dangerous Journey (73) Dennis-Roosevelt

Greenwich Village <T> (82! Ameche Miranda

Sweet and Lowdown (75) Bari-Goodman

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise, The (75) Laurel-Hardy .

Details under title: Good Neighbors

In the Meantime. Darling (72) Crain-Latimore

Details under title: I Married a Soldier

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) Woolley-Haver

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laura (88)

Something for the Boys (T) (87) .

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner (or a Soldier (86) .

Winged Victory (130)

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137)

vel Feat.

11-15.

.

. .2-7. .

.4-3.

.1-10.

04 8-21

.505. . .8-21

.503.. -8-21

October

October

October.

M)6. . .9-18

.507. . .9-18

.508 .10- 16

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Hangover Square (77)

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn (128)

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68)
Thunderhead, Son of Flicka (T) (73)

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77) F

Details under title- Molly. Ble

Song of Bernadette (156) ....

Royal Scandal, A (90) Bankhead-Eyth

Details under title: Czarina

BLOCK NO. TEN
Diamond Horseshoe (T) (104)

Bull Fighters (62)

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Don Juan Ouilligan (75)

Details under title: Two-Faced Ouilligan

Where Do We Go From Here? (T) (77).

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Nob Hlil (95)

Within These Walls (71)

NOT DESIGNATED

.Tierney-Andrews

.Miranda-O'Shoa ..

..5-1..

..5-1..

Nov. .

. Nov. . .

. .509.

. .510.

in-30
11-15

.
Baxter-Winnlnger

O'Brien-Crane

.
.7-10.

. .6-26.

. Dec. . .

. Dec.

.

. .513.

..512.

12-11

11-27

Peck-Hardwlcke

Gov't Documentary

...2-7. .Jan..

.

.Jan.

.

..514.
. .515.

12-25
.1-22

Cregar-Darnell . .
.9-4. Feb..

Feb

. .516.
517.

. .1-22

. . .2-5

O'Shea-Marshall .11-13. .Mar.. . .519. . .2-19

..McDowell-Foster . .S-15. M.u.

.

. .518. . . .2-5

.11-13. .Apr.. . . 522

.

. . .3-5

Jones-Price

Bankhead-Eythe . .

. .4-5.

.

..9-18.

.April

.

. April

.

. .520.
. .521.

. . .2-7

. . .4-5

Bell for Adano, A (103) . .

Call nf the Wild i Reissue)

Captain Eddie (107)
Carribean Mystery

Details under title: First,

Colonel Effingham's Raid .

Dolly Sisters, The (T)

Pranonwvck

Details under title: Now It Can Be Told

mior Miss (94)

Grable-Haymes . .
9-4. May. . . .524. .4-30

Laurel-Hardy .12-11 . . May. . .525. 4-1&

Bcndix-Blondcll . . .
.2-5. . .527. .6-25

MacMurray-Lcslie . . .9-4. June. .526. .5-28

1 Bennett-Raft . . .8-21. . July. . . 529

.

.6-11

Mitchell-Anderson . .3-5.

.

July . . . 528

.

.6-11

Fitzgerald-Huston 3-1".

Ho'liak-Bcndix . .
.11-13. . .7-9

Gable-Young .June.

.

.523 .

.

MacMurray-Bari . . Sept . . W-23
Dunn-Ryan ... 2-5

.

Bennett-Eythe . . . .12-25.

Eythe-Hasso . .4-30.

Garner-Joslyn . .2-19. .Aug.. 603. . .6-25

fl'Hara-Haymes . .4-30.

Conte- Marlowe . .6-11.

Niven-Huntley .'. .For. . Aug.. . .511. .
.6-11

Hardwieke-Mitchrll 11-29. . .AuO. - . 602

.

. . .8-7

UNITED ARTISTS
1944-45 Features Completed (34) In Production (4)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.): Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger

(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaus
(Bok.) ; Stromberg (Smg.): Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);

Stone (Stn): Selznirk (Szk.*); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.) ; Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.) ; Hughes (Hug.).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
WHISTLE STOP
Drama—Started June 25

Cast: George Raft, Ava Gardner, Victor McLaglen, Tom Conway,
Jorja Curtwright.

Director: Lconide Moguy Producer: Seymour Nebenzal
Btory: Local girl cornea borne well-dreaaed but broke from tbe big city. The

DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID
Comedy-Drama—Started July 9
Cast: Paulette Goddard, Hurd Hatfield, Judith Anderson, Regi-

nald Owen and Burgess Meredith.
Director: Jean Renoir Co-producers: Benedict Bogeaus and

Burgess Meredith
Story: A Parisian girl goea to tbe country estate or rich Preach people and

by her own |K-i-uli:ir scheme sliiiishtens out the situat
within the family.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Keening Time Cut DetalU lei.

Duel in The Sun Jones-Coltcn 3-19. . . . ..

Getting Gertie's Garter 0' Kcefc-McDonald ..6-25

COMPLETED
1944-45

Abroad with Two Yanks (80) U'Keele-Bendix
Bedside Manner (79) Husscy-Carroll

.3-20
11-27.

Cumiinngs-Harrison Foreign..

Cagmy-Sidney . . . .10-31. .

O'Keelc- Walker 8-21.

Olivier-Leigh . . . Foreign

laughton-Britlon

Livesy-Walbrook

.Powell-Bellamy

Blithe Spin
Blood on the Sun (94) . .

.

Brewster's Millions (79) . . .

Caesar and Cleopatra (f).
Captain Kidd

Colonel Blimp (T) (148).
U.irk Waters (89)
Delightfully Dangerous (93)

Oetails uniler title H. ch
Great John L, The (96) Darnell- McClurc
Guest In the House (121) Batter-Bellamy
Cucst Wife Colfccrt-Amcche .

Hairy Ape, The (90) Bendit-Haywari
Henry V (T) Olivier-Newton
Her Man Gllbey IVilding- Ward . .

I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten
Details under title Dui'hle Furlough

It's in the Bag (87) Allen-Benchlcy .

Sensations of 1945 (86) Powell-Fields ..

Mr. Emmanuel (92) «ylmer-Gynt
Outlaw, The Russell-Huston
Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields
Since You Went Away (171) olbert-Cotten

Song of the Onen Road (89) Bergen-Granville

Southerner, The (91) Scott-Field

Details under title: Hold Autumn in Your Hand
Spellbound .Bergman-Peck

Details un-fer title- Hn„se nf Dr. Edwardes
Stery of G. I. Joe (109) Meredith
Summer Storm (107) Sanders-Darnell

Details under title The Moon Their Mistress

This Happy Breed (T) Newton-Johnson

3 Is a Family (81) Rnggles-Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field . . .

500n W«men Robson-Calvert

Ynung Widow Russell- Hayward

Walk In the Sun Andrews-Conte .

.
Foreign . .

5-29
. . .9-4.

.

.
.7-10. .

. . .2-21.
. .12-11.
. . .1-10.

6-29. .

. 12-R.

.7-27.

. .6-16

jus she Onda

Me. <v.

Szk

Sml

. . .SHI.

. . .Stn. .6-25
G.F.D..

•Cgy.. .4-30
. .Sml.. . . A-d
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UN I V ER SAL
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (5

Completed (

Completed (

In Production (4)

In Production ( 1 )

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
LAW FOP PECOS
Western—Started July 9
Cast: Kirby Grant, Fuzzy Knight, Pot

Hush Prosser, Barbara Sears,
Howard.

Director: Wallace Fox

i Adams, Harry Woods,
Rune Hultman, Eddie

Wallace Fox

ROYAL MOUNTED RIDES AGAIN
Serial (13 Episodes)—Started July 16

Cast: William Kennedy, Daun Kennedy, Georj;e Dolenz, Robert
Armstrong.

Directors: Ray Taylor, Lewis Collins Producer: Morgan Cox

RELEASE CHART
Title—Binning TIbm Cast OetaJU lei. No. Bet

IN PRODUCTION
Shady Lady Coburn-Simms

Details under title: Alibi in Ermine

As It Was Before Oberon-Korvin

Frontier Gal (T) dcCarlo-Cnmeron

Once Upon A Dream Tone-Foster ..

COMPLETED
1944-4S —

Beautiful Cheat (59) Granville-Bccry

Details under title: It's Never Tno Late

Beyond the Pecos Cameron Drew

Blonde Ransom (68) Cook-Grey . .

.

Bowery To Broadway (94) Oakie-Montez

Babes on Swing Street Errol-Vincent

Can't Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paige

Climax. The (86) Karloff- Foster

Dead Man's Eves (64) Chaney-Parker

East Side of Heaven (Reissue) Crosby-Blondell

.6-25.

.5-14.

.6-11.

.11-27.

.7-24

.12-25.

. .5-15.

. . 5-29

.

. .6-12.

. .2-21.

. . .4-3.

.7-20.

.2-23.
.

.6-15.

. .11-3.
JO-13.
12-29.
10-20.
.11-10.

.6-15.

.

.9044.

.9083.
.9042.
.9012.
.9024.

.9071.

.9007.
12-25
10-16
10-30
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Easy To Look At Jean-Grant
tnier Arsene Lupin w.:> Raincs-Kowin ...

Details under title: Arsene Lupin
fairy Tale Murder jeaii-Brasselle . . .

Frozen Ghost, The (61) Chaney-Ankcrs
utsuny >.oj) Jean-Curtis
Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey
birl On the Snot Barker-Collier . . .

Details under title: Serenade tor Murder
Gypsy Wildcat (T) (75) Montez-Hall
Crimson Canary Bccry-Collier

Details under title: Hear That Trumpet Talk
Here Come the Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello
Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattai
HI, Beautiful O'Drlscoll-Beery

Details under title: Be It Ever So Humble
House of Fear (69) Rathbone-Bruce
Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney . .

Details under title: Devils Brood

I'll Remember April (64) Jean-Grant

Details under title: Mike Goes to a Party
I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce

Imitation of Life (Reissue) Colbert-William ..

Jungle Captive (63) 7 .77 Lanc-Kruger

Jungle Queen (Serial) .Collier-Quillan . . ,

Lady On A Train Durbin-Bellamy ..

Master Key, The (Serial) Wiley-Moore ...

Men In Her Diary Aiontton Hall ..

Merrily Wi Slog Ryan-Blyti

Merry Monahans, The (91) O'Connor-Ryan
Moonlight and Cattn Am.."ews-Carnllo .

Mummy's Curse (62) Chaney-Harding

Murder in the Blue Room 1 61 )
.

'. Cook-Gwynne
Mystery of the River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clements .

My Gal lovei Musle (T) Crosby- McDonald
Naughty Nineties. The (76) Abbott-Costello ..

Night Club Girl f61) Austin-Dunn ...

Night In Paradise Oberon-Bey ....
•no Teiai Trail. The ameron-Knight

On Stage. Everybdoy (75) Oakie-Ryan

Patrick the Great (89) O'Connor-Ryan

Pearl of Death (69) RathDoni-Bruce
.

Penthouse Rhythm r.ollier-Norris . . .

Minw of Death Chaney-Joyce . . .

Raiders of Ghost City Moo're-Atwlll ...

Reckless Age (63) lean-Clark

Detjlll «"d~ t"l»- Way 'nr I nVf

Renegades of the Rio Grande Cameron-Knight

Rlden of Santa Fe rammon-Knight
Salome. Where She Danced (90) DeCarlo-Cameron
San Diego. I Lov V»m rftt) Hall-Foster ....
«*cret Anent X-9 (Serial) Bridges-Wiley . . .

See My Lawyer (69) Olsen & Johnson
Senorita from the West Jones-Granville

She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan . . .

cimiflhi Sheriff (63) Norrls-Krflght . .

Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-Kelly ...
Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce . . .

Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall . . .

Details unite- title: Oueen nf the Nile

Susoect, The (85) Laughton-Raines

Swing Out, Sister (60) Cameron-deWit
That's The Snirit (93) Ryan-Oakie

Woman in Green (68) Rathbonc-Brucc

Details under title: Invitation to Death

.6-26. . .6-28
.3-18. .1^-22.
.10-2. . .2-23.

.8-21.

. . .2-5.

11-27

.

. .4-17.

. .8-21.

12-11.

7 9- is.'

...2-5.

.9031.

.9025.

.2-16.

.4-13.

.12-11

. .2-19

..5-15

.12-27

5-1

.8-21.
.3-19

-16

.5-14

.9013.

.9027.

.9041

.9038 .7 .'.7-9

. .9-15. . .£008. . .9-4

. 9-9. . 9022

.

. .2-16.

. .12-1. . .1.034. .11-2/
.10-24.

.12-15. .9037
. . .7-6. . 9003

.

.6-25

. . .1-5. . .9035 . .1-22

12-15 .9082
. .7-13.

. . .5-4. .'.3-14

. .9-22. . ^9019. .9-18

. .6-22. .9043

'.'7-25'. .9780
,11-17 9029 .10-16

6-1. .9084
.11)0

. .4-27. . 9073. . .4-30
. .9-29 .

'01?.

.5-25. . .9016. .7.7-9

. .1-12 .9020
. J0-«

. .4-20- . .9040. . .5-28

.3-2. . .7006. .'. .4-2

.. 2-9. .
.9~in

. .5-18. . .9033. . .6-11

Uncle Harry

Under Western Skies (57)

Details under title: Musical

WARNER BROTHERS
1944-45 Features Completed (37) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
title—Running Tine Cast

A Stolen Life Davis-Ford

Confidential Agent lioyer-Bacall

Night and Day (T) brant-Smith

COMPLETED
1944-45

Animal Kingdom Sheridan-Morgaa

Details under title: One Mere Tomorrow
Arsenic and Old Laoe (118) Grant-Lane

Big Sleep, The Bogart-Bacall . .

Christmas in Connecticut (101) Stanwyck-Morgan

Cinderella Jaaes Leslie-Aldo ...

Conflict (86) Bogart-Hobart ...

Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dell ....

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid .

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan .

Details under title: Forty Whacks
Doughgirls. The (102) Sheridan-Carson

God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey .

Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-Star

Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Smith . . .

Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine

lanit (106) Reynolds-Hutton

Janie Gets Married Leslie-Hutton

Last Ride. The (56) Travis-Parker . . .

Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson .

My Reputation Stanwytk- Brent

Nobody Lives Forever Garfibld-Fitzgerald

Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown ...

Of Human Bondage Henreld-Parker

Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstrect

Rounhly Sneaking (117) Russell-Carson ..

Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper-Brrgman

Shadow of A Woman King-Prince

To Have and Have Mnt (101) Bogart-Bacall

Two Mrs. Carrolls. The Booart-Stanwyck

Too Young To Know Leslie-Hutton

Vsry Thought of You (99) p,rVer-Mnrq,n

1945-46

Details

. .2-19.

. .6-25.

. .6-25.

Danger Signal En
Devotion Dc
Rhapsody in Blue (139) Lei

San Antonio (T) Fl;

Pride of the Marines Ga
Details under title: This Love of Ours

Three Strangers

Time, The Place and The Girl. The

-Scott

. .11-1. .9-23. . . .403.

.10 31.

. .6-12. .8-11.

.

. .420

12-13
. .5-17. .6-30. . . .418.

. .8-21. .7-21. . . . 419

.

. . .3-6. 10-21. . .405.

.10 19. . . 9-9 . . . . )o2

.

. . .3-6 11-25. . . 407

.

. .8-21. . .4-7. . . .414.

. .6-12. .5-19. . .
.416.

. .6-26. .12-31 .409.

.11-15. 4-28. 415.

.11-27. .3-1/

.

. .413.

.
.1-10 9 2. . .401

10-7 . . 404

.

.12-25.

.11-29.

.
.9-18

. .6-12. '2-IO . .411

. . 7 ?4
.8-21. . . 6-9

.

. .417.

. .6-12. .
.3-1.

.
.412.

. . .3-8. .1-26 .

.
2-10

.
.2-21. .1 20. . .410. 10

.
.3-6. .11-11. . .406

. .4-16. .1-12.

.

11-16. 11-24. .

. .7-26. .9-27

.10-16. 10-27 . .

.11-27. . .9-1.

.

. FitzgeraM-Grccnstrcct

. Morgan-Paige ....

SIZE-UPS
{Continued from Page 39)

Victor Stoloff, assistant to Director William Dieterle, is going
to make a picture in Egypt as soon as he is through with his job
on "As It Was Before." The picture will be done with the bless-
ing of the Egyptian government and tells the story of an Egyptian
peasant along the lines of "The Good Earth." Stoloff lived in
Egvpt for 10 years, writing and acting, so, of course, he is equip-
ped for the job. The picture will be released in the United States.

Jacques Tourneur has been borrowed by Walter Wanger from
RKO to direct "Canyon Passage," the next Wanger Technicolor
film. George Marshall was originally assigned the job but he will
not l)e available for an August shooting start. Tourneur's last
picture was "Experiment Perilous" at RKO.

A serial and a western got starting guns this week. The
opening day of "Royal Mounted Rides Again," a 13-episode cliff-

hanger with William Kennedy, Daun Kennedy, George Dolenz and
Robert Armstrong cast was marred by the accidental death of
Addison (Jack) Randall in a fall from his horse. "Law for Pecos"
is a western with Kirby Grant, Fuzzy Knight and Poni Adams
featured.

"Alibi in Ermine" got the title-change treatment and came up
"Shady Lady."

Four productions continue in work: "Shady Lady" (Coburn-
Simms), "As It Was Before" (Oberon-Korvin), "Frontier Gal"
(DeCarlo-Cameron) and "Once Upon A Dream" (Tone-Foster).

WARNER BROS.

This studio has set 11 releases for the period from September
to February. 1946, they are: "Pride of the Marines," "Rhapsody
in Blue," "Three Strangers," "San Antonio," "Too Young To

Know," "Devotion," "The Time, The Place and The Girl," "D;mg

Signal," "Saratoga Trunk," "Shadow of A Woman" and "Cindc

ella Jones." This is the longest release list announced for advan

releases by Warner's in some time. It is still only a scratch

the surface of the backlog the studio has piled up. "Saratoj

Trunk" (Ingrid Bergman-Gary Cooper) has been completed f

well over a year and one-half, which means it will be more thi

two years old when it is released. It is a period piece, of cours

and timeliness is not of the essence, but for first-rate product

lay in a can for two years seems a crime in view of the curre

product shortage.

A new personnel list from Warner Bros, shows the longest li

of players, directors, writers and producers in the studio's histot

Twenty-six stars are now under contract, 49 feature players,

directors, 12 producers and 34 writers comprise the list.

In line with the policy of the company to clear out all hoi

ings not directly connected with production, Warner Bros, h

sold out 43,759 shares in Decca Records, Inc. to Kuhn, Loeb ai

Company for a sum in excess of $1,800,000.

The Errol Flynn-Eleanor Parker picture gets a title chan

before production starts. Originally called, "Don't Ever Lea

Me," it goes into production shortly as "Never Say Goodby.

Another pre-production title change goes to "Why Was I Bor

which is now called "The Man I Love." Ida Lupino and Rob*

Alda are starred. Martha Vickers has also been assigned, in li

with her build-un by the studio.

No new pictures starting this week. "Stolen Life" (Dav

Ford), "Confidential Agent" (Boyer-Bacall) and "Night and Da

(Grant-Wyman) continue in production.
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CARD TRICK?... not on your life... The

PRIZE BABY does this one with PATRONS

* + * First you see them in his HAND...

and then... in the flash-of-an EYE... they're

in your THEATRE *** He's been doing

this trick for TWENTY- FIVE YEARS... and

he's got it down "pat"...Yep...TWENTY-

FIVE YEARS of... FIRST getting patrons

into the palm of his hand... and then

getting them into YOUR THEATRE
*** He can even prove that "the EYE is

quicker than the HAND". ..and that's his

SECRET. ... because ... it isn't "sleight-of-

hand" that makes this stunt so good...

it's EYE-APPEAL... the kind you find in I

NSS TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES... that

REALLY fill those seats ###



THE NEWS DIGEST
( Continued from Page 29

)

COURT ORDERS END DELAYS
The three judges who will hear the Government's anti-trust

case against the major distributors showed signs of impatience
with delays in replies to interrogatories submitted by both parties,

as the first hearing before the newly-appointed statutory court
composed of Judge Augustus N. Hand, circuit judge, who pre-

sided, and Judges Henry W. Goddard and John Bright, took place
in New York Federal Court last fortnight. The two parties were
warned that they must show a greater spirit of cooperation, or
else the Court would take "appropriate action," indicating that
pre-trial examinations might be ordered in that direction.

Robert L. Wright, special assistant to the U. S. Attorney Gen-
eral, disclosed that the Department of Justice intends to base its

case on documents showing distribution methods and practices of

the five distributor defendants with affiliated circuits, but when
asked by Judge Hand whether he was willing to rest his case on
these documents alone, Wright replied that he was not prepared
to say that he would not call any witnesses, holding that point in

abeyance until the defendants' testimony revealed whether wit-
nesses would be necessary for rebuttal. Wright's revelation of the
method of handling the Government's case came in reply to a
motion by counsel for the distributors to require the Department
to furnish "more satisfactory answers" to interrogatories.

WARNER THEATRES LEAVE MPTOA
Warner Bros. Theatres withdrew from MPTOA as an asso-

ciate member, effective July 1, it was learned last fortnight as
E. L. Kuykendall, president of MPTOA, made known the action
following a letter to that effect from Albert Warner. The affiliated
circuit's withdrawal followed close upon the parent company's
resignation from MPPDA and, although Warners was silent on
the matter, there was belief that there was some relation between
the double action.

Kuykendall said that no reason was given by Warner in his
letter. He added that "it is understood no such action is con-
templated by the other affiliated circuits who will continue to col-
laborate with independent exhibitor members of MPTOA on the
defense of all theatres against excessive and discriminatory taxa-
tion and against destructive and unreasonable regulation of thea-
tre operation by law. No change in the structure or policies of
MPTOA is contemplated at this time."

Under the existing conditions, Warner theatres in individual
zones may apply for membership in exhibitor state associations,
upon home office approval. Warner houses are members of Allied
units in Ohio and Indiana and to an unaffiliated unit in Virginia
and it is believed that the local affiliated circuit houses will retain
their membership in these groups.

CHI STRIKE CONFERENCE FAILS
The attempt to resolve the deadlock in the studio strike once

again came up against a brick wall when the Chicago conference
of international presidents of involved unions ended in failure. A

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTIONISTS
Don't put your return film In the lobby before

all patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

H3GHWAY EXPRESS UNH5, 3MC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

sub-committee's proposal that conditions in the studios be re-

stored to the pre-strike standing, was countered by IATSE head
Richard F. Walsh's proposal that the Conference of Studio Unions
be disbanded and that the AFL and studios regard IATSE replace-

ment employes as a permanent group. Thus, the strike remained
as far from being settled as ever, pending a meeting of the AFL
executive council in Chicago on August 6th to discuss the situation

CSU leaders considered Walsh's action as a blow to IATSE
insofar as the parent union was concerned, since he has now
formally stated his defiance of the AFL order that he withdraw
the charters issued to Hollywood painters', carpenters' and
machinists' unions.

Last week, the possibility that publicity men and office work-
ers may be ordered to rejoin the strike, became evident after a

telegram from international president L. P. Lindelof of the Paint-

ers' Union declared the strike legal, reversing his decision madt
after the first few days of the strike when he had caused SPC
and SOEG members to return to work. Meanwhile, NLRB hear

ings into the eligibility of voters in the recent set decorators

election continued uneventfully.

RKO, RANK IN P-D DEAL
RKO-Radio and J. Arthur Rank consummated a joint dis

tribution and production deal involving a number of top bracke
pictures, it was disclosed last week by N. Peter Rathvon, RKC
board chairman. The deal, a world-wide project, is the result o

a series of conferences initiated by Phil Reisman, vice-presiden

in charge of foreign distribution for RKO-Radio and Rober
Wolff, managing director of RKO-Radio Pictures, Ltd., and RKC
British Productions in London.

The pictures will be produced in the United Kingdom, witl

RKO handling distribution in the U. S., UK, Central and Soutl

America and other countries to be determined. Rank will dis

tribute in Europe, Canada, Australia and other countries.

In his final interview with the trade press before sailing fo

England, J. Arthur Rank declared that Rank production affiliate

can and will make quality pictures in England at a lower cos

level than is possible now in Hollywood. This asset will be I

strong factor in the supply of British-made product in world-wid

distribution and will tend to offset advantages enjoyed by Holly

wood at present. He said that technical, labor and material costs

as well as the standards of living in England, were much belo\

those in this country.

PEOPLE
Morris Goodman resigned as foreign general manager of Rii

public Pictures, effective July 31, it was announced by James Fj

Grainger, president and general sales manager of Republic. Grairi

ger, who recently assumed control of world-wide sales, will ar,

nounce the names of his assistants in the company's foreigj

organization later.

Arthur W. Kelly resigned as president of Eagle Lion Film:j

American distribution affiliate of the J. Arthur Rank London pr(!

ducing companies.

Stanton Griffis, American Red Cross Commissioner for th

Pacific area, has resigned and is expected to resume the chai.';

manship of the Paramount executive committee and his othe

corporate affiliations.

T. R. Thompson, United Artists district manager supervisin 1

the St. Louis, Omaha and Kansas City offices, has resigned. Ru
Lohrenz, Chicago district manager, takes over Thompson I

territory.

Sidney Albright was appointed managing director of 20n

Centurv-Fox in Australia, following his recent resignation froi

United Artists.

A. Charles Hayman, 61, pioneer of production and exhibitio

in the industry, died in Buffalo, following a heart attack, o|

July 10th.

Abe Weiner. former Republic branch manager in Boston, we

named a PRC district manager, unassigned.

CONTINUE
BUYING

WAR BONDS

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Member Nat'l Film Currier*
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PARAMOUNT HAS A BIRTHDAY
(Continued from Page 32)

• cause New York weather wasn't quite suitable for outdoor filming,

i By 1915 the young production company had a roster of stars
(headlined by Wally Reid, destined to become one of the greatest
'male heart-throbs the screen has known. The next year the
;Lasky Feature Play Company and Zukor's Famous Players or-

ganization merged, the latter bringing a little girl named Mary
IPickford who was getting the unheard-of sum of $20,000 per week.
Zukor and Lasky then purchased Paramount Pictures, William K.
iHodkinson's distributing organization and announced the forma-
i
tion of the $25,000,000 Famous Players-Lasky Corp. Zukor was

t
elected president and Lasky was put in charge of production.

Star names that were among the biggest in the industry ap-
tpeared on the contract list. Douglas Fairbanks, Gloria Swanson,
'William S. Hart, Fatty Arbuckle, D. W. Griffith, Mae Murray,
•Sessue Hayakawa, Mack Sennett, and Ralph Ince were but a few.

I By 1926, the contract list read like a who's who of films. Included
t were Rudolph Valentino, Pola Negri, Jack Holt, Agnes Ayres,
Dorothy Dalton, Anna Q. Nilsson, Lila Lee and many others.

Purchase Balaban and Katz

In 1926 they purchased Balaban & Katz, powerful Chicago and
Mid-West exhibiting chain, and tied in all its other theatres into
a new subsidiary called Publix. B. P. Schulberg joined the com-
Ipany as a production executive. In 1927 the name was changed
'to Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corp., then to Paramount-Publix
'Corp. in 1930.

Hit by the depression, the company asked multi-millionaire
John Hertz to join and he became chairman of the corporation's
Finance Committee to reorganize the financial structure. In the

PARA'S ACE PRODUCER-DIRECTORS
I

In the usual order, Cecil B. DeMille, Hal Wallis, B. G. DeSylva.

I
summer of 1935, Paramount Pictures, Inc. came into being and
Barney Balaban became president. Under Balaban's leadership,
Paramount reassumed a front-rank position in the industry which

j

it has maintained up to the present. .In 1938, Y. Frank Freeman
|

took over as Vice-President in Charge of Studio Operations and
continues to direct studio operations. Freeman was joined by

i
B. G. (Buddy) DeSylva, who became Executive Producer of the
Hollywood studio. DeSylva held that position until he abdicated
to form his own independent production unit, but continues to

!
release through Paramount.

The high standard set by the production department was
|

equalled by the other three divisions — distribution, exhibition

I

and foreign. The distribution department was headed by Neil
:

Agnew until March 1944, when Charles Reagan, chief aide to Ag-
new, became General Sales Manager. Direction of exhibition,
held by Freeman, was taken over by Leonard Goldenson and

' foreign operations were under the guidance of John W. Hicks, Jr.

j

Vice-President Austin C. Keough has remained as head of the
j
company's legal department. Robert M. Gillham has served as

I
director of advertising and publicity. A. J. Richards has guided
the activities of Paramount newsreel.

Paramount Successes

Paramount successes during the last nine years include: "Souls
I at Sea." "Wells Fargo," "Her Jungle Love," the first of the La-
!

mour sarong pictures, "The Buccaneer," "Union Pacific," "The
I
Star Maker," "Midnight," "Road to Singapore" and the subsequent
"Road" pictures, all boxofflce bonanzas. Also, the Preston Sturges
comedies, "The Fleet's In," "My Favorite Blonde," "Reap the Wild
Wind," "Holiday Inn," "Wake Island," "Star Spangled Rhythm,"
"So Proudly We Hail," "For Whom the Bell Tolls," "The Miracle
of Morgan's Creek," "Lady in the Dark" and the phenomenally
successful "Going My Way," one of the greatest hits in the history
of the industry, which took seven of the coveted Academy Awards.

The Hal Wallis affiliation in 1944 was a real feather in Para-
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mount's production cap. One of Hollywood's most successful pro-
ducers, Wallis came from Warner Brothers, where he had made
"Casablanca" and "This Is the Army," a^; well as many other out-
standing pictures. Three of his films are already completed to
be released under the Paramount seal, "The Affairs of Susan,"
"You Came Along" and "Love Letters." A similar arrangement is

in effect with DeSylva, who will produce three important pictures
a year for Paramount release. His first will be "Stork Club."

The entire Paramount organization is proud of its third-of-a-

century in the service of the industry and the entertainment
world. There is, indeed, much of which it can justly be proud.

Cavalcade of Paramount Hits
YEAR PICTURE STAR
1912—Queen Elizabeth Sarah Bernhardt

1913—Prisoner of Zenda Charles K. Hackett

1914—The Squaw Min Dustin Farnum
1915—The Girl of the Golden West All-Star Cast

1916—Snow White Marguerite Clark

1917—Rebecc a of Sunnybrook Farm . . . Mary Fk'kford

1918—Reaching for the Moon Douglas Fairbanks

1919—The Miracle Man Thomas Meighan

1920—Humoresque Vera Gordon

1921—The Sheik Rudolph Valentino

1922—Manslaughter Thomas Meighan

1932—When Knighthood Was in Flower Marion Davies

1994—xhe Covered Wagon Ernest Torrence

1925—The Ten Commandments Theodore Roberts

1926—Beau Geste Noah Beery-Wm. Powell

1927—It Clara Bow
1928—Speedy ... Harold Lloyd

1929—Wings Buddy Rogers-Clara Bow
1930—Morocco . . • Cooper-Deitrich

1931—The Smiling Lieutenant Maurice Chevalier

1932—The Big Broadcast Bing Crosby-Burns & Allen

1933—A Farewell To Arms Gary Cooper-Helen Hayes

1934—I'm No Angel Mae West-Gary Grant

1935—Lives of a Bengal Lancer Tone-Aherne

1936—Trail of the Lonesome Pine Henry Fonda-Sylvia Sidney

1937—Wells Fargo Joel McCrea-Frances Dee
1938—The Buccaneer Fredric March
1939—Road To Singapore Hope-Crosby-Lamour
1940—Northwest Mounted Police Cooper-Carroll

1941—Holiday Inn Bing Crosby-Fred Astaire

1942—Reap the Wild Wind Goddard-Milland

1943—For Whom the Bell Tolls Cooper-Bergman
1944—Going My Way Bing Crosby
1945—Incendiary Blonde Betty Hutton

SALES 'CABINET' MEETS
Charles M. Reagan (seated), distribution chief, with his

sales cabinet and Anniversary captains, currently conducting
nationwide tours on behalf of the "One Third of a Century"
celebration: James J. Donohue, Central Division manager;
fl illiam H. Erbb, Eastern Division; M. R. {Duke) Clark, Dallas

district manager and Anniversary captain; George A. Smith,
Western Division; Hugh Oiven, New York and Southern; Allan
Usher, Chicago district manager and Anniversary captain.
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oit never really know anybody!

Take Uncle Harry, for instance.

He was kind, charming, respected. He lived an

apparently conventional life.

Suddenly the bottom dropped out of his well-

ordered existence. He became a man driven

beyond endurance by two desperate women . . .

to MURDER!

"Uncle Harry" is the play that shocked

Broadway. Everyone said it couldn't

be filmed! Universal takes pride in

having made it into a fine motion

picture. Screen it. Date it fast.

M V, P<°
duc
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A VITAL COURT VICTORY

The decision handed down in April, 1944, by

United States District Judge William H. Kirkpatrick in

the case of William Goldman vs. the Warner Theatres

circuit and the major film companies unquestionably

was one of the most serious setbacks ever suffered in

court by the independents of the motion picture indus-

try and, if upheld, might well have sounded their death

knell.

Fortunately, that decision was reversed, and em-

phatically, by the Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadel-

phia last week in an opinion which directed that Gold-

man be granted injunctive relief and damages to an

extent to be decided by the lower court.

The case was instituted by Goldman, an indepen-

dent exhibitor, as a result of his inability to obtain any

first-run product for the centrally-located Erlanger

Theatre in Philadelphia, where Warners control all first-

run houses. Approximately two years after Goldman

acquired the Erlanger, Warners reopened their huge

Mastbaum Theatre, one block away, and had no diffi-

culty in obtaining first-run pictures for that situation.

In his original complaint, Goldman alleged that

"As a result of monopolistic condition existing where

defendants operate, the plaintiff is deprived of access

to a free and open market in which he may buy motion

pictures based upon his ability and willingness to pay

fair and reasonable film rentals. On the contrary, plain-

tiff is relegated to an inferior position where he may

obtain product only on the last run no matter how fine

his theatre is and no matter how much he would be

willing to pay for pictures in a free and open market."

juggling of jurisprudence to circumvent application of

the federal anti-trust laws in any but the narrowest

channels. The Department of Justice pointed out in its

amicus curiae brief that under the Kirkpatrick opinion

"the (Sherman) Act would have a general application

considerably narrower than the scope given it by fifty

years of judicial interpretation" and that it is "a threat

to free competition in any business". In brief, Judge

Kirkpatrick came uncomfortably close to making wholly

ineffective the Government's legal weapon against

monopoly.

The District Court judge seemed to base his deci-

sion in favor of the Warner chain and the distributors

on factors far afield from basic anti-trust law. For in-

stance, he sought to pass personal judgment on such a

vague matter as the fairness of Warners' admission

prices and restricted his interpretation of the chain's

first-run monopoly to its effect on the public, matter*

with which the higher court did not concern itself.

Judge Kirkpatrick termed Warner's control of all

first-run theatres in the city a local monopoly and re-

moved it from interstate commerce and, therefore, from

the bounds of the anti-trust laws. The Circuit Court

refused to accept this opinion, declaring: "We know

of no authority which sanctions what would otherwise

be an illegal monopoly simply because it operates in a

single city or a particular part of a city and affects only

a part of an industry involved. There is no such limita-

tion on the effect of the anti-trust laws."

The Kirkpatrick decision, further, upheld the de-

fendants' contention that it is their privilege, individ-

Judge Kirkpatrick's ruling seemed to us a specious i Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
'Continued from Preceding Page)

ually, to do business with anyone they choose, dis-

regarding what should have been regarded as substan-

tial evidence that, while the dealings of each of the

film companies with the Warner chain were conducted

separately, they followed a pattern which indicated a

concert of action to exclude Goldman.

It is the higher court's rejection of this latter de-

fense that pleases us more than any other single point

in the decision, for it has often been a familiar maneu-

ver of the film lawyers to clasp to their breasts the

"long recognized" right of their clients to exercise their

"own independent discretion" as to the parties with

whom they will deal. It is an appealing defense, no

doubt, and has been employed quite successfully by

certain distributors to justify discriminations practiced

against independents and in favor of affiliated chains.

The Circuit Court very effectively batters down

this hitherto seemingly impregnable bulwark for mon-

opolistic operations in these words:

"That doctrine (freedom to choose one's custom-

ers) has deep roots in our past. But like all postulates

it has its limitations. Free trade between parties is

subject to the condition that a particular method of

doing business must not run afoul of the federal anti-

trust laws. We do not believe it our function to enter

into the strife of the competitive markets to protect the

unfortunate. Plaintiff, as the mere lessee of a theatre,

has no right to demand defendants' products. But,

plaintiff does have the right to have its business pro-

tected if there is concert of action directed at plaintiff,

which results in its removal from competition .. .The

purpose of flie anti-trust laws — an intendment to se-

cure equality of opportunity — is thwarted if group-

power is utilized to eliminate a competitor who is

equipped to compete."

This opinion (it was written by District Judge Paul

C. Leahy, of Wilmington, Delaware, sitting as a substi-

tute in the Circuit Court) seems a sound legal inter-

pretation of the anti-trust laws. If the reversal of the

District Court decision had repudiated no other argu-

ment of the defendants, this one point could have been

accepted as a victory for all independents in our in-

dustry, exhibitors and film people. In its broader as-

pects, the decision may well be regarded as a vital and

heartening triumph for the American system of free

enterprise in the liberal, democratic sense.

MO WAX

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

The almost-daily rain of the past two weeks, coming on

top of the 16-day newspaper strike, had some effect on busi-

ness at the lesser Broadway first-runs but these handicaps

failed to keep the throngs away from their favorite screen

or "in person'' attractions. Far ahead of all newcomers is

"Anchors Aweigh," which still has half-block long lines wait-

ing, even in the rain, outside the Capitol to see "Frankie on

the screen and Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra and John-

nie Johnston on the stage. "Anchors," which did over $96 000

in its initial week surpassing the $95,000 record figure for the

first week of the Capitol's previous occupant, Blood on the

Sun " also had a smash hold-over session and is now in its

third week of a long run with no date set for "Her Highness

and the Bellboy" coming in next... Long lines are.still in evi-

dence dailv at the Radio City Music Hall, which took in a

total of $365,000 during its first weeks with A Bell for

Adano." A fifth week started on August 2nd and there is no

definite date set for "Over 21," which comes in next and will

be followed by "Week-End at the Waldorf" and "Our Vines

Have Tender Grapes," to continue the custom of playing the

biKKer~M-£k productions at the Music Hall. .
.Paramount s

One-Third of a Century release, "Incendiary Blonde, rang

up the biggest non-holiday opening day's business at the

theatre in the past year by topping even "Going
r
Mv Way.

The Bettv Hutton Technicolor picture supported by Phil fapi-

talnv and His All-Girl Orchestra is now in its second week

and will continue through August. . ."Christmas in Connecti-

cut " supported by Erskine Hawkins and His Orchestra, had

a strong opening week at the Strand but nothing to compare

to the opening weeks of the recentlv-closed six-week engage-

ment of "Conflict," which also had Louis Prima and H.s O -

ehestra and Dane Clark in person. "Pride of the Marines is

set to ODen in mid-August.

At the Roxy, business is good for the two-week return

engagement of "Wilson" at popular prices aided strongly by

the draw of the in-person stage show headed by Dick Haymes

Helen Forrest and Joe Besser. The original engagement, at

advanced prices, shattered the 15-year box office records of

the th-atre. "Captain Eddie" will open at the Roxy on Au-

gust 8th ..Leading all the straight-film newcomers is Along

Came Jones." which topped any picture to plav the Palace in

recent months and just missed setting an all-time house rec-

ord The Garv Cooper film is continuing strong and is now

in its third week... Another RKO-Radio release, Goldwyns

"Wonder Man," again approached a $45,000 figure for the

eighth consecutive week at the Astor where the first three

stanzas were considerably over $50,000. A ninth week starts

on August 7th and the picture looks to hold through August

A third RKO-Radio picture, "The Falcon in San Fran-

cisco" was just average for its one-week run at the Rialto

where it was succeeded bv Universal's "The Frozen Ghost

more to the liking of the theatre's horror-hungry fans. Still

doing sensational business at the Hollywood is "Rhapsodv in

Blue." which had a bigger gross during its fourth week than

the third. A sixth week started on August 1st and no date is

set for "Saratoga Trunk" coming in next... Also holding up

well partlv due to the alluring lobby display, is "A Thousand

andOne Nights," which completed three good weeks at the

Criterion and is staying another before M-G-M's "Bewitched

opens.

Ranging from good to only fair are the following: "Junior

Miss," now in its seventh week at the Rivoli, which experi-

enced a iumn in business during the newspaper strike due to

increased radio advertising and favorable word-of-mouth. The

20th-Fox film will continue until Paramount's "Love Letters

arrives later in August. . ."The Great John L" very steady

during its four-week run at the Globe ended August 3rd.

Another United Artists release. "The Southerner." opened on

August 4th and will continue while an additional 284 seats are

bein" added to the theatre's seating capacitv with this work

expected to be completed bv Labor Dav..."Don Juan Ouilli-

gan" did well enough during its first week at the Victoria

where it followed an average two-week run for another 20th-

Fox film. "Within The=e Walls"... At the bottom of the list

is the Gotham, where Republic's "The Cheaters" finished an

average two-week run after two verv weak stanzas for M-
O-vr's "Twice Blessed." "Why Girls Leave Home," the first

PRC picture to play Times Square =ince last summer, opened

at the Gotham on August 4th. . .Meanwhile, Loew's State is

doing well with the better second-runs such as "The Affairs

of Susan." which followed a smash two weeks with "Thrill

of a Romance". . ."The Fleet That Came to Stay," the official

Navy combat film, opened on Julv 24th at the Music Hall.

Roxy, Victoria, Rialto, Republic and other Broadway houses.

FILM BULLETIN



RKO-RADIO. . . 5 in Sixth Block

GEORGE WHITE S SCANDALS' HODGE-PODGE MUSICAL MISSES FIRE
Rates • • generally

RKO-Radio
9b minutes
Joan Davis, Jack Haley, Phillip Terry, Mar-
tha Holliday, Glenn Tryon, Ethel Smith,
Margaret Hamilton, Fritz Feld, Bettejane
Greer, Audrey Young, Rose Murphy, Holmes
Herbert, Dorothy Christy, Beverly Wills,
Dorothy Sebastian, Gene Krupa and Bind.
Directed by Felix E. Feist,

Despite the very strenuous efforts of Joan
Davis. "George White's Scandals" remains n

hodge-podge of production numbers and
specialties tacked on a weak backstage plot.

The exploitable title, which suggests girls
and glamour, plus the marquee pull of Joan
Davis and Gene Krupa an^ ~--»d.
should garner fair grosses in the early runs,
but word-of-mouth will be weak and affect
business in the subsequents. While the
credits are fetchingly moved onto the screen
by gorgeous showgirls and one of White's
stand-out revue numbers, "Life Is Ju t a
Bowl of Cherries," is given a flash produc-
tion spot, there is little else reminiscent of
his popular revues of the 1920's. None of

the new tunes suggests hit possibilities and
the Btand-outfl are such specialty artists as
Ethel Smith who poun-is out the old favor-
ite. "I,i-a." on her electric orean. and by
G*>ne Krur.^ who works himself into a
frenzy with his d-ums in "I Want to Be a
Drummer in the Band." Miss Davis is al-

«rovs on hand to eive the film a lift with an
hilarious Bankhead impersonation or an
imitation of an outboard motor, but even
she is unable to brighten up a makeshift
story. And her co-star, Jack Haley, has
never seemed less comic than in his current
dead-pan role.

At the annual reunion of girls from
"George White's Scandals," Joan Davis, who
was a child star of the 1919 edition, arrives
late to • ' ~»>-,. c tna t srie nas become
engager" T -'- ''ale", star of the 1945
"Scandals." '>w<"-cr. Haley's old ma'd sis-

ter, Margaret Hamilton, is determined that
he will never marn- until she is safely wed.
At the "Scandals" rehearsal. Martha Holli-

day, daughter of a showgirl who married a

British peer, dee'des to join the chorus, un-
der an assumed name, after she s°es Phillip
Terry, the handsome dance director. When

White and Terrv accidentally d ;scover that

Miss Hollidav is an accomplished dancer,

they give her an important spot in place of

Bnttejane Greer. The latter finds out who
Miss Holliday really is and t"Ds Terrv who
believes she has just been amusing herself

with him. On the opening n ; ght. Miss Hol-

liday fails to show up until Miss Davis tells

her that her parents have arrived and ap-

prove of her new career. Meanwhile. Miss
Hamilton has infuriated Miss Davis to the

point of breaking her engagement, but an
accidental knock on the head makes her
give the pair her blessing. And Miss Holli-

dav scores a triumph in her ballet number
and is reunited with Terry.

Phillip Terry capably carries the roman-
tic burden of the film opposite Martha Hol-

liday, an attractive newcomer whose affect-

ed British accent detracts from her charm.
Glenn Tryon makes a good impression as

George White and Miss Davis' daughter.
Beverly Wills, does a cute specialty. Mar-
garet Hamilton over-acts as Haley's meddle-
some old maid sister.

YORK

get laughs. However, the comedy efforts of

the Brown-Carney team are on the weak
side. Among the scng numbers are the
clicks. "Old Black Magic." "Couldn't Sleep
a Wink Last Night" and "Shining Hour."
The yarn concerns the efforts of talent

agents Brown and Carnev to get a radio
spot for Frances Langford. Their dim-
witted attempts to put her over ar« opposed
by Sheldon Leonard, a !'-mi;.=ter who has a
sweet tooth for the girl.

B\RTO.V

Miller is busv chasing his wayward wife.

Claire Trevor, while the business is run by

his old secretary. Margaret Wycherlv.

Learning that a girl was seen leaving the

derelict ship, Raft pursues her. but loses

her before he can get her story. Aided by
Hoagy Carmichael. a philosophical taxi-

driver, he finds her again. She is Signe

Hasso. daughter of a Free Frenc'i agent,

who was murdered after depositing five

million dollars in gold aboard the ship cap-

tained by Raft's father. She tells him how
she stowed away on the ship, witnessed a

mutiny by the crew and how the gold was
removed to a cruiser owned by Lowell Gil-

more, Orleans night club owner, and the

balance of the crew killed by a mysterious

stowaway. In love with Raft, Trevor stabs

her husband and tells Raft that she knows
where the five millions is. She takes him
to a deserted shack, but the wounded Mil-

ler is there bleeding from the knife wound
mflicted by Trevor. He confesses that he
engineered the mutiny and the theft of the
money. He is about to kill them when his

secretary appears on the spot and shoots
him down. Raft and Hasso, in love, will

probably turn over the gold some day to the
French authorities.

MOiHVH
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'RADIO STARS ON PARADE' MINOR MUSICAL FOR DUALS
Rates • • generally as supporting dualler

RKO-Radio
69 minutes

Wally Brown, Alan Carney, Frances Land-
lord, "Truth or Consequences" with Ralph
Edwards & Co.. Skinnay Ennis and His
Band, Don Wilson, Tony Romano Town
Criers, Cappy Barra Boys, Rufe Davis, Rob-
ert Clarke, Sheldon Leonard.

Directed by Leslie Goodwins.

This mu ical quickie is aimed directlv at

the lower spot on dual bills generallv. Fair-

ly amusing, moving at a brisk pace through-
out inri studded with some familiar hit sons:

numbers. "Radio Stars on Parade" will

neatlv balance anv program topped bv a

heavv drama. The purpose of the plot is

merely to hold together the series of spe-

cialty acts headed by the "Truth or Con-
senu»nc<>s" radio show conducted bv Ralph
Edwards ^"d his crew. This popular ether-

act goes through two routines and should

'JOHNNY ANGEL' HAS ACTION AND FAR-fETCHED PLOT
Rates • • • — for action spots; less e

RKO-Radio
7S minutes

George Raft. Claire Trevor, Signe Hasso.
Lowell Gilmore, Hoagy Carmichael, Marvin
Miller, Margaret Wycherlv. J. Firrell Mao-
Donald, Mack Gray.
Directed by Edwin L. Marin.

Striving, too obviously, to emulate the
sultry, adventuresome atmosphere of a "To
Have and Have Not," the toughness and
suspensefulness of something like "Murder
My Sweet," the makers of "Johnny Angel"
have succeeded only in producing a wild and
wooly mystery-melodrama. Director Edwin
L Marin starts the far-fetched plot off at a
snail's pace, but once under way. it is punc-
tuated by three rip-snorting fights, two with
fists, one with guns, that will have the ac-
tion fans yelling themselves hoarse. And
thereby hangs the tale of this RKO entry's
boxofflce measure; it will be a strong, at-
traction for the action houses, but not so
strong in other situations where the George
Raft name should carry it to fair-plus
grosses.

Raft, no Bogart, is handy with his dukes.
s'gne Hasso has some appealing close-ups,
but her role is vague. Claire Trevor has

AUGUST 6, 1945

Isewhere

another "Murder M*' Sweet" characterisa-

tion, hut not nearly as good. Hoagy Car-

michael is seen as a casual cab driver who
always takes Raft to the right dives and he

gets the expected opportunity to yodel a

tune. "Memphis in June," which won't set

the airlanes afire.

Raft, as Captain Johnny Angel, finds his

father's ship adrift in the Gulf of Me>:ico

with no signs of life, but evidence of a ter-

rific struggle. Back in New Orleans, Mar-
vin Miller, weakling boss of the steamsh'p
line, promises to investigate, but Raft real-

izes that he can expect little help, .-in?e
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(RKO BLOCK -Continued)

MOMMA LOVES POPPA' UNFUNNY SLAPSTICK FARCE FOR THE LOWER HALF
Rates • + as dualler In minor nabes and sticks

RKO-Radio
60 minutes

Leon Errol, Elisabeth Risdon, Edwin Max-
well, Emory Parnell, Charles Halton, Paul
Harvey, Charlotte Wynters, Ruth Lee, Law-
rence Tierney.

Directed by Frank Strayer.

Leon Errol's rubber legs really get a
workout in what might have been a fairly
funny short subject. Stretched to feature
length, those same rubber legs buckle under
the burden of carrying the entire comic
weight and "Momma Loves Poppa" emerges
as another example of the producer's con-
fidence in the movie public's willingness to
swallow anything on celluloid so long as it

moves and talks. True, there are some
laughs, but a feature that depends solely on
legs — with apologies to Miss Grable — can

hardly expect them to pay off for a full

hour. Errol repeats his classic cavorting
while under the alfluence of incohol for the
umpteenth time and thereby hangs the
complete laugh content. The rest of this

slapstick cornfest is right off the cob and
suitable only for those who raise the stuff

and inveterate Errol fans.

The story, laid in the pre-World War I

period, has some scenes highly reminiscent
of that era's flickers. Errol is seen as a
Milquetoast character, plodding along at the
same job for twenty years. But, alas, his

complacent wife goes to a lecture and comes
away imbued with ambition to prod her
husband on to better things. The result —
he loses his job, is mistaken for Playgrounds
Commissioner, becomes appointed to that
exalted position because a grafting manu-
facturer of playground equipment sees him
as a simple stooge who will okay his in-

ferior product. Errol's honesty will never

permit him to approve such equipment and
he queers a half-million dollar deal for the

grafter. This, of course, costs him his posi-

tion and is about to send his wife home to
sister, when his old boss turns up to take
him back into the fold — with a raise —
and the bright promise of head of the de-
partment as the half-million dollar deal
swings to his firm.

Leon Errol has more of a chance to dis-

play his unique brand of comedy than he
has had in years, with the possible excep-
tion of his short subjects, which this re-

viewer has not gone out of his way to see.

Elisabeth Risdon is good enough as the
"mainspring" wife. Edwin Maxwell is the
cigar-chewinest, nail-spittinest caricature of
a boss. The rest of the cast also play in the
broadest manner possible this side of the
talkie era.

BARN

'THE FALCON IN SAN FRANCISCO 1 ANOTHER CONFUSED MYSTERY
Rates © • as dualler in action spots

RKO-Radio
tH3 minutes
Tom Con-vav, Rita Corday, Edward S.

Brophv. Sharvn Moffett, Robert Armstrong,
Fay Helm, Carl Kent, John Mylong, George
Holmes, Dorothy Adams. Jason Robards.
Directed by Joseph H. Lewis.

Although the locale is different, the mys-
tery plot of "The Falcon in San Francisco"
is just as confused as the recent entries in
this long-lived melodramatic series. How-
ever, it should keep the avid who-dun-it fans
guessing and get by as a supporting dualler
in the lesser action spots. In this, the 11th
of the Falcon pictures, the first of which
was released in 1941, Tom Conway again
gives an effectively suave portrayai of the
Michael Arlen character, even if his present
adventures involve him a murder hunt
which requires close attention from an au-

dience trying to fit together the pieces of
the jigsaw-like story. While the climax,
wherein a freighter carrying a smuggled
silk cargo, is blown up, has both action and
suspense, the earlier scenes devote too much
footage to Edward S. Brophy's moronic
comedy as Goldie Locke, the Falcon's stooge.
Sharyn Moffett again proves herself a most
talented and natural young actress who
steals every scene in which she appears and
Fay Helm also does good work.
En route to San Francisco with his dumb

pal, Edward S. Brophy, the Falcon (Tom
Conway) becomes acquainted with Sharyn
Moffett, a wealthy tot traveling with her
nurse. When the latter is found murdered
in her berth, Conway volunteers to take the
child to her home but he is arrested on a
trumped-up charge of kidnapping. Bailed
out by Fay Helm, a complete stranger, Con-
way is taken to her home where he is ques-
tioned and then beaten up by her two

strong-arm men. Even after he again sees

Miss Moffett and meets her older sister,

Rita Corday, Conway is unable to explain
the mystery until he learns that Miss Helm
and her partner, a notorious gangster, sus-

pect him of tricking them out of a smuggled
cargo of silk arriving aboard a freighter.

After more complications, Conway learns

that the gangster is actually Robert Arm-
strong, father of Miss Moffett, who is trying

to keep his real activities from his children.

When Conway and Brophy board the

freighter, he is held prisoner by Armstrong
who says he intends to kill him, Miss Helm
and the other gangsters in order to preserve

the secret of his identity. A scuffle takes

place and Conway manages to escape and
prevent Armstrong's two daughters from

boarding the ship just before the boilers ex-

plode and all those remaining on board are

lost.

DENLEY

M-G-M... 1 Not Set

THE HIDDEN EYE' FAIR MURDER MYSTERY FOR THE DUALLERS
Rates • • as dualler; slightly more in action spots

M-G-M
68 minutes

Edward Arnold, Frances Rafferty, Paul
Langton, Ray Collins, William "Bill" Phil-
lips, Raymond Largay, Sondra Rodgers,
Thomas Jackson, Friday.

Directed by Richard Whorf.

A minor murder mystery programmer, set
apart from the usual grist turned out by
the Hollywood mill only because the leading
character plays a blind detective with a
seeing-eye dog, "The Hidden Eye" is the
latest in the series of hour-long features
from M-G-M. Edward Arnold repeats his
competent characterization of the sightless
sleuth, which he first brought to the screen
two years ago in the same studio's "Eyes
in the Ninht," but the novelty of the charac-
ter will be considerably dissipated to fans
who saw the first film. The story is of
minor proportions and the caliber of the
supporting r.ist is low enough to match It,

with neither story or cast approximating
the earlier film. Consequently, interest is

centered on Arnold and his dog, Friday, and
it is to his credit that he manages to keep
it alive for the major part of the running
time. The suspense element, so necessary
in films of this sort, comes not from the de-
layed discovery of the murderer, for he is

revealed midway in the film, but rather
what the detective will discover in his uni-
que manner, and, ultimately, his evasion of
attempts to put him out of the way. Ex-
ploitation of the central character and title

will be of help at the boxoffice, particularly
in action houses. Generally, just a fair
dualler.

Two murders have already been com-
mitted as the film starts and a third occurs
soon after, all members of a wealthy family.
In each case, there is the same odor of
perfume and cryptic note near the bodies.
As suspicion falls on her fiance, Paul Lang-
ton, Frances Rafferty contacts Edward Ar-
nold, blind private detective, and Bill Phil-
lips, his aide, for help. In a series of dis-

coveries, Arnold finds that Ray Collins, Miss

Rafferty's guardian, is responsible for the

crimes and is framing Langton, using his

background as grounds for murder. Lang-

ton's father had been a partner of the mur-

dered men in Sumatra, dying poor while I

they grew rich, and both perfume and notes I

concerned the Orient. In his attempt to I

prove Collins guilty, Arnold and Phillips are I

captured by Collins' use of Arnold's seeing-

1

eye dog as bait. In a climactic battle, the I

detective overcomes Collins, emerging with I

proof of his guilt.

Richard Whorf, actor-turned-director, does I

his best work when the camera is focused!

on Arnold. When the lens strays from that I

competent actor, It Is difficult to believe!

that a major studio produced the film. Even!

the usually adequate Ray Collins and prom-|

ising newcomer "Bill" Phillips come close!

to amateur standing. The rest of the cast!

makes It.
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The eye-and-earful shov

sensation of the season!..

A dazzling musical merry-

go-round spinning with

reckless rhythm, thrill-

styled stepping, top

tunes and romance

on the riotous
4

side!...

Produced by GEORGE WHITE • Directed by FELIX E. FEIST
Screen Play by HUGH WEDLOCK, HOWARD SNYDER, PARKE LEVY and HOWARD GREEN

Dance Number* Craatad and Staged by ERNST MATRAY
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20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 September Release

CARIBBEAN MYSTERY' QUICKIE HAS SOME SUSPENSE
Rates • • as dualler in naborhoods and
20th Century-Fox
K." minutes
I i u s Dunn, Sheila Ryan, Edward Ryan,
Jackie Paley, Reed Hadley, Roy Roberts,
Richard Shaw, Daral Hudson. Rov Gordon,
William Forrest, Lucien Littlefleld, Selmer
Jackson, Charles Miller, Virginia Walker,
ill Chand Mehra.
Directed by Robert Webb.
Despite its incredible story premise,

"Caribbean Mystery" maintains suspense by
keeping the audience guessing throughout
and by withholding the identity of the kil-

ler until the final two of its 65 minutes. This
quickie, with only James Dunn's name to
give it marauee value, will make a fair sup-
porting dualler in the naborhood and action
houses. Based on "Murder in Trinidad," by
the well-known radio commentator, John
W. vandercook, this is one more variation
of t^e reliable "buried treasure" yarn and
the action and most of the characters are
hiehly fictional. The important exception is

action houses

James Dunn, whose stock has jumped since

"A Tree Grows in Brooklyn" and who is

well cast in a lighter role — that of a wise-

cracking oil company investigator given to
making references to his native borough.
Because the only interesting woman charac-
ter is killed off early in the film, feminine
interest is slight and a minor juvenile rom-
ance is of no importance. Sheila Ryan does
well in her brief role and Reed Hadley and
Roy Roberts are better than the others in

a generally undistinguished cast.

When two American geologists, employed
by the United Oil Co., disappear while
searching in the swamp on a small Carib-
bean island, James Dunn, a private detec-
tive who hails from Brooklyn, is sent to
investigate. Soon after Dunn's arrival, his

assistant, who had preceded him to the is-

land, is killed before he can give him any
information. Then the hotel hostess, Sheila
Ryan, is shot just after she tells him that

some higher-up in the island's administra-

tion is involved and an attempt is also made

on Dunn's life. Later, the local police chief,

William Forrest, and his young daughter

disappear and Dunn then decides to pene-

trate the dangerous swamp by following di-

rections on an old map which shows that

the island was once the headquarters of

Henry Morgan and his pirates. He finds a

small island in the midst of the swamp run

by Rov Roberts, who has already discovered

treasure buried there and is holding For-

rest a prisoner. Dunn and Forrest manage
to escape, after capturing Forrest, who sets

the island buildings ablaze. Dunn then pre-

tends to shoot and wound Roberts and use

the latter to trap the head man Reed Had-
ley, who was responsible for the murders
and who tries to kill his henchman before

he can tell of the plan to remove the buried

treasure from the island.
DENLEY

GUEST WIFE' AMUSING SCREWBALL COMEDY
Rates • • on name value; less in action spots

United Artists (Jack Skirball)

88 minutes

Claudette Colbert, Don Ameche, Richard
Foran, Charles Dingle. Grant Mitchell, Wil-
ma Francis, Chester Clute, Hal K. Dawson,
Irving Bacon, Edward Fielding, Mary
Forbes, Grady Sutton, Clyde Fillmore, Ar-
thur Loft, Robert Emmett Keane.
Directed by Sam Wood.

An engaging screwball comedy, acted to
the hilt by Claudette Colbert, Don Ameche
and some expert farceurs, "Guest Wife"
should chalk up above-par grosses, because
of its high name value, in all except the
action spots. The story is inconsequential
and quite improbable, but Director Sam
Wood has kept the familiar tale spinning
along at such a fast pace that the laughs
frequently drown out some of the dialogue.
The lines are sophisticated and quite risque
at times especially during the bedroom se-
quence with Don Ameche and his "guest
wife," Miss Colbert. While no one is ex-
pected to take a situation wherein a man

borrows his best friend's spouse just to save
face with his sentimental old boss too seri-

ously, average audiences will find it thor-
oughly entertaining. Women will enjoy the
nonsensical proceedings more than their
male escorts.

Ready to leave Ohio on a belated honey-
moon trip, Richard Foran and his adoring
wife, Claudette Colbert, are disturbed by
the unexpected arrival of Don Ameche, a
globe-trotting reporter who is Foran's best
friend. In the confusion at the station,

Foran misses the train and the other two
travel to New York where Ameche has told

his sentimental boss, Charles Dingle, that
he was married while in India. Dingle im-
mediately takes Miss Colbert for Ameche's
bride and the reporters and photographers
don't give her a chance to deny it. Because
Foran has long idolized Ameche, Miss Col-
bert agrees to pose as his wife until her
husband arrives. But Dingle establishes
Ameche and Miss Colbert in a hotel bridal
suite and takes them to a nightclub where
a home-town merchant (Chester Clute) sees
them and is scandalized by this turn of
events. When Foran finally arrives and

tries to spirit his wife away, Dingle decides

to patch up the supposed rift between

Ameche and his "guest wife" by giving them

a week-end party at his Long Island estate.

Foran's attempts to join his wife there are

blocked by Dingle until Miss Colbert leaves

a note pretending infatuation for her real

husband. Ameche's air of martyrdom puts

him in right with the outraged Dingle and
the other two are finally able to start on
their delayed honeymoon trip.

The amazing Miss Colbert, who is equally

effective in farce or drama, gives a spark-

ling portrayal and, as always, she makes a

smartly-gowned appearance. Don Ameche,
who has improved as a farceur, makes an
excellent comedy team-mate for her while

Richard Foran, returning after a two-year
absence from the screen, does well enough
as the harassed husband. Charles Dingle,

as the rabidly-sentimental publisher; Ches-

ter Clute, who gives an outstanding comic
performance as the fussy shoe merchant.
Grant Mitchell and Robert Emmett Keane
are old hands at getting laughs.

YORK

CHINA'S LITTLE DEVILS' APPEALING AND EXPLOITABLE MELODRAMA
Rates • • + generally if exploited; • • • in action spots

1 Monogram
I 75 minutes

Harry Carey, Paul Kelly, "Ducky" Louie,
Havward SooHoo, Gloria Ann Chew, Fred
Man, Ralph Lewis, Jimmy Dodd, Allen Fox,
Charles Sherlock, Ralph Linn, H. T. Tsiang,
Betty Soo Hoo, Wing Foo, Jon Gilbreath,
Oie Chan, Nansy Hsueh, Joseph Kim.

[

Directed by Monta Bell.

This factual story of China's reckless
young guerillas fighting the Japs is one of
Monogram's outstanding releases and a pic-
ture which rates extra selling to get the
audience attention it merits. Produced
nearly a year ago, "China's Little Devils" is
especially timely now that the war is con-
centrated in the East and, if given sensa-
tional exploitation, may develop into a
"sleeper" in many spots. The story has been
realistically filmed, without unnecessary
romance, and often resembles a documen-
tary, but it also contains tremendous hu-

man interest in its central tale of a 13-year-

old Chinese orphan, adopted by an American
flyer and taught Commando tactics, who
leads a band of missionary kids to prey
against the Japs. This role is the core of
the film and is magnificently acted by
"Ducky" Louie, a natural and appealing
"oungster who has since attracted attention
hi "China Sky" and "Back to Bataan." Sev-
eral other Chinese kids, notably the serious-

faced Gloria Ann Chew and the cunning tot,

Hayward Soo Hoo, will also win the hearts
of audiences. Monta Bell's direction per-

mits some slow moments in the beginning
and the cloudy outdoor photography does
not always let the spectator distinguish be-
tween the various Chinese youngsters, but
these are minor faults in a timely and
worthwhile picture. Paul Kelly, as a devil-

may-care flyer, and Harry Carey, as a peace-
loving missionary, contribute acting strength
as well as add some name value.
Paul Kelly and a group of Flying Tigers

land their P-40 plane in the ruins of a
Chinese village where they find "Ducky"

Louie wounded and orphaned by the war.

The youngster is adopted by the plane crew
and taught Commando tactics until Kelly

decides to send him to Harry Carey's mis-

sion school which operates under the neu-
tral American flag. Against the peace-loving
Carey's pleas, "Ducky" organizes and trains
the other refugee children to steal out at
night and prey on the Japs. After they
steal a large store of Jap gasoline for the
use of American flyers, two of "Ducky's"
band are captured and put to death in spite
of Carey's protest. The Jap general tells

him that it is December 8th, the day after
Pearl Harbor, and that he is now a prisoner.
The mission is bombed after "Ducky" and
his pals rescue Carey and, when an Ameri-
can plane crashes, the "little devils" contest
with the Japs to reach it and find that Kelly
is the pilot. "Ducky" is fatally wounded and
dies in Kelly's arms, but his spirit rides
with the flyer as he drops explosives over
Tokyo.

YORK
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'A THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS' COMIC STRIP VERSION OF FANTASY
Rates • • + in first runs if heavily sold;

Columbia

93 minutes

Cornel Wilde, Evelyn Keyes, Phil Silvers,

Adele Jergens, Dennis Hoey, Philip Van
Zandt, Dusty Anderson, John Abbott, Bex
Ingram, Richard Hale, Gus Schilling:, Nes-
tor Paiva, Murray Leonard, Carole Matt-
hews, Shelley Winter.

Directed by Alfred E. Green.

Neither flesh, fowl nor good red herring
(although it is photographed in vivid Tech-
nicolor) "A Thousand and One Nights" is

merely a comic strip version of the famous
Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp tale.

Actually, Columbia seems to have missed
out on both points, for, while the bobby-sox
fans may find some interest in Phil Silvers'

clowning and colloqualisms and Cornel
Wilde's romantic appearance, they are like-

ly to find the Oriental pageantry somewhat
tiresome, while the lovers of fantasy will be
annoyed to find that Hollywood has messed
up a well-loved fairy tale. Silvers, who
plays Aladdin's pickpocket pal who "was

less in subsequents

born a thousand years too soon," has a

broadly-comic style that is amusing because

of its incongruity in ancient Tigris and

many of his modern references bring laugh-

ter from the younger fans. His kibitzing

during a gin rummy game in the palace

prison makes for some hilarious moments.

But, because Director Alfred E. Green re-

tains the tongue-in-cheek method of telling

throughout, the sword-play, chases and wall-

scaling are more ridiculous than exciting.

Lavish sets and revealing costumes for the

beauty of Evelyn Keyes and Adele Jergens

are distinct assets, but they do not add up

to an interest-holding film. Selling the glit-

tering trappings and harem houris will re-

sult in good business in many first-runs but

word-of-mouth, like the picture's name
value, will be generally unfavorable and

subsequents may suffer.

In ancient Tigris, Cornel Wilde, the Sina-

tra of his day, dares to look at the unveiled

beauty of the princess (Adele Jergens), but

is rewarded by a rendezvous for that night.

Meanwhile her wicked uncle, Dennis Hoey,

abducts his twin brother, the Sultan, and,

when Wilde scales the palace wall to see the

'WHITE PONGO' CHILDISH JUNGLE MELLER
Rates in minor action houses

PRC Pictures
73 minutes
Richard Fraser, Maris Wrixon, Lionel
Royce, Al Eben, Gordon Richards, Michael
Dyne, Egon Brecher, George Lloyd, Larry
Steers, Milton Kibbee, Joel Fluellen.
Directed by Sam Newfield.

Amateurishly acted and directed in the
manner of a juvenile jungle thriller, "White
Pongo" is a ridiculously weak feature suited
only to minor action spots where its title
and theme can be exploited along "King
Kong" lines. Much of it is such childishly-
melodramatic claptrap that it will bring
forth snickers from the average adult audi-
ence. Raymond L. Schrock, who wrote many
action thrillers for Warners, is responsible
for the original story and screenplay con-
cerning one of those pseudo-scientific ex-
pedition into the Belgian Congo to track
down a reported missing link — a white

gorilla created by an experiment with hu-
man spermatoza. Relying on stock jungle
shots and a sound track filled with bird

calls and animal cries, the picture is as

slow-paced as a jungle safari up to the point
where the white gorilla captures the scien-

tist's beautiful daughter. This is followed
by a fight with a lion and then the high-

light — a furious battle over the girl be-

tween the white gorilla and a black one.

Maris Wrixon and Richard Fraser, who
have done capable work in the past, cannot
be blamed for their unconvincing acting in

this low-grade programmer.
Upon learning that an old scientist living

in the Belgian Congo had created a scienti-

fic experiment — a white gorilla which had
later killed its creator and escaped into the

jungle — Lionel Royce, an anthropologist,

organizes a safari to find the creature. Gor-
don Richards, a London scientist, and his

attractive daughter, Maris Wrixon, join the

party that also includes her fiance, Michael

princess, he and his pickpocket pal, Phil

Silvers, are jailed. Later, they escape and

hide in a cave where they find the magic

lamp which, when rubbed, brings the genie,

Evelyn Keyes, to do Wilde's bidding. He

asks to become a wealthy prince so that he

may woo Miss Jergens openly, but during

their marriage ceremony, the lamp falls

into other hands and Wilde s ruse is dis-

covered. Wilde and Silvers finally recover

the lamp, the Sultan is restored to his

throne and Miss Jergens marries Wilde.

And the disappointed genie, who has always

admired Aladdin, wishes he were twins —
and gets her wish.

Cornel Wilde, who makes Aladdin a hand-

some romantic figure, also croons "Beauty

for Sale" effectively. Evelyn Keyes looks

lovely and displays a cute sense of comedy

timing as the very modern "genie with the

bright red hair" while Adele Jergens is al-

luring but displays no particular acting

ability in the passive role of the princess.

Dennis Hoey, as the Sultan's evil twin, con-

tributes the most convincing portrayal.

LEYENDECKER

Dyne. A young rifleman, Richard Fraser,

captures Miss Wrixon's attention and she

asks that he be made her personal guide,

which adds to the general ill-feeling between

various members of the party. In the jungle,

they find traces of the white gorilla but, be-

fore they can capture it, Dyne and some of

the dissatisfied members of the party, desert

to go in search of a gold field. Against her

will they take Miss Wrixon with them but,

unknown to them, the white gorilla follows.

After a quarrel with Dyne, Miss Wrixon

runs into the jungle and is followed by the

white gorilla which seizes her and carries

her to his cave. There the beast fights off

a lion and then gets into a battle with a

black gorilla which is finally dashed off a

cliff Meanwhile, Fraser, who is actually a

member of the Rhodesian secret service, ar-

rives in time to wound the white gorilla

which is then put to sleep with ether and

brought back alive.
DKNLWT

THE BEAUTIFUL CHEAT' MILDLY AMUSING MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates * • as supporting dualler in nabor

Universal

59 minutes

Bonita Granville, Noah Beery, Jr., Margaret
Irving, Milburn Stone, Carol Hughes, Ed-
ward Gargan, Irene Ryan, Lester Matthews,
surah Selby, Edward Fielding, Tommy
Bond, Mary Currier, Tom Dillon.

Directed by Charles Barton.

While the story is more flighty than most
of the Universal musical programmers,
"The Beautiful Cheat" has some amusing
slapstick moments plus three lively songs
to keep naborhood patrons entertained. Two
of the tunes are sung by Carol Hughes in a

nightclub sequence while- the other the
popular "Is You Is Or Is You Ain't My
Baby" is rendered surprisingly well by Bon-
ita Granville, hitherto a dramatic actress.

12

hoods

Miss Granville, who gives a very convincing

performance as a well-mannered secretary

who poses as a wayward 'teen ager, is the

saving grace of what would otherwise be a

pretty silly picture. Her get-up and actions

as a juvenile delinquent would fool almost

anyone. This young lady merits a break in

an "A" picture. Noah Beery, Jr., who seems

to be typed in shy, straight-laced profes-

sorial roles, is capable enough although

never very romantic-looking and Margaret

Irving and Sarah Selby, as his spinster sis-

ters, add to the picture's laughs when they

finally decide to forget their inhibitions. It

will make a satisfactory supporting dualler

in all except first-runs.

Serious, sedate young Professor Noah
Beery, Jr. seeks a wayward girl to reside

in his home so he can study her while pre-

paring a new book on sociology. Unable to

find a proper subject, his psychologist

friend, Edwaxd Fielding, facetiously ar-

ranges for Bonita Granville, pretty deten-

tion home secretary, to masquerade as the

wayward girl.

Pretending to be a youthful miscreant.

Bonita upsets Beery's household, infuriates

his spinster sisters, Margaret Irving and

Sarah Selby, and his middle-aged secretary,

Irene Ryan.

Beery decides to adopt Bonita. but learns

from his lawyer he must first be married.

He proposes to Miss Ryan. Bonita hears

of the impending marriage and arranges to

have Beery meet her at a night club. He

arrives first and gets intoxicated with Carol

Hughes, an entertainer. After further com-

plications, the professor awak#ns to And

that he is married to Bonita.

BARN
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review o/ the Trade's Events

GOLDMAN DECISION REVERSED
Declaring: that it knows of "no authority which sanctions

what would otherwise be an illegal monopoly simply because it

applies in a single city or a particular part of an industry in-

volved," the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadelphia last

Thursday reversed the District Court decision in the anti-trust

suit brought by William Goldman against the Warner Bros. Cir-

cuit and the major distributors and ordered the lower court to

grant Goldman the injunctive relief he asked and such damages
as may be decided upon.

The District Court ruling handed down by Judge William H.
Kirkpatrick in April, 1944, upheld Warners' control of the first-

run theatre situation in Philadelphia on the ground that the
monopoly, which he admitted the Warner ch^in enjoyed, did not
come within the prohibition of the anti-trust laws because "the
defendants' activities amounted, at best, to a partial control of a
given market."

The Government entered the Goldman case last August when
it filed a brief as amicus curiae with the U. S. Court of Appeals in

which it was stated by counsel for the Department of Justice that
if the Kirkpatrick opinion was allowed to stand, "it is doubtful
whether the Sherman Act may be effectively applied to the motion
picture business as it is presently conducted in Philadelphia" and,
further, that it is "a threat to free competition in any business."

The Circuit Court reversal was written by District Court
Judge Paul C. Leahy of Wilmington, Del., who sat as a substitute
in the case with Circuit Court Judges Parker and Biggs.

The decision stated: "Plaintiff, having been engaged in the
business of exhibiting motion pictures in and about Philadelphia
for many years, is completely qualified to operate a first-run mo-
tion picture theatre in Philadelphia. In 1940, plaintiff decided to
enter the first-run business. The Erlanger Theatre, located at 21st
and Market Streets, one city block from Warner Brothers' Mast-
baum Theatre, was available for leasing. The Erlanger has a
seating capacity of 1859 persons. Its appointments are quite as
elegant as any of those of the Warner theatres. As to manage-
ment, reputation and in all other respects, the Court below found,
the Erlanger was suitable for profitable exhibition of first-class
feature motion pictures on first-run in competition with the thea-
tres operated by Warner Brothers."

The Appeals Court decision referred to the District Court's
findings that the distributor defendants refused to sell first-run
product to Goldman's Erlanger "solely because it was not under
the control of Warner Brothers; but if it had been a Warner's
theatre, they would have leased plaintiff the pictures it sought."

Referring to Judge Kirkpatrick's opinion that interstate com-
merce was not involved, the higher court declared: "Admittedly,
all three phases of the motion picture business involved in the
instant case — production, distribution and exhibition — consti-
tute a part of interstate commerce. Unquestionably, no person
can with profit operate a first-run theatre in Philadelphia without
access to defendants' product."

"After critical re-examination of the whole record," Judge
Leahy's ruling said, "we conclude that from plaintiff's evidence
it has been shown that there existed an illegal intent to restrain.
Plaintiff's evidence shows that there is concert of action in what
has been done and that this concert could not possibly be sheer
coincidence. We think there must have been some form of in-
formal understanding."

"As the trial court also found, plaintiff has unquestionably
suffered loss. We have no means of knowing the extent of that
loss. Perhaps, upon remand plaintiff may be able to prove itsdamages; or, the factors to be considered may be subject to somany unknowns that such damages may veer to the speculativeWe specifically pass no opinion on these problems. We do con-
clude, however, plaintiff should have judgment and the injunctive
relief which it originally sought. The form of decree we leave to
the Court below after it has made inquiry into the damages
question."

WRIGHT GETS COMPANY REPLIES
The great majority of the information sought by the Govern-

ment from the distributor defendants in the New York equity
case scheduled to be heard October 8th was in the hands of as-
sistant U. S. Attorney General Robert L. Wright by August 1,
deadline set by Judge Augustus N. Hand, one of the three judges
who will preside at the trial. Replies to all of the Government

interrogatories will be in by August 8, at the latest, it was learnedi
and the agreement with which this arrangement was met
dicated that the Department of Justice was satisfied that thel

defendants were compiling the data as rapidly as possible.

The deadline set by Judge Hand for the document upon which
the Government will base its case is September 1.

Although the Griffith anti-trust hearings will be resumed in

Oklahoma City on September 10, the Department expected no|

delay in the start of the equity trial. Wright was understood to

be hopeful that the Griffith case might be over by October 8 and
is believed to be prepared to seek a continuance in Oklahoma
City if necessary, although when the date for the Griffith case
was set, Wright denied that he intended to seek a continuance
order that he might devote his full time to the New York casej

Meanwhile, counsel for the distributors prepared to do some
investigating on their own and were expected to send investiga-

tors to every city and town where the Department alleges that

the five distributor defendants' affiliated circuits have a monopoly
of exhibition. Although the original plan was to visit the 85C

complainants listed by the Department in its answers to the in-

terrogatories of the distributors, Wright's indication that he will

present a prima facie case through documents, without calling

any witnesses, caused the distributors' counsel to study the much
wider field encompassed by the new plan.

PEOPLE
Winfield R. Sheehan, 62. veteran producer and industryite

died in Hollywood, Wednesday, July 25. Sheehan was organize!

of the yld Fox Film Corp. studios and remained as studio heas

until the merger with 20th Century Pictures. Producer of sucl

notable hits as "What Price Glory," "Seventh Heaven" and "Cava!
cade," his final venture was 20th-Fox's "Captain Eddie," a projec

he conceived and consummated despite failing health.

Gradwell L. Sears, returning to active duty as United Artist

vice-president in charge of distribution, will be honored by
$100,000 cash prizes sales contest to be called the "Grad Sear

Drive." The contest will run from Aug. 4 to Dec. 1.

James R. Grainger, president of Republic Pictures Corp. am
Republic Pictures International Corp., announced the expansioi

of his executive staff and new appointments. His executive aides

Edward L Walton and Walter L. Titus, Jr., will function as Grain

ger assistants in the international field, with Titus named genera

manager of world-wide branch operations. Richard W. Altschulei

sales manager of Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.. was appointe

foreign sales manager and James Vincent O'Gara was named hi

assistant.

Archie J. Laurie was appointed general manager of the newly

formed Eagle-Lion of Canada and of Monogram Pictures of Car

ada, Ltd., effective August 1.

Joseph J. Miller resigned as Albany branch manager of Co
umbia to become district manager for PRC supervising Alban;

Buffalo, Cleveland and Cincinnati. Holbrook Bissell succeeds Ml

ler at Columbia.

J. H. Rogovin, Boston branch manager for Columbia, was
pointed to the newly created post of New England division mar

.
ager, with headquarters in Boston.

Barry Buchanan, United Artists director of advertising an

publicity, announced realignment of the UA publicity set-up an

creation of an exhibitor service department under the manage;

ship of Mori Krushen. Herb Berg was named aide to Tom Walle

UA publicity manager. Berg's post as trade paper contact

taken over by Lou Barasch. Frank Vreeland was named Ne'

York newspaper contact.

William Feld was appointed Pittsburgh branch manager f(

Republic, moving over from Chicago where he was branch sal*

manager.

Wolfe Cohen, vice-president of Warner International, pn

moted Stanley W. Higginson, sales manager in Australia, to ti

post of general manager for that country.

Fred DeLodder, circuit operator and long a leader in Alli«

Theatres of Michigan, died in Detroit, Tuesday, July 31, after

long illness. He was president of Cooperative Theatres

Michigan.

William D. Blake was appointed Eastern story and talei

head of Universal Pictures, succeeding Peter Martin, who resign*

to enter radio writing.

i Continued on Pane 28)
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UNCLE HARRY" . . . Murder with Psychological Undertones

A few years ago the movies were afraid to touch stories like this one about Uncle Harry, whose
sister Lettie bore so greedy and unnatural a love for him. But the movies seem to be growing up

gradually and now Universal buys the Broadway stage hit and delivers a walloping exploitation pic-

ture that should sing a merry boxoffice tune for the showmen who go to town with the right angles.

Certainly, Uncle Harry is far off the beaten path of film entertainment and the Universal ad-men
have turned out a press sheet that doesn't miss a trick in capitalizing the intriguing, subtle and pro-

vocative selling points offered by this strange tale of a man driven to murder by his sister's pos-

sessiveness, only to be haunted to near-insanity by her living presence. Uncle Harry definitely

shapes up as one of the most saleable films of the year.

Continued on Aexf Page)



EXPLOITATION PICTURE

(Lontinded from Preceding Page)

"UNCLE HARRY"
CREDITS

A Universal Picture. A Charles K. Feldman Production. Directed by Robert Siodmak.

Produced by Joan Harrison. Cast: Georqe Sanders. Geraldine Fitzgerald. Ella Raines. Sara

Alloood. Myna Macgill. Samuel S. Hinds. Harry Von Zell. Screenplay by Stephen lons-

street. Adaptation by Keith Winter. From the play by Thomas Job. As produced on the

stage by Clifford Hayman. Photography by Paul Ivano. A. S. C.

1. The town of Corinth. N. H.. is completely unaware of the

strange emotions involving the lives of Harry Quincey
(George Sanders) and his sisters Lettie (Geraldine Fitz-

gerald) and Hester (Myna Macgill), and the maid Nona (Sara
Allgood) in the old and decaying Quincey household.

2. "Uncle" Harry, as he is known to everyone, who supports
his sisters by working as a pattern designer in the textile

mill, finds complete happiness and relief from his sisters'

possessiveness for the first time when he meets Deborah
Brown (Ella Raines), the firm's New York fashion designer.

3. When Harry takes Deborah home to tell his sisters he is

going to be married, Hester welcomes his fiancee, but Lettie
is unable to hide her unnatural jealousy of her brother and
her hate of the girl.

:ie feigns a serious illness and Harry refuses to leave
her and go away with Deborah. Their engagement is broken
and Deborah marries someone else. When he later learns of
her deceit, Harry tells Lettie he will never forgive her for
ruining his life.

5. His anger turning to hate, Harry plots the death of Lettie by

putting some poison in her cup of cocoa. Ironically, his sister Hester

gets the poisoned cup. Lettie is charged with the murder, all evi-

dence pointing to her guilt.

4. After her conviction, death by hanging, Harry decides to con-

fess, but Lettie repudiates his confession in the warden's office,

having her revenge on her brother by leaving him to live with his

maddening conscience.

'Vw strips to tremWmq nakedness

*1* the stranqest part of a woman's soul

Several of the striking and provocative ads in the press

stressing the subtle psychological undertones of the story.



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OP NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'INCENDIARY BLONDE' REVIEWS FAVORABLE GENERALLY
( PARAMOUNT)
"...Good entertainment on the boisterous side ... Musical comedy
romp for Betty Hutton, about the best one this rowdy songstress
has had... Dance numbers staged in the most lavish Technicolor
manner ... Excessively noble love scenes... Set of conventional
Western movie comedy characters. . .In all these ups and downs,
though, the up side is decidedly dominant, full of animated good
humor." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Sprightly and entertaining show. . .Musically 'Incendiary
Blonde' is as tuneful as it is colorful ... While somewhat on the
long side and switches with traffic-light regularity from moments
of reckless gaiety to others of tragic romantic solemnity, the net

effect is definitely on the good side of the ledger." T. M. P.
"

. . . Resembles one of those Technicolor, music and nostalgia
romances more than a definitive life of La Guinan. The Techni-
color is there... And Miss Hutton does possess the exuberance and
brassy charm of her predecessor .. .Real trouble is that the pic-

ture explains nothing about her, except in a pat, romantic terms
of a long frustrated love and a success story." WINSTEN, N. Y.
POST.

".
. .Lush picture of the hey-day of the era of wonderful nonsense

...Has recreated enough of the crazy capers of the middle-pro-

hibition period to be a rather catchy celluloid entertainment...

Betty Hutton knocks herself out in the picture, but to consider-

able effect... Has a full share of zest and nostalgia. . .Vaguely

nostalgic and colorful carnival." BARNES. N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...A wreathed memorial in garish Technicolor to the boozy leg-

end of the late, larruping Texas Guinan... And a rosier glowing-

over of La Guinan and her set you never did see... Very tasteless

and pointless production, lacking any values at all except Betty

Hutton's eager talent and personality, which flt La Guinan like

bobbysocks." McMANUS, PM.
"...Dazzling Technicolor musical ... A fine role for Miss Hutton.

And with her looking very glamorous and singing haunting tunes,

the picture at the Paramount is good fun, if a limited biography
of one of Broadway's most fabulous personalities. One of those

irritating off-again. romances you never quite believe." HALE,
N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

'ANCHORS AWEIGH' HUMDINGER OF A MUSICAL —
(MGM)
".

. .Humdinger of a musical. . .Gene Kelly, conclusively proves
himself to be the peer, if not the superior, at rigadooning, of Fred
Astaire. . .Mr. Pasternak has made Frank Sinatra look good and
he is not the best thing in the show. That distinction is plainly
Mr. Kelly's. . .For a popular entertainment, 'Anchors Aweigh' is

hard to beat. The proof is that it pleases both the pro and con
Sinatra-ites." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Bountiful screen musical mixes music, uniforms and Holly-
wood cut-ups in such a show as only Hollywood could concoct...
Satisfactory summer fare... Kelly does the wheel horse job in

keeping the proceedings spinning. He brings an authoritv to the
performance as well as genuine excitement to the dancing."
BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Combines some of the brightest highlights of the Technicolor
musical season with some of its deeper lulls... Gene Kelly hitting
an absolute climax. . .Lulls come when Frank is trying to be funny.
And there are plenty of those in the nearly two and a half hours
of the picture, a length that simply cannot be kept lively by such
a wispy musical comedy story, no matter how many song-and-
dance interludes are thrown in." COOK. N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM.

TIMES
"...Delightfully entertaining. . With Sinatra, Kelly, Kathryn

Grayson and Jose Iturbi doing the entertaining, 'Anchors Aweigh'

is bound to be a popular picture. . .A little too long. But the music

is excellent and the songs are fine... It will be a long time before

the Capitol makes a change." HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Bubbles right over the gunwales with music — surefire clas-

sics, lofty coloraturas, dreamy Frank Sinatra ballads, standard

popular tunes. . .Suffers mostly from a too-muchness of everything,

even though nearly everything in it is swell by itself. . .1 must ad-

mit that the Capitol audience ate up every inch." McMANUS, PM.
"...Out-sized musical romance is a true wedding of the talent-

laden Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios and producer Joe Pasternak
. . .Sinatra has never done half as well in the movies. . .Kelly out-

does himself, his dancing is positively sensational .. .A repast so

rich that there may be those who will feel surfeited from two

hours and twenty minutes of it. But those who, with this depart-

ment, adhere rigidly to the opinion that there cannot be too much
of a good thing, are more apt to consider the picture the best as

well as the biggest musical romance of the year." WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

'ALONG CAME JONES' CRITICS LIKE GARY
(RKO)

Vitty travesty of motion picture horse operas. . .In no sense a
superior picture, but it is great, good fun... Cooper gives an eleg-
antly modulated performance which occasionally reaches the tops
in humor... Has verve and pictorial vitality .. .Whether you con-
sider it as a straight six-shooter melodrama or a lampoon, it is

constantly diverting. . .It is something to see." BARNES. N. Y.

HERALD TRIBUNE.
Gary Cooper is quietly indulging himself in a sly laugh at the

Western pictures he has done seriously ... RKO-Palace patrons can
whip themselves into excitement over Gary's 'Along Came Jones'
if they wish — but they will have much more fun with its foxy
comedy .. .Cooper. Demarest, have all the best of Johnson's lines
and the laughter-filled thanks of the audience." COOK, N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Not a conventional Western hero... Mr. Cooper gets into a
peck of funny trouble with a belly-bustin' bandit and the law.
And with Nunnally Jchn^on writing the script from a novel by
Alan L?May — he happens to have one of his nicest (though less

COOPER NOVELTY WESTERN
important) pictures in several years." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...* * * * Stars. . .Undiluted Gary Cooper. Not since his beloved

'Mr. Deeds' has he been able to expand on all the charm, befuddled

naivete and droll humor at his command .. .Aside from the star's

personal appeal, there's sure-fire box office in a story that makes
the West as wild as it ever has been on screen, as well as con-

siderably funnier." MASTERS, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Both good and exciting. .. It is possible that the pursuit of

originality has forced omission of some of the most necessary

thrills of the standard Western. There's no dead-eye hero with

whom the young and the young in heart can experience vicarious

thrills. This is a loss, only partly compensated for by an amusing
reversal of the usual situation .. .Not only a Western, but also a

fresh, laugh-studded Western plot." WINSTEN. N. Y. POST.
".

. .Satire with a capital S if not burlesque with a capital Bull. . .

Regular rattlesnake's nest of handhewn cliches and cactus-milk

characters, all of whom spit, snarl and throw hot lead around in

a manner suggestive of what movie horse opera might have been
in the hands of the late Corse Payton. of Ten, Twenty, Thirty

theatrical fame." McMANUS. PM.

THE CHEATERS' CALLED HAMMY, VAPID, H1AVY-HANDED
(REPUBLIC)
" Republic wasn't kidding when it titled the vapid little film . . .

It's a swindle, all right. The stuff it tries to pass off as humor is

as shoddy as all get-out, and the story starts raveling and tearing
before it's been through the wringer, once. . .Remember: the title
is the tip." CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES.
"...Current shortage of ham is being remedied in 'The Cheaters'
• Joseph Schildkraut really should have been given his salary in
red points for his work in this picture. . .With a few trifling

changes in emphasis, this picture could have been an uproariously
funny burlesque of exaggerated acting. It does have its ludicrous
moments even without trving for them." COOK. N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM.

".
. .Schildkraut, enjoying an actor ham-happy holiday. . May

not be as interesting as it sounds, if it does sound that way. The

conversations are never as sharp as they try to be, and characters

only succeed in being annoying when they rise above the common-

place." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
".

. .Deserves to be a better picture than it is. . .Has no more than

a weak script and florid acting. . .Moments of entertainment it

offers are definitely fugitive . . .Joseph Schildkraut contrives to

make the part so ridiculously overdrawn that the adroit theme of

the work is smothered in fustian. . Heavy-handed and pretenti-

ous." BARNES. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
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THE NAUGHTY NINETIES. . .Abbott and

Co tello test their pranks on a showboat in

this Universal comedy, directed by Jean Yar-

brough. It seems there's a smooth gambler,

Alan Curtis, and his moll, Rita Johnson, trying

to take over the boat from Cap'n Henry
Tra /ers and dotter Lois Collier. Of course, the

boys can't let that happen, but they get into

plenty of hot water — and cold, too — as they

save the mortgage or whatever it is a boat-

owner stands to lose and reform the gamble)

into fit material to marry the lovely Lois.

BEDSIDE MANNER. . .Producer-director An-

drew Stone presents some entertaining fluff as

he tells how Ruth Hussey, a very capable

woman doctor, picks up three Marines in her

car en route to Chicago, stops overnight in

her home town and becomes the object of a

plot by Uncle Charlie Ruggles and flyer John

Carroll to keep her at home. Carroll plays

psychoneurotic, Hussey plays hard-to-get, they

switch and it eventually ends up in the final

clinch. Also cast are Ann Rutherford, Claudia

Drake, Grant Mitchell, Joe McGinnis, John

James and Frank Jenks.



STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Production has spurted at this studio despite the strike and

the usual mid-summer rut. Six pictures are before the cameras,
four new ones. On the list of new starters are: "Jungle Raiders"
(Kane Richmond-Veda Ann Borg), a serial bein«r produced for
Columbia release by Sam Katzman outside of his Monogram deal,
"The Woman in Red" (Nina Foch-George Macready) a mystery
murder special, "The Voice of the Whistler" (Richard Dix-Lvnn
Merrick) and "Tars and Spars" (Alfred Drake-Janet Blair). The
last named is the Coast Guard Revue which has finallv been set
to rolling by Lt. Milton H. Bren. It is being shot in Technicolor
with Alfred Drake, star of "Oklahoma." heading the cast. Con-
tinuing in production, to complete the list, are: "Snafu" (Parks-
Lloyd) and "Adventures of Rusty" (Donaldson-Nagel).

Six more pictures are slated to roll by mid-August, which
indicates great optimism or certain knowledge that the strike will
not interfere.

One of the sextet has already hit trouble. It is "Hail the
Chief." planned with Dennis O'Keefe as the star. Edward Small
who holds the O'Keefe contract, agreed to the loanout, but
OKeefe has refused. You can't blame him either since he had
offers to play in Dore Schary's "Some Must Watch" at Selznick'-s
and "Doll Face" at 20th Century-Fox, both of which were more
important opportunities for him than this Columbia film. But
Small had not permitted his accepting these offers and the whole-
matter is now in process of legal untangling, although it is
thought that the matter will be settled amicably before it gets to
the actual suit stage.

Upon her return from her USO tour (and her marriage), Jinx
Falkenburg will go into "Song of Broadway," scheduled to startm a week.

James Cardwell, who made his mark in 20th Century-Fox's
The Sullivan's" and then promptly went into obscurity, has ended
his pillar-to-post routine by signing with Columbia. His last stint
was "A Walk in the Sun," the Milestone picture that hit produc-
tion-release snags. His first at Columbia is the "Whistler" film

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

quarter-interest in the lesi

It seems likely at this writing that MGM's Number Two
Juvenile. Elizabeth Taylor, will go into Gilbert Miller's Broadway
Play. "The Rich Full Life." Vina Delmar authored the play which
Poes into rehearsal in October. MGM has already acquired thenim rights to the play in a pre-production deal for $75,000 against

,

p
f
r cent of th e weekly gross to a ceiling of S225.000. The studio

is also investing about $25,000 for
timate production.

A 20 per cent increase in the 1945-46 release schedule is in-
dicated by the announcement that Metro will release between 35and 40 films during the coming season. The 1944-45 schedule
listed only 29 features. The shorts program of the company also
comes through with a big increase in quantity. From the 28 short
subjects for the current season, they are jumping to an approxi-
mate 45 for the new year. Seventeen of the features scheduled
ior the next season release are already completed or in final edit-
ing stages. Eight more are now in work.

A second title change has been made on the forthcoming June
Al yson-Bob Walker feature, recently completed. Originally it was
called "For Better. For Worse." That was chnnged to "John and
^ary' and now to "A Sailor Takes a Wife." Also in for titleChange is "A Letter for Evie," which comes out as "All the Things
iou Are." This latter is perhaps a wise change since the well-Known Jerome Kern tune of that name is featured in the film.

Holiday In Mexico," the next Pasternak-Sidney venture in.

music and Technicolor, is almost ready for the cameras. Ilona
Massey, back at Metro again, has started pre-recordings for her
role in this film, which also has Jane Powell. Jose Iturbi. Roddy
McDowall and Xavier Cugat cast. With the box-office and critics

singing loud and long on "Anchors Aweigh," and studio executives
cheering "The Harvey Girls," Director George Sidney has taken
over as the white-haired boy of the lot.

Speaking of Pasternak, he is one of those producers who
makes his Cinderella cinema themes work in real life — and often.
He has a genius for discovering talent and developing it. His
latest discovery is Wilson Woods, a young orchestra leader who
Pasternak found at Las Vegas, Nevada, on a recent holiday.
Woods was playing at an inn there. Pasternak heard him, signed
him and he is already at work in "Two Sisters from Boston" and
pencilled in for the next Pasternak piece, "No Leave, No Love."

Robert Nathan is back on the lot again to do a screenplay
for "Gentleman's Gentleman." another Pasternak early-fall starter
..."Cass Timberlane," the Sinclair Lewis novel which Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. will produce in the fall, has been chosen for Octo-
ber distribution by The-Book-of-the-Month Club.

Carey Wilson is setting up one of his biggest productions for
early starting. It is called "The Common Sin" and is a iive

episode story which will have 31 leading screen players cast. Van
Johnson has been given the role of the central character who
weaves through the entire story. The story theme is based on the
premise that in each person's life there is one day in which, ex-

cept for sheer luck, he could be found guilty of some crime.
Writers now at work on the five episodes are I. A. R. Wylie,
James M. Cain, Charles Jackson, Michael Arlen and Harry
Ruskin.

June Allyson, one of the brightest of the Metro younger set.

has just been handed a new long-term contract. Her reputation,
built in little more than a year, is solidly set at box-offices all over
the country.

Seven films in work on this lot, three of them new starters:

"Bad Bascomb" (Wallace Beery-Margaret O'Brien), "Boy's Ranch"
(James Craig-Butch Jenkins), and "What Next, Corporal Har-
grove?" (Robert Walker-Jean Porter). Continuing are: "Hood-
lum Saint" ( Powell-Williams-Lansbury ), "The Postman Always
Rings Twice" (Garfield-Turner), "Two Sisters from Boston" (Ally-

son-Lawford) and "Big Shore Leave" (Gable-Garson). No seasonal

or other kind of slump on this lot.

MONOGRAM
At the recent West Coast regional sales meeting. Vice-Presi-

dent Steve Broidy announced the production schedule at this

studio for the coming year. Heading the list was "Old New
York," a musical which will co-star Gale Storm and Phil Regan.
A King Bros, special will be "The Hunted." Scott R. Dunlap will

produce "North of Nome," a Jack London story. "Swing Parade."
another musical with Gale Storm and Phil Regan, will feature

Connie Boswell and the orchestras of Will Osborne and Louis
Jordan. This one is already in work. Also in work is "Suspense,"
with Warren William and Peter Cookson featured. "Allotment
Wives," the second Kay Francis producing-acting effort, is already
completed. Scheduled for early production are the following:

"Casa Manana." a Mexican setting musical; "Joe Palooka," from
the comic strip; "Black Market Babies;" "The Great Mystic." with
Edmund Lowe and Jean Rogers; "Dime a Dance" and "House of

Torture "

There will also be four new ones in the Cisco Kid series, three
Charlie Chans, four Johnny Mack Brown westerns, four musical
westerns for Jimmy Wakely, four stories starring The Teen-Agers
and four comedy-dramas for The Bowery Boys.



Anne Gwynne has been signed for important roles in two of

the new season's pictures. They are "Suspense" and "Dime a

Dance". . .Peter Cookson. who has been working up fast at the

studio, has just been given a new three-year contract.

Monogram has just added $1,000,000 to its capital funds put-

ting the company in its best financial condition of the company's
history. A new revolving bank loan agreement has been accom-
plished which gives the company credit facilities amounting to

$1,600,000 for loans to Monogram directly or to other sources
guaranteed by Monogram.

Two new starters this week: "Rainbow Valley," a western in

the Jimmy Wakely-Lasses White series, and "Swing Parade," co-

starring Gale Storm and Phil Regan. "Suspense" continues in

production.

PARAMOUNT
The studio is in the throes of its "Third of A Century" cele-

bration with Paramount Month set from August 26 to September
29. The sales staff confidently expects that Paramount product
will be played in almost every one of the 17,000 theaters in the
country at one time or another during the anniversary month.

Ray Milland, having just finished "The Trouble with Women,"
left immediately on a three-week trip to England and Wales. In-
cidentally, this reporter regards Milland's performance in "Lost
Week-end" of Academy stature and the picture done by Charles
Brackett and Billy Wilder a gem of production. Nonetheless,
Paramount is a bit worried about the sales promotion on the film

because of its unpleasant theme — alcoholism. It is not an easy
story to tell or sell and the advertising department is scratching
its head in hope of finding the proper approach.

Paramount is planning to produce a picture based on the
famed G. I. Music Company, recently formed in New York. This,
then, will be the story of Ray Rand, ex-serviceman, who organized
the company to promote the music that has come out of camp
shows and to exploit the talents that have been uncovered in

service shows through the war years — much of it unheard before.

Cornelia Otis Skinner and Emily Kimbrough last week won a
reversal of the recent court decision — which gave Paramount
permission to use their names in the forthcoming "Our Hearts
Were Growing Up." The authors of the original "Our Hearts
Were Young and Gay," did not want the studio to use their names
in the sequel film.

"Finnegan's Folly," an unpublished novel by George Milburn,
has been bought for early production.

Four in production here this week. "Calcutta" (Ladd-
Russell), and "To Each His Own" (deHavilland-Lund) continue.
Producer Sol Siegel has finally started "Blue Skies'* with Bing
Crosby, Fred Astaire (in place of Paul Draper) and Joan Caufield.
"The Bride Wore Boots" started July 16 with Barbara Stanwyck,
Robert Cummings and Diana Lynn in the top spots.

Cecil B. DeMille will be back at work soon on a typical Dc-
Mille project. It is "Unconquered" by Neil Swanson, a novel to
be published by Doubleday Doran for the winter season. It deals
with the surge of western civilization to the Indian frontier in
1763 and provides the epic sweep that Mr. DeMille so enjoys. No
cast has as yet been named for the picture which will be done in
Technicolor.

PRC
This inde outfit is proceeding with its plans for an inter-

national post-war expansion plan, which sounds impressive, in
print at least. In addition to a complete sales organization being
set up by President Leon Fromkess, it is also planned that several
pictures will be made in France during the coming year and re-
leased through the PRC set-up. Edmond Tenoudji is the general
supervisor in charge of the European sales set-up, while Roberto
D. Socas serves as general foreign sales manager.

Sam Sax, who recently produced "Why Girls Leave Home," is
preparing "Fatima," story of the famous oriental dancing girl,
for early production.

"Rocky Mountain," an adventure story which ran in Blue
Book magazine, has been purchased for the 1945-46 production
schedule.

The lull is over at PRC with three pictures in work, to be set
into the 1945-46 schedule. First is Martin Mooney's production of
"Danny Boy," with Robert Buzz Henry and Eva Marsh. "How
Do You Do?" ties in murder with comedy routines by Bert Gor-
don ("The Mad Russian") with Harry VonZell and old-time star
Clair Windsor featured. Third starter is "The Wife of Monte
Cristo" with John Loder, Lenore Aubert and Eduardo Ciannelli.

John Raitt, singing star of the Broadway show, "Carousel,"
has been signed to star in an operetta called "Night Was Made
for Music." Russell Rouse and Clarence Greene have written the
script, which has a Paris loeale.

REPUBLIC
Apparently there is no slow-down in the pace that Republic

has set for itself in the new expansion program. "Progress" is
the theme and President Herbert J. Yates is stopping at nothing
to keep it going at a high pitch.

Newest achievement is the signing of Ben Hecht to a three-
year contract as writer-producer. His first film will be based on
his well-known short story, "Spectre of the Rose."

Another new twist is the announcement that two of the forth-
coming Roy Rogers productions will be budgeted at $500,000 each
and set for special and separate releasing. The two films are
"Don't Fence Me In" and "My Pal, Trigger." Special campaigns
and promotions are already in plan to launch this innovation in
selling the Rogers films.

To get to the peak of the expansion program, $20,000,000 has
been allocated for the production of 64 features, western and four
serials. The studio itself is in the process of a $2,000,000 improve-
ment program with the unique sound stage already completed.
This stage is so perfect acoustically that Leopold Stokowski has
chosen to make all of his Victor recordings there rather than in
the RCA recording studios.

First picture to go under the new "big" program will be Frank
Borzage's "Concerto" which is budgeted at $1,500,000 and will be
done in Technicolor. Then he plans "That Man Malone," which
will star John Wayne.

In work presently at the studio is the big western, "Dakota,"
starring Vera Hruba Ralston and John Wayne. This picture is

being given the plush routine in all respects since this is Repub-
lic's first Ralston picture sans ice-skating. Ward Bond, his leg

still in a brace from his automobile accident last year, has a

featured role and Walter Brennan, Mike Mazurki, Hugo Haas and
Ona Munson have all been garnered from other studios to spark
the film up to maximum value. Joseph Kane is producing and
directing the film, with Yates keeping a finger in the pie, as he
does with everything here. The man has an amazing vitality and
instinct for pictures and undoubtedly the rise of Republic in the
past ten years is due in large part to his resourcefulness and
ability.

Other pictures in work are: "You'll Remember Me," with
Brenda Marshall and William Gargan, and a serial, "The Phan-
tom Rider," with Robert Kent and Peggy Stewart. Continuing
in production is the Roy Rogers starrer, "Don't Fence Me In."

RKO-RADIO
Last issue we reported the deal whereby RKO took over sev-

eral David O. Selznick properties for early production. Now it is

learned that they plan to set back several of their own projects

to get to a quicker start on "They Dream of Home" which Dore
Schary is producing on the RKO lot. It is also learned that RKO
is negotiating with Mr. Selznick to buy up the balance of the Joan
Fontaine contract which runs until next September. They want
her for starring roles in "All Brides Are Beautiful" and "All

Kneeling." It will be interesting to see what happens on this deal

since the Fontaine-Selznick contract is famous for the pittance

Miss Fontaine gets in view of the earning power she has had for

the producer on loanouts and in his own productions during the

term of their contract. One thing seems certain — when the

Fontaine contract is up next September, whoever has her —
Selznick or RKO — the re-signing job is going to be quite an

expensive proposition.

Robert Cummings, who re-established himself in the Hal B.

Wallis production, "You Came Along," has been signed by RKO
for the lead in "The Lawyer," a musical based on Ferenc Molnar's

play. Val Lewton will produce and William Cameron Menzies

will direct.

Herman Schlom has been signed to a new term contract as

producer and enters his third year this week.
Four in production on the lot: "Chamber of Horrors" is the

new starter and Boris Karloff is starred. This picture is being

made on cleverly built sets on the RKO-Pathe lot, and many of

RKO's young players have taken bit parts in it just for the fun of

working in the fantastic setting. Anna Lee has the leading female

role. Mark Robson is directing for Producer Val Lewton, who
specializes in these super-horror dramas. Continuing in produc-

tion are: "Cornered" (Dick Powell-Cheirel), "Men Are Such Liars"

(Granville-Conway) formerly "The Lie Detector," and the Gold-

wyn picture, "Kid From Brooklyn" (Kaye-Mayo).
GOLDWYN

The Danny Kaye picture, "Kid From Brooklyn," continues to

occupy the full schedue of the Goldwyn company.
Other news from the Goldwyn office this week is that David

Niven has signed a new seven-year contract and is returning to

Hollywood in December for his first picture, "The Bishop's Wife,"

which Robert Nathan wrote and Sam Goldwyn bought for a re-

ported $200,000. Teresa Wright, who has also just signed a new
contract with Goldwyn, will play the top feminine role. Niven is

now making a picture in England called "A Matter of Life and
Death."
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20th CENTURY-FOX UNIVERSAL
A new distribution deal has just been set by Spyros Skouras

i for the Herbert Wilcox picture, "A Yank Lived in Grosvenor
Square." By the deal, 20th Century-Fox will handle the distribu-

• tion of the English-made film in the United States and Canada.
In addition to this settled arrangement, negotiations for a per-
manent partnership have been completed whereby Wilcox may
produce a series of films in England to be distributed by 20th
Century-Fox. Wilcox will return in September to discuss his first
production.

Twentieth Century-Fox is setting up a system to step up its
story buys to a higher pace than ever. The system is the estab-
lishment of story scouts and offices in all the leading cities of the
world. With an eye to the global-mindedness of the movie-going
public, 20th executives have conceived the plan as a valuable one
Archibald G. Ogden will be in charge of the London office.

Moss Hart, whose "Winged Victory" was made into a film by
20th, has been signed to a writing-directing deal by Darryl F
Zanuck. Mr. Zanuck will act as producer of the picture which is
scheduled to go in September.

In addition to the August and September releases already an-
nounced, the studio plans the following releases for the succeed-
ing six months: "And Then There Were None" (Barry Fitzgerald-
Louis Hayward), a Popular Production releasing through 20th,
"State Fair" (Dana Andrews-Jeanne Crain), "The House on 96th
Street" (William Eythe-Signe Hasso) formerly "Now It Can Be
Told" with the title still not set definitely; in November, "The
Dolly Sisters" (Betty Grable-John Payne-June Haver), "Colonel
Effingham's Raid" (William Eythe-Joan Bennett-Charles Coburn)-
in December, "Dragonwyck" (Gene Tierney-Walter Huston) "Fal-
len Angel" (Alice Faye-Dana Andrews-Linda Darnell); in January,
"Kitten on the Keys" (Dick Haymes-Maureen O'Hara) and
•Smoky" (Anne Baxter-Burl Ives); in February, "Enchanted Voy-
age" (June Haver-John Payne), "Cluny Brown" (Jennifer Jones-
Charles Boyer); in March, "Leave Her To Heaven" (Gene Tierney-
Cornel Wilde) and 'The Spider" (Richard Conte-Faye Marlowe).

Henry King has signed an exclusive term contract as director
with the studio. His latest stint at the studio was "A Bell For
Adano."

A new laboratory theatre is being established by 20th Century-
Fox where ex-service people can be given the opportunity of a
30-week course to train or develop any film potentialities theymay have. The school, first of its kind, will also be available to
young contract players on the lot who feel the need for additional
work. Roman Bohnen, president of the Actor's Laboratory now
functioning independently and successfully in Hollywood, will head
the new school and Ruth Nelson, Mary Tarcai, Phoebe Brand
J. Edward Bromberg, Morris Carnovsky, Phil Brown, Hume
Cronyn, Art Smith, Danny Mann and Ptolomy Schneider, all Lab
staff members, will also serve in the 20th setup. Naturally the
school is predominantly for 20th Century contract players 'who
went into service and who are now beginning to return. No com-
ment was made as to how new talent will be selected — beyond
those already under contract.

No new production at the studio this week. "Leave Her To
Heaven" (Tierney-Wilde) and "Enchanted Voyage" (Haver-
Payne), both Technicolor productions, continue in work.

UNITED ARTISTS
Hunt Stromberg, having recently finished "Young Widow " has

three more stories in preparation for production. "Dishonored
Lady" has had its final polish job and is set to go. "StrangeWoman" which will star Hedy Lamarr, is in work. Third on the
work sheet is an original musical story idea being planned for
Marie McDonald.

Lester Cowan lost his suit to the Board of Supervisors on the
tax assessment of "G. I. Joe." The board assessed the film value
at $312,760. Cowan was holding out for $305,000 since he con-
tended the film was actually completed prior to March 5, the date
the Assessor began assessing properties. But the death of Ernie
Pyle required one day additional shooting to change the ending
and thus the Assessor's office claimed the film was not completed
as stated prior to March 5. The board's decision held.

Producer William Cagney will have "Stray Lamb,' his next
United Artists production, before the cameras in September with
James Cagney in the starring role.

"Katie for Congress" will be the next Ingrid Bergman picture,
according to an announcement by Producer David O. Selznick.
This will be the first comedy role in Miss Bergman's career and
will follow the Alfred Hitchcock production of "Notorious." Dore
Schary will produce.

In production on the lot are four pictures, one a new starter.
"Whistle Stop" (George Raft-Ava Gardner), "Diary of A Cham-
bermaid" (Paulette Goddard-Hurd Hatfield), "Duel in the Sun"
(Jennifer Jones-Joseph Cotten) continue, and the new one is
"Abilene," formerly "Trail Town," a Jules Levey production star-
ring Randolph Scott and Ann Dvorak, with Edwin L. Marin
directing.

A fire on the backlot of the studio started reportedly by a
careless cigarette ran into $250,000 damages before it could be
checked. Damage to historic sets used as standards was con-
sidered quite serious by the studio. It was not without some
laughs — when the local firemen tried hooking their hose up to
prop fire hydrants, unaccustomed to the foibles of studio sound
stages.

"Return of the Buck Privates" will be the next Abbott and
Costello film on the Universal lot and will mark the team's return
to an exclusive contract with the studio after the washing up of
their deal with MGM.

Yvonne De Carlo, having just finished "Frontier Gal," has had
her option picked up for another year by the studio. So far the
girl has shown little sign of any real acting ability but her sex
quality and beauty on films seems to be enough to warrant her
continuing the career she started with such a splash in "Salome,
Where She Danced."

Walter Wanger is lining up an important cast for his forth-
coming "Canyon Passage," a Technicolor western. Dana Andrews
has been borrowed from Samuel Goldwyn and Brian Donlevy has
also been signed for an important role. Production is slated for
August but no feminine lead has been named as yet.

Two new starters on the lot: "Scarlet Street," a Walter Wan-
ger production, has Edward G. Robinson, Joan Bennett and Dan
Duryea cast with Fritz Lang serving as director-producer. "Bad
Men of the Border," a western, has Kirby Grant and Armida
featured. Continuing in work are: "Shady Lady" (Coburn-Simms),
"As It Was Before" (Oberon-Korvin), "Once Upon A Dream"
(Tone-Foster) and "Royal Mounted Rides Again," a serial.

WARNER BROS.
Apparently noting the same handwriting on the wall that got

20th Century-Fox executives busy, Warners too are establishing
an international story department to begin functioning imme-
diately under Ted Tod, who will work under Jacob Wilk, eastern
production manager, with headquarters in New York. Tod's
headquarters will be in Washington, D. C. Other representatives
will be appointed shortly for England, Canada and other foreign
countries. It is expected that with more than 1,000 accredited
correspondents, columnists and writers located in Washington,
much story material can be discovered in this quarter which has
thus far remained untapped save for the over-worked theme of

the wartime housing shortage and epic historical and biographi-
cal films. But the stories unearthed in the new set-up could be a

far cry from any of these.

Dane Clark, who has been doing personal appearances in New
York as an exploitation arm for "Pride of the Marines," is back
at the studio and awaiting a next assignment. After his perform-
ance in "Marines," it shouldn't be too hard for the studio to find

him a spot — he's a competent actor with audience appeal.

Faye Emerson has been assigned a co-starring role with Janis
Paige and Zachary Scott in "Dancing With Tears." Production
starts August 15.

Henry Blanke has been handed the production assignment on
"The Iron Gate," a psychological mystery novel which was re-

cently purchased by the studio. Author Margaret Millar will do
the screen play.

Donald Ogden Stewart has been signed to do the script on
"Life With Father," the Lindsay-Crouse play hit, which was
bought for the record sum of half a million semoleons.

"Animal Kingdom," the remake of a picture by the same
name, in which Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson and
Jane Wyman are featured, will be released under the title of "One
More Tomorrow." The picture is one of Warner's long backlog
list and has been completed for more than a year. Rumor has it,

release date will be about October. The company's consistent
alibi in regard to this hoarding is that their own theatres are
taking such long playing times they can't move the released films
fast enough to keep the finished product moving out. But why
certain pictures are chosen as dust collectors in the vaults is

hard to understand. Shining examples of this are "Rhapsody in

Blue," held for almost two years, "Saratoga Trunk," well into its

second year of being completed and currently "Mildred Pierce"
which everyone is cheering about and yet which has been releg-

ated to mid-1946 release.

Warner's are on the prowl for Jean Arthur, it is rumored, to
portray the leading role in "The Voice of the Turtle." In view
of the talent that fills their contrac* list, it just seems like a case
of the grass growing greener on the other side of the fence.

Four in production on the lot with two new starters: "Never
Say Goodbye" (Errol Flynn-Eleanor Parker) and "The Man I

Love" (Ida Lupino-Robert Alda) got the gun; continuing in pro-
duction are "Confidential Agent" (Charles Boyer-Lauren Bacall)
and "Night and Day" (Cary Grant-Alexis Smith).
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C OLUM B I A
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (48)

Completed (15)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE WOMAN IN RED
Murder Mystery—Started July 20
Cast: Nina Foch, George Macready. Dame May Whitty, Roland

Varno.
Director: Joseph Lewis Producer: Wallace MacDonald

posing for woman who has been murdered.
JUNGLE RAIDERS
Serial—Started July 20
Cast: Kane Richmond. Vedi
Director: Leslie Selander

Ann Borg. Janet Shaw.
Producer: Sam Katzman

THE VOICE OF THE WHISTLER
Murder Mystery—Started July 23
Cast: Richard Dix, Lynn Merrick, James Cardwell
Producer-Director: Rudolph Flothow
Story: Man dying of disease tries to kill sweetheart of wife who was finto marrying him.

TARS AND SPARS (T)
Musical—Started July 26
Cast: Alfred Drake. Janet Blair, Marc Piatt, Jeff Donnell
Supervising Officer: Lt. Milton H. Bren

RELEASE CHART
Tltl—..„,„ TIM D,U1„ ,„ „.
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Details under title: Renegade Roundup
Retern of Derange Kid Starrett-Stevens
Rhythm Round-Un Curtis-Walker .

Rockin" In the Roekies Hughes-Kirby ..

Roofh IMIn' Jeitlee Starrett- Bates . .

Rough, Tough and Ready (66) Morris- Rogers
Details under title: Men ot the Deep

Saddle Leather SUrrett-Athen .

Sagebrush Heroes (54) Starret. -Worth .

Sergeant Mike (60) Parks-Bates ...

Shadows in the Night (67) .Baxter- Foch
Details under title: Crime Doctor's Rendezvous

She Wouldn't Say Yes ?ussell-Bowman
Details under title: Some Call It Love

She's a Sweetheart (69) Frazee- Parks
Details under title: Hello. Mom

Sing Me a Sono of Texas Lane-Tomlin
Song of the Prairie Curtis-Storey . .

Sona to Renumber. A (T) (113) Muni-Oberon ...

Details under title: At Night We Dream
Strange Affair, A (78) loslyn-Keyes ..

Tahiti Nights (63) O'Brien-Matthews
Detail, undei title: Song of Tahiti

Ten Cents A Dance (60) Frazee-Lloyd

Texas Panhandle Starrett- Parks

Thousand and One Nights. A (93) Wilde-Keyes . . .

Together Again (100) Danne-Boyer ..

Details onder title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair

Unwritten Code, The (61) Meal-Savage ...

Details under title: The Unknown
roeth on Trial ''ollins-Reed . . .

OetaMs n"der title- Our Wandering Daughter!

You Can't Do Without Love Lynn-Stewart ..

. 6206

.
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.
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.
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. .12-14.
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METRO- GOLD WYN -MA YE R
1944-45 Features Completed (48) In Production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BAD BASCOMB
Western—Started July 12

Cast: Wallace Beery, Margaret O'Brien, Marjorie Main.
Director: S. Sylvan Simon Producer: O. O. Di

Mor

BOYS' RANCH
Drama—Started July 16

Cast: James Craig, Butch Jenkins. Skippy Homeier. Dan
Hickman.

Director: Roy Rowland Producer: Robert Si ;

Story: About boys' ranch in Arizona, lived on anil run by kids from liti

WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE?
Comedy—Started July 16

Cast: Robert Walker, Keenan Wynn, Jean Porter.

Director: Richard Thorpe Producer: George Haigl
Story: 'Hargrove's experiences in the European theater.

RELEASE CHART
Title—lilRllf Tine Cart Detalb lei. la. I

IN PRODUCTION
Hoodlum Saint Powell-Williams 7-9

All tne Things You Are Hunt-Carroll 6-11 1

Details under title: A Letter for Evie

Postman Always Rings Twiee. The Turner-Garfield 6-25 J

Two Sisters From Boston Allyson-Lawford 7-9

Big Shore Leave Uable-Garsuii 6-11

Details under title: This Strange Adventure

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. NINE
American Romance. An (T) (131) Donlevy-Riehards ... 4-19 .. 11-44 510...

7

Details under title: America

ttaiuary Coast 6ent (87) Beery-Barnes 3-6... 9-44 502

DataUl ander title: Gold Tewn

Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dletrieh 9-6 . 10-44 506 1

Lust In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello 4-3 . 12-44 509...

Malsle Goes To Rene (90) Sothern-Hodlaa. 4-3. . .9-44. .. .504. .
f

Marriage Is a Private Aflair (115) Turner- Hodiak . . .11-29. .10-44. . . .505. .
t

Mrs. Partington (124) Garson-Pldjeon 3-20 .11-44 507. .
.

5

1

Naughty Marietta (80) MacDonald-Eddy .
Reissue. .11-44 508. .

The Seventh Crasi (111) Traey-Hasso 12-13. . .9-44. . . .501. . . I»

Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh ... Reissue. .9-44 503. ..
|

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor 8-21... 2-45 516. .it

Nothing But Troeile (69) Laurel-Hardy 6-26 3-45 .... 519 .. 1:

1

Main St. After Dart (57) Arnold-Royal 9-4 .1-45 5M..1*
Details ander title: Telltale Hands

Thin Man Goes Heme (101) Powell-Loy 515... 1-45 513. .11'

Between Two Women (83) BarrymoreJohnson 8-21... 3-45 518. .lip
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Thli Man'i Navy (100) Beery-Gleason

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters

Music for Millions (120) D'Bricn-lturbl

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock, Tin (94)

Gentle Annie (80)

Without Love (111)
Son of Lassie (T) (102)

Details under title: Women's
Picture of Dorian Gray (108) .

.2-45.

.3-45.

.2 45.

.517. . . .1-8

.520 .2-19

.515. .12-25

.8-21. .5-45. . ..524. . . .4-2

Craig- Reed .
8-21. ..5-45.

.

.523. .12-25

.10-31. .5-45. . .522 . . .4-2

5-29. .6-45. . .526. . .4-30

Sanders-Hatfield .3-6 6-45. .525. .3-5

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewitched (65) Thaxter-Daniels .

Details under title: AI.er Ego
Thrill of a Romai.ce (T) (105) Johnson-Williams

Twice Blessed (77) Wilde-Craig ....

SPECIAL
Meet Ma In St. Louis (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor

Details under title the Home Front

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter ..

Valley of Decision (111) Garson-Peck ....

NOT DESIGNATED
Abbott and Costello In Hollywood A. & C
Anchors Aweigh (T) (144) Kelly-Sinatra ...

Dangerous Partners Craig-Hasso

Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson

Great Morgan. The Morgan-Powell

Marvev Girls. The (T) Garland-Hodiak .

Her Highness and the Bellboy (112) Lamarr-Walker .

Hidden Eye, The Arnold- RaRerty

Hold High the Torch (T) E. Taylor-Lassie

Details under title: For Better For Worse
Oor Vines Have Tender Grapes ...O'Brien-Robinson

Perfect Strangers Donat-Kerr

Sailor Takes a Wife Walker-Allyson . . .

She Went to the Races Craig-Gifford ....

They Were Expendable Montgomery-Wayne
Weekend at the Waldorf Turner-Johnson

Volanda and the Thief (T) Astaire-Bremer

Ziegfeld Follies (T) Astaire-Ball

12-25
.12-11.
. .9-18.

11-27. .

. .1-22.
.5-1.

Shanghai Cobra. The

Details under title: Song ol the Border

Song ol the Range (55)

Details under title: Saddle Pall

Stranger from Santa Fe (56)
Snringtime in Texas (55)
Belle of the Bowery
Bowery Champs (62)

Details under title: Sunbonnet Sue
There Goes Kelly (61)

Details under title: Make Way for Kelly

Details under title. Here Comes Trouble

A Wave. A Wac. A Marine (70)

When Strangers Marry (67)

Detail! under title: I Married a S*ranf*r

TolerMoreland . .6-11

.

. 8-11

.

Ren.ildo Armida . 5-28 818

9-18 .12-1

Brown-Hatton 1-22 .7-21.

Wakley-White . . .4-2. 6-2

Hcg.in Storm . . .i-M
East Side Kldi . . .6-12 . 12-29

Moran-McKay .
.11-27. .2-16

Gilbert-Howard . 3-19 . 6-2

Eilers-Youngman . .5-17. .11-3.

Hunter-Jngger .
.5-29 11-24

PARA MOUNT
1941-15 Features
1945-Ki Features

Completed (26)

Completed (20)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE BRIDE WORE BOOTS
Comedy—Started July 16

Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Cummi
Patrick Knowles.

Director: Irving Pichel Prodi

Di:tn;i Lynn,

Seton I. Miller

BLUE SKIES (T)
Musical— Started July 16

Cast: Bing Crosby, Joan Caulfield, Paul Draper.
Director: Stuart Heisler Producer: Sol C. Siegel

MONOCR AM
1944-45 Features

Westerns
(34)

( 1)

Completed (27)

Completed (13)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
RAINBOW VALLEY
Western—Started July 23

Cast: Jimmy Wakely, Lasses White, John James.
Director: Oliver Drake Producer: Charles Bigelow

SWING PARADE
Musical—Started July 24
Cast: Gale Storm. Phil Reagan, Connie Boswell.
Director: Bill Karlson Producer: Harry Romm
Story: Ambitious girl wants to be singer, breaks Into nlerhtclub as nrocess

RELEASE CHART
»• Cait

IN PRODUCTION
Suspense Cookson-William .

1944-45
Adventures of Kitty O'Day (62) Parker- Cookson ...

Details under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through
Alaska (76) Taylor-Lindsay
Army Wives (67) Rambeau-Knox
Allotment Wives Francis-Kelly . .

Details under title: Mutt.s Meets a Headline
China's Little Devils (75) Carey-Kelly
Cisco Kid Returns (64) Renaldo-Lane

Details under title: Case of the Missing Medico
Come Out Fighting East Side Kids
Crazy Knights (63)

. Gilbert-Howard . .

Dillirl«" (77) L. Tierney
""•fee Francis-Cabot
Docks of New York (62) Gorcey-Hall

Details under title: Murder in the Famll)
Enemy of Women (85) Woods-Dell
Fashion Model (61) Weaver- Low^ry

Details under title: The Model Murder
Flame of the West (71) Brown-Hatton . .

Frontier Feud Brown-Hatton
Details under title: Flaming Frontiers

Gnost Guns (60) Brown-Hatton ...
Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs

Forever Yours (83) ..Storm-Smith ....
Details under title: They Shall Have Faith

G- I. Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson

J**"* Lowe- Rogers
Gun Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton
In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon
Muggs Rides Again East Side Kids . .

Details under title: County Fair
Jade Mask, The (66) Toler-Manton

Details under title: Mystery Mansion
Lost Trail, The Brown-Holt
Par*y Girl Merrick-Lowery . . .

Details under title: Main Street Girl
Navaio Trails (56) Brown-Holt .

Details under title: The Texas Terror
Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White

Details under title: Cowboy Serenade
Scarlet Clue, The (65) ... Toler-Manton

Details under title: Radio Mystery
Shadow of Suspicion (68) Weaver-Cookson

Details ender title: Baby Shoes

.7-23

7-24. . .1-19.

.5-1. .12-22.

.8-7. . .1-12.
.6-25

10-16.
.3-5.

.1-22.

. .8-7.

10-2.
.6-25.

9-18.
8-21.
.2-5.

.

.11-10. .

. . . 3-2 . .

. . .6-9. .

. .2-16. .

. .1-26.

. . .4-9. .

.2-1.6. .

. . 6-30 . .

.6-16. .

9-18.
. .1-26.

7-9.

.4-16

10-16 1-5.

.4-30. . 7-28.

.9-18. . . .5-5.

.6-26. .12-15.

RELEASE CHART
Title— Running Tin, Cast Dttalll

IN PRODUCTION
Calcutta Ladd-Russell 7-9.
To Each His Own deHaviland-Lund . . . 7-9.

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dark Mountain (57) Lowery-Drew
National Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather . .

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (81) Lynn-Russell . . .

Rainbow Island (T) (93) Xamour-Sullivan .

Till We Meet Again (88) M il land - Br I tton ..

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd- Young ....
Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine-DeCordova
Man in Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker ...
Ministry of Fear (84) Mllland-Reynolds
One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly

^LOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman .

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks
Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly
Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton
Practically Yoari (90) Colbert-MaeMorray

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tufts
High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks ..

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100) Ladd-Russell
Unseen, The (81) McCrea-Russell ..

Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Lamour-Cordova •

Affairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent
Murder, He Says (92) MacMurray-Mai
Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage .

BLOCK NO. SIX
Midnight Manhunt Gargan-Savage

Details under title: Hard to Handle
Out of This World (96) Bracken-Lynn
You Came Along (103) Cummings-Scott

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) (113) Hutton-Cordova

REISSUE
Slon of the Cross (118)
Northwest Mounted Police (128).
This Gun For Hire (81)

. .4-17.

.11-29.

. . .9-6.

.10-18.

.12-13.

. 12-27

.

5-31.

. .11-1.

.
.7-26.

.
.1-10.

.7-13.

.8 21.

.7-10.

.5-15.

..2-7.

. .6-26.

.11-13.

, .
.5-1.

.11-27.

.4405.

.4403

. 4404

.

. 4401

.

.4402

.4413. . .7-20

.4412. .12-25

.4415. .12-2^

.4411. .12-25

.4414. .12-25

.4424. . .4-16

.4421 4-2

.4422. . .4-16

.4423. . .4-16

Cooper-Carroll . . .

.Cooper-Carroll . . .

Ladd-Lake

1945-46

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia, The Ladd-Lake
Cross My Heart Hutton-Tufts

Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Duffy's Tavern Gardner-Reynolds .

Follow That Woman Gargan-Kelly ....
Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lake . . .

Details under title: Good Intentions
Kitty Goddard-Milland .

Lost Weekend, The Milland-Wyman .

.

Love Letters Jones-Cotten
Masquerade In Mexico Lamour-Cordova
Miss Susie Slagle's TRft<-Lake
Our Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Russell

People Are Funny Haley-Walker
RhythB Raneli Haley- H III lard ...
Road to Utopia, Tie Crosbv-Honr-lamoir
Stork Club Hutton-Fitzqerald
Trouble With Women, The Milland- Wright ...

12-25. . .7-27. . .4427.

.8-26. . .4433.

8-26. .
.4434'

.6-11

.6-11

. 10-2

.

.2-19.

12-11.

.6-12.
10-31.
10-31.

. .1-8.

.9-18.

. .3-5.

. .4-2.

.11-1.
12-13.
.4-30.

.6-11
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Details under title: Too Good

They Made Me A Killer

Be True
Lowery-Britton .... 7-9

,. Year, Before th. Max Ladd- Oonlmry 51
Virginian The McCrea-Bntton ...11-13.

Well -Groomed Bride, ' The '.'.' .' Mitland-deHavilland 2-19.

1944-45 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

Completed (29)

Completed (17)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

ROMANCE OF THE WEST (Completed)

Western—Started July 16

Cast: Eddie Dean, Joan Barton.

Director-Producer: Robert Emmett
Story: Renegades attempt to steal land from Indian

DANNY BOY
Drama—Started July 23

Cast: Robert Buzz Henry, Eat
Director: Terry Morse

Johnson, Eva Marsh.
Producer: Martin Mooney

HOW DO YOU DO?
Comedy—Started July 24

Cast: Bert Gordon, Harry VonZell, Claire Windsor.
Director: Ralph Murphy Producer: Harry Sauber

THE WIFE OF MONTE CRISTO
Drama—Started July 27

Cast: John Loder, Lenore Aubert, Fritz Kortner,
Ciannelli.

Director: Edgar Ulmer Producer: Leon
Story: Adventures of t lie Countess while Monte Cristo is away.

RELEASE CHART

Eduardo

Fromkess

Title—Running Tine

COMPUETED
1944-45

Albertson-Armstrong 4-30.

3-5.

Arson Squad (64)
Apology for Murder Savage-Beaumont
Bluebeard (70) Carra.int-Parker

.

Castle of Crimes (60) Kent-Churchill
Club Havana Lindsay-Neal
Crime, Inc. (75) Neal-Tilton
Dangerous Intruder. The Arnt-Borg

Details under title: The Intruder

Dead or Alive Ritter-O'Brien
Det»ur Savage-Neal
Dixie Jamboree (71) Langlurd- Talbot

Details ender title: Divie Steam Boat
Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) Lowe-Jovce ...
Fighting Bill Carson Crabbe-St. John
Fog Island (72) Atwill-Douglas
Flaming Bullets Ritter-Knox
Frontier Fugitives O'Brien-Ritter

Details under title: Ride, Ranger, Ride
The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John
Gangsters of the Frontier (56) Ritter-O'Brien
Great Mike. The (73) Erwin-Henry . . .

Defalk .inder titlo- it the Post
His Brother's Ghost (54) Crabbe-St. John
Hollywood and Vine (58) Ellison-McKay
I'm From Arkansas (68) Adrian-Sommerville
I Accuse My Parents (68) Hughes-Meeker
The Kid Sister (56) Pryor-Clark
Lady Confesses, The (64) Hughes-Beaumont

Details under title: Undercover Girl
Man Who Walked Alone. The (73) O'Brien-Aldrich . .

Detail* onder title- You Can't Stop Romare
Marked for Murder (58) O'Brien-Ritter . ,

Missing Corpse (62) Bromberg-Jenks . .

Details under title: Stranger in the Family
Oath of Vengeance (58) Crabbe-St. John
The Phantom of 4?nrt Street O'Brien-Aldrich

Romance of the West Dean-Barton
Rogues Gallery (60) Jenks-Warner ...
Snell of Amy Nugent. The (63) Farr-Lindsay ....
Shadow of Terror Fraser-Gillern ...

Details under title: Checkmate
Shadows of Death (61) Crabbe-Knox . .

Details under titl»: Barber of Red Gap
Silver Fleet. The (77) Richardson-Withers
Sono of Old Wyoming Dean-Padden
Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John .

Strange Illusion (83) Eilers-Lydon ....
"<«'ng Mn<i»« (7S1 Tllton-Cnllim ...
Three In the Saddle Ritter-O'Brirn
T„wn Went wild. Th. (77) dsrthnlnmew-Horton
Whimpering Skulls (55) Ritter-O'Rrie n ...
Why Girls Leave Home (68) Lane-Leonard . .

"i»ntnm Crabbe-St. John .

n..," .1(1.. »l,,„f„m „f wild V*ll.

Wtrt» Ponno Fraser-Wrlxon . . .

. .6-12.

Foreign.

. .5-28.

.11-13.

1*1. N*. Rei

.9-11.

.

.7-23

.9-27. .

.11-10. . . .506. .11-

J

12-22. . . . 513

.

. .2-5

'

! 4-157. '.'sat'.' .3-J.j

.9-21.

.

12 29. . .552.

.

. is-l's'.'.
.'.'505.' '.Y-24

.1-22. .6-14. . .559
9-21. . .551. .11-13

. .7-24. .11-15. . .511. .10-30

. 2-3 . . .557.
.8-21'. .4-25.

.

. .515.
. .8-7 10-31

. . .510. 12-11
8-7. . .11-4.

.

. . 512

.

. .1-22

10-31. .
.2-6. . .516.

. . .2-5. . .5-16. . .522. . .5-28

.10-16. .3-15. . . . 507

.

.2-19

. .2-8.

.

.554.
.'. .2-5. .

6-1. . . 524

.

. .6-11

. .12-9. . .556. . .1-22
.1-22.'

. .5-2. . . .521
. .8-6.

. 12-6 . . . .515. . .1-8

. .5-28

6-11. .4-19.
. . .558.

. . For

.

. . .7-1. . .5-14

.5-14.

11-27. .8-17. . . . 558

.

.10-2. . .3-31. . .5)7. . 3-1
'

6-12. Q -8. .11-1=

.4-16. .7-26.

.

. .562
.8-7 .12-15. . .507. .11-27

12-29. . .553.
7.3-5. 7.7-9

. 8-21

.

10-26.
'.' '.'555.'

.4-16.

REPUBLIC
I'M 1-15 Tea ire

Western
Serials

(32)

( 4)

Completed (44)

Completed (SO)

Completed ( (>

In Production (1)

In Production (2)

In Production ( I

)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
YOU'LL REMEMBER ME
Drama—Started July 16
Cast: Brenda Marshall, William Gargan, Ruth Ford, H. B. War-

ner, Lyle Talbot.
Director: Anthony Mann Producer: William Wilder!

DAKOTA
Western—Started July 17
Cast: John Wayne, Vera Hruba Ralston, Walter Brennan, Ward

Bond.
Director-Producer: Joseph Kane
Story: Big^ scale western about scramble for railroad land in Dakota in

THE PHANTOM RIDER
Serial—Started July 24
Cast: Robert Kent, Peggy Stewart, George Louis.
Director: Spencer Bennet Producer: Donald Davidson

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

't Fence Me In

ritle—Running Tim

COMPLETED

Rogers-Evans

Cut

. .7-23.

Detail*

I944.45
Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An Dowd-Ouke 1-8

Details under title: New Faces of 1945
Atlantic City (86) Moore-Taylor
Bandit of Badlands Carson-Stewart
Behind City Lights Urry-Roberfc

Details under title: Return at Dawn
Bells of Rosarita (68)
Big Bonanza (68)
Big Show-Off (70) .... . \

77.".
Details under title: Next Comes Love

.515.
4-16.
1-22.

Brazil (91)
California Gold Rush 7.7.
Captain Tugboat Annie

Details under title: Tugboat Annie's si
Cheaters, The (87)

Details under title: The Magnificent' Mr! ...

Cherokee Flash Carson-Stirling
Cheyenne Wildcat Elliott-Fleming
Chicago Kid (68) Barry-Roberts

. Rogers- Evans 2-5. .6-19. . .442 5-2*

9-4. .12-30. . .40/
.Lake-Evans

. . .9-4. . .1-22. . .410 . . .2-:

. Carson -Bjrnette . . .5-15. .8-11.

.

451

. Broce-Guizar . . . . . .6-26. .11-30. . .405 li-i'

Elliott-Fleming

Darwell-Kennedy

. Schildkraut-Burke

.7-9.

.Burnelle-Carson

.Elliott-Fleming

.7-24.

.11-27.

.5-14.

.3-19.

10-16.

Code of the Prairie

Colorado Pioneers .

Corpus Christ! Bandits '. 7 '.['. )Lam-TaYbot
Desperadoes of Dakota Elliot-Fleming
Earl Carroll's Vanities (89) O'Keefe-Moore
End of the Road (51) Norris-Storey

Details under title: Man of Mystery
Faces in the Fog (71) Withers-Kelly
Fatal Witness Ankers-Fraser
Federal Operator No. 99 lanont-Talbot
Flame of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak
Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor 12-25
Girls of the Big House Roberts-Powers 3-5
Git Along Little Dogies Autry-Bornette ..Reissue
Great Flamarion, The (78) vonStroheim-Hughes 10-16
The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming 9-18.
Grissly's Millions (72) Grey-Kelly 9-18
Guy Could Change, A Lane-Frazee 6-25
Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Pearce-Evans 9-18
Jealousy (71) Morley-Asther ...11-27.
Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker

Details under title: Johnny March
Lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor
Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming

Love, Honor and Goodbye Bruce-Ashley
Man From Oklahoma, The Rogers-Evans
Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey
Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake

Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes
Mexicana Guizar-Moore
My Buddy (69) Barry-Roberts
Phantom Speaks, The (68) Arlen-Roberts
Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterling-Moore
Red River Valley Autry-Burnette
Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey
Rough Riders of Cheyenne Cnrson-Stewart
Silver City Kid Lane-Stewart .

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades
San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake

Santa Fo Saddlemates Carson-Stirling

Scotland Yard Investigator VonStroheim-Bacheloi

Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling . . .

Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake

Sheriff of Redwood Valley Elliott-Fleming ...

Sheriff of Sundown Lane-Stewart
Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown
Song for Miss Julie. A (69) Early Clark
Sporting Chance (59) Randolph-0'

Details under title: Behind the Ships

Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart .

Details under title: Marshal of Monterey

Steppin' In Society (72) Horton-George

Sunset in El Dorado Rogers-Evans .

Swinoin' on a Rainbow Taylor Frazee

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry

three's 4 Crowd Michael-Gordon
Thoroughbreds

. Neal-Mara . .

Tger Woman. The Richmond-Mara
Toneka Trr-ir Al'an Lane . .

Dreoon Trail Carson-Stewart

Utah (78) Rogers-Evans .

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart

W^cton Wheels Westward Elliott-Fleming

Woman Who Came Back, The Kelly- Loder . .

Details under title: The Web
form's Black Whip (Serial) Lewls-Stlrllng

. .6-12. .
.^-30

. . .10-2. ..6-29.

. .6-26. . .10-6. .

.
.3-19

4-20. .

...2-5

.11-13.... 4-5..
..7-10.. 11-10..

3314.
. .417.

.452.

.3-30.
.2-15.

.1-16.

.'7-19.

.7-23.

. .4-2.

.
.8-1.

.3-18.

.3307. .

.

. .412.

.

.3317...

. .403 . . .1-2;

.419.

.

.424. .

.

.414...4-K

3-6.

5-28.
6-26.

10-31.

. .7-2.

'.10-12.

. .5-10.

.3312.

.'.'.403.

. .433-
io'-i'

. .5-l<

4-30.

. . . Reissue.

1-8.
. . . .5-14.

.7-10.
.3308

4-17. .7-20. . .461.

219

10-16.

alley 12-11.

4-17.

10- 16
. 6-11
.11-13
.12-25
11-27. . .5-23,

. .9-4. .12-23

. .3-19

.10-2

.11-7.

.

..463.
.8-12 .

.401. ..9-'

.2-19.

.

. .411.

.4-20. . .420. ..6-<

.9-15.

.

.7-29. . .418. .6-2
=

. .4-2.
12-11.

10-16.

. .4-16.

. .4-30.

.1-26

.7-14.
.3-21.
5-10.

464 .. .

4 C6
441.... 4-2

5-14
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RKO-R A D I O
RELEASE CHART

1944-45 Features Completed (49) In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

CHAMBERS OF HORRORS
Horror Drama—Started July 23

Cast: Boris Karloff, Anna Lee, Richt
Director: Mark Robson
Stoiv: By mistake, people are interned ii

rd Fraser.
Producer: Val Lewton

RELEASE CHART
TltU— Ranging TIM

IN PRODUCTION
-Cheirel . 7-9Cnrnprpd

Kid From Brooklyn. The (T) Kaye-Mayo
Men Are Such Liars Granville-Conway

Details under title: The Lie Detector

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Going To Town (69) Lam 'n Abner . .

Muter Race (96) Esmond-Massen .

My Pal, Wolf (75) Moffett-Esmond ..

Ottllh lifer tide: Pempkll Shell

None But the Lonely Heart (113) Srant-Wyatt
Till In the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent ..

Falcon In Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale
Mirder, My Swert (90) Powell-Shirley .

Details onder title: Farewell My Lovely

Slrl Rish, The (65) Langford-Brown
Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly ...
What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley

Details onder title: Come Share My Love
Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire .

Having Wonderfol Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis .

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long ....

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) Karloff-Lugosi
China Sky (77) Scott-Drew ....
Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Weissmuller-Joyce
Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young
Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ahn . . :

.

Details under title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler, The (67) Loder-Duprez
Two O'clock Courage (66) Conway-Rutherford
West of The Pecos (66) Mitchum-Hale

BLOCK NO. SIX
George White s Scandals (95) Davis-Haley
Falcon in San Francisco. The (65) Conway-Corday
lohnny Angel (79) Raft-Trevor
Momma Loves Poppa (60) Errol-Risdon ...
Radio Stars on Parade B-own- Carney ..

SPECIALS
Belli of the Yukon (T) (84) Seott-Lee
Usano.a Brown (93) Coooer-Wright ..
Its , Pleasure <T) (90) Henie-O'Shea ...
Princess and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo
Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature
Woman in the Window, The (95) Robinson-Bennett

Detail! inder title: Once Off Guard
Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo

NOT DESIGNATED
Along Came Jones (90) Cooper-Young . . .

Bells of St. Mary's, The Crosby-Bergman
Deadline at Dawn Hayward-Williams
°'.,k

I
racy Conway-Jeffreys .

Ding Dong Williams Vernon-McGuire
First Yank Into Tokyo Neal-Hale
Game of Death Loder-Long ....

Details under title: The Most Dangerous
Isle of the Dead Karloff- Drew
note Reserve Mason-Mannheim
Passionate Ghost O'Brien-Drew

Details inder title: Man Alive
Sln» Yo«r Way Home Haley-Jeffries ..
River Boat Rhythm Errol-Newton . . .

Riverboat Rhythm Errol-Newton
Details under title: Follow Your Heart

Snanish Main. The (T) Henreid-O'Hara .

Tomnrrnw Is Forever Colbprt-Welles
Wanderer of the Wasteland Warren-Long'

. .5-15.

. .5-29.

. . 5-29

.

.504. . .10-2

.502. . .10-2

.505. . .10-2

.510. .12-11

.507. .12-11

.508.. 12-11

.515. . .2-19

.513. . .2-19

.512. . 2-19

.517 3-S

.519. . .4-30

.518. . .4-30

.520. . .4-30

.516. . .4-30

. .7-10.

.8-21.
10-16.

.

.2-5.

.

.2-19.
.12-11.
.2-1".

.4-16.

..4-3.
.2-21.

.8-21.

.5-15.

.4-17.

.7-24.

.5-28.

.6-11.

.
5-14

.

.2-19.

.2-19.

.6-11

.5-14

.4-30

.6-11

.583. .12-11
.581 8-7

.584.... 3-5

.551. .10-16

.591. .12-25

.582.. 10-16

.552. . .4-30

.11-27.

. . .4-2.

. 6-11

.

2 0 th CENTURY FOX
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (15)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

Title Tin Cast

IN 1'UODUCTION
Enchanted Voyage (T) . .

Payne-Havr

Leave Her To Heaven (T) Tierney-Wil

Smoky MacMurray-

.5-14
5-28

7-23

COMPLETED
1944-4^

.Baker-Massow

Dennis-Roosevelt Travel Feat. Sept.

Ameehe- Miranda .. 11-15. . .Sept.

2-7. . Sept.
. Barl-Goodman

BLOCK NO. ONE
Take It or Leave It (70)
Wing and a Prayer (97) Ameehe-Andrews

BLOCK NO. TWO
Dangerous Journey (73)
Greenwich Village (T) (82)
Sweet and Lowdown (75)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise, The (75) Laurel-Hardy

Details under title: Good Neighbors

In the Meantime, Darling (72) Crain-Latimore . .

Details under title: I Married a Soldier

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) Woolley-Haver .

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laura (88) Tierney-Andrrws .

Something for the Boys (T) (87) Miranda-O'Shca .,

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier (86) Baxter-Wlnnlnger

Winged Victory (130) O'Brien-Crane

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peck-H«/dwleke
Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN

506

507

8-21
8-21
.8-21

.9-18

.9-18

.513. .12-11

.512. .11-27

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68) Q'Shea-Marshall

Thunderhead, Son of Flicka (T) (73) .... McDowell-Foster

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77) Fields-Wooliey

Details under title- Mnlly. Bless Her

Song of Bernadette (156) Jones-Price

Royal Scandal, A (90) Bankhead-Eythe

Details under title: Czarina

BLOCK NO. TEN

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Juan Quilligan (75)Don Juan

Details onder title: Two-Faced Quilligan

Where Do We Go From Here? (T) (77)

.

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Nob Hlil (95)

Within These Walls (71)

REISSUE
Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81)

NOT DESIGNATED
And Then There Were None (97)..
Bell for Adano, A (103)
Cap,tain Eddie (107)
Caribbean Mystery (65)

Details under title: First. Last and Always

Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe

Dolly Sisters, The (T) Grable-Payne 2-5.
r-annnwvck

. .Tierney-Eythe 3-5.

. . . .9-4.

. .12-11.
. .May.

. .May
. .524.
. .525.

.4-30

.4-16

...2-5. . June. 527 6-25

MacMurray-Leslie . . .9-4. .June. . .526. .5-28

Mitchell-Anderson

. . .8-21.

. . .3-5.

.

July

July ..

. .529.
. .528.

.6-11
.6-11

.523.

.

1945-46

Hodiak-Bendix . .

.3-19 .

.11-13. . Aug. . . 601.

.7-23

. .7-9

MacMurray-Bari
Dunn-Ryan

.12-11.

. . .2-5.

.

Sept . .

Sept . .

. . 604

.

.605
7-23

.12-25.

Fallen Angel Faye-Andrrws .5-14.

Eythe-Hasso 4-30.House on 92nd Street

Details under title: Now It Can Be Told

Junior Miss (94) Garner-Joslyn

Kitten on the Keys (T) O'Hara-Haymes

Slider. The Conte-Marlowe

State Fair (Ti Andrews-Crain

Way Ahead, The (104) Niven-Hunt'v

wM «n (Ti (153) Hardw c!i;-;,i:'c

UNITED ARTISTS
1944-45 Features Completed (35) In Production (4)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.)

;
Bogeaus

(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk.); Nehenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.) ; Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Bra.) ; Hughes (Hug.).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ABILENE
Western Drama—Started July 23

Cast: Randolph Scott, Ann Dvorak, Rhonda Fleming, Edgar
Buchanan, Jack Lambert, Vera Lee

Director: Edward L. Marin Producer: Jules Levey

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODOCTIOM

Title—Rianlni Tine Cut •etallt lei. Ne. In.
Diary of A Chambermaid GoJJard-Hatfield .7-23 Bog-Mer

.3-19 Szk'..'..!"
7-23 Neb
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COMPLETED
1944-45

Abroad with Two Yanks (80/ „ K eef» R„ n, ,

Bedside Manner (79) Hul ey C a r„B" th « Spirit (T) """SSfSS
Blood on the Sun (94
Brewster's Millions (79) . .

Caesar and Cleopatra (T)
Captain Kidd
Colonel Blimp (T) (148)
Dark Waters (89)
Delightfully Danseroos (93)

Details under titIn: High
Getting Gertie's Garter
Great John L, The (96).
Gue.t In the House (121)
Guest Wife
Hairy Apt, Tin (90)
Henry V (T)
Her Man Gllbey

I'M Ba Seeing You (85)
Details under ti le: DouDI

Its in the Bag (87)
Sensations of 1945 ( 86)
Mr. Emmanuel (92)
Outlaw, The
Paris—Underground
Since You Went Away mi)
Song of the Ooen Road (89

1

Southerner, The (91)

tton

Cummings-H;
Cagney-Sidney

O'Keefe-Walker

Olivier-Leigh

taught o

Livesy-Walbrook

Oberon-Tone
Powell-Bellamy

. . O Keefe-McDonald

. . .Darnell-McClure .

. . Baxter-Bellamy

. .Colbert-Ameche . .

. . Bendix-Hayward

..Olivier-Newton

.Wilding-Ward ...
.

. Rogers-Cotten . .

11-27
Foreiu.i

.

. . .10-31.

. . . o-21.

. foreign . .

2-5.

.4-7 S,„l.

.6-25

.4-30

Allen-Benchley

Powell-Fields
.

*ylmer-Gynt

Russell-Huston
.

Bennett-Fields

. . . Tolbert-Cotten

. . Beruen -Granville

Spellbo'und'"
111" li,,e: Ht" d AU,l,mn

'

Your'
S

Ha"d
F ' eld

"

'Details'

1

onder title:' Hn„s, ,'f Or Edward,!;

Ber9m;,n ' PeCl1

. .9-4 .

.6-25.
.

. .7-10. .
.

. . .2-21. .

. . .12-11.
1-10.

. For. . .

. Foreign

. . . .4-17.

. .10-16
. . .12-13.

. Foreign

.12-13
. . .9-18.

G.F.D..

. .8-24. . Bog.

. .3-4. GF.D..
.11-10. . B.g.

.3-31 Rgs..

Sml. .

6-29. . .Crosby.
.12-8 Smg.

.
.7-27. . .Ski.. .

. .6-16. . .Lev..

G.F.D.. .

G.F.D..

.

...1-5...Sit.

.4-21. . . .Rgs.

. .6 30 . .Stn.
1-1"

. G.F.O.

.

.8-31. . Hug. .

S-14. . Bnt. .

8 12. . S k.

«-2 (tos

.8-10. . L.H..

. .18

.2-19

.7-lu
.1-22

Story of G. I. Joe (109
Summer Storm (107) .

Details under title- The Moon
This Happy Breed (T)
3 Is a Family (81)
Tomorrow the World (86)
2000 Women
Young Widow
Walk In the s-

. . Meredith ....
Sanders-Darnell

tl'tress

. .Newton-Johnson

. Rugqles-Reynolds

March-Field . .

Robson-Ca'vert

. . tussell-Havward

Andrrws-Onte

.
Foreign

6-->5

...6-26.
. Foreign . .

. 3-5..
1113 .

7-15 Neb 6-1

GF.D
.11-23 Les . .

12-29. . Cow.. .12 25
G.F.D
Smg

UNJVa SAL
1944-15 Features

Westerns
Serials

(55) Completed (56) Tn Production
( 7) Completed ( S) In Production
( 4) Completed ( 5) In Production

«r *x>,
NEW PRODUCTIONS

SCARLET STREET
Drama—Started July 23
Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Joan Bennett, Dan

Barker.
Director-Producer: Fritz Lang

Duryea, Jesd

BAD MEN THE BORDER
Western—Started July 24
Cast: Kir„v Grant, Armida, Fuzzy Knight
^'rector-Producer: Wallace Fox

fmJZ T,„
RELEASE CHART

^
fN PRODUCTION 0,,ll

Shady Lady ...
Details unfer title Alibi in

„ Coburn-Simms 6-11
A- It Was Befo-o '

trmine

Fronlier Gal 'Tj Oberon-Korvin 6-25.
Once Uoon A Dream

*»rarlo C-meron "--1

1

Royal Mounted Rides Again
'

(Serial)

^

ne "-0S '.7 "1 .'

COAIPLETKO Kenncdy-Kennedy 7-23

NMW.I Cheat «n, l***^*
" ni" H",: •«'* N"" Tn„ La,V

GranV llc - BeerV
•

"-27.
. .7-20. . .9044.

. . .Beyond the Pecos
Blonde Ransom (68)... '

. r'TT'
0"" 1 ^ 2 23 . 90R-,

Bowery To Broa-way
, 94)

CMk-Grey ....... 12-25
. 6-15 'oi? <••« «" Swing SW * k

J"""*" '-15.. 113 ^72 "^Can't Help Singing (T) (89i „
0
..

VI"""
. . . .

c lo.ii r^a

25- Th
" <*" ^ r

r

„',
n -

r

Pai
?
e

•
6-12 12-29 .9071 12-25Code . ,„, Uw|MS

Brant ifiTl'lil
l0"20 - • S-8

Enter «,.er,. ;.,»•„
6
2,,' Jean-Grant 12-25... 8-10 904s
Wn '

8-21.11-24 .9018 .12.10

Fro/en Ghost. Vhe'
(61) Jwn-Btitttll, i 0 .2

""tiny (65/ , SXP* . . . 6-28 . .9032. 7-9F"«co Sal (94).... lan-Cort.s 9-18 12-22 90^3 12-25
Girl On the Soot

Foster-Bey 10-2
. . 2-23 9012 V!

319 5

"susm „e,v. tTrm ..
T
/-"o:i:: ..^i

Here Come the Co-Eds (88)
'

....

Her Lurky N ,„ n , ° .^""' C
";

,'"°
'
1113 ? '2 °012 3- =

„
a^Stm Star, Over M,nh,„„

An,,reWS -•»*.-M..m..W
Detail, .nder tltl.- „, „ r ,„ c „ „.;

— 0 0r,,en" B""Y . . .8-21. . .12-8. . .9031. . .

SS£ 2l
' 69)

-srrrt z - 5 316 .» «-»
D-eta.l, .„,., „„;. ,„„,,„„

.^"McDonald .. 11-27 ... 5-11 ... 9028 .7 .

l
'

l«l ,
S:.

,: t,1,„ Ml- MI -9027... 5-14

sjs rjr?.

26

Jungle Captive (63)
Jungle Queen (Serial) ..
Lady On A Train
Master Key, The (Serial)

Men In Her Diary

Merrily We Slog

mtiij Munahaiu, 1 he (S>1)

Neeajiiht aoc Cutis
Mummy's Curse (62)
Murder In the Blue Room (61)
Mystery ol the River Boat (Serial)

My Gal Loves Music (T)
Naughty Nineties, The (76)
Night Club Girl (61)
Night In Paradise

Old Texts Trail. The
On Stage. Everybdoy (75)
Patrick the Great (89)
Pearl of Death (69)
Penthouse Rhythm
Pillow of Death
Raiders of Ghost City

Reckless Age (63)
Details under title: Make Way for Love

Renegades of the Rio Grande
Riders of Santa Ft
Salome, Where She Danced (90)
San Diego, I Love Yoo (83)
Secret Agent X-9 (Serial)

See My Lawyer (69)
Senorlta from the West
She Gets Her Man (74)
Singing Sheriff (63)
Song of the Sarong (65)
Strange Confession

Sudan (T) (76)
Details under title: Oueen of the Nile

Suspect, The (85)
Swing Out, Sister (60)
That's The Spirit (93)

Woman in Green (68)
Details under title: Invitation to Death

K
• „? „ S.^ ' ' 9 18 6-29 9038

qtii
7-9

. . jOlher-Quillan
-i o l

'

. 1-23

.

. jurbiii-Ueildiuy
i''-' VII"

. .Wiley-Moore 12-H • .4-25. 9881

.

. Aiontton-Hall .

•

U'"""''^

•

"

'

• • •

. .O'Connor-Ryan
•
;

•
•

. Anij.'ews-Carnllo 9 9

,
Chaney-Harding

•

'

' ,j
•

' ' g
'

9036

• Coolt-fiwynni •
3-20 19 1

. Lowery-Clements inI 24 9681

.
Crosby- Mc Donald

o I
12 11

. Abbott-Costello
jJJ*

* .6-25

Austin-Dunn . .
IS

. Oberon-Boy . ,

.

1 «

. ameron-Knight
• •

y Jq 12 15 9082
'

. Oakie-Ryan
'.

'. 5-14

.

.7-13. .7-23
.3'Connor-Ryan . . .11-1. . .5-4. .3-14

.Rathbone-Bruce • • •
'

"1

"

.9-18

Coll ier-Norris . . °'21 .6-22. • "°43 .

.

. Chaney- Joyce . .

.

Moore- Atwlll
t oo

'

V 9S
'

glg^
'

'

Jean-Clark . . .

.

si .11-17. 9029 10 i<

ron-Kn' htLame on- gni 6 1 9084
Cameron- night 6-12 ii io 9081

10 2
•

a {5

'

g 7
'

'

\n[ .

'
4-3(1

u nc »
. - 9. " -

Bridges"wley 4 16
. Olsen & Johnson .5-1. .5-25. .9016. . .7-9

Jones-Granville . . 1-22.

Davis-Gargan .10-31. .1-12.'. '. 9020
.

'. . .2-5

Norrls-Knlgtrt . . . 4-17. .10-6. "ffjo .10-

.Girgan-Kelly ... . .11-13. .4-20- .9040. .5-28

.Chaney-Joyce . .

.

. .2-19.

.Montcz-Hall ... . . 6-26

.

.' .3-2.' S006.'. .'.4-2

Laughton- Raines

Cameron-deWit
Ryan-Onkie

. .

Rathbone-Bruce

.10-2 2-9.

.
.9-4. . .5-18.
1-8. . .

.6-1.

.5-29. . -7-27.

nrle Harry Sanders-Fitzgerald

nder Western Sk ;

es (57) »' Dr scoll-3ecry

Deta'ls under title: Musical Round-up

W A R NE R BR OT HERS
1944-45 Features Completed (38) In Production (4

NEW PRODUCTSONS
NEVER SAY GOODBYE
Comedy—Started July 19

Cast: Errol Flynn, Eleanor Parker, Lucille Watson.
Director: James Kern Producer: William Jacobs

THE MAN I LOVE"*
°se 1 « tangc parens.

Drama—Started July 20

Cast: Ida Lupino, Robert Alda, Andrea King, Martha Vickers
Director: Raoul Walsh Producer: Arnold Albert

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title—Running I ime Cast Oetallt

Confidential Agent Boyer-Bacall 6-25
Night and Day (T) Grant-Smith 6-25

CoiVlfLETED
1944-45

Arsenic and Old Lace (118) Grant-Lane 11-1.
Christmas in Connecticut (101) Stanwyck-Morgan . 6-12
Conflict (86) Bogart-Hobart ^-17.
Corn Is Green, The (114) Oavis-Dell 8-21.
Conspirators. The (101) Lamarr-Henreid 3-6.
Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan ...10-19.

Details ender title: Forty Whacks
Duugngirls, Ine (102) Sheridan-Carson 3-6.
God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey ....8-21.
Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn 6-12.

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-star 6-26
Horn Blows at Midnight. The (78) K y-Smith 11-15.
Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine 11-27.
Janle (106) Reynolds-Hutton ...1-10.
Last Ride. The (56) 1 ravis-Parker
Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown 6-12.
Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstreet .8-21.
Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson 6-12.
To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall 2-21.
Very Thought of Yog (99) Parker-Morgan 3-6.

1945-46
A Stolen Life Davis- Ford 2-19.
Big Sleep, The Boqarl-Bacall 10-31.
Cinderella Jones iev|i»-Aldo 12-13.
Danger Signal Emerson-Scott .... 4-16 .

Devotlon DeHaviland-Lupino 11-16. .

Janie Gets Married Leslie-Hutton .... 4-16.
Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson ...12-25.
My Reputation Stanwyek-Brent ...11-29.
Nobody Lives Forever Garneld-Fltrgerald

. 9-18.
Of Human Bondage Henreld-Parker 7-24
One More Tomorrow Sheridan-Neriaei . 11-1.
Pride of the Marines Garfield-Parker ...11-27..

Details under title: This Love of Ou s

Rhapsody in Blue (139) Leslie-Aldo 7-26
San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smith 10-16..
Saratoga Trunk (— ) Cooper-Bergman 3-8
Shadow of A Woman King-Prince ... 2-19
Three Strangers ... Fitzgerald-Greenstreet 1-22
Time. The Place "it The Girl. The IT) Morgan-Paige 4-2
Too Young To Know Leslie-Hutton 2-19

'

Two Mrs. Carrolls, The Bogart-Stanwyck 5-14

.6-30.

.7-21.

,10-<:l.

.11-25.

...4-7.
5-19.

.12-31.

.
.4-28.
.3-17.

. .9-2.

.10-7.

.2-10.

. . 6-9

.

. .3-3.

.1-20.
11-11.

.403.

-420

-118

.419.

. 403 . . 1U
.402.

.

.407.

.

.414.

.

.416.

.

.413.
401.
.404

411
417
.412.
. 410. 10-

.406. .10-

.9-27.

10-27.

.1-26.

FILM UI.LBTK



THE AFFAIRS OF SU-
SAN... Hal Wallis' pro-

duction for Paramount
gives the lovely and ver-

satile Joan Fontaine am-
ple opportunity to dis-

play her fulsome talents

in this comedy about a

gal who assumes a dif-

ferent character for each

man in her life. Her
four suitors are George

Brent, Don DeFore, Den-

nis O'Keefe and Walter

Abel, the last calling in

the other three on the
i

eve of his marriage to

her, to get the real low-

down, only to have them

start the pursuit all over

again. William Seiter di-

rects, and support in-

cludes Rita Johnson
Francis Pierlot, Byroi

Barr, Mary Field and

Lewis Russell.

THE CORN IS GREEN Bette
Davis adds another to her long list

of stellar portrayals in the role of
the British schoolteacher whose un-
tiring efforts to bring a ray of edu-
cation to a Welsh mining town suc-
ceed in unearthing a young man
who qualifies for an Oxford scholar-
ship. Miss Davis plays the role ori-
ginally developed by Ethel Barry-
more in the Emlyn Williams plaj

which ran on Broadway. John Dal},

a member of the Broadway cast, is

seen as the schoolmarm's protege,
while Joan Lorring has the unsym-
pathetic role of the worthless vixen
who bears the young man's child and
almost ruins his budding career.
Irving Rapper directs the Warner
Bros, production.



THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 14)

REPUBLIC SETS $20,000,000 F03 64
A $20,000,000 production budget was allotted for Republic's

1945-46 lineup of 64 features and westerns and 4 serials, it was
announced last fortnight by H. J. Yates, Sr., president of Repub-
lic Productions and James R. Grainger, president and general
sales manager of Republic Pictures. In addition, appropriations
of $2,000,000 for studio expansion, $3,000,000 for promotion and
$1,800,000 for the production of six bi-lingual productions in Mexi-
co City were tacked on to the 1945-46 budget.

Heading the new season's product will be two Frank Borzage
productions, with one, "Concerto" slated to be Republic's first:

Technicolor venture, boasting a $1,500,000 budget. There will also
be 10 DeLuxe productions including Alfred Santell features and
Joseph Kane productions. The DeLuxers will receive special pro-

motional attention in the $3,000,000 appropriation.

Twenty-four features will also reflect increased budgets, the
company declared. In addition to the Roy Rogers "Premiere"
group of eight, there will be two special Rogers productions. Six-

teen Westerns will include eight starring Bill Elliott in the Red
Ryder series and eight Sunset Carson westerns. The company
also plans to star Monte Hale in a series of outdoor subjects.

A third group of eight additional Gene Autry productions will

be re-released during the new season. Two horror pictures and
four serials round out the schedule.

VARIETY CLUBS CITED BY TRUMAN
The Variety Clubs of America's annual "Humanitarian

Award" dinner at which Sir Alexander Fleming, discoverer of
penicillin, received the organization's silver plaque and a $1,000
honorarium for "unusual and unselfish service rendered to and
in behalf of world-wide humanity," was featured by a message
from President Harry Truman citing Variety for its "unwearied
efforts in support of the war and in aiding all good causes both
in peace and war." President Truman's message came from
Potsdam, Germany, where the "Big Three" conference was held,
and was relayed to the large group of industry leaders. Govern-
ment and military officials assembled in Washington's Mayflower
Hotel by R. J. O'Donnell, chief barker.

Speakers at the function included Secretary of the Treasury
Fred Vinson, Secretary of Agriculture Clinton P. Anderson, Sena-
tor Alben Barkley, U. S. Surgeon General Thomas Parran, British
Minister Harold Butler and O'Donnell.

TWENTIETH NAMES 28 FOR 45 '46

A total of 28 features has been set for Twentieth Century-
Fox's tentative 1945-46 season, with a minimum of nine in Tech-
nicolor, it was learned last week following disclosure of the com-
pany's production schedule by Tom J. Connors, sales chief for
20th. Fifteen will be adaptations of best selling novels and four
are derived from plays, among them "Chicken Every Sunday,"

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTIONISTS
Don't put your return film in the lobby before

all patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES. INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna.
1225 Vine St.

LOCunt 43 1 I

disclosing for the firot time that 20th-Fox had acquired the p
from Warner Bros., which had originally bought the film rig,

for a reported $250,000.

The program will consist of seven dramas, three corned
three biographies (including the popular price release of '"V

son"), seven melodramas, four musicals, two comedy-dramas,
fantasy and one romantic drama, an Ernst Lubitsch producti
based on the best-seller "Dragonwyck."

Among the dramas are "A Bell for Adano," "The Way Ahea
"Leave Her to Heaven," "American Guerilla in the Philippim
"Smoky," "Walk in the Sun," "The Razor's Edge"; the comec
include "Junior Miss," "Cluny Brown" and "Chicken Every S
day"; the biographical films are "Wilson," "Captain Eddie,"
"The Dolly Sisters."

In the melodrama category are "Caribbean Mystery," "Ho|s
on 92nd Street," "And Then There Were None," "Fallen Angi
"The Spider," "Dark Corner" and "Shock." The musicals inclJ
"State Fair," "Doll Face" (based on the play "The NaJ
Genius"), "Kitten on the Keys" and "Centennial Summer." CiB
edy dramas are "Colonel Effingham's Raid," "Claudia and Davfj

The romantic drama "Dragonwyck" and the fantasy "H
chanted Voyage" complete the schedule.

ALLIED-CIE MEET AUGUST 21-23

A joint meeting of the Conference of Independent Exhil
and national Allied's board of directors has been set for Ai

21-23 at the William Penn Hotel in Pittsburgh.

Although no agenda has been announced, it was expected
the New York consent decree and the trial in the New York
trust case set for October 8th will be the principal items ol

cussion. With the reversal by the U. S. Circuit Court of Ap
of the decision handed down in the Goldman case (see lead

story), it was expected that this significant action might o(

a good portion of the discussions.

Representatives of unaffiliated exhibitor associations will

attend the conference. It was not known whether Robert

Wright, special assistant to the Attorney General, who will

secute the film action, will attend. Last year, Wright was an

portant feature at the joint CIE-Allied meeting at Bretton Wo

SELZNICK-RANK DEAL COMPLETED
The long-rumored joint producing deal between J.

Rank's organization in London and David O. Selznick becan

reality last week with the joint announcement by both pai

that arrangements have been completed for the associatioi

Selznick and Rank in a new English producing company, Selz

International Pictures of England, Ltd. The arrangements
developed here during Rank's recent visit to Hollywood and

concluded by cable.

Selznick's production activities and interests in the Ul

States, including Vanguard Films and his interest in United

ists, will not be affected by the deal and will continue to fun<

as separate entities.

According to present plans the new company will pro

three pictures in England during the first year, the initial veil

to go before the cameras early next year. This will be "1

Magdalene." to be filmed in Technicolor with an all-star caS

eluding Ingrid Bergman and Joseph Cotten, with a $5,000,000

get set. Shooting, under Selznick's personal supervision, will

place in the United Kingdom and in Palestine.

Rank will serve as chairman of the board of the new com]

and Selznick will be in complete charge of production activl

Personnel will be furnished by both parties, with present J

calling for use of British technicians and Selznick supplying

erican directors and stars, chosen from those under contra*

him and his enterprises and from the free-lance field,

tribution arrangements for the pictures were disclosed.

No it-
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THE GREAT JOHN L. . . Bing
Crosby's first independent pro-

duction, which United Artists is

releasing, is the tale of the
battles and romances of one
John L. Sullivan, the most col-

orful ring figure of the last cen-

tury. A newcomer, Greg Mc-
Clure, is introduced to the
screen in the title role and is

aided by support including Lin-

da Darnell, Barbara Britton,

Otto Kruger, Wallace Ford, Lee
Sullivan, George Matthews,
Robert Barrat and J. M. Kerri-
gan. Frank Tuttle handled the

direction.

CONFLICT . . . Hum-
phrey Bogart is seen
in the type of role he
portrays so magni-
ficently in this psy-
chological melodrama
of a man who kills

his wife and, in his

attempt to make it

the perfect crime,
slips up on one in-

significant detail that
results in his capture.
Sydney Greenstreet
does a turnabout as

he portrays the psy-

chiatrist who trips his

prey by a slip of the
lip. Alexis Smith is

seen as the gal Bogie
intends to marry,
once rid of his wife,

Rose Hobart. Curtis
Bernhardt directed.

The cast also includes

Charles Drake, Grant
Mitchell, Pat O'Moore.



with Love!

Suspicion... distru;

and then someth

worse in this psy<

logical thriller pac

with suspense!

Starring

JOHN LODER • JANE RANDOI
with

KAREN MORLEY • NILS ASTHE

Produced and Directed by GUSTAV MACHATY

Screen Play by ARNOLD PHILLIPS and GUSTAV MACHATY

Based on an original idea by DALTON TRUMBO

A REPUBLIC PICTURE



THE INEVITABLE TRIUMPH
"... We will gain the inevitable

triumph, so help us God."

As President Roosevelt spoke those words in that fateful

hour of December 8th, 1941, he was giving voice to the

staunch faith of every American in the destiny of our

country and the determination of this free people to

destroy the threatening forces of darkness and tyranny.

Now, all together, let us face the future with the same firm

resolve that the causes of peace and freedom shall forever

be preserved among ourselves and among the nations of

the world.

We have no duty before that.

THE INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURE TRADE JOURNAL

I



FIRST TIME ON THE
SCREEN!

The biggest news of the
century! See . . . the "Electro-

Annihilator" at work . . . disin-

tegrating all before it*. .as it

harnesses the tremendous
energy of the sun.. .just like the

ATONIC
BONBS
wT«5 DENNIS MOORE LINDA STIRLIh

ROY BARCROFT JAMES CRAVEN BUD M

L



. . .with the power of an Atomic Bomb in

^Republic's unprecedented 15-Chapter Serial!
DIRECTED BY SPENCER BENNET AND FRED BRANNON

ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY BY ROYAL COLE - ALBERT DeMOND
BASIL DICKEY - LYNN PERKINS - JOSEPH POLAND - BARNEY SARECKY
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THE PROBLEMS
OF PEACE

By this time the exuberance of rejoicinn '-as sub-

sided and most people are reflecting with inc.-edulity

on the mad course of events during the past dozen

years, or thinking soberly of the future.

Even today in the flush of victory it is a bit terrify-

ing to remember that just a few years ago Hitler's

hordes of seeming supermen were poised on the Chan-

nel to knock England out of the war and the Japs were

a threat to our own West Coast. It makes one shiver

to recall that so recently freedom was just a dim light,

barely flickering, in but a few spots on this whole wide

world. Indeed, we have much to be thankful for.

Peace, like war, poses problems and tries the souls

and sinews of man. But, is there any good reason why
we cannot apply ourselves with the same energy, cour-

age and intelligence expended in fighting a war to the

task of bettering the world in peace?

The motion picture industry, like the rest of the

nation, is proud of the role it played in winning the

fight. Now it looks to the future. But, if we dedicate

ourselves, each of us, to this task, we should not fail.

Abuses arisen from abnormal war conditions and ills of

longer duration must be eradicated. There will be new
types of outside competition, more intense competition
within the trade. There wiH be new public tastes to

meet. No one can guage with certainty the effects of

industry reconversion on the boxoffice.

Many and multifarious are the problems we face
and it will require foresight, honesty of purpose and
determination to guide the industry through the period
of readjustment and to set it upon a wise course for the

years ahead.

MO WAX

BE CAREFUL!
The following bulletin was written by Sidney E.

Samuelson, general manager of Allied of Eastern Penna.,

for the members of that organization:

"As I work in my office today — the first of the

two-holiday proclaimed by President Truman in cele-

bration of total victory over the last of our enemies —
the streets in downtown Philadelphia are deserted. A
few workers are listlessly sweeping up the only remain-

ing evidence of last night's celebration. Practically all

businesses are closed. Offices of the Army Signal

Corps, the Navy, and other government bureaus, that

mushroomed into this section of the city, are quiet.

Their thousands of employees aren't in today.

"Peace has returned, and with it comes the tre-

mendous problems of post-war adjustment. Many mil-

lions of dollars worth of war contracts in this area have

already been cancelled. Many thousands of war work-

ers have been given an 'enforced holiday'. The entire

economy of this nation will now have to readjust itself

and return to civilian production, distribution and

retailing.

"The most competent authorities — those men who

have been right in their forecasts in the past — are

practically unanimous in predicting widespread unem-

ployment and a heavy recession in business for at least

six months.

"Box office receipts will change sharply and rapid-

ly. The contraction of incomes will temper and sober

the public, and the probable result will be smaller, and

still smaller, box office returns.

"What does this mean to you as an exhibitor?

"Watch your expenses. Be on your toes to keep

your business rolling. And above all else WATCH YOUR
FILM RENTALS! The exhibitor who listens to the 'siren

song' of the salesmen, and signs film contracts at the

same prices that he paid last year, or at increases, is

riding for a fall.

"Those of us who remember the last war also re-

member the drop in business in 1919-20. Experience is

a great teacher, and business history has a habit of re-

peating itself. A word to the wise is sufficient.

"Let us enjoy the blessings of peace, but at the

same time let us recognize the problems of postwar

readjustment.''
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WARNER BROS. ... 1 September Release

'PRIDE OF THE MARINES' PUNCHY, HUMAN TALE IN THE WARNER TRADITION
Rates • • • generally

Warner Bros.

119 Minntites

John Garfiel, Eleanor Parker, Dane Clark,
John Ridgely, Rosemary DeCamp, Ann Do-
raan, Ann Todd, Anthony Caruso, Warren
Douglas, Tom D'Andrea, Don McGuire, Rory
Mallinson, Stephen Richards, Moroni Olsen,
Dave Willock, John Sheridan.

Directed by Delmer Daves.

Warners is back in its realistic, outspoken

groove in this warmly human, often excit-

ing, always sincere story of a Marine whose
heroism cost him his sight and left a burn-

ing bitterness to be dispelled by his sweet-

heart and his friends. In "Pride of the

Marines", the producers have bumped up
against some pretty touchy problems, prin-

cipal among them being the veteran's out-

look for the post-war future. Without at-

tempting to sidestep these one whit, Albert

Maltz' screenplay, offering a solution or no,

ladles out straight talk that pulls no

punches. Honest dialogue, one of the prime

requisites of a fine film, is always apparent,

whether it be in a foxhole, in a hospital

ward or on the sofa. Delmer Daves' direc-

tion has matched the frank, natural talk

with stirring action, brilliant flashes of

comedy and a set of portrayals that are

strictly top drawer.

John Garfield, as Al Schmid, Philadelphia
Marine hero, has never been better and
Eleanor Parker verifies her eaarlier prom-
ise of star material with her portrayal of

Schmid's sweetheart. Dane Clark is superb
in which he appears and excelling in both

inn which he appears and excelling in both

comedy and drama. One of Warners' most
reliable supporting players, Clark is the

most promising young actor on the studio's

roster and his performance in this film

boosts his rapidly rising stock still higher.

In a film of this length, there are bound

to be some slow spots. However, they are

few and short-lived. The major defect is

founnd in the final ten minutes of the pic-

ture, wherein Schmid, who has blindly and

unalterably refused to accept his place in a

normal human society, is regenerated by his

sweetheart's plea. The potential dramatic
power in this climax was barely tapped and
is done with so quickly that the ending
lacks the punch promised by the excellence

of the rest of it. In contrast, the scene on
Guadalcanal where Schmid and his two bud-
dies kill 200 Japs is as power-packed as any
the screen has known. Other dramatic and
humorous highlights gennerously stud the
film, particularly sequences where the hos-

pitalized Marines unburden their hearts on
their chances for a future, Schmid's chilling

nightmare of his return home and Clark's
attempts to rouse his buddy to normalcy.
Not essentially a war picture, but rather a
robust romantic drama, "Pride of the Ma-
rines" should be well received in all loca-

tions, with word-of-mouth holding it strong-

ly in subsequents.

Starting with Al Schmid's (John Garfield)

carefree days as a Philadelphia foundry

worker, the film depicts his meeting

romantically humorous courtship of Ruth

Hartley (Eleanor Parker). After Pearl

Harbor, Schmid joins the Marines and is

sent to Guadalcanal, carrying with him

Ruth's promise of marriage when he re-

turns. In a foxhole with Lee Diamon (Dane

Clark) and Johnny Rivers (Anthony Caru-

so), Schmid holds a Jap night attack even

after Rivers has been killed and Diamond

wounded, until a grenade puts him out of

action. However, over 200 Japs lie dead

aand the attack is thwarted. At a

Diego naval hospital, Al learns that he may
never see. Rebelling aagainst his fate,

Schmid refuses to learn the blind code and

decides to break with Ruth, rather than be

a burden to her. A Red Cross worker

(Rosemary DeCamp) tells Ruth Al's reason

for the break and Ruth pleads with Al to

return and be her husband. Adamant, but

under orders, Schmid goes to Philadelphia

to receive the Navy Cross. Diamond
Ruth arrange for the sightless Marine to be

taken to his home instead of the Naval

Hospital and there his resolve is broken

down by Ruth and his friends. Reunited

with Al, Ruth watches him receive the Navy!

Cross at the Philadelphia Navy Yard.

BARN

PARAMOUNT ... 2 in First Block (Total 4)

THE LOST WEEKEND 1 DARING AND ABSORBING EXPLOITATION HIT
Rates • • • generally, if exploited

Paramount
101 minutes

Ray Milland, Jane Wyman, Philip Terry,

Howard da Silva, Doris Dowling, Frank
Faylen, Mary Young, Anita Bolster, Lillian

Fontaine, Lewis L. Russell, Frank Orth.

Directed by Billy Wilder.

An absorbing, starkly realistic, near-
horror study of an alcoholic, "The Lost
Weekend" is one of the most unusual and
daring films in many years. Reaching down
into the degrading depths of an intelligent
booze-hound's soul, the screenplay by direc-
tor Billy Wilder and producer Charles
Brackett, from the best selling novel by
Charles R. Jackson, is an intensive analysis
of alcoholism and its horrible effects on the
mind and body of a frustrated writer, bril-

liantly played by Ray Milland. Is it enter-
tainment? No, not in the accepted sense,
but it will be boxoffice because it holds the
onlooker in its rye-soaked grasp so realis-
tically, making the alcoholic's sordid ex-
periences so gripping, that the onlooker may
emerge with something akin to a hangover.
And, best of all from the b. o. viewpoint,
people will talk about it. It may well prove
to be one of the season's top "sleepers." It
Is certainly a harrowing film, an adult film— not for children or even their squeamish
elders. Director Wilder has concentrated
on removing the "Hollywood touch" from
all but the ending, which has been revised
to make it palatable for both movie audi-

ences and the Hays Office. How a couple
of scenes, one in a hospitable alcoholic

ward and another where the victim has an
attack of delirium tremens, slipped by is

puzzling, for they are enough to turn one's

stomach. However, it is such stuff of which
word-of-mouth is made. This, coupled with
the Milland name, the novel's fame and the
daring theme should make for strong re-

turns generally, perhaps even outstanding
where exploited.

The script traces three days — one week-
end — during which Ray Milland, a writer
whose disappointments had turned him to

drink and, eventually, chronic alcoholism, is

scheduled to go with his brother, Philip

Terry, to the country as part of a cure.

Milland escapes Terry and Jane Wyman.
Milland's sweetheart, whose long and
patient attempts to break him of drinking
have proved futile, and goes to a bar. With
the alcohol stimulating him to flights of

fancy, he tells the bartender, Howard da
Silva, of his ambition to be a writer, his

early successes and ultimate disillusion-
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ment, his meeting and romance with Wy,
man — all shown in flashback — which h«

intends to make into a novel. When Mil

land fails to return, Terry leaves, disgusted

From there on, Milland sinks deeper
degradation. His attempts to get liquo

without money lead him to purse-snatchir

deception, begging, pawning, self-debase

ment. He lands in an alcoholic ward, se«

its horrible effect on the wretches ther

particularly one with delirium tremens an

escapes in desperation. Back in his roon

he has his first attack of the d.t.'s as th

hospital attendant promised he would. Hi

distorted mind envisions a bat attacking

rat coming through a hole in the wall an

his screams bring Wyman who calms hin

The following morning, sobered, Millar

steals Wyman's coat to redeem a pawne

revolver to kill himself. Wyman's ple£

halt his suicide, restore the spark of sel

confidence and the film ends on a note <

hope.

Ray Milland far outpaces anything he

done before, creating a living, terrifj

character in the role of the writer,

superb Wilder touch is evident everywhe

lifting performances and action to

levels. Although the other roles are

paratively small, they are excellently

trayed. Jane Wyman is just right as

drunkard's sympathetic sweetheart
Philip Terry, Howard da Silva, Doris
ing and Frank Faylen sparkle in

roles.

6 FILM BULLBTI



LOVE LETTERS' STRONG WOMEN'S PICTURE
Rates • • • — generally; less in action houses

Paramount (Hal Wallis)
101 minutes
Jennifer Jones. Joseph Cotten, Ann Rieh-
ards, Cecil Kellaway, Anita Louise, Byron
Barr, Gladvs Cooper, Robert Sullv, Reginald
Denny, Ernest Cossart, Winifred Harris,
Lumsden Hare. James Millican, David Clyde,
Ian Wolfe, Alec Crai<r, Matthew Boulton.
Directed by William Dieterle.

This tender and moving love story, splen-
didly acted by Jennifer Jones and Joseph
Cotten, is certain to appeal deeply to the
feminine trade. Whether it will hold the
interest of the mass male contingent is

problematical, for, despite its murder mys-
tery angle, the tempo is often maddeningly
slow-moving. Generally, however, "Love
Letters" should prove a fairly strong at-
traction. Returns will be weakest in ac-
tion houses. This is Hal Wallis' third pro-
duction for Paramount and it has received
topflight treatment in every phase. The

chief flaw is in the slow development of the
story. At least 30 minutes are given over
to establishing the principal characters and
setting the tragic mood of the strange-
romance between an amnesia victim and the
soldier who had written her love letters un-
der another man's name. Director William
Dieterle might have speeded up this por-
tion, or some judicious cutting would have
served the purpose. But there is no doubt
that the romantic passages will stir fem-
inine hearts and that classes this as a
"women's picture" — and that means box-
office.

Joseph Cotten, a serious, poetic British
officer, has been writing love letters to a
girl in England for a fellow officer while
both are stationed in Italy. His friend goes
home to marry the girl and Cotten later is

seriously wounded. By coincidence, he later
meets the girl, Jennifer Jones, learns that
she is the victim of amnesia since the night
that her husband was stabbed to death, a
crime with which she was charged. The

two fall in love and marry, Cotten haunted
by fear of her reactions if she should one
day regain her memory. That day eventu-
ally does come and it is revealed that Jen-
nifer's first husband was stabbed by her
foster mother as he attacked his wife in a
drun'.:en fren '.y. Her mind and her name
cleared, Jennifer looks forward to her new
life with Cotten.
The two stars are perfectly cast — Jen-

nifer Jones exhibiting a refreshing, un-
spoiled charm and fine acting ability as the

troubled heroine and Joseph Cotten putting

great feeling into the strong dramatic role

of the poetic young officer. Outstanding
among the well-chosen supporting players

is Gladys Cooper, who contributes two of
the picture's most effective dramatic scenes.

Anita Louise is burdened with the unneces-
sary part of Joseph Cotten's fiancee but
Cecil Kellaway, as an understanding old

caretaker, Ann Richards and Robert Sully

make their scenes count.
YORK

M-G-M ... 1 Not Set

'DANGEROUS PARTNERS' MILDLY ENGROSSING MURDER MYSTERY
Rates • • or slightly better as dualler

MGM
78 Minutes

James Craig, Signe Hasso, Edmund Gwenn,
Audrey Totter, Mabel Paige, John Warbur-
tton, Henry O'Neill, Grant Withers, Warner
Anderson.

Directed by Edward L. Cahn

This Metro programmer is a mildly en-

grossing murder mystery that will serve

adequately as support for a light top fea-

ture. The plot, involving a couple murders
during the course of a search for the reason
why one man is the beneficiary of four one

I million dollar wills, is unfolded without

too much respect for logic, dovn to a melo-

dramatitc, flag-waving unraveling. Edward

L. Cahn's direction keeps the yarn moving

at an even pace throughout and thrill fans

should find the exciting climax their dish.

With fair name values, "Dangerous Part-

ners" should be a slightly above-average

dualler, especially for the action spots.

The story opens on the strewn wreckage

of a crashed passenger plane, with Signe

Hasso and her husband, John Warburton, a

pair of shady adventurers, examining the

contents of a steel brief case chained to the

wrist of unconscious Edmund Gwenn. They
find four wills, each for one million dollars,

with Gwenn the Leneficiarv i i ench cas

Hoping to collect for themselves, they tart

on the trail of the money. The husbmd
and one of the testators are murdered bv

Gwenn. Miss Hasso ties up with James
Craig, an unscrupulous lawyer, who sees a

chance to garner the loot for himself. Event-

ually, as expected, Craig and Hasso fall for

each other. Gwenn catches up with them
and is revealed as a Nazi agent who has
arranged the four million dollar fund to

facilitate the escaped Nazi bigwigs.

Craig, Hasso and Gwenn all turn in per-

formances of a calibre meriting stronger
material.

WEENIE

'THE STRANGE AFFAIR OF UNCLE HARRY* ENGROSSING, BUT MARRED BY TRICK END
Rates • • -f generally

Universal

80 minutes

George Sanders, Ella Raines, Geraldine
Fitzgerald, Sara Allgood, Moyna MacGill,
Samuel S. Hinds, Harry Von Zell, Ethel
Griffies, Craig Reynolds, Judy Clark, Arthur
Loft, Holmes Herbert, Irene Tedrow, Will
Wright, Barbara Pepper, Coutler Irwin.

Directed by Robert Siodmak.

An unusual psychological theme is given
adult treatment and splendid acting in "The
Strange Affair of Uncle Harry" — and then
is marred by a trick ending similar to that
used in "The Woman in the Window,"
which weakens the film's emotional impact.
Stressing the fame of the stage play and
the story's psychological undertones should
help business in first-runs, while the "Don't
reveal the surprise ending" angle will work
better in naborhoods and small towns.
Adapted from Thomas Job's play which
achieved a year's run on Broadway starring
LeGallienne and Schildkraut, the absorbing
story builds slowly and steadily to its tre-
mendously effective climax wherein a sel-
fish woman chooses to die and let her bro-

ther live on with his guilty conscience —
before the contrived happy ending comes
as a let-down. Director Robert Siodmak
has maintained a somber mood throughout,
permitting no extraneous lighter touches.
This is adult fare and not likely to appeal
to the younger fans.

George Sanders, a member of one of

Quincy's oldest families, lives in genteel
poverty with his two sisters while working
as pattern designer at the town mill. The
elder sister, Moyna MacGill, is an unhappy
widow while the other, Geraldine Fitzgerald,

is a deliberate invalid who has more than
a sisterly affection for him. When Sanders
meets Ella Raines, the firm's New York
fashion expert, his whole outlook on life

changes and the two fall in love and plan
to marry. Although Miss MacGill is happy
for her brother, Miss Fitzgerald is insanely
jealous of this intruder and balks Sanders'
efforts to find a new home for his two sis-

ters. When Miss Raines finally makes
Sanders realize his sister's selfishness, they
plan to elope but Miss Fitzgerald stages a

collapse. After Miss Raines leaves Sanders,
his sister's sudden recovery makes him
aware of her trickery. Using some poison
Miss Fitzgerald bought, Sanders poisons her

cocoa but, by a strange turn of events. Mis \

MacGill gets the poisoned cup and dies.

Because everyone was aware of the two
sisters' constant quarrelling, Miss Fitzgerald
is tried and convicted of murder. Although
Sanders makes a last-minute attempt to
shoulder the blame, Miss Fitzgerald tears
up his confession and tells him that she
will soon be free but he will be forced to

live on with his guilty conscience. Sanders
then awakes from a dream to find that Miss
Raines has returned to him and that both
his sisters are alive.

In contrast to his familiar suave por-

trayals, George Sanders gives a notable per-

formance as the mild-mannered "Uncle

Harry" who finally rebels against his sis-

ter's possessiveness. Geraldine Fitzgerald
is excellent as the deliberate invalid and is

especially fine in the climatic prison scene,
while Moyna MacGill is exactly right as the
unhappy elder sister. Their constant bick-
ering is most convincingly done. Ella
Raines is attractive and capable as the
heroine and Sara Allgood has the most im-
portant supporting role in a cast of first-

rate character players.

DENLEY
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'CAPTAIN KIDD' SWASHBUCKLING ADVENTURE YARN
Rates • • + generally, if exploited; more in action houses

United Artists (Bogeaus)

89 minutes

Charles Laughton, Randolph Scott, Barbara
Britton, Reginald Owen, John Carradine,
Gilbert Roland. John Qualenv Henry Daniell,

Sheldon Leonard, Abner Biberman, William
Farnum, Frederic Worlock, Reginald Shef-
field, Lumsden Hare, Ray Teale.
Directed by Rowland V. Lee.

A swashbuckling costume melodrama built

around the fabulous pirate, "Captain Kidd"
will entertain adventure-minded males, de-
light the youngsters and prove boring to
the majoritv of feminine fans. It's a hierhly-

fictional adventure film and, if exploited as
such, should do above-average business, es-

peciallv where Charles Laughton and Ran-
dolph Scott have marquee draw. Laughton
obviously revels in the villainous, Captain
Bligh-like title role, which permits him to
alternate his air of bravado to his asso-
ciates with a servile manner while address-
ing King William III, and sophisticated
patrons will appreciate the tongue-in-cheek
over-tones as much as others will enjoy the
outwardly-ruthless portrayal. While the
pomp of the court sequences and the flowery
language occasionally slow the early action

there is excitement aplenty in the duels,

fist fights and evil deeds that take place
aboard the pirate ship. About mid-way, a
touch of romance first rears its head, but
it never becomes important enough to dis-

tract attention from the blood-thirsty do-
ings of the main plot. Costumes and set-

tings are elaborate and production values
are excellent, but Technicolor would have
made them glow more richly.

After burying the treasure from a plun-
dered galleon, Captain Kidd (Charles
Laughton) and the remaining members of

his pirate gang (John Carradine, Gilbert
Roland and Sheldon Leonard) return to

England where Laughton has an audience
with King William III. He manages to im-
press the King to the extent that he is

authorized to outfit a ship and act as escort
to a merchant vessel sailing from India and
laden with gold. Laughton hires Reginald
Owen to teach him to act like a gentleman
and he recruits his crew from Newgate
Prison, among them Randolph Scott. While
at sea, Laughton plots to get rid of his three
associates and thus take all the hidden

treasure but Scott, who is actually the son

of a man who was murdered and his ship

plundered by Laughton, becomes aware of

'JEALOUSY* HEAVY MURDER MYSTERY
Rates • • generally

Republic

71 minutes

John Loder, Jane Randolph, Nils Asther,
Karen Morley, Hugo Haas, Holmes Herbert,
Michael Mark, Peggy Leon, Mauritz Hugo,
Mary Arden, Noble "Kid" Chissell.

Directed by Gustav Machaty.

This well-developed, but slow-paced mur-
der mystery should be helped at the box-
office by its provocative title. But, since its
players, except for John Loder, have only
fair marquee value, this is best suited to
duals where it should be coupled with i

comedy or musical. In his first American-
made film, Gustav Machaty, Czech director
of the sensational "Ecstasy," has employed
the European approach to a psychological
theme and the result is a gloomy tale about
a group of unhappy humans. There are no
lighter moments to relieve the tension and

the single song, Rudolph Friml's "Jealousy,"
is merely employed as background music.
However, the suspense is well maintained
throughout and women patrons, especially,

are likely to become absorbed in the heavily
emotional situations. Two former M-G-M
stars, Nils Asther and Karen Morley, have
the most dramatic roles and, although the
latter makes a splendid come-back as a

scheming woman doctor, Asther sometimes
"chews the scenery" as a handsome, mal-
adjusted weakling. Jane Randolph creates
great sympathy for the loyal heroine and
John Loder and Hugo Haas also do good
work.

Nils Asther, a renowned writer in Europe
who has been unable to find his place in

the American scene, takes to drink and
abusive treatment of his young American
wife, Jane Randolph, who drives a taxi to

support him. When Asther tries to kill

the scheme but keeps his identity a secret
from all but Owen. When Laughton sights
the ship from India, he takes the treasure,
ruthlessly murders the King's ambassador
but takes the latter's daughter (Barbara
Britton) aboard. First Leonard and then
Roland are cleverly disposed of by Laugh-
ton but Carradine is too clever for him.
When he learns Scott's true identity, Laugh-
ton mercilessly sets him adrift with Miss
Britton but they are miraculously rescued.
When Laughton has his audience with the
King, he is expectant of being knighted for

bringing the gold safely home but Scott ap-

pears to denounce him. Laughton's villain-

ous career comes to an end when he is

hanged.
While Laughton's performance is out-

standing. John Carradine, Gilbert Roland
and Sheldon Leonard are splendidly cast as

Kidd's three associates whose names he

crosses off his list, one by one. Reginald

Owen also does well as the manservant who
despairs of making his master a gentleman:

Henry Daniell is excellent as King William

III and the veteran William Farnum has

a fine bit. Randolph Scott is capable enough

in the routine romantic role and Barbara

Britton looks lovely — that's about all.

YORK

himself, she takes the revolver from him
and hides it. Later, she meets and falls

in love with John Loder, a doctor who has

had a long and happy association with

Karen Morley, his medical partner. When
the latter is told, by Loder, about his re-

gard for Miss Randolph, she secretly resents

it because she has always loved him. Asther

becomes jealous of Loder's friendship to-

ward his wife and insists she go to Mexico

with him, the couple quarrel and, when he

becomes drunk, she leaves the house taking

the revolver with her in her purse. When*
Asther is found shot through the head, it is

listed as suicide, but Miss Morley cleverly

builds up a case against Miss Randolph.

During the trial, Loder stands by her and

marries her the night before the verdict of

20 years in prison is announced. By a clever;

ruse, he finally succeeds in unmasking the

jealous Miss Morley as the real killer.

YORK

;

, BROADWAY NEWSREEL
First-run grosses took a decided drop during the days of

waiting for news of Jap surrender followed by a terrific slump
when thousands left the theatres on Tuesday night to join the
joyous throngs which started forming in Times Square when the
President's proclamation was announced. However, business
bounded back to smash proportions during the two-day holiday.
Least affected during the waiting period was "Anchors Aweigh."
which grossed $500,000 and played to 400,000 persons during its
first four weeks ending August 15th at the Capitol. Now in its
fifth week, with Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra and Johnnie
Johnston on the stage, the M-G-M Sinatra musical is slated to
remain here for 12 weeks, thus breaking the theatre's previous
record of 11 weeks with "GWTW." Nearly another 1,000,000 per-
sons are expected to attend the picture before it closes. . .Topping
all the new films is "Over 21." which had a terrific opening day
on the second holiday (Thursday) at the Radio City Music Hail-
always a mecca for holiday throngs. This followed the six-week
engagement of "A Bell for Adano." which still grossed $100,000
for its closing week. The only other important opening, "Captain
Eddie," with Phil Silvers and Prof. Lamberti on the stage, was
affected by the surrender news during its first week at the Roxy
but long waiting lines were in evidence during the two-day holi-
day. The 20th Century-Fox film is now in its third and final week
and will be followed by "State Fair" on August 22nd.

"Incendiary Blonde," with Phil Spitalny and His Orchestra
and Imogene Coca on the stage, is now in its fourth week of ex-
cellent business at the Paramount and is expected to continue un-

til "Duffy's Tavern" comes in early in September. . ."Christmas in,

Connecticut," with Erskine Hawkins and His Orchestra in person,

had two strong opening weeks and held up well during its thirdj

stanza. The Warner film is now in its fourth and last week and!
will be succeeded by "Pride of the Marines" on August 24th...

|

The wonder picture, "Wonder Man," is still topping all the

straight-film attractions with a total of $468,000 for its first ten

weeks at the Astor. an average of $46,800 for each week which
exceeds the previous first week mark set by Goldwyn's other

Technicolor musical, "The Princess and the Pirate" at the same
house earlier this year. "Wonder Man" is expected to remain
here until October when Selznick's (the co-lessee) "Spellbound" is

set to follow. . .Another RKO-Radio release, International's "Along
Came Jones." is now in its fifth week of smash business after thr

second and third week-end grosses topped the first week-end
which set a new record for the Palace. "Back to Bataan" will

not open here until September. .. Still another long-run picture

"Rhan-ody in Blue," remains in the higher brackets during Its

eighth week at the Hollywood where it will remain indefinitely

with no date set for "Saratoga Trunk." next in this house... For

the third consecutive week, the Globe has postponed the openin?

of United Artists' "The Southerner," due to the continuing good

business for the same company's "The Great John L." The pic-

ture opened to only average returns during the newspaper strike

but the fourth week business was the strongest and it has con-

tinued high during its sixth week. Picture will stay one mor(

week and "The Southerner" will finally open on August 25th.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Despite white collarites joining the list of studio walk-outs in

the five-month old industry strike, Columbia continues to hold the

production front with mid-August starting dates on five features.

"Hail the Chief" rolled last week with Chester Morris set in star-

ring role. Legal wrinkles on this one ironed out when 20th Cen-
tury-Fox succeeded in grabbing Dennis O'Keefe for the romantic
lead in "Doll Face." Edward Small, holding the O'Keefe contract,

originally scheduled him for the Columbia picture, later relented
without a suit being filed, when O'Keefe refused the role. "Prison
Ship" (Robert Lowry replacing Jim Brannon in the lead) also

went before thte cameras during the week. Nina Foch co-stars.

Brannon gets the lead in "Submarine Below," a Wallace Mac-
Donald production, rolling August 20.

"Song of Broadway" (Marjorie Reynolds-Fred Brady) got un-
der way with the return of Jinx Falkenburg from the USO Italian

front "luxury" tour. An untitled "Blondie" (Penny Singleton-
Arthur Lake) is slated to start immediately. "Two-Fisted Stran-
ger" (Starrett-Burnette), a western, probably will be finished be-

fore this is read.

Rita Hayworth, after rest from Pacific Coast P. A., will go
before the cameras for the first time in nearly two years in the
Charles Vidor vehicle, "Gilda." Glenn Ford, recently of the Ma-
rines, co-stars. . .Phil Ryan, producing the Pat O'Brien vehicle,

"Perilous Holiday," joined his second unit crew in Mexico City to

finish up shots for the picture's background. Picture's based on
Maj. Robert Carson's Collier's serial of an American Secret Serv-
ice Agent in Mexico City. First unit's work with stars working
will begin in the studio September 24.

Sidney Buchman, vice-president, returned from his view of the

European theater to resume work on "Jacobowsky and the

Colonel," the Broadway hit, which will be one of Columbia's fall

biggies. Following this, Buchman will film the Howard Fast novel,

"Last Frontier," which has a fresh, new Western slant.

The two-year project to film Al Jolson's biography is set to
start the latter part of August with Sidney Skolsky, the scribe, at
the production desk. Al records "Mammy" and similar nostalgia
for the screenplay as a starter in two weeks. Jolson's voice will
be dubbed for the star portraying him, but Al will not actually
appear on the screen.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
MGM's stable of Van Johnson, June Allyson, Bob Walker and

Esther Williams has come through to stardom in less than a year's
time and those kids really are paying off. With a powerful line-
up of topnotch stories, top directors and top exploitation — and
with plenty of what it takes in the advertising field — the studio
is new putting its money on three additional newcomers. From
Broadway, December 1, comes Jan Clayton, currently scoring cri-

tical raves for her song and dance ability in "Carousel." She's
signed for the lead role in "Jenny Was A Lady," planned as one
of the big filmusicals. Her's is the same old story of the girl who
couldn't make good in Hollywood and found the shortest road to
a motion picture studio was via New York. She was a local hit

in the "Meet the People" legitimate, but couldn't get a studio
break. Beverly Tyler, 17-year-old, from "The Firebrand" cast, will
be given a whirl at a lead role opposite Tom Drake in the A. J.

Cronin best-seller, "The Green Years." The third newcomer is

Richard Haydn, already being given the squib and pix build-up
with newspapers and fan magazines to introduce him to American
screen audiences. Haydn is Beatrice Lillie's former leading man
in England and will play Jason Reid in "The Green Years."

One new feature went before the cameras since our previous

report, bringing the total now lensing on the lot up to nine. "Up
Goes Maisie," Ann Sothern's first since the birth of her baby, is

rolling smoothly through a hectic plot with George Murphy as

Maisie's foil this time. Among the productions still shooting are

several out on location. "Bad Bascomb" (Wallace Beery-Margaret

O'Brien) is currently using 200 Indian braves near Lander, Wyom-
ing. "Boy's Ranch" (Craig-Jenkins) is still near Amarillo, Texas,

but expected back to the sound stages here in the next couple of

weeks. Also on location, this time at Camp Pendleton and Port

Hueneme, California is "What Next, Corporal Hargrove?"

(Walker-Porter). "Hargrove" has been in production four weeks

without a single shot being made at the studio.

After three months heading "The Yearling" company on loca-

tion, Director Clarence Brown starts interior settings with Greg-

ory Peck, Jacqueline White and 10-year-old Claude Jarman, Jr., at

the studio. Most lavish outdoor set-ups since the beginning of the

war included 38 settings spread over 300,000 acres of scrublands in

Florida. Realism is the keynote in filming Marjorie Kinnan Raw-

lings' story of a boy and a fawn.

After hitting the tops in Broadway musical circles with his

"Oklahoma" and "Carousel," Rouben Mamoulian has been lured

back to the cinematic field by Arthur Freed, who handed over to

him the filmusical assignment, "Belle of New York," starring Fred

Astaire and Kathryn Grayson. Mamoulian will be given only top

musical fare to handle, for he can practically write his own ticket

now. Production on "Belle" is set for early fall shooting schedule.

Pasternak's program for next year includes four stories now
in work. Louis Bromfleld is now writing "Colorado," a Techni-

color picture, with Van Johnson in mind. An old California yarn,

"The Kissing Bandit," is being finished for John Hodiak and

Marion Bell. "No Leave, No Love" is scheduled to be one of the

studio's biggest musical, with Van Johnson. It will introduce

English star Pat Kirkwood and plenty of money will be spent to

give Pat the introduction needed for American audiences. "Daddy

Is A Wolf" is now in work with Ferenc Molnar turning out his

first original. This one will be a straight comedy, Pasternak's

first try in that field. Another on his list is the teaming of thrnc

top juvenile glamour girls, Margaret O'Brien, Elizabeth Taylor

and Jane Powell to appear in "A Date With Judy" in early fall.

Story is from the popular radio program of the same name.

Buster Keaton, early screen comedy favorite, takes over the

megaphone (or would if there was one left around any place) to

direct a Pete Smith specialty, "Equestrian Quiz." Comedian had

scripting job prior to this new assignment.

Two of the screen's favorite mothers, Emma Dunn and Mary

Gordon, are cast in "The Hoodlum Saint." They will not play

mothers. Naturally.

"Time for Two," a romantic comedy begins in early September

with John Hodiak and Lucille Ball. It's the initial production

stint for Ralph Wheelwright, former publicist and screen play-

wright.

"The Strange Adventure" in our last report was changed to

"Big Shore Leave." It's changed again, this time to "Strange

Adventure." See what we mean?

MONOGRAM
Half-million dollar budget was set this week for Paul Jerrico's

script of "Rip Van Winkle," with Walter Huston, Charles Win-

ninger or Cecil Kellaway all being sought for the title role. "Rip"

will go into production in early fall.



Also under the high budget classification comes "Joe Palooka,"

with plenty being spent on a pre-production campaign search for

talent for an unknown to play a role in the picture. Tie-up is

with papers running Ham Fisher comic strips. Hal Chester, 24,

takes on production assignment as Hollywood's youngest pro-

ducer. It's his first feature picture experience after handling

several shorts.

Monogram and J. Arthur Rank joined forces in Canada with
the formation of the new Eagle-Lion Films of Canada. Former
sales manager Archie J. Laurie for Monogram Pictures of Canada
is general manager of both corporations. The two organizations

operate in conjunction but retain their separate corporate entities.

Eagle-Lion will distribute a minimum of 20 English productions,

as well as some French Gaumont films for Quebec's French-
speaking population.

"Charlie Chan in Mexico" is the first of the three Chan mys-
teries we reported on in the last issue. Sidney Toler stars, but a
50 percent increase in budget should show a decided improvement
in production values. Shortage of studio space moved "Black
Market Babies" from August 10 starting date back to August 17.

Next musical on the schedule is the Gale Storm-Phil Regan star-

rer, "Sunbonnet Sue." Four titles, "Belle of the Bowery," "The
Gay Nineties," and "Old New York" were affixed and nixed be-

fore the "Sunbonnet Sue" handle was finally set.

"Rainbow Valley" and "Swing Parade" wound up this week,
leaving the Johnny Mack Brown western, "Border Bandits," as

the only film shooting on the Monogram lot.

PARAMOUNT
Paramount started no new pictures last week, but continued

with four in production, one of which turned out to be a very
costly project indeed. Shrouded in mystery is Paul Draper's re-

moval from the cast of "Blue Skies," the Irving Berlin production,
and his replacement by Fred Astaire. The picture started nearly
a month ago and all film showing Draper in the Technicolor musi-
cal extravaganza had to be scrapped. Last time this happened,
when Zorina was replaced by Ingrid Bergman in "For Whom the
Bell Tolls," it cost the studio a quarter of a million dollars in

wasted footage.

Cecil B. DeMille's tour of the exchanges in the Rocky Moun-
tain region on behalf of the "Third of A Century" celebration,
netted him more than just praise. He discovered location sites
for his next, the Technicolor "Unconquered," and a second camera
unit is already at location spots shooting footage.

In the never-ending search for new story material, Paramount
is rapidly developing a technique which gives them the jump on
other studios. It's simple. They grab the idea first, allow the
writer to develop his novel or short story, then purchase the fin-

ished product. Capt. Luther Davis, playwright and magazine
writer, was latest to profit from this new policy. Just released
from the AAF, he's been commissioned to do an original musical
comedy idea for the studio. Davis dramatized the current Broad-
way play, "Kiss Them for Me," from the novel, "Shore Leave."
Audrey Wurdemann, wife of poet Joseph Auslander, at this stu-
dio's suggestion collaborated with her husband on a short story,
"Uncle John Horak," which Paramount has purchased. George
Millburn's novel, "Finnegan's Folly," was also purchased under
this plan. Ernest K. Gann's "Blaze of Noon," which goes to press
at Viking October 1 was purchased in outline form.

The "Dollar Bills," Pine and Thomas continue with their
quickie schedule, this time starring William Gargan and Jean
Rogers in "Hot Cargo," a story of recently discharged soldiers
whose lives become complicated when they meet the other part
of the triangle.

Barry Fitzgerald, Academy Award winner, will just have to
take Hollywood — even if he doesn't like it. After completing
"The Stork Club," he visited friends in Chicago and New York
and tried to hop a plane for Dublin, Ireland. Instead of seeing
his old homeland, he returns to Paramount to start "Third Ave-
nue," scheduled for early September. Reports are that Barry
isn't too happy with salary and billing these days.

"A Tale of Two Cafes," fourth in the current series of this
studio's Technicolor Musical Parade featurettes, rolls August 22.

Experimental use of these films for introduction of new talent has
proved a successful career-launching idea.

"The Bride Wore Boots" (Stanwyck-Cummings), "Blue Skies"
Crosby-Astaire), "Calcutta" (Ladd-Russell) and "To Each His
Own" (DeHavilland-Land) continue before the cameras.

PRC
With PRC's sixth annual sales conference over in Chicago,

Harry H. Thomas, general sales manager, planed out to Holly-
wood for conferences with prexy Leon Fromkess on the new
season's product.

Musical score is now in completed stage for "Danny Boy"

(Henry-Johnson). "Wanted for Murder," story of Clyde Barrow
and Bonnie Parker, famous desperadoes of the Southwest a decade

ago, is now being scripted for producer Martin Mooney.
Nancy Coleman, former Warner Brothers' player, was inked

for the starring role in "Once and For All," romance with back-
ground in New Orleans. Casting begins this week on "Beggar's
Gold" and "Kentucky Mansion," the latter a full Cinecolor project.

Joan Barton was inked to a seven-year term after completion of
her first screen role in "Romance of the West," now ready for

release.

No new productions were started this week.

REPUBLIC
Yet another step was taken this week in augmenting the huge

expansion program which Republic is carrying out. Coordination
under president James R. Grainger of a more efficient and smooth-
ly operating sales staff was an accomplished fact after last week's
over-hauling of the force. This gives Herbert Y. Yates the or-

ganizational go-getting staff necessary to put over his enlarged
picture program.

Production started on the first $1,500,000 picture this studio
has ever had, "Concerto," with Philip Dorn, William Carter and
newcomer Catherine McLeod. Speaking of newcomers, this Car-
ter lad was one of the first film players to enlist in World War II.

joining with the British before our entry into the war. He saw
plenty of action in South Africa and was wounded out of the
service about two years ago. At Columbia, where he was under
contract, they did nothing for him. Frank Borzage's theory that
pictures make the stars will probably land Bill right up top along
with usherette Catherine (a Cinderella story in herself) McLeod.

Plans are completed for a new sound stage, number 15, and
for immediate construction of new office buildings on the lot, fur-

ther physical evidence that Republic is no longer a "minor" studio.

Scripts on a quartet of top-budget musicals are now in the

casting stage with one of two, either "Calendar Girl" or "Hit
Parade of 1945," slated to start October 15. Casting will deter-

mine which of the two go first. Also scheduled are "International
Revue" and "Rio de Janeiro. Coming up is "Manila John," an
original story of a marine in Manila before and after Pearl Har-
bor, the story carrying through to the return of General Mac-
Arthur.

Artur Rubenstein, concert pianist, was inked to an $85,00C

deal for recording the entire piano score for "Concerto." The I

picture features Rachmaninoff's 2nd Piano Concerto. Theater
audiences will hear Rubenstein for the first time from the screen.

The new sound stage, acoustically perfect, will be used to record
the pianist with his 100 man orchestral background.

"Concerto" is the only production which went before the cam-
eras this week. Still shooting are: "A Strange Impersonation"
(Brenda Marshall-William Gargan) and "Dakota" (John Wayne-
Vera Hruba Ralston). The former title was originally "You'll:

Remember Me."

RKO-RADIO
Fourteenth year of RKO-Radio's film distribution is marked

by the scheduled release of 37 features. These include Goldwyn
Disney, International, Frank Ross, Sol Lesser, Jesse L. Lasky anc

Hakim Brothers productions made for RKO release. Some o'

the completed films have a very promising tone. "The Spanis v

Main," Technicolor starrer for Paul Henreid and Maureen O'Hara
was three years in preparation and production, and Frank Bor
zage company has turned out really exciting screen fare. Foil

-weeks press men and women filed into the projection room to se>:

the love scenes played between O'Hara and Henreid — the hottes

of the season. "The Bells of St. Mary's," with Bing Crosby anc

Ingrid Bergman, under Leo McCarey's direction, is a combinatioi

you can't beat at the box-office. Bergman is already being men
tioned for another Academy Award for her performance. "Tc

morrow Is Forever," with Claudette Colbert, Orson Welles an

George Brent, is a drama that will increase RKO prestige.

Cameras are rolling on "Heartbeat," a gay romantic corned

set in pre-war Paris. Ginger Rogers and Jean Pierre Aumont ai

directed by Sam Wood... Dick Powell, on a crest since "Murde
My Sweet," should click again with his plum acting role in "Co

nered," now shooting. This is the first picture of post-war it

trigue in South America.. .Danny Kaye has a promising script f<

"The Kid from Brooklyn," story of a timid Brooklyn milkma
who becomes a champion prizefighter .. .Top musical names sue

as The Andrews Sisters, Nelson Eddy, Benny Goodman and h

band are completing recordings for "Make Mine Music," Wa
Disney's new Technicolor feature.

Still in the preparatory stage after two years is "The Robe
which Frank Ross will produce. . .Finishing touches are being p
on a script for Myrna Loy and Paul Henreid tentatively tith
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"Who Is My Love?" Myrna first must finish a stint for Skirball
i

at Universal before checking in for this one.. .Cary Grant is inked
for "A Very Remarkable Fellow," a romantic comedy under pro-
ducer Harriet Parsons. . .Cast is not yet set for the Technicolor
special, "The Strange Adventures of Sinbad." which probably will
not roll until late this year or early next. Joan Fontaine is sched-

.
uled for "All Kneeling," adaptation of the Ann Parish novel; Dick
Powell for "If This Be Known," and Pat O'Brien for "Galveston,"

i

story dealing with the famous flood.

Company's new Western star, James Warren, had his option
lifted.

I "They Dream of Home" goes before the cameras as soon as
Director Edward Dmytryk finishes "Cornered."

1945-46 releases call for 104 issues of Pathe News, 13 two-reel
films under the title "This Is America," 13 one-reel Sportscopes
and 8 Flicker Flashbacks, one-reel comedies.

Sol Lesser returned from Europe this week with entire back-
ground footage for his original "Paris Canteen."

Six productions occupy the sound stages now: "The Falcon's
,

Alibi" (Conway-Corday), "Cornered" (Powell-Cherrei) "Heartbeat"
(Rogers-Aumont), "The Kid from Brooklyn" (Kaye-Mayo). "Tar-
zan and the Leopard Man" ( Weismuller-Joyce) and "A Tale of
Bedlam" (Karloff-Lee).

20th CENTURY-FOX
Just eight days before the premiere of Winfield Sheehan's

,
"Captain Eddie," the noted producer died. Had he lived to see the

i premiere of his first production since 1935 for Fox, he, too, would
have been awed by the spectacular 48-hour celebration which set
Columbus, Ohio on its ears. It was greater than the hysteria ac-

,
companying Rickenbacker's first trip home as an air ace in 1919.

A reported $275,000 was handed over by Bill Perlberg for the
rights to "Chicken Every Sunday." Purchased from Warner Bro-
thers who paid $2000,000 for the New York stage play, Perlberg

,
will have it re-scripted for a John Cromwell directorial assign-
ment. The Epstein boys originally worked out the screen treat-

i ment and Mervyn LeRoy was to have directed, but the project
l

was left high and dry when LeRoy joined Lasky.
Bruce Humberstone took over directorial reins on "Sentimen-

tal Journey," Maureen O'Hara-John Payne starrer. Location shots
began at Laguna Beach this week. Rights have finally been ar-

. ranged for use of the song in the picture.

The Kanabe, Utah, chamber of commerce did a neat job of
promoting that region, ideal for Technicolor super-Westerns, as

i
standard location for 20th's outdoor pictures. As soon as building
restrictions are lifted, 20th plans construction of a sound stage
to take care of increased location business. Company already has
$100,000 investment in sets built 53 miles from Kanabe on a ranch.
Sound stage site is not as yet set.

"Doll Face" finally went before the cameras this week when
the difficulty over Dennis O'Keefe's contract with Edward Small,
calling for a Columbia commitment, was amicably settled. Car-
men Miranda stars. Other features shooting here are: "Enchanted
Voyage" (Payne-Haver), "Leave Her to Heaven" (Tierney-Wilde)
and "Smoky" (MacMurray-Baxter).

UNITED ARTISTS
The biggest backlog of pictures ever held for UA release was

I
presented the West Coast regional sales meeting just concluded

I
here. At least 25 pictures will be released during the 1945-46
season.

Leslie Fenton, whose "Pardon My Past" has not yet been re-
leased, joins with Mary Pickford as associate producer and di-
rector on her first production, "There Goes Lona Henry." "Lona"
is from a Polan Banks' novel laid in the South in the early 1900's.
Casting is as yet unannounced. Also on Pickford's schedule is the
long-delayed Technicolor film version of Broadway's "One Touch
of Venus" and the unproduced stage comedy by Laszlo Vadnay
and Max Lief titled "Champagne for Everybody."

David Loew is carrying on a fight against the Memphis, Tenn.
Board of Censors who last week banned "The Southerner" on the
grounds that it did not truly depict the South. The Zachary Scott-
Betty Field vehicle was taken from Southern-born George Perry's
novel, "Hold Autumn in Your Hand." On the basis that the pic-
ture is a faithful adaptation of the book, Loew will appeal the
Board's ruling in the courts. Good publicity, meanwhile.

Announcement last week that Producer William Cagney's next
will be "The Stray Lamb" with James Cagney starring, was in
error. Cagney goes next into "The Lion Is in the Streets." story
of the rise and fall of a native American rabble-rouser. Casting
is not yet set on "The Stray Lamb." a comedy adaptation from
Thome Smith's novel.

Arnold Pressburger has obtained set space on the General
Service lot (that's like trying to find a vacant house these days)

for his "Scandal in Paris." Casting complete with George San-

ders, Signe Hasso and Akim Tamiroff in the leads. Picture should

be in production by the middle of August.

"Tom Breneman's Breakfast in Hollywood" from the radio

program of the same name, was the only new production started

this week. "Abilene" (Scott-Dvorak), "Diary of a Chambermaid"
(Goddard-Hatfield) and "Duel In the Sun" ( Jones-Cotten) are still

working. "Whistle Stop" wound up this week.

A new long term deal was inked with Morey and Sutherland
calling for delivery of 12 shorts a year in the Daffy Dittys plastic

cartoon series for UA release.

UNIVERSAL
Mark Hellinger moved over to this lot last week after eight

years at Warner Brothers. Production schedule is not yet re-

vealed, but it is said that he brought several valuable story pro-

perties with him. Another major deal was with Jack Skirball-

Bruce Manning productions, both men having been formerly on
the lot. Skirball's last for United Artists release was "Guest Wife."

"Genius in the Family" with Myrna Loy and Don Ameche will be

his initial project here. To follow will be "Sunny River," a Tech-
nicolor musical based on a New York stage play by Oscar Ham-
merstein II and Sigmund Romberg. Manning will write the screen-

play in collaboration with Hammerstein. Skirball takes his entire

production staff with him.

"The Noose Hangs High" is the next Abbott and Costello

comedy, their first since they buried the hatchet and together

returned to the lot from their p. a. tour.

Universal's producer Walter Wanger signed red-head Susan
Hayward, whose contract with Paramount has been settled after

nearly four years of bickering. First role assigned is opposite
Brian Donlevy and Dana Andrews in a Technicolor super-Western,
"Canyon Passage." This spots Susan on the same lot with hus-

band Jess Barker.

Deanna Durbin started pre-recording this week of three songs
for her next, "Because of Him," formerly titled "Catherine the

Great." Charles Laughton co-stars. Franchot Tone is set for the

romantic lead. Actual shooting date is August 15.

"Once Upon A Dream" changes to "That Night With You."

WARNER BROS.

That profit of roughly six million dollars for a nine month
period should give Warner Bros, the necessary pocket money to

confine their activities to A class productions.

Right now the Brothers are concentrating on originals, six are

already completed, two are shooting and nine are in preparation.

Now in or ready for release in the field of original scripts are

"Three Strangers," "San Antonio," "Devotion," "The Time, The
Place and The Girl," "Janie Gets Married" and "Christmas in

Connecticut." Two other originals, "The Adventures of Don Juan"
and "The Frontiersman," will star Errol Flynn. "Mister Broad-
way," Sime Silverman's life story; "Honeymoon Freight," a rom-
antic comedy; "Cheyenne," a super-duper Western; "The Patent
Leather Kid," with John Garfield set for the lead; "Silver Lining,"

based on the life of Marilyn Miller, and "The Man Who Died
Twice" are all in various stages of story preparations. Six of

these are expected to roll before the end of the year.

Robert Buckner, with "Confidential Agent" and "San Antonio,"
two good ones under his belt, now starts in on the much bandied
about "Life With Father," an off-again-on-again story that hit

snags with Mrs. Clarence Day. Donald Ogden Stewart shapes the

play into script form. Dorothy Stickney (Mrs. Russell Crouse)
screen tests immediately for the mother role she played opposite

her husband on Broadway.

Ginny Simms checked in at Warners for "Night and Day."
She'll sing two Cole Porter tunes as only she can sing them.

Charles Hoffman is set to produce "The Hasty Heart." Broad-
way stage success. Casting has not begun.

"Her Kind of Man," with Zachary Scott, Janis Paige and Faye
Emerson rolled last week. "Never Say Goodbye" (Flynn-Parker)
and "The Man I Love" (Lupino-Alda), "Confidential Agent"
(Boyer-Bacall) and "Night and Day" (Grant-Smith) continue be-

fore the cameras.

Business is booming in the shorts department. Ina Ray Hut-
ton and band go into a two-reel musical soon. "Men of Tomor-
row" will make the Boy Scouts of America very happy, for it's

their story. Music and lyrics are about set for "Hollywood Won-
derland," formerly "Glamour Town," a two-reel Technicolor short
which has August 15 as its starting date. A twc-reeler on the
experiences of an expedition in shooting the Colorado River rapids
was just completed under the title "Facing Your Danger." Re-
leasing through Warners is "Orders from Tokyo," one of the most
sensational atrocity documentaries to come out of the war. Foot-
age was obtained by the Philippine underground and branches of
the services.
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COLUMBIA
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (52)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TWO-FISTED STRANGER
Western—Started July 30 (Finished)

Cast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Doris Houck.

Director: Ray Nazarro Producer: Colbei

Story: Durango Kid breaks up stage coach robbers.

SONG OF BROADWAY
Musical—Started August 3

Cast: Marjorie Reynolds, Fred Brady, Jinx ^Falkenburg.

Director: Leigh Jason Producer: Burt Kelly

PRISON SHIP
Drama—Started August 6

Cast: Robert Dowery, Nina Foch.
Director: Arthur Dreifus
Story: American prisoners held on Jap s

HIT THE HAY
Comedy—Started August 3

Cast: Judy Canova, Ross Hunter,
Director: Del Lord
Story: Judy Canova lands in grand opei

HAIL THE CHIEF
Comedy—Started August 2

Cast: Chester Morris, Willard
Janice Carter.

Director: Ray Enright

Producer: Alexis Thurn-Taxis

Doris Merrick.
Producer: Ted Richmond

Parker, Marguerite Chapman,

Producer: Burt Kelly

Till.—Rinnlif TIB*

IN PRODUCTION
ngle Raiders

and Spars (T)

RELEASE CHART
Cast Detail*

Tan

1944-45
Adventures of Rusty Donaldson-Nagel

Details under title: Rusty

Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) Wilde-Louise

Black Arrow (Serial) Scolt-Jergens

Blonde From Brooklyn Haymes-Merrick

Blazing the Western Trail Starrett-Matthews

Details under title: Raiders of Quanti Basin

Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion (67) . . . Morris-Merrick . .

Boston Blackie's Rendezvous Morris-Foch

Details under title: Surprise in the Night

Both Barrels Blazing Starrett-Harding .

Details under title: Texas Rifles

Brenda Starr, Reporter Woodbury-Richmond

Gunning for Vengeance Starrett-Adair . . .

Details under title: Burning the Trail

Counterattack (89) Muni-Chapman

Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athens

Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke . . .

Details under title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)

Crime Doctor's Warning Baxter-Anderson

(Details under title: Paper Doll Murder)

Cyelon. Prairie Ranters Starrett-Worth ..

Dancing In Manhattan (60) Brady-Donnell

Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller

Escape In the Fog Wright-Foch

Eve Knew Her Apples (64) Miller-Wright ...

Galloping Thunder Starrett-Burnette

Gay Senorita Bannon-Cochran .

Girl of the Limberlost Tindall-Clifton

. 6207

.

.6140.

Guy. A Gal and A Pal, A Merrick-Huntcr

Fighting Guardsman, The Loder-Louise

I Love a Bandleader Harris-Brooks

I Love A Mystery Bannon-Foch

Kits and Tell Temple-Abel . .

Lawless Empire .
Starrett-Law

Leave It To Blondie (73) Singleton-Lake

Let's Go Steady ParrisbMoran

Mark of The Whistler, The (61) Dix-Carter . .

Details onder title: n-'mant Account

Meet Miss Bobby Socks (68) Crosby-Merrick

Missing Juror, The (66) Carler-Banon

Oetalls ender title: Tomorrow You Die

Monster and The Ape. The (S'rlal) Lowery-Mathews

Oetlaws of the Roekles Starrett-Harding

Over 21 Dunne-Knox . .

Pardon My Past MacMurray-Chapman

Renegades (T) Keyes-Parker

Details under title: The Kansan

11-13. . 2-27 . . 6017 .

.

.6-25.

.7-26.. .11-9..

.8-21. 12-28.. .6038 .

. .9-4. .1-18. . 6014

.

12-25

.

. .4-5. . . 6037 . .

. .7-24. . .4-12. .6026.

.
.7-9.

.4-30. .8-9.
. .6-25.
11-27

.

.

.'3-6
.

.6034'

12-11. .5-24. . 6010

.

.5-14. 9-13.

.11-13. . .1-25. .6024.
.2-5. .9-27.

.10-16

.11-13 . .2-22. .6019.

.10-16. . . .1-4 . . 603 )

.

. 12-25 . .11-2 . . 6022

.

.
.6-12 .10-12. . . 6028

. .7-24 .11-16.

. .2-19 . .4-20. . . 6160
. . .4-30

. 1-22. . .8-23.

.4-16

.4-16

.4-16

.5-28

.7-23

.
1-22

Roaring Rangers Starrett-Burnette

Details under title: Powder River

Power of The Whistler, The Dix-Carter ...

Rustlers of the Badlands starrett-Bliss

Details under title: Renegade Roundup

.12-25. . .4-19.

. .7-24. .
.8-16.

.Starrett-Stevens

.Curtis-Walker .

.Hughes-Klrby

.Starrett-Bates .

.
Morris-Rogers

Return of Dcango Kid

Rhythm Round-Up
Rockin' in the Rockies

Rough Ridln' Jostlee

Rough, Tough and Ready (66)

Details under title: Men of the Deep

Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen

Sagebrush Heroes (54) Starrett-Worth

Sergeant Mike (60) Parks-Bates ..

Shadows in the Night (67) ». .Baxter- Foch .

Details under title: Crime Doctor's Rendezvous

She Wouldn't Say Yes ?ussell-Bowman

Details under title: Some Call It Love

She's a Sweetheart (69) Frazee-Parks .

Details under title: Hello, Mom
Sinn Me a Song of Texas Lane-Tomlir

Snafu

Song of the Prairie

Snnn to Remember. A (T) (113)

Details under title: At Night We Dream

Strange Affair, A (78)
,

Tahiti Nights (63) O'Brien-Matthews

Details under title' Song of Tahiti

Ten Cents A Dance (60) F
[
Me °"'- 1

D
oyl

'
'

Texas Panhandle starrett-Parks .

Thousand and One Nights, A (93) Wilde-Keyes

Together Again (100)
DPtails under title. A Woman's Privilege

Unwritten Code. The (61) Neal-Savage

Details under title- The Unknown

Voice of The Whistler, The

Woman In Red, The

Youth on Trial - -

Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

You Can't Do Without Love Lynn-Stewart

..6-12.

. .
.3-5.

.12-11.
.4-17.
.11-27

.4-19.

. .6-7.

.4-17.

.

.3-15.
.3-22.

.
.12-21.

2-1.

.6-10... 11-9.

.5-1.. 10-19.

.6206

.6223
.6222
.6205

.
.6018. . .5-14

.6203.
. 6204
.6033.
.6021.

.Parks-Lloyd

.Curtis-Storey

.Muni-Oberon

Joslyn-Keyes

Dunne-Boyer

Hayworth-Blair

Dix-Merrick . .

Foch-Macready

.Collins-Reed .

.6-11.

.8-21. .12-7. . .6032.. . .3-5

.9-18.

.
6-25

.

.7-23. .

12-13.

. .2-8.

.

.6221.

.

. 3-1.. . .2-5

..6-12.

...9-4.

. .10-5.
12-14.

.6016

.

..1-8

. .1-22.

..5-14.

.11-13.

. .7-24.

. .6-7.

.7-12.
.12-22.

.6029... 7-9

..." .8-6

.'.6003.. 12-11

.
.5-15.

8-20
.6-10.

. .2-22.

.10-26.

.6002. . .2-5

.8-6

. . .8-6

.10-30. ..1-11. .6041".

. . For.

.

.
.7-26.

ETRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1944-45 Features Completed (49) In Production (9)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

THE YEARLING (Technicolor)

ttp'goes" maisie

Director: Harry Beaumont Producer, ^eo 0

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running TtaM

IN HKOUUCllON
Bad Bascamb

Boy's Ranch

Hoodlum Saint • • • • • • •

Postman Always Rings Twice, The

Two Sisters From Boston

This Strange. Adventure

What Next, Corporal Hargrove? .

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. NINE

American Romance, An (T) (131)

Details under title: America

ooruary Coast Gent (87)

Details under title: Gold Town

K,>met (T) (100)

Details

...Beery-O'Brien

Craig-Jenkins

. . . Powell-Williams

. . .Turner-Garfield

. . .
Allyson-Lawford

. .
.Gable-Garson .

. .
.Walker-Porter

1944-45

(8-')

viaisie Goes To Reno (90) .........

Marriage Is a Private Affair (115)
. . .

Mrs. Parklngton (124)

Naughty Marietta (80)

The Seventh Cross (11*)

Waterloo Bridge (103)

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) ••
Noth.ng But Trouble (69)

Mam St. After Dark (57)

. Details under title: Telltale Hands

Thin Man Goes Home (101)

Between Two Women (83)

.Donlevy-Richards

.
.Beery-Barnes . .

,
.Colman-Dietrich

.
.Abbott-Costello

. .Sothern-Hodiak

. .Turner-Hodiak

. .Garson-Pidgeon

. .MacDonald-Eddy

. .Tracy-Hasso

. .Taylor-Leigh . .

. .8-6.

. .7-9.

.6-25.

.
.7-9.

...3-6... 9-44.

9-6. .10-44.

.4-3. .12-44.

4-3... 9-44.
'

.li-29. .10-44.

.3-20. .11-44.

Reissue. .11-44.

. .12-13. . .9-44.

Reissue. . .9-44.

.504.

.505.
. .507.
.508.
.501
.503.

.Dorn-Astor

.Laurel-Hardy

.Arnold-Royal .

. . Powell-Loy

.
.Barrymore-Johnson

.8-21.

.6-26.

. .515.

.8-21.

.2-45.

.3-45.

. 1-45

.

. .1-45.

. .3-45.

.
516.. 11-

.519. 12-

.514. .12

..513.. 11

..518. 12
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Thli Man'! Navy (100) Beery-Gleason . .

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters ....
Mule for Millions (120) 0' Brion - f turbi

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock, Thi (94) Garland Walker .

Gentle Annie (80) Craig-Reed
Without Love (111) Tracy-Hepburn
Son of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchester

Oeialls under title: Women's Army
Picture of Oorlan Gray (108) Sanders- Hatfield

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewitched (65) Thaxter-Daniels .

Details under title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romai.ce (T) (105) Johnson-Williams
Twite Blessed (77/ Wilde-Craig

SPECIAL
Meet M« In St. Louis (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien
National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor

IKliili under title: The Home Front
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter . . .

Valley of Decision (111) Garson-Peck ....

NOT I) E8IGNATED
Abbott and Costello in Hollywood A. & C
All the Things You Are Hunt-Carroll

Details under title: A Letter for Evie
Anchors Aweigh (T) (144) Kelly-Sinatra ...

Oangerous Partners Craig-Hasso
;irly fo Wed (T) Ball-Johnson ....
Great Morgan. The Morgan-Powell
Harvey Girls. The (T) Garland-Hodiak . .

Her Highness and the Bellboy (112) Lamarr-Walker .

Hidden Eye. The (68) Arnold- Rafferty

Mnl- High the Torch (T) E.Taylor-Lassie
Details under title: For Better For Worse

Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105) O'Brien-Robinson

Perfect Strangers Donat-Kerr ....
Sailor Takes a Wife Walker-Allyson . . .

Sbo Went to the Races Craig-Gifford ....
rti'v Were E-pe"dablo Montgomery-Wnyne
Weekend at the Waldorf (130) Turner-Johnson
Yolanda and the Thief (T) Astaire-Rrpmer

Ziegteld Follies (T) Astaire-Ball

. .5-28

...9-4.

. . 5-29

.

. .2-45.

.

. .3-45.
.2-45. .

..517.

. . 520

.

. .515.

. . .1-8

. .2-19

.12-25

. .8-21.
8-21.

.10-31.
5-29.

. .5-45. .

..5-45. .

.5-45. .

. .6-45.

.

. . 524

.

. . 523

.

. . 522

.

. .526

. . .4-2

.12-25

. . .4-2

. .4-30

. . .3-6. .6-45.

.

. . 525

.

. 3-5

11-27 . 530

.

. .6-25

. .8-21 528. . .5-28

.12-11. . . 529

.

.
6-11

. 12-13

.

. . .2-7. .4-45. . . .521. 12-11

.2-21.

.

. .9-18.

.1-45. . .

.6-45. .

.511.

.

. . 527 .

.11-27

. .4-16

. .4-30.

.
.6-11.

.6-26. . . .7-23

.
.1-22.

12-25.

.

.12-11.

. .9-18.

10-16.

.

Foreign

.

. . .4-2.

. .5-28.

MONO C R A

M

1944-45 Features
Westerns

(34)

( 1)

Completed (28)

Completed (14)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BORDER BANDITS
Western—Started August 2
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Rosa del Rosario,

Charlie Stevens.
Director: Lambert Hillyer Producer: Charles Bigelow
Story: Brown rescues jewels and sirls from robbers.

.1-19.

.11-13. 2-9

12-8.
4-6

8-18

RELEASE CHART
»• Cast Detain

IN PRODUCTION
Swing Parade Storm-Reagan 8-6.

1944-45
Adventures of Kitty O'Day (62) Parker-Cookson 7-24..

Details under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through
Alaski <76) Taylor-Lindsay 5-1.. 12-22
Army Wives (67) Rambeau-Knox 8-7 . .1-12
Allotment Wives Francis-Kelly 6-25

Details under title: Muct.s Meets a Deadline
China s Little Devils (75) Carey-Kelly 7-10. . .7-14
Cisco Kid Returns (64) Renaldo-Lane .

Details under title: Case of the Missing Medico
Come Out Fighting East Side Kids
CNUy Kn.ghts (63) .. Gilbert- Howard
°" lin«" (77) l. Tierney ...
D ',or« Francis-Cabot .

Docks o New York (62) Gorcey-Hall ..
Oetarls under title: Murder in the Familj

Enemy of Women (86) Woods-Dell . .

Fashion Model (61) Weaver-Low.ry
Details under title: The Model Murder

Flame of the West (71) Brown-Hatton

HE* Feud
, Brown-Hatton .

Details under title: Flaming Frontiers
Ghost Guns (60) Brown-Hatton

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs
Forever Yours (83) Storm-Smith .

Details under title: They Shall Have Faith
*; Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson
Strange Mr. Gregory. The Lowe-Rogers .

Details under title: Gregory
Gun Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton .

in Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon

T, a'"" /'ain Eas « Side Kids
Details under title: County Fair

Jade Mask, The (66) Toler-Manton .

Details under title: Mystery Mansion
Ust Trail. The Brown-Holt . . .

Part» Girl Merrick-Lowery
Details under title: Main Street Girl

Navajo Trails (56) Brown-Holt . .

Details under title: The Texas Terror
Rainbow Valley Wakely-White
Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White

Details under title: Cowboy Serenade
Starlet Clue. The (65) Toler-Manton .

Details under title: Radio Mystery

.I? ot Snspieion (68) Weaver-Cookson

.8 21.
.10-16.

. .3-5.

.1-22.

.12-11.

.9-18.

. .8-7.

.6-9.

2-16.

.1-26.

2-16
6-30
6-16

.9-18. . .1-26

. .4-16.

.10-16. .

. . .8-6.

8-114-30.

9-18 5-5.

6-26 .12-15.

Shanghai Cobra, The Toler-Moreland
South of the Rio Grande Renaldo-Armida

Details under title: Song of the Border

Song of III Range (55) Wakely-Moore ..

Details under title: Saddle rals

Stranger Irom Santa Fe (56) Brown-Hatton

Springbme in Texas (55) Wakley-White

Suspense Cookson-William

Belle of the Bowery Regan Storm

Buwery Champs (62) East Side Kids

Details under title: Sunbonnet Sue

There Goes Kelly (61) MoranMcKay
Details under title: Make Way tor Kelly

Trouble Chasert Gilbert-Howard

Details under title. Here Comes Trouble

A Wave. A Wac. A Marine <70> F ; lers-Youngman

When Strangers Marry (67) Hunter Jigger

Details under title: I Married a S'ranger

. 4-2.

7-23.
.5-14

.6-12. 12-29

.2-16.

.6-2

PARAMOUNT
1941-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (20)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

Till-

RELEASE CHART
Tim. Cast Details

IN PRODUCTION
Bride Wore Boots, The Stanwyck. Cummings .

8-6.

Blue Skies (T) Crosby-Astaire 8-6.

Calcutta Ladd-Russell 7-9.

To Each His Own deHaviland-Lund 7-9.

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dark Mountain (57) Lowery-Drew 4-17..

National Barn Dance (76) Brown-Heather ...11-29..

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (81) Lynn-Russell 9-6

Rainbow Island (T) (93) Lamour-Sullivan ..10-18..

Till We Meet Again (88) Milland-Brltton ...12-13..

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Young 12-27.

Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine-OeCordova 5-31.

Man in Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker 11-1.

Ministry of Fear (84) Mllland-Reynolds ..7-26.

One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly 1-10.

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman ...7-13.
Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks ....8-21.
Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly 7-10..

Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton 5-15.

Practically Yoiri (90) Colbert-MaeMurray ..2-7.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tufts 1-10.
High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks ...10-16.

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100) Ladd-Russell 9-4.

Unseen, The (81) McCrea-Russell 5-15.
Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Lamour-Cordova . . .6-26.

Affairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent ..11-13.
Murder. He Snys (92) MacMurray-Main ...5-1,

Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage 11-27.

BLOCK NO. SIX
Midnight Manhunt Gargan-Savage

Details under title: Hard to Handle
Out of This World (96) Bracken-Lynn

You Came Along (103) Cummings-Scott ...

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) (113) Hutton-Cordova ...

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Cooper-Carroll ....
Northwest Mounted Police (128) Cooper-Carroll

This Gun For Hire (81) Ladd-Lake

1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
Duffy's Tavern Gardner-Reynolds . .

Follow That Woman Gargan-Kelly
Lost Weekend, The Milland-Wyman . . .

Love Letters Jones-Cotten

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia, The Ladd-Lake
Cross My Heart Hutton-Tufts

Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lake ...

Details under title: Good Intentions

Kitty Goddard-Milland .

Masquerade In Mexico Lamour-Cordova ..

Miss Susie Slagle's Tofts-Lake

Our Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Russell ...

People Are Funny Haley-Walker

Rhythm Raneh Haley- HI II lard ...
Road to Utopia, The Crosby-Hope-Lamoer

Stork Club Hutton-Fitzgerald

Trouble With Women. The Milland- Wright ..

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

They Made Me A Killer Lowery-Britton ...

Two Year? Before the Mast Ladd-Oenlery ...

Virginian. The McCrea-Britton . . .

Weil-Groomed Bride, The Milland-deHavilland

.4405.

.4403

. 4404

.

.4401.

.4402

.4415. .12-25

.4411. .12-25

12-25. .7-27.

.4424.

.4421.

.4422.

4-lf

. .4-2
4-16

.8-26

8-26.

. 4433

.

. 4434

!

.10-2.

.2-19.
10-31.

10-31

.

.6-12.

. .1-8.

.9-18.

. .3-5.

. .4-2.

.11-1.
12-13.
.4-30.

.6-11.

. .7-9.

5-1.

11-13.
2-19

1941-45 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

P R C
Completed (30)

Completed (17)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

AUGUST 20, 1945 13



IN PRODUCTION
How Do You Do? Gordon-Windsor
Wife of Monte Cristo Loder-Aubert

Title— Rinnlni Time

COMPLETED

RELEASE CHART

1944-45
Arson Squad (64)

.
Albertson-Armstrong 4-30.

Apology for Murder Savage-Beaumont ...3-5
BiueDtard (70> Carraoine-Parker ...6-12
Castle of Crimes (60) Kent-Churchill ..Foreign
Club Havana Lindsay-Neal 5-28
Crime, Inc. (75) Neal-Tilton 11-13
Dangerous Intruder. The Arnt-Borg 4.-16.

Details under title: The Intruder
°ann* Bo* Henry-Johnson 8-6
° ead 0' *'»« Ritter-O Bnen . . .10-31.
° e,° ur

,
Savage-Neal 6-25

D.xle Jamboree (71) Langford-Talbot ....2-7
Details under title: Dixie Steam Boat

Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) Lowe-Joyce
Fighting Bill Carson Crabbe-St. Jo
Fog Island (72) Atwill-Douglas
Flaming Bullets Ritter-Knox

9-11.
.9-27.

.11-10.

12-22.

.O'Brien-Ritter

.1-22.

.6-11.
11-13..
.6-11. .

5-14. .

1-22.

7-24

;

.8-21.

. .8-7.

. .8-7.

10-31.

. .2-5.

Frontier Fugitives

Details under title: Ride, Ranger, Ride
The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John .

Gangsters of the Frontier (56) Ritter-O'Brien
Great Mike. The (73) Erwin-Henry ...

Details under title- 4t the Post
His Brother's Ghost (54) Crabbe-St. John
Hollywood and Vine (58) Allison-McKay
la Fmm Arkansas (68) Adrian-Sommerville
I Ace use My Parents (68) Hughes-Meeker .

The Kid Sister (56) Pryor-Clark ....
Lady Confesses. The (64) .Hughes-Beaumont

Details onder title: Undercover Girl
Man Who Walked Alone. The (73) O'Brien-Aldrich

Detail, onder title- Yoo Can't Stop Romaice
Marked for Murder (58) O'Brien-Ritter
MlSsing Corpse (62) Bromberg-Jenks

Details onder title: Stranger in the Family
Oath of Vengeance (58) Crabhe-St. John
The Phantom nf 42nd street O'Brien-Aldrich ...i-2
Romance of the West Dean-Barton 8-
"ogues Gallery (60)

; >nks-Warner
Sne'l of Amy Nugent. The (63) Farr-Lindsay Foreig
Shadow of Terror Fraser-Gillern 5-2

Details under title: Checkmate
Shadows of Death (61) Crabbe-Knox 6-1

Details „„ rt pr tit ,„. Barher of Red Ga|J
Silver Fleet. The (77) Richardson-Withers
^""0 of Old Wvoming Dean-Padden
Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John
Strange Illusion f83) Eilers-lydon ....
cwing Hostess (76) Tl'tnn-OIPns
Three in the Saddle .'

.' Rit'er-O'Brien
Town Went Wild. The (77) rsartholnmew-Horton
Wr,rn»ri„ n Skulls (55) Ritter-O'Brien ...
Why Girls Leave Home (68) Lane-Leonard
Wild Horse Phantom Crabbe-St. John .

Details onder title: Phantom of Wild Val'-
White Pongo (73) Fraser-W.-ixon ...

12 2a.

'. ^8-15.

.2-15.

.9-22.

. 9-1.

.6-14.

. .
9-21

.

.11-15.

. .2-3.

. .4-25.

. 10-31

.

..11-4.

,5i2.

.505.

.559
.551. .11-13
.511. .10-30

.557
.515. . .5-14

.510. .12-11

.512. . .1-22

.516
.522. . .5-28

. .10-16. . .3-15. . . .507. . .2-19

2-5.

. For.

.5-14.

11-27.
.10-2.

.6-12.

.4-16.
.8-7.

. . .7-1.

. .8-17.
. .3-31.

. «-R.

. .7-26.

12-15.
.12-29.

.10-26.

5-14

.558

.517. . .3-19
509. .11-15

.562
.507. .11-27

.553
7-9

.555

.4-16 8-6

REPUBLIC
Feature
Westeri
Serials

(32)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (45)

Completed (31)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CONCERTO (T)

Drama with Music
Cast: Maria Ouspenskaya, Philip Dorn, William Carter, Cather-

ine McLeod, Felix Bressart, Fritz Feld.
Producer-Director: Frank Borzage Assoc. Producer: Lew Borzage
Story; Daughter of famed pianist in love with her sponsor a ereat musi

elan. The love colors her entire life — her marriage to another man
her child, everything. Classics bv Ruh-.wtein will predominate

IN PRODUCTION
RELEASE CHART

rnamom Rider, The (Serial) Kent-Stewart

Title—Ruining Tims ct
COMPLETED

. 1 044.45

Behi

n

nd
e

r
C

t

i,>

K
8
M Xore Taylor ...

ISLtU *
„
L " h S

., Terry-Roberts ..
Details under title: Return at Dawn

Ro„rs-E»ans ...

Rio Vh n-
™ Arlen-Fraree

. . .Big Show-Off (70) lake-Evant
Details under title: Next Comes

—
K?Mli** Carson.Burn.tt. ..™ <91

» Brece-Goizar ...
Cheaters The (87) Schildkraut-Burke

Detail, under title: The Magnificent Mr. M
SS"""IIn*5! ElMott-Flemlng ..
Clneago Kd (68) Barry- Roberts .

fjodt .f th. Pralrl. Bnrnettr-Carson
Corpo, Chrlstl Bandits Lane-Talbot
r>~n.r,d"„ 0' 0l"""« Elliot-Fleming".
Dont F,nee Me In Rogers- Evans ...fan CwrttPl Vanltle, (89) O'Keef.-Moor, ..
Fnd of th. Road (51) Norrls-Storey

"•tails »»d.r title- Man of Mystery

Details R.l. M. In

515.
. .1-22.

.9-15. . .327. .8-21

. . .2-5.

. . .9-4.

. . .9-4.

6-19.
12-30.
.1-22.

. .442.
. .407.
. .410.

.5-28

.1-22

. .2-5

. .5-15. .

. .6-26.

. .2-19.

.Ml..
11-30.
.7-15

. .451
. .405.
. . 421

.

11-1*

.7-9

. .6-12.
. . . 10-2

. .6-26. .

.

!

.2-5.

7-23

.9-30.
6-29

.10-6. .

.4-20. .

.3314.

.

. .417.
. .452.

.

. .465.

.

.2-1.9

11-13.
. .7-10.

..4-5.
11-10.

. .413.
. .402.

.3-19

. .1-8

. .8-21. 11-25. .404. 11-13

.11-27.

..8-21.

.12-11.

. .5-14.

,
.3-19.

.10-16.
..3-6.
..5-28.

..6-26.

. .4-2.

.10-31.
. .4-30.

-17.

.5-29.

..4-17.
.10-16.
12-11.

Federal Operator No. 99 lamont-Talbot 2-5
Flame of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak 7-24
Gangs of th. Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor 12-25.
Git Along Little Dogies Autry-Burnette ..Reissue
Great Flamarion, Th. (78) vonStroheim-Hughes 10-16
Tn. Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming 9-18.
Grisslys Millions (72) Grey-Kelly 9-18
Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Pearce-Evans 9-18
Jealousy (71) Morley-Asther ...11-27.
Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker

Details under title: Johnny March
Lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor
Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming
Love, Honor and Goodbye Bruce-Ashley
Man From Oklahoma, The Rogers-Evans
Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey
Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes
Mexicana Guizar-Moore
My Buddy (69) Barry-Roberts
Oregon Trail Carson-Stewart
Phantom Speaks, The (68) Arlen-Roberts
Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterling-Moore
Red River Valley Autry-Burnette
Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey
Silver City Kid .Lane-Stewart .

Details onder title: Red Gulch Renegades
San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake 5-29.
Santa Fe Saddlemates Carson-Stirling ...2-19.
Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling ...12-25
Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott- Blake 7-24
Sheriff of Sundown Lane-Stewart ...
Sing. Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown . .

.

Song for Miss Julie, A (69) Early-Clark
Sporting Chance (59) Randolph-O'Malley

Details under title: Behind the Ships
Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart 4-17.

Details onder title: Marshal of Monterey
Steppin' In Society (72) Horton-George 10-16.
Strange Impersonation, A Marshall-Gargan ....8-6

Details under title: You'll Remember Me
Sunset in El Dorado Rogers- Evans 6-11

Swingin' on a Rainbow Taylor-Frazee ....11-13
Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry ..12-25.
Three's A Crowd Michael-Gordon ..11-27.

Thoroughbreds . Neal-Mara . .

.

Tiger Woman, The Richmond-Mara
Toneka Terror Allan Lane . .

Utah (78) Rogers-Evans . .

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart

Torro's Black Whip (Serial) Lewis-Stirling

1945-46
Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An Dowd-Duke . .

Details under title: New Faces of 1945
Bandit of Badlands Carson-Stewart

California Gold Rush Elliott-Fleming

Captain Tugboat Annie Darwell-Kennedy

Details under title: Tugboat Annie's Son
Cherokee Flash Carson-Stirling

Colorado Pioneers Elliott-Fleming

r-
; rls of the Biq House Roberts- Powers

Guy Could Change, A Lane-Frazee 6-25
Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake 3-5

R"imh Riders of Ch^vennp Carson-Stewart ....5-14

Scotland Yard Investinator VonStroheim-Bachelor 219
Sheriff nf Redwood Valley FMiott-Fleming . ..7-23
Wmon Wh.els Westward Elliott-Fleming 4-16
Won-an Who Came B'-k Th» Kelly-Loder 4-30

Details under title: The Web

.
.5-28.

. .7-3.

10-lp.
.3-30.
.2-15.

.1-16.

.7-19.

.7-23.

. .4-2.

.
.8-1.

.3-18.
. .7-2.

.

.10-12.'

.7-14.

.

. .5-10.

'.12-i!!

.7-10.

.7-20.

.8-16.

.
.6-2.

.2-28.

12-31.
.11-7.

..8-12.
.2-19.

. .4-20.

.9-15.

. .415. . .4-30

. .422 i

.330'
. .412. . .2-19

.3317
. . 409 . . . 1-22

. . 419 . . . 5-14

.424
. .414. . .4-16

406

. .443.

. . 482

.

3312.

.1-8

..403.. 10-16

. .456
. .433. . .5-14

|

'.'3308.'.'.

..423...

..461...

.3313...

. .455. .

.

. .454...

.3316...

..463...
. .401 9 '

. .411
. .420.... 6-

.462.

418

. .3-19.

. 10-2

.

.12-11.

.10-16.

.8-21.

.1-8.

.8-16.

.5-23.

.12-23.

.1-26.

. .3-21.

.
.5-10.

12-16.

.4-16. .

.4-30.

.

12-25. ,

.3-5.

RKO -RADIO
1944-45 Features Completed (50) In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

THE FALCON'S ALIBI
Mystery—Started August 3

Cast: Tom Conway, Rita Corday, Jane Greer, Vince Barnett.

Director: Ray McCarey Producer: William Berl

Fa lied

I-os Ar

HEARTBEAT
Drama—Started July 12

Cast: Ginger Rogers, Jean Pierre Aumont, Adolphe Menjou, Ba:

Rathbone, Melville Cooper, Mikhail Rasumny.
Director: Sam Wood Producer: Robert and Raymond Haki
Story: Not available. See next issue.

TARZAN AND THE LEOPARD MAN
Drama—Started July 25

Cast: Johnny Weismuller, Brenda Joyce, Johnny Sheffield, A
quanetta, Tommy Cook, Edgar Barrier, Iris Flores, Hel

Gerald. Lillian Molieri, Kay Solinas.

Director: Kurt Neumann Producer: Sol Les.--]

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rinnlnt TIM Cut UottMi R.l. **

IN PRODUCTION
Tale ot Bedlam. A

Details under title: Cnamber oi Horrors

Cornered

Kid From Brooklyn. The (T)

All Men Are Liars

Details under title: The Lie Detector

Karloff-Lee B-6

Powell-Cheirel 7-9.
Kaye-Mayo 6-25.
Granville-Conway . . .7-23.

FILM BULLBTH



COMPLETED

.Lam 'n Abner

.Esmond-Massen

.Moffett-Esmond

.5-15.

.5-29.

.5-29.

BLOCK NO. ONE
Going To Town (69)

Mister Race (96)

My Pal. Wolf (75)

DiUlli ••« title Pompkln Shell

Mono But the Lonely Heart (113) Brant-Wyatt 3-6.

Tall In the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines 5-1.

BLOCK NO. TWO
Enrolment Perllotj (91) Lamarr-Brent 7-24.

Falcon In Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale 7-24.

Murder. My Sweet <90) Powell-Shirley ....5-29.

Detail] under title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rush. The (65) Langford-Brown ...6-12.

Nevada (61) Mltehum-Gates 7-24.

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly 7-24.

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley .. 10-16.

Details under title: Come Share My Love

Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire ...10-16.

Hating Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis 5-1.

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long 8-21.

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) Karloff-Lugosi ....11-13.

China Sky (77) Scott-Drew 9-4.

Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Welssmuller-Joyce

Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young 1-22.

Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney 9-18.

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ann 11-13.

Details under title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler, The (67) Loder-Duprez 7-10.

Two O'clock Courage (66) Conway-Rutherford .8-21.

West of The Pecos (66) Mitchum-Hale ..10-16..

SPECIALS
Belle of the Y«kon (T) (84) Scott-L«o 4-3.

Casanova Brown (93) Cooper-Wright 2-21.

It's a Pleasora (T) (90) Henle-O'Shea 8-21.
Princess and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo 5-15.

Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature

Woman in the Window, The (95) Robinson-Bennett ..4-17.
Details inder title: Onet Off Guard

Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo 7-24.

.504 . . .10-2

.502. . .10-2

. 505 . . . 10-2

.501... 10-2

. .503. . .10-2

.510.. 12-11

.507. .12-11

.508. .12-11

.515. . .2-19

.513. . .2-19

.512. .
2-19

517 3-5

.519. . .4-30

.518. ..4-30

. 520 . . . 4-30

.516. . .4-30

.5-14

.4-30

.6-11

.583. .12-11

.581 8-1

.584. . . .3-5

.551. .10-16

.591. .12-25

.582. .10-16

.552. . .4-30

1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
George White's Scandals (95) Davis-Haley 2-5 .

Falcon in San Francisco. The (65) Conway-Corday ,...2-19..
Johnny Angel (79) Raft-Trevor . . . .

.12-11

Momma Loves Poppa (60) Errol-Risdon 2-19..
Radio Stars on Parade (69) Brown-Carney 4-16..

NOT DESIGNATED
Along Came Jones (90) Cooper-Young ....11-27..
Bells of St. Mary's, The Crosby-Bergman 3-5.

Deadline at Dawn Hayward-Williams ..5-28.
Ding Dong Williams Vernon-McGuire ....5-14.
First Yank Into Tokyo Seal-Hale 2-19.
Game of Death Loder-Long 2-19.

Details under title: The Most Dangerous
Isle of the Dead Karloff-Drew

Hotel Reserve Mason-Mannheim Foreign.

Meet Oick Tracy Conway- Jeffreys ....6-11.
Man Alive O'Brien-Drew 2-5.

Sing Yo«r Way Homo Haley-Jeffries 12-11.
Riverboat Rhythm Errol-Newton 7-9.

Details onder title: Follow Your Heart

Spanish Main, The (T) Henreid-O'Hara ...11-27.
Tomorrow Is Forever Colbert-Welles 4-2.

Wanderer of the Wasteland Warren-Long 6-11.

REISSUE
Pinocehio Disney Cartoon Feature . .

602
603
604
.601.
605

20th C ENT U R i-FOX
|

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (15)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DOLL FACE
Musical—Started August 6
Cast: Carmen Miranda, Dennis O'Keefe, Perry Como, Vivian

Blaine, Michael Dunne, Reed Hadley.
Director: Lewis Seiler Producer: Bryan Foy
"*.ory: Chorus girl hires ghost writer to do a novel for her to land her on

Broadway.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rinnlni TIM Cast Details III. Re. In.

IN PRODUCTION
Enchanted Voyage (T) ..Payne-Haver 5-14
Leave Her To Heaven (T) Tierney-Wildo 5-28
s"™¥ MacMorray-Baxter ..7-23

COMPLETED
1944-45 -

—

BLOCK NO. ONE
Tito It ee Liave It (70) Baker- Massow 4-3. Aogost. . . .501. . .7-24
"ing and a Prayer (97) Ameehe-Andrewi .. .2-21. .August 502... 10-2

BLOCK NO. TWO
c^'.Ti um

r"*y (73> Dennis-Roosevelt Travel Feat. Sept 504... 8-21
Greenwich Village (T) (82) Ameehe-Miranda . .11-15. . .Sept 505. ..8-21
sweet and Lowdown (75) Barl-Goodman 2-7... Sept 503... 8-21

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise. The (75) Laurel-Hardy

Details under title: Good Neighbors

In the Meantime, Darling (72) Craln-Latlmore ...

Details under title: I Married a Soldier

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) Woolley-Haver

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laura (88) Tlerney-Andrews

Something for the Boys (T) (87) Mlranda-O'Shea ..

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier (86) Buter-Wlnnlnger
Winged Victory (130) O'Brien-Crane . . .

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peek-Hirdwleke
Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
rlangover Square (77) Cregar-Darnell ...

A Tree Grows In Brooklyn (128) McGuire-Dunn ...

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68) Q'Shea-Marshall

Thunderhead, Son of Flicka <T> (73) McDowell-Foster

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77) Fields-Woolley . . .

Details under title: Molly, Bless Her

Song of 8ernadette (156) Jones-Price

Royal Scandal, A (90) Bankhead-Eythe ..

Details onder title: Czarina

BLOCK NO. TEN
Diamond Horseshoe (T) (104) Grable-Haymes . .

Bull Fighters (62) Laurel-Hardy

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Don Juan Quilligan (75) Bendix-Blondell

Details under title: Two-Faced Quilligan

Where Do We Go From Here? (T) (77) . . MacMurray-Leslie

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Nob HIM (95) J. Bennett-Raft . .

Within These Walls (71) Mitchell-Anderson

REISSUE
Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81) Gable-Yoong

1945-46

NOT DESIGNATED
And Then There Were None (97) Fitzgerald-Huston

Bell for Adano. A (103) Hodiak-Bendix .

Captain Eddie (107) MacMurray-Bari
Caribbean Mystery (65) Dunn-Ryan

Delails under title: First. Last and Always
Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe

Dolly Sisters, The (T) Grable-Payne . . .

,

tiragonwyek
. . .Tierney-Eythe

Fallen Angel Faye-Andrews

House on 92nd Street Eythe-Hasso ....
Details under title: Now It Can Be Told

Junior Miss (94) Garner-Joslyn

Kitten on the Keys (T) O'Hara-Haymes
Snider, The Conte- Marlowe

State Fair (T) Andrews-Crain ...

Walk in the Sun Andrews-Conte

Details under UA Release Chart
Way Ahead. The (104) Niven-Huntley . ..

Wil nn (T) (153) Hardwicke-Mitchell

4-3. October

1-10 October.

3-6. October.

.506 .
.9-18

.507. . .9-18

508 .10 16

.3-19.

11- 13
12- 11.

. .2-5.

12-25.

. .2-5.

. .3-5.

.5-14.

.4-30.

.2-19.
.4-30.
.6-11.

.1-22.

.8-11.

For.

UNITED ARTISTS

. . Nov 509. 10-30

Nov 510. 11-15

. . Dm. . . .513. 12-11

. .Dee.. . .512.

..Jan... ..514. 12-25

. . Feb.

.

. .516. .1-22

. .Feb.. . .517. . .2-5

III'. ;

2
2^5

. . Apr.

.

. . 522

.

..3-5

.April. . . .520. . .2-7

April. .521. . .4-E

. .May. . . 524

.

.4-30

. May. . .525. .4-16

. . Jane. .
. 527 . .6-25

June . .526. .5-28

. July . . 529

.

.6-11

.July . .

.June.

.

. .528.

.523.

.

.6-11

Oct 7-23

..Aug... 601. . .7-9

. Sept. . . . 604

.

7-23
Sept. . . . . 605

.

8-6

Nov

. Dec
Dec

Oct.. .

. Aug. . . . .603. .6-25

Oct.. .

Aug .606 6-11

. .Aug.. . .602 . .8-7

1944-45 Features Completed (36) In Production (3)

Kev to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rsrs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.) ; Sherman (Sum.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Boireaus
(Bog:.): Stromberg (Smg\): Levey (Lev.): Cowan (Cow.):
Stone (Stn ) : Selznick (Szk.) ; Nebenzahl (Neb.) ; Lessor
Les ); Loew-Hakim (L. H.) : Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.) ; Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug ).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TOM BRENEMAN'S BREAKFAST IN HOLLYWOOD
Comedy—Started August 10

Cast: Tom Breneman, Bonita Granville, Edward Ryan, Beulah
Bondi, Raymond Walburn, Billie Burke, Zasu Pitts, .Lois

January, Margaret Early, Spike Jones and His City Slick-

ers. King Cole Trio.

Director: Harold Schuster Producer: Robert S. Golden
Story: Breneman plays cupid and general Mr. Fix-it via his radio show.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Ruilei Tim. cut Detain

Abilene Scott-Dvorak 8-6..
Diary of A Chambermaid Goddard- Hatfield ..7-23..
Duel in The Sun Jones-Cotten 3-19.

COMPLETED

Abroad with Two Yanks (80) .

Bedside Manner (79) ...
Blithe Spirit (T)

Blood on the Sun (94) ......
Brewster's Millions (79)
Caesar and Cleopatra (T) . . . .

Captain Kidd

1944-45
. . O'Keefe-Bendii

. . . Hussey-Carroll

. . .Cummings-Harrison Foreign.

. . Xagney-Sidney 10-31.

. . .O'Keefe-Walker 8-21
. . -Olivier-Leigh ...Foreign..

. . .Laughton-Brifton ... .2-5

.3-20 8-4. . .Sal 8-7

11-27. . .6-15. . Stn . . .6-25
G.F.D

£gy.
.4-7. . .Sml.

G-F.D.

8-24. . Bog
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Colonel Blimp (T) (148) Livesy-Walbrook

Dark waters t8») Oberon-Tone

Del.ghtfully Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy

Details under title: High Among the Stan

.Foreign...- 5-4.. G-F.D 4-2

5-29 .. 11-10 • • Bog. .12-11

9-4. • .3-31. -Rgs--
•
-3-19

O'Keefe-McDonald

Darnell-McClure .

Ba ter-Bellamy .

Getting Gertie's Garter . .

Great John L, The (96)

burnt In the House (12

Guest Wife (88) Colbert-Ameche

Hairy Ape, The (90) Bc.dix-Hayward

Henry V (T) Olivier-Newton

Her Man Gllbey Wilding-Ward .

I'll Be Seeing Yon (85) Rogers-Cotten

Details under title: Double Furlough

Its in the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley

Sensations of 1945 (86) Powell-Fields .

Mr. Emmanuel (92) .Aylmer-Gynt .

Outlaw, The Russell-Huston

Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields

Since You Went Away (171) rolbert-Cotten

Song of the Open Road (89) Bergen-Granville

Southerner, The (91) Scott-Field

Details under title: Hold Autumn in Your Hand

Spellbound .Bergman-Peck

Details under title: House of Dr. Edwardea

Story of G. I. Joe (109) Meredith

Summer Storm (107) Sanders-Darnell

Details under title: The Moon Their Mistress

This Happy Breed (T) Newton-Johnson

3 Is a Family (81) Ruggles-Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field .
.

2000 Women Robson -Calvert

Young Widow Russell-Hayward

Whistle Stoi .' Raft-Gardner .

. . 6-25

.

.7-10.

.

. .2-21.

.

.12-11.

. . .1-10.

. For. . . .

Sml.

6-29. . Crosby.

.12-8 Smg.
.7-27 Ski.

. .6-16. . .Lev..

G.F.D..

G.F.D..

...1-5...SIK..

Rgs...10-16... 4-21.

. .
12-13. . .6-30 .Str,

.Foreign. . .1-19. .G.F.D

8-31. . Hug

.. .1-22. . 9-14
9-20.

.12-13. .

.
.9-18. .

•12. Szk.

. .6-11

.12-25

.
.8-6

.2-19

.7-10

, . 1-22

.7-21

.5-15

.5-14

.7-24. . .9-28 . Szk.

.11-27. . .7-13.

.12-27. . .7-15. Neb.

Foreign G.F.D..

. .6-26. .11-23. . Les.

...6-26.. 12-29... Cow..

Foreign G.F.D.

.

V5 Smg..
'. .7-23 Neb.

UN IY ER SAL
1944-15 Features

Westerns
Serials

(55)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (59)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (3)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

THE FUGITIVE
Mystery—Started August 13

Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Marjorie Riordan.

Producer-Director: Roy Wm. Neill Assistant: Seward Webb

OUTLAWS OF TWIN FORKS
Western—Started August 8

Cast: Kirby Grant, Fuzzy Knight, Poni Adams, Tom Fadden.

Producer-Director: Wallace W. Fox Assistant: Charles Gould

RELEASE CHART
Title—Riinlni Tim* Cast

IN PRODUCTION
As It Was Before Oberon-Korvin .

Scarlet Street Robinson-Bennett

COMPLETED
1944-45 —
Grant-Armida

Granville-Beery

Bad Men of the Border
Beautiful Cheat (59)

Details under title: It's Never Too Late
Beyond the Pecos Cameron-Drew
Blonde Ransom (68) Cook-Grey
Bowery To Broadway (94) Oakie-Montez
Babes on Swing Street Errol-Vlncent
Can't Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paige
Climax, The (86) Karloff- Foster

. Grant-KnightCode of the Lawless

Details under title: Law for Pecos
Crrmson Canary Beery-Collier . .

Details under title: Hear That Trumpet Talk
Dead Man's Eyes (64) Chaney-Parker .

East Side of Heaien (Reissue) Crosby- Blondel

I

Easy To look At (64) Jean-Grant . . .

Enter Arsene L.jsln ;?2\
. .Raines-Kowin

Details under title: Arsene Lupin
Fairy Tale Murder Jean-Brasselle .

Frontier Gal (T) deCarlo-Caroeron
Frozen Ghost, The (61) Chaney-Ankcrs

?
es,| ny <65) jean-Curtis ...

Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey . . .

Girl On the Snot Barker-Collier .

Details under title: Serenade for Murder
Gypsy Wildcat fT) (75) ... Montez-Hall . .

Here Come the Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello
Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattan
HI, Beautiful O'Drlscoll-Beery

Details under title: Be It Ever So Humble
House of Fear (69) Rathbone-Bruce
Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney

Details under title: Devils Brood
I'll Remember April (64) Jean-Grant ...

rMi.ll, „nder title: Mike Goes to a Party
I'll Tell the World . Tracy-Joyce . .

Imitation of Life (Reissue) Colbert-William

Junule Captive (63) Lane-Kruger

Jungle Queen (Serial) Collier-Quillan .

I»dv On A Train Durbin-Bellamy

Master Key. The (Serial) Wiley-Moore
Men In Her Diary Albritton - Hal I .

Merrily We Slut Ryan-Blytb ...

Merry Monahans, The (91) O'Connor-Ryan

.11-27.

.

.7-20. . . 9044 .

.

.
.8-6

. .7-24. . .2-23. . .9083
.12-25. .6-15. . .9042.

.

.6-25
..5-15. . .11-3. . .9072. .11-15

. .5-29. .
10-13. . .9024.

.

. .6-12. .12-29.
. .9071. .12-25

2-21. .10-20. . .9007. .10-16

. .7-23.

. .4-16.

. . .4-3. .11-10. . .9026. .10-30

.6-15. . .9097
.12-25

.

'. .8-10.

.

.9045
. .8-21. .11-24. . .9018. .12-10

. . .10-2.

. . . 5-14

.

. .6-26. . 6-28. .
.9032.'

. .7-9

.
.9-18. .12-22. 9023. .12-25

. .10-2. .
.2-23. .9012. . . .3-5

. . .3-19.

.10-18. . . .9-1.
. . 9005

.

. .8-21

.
.11-13. . . .2-2. . .9002. . . .3-5

. .7-24. . . 2-9. . . 9021

.

. .3-19

. . .8-21. . .12-8. . .9031.

2-5. . .3-16. . .9025. . .4-16

.11-27. . .5-11. . .9028

. . .4-17. . .2-16. . .9013. . . .1-8

.8-21. . .4-13. . .9027. . .5-14

.12-11 6-8.

6-15.
. .9-18. . .6-29.

.10-2. . .1-23.

. .2-5. . .8-24.

.12-11. . .4-25.
..2-19
..5-15
.12-27. . .9-15.

Mion|l|ht and C«tii Antfrews-Camllo .

Mummy's Curse (62) Chaney-Hardjng .

Murder In the Blue Room (61) Cook-Gwynne ..

!By»iery of the River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clements .

My Gal Loves Music (T) Crosby-McDonald

Naughty Nineties, The (76) Abbott-Costello ..

Night Club Girl (61) Ausun-Uunn

Night in Paradise Oberon-Bey

Old Texae Trail. The ameron-Knight .

On Stage. Everybdoy (75) Oakie-Ryan

Patrick the Great (89) O'Connor-Ryan ..

Pearl of Death i69) Rathbone-Bruce ..

Penthouse Rhythm Collier-Norns ...

Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyce

Raiders of Ghost City Moore-Atwlll ...

Reckless Age (63) lean-Clark ....

Details under title: Make Way for Love

Renegades of the Rio Grande Cameron- Knight

Riders of Santa Fe cameron-Knight .

Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial) Kennedy-Kennedy

Salome, Where She Danced (90) DeCarlo-Cameron

San Diego, I Love You (83) Han-Foster

Secret Agent X-9 (Serial) Bridges-Wiley ...

See My Lawyer (69) Olsen & Johnson

Senorlta from the West JonesGranvillt .

Shady Lady Coburn-Simms . .

Details under title: Alibi in Ermine

She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan

Singing Sheriff (63) Norrls-Knloht ..

Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-Kelly ...

Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce . . .

Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall

Details under title: Oueen of the Nile

Suspect. The (85) Laughton-Rames

Swing Out, Sister (60) Cameron-deWit .

That Night With You Tone-Foster

Details under title: Once Upon a Dream

That's The Spirit (93) Ryan-Oakie ......

Uncle Harry Sanders-Fitzgerald

Under Western Skies (57) o'Onscoll-Beery

Details under title: Musical Round-up

Woman in Green (68) Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: Invitation to Death

..9-6.... 9-9.

.8-21. . .2-16.

. .3-20. . .12-1.

.7-24. .10-24.

.6-26. .12-15.

..2-5.... 7-6.

.7-24.... 1-5.

...1-8

.7-10. .12-15.

.5-14. .
.7-13.

.11-1.... 5-4.

. .5-1. . .9-22.

8-21. . .6-22.
.3-19

.5-29. .
.7-25.

...5-1.. 11-17.

9022
.9036

. .S.034. .11-2

.9681

.9037. .12-1]

.9003. . .6-2:

.9035 ..1-2:

.'9682.'.'.'.'.'.'.

.10-2. . .4-27.

.4-17. . .9-29.

.4-16

. .5-1. . .5-25.

. 1-22

.6-11

10-31... 1-12.

4-17 . . .10-6

.il-13. . .4-20

. .2-19
.6-26... 3-2.

9020 2-

' r'10 .10-1

.9040. .
5-2

.10-2.

.
.9-4.

.6-11.

.
.1-8.

4-30.
.8-21.

.
.6-1.

.8-17.

.1-19.

.5-21

.9039. . .
2-

.9025. . .7-2;

WARNER BROTHERS
1944-45 Featui In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

HER KIND OF MAN
Drama—Started August 6

Cast: Zachary Scott, Janis Paige,

George Tobias.

Director: Frederick De Cordova

Faye Emerson, Dane Cla

Producer: Alex Gottli

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title—Running Time

Man I Love, The

COMPLETED

Christmas in Connecticut (101)

Conflict (86)

Corn Is Green, The (114) . .

Conspirators, The (101)

Details inder title: Forty Whacks

oughgirls. The U02)

Horn Blows at Midnight,

Hotel Berlin (98)

Janle (106)
Last Ride, The (56) . .

.

Objective Burma (142) . .

Cast Detilli Rel. io. i

Boyer-Bacall . .6-25. .

Flynn-Parker .8-6 . .

Grant-Smith . .6-25. .

1944-45
Grant- Lane . .11-1. . .9-23.

.

..403.. .9

Stanwyck-Morgan . .6-12. . .8-11. . . .420.

.

.7

Bogart-Hobart . . . . 5-17 . . .6-30. . . .418.

.

6

..Davis-Dell . .8-21.

.

.7-21.. . .419.

.

10
. Lamarr-Henreid . . .3-6. 10-21.

.

. .405.

. Wyman-Cowan .10-19.

.

. .9-9.

.

. .402.

.

Sheridan-Carson . . .3-6. .11-25.. . .407.

Morgan-Massey . . . .8-21. . . .4-7. . . .414.

Sullivan-Dorn . . • ..6-12. .5-19.

.

..416..

1st

All-star ..6-26. .12-31. . . 409

.

. .Kenny-Smith .11-15. .
.4-28.

.

. .415.

.
.King-Dantine ... .11-27. .

.3-17.

.

..413.
'.'.3

. .Reynolds-Hutton ..1-10.. . .9-2.

.

. .401.

Travis-Parker . .

.

. 10-7 .

.

. .404.

.

Flynn-Brown "6-12! .2-10. . . .411.

Lupino-Greenstreet .8-21.. . .6-9 . . . .417..

Russell-Carson . . • . .6-12. ..3-3.. . .412.
.U '

Bogart-Bacall . .

.

..2-21. ..1-20.. ..410.

.Parker-Morgan ...3-6. .11-11.. . .406. ,1(

1945-46

A Stolen Life Davis-Ford ,

Big Sleep. The Bogart-Bacall

Cinderella Jones Leslle-Aldo

Danger Signal Emerson-Scott

Devoti

. . . .2-19.

.

. .
.10-31.

.

...12-13..
....4-16..

DeHaviland-Lupino 11-16. .

. .4-16. .

.12-25..

.11-29. .

.
.9-18. .

. .7-24. .

Janie Gets Married Leslie-Hutton .

Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson

My Reputation Stanwyek-Brent

Nobody Lives Forever Garfleld-Fitzgerald

Of Human Bondage Henreld-Parker

One More Tomorrow Sheridan-Moraii

Pride of the Marines Garfield-Parker

Details under title: This Love of Ours

Rhapsody in Blue (139) Leslie-Aldo ....

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smith .

Saratoga Trunk (— )
Cooper-Bergman ...

Shadow of A Woman King-Prince

Three Strangers Fitzgerald-Greenstreet

Time, The Place and The Girl. The (T) .... Morgan-Paige

Too Young To Know leslie-Hutton

Two Mrs. Carrolls, The Bogart-Stanwyek .

11-27.

.7-26.

10-16.

. .3-8.

.2-19
1-22
4-2.

.9-27.

10-27

.

.1-26
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

PEACE
Peace came to America and the world at 7 p. m. last Tuesday

ind brought with it wild celebrations, momentous changes, lifting

}f restrictions, deep-seated problems — and a fervent prayer that
his time was the last time.

The motion picture industry, as all others, faced a new era.
postwar plans, those dim visions of construction, expansion, new
nethods, television — all came into bold relief with the end of the
nost destructive war in history. In Washington, John W. Snyder,
Director of War Mobilization and Reconversion, laid down the

• ules that would begin the task of returning the nation to a peace-
ime economy. Gasoline and fuel oil rationing became a thing of
he past the day following the Japanese surrender. Manpower
•ontrols over employers and workers were abolished by the War
vlanpower Commission, but price ceilings and wage stabilization
vould be continued until all danger of inflation disappears. Many
other wartime production and distribution controls would also
:ontinue in effect long enough to prevent bottlenecks and hoard-
ing, assure equitable distribution and maintain economic
;tabilization.

Snyder warned that unemployment might reach the figure of
i,000,000 by next Spring and that it will take a year or longer to
leach expanded peacetime production necessary to absorb these
persons. The problem of a lessened national income was one of
he foremost to face the industry. Exhibitors saw as the princi-
pal factor in its solution the need for a higher grade of picture
,is the public became more discriminating in its choice of where
o spend the not-so-easily earned money. Another factor was
Iressing up the picture's showplace — the theatre — now that
•onstruction and maintenance controls were relaxed and were
ioon expected to be lifted completely. Lifting of manpower con-
rols promised a choice of employes capable of giving better
service to the public.

Celebrations following the announcement of peace were wild
ind hilarious throughout the nation, but did not reach the riotous
ind destructive point expected apprehensively by many theatre
owners. An exception was the central district of San Francisco,
vhere theatres previously had announced that they would remain
>pen, but were forced to shut down by the crowd's violence. War
;ond booths were smashed and tossed on bonfires, posters were
ripped from lobbies and plate glass on fronts and boxoffices
washed. Elsewhere, theatres remained open, but reported little

pusiness the first day. Receipts picked up, however, on following
lays when the two-day holiday proclaimed by most states found
iiudiences quiet and eager for entertainment.

The newsreels rushed their victory special issues to theatres
iround the country and audiences in Eastern States saw the
•ictory reels eighteen hours after President Truman's proclama-
ion. Outlying regions received the reels as fart as air express
ransportation permitted.

GOLDMAN DECISION SIGNIFICANT— MYERS
|

Noting that the Circuit Court of Appeals' reversal of the Gold-
man decision in which the Federal District Court dismissed the
Philadelphia exhibitor's anti-trust case against the Warner Cir-
•uit and eight major distributors was highly significant as "an-
ther in a long list of developments indicating that the Govern-
nent will prevail in its action against the Big Eight and that
nonopoly and monopolistic practices will be driven out of the
Inotion picture industry," Allied's A. F. Myers hailed the Circuit
ribunal's decision as a major factor in overcoming producer-
Ustributor monopoly in the industry.

Declaring that "the mills grind slowly but the grist is coming
hrough," Myers listed six other recent developments to aid in
he independent exhibitors' battle: (1) Decision in the Interstate
Circuit Case; (2) Decision in the Crescent Case; (3) Filing by
Utorney General of an expediting certificate thereby bringing
lefendants' dilatory tactics to an end; (4) Decision in the Asso-
iated Press Case; (5) Trend of Supreme Court Decisions toward
ffective enforcement of the Sherman Act and (6) Resignation
'f Justice Roberts who dissented in the Interstate, Crescent and
lumerous other cases.

Opinion of National Allied was that the Appeals Court deci-
lon was a "green light" to which a number of independents have
>een looking forward as a precedent in order to file trust suits of
heir own.

Meanwhile, the defendants considered the possibility of filing
>n appeal from the Circuit Court's decision to the U. S. Supreme
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Court, with counsel for the distributors noting that the decis:on
appeal to the highest court might not be forthcoming for thirty
days or more from date of the Appeals tribunal decision, August
2. It was pointed out that a decree giving effect to the reversal
will have to be entered by the court first and that defendants will

have 90 days thereafter in which to file an appeal to the Supreme
Court. Hearings to determine the amount of damages due Gold-
man, not specified in the higher court's ruling, were expected to

be set by District Court Judge William H. Kirkpatrick. who
handed down the original decision, which was later reversed.

Goldman asked injunctive action and triple damages amounting
to $1,350,000 from defendants.

RKO SETS 37 FOR 1945-46
At least 37 features will be delivered by RKO-Radio during

the 1945-46 season, it was announced by Ned E. Depinet, president,

at the company's regional sales meeting in New York last fort-

night. This compared with 30 for the current season. One hun-
dred seventy-five short subjects, including 104 issues of Pathe
News were also announced.

The majority of the pictures will be produced at its own
studios, with product from at least five independent production
units comprising the balance of the feature product. These in-

clude Samuel Goldwyn, International Pictures, Inc. (William
Goetz, Leo Spitz), Walt Disney, Frank Ross and Sol Lesser. There
will be six or more features in Technicolor, in addition to the
Disney product.

Included in the features listed by Depinet were: "The Spanish
Main" in Technicolor, starring Paul Henreid and Maureen O'Hara:
"Bells of St. Mary's" starring Bing Crosby and Ingrid Bergman
with Leo McCarey producing and directing; "The Robe" from the

best selling novel, produced by Frank Ro^s and directed by Mer-
vyn LeRoy, in Technicolor; Stephen Ames' Technicolor produc-
tion, "The Strange Adventures of Sinbad"; "Heartbeat" and "The
Great Answer," both starring Ginger Rogers; "Notorious," Alfred
Hitchcock production starring Cary Grant and Ingrid Bergman
and another Grant starrer, "A Very Remarkable Fellow."

Samuel Goldwyn will present four features: "Wonder Man"
nnd "The Kid from Brooklyn," both starring Danny Kaye, :n

Technicolor; "Earth and High Heaven" and "The Bishop's Wife."

International will have "Tomorrow Is Forever" with Orson
Welles. Claudette Colbert and George Brent; "Up Front With
Mauldin" and producer Gary Cooper's "Along Came Jones" with
Cooper and Loretta Young. Disney will have "Make Mine Music"
and will re-release "Pinocchio."

In addition to the Pathe newsreels, the short subjects will

include 18 Disney cartoons. 13 Sportscopes and seven "Flicker

Flashbacks," all one-reelers. Thirty-three two-reelers include 13

"This Is America" films, six Edsrar Kennedv and six Leon Errol

comedies, four "Headliner Rivals" and four Ray Whitley musicals.

(Continued on Page 23)

PEOPLE
Robert M. Gillham, director of publicity and advertising for

Paramount Pictures, resigned to become associated with the New
York office of J. Walter Thompson Co., advertising agencv. No
successor was appointed, Charles M. Reagan, vice-president . in

charge of sales, announced.
Harrv Weiner was promoted to the post of division manager

:n charge of E. Pa., and Southern New Jersey, for Columbia,
raising the company's total of division managers to nine.

Merritt Crawford. 67, formerly a member of the Film Bulletin

staff and recently with United Artists pressbook department, died

August 11 in New York. A veteran motion picture publicist.

Crawford entered the industry in 1916.

Harry Stern was named West Coast district manager for PRC.
being upped from Los Angeles branch manager. Sidney Lehman
takes over the L. A. branch spot. Mike Lee was named PRC Kan-
sis Citv branch manaerer and Joe Miller was appointed district

manager for Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland and Cincinnati.

Leo J. McCarthy, formerly sales manager for PRC and re-

cently appointed associate producer by the studio, left the com-
pany following settlement of his contract with Leon J. Fromkess,
president.

Harry Gaffney was appointed Monogram branch manager in
Kansas City, replacing Mike Lee.
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SAVAGERY, THRILLS, DRAM
Exploitation picture spelled with a capital E!" -HOLLYWOOD REPOI

China's heroic struggle accurately projected in this substantially produced action drop
- BOXCK



i "CHINA'S LITTLE DEVILS"!
3 e of Monogram's most impressive offerings

!

" - MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Highly exploitable. The en-

tire family should be inter-

ested in this authentic story."

-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

m young guerrillas of China are

v ly etched on film and a new child

lis born!" —LOS ANGELES TIMES

P III of suspense, superior acting and
Msual drama. Has a bang-up climax."

-SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER

"Tells of the Chinese children who harassed the

Japs with such effect that the enemy put a price

on their heads. There's impact and power in the

passages of conflict." -MOTION PICTURE HERALD



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NiW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

CAPTAIN EDDIE' ROMANTIC COMEDY. ONLY SUPERFICIAL BIOGRAPHY
hold the offering together. BARNEb. "

(20TH CENTURY-FOX)
"...Although told in human terms, ther

pression of mere factual superficiality.

is an unfortunate lm-

The widely publicized ac-

tion high points are always interesting, but it is progressively less

penetrating as it moves from youth to maturity .. .Cautious avoid-

ance of anything that might breed controversy has taken the life

out of the last half." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

"...Pleasant little nosegay of nostalgia instead of the imposing,

solemn film you might have expected of a biography of Edward

Rickenbacker. . .Mere flashes of highlights in the career of the

hero. . .Most of the picture is light comedy. . .If you will skip those

raft scenes for the moment, you will have a good flavor of buoy-

ant laughter running all through." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-

TELEGRAM.
"...Colorful career of Captain Rickenbacker is spread rather

thinly. . .Goes in for sentimental glorification rather than realistic

character analysis. The result is a languid period piece .. .There

are moments of high adventure in the film, but on the whole it is

choppy and far too long. . .Nostalgic quality is scarcely enough to

rescue

picture

N Y HERALD TRIBUN1

"...It was an inspired decision that P"^/^^™
Sheehan to translate the real life adventures of Capt. Eddie R>.

bneenan lu
screen ..Rickenbacker

kenbacker into dramatic action for the scieen. i

at sea is by far the best and most dramatic part of tr

although the balance of the Rickenbacker story is crad

med with human interest, romance and exciting events. CAJ

ERON N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

Not the story it promises to be of Capt. Eddie Rickenbacke

ace' of World War I and commercial airline executive who hole

some rather rigid social views... Just another sentimental comec

Straight romantic entertainment, with familiar family comec

and sentiment." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES

- Quite apart from its purely ethical lack of taste - devot.r

nearly two hours of people's hard-bought movie attendance

personal publicity for a living, competing airline promoter - it

really a pretty tinny flivver of a movie... It brushes off with ,

most no film footage at all the genuinely photogenic periods

and devotes nearly all of its time to hon
Rickenbacker's career,

horn era." McMANUS, PM

'CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTICUT' NEVER A DULL (NOR GOOD) MOMENT— POST
plications more hectic than funny .Barbara Stanwyck.s not ha

(WARNER)
"...Scrambled screen farce given the benefit of deft action...
Moderately amusing picture ... Story itself has no more substance
than a soap bubble. . .Engaging performing makes the dramatic
facade seem a lot less false than it actually is. Since there are
some funny lines and situations sprinkled through the continuity,

the show gets by as entertainment .. .Highly inconsequential but
fairly diverting comedy." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
" Depends not so much on genuine humor as upon suggestive
lines and situations for its merriment. . .Audience seemed to be
enjoying the double-meaning dialogue (not to mention the 'double-

takes' of the players), even though it rolled from their lips with
such obviousness. . .Plot convolutions are pretty obvious. . .Com-

pily cast... Takes something more than a polished product

a script with some naughty intentional cliches to carry off su

cessfully old jokes." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.

« Equipped with one of those guaranteed plots, two hundr

funny situations, one right after the other and sometimes one

ton of the other. You might say there's never a dull moment ai

that included this observer. WINSTEN, N. x. rv»

DON JUAN QUILLIGAN" PANNED BY ALL EXCEPT HERALD TRIBUNE
Tuttle may have succeeded in making

^^ngagtegSS" about some very ordinary people who are si

. Gags, like this yarn

"...Completely phony disposition of incredible characters. . .Con-
versations have a stilted rhythm which assures you that they are
attempting the Brooklyn patois and failing miserably. . .Director

(20TH CENTURY-FOX)
". Might have been extracted direct from a set of the preposter-
ous misadventures that befall William Bendix on his radio pro-
grams. . .Silly trifle of farce with only a trace of story or humor.
Adorn it with all the accomplished comedy players you please and
the shoddy still shows through." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM.

which is more tedious than hilarious

bad script worse.

mply do not come off. .
.Drawn-out

What mirth is dem

stems from the absurd situations and Bendix's familiar dead-p

and gnarled phraseology." A.W.. N. Y. TIMES.

WEST OF THE PECOS' WESTERN WITH A LITTLE SEX ADDED
(RKO)
"...Western of the good old shoot-'em-down variety .. .Does flout

tradition by putting some pretty good actors in principal roles...
Western fans undoubtedly will hail 'West of the Pecos' as a choice
item in their primitive style of entertainment." COOK, N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM.
(Complete Review) "...The usual stagecoach and highwaymen,
the usual heroic, buckaroo, the usual rich gal from Chicago and
the usual dilly-dalliance with guns and love — those are the usual
components of 'West of the Pecos,' a usual Western film, which
came yesterday to the Rialto. As usual, this corner yawns."

CROWTHER N. Y. TIMES. I

•• Run-of-the-mill horse opera given some pleasant comic_oy-

. Conventional outlines, but it also has regaling bits of DJ
Full of galloping horses, noisy gun fights and improba.

situations." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. I

- Western, that formerly irreducible unit of movie-creation,

being bombarded by RKO-Radio Pictures with small pellets^o

...You would be surprised at the number of mild sex «tuatif

that arise out of the masquerade. . .If the Western art form,

be reconstructed into a brand new kind of structure with

nuclei, adventure and sex, Mitchum is the man to do it.

STEN, N. Y. POST.

tones
ness.

THE FALCON IN SAN FRANCISCO' LIKE PREDECESSORS—INVOLVED. CONFUSING
(RKO)
"...You have to be almost as clever as the Falcon himself to fol-

low the tangled thread of his latest sleuthing adventure. . .Wasn't
supplied with much of a story so the screen play writer tried to

remedy its shortcomings in mystery by throwing in confusion.

Murders are scattered all over the place without ever being ex-

plained in detail... Tom Conway is up to all his gallant tricks...

Proper number of pretty girls for a Falcon picture." COOK, N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Just about like the Falcon, Tom Conway, wherever you meet

him. What's mo re, and worse, his experiences^this t

J
ne
y
ar
J<
5?

piece with all his other experiences." WINSTEN,
" Like its predecessors, this plot becomes so wearyingh invoi

and so littered with corpses (seven in all), that the suppof

moments of suspense turn out to be a dull succession of mi|'

skirmishes." J.R.L., N. Y. TIMES.
" Follows the usual pattern of confusing murder myste

which the sleuth would never have been able to follow, much

solve, had he been sitting in the audience. McCORD, w.

HERALD TRIBUNE.

FILM BULLET^



PRIDE OF THE MARINES

One of the members of his machine gun creiv dead, the other seriously wounded, marine Al Schmid stands

in the nest with pistol in hand listening intently for the sound of more Japs. He cannot see the destruction he

has icrought on the entire attacking enemy force, some 200 strong, for he has just been blinded by a grenade

tossed into the dugout by the last Jap to die. In the inset above, blind sergeant Schmid (John Garfield\

has reluctantly returned home to the comforting arms, ind the love, of his sneetheart. Ruth (Eleanor Parker >.

HEROIC . . . TIMELY . . . TIMELESS STORY
In the best tradition of the Warner Bros, studio is this exciting true story of the heroic marine sergeant, Al Schmid,

who spent one night on Guadalcanal sending some two hundred Japs to their special heaven and was blinded in

the doing. Pride of the Marines is a timely story, because it deals with the life of this courageous youth after his

fighting days are over. And it is a timeless story, because it speaks of love—a love that conquered fear and gave

a blind hero the courage to face life anew with a lovely girl as his eyes. Here is a picture that packs a powerful

punch in depicting one of the most thrilling individual exploits of World War II, in its crisp and thoughtful probing

of the problems our returning servicemen will face, in its stirring love story. With Garfield, Parker and Dane Clark

providing a real name value, this is an exploitation natural that will pay dividends to the showman who gives it

the salesmanship it merits.

(Continued on Next Page)



What The New

]. On the fateful morning of December 7, 1941, machine shop
worker Al Schmid (John Garfield) and his girlfriend, Ruth Hart-

ley (Eleanor Parker), hear the news of Pearl Harbor at the home
of their mutual friends, the Merchants, where Al boards.

2. Al enlists in the Marines and within a month after the Jap
attack is off for camp. Before his train leaves, he presents Ruth
with an engagement ring.

3. Shortly thereafter, Al is in a Guadalcanal foxhole defending
an important salient with his buddies, Lee Diamond (Dane Clark)
and Johnny Rivers (Tony Caruso). Rivers is killed, Diamond
wounded, but Schmid mans the machine gun and kills more than
200 Japs before he is wounded by a grenade.

PRIDE OF THE MARINES''
CREDITS

A Warner Bros. Picture. Produced by Jerry Wald. Directed by Delmer Da»«. (

John Garfield, Eleanor Parker. Dane Clark, John Rldoely, Rosemary DeCamp,
Doran. Ann Todd. Screen Play by Albert Malt; Adaptation by Marvin Bona
From a Book by Roger Butterfleld Photography. Peverell Marley, A. S. C.

4. At a San Diego naval hospital Al is told that medic,

treatment for his eyes will be to no avail. Embittered,
1

tells a Red Cross worker (Rosemary DeCamp) to wr|
Ruth that everything is off between them. He refuses

j

see or speak to her, fearing her pity.

5 #
Ordered back to Philadelphia, his home town, to -

ceive the Navy Cross, Lee Diamond tricks him into mej-

ing Ruth, who poses as a Wave and drives him to I
home of the Merchants.

4. In a stirring emotional crisis, Ruth finally succe|S

in making him realize that it is not pity, but love, tlU

makes her want him. When he goes to the Navy Ynl
to receive his citation, Marine Al Schmid stands pnldj

and confident.

s'°n 0/4,0. -«wie ...»

1
oftftf.

1 k./.ja

, Pride,

The newspaper ads in the press sheet stress the story's romantic qualities.



THE NEWS DIGEST
d from l>

JACKSON PARK DECISION REVERSED
I
The Jackson Park anti-trust decision, in which two affiliated

Jcuits and several major distributors were found guilty and
| pie damages of $360,000 was awarded to plaintiff, was reversed

three-judge Federal appelate court in Chicago. Judges Wil-
li M. Sparks. J. Earl Major and Sherman Minton found that a
k of proof as to amount of damages suffered bv the plaintiff
approximate result of the defendants' acts."

" The decision
1 "No evidence which can be reasonably approved was sub-
ted. We find no approval variation of rule for recovery and
isure of damages as laid down in the case. Therefore, we feel
Strained to reverse judgment with instructions to render judg-
at for the defendants."
The Jackson Park owners had charged inability to obtain
Icient product and claimed that the clearance system had been
ibhshed so that the public was inordinately drawn to theatres
earlier runs. On March 10, 1944, the plaintiff was awarded
),000 and defendants. Warners, Loew's, RKO, 20th Century-Fox
aban & Katz circuit and Warner Bros. Theatres, appealed the

dision. Counsel for plaintiff indicated that he would appeal the
He to the U. S. Supreme Court.

PRC PROGRAM HAS 34. FIVE COLOR
PRCs 1945-46 program will contain 34 features and 12 Wes-

t is, with five in color. Harry H. Thomas, vice-president and
eral sales manager, revealed at the company's sixth annual
s convention in Chicago.
Included in the schedule are: "Enchanted Forest" in natural

°rand Central" "Quebec," "Ladies of the Chorus," "Heri-

I 1 ?,
Ce

T.
and for AM'"

"How Do You D°." "Club Havana."
vil Bats Daughter," "Sorority Girls," "Flaming Jungle" "I'mm Missouri," "Music Hall Varieties of 1946," "Queen of Dia-

.?; «
The Flying SerPenV "Detour," "Bombshell from Bra-

I Ring Doorbells," "Strangler of the Swamp," "Valley of
ely Women," "The Mummy's Daughter," "The Lost Continent"
The Vanishing Gangster."

There will be two Little Roughnecks productions, three Mic-
I Shayne detective dramas, eight Buster Crabbe action stories
r all-star Westerns and four outdoor pictures in color: "Song
Jld Wyoming," "Romance of the West," "Beggar's Gold" andmucky Mansion."

NEW TELE DEVELOPMENT REVEALED
.
jA revolutionary development in the television broadcasting

d i - Mratovision" — was proposed by Westinghouse Electric
Bp. and the Glenn L. Martin Co. as a solution to television's
Ut for a means of economical network operation. The proposed

revealed at a press conference, employs specially designed
lanes which would include four television transmitters, fivo
transmitters, monitoring equipment and enough relaying
pment to carry four tele programs and five FM programs
system communications channels. The planes would televise
broadcasts from a height of 30.000 feet and Westinghouse
nated that one plane can serve approximately 103.000 square

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTIONISTS
Don't put your return film in the lobby before

all patrons have left.

Addreff your return posters properly wrapped
*e they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES. INC.
216 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCmr 43 H

miles or about the combined area of New York State. Pennsyl-

vania and New Jersey, with nine programs. Eight planes, strate-

gically placed, could establish a nationwide network, it was claim-

ed. Comparing the proposed plan with present ground television,

it was pointed out that a plane at 30,000 feet could relay over a

radius of about 200 miles with a one kilowatt transmitter, where-

as ground bound television is limited to 50 miles with a 50 kilo-

watt broadcast.
It was also explained that proposed plans for television net-

works were estimated to cost some $100,000,000 and to be com-
pleted about 1950. "Stratovision" would also make color tele-

vision much more practical, it was claimed.

If satisfactory, the new method was expected to hasten the

advent of theatre television, in addition to advancing the date

when national television would become a reality, with attendant

advantages to networks able to offer advertisers coverage for

their programs.

AFL REVOKES CHARTERS BY IA

While the studio strike remained in its unsettled stage, the

executive council of the AFL meeting in Chicago last week, di-

rected IATSE to revoke the charters issued to the Painters, Car-

penters, and Machinists within 60 days. Richard Walsh, IA head
remained adamant in his stand that he would not revoke the

charters. William Green, AFL president, declared that the AFL
executive council will decide what future steps to take if Walsh
refuses to obey the executive directive.

The executive council also directed Green to meet with Walsh
and heads of all international unions involved in the strike in

another effort to settle the issue. An AFL committee of two or

three executives was appointed to go to Hollywood and study the

strike situation. Since their findings will not be revealed until

the next executive council meeting October 15, the outlook for

settlement of the conflict remained dark.

MEMOS
Warner Bros, and subsidiaries reported a net profit for the

nine months ended May 26 of $6,564,102 after taxes, compared to

$5,048,951 for the similar period last year. Gross income, after

eliminating inter-company transactions for the nine months
amounted to $105,437,879, compared with $105,839,366 in 1944.

Universal Pictures announced that its consolidated net
profit for the 26 weeks ended April 28 came to $2,064,175

after all charges including Federal taxes, compared with
$1,833,945 for the corresponding period of the preceding
year.
Paramount Pictures estimated its earnings for the second

quarter of 1945. ended June 30, at $4,480,000 after all charges in-

cluding estimated provision for Federal taxes. The amount in-

cluded $759,000 representing the company's net interest as a
stockholder in the combined undistributed earnings for the quar-
ter of partially owned non-consolidated subsidiaries. Earnings for

the comparable quarter in 1944 were estimated at $4,081,000.

Estimation of net profit for the first six months of 1945 was $8.-

487,000 compared to $7,895,000 for the comparable period in 1944.

The U. S. Treasury Department set November 15 as the date
for the eighth and final War Bond drive of World War II. The
Government will call the campaign the "Victory Drive" to defray
some of the gigantic costs piled up by the war.

Robert L. Wright, sn-^eial assistant to the Attorney
General, has been invitel to attend the Pittsburgh meeting
of Allied board and Conference of Independent Exhibitors
August 21-23. Wright will be on hand providing prepara-
tions for the New York anti-trust trial, starting October 8

will not prevent his attendance.
A feature on the atomic bomb, in preparation and production,

for over a year, has been completed by 20th Century-Fox for re-

lease on the new season's program. The film, "The House on 92nd
Street," was made with the cooperation of the FBI and actors,

technicians and others who worked in the picture were oblivious
of the secret. Portions disclosing the subject as the atomic bomb
were omitted from the screen play until after White House dis-

closure of the bomb. Warner Bros, is re-issuing a 10-minute short,
"Miracle Makers." formerly released in 1941, treating of atom-
smashing.

CONTINUE
BUYING

WAR BONDS

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

260 N. Juniper St., r5S£"r«.
LOC 4833

JGUST 20. 1945
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A SETTLEMENT
SHOULD SETTLE!

"... It is unthinkable that the Department of Justice would

again plunge our industry into an extended period of turmoil

by saddling it with another half-baked consent decree that

avoids the elemental issue of divestiture of producer-controlled

theatre interests and solves none of the other basic trade prob-

lems. . .A consent decree — the proper kind — could be more

effective in curing the industry's ills than a complete court

victory. What independent exhibitors dread to contemplate

is the acceptance by the Government of another of those quack

lawyer-inspired settlements that settles nothing but the number

of years for which the film companies will be allowed, legally,

to enjoy the abnormal advantages they have enjoyed so long."

From an Editorial by MO WAX
Page Five
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The picture that answers what every
woman wants to know . . .

/yhow does

jealousy begin and where does it

end?"

4 REPUBLIC 10th ANNIVERSARY PICTURE
. . . it's got that Crowd Appeal!



JAP TRAIL OF RUIN

PORTRAYED IN FILM

A documentary film, showing

the razing of the Philippines by

retreating Jap forces, will be dis-

tributed to theaters in North and

South America this month and,

with victoryjWjjyi^^rias evi-

dence tif'^T'Tr CllH V crim*

inals. Tl |1 V aU»VlFrom
Tokyo,"! i^^^^«l!fr^rrated
by CaptWflvlu U Griffin" of the

Marine Corps and will be re-

leased by Warner Bros.

At its official preview yester-

day Brig.-Geh. Carlos P. Romulo,
resident commissioner of "the

Philippines to the United States,

declared that the twenty-minute
technicolor film will bring to the

American people the Philippines'

desperate need for financial and
material assistance. It will, at

the same time, serve as documen-
tary evidence against -all the
Japanese war lords, including
the emperor, he safiS.

'Orders Front Tokyo'

Last week in Manhattan, how-
ever, audiences at several showings
in a darkened preview theater at

Warner Bros. sav^a^tWvinute sam-
ple of film \#"^'"""«k|^ ye used to

convict theMO TA»l*dswJ
the Pacific bITj*i-«ft.

This film wSfluTiake. It

indisputable and appalling

more than some stomachs
room could take, of the sa<

helpless Manila by the Japs

the slaughter, of its innoceni

maiming of priests and nuns,

destruction of some 80 per c<

Manila's buildings.

The film was made ind
dently of regular Army
graphic services by Marine
David G. Griffin, Iaison officer

President Osmena of the Philipp
Islands.

It will be released by Warnei
Bros, this month under the title

Orders from Tokyo, a title drawn
from the wealth of documentary
evidence proving that the, destruc-

tion of Manila and the wholesale
slaughter of its people were done
under detailed orders from the Jap-
anese high command.
The film begins with shots of ex

cited, cheering Filipinos and liber

ated U. S. prisoners as the

fjatrols of the approaching U. S.

orce reach the city. The Japanese
had apparently withdrawn beyond

I irtet Commissioner Carlos
Romulo at the pi n ir y 'Vftr
dors PrQmJsi^i #s*T iked

he sn\ *Li*-flSc«time.

Film footage showing Japane«(fr

atrocities In the Philitjjjl*^ sup-
plied by theRJiil* ' — £»verh-

WarnAll \ ^*^-<Two-reel
il 1 j^" in iTTpi I to be released
as ''OraffTFrom Tokyo."

FILM SHOWS HEED

FORPHILIPPINESAID

Gen. Romulo Speaks at Pre-

view of Movie of Sacking of

Manila by Japanese

A premeditated and methodical
razing, of the' Philippines by re-

treating Japanese forces has
caused a desperate need for finan-
cial and material assistancesfrom
this i miiili |i lin M)| in'

tt \ our

the Uil |Vi-Z--^aidyesterday.
He sJrtHe at a preview showing

of "Orders from Tokyo," a doc-
umentary film of the sacking of
Manila, which was produced
through the cooperation of th*
Commonwealth Government of the
Philippines and the Office of
Strategic Services.
General Romulo -stressed that

the most urgent need was for the
material that would being to a de-
cisive halt the war in the Pacific.

Yet, he pointed out,, there Jt is

the unquestionable problem of
thinking of those people who have

[fought for America and who now
• depend on the people of Has
(-try to succor them Jnj"
needs,"

t llm on Manila

ToHelpConvict

War Criminals

Marine Captain's 20-Mim
Documents

Aln, I ' hi lli'n nun ni in ^

lilnil^ I'^lh of Manila, which,
will he presented at the trial of
Japanese war criminals as techni-
color evidence of their wantoa
cruelties toward civilians, was
shown in an official preview yes-
terday at Warner Brothers' execu-
tive offices, 321 West Forty-fourth
Street.

The picture, to be distributed
later this month throughout the
United States and South America,
ranks in comprehensiveness "vithv

the work of a battery of Signal
Corps photographers.

"Orders from Tokyo" to be
Used as Jap Crime Proof

manna mm mow:

Jap Cruelty Vividly

Graphic evidence of Jap en
jy,

to civilians was given yeste
y

at a preview of a 20-minute d
J

mentary film made by a M<
(

Corps captain. The film
s

shown at Warner Brothers ofl I
321 W. 44th St.

The picture, to be distrib j
soon throughout the United S s
and South America is ent d
"Orders from Tokyo." It *
made by Capt. David c a »
while he \ i u in' L

* ^iHJW* 1111 ideioli&
Manila, including «

Hnbing of Santo Tomas Xlo r,

sity when Jap shells klilet 2:

civilians. Brig. Gen. Carlo P.

Romulo, Philippine resident $
mlssioner, said "such a fill u
this wJU serve as documei ft

First Jap Atroq

Films for Public!

W ... TccHN»C

pictures of the

\\n Europe have bee

general purposes of

gone ; y<

procession

hefl
it ever I

0***,
Cor«»»

.THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Carlo. P. Rl

sioner of the Philippines 'n ""j " "-%'n hosting

Technicolor jrcurfl—f^^^T«t In Tokyo"

Thursday. rfllfJi l||\\yj«»v. d

the
I

1 \ | 11 l" 111 H 1 • * ^ Israel, of 20th-Fox' ad
department, V llfHInu hig 21st wedding anniversary today. . . •

V^3t fw™ ^BPHffianTof

Be

Cll

I irT.ll

Dean Kalb-
the Marines

klyn Navy Yard; Lt. Col. H.
L. Hemming; Lt. Lloyd Durant,
USN; Comm. Bob Edge, USN; Jules
Lapidus, Norman Moray, and Phil

Abrams, Warner home office execu-
tives.

crure; Col. De
andant of Ms

klyn Navy Yard; Lt. O
Hemming, Marine Corps . J

Durant, Navy; Comm. Bo
Navy; Capt. Tim Healy, art

Norman H. Moray, short

sales manager for Warner:
duced Gen. Romulo, who del

brief talk on Jap atrocities

Philippines.
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ILM DULLETIN

A SETTLEMENT SHOULD SETTLE
October 8th, the date fixed by Judge Goddard for

resumption of the Government's five-year-old anti-trus*

suit against the Big Five, is little more than a month off,

so it was hardly surprising to learn that the lawyers for

the defendants packed their brief cases and trekked to

Washington a few days ago for "conferences" with the

Department of Justice.

The grave interest these gentlemen have again

recently acquired in the activities of the Department is

understandable, however, for there is apparent more

than a little evidence that the United States of America

is seriously intent upon the project of curtailing the

power of the five huge companies which produce,

distribute and exhibit motion pictures.

The news reports have it that the film attorneys

chose to go over the heads of the men who conduct the

Department's anti-trust division direct to Attorney Gen-

eral Tom C. Clark. Since Mr. Clark would only say "no

comment" in answer to Film Bulletin's inquiry as to the

nature of his discussions with the film people, there is

room for little else but speculation on what might

develop, but it appears fairly certain that the efforts of

the movie lawyers are aimed at winning another respite

from final adjudication of the Government's case by

means of a new consent decree.

It is unthinkable that the Department of Justice

would again plunge our industry into an extended

period of turmoil by saddling it with another half-baked

consent decree that avoids the elemental issue of dives-

titure of producer-controlled theatre interests and

solves none of the other basic trade problems. The

decree that expired last November worked little or no

hardship on the defendants, while it proved plenty

oppressive to the element it was presumably designed

to abet—the independent exhibitors. We believe that

Mr. Clark is as well aware of the fact as any individual

in the Justice Department.

A consent decree — the proper kind — could be

more effective in curing the industry's ills than a com-

plete court victory. What independent exhibitors

dread to contemplate is the acceptance by the Govern-

ment of another of those quack lawyer-inspired settle-

ments that settles nothing but the number of years for

which the film companies will be allowed, legally, to

enjoy the abnormal advantages they have enjoyed so

long. That must not happen this time.

Despite the efforts of the distributors and their

quislings in exhibitor ranks to distort the fact, there

does exist a national organization that represents a

large percentage of the independent exhibitors as mem-

bers and expresses the needs and aspirations of those

not in its ranks. That body is the Conference of Inde-

pendent Exhibitors, which has grown to imposing stature

these past two years around the solid nucleus of Allied

States Association. Mr. Clark should entertain no

settlement that fails to meet with the approval of this

group, for it will not work. The motion picture industry

will be ill-served by the Government otherwise.

MO WAX.

12 ANSWERS TO
METRO'S 19 POINTS
Metro's much-heralded 19-point sales policy did

not impress many independent exhibitors, from what we

hear. Frankly, it seemed to us just a re-hash of the

company's policy as it has operated for the past few

years, a new word here and there, that's all.

{Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS
Continued jrum Preceding Page)

While the company has been ballyhooing the fav-

orable reception the pronouncement received in exhibi-

tor ranks, we rather feel that the criticism directed at

it by the North Central Allied Independent Theatre

Owners, in Minneapolis, is more indicative of the atti-

tude of the majority of exhibitors. This organization

offers the following 12-point answer to Metro's 19-point

program:

"First: It is not a mutual understanding.

"Second: It is an attempt to perpetuate all the

unfair trade practices invented to date.

"Third: Qualifications and conditions reduce this

so-called code to double talk.

"Fourth: The sliding scale penalizes incentive and

initiative.

"Fifth: The so-called Hats-in-Hand' practice,

which by its own words it deplores, is encouraged by

deliberately over-allocating its product.

"Sixth: It fails to give field personnel authority to

adjudicate deliberate and intentional errors.

"Seventh: It reserves the right to Metro to deter-

mine for each customer what it considers a proper

profit for that customer. It denies the customer a

corresponding right with respect to Metro.

"Eiqhth: T>ie Metro document falsely refers to

buyer-seller negotiations; actually Metro determines the

terms and conditions of a deal—the customer can take

-it or leave it.

"Ninth: It fails to give the customer anything other

than the riqht to sign a 'Blank Check' payable to the

order of Metro at such time, at such place, in such'

amount, and under such conditions as Metro dictates.

"Tenth: It fails to relieve in any degree the abuses

arising out of monopolistic control but rather increases

and intensifies them.

"Eleventh: It irritates and humiliates exhibitors,

destroying their self-respect and dignity by substituting

Metro's 'business judgment' for that of the exhibitor.

"Twelfth: The Metro code promotes 'ruthless enter-

prise' rather than 'free enterprise' under the cloak of

benevolent despotism.

"North-Central Allied insists on a new and fresh

appraisal of the rights of the independent exhibitor.

The heavy hand of monoply which has burdened Its

members for so many years must at long last be lifted."

«

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

The cooler week-end weather and vacationing throngs both

did their part in boosting business at the Broadway first-runs to

above the high figures set immediately following the V-J celebra-

tion pe riod. Several new pictures, including "Love Letters," have

turned in smash grosses while the hold-overs, such as "Anchors

Aweigh" are more than holding their own. The Hal Wallis pro-

duction, which opened at the Rivoli on August 25, set new attend-

ance records including the biggest Monday business in the 28-year

history" of the house following a combined two-day attendance

figure of 35.000, compared with the 27,000 set by "Frenchman's

Creek," the previous record-holder. "Letters" followed the very

satisfactory ten-week engagement of "Junior Miss". . ."Pride of

the Marines." with Charlie Barnet and His Orchestra, on the stage

of the Strand, had long waiting lines before the picture opened

during a heavy downpour on August 24 and the first week was

expected to approach the record gross set by "Conflict" at this

theatre. . ."Over 21." now in its third and final week at the Radio

City Music Hall, has had block-long waiting lines in evidence

outside the huge theatre daily. The Columbia picture's second

week gross exceeded the initial week's S126,000. M-G-M's "Our

Vines Have Tender Grapes" opens here on September 6 ahead of

the same company's "Week-End at the Waldorf," originally sched-

uled to play first. . ."Anchors Aweigh," now in its seventh week of

a planned 12-week run at the Capitol, again was within a few

thousand of the $100,000 figure for the sixth consecutive stanza,

the first three being considerably above that mark. A strong stase

bill, headed by Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra and Johnnie

Johnston, is also a big draw. . ."Incendiary Blonde," with Phil

Spitaly and His Orchestra in person, is in its sixth and final week

of excellent business at the Paramount. "Duffy's Tavern" and a

stage show headed by the Andrews Sisters will open here on

September 5.

The single important opening of the past week was "State
Fair," with Connee Boswell and the Condos Bros, on the Roxy
stage, coincident with a big advertising campaign. "Captain
Eddie," with Phil Silvers and Prof. Lamberti in person, held up
well and played for a day beyond the three week period. Loew"s
State also has one of its rare first-runs, M-G-M's "The Hidden
Eye" supported by the usual vaudeville bill. This theatre has
been doing exceptionally well with second-runs during the summer
with "Valley of Decision" recently playing for three weeks in a
weekly-change house .. .Aided by a sensational advertising cam-
paign, "The Strange Affair of Uncle Harry" had a smash opening
week gross almost double the figure set by the one-week engage-
ment for M-G-M's "Bewitched," which failed to draw here. The
Universal picture will continue here until mid-September and will

be followed by the same company's "Lady on a Train"... The oft-

postponed "The Southerner" also had a strong opening week at the
Globe where it followed another U. A release, "The Great John L,"
which twice extended its run. "The Story of G. I. Joe." first

scheduled for the Criterion, is now set to follow "The Southerner"
at the Globe and it will have a simultaneous run at the Gotham
where it will play three-a-day at S2.40 top.

Two new first-run theatres will be added to the Broadway
scene, the first of these, the former legit house. The Ambassador,
opened its doors on September 1 with Paramount's re-issue of

DeMille's "Northwest Mounted Police." On October 1, the Winter
Garden, long a stronghold of musical shows, will be taken over by
the J. Arthur Rank organization as a showcase for British films

...Three RKO Radio releases are continuing to excellent business
on Broadway. Goldwyn's "Wonder Man" is now in its 12th week
at the Astor with the end not yet in sight and International's
"Along Came Jones" finished its sixth week to such strong business
that it was decided to hold the Cooper picture for two more
weeks. "Back to Bataan" will now open on September 12. . .'The
Wonderful Adventures of Pinocchio" was even bigger during its

second week at the Republic than the first which topped the house
record previously held by the same producer's "Snow White"...
"Rhapsody in Blue" is holding up well in its tenth week at the
Hollywood. PRC's 'Why Girls Leave Home" which had four good
weeks at the Gotham, was followed by another exploitation film,

"Youth Aflame." an Indie release, on September 1 and "Carribean
Mystery" is only fair at the Victoria but will stay for a third week
and be followed by the documentary fllm, "The True Glory" on
September 6.

FILM BULLETIN



PARAMOUNT ... 2 in First Block (Total 4)

'DUFFY'S TAVERN' ENTERTAINMENT HODGE-PODGE IS GOOD FUN
Rates • • • on name value of stars and radio show

Paramount
97 minutes

Bing; Crosby, Betty Hutton, Paillette God-
dard, Alan Ladd, Dorothy Lamour, Eddie
Bracken, Brian Donlevy, Sonny Tufts,
Veronica Lake, Arturo de Cordova, Cass
Daley, Barry Fitzgerald, Diana Lynn, Vic-
tor Moore, Marjorie Reynolds, Barry Sulli-

van, Ed Gardner, Charles Cantor, Ann
Thomas, Eddie Green, Robert Benchley,
William Demarest, Howard da Silva, Billy
De Wolfe, Walter Abel, Johnnv Coy, Miriam
Franklin, Charles Quigley, Olga San Juan,
Robert Watson, Jean Heather, Addison
Richards, Gary, Phillip, Dennis and Lin
Crosby.

Directed by Hal Walker.

A star-studded conglomeration in the
comic -strip tradition, "Duffy's Tavern,"
based on the popular radio program, is sure-
fire entertainment for mass audiences.
Bulging with Paramount marquee names
and drawing on "Duffy's" tremendous lis-

tening audience, this should do strong busi-
ness in almost any type of house. While
the story is merely a slim frame on which
to hang a half-dozen sock specialties, it per-
mits "Archie" Ed Gardner to indulge in his
familiar murdering of the King's English

as manager of the shabby tavern "where

the elite meet to eat." Gardner, who proves

as likeable and amusing as he is on the air,

receives expert comic assistance from Vic-
tor Moore and from Charles Cantor and
others of the air-waves in some hilarioua
slapstick sequences. About mid-way, just

when the plot is becoming involved and
tiresome, the story is tossed aside to put
on a mammoth block party employing 15

of Paramount's leading stars. Outstanding
are Betty Hutton, in a tempestuous rendi-

tion of "The Hard Way," Eddie Bracken,
as a milquetoast double who takes the beat-
ings and custard pies in the face while the
star receives the glory; Cass Daley, who
knocks herself out while warbling "You
Can't Blame a Gal for Tryin'," and Bing
Crosby, assisted by his four sons, in an
amusing take-off on his "Swingin' on a Star"
number. Paulette Goddard, Alan Ladd,
Sonny Tufts and some of the others do
nicely in black-out skits and Johnny Coy
delivers one of his whirlwind dance rou-
tines. Arturo de Cordova and Dorothy
Lamour are in for just a flash. It's hokum,
of course, but the kind that mass movie-
goers will "eat up."

While Duffy is away on a vacation trip,

Archie (Ed Gardner) the good-natured, un-
grammatical manager of Duffy's Tavern,

gets in a jam by hiring 14 ex-servicemen
and feeding them gratis while they are wait-

ing for the re-opening of the record factory

where they had been employed. Victor

Moore, owner of the factory, is unable to

get credit, but he kids Archie along and
promises to put in a good word for him
with his pretty daughter, Marjorie Rey-
nolds. Meanwhile, Barry Sullivan, former
superintendent, promises to get things

started at the factory and falls in love with

Miss Reynolds before he learns about her

father's duplicity. When a certified public

accountant, sent by Duffy, discovers a short-

age in Archie's books he is due for a jail

stretch until Miss Reynolds helps him en-

list the aid of visiting movie stars in a block

party benefit to put returning soldiers back
to work. While Archie introduces Bing
Crosby and the various other stars and the

police are kept off his trail, Sullivan and
the boys are putting through a ru^h order

of records. They close a deal for the sum
needed to clear Archie, but the latter loses

Miss Reynolds to Sullivan.

Victor Moore has a wonderful drunk
scene and is always the mainstay of the

plot. Ann Thomas is well cast as the fast-

talking Miss Duffy and Marjorie Reynolds
and Barry Sullivan make an attractive

romantic pair.

'FOLLOW THAT WOMAN' FAST-PACED MYSTERY PROGRAMMER
Rates • • as supporting dualler

Paramount (Pine-Thomas)
70 minutes

William Gargan, Nancy Kelly, Ed Gargan,
Regis Toomey, Don Costello, Pierre Wat-
kin, Byron Barr, Audrey Youn*. Nella Wal-
ker. Byron Foulger, Georgia Calne, George
McKay.
Directed by Lew Landers.

One of the better Pine-Thomas Drogram-
mers for Paramount release, "Follow That
Woman" is a fast-paced murder mystery
with the accent on comedy. With William
Gargan and Nancy Kelly giving engaging
performances patterned after "The Thin
Man" sleuthing husband and wife, this will
make a satisfactory supporting dualler gen-
erally. Granted that the meddling young
wife who insists on aiding her detective
husband solve a crime is a stock figure on
the screen, it is still good for laughs. With

her husband inducted into the Army, the
wife investigates each of four suspects in-

volved in the slaying of a night club singer
and uses a different get-up each time. Al-
though the film is episodic, su=pense is

maintained fairly well and the identity of
the killer will come as a surprise to the
average who-dun-it fan. Byron Barr, as a
hot-headed college student, does the best
acting job. Ed Gargan plays a dim-witted
ex-fiatfoot for the umpteenth time, but still

manages to get a few chuckles. Miss Kelly
occasionally suffers from careless photog-
raphy.
While celebrating their wedding anniver-

sary at a night club, William Gargan, pri-

vate detective, and his wife, Nancy Kelly,
receive an urgent message from Audrev
Young, singer in the floor show. They find
her dead in her dressing room but, because
Gargan is about to be inducted into the
Army, he manages to persuade Don Cos-
tello, the proprietor, to forget that they saw

the body. After Gargan closes his office

and goes into training, Miss Kelly receives

a call from Pierre Watkin, local capitalist,

asking for Information about the missing

Miss Young. Against Gargan's orders, Miss

Kelly determines to accept the assignment.
She starts investigating the suspects by first

taking a job as cigarette girl in Regis
Toomey's gambling den. Even when Gar-
gan gets a seven-day furlough to solve the
case, his wife gets clues from him as he
talks in his sleep. She next poses as a
French maid in Watkin's home and then
dresses as bobby-soxer to get information
from Byron Barr, a college student admirer
of the murdered girl. After Gargan has
rescued his wife from several narrow es-

capes, they find the missing bodv of Miss
Young in the icebox room at Costello's night
club. Barr had killed the girl in a jealous
rage and hidden her body.

YORK

'EASY TO LOOK AT' WEAK MUSICAL QUICKIE
Rates • + as supporting dualler only

Universal

64 minutes

Gloria Jean, Kirby Grant, George Dolenz,
J. Edward Bromberg, Eric Blore, MUdred
Law, Leon Belasco, Maurice Cass, Ida
Moore, Alan Edwards, Delta Rhythm Boys.
Directed by Ford Beebe.

Apparently neither the director or. the
script writer put much effort into making
"Easy To Look At" either plausible or
amusing and, as a result, it will barely get
by as a supporting dualler in lesser nabor-
hood spots. When you say that the music
is pleasing and attractively sung in Gloria
Jean's clear soprano voice, that just about
sums up the assets of this run-of-the-mill

musical programmer. The action is slow,

the laughs are few and far between and the
film is enlivened only when Gloria Jean
sings the old favorite, "Cielito Lindo" or
"Come Along My Heart" or the Delta Rhy-
thm Boys give their novel rendition of the

popular "Is You Is Or Is You Ain't My
Baby?" Unfortunately, the sweet-faced little

star seems to lack the personality to carry
even this feather-weight plot and two such
reliables as J. Edward Bromberg and Eric
Blore are floored by their inept material.

And George Dolenz over-acts inexcusably as

a temperamental designer.

Seeking a position as a fashion designer,

Gloria Jean, an art student, temporarily ac-

cepts a job as stock clerk in the swank
dressmaking Arm run by Kirby Grant.

When Eric Blore, Broadway producer,
comes to inspect the stage costumes for his
new revue, he happens to select a design
that Gloria created after hours. George
Dolenz, the chief designer, is furious and
J. Edward Bromberg, a friendly night
watchman who was formerly a noted de-
signer, takes the blame to save Gloria's job.
Blore insists that Bromberg be made co-
designer and the latter, realizing that he is

old-fashioned, lets Gloria do the actual
work. Meanwhile, Grant has fallen in love
with Gloria but, when she innocently sell?

one of her own designs to his competitor,
he believes she has stolen the idea from his

shop. She runs away but Bromberg is in-

strumental in re-uniting her with Grant.

DENLEY
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M-G-M ... 1 in 13th Block (Total 5)

BUD ABBOTT AND LOU COSTELLO IN HOLLYWOOD' STRICTLY FOR THEIR FANS
Rates • • + where comedians are popular

83 minutes

Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Frances Rafferty,
Robert Stanton, Jean Porter, Warner An-
derson, "Rags" Ragland, Mike Mazurkl,
Carleton Young, Donald MacBride, Marion
Martin, Arthur Space, Chester Clute. Edgar
Dearing and (as themselves) Lucille Ball,

Preston Foster, Robert Z. Leonard, Jackie
Jenkins, Sharon McManus.
Directed by S. Sylvan Simon.

Corny routines, wild slapstick and un-

adulterated nonsense have been slipped

slipshod on a thin and worn story thread

for Abbott and Costello's latest, and, per-

haps, last, M-G-M vehicle. This low comedy
combination will prove appetizing only for
their inveterate fans and the kiddies; for
all others, it is strictly spinach, with sand!
Youngsters and confirmed A. & C. addicts

will probably have a good time, but this is

going to be tough on customers who don't
find them a scream. Having long scraped
the bottom of the barrel for fresh material,
the comedians once again fall back on their
time-honored routines, mixed up with some
violent slapstick for their laughs. In the
case of the former, it appears that the boys
started some impromptu funny business and
director S. Sylvan Simon hastily summoned
the cameraman to record the event. Other
sequences give off a strongly suspicious
flavor of left-overs from the cutting-room
floor of some of their previous pictures. As
for the slapstick, the doubles casualties
must have been terrific. The little fellow
takes some awful beatings in the name of
comedy. Yet despite all the handicaps,
their comedy talents burst through occa-
sionally to give cause for sincere regret that
the pair must work with such poor material.
Some musical numbers are interspersed,

merely for breathing spells, undistinguished
in themselves. Two short sequences, one

LADY ON A TRAIN' WON'T DO DURBIN ANY GOOD
Rates • • on Durbin name value

Universal

93 minutes

Deanna Durbin, Ralph Bellamy, Edward
Everett Horton, George Coulouris, David
Bruce, Patricia Morison, Allen Jenkins, Dan
Duryea, Elizabeth Patterson, Samuel S.
Hinds, Maria Palmer, William Frawley, Jac-
queline DeWit, Thurston Hall, Clyde Fill-
more, Ben Carter, George Lloyd, Nora Cecil,
Bert Roach, Hobart Cavanaugh.
Directed by Charles David.

This far-fetched murder mystery de-
veloped along wacky comedy lines is cer-
tainly not what the doctor ordered for De-
anna Durbin's diminishing popularity. The
star, whose new blonde hair-do detracts
from her girlish appeal, handles the comedy
role of a meddlesome amateur sleuth with
a fair degree of competence, but her sing-
ing is confined to three numbers, of which
"Silent Night" and Cole Porter's "Night and
Day" are far more effective than the new
tune, "Give Me a Little Kiss." Leslie Char-
teris' original story has a melodramatic''
opening and a made-to-order set of suspects,
but the yarn goes off on a farcical tangent
and is unable to recapture its suspense un-
til just before the climax. The mystery story

writer who air's the heroine in tracking
do- n • r-urd^rer is a comic strip character
— neither believable nor romantic enough
to carry the love interest. However, some
of his clowning with the persistent heroine
and their comedy dialogue should get laughs
from the younger fans. While the pace is

fast and the production values and unusual
camera angles are excellent, "Lady On A
Train" is only mild entertainment and
grosses will be just fair.

As the Incoming New York train stops on
the elevated tracks at 125th Street, Deanna
Durbin, avid reader of murder mystery
stories, stares out of the window and sees
a man being murdered in an old loft build-
ing. On her arrival in New York, Miss
Durbin is unable to convince the police of
the truth of her tale so she looks up David
Bruce, popular mystery writer, who becomes
annoyed at her persistence that he help her.

However, she continues to pursue him until
his fiancee, Patricia Morison, becomes en-
raged and leaves him. After recognizing
the murdered man from a newsreel telling
of his death, Miss Durbin goes out to his
Long Island estate where she arrives just
as his will is being read. The family, in-

cluding Elizabeth Patterson and her two
nephews, Ralph Bellamy and Dan Duryea,
believe her to be Maria Palmer, a night club

with "guest stars" Lucille Ball, Preston

Foster and director Robert Z. Leonard, and
another with Jackie Jenkins and Sharon
McManus, give Costello some opportunity

for fresh comedy. Frances Rafferty and
Robert Stanton, the latter displaying a
pleasant voice, handle the vapid little rom-
ance, while Carleton Young makes a mildly
repugnant menace.
The story, such as it is, has Abbott and

Costello as barber and porter, respectively,

in a deluxe Hollywood tonsorial parlor.

They determine to become agents, with a
young unknown crooner, Robert Stanton,
their first client. Their efforts to star him
in a million-dollar production, to replace the
fading Carleton Young, finally succeed. In
the interim, the boys crash the studio, run
wild as extras, make Young think he has
murdered Costello, and finally, the inevit-

able wild ride on a disintegrating roller-

coaster.

STINE

singer who has been left the bulk of the

estate. Finding a pair of blood-stained

slippers belonging to the murdered man,

Miss Durbin smuggles them out of the

house and, later, all concerned arrive at the

Circus Club where Miss Palmer sings. Lock-

ing the latter in a closet, Miss Durbin

doubles for her on stage and later rescues

Bruce, who has finally decided to help her
solve the case. After Miss Palmer is found
murdered, Bruce and Miss Durbin are ar-

rested but one of the two nephews bails her

out and drives her to his office where he

reveals himself as the murderer. But Bruce
and the police arrive in time to rescue her

from death.
Dan Duryea, who is insinuatingly oily, as

always, and Ralph Bellamy, who is soft-

spoken and sympathetic, are involved in

the story's surprise casting twist. Both do

excellent work. The others — Edward Ever-

ett Horton, who is saddled with another

fussy comedy role; Patricia Morison, as an

unpleasant fiancee, and Allen Jenkins, as a

tough-guy henchman, contribute their stand-

ard portrayals. David Bruce, as the mys-

tery writer, is a weak spot in an otherwise

first-rate cast.
DENLEY

Randolph, keeps a job in the shipyard for

a year before she can inherit the estate.

Although Miss Randolph is resentful of

O'Malley, who she blames for the entire

situation, she accepts the challenge and gets

a room at the boarding house where manyl

of the shipyard workers live. Without re-l

vealing her true identity, she attracts thel

attention of Stephen Barclay, a worker inl

the yard, and, while succeeding as a welder.l

she becomes a more human person. The

two men fight over her, but when O'Malley

is injured at the yard, Barclay saves hll

life. Miss Randolph then realizes that she

has come to love O'Malley.

YORK
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A SPORTING CHANCE' INCONSEQUENTIAL DUAL FILLER
Rates • + as supporting dualler In minor naborhood houses

Republic

59 minutes

Jane Randolph, John O'Malley, Stephen
Barclay, Edward Gargan, Isabel Withers,
Selmer Jackson, Maxine Semon, Robert
Mlddlemass, Edythe Elliott, Kenne Duncan,
Janet Martin.

Directed by George Blair.

little comedy-melo-

magazine story de-

This soon-forgotten

drama is like a pulp
signed for quick reading before being dis-
missed from the mind. Because its name
value is practically nil, "A Sporting Chance"
will serve only in the supporting spot in the
minor naborhood houses. Jane Randolph,

who attracted some attention in "The Cat

People" in 1942, does a nice acting Job as a

spoiled young heiress forced to hold down
a job as shipyard worker and proves she is

worthy of better things. Stephen Barclay

and John O'Malley give capable portrayals

in rival romantic roles, Edward Gargan gets

an occasional chuckle as a dim-witted wel-

der and Janet Martin enlivens a cabaret

sequence with her rendition of "La Cucara-

cha." Direction and production values are

just adequate.

The will of Robert Middlemass, gruff

shipbuilding magnate, appoints his young
manager, John O'Malley, executor of the

estate to see that his pampered niece, Jane





. . The picture that explores hew horizons of lusty romance, bold adventure,

mighty action and flaming thrill! ... all a part of the sweeping story of a

wild, free roamer who lived by the sword at his side and the heart on his

sleeve - until he met his match in a red-headed ball of feminine fight and fire!





will be reached by RKO's tre-

mendous advertising campaign

on "THE SPANISH MAIN"
FULL PAGES, most of them in

four colors, in

:

LIFE • SATURDAY EVENING

POST - McCALL'S • WOMAN'S

DAY • TIME • NEWSWEEK
TRUE STORY - RED BOOK

LIBERTY FAMILY CIRCLE

PIC and the Entire Fan List!

MUA
f\*^^ b nil or half-page foar-color cartoon-strip ads in the comic
or magazine sections of ALL of the following newspapers (one

or more insertions) :

ALABAMA
Birmingham News-Age Herald

Mobile Press-Register

ARIZONA
Phoenix Republic

ARKANSAS
Little Rock Ar. Democrat

Little Rock Ar. Gazette

CALIFORNIA
Fresno Bee

Long Beach Press Telegram

Los Angeles Examiner

Los Angeles Times

Oakland Tribune

Pasadena Star-News

Sacramento Bee

Sacramento Union

San Diego Union

San Francisco Chronicle

San Francisco Examiner

COLORADO
Denver Post

Denver Rocky Mt. News
(also "Parade" in Rocky Mt. News)

connect/cut
Bridgeport Herald

Bridgeport Post

(also "Parade" in Post)

Hartford Courant

DELAWARE
New Haven Register

Waterbury Republican

D/ST. OF COL.
Washington Post

(also "Parade" in Post)

Washington Star

Washington Times Herald

FLORIDA
Jacksonville Times-Union

(also ' Parade" in Times-Union)

Miami Herold

Miami News
Tampa Tribune

GEORG/A
Atlanta Constitution

Atlanta Journal

Savannah News

ILLINOIS

Chicago Herald-American

Chicago News
Chicago Sun

(also "Parade" in Sun)

Chicago Times

Chicago Tribune

Peoria Journal-Star

Rockford Star

INDIANA
Evansville Courier-Press

Ft. Wayne Journal-Gazette

Ft. Wayne News-Sentinel

Hammond Times

Indianapolis Star

South Bend Tribune

Terre Haute Tribune-Star

IOWA
Des Moines Register

KANSAS
Wichita Beacon

Wichita Eagle

KENTUCKY
Louisville Courier-Journal

LOUISIANA
New Orleans Times Picayune

Shreveport Times

MAINE
Portland Sunday Telegram

(also "Parade" in Sun. Tel.)

MARYLAND
Baltimore American

Baltimore Sun

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston Advertiser

Boston Globe
Boston Herald

Boston Post

New Bedford Standard-Times

(also "Parade" in Stan. Times)

Springfield Union & Rep.

Worcester Telegram

MICHIGAN
Detroit Free Press

(also "Parade " in Free Press)

Detroit News
Detroit Times

Grand Rapids Herald

MINNESOTA
Duluth News Tribune

Minneapolis Tribune

St. Paul Pioneer Press

MISSOURI
Kansas City Star

St. Louis Globe-Democrat

St. Louis Post Dispatch

NEBRASKA
Omaha World Herald

NEW JERSEY
Newark Call

Newark Star-Ledger

(also "Parade" in Star Ledger)

Trenton Times

NEW YORK
Albany Times Union

Brooklyn Eagle

Buffalo Courier-Express

New York Daily News
New York Herald Tribune

New York Journal American

New York Mirror

Rochester Democrat & Chronicle

Syracuse Herald-American

(also "Barade" in Her. Amer.)

Syracuse Post-Standard

Utica Observer-Dispatch

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte News
Charlotte Observer

Winston-Salem Journal Sentinel

OH/0
Akron Beacon-Journal

(also "Parade" in Beacon Jnl.)

Canton Repository

Cincinnati Enquirer

Cleveland Plain Dealer

Columbus Dispatch

Dayton Journal Herald

Dayton News
Toledo Times

(also "Parade" in Times)

Youngstown Vindicator

(also "Parade" in Vindicator)

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City Oklahoman
Tulsa World

OREGON
Portland Oregonian
Portland Oregon Journal

PENNSYLVANIA
Erie Dispatch-Herald

Philadelphia Inquirer

Philadelphia Record

Pittsburgh Press

Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph

Reading Eagle

Scranton Scrontonian

RHODE ISLAND
Providence Journal

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga Times

Knoxville Journal

Knoxville News-Sentinel

Memphis Commercial Appeo
Nashville Tennessean

TEXAS
Dallas News
Dallas Times-Herald

El Paso Times

(also "Parade" in Times)

Ft. Worth Star

Houston Chronicle

Houston Post

San Antonio Express

San Antonio Light

UTAH
Salt Lake City Deseret News
Salt Lake City Tribune

VIRGINIA
Norfolk Virginia Pilot

Richmond Times-Dispatch

Roanoke Times

WASHINGTON
Seattle Post Intelligencer

Seattle Times

Spokane Spokesman Review

Tacoma News Tribune

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston Gazette

Charleston Mail

Charleston Herold-Adv.

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee Journal

Milwaukee Sentinel



OVER 21' GIVEN LIFT BY IRENE DUNNE S PERFORMANCE
Rates • • • — on name value in first-ru

Columbia

103 minutes

Irene Dunne, Alexander Knox, Charles Co-
burn, Jeff Donnell, Loren Tindall, Pierre
Watkin, Lee Patrick, Phil Brown, Cora
Wltherspoon, Charles Evans, Nanette Parks,
Robert Emmett Keane, Anne Loos, Adele
Roberts, Jean Stevens.

Directed by Charles Vidor.

Irene Dunne's sparkling comedy perform-

ance is the saving grace of this light and
generally entertaining Army camp tale

which already seems somewhat dated in a

post-war world. The Dunne-Charles Coburn
marquee draw, as well as the fame of the

1943-44 stage hit, will mean strong grosses

in first-runs, but business may taper off in

subsequents and will be definitely weaker
in action spots. As written and acted by
Ruth Gordon on Broadway, "Over 21" was
a gay and amusing vehicle which stressed

the farcical difficulties of living in a bunga-
low court close to an Army base, rather
than the worries of an older man taking an
Officer's training course. Although the film's
slapstick moments and laughable domestic

ns; less in subsequents and action spots

difficulties will start average audiences roar-

ing, the comic situations become dimmed hy

repetition during the light-weight story

mostly laid in and around the Army post.

An underlying serious theme, dealing with

a crusading editor's hope for a lasting peace

is effectively introduced, even if it does

seem to clash with the farcical touches.

The dialogue is frequently hilarious and

Director Charles Vidor deserves credit for

keeping the action on the run during the

many indoors sequences. In the final analy-

sis, it's Irene Dunne's show and she rarely

fails it.

When Alexander Knox, liberal editor of

a New York paper, resigns to enter Army
life, his wife, Irene Dunne, novelist and

commentator, leaves a movie assignment to

join him in a tiny bungalow court near his

camp. She has many difficulties in the

cramped quarters while Knox has even

greater trouble with his examinations for

Officers' Candidate School because he is

nearing 40 and "people don't absorb quickly

when they are over 21," according to a

young officer's wife. Charles Coburn, Knox's

publisher, who believes his paper will fold

without the latter's editorials, tries to pre-

vent his passing the exams by frequent

phone calls to the camp but Miss Dunne

manages to forestall his scheme. To quiet

Coburn, Miss Dunne writes a series of edi-

torials which are published under Knox's

by-line. After Knox passes the course, he

learns that his wife has been writing the

editorials, one of which, "The World and

Apple Pie," is a splendid plea for world

peace. When Knox is sent to an Army post

where wives are not permitted, Miss Dunne

accepts Coburn's offer to become his new

editor.

Much interest will be attached to Alexan-

der Knox's first screen portrayal since

"Wilson" and, while he is excellent in the

more dramatic scenes, he lacks the lighter

touch required for the broad comedy mo-

ments. Charles Coburn is again perfectly

cast as the explosive newspaper publisher

and Cora Witherspoon and Lee Patrick give

truly satiric portrayals of the wives of

higher-up Army officials.

LEYENDECKER

•PENTHOUSE RHYTHM' LIVELY MUSICAL PROGRAMMER FOR LOWER HALF
Rates • • — as supporting dualler

Universal

60 minutes

Kirby Grant, Lois Collier, Edward Norris,

Maxie Rosenbloom, Judy Clark, Eric Bio re,

Minna Gombell, Edward S. Brophy, Marion
Martin, Donald MacBride, Henry Armetta,
Jimmy Dodd, Bobby Worth, Louis DaPron,
George Lloyd, Harry Barris, Paul Hurst.

Directed by Eddie Cline.

Another minor musical, "Penthouse Rhy-
thm" is strictly for the naborhood duals

where its lively song numbers and energetic

clowning will entertain patrons waiting for

the main feature. Although the story is

even more implausible than that in the av-

erage Universal musical programmer, the

action is fast-moving and the players work
hard to get a fair amount of laughs. Judy

Clark, who bounces about a la Betty Hutton,

puts over "Up Comes Love" and a finale

number, "Let's Go Americana," in an amus-

ingly-raucous style and also does some neat

stepping with a 'teen age trio, Jimmy Dodd,

Bobby Worth and Louis DaPron. Lois Col-

lier and Kirby Grant are adequate in the

romantic leads and such reliables as Eric

Blore, Minna Gombell, Edward S. Brophy
and Maxie Rosenbloom wander through the

proceedings with little to do. The young
jive fans will enjoy this the most.

Lois Collier, secretary to Edward Norris,

youthful theatrical producer, arranges an

audition for her ambitious young friends,

Judy Clark, Jimmy Dodd, Louis DaPron and

Bobby Worth, but, because Norris is in-

volved in a lawsuit with an ex-showgirl, he

leaves town upon the advice of his lawyer,

Kirby Grant. Miss Collier, believing that a

swell front will get Miss Clark a break,

moves the four youngsters into Norris' pent-

house apartment. Grant, who mistakes Miss

Clark for the showgirl, Marion Martin, gives

a party for her in the hopes that the law-

suit will be called off. However, Miss Mar-

tin gets wind of Grant's action and arrives

on the scene and Norris returns to town to

add to the confusion. After a free-for-all,

everyone is jailed but Norris, who has taken

a fancy to Miss Clark, later takes them all

to a nighclub where the girl and her three

pals have the opportunity to do their stuff.

YORK

DANGEROUS INTRUDER' MURDER-MYSTERY QUICKIE HAS SOME SUSPENSE
Rates • • — as supporting dualler in cheaper situations

" of the leading role and gives a shuddery

portrayal of a paranoiac who hides behind

a kindly, mild-mannered exterior. Veda Ann
Borg, cast as a stranded show-girl, is not

very convincing in the romantic scenes, but

these are incidental to the main horror

plot. Fay Helm and John Rogers also do

good work and Jo Ann Marlowe is natural

and appealing as Arnt's young stepdaughter

whose life is in danger. Should be coupled

with a comedy or musical feature.

PRC Pictures

61 minutes

Charles Arnt, Veda Ann Borg, Richard
Powers, Fay Helm, John Rogers, Jo Ann
Marlowe, Forrest Taylor, Helena P. Evans,
George Sorel, Roberta Smith, Eddie Rocco.

Directed by Vernon Keays.

This cheaply produced psychological mur-
der mystery is totally lacking in name value
and can be used only as a supporting dual-
ler in minor naborhood and action spots.

Although the story develops slowly and the
spectator soon guesses the identity of the
murderer, fair interest is maintained
through a series of exciting happenings
culminating in the maniacal killer chasing
and setting fire to a car containing the un-
conscious heroine. Charles Arnt, long a
familiar player in bit parts, makes the most
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Struck by Charles Arnt's car while trying

to hitch a ride, Veda Ann Borg, a stranded

show-girl, is taken to the wealthy man's

home to recover from her injuries. During

her convalescence there, Miss Borg sees

Arnt acting suspiciously and she hears Fay
Helm, his wife, give piercing screams in the

night after he brings her warm milk. In

the daytime, Arnt seems an amiable collec-

tor of ceramics which he acquired soon af-

ter his wife's aunt died and left her a for-

tune. When Miss Borg meets and falls in

love with Richard Powers, Miss Helm's

brother, she confides to him that she fears

for the safety of Jo Ann Marlowe, his young
niece and Arnt's stepdaughter. Powers scoffs

at her fears but, after Miss Helm dies, Miss

Borg goes to the city to read the aunt's

will which bequeaths the entire fortune to

the child upon the death of Miss Helm.
Certain that Arnt plans to take the child's

life, Miss Borg returns and finds that his

assistant has also been murdered. When
Arnt orders her to leave in his small car,

he follows, knocks her unconscious and
pours gasoline all over the auto before set-

ting it on fire. Powers, whose suspicions
have finally been aroused, pursues Arnt,

whose speeding car drives over a cliff.

Powers then manages to drag Miss Borg
from the flaming car.

YORK



THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade'* Event*

ALLIED BOARD - CIE MEET
National Allied's Board of Directors and the Conference of

Independent Exhibitors on the Consent Decree, meeting in Pitts-
burgh. August 21-23, took action on a number of timely and vital
topics affecting the independent exhibitor, including the Govern-
ment suit, the Goldman case, jack-rabbit 16 mm. shows, film prices,
checking, television and other matters.

The Conference meeting, held the first day, took initial steps
to make the CIE a permanent organization resolving to continue
the CIE at least until a final decree had been entered, with A. F.
Myers as General Counsel, and determined to enlarge its scope to
include exorbitant film rentals as germane to the antitrust suit.
Jesse L. Stern of New York was elected permanent moderator, and
Nathan Yamins, treasurer, with all exhibitor units eligible for
membership.

The Allied Board approved the CIE action and heard reports
of the investigation made by the Department of Justice in various
territories. The Goldman case was discussed; warnings issued to
exhibitors that 16 mm. "jack-rabbit" shows were a problem that
required immediate steps and suggested means of curbing the
threat; pre-fabricated theatres were considered more a menace
than a boon, although it was reported that at present it was doubt-
ful if they could be manufactured, transported and erected as
cheaply as theatres constructed on the site; television was not
deemed imminent; Mrs. Burt's plan to combat juvenile delinquency
and vandalism in theatres was approved.

A message to President Truman was approved expressing con-
gratulations and commendation and pledged the continued supportand cooperation of independent exhibitors, assuring that returning
veterans would be welcomed to their old jobs and would receive
all possible aid in establishing themselves in theatre business Itinformed him of a campaign to renovate and remodel theatres
so as to relieve against unemployment during demobilization and
reconversion.

Allied denied and protested the release by M-G-M of a list ofalleged endorsers of the company's 19-point program containing
the names of many leaders which Allied claimed had not evencommunicated with Metro on the subject, much less endorsed itA resolution was passed condemning blind pricing, percentagearrangements and practices which deprived an exhibitor of controlover his theatre operation among which were preferred playingtime, extended runs, increased admissions, etc

The Board directed Counsel to make an extensive study ofcomp,aints b exhibitors of local, incompetent checkers and inves-
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that a P°sitive out-of-coure settlement of the Govern-ment s anti-trust suit against the major distributors were ramoan*
last week as counsel for the majors' conferred with Attorney

Berl"in W
m

h J"* 5* Assistant A"°™ey General WendeHBerge in Washington. However, prospects for signing of a newdecree and the calling-off of the trial scheduled for October 8,waned as the Department of Justice reportedly held firm in theirdemand for divestiture of theatres by the distributors. Agree-ment of the defendants on this point was hardly expectedThe meeting with Clark was in contrast to previous meetingswhere company counsel negotiated with head of the anti-trust
division, who. in turn, presented reports and recommendations to

the Attorney General. Last week's meeting, with defendants going;

direct to the head man, indicated that Clark's long association
with the case prior to his appointment to Attorney General, offe'ed
distributors a meeting ground which was lacking with his

predecessor.

U PLANS 55 FOR 1945-46
Universal will release 55 features on the 1945-46 program, in-

cluding five specials from outside producers Walter Wanger, Diana
Productions and Skirball-Manning Productions, according to Wil-
liam A. Scully, vice-president and general sales manager of Uni-
versal Pictures Company, Inc. In addition there will be seven
westerns, four serials and 58 short subjects plus 104 issues of the
Universal newsreel. The budget will be upped by $10,000,000, said

Scully.

The specials will include two Technicolor productions from
Wanger, "Night in Paradise," starring Merle Oberon and Turhan
Bey and "Canyon Passage" with Dana Andrews, Brian Donlevy
and Susan Hayward. Diana Productions will make "Scarlet
Street," produced and directed by Fritz Lang, starring Edward
G. Robinson and Joan Bennett. Skirball-Manning will have
"Genius in the Family" with Myrna Loy and Don Ameche and an
untitled Claudette Colbert-Don Ameche starrer.

Highlighting the studio's own productions will be two Deanna
Durbin pictures, two Abbott and Costello's, two Yvonne de Carlo
Technicolor productions, and several top-budgeted features, in-

cluding "As It Was Before" starring Merle Oberon, Claude Rains
and Charles Korvin, with William Dieterle directing, and "Tan-
gier" starring Maria Montez, a George Waggner production. An-
other important addition to U releases is Mark Hellinger Pro-

ductions, who brought several story properties of his own to the

studio.

The seven westerns will again star Kirby Grant and Fuzzy
Knight.

The shorts subjects program will contain 13 Walter Lantz
Technicolor "Cartunes," 15 Person-Oddities, 15 Variety Views, 13

Name-Band Musicals and two special featurettes in addition to

the Universal newsreels.

(Continued on Page 34)

PEOPLE
L. J. Schlaifer resigned his position as Central sales manager

for 20th Century-Fox, Tom Connors, vice-president in charge of

distribution, announced, revealing that in place of three sales

managers functioning under general sales head W. J. Kupper,
there would now be four: W. C. Gehring, Central and Canadian
sales manager; A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern; Herman Wobber, West
Coast, and Harry G. Ballance, Southern, the latter two. forme'ly

division managers in San Francisco and Atlanta.

William B. Levy was named head of world distribution for

Walt Disney Productions, Inc., Roy O. Disney, vice-president and
general manager, announced. Now in London on a special mis-

sion, Levy will return this month to assume his new duties, head-

quartering in New York.

Morey Marcus was appointed supervisor of certain Far Eas-
tern territories for Paramount International under J. E. Perkins,

manager of the Far Eastern, Australia, New Zealand and South!

Africa territories. Marcus left UA in June, 1942 to enter the Navy
and was serving as a lieutenant in the USNR when discharged
August 11.

George Josephs was named assistant to Columbia general salesj

manager A. Montague, rising from manager of the sales account-
ing department, a post he has held since 1937.

Michael Bergher was named special foreign representative of

Universal International Films.

Vincent Trotta, art director of National Screen Service, w.ll

act as dean of the judges committee for the annual "Miss Am-
erica" beauty pageant, marking the eleventh successive year that

Trotta has judged the Atlantic City event.

H. C. Bissell, former salesman for Columbia in Albany, was
promoted to branch manager, succeeding Joseph J. Miller, who
recently resigned to become PRC district manager in the Buffalo-

Cincinnati-Cleveland territory.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

UNCLE HARRY' SLOW IN STARTING, KILLED BY TRICK ENDING
(UNIVERSAL)
"... Rather pale and wan screen melodrama ... Not until near the

end does the picture begin to create a murderous conflict. But
the ending itself tacked on to satisfy cinema morality, is merel\
ridiculous. . .Final scene not calculated to satisfy any one but the
Hays Office." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Another seeming killer wakes up to find his crime a dream
again — only this time the substance of the reverie is nothing
like as gripping as it should be... Events leading up to the dream
are a drab and monotonous Succession of routine episodes...
George Sanders is badly miscast." CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES.
"...Good to the last drop but. boy-oh-boy. is that last drop hard
to take... Rest of the play is deeply engrossing and primly shock-
ing murder storv...Up to the ending 'Uncle Harrv' is very slick

movie." McMANUS. PM.
"...Early scenes dreary monotone ... Pace of events becomes only

a trifle more brisk when the setting for the murder and its con-

sequences is complete. . .Picture's one spurt of ironic and exciting

turn of events near the finish might have overcome the heavy
going of the earlier reels. But whatever chance it had is dis-

sipated by the letdown of that makeshift ending tacked on."

COOK. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...4 Stars. . .Horror and suspense are watered down and the

sardonically bitter ending of the play has been sacrificed to a

typical Hollywood happy outcome." CAMERON. N. Y. DAILY
NEWS.
...Hush-hush, trick ending. . .Left this reviewer more outraged

than surprised. . .After you have given 'Uncle Harry" full credit

for its initial departure from the beaten path and for the earnest

effort, there are large subtractions to be made on account of

tedious stretches and subsequent excitement which turns out to

have been illegitimate." WINSTEN. N. Y. POST.

OVER 21' LUKEWARM REVIEWS CALL IT UNTIMELY
(COLUMBIA)
"...A thin stage comedy has become even thinner on the screen
...Has a series of gay interludes, but they barely serve to bind
the new picture at the Music Hall into a satisfying entertainment
...Mixture of slapstick and soap-box oratory .. .Charles Vidor's
knowing direction makes the most of his best passages. Unfor-
tunately, he has not been able to keep the show from frequent
slumping." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...With people everywhere thinking, talking, planning and
breathing peace. 'Over 21' seems to have come in at an unpsycho-
logical moment. It is a bit startling to find oneself .. .transported
back to the early days of the war .. .Charles Vidor. who directed,
has extracted everv iota of fun from the housing situation."
CAMERON. N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
".

.
.She (Irene Dunne) manages some amusing confusions at times

...But the strong urge to ape Miss Gordon becomes monotonous

and distracting after a time. This is sad. for the play is quite

obviously a thin bit of artificial fluff, and without a spanking cen-

tral performance, its wordiness and pretense crudely show."

CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES.
•...Film comedy with plenty of punch in every punchline, but a

mite late in getting to the public. . .Moves along at a laugh-a-

minute pace, even though you do feel that you must already have
seen or heard every possible gag about bungalow courts and war
wives. . .Whole movie makes sense." McMANUS. PM.
"...Patriotic little jaunt combining dream-world newspaper an-

tics and comic community life near an army post. . .Glibly comic
rendering of the Gordon play is timely or belated, depending on
your view of current events... If you like Miss Dunne's patroniz-

ing kind of fun Over 21' will hand it to you by the yard. Some
of it is strained and cliched. but the slapstick sequences around
the army post are safe to watch." HUDSON. N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM.

'BEWITCHED' PSYCHOLOGICAL MELLER GETS MIXED REACTION
(MGM)
"...Radio technique shows through a limp psychological thriller
...Story rambles through disjointed agony incidents outlined in
too much lurid dialogue. . .Monotonous exaggeration whose over-
statement, though necessary for air-wave presentation, does not
fit the motion-picture medium." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...Curiously arresting clinical film drama...A bit off the beaten
track as this sort of screen fare goes and is worth stopping off to
see. even if it does not maintain a steady level of suspense "

T.M.P.. N. Y. TIMES.
Brave try at probing Freudian mysteries. . .Packs drama, and

horror too, despite some free tampering with science .. .Actually,

it's 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' on the distaff side, except that

Bewitched' isn't treating it as moral fantasy, but as straight,

clinical fact." HUDSON. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Strangely interesting film drama ... Holds its audiences fas-

cinated bv the unconventional action. . .Intelligently appealing."

THIRER. N. Y. POST.
"...20 per cent straight goods and 80 per cent neutral grain eye-

wash... In full top-budget regalia, with one of those ultra-psychia-

tric scoring arrangements, recording and art direction by Douglas
Shearer and Cedric Gibbons and all that, you have a right to

expect a certain clinical validity. . .'Bewitched,' however, trots out

one of those one-in-a-million mental phenomena." McMANUS, PM.

PRIDE OF THE MARINES' STRAIGHT TALK, GOOD DRAMA, VITAL SUBJECT
'WARNERS)
"...Vital and delicate subject of the rehabilitation of wounded
men is treated with uncommon compassion, understanding and
dignity, as well as with absorbing human interest. . .Actually a
drama, very real and affecting, of young love. . .Solid, credible
drama, composed of taut situation and dialogue ... Some of the
best talk we've heard on the screen ... Inspiring and eloquent."
CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES.
".

.
.Honesty and intensity make up for numerous cinematic faults

...Pulls few punches in characterization, dramatic action or
background.

.
That it talks too much at times, and labors its

points in a repetitive and over-long continuity, does not keep the
film from being a vastly pertinsnt war picture, even now that the
war is finished.

. .Remarkably realistic treatment, over-all convic-
tion." BARNES. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

".
. .Marks the re-emergence of Warner Bros., after a dull vaca-

tion, as one studio capable of handling contemporary affairs with

a degree of plain speaking. . .Deals less with the war than its

aftermath. . .Human factors involved guarantee a deep and con-

tinuing interest in what the picture has to say." WINSTEN.

N. Y. POST.

".. .First movie attempt at a sensible, realistic understanding of
the plight of returning war veterans ... Story has material for one
of the rousing movies of the war and this new picture has
achieved that. . Audience often felt a cheer to emphasize a point
. . .Cheers for the director but more solid ones for directors, writ-

ers and cast. Not often will movie makers of this war achieve
such results." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'THE SOUTHERNER' SERIOUS, ADULT DRAMA IS PRAISED

14

i UNITED ARTISTS)
' Interesting departure from the groove of Hollywood pictures
...Scorns glamour and concentrates on the small currents of life
in desperate rural poverty ... Seeds of fine drama are here, but
the picture only scratches the surface ... Renoir's direction is suc-
cessful in many of the sidelights, but unsuccessful in the main
theme.' GUERNSEY. JR.. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
" Poor, white sharecropper probably as unfashionable a subject
for screen treatment as could be contemplated, has been given
forthright, sympathetic and seemingly honest expression
Worthy addition to the year's roster of fine Alms... Has under-
standing^- shown, through a series of leisurely paced but artisti-
cally integrated vignettes, the pathos and humor of a year's
struggle in tenant-farming. Genuine drama .. Absence of cliche

and a wealth of humanity ... Subtly combined his camera with
sparse dialogue." T.M.P.. N. Y. TIMES.

"...Serious treatment of an adult subject. . .Since the topic does
not lend itself to laughter, it cannot be called a merry picture.
But a certain degree of satisfaction can be taken in the fact that,
despite an extraordinary variety of impending dooms, there is

never an utter defeat... Can safely head your list of current,
worth-while pictures." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...At once a rare and rewarding motion picture and a challenge
to those agencies and elements in our society who believe in fuH
freedom of democratic expression. . Simple, straightforward story
. . .Offers no preachments .. .Film not to miss, nor to let your
friends miss." McMANUS. PM.
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jexzrvna/ D U R B I N

has held her top position among Hollywood stars because her

pictures have consistently offered new and exciting forms of

entertainment. "LADY ON A TRAIN" is an eminent example.

Deanna plays an entirely different type of role—a lovely society

girl who becomes involved in a murder . . . and further involved

with five men, one of whom is the killer.

The tense adventure of "LADY ON A TRAIN" is punctu-

ated by lots of comedy to make this a delightful movie. A little

love for good measure, plus Deanna's singing of two melodic

songs—"Night and Day" and "Give Me a Little Kiss"— will add

to audience enjoyment.

It is our opinion that "LADY ON A TRAIN" will be one

of the most successful Deanna Durbin pictures. See it soon and

date it for big returns.





HEADED

FOR

BIG BUSINESS

in

Lady on a train"

RALPH BELLAMY • DAVID BRUCE
GEORGE COULOURIS • ALLEN JENKINS • DAN DURYEA • EDWARD EVERETT HORTON

PATRICIA MORISON • ELIZABETH PATTERSON • MARIA PALMER • JACQUELINE deWIT

Produced by FELIX JACKSON • Directed by CHARLES DAVID
Associate Producer: HOWARD CHRISTIE • Screenplay by EDMUND
BELOIN and ROBERT O'BRIEN • Original Story by LESLIE CHARTERIS



The timeliness of a "Casablanca", the explosiveness of an atomic bomb! First Yank Into Tokyo is certainly one

of the exploitation scoops of this eventful year. The showman need not ask about cast or story—neither is

big-time—but this RKO picture has a million dollar title that is being advertised in the headlines of every news-

paper in the land today. First Yank Into Tokyo, the title, seems quite enough for the ballyhoo artists, but wait.

What was the mission of this First Yank Into Tokyo? Well, this ingenious little yarn tells of an American pilot,

disguised by plastic surgery to look like a Jap, who is smuggled into Nippon to rescue the American scientist in

whose possession is the key to the super-bomb destined to end the war with Japan and to prevent future wars.

In brief, Mr. Showman, here is the first movie hinting at the atomic bomb! This little melodrama is hot-off-the-

griddle, and, brother, it's sizzling! (Continued on Next Page)



"FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO"

CREDITS
An RKO Radio Picture. Produced by J. Robert Bren under the Supervision of Jack Gross.

D retted by Gordon Douglas. Screenplay by J. Robert Bren and Gladys Atwater. Cast

Tom Neal. Barbara Hale. Marc Cramt. Riehad Loo. Keye Like.

1. Major Steve Ross (Tom Neal), U. S. Army pilot, raised

in Japan, has a farewell outing with his fiancee, Abby
Drake (Barbara Hale), an Army nurse about to be shipped
to the Philippines.

5. Steve then contrives to get a job as an orderly in the pr
|

camp where the American ordnance expert, Lewis Jardine (A

Cramer), is held. After some difficulty, he succeeds in convinc'

Jardine of his true identity.

2. Shortly after Abby leaves, Major Ross is called to
Washington on a special assignment. He learns that he
has been chosen, because of his ability to speak Japanese,
to contact an ordnance expert who was shot down in the
Pacific while en route to Washington with a secret weapon.

3. Ross, believing Abby killed on Bataan, consents to
submit to a plastic operation that will transform him into
the exact likeness of a Jap, but he is warned that the
operation can never be reversed. He will wear the face
of a Jap until he dies.

4. With the aid of the Korean underground. Major Ross
is smuggled into Japan, where he assumes the identity of a
discharged Jap war hero.

4, Ross is shocked to find that Abby is head nurse of the hostil

and that the commandant is his old college roommate, Col>3l

Okanura (Richard Loo). Okanura has his eye on Abby and, i i-

dentally, he has a strange suspicion that Okanura suspects himj

7. In the prison yard, Ross and Jardine plan the

ura complicates matters by aceus ! r>?: Pos of bi
'

American kills the Jap officer and fores Tird : ->

are in love) to escape, while Ross st-^ys beh : n'

enemy and to die. rather than live on looking liV-r>
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holdovers (Boston, Kansas City, Norfolk, Detroit), and
moveovers (Dallas, Cincinnati, Syracuse, Toledo,

Buffalo, Richmond, Worcester, Bridgeport, Hartford,

Minneapolis) with top business indicated in other

key spots where it has just opened!

Another Star-topped Hit from 0 . A.!
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
President Harry Cohn this week tied up a new independent

utfit which will go under the name of JEM productions — lawyer

Jerry Geisler, Eddie Nealis and writer Milton Holmes heading the

company. Geisler and Nealis are financing. Holmes brings with

im "Johnny O'clock," a sequel to "Mr. Lucky," which finds

Lucky solving a gambling murder. Holmes was offered $50,000

or the original and $20,000 for the screenplay, from a major, but
turned it down in favor of 20 percent of the profits from the

icture.

Casting on Rita Hayworth's starrer. "Gilda," continues with
George Macready upped from a character role to second male
lead. Charles Vidor is set to direct.

Doris Merrick, who made the pages of the SatEvePost a year
ago as a young contract player being groomed by 20th Century-
Fox, signed with this studio for the romantic lead in Judy Can-
ova's "Hit the Hay." Handled correctly, this girl is definite star

material.

Clay Campbell, make-up department head, optioned for an-
other year. . .Robert Scott also optioned and goes into one of the
top roles in "Submarine Patrol," which shoots next month.

Four comedies set to roll next month are being prepared by
Jules White and Hugh McCollum. Slapstickers star the Three
Stooges, Shemp Howard, Andy Clyde and Eddie Foy, Jr.

Six features and one western are now before the cameras at
his studio. Charles Starrett completed "Two Fisted Stranger"
and immediately began "Phantom of the Desert." "Life With
Blondie" (Singleton-Lake) completed casting this week and is

now rolling. "Song of Broadway" (Reynolds-Brady) and "Tars
and Spars" (Drake-Blair) continue with songs being recorded and
outines going before the cameras. Also shooting are "Prison
Ship" (Lowery-Foch), "Hail the Chief" (Morris-Parker) and
Jungle Raiders" (Richmond-Borg).

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Proof that the story's the thing at this studio is the large

I number of top-selling novels and plays purchased during recent
I (rears and the high returns at the box-office seem to bear out
I Metro's faith in such screen material. And this outfit is certainly
I taking no chances on getting caught with its story properties
lldown. "Before the Sun Goes Down," a first novel by Elizabeth
Metzger Howard, receives the second award made in the $200,000
MGM prize novel contest. Pandro S. Berman was signed to pro-
luce. The story deals with life in a small Pennsylvania town and
will be given top quality production. The purchase price insures

This week MGM also put $200,000 into Gilbert Miller's pro-
duction of the Vina Delmar play. "A Rich. Full Life," which opens
on Broadway this fall. Eyed as a vehicle for Elizabeth Taylor,
the story deals with a mother and her teen-age daughter. Money
Sives MGM uncontested story rights for the screen.

With filmusicals literally pouring out of this studio, a new
post of Musical Coordinator was created this week and occupied
by Richard Joseph Powers, for the past six years supervisor of
:he Pacific Western Division of ASCAP. Powers will act as liaison
between the studio, music publishers and songwriters on its pic-
:ures and musical properties.

This studio was the first to announce completion of its plans
tor distribution of 16 mm films to every corner of the globe. Idea
s that they will not compete with regular distribution outlets now
et up, but rather supplement them. None will be distributed in
his country. The mobile units, found so successful in exhibiting
notion pictures to troops, will be used to show pictures in towns

of 1000 or less population. Thus, isolated communities and towns

in foreign countries, too small to support a theater, will be serv-

iced by the motion picture camera. Every MGM release, feature,

educational or short subject will have its 16 mm counterpart, ac-

cording to present plans. A staff of specialists have already been

trained in the field.

Final editing on "They Were Expendable," the W. L. White

best-seller starring Robert Montgomery, is now being completed

by Captain John Ford. He directed the picture and finished the

editing before checking in at Republic under his deal there.

Esther Williams is learning to handle the cape in imitation

of a lady bullfighter for her next, "Fiesta Brava," to be filmed in

Mexico City this fall. Story is based on the bull that was so

brave it was pardoned.
Victor Saville directs "The Green Years" instead of Harold S.

Bucquet, originally assigned. Bucquet was ordered to rest be-

cause of overwork. Saville was producer from 1938 to 1943 for

this company and checked in on the lot this week for his first

assignment in two years here. Shooting began immediately.

"Three Wise Fools," made by Samuel Goldwyn in 1923. is

being given a polish job for remake at MGM. Lionel Barrymore.

Frank Morgan and Virginia O'Brien are penciled in for roles, but

plans call for an all-star cast of principals.

Frank Sinatra, ironing out his difficulties over RKO commit-

ments, this week signed a deal unique in musical circles whereby

anv tunes sung by him in a picture will become his property to

publish. He will use his own firm. Barton Music, which will plug

top songs from his pictures far in advance of picture's release.

Deal covers five years.

Ten features are now rolling on this lot. "The Green Years

started last week. "This Strange Adventure" (Clark Gable-Gar-

son) finished shooting on two elaborate sets, a boat set and a

dude ranch set, which covered two complete sound stages. What

Next Corporal Hargrove?" (Walker-Porter) completed casting for

minor roles; "The Pcr,tman Always Rings Twice" (Turner-Gar-

field) moved into courtroom sequences of the murder story, and

"Two Sisters from Boston" (Allvson-Lawford) continued despite

honeymoon atmosphere surrounding June after her recent marri-

age to Dick Powell. "The Yearling" (Peck-Jarman) progressing

despite the bad start. "Bad Bascomb" (Beery-O'Brien). "Boy's

Ranch" (Craig-Jenkins). "Hoodlum Saint" (Powell-Williams) and

"Up Goes Maisie" (Sothern-Murphy) continue to roll on toward

completion dates.

MONOGRAM
Postwar plans forged ahead at this studio this week with

work actually starting on enlarging stage 3 by 60 feet. Area

utilized is propertv recently acquired, adjoining the studio proper.

Space is needed immediately since "Golden Girl." Belita's new

starrer, is set for an early production date. King Brothers have

set a minimum budget of $750,000 on the ice skating musical with

big-name director and cast now being dickered for. Plans for

better distribution in foreign countries also are being realized.

New offices soon to be opened will be in Buenos Aires. Cairo and

Manila Special sales representatives are being sent to London.

Paris. Canada and Australia to cooperate with local franchise

holders in Monogram distribution set-up.

"Black Market Babies," with Ralph Morgan and Kane Rich-

mond went before the cameras this week. In its fourth week of

production is "Swing Parade," the Gale Storm high budget musi-

cal "Border Bandits" went to the cutting rooms.

Sidney Toler's next "Charlie Chan" will have Phil Rosen di-

recting and starting date is set for September 7. "Riders of the

Dawn" is the new title for the Wakely-White west-*** formerly

called "Rainbow Valley."



PARAMOUNT
Paramount announces the readying of nine pictures to be

added to their present backlog of sixteen awaiting release. Com-
pletion of "Calcutta" made six recently finished features in the

cutting rooms being readied for final previews.

Now before the cameras are three top budget stories. "To
Each His Own" stars Olivia de Havilland and introduces John
Lund. "Blue Skies" proceeds smoothly with Fred Astaire taking

over the Paul Draper routines. Barbara Stanwyck and Robert
Cummings are at work in "The Bride Wore Boots."

Top-grosser Alan Ladd went on suspension this week as result

of his refusal to do "California," a Technicolor show, with Betty

Hutton. Ladd just completed "Calcutta" this week and was due to

report for preparatory stages of "California" when his suspension

was announced. Reason for Ladd's refusal was not given. The
studio expects to announce replacement before Hutton's return

from European camp shows September 1.

Teresa Wright goes into "Take This Woman," with Ray Mil-

land, the second deal made by Para for her services with Samuel
Goldwyn. Miss Wright just finished "Trouble With Women" with
Milland and Brian Donlevy. In the latest film she'll play the part

of a girl of the Victorian period who becomes a ballet dancer and
after marr; ing a young Member of Parliament (Milland) becomes
involved in a murder scandal.

"Hot Cargo," the Bill Pine-Bill Thomas production, goes to

location at Sherwood Forrest, William Gargan and Jean Rogers
heading the cast.

Hal Wallis set A. I. Bezzerides working on the script of

"Desert Town" with Romona Stewart, author of the Colliero'

serial which Wallis recently purchased.
It used to be that girls would hang around Hollywood a few

years, seldom get breaks, then star on Broadway and be brought
back for a bang-up movie career. Para is now reversing the pro-

cess. Recently signed Mary Hatcher, young singer, was loaned
by Para to the Theater Guild to take the feminine lead in their
road show company of "Oklahoma." She'll then return to Holly-
wood for the next summer and again go to Broadway for the fall

sea on. Her only screen role has been a brief appearance in "Our
Hearts Were Growing Up." This studio feels her success as a
star would be assured should she click on the stage.

Reginald Owen (he's wonderful as the tottering Duke, hus-
band of Paulette Goddard in "Kitty") was borrowed this week
from MGM for two more Paramount productions. He'll have top
character roles in both "Monsieur Beaucaire" and "Take This
Woman." Both films shoot first week in September, so production
schedules will allow Owen to bicycle between stages.

George Brent, who this week signed for two pictures at RKO,
will be co-starred with Lizabeth Scott in "Love Lies Bleeding" —
providing Hal Wallis can work out production schedules to con-
form with Brent's other commitments. Lewis Milestone is set to
direct, production being scheduled for early October.

Little Olga San Juan. Puerta Rican singing-dancing starlet,
has been set opposite Bob Hope in "Monsieur Beaucaire." Paul-
ette Goddard and Gail Russell both were mentioned for the part,
but production schedules gave Olga the break.

PRC
This studio will be completely streamlined within the next six

months if materials become available, prexy Leon Fromkess an-
nounced this week. A new four-floor administration building is

planned to house executives, writers, publicity department, make-
up, commissary and all other departments scattered in bungalows
nil over the lot. Bungalows will then be eliminated and two new
sound stages erected.

The Hays office banned "Wanted for Murder" at PRC this
week, but said that no blanket order would follow on pictures
with crime backgrounds. Needled by aroused public criticism over
"Dillint,'er," the Hays office warned PRC that it violated 10 of 12
articles of the code and could not receive seal of approval if it

went ahead with the proposed feature. Picture was removed
from this year's schedule.

Leo J. McCarthy, former sales manager for this company,
asked for his release from present contract in order to set up his
own production company with release through PRC. He is work-
ing out details with Leon Fromkess.

Nancy Coleman's starrer, "Once and For All," was set back
on the production schedule when producer Henry Brash an-
nounced no director was available. Cast is not yet set either.

"Strnngler of the Swamps" (LaPlanche-Barratt) and "Flying
Serpent" (Lewis-Kramer) went before the cameras this week.
'How Do You Do?" (Gordon-Windsor) and "Wife of Monte Cristo"
<Loder-Aubert) ara in the cutting room.

REPUBLIC
Four pictures are now before the cameras on this lot and four

more are scheduled to roll, bringing the total up to eight, the
lai

. t number yet in production during any summer season on

the Republic lot. "Concerto," Frank Borzage's Technicolor pro- '

duction starring Philip Dorn, continues to hold the top spot in its (I

third week of an 11-week shooting schedule. John Wayne's
"Dakota" is still rolling, "The Phantom Rides Again," a serial,

||

will be winding up soon. "Along the Navajo Trail" was the only ij|

new one started. "Murder in the Music Hall" with Vera Hruba I

Ralston is in its pre-production state, ice-skating sequences now I

being filmed.

Captain John Ford, having completed "They Were Expend-
able" at Metro and scenes in the trials of European war criminals,
will take over his producer-directorship at Republic immediately.

j

New plans were set for distribution in Mexico and Soutli
|

America after sales manager and President James R. Grainger's
j

recent trip to confer with exhibitors in the lands to the south. I

Republic has several Latin American favorites under contract and
plans call for extensive distribution of pictures using such stars. |
Tito Guizar's present singing tour of South America will aid box-
office on his pictures now readying for release below the border.

|

Reaction to the adverse criticism following release of "Dillin-

ger" caused the shelving of scheduled Don Barry starrer, "Baby !

Face Nelson." When criticism dies down the company plans to
put it back on the schedule.

"Four Hours from Chi," SatEvePost serial by William Porter
|

soon to appear, was purchased this week for $25,000 by Republic.
Armand Schaefer will supervise production of the murder-mystery

t

under the upped top budget picture schedule for this coming sea-
son. Schaefer's next Bill Elliott starrer will be "The Oklahomans,"

|

an original purchased by Al Wilson.

Stephen Sekely, former director at this studio, has been pacted
by Herbert J. Yates to deliver two pictures during the year for I

this studio's release. Sekely has submitted three stories for OK
and expects to have production on one underway by October 1.

RKO-RADIO
Liberty Films, Inc. — consisting of Frank Capra, William

Wyler and Samuel Briskin — was pacted to a long-term contract
with RKO-Radio last week. The nine picture deal which involves
production expenditures in excess of $15,000,000 highlighted the
announcements by President Ned E. Depinet on RKO's future at

|

the recently concluded Western Division sales meet here. Formed
six months ago, Liberty Films boasts more talent in its three head
men than any other production company in town. Producer-
Director Capra is three time Academy Award winner, Producer-
Director Wyler won the 1942 "Oscar" with "Mrs. Miniver" and j

Briskin is former vice-president and executive producer of Colum-
bia pictures. The three check into the lot immediately where al!

production will be shot. Among stories the trio bring to the I

studio is "It Happened On Fifth Avenue" which Capra and Bris-

kin purchased for a reported $50,000.

Company also announced $3,666,000 to be spent on publicity

and advertising campaigns for the coming year's product. This
is an up of more than a million over last year's budget. Four

:

hundred thousand of that goes immediately into the exploitation

of "The Spanish Main" (O'Hara-Henried) Technicolor epic.

Charles Koerner, studio chief, leaves for England the middle
of September, taking with him several RKO players, and possiblv

a director, to make two pictures under a commitment with J.

'

Arthur Rank. RKO will release these pictures, as well as two
other Rank productions, in the United States. William Dozier
Koerner's assistant, will leave the end of September to follow upi

on production details.

John Houseman, OWI chief of film theater and music of oc-'

cupied Germany, checks out to resume producer's desk at RKO
in January.

Bob Manning, acquired from the legit "White Cargo" show.'

was signed to a term contract and immediately cast in "A Tale of

Bedlam."

George Brent was signed to star in two of RKO's top budget
features for the 1945-46 program. He's be the romantic lead in

"Some Must Watch," which Dore Schary is producing. Second
will be opposite Joan Bennett in "Desirable Woman," a screenplay*
now being scripted from Mitchell Wilson's psychological novel.l

"None So Blind."

Felix Feist tifted with RKO over the preparation of story on
Eddie Cantor's "Show Business Out West," bought up his contract.

<

and announced formation of his own company. He's already pur-l

chased "One of Ten," a murder mystery based on recent research!

into mental telepathy. His last chore for the studio was "Georgfi

White Scandals."

Tim Whelan takes over directorial reigns on "Badmen's Ter-

ritory," Randolph Scott starrer. Story is based on frontier his-

tory and plans call for an outdoor spectacle, the greatest since

"Cimarron" at this studio.

Jean Renoir will direct "Sister Kenny," the much knockec
and praised screenplay which Rosalind Russell has pushed foi

more than two years. Starting date is middle of October wiU
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now call for Mervyn LeRoy to start meting in January.

starting this week were "All Brides Are Beautiful" (Fontaine-
,

btevens) Some Must Watch" ( McGuire-Brent) and "MasterMinds (Carney-Jeffreys).

20th CENTURY-FOX
I Darryl F. Zanuck's revelation that a picture about the Ger-man attempt to steal our atomic bomb secret had been in prepara-

'onand Production for neal 'y a year brought yards of publicity

,i ;\h°
11

^t°" l
2nd Street " "K is based entiie 'y on the rec-ords of the FBI," Zanuck told the press. "The actors, actressesand techn.c.ans who worked in the picture did not know that the

I \ £l
W 'th the development and protection of the atomicbomb. These portions of the film were omitted from the screen-

;

play until after the White House announcement of the use of the
;

bomb in the war against Japan." Pic stars William Eythe and
;

Signe Hasso, but most bits were played by actual FBI men. After
i dropping the story on the front pages, the studio decided to witb-
;

draw all comment on the atomic bomb in connection with exploit-
' ing the picture. However, Louis de Rochemont and Henry Hath-
away, as a result of their work on the feature, are now the
producer-director team on "Shock," a psychological thriller.

Carole Landis whose name at the box-office has been carefully
,

built up over the past two years at this studio may be dropped
by Fox when the nine months remaining in her present contract
are over. Carole's acceptance of suspensions plus the fact thatFox wont OK fat off-the-lot deals for her makes parting of the

I

f

WayS al
t

m°st a certainty. At present Carole is in New York sit-
ting out her contract.

Troubles Troubles. "Sentimental Journey" with Maureen
, e^i

1

Vo- ,

n Payne
'
iS nOW claimed °y Paramount as title of

'

fitlJ m U £ Production. Para claims to have registered the

1,1 t ,
yS °mCe prior to Fox ' use and has a p

- J- Wolfson
script ready to shoot in the next few days. Casting is complete

• A I
°X P 'CtUre °f tne same title and 20th also has secured

rights to use of the song of the same name as music in the scorim-
Alexis Minotis, husband of Katina Paxinou, has been signed

tor Captain from Castile." The Greek actor was at one time aiavonte European producer and actor of Shakespearean drama
Doll Face" (O'Keefe-Miranda) and "Smoky" (MacMurray-

tfaxter) are the only two productions shooting on the lot. No new
ones were started.

UNITED ARTISTS

j

David L. Loew won complete victory in "The Battle of Mem-
phis when Lloyd T. Binford, long a thorn in Hollywood's side.

j

Was forced to reverse his Board of Censor's decision banning "The
^

southerner" from the Tennessee city. Producer Loew was set to

| ^
arry the nSht to the supreme court, if necessary, when attorney.?
tor Binford requested the United Artists' picture be shown the
Board again. Binford reversed his decision immediately after
Binford, in the past, has ordered deletions from "King of Kings"
and either banned or trimmed "Sensations of 1945" and "Brew-

I ster's Millions." Loew warned, however, that "wherever individ-
ual censors, with no codes established, with no controls over their

'

own prejudices, are allowed to rule pictures out by whim and
bias, the motion picture industry must fight for its right to speak
truthfully and forcefully."

After five months and a long postponement, "Duel In The
*>un ' finally completed shooting. David Selznick and his produc-
tion company announced a two or three month layoff giving Selz-
nick an opportunity to make up his mind about future operations
He takes up production reins with Arthur Rank on a British pic-

'

ture scheduled for November. Speculation mounts on whether
or not Selznick will deliver the five pictures he must release
through UA to earn his one-third ownership. He may. instead,
start a new releasing corporation and build his own studio on a
plot of ground he now has under option. Most of the studio
talent is now on loan-out to other studios and remainder may be
diverted the same way during this period. Meanwhile, the suit
filed by Charles Chaplin against Selznick and Vanguard films for
the sale of three story properties to 20th Century-Fox continues.
Chaplin asserts that Selznick bought "Jane Eyre," "Claudia" and
"Keys of the Kingdom" with money borrowed from UA. Chaplin
is suing for an accounting for himself and the UA stockholders.

Six million dollars was set as the budget for five productions
soon to go before the cameras by Producer Edward Small. Under-
way is "Bella Donna" and soon to follow are "Lorna Doone," "The
Life of Valentino," "Return of Monte Cristo" and "Kate Fen-
nigate."

Preston Sturges' first independent production, "The Sin of
Harold Diddlebock," goes September 15 at Goldwyn studio for
UA release.

UNIVERSAL
Thirteen pictures are now being processed and shot on thi I

lot. Six are in production, the others are going through the cut-

ting rooms and print mills. Started this week were "Canyon

Passage," a Technicolor Western starring Dana Andrews, Brian

Donlevy and Susan Hayward; "Because of Him." the latest De-

anna Durbin flicker; "The Daltons Ride Again," a rip-snortin;

adventure story of the four Dalton boys with Alan Curtis and

Martha O'Driscoll; and "Gun Town" one of the Kirby Grant-

Fuzzy Knight westerns. Rolling on the lot are "The Fugitive"

(Rathbone-Bruce) and "Scarlet Street" (Robinson-Bennett). In

the cutting rooms were "Royal Mounted Rides Again," "That

Night With You," "Shady Lady," "Frontier Gal," "Code of the

Lawless," "Bad Men of the Border" and "Night In Paradise."

This studio followed through with the first exchange of in-

ternational talent under the Arthur J. Rank deal with Universal.

Patricia Roc arrived in this country by Clipper to take over her

assignment at the Walter Wanger unit in "Canyon Passage."

Arrangements were made for this exchange by Nate Blumberic,

studio's president, and Rank, on his recent visit here.

Wanger announced that he plans to shcot most of the Rosa-
mund Lehmann best-seller, "The Ballad and the Source," in the

British Lies. He'll personally supervise the Technicolor epic as

soon as he winds up "Canyon Passage" and "Scarlet Street."

"Heat Wave," a high-budget Technicolor musical starring
Yvonne DeCarlo will roll latter part of September. Story in based
on the life of composer Rimsky-Koioakov during period when he
served with the Russian Navy in the near East. His "Schehera-
zade" and "Song of India" will be featured. This should be tailor-

made for Yvonne. The story was purchased from Walter Reisch
who was also signed to direct the film.

Universal International which withdrew from Italy early in

1940 re-establishes headquarters in Rome with Emanuel Zamn,
formerly with Columbia, in charge. General policy of UI will be
to open its own distribution centers in all big continental capitals.

WARNER BROS.

With war's end Warner Brothers moves into the Orient with
2u films readied for the market. All are selected on the basis of
special appeal to morale and readjustment trends of the popula-
tion in these areas.

WB's London office revealed that the Jack Warner negotia-
tions carried on during his recent overseas trip for screening Oi

ex-Prime Minister Churchill's life story are now completed. De-
lay on actual shooting was over disagreement a.; to where the
picture would be filmed. WB's Teddington plant, knocked out in

the blitz, was useless to the company and filming was contem-
plated here. Company, after Churchill's objection to this arrange-
ment, found suitable space in England and film will be on next
year's schedule.

Look for Jack Benny to wash up his two-picture deal with this
studio in the near future in favor of his own production company
(everyone seems to want to get in the act these days). Benn. '.•

UA release has expired but he indicated, in his first interview- in

this country after returning from an eight-week USO camp tour
of Germany, that UA will handle his product. Benny returns to

Hollywood and further negotiations on this deal will be carried
on next week.

Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall, with a firmly estab-
lished co-starring box-office record in "To Have and Have Not,"
will probably retain their popularity as a husband and wife team.
Next to be released with the team is "The Big Sleep" and next
before the cameras .is "Tomorrow Is Another Day." W. R. Bur-
nett v/rote the yarn which Robert Buckner will produce and
Raoul Walsh direct. It's a modern triangle story. Burnett's next
yarn will be "The Patent Leather Kid" with Dana Andrews as
star instead of John Garfield, originally cast.

Jane Wyman is being given final star polishing by this studio
on loan-cuts to other lots. Recently, she showed new vitality in

"The Lost Week-End" and now she's been handed the plum role

of "Ma" in MGM's "The Yearling."
Joan Loring, unknown before "The Corn Is Green," was upped

to star status for "The Verdict" which co-stars the menace team
of Peter Lorre and Sidney Greenstreet. Don Seigel was pro-
moted from shorts director and will meg the feature.

Mary Martin goes before the camera for the first time in

nearly four years, after her mighty tift with Paramount. She's
singing in the Cary Grant vehicle, "Night and Day."

Errol Flynn's next will be "Stallion Road," a Stephen Lcng-
street novel purchased originally by Paramount for Bing Crosby,
and resold to Warners for Flynn. William Faulkner will script
and Alex Gottlieb produce.

No new pictures went before the cameras this week. Shootin-:
continues on "Her Kind of Man" (Scott-Paige), "Confidential
Agent" (Boyer-Bacall), "Never Say Gcod-Bye" (Flynn-Parker),
"Night and Day" (Grant-Smith) and "The Man I Love" (Lupino-
Alda).
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

COLUMBi A
. tussell- .6-11.

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

Completed (52)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (6)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

. .8-21.

.9-18. .

.

. . 6-25 . .

.7-23. . .

.12-13. .

.12-7.

NEW PRODUCTIONS
PHANTOM OF THE DESERT
Western—Started August 23

Cast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette.
Director: Ray Nazzaro

;-12. . .10-5.

.

9-4. .12-14.

.

Producer: Jack Fier

LIFE WITH BLONDIE
Comedy—Started August 22
Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake.
Director: Abby Berlin Producer: Bert Kelly

She Wouldn't Say Yes

Details under title: Some Call It Love

She's a Sweelheart (69) Frazee-Parks ...

Details under title: Hello, Mom
Sing Me a Song of Texas Lane-Tomlin
Snafu Parks-Lloyd

Song of the Prairie Curtis-Storey

Sono to Rpmembar. A (T) (113) Muni-Oberon . . .

Details under title: Af Night We Dream
Strange Affair, A (78) loslyn-Keyes

Tahiti Nights (63) O'Brien-Matthews

Details undei title: Song of Tahiti

Ten Cents A Dance (60) Frazee-Lloyd

Texas Panhandle Starrett- Parks .

Thousand and One Nights, A (93)
Together Again (100)

Details under title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair

Two-Fisted Stranger Starrett-Burnette

Unwritten Code, The (61) Neal-Savage ..

Details under title: The Unknown
Voice of The Whistler, The Dix-Merrick 8-6

Woman In Red, The Foch-Macready 8-6

Youth on Trial Collins-Reed 10-30... 1-11

Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

You Can't Do Without Love Lynn-Stewart For.... 7-26

1-22 6-7. . .6029. .

5-14

Wilde- Keyes 11-13... 7-12

Dunne-Boyer 7-24 . . 12-22 . . . 6003 . .
12-1

.5-15. . .2-1 .6002.

10-26. . .6035.

TltlB—Rlllltf TIB.

HS PRODUCTION

RELEASE CHART

The Hay Canova-Hunter
Hail The Chief Morris-Chapman
Jungle Raiders (Serial) Richmond-Borg

l
nson

,

shi " Lowery-Foch . . .

Song of Broadway Reynolds-Brady .

Tars and Spars (T) Drake-Blair

1944_45
Adventures of Rusty Donaldson-Nagel .

Details under title: Rusty
Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) . . . Wilde-Louise
Black Arrow (Serial) Seott-Jergens
Blonde From Brooklyn Haymes-Merrick .

^7-,
the

,
WeS'ern Trail Starrett-Matthews

Details under title: Raiders of Quanti Basin
Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion (67) ... Morris-Merrick .

Boston Black.es Rendezvous Morris-Foch ....
Details under title: Surprise in the Night

5 . I""" -
Bla2ln9

• Starrett-Harding .

Details under title: Texas Rifles
Brenda Starr, Reporter Woodbury-Richmon
tunning for Vengeance Starrett-Adair . .

Details under title: Burning the Trail
Counterattack (89) Muni-Chapman .

Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athens .

Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke . .

Details onder title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)
Crime Doctor's Warning Baxter-Anderson

(Details under title: Paper Doll Murder)
eytlono Pralrl. Ranger. Starrett-Worth .

Dancing In Manhattan (60) Bradv-Donnell .

Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller
Escape In the Fog Wright-Foch ...
Eve Knew Her Apples (64) Miller-Wright . .

Galloping Thunder ' Starrett-Burnette

r
y

, Tll
U

,- .Bannon-Cochran
Girl of the Limberlost Tindall-Clifton .

c.
U

^.,
A ^' 3ni A Pal

' A Merrick-Hunter .

Fighting Guardsman, The Loder-Louise ..

•

L,°»e a Bandleader .'"
Harris-Brooks ..

if I . .
try Bannon-Foch . .

'" d ™ Temple-Abel ...
Lawless Empire .Starrett-Law
Leave It To Blondie (73)
Let's Co Steady

.

Mark of The Whlstier, The' (61)
.'.'

Details under title: Dormant Ac
Meet Mas Bobby Socks (68) .. .Crosby-Merrick .

nt'ii
Ur°r

;
The (66) Carter-Banon ..

Details under title: Tomorrow You Die
Monster and The Ape. The (Serial) . . . Lowery-Mathews
Outlaws of the Rockies .Starrett-Harding

L
n

21
H
a
2
3)

. Dunne-Knox ...
Pardon My Past MacMurray-Chapn
Re
7f

d." (T » Keyes-Parker ..
Details under title: The Kansan

Roaring Rangers starrett-Hurnette
Details under title: Powder River

Power of Th. Whistler. The Dlx-Carter
Rustlers of the Badlands Starrett-Bliss

Details under title: Renegade Roundup
Return of Dirango Kid Starrett-Stevens
Rhythm Round-Up Curtis-Walker . .

Roekln' In the Rockies Hughes-Klrby . .

Rough RMIn' Je.tlee Starrett-Bates ..
Rough, Tough and Ready (66) Morris-Rogers .

Detalli under title: Men of the Deep
Saddle Leather Starrett-Athen .

Saoebrmh Heroes (54) Starrett-Worth .

Srrg.ant Mike (60) Parks-Bates
Shadow) In the Night (67) , . .Baxter-Foeh

Details under title: Crime Doctor's Rendezvous

Detallt lei. No. In me tro~ COLOVmhl-MA YERI

.
.8-6 . . .9-14. . .7120 .

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed
Completed

(31)

(18)

In Production (0)

In Production (10)

.10-13.

.6-21.

.9-20.

.5-17.

.1-26.

.6207.

.6140.

...9-4.
.6-14.
.11-13.

.4-26.

.9-21.

. 2-27

.

.6006. .
4-16

. 6201
.6017. . .4-16

. .11-9.

.12-28.

.
.1-18.

...4-5.
. .4-12.

.6038
. 6014 . . . 4-16

. 6037
.6026. . .5-28

.Singleton-Lake

.Parrish-Moran

. Dix-Carter

. . .7-9.

.
.4-30. .

. .6-25.
.11-27.

.12-11.

.

. .5-14.

.

.11-13.
...2-5.
.10-16.

.11-13.
.10-16.
.12-25.

8-9

.
.3-6.

5-24.

9-13.
.

.1-25.

.9-27.

.

.2-22.

. .1-4.

.11-2.

.4-20.

8-23.

.7-23

.1-22

. .6-12.

...3-5.

.12-11.

. .4-17.
.11-27.

.4-19.

.8-16. . 6208

.4-19. . 6206

. .6-7. .6223

.4-17.

.

. 6222
.3-15. . 6205
.3-22. . .6018. . .5-14

12-21. .6203
. .2-1. . 6204
.11-9. .6033
10-19. . 6021

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE GREEN YEARS
Drama—Started August 23

Cast: Charles Coburn, Tom Drake, Gladys Cooper, Hume Cronyni
Dean Stockwell, Selena Royle, Beverly Tyler, Normal!
Lloyd, Wallace Ford, Richard Haydn.

Director: Victor Saville Producer: Leon Gordoi
Story: From the A. J. f'ronin novel of an adopted Irish hoy who strives t'}

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tim* Cast Details Rel. la. Ir

IN PRODUCTION
Bad Bascomb Beery-O'Brien 8-6
Boy's Ranch Craig-Jenkins 8-6

j

Hoodlum Saint Powell-Williams 7-9 I

Postman Always Rings Twice, The Turner-Garfield ....6-25
Two Sisters From Boston Allyson-Lawford ....7-9

'

This Strange Adventure Gable-Garson 6-11

Up Goes Maisie Sothern-Murphy . ..8-20 I

What Next. Corporal Hargrove? Walker-Porter 8-6
'

Yearling, The (T) Peck-Jarman 8-20
j

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. NINE
American Romance, An (T) (151) Donlevy-Richards .. .4-19. .11-44 510... 7-1

Details under title: America

Barbary Coast Gent (87) Beery-Barnes 3-6. . .9-44 502 8-

Details under title: Gold Town
Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dietrich 9-6.. 10-44 506 9-

Lost In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello 4-3. .12-44. .. .509. .. .9-

Maisie Goes To Reno (90) Sothem-Hodiak 4-3. . .9-44. .. .504.
.
.8-2

Marriage Is a Private Affair (115) Turner-Hodiak .. .11-29. .10-44 505... 8-2

Mrs. Parklngton (124) Garson-Pidgeon 3-20. .11-44 507... 9-1

Naughty Marietta (80) MacDonald-Eddy . Reissue. .11-44 508

The Seventh Croa (111) Tracy-Hasso 12-13. . .9-44. .. .501. . .7 '

Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh Reissue. . .9-44 503

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69)... Dorn-Astor 8-21... 2-45 516. .11-!

Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy 6-26... 3-45 519. 12-1

Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal 9-4... 1-45 514 . 120

Details onder title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy 515. . .1-45 513.. 11-

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-Johnson .8-21... 3-45 518. .12-/

This Man's NSvy (100) Beery-Gleason .... .5-28. . .2-45 517... .1-

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) turner-Peters 9-4... 3-45 520. ..tM

Music for Millions (120) O'Brion-lturbi 5-29... 2-45 515.. l<!-<

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock. The (94) Garland-Walker ... .8-21. . .5-45 524....41

Gentle Annie (80) Craig-Reed 8-21... 5-45 523.. 12-.

Without Love (111) Tracy-Hepburn . . .10-31. . .5-45. .. .522.
.
..41

Son of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchestcr 5-29. ..6-45 526.. .4-.;

Details under title: Women's Army I

Picture of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders-Hatfield 3-6... 6-45 525 ...

J

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewitched (65) Thaxter-Daniels ..11-27 530... 6-:,

Details under title: Alter Ego
, rna . I

.Thrill of a Romance (T) (105) Johnson-Williams .
8-21 528. .

.5-.

Twice Blessed (77) Wilde-Craig 12-11 529... 6-

28 FILM BULLET!



SPECIAL.
Meet Me In St. Louis (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien
National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor

uuaiis under title: The Home Front
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter ..

Valley of Decision (111) Garson-Pcck ...

1945-46

NOT DESIGNATED
Abbott and Costello in Hollywood (83) ... A. & C
All the Things You Are Hunt-Carroll

Details under title: A Letter for Evie
Anchors Aweigh (T) (144) Kelly-Sinatra

Dangerous Partners (78) Craig-Hasso ....
Early to Wed <T) Ball-Johr.son ...
Great Morgan. The Morgan-Powell .

Harvrv Girls, The (T) Garland-H< diak

Her Highness and the Bellboy (112) Lamarr-Walker .

.

Hidden Eye. The (68) Arnold-Rafferty

Hol'l High the torch (T) E. Taylor-Lassie
Details under title: For Better For Worse

Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105) O'Brien-Robinson

Perfect Strangers Donat-Kerr
Sailor Takes a Wife Walker-Allyson . .

She Went to the Races Craig-Gifford . . .

They Were Expendable Montgomery-Wayne
Weekend at the Waldorf (130) Turner-Johnson
Vnlanda and the Thief (T) Astaire-Bremer
Ziegfeld Follies (T) Astaire-Ball ..

.Cookson-William

. . 1-22

.

12-25. .

.12-11
. .9-18.

.
.5-28.

. . .3-5.

11-27. .

. .1-22.

MOHOCR A M
<)44-45 Features (34)

Westerns ( 1)

Completed (28)

Completed (15)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BLACK MARKET BABIES
Drama—Started August 23
Cast: Ralph Morgan, Kane Richmond, Jane Hazard, Teala Loring
Director: William Beaudine Producer: Jeffrey Bernerd

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rinnlni Time Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Swing Parade Storm-Reagan

1944-45
Adventures of Kitty O'Day (62) Parker-Cookson

Details under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through
Alaska (76) Taylor-Lindsay . . .

Army Wives (67) Rambeau-Knox ....
Border Bandits Brown-Hatton . .

Details under title: Mucts Meets a Deadline
China's Little Devils (75) Carey-Kelly
Cisco Kid Returns (64) Renaldo-Lane

Details under title: Case of the Mining Medico
Come Out Fighting East Side Kids . .

Crazy Knights (63)
. Gilbert-Howard .

Dillinger (77) L. Tierney
D
J
,0

,

rce Francis-Cabot .

Docks of New York (62) Gorcey-Hall
Details under title: Murder in the Famil)

Enemy of Women (86) Woods-Dell . ..
Fashion Model (61) Weaver Low.ry

Details under title: The Model Murder
Flame of the West (71) Brown-Hatton
Frontier Feud Brown-Hatton . .

Details under title: Flaming Frontiers
Ghost Guns (60) Brown-Hatton .

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs
Forever Yours (83) Storm-Smith

Details under title: They Shall Have Faith
G. I. Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson
Gun Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton . .

In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon
Muggs Rides Again East Side Kids

Details under title: County Fair
Jade Mask, The (66) Toler-Manton

Detail! under title: Mystery Mansion
Lost Trail. The Brown- Holt . . •

Sensation Hunters Merrick-Lowery .

Details under title: Main Street Girl
Navajo Trails (56) Brown-Holt . . .

Details onder title: The Texas Terror
Riders of the Daw Wakely-White .

Details under title: Rainbow Valley
Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White .

Details under title: Cowboy Serenade
Scarlet Clue, The (65) Toler-Manton

Details under title: Radio Mystery
Shadow of Suspicion (68) Weaver-Cookson

Details onder title: Baby Shoes
Shanghai Cobra, The Toler-Moreland

South of the Rio Grande Renaldo-Armida

Details under title: Song of the Border
Song of the Range (55) Wakely-Moore ..

""tails under title: Saddle Pals
Stranger from Santa Fe (56) Brown-Hatton ..

Siringtime in Texas (55; Wakley-White . .

Sunbonnet Sue Regan-Storm
Bowery Champs (62) Eist Side Kids

There Goes Kelly (61) Moran-McKay ..

Details under title: Make Way for Kelly
Trouble Chasers Gilbert-Howard

Details under title. Here Comes Trouble
A Wave. A Wac, A Marine (70) Eilers-Youngman
When Strangers Marry (67) Hunter-Jaggor

Details under title: I Married

.5-1. .12-22.

.8-7. . .1-12.

.8-20. . .9-15.

.8-21.

.10-16.
. .3-5.

.1-22.

.12-8.

. .4-6.

8-18

.9-18.

. .8-7.

11-10. .

. . .3-2.

.

. .6-9. .

. .2-16.

. .1-26.

.10-2. . . .4-9.

.9-18. . .2-16.

.8-21. . .6-30.

. .2-5. . .6-16.

24

.10-16 1-5.

. . .8-6

.
.4-30. .

8-11.

. .9-18. . . 5-5.

. .6-26. .12-15.

.9-18. .12-1

.8-4.

.6-2.

. .1-22. .

. .4-2. .

. .5-14.

. .6-12.. 12-29.
.11-27. . .2-16.

.3-19. 6-2

1945-46 —
Allotment Wives Francis-Kelly

Strange Mr. Gregory. The Lowe-Rogers

Details under title: Gregory

P AR AMOUNT
1944-45 Features
1944-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (21)

in Production (0)

In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Cride Wore Boots, The

Each His Own

C'OMI'i.IOTKU

Stnnv.yck-Cumn

,CrMky-AiU:re
d.Havi'.and-Lur

1944-45

Lowery-Drew . .

. .Brown- Heather

.
.Lynn-Russell

.
.Lamour-Sulllvan

.
.Milland-Britton

BLOCK NO. ONE
Dark Mountain (57)

National Barn Dance (76)

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (81)

Rainbow Island (T) (93)

Till We Meef Again (88)

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Young ....

Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fonta.ne-DeCordova

Man in Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker . .
.

Ministry ol Fear (84) Mllland-Reynolds

One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman .

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks

Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly

Here Como the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton

Practically Yoari (90) Colbert-MacMurray

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tufts

High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100) Ladd- Russell

Unseen, The (81) McCrea-Russell .
.

Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Lamour-Cordova

Affairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent ..

Murder, He Says (92) MacMurray-Main

Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage

BLOCK NO. SIX
Midnight Manhunt Gargan-Savage

Details under title: Hard to Handle

Out of This World (96) Bracken-Lynn ...

You Came Along (103) Cummmgs-Scott

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) (113)....

REISSUE
<fon of the Cross (118)

Northwest Mounted Police (128)

This Gun For Hire (81)

utton-Cordova

.Colbert-March

.Cooper-Carroll

.Ladd-Lake . .

1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
Duffy's Tavern Ga-dner- Reynolds

Follow That Woman Gargan-Kelly

Lost Weekend, The (101) Milland-Wyman

Love Letters (101) Jones-Cotten

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia, The Ladd-Lake

Calcutta Ladd-Russell ...

Cross My Heart Hutton-Tufts

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

Hold That Blondo Bracken-Lake ...

Details under title: Good Intentions

Kitty Goddard-Milland

Masquerade' in Mexico Lamour-Cordova ..

Miss Susie Slagle's Tufts-Lake
.

. . .

Our Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Russell ..

People Are Funny Ha
'.
ey

'*?.'., L.
Rhythm Ranch Haley-Hllllard ...

Road to Utopia. The Crosby-Hot>e-Lamo«r

Stork Club H
„
U

-V,

0n
'/'w

Qe
KV

d

Trouble With Women, The.- Milland-Wright

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

They Made Me A Killer Lowery-Britton

Two Years Before the Malt Ladd-Donlery ...

Virginian The McCrea-Britton

Well-Groomed Bride, ' Th.
' .' Milland-deHavilland

Details Del. NO. In

. .
.8-6

7"!>.

.
.4-17.

.11-29.

. . .9-6.

.10-18.

.12-13.

. . 4405

.

. .4403

. . 4404

.

. . 4401

.

. .4402

. .9-1

. .9-4

. .9-4

..9-4
...9-4

.12-27.

li-i!

. .4406.
. 4408

.

4407.

. 10-30
. . 10-2

.10-30

4410. .10-30

.
.1-10. . . 4409

.

.10-30

. .7-13.

. .8 21.

..7-10.
..5-15.

. .2-7.

. .4413.

. . 4412

.

. .4415.
..4411.

. .4414.

. .7-20

.12-25

.12-25
.12-25

.12-25

.1016'
4416

i 14419.
. . .3-5

.
. .3-5

4418. .3-5

.
.5-15. . .4417. . . .3-5

4424. . .4-16

.11-13.

.
.5-1.

.11-27.

. .4421.

. . 4422

.

. . 4423

.

... 4-2

. .4-16

. .4-16

.12-25 . .7-27 . .4427. .
.6-11

.
2-19 . .9-14

4426.
'.'.4428!

6-11

, . .7-9

.
.11-15 .

.8-31 . .4431. . .6-25

8-26. .

.
8-26

. .4432.

4433 . .

.

. . .9-4

9-3

. .2-19.

.10-31.
10-31

. . .9-3

.
8-20

.
8-20

.6-12.

. .1-8.

.9-18.

.11-1.
12-13

.

.4-30.
.6-11.

1944-45 Features
Westerns

(24) Completed (32)

(18) Completed (17)

Production (2)

In Production (0)

STRANGLER OF THE SWAMPS
Drama—Started August 23

Cast: Rosemary La Planche, Robert

Frank Conlin, Teresa Lyons.

Director: Frank Wisbar Producer

rratt, Blake Edwards,

Leon K. Fromkess
Mlted by the Rhost of

FLYING SERPENT
Horror—Started August 16

Cast- Ralph Lewis, George Zucco, Hope Kramer, Eddie Acuff.

Director: Sam Newfield Producer: Sig Neufeld

rch f<
is fr by

Fl) ent.

AUGUST 20, 1945



IN PRODUCTION
1945-46

Club Havana .Lindsay-Neal .

Deiour savage-deal

Enchanted Forest (dnecolor) ^..-...u
How Do You Do? Gordon-Windsor
Romance of the West bean-Barlon
bong ot Old Wyoming uean-ra-cien

Title— Running Timi

COMPLETED

uean-ra-uen 5-14.

RELEASE CHART
Cut Ottallt

1944-45
Arson Squad (64) Atbcrtson-Armstrong 4-30.
Apology for Muider ba. age-Beaumont .. .3-5.
Blueoeard (70; ca..aaine-Parker ...6-12.
Castle of Crimes (60) ..eiit-Churchili . .Fore.gn.
Crime, Inc. (7p) Ntal-Tilton 11-13.
Dangerous Intruder (71) Arnt-Borg 4-16.

Details under title: The Intruder
0an »y Bo» Henry-Johnson 8-6.
Dead or Alive Ritter-O'Bnen ...10-31.
Dixie Jamboree <71) Langford-Talbot . . .

2-7.
Details under title: Dixie Steam Boat

Fighting Bill Carson Crabbe-St. John .
6-11.

Fog Island (72) Atwill-Douglas ...11-13.
Flaming Bullets Ritter-Knox 6-11.
Frontier Fugitives O'Brien-Ritter ...5-14.

Details under title: Ride. Ranger. Ride
The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John ...1-22.
Gangsters of the Frontier C6> RcKer-O'Briei
Great Mike, The (73) Erwin-Henry 7-24

Details under title: At the Post
His Brother's Ghost (54) Crabbe-St. John
Hollywood and Vine (58) Ellison-McKay £-21.
I'm From Arkansas (68) Adrian-Sommerville .8-7.
I Accuse My Parents (68) Hughes-Meeker 8-7.
The Kid Sister (56) Pryor-Clark 10-31..
Lady Confesses, The (64) Hughes-Beaumont ...2-5.

Details under title: Undercover Girl
Man Who Walked Alone, The (73) . . . . O'Brien-Aldrich . .

Details under title: Yno Can't Stop Romai-e
Marked for Murder (58) O'Brien-Ritter .

Missing Corpse (62) Bromberg-Jenks .

Details under title: Stranger in the Family
Oath of Vengeance (58) Crabbe-St. John .

Th« Phantom of 42nd Street O'Brien-Aldrich
Rogues Gallery (60) Jenks-Warner ...
Spell of Amy Nugent. The (63) Farr-Lindsay ....
Shadow of Terror Fraser-Gillern

Details under title: Checkmate
Shadows of Death (61) Crabbe-Knox . .

Details under titlv Barber ot Red Gap
Silver Fleet. The (77) Richardson-Withers
Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John .

Strange Illusion (83) Eilers-Lydon

Three in the Saddle . . Rit'er-O'Brien .

Town W.nf Wild Th. (77) uartholom-w- Horton
Whi'pering Skulls (55) Rttter-O'Br
Why Girls Leave Home (68) ....
Wife of Monte Cristo
w:m m... ,. phantom

.9-11.

. 9-27 .

11-10.
12-22. .513.

.502.

.11-^

. .2-5

.3-lj

.6-14.
9-21

.11-15.

. .2-3.

.4-25.

10-31.

. .11-4.

. .2-6.

. .5-16.

50B.

.563.

.559.

.557
.515. . .5-14
.510. .12-11
.512. . .1-22

.516
.522. . .5-28

10 16. . .3-15. . . .507. .
.2-19

. .1-22. . .5-2.

. .12-6
For»;gn

.

2-10.

. .5-28.

6-11. . .4-19.

. . For . . .7-1

.11-27. .8-17.
. .10-2. . .3-31

6-12.

. .4-16. .7-26.

i .8-7 12-15
12-29

.556.
.521.
.515.
.523.

.

558.

.6-11

.1-22

Lane-Leonard 3-5.

.530. . .5-14

.558

.M7. . .3-1 •

5nq. .11-15

.562
.507. .11-27

.553
7-9

R ZP U B M
1914-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

1915- 16 Features
Westerns
Serials

(32) Completed In Production (0)

(24) Completed ( 3) In Production (1)

( 4) Completed ( 3) In Production (1)

(10) Completed ( 8) En Production (D
(32) Completed (31) In Production (1)

( 1) Completed ( 0) In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ALONG THE NAVAJO TRAIL
Western—Started August 14
Cast: Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Sons of the Pioneers, Estellita

Gabby Hayes.
Direr-tor: Frank McDonald Producer: Edward J. White

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

J°"
cert0 (T > Oorn-McLeod 8-20

I
3™' Ralston-Wayne 8-6
Phantom Rider. The (Serial) Kent-Stewart 8-6

Title— Running Time Cut Details Del.

COMPLETED
1944.45

''""!' „£* . *•£ Moore-Taylor 515. . .9-15. .

Behind city L.ghts Terry-Roberts 1-22
Details under title: Return at Dawn

Bells of Rosarita ,68) Rogers-Evans 2-5... 6-19

Bio SCSI "S5 Ar.en-Fraze. 9-4
. . it30

n? ..
°" <70

' Xake-Evans
. .. 9-4. .1-22

Details under title Heat Comes Lov,
NrtjrtWW Trrtli Carson-BurnetU .... 515. . .8-11. .

B/"' (91 > Bnce-Guizir 6 26. 11-30. .

tnesters The (87) Schildkraut-Burke . .2-19; . .7-15.

.

Details under tl|le : The Magnificent Mr. M
Cheyenne Wlldtat EIHott-Flemlng ... 6-1? .9-30
Chicago Kid <68> Barry-Roberts 10-2 . ..6-29
Code of the Pr.lrle Burnette-C.rson . . .6-26 . . . 1 "-6
Corpus Chrlstl Bandits Lane-Talbot 4-20
Desperadoes of Dakota Elliot-Fleming 2-5
Earl Carroll's Vanities (89) O'Keefe- Moore ... 11-13 ...4-5

3314.
.417.
.452.
.465.

.5-28
.1-22

. .2-5

End ol the Road (

Details under titi

races in the Fog
Fatal Witness . .

.

Federal Operator No

Git Along Little Uuuies...
Great Flamarion, The (78)

.Withers-Kelly

.Ankers-Fraser

. union.t-Talkot

.8-21.

.1-22

. . 2-5

.

.11-10.

.11-25.

.402 1-8

.404. .11-13

March

. . 7-24

.

. .5-28. . .415. .4-30

12-25. . 7-3. . .422

.
.Autry-Burnette Reissue. 10-13

.

. .vonStroheim-Hughes 10-16. .3-30. . .412. .2-19

. .9-18. .2-15.. .3317.

. .9-18. . .1-16. . . 409

.

.1-22

. .9-18. . .7-19. . .419. .5-14

.11-27

.

. .7-23. . . 424

.

.3-20

. 11-27

.

. . .4-2. . . 414

.

4-lo

. .8-21. .12-23. . .406. . .1-8

.
.3-19.

.10-16.
..3-6.

. .5-28.

Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming
Love, Honor and Goodbye Bruce-Ashley
Man From Oklahoma, Te ....Rogers-Evans
Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) .... .Stirling-Bailey
Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes .

Mexicana Guizar-Moore
My Buddy (69) Barry-Roberts
Oregon Trail Carson-Stewart
Phantom Speaks, The (68) Arlen-Roberts
Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterling-Moore
Red River Valley Autry-Burnette
Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey .

Silver City Kid Lano-Stewart ..
Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake .

Santa Fe Saddlemates Carson-Stirling
Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Slirling
Sheriff of Las Vegas Elliott-Blake .

Sheriff of Sondown Lane-Stewart
Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown .

Song for Miss Julie. A (69) Early-Clark
Sporting Chance (59) Randolph-O' Mai-

Details under title: Behind the Ships
Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart . .

Details under title: Marshal of Monterey
Steppin' In Society (72) Horton-George .

Details under title: You'll Remember Me
Sunset in El Dorado Rogers-Evans 6-11.
Swingin' on a Rainbow (72) Taylor-Frazce ...11-13.
Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry .12-25..
Three's A Crowd Michael-Gordon ..11-27.
Thoroaghbrods Neal-Mara 9-4.
Tg-r Woman, The Richmond- Mara ....3-19.
TnneVa Terror Allan Lane 10-2..
"'an (78) Rogers-Evans 12-11.
Vampire's Ghost (59) AbbDtt-Stewsrt ...10-16
torro's Black Whip (Serial) Lewis-Stirling 8-21..

1945-46
Anoel Comes to Brooklyn. An Dowd-Duke 1-8.

Details under title: New Faces of 1945
Bandit of Badlands Carson-Stewart 4-16.
California Gold Rush Elliott-Fleming 4-30.
Captain Tugboat Annie ', Darwell-Kennedy ..12-25.

Details under title: Tugboat Annie's Son
Cherokee Flash Carson-Stirling 7-9.
Colorado Pion-ers ...Elliott-Fleming ....3-19.
Don't Fence Me In .. "Rogers-Evans 7-23.
Girls of the Big House .' Roberts-Powers 3-5.
Guy Could Change, A ' Lane-Frazee 6-25.
Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake 3-5.
RiMinh Riders of Chevenn» c-rson-Stewart ....5-14.
Scotland Yard Investi— tor

. VonStroheim-Bachelor 219.

. .6 26. .10-12. . .403. 10-16

.
.4-2. .7-14. . . 4;6.

.10-31. .
.5-10. . .433. .'5-M

.4-30. . 9-29

.

. .484

Reissue. . 12-1

.

.3308
. .1-8. .7-10. . . .423.

.4-17. .7-20.

.

. .461.

.5-29. .8-16.. .3313.

.2-19. . .6-2.

.12-25. .2-28.

.

.454.
. .7-24. 12-31. .3316
.5-29. .11-7. . . 463

.

. .4-17. . . 8-12

.

. .401. . .9-4

10-16. .2-19. . .411.

12-11. .4-20. . .420. 7.6-4

.
.4-17. .9-15. . .462.

.10-16. .7-29. . .418. .6-25

.9-1.

8-16
.5-23.

12-23.

.1-26.7
.3-21.

.
.5-10.

12-16. .

.464
.441 4-2

.434. . .5-14

.481

Sheriff of Redwood Valley F II iott- Fleming .. .7-23.

Strange Impersonation, A Marshall-Gargan .
..8-6.

Wagon Wheels Westward Elliott-Fleming 4-16.

Woman Who Came Back. The Kelly-Loder 4-30.

Details under title: The Web

RKO RADIO
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (31)

Completed (24)

In Production (0)

In Production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ALL BRIDES ARE BEAUTIFUL
Drama—Started August 20

Cast: Joan Fontaine, Mark Stevens, Wallace Ford, Rosemary
DeCamp.

Director: John Berry Producer: William Pereira

SOME MUST WATCH
Drama—Started August 20

Cast: Dorothy McGuire, George Brent, Ethel Barrymore, Kent

Smith, Rhonda Fleming, Elsa Lanchester.

Director: Robert Siodmak Producer: Dore Schary
Story: Psychological murder drama with suspense hung cm the contemplaM(

muider of a mute girl bv a deranged man.
MASTER MINDS
Comedy-Mystery—Started August 16

Cast: Alan Carney, Wally Brown, Anne Jeffreys, Bela Lugosi

Lionel Atwill.

Director: Leslie Goodwins Producer: Herman SchloTi

Story: Two radio actors who portray detectives set involved In real life

RELEASE CHART

Roge's-Aumont . . . .8-20.

.
Kaye-Mayo 6-25.

Weismullcr- Joyce . . .8-20.

Ccnway-Corday . . 8-20.

FN PRODUCTION
Heartbeat

Kid From Brooklyn. The (T) .

Tarzan and tho Leopard Man
Falcon's Alibi. The
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Lum 'n Abner

Esmond-Massen

Moffett-Esmond

.5-15.

.5-29.

.5-29.

.
.3-6.

.7-24.

.7-24.

.5-29.

.10-16

.
.5-1.

.
.8-21.

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
iolng To Town (69)

flatter Race (96)

y P»l. Wolf (75)

Detilli idiv title: Pumpkin Shell

None But the Lonely Heart (113) Srant-Wyatt

Tall In the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines ...

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent ...

.ikon In Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale ...

Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley ..

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

!lrl Rush. The (65) Langford-Brown .

Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates .
.

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly ....

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley

Details under title: Come Share My Love

Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire

Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) Karloff-Lugosi .

China Sky (77) Scott-Drew

Tarjan and the Amazons (72) Welssmuller-Joyce

Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young

Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney .

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ahn

Details under title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler, The (67) Loder-Duprez

Two O'clock Courage (66) Conway- Rutherford

West of The Pecos (66) Mitchum-Hale

SPECIALS
Belle of the Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Lee

Casanova Brown (93) Cooper-Wright

It's a Pleasure (T) (90) Henie-O'Shea

gneiss and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo

Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature

Woman in the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett

Details inder title: Once Off Goard

Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo ....

1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
George White's Scandals (95) Davis-Haley 2-5.

Falcon in San Francisco, The (65) Conway-Corday .. .
2-19.

Johnny Angel (79) Raft-Trevor .... 12-11

Momma Loves Poppa (60) Errol-Risdon 2-19.

Radio Stars on Parade (69) Brown-Carney 4-16.

.504 . . .10-2

.502. .
10-2

.505. . .10-2

.510. .12-11

.507. .12-11

.508. .12-11

.506. .10-30

.509. .12-11

.2-19

.2-19

.2-19

. .7-10.
.8-21.

10-16. .

.517. . . 3-5

.519. . .4-30

.518. . .4-30

.520. . .4-30

.516. .
.4-30

.5-14

.4-30
6-11

. .4-3.

.2-21.

.8-21.

.5-15.

. . .584. . . .3-5

...551. .10-16

. . .591. .12-25

4-17 582. .10-16

.602 . . .8-6

.603 . .
8-6

.604 8-6

601 8-6

.605. . . .8-6

NOT DESIGNATED
All Men Are Liars Granville-Conway .

..7-23.

Details under title: The Lie Detector

Along Came Jones (90) Cooper-Young ....11-27..
Bells of St. Mary's, The Crosby-Bergman 3- r-.

Cornered Powell-Cheirel 7-9.

Deadline at Dawn Hayward-Williams .
5-28.

Ding Dong Williams Vernon-McGuire ...5-14.

First Yank Into Tokyo Neal-Hale 2-19.

Game of Death Loder-Long 2-19.

Details under title: The Most Dangerous

Isle of the Dead Karloff-Drew

Hotel Reserve Mason-Mannheim Foreign.

Meet Dick Tracy Conway-Jeffreys

Man Alive D'Brien-nm.

Sing Your Way Home Haley-Jeffries 12
Riverboat Rhythm Errol-Newton 7

Details under title: Follow Your Heart

Spanish Main, The (T) Henreid-O'Hara ...11-

I Tale of Bedlam. A Karloff-Lee t

Oetails under title: Chamber of Horrors

Tomorrow Is Forever Colbert-Welles 1

Wanderer of the Wasteland Warren-Long ...... 6-

REISSUE
Pinoechio Disney Cartoon Feature

6-11
2-^

2 0th CENTUHY-FOX
1944-45 Features

1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (17)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
TIM Cut Details III. He. In

IN PRODUCTION
Doll Face Miranda-O'Keefe . . .8-20
Enchanted Voyage (T) ..Payne-Haver 5-14

Leave Her To Heaven (T) Tierney-Wilde 5-28
Smoky MacMurray-Baxter ..7-23

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. ONE
Tike It er Liavi It (70) Baker-Massow 4-3.. August 501... 7-24

Wing and a Prayer (97) Ameehe-Andrewi .. .2-21. .
August 502... 10-2

BLOCK NO. TWO
Dangerous Journey (73) Dennis-Roosevelt Travel Feat. Sept 504... 8-21
Greenwich Village (T) (82) Ameehe- Miranda . .11-15. . .Sept 505... 8-21

Sweet and Lowdown (75) Barl-Goodman 2-7... Sept 503... 8-21

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise, The (75) Laurel-Hardy 4-3. .October. .. .506. . .9-18

Details under title: Good Neighbors
In the Meantime. Darling (72) Crain-Latimon 1-10. . October 507... 9-18

Details under title: I Married a Soldier

.Fields-Woolley

. Jones-Price

Bankhead-Eythe

Irish Eyes Are Smiling <T> (90) Woolley-Haver ...

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laura (88) Tierney-Andrews

Something for the Boys (T) (87) Minnda-O'Shca ..

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier (86) Baxter-Wlnnlnger .

Winged Victory (130) O'Brien-Crane ...

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Prck-Hardwlcke

Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Ai.tgover Squan (77) Cregar-Darnell ...

l Tree Grows In Brooklyn (128) McGuire-Dunn

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68) O'Shea- Marshall

Thunderhead, Son of Flicka (T) (73) McDowell-Foster

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77)

Details undor title: Molly, Bless Her

Song of Bernadette (156)
Royal Scandal, A (90)

Details under title: Czarina

BLOCK NO. TEN
Diamond Horseshoe (T) (104) Grable-Haymes . . .

Bull Fighters (62) Laurel-Hardy

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Don Juan Quilligan (75) Bendix-Blondell ..

Oetails under title: Two-Faced Quilligan

Wh're Do We Go From Here? (T) (77) . . . MacMurray-Leslie

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Neb Hlil (95) I. Bennett-Raft ..

Within These Walls (71) Mitchell-Andersen

REISSUE
Ca l of the w.u (Reissue) (81) Gable-Young

1945-46

NOT DESIGNATED
And Then There Were None (97) Fitzgerald-Huston .

Bell for Adano. A (103) Hodhk-Tierney

Captain Eddie (107) MacMurray-Bari

Caribbean Mystery (65) Dunn-Ryan
Details under title: First, Last and Always

Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Sythc

Dolly Sisters, The (T) Grable-Paync
i -innnwvck

. . .Tierney-Eythe . ..

FVI?n Angil Faye-Andrcws

House on 92nd Street Eythe-Hasso

Details under title: Now It Can Be Told

Junior Miss (94) Garner-Joslyn

Kitten on the Keys (T) (VHara-Haymes

Spider, The Conte-Marlowe

State Fair (T) Andrcws-Crsin

Walk, in the Sun Andrcws-Conte

Details under UA Release Chart

Way Ahead, The (104) Hiven-Huntlev

Wilson (T) (153) Hardwicke-Mitch-ll

3-6. October.

.5-1. . .Nov.. 509. .10-30

.510 11-15

.513. .12-11

.512. .11-27

.514. .12-25

.515. .
.1-22

11-13.

.5-15.

11-13. . .Apr 522.

.2-5. . June.

.9-4. . June.

.3-5. . July .

June.

.527. .
.6-25

.526. . .5-28

3-19
11- 13
12- 11

. .2-5.

. .3-5

.5-14

.4-30

2-10
.4-30
.6-11.

.1-22
.8-11

For

.Oct 7-23
Au- 601 .7-9

Sept 604. . .7-23
Sept 605 8-6

Nov

Nov. .

Dec

Dec

Oct

Aug. .603 6-25

Oti. . ............ .

Aug 606 6-U
Aug 602 8-7

UNITED A RT i S T S
1944-45 Features Completed (38) In Production (2)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.) ; Vanguard
(Van ); Crosby (Cby.) ; Sherman (Shm.) ; Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.) ; Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.*); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Bin.)

; Hughes (Hug.).

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Title—Banning Tlo» Cast Details H.I. Ni I

Breakfast in Hollywood Breneman-Granville 8-20 Gldn
Diary of A Chambermaid Goddard-Hatfield . 7-23 ..Bog-Mer

COMPLETED
1944-45

Abilene Scott-Dvorak 8-6
Abroad with Two Yanks (80) O'Keefe-Bendix i-M <s- s.m
Bedside Manner (79) Hussey-Carroll
Blithe Spirit (T) Cummlngs-Harrison
Blood on the Sun (94) cagney-Sidney
Brewster's Millions (79) O'Keefe-Walker . .

Caesar and Cleopatra (T) Olivier-Leigh ...
Captain Kidd (89) Lsughton-Britton
Colonel Blimp (T) (148) Livesy-Walbrook .

Dark Waters (89) Oberon-Tone
Delightfully Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy

Oetails under title: High Among the Start

Duel in The Sun Jones-Cotten ...

Getting Gertie's Garter O Keefe-McDonald

Great John L, The (96) Oarnell-McClure
.

Guest In the House (121) Baxter-Bellamy
.

Guest Wife (88) Colbert-Ameche
.

Hairy Ape. The (90) Sendlx-Hayward

Henry V (T) Olivier-Newton

Her Man Gllbey Wilding-Ward .

I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten

Details under title: Double Furlough

It's in the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley 10-16..
Sensations of 1945 (86) Pnwe'll- Fields 12-13.

Mr. Emmanuel (92) 'ylmer-Gynt Foreign..

Outlaw, The Sussell-Huston

Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields 1-22

Since Yoo Went Away (171) "ilbert-Cotten 9-20

Song of the Open Road (89) Bergen-Granville ..12-13 ..

Southerner, The (91) Scott-Field 9-18

Details under title: Hold Autumn in Your Hand

. 11-27 .6-15. . Stn . .6-25
Foreign G.Fo. ...

. .10-31 Ggy.. .
.4-30

...8-21 4-7. . .Sml..". . .4-2

Foreign G.F D.
. . .

2-5 .8-24. Bog 8-20
.Foreign 5-4.

.
G-F.D 4-2

3-29. .11-10. . Bog. .12-11

. .9-4. . .3-31 Rgs.. . .3-19

Szk. .3-19. .

. .6-25 Sml.

.7-10. . .6-29 . Crosby.

.2-21. . .12-8 Smg.
.12-11. . .7-27 Ski.

.1-10... 6-16 Le»..

. .r.F.n..

.6-11
12-25

8-6
.5-29

. For

,
Foreign G.F.D
...4-17.... 1-5... Szk 1-8

.4-21 Rgs. . .2-19
.6-30.

. .Stn. . .7-10
1-19. G.F.D.. . .1-22
.8-31. . Hug
.9-14. . . Bnt
8-12. . .Szk. . .7-24

.6-2 Rgs 5-1 <=

8-10 . L.H. . . .5-14
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Spellbound .Bergman-Peck .

Oetails under title: House of Dr. Edwardei

Story of G. I. Joe (109) Meredith

Summer Storm (107) Sanders-Darnell

Detail! under title: The Moon Their Mistress

This Happy Breed (T) Newton-Johnson

3 Is a Family (81) Suggles- Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field . . .

<^00 Women Robson-Calvert

Voimo Widow ... Russell-Hayward

Whistle Stop Raft-Gardner

Foreign G.F.D

. . .6-26. .11-23. . .Les

. . .6-26. .12-29. . .Cow.. .12-25

.Foreign G.F.D

. . .3-5 Smg
. . .7-23 Neb

U RL VERS A L

19J4-45 Features
Westerns
Serials

1945-10 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

( 7)

( 1)

Completed (48)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

Completed (12)

Completed ( 3)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

CANYON PASSAGE (Technicolor)

Western—Started August 20
Cast: Dana Andrev/s, Brian Donlevy, Susan Hayward, Patricia

Rock, Ray Collins, Andy Devine.
Director: Jacques Tdrneur Producer: Walter Wanger

BECAUSE OF HIM
Ccmedy—Started August 20
Cast: Deanna Durbin. Charles Laughton, Franchot Tone, Helen

Broderick, Donald Meek.
Director: Richard Wallace Producer: Felix Jacksor
Story: Ambitious y.uns Singer wants Broadway careers-finds love instead.

THE DALTON'S RIDE AGAIN
Western—Started August 23
Cast: Alan Curtis, Martha O'Driscoll, Lon Chaney, Kent Taylor

Noah Beery, Jr.

Director: Ray Taylor
Stdry: Pour Dalton boys H.le cn to new adventures

GUN TOWN
Western—Started August 24
Cast: Kirby Grant, Fuzzy Knight, Claire Carlton, Lyle Talbot
Director-Producer: Wallace Fox

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
Scarlet Street

.Robinson-Bennett ... .8-6.

COMPLETED

1944-45 —
grass ,<,...„,..,„." •*•>

Bowery To Broadway (94) Sh. mL.,
"

gS» : : : :
: : : : : S

BniVr^rr.-;
]^tZ^ttn, Lupin

•
.

Gypsy Wildcat (T> (75) S^I" 11

hi

DK) under , ,t,e: Stars Oyer' Manhattan ™ ~"
Detail, under title: Be It Ever So Humble

','M0"''Mnf

hZL" »r.' 69) Rathbone-Bruce
Honeymoon Ahead

Jones- McDonald
Details under title: Romance. Ine

Honse of Frankenstein (70) KarlofT-Chaney
Detail, .nder title: Devils Brood

I'll Remember April (64) Jean-Grant
"<l«r IWo: Mill. Goes to «'

Parry
T.ll the World Tracy-Joyce ..

mixtion of Lift (Reissue) Colbert-William
iMBll Captiv. (63, Lane-Kruger
lonol. <)„,,„ (Serlall '.'.Collier-Ouillan

'

L»dy On A Train (94) Durbin. Bellamy
M»,t„ Key. Th. (Sen,,) Wiley- Moore
Merrv Monahans The (91) ..O'Connor-Ryan
«««ll,n, .„< Cm,., Andrews-r.arrillu
Mummy', curs. (62, Chaney- Hard in„
M.rder In th. Bin. Room (61) ..

. .
Cook-Gwynn.

My,,»rv », th, vu„ noat (Serial)
.

.1 owery.r|,m , nf<
M, C..I bn M,.|. (T) Croshy-McOonald
Na-uhty Nlnrtlrv The (76, . . AblWtt.CottllloHUM CI.. Girl m> mSSSSST.-.,

32

11-27. . .7-20 9044.
.
8-6

7-24. 2-23. .9083
.12-25.

. 6-15.
. S042

.

.'.6-25
. .5-15. . .11-3. . .9072
.5-29 10-13. .9024

. .6-12. 12-29.
. .9071 .12-25

. . 2-21

.

10-20. . .9007 .10-16
. . .4-3. .11-10. . . 90^6

. 10-30
.6-15. .9097

12-25. 8-10.
. 9045

. .8-21. .11-24.
. .9018. .12-10

.6-26. • .6-28. . 9032. . . .7-9

.9-18. .12-22. 9023. .12-25
10-2. . .2-23. 9012

.

. . .3-5
. 8-20.

10-18. . .9-1

.

.9005. .8-21
11-13. . . .2-2. 9002

.

. . .3-5
.7-24. . . .2-9. .9021.

. .3-19

.8-21. .12-8.

. .2-5.
. .3-16. .9025. . .4-16

11-27. .5-11. .9028

.4-17. .2-16. .9013. . . .1-8

8-21 4-13. .9027 . .5-14

12-11. 6-8.

615. . 9096
9-18. 6-29. 9038

.

. . .
7-9

10-2. 1-23 . 9581
2-5.

. 8-24

.

.9-3
12-11.

.

.4-25.

.

9881
12-27. .9-15 f-Oia 9 a
•M o.o °029.

.8-21 .216.. 9036
3-20. .12-1. T034 .11-27
7 -M in.?4 96*1 .

6 '6 1215. 9037 . 12-11
2-5 .7-6. 9003 .6-25

.7-24. .1-5. .9035. .1-22

Old T.xu Tr.ll. Th* ameron-Knight .

On Stage, Everybdoy (75) Oakie-Ryan ....
Patnck the Great (89) O'Connor-Ryan .

TV °'o
th

'
69) Rathbone-Bruce .

Penthouse Rhythm (60) Collier-Norris ...
Ratders of Ghost City Moore-Atwlll ...
Reckless Age (63) -. lean-Clark

Details under title: Make Way for Love
Salome, Where She Danced (90) DeCarlo-Cameron
San Diego, I Love You (83) Hall-Foster
See My Lawyer (69) rjlsen & Johnson
She Gets Her Man (74, Davis-Gargan ...
S.nglng Sheriff (63) Norns-Knlghl ..
Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-Kelly
Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall ....

Details under title: Cuecn of the Nile
Suspect, Tho (85) Laughton- Raines
Swing Out, Sister (60) Cameron-deWit .

That's The Spirit (93)...
. Ryan-Oakie

Uncle Harry (80) Sanders-Fitzgerald
Under Western Skies (57) D'Driscoll-Beery .

Details under title: Musical Bound-up
Woman in Green (68) Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: Invitation to Death

1945-46
As It Was Before Oberon-Korvin
Bad Men of the Border Grant-Armida
Code of the Lawless Grant-Knight ...

Details under title: Law for Pecos
Crimson Canary Beery-Collier

Details under title: Hear That Trumpet Talk
Frontier Gal (T) deCarlo-Cameron
Cirl On the Soot Barker-Collier . . .

Details under title: Serenade for Murder
Men In Her Diary Albritton-Hall

Night in Paradise Oberon-Bey ....
Outlaws of Twin Forks Grant-Adams
Pillow of D^ath Chaney-Joyce
River Gang Jean-Brasselle

Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder

Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial) Kennedy-Kennedy

Secret Agent X-9 (Serial) Bridges-Wiley

Senorita from the West Jones-Granville

Shady Lady Coburn-Simms
Details under title: Alibi in Ermine

Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce .

That Night With You Tone-Foster

Details under title: Once Upon a Dream

.7-10. .12-15.

,

.5-14. . .7-13.

.11-1 5-4.

. .5-1. . .9-22.
.8-21. . .6-22.
.5-29. . . 7-<:5.

. .5-1. .11-17.

. .10-2.

. .4-17.

...5-1.
10-31.

10-2

.

. .9-4.

. .1-8.

.4-30.

.8-21.

.4-27.

.9-29.

.5-25.

.1-12.

.10-6.

.4-20-

. .2-9.

.5-18.

. .6-1.

.8-17.

.1-19.

9082
.9015. . .7-23

.9011. . .5-14

.9019. . .9-18

.9043

.y/bO
.9029. .10-16

9073.
.9017.

.9016.
. 9020

.

. 90iu

.

.9040.

.9006.

.9010.

.9033.

.9014

.1-8

.6-11

.5-28

i039.

.9025.

. .6-25
. 8-6
.7-23

.4-16

.5-14
.3-19

.2-19. . .9-14.

. .1-8. . .9-28.

.8-20

.3-19

.10-2. .9-21.

.7-23

.4-16
1-22. 10-12

.6-11. . . .9-7.

.2-19. . .10-5.

.6-11.......

WARNER BROTHERS
1944-45 Features

1945-46 Features

Completed (19)

Completed (20)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title—Running Tim. Cast Detail, R.I. No. In

. .6-25.
Her Kind of Man
Never Say Goodbye Flynn-Parker . . . .8-6.

Night and Day (T) Grant-Smith ... . .6-25.

COMPLETED
1944-45

Arsenic and Old Lace (118) . .11-1. .9-23.

.

..403. .9-18
Christmas in Connecticut (101) Stanwyck-Morgan . .6-12. .8-11.

.

..420. .7-23
Conflict (86) . .5-17. .6-30.

.

. .418. .6-25
Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dell . .8-21. .7-21.

.

. . 419

.

. .4-2

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid . . .3-6. .10-21.

.

. .405. 10-3u
Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan .10-19. ..9-9. . . .402. . .8-/

Details inder title: Forty Wh icki

Doughgirls, Tho (102) Sheridan-Carson . . .3-6. .11-25.

.

. . 407

.

..9-4

God Is My Co-Pilot (88) M organ -Massey . .8-21. . .4-7.

.

. . 414

.

. .4-2

. .6-12. •5-19.

.

.
.416. .4-30

Details under title: Strangers n Our Midst

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-star

Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Sm:th ...
Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine

Janlo (106) Reynolds-Hutton

Last Bide, The (56) Travis-Parker . . .

Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown ...

Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstreet

Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson ...

To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall

Very Thought of Yoa (99) Parker-Morgan

.6-12.

.8-21.

.6-12.

.2-21.

.
.3-17.

. .9-2.

.10-7.

.2-10.

. .6-9.

. .3-3.

.1-20.

.415. . .4-16

.413. . .3-19

.401 8-7

.404. .
.9- IB

.411 2-1

.417. . .5-28

.412. . . 2o

.410 . .10-16

. 406 . . 10-30

Danger Signal

Devotion

Janie Gets Married

Mildred Pierce

My Reputation

Nobody Lives Forever

Of Human Bondage. .

One More Tomorrow
Pride of the Marines (119)

Details under title: This Love
Rhapsody In 8lue (139)
San Antonio (T)

Saratoga Trunk (— )

Shadow of A Woman
Three Strangers

Time. The Place and The Girl. The
Too Young To Know
Two Mrs. Carrolls, The

1945-46

. .Davis-Ford

. .Bogart-Bacall

. Leille-Ald. .

. . Emerson-Scott

. .2-19

.10-31

.12-13
.4-16. . .1-12.

DeHaviland-Lupino 11-16 .. 11-24

.

-Leslie-Hutton

.Crawford-Carson

Stanwyck-Brent
.

-Garfield-Fitzgerald

. Henreld-Parker

Garrield-Parker

. Leslie-Aldo

, Flynn-Smith

Cooper-Bergman
King. Prince

. .4-16
.12-25. .10-20.
.11-29
. .9-18

. .7-24
. 11-1

.11-27 9-1

. 7-26 .9-27.
10-16 10-27

3-8 .1-26.
..2-19

Fitrgerald-Greenstreet 1-22 10-13

.

.Morgan-Paige 4-2.. 12-29

.Leslie-Hutton 2-19
. Bogart-Stanwyok ...5-14
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YEAR

QuidLEY PUBLICATIONS' THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY marks a

milestone in the brilliant career of its founder, Martin Quigley. Since

Nineteen Hundred and Fifteen, when Martin Quigley launched the Herald, fore-

runner of the present Quigley Publications, his journalistic efforts and public relations

activities to further the interests of the Motion Picture Industry, have been rife with

ethical interpretation of our industry s destiny. Through the years, readers of

Quigley Publications have been inspired by Martin Quigley's courage as an Editor

and Publisher. We have experienced a feeling of keen admiration for his sincere,

un-influenced editorial policy; his efforts in

behalf of clean entertainment; and his prolific

jdk contribution to the cause of better Showman-

^/ ship. * Quigley Publications' Thirty

years of growth and achievement are a tribute

to Martin Quigley, whose lofty ideals and

practical doctrines have contributed so much

to the industry he serves. The Prize

Baby takes great pride in tendering heart-felt

felicitations to Martin Quigley and his fine

organization, on this Thirtieth milestone in a

notable and successful career. - 30 - 30 - 30

Ike PUps.

SERVICE
Of mf /nousmy



THE NEWS DIGEST
[CoiU.nued from Page 14)

WAC TO END THIS YEAR
The industry's War Activities Committee will be disbanded at

the end of the final Treasury Loan Drive, October 29 - Decembei
8, it was announced by Francis S. Harmon, executive vice-chair-

man and industry coordinator. Harmon's announcement was is-

sued upon his return from Washington last fortnight where he

and Si Fabian, Chairman of the Theatres Division of WAC, at-

tended emergency meetings of the War Finance Committee offi-

cials called by Ted R. Gamble, National Director.

"The war job will be finished not later than December 31st

and the WAC staff is on notice that our work together will be

over at the turn of the year," said Harmon. "The motion picture

industry created a piece of machinery to do a specific job. When
the Victory Loan is a success that job will be finished."

Harmon stated that a bulletin had been sent to all WAC Dis-

tributor and Exhibitor chairmen withdrawing n :ne OWI-WAC
pledged films from theatrical release, requesting that eight other

releases complete their runs, and announcing that only five addi-

tional n' edged short subjects are rcheduled.

COKSOLIDATED PLANS MERGER
A plan to merge Consolidated Film Industries, Inc. and Re-

public Pictures Corp. with Setav Company, Inc., with the surviv-

ing corporation to be known as "Republic Pictures Corporation,"

will be voted on at a special meeting of the stockholders of Con-
solidated on September 28th. Proxy statements were being mailed

to all stockholders.
The authorized capitalization of the consolidated corporation

surviving the merger will consist of 600,000 shares of $1.00 cumula-
tive preferred stock with a par value of $10.00 each, each such

share being convertible into one share of common stock: 2,750,000

shares of common stock, par value 50c each; and $5,200,000 prin-

cipal amount of 4% cumulative Income Debentures due June
30, 1965.

Purpose of the merger was to integrate the three companies
into a single consolidated corporation to carry on the production
and distribution of motion pictures; to liquidate existing dividend
arrearages on Consolidated's preferred stock: to make production
and distribution earnings available for distribution as dividends

to reduce present annual dividend requirement of $800,000 on
Consolidated preferred stock and to make possible the raising of

additional capital through the issuance and sale of securities of

the consolidated corporation. Film laboratory and accessory busi-

ness presently conducted by Consolidated will be carried on by
the consolidated corporation.

M-G-M POLICY NOT INDUSTRY 'FORMULA'
M-G-M's sales policy, as stated in its "19 Points Plan," was

not to be interpreted as a "formula for the motion picture busi-

ness," according to William F. Rodgers. vice-president and gen-

eral sales manager. Rodgers' statement was issued after refer-

ence in trade stories that 28 exhibitor leaders had written Rodgers
in answer to his invitation to present to him subjects for d : scus-

sion at M-G-M's recent Chicago meeting and proposals by some

exhibitor leaders that it form the basis for a general trade policy
The 19-point reassertion, said Rodgers, was made "first so thai

our exhibitor customers might clearly know how we expect tc

conduct our business, and, second, to make certain that they an
understood thoroughly by our field forces and carried through bj
them."

"We are not attempting to write any formula for the motior
picture business," he added, "but failure of the industry to arrivt
at a satisfactory method of dealing with exhibitors will not detei

j

us from carrying through policies we have found to meet witt
general exhibitor acceptance and, many times, enthusiastic en|
dorsement."

MEMOS
Twentieth Century-Fox and subsidiaries, including Nationalji

Theatres and Roxy Theatre, Inc., reported a net profit of $5,433,-

360 for the 26 weeks ended June 30, compared with $6,338,433 for

the corresponding period in 1944. Net for the second quarter of 1

1945 was $2,577,875, compared with $2,855,485 for the first quarter
I

and with $3,152,131 for the corresponding quarter of 1944. Gross 1

income for the first half of 1945 was $84,505,106 with Federal taxes I

taking a slice amounting to $10,525,000.

RKO Corp. and subsidiaries had a net profit for the first 26

weeks of 1945 of $2,421,778, compared to $2,588,493 for the period
j

ended June 30, 1944. Profit from operations before depreciation
and all taxes was $6,417,277 for the first half of 1945 compared!
with $7,597,103 for the corresponding period in 1944. Provision for

estimated income and excess profits taxes came to $3,340,000 in

1944.

A goal of $11,000,000,000 was set by the Treasury for the Vic-

tory Loan, eighth and final War Bond drive of World War II, to

begin October 29 and run through December 8, it was announced
by Secretary of the Treasury Fred M. Vinson. Mentioned as

possible industry national chairman were Nicholas M. Schenck,
Arthur L Mayer and Si Fabian, the latter having headed the first'

industry drive.

An appeal from the recent ruling dismissing Fanchon &
Marco-St. Louis Amusement Co.'s anti-trust case against fourn

major distributors, the American Arbitration Association and thei

owners of Apollo and Princess theatres, was deemed certain by
Harry C. Arthur. Jr., general manager of the plaintiff circuit.

The "battle of Memphis" ended with United Artists the victoi

over the city's Censor Board and its chairman, Lloyd T. Binford l

UA's "The Southerner" was banned by Binford from Memphis
showing several weeks ago and UA's legal department threatened
suit unless the ban was lifted. The Censor Board withdrew the,

ban on August 21, whereupon Grad Sears, UA distribution chief I

declared, to forestall contemplated censorious action on a wider
scale by Southern States, that the company's legal department had
been instructed to enter suit against any group of censors at-

tempting to ban "The Southerner."

The first War Activities Committee short to be released after

the war's end will be "What Every Veteran Should Know," de-

scribing the Government facilities available to help the veteran
and the procedure to follow in taking advantage of these facilities.

Universal is distributing the 15-minute subject, beginning Septem-,
ber 13.

An exhibitor at the State Fair in Sedalia, Mo., operating on

a pay-as-you-exit plan is enthusiastic about his method. Patrons
are admitted free, but on their way out are asked to leave a

"silver donation," which prompted a customer to opine that it;

seemed like good psychology. "Psychology, nuts!" replied the

showman. "This way I don't have to pay any Federal amusement
tax."

A new threat to exhibitors by the studio strike was posed
early last week when reports were rampant that members of the

International Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators and Paperhan-
gers of America, AFL, intended to picket theatres in New York.
Hollywood, San Francisco and Portland, in sympathy with the

studio strikers. The New York group assertedly took action to

organ ze pickets following receipt of a telegram from Herbert K.

Sorrel). CSU head, listing nine studios as "unfair" to the painters'

international.

| CONTINUE NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER

1 BUYING SERVICE
M . ii 1

1

m i Nat'l Film Carriers i

1 WAR BONDS 250 N. Juniper St., Phila., Pa.

LOC. 4823

FILM BULLETIN

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTIONISTS
Don't put your return film in the lobby before

all patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311



CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTI-
CUT. . .Warners' offer hot-

weather fare with a cooling

background in this comedy.

Barbara Stanwyck plays a

housekeeping magazine fea-

ture writer whose articles on

domestic accomplishments are

purely imaginary until naval

hero Dennis Morgan decides

to visit the scene of domestic

bliss. Whereupon Barbara has

to acquire — in a hurry — a

cook, a husband, a baby, a

farmhouse and an act to put

the affair over. The deception

results in some hectic events,

and, of course, a romance with

Morgan that takes

bumps
s;ood.

before

OUT OF THIS
WORLD . . . Comedy
with a unique twist
points up this

mount musical star I

ring Eddie Bracken
as a Western Union
messenger blessed
with a heavenly voice
(none other than
Bing's) who becomes
the bobby-soxer's idol

after a fake swoon by
socialite Veronica
Lake and signs away
125% of his earnings.

Diana Lynn is the

leader of the all-girl

band and Cass Daley
is featured.



WILD BILL ELLIOT
THE ALL-AMERICAN COWBOY

Another OF THOSE TOP
NOTCH WESTERNS which have

made Wild Bill Elliott a bigger

attraction with each succeeding

picture. Jam-packed with action and

ready-made pulling-power! REPUBLIC PICTURi
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CONNORS B S STING!
20th-Fox's Sales Chief Tells What

Programmers Are For, But Not How
He Allocates Them

RKO'S 3-STAR UNIT
The Capra-Wyler-Briskin Outfit Is

Something To Shout About

CIE ALERT
The Organized Independent Will Keep

An Eagle-Eye on the Anti-Trust Suit

Editorials

Pages 7-8
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records emy opemngl
Mew York...
Box-office hit of the

season at the Repub-

lic Theatre ... 1st week
way over anything

n months ... 2ndweek
jig as the first . . .

and 3rd looming up
strong as ever!

"to

a shou/manS

'/I

© WD. P.



THE MOST
IMPORTANT
SHORT
SUBJECT
NEWS
SINCE
PRE-WAR!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is embarking on a most ambitious devel-

opment in short subject production. Below is the line-up of M-G-M
Shorts for the coming year. Bear in mind that they will be pro-

duced in the M-G-M manner by the same expert showmanship

otudio that delivers The Big Ones in the feature field.

M-G-M JUNIOR FEATURES!
4 TWO-REEL M-G-M SPECIALS including "Crime Does Not Pay"

ONE REEL SUBJECTS

16 TECHNICOLOR CARTOONS
including famed "Tom and Jerry," (a hit in

"Anchors A«'t*igh"); also "Barney Bear" and
others.

12 FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS
(IN TECHNICOLOR)

6 JOHN NESBITT'S PASSING PARADE

10 PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES 6 M-G-M MINIATURES

ALSO 104 M-G-M NEWS OF THE DAY

M-G-M . . • The Long and the Short of it!



They're calling for added time

and more added time and more
added time!

The reason is

PRIDE OF THE MARINES
The reason is

XMAS IN CONNECTICUT
The reason is

CONFLICT
The reason is

RHAPSODY IN BLUE
f national release this month f

)



^7 L ^
•J ^°

f tM t

Behind City Lights
featuring

LYNNE ROBERTS- PETER C00KS0N
and

JEROME COWAN • ESTHER DALE • WILLIAM TERRY

VICTOR KILIAN • MORONI OLSEN - WILLIAM FORREST
Directed by JOHN ENGLISH • Screen Play by RICHARD WEIL

Adaptation by CFRTRUDE WALKER

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Keep your

BOX Off«*
on Republic's

10th Anniversary Pictures
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S EPTEMBE

CONNOR'S B'S STING!
When a film man refers to his company's "B"

pictures, we might explain for the enlightenment of the

unitiates, he usually is alluding to product that really

ranks lower, but film people are taught from infancy

that the alphabet goes no further than B. And when

a high-pressure film salesman like Tom Connors admits

that 20th Century-Fox actually produces lowly "B's"

— well!

Mr. Connors made his startling revelation at a re-

cent regional sales meeting in the course of explaining

the why and the wherefore of his company's "B's". It

seems, according to the 20th Century sales chief, that

( I ) 80 percent of the movie customers want double

features, and (2) these low-budget films serve to train

the industry's talent of the future.

That all seems logical and reasonable enough, but

what he failed to explain is his method of pricing these

cheap and experimental pictures. Judging by the

squawks we hear constantly from exhibitors, Mr. Con-

nors doesn't know a "B" or a "D" (Ed. Note: This is

also one of the letters of the alphabet) from an "A"
when he determines allocations. Apparently, he de-

mands that even the drones among his movie "B's" must

produce plenty of golden honey for 20th Century-Fox,

while the exhibitors just get stung!

RKO'S 3-STAR UNIT
RKO-Radio has ample cause to be shouting from

the housetops about its acquisition of the newly-formed

Liberty Pictures unit. Any company would be proud to

boast a production organization comprised of such top-

ranking craftsmen as Frank Capra, William Wyler and

Sam Briskin.

1 7, 1 9 4 5-

Here is a trio thoroughly versed in the secrets of

making fine motion pictures. Their product should be

outstanding and RKO and its customers should profit

handsomely through this promising venture.

CIE ALERT
It is evident that the Conference of Independent

Exhibitors and Allied States Association have no inten-

tion of permitting the Government's anti-trust suit,

which reopens in New York October 8, to terminate in

another inadequate consent decree, insofar as these or-

ganizations can prevent such a catastrophe for the in-

dustry. And it seems, too, that the Department of Jus-

tice this time is cognizant of the huge stake independent

exhibitors have in the outcome of the case and will heed

their criticism and suggestions.

A special CIE committee has been named to follow

the trial and to "cooperate with Government counsel

in such ways and to such extent as may be agreeable".

This committee is composed of the following CIE and

Allied leaders: Jesse L. Stern, Moderator of the Con-

ference and President of the Unaffiliated Independent

Exhibitors of New York; Robert H. Poole, Executive

Secretary of the Pacific Coast Conference of Indepen-

dent Exhibitors; Nathan Yamins, Chairman of Indepen-

dent Exhibitors, Inc., New England; Sidney E. Samuel-

son, General Manager, Allied Independent Theatre

Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania; Irving Dollinger, Eas-

tern Regional Vice-President, Allied; Maxwell Alderman,

Secretary,, Allied of Connecticut; Abram F. Myers,

General Counsel of Allied and the CIE.

Mr. Myers apparently has received adequate as-

surance from the Justice Department that any proposals

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS BROADWAY
(Continued from Preceding I'ageJ

for a new consent decree will be submitted to him and

that he will have an opportunity to make recommenda-

tions on behalf of the independents.

The very pattern of our industry's future modus

operandi — production, distribution and exhibition —
and the relations between the various branches might

well be altered materially by the course of events dur-

ing the next few months. It is incumbent upon every

independent theatreman to follow these events closely

and to make known his constructive views through the

mediums open to him, through exhibitor organizations

and the trade press (we speak for Film Bulletin, at

least). A large volume of vocal support given the CIE

would substantially strengthen its hand in dealing with

the Department of Justice. The wide support this body

enjoys should be made known in no uncertain voice.

DISCHARGE BUTTONS
A recent bulletin from National Allied stresses the

service theatres can perform for returning veterans of

World War II by advertising the Discharged Service

Emblem.

"Allied (and other motion picture organizations)

have been slow in waking up to the necessity for mak-
ing better known the Discharged Service Emblem of the

Armed Forces. Some business concerns have featured

the emblem in their advertising, but not enough. Thea-
tres should use it in their advertising wherever possible.

"There is one way in which the exhibitors can make
a greater contribution to this cause than all the other

industries combined. National Screen Service has a

trailer on the subject which deserves to be run in every
theatre in the land. It is listed as MS-577, $4.50.

"Remember, when our men and women return,

again to resume civilian life, they lay away their uni-

forms and decorations and have only the Discharge Em-
blem to indicate that 'They Have Served.' Help your
patrons to know this emblem by running this trailer on
your screen.

"President Smith of Allied has been active in carry-
ing this message to business organizations and adver-
tisers all over the country. Let's match his efforts and
do a bang-up job in the theatres!"

NEWSREEL
While the past week's single important entry, "Back to

Bataan," started off well at the Palace, it is the hold-overs

that are really breaking records at the Broadway first-run

spots. Top grosser is "Our Vines Have Tender Grapes" which

started off with block-circling lines on its opening day at the

Radio City Music Hall to give the giant house a higher figure

than "Valley of Decision," "White Cliffs of Dover" and "With-

out Love," other recent record-breaking M-G-M pictures to

play there. Now in its second stanza after a $125,000 seven-

day total, the picture will hold until October when the same

company's "Week-End at the Waldorf" is set to follow...

The star-studded "Duffy's Tavern" had the biggest non-holi-

day opening day's take in the 19-year history of the Para-

mount Theatre. Aided by a strong stage bill headed by The

Andrews Sisters, the week's gross was close behind the $123,-

000 record set by "Lady in the Dark" in February 1944. A
third week will start on September 19th and the picture will

hold until "Lost Week-End" arrives late in October .. ."State

Fair," which started off by playing to 20 per cent more busi-

ness than any Labor Day week-end in the Roxy's history, is

now in its third smash week. With a stage show headed by
Connie Boswell, the 20th-Fox musical will also hold until

October when "The House on 92nd Street" will follow...

"Anchors Aweigh," seen by 919,000 persons during its first

eight weeks at the Capitol, is playing for a total of ten weeks
when it will break the attendance record of 1,050,000 for the

ten-week engagement of "Since You Went Away" at the house
in 1944. Aided by a stage show headed by Paul Whiteman
and His Orchestra and Johnnie Johnston, the M-G-M musical
was originally set to play 12 weeks but "Her Highness and
the Bellboy" and a backlog of other M-G-M releases are wait-

ing a Broadway showing at the Capitol.

Two other records were broken by "Love Letters" and
"Along Came Jones" with more people seeing the Hal Wallis

picture in its first ten days than any picture in the 28-year

history of the Rivoli. . .International's "Jones" eight-week run
at the Palace was the longest since that theatre established

a straight-picture policy and RKO's "Bataan" opened on Sep-

tember 12th the day before Bataan's real hero, General Wain-
wright, was welcomed in New York. . ."Pride of the Marines"
with Charlie Barnet and His Orchestra in person, is holding
up exceptionally well at the Strand and a fourth week started

on September 14th. Joan Crawford's "Mildred Pierce" comes
in on September 28th and "Confidential Agent" is already
scheduled for November 2nd ... Another Warner release,

"Rhapsody in Blue," is still doing well in its 12th week at

the Hollywood and will run into October when "Saratoga
Trunk" will open... The long-run leader is still "Wonder
Man," still drawing in the customers in its 14th week at the

Astor where Selznick's "Spellbound" is tentatively set for the

first part of October. . .Another RKO-Radio release, "The
Wonderful Adventures of Pinocchio," now in its fourth week
at the Republic Theatre, continues to gross the best business
of any picture to play the house this year while "Isle of the

Dead," a natural for the Rialto's horror fans, is holding for a

second week just as did the previous attraction, Paramount's
reissue of "This Gun for Hire."

Best among the others is the factual film, "The True
Glory," which started a second week at the Victoria Theatre
on September 13th after three mild weeks for "Caribbean
Mystery". . ."The Southerner" is doing well enough in its third

week at the Globe to stay through September and until U.A.'s

"The Story of G. I. Joe" opens a continuous run on October
6th day and date with reserved seat showings at the next-

door Gotham. . .Another big U.A. release, Arthur Rank's
"Blithe Spirit," will be the initial film attraction at the Winter
Garden, starting on October 3rd, with other British-made re-

leases set to follow during the next year... Still another U.A.,

Cagney's "Blood on the Sun," is in its second week at Loew's
State, one of the theatre's rare holdovers which followed a
first-run film, M-G-M's "The Hidden Eye". . .Universale "Lady
On a Train" opened on September 14th at the Criterion fol-

lowing a three-week and one day engagement for the same
company's "Strange Affair of Uncle Harry," which tapered
off after two weeks of strong business. . .The Gotham's cur-

rent attraction, "Love, Honor and Goodbye," was just fair

for its first week but is being held until "Radio Stars on
Parade" starts on September 21st.
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20th CENTURY-FOX ... 2 October Releases

'STATE FAIR
1 MUSICAL FOR THE FAMILY TRADE

Rates • • • — except in action spots

20th Century-Fox

100 minutes

Jeanne Crain, Dana Andrews, Dick Haymes,
Vivian Blaine, Charles Winninger, Fay
Bainter, Donald Meek, Frank McHugh,
Percy Kilbride, Henry Morgan.

Directed by Walter Lang.

The Rodgers-Hammerstein musical score
receives top billing in "State Fair," and de-
servedly so. for it injects new life into a
colorful but otherwise placid re-make of the
20th Century-Fox 1933 success. While four
of the company's young players sing pleas-
antly and give agreeably romantic perform-
ances, their name value is mild compared
to that of Will Rogers-Janet Gaynor-Lew
Ayres-Sally Eilers who starred in the ear-
lier non-musical version. However, the
gaily Technicolored production and fine
musical score combine to give it above-
average box office value in all except ac-
tion spots. Phil Stong's novel with it3

double boy-meets-girl affair, its homey
quality and the humorously bucolic excite-

ment attendant on the annual Iowa state

fair is entertaining and permits the intro-

duction of six songs, no less than three of

which are potential hits. "That's For Me"
is already one of the top tunes and both
"It Might as Well Be Spring" and "It's a
Grand Night for Singing" are in the com-
posers' best "Oklahoma" tradition. Direc-
tor Walter Lang has captured the color and
movement of the carnivals, side-shows and
prize contests in splendid fashion. This is

a picture the entire family can enjoy and
it is certain to go over big in rural and
naborhood houses.

The big event of each year for the Frake
family, consisting of Charles Winninger, his

wife, Fay Bainter, and their children, Dick
Haymes and Jeanne Crain, is the annual
Iowa State Fair. Winninger is certain his

boar, Blue Boy, will win the hog contest;
Miss Bainter is entering her pickles and
mincemeat and both the children are bored
with romantic-minded neighbors and are

looking for new adventures. At the fair,

Miss Crain meets Dana Andrews, a reporter,

while Haymes is aided in a sideshow argu-

ment by Vivian Blaine, singer with a dance

band. After some difficulty with Blue Boy,

the boar perks up at sight of a nearby sow

and Winninger gets the prize while Miss

Bainter's mincemeat wins a special award.

When Andrews is suddenly called to Chi-

cago and Miss Blaine tells Haymes that she

is already married, both are disconsolate on

the home trip. Later Andrews calls up to

explain that he is on his way back to Miss

Crain and Haymes renews his love affair

with his former girl friend.

Jeanne Crain makes a lovely and appeal-

ing farm heroine and Dick Haymes is well-

suited to the boyish-appearing brother. He
and Vivian Blaine, who gives a rather arti-

ficial portrayal of the dance band song-

stress, handle the most important singing

assignments splendidly. Charles Winninger
(who has the original Will Rogers role) gets

laughs with his broad comedy antics,

YORK

•THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET' TIMELY, ENGROSSING FACT-FICTION MELODRAMA
Rates • • • for action houses; good dualler elsewhere

20th Century-Fox (Louis de Rochemont)
88 minutes

William Eythe, Lloyd Nolan, Signe Hasso,
Gene Lockhart, Leo G. Carroll, William
Post, Jr., Lydia St. Clair, Harry Bellaver,

Directed by Henry Hathaway.

This documentary-like feature so cleverly
blends fact and fiction that it emerges as
one of the season's top spy melodramas —
enhanced by the timeliness of the atomic
bomb. It is keenly drawn, suspenseful and
thoroughly engrossing, a cinch to garner
outstanding grosses in action houses and an
ace dualler for other situations. The "March
of Time" flavor with which Louis de Roche-
mont has endowed his production is the
key to the uncanny realism that pervades
the film, which was made with the coopera-
tion of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
The FBI's methods are neatly integrated
with the story, by Charles G. Booth and
scripted by the author, Barre Lyndon and

John Monks, Jr., which has made the prey
of the Nazis the top war secret of the U. S.,

the atomic bomb. The commentary is also

in the March of Time documentary form
and photography for the fictionalized scenes
has been brought down almost to the level

of reels from the FBI files — since the lat-

ter could hardly have been made to the
usual Hollywood standard — to form a pat-

tern in which the reels are indistinguish-

able, except for those in which familiar

Hollywood players appear. The players,

many of them men and women of the FBI.
are secondary to workings of the plot and
fascinating mechanisms of FBI detection

and counter-espionage. Such regulars as

William Eythe, Lloyd Nolan, Signe Hasso,
Gene Lockhart, Leo G. Carroll and a num-
ber of minor players, underplay their parts

to commendable effect and under Henry
Hathaway's terse direction, the illusion is

one of watching one of the most important
cases in the files of the Bureau come to life.

Exploitation of the atomic bomb secret is

the big factor in the exhibitor's selling of

"The House on 92nd Street." Since the mar-

quee value is minor and the title explains

nothing of the film's content, the showman
will have to utilize the timeliness to get re-

turns commensurate with the film's enter-

tainment content. Once they're in, they'll

like it and talk about It.

Starting with the wondrous methods by
which the FBI keep tabs on foreign agents

in this country, the story smoothly works
into the "Christopher Case" which divulges

the Nazis' attempt to obtain the secret of

the atomic bomb. German-born, William
Eythe is sent to Germany to attend a Nazi
espionage school, but is secretly working
with the FBI. Returning to the U. S. as a
contact and pay-off man for the Nazis,

Eythe uncovers a long and slimy trail of

Nazi agents leading to the big boss, a mys-
terious "Mr. Christopher," whose major job

is to steal the formula for the atomic bomb.
Working patiently and deftly, the FBI
snares one after another until, in a pulse-

pounding climax. "Mr. Christopher" is

trapped while attempting to escape with
the formula.

STINE

'ISLE OF THE DEAD' GLOOMY AND DULL HORROR YARN
Rates • • + for action spots: minor dual

RKO Radio
72 minutes

Boris Karlo.% Ellen Drew, Marc Cramer
Katherine Emery, Alan Napier, Helene
Thimig, Jason Robards, Ernest Dorian, Skel-
ton Knaggs, Sherry Hall.

Directed by Mark Robson.

'Tis a gloomy, tragic and quite dull tale
this RKO Radio horror picture has to tell
and, despite Boris Karloff's effective per-
formance and a shuddery climax, it's below
the standard set by Val Lewton in his "The
Cat People," "The Body Snatcher" and other
shockers. The Karloff name and the theme
will insure fairly good grosses in action
spots, but it will be below par as a support-
ing dualler elsewhere. The setting of "Isle
of the Dead" is a cemetery island off the
Greek mainland where nine oddly-assorted
people are quarantined during a plague epi-

er elsewhere

demic. Although the character s die off one
by one, there is little actual excitement and
Mark Robson's direction seems ponderous
and slow-paced. Only the final ten minutes
—as a ghostly figure arises from her coffin

and, armed with a trident, wanders in the

dark—will bring the customary shrieks from
avid horror fans. Karloff is an impressively
tragic figure as a Greek general mourning
his dead wife and Katherine Emery is excel

lent as a nervous matron who fears being
buried alive. Helen Thimig'a croaking voice
frequently brings forth chuckles instead of

shudders. Ellen Drew and Marc Cramer
are involved in a mild romantic sub-plot.

After the Balkan War of 1912, Boris Kar-
loff, a Greek general, rows to a tiny island

off the mainland to mourn at his wife's

grave. Arriving with Marc Cramer, an
American newspaperman, Karloff finds the

cemetery despoiled of its bodies. The island

is inhabited by Jason Robards. a collector

of antiques, and his guests, Alan Napier, a

British consul; his wife, Katherine Emery;
the latter's companion, Ellen Drew, and a

Cockney salesman, Skelton Knaggs. W'.en

the latter is found dead in bed, the doctor

diagnoses it as the plague, although the old
housekeeper, Helene Thimig, believes that
the missing bodies are the work of Miss
Drew, who she suspects is a vampire. Kar-
loff orders all to stay on the island rather
than risk the chance of transmitting the
disease to his troops. After Napier and then
the doctor die, Miss Emery, who is subject
to catalepsy, goes into a trance and the
others, believing her dead, put her in a cof-
fin. When she recovers consciousness, she
kills Miss Thimig and then wanders into
Miss Drew's bedroom where she kills Kar-
loff, who had become obsessed with the old
crone's superstitions. After Miss Emery
plunges to her death over a cliff, Cramer
and Miss Drew leave the island to Robards.

DENLEY
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(RKO, Continued)

FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO' HIGHLY EXPLOITABLE AND TIMELY MELODRAMA
Rates • • • if exploited in action spots

;

RKO-Radio
82 minutes

Tom Neal, Barbara Hale, Marc Cramer,

Richard Loo, Keye Luke, Leonard Strong-,

Benson Fong, Clarence Lung, Keye Chang,

Michael St Angel, Russell Hicks, Wallis

Clark.

Directed by Gordon Douglas.

RKO-Radio has a timely exploitation

natural in "First Yank Into Toyko," a pro-

gram thriller which should pay off in smash
grosses if heavilv sold in the action and
transient ballyhoo spots. Last - minute
changes to bring in references to the atomic
bomb and newsreel shots of devastated
Hiroshima offset the lack of marquee names
in what would ordinarily have been a minor
action film. Starting off with a novel and
fascinating premise — that of transforming
an American army pilot familiar with the
Jap mode of life into the likeness of a Jap
through plastic surgery — the story is as
suspenseful as it is melodramatic and in-

terest is maintained until the tragic finale.

Because Director Gordon Douglas has
stressed action and played up Jap brutalitv
and cunning, the picture will carry its

strongest appeal to male patrons. However,
the romantic element has not been entirely
neglected and is logically introduced

topnotch dualler elsewhere
through the medium of an American nurse
held prisoner at the Kamuri Camp hospital.

Although Barbara Hale, who gives an un-
affected portrayal of the nurse, and Tom
Neal, who was so effective in "Behind the
Rising Sun" and again is ideally cast as
the Jap-featured army pilot, mean little at

the box office, this picture should advance
the careers of both. Exhibitors can sell this

to the hilt. While the hero's sacrificial ges-

ture in holding off the Jap attackers while
the girl escapes to safety seems overly-

heroic, it will satisfy general audiences.
Flying to Washington from the South

Pacific with final data on the atomic bomb,
Marc Cramer, ordnance expert, is shot down
and held captive in a prison camp near
Tokyo. Needing the bomb for the invasion
of Japan, Washington summons Tom Neal,
an army pilot who speaks Japanese like a
native, and asks him to submit to plastic

surgery which will transform him into the
exact likeness of a Jap. Although the oper-
ation can never be reversed, Neal accepts
because he believes that the girl he loved,
Barbara Hale, was killed on Bataan. Posing
as a discharged war hero, Neal is smuggled
into Japan and, through the Korean under-
ground, he gets a job as orderly in the
Tokyo prison camp. There he contacts
Cramer and begins to collect the necessary
bomb data. However, he finds that Richard
Loo, the commandant, was his classmate at

college and he also learns that Miss Hale
is head nurse at the camp although he can-

not tell her hk> true identity. Noticing that

Loo is becoming suspicious of him and that

he is also taking an increasing interest in
Miss Hale, Neal determines to take both the
girl and Cramer with him when he leaves.

A British submarine has arranged to pick
Neal up but, on the appointed night for his

escape, the Japs hold a celebration and Loo
orders Miss Hale to attend the festivities.

When Neal follows, Loo unmasks him by
showing newsreels of a football game which
showed him as a team member. An explo-
sion at a nearby munitions plant gives Neal
a chance to kill Loo and escape with Cram-
er and Miss Hale. They are hotly pursued
and Neal, knowing that Miss Hale could
never endure his Jap face and that Cramer
is in love with her, gets them to safety
while he stays behind to hold off the attac-

kers and sacrifice his life to let the U. S.

get the atomic bomb data.

Richard Loo's performance as the suavely
villainous Colonel Okanura will elicit hisses
from the more excitable fans and Leonard
Strong and Benson Fong also contribute
realistic Nipponese portrayals. Marc Cramer
shows considerable promise as the ordnance
expert and Keye Luke is excellent as a loyal

member of the Korean underground.
DENLEY

LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE' CAST IS GOOD, BUT COMEDY MISSES FIRE
Rates • • as supporting dualler on name value

Republic

87 minutes

Virginia Bruce, Edward Ashley, Victor Mc-
Laglen, Nils Asther, Helen Broderick, Veda
Ann Borg, Robert Greiir. Jacqueline Moore,
Ralph Dunn, Victoria Home, Emmet Vogan.
Directed by Albert S. Rogell.

Lavish, ultra-modern settings and a cast
of well-known and capable players merely
provide attractive frosting for a soggy mess— the so-called comedy plot of this non-
sensical farce. While "Love, Honor and
Goodbye" was apparently aimed at top bill-
ing and first-runs, it will get by only as a
secondary dualler with Virginia Bruce and
Victor McLaglen to supply name value. Al-
though Miss Bruce, McLaglen and Helen
Broderick run around and practically work
themselves into a lather, they are able to
get scant laugh results with this highly im-
plausible story of marital mix-ups. The

SWINGIN' ON A RAINBOW
Rates • • as dualler generally

Republic

72 minutes

lane Frazee, Brad Taylor, Harry Langdon,
Minna Gombell, Tim Ryan, Amellta Ward,
Paul Harvey, Richard Davies, WendeU NUes,
Holmes Herbert, Ruth Lee, Ken NUes.
Directed by William Beaudine.

This lively musical programmer employs
tried-and-true slapstick situations to get
lniJKhs and should make an acceptable sup-
porting dualler in almost any type of house
While the story is light and extremely im-
probable, it moves at a fast pace and con-
tains several pleasing song interludes. The
numbers are exceptionally well rendered by
Jane Frazee, an attractive blonde who
shines both as a singer and comedienne.
One of the tunes, "Wrap Your Troubles in

10

situation wherein a jealous wife dons a wig
and glasses to pose as a French maid in

her husband's household is too infantile for
even juvenile patrons to swallow. While it

might pass as a musical comedy plot, it

soon becomes wearisome when dragged out
to almost 90 minutes running time. No less

than five authors, including Director Ro-
gell, worked on this feather-weight script.

Edward Ashley, personable British-born ac-
tor, shows definite promise despite a ridi-

culous romantic role. Nils Asther, who
amusingly over-plays a ham actor, and little

Jacqueline Moore, a clever child actress, are
best of the others.
Because Virginia Bruce wants to appear

on the Broadway stage, her lawyer husband,
Edward Ashley, secretly backs her play
hoping it will be a failure and she will con-
centrate on being his wife. When the play
is a flop, Miss Bruce's pride is deeply hurt
but she is content to go home with Ashley
until Nils Asther, her conceited co-star, tells

her that her husband was the backer and

he ordered the show closed. After a quar-
rel, Miss Bruce starts rehearsals for another
play with Asther while Ashley goes on a
binge which winds up when he takes home
Victor McLaglen, a tattoo artist, and his

girl friend, Veda Ann Borg, who are having
a difficult time providing the proper home
for their four-year-old ward, Jacqueline
Moore. When the repentant Miss Bruce re-

turns home, she sees Miss Borg and imme-
diately misunderstands. Asther persuades
her to get evidence for a divorce by posing
as a French nurse for the little girl. Al-

though wearing glasses and a wig, Miss
Bruce tries to get Ashley to make love to

her while Asther snaps a picture for evi-

dence. But Ashley suspects she is his wife

and numerous other complications result

before McLaglen, fearing the worst about
the promiscuous maid, takes the little girl

away. Ashley and Miss Bruce are finally

re-united in their anxiety over the child's

disappearance.
DENLEY

SNAPPY MUSICAL PROGRAMMER

a Rainbow," shows hit possibilities. Much
of the comedy is handled by the late Harry
Langdon (he died in Dec. 1944), whose
characterization of a nervous radio repre-

sentative was his best role since the silent
days. Minna Gombell also does well and
Brad Taylor capably handles the romantic
chores.

Jane Frazee, who works for a tiny radio
station in Nebraska, submits an original
song to Richard Davies, radio bandleader
who awards a $1000 prize each week to the
most promising tune by an amateur. After
her song is rejected, Jane hears Davies play
it on the air as his own composition under
another title. Arriving in New York, Jane
tries to see Davies until she hears from his
manager that the song contest is just a
publicity stunt. Davies leaves town to avoid
her and, to get even and also to save room

rent, Jane represents herself as his niece

and moves into his swank apartment. There

she carries on a wall-pounding feud with

Brad Taylor, her next-door neighbor who
writes lyrics for Minna Gombell's radio

program for which Davies was to write the

music. When Harry Langdon, radio rep-

resentative, calls at Davies' apartment for

the songs, Jane pretends that she is his

collaborator and submits her own songs.

Later she meets Taylor without knowing
that he is her hated neighbor and, while
they work together, they fall in love. Davies'
return complicates matters but, after Jane
substitutes for the singing star of Miss
Gombell's show and scores a hit, Davies
likes the songs and agrees to let her con-
tinue as his collaborator — and she also

gets the $1000 prize.

DENLEY
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KO RULES THE BOX-OFFICE SEAS

WITH A FABULOUS TREASURE OF





r

. . . A picture to make the blood of millions

race warm and their dreams

roam free, as they thrill to this most

romantic of all adventure

dramas; this lusty story of the

Robin Hood of the Seven Seas, who

captured his prizes through the

fire of his kiss or the

sting of his steel!

PAUL MAUREEF WALTER

HEMD OUABA SIMK
A FRANK BORZAGE production

B1NNIE BARNES • JOHN EMERY
Barton MacLane •

J. M. Kerrigan • Fritz Leiber

Nancy Gates • Jack LaRue • Mike Mazurki • Ian Keith

Executive Producer ROBERT FELLOWS • Associate Producer STEPHEN AMES

Directed by FRANK BORZAGE
k K °

Screen Play by George Worthing Yates and Herman J. Mankiewicz



JIKO BRINGS THE GREAT NEWS OF

THE SPANISH MAINS" COMING TO

66,244,618 FAMILIES!
Through full-page ads (mostly in four colors) in magazines such as

LIFE • SATURDAY EVENING POST • McCALL'S • WOMAN'S DAY • TIME

NEWSWEEK • TRUE STORY • RED BOOK • LIBERTY • FAMILY CIRCLE

PIC and the ENTIRE FAN LIST.

ough full or half-page four-color cartoon-strip ads

the comic or magazine sections of 139 newspapers.
{one or more insertions

ALABAMA
Birmingham News-Age Herald

Mobile Press-Register

ARIZONA
Phoenix Republic

ARKANSAS
Little Rock Ar. Democrat

Little Rock Ar. Gazette

CALIFORNIA
Fresno Bee

Long Beach Press Telegram
Los Angeles Examiner

Los Angeles Times

Oakland Tribune

Pasadena Star-News

Sacramento Bee

ILLINOIS

Chicago Herald-American

Chicago News
Chicago Sun

(also "Parade" in Sun)

Chicago Times

Chicago Tribune

Peoria Journal-Star

Rockford Star

INDIANA
Evansville Courier-Prevs

Ft. Wayne Journal-Gaze

Ft. Wayne News-Sentinel

Hammond Times

Indianapolis Star

South Bend Tribune

Terre Haute Tribune-Star

Sacramento Union IOWA
San Diego Union Des Moines Register
Son Francisco Chronicle

San Francisco Examiner KANSAS
Wichita Beacon

COLORADO Wichita Eagle
Denver Post

Denver Rocky Mt. News KENTUCKY
(olso "Parade" in Rocky Mt. News) Louisville Courier-Journal

CONNECTICUT LOUISIANA
Bridgeport Herald New Orleans Times Picayune

Bridgeport Post Shreveport Times

(also "Parade" in Post) MAINE
Hartford Courant

Portland Sunday Telegram

DELAWARE (also "Parade" in Sun. Tel.)

New Haven Register MARYLAND
Waterbury Republican Baltimore American

D/ST OF COL.
Baltimore Sun

Washington Post MASSACHUSETTS
(also "Parade" in Post) Boston Advertiser

Washington Star Boston Globe
Washington Times Herold Boston Herald

Boston Post
FLORIDA New Bedford Standard-Times

Jacksonville Times-Union (also "Parade" in Stan. Times
(also "Porode" in Times-Union) Springfield Union & Rep.

Miami Herald Worcester Telegram
Miami News
Tampa Tribune MICHIGAN

Detroit Free Press

GEORGIA 'olso "Paiade" in Free Press)

Atlanta Constitution Detroit News
Atlanta Journal Detroit Times
Savannah Newt Grand Rapids Herald

MINNESOTA
Duluth News Tribune

Minneapolis Tribune

St. Paul Pioneer Press

MISSOURI
Kansas City Star

St. Louis Globe-Democrat
St. Louis Post Dispatch

NEBRASKA
Omaha World Herald

NEW JERSEY
Newark Call

Newark Star-Ledger

(also "Parade" in Star Ledger)

Trenton Times

NEW YORK
Albany Times Union

Brooklyn Eagle

Buffalo Courier-Express

New York Daily News
New York Herald Tribune

New York Journal American

New York Mirror

Rochester Democrat & Chronicle

Syracuse Herald-American

(also "Parade" in Her. Amer.)

Syracuse Post-Standard

Utica Observer-Dispatch

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte News
Charlotte Observer

Winston-Salem Journal Sentinel

OHIO
Akron Beacon-Journal

(also "Parade" in Beacon Jnl.)

Conton Repository

Cincinnati Enquirer

Cleveland Plain Dealer

Columbus Dispatch

Dayton Journal Herald

Dayton News
Toledo Times

(also "Parade" in Times)

Youngstown Vindicator

(also "Parade" in Vindicator)

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City Oklahoman
Tulsa World

OREGON
Portland Oregonian

Portland Oregon Journal

PENNSYLVANIA
Erie Dispatch-Herald

Philadelphia Inquirer

Philadelphia Record

Pittsburgh Press

Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph

Reading Eagle

Scranton Scrantonian

RHODE ISLAND
Providence Journal

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga Times

Knoxville Journal

Knoxville News-Sentinel

Memphis Commercial Appeal

Nashville Tennessean

TEXAS
Dallas News
Dallas Times-Herald

El Paso Times

(also "Parade" in Times

Ft. Worth Star

Houston Chronicle

Houston Post

San Antonio Express

San Antonio Light

UTAH
Salt Lake City Deseret News
Salt Lake City Tribune

VIRGINIA
Norfolk Virginia Pilot

Richmond Times-Dispatch

Roanoke Times

WASHINGTON
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Seattle Times

Spokane Spokesman Review

Tacoma News Tribune

WEST VIRGINIA
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'SHADY LADY' COBURN MAKES THIS PLEASANTLY HUMOROUS
Rates • • \- generally

Universal

94 minutes

Charles Coburn, Robert Paige, Ginny Simms,
Alan Curtis, Martha O'Driscoll, James
Burke, Kathleen Howard, Thomas Jackson,
Joe Frisco, John Gallaudet, George Lynn,
Billy Wayne, William B. Davidson, William
Hall, Bill Hunt, Stuart Holmes, Bert Roach.

Directed by George Waggner.

With that lovable rogue, Charles Coburn.
reveling in another rich comedy role, "Shady
Lady" becomes highly entertaining fare for
general audiences. While its formula
"cheating cheaters" plot holds few surprises
for picture-wise audiences and much of the
action is melodramatic and implausible, the
picture moves at a rather snappy pace with
time out for three song interludes. These
are agreeably rendered in an elaborate
nightclub setting by Ginny Simms, but only
the old favorite, "Cuddle Up a Little Closer,"
stands out. Except for a delightful park

bench episode, wherein Joe Frisco gives a

bum's advice to the love-lorn, it's Coburn's

picture and his saucy manner, middle-aged

love-making and witty lines are worthy of

stronger story material. Title and name
value make it suitable for the top spot on
the average dualler.

Released from a year's "stretch" in a Ken-
tucky prison, Charles Coburn, jovial profes-

sional card sharp, is taken in hand by his

niece, Ginny Simms, who hopes to reform
him during her singing engagement at a
Chicago night club. Coburn is delighted to

find that Alan Curtis, owner of the club,

runs a back room, high stakes poker game
and, by pretending to be a novice, he sits

in on a game which is abruptly called off

when Robert Paige, young district attorney,

raids the club. Because Curtis is holding a
compromising photograph of himcsl \v\t\\

Paige's sister, Martha O'Driscoll, the latter

always tips off the gamblers and makes her
biothor look ridiculous. Paige starts to fall

for Miss Simms and even Coburn becomes

romantically interested in Kathleen How-

ard, Paige's aunt who controls the family

fortune. When Paige raids Curtis' otllC!

and uncovers his racketeering activities, the

.attcr sends him the compromising photo.

Paige is stumped until Miss Simn.j vcr-

suades Coburn to gamble with Curtis and

win his cigarette case containing the nega-

tive of the valuable photo. With the nega-

tive destroyed, Miss O'Driscoll is freed from

Cuitis' domination and Paige can marry

Miss Simms. Even Coburn decides to re-

form and run the club which Miss Howard
buys for him.
While Ginny Simms' forte is singing, she

acts capably enough and takes part in a

sophisticated romance with Robert Paige.

The latter is acceptable — no more - as

the stuffy young district attorney, but Mar-

tha O'Diiccoll and Alan Curtis do v/ell in

more d:.imatic roles. Kathlern Hi ai d

also stands out as the wise old r.unt, nick-

named "Butch "

YORK

'MAN FROM OKLAHOMA' ANOTHER GOOD ROY ROGERS VEHICLE
Rates • • • where Rogers is a favorite;

Republic

68 minutes

Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, George "Gabby"
Hayes, Roger Pryor, Maude Eburne, Arthur
Loft, Sam Flint, Si Jenks, June Bryde, Ed-
mund Cobb, George Sherwood, Elaine Lange,
Charles Soldani, Eddie Kane, Bob Nolan
and the Sons of the Pioneers, Trigger.

Directed by Frank McDonald.

Roy Rogers' latest is a good new modern
western which stresses songs and comedy
instead of fighting and shooting action.
This should clean up where Rogers is pop-
ular and it should have almost as much
appeal to the general public as it does to
the cowboy addicts. Like others in Repub-
lic's high-ranking western musical series,
"The Man from Oklahoma" has the pul-
chritudinous songstress, Dale Evans, to
warble such numbers as the popular "I'm
Beginning to See the Light" and Rogers
and the Sons of the Pioneers to sing lively
tunes like "The Martins and the Coys" and
"Draggin' the Wagon." There's comedy
aplenty supplied by the be-whiskered George
"Gabby" Hayes and a feminine counterpart,
the crochety old Maude Eburne. Although
the early scenes are devoted to humorous

good dualler elsewhere
by-play and a formula western feud plot,

the climax contains a thrilling wagon race

with spills, prairie fires and an accompany-
ing newsreel camera — to add a modern
note and to help foil the villain as well. It

ends with all hands lifting their voices in

a typical comedy finale.

Roy Rogers and the Sons of the Pioneers,

a group of strumming musicians, audition

in New York for Arthur Loft, a supposed
radio producer, who bilks them out of their

$900 grubstake before running out on them.
Summoned home to Oklahoma by a tele-

gram saying George "Gabby" Hayes has
had a stroke, Roy is forced to borrow money
from Dale Evans, a nightclub singer and a
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member of a family that .as been feuding

with Rogers' clan for years. Miss Evans
also goes to Oklahoma when she hears from
her grandmother, Maude Eburne, that

Rogers-Hayes clan is ganging up on her. In

Cherokee City, banners announce the an-

nual Oklahoma Land Rush celebration with

a wagon race replica of the 1889 land grab

race. Various complications ensue when
Rogers discovers that Gabby's telegram

was a fake and that he wanted Roy to help

him investigate Roger Pryor, who has been

buying up land in the vicinity. Both Rogers
and Miss Eburne, as well as Pryor, enter

teams in the race and both clans offer a

deed to valuable land to the winner. Only
Pryor knows that the land contains oil and
he starts a brush fire in an attempt to scop

Rogers' team and he later weakens the

coupling pole on his wagon to make it col-

lapse. Although Pryor is declared winner,

a newsreel shot of the race shows up his

dirty work and saves the deed which Rogers
and Miss Evans decide to share.

Roy Rogers gives his usual likable, easy-
going performance and Miss Evans handles
the feminine lead with ease and assurance.
Maude Eburne is amusing as the gun-totin'

grandma and Roger Pryor is well cast in

the villainous role.

YORK

Practical
Above all else FILM BULLETIN reviews aim
to give the exhibitor the practical facts about the

new pictures, in order that they might be of concrete

value to the theatreman when he buys, boofe and
advertises.
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-WeekJy Review of the Trade's Events

EINFELD RESIGNS AS WARNER V. P.

S. Charles Einfeld, vice-president of Warners in charge of

national advertising, publicity and exploitation, resigned last fort-

night after a 25-year association with the organization. Despite
Einfeld's statement that he had no immediate plans for affiliation

with another company, rumors were rife that a number of offers

had been submitted to him for top spots in other major produc-
tion-distribution companies.

Next to Harry M. and Jack L. Warner, Einfeld held the high-
est position in the company. He was elected to the Warner vice-

presidency 10 years ago, becoming one of the youngest top execu-
tives in the industry at 33. He transferred his headquarters from
the East to the Burbank studios to become an important force in

production, where in addition to functioning as director of adver-
tising and publicity, Einfeld was consultant on Warner sales,

production, export and financial policies. The home office ad-
publicity department has been under the directorship of Mort
Blumenstock, and this will function without change. Alex Eve-
love, director of studio publicity, was expected to assume charge
in Hollywood.

CIE TRIAL COMMITTEE FORMED
A special committee of the Conference of Independent Ex-

hibitors on the consent decree which is to keep close tabs on the
trial of the Government suit against the major distributors was
announced last week by Allied States Association. The committee
will cooperate with Government counsel in such ways and to such
extent as may be agreeable.

The complete committee is as follows: Jesse L. Stern, Modera-
tor of the CIE and president, Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors
of New York; Robert H. Poole, executive secretary, Pacific Coast
Conference of Independent Exhibitors; Nathan Yamins, chairman,
Independent Exhibitors, Inc., New England; Sidney E. Samuelson,
general manager, Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Eastern
Pennsylvania; Irving Dollinger, eastern regional vice-president,
Allied States Association; Maxwell Alderman, secretary, Allied of
Connecticut, and A. F. Myers, chairman of the board and general
counsel of Allied.

SURPLUS 16MM EQUIPMENT TO SCHOOLS
Despite the announcement by the Surplus Property Board

that all 16mm. equipment and films to be disposed of by the
Armed Forces will be made available at low cost to schools and
other educational institutions unable to afford them at retail
price* and that, consequently, virtually none of this equipment
will fall into the hands of traveling shows, established theatre
Interests still remained wary of the danger of "jackrabbit" 16mm.
units which would drain patronage from standard exhibition.

The SPB decision was in accord with the purpose of the Sur-
plus Property Act which authorizes distribution of surplus goods
for health and educational use on the basis of community need
and public benefit.

The need for a close watch on and protection against the low-
cost, mushrooming 16mm. exhibition was emnhasized at the na-
tional board meeting of National Allied in Pittsburgh, recently.

Estimates of 16mm. projectors in use run as high as 70,000.
This, in spite of priority controls in use during the war when
approximately 40,000 16mm. sound projectors were purchased by
the Armed Forces and Government agencies. Most of these ma-
chines are now in non-theatrical use, but the nature of the equip-
ment permits transfer to competitive locations with very little
hardship or expense. Added to these is the tremendous backlog
of orders which equipment manufacturers are beginning to fill.

In Hollywood, producers were planning 16mm. production
both for educational and advertiser-sponsored subjects and for
uncontrolled 16mm. release in direct competition with established
theatres.

THEATRES PICKETED BY STUDIO STRIKERS
Activity in the studio strike situation seemed to center about

the most effective weapon the strikers have yet found — the pic-
ket line around theatres exhibiting films produced by the studios
involved. Members of New York locals affiliated with striking
Hollywood unions met last week to act on a resolution commit-
lng the memberships to support the strike. Submitted by Roger

McDonald, Conference of Studio Unions envoy, the resolution will

censure the producers for "continuing defiance of War Labor
Board and National Labor Relations Board directives" and will

call for the immediate enlistment of union members for picket
duty in front of New York theatres.

Meanwhile, picketing in Los Angeles reached a peak of 27
theatres affected with the Strike Strategy Committee enthusiastic
about the effect of the picket lines. The Committee expected even
greater results with organization of picket lines in front of
theatres in other cities, including San Francisco, Seattle, Port
land and Tacoma.

On the other side of the strike fence, the IATSE chartered
the Studio Mechanics Local 438, partially made up of replacements
for strikers and "workers who don't properly belong to our other
locals," according to IA vice-president Roy Brewer. The new
charter, the fifth issued by the IA since the outbreak of the strike,

was issued despite the AFL executive council directivs ordering
cancellation of the four charters previously issued to cover car-

penters, painters, machinists and art craftsmen.

(Continued on Page 34)

PEOPLE
Kenneth M. Young, chairman of the board of Pathe Indus-

tries, Inc., was elected to the presidency of PRC Pictures, suc-

ceeding Leon Fromkess, recently resigned. The Board confirmed
the appointment of Reeves Espy as vice-president in charge of

production and of Harry Thomas as vice-president in charge of

distribution.

John F. Reeder, vice-president of Young & Rubicam, was ap-

pointed vice-president and general manager of Walt Disney Pr
ductions following the resignation of Walt Disney as president to

become chairman of the board and the change whereby Rov O.

Disney, formerly in Reeder's present spot, becomes president.

Fred Leahy was named production and studio manager of th

company.
Louis Lober, chief of the overseas branch of the motion pic-

ture bureau of the U. S. Information Service, will join Loew'.

International soon as assistant director of Europe, North Afric

and the Middle East.

Louis Foeldes was appointed to Universal's newly created posl

of general sales manager for Europe to work under Harry Novak
Universal's Continental supervisor, and will headquarter in Paris

Carl Leserman's resignation as general sales manager
United Artists was reported to have been submitted last week
According to the report, it was understood that Leserman wil

become associated with Howard Hughes in an executive and sales

capacity.

Arnold Stoltz was appointed publicity and advertising direct

of PRC, Harry Thomas, vice-president and general sales manage
announced. Stoltz, serving as head of the Eastern ad-pub depar
ment, succeeds Don McEIwaine, who resigned recently. Robe
Goodfried was named assistant to Stoltz and will serve as liaise

between the studio and the home office.

Jack Bloom was assigned as executive assistant to W.
Gehring, 20th Century-Fox Central and Canadian Sales Manage
E. H. Collins to home office executive representative of Herm
Wobber, West Coast and Harry G. Ballance, Southern sales headi

F. X. Carroll was named manager of the contract department, re

placing Harry Fenster, resigned.

Corporal David A. Lipton, ad-pub-exploitation director of Co
umbia, returns to active duty at the post following his discharg
from the Army and a short vacation.

Commander Arthur A. Schmidt will join Columbia in an execu
tive capacity after his release September 17 from active duty
the U. S. Navy, Harry Cohn, president, announced. His post wl
be special assistant to Cohn with the title of Advertising Con
sultant. Schmidt was formerly publicity manager of M-G-M.

Edward M. Schnitzer was named national captain of Unit
Artists' $100,000 Grad Sears Drive.

B. D. Stoner was appointed manager of 20th-Fox' San Fra
Cisco branch. A veteran film executive, Stoner recently headed
Pittsburgh film-buying combine.

John Pavone is the new manager of Monogram's New Hav
exchange.

Leon Roth was appointed Pressbook Editor at United Artis
Barry Buchanan, director of publicity and advertising, announce
Roth was formerly with the newspaper PM and has been servi:
as acting pressbook editor for the past three months.

FILM BULLETI



EXPLOITATION

PICTURE of the issue

Jennifer Jones sits fondling the love letters she

believes v.-ere written to her by her husband, Robert
Sully, who is drinking himself into a sullen mood.
In the foreground stands her foster mother, Gladys
Cooper, holding the bread knife that was to

become a murderous weapon just a moment later.

"LOVE LETTERS" ... A Love Lie Leads To Murder!

The Film Bulletin review reported that Love Letters is a "tender and moving love story . . .

certain to appeal deeply to the feminine trade." That, Mr. Showman well knows, means it has

strong boxoffice potentialities which will be realized in situations where this picture's selling

angles are presented to the public. It's a rather odd and tragic love drama Love Letters

tells, of one soldier's vicarious romance with his friend's wife-to-be by writing the letters his

chum sends to the girl. There ensue complications, not the least of which is the murder of

the chum and the marriage of the letter-writer to his lovely widow. In brief, this movie has

far more than the usual number of exploitation angles — tender love, murder, mystery, sac-

rifice. Properly sold, Love Letters figures to be a good grosser.

(Continued on Next Page)



1. In Italy, serious, poetic Alan Quinton (Joseph Cotten) writes

beautiful love letters to a girl, Victoria, in England, over the name
of his fellow officer. Roger Morland (Robert Sully). The latter goes

home to England and marries Victoria.

2. Quinton is seriously wounded, but returns to England where he
attends a party and meets a strange girl known simply as Single-

ton (Jennifer Jones). He is fascinated by her and learns later that

she is Morland's widow, Victoria, that she is an amnesia victim
since the day her husband was found murdered, a crime for which
she served a short sentence.

3. Alan and Victoria are soon deeply in love and he wishes tc
marry her, despite the fear that she might some day regain her
memory and learn that he wrote those letters for Morland.

V* <mSS\

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
{Continued from Preceding Page)

"LOVE LETTERS"
CREDITS

A Paramount Picture. A Hal Wallis Production. Directed by William

Dieterle Cast: Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotten. Ann Richards. Anita Louise,

Ceeil Kellaway, Gladys Cooper. Bryon Barr. Robert Sully. Screen Play by

Ayn Rand. From the Novel by Chris Massie. Director of Photography, Let

Garmes. A.S C.

5. Their marriage is an idyl of happiness until Victoria

insists upon visiting the house where the tragedy with her

first husband occurred. There, a letter delivered by the

postman stirs vague memories of the past.

6. Beatrice Remington comes to that house and recon-

structs for Victoria the events of the night her husband

was murdered. She tells the girl that her husband, in a

drunken rage, struck her and that she, Beatrice, killed

him with a knife she held. Her memory restored and her

name cleared, Victoria is free to continue her happy life

with Alan, whose love letters first brought her happiness.

sew

'W betters *>/

4. Alan visits Victoria's paralytic foster motner, Beatrice Reming-
ton (Gladys Cooper) to ask permission to marry her.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
A serial, a western and two lesser features wound up produc-

tion this week, leaving the lot with "Hail The Chief" (Chester
Morris-Margaret Chapman), "Song of Broadway" (Reynolds-

I Brady), "Tars and Spars" (Drake-Blair). the Technicolor musical.
I'Life With Blondie" (Singleton-Lake) and "Gilda." Only new
|
starter on the lot is the latter Hayworth picture, in which Mi~s
Hayworth is asserting herself as a dramatic actress sans dancing.
There are a lot of chips down on "Gilda," not the least of which
fa the Hayworth without the dancing.

The long-talked-of Jolson biography is about set for produc-
I tion with a tentative starting date set for late September. H.
Bruce Humberstone has been borrov/ed from 20th Century-Fox to
direct "The Life of Al Jolson." Sidney Skolsky, well-known
columnist, is producing and the film will be done in Technicolor.

Don Hartman, one of the screen's top writers, has been signed
by the studio to a producer's contract. His first job will be a
Rita Hayworth musical listed as "Down to Earth" which follo-vs
immediately after the completion of the star's current chore,
"Gilda." Hartman's last important stints were for Samuel Gold-
wyn, for whom he did the screenplays on "Up in Arms" and "The
Princess and the Pirate." He served as associate producer on
both films and there was not always perfect accord between the
two men, so when he completed his job on the Kaye picture his
association with Goldwyn terminated. At Columbia, he should
have free range since producers of his scope are not too numer-
ous on the Columbia roster.

METRO-GOIDWYN-MAYER
Despite the rumor that Charles Einfeld might join Mark

Hellinger at Universal, the feeling at Metro seems strong that hemight wind up in a production berth here. Executives on this lotseem to feel he would be an as;et to their production department.
the synchronization program announced last week by Arthur

Loew, President of Loew's International, is the greatest inter-
national building project attempted by a film company. The plan,wnich will launch the synchronization in Spanish-speaking Ameri-ca includes the construction of theatres and office buildings In
t-olombia, there is a 2,000 seat theatre under construction at Caliin Baranquilla, the Loew theatre
In Madellin. a new theatre
paraiso, Chile, will hav(

5 being completely remodeled,
las recently been acquired. Val-

new 2500 seat house. A new officebudding and theatre goes in Havana, Cuba. Buenos Aires willnave a new ten-story Loew building and a 3,000 seat theatre. Allor this means that the studio has found its experiment in all-
Spanish pictures successful and is now ready to proceed with all
stops pulled for that South American market.

Busby Berkeley is back at the studio and has already received
his first assignment. "Till The Clouds Roll By." the life story of
Jerome Kern, co-starring Kathryn Gravson and Robert Walker"
Berkeley pioneered musicals at Warners with the well-remem-
oered "42nd Street" and "Gold Diggers" series. Arthur Freed will
produce the film. The combination of Freed. Berkeley and Kern
music augurs well for a top musical production. Scheduled start
is late fall.

Many issues ago we reported that '"Ziegfeld Follies" was prov-ing troublesome in production and might require some extensive
re-siooting, a story MGM denied. It was made at tremendous
costs and with maximum directorial and production problemswow. it's finished and cut on the road, but no one seems to want
io talk about it except to tout the big opening in the east on a
load-show basis. Since then, rumors flew thick and fast that itwas going to be re-shot partially. That was denied vehemently

by the studio, but it was finally conceded that Producer Freed
was going to film a new ending. Now, it would seem, the ending
will be a big production finale with all hands on film and the
benign angelic spirit of Mr. Ziegfeld (William Powell) approving
the proceedings from a heavenly retreat.

The Rose Franken play. "Soldier's Wife," goes before the
cameras shortly with Eddie Buzzell as director. George Haight
will produce the film based on a series of letters written to a
wounded GI by his wife. No casting has been announced as yet
...Edward Arnold and Marie Wilson have been added to the cast
of "No Leave, No Love," which stars Van Johnson and Pat Kirk-
wood. Charles Martin is making his directorial debut for Joe
Pasternak on this one.

With eleven pictures shooting currently, the studio has hit a
four-year production peak. Two more are scheduled for starting
within the week and seven are in various stages of editing. The
new starter on the production schedule is another Technicolor
musical under the aegis of the Pasternak-Sidnev controls, "Holi-
day in Mexico," starring Walter Pidgeon with Ilona Massey, Jane
Powell, Roddy McDowall. Jose Iturbi and Xavier Cugat and his

band. Continuing in production are: "The Green Years" (Coburn-
Drake), "Bad Bascomb" (Beery-O'Brien), "Boy's Ranch" (Craig-
Jenkins), "Hoodlum Saint" (Powell-Williams), "Postman Always
Rings Twice" (Turner-Garfield), "The Big Shore Leave" — for-

merly "This Strange Adventure" — (Gable-Garson), "Up Goes
Maisie" (Sothern-Murphy), "What Next, Corporal Hargrove?"
(Walker-Porter) and the ill-starred "The Yearling" (Peck-
Jarman).

This studio is busily preparing material for its men in service
so as to be ready when they return. "High Barbary," an Everett
Riskin production, or "Romance of Rosy Range," a Jack Cum-
mings production, are both ready for Col. Jimmy Stewart's ok.

Arthur Freed has "Jumbo" set for Mickey Rooney. "Whistling
n Hollywood" is ready for Red Skelton. Gene Kelly will have
"Cabbages and Kings" as his first post-war picture, Pasternak
producing. This is to be done in the lavish MGM Technicolor
technique from a story by Stella Unger with music by Alec
Templeton. Dick Simmons, one of MGM's promising young ac-

tors, has served notice that he will be out of the service in 30

days. He will head directly back to the studio.

Frank Sinatra's new five-year deal with MGM calls for ten
pictures during the term of the contract with RKO allotted three
of The Voice's films.

Van Heflin, recently released from Army service, may test

legally his contract with MGM. Heflin claims he should be" re-

ceiving the highest salary of his term now, skipping the two years
while he was in service. The studio maintains that he has not
fulfilled the two years elapsed by serving in the armed forces and
that they are entitled to his services at the salary set by contract
for those two years, and then the normal completion of the con-
tract. It is an interesting legal point and one that will cause wide
concern and comment since many returning actors will find them-
selves in Van's position and his situation if it comes to court, may-
well prove a test case.

MONOGRAM
In line with the expansion plans announced earlier, this studio

is proceeding with the construction of a new stage, to be known
as Stage 4. A sub-floor will occupy the street level to house the
publicity department, scene docks, prop rooms, camera depart-
ment, portrait gallery, vaults and cutting rooms. The stage itself

will be 125 by 200 feet and the building is set to cost $250,000.
The executive building is having a second floor added at a cost
of $55,000. A new commissary building will be erected for $50,000



;ind a new mill and carpenter shop goes for $25,000. It begins to

look as if Monogram is really out for a post-war expansion pro-

gram to lift it up the production ladder. Now if they expend a

corresponding amount of effort and money on the pictures, this

outfit will really go places.

The backlog here has a round dozen films awaiting release

dates. List includes: "Sunbonnet Sue" (Gale Storm-Phil Reagan),

"Suspense" (Warren William-Anne Gwynne), "Allotment Wives"

(Kay Francis-Paul Kelly-Otto Kruger), "Swing Parade of 1945"

(Gale Storm-Phil Reagan), "The Shanghai Cobra" (Sidney Toler),

"The Strange Mr. Gregory" (Edmund Lowe-Jean Rogers), "Come
Out Fighting" (East Side Kids), "The Lost Trail" (Johnny Mack
Brown), "Sensation Hunters" (Robert Lowery-Doris Merrick),

"South of the Rio Grande" (Cisco Kid feature), "Riders of the

Dawn" (Jimmy Wakely) and "Border Bandits" (Johnny Mack
Brown).

Two new starters this week are a Chan feature, "Charlie Chan
in Mexico" (Toler) and another Jimmy Wakely western, "On The
Cherokee Trail."

PARAMOUNT
Second quarter returns show a healthy profit figure for the

Paramount of $4,480,000 after interest and charges, as of June 30,

1945. The six-month period ending the same time lists $8,487,000

as the earned figure. Vice-president, sales chief Charles M. Rea-
gan announced that 15,513 theatres in the nation played a Para-
mount picture during the week Sept. 2-8 in celebration of the
company's Third-of-a-Century anniversary.

Olivia de Havilland, having just completed "To Each His
Own," has signed a three picture contract with this studio. This
is the star's first studio contract since she settled her difficulties

with the Warners. None of the pictures to fulfill the contract
have been named, as yet.. William Holden has been released from
service and will return to this lot soon.

Currently, Paramount and 20th Century-Fox are dickering
over rights to the title, "Sentimental Journey," on which both
claim priority. Both studios filed the title with the Hays office.

20th already has its picture under way, but Paramount claims first

call. Sol C. Seigel announces he will start his production "on or
about September 17" and settlement will have to come later.

Hal Wallis has signed Barbara Stanwyck for the lead in "Love
Lies Bleeding." Lewis Milestone will direct and the star's role is

said to bear a similarity to the one she played so well in "Double
Indemnity."

Only new starter on this lot is the Technicolor production of
"Monsieur Beaucaire" (Bob Hope). Hope, just back from his
latest European tour, will begin giving his full time to pictures
and radio now that his overseas job is done. Few, if any, Holly-
wood personalities equalled the contribution this man made with
a minimum of pomp and publicity.

Continuing in production are: "Blue Skies" (Crosby-Astaire)
and "The Bride Wore Boots" (Barbara Stanwyck-Bob Cummings).

PRC
Much conjecture and many rumors, all unconfirmed, flew

when suddenly Leon Fromkess and his publicity head, Don Mc-
Elwaine, as well as lesser people in the studio resigned. Follow-
ing this came word that the entire foreign department, headed
by Robert Socas, had resigned although they agreed to stay until
replacements could be made. The move put production virtually
at a standstill with no one certain of what course might be taken.
Reeves Espy stepped in as vice-president in charge of production
and, after conferences with Board Chairman Kenneth Young, an-
nounced 14 productions set for immediate production. Ben Sch-
walb has returned to temporary duty. Arnold Stoltz has beennamed as head of publicity and advertising for the company.
McElwaine is remaining, for the time at least, as head of the
studio publicity and Robert Goodfried is heading here from the
east to serve as liaison between New York and Hollywood offices.

No change in policy has been announced by Mr. Espy but it
la hoped that whatever the cause for such a blanket walk-out hasbeen removed. This studio started out with high promises aboutproduct and distribution but the difficulties seemed to havemounted much faster than did the product. The quality of pro-

nnH.X 5?
U
/
lder Par> eVen for independent product and

Undoubtedly he rift was caused in part by sales staff protests
apOUt selling the inferior material. However, the company, which
is a subsidiary of Pathe Industries, Inc., will undoubtedly right
its problems since there is money for the purpose.

K \Tter" featurin« C-'^be, Al St. John andEvelyn Pteley Martin Mooney has five films in preparation forproduction but no announcement has been made on them

wh i,^
eanWh

.

ilV hC RU8Se]1 Birdwell story, "I Ring Doorbells"which was to have had Rudy Vallee in the role of Birdwell has

not started and announcement has been made that Vallee is out

of the role.

REPUBLIC
Harry Grey has ended a 14-year association with this studio

by tendering his resignation to President Herbert J. Yates. Grey,

who was serving as producer on the lot, allegedly disagreed with

the type of product he was being given to work on. He joined

the company in 1933 to organize a music department. Later, he

developed the western features which proved so profitable for the

company and produced a number of the top musicals and drama-
tic features. Mr. Grey has made no announcement of his future

plans.

"Love, Honor and Goodbye," in which Virginia Bruce and
Edward Ashley are co-starred, is going to have the benefit of a

$250,000 ad campaign in pre-release exploitation. Fan magazines,
general magazines and radio will be the media used. Key cities

will get special local promotion, while the national campaign will

hit spot announcements on the air as well as page advertising.

Ben Hecht, who recenty signed a Republic writer-producer
pact with President Herbert J. Yates to produce and write two
pictures annually, is expected at the studio within the next ten

days. Hecht has named Lee Garmes as his first cameraman and
associate producer. The first Hecht production will be an adapta-
tion of his story "Spectre of the Rose."

"Dakota" (Vera Hruba Ralston-John Wayne) went to edit-

ing this week and the latest Roy Rogers-Dale Evans feature,

"Along the Navajo Trail" and "The Phantom Rider," a serial, also

finished. This leaves the lot concentrating on the Frank Borzage
Technicolor film, "Concerto," and two new starters: "Sun Valley
Cyclone (Bill Elliott) western, and a horror film called "The
Valley of the Zombies."

RKO-RADIO
With six pictures shooting and five more set to go in Septem-

ber, this plant will hit its highest peak in over a year by month's
end. Set to come yet this month are: "They Dream of Home"
(Shirley Temple), "Desirable Woman" (Joan Bennett-Charles
Bickford), "Calico Kid," the Eddie Cantor production (Joan
Davis), "Badman's Territory" (Randolph Scott), and "Lady Luck"
(Robert Young-Barbara Hale).

"The Gibson Girl," announced as a William Cameron Menzies
production for RKO more than a year ago, is being considered
again as a starring vehicle for Ginger Rogers. The script is now
in active preparation. Lela Rogers, Ginger's mother, who was
slated to serve as co-producer, has just resigned her production
post at the studio in order to "devote her full time to her own
corporation." It may be that the picture will again gather dust
on the shelves. Meanwhile, Miss Rogers has signed an exclusive i

deal with the studio for the release of the pictures she will make
j

for the newly-formed company of which her mother is president, i

They plan three pictures a year.

In addition to its own product, the studio will be humming ;

with the activities of 13 independent production units. Besides
j

those already in work, the following films are slated: Samuel
Goldwyn will do "The Bishop's Wife" and "Earth and High

j

Heaven;" Walt Disney has "Make Mine Music" and "Uncle Re-;
mus;" Jesse Lasky has "Thanks, God, I'll Take It From Here,"!
with a possibility of the Caruso biography also being done; Inter-

1

national Pictures has two more to come and the RKO-Rand unit
|

will do two in London. The Capra-Briskin-Wyler company, Lib-

1

erty Films, has nine pictures set over a period of four years.

I

"Notorious" will be completed before the Cnry Grant-Alfred Hitch-
cock unit begins to function with several features of its own fori
RKO release. Leo McCarey is tentatively planning one more pic-

y
ture before year's end, though no plans have been made known,
as yet. Mervyn LeRoy and Frank Ross are currently saying that)!

"The Robe" has not been indefinitely postponed as rumored but
will be started in March.
SAMUEL GOLDWYN

Despite the organization of his own producing unit, Libertyji
Films, William Wyler will fulfill his deal with Sam Goldwyn be-l
fore he starts in his own unit. He will make "Glory For Me" fori]

the producer as his first assignment since leaving the service.!
Robert E. Sherwood is writing the screenplay from a MackinlayH
Kantor story based on an idea by Mr. Goldwyn. Dana Andrews'
and Teresa Wright will co-star and production goes January 2

Still in production is "Kid From Brooklyn," the Danny Kay
starrer which they are pushing through at a rapid pace so t

star can head for a European tour.
INTERNATIONAL

After one picture as an independent producer under the In
ternational banner, "Along Came Jones," Gary Cooper has severe
the association and is setting up his own company to be call*
Gary Cooper Productions. He is signing talent and negotiatin
a release deal. Director Stuart Heisler has been signed to a te:
deal. The usual gentlemanly comments about a friendly parti

FILM BULLET!



was isjued by Mr. Cooper's attorney and that is a very final that.

Edward G. Robinson and Loretta Young have been selected

by William Goetz to star with Orson Welles in International's
next picture, "The Stranger." Production is scheduled for October
1 start. Major Anthony Veiller is now writing the final script.

S. P. Eagle is the producer.

20th CENTURY-FOX
With the new production year just going into motion, it is

expected that most of the major studios will send forth impressive
(and familiar) expansion plans in keeping with the release of film

and technicians from Army control. Darryl F. Zanuck modestly
announces that the budget for his studio for the year 1945-46 is

to be upped 20 per cent above the current budget, which was in

itself an all-time high. This is in keeping with the line exhibitors
hear from this and other studios every season, so hold your hats,

boys!

Twenty-four "high budget" productions are scheduled for de-
livery to exhibitors and Zanuck pointed out that there are five

finished films ready on the schedule, eight more either nearly fin-

ished or in process of completion and three in production, which
means that 2/3 of the program is already set. The 24-film program
will have eight in Technicolor; about 12 will be based on best-
sellers and several will come from Broadway hit plays which
are properties of the studio.

Casting difficulties have hit the production of "Razor's Edge."
George Cukor has been signed as producer-director. Clifton Webb
and the newly signed Nancy Guild have been signed for roles.

Alexander Knox is set as Somerset Maugham to do the narration.
Top femme lead is being rumored either for Joan Fontaine or
sister Olivia de Havilland. But no decisions have been made and
the picture's start has been moved up to January 1 because of
the situation.

The studio and its subsidiary holdings of theatres has chalked
up a neat six-months profit of $5,433,360 after all charges, as of
June 30. Despite the impressiveness of this good round sum the
figure for the same period last year was even more, $6,338,433.
Pity poor 20th Century, its profits are shrinking! Someone might
feel the axe soon if this trend continues.

Producer-director Otto Preminger has fired the starting gun
on his production of "Centennial Summer" with the full plush
treatment in effect. The film is being done in Technicolor and
has a cast including Jeanne Crain, Cornel Wilde, Linda Darnell.
Walter Brennan, William Eythe, Dorothy Gish and Barbara
Whiting.

Continuing in production are: "Smoky" (MacMurray-Baxter)
and "Doll Face" (Miranda-O'Keefe).

UNITED ARTISTS
Howard Hughes, the comet character who zooms through the

Hollywood horizon every now and then with startling announce-
ments and achievements, is back in the limelight with news of a
corporation which may well give the UA boys something to shoot
at. Hughes is going into production and distribution of films
with a vengeance. He is building his own studio here large enough
to house five pictures at one time. He is going to offer every
possible incentive to the biggest independent producers in the
business. He will offer producers a financing arrangement for
their product and a ready-made distribution program handled
through a new exchange system. Carl Leserman, presently UA
sales manager, is reported set to be Hughes' sales chief. There
is no doubt that Hughes' wealth and initiative could build this
new production-distribution unit into a real competitor for UA.

Edward Small has set in motion the organization of a com-
pany to finance independent production. It is called the Motion
Picture Investors Corporation and with Small in the enterprise
are B. B. Kahane, Daniel T. O'Shea, J. R. McDonough, Maurv
Cohen and Ernest Scanlon.

Monroe Greenthal, just released from the Army, is coming
out to Hollywood to handle advertising and publicity for Mary
Pickford on her two pictures to be made for UA release. Thus
far, the Pickford films have been just rumor and, in the case of
'One Touch of Venus," law suits for unfulfilled contracts.

Meanwhile, on the UA lot there is only one film in production,
a carry-over. "Breakfast In Hollywood." the Golden film with Tom
Breneman and Bonita Granville.

UNIVERSAL
A budget-up story comes from Universal, too, with the an-

nouncement that the 1945-46 budget for film making will be raised
10,000,000. Fifty-five pictures are scheduled for release during
the new season, five of which will be outside productions released
by U. Walter Wanger, Diana Productions and J. H. Skirball-
Bruce Manning Productions will be the outside contributors.

Among the specials to come are two Technicolor productions,

in Paradise" (Oberon-Bey), already completed by Wanger.

ana -Canyon Passage" ( Andi ews-Donlevy-Hayward )
now in pio-

uuction for Wanger. Diana Productions, which is actually VTUZ

i^ans, Joan Bennett and Walter Wanger, now has "Scarlet Street

in work with Miss Bennett, Edward G. Robinson and Dan Dui-

>ea. Miss Bennett has just signed a new pact for another picture

wiui the company. "Genius in The Family" will come from Skil-

lfull and Manning with Myrna Loy and Don Ameche co-starreu.

Claudette Colbert and Ameche are also set for another picture for

this unit from an original by Bruce Manning.

With the signing of Mark Hellinger as producer and the pos-

sibility that Charles Einfeld, who resigned his 22 year affiliation

with Warners recently, may join the producer, Universal is al-

ready boasting of the big things ahead. Pictures in production

and scheduled reveal an imposing list of loan-out stars. Dana

,uidrews, Don Ameche, Charles Coburn, Brian Donlevy, Dan Dur-

jea. Dean Harens, Allan Jones, Boris Karloff. Charles Laughton,

jack Oakie, Claude Rains, Basil Rathbone, Edward G. Robinson,

Franchot Tone, Joan Bennett, Claudette Colbert, Joan Davis,

Merle Oberon, Myrna Loy and Zorina are all names which will be

appearing on Universal credit sheets this year. Charles Boyer.

too, is scheduled for a twin-job of producer and star of one

picture.

Universale own 1945-46 program is highlighted by two Durbin

films, one now in production. "Because of Him" has Miss Durbin

with Franchot Tone. The second for Durbin will be "Letters of

An Unknown Woman," another experiment in drama by the girl

who should sing. "As It Was Before," the Pirandello play, with

:.ierle Oberon and Charles Korvin, is already completed. Abbott

a.d Costello will contribute two, "Boy Wonder" and "Buck Pri-

vates Come Home." Yvonne De Carlo will be seen in "Frontier

Gal" already completed, and "Heat Wave" which will have for

background the music of Rimsky-Korsakov. if you please!

The studio is trying to get Charles Boyer for the star role in

"White Tie and Tails," but if he is not available they will use

Charles Korvin. and this should be the break that Korvin, a good

actor with great charm and warmth, needs to catapult him above

his present low boxofnce rank. Fans liked him in the Arsene

Lupin picture. They will see him again with Oberon in "As It

Was Before," and this third try, if his studio gives it to him,

should do the trick.

Four in production on the lot this week: "Canyon Passage,"

a Technicolor production (Andrews-Donlevy-Hayward), "Because

of Him" (Durbin-Tone), "The Daltons Ride Again" (Curtis-

ODriscoll) and "Scarlet Street" (Bennett-Robinson).

WARNER BROS.
No one believed that Charles Einfeld, who has done such a big

exploitation job for Warners for many years, would actually leave

the company. But he has, after 22 years of association. Reason
for Einfeld's resignation was not specified, though it is understood
that he plans to go into picture production on his own and the

rumor that he may join Hellinger persists. Einfeld was a vice-

president of the company. Mort Blumenstock, a very capable
fellow, will probably take over his tasks on publicity and adver-
tising, his other chores being divided among several executives.

We see that Andrea King and Janis Paige has been named to

"full stardom" at this plant. Strange, but we rather suspected
that stars were made, not appointed. We hope these two gals

make the grade, but until their pictures warrant stardom, we
doubt that Mr. and Mrs. J. Q. Public will be much impressed.

Seven important story properties have been purchased by the
studio within the last month. Executive Producer Jack L. War-
ner has bought "Unsuspected," a serial now running in the Satur-
day Evening Post by Charlotte Armstrong; "Men Without
Friends." by Margaret Echard; "Stallion Road," by Stephen Long-
street; "Jealous House," by Clarence Buddington Kelland; "The
Iron Gate," by Margaret Miller; "For Sentimental Reasons," by
Starr Paret, and "Cry Wolf." by Marjorie Carleton. Tentative
castings have been pencilled in on some of these stories. Robert
Alda is slated for "Unsuspected"; Errol Flynn and Ida Lupino
for "Stallion Road"; Eleanor Parker for "Jealous House"; Joan
Crawford for "For Sentimental Reasons"; Barbara Stanwyck and
Dennis Morgan for "Cry Wolf."

Meanwhile, the studio continues with a heavy musical slate
in production and production numbers. "Night and Day" is, of
course, all musical with Cole Porter's life and music the theme.
Ida Lupino and Janis Paige both sing in "The Man I Love" and
Errol Flynn has a duet in "Never Say Goodbye." Gordon Hol-
lingshead is at work on a musical short with Jan Savitt, and
LeRoy Prinz has seven dance units in rehearsal for the various
productions in work.

In production are six features, one being a new starter:
"Verdict" (Sydney Greenstreet-Peter Lorre) is the new one. "Con-
fidential Agent" (Boyer-Bacall). "Her Kind of Man" (Scott-Paige),
"Never Say Goodbye" (Parker-Flynn). "Night and Day" (Grant-
Smith) and "The Man I Love" ( Lupino-Alda) all continue.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

CO LU MBI A
1914-45 Features (48) Completed (45) In Production (0)

Westerns (10) Completed (10) In Production (0)

Serials ( 3) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

1945-46 Features (—

)

Completed (10) In Production (5)

Westerns (—

)

Completed ( 9) In Production (0)

Serials (—

)

Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
GILDA
Drama—Started September 4

Cast: Rita Hayworth, Glenn Ford, George Macready, Joseph
Calleia.

Director: Charles Vidor
Story': Set in Buenos Aires, American girl is married to rich gambler. She

LIFE WITH BLONDIE
(Other Detail.; September 3)

PHANTOM OF THE DESERT
(Other Details September 3)

RELEASE CHART
Tltlt—RimIh TIM ClIt

fN PRODUCTION
JS" J.

h ' ' hief Morris-Chapman . .

"2 W
!

th

D
Bl °" d 'e Singleton-Lake . . .

Son, of Broadway Beynolds-Brady ...
Tars and Spars (T) Drake-Blair .. .

.Starrett-Harding

— 1944.4*>
Ad

n
n

,

,Ur

.

eS 0,/" S 'y Donaldson-Nagel
Details under title: Rusty

Black Arrow (Serial, Scott-Jergens .

lr,nn rVT
Br
D
°0
V
yn Haymes-Merrick

Rn ™ Buckie Booked on Suspicion (67) . . . Morris-Merrick

nil h
S

?.
e " dc"ous Morris-Foch

Details under title: Surprise in the Night
Both Barrels Blazing <

Details under title: Texas Rifles

rZ. V'l'
R^0rtw Woodhury-Richmond

Counterattack (89) Muni-Chapman . .

rr?^\ ,

L
.

0neSOm
" River Starrert-Athens ..

Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke ...
Details under title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)

nV„!r" ?*n^•r, Starrett-Worth
. . .

Dancing In Manhattan (60) Brady-Donnell ..,
Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller
Escap, l„ the Fo, 7 7 7 iwrigVoch' .7.

.'.

l£ <:„!*.
Ap|,les (64) Miller-Wnght

. . .

firl ,1 , . ,
Bannon-Cochran

G v A r . "L""
105 ' Tindall-Clilton

G"V. A Gal and A Pal A
Fighting Guardsman, The
I Love a Bandleader
I Lou A Mystery
Klsi and Tell

Leave It To Blondie (73)
Let's Go Steady

.

Mark of The Whistler. The' (61)
'

Meet Miss Bobby Socks (68).
Missing Juror. The (66)

Details «nd*r title Tomo,« You „„ ~ * "T
Monster and The Ape. The (S-rial) Lowery- Mathews
uver £.1 (103) .... Dunne Knn*

7SL
°'

J"'
Whls,,er

'
Th.,7 7 . :77D.x-Cart.r ...

Rustlers of the Badlands Starrett-Bliss
.

Details under title: Renegade Round..-
Return of Oi-ango Kid ...
Rhythm Round-Uft
Rockln' In the Rreklev
Rough Rldln' Jeitlet

Rough. Tough and Ready (66)
D.talli under title: Men of the Deep

Saddle Leather

Sagebrush Heroes (54)
Sergeant M Ike (SO) . .

'.

Shadowi In the Night (67)
Details under title: Crime Doctor's Rendezvous

She Wouldn't Say Ye, »ussell-Bowman
Details under title: Some Call It Love« • Sweetheart (69) FrazeePark,

.

Details under title: Hrllo Mom
«inn Me a Sono of Texas Lane.Tiwnlln
Song of the Prairie Curtis-Slorev

.Merrick-Hunter

. Loder-Louise

. Harris-Brooks .

. Bannon-Foch
Temple-Abel . .

. Singleton-Lake

.Parrish-Moran

. Dix-Carter

Crosby-Merrick

.Starrett-Stevens

Curtis-Walker
.

.Hughes-Klrby .

.Starrett-Bates .

. Morris-Rogers

Starrett-Athen

.Starrett-Worth

Parks-Bates

Baxtcr-Foeh

11- 13.

.7-26.

.8-21.

. .9-4.
12-25.
.7-24.

.4-30.

.6-25.
11-27.
12- 11.

.5-14.

11-13.

. .2-5.

11-13.
10-16.
12- 25

.2-19.

1-22
12-2'

.7-24.

.10-13.

.6-21.

. .5-10.

.
.7-5.

.1-26.

. .4-26.

.9 21.
..2-27.

.11-9.

12-28.

. .1-18.
..4-5.

. .4-12.

8-9.

7.3-6.
.5-24.

.9-13.

.1-25.
.9-27.

.2-22.

. .1-4.

11-2

4-20.
8-23.

.4-19.

8-16

.6120.

. 6036

.

. 6031
6030

.6207.

.6140.

.6017. . .4-16

.6202. ...

.6038
.6014. . .4-16
•6037.
6026. . .5-28

.6020

.6019. . .7-23

. 6039 ...

.6022. . .1-22

.6160.
6001

.60?3.

11-27 . .3-22.

12-21.
.2-1.

.6-10. . .11-9.

. .5-1. .10-19.

.6-11

.8-21. . .12-7.

. 6206

. 6223
.6222
. 6205
.6018. . .5-14

.6203

.6204

. 6033
6021

.6032.

6221.

.10-30. . .1-11. . .6041.

. For.. . .7-26. . .6042.

Sono In Remember. A (T) (113) Muni-Oberon . . .

Details under title: At Night We Dream
Strange Affair, A (78) Joslyn-Keyes ...
Tahiti Nights (63) J'Brien-hla:tbews

Details undei title: Song of Tahiti

Ten Cents A Danco (60) Frazee-Lloyd

Thousand and One Nights, A (93) Wilde-Keyes

Together Again (100) Dunne Boyer ...

Details under title. A Woman's Privilege

Tonight and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth. Blair

Unwritten Code, The (61) Neal-Savage ...

Details under title: The Unknown
Youth on Trial Collins-Reed . . .

Details under title: Our Wandering Daughters

You Can't Do Without Love Lynn-Stewart

1945-46

Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) Wilde-Louise 4-2

Blazing the Western Trail Starrett-Matthews . .9-4. . .9-20.

Details under title: Raiders of Quanti Basin

Crime Doctor's Warning Baxter-Anderson

(Details under title: Paper Doll Murder)
Galloping Thunder ^tarrett- Burnette

Gunning for Vengeance Starrett-Adair . .

Oetails under title: Burning the Trail

Hit The Hay Canova-Hunter

Jungle Raiders (Serial) Richmo::d-Borg

Lawless Empire Starre:t-Law

(Itttbws of the Rockies Starrett-Harding

Phantom Of The Desert Starrett-Burnette

Prison Ship Lowery- Foeh

.6029. . . .7

6005. . . 8
.6003. .12-.

.6-25.

. .8-20.

.
.8-6.

.10-16.

. .4-30.

ri'on My Past

.8-20.

:'/!urray-Chapman 5-14.

.6-11.Renegades (T) Keyes-Parker ..

Details under title: The Kansan
Roaring Rangers Starrett-Burnette

Details under title: Powder River

Snafu Parks- Lloyd

Texas Paniia-dle Starrctt- Parks

Two-Fisted Stranger Starrett-Burnette

Voice of The Whistler, The Dix-Merrick 8-6.

Woman In Red, The Foch-Macready 8-6.

METRO-COLDWYN- MAYER

.6-25.

.5-14.

.8-20

1941-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Comnleted (31)

Completed (18)

In Production (0)

In Production (11)

NEW PRODUCTSOfJS
HOLIDAY IN MEXICO (Technicolor)
Musical—Started August 27

Cast: Walter Pidgeon, Ilona Massey, Jane Powell Rodd Mi

Dcwall, Xavier Cugat and Orchestra, Jose Iturbi.

Director: George Sidney Producer: Joseph Pasterna

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tin Cast

IN PRODUCJ I ION
Bad Bascomb Beery-O'Brien

Boy's Ranch Craig-Jenkins

Green Years. The Coburn-Drake

Hoodlum Saint Powell-Williams ..

Postman Always Rings Twice, The Turner-Garfield ...

Two Sisters From Boston Allyson-Lawford

Big Shore Leave. The bable-Garson

Details under title: This Strange Adventure

Up Goes Maisie .sothern-Murphy

What Next. Corporal Hargrove? Walker-Porter

Yearling, The (T) Peck-Jarman

COMPLETED 1944-45
BLOCK NO. NINE

American Romance. An (T) (151) Donlrvy- Richards

Details under title: America

Uariiary Coasl Gent (87) Beery-Barnes

Details under title: Gold Town
Kismet (T) (100) Colman-Dictrich

.01.1 In a Harem (89) Abbott-Costello . . .

Maisie Goes To Reno (90) Sothern-Hodiak . .

.

Marriage Is a Private Affa.r (115) Tnrner-Hodiak ...

Mrs. Parklnqton (124) Garson-Pidgeon . . .

Naughty Marietta (80) MacDonald-Eddy

The Seventh Crosi (111) Tracy-Hasso ...

Waterloo Bridge (103) Taylor-Leigh ...

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor

Nolhinq But Trouble (69) La;:rel-Hardy

Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal
. .

Details under title: Telltale Hands

Thin Man Goes Homo (101) Powcll-Loy ....

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-Jahnson

This Man's Nayy (100) Beery-Gleason
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Women's Army

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock, Thi (94)
Gentle Annie (80)

Wi.hoot Love (111)
Son of Lassie (T) (102) . .

Details under title:

Picture o» Dorian Gray (108)

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewitched (65)

Oetails under title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Ronar.ee (T) (105)
Twice Blessed (77)

BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN
Abbott and Costello in Hollywood (83
Dangerous Partners (78)
Her Highness and the Bellboy (112) . .

Hidden Eye. The (68)
Oar Vines Ha«e Tender Grapes (105) ..

SPECIAL
Anchors Aweigh (T) (144)
Meet Ma In St. Luis (li U13) ... .

Details inder title: 1h<

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo
Valley of Decision (111)

Weekend at the Waldorf (1

NOT DESIGNATED

Details under title: A Letter for Ev
Early to Wed (T)

Great Morgan. The

The

..Turner-Peters ...

O'Bricn-ltorbi

. . .9-4.

.
.5-29.

. .3-45.

.

. .2-45. .

.520

. .515.

.2-19
.12-23

..Garland-Walker

. .Craig- Reed

..Tracy-Hepburn

. . Lawtord-Lanchester

. J-21.

.10-31.
5-29.

! X Vi. \

..5-45..
. .6-45.

.

! '.la'.

. . 522

.

. .526

4-2
^2-25
. . .4-2

. .4-30

Sanders-Hatfield 3-6 6-45 .525. . 3-5

. . Ttnxter-Dan.els

. .
Johnson-Williams

. W.lde-Craig

530 . .6-25

.8-21.

.12-11.

. .528.

. .529.

. 5-28

. .6-11

r

. . A. & C .4-30. 9-3

Craig-Hasso

, Lamarr-Walker

. . Arnold- Rafferty

. O'Brien-Robinson

Kelly-Sinatra

Uarljnd-O'Bnen

. .3-5.

12-25
.12-11

.
8-20

. 7-23

.
.8-6

7-23

.6-26.

.12-13.

. .2-7.

. .1-45 . !

.4-45.

.

. . 531

.

.512.
. .521.

.7-23
.11-23
12-11

.Tracy-Thaxter

Turner-Johnson

1945-46

.2-21. .

11-27

.1-45. . .

10-45.'.

.£11. . .11-27

! 7-23

llunt-Carrcll . . . . .6-11.

. .Bnll-Johnson . . . . .2-19.

Hold High the Torch (T) E. Taylor-Lassie

Details under title: For Better For Worse
Perfect Strangers Donat-Kerr

Sailor Takes a Wife Walker-Allvson ...

She Went to the Races Craig-Gifford ...

They Were Expendable Mmtimmery-Wayne
Vnbndi and the Thief (T) Astaire-Bremer

Ziegfeld Follies (T) Astaire-Ball

.5-28.

. .3-5.

.1-22.
.5-1.

MONO C R A

M

1944-45 Features
Westerns

(34)

( 1)

Completed (29)

Completed (15)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CHARLIE CHAN IN MEXICO
Mystery—Started September 7

Cast: Sidney Toler, Benson Fong, Fortunio Bonancva, Carol
Hughes, Charles Trowbridge.

Director: Phil Rosen Producer: James S. Burkett
Story: Series of murders in Mexico City revolve around atomic bomb

findings.

ON THE CHEROKEE TRAIL
Western—Started September 5
Cast: Jimmy Wakely, Lee Lasses White. Johnny James. Lorraine

Miller.

Director: Oliver Drake
Story: Crooks selling worth

Producer: Lindsley Parsons
< posed by Wakely who persuades

far

RELEASE CHART
Tina Cut

IN PRODUCTION
Black Market Babies Richmond-Hazard

1944-45
Adventures of Kitty O'Day (62) rai ker-Cookson

Oetails under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through
Alaska (76) Taylor-Lindsay . . .

Army Wi.es (67) Rat!beau-Knox . . .

Border Bandits Brown-Hatton
Details under title: Mucas Meets a Deadline

China's Little Devils (75) Carey-Kelly
Cisco Kid Returns (64) Renaldo-Lane

Oetails under title: Case of the Missing Medico
Come Out Fighting (62) East Side Kids .

Crazy Knights (63) Gilbert-Howard . .

Dlllin«« "7) L Tierney
D ',orte Francis-Cabot
Docks of New York (62) Gorcey-Hall

Details under title: Murder in the Faroll)
Enemy of Women (86) Woods-Dell
Fashion Model (61) Weaver-Low.ry ...

Details under title: The Model Murder
«>M or the West (71) Brown-Hatton . . .

Ghost Guns (60) Brown-Hatton ...
Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs

Forever Yours (83) ..Storm-Smith ...
Details under title: They Shall Have Faith

G. I. Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson ...
Gun Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton
In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon ..

Mugos Rides Again East Side Kids . .

Details under title: County Fair
Jade Mask. The (66) Toler-Manton

Oet='l< under title: Mystery Mansion
Lost Trail, The Brown-Holt
Navaio Trails (56) Brown-Holt

Details ander title: The Tex^s Terrn-

RHers of the Daw Wakeley-White . .

Details under title: Rainbow Valley
Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White . .

Details under title: Cowboy Serenade
Scarlet Clue. The (65) Toler-Manton

Details ander title: Radio Mystery

12-22

. .1-12.

.
9-15.

9-29.
21. . .12-8.

.4-6.

8-18
10-16
.3-5

. 1-22

10-2.
9-18.
.8-21

.2-5.

.8-6.

4-30.

9-18.

.2-16.

. 6-30

.

.6-16.

.1-26.

.9-15.

. .1-5.

9-22

8-11

. .5-5.

Shadow of Saspielon (68) Weaver-Cookson

Details ander title: Baby Shoes

Shsighai Cobra. The (64) Toler-Moreland

Sou;h ol the Rio Grande Kenaldo-Arm.da

Details under title: Song of the Border

Song ol lb Range 155) Wakely-Moore

Details under title: Saddle Pals

Stranger Irom Santa Fe (56) Brown-Hatton

Springt.me in Texas (55; Wikley-White

Bowery Champs (62) East Slda Kldi

There Goes Kelly (61) Koran-McKay

Details under title: Make Way for Kelly

Trouble Chasers Gilbert-Howard

Details under title. Here Comes Trouble

A Wave. A Wae, A Marine '70' E.lers-Youngma.i

When Strangers Marry (67) Hunter-Jagger

Details aoder title: I Married a Stranger

1945-46

Allotment Wives Francis-Kelly

Froitier Feud Brown-Hatton

Details ander title: Flaming Frontiers

S-maiion Hunters Merrick-Lowery

Details under title: Main Street Girl

Strange Mr. Gregory. The Lcwc-Rogers

Details under title: Gregory

Suspense
Ccoxson W.ll.an,

l.„h„„net So, Scg.->n-S:on„

Storm-Rcagan

6-26 12-15

.6-11 9-1

5-28 9-8

.9--8 . 12-1

.

.1-22. . .8-4.

. 6-2

. .6-12 . 12-29

3-19 .6-2

5-17 .11-3

.5-29 11-24

.4-16

.6-25.

7-23

Swing Parade

PARAMOUNT
194'.-46 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (21)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
IJGNSIEUR BEAUCAIRE (Technicolor)

Copied -—Started September 10

C st: Bob Hope, Patric Knowles. Olfia San Juan. Cecil Kellaway.

Hillary Brooke.

Director: George Marshall Producer: Paul Jones

Title Tin

RELEASE CHART
Cut

IN PRODUCTION
Bride Wore Boots. The

Blue Skies (T)

l v/itU'LEXED

.Stanwyck-Cumming^

Crosby-Astaire . . .

1944-45

Lowery-Drew

.Brown-Heather

lynn-Russell

Lamour-Sullivan

.Mill.ind-Britton

BLOCK NO. ONE
Oark Mountain (57)

National Barn Dance (76)

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay

Rainbow Island (T) (93)

Till We Meet Again (88)

BLOCK NO. TWO
And Now Tomorrow (85) Ladd-Young

Frenchman's Creek (T) (110) Fontaine- DeCordova

Man in Half Moon Street (92) Asther-Walker .

Ministry of Fear (84) Milland-Rtynolds

One Body Too Many (74) Haley-Kelly

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks

Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly

Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hotton

Practically Yoin (90) Colbert-MaeMorray

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Brim On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tofts

H;r,h Powsred (62) Lowery-Brooks

Details under title: The High Man
c a:ty O'Roorke (100) Ladd-Russell

Urn-en. The (81) McCrea-Russell

Oetails onder title- Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE

Detail! II i. n». An

.
.4-17 4405

.

. . .9-4

4403. ...9-4

. . .9-6 4404

.

.. .9-4

.10-18 4401

.

. . .9-4

.12-13 4402 ...9-4

.12-27 4406. .10-30

5-31 4408. . .10-2

.
.11-1 4407. .10-30

. .7-26 4410. . 10-30

. .1-10 4409

.

.10-30

. .7-13 4413. . .7-20

. .8-21 4412

.

.12-25

..7-10 4415. .12-25

..5-15 4411. .12-25

..2-7.... 4414. .12-25

.110 4416. . . .3-5

.10-16. ..... 4419

.

. . 3-5

. . .9-4 4418. . 3-5

. .5-15 4417

.

. . .3-5

of Susan,Affairs

Murder. He Says (92)

Scared Stiff (65)

BLOCK NO. SIX

Details under title: Hard to Handle

Out of This World (96)

You Came Along (103)

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) (113)

REISSUE
Siqn of the Cross (118)

Lamour-Cordova . . -6-26.

.

.
.11-13.

.

. 4424

.

4421.

.4-16

. .4-2

MacMurray-Main .4-16

Haley-Savage . . . .11-27 . .
4-123. .4-16

Gargan -Savage .
12-25. .7-27. .4427. .6-11

Bracken-Lynn

.
Cummings-Scott

. . .7-10

.
2-19.

.7-13.

.9-14.
. 4426

.

.4428.

.6-11

.
7-9

Hutton-Cordova .11-15. 8-31. .4431. .6-25

Colbert- March 4432.

. .10-2.
2-19

.10-31.
10-31

Northwest Mounted Police (128) Cooper-Carroll

This Gun For Hire (81) Ladd-Labe

1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
Duffy's Tavern (97) Gardr.er-Reynolds

Follow Thai Woman (70) Gargan-Kelly

Lost Weekend. The (101) Milland-Wyman

Love Letters (101) Jones-Cotten

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia. The Ladd-Lake 4-2.

Calcutta Ladd-Russell 7-9.

Cross My Heart Hutton-Tifts 1-8.

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

Hold That Blonde Bracken-Like 12-11.

Details under title: Good Intentions

Kitty Goddard-Milland ...6-12.

Masquerade in Mexito Lamonr-Cordo.i 1-8.

Miss Susie Slajle's Tufts-Lake 9-18.

Our Hearts Were 6rowing Up Donlevy-Russei: 3-5.

. 9-3
8-23
8-23
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People Are Funny Haley-Walker . .

Rhythm Randi Haley-Hllllard

Noad to Utopia. Tee Crosby-Hope-Lam<

Stork Club Hutton-Fitzgerald

To Each His Own deHavi.and-Lund

Trouble With Women. The iviilland-Wright

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

They Made Me A Killer Lowcry-Britton .

!» u rrar> Before tn> Malt ... Ladd-Oonle»» 5-1

Virginian. The McCrea-Britton ...11-13

Well Groomed Bride. Th. Milland-deHavilland 2-19

.11-1.
12-13.
.4-30.

. .7-9.

.6-11.

. .7-9.

1911-45 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

Completed (34)

Completed (17)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

WEW PRODUCTIONS
BUSTER CEABBE No. 1

Western—Started September 5

Cast: Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Evelyn Finley, Carl Hackett.

Stan Jolley.

Director: Sam Newfleld Producer: Sig Neufeld

Title—Running Time

RELEASE CHART
Cast

COMPLETED
1944-45

Arson Squad (64) Albertson-Armstrong
Apology for Murder Savage-Beaumont
Biuebeard (70) Carrauine-Parker
Listle of Crimes (60) kent-Churehili
U. mie, Inc. (75) Neal Tilton
Dangerous Intruder (71) Arnt-Borg

Details under title: The Intruder
Danny Boy Henry-Johnson . .

Dead or Alive Ritter-OBnen
Dixie jamboree (71) Langford-Talbot

Details under title: Dixie Steam Boal
Fighting Bill Carson Crabbe-Si. John
Fog Island (72) Atwil l-Douglas
Flaming Bullets Ritter-Knox
Frontier Fugitives O'Brien-Ritter

Details under title: Ride, Ranger, Ride
The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John .

Gangsters of the Frontier (56) Ritter-O Brien
Great Mike, The (73) Erwin-Henry

Detail* under title at the Post

His Brother's Ghost (54) Crabbe-St. John .

Hollywood and Vine (58) Ellison-McKay
I'm From Arkansas (68) Adrian-Sommerville
I Accuse My Parents (68) Hughes-Meeker
The Kid Sister (56) Pryor-Chrk ....
Lady Confesses, The (64) Hughes-Beaumont

Details under title: Undercover Girl
Man Who Walked Alone. The (73) 0'Brien- Aldrch . .

Detail, onder title: You Can't Stop Rnmaice
Marked for Murder (58) O'Brien-Ritter . .

Missing Corpse (62) Bromberg-Jenks . .

Details under title: Stranger in the Family
Oath of Vengeance (58) rrihb--=t. lohn .

Th- Phanfn-, nf 40nd street 0' Brien-Aldrich

Hogues Gallery (60) Jenk<-Warner ...
c ne'l of Amy Nugent. The (63) Farr-Linlsay

Shadow of Terror Fraser-Gillern . .

Dotaiis under title: r.h°ckmate
Shadows of Death (61) Crabbe-Knox . . .

Deta'ls under titl«- Barber nf Red Gap
* ; lver Fleet. The (77) Richardson-Withers
Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John .

st'anoe I'lmion (83) Eilcrs-Lydon

Three

Detail* Bel. He

4-30. .9-11 . .528. .7-23

. . .3-5. . 9-27 . .

..6-12. .11-10. . . .506. '.ii-j

Fore.gn

.

12-22. . . . 513

.

. .2-5

.11-13. . .4-15.

.

. 502

.

.3-1

. .4-16. .9-21.

.

.519. . 9-3

. 8-6.

.10-31. 12 2. . . ..552.

. . .2-7. . .8-15.

.

. .505. .'.7-24

.
.6-11.

.11-13. '.2-15.'. .'.508'.

. .6-11. .9-22.

.

. .5-14. . .9-1. .

. .1-22. .6-14. . .559.
9-21 . .'. 51 11-13

'. .1-24 .
.11-15. . .511. .10-30

. . 2-3

.

. . 4-25

.

.10-31.

. .11-4.

10-16. . .3-15.

.557

.515. . .5-14

.510. .12-11

.512. . .1-22

.516
. 522 . . . 5-28

507 .2-19

.6-11

.1-22

er-O'Bripnthe Saddle
w.nf Willi. Th. (77) rtarthnl-m.».|

«"ii<n*rin(i Skulls (55) Ritter-O'Brien

Why Girls Leave Home (68) Lane-Leonard
Wife ol Monte Cristo Inrter-Anbert

"•"tnm Crabbe-St. In
n..,li. "«|». Ok,,t„B, .# WIM V-."-

White Pongo (73) Fraser-Wrixon

1945-46 —
Wei Havana .Lindsay-Neal

Detour Savage-Neal

Enchanted Forest (Clnecolnr)

living Serpent Lewis-Kramer

"nw Do You Do? Gordon-Windsi

Romance of the West Dean-Barton

6-11.

.
.For.

. .4-19. .

.. .7-1..

.558.

. .530. . .5-14

.11-27. . .8-17. . .558.

. .10-2. . .3-31. . . .517. . .3-19

.6-12. .
°-8.

. 509. .11-15

. .4-16. .7-26.

.

.562.

.8-7 12-15. . .507. .11-27

12-29 . . .553.

. 3-"v . .
.7-9

. . .8-6.

. .8-21. 10-26 . .
.555'.

8-6

.5-28.

.6-25.

.1-22.

. . 9-3

.

. .8-6

Strangler Sw-m- aPlanche-Edwards

REPUBLIC
10*4-40 Features (32) Completed (32) 1 11 Production (0)

Westerns (24) Completed ( 8> In i°vo-i""t'oi (in

Serials ( 4) ( Somplel sd ( 3) In Production (0>

1945-46 Features (40) Completed ( 9) ! n Production (2)

Westerns (32) Completed (32) In Production (!)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

THE VALLEY OF THE ZOMBIES
Horror—Started September 10

Cast: Adrian Booth, Robert Livingston.
Producer: Dorrell and Stuart McGowan
Story: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Concerto (T) Dorn-McLeod ....

»• Cut

.8-20.

Details

COMPLETED
1944-45

Atlantic City (86) Moore-Taylor
Behind City Lights

1 1>. ij - Roberts
Details under title: Return at Dawn

Bob of Ro.arita (68) Rogers-Evans
Big Bonanza (68) -ui.n-f-razee
Big Show-Off (70) '.Lake-Evans

Details under title: Next Comes Love
Sordertown Trails Carson -Burnette ...

Brazil (91) Bruce-Guizar
Cheaters, The (87) Schildkraut-Burke

Details under title: The Magnificent Mr. M
Cheyenne Wildeat £11 ott-Fleming . .

uncago Kid (68) Barry-Roberts
Code of the Prairie Bjrnette-Carson .

Corpus Christi Bandits Lane-Talbot
Desperadoes of Dakota Elliot-Fleming
Earl Carroll's Vanities (8y) O'Keefe-Moore ...
End of the Road (51) Norris-Storey

Details under title: Man of Mystery

Faces in the Fob (71) Withers-Kelly

Fatal Witness .Ankers-Fraser ...

Federal Operator No. 99 camont-Talbot

Flame of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak ...

Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor

Git Along Little Dogies Autry-Burnette

Great Flamarion, The (78) vonStrohe m-Hughes
The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliotl-Fleming ..

Grissly's Millions (72) Grey-Kelly

Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Pearce-Evans ....

Jealousy (71) Morley-Asther . . .

Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker . . .

Details under title: Johnny March
Lake Placid Serenade (85) Ralston-Taylor

Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming

Love, Honor and Goodbye (87) Bruce-Ashley ....

Man From Oklahoma. The (68) Rogers-Evans •••

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey ..

Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes

Mexicana Guizar-Moore

My Buddy (69) Barry-Roberts . . .

Oregon Trail Carson-Stewart ..

Phantom Speaks, The (68) Arlen-Roberts ...

Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterling-Moore

Red River Valley Autry-Burnette . .

Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey . . .

Silver City Kid lane-Stewart

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake . .

.

Santa Fe Saddlemates Carson-Stirling .

Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling

Sheriff of Las Vegas

Sheriff of Sundown ,

Sing. Neighbor. Sing (70)

Song for Miss Julie. A (69)

Sporting Chance (59)

Details under title: Behind the Ships

Stagecoach to Monterev

Details onder title: Marshal of Monterey

Steppin' In Society (72) . . . ,

Details under title: You'll Remember Me
Sunset in El Dorado Rogers-Evans ..

Swingin' on a Rainbow (72) Taylor-Frazee

Tell If To A Star Livingston-Terry

.
.2-5. . .6-19. .

. .9-4. .12-30. .

. .9-4. . .1-22.

.

.5-15... 8-11..
.6-26. .11-30.

.

.2-19. . .7-15.

.

.6-12. . .9-30 .

. .10-2. . .6-29.

.6-26. . .10-6.

.

4-20.

.

. .2-5

11-13. . . .4-5. .

.7-10.. 11-10..

. 442 . . . 5-28

. 407 . . . \-<U

.410. . . .2-5

.451.
.405. .ll-ls

.421. . . .7-9

3314.
.
.417.
.452.
.465.

8-21. .11-25. . 404 11-13

.1-22. .9-15.

.

.427.

.

.
.7-24. .5-28. . .415. .4-30

12-25. . .7-3.

.

. .422.

.

Reissue. 10-15. . .3307.

10-16. .3-30. .412. .2-19

.9-18. .2-15.

.

.3317..

.
.9-18. . .1-16. 40">. .1-2?

. .9-18- . .7-19. . .419. .5-14

.11-27. .
.7-23. . .424. .8-20

.11-27. . . .4-2. . .414. .4-16

..8-21.. 12-23.

12-11. . .9-15.

.

. .5-14

.3-19. . . .8-1.

10-16. . .3-18.

..3-6... 7-2..

. .5-28

.
.6-26. .10-12.

.
.4-2. . .7-14.

.10-31. .
.5-10.

.4-30. .
.9-29.

Reissue... 12-1.

..1-8... 7-10.

.4-17... 7-20.

.406. . . .1-8

.428

. . 403 . .
10-16

. .456. . . .

. . 433 . . . 5-14

. . 484

.3308. ...

..423....

. .461

Elliott-Blake . .

. Lane-Stewart

Terry- Brown

.Early Clark

.
Randolph-O'Malley

Lane-Stewart

Horton-George . . .

.5-29... 8-16.

.2-19 6-2.

12-25. . .2-28.

.7-24.. 12-31.

.5-29.

. .4-17.

10-16.

.11-7.
.8-12.

.2-19.

.3316. . .

.

. .463. . .

.

. .401. . . .9-4

Three's A Crowd (58) .

Thoroughbreds .

T :

ger Woman. The
Tnnpl,, Terror

Utah (78)
Vampire's Ghost (59) . .

Jorrn's Black Whip (Seria

Michael-Gordon

Neal-Mara . . .

.
Richmond-Mara

Allan Lane . .

Rogers-Evans

.Abbott-Stewart

Lewis-Stirling

12-11

.

.
.6-4 . . .420.

.4-17. .9-15.

.

. .462.

10-16. .7-29. . .418.

.6-11.
11-13. .'.'9-I.' .426

12-25. .8-16.

.

. . 425

.

11-27 . .5-23.

.

. .416.

. .9-4. 12-23. . .408.

.3-19. .9-20. .

. 10-2

.

.1-26. . .A64.
.12-11. . .3-21. . .441.

.10-16 .
.5-10. . .434.

Angel Comes to Brooklyn.

Details under title: New Faces of 1945
Along the Navajo Trail Rogers-Evans 9-3.

Bandit of Badlands Carson-Stewart 4 "1^-

California Gold Rush Elliott-Fleming ... 4-30.

Captain Tugboat Annie Darwell-Kennedy ..12-25.

Details under title: Tugboat Annie's Son

Cherokee Flash Carson-Stirling 7-9.

Colorado Pioneers Elliott-Fleming 3-n.

Dakota Ralston-Wayne 8-6.

Don't Fence Me In Rogers-Evans 7-23.

fiirls of th- Bin House Roberts-Powers 3-5.

Guy Could Change, A lanr-Frazee 6-25.

Marshall of Lareitn Elliott-Blake 3-5.

Phantom Rider. The (Serial) "cnt-Stewart 8-6.

Rnunh Riders of Chevenn- Carson-Stewart ...5-14..

Scotland Yard Investioator VonStroheim-Bachelor 219.

Sheriff of Redwood Valley Flliott-Fleming . .
.7-23.

Strange Impersonation, A Warshall-Garpan .
..8-6.

Wanon Wh»els Westward Ell'ott-Fleming 4-16.

Wo".an Who Came Back. The Kelly-Loder 4-30.

Details undrr title: The Web

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SUN VALLEY CYCLONE
Wp tern— SUirted September 6

Cfl ' Wilrt Bill Elliott. Alice Fleming, Bobby Blake.
Director: B. G. Springsteen Producer: Sidney Picker

R K O-R AD IO
JA44-45 Features Completed (31) In Production (0)

1945-46 Features Completed (26) In Production (li)
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NEW PRODUCTIONS
BAMBOO BLONDE
Musical—Started September 6

Cast: Frances Langford, Russell Wade, Ralph Edwards, Jane
Greer.

Director: Anthony Mann Producer: Herman Schlom

RELEASE CHART

RELEASE CHART
rnii cm

.8-20

.6-25.

. .9-3.

. .9-3.

.8-20

.5-15.

.5-29.

.5-29.

.10-16.

...5-1.

. .8-21.

.11-13.

.11-13.

.7-10.

.
8-21

.

10-16. .

IN PRODUCTION
Heartbeat Rogers-Aumont
Kid From Brooklyn. The (T) Kaye-Mayo
All Brides Are Beautiful Fontaine-Stevens

Some Must Watch McGuire-Brent
Tarzan and the Leopard Woman Weismuller-Joyce

COiVU'Lli.TKD 1944.45
BLOCK NO. ONE

Going To Town (69) Lum 'n Abner ..

Mister Race (96) Esmond-Massen .

My Pal. Wolf (75) Moffett- Esmond .

Detain inder title Pumpkin Shell

None But the Lonely Heart (113) Grant-Wyatt ...
Tall In the Saddle (87) Wayne-Raines . .

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent ..

Falcon In Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale
KHrder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley .

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely
£lrl Rash. The (65) Langford-Brown
Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly ...
What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley ....

Details under title: Come Share My Love
Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire
Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis . .

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) Karloff-Lugosi

Mm Sky (77) Scott-Drew
Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Weissmuller-Joyce
Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young
Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ahn

Details under title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler, The (67) Lodcr-Duprez ...
Two O'clock Courage (66) Conway- Rutherford

West of The Pecos (66) Mitchum-Hale

SPECIALS
Bill! of the Yikon (T) (84) Scott-Lee . .

.

Casanova Brown (93) . Cooper-Wright
It's a Pleasure (T) (90) Henie-O'Shea
Princess and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo
Three Caballeros (T) (71) ... Cartoon Featur
Woman in the Window. The (95) Rob.n.on-Beunet

Details inder title: Once Oft Goard
Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo ...

1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
George White's Scandals (95) Davis-Haley 2-5.
Falcon in San Francisco, The (65) Conway-Corday 2-19.
Johnny Angel (79) Raft-Trevor .....12-11.
Momma Loves Poppa (60) Errol-Risdon 2-19.
Radio Stars on Parade (69) Brown-Carney 4-16.

BLOCK NO. TWO
First Yank Into Toyko (82) Neal-Hale 2-19
Isle of the Dead (72) Karloff-Drew
"an Alive O'Brien-Drew 2-5
Spanish Main, The (T) Henreld-O'Hara ...ll-r?
Tomorrow Is Forever Colbert-Welles 4-2

NOT DESIGNATED
All Men Are Liars Granville-Conway

Details under title: The Lie Detector
Along Came Jones (90) Cooper-Young .

Bells of St. Mary's, The Crosby-Bergman
Cornered Powell-Cheirel .

Deadline at Dawn Hayward-William
ninn Donn Williams Vernon-McGu're ....5-14
Falcon's Alibi, The Conwav-Corday ... 8-20
Game of Death Loder-Long 2-19

Details under title: The Most Dangerous
Hotel Reserve Mason-Mannheim Foreign
Master-Minds Carney-Brown 9-3
Meet Dick Tracy Donway-Jeffreys
Sing Your Way Horn* Haley- Jeffries

Riverboat Rhythm Errol-Newton
Details under title: FoMow Your Heart

Tale of Bedlam, A .Karloff-Lee

Details under title: Chamber of Horrors

Wanderer of the Wasteland Warren-Long . . . . .6-

REISSTJE
Pinocchio Disney Cartoon Feature

.504. . .10-2

.502. . .10-2

.505. . .10-2

.510. .12-11

.507. .12-11

.508. .12-11

.515.
-513.

512

.517.

.519.
518
520
516

..4-3.
.2-21.
.8-21.
.5-15.

. . 522

.

. . 521

.

.524.

.

.4-17.

.7-24.

.2-19

.2-19

.2-19

.4-30

.4-30

.4-30

.6-11

.5-14

.4-30

.6-11

. .8-7

..3-5
10-16

.7-23.

.5-28.

.6-11. . .

12-11. .

.

..7-9...

8-6

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (19)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CENTENNIAL SUMMER (Technicolor)
Musical— Started September 5
Cast: Jeanne Crain, Cornel Wilde, Linda Darnell, Waltei

nan, William Eythe, Dorothy Gish, Barbara Whitim
Producer-director: Otto Preminger

nil.—Ronnlni Tin.

IN PRODUCTION
DoM Face

Smoky (T)

COMPLETED
1944-4')

BLOCK NO. ONE
Take It or Lean It (70) Bike
Wing and a Prayer (97) Amei

BLOCK NO. TWO
Dangerous Journey (73) Dtnr

Greenwich Village (T) (82) Amei

Sweet and Lowdown (75) Barl'

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise, The (75) Laurel-Hardy

Details under title: Good Neighbors

In the Meantime, Darling (72) Crain-Latimore

Details under title: I Married a Soldier

Irish Eyes Are Smiling (T) (90) Woolicy-Havtr ...

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laura (88) Tierney-Andrews

Something for the Boys (T) (87) Miranda-O'Shea

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner lor a Soldier (86) Baxter-Wlnnlnger .

Winged Victory (130) O'Brien-Crane . . .

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peck-Hirdwleke

Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
rlangover Square (77) Cregar-Darnell ...

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn (128) McGuire-Ounn ...

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68) O'Shea-Marshall

Thunderhead, Son of Flicka (T) (73) . . . . McDowcll-Fovtcr

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77) Fields- Woolley . . .

Details under title: Molly, Bless Her

Song of Bernadette (156) Jones-Prieo

Royal Scandal, A (90) Bankhead-Eythe ..

Details under title: Czarina

BLOCK NO. TEN
Diamond Horseshoe (T) (104) Grable-Haymes . . .

Bull Fighters (62) Laurel-Hardy

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Don Juan Quilligan (75) Bcndix-Blondell ..

Details under title: Two-Faced Quilligan

Where Do We Go From Here? (T) (77) . . . MacMurray-Leslie

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Nob Hlil (95) J. Bennett-Raft .

Within These Walls (71) Mitchell-Andersen

REISSUE
Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81) . Gable-Young

1945-46

NOT DESIGNATED
And Then There Were None (97) Fitzgerald-Huston

Bell for Adano, A (103) Modiak-Ticrney

Cantain Eddie (107) MacMurray-Bari
Caribbean Mystery (65) Dunn-Ryan

Details under title: First. Last and Always
Colonel Effingham's Raid Ccnnett-Eytht

Dolly Sisters, The (T) Arable-Payne

Draoonwyck Tiernty-Eythe

Enchanted Voyage (T> r yn-H»vr
Fallen Angel F?y--Andrews

House on 92nd Street Eylhe-Hasso

Details under title: Now It Can Be Told

Junior Miss (94) G-.rncr-Joslyn .

Kitten on the Keys (T) nHara-Miymes
Leave Her To Heaven (T) Tierney-Wilrle

Slider. The Ccnte- Marlowe

State Fair <T) (100) 'ndrews-Crain ...

Walk in the Sun Andrcws-Conte ...

Details under UA Relca e Chart

v/iy Ahead. The (104) »h*-.»»nfr*
.

'•on (T) (153)... Hardwicke-Mitchill

3-19.
11- 13.

12- 11.

. .2-5.

.3-5.
.5-14.

.5-14.
4-30.

UNITED ARTISTS

^04 8-21

.505. .8-21

.503. .
8-21

.506. . 9-lB

.507. . .9-18

508 .1016

. .Nov. . . . 509

.

. 10-30

. .Nov.. . . . 510

.

. 11-15

. . On. . . .513. .12-11

..Dee... . .512. .11-2/

. Jin..

.

. .514. .12-25

Jan.. . . .515. . . 1-22

. Feb.. . ..516. . .1-22

. . Fe». .

.

. .517. ...2-5

. . Mar. . . . .519. . .2-1S
. .2-5

. Apr. . . 522

.

...3-3

A r 1. . . .520. . . .2-7

April. . .521 ...4-B

. .May. . . . 524

.

. . 4-30

..May.. ..525. . 4-16

. .June. . . .527. . 6-25

. .June. . . .526. . .5-28

July . .529. . .6-11

July . . . .528. 6-11

. .523

Oct.. . . .7-23
. Au3. 601. . .

.7-9

. Sept. . . . 604

.

. .7-23

.Sept.. . . . 605

.

.
8-6

Nov

. Nov. . . . .603

Jau.. .

. Oct . . 608

.

. Aug.. . 603 . .6-25

. Dec 607
. Oct.. .

Aug. . .606. .6-11

. Aug. . . 602. . . .8-7

1944-45 Features Completed (39) In Production (1)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Chy.): Sherman (Shm.); Pressburrrer
(Psb.); Wanjrer (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeans
(Bog.); Strombersr (Smg.): Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.): Selznick (Szk.); ^ehenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H); Skirball (Ski.): Eatrle-Lion
t*G. F. D); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.)

; Hughes (Hug.).

RELEASE CHART
tn pRonnr-TTON

Title—Rimini Time Cut ••tails

Breakfast in Hollywood Brcnoman-Granville 8-20

COMPLETED
1944-45

Abilene Scott-Dvorak 8-6..
Abroad with Two Yanks (80) O'Keefe-Bindix 3-20
Bedside Manner (79) Hussey-Carroll 11-27.
Blithe Spirit (T) Cummlngs-Harrison Foreign..
Blood on the Sun (94) Cagney-Sidney . ...10-31 .

Brewster's Millions (79) O'Keefe-Walker 8-21..
Caesar and Clennatra (T) Olivier-Leigh ...Foreign
Captain Kidd (89) L->ughton-Britton 2-5.
r.nionel Blimp (T! (148) Livesy-Walbrook Foreign..

Dark Waters (89) Oberon-Ton» 5-29.

.6-15. Stn.

6.F.D..
Ggy.

.

. .4-7. . .Sml..

G.F.D..

. 8-24 ... Bog

.

5-4 G-F.D.

11-10. . Bog.

8-20
. .4-2

12-11
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Dcl.ghtfully Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy
Details under title: High Among the Sim

Diary of A Chambermaid Coddard- Hatfield

Uuul in The Sun Jones-Cotten ...
Letting Gertie's Garter O'Keefe-McDonald
Great John L, The (96) Oarnell-McClure .

but t In the House (121) Barter-Bellamy .

Guest Wife (88) Colbert-Ameche . .

fairy Ape. The (90) tsendix-Hayward
Henry V (T) Olivier-Newton
Her Man Gllbey Wilding-Ward . . .

I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten ..

Details under title: Double Furlough

It's in the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley ..

Sensations of 1945 (86) r-nwe'll-Flelds . . .

Mr. Emmanuel (92) ^ylmer-Gynt
Outlaw. The Russell-Huston . .

aris—Underground Bennett-Fields

S>ncc Yon «f>n| Swnv ,. . .
rolbert Cotfe-

*nn 0 of the Ooen Road (89) Bergen-Granville
Sou'hernrr. Th« (91) Scott-Field

Details under title: Hold Autumn in Your Hand
^n-'lboun.i .'icrgman-Pcck .

De'ai's um<tr title- House of Dr. Edwardcj
Sterv of G. I. Joe (109) Meredith
5ummer Storm (107) Sanders-Darnell

n.fili „,.•• .hi. The Moon Their Mistress

This Happy Breed (T) Newton-Johnson

3 Is a Familv (81) 'ugHes-Reynolds
Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field

. .r...
_ Robson-Ca'vert

V-.nn Wiiiow Russell- Hawuard
W'-Vh Stoi -ift 0->n'ii-r . . .

. . .9-4. . .3-31. . . .Rgs.. . .3-19

.
.7-23 .Bog-Mer

. . .3-19 Szk

. . 6-25 Sml

.7-10. . .6-29. . .Crosby. . .6-11

. .2-21. . .12-8 Smg. .12-25

.12-11. . .7-27 Ski 8-6

. .1-10. . .6-16 . .Lev.. . .5-29

.For G.F.D
Foreign G.F.D

...4-17.... 1-5... Szk 1-8

.Moort-Atwlll

.10-16. .

. .12-13.
Foreign. .

...1-22.'

.
9-20

.12-13 .

. .9-18.

.

Rgs

.

.4-21. .

. . 6-30

.

1-19. G.F.D..

.8-31. . .Hug. .

.9-14. . .Bnt.
8-12.

.6-2 ..

.8-10. .

2-19
.7-10

.1-22

Szk .7-21

^5-14

.9-28 Szk.

.12-27. . .7-15. . .Neb.. . .6-12

Fore :gn G.F.D

. ' ->6 11-23. . .Les

. 6-26. .12-29. . .Cow.. .12-25
For-'on G.F D

Srao

.7-23 Neb

UNIVERSAL
1944-15 Features

iVesterns
Serials

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

( 7^

( 1)

Completed (48)

Completed ( 7\

Completed ( 1)

Completed (12)

Completed ( 4)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (0)

*n Production (0)

In Production (0)
Tn Production (3)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

GUN TOWN
(Other Details September 3)

CANYON p^s^rvr.
""Hher Details September 3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

itel

RELEASE CHART
TrM_R»n,„ c TI-. c„, „.,„„ M

IN PRODUCTION

B^Tmm Robinson-Bennet, ... 8-6

COMPLETED
1944.45

Beautiful Cheat (59) .,. „
Details under ml. ivi Never Too Late

'

GranV '" e - BCer» - U-ffl.
.
.7-20.

. . 9044S ^(eS) £~reW
•

^3...9083.

&1L»W» ~——:.ESS £-!Ky;5S.
Dead M,n-, Fv" '64*

Karlc-ff-Fnsler 2- -1 10-20. .. 9007

.

Fast Side of Heaven (Rei,..,.>
Chaney- Parker 4-3

. .
11-1 0. . . 9026.

F^T To look At (64
r-rosby-Blondcll

. . 6-15 ... 9097

.

Enter .1,,, L „ ,
Jean-Grant 12-25 .8-10 9045.

Detail, unit.- ,:„.' ,„.„, , , „. n
Kaines-Kowin 8-21. .11-24. . .9018.

dX 1$ ' ' ' '
" Chaney-Ankers ... 6-26 .. 6-28 .. .9032

.

Frisco Sal (94) ' Jean-Curtis 9-18 . . 12-22 ... 9023

.

Fugitive The "x Foster-Bey 10-2 ... 2-23 ... 9012

.

Gvn.v W Ide*l trV'nn Rathrone-Bruce 8 20 10-26 .

Her. Come the Co-Fd, f88 ) "E*?'?*"
10-18. .. .9-1.

.
.9005.

Her Loeky Nioht rfi3>
bhntt-Costrlln .. .11-13. .. .2-2. . .9002.

Detail, under title: Stars Over Manhattan
^

• ^ •

2-9 ... 9021

.

BtMh'nla „.. „ .
•; O'Drlscoll-Beery .. .8-21. . .12-8. . .9031

.

Uetalls inder MM- Be it Fver So H-mhle

H

H
on""m„

0

n

F

A;
,

,;/
69) Rathbone-Bruc. 2-5 ... 3-16 ... 902<

.

Detail, iSlH wi,'. R „m
-

,
'

-Jones-McDonald
.
.11-27 . . .5-11. . .9028.

Ho

o.u srs£ ™- chi- *» ™
Vn
^'Tm

XL^u! g& C
lean-Grant ...... .8-21. . .4-13. . .9027.

I?* , T^. , !

•"
P,

%«y-Joyc. 12-11. . . .6-8. . .9041.

,

,
Life Rei, Colbert-William 6-15 9no«*» '63) Lane-Kruger .... .9-18 6-29 °n38°»'" "*•"»'> Collicr-Ouillan ...10-2 .123L SS»<*dv On A Tr,i„ ,94) Durbln-Bellamy 2-5 8-24" 9001

S'r'rl" 3SL£ rl"*"
Wiley-Moore V

. J2-U ..4-25 9881
-..7i. ?.

.

Th' m) O'Connor-Rvan
. . . 12-27 ... 91 5 >n%-»H.M end r.,t.. Andrn,,-C,rrlM0 . 9-6 0.0 ory>o

«TV
, T' f*

8
!

Chaney-Harding ...8-21 .2-16" 9036
m »*

f R°nm (61) Cook-Gwynn. .3-20 12 1 "014

. Zi
'T ' Crosby-McDonald .6-26. 12-15 Qiv7

Hi.k. r.V'n'V .J,
6) Abbott-Costello ... 2-5... 7-« on-n

STrJ^ta m aiBLi -JWHJtm l***** ^k'e-Rvan *.U r«„
'It!..?'?' J

89 ' -onnor-Rvan
. . in 5 -4 9011.

P"lho.„ Rhyth-n (60, -,ollier-Norrls 8-21. 6 22 . 9043

W

12-25
10-16
10-30

8-21
.

3-'

.3-19

. .1-8

.5-14

11-97

12-11

.1-2?

.7.51

.5-14

9-3

Raiders of Ghost City

Reckless Age (63)
Details under title: Make Way for Love

"

Salome, Where She Danced (90) DeCarlo-Cameron
San Diego, I Love You (8J) Nan-Foster
See My Lawyer (69) oisen & Johnson
She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan
Singing Sheriff (63) Norns-Knlght
Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-Kelly
Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall ...

Details under title: Queen of the Nile
Suspect, Tht (85) Laughton-Raines
Swing Out, Sister (60) Cameron-deWit .

That's The Spirit (93) Ryan-Oakie
Uncle Harry (SO) Sanders-Fitzgerald
Under Western Skies (57) O'Driscoll-Beery

Details under title: Musical Round-up
Woman in Green (68) Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: Invitation to Death

1945-46
As It Was Before Oberon-Korvin
Bad Men of the Border Grant-Armida . .

Code of the Lawless Grant-Knight . . .

Details under title: Law for Pecos
Crimson Canary Beery-Collier ....

Details under title: Hear That Trumpet Talk
Frontier Gal (T) deCarlo-Cameron
Girl On the Soot Barker-Collier . . .

Details under title: Serenade for Murder
Gun Town Grant-Knight . . .

Men In Her Diary A Ibritton- Hal I

N'uh' in Paradise .Okeron-Bey
Outtaws of Twin Forks Grant-Adams
p l«» of Oath Chanev-Joyce ....
R'"r Gang Jenn-Brasselle

De'ai's under titls: Fairy Ta'e Murder

Moyal Mounted Rides Again (Serial) Kennedy- Kennedy
S-cret Agent X9 'Serial) Bridges-Wiley ....
Sennritp from the West Jones-Granville

Shady Lady (94) Coburn-Simms ...

Details under title: Alibi in Ermine
Strange Confession '"'-"nev-Jiyce . . .

That Night With You Tcne-Foster

Details under title: Once Upon a Dream

. .10-2.
. .4-17.

. ..5-1.
10-31.

.10-2.

. .9-4.

.1-8.

.4-30.

.8-21.

.6-25.

.8-6.

.7-23.

4-27

.

.9-29.

.5-25.

.1-12.

.2-9.

.5-18.

.6-1

.
8-17 .

.1-19

9073.
.bOl/.

.9016.

.9 '0.

. 9033

.

.9014.
-^075.
,039.

. .9-3

.2-19. . .9-14.

.1-8 .10-19.

.8-20

.3-19 .

.10-2. . .9-21.

.7-23
.4-16
1-22 10-12

. 6-11 . . .9-'!

WARNER BROTHERS
">i4-4" Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (19)

Completed (20)

In Production (0)

In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
VERDICT
Murder Mystery—Started September 4
Cast: Sydney Greenstreet, Peter Lorre, Joan Loring.
Director: Don Siegel Producer: William Jacobs
Story: From Zangwill novel of London constable who plans and exe< ute«

what he considers a perfect crime.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title—Running Tine Cast Oetalls Del. »• Rn

Confidential Agent Boycr-Bacall 6-25
Her Kind of Man Scott-Paige 8-20
Never Say Goodbye Flynn-Parker 8-6
Night and Day (T) Grant-Smith 6-25
Man I Love, The Lupino-Alda 8-6

COMPLETED
1944-45

arsenic and Old Lace (118) Grant-Lane 11-1... 9-23 403 .
.9-1*

Christmas in Connecticut (101) Stanwyck-Morgan . 6-12 .8-11.. 420 7-23
Conflict (86) Bogart-Hobart 5-17... 6-30 418 6-25
Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dell 8-21... 7-21 419 4-2
Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid 3-6. .10-21. .. .405. . 10 3u
Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan ...10-19 9-9 402 8-'

Details inder title: Forty Whacks
Doughgirls, The tl02) Sheridan-Carson 3-6.. 11-25 407 9-4
God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey 8-21 ...4-7 414 4-?

Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn 6-12... 5-19 416... 4-30
Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-Star 6-26.. 12-31 409 .
12-11

Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenr.y-Smith 11-15... 4-28 415.. .4-11
Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine 11-27... 3-17 413... 3-19

Janle (106) Rcynolds-Hutton ...1-10 9-2 401.... 8)
Last Ride, The (56) Travis-Parker .10-7 404...9-M
Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown 6-12... 2-10 411... ?'
Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstreet .8-21 6-9 417. . .

5-28

Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson .....6-12 3-3 4)2 .

2-
To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall .... .2-21. . .1-20 410.. 10-16
Very Thought of Yo» (99) Parker-Morgan 3-6 . 11-11 406 10-30

1945-46

A Stolen Life Davis-Ford 2-19
Big Sleep. The Bognrt Bacall ... 10-31
Cinderella Jones Lcslie-Aldo 12-13. . . 2-23
Danger Signal Emerson-Scott ... .4-16. .. 10-6 ....
De,0,| on OcHaviland-LupIno 11-16 . 11-24
Janie Gets Married Leslie-Hutton 4-16
Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson 12-25 . 10-20
My Reputation Sun.yek-Brent ...11-29
Nobody Lives Forever ^arte'd-Fitrgerald 9-18
Of Human Bondage Henreld-Parker 7-24
One More Tomorrow therirfan-Maraan U-l
Pride of the Marines (119) Garfield Parker ... 11-27 .... 9-1 501 8-20

Details under t ile: This Love of Ours
Rhapsody in Blue (139) Leslie-Aldo 7-26. . 9-27 502 .

7-9
San »nto»lo <T) Flynn-Smith 10-J6 A
Saratoga Trunk (— ) r-o-er.Beroman 3-8... 1-26
Shadow of A Woman King-Prince . . .2-19.. 2-9
Three Strann-rs Fltjgerald-Greenstreet 1-22
Time. The Place and The Girl, The <T> "lornan-Piige

. 4-2 12-29 . ...».
Too Young To Know Leslle-Huttc-n .....2-19.
Two Mrs. Carrolls. The Bogart- Stanwyck 5-14 ijj2
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'STATE FAIR' THE SCREEN'S OKLAHOMA!' — WINSTEN
(FOX)
"...A honey of a picture. It has everything, doubled and re-

doubled... I can't remember a musical as delightful since they
started making the things. In fact, if it weren't for those won-
derful Oscar Hammerstein lyrics and Richard Rodgers melodies
all over the place. I wouldn't put it in the musical category. It's

that good as romance. And it's also that good as the best picture
of all possible State Fairs. . .'State Fair' is to movie musicals what
'Oklahoma' is to stage musicals." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...With the magical names of Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ha-n-
merstein 2nd one might confidently expect this now musical to be
anoiher R-H gem... This song version of the old Will Rogers
talking -film is no more than an average screen musical, with a
nice bucolic flavor here and there. . .Someone could do a great
musical about a gay, noisy, pungent State fair, Rodgers and Ham-
mprstein could do it. But they didn't do it this time." CROW-
THER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...The gentlemen of 'Oklahoma!' have worked their zestful

magic on another rustic story and turned 'State Fair' into one of

the pleasantest little musical comedies you ever saw in your whole
life. . .Sentiment and joy and charm spring straight from the mu-
sic. . .Lively imagination went into the singing and staging of all

the songs. This picture is no mere parade of song and dance
numbers...No movie customer need be at any loss about how to

spend a casual evening for a long time to come. 'State Fair' will

remain bountifully full of pleasure through visit after visit."

COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
".

. .Bright and tuneful. . .Musical numbers and excellent character

acting are the principal assets. They are solid. . .Song-writing

team is on its toes.. .It is only a pity that someone with a knowl-
edge of dramatic construction did not supplement its efforts...

Has a tendency to be repetitious and contrived. . .Take the bad
with the good, and 'State Fair' is still a very satisfying movie,

but like most of the current vintage of films, it could have stood

a lot of plotting and cutting." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

'DUFFY'S TAVERN' LOADED WITH STARS, LAUGHS AND 'ARCHIE'
(PARAMOUNT)
"...Three large groups of entertainment seekers will not want to
miss the Gargantuan feast of fun, those who dote on the radio
program of that name, movie gluttons who feel it's a bargain to
view for the price of one picture thirteen major stars and a dozen
minor ones, and those who wish vaudeville were not dead. . .Some-
thing for almost every taste of the frivolous sort. And perhaps
it should be added for many a distaste, too. But the audience
laughter is loud and long." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...For low and languid comedy that is straight down an old
familiar groove. Sticklers for genuine humor are likelv to find
it a bit — well, say dull... Take it for what it is, a hodge-podge
of spare-time clowning by the gang, including a large hunk of
Archie, and you'll find 'Duffy's Tavern' fair enough." CROW-
THER, N. Y. TIMES.
"... One of the best morale builders I've seen on the screen in
months.

.
.Amusing screen play, has been given lavish treatment

...Knockout screen entertainment. . .One of the best laugh pro-

vokers of the current film season." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
"...No more disappointing than one might expect. Even with
the all-star cast that Paramount has tossed into this cinematic
goulash, it is a rather tasteless dish... The brilliant Victor Moore
saves scene after scene of random slapstick and sentiment with
his wry humor. . .Final sequences are sprangling but good...
Paramount is making pictures the hard way when it tosses talent

around as indiscriminately as it does in 'Duffy's Tavern'."

BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Wild, disorderly, rowdy and generally amusing revue... In
spite of all the stars it includes, your favorite member of the cast

is likely to be Ed Gardner... He fetches all the ingratiating qual-

ity of his amiably swaggering radio dimwit to the screen...
Thrown together more casually than is usual even in these re-

vues. That doesn't matter much... Song and dance and banter
ingredients come off with pretty jolly results." COOK, N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM.

LOVE LETTERS' CRITICS DISAGREE— VIOLENTLY
(PARAMOUNT)
"...Whatever reputation as an actress Jennifer Jones may have
got for herself in 'The Song of Bernadette,' is quite likelv to suf-
fer a terrible dent as the result of her fatuous performance in
'Love Letters'.

.
.A worse script of less expert direction has seldom

been to-sed at an innocent star's head. . .Sentimental twaddle...
Mucky muddle.

.
.Mushy and pretentious direction." CROWTHER

N. Y. TIMES.
.Compelling drama which has settled down to break records

no doubt.
. .Jennifer Jones gives a completely beguiling perform-

ance...Warm and somewhat wistful picture, notwithstanding that
the ingredients of fraud and murder are minsrled with the quieter
elements of courtship and marital bliss. . .Blends the entire in-
triguing script with an air of smooth suspense." THIRER, N Y

'OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES' CALLED
(M-G-M)

"...Charming pastoral ... It would indeed be a cold and distant
heart that failed to respond to the homey philosophy and the
tenderly sentimental vignettes of family life... Some passages
seem more contrived than natural. . .Eloquent and touchingly
simple.

. .While this picture comes close at times to pathos, it is
always skillfully rescued from the mawkish either bv a line of
humorous dialogue ... Youngsters (not to overlook their elders)
couldn't have asked for anything better." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Gentle, bucolic story given a full share of sentimental over-
tones... Has the stuff that movie-goers go for... The kids take
over in a big way. It is only a pity that Roy Rowland did not

"THE TRUE GLORY' A'MUST' AS FILM RECORD OF WAR

POST.
"...Vitiated in too many pretentious and static sequences. . .Might
have verged on the ridiculous. That it does not do so is chiefly

due to Miss Jones' subtle interpretation. . .Her performance is so
glowing and modulated that it brings meaning to a murky script

...Lingering over sequences. . .Where suspense is of paramount
importance, it drains off during almost every take of the camera-
Ending which builds up a crescendo of action, dissolves in a
rather ridiculous paen of romantic triumph." BARNES, N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...I have seldom experienced, outside of the daytime radio seri-

als, such well-enunciated, loftily-produced and fervently-acted
nonsense.. .Just for their promise as players they are worth your
watching." McMANUS, PM.

CHARMING, SENTIMENTAL, BUCOLIC
make a tighter shooting script out of Dalton Trumbo's screen play
and bring a fresh breeze of realism to a medium which needs it

badly...A good try, which should prove very popular, but it

doesn't come o^f as a distinguished motion picture." BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Like the farm life it attempts to mirror the picture has its

nice moments and a lot of it is pretty dull... Bert is the byplay
between two children, written with a kindlv, understanding humor
and played beautifully by those two minor miracles, Margaret
O'Brien and Jackie Jenkins. . .Nothing comes to very vigorous life

without the help of those two children ... Merely a story about
some mildly interesting people in whose lives not much happens."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

(JOINT ANGLO-AMERICAN FILM PLANNING COMMITTEE
DISTRIBUTED BY COLUMBIA)
"...Intelligent rather than emotional .. .Clear, concise picture ofwar as General Eisenhower's boys saw it; and although it avoids
sensationalism for its own sake, its over-all impact is tremendous
...One of the most important and most rewarding films of the
year." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

Kpic story of the victory of Allied forces over the Germans
on the western front... Told with overwhelming eloquence ... Morethan a collection of vivid and awesome combat scenes... A bril-
liantly composed screen tribute to the courage and perseverance
of our nirhnn^' men, as rich in its verbal narration as it is true in
its visual images." CROWTHER, N. Y TIMES

"...Stirring newsreel drama of war. . .Easily the most compre-

hensive document on war and probably the finest. . .Although

humor is necessarily curtailed, there are clever injections. . .Con-

cise and coherent record of the European war." MASTERS.
"...Fine and fitting climax to the series of great film documents
. . .Tired of War pictures? This is one of which those who fought
and those who waited at home should never tire." McMANUS, PM.
"...Steady newsreel patron will find little that is new... Its merit
for him will.be in an orderly and vigorous recapitulation of the
highlights.

. .Almost indispensable right now in arriving at a clear
understanding of events that piled up on us with confusing rapid-
ity at the time." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

FILM BULLETIN
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THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 14)

HORNE RESIGNS AS 20th-FOX AD HEAD
Hal Home's resignation as director of advertising, publicity

and exploitation of 20th Century-Fox was announced last fort-

night by Spyros Skouras, president, who added that Home had

been given a contract under which the company will continue to

avail itself of his services as special consultant. Under the terms

of the deal, Home is free to conduct his own enterprises and to

serve other interests.

The administration of the department formerly headed by

Home will remain status quo, with Charles Schlaifer, assistant

director, temporarily supervising. The departments will continue

with Rodney Bush in charge of exploitation, Jules Fields heading

publicity, Christy Wilbert, advertising and Ted Lloyd, radio.

Skouras praised Home saying, "His brilliant performance con-

tributed considerably to what has been the three most successful

years in the history of the company."

FABIAN HEADS 'VICTORY LOAN'
S. H. Fabian will head -the motion picture committee for the

Victory Loan campaign, Oct. 29-Dec. 8, the eighth and final war
loan drive. Fabian, chairman of the Theatres Division of the War
Activities Committee, ami director of the first industry campaign
to assist the Treasury in the sale of Bonds, announced that he
will be assisted by a master strategy committee of all previous
war bond drive chairmen. These will include L. C. Griffith, Charles
Skouras, Robert J. OT>onnell, Harry Brandt and Samuel Pinanski.
Other committee executives will be announced later.

The master strategy committee will meet soon in Washington
with Ted R. Gamble, director of the war finance division of the
Treasury Department and Secretary of the Treasury Fred M.
Vinson. Fabian and Gamble will go to Hollywood next week to
confer with studio heads, WAC branch there and the Hollywood
Victory Committee to discuss studios' participation in the cam-
paign. A two-reel "Hollywood Victory Caravan" short is nearly
completed with a cast including Robert Benchley, Humphrey
Bogart, Joe Carioca, Carmen Cavallaro, Bing Crosby, William De-
marest, Donna Drake, Bob Hope, Betty Hutton, Alan Ladd. Olga
San Juan. Barbara Stanwyck and Marjorie Weaver.

'INTERNATIONAL' VARIETY CLUBS
Extensive expansion plans which would encompass an organi-

zation abroad were revealed by the Variety Clubs of America
which would change the name of the organization to International
Variety Clubs. The plans included the formation of a Canadian
tent, headed by John J. Fitzgibbon, and organization of a unit in
Mexico City, with anDlication of a charter for the latter expected
within 60 days. Additional new tents are now forming in several
of the remaining exchange centers, with the ultimate goal set at
eight to 12 new units.

The Des Moines tent, definitely set for reorganization after a
long period of inactivity, will receive the cooperation and support
of A. H. Blank. The misunderstanding; thit with the tent's re-
organization, the Ravmond Blank Memorial Hospital would be
called the Raymond Blank Variety Club Hospital, was cleared up

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTION ISTS
Don't put your return film in the lobby bef»re

all patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.
Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

when Blank declared that he desired to support and perpetuate
this memorial to his son entirely on his own.

CONSTRUCTION BANS ALMOST NIL
All theatre building operations became restriction-free with

the exception of new theatre construction and the latter ban was
expected to be lifted momentarily last week. With ever-mounting
relaxations of construction order L-41 by the War Production
Board, all controls were lifted on alterations and repairs not in-
volving exterior additions, the rebuilding of theatres destroyed by
fire, flood or storm since 1942 and the construction of studio sets.

Formerly, alterations were considered as new construction and
were subject to WPB approval, while repair work was permissible
only in order to keep the building in working conditions, with a
limit on the cost of the repairs or alterations.

INDUSTRY GIFT FILMS END OCT. 31
An estimated monetary value of $38,500,000 was put on the

16mm. gift films turned over by the motion picture industry to
the Armed Forces for showings abroad, the War Activities Com-
mittee of the industry revealed last week in a statement by Fran-
cis S. Harmon, executive chairman.

There were 43,306 features and 33,326 short subjects, requiring
approximately 150,000,000 feet of raw stock. The figures include
orders now in the laboratories for September and October de-
livery. Harmon announced that deliveries will be completed on
October 31, but added that films now in Overseas Motion Picture
Service would complete their play, a process which may require
four to six months after the deadline.

Commendations on the industry's contribution were lavish.

Secretary of War Henry L Stimson: "These entertainment pic-

tures have constituted one of the outstanding contributions to the
maintenance of the morale of our fighting forces." Gen. Joseph
W. Byron: "I can personally testify that the soldiers have the
highest regard for this entertainment. It is a pleasure to report
this and to thank the industry, through your War Activities Com-
mittee, for great cooperation and generosity."

The final order of 1,000 prints of new pictures was sent to the

laboratories last week by the WAC, for Navy use on small craft,

which had relied on 35mm. films until the war's end permitted
deck sho—insjs of 16mm. reels.

MEMOS
The nearly-month-old strike of exchange workers in Mexico

City which tied up over 1,000 Mexican theatres, ended last week
with both sides agreeing to a 32 per cent wage increase, in place

of the 50 per cent originally demanded by the National Cine-

matographic Industry Workers Union. All other side issues were
dropped.

March of Dimes collections from the industry's 1945 drive

reached a new high of $5,961,785, Nicholas M. Schenck, national
chairman of the industry March of Dimes Committee, revealed at

a White House conference with President Truman. He revealed
that more than 14,000 theatres participated in the campaign. The
1945 collections brines the industry's grand total in March of

Dimes drives to $14,582,000 since 1941, the initial year collections

started.

Paramount's board of directors authorized the immediate pre-

pavment at par of $2,000,000 of its three per cent debentures, due
1955-56. After making this pavment. the interest-bearins: obliga-

tions of the company will aggregate $10,000,000. of which $8,000,000

are notes and debentures due 1947-54, and $2,000,000 are debentures
due 1951.

American newsreels will be permitted to resume in France
after Dec. 15 by the Provisional Government. Onlv a sin«rle Gov-
ernment newsreel is permitted to be shown in French territory
currently.

Liberty Pictures, the new Frank Capra-William Wvler-Sam
Briskin company, will make three pictures a year for three years,

releasing through RKO-Radio. Wyler and Capra each will make
one picture a year and the third will be made by an outside pro-

ducer to be supervised by them. Capra's first will be "It Hap-
pened on Fifth Avenue."
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We Can't Quit Now!
Let's Finish The Job!
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A LAST CHANCE
In the trial brief, the text of which starts on Paga 7

of this issue, the Department of Justice takes the un-

equivocal stand that the issue of monopoly in the mo-

tion picture industry can be resolved only by divorce-

ment of exhibition from production and distribution. A
reading of this comprehensive document leaves one with

the distinct conviction that the Government has built a

most formidable case against the defendants — one

which their battery of talented and expensive counsel

might find more than even they can cope with. It is a

damning indictment of the manner in which the Big Five

interlocked their operations to control the most desir-

able exhibition fields.

Film Bulletin has had its say from time to time

about the high-handed, arrogant attitude of the film

lawyers toward the other elements in the industry and
in their handling of litigation. Representing firms of

immense financial stature (from which they receive

fabulous fees), their conduct in cases involving the

United States of America has sometimes seemed to

verge on the borders of insolence and disrespect for

the attorneys for the Government. An observer at some
of the proceedings often was struck by the impression
that the film lawyers believed they could "beat" any
case against their clients. And, we might add, they
have enjoyed noteworthy success to date.

In all their previous negotiations with organized
exhibitor groups and with the Government, they have
been particularly adept at splitting legal phrases wide
enough for their clients to ride roughshod through to

their objectives. That's why the first decree was a bust.

That's why the Department of Justice today is skeptical
of any offers of compromise. It may well be, as a mat-
ter of fact, that the Government will not heed even a

bona fide proffer from the defendants, but that is only
a surmise.

But the wheels of democratic government turn
slowly. If has taken years to assemble the mass of evi-
dence required to document the suit and what is con-

tained in the trial brief and in the accompanying ap-

pendices (three thick books of them) is but a sample

of the effort that has been applied to this case by the

Department of Justice.

Now the die has been cast for complete divestiture

of theatres owned by the film companies and on Octo-

ber 8th in U. S. District Court of New York, the Govern-

ment will start pouring the evidence into the mold.

When that is done, there will be no altering its form.

Despite its readiness to try the case, the Depart-

ment of Justice repeatedly has made it clear to the de-

fendants that the Government is always willing to hear

any reasonable offer of settlement. There have been

several meetings between heads of the film companies,

their lawyers and Attorney General Clark. To date,

however, there is no word that the film people have

proffered a compromise which the Government could

accept or even consider without abusing the law, the

interests of the public and the independent elements

within our industry.

What do the film companies intend to do then, to

hold fast? Have the executives been convinced by

their counsel that there is still a chance to stall and win

a "soft peace"?

The defendants are rich — richer than ever before

— and powerful today, but the zenith is not only the

peak of an incline, it is also the starting point of a de-

cline. There must be some alert minds in the ranks of

the film leaders which will rebel at the song that their

bank accounts make them invulnerable. The "man with

the whiskers" is a pretty tough fellow when aroused,

and he has gone too far in this movie matter to let the

opposition off with a slap on the wrist.

So much for the Government's position. Where
are the independent exhibitors situated in this conflict?

It is our opinion that we speak the mind of the vast

majority of them when we repeat the statement made

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIALS BROADWAY
(Continued from Preceding Page)

in a recent editorial: "A consent decree — the proper

kind — could be more effective in curing the industry's

ills than a complete court victory."

If the Government should gain the verdict it anti-

cipates in court, the source of much of the power of the

Big Five will be drained from them. But there probably

would remain many of the oppressive trade practices

which have long plagued the independents. Certainly,

it is worth trying to devise a consent decree by which

the film companies might salvage at least "show-case"

theatres and the independents would gain relief from

the onerous policies against which they now have no

effective means of defense.

The independent theatremen do not ask too much.

They desire only to live in a peaceful business world

which recognizes them as equals, not as inferiors to be

commanded and abused. They deny the self-acquired

right of the distributors to fix the theatre's profit at the

lowest possible level, while film company's profits rises

to astronomical heights. They want to be able to bar-

gain and buy without compulsion. In brief, they want

the privileges of democracy within their industry.

The point that the film people must come to real-

ize, if the anti-trust suit is to be settled without trial,

is that no mere sop will suffice any longer to allay either

the Government or the independents. This age of the
split atom demands big thinking, a broad outlook, a

readiness to deviate sharply from the old, the outworn

methods and conceptions of things. This is the moment
for intelligent, forthright leadership in the film branch
of our industry to tell the lawyers to make the basic

concessions necessary to settle the case out of court.

It would become a happier business world for them,
too. The alternative might be a debacle for the de-
fendants.

There is the challenge to the film people. Can
they meet it?

MO WAX

Welcome, Mr. Johnston
Eric A. Johnston brings something more than an

ingratiating personality to the presidency of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. He
has the intelligence, the outlook, the vigor to perform
many outstanding services for the industry. The big
question in the minds of independent exhibitors, of
course, is: will his efforts be confined to the aggrandize-
ment of the members of the MPPDA, or will he be, in

truth, a spokesman for the best interests of the entire
industry? Time alone will tell.

Meanwhile, we say: "Welcome, Mr. Johnston.
You're a helluva pleasant looking guy, anyhow!"

NEWSREEL
New York's elevator strike, which kept thousands of

workers from many of the mid-town office buildings, gave an

unexpected boost to already-satisfactory grosses for Broad-

way's several long-run hold-overs. In addition, the current

week's three important newcomers, "The House on 92nd

Street," "Her Highness and the Bellboy" and "Mildred

Pierce," reported long waiting lines and smash business with

the first-named having broken all opening-day records at the

Roxy as early as mid-afternoon on September 26th. The 20th-

Fox-De Rochemont film, supported by a special edition of the

Copacabana revue plus Rosario and Antonio, followed four

highly-profitable weeks for "State Fair" and Connie Boswell

on the stage... The new Hedy Lamarr-Robert Walker film

at the Capitol finally arrived on September 27th after a ten-

week engagement for "Anchors Aweigh" supported by Paul

Whiteman and a strong stage show. "Anchors" equalled the

long-run set by "Since You Went Away" more than a year

ago... The widely-heralded "Mildred Pierce" opened at the

Strand on September 28th following a five-week run for

"Pride of the Marines," the last stanza of which beat the

fourth week gross by several thousand ... Still holding up ex-

ceptionally well with block-long waiting lines forming almost

daily is "Our Vines Have Tender Grapes," now in its fourth

week at the Radio City Music Hall. This will be followed

by another M-G-M picture, "Week-End at the Waldorf" early

in October... At the Paramount, "Duffy's Tavern," supported

by a stage show starring The Andrews Sisters, had a first

week's gross $4,000 in excess of "Going My Way" in its first

week and $20,000 more than the previous feature, "Incendiary

Blonde," at the same theatre. The third week, just com-

pleted, was again over the $100,000 figure and the picture

will remain until late October with "Hold That Blonde" now
set to follow in place of the previously-scheduled "The Lost

Week-End."

"Love Letters" led all the other straight-film attractions

by grossing $57,000 both for its fifth and fourth weeks at the
j

Rivoli where it has been breaking every record in the 27-year

history of the house. The sixth week of a long run started on

September 29th. . .Samuel Goldwyn's "Wonder Man" is now ,

in its 17th week at the Astor where it is one of the top at- i

tractions in that theatre's entire history. The Danny Kaye
|

picture continues into October with no opening date set for
j

the succeeding attraction, Selznick's "Spellbound" .. .Another
)RKO-Radio release, "Back to Bataan," continues for a fourth
jweek of strong business at the Palace as does "Isle of the
J

Dead," now in its fourth week at the Rialto, the only picture
to play that long at that horror house this year... "The Won- i

derful Adventures of Pinocchio" is in its seventh week at the I

Republic while a fifth RKO-Radio release, "Wanderer of the
J

Wasteland," has opened at the Gotham Theatre following a
;

mild one-week run for "Radio Stars on Parade". . .This house
j

opens a reserved-seat engagement of "The Story of G. I. Joe"
on October 6th simultaneously with a continuous run of the 1

same United Artists release at the next-door Globe and three
days after the gala first night ceremonies for another U. A.
picture, "Blithe Spirit," which marks the return of the fam-
ous musical showhouse, The Winter Garden, to the ranks ol

Broadway's film houses on October 3rd. The latter house
was just vacated by the musical, "Marinka" on September
29th but the Globe has been closed for two weeks for re-
decorating and to install extra seats.

Universal's "Lady on a Train" set a non-holiday week-
end record at the Criterion and is now in its second strong
week while another Universal film, "Men in Her Diary." was
the initial first-run at the Ambassador, which recently
changed over from legitimate plays to films. The latter film
was only mild but it is holding over while a third U. release,
"River Gang," is set to open at the Rialto during the coming
week.

. ."Rhapsody in Blue" is still holding up well in its

fourteenth week at the Hollywood but "Saratoga Trunk" is

pencilled in some time in October ... The Victoria is now play-
ing the Russian documentary, "Fall of Berlin," after a dis-
appointing three weeks of "The True Glory" and Monogram's
"Divorce" is set to follow early in October.

FILM IULL ET
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Blueprint of the Government's Case

THE MONOPOLY TRIAL BRIEF
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ASKS AND ANSWERS
QUESTION: CAN THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE

SHERMAN ACT, AS APPLIED TO THE PRODUCER-

EXHIBITOR DEFENDANTS, BE SATISFIED WITHOUT
DIVESTING THEM OF THEIR THEATRES?"

In a comprehensive trial brief, filed September 20 in U. S. District Court, Southern District of New York, the

)epartment of Justice presented a preview sketch of the Government's anti-trust case against the Big five major producers-

istributors-exhibitors. This document describes the network of inter-company operations by which, the Government alleges,

he defendants have assumed domination of the affairs of the motion picture industry.

Film Bulletin regards this brief as being of such import and interest to everyone in the industry that we have

eprinted virtually the entire text in this issue. The only omission is a chart detailing the division of major first-run films dur-

ig the 1943-44 season among the theatres of the producer-exhibitor defendants and independents in the 73 cities with over

00,000 population in which the defendants are charged with monopolizing theatre operations.

It was impossible, of course, to devote space to the very voluminous appendices which accompanied the trial

rief describing the various license forms, the corporate structures of the film companies, their relations with each other,

nd the record of judicial and administrative decisions relating to monopolization of the industry.

The text of the trial brief follows:

In the District Court of the United States

for the Southern District of New York

tlle.l -the big fi\ in.l the latter

Equity No. 87-273

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. PLAINTIFF

PARAMOUNT PICTURES INC.. ET AL.. DEFENDANTS

PLAINTIFF'S TRIAL BRIEF

INTRODUCTION
I The purpose of this brief is to state in summary form the
bain legal propositions on which plaintiff relies and their ap-
plication to the evidence it will offer to make a prima facie case,
phis evidence is summarized in a series of appendices to this
i-rief. to which the Court is respectfully referred for an elabora-
lion of the facts stated here.i

I
The charge

This proceeding was brought on July 20. 1938. under Sec-
ion 4 of the Sherman Act to secure equitable relief against
oncerted monopolization of the domestic motion picture industry
>' five (Fox, Loew. Paramount. RKO and Warner) integrated
lulticorporate organizations producing, distributing, and exhibit-
ag films; two (Columbia and Universal) producer-distributors:
nd United Artists, a distributing corporation only/- The prin-
ipal specific relief prayed for was the divorcement "of the theatrr
perating business from the production and distribution activitier
f the five integrated organizations, referred to in the complaint
nd hereafter as the producer-exhibitor defendants. Injunctive
ehef was also sought against specific unfair and discriminator.-
istribution practices, such as compulsory block booking and
lind selling of feature films, forcing of shorts and newsreels by
ymg them to features, imposing discriminatory restrictions in
im license agreements calculated to suppress unreasonably com-
iThese appendices have been separately bound in three volumes desig-
ned as A, B. and C. For convenient reference the table of contents for

«iL
aP

v.
<?ndlX haS bee" added to the table of contents for the brief itself.ltd. Note: Space limitations make it impossible for Film Bulletin to

'
nnt *he text of these voluminous appendices.)

2The corporations composing each of the organizations referred to underne respective names used in this sentence are described in detail in Apper-
'* A. They are sometimes collectively referred to as the eight "majors.-

petition between so-called independent theatres and so-called cir-

cuit theatres, and refusals to deal at all with independents for

the same purposes.-

A. The consent decree

The case came on for trial on June 1, 1940. but before any
evide.-.ce was heard settlement negotiations were begun which
resulted in a con ent decree entered on November 20. 1940. against
the producer-e::hibitcr defendants only. On the same day an
amended and supplemental complaint was filed, bringing up to

that d-.te tlia charges of the original complaint and praying for

substantially similar relief in more detailed terms. The relief

granted by this decree against theatre operations by the consent-
ing defendants was limited to an injunction against "a general
program of expanding" their theatre holdings for a period of

three years. Par. XI <5>. During the same psriod. the plaintiff

agreed not to seek the aforesaid divorcement relief against them
in this or any other suit. Par. XXI.

The decree also established a nation-wide system for arbi-
trating complaints by exhibitors against the consenting defen-
dants fcr refusals to license films on any terms (Par. VI) or
imposing so-called clearance restrictions in the licenses made,
which were thought to be unreasonable under certain business
standards enumerated in the decree. Par. VIII. Small inde-
pendent exhibitors operating theatres in existence at the time
the decree was entered were given a restricted opportunity to
arbitrate the right to a spacific run (a playing position defined
in terms of time end space) claimed to have been refused to
them in order to di criminate in favor of a competing circuit
theatre. Par. X.

The d?crae also abolished blind selling and season block
boo"in;: of fea.ures b the consenting defendants for a one-year
trial period, tiie 1911-42 season,* by providing that features re-
leased during that er.son could only be licensed after they were
completed and trade shown (Par. Ill) and in groups not to ex-
ceed five. P.r. IV (a) and Par. XII. The decree also prohibited
for an indefinite period the forcing of shorts and newsreels by
tying them to features. Par. IV (b). Violations of these and

^'Circuit theatres are those combined into large units for film buying pur-
pnrpoaea When affiliated with a producer-exhibitor defendant they are
referred to as affiliated circuits.

-year period beginning about September
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TRIAL BRIEF

substantially all other trade practice provisions of the decree were

not punishable by contempt, but were made the subject of arbi-

tration proceedings instituted by private exhibitor complainants,

with an award in the form of a specific injunction against a repe-

tition of the practice found by the arbitrator to violate the decree

in future dealings with the injured complainant. These awards
are subject to review, on the appeal of any party, by a board of

three members appointed by the Court pursuant to the terms of

the decree for the sole purpose of such appellate review. Par.

XXII. When an award is affirmed by the appeal board or not

appealed within a time limit set by the decree, it becomes final.

Violation of a final award is punishable by contempt proceedings.

Par. XVI.

The provision against theatre expansion was made enforce-

able only by further equity proceedings, to be instituted by the

plaintiff. Par. XI (5). In 1942, when it appeared that Fox and
Paramount had substantially expanded their theatre holdings

since the entry of the decree, the plaintiff brought proceedings

under this provision to divest those defendants of the theatres

so acquired in alleged violation of the decree. Upon stipulated

facts, the Court found that this expansion was, in neither case,

a part of a "general program" of expansion within the meaning
of the phrase as used in paragraph XI (5) of the decree, and
dismissed the proceeding as to both defendants.

B. The relief now sought

The expiration of the three-year trial period within which
the consent decree was given an opportunity to demonstrate
that divorcement was unnecessary to give effective relief against
the monopoly power enjoyed by the consenting defendants, was
followed by prolonged negotiations in 1944 for the entry of a new
consent decree. Since the Government had concluded upon the
basis of the experience under this decree that no decree would
give adequate relief which did not include divorcement of the de-
fendants' theatre operations from their other activities and the
producer-exhibitors declined to agree to such relief, the negotia-
tions broke down and the case has been brought on again for
trial. Thus the main issue presented by this trial is whether
the producer-exhibitor defendants should be divested of their
theatre interests, although injunctive relief against all of the dis-
tributor defendants is also sought with respect to particular dis-
tribution practices which, in themselves, unreasonably restrain
competition.

Insofar as the relief sought against specific distribution prac-
tices embraces prevention of violations now in part enjoined by
the existing decree, the plaintiff's case of course will include ashowing of inadequacy of the existing relief to restrain effectively
continuing violations of this character. A motion for additionaltemporary relief with respect to the practice of granting un-
reasonable clearance was submitted to the Court in March 1945However, the determination of the nature and extent of the ul-timate relief required as to these distribution practices is depen-

dent upon the determination of the main question presentee*

which is: Can the requirements of the Sherman Act, as applie

to the producer-exhibitor defendants, be satisfied without divesl.

ing them of their theatres?

II

The proof

Since the appendices to this brief contain a fairly complet

digest of plaintiff's evidence, all that follows is a summary

soma of the more significant facts on which plaintiff relies.

A. The structure of the defendant combinations

1. The producer-exhibitor defendants

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation is the Fox paren

company and is directly engaged in production and distributor

National Theatres Corporation is a holding company 100% owne

by the parent, which in turn owns stock interests of from 53 t

100% in nine principal subsidiaries which operate motion pictur

theatres through more than a hundred subsidiary corporations

Loew's, Incorporated, is the Loew parent, which is

engaged in production, distribution, and exhibition and I

operates theatres through about 70 subsidiary corporations

which it owns stock interests of from 50 to 100%. The mos

important of these is Marcus Loew Booking Agency, which act

as film buyer for the Loew theatres and is 100% owned by th

parent. Loew films were formerly distributed by a 100% owne

subsidiary called Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Distributing Corporatio

and are still distributed under the trade name Metro-Goldwyr

Mayer.

The Paramount parent is Paramount Pictures, Inc., whic

is engaged directly in production and distribution. It is engage

in theatre operation through about 100 subsidiary corporations i

which it owns stock interests of from 50 to 100%.

The RKO parent is Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation,

holding company which wholly owns RKO Radio Pictures, Inc

engaged in production and distribution. The parent compan,

also wholly owns three principal exhibition corporations, B. I

Keith Corporation, RKO Proctor Corporation, and RKO Midwesi

Corporation. These subsidiaries in turn control about 35 theatr

operating subsidiaries.

The Warner parent is Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., which i)

engaged directly in production. Warner pictures are distribute

by a wholly owned subsidiary, Warner Bros. Picture Distribute

Co., formerly called Vitagraph, Inc., and for a number of year'

were classified in two groups respectively designated by the trad
:

names First National Pictures and Warner Bros. Pictures. Wai
ner also operates theatres through approximately 40 subsidiar

corporations, the most important of which is Warner Bros. Cil

cuit Management Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary whic!

buys and books films for the Warner theatres.

Theatre operating corporations in which two or more of th'

producer-exhibitors own stock are listed as follows:

Affllated Theatres, Inc
Buffalo Theatres, Inc
Butterfleld Theatres. Inc
Hutterflel<t Michigan Theatres Company
Canal Realty & Improvement Co., Inc.
Colorado Orpheum Corporation .'.

4-'3 South Broadway Corp
Standard Theatre Corp

Sioux Cit
Buffalo. I

Michigan

New Orleans. La
Denver, Colo
Yonkers. N. T
Oklahoma City. Okla.

Percentage of ownership

25
43 'A

There are a number of other theatre operating corporations
in which officials of the producer-exhibitor defendants own stock,
the most important of which are Skouras Theatres Corporation
and United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc. The president and prin-
cipal stockholder of the latter corporation is Joseph Schenck.
formerly Chairman of the Board of Twentieth Century-Fox Film
Corporation and still associated with that company as an em-
ployee and one of its principal stockholders.

Skouras Theatres Corporation, which operates about 80 thea-
tres in the Metropolitan New York area, is owned by Spvros
Skouras, president of Twentieth Centurv-Fox Film Corporation,
Charles Skouras, president of Fox West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

their brother, George Skouras, and Metropolitan Playhouses, In'

The latter corporation is owned 30% by the three Skouras bn
thers, 50% by United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., and 20% b

RKO. Randforce Amusement Corporation, 50% owned by Metn
politan Playhouses, Inc., also operates about 50 theatres in tb|

same metropolitan area.
United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc. has a financial interes

in several other subsidiaries besides Metropolitan Playhouses, In

The principal ones are United West Coast Theatres Corp., 30^

owned, which operates 67 theatres in California, and Robb
Rowley United, Inc., 50% owned, which operates 81 theatres
Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas.

(Continued on Page 24)
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20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 November Release

THE DOLLY SISTERS' ANOTHER LAVISH FOX MUSICAL IN COLOR
Rates • • • generally

20th Century-Fox

114 minutes

Betty Grable, John Payne, June Haver, S.
Z. Sakall, Reginald Gardiner, Frank Latl-
more. Gene Sheldon, Slg Rumann, Trudy-
Marshall, Robert Mlddlemass, Colette Ly-
ons, Paul Hurst, Frank Orth, Lester Allen,
Evon Thomas, Donna Jo Gribble, Mae
Marsh,

Directed by Irving- Cununlngs.

This typically lavish, Technicolored musi-
cal is in a pleasantly-nostalgic vein, and it

will score at the box office just as did most
of the previous 20th-Fox 6ong-and-dance
shows starring Betty Grable. Although
over-long and including formula situations

common to any theatrical success story, the

picture's opulence will appeal to audiences

generally. A highly-romanticized version of

the life of the famous sister team who rose

to fame prior to the first World War, the
film roughly follows facts and Producer
George Jessel has either pictured or in-

cluded references to Oscar Hammerstein,
Harry Fox, Eddie Cantor, George M. Cohan
and other Broadway celebrities of three

decades ago. Of the several early tunes

heard, the perennial favorite, "I'm Always
Chasing Rainbows," is likely to again

achieve wide popularity, while a new song,

"I Can't Begin to Tell You," is a probable

Hit Parade entrant. The production num-
bers are elaborate and the brilliant and ori-

ginal costumes worn by the brown-skinned

beauties in the Folies Bergere sequence

have extraordinary eye-appeal. It follows a

sure-fire and familiar musical pattern —
and la Grable gives it marquee power.

In 1904, S. Z. Sakall arrives in New York
from Hungary and brings his twin nieces,

Jenny and Rosie Dolly (Betty Grable and
June Haver), to an East Side restaurant

where they do a dance and enchant the cus-

tomers. Eight years later, the 18-year-old

girls are still dancing there until they get

a booking in Elmira and both decide to

dress like 10-year-olds and travel half-fare.

On the train, they meet Harry Fox (John

Payne) who is attracted to Betty and, after

playing on the same bill, he suggests that

she team up with him but the more ambi-

tious June vetoes the idea. Back in New
York, Payne gets them a hearing with Os-

car Hammerstein who engages them for his

Victoria. After they soar to stardom, they

sign a contract for Paris but, after Payne
writes a ballad for Betty, "I'm Always Chas-

ing Rainbows," and it becomes a hit, she

suddenly decides to marry him and break

up the sister act. When the U. S. enters

the War, Payne enlists and the sisters re-

sume their career which takes them to Lon-

don and the Folies Bergere in Paris. Payne
breaks in on their luxury and, when Betty

refuses to give up her career, he divorces

her. On the eve of her marriage to a duke,

Reginald Gardiner, Betty has an auto acci-

dent and, while recovering, she persuades

June to marry Frank Latimore, a persis-

tent department store magnate. Returning

to America after the war, Betty is reunited

with Payne as the famous sister act appears

on the same bill at an all-star benefit at

the Manhattan Opera House.

Although blonde and not identical twins,

as the dark-haired Dolly Sisters were, Betty
Grable and June Haver give satisfactory

portrayals with the latter having a slight

edge in the thespian department. John

Payne returns to the screen from Army
service to portray Harry Fox and scores as

a singer as well as a romantic hero. Regi-

nald Gardiner has a shadowy romantic role

with no opportunity for his sophisticated

humor and it is S. Z. Sakall who supplies

most of the picture's somewhat scanty com-

edy. Collette Lyons also makes an impres-

sion as a raucous-voiced soubrette.

DENLEY

'BLITHE SPIRIT' GAY, SOPHISTICATED COMEDY FOR CLASS AUDIENCES
Rates • • • in metropolitan first-runs a

United Artists (Two Cities Film)

94 minutes

Rex Harrison, Constance Cummlngs, Kay
Hammond, Margaret Rutherford, Joyce
Carey, Hugh Wakefield, Jacqueline Clarke.

Directed by David Lean.

This delightful picturization of Noel Cow-
ard's stage hit is sophisticated drawing-
room comedy which treats life-after-death

in humorous fashion. Tastefully photo-

graphed in Technicolor and splendidly acted
by seven first-rate British players ( the com-
plete cast), this will score in metropolitan
first-runs and, of course, in class houses.

Because it is primarily adult fare and sub-

stitutes wise and witty dialogue for action,

it will need strong selling to attract audi-

ences in subsequent runs. And, it will have
scant appeal in rural or action houses. Noel
Coward's amusing, if heartless, play about
a ghostly first wife who returns to haunt
her husband's household and torment him
and his puzzled second spouse, was a novel

one which immediately captured the fancy
of New York and London playgoers. Al-

though much of the dialogue is risque, it

never over-steps the bounds of good taste.

Being practically, a photographed stage play
with most of the action taking place in two
or three rooms, Director David Lean has
managed to achieve considerable movement
to prevent the picture from seeming static.
The Technicolored depiction of the ghostly
first wife as a pale green spirit with rouged
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nd class spots; less elsewhere
lips and red fingernails is unusual and ex-

traordinarily effective. Playing up Coward
(but not in Brooklyn), as well as Constance

Cummings and Rex Harrison who are fair-

ly familiar to most American fans, will

boost business generally.

Rex Harrison, a successful author work-

ing on a new novel dealing with a fake

medium, invites Margaret Rutherford, an

eccentric spinster with a reputation as a

psychic, to a dinner attended also by his

second wife, Constance Cummings, and two
friends. Miss Rutherford, a dynamic lady

fond of dry martinis, arranges a seance to

put herself in touch with her "control" on

the other side, but nothing unforeseen oc-

curs. Howevjr, after she depart-, the shade
of Harrison's first wife, dead for seven

years, appears and is visible only to him.

Miss Cummings, hearing her husband talk-

ing into space, believes him either drunk or

crazy until the mischievous ghost proves

her presence to her. Harrison and Miss

REVIEWS in this issue
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Cummings implore Miss Rutherford to

make the ghost return to her regular

haunts "over there" but all the medium's

tricks are useless. The ghost finally be-

comes bored and schemes to damage the

family motor car and kill Harrison but it is

Miss Cummings who uses the auto and joins

her in death. Harrison is cursed with two

visiting ghosts until Miss Rutherford finally

succeeds in having the wives vacate the

premises. However, the two of them put a

hex on the car so that, when Harrison goes

on a motor trip, he has an accident and

joins them both.

Of the cart of seven, none employ the

too-British manner of speaking that annoys

some American patrons. In one of the

richest comedy roles ever written — the ec-

centric middle-aged medium who uses every

know trick to communicate with the spirit

world — ...Iargaret Rutherford is a sheer de-

light and her dynamic antics will have aver-

age audiences weak from laughter. Rex
..arr.z^n gives a polished portrayal much
in the manner of Coward, himself. Kay
Hammond, as the petulant, mischievous

ghcst. and Constance Cummings, who is re-

fre hin ;'.y natural as the puzzled second
wife, ara neatly contrasted types and both
get most out cf the brittle dialogue.

Jacqu ! e Clarke, as poker-faced maid, and
.'eye -r.rey and Hugh Wakefield complete

cast.

DENLEY



RKO RADIO ... 2 in Second BI zk [Total 5)

-MAN ALIVE' SLAP-DAFFY PROGRAM COMEDY FOR DUALS
Rates • • as dualler on star values

RKO-Radio
70 minutes

Pat O'Brien, Adolphe Menjou, Ellen Drew,

Rudy Vallee, Fortunlo Bonanova, Minna

Gombell, Joseph Crehan, Jonathan Hale,

Vivian Oakland, Jason Robards. Jack Nor-

ton, Gertrude Astor, George McKay.

Directed by Ray Enright.

A frantically-foolish farce in which three

middle-aged name players indulge in some
childish antics, "Man Alive" will serve only

as a supporting dualler in naborhood and

rural spots. Despite its star strength and

several amusing sequences that kid spirit-

ualism or Irish dialect comedians, the slap-

dash story is so fantastic that it weakens
the picture's over-all entertainment value.

Much of it is sheer slapstick and Director

Ray Enright has kept his players on the

run so much that there can be no complaint

about a slow pace. Pat O'Brien, Adolphe
Menjou and especially Rudy Vallee will

have a greater marquee appeal to the older

patrons than to the younger fans.

Although forgetful of little attentions due

his wife, Ellen Drew, Pat O'Brien is devoted

to her and he becomes annoyed when she

plays up to her old admirer, Rudy Vallee,

his stuffy middle-aged pal of college days.

Going on a binge, O'Brien meets a drunk,

Jack Norton, and after changing coats with

him, they go for a drive which ends when
their car crashes into the river. Rescued

by Adolphe Menjou, magician of a show-

boat, O'Brien reads in the paper that he

has been killed — actually it was Norton's

body that had been fished out of the river.

Confiding his troubles to Menjou, O'Brien

accepts the suggestion that he spy on his

wife and see if he can break up the affair

between her and Vallee. At a seance plan-

ned by Minna Gombell, Miss Drew's spirit-

ually-minded aunt, O'Brien "materializes"

and scares the group almost to death. His

supposed "spirit" then has a long talk with

his wife and almost convinces her that she

shouldn't marry Vallee until the latter's ard-

ent love-making again wins her over. With

Menjou's aid, O'Brien then poses as hisi

uncle from Ireland who manages to break

up the wedding between Vallee and Mis£

Drew. O'Brien, as the fake uncle, almosl

convinces Miss Drew that her husband is

alive and suffering from amnesia when th(

real Irish uncle arrives on the scene. Pande-

monium then breaks loose, but matters art

finally straightened between O'Brien anc

Miss Drew and, in the excitement, Vallet

is pushed into the river.

The one-time he-man star, Pat O'Brien

and Adolphe Menjou, once the wicked play-

boy type of 15 years ago, work hard to gel

a fair amount of laughs, but Rudy Vallee

sensational crooner of the 1920's, is reallj

hilarious in the non-singing role of a stuffy

middle-aged "wolf" who wears pince-nes

glasses. Ellen Drew is attractive and remi

niscent of Irene Dunne in one of her flightj

comedy roles, while Minna Gombell is ex-

cellent as a meddlesome aunt and Jack Nor-

ton contributes one of his wonderful drunh

characterizations.

YORK

'WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND 1 NEAT. SUSPENSEFUL WESTERN
Rates • • — for western houses

RKO-Radio
67 minutes
James Warren, Richard Martin, Audrey
Long, Robert Barrat, Robert Clarke, Harry
Woods, Minerva Urecal, Harry D. Brown,
Tommy Cook, Harry McKim, Jason Robards
Directed by Edw. Killy and Wallace Grissell.

A routine Western, running true-to-form
except for a lower quota of gun- and fist-

play and a higher share of suspense and
romance, "Wanderer of the Wasteland"
should find a fair response in houses that
cater to Western fans and the customary
matinee editions for the youngsters. Its
boxofnce weakness will be due to absence
of known names. The third in the RKO
Beries of Zane Grey Westerns has a new-
comer, James Warren, in the spot formerly
featuring army-bound Robert Mitchum, with

Richard Martin as the Irish-Mexican side-

kick with one eye on the "gorls" and the
other on his gun. Warren, a rangy, good-
looking chap, registers satisfactorily enough
for this type of film fare and should prove
popular with the kiddies. Bare knuckles and
gun smoke have been severely rationed in
the story, and, although slightly unconven-
tional for a film of this class, are not too
badly missed since a good deal of suspense
has been worked in to give the young ad-
dicts a mental workout. Some of the sup-
port is also of a higher grade than is cus-
tomary with a toothsome lass. Audrey Long,
for the romantic angle and Robert Barrat
performing as though this were a much
more important picture.

Orphaned when his father is slain mys-
teriously on the Mojave desert, young Harry
McKim is adopted by Minerva Urecal and

Harry D. Brown, Irish-Mexican parents

Tommy Cook. Grown to manhood, Har
now James Warren, and his foster brother

Richard Martin, set out to find the kille

with their only clue, a cattle ranch bran

which Warren recognizes on the luggage

Audrey Long. They trace Long to he

uncle's (Robert Barrat) ranch and are hir

as cattle-hands. A number of clues poi

to Barrat as the killer, despite the fact th

he is crippled, and when Warren confront

him with the evidence, Barrat confes

Warren, in love with Long, rides awa
rather than hurt her, but Barrat is kille

by his foreman, Harry Woods, who frame

Warren with the murder. About to be trie

Warren is rescued by Martin, and fore

Woods to confess, then rides back to

foster parents with his new bride.

'COME OUT FIGHTING' FOLLOWS FAMILIAR EAST SIDE KIDS FORMULA
Rates • • in action spots

Monogram (Katzman-Dietz)

62 minutes

Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell, Billy
Benedict, June Carlson, George Meeker,
Amellta Ward, Addison Richards, Fred
Kelsey, Johnny Duncan, Douglas Wood,
Milt.,n Kibbee, Bud Gorman, Robert Hom-
ans, Davidson Clark, Patsy Moran, Pat
Gleason.
Directed by William Beaudine.

The fifteenth in the East Side Kids series,
"Come Out Fighting" again has these rowdy
comics indulging in their familiar antics
which always manage to get laughs from
the youngsters and action fans. Even the
story pattern, which has the toughies mak-
ing a man out of a wealthy lad is similar
to that used in last season's "Block Bus-
ters." Leo Gorcey, who murders the King's

10

English, and Huntz Hall, who plays the dim-
witted Glimpy, get the lion's share of the
footage much of which is devoted to conk-
ing each other on the head, running from
the cops, etc. However, because Director
William Beaudine has kept the "Kids"
(they're all over 21 and look it) somewhat
in check, the action is less noisy and far

more comical than usual. Johnny Duncn,
as a pampered young plavboy. seems ill-at-

ease in his role, but Gabriel Dell another
of the original four who contents himself
with a minor part, Addiso*1 R ;chard~ and
George Meeker do good actinT jobs. At
least it moves at a fast pace and will make
a satisfactory supporting dualler — espe-

cially where family audiences pr"domimte.

Because the neighbors conti-ually com-

plain about the noise, a patrolman padlocks

the East Side Kids' basement club where

Leo Gorcey and the other youngsters
out. When the boys protest to Addis

Richards, police commissioner, he takes

liking to them and arranges for them
accept his pampered son, Johnny Dune
as a member. The Kids scoff at Duncan'

fine manners and knowledge of ballet da

ing but, when he gets mixed up with sor

gamblers who run a club his father is pr

posing to raid, they help him out Tipp

off about the raid, the Kids manage to spi:

it Duncan away but, in the confusion,

cey is caught and jailed. The publicity dii

qualifies Gorcey from the inter-borou

boxing tournament but Duncan takes

place and, to everyone's surprise, kne

out his opponent. When Duncan revea

the truth to Richards, the latter vindicat

Gorcey in the eyes of the naborhood.

YOI
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by

burn. K picture 1

MAX KORR
of the Earle Theatre,

Allentown, announced

this entertaining pic-

ture to his patronage

this way

WALTER WINCHELL says

Coburn gives Superformance in 'Shady Lady
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T^u EN KjR 0W WEAK MROCTBOM MMERSMS CO^HOY
Rales O O as dualler fr family houses

Universal

73 minutes

Ptyrcry Bran, Jen H~ll. Louise Albritton,

Williaro Terry, Vii"*inis Grey, Ernest Truex,

Al-n Mowbra-, Er'c Mors, Jaenuelina J33-

Wit, Ma-ie 71osenbloo~v Sanrr^i S Hin4i,

Si- Bu-n»n, Lirrains Miller, Addi-en Poch-

ards, Robin Ravmond. Arthur T,0ft, Con-
stance P""*d-', Lorin Ra'ier, Vivian Austin,

Minervr. Urecal.

Directed by Charles B°rton.

De^p'te d "ood est lavisb s*tt*.ngs and
the eerm o' nn -musing etorv 'den.

in Hex Diarv" has been so ineotW handled
bv Director Charles Barton that it is neither

good drama nnr e->™fl--. The c—tral

char~ct°r — a n».«>'n 1't.tle rH«s ^'ho picT teres

a vicarious thrill hv writing ah0ut her
imaginary lov° a<"airs — might have been
an anrwairnr on« b»t P-*gy R"<m, a clever

co'^edienna in son^-and-danee fare, is mi~-
cast :n this ~nd unable to make her role

credible. Individual scenes, in

dependable farceurs as Ernest
Mowbray, Maxie Rosenbloom

ore give out in bread comedy
u insr but the film is more often

'rnntic than
Virginia Grej
ment v-lue.

funn-
add
With

son;

en

name value, it

the naborhood

Jon Hall, a
voted to Lcuis«

jealous wife, tl

Tition.

ing by
ertain-

l tit'e and
dualler in

ns.

. i so de-

reasonahlv
retary goes

e picks an unattractive sub-

stitute in the person of Peggy Rvan
latl

'heltei

The
forced to hide in the

h, stvlish sister, keeps
is imaginary attentions

t casual acquaintances.
accidentally falls into

Jlbritton, 'he sues Hall
he plain little secretary

3^edv Hell is backing,
Peggy from be-ieging

reporters. Miss Grey seizes on this oppo:

tunitv to attempt to re-kindle an old affec

tion between herself and Hall by "lamori

ing Peggy. At the divorce tri-1. all Pegg"?

imaginary lovers are called to the stand and|

brsnd the diary's accusations as ridiculous.

But Peggy's dressed-up ent^nce ch~n
matters and the .iudge grants Mi~s Allb

ton her divorce. The latter,

her husband, gets into a h

with Miss Grev and even

united with Hall. And Peg
a"'av her diary when -he

William Terr", a friendly

ha^ long recognized her t

While the pert little Miss Ryan vn

good cho'ce for the "phvn -Tan~." ?h

made to look foolish wh(
in smart Rothes at the

Terr", as a friendl" r>re~s

the most likable and n n<

in the picture, but Jon Hr
hritton are capable enoi

leading roles.

really lo\

.11 ing matcj
she is re-|

able to toss

3 love with
"'"nt who

rorth.

ur,

the other:

YORT'

r -"--- O <*> n- Hnal'er or in lesser action houses

ary blonde wife of a wealthy middle-aged

ni.i ?s influenced b" her to plan her hus-

band's detection-nroof murder. This time

it is the reporter's mp naging editor who has

a hunch ehout the crime and, in the end,

the mortally- wounded man lives long

enough to t' pe out a. full confession — ex-

actly as Fred MacMurray did in "Double

Indemnity." Patrons who failed to see the

letter will doubtless find this to be a cruel

and relentless "Crime Doesn't Pay" type of

melodrama. Hugh Beaumont, who scored

in a small role in "Blood on the Sun," is

surprisingly effective as the smitten news-

paperman and Ann Savage is well cast as

the mercenary v/ife. Russell Hicks and
Charles D. Brown add acting strength to

important supporting roles.

Refused an interview by Russell Hicks

about a proposed business merger, Hugh
Beaumont, newspaper reporter, meets the

latter's beautiful young wife who immedi-
atelv makes a play for him. Refused a di-

vorce with a substantial settlement by the

middle-aged Hicks, who knows she only

P~"C Pictures

fiP -mutes
Ann Savage, Hu"h Beaumont. Cv«rles D.

Bro-m. H'lssftll **ic'-s, Pi-rre Watkin, Nor-

man Willis, Bud Hii"t»»r. Eva, Nva'', Henry
H~l! Wheaton Chambers, Elizabeth Valen-

tine.

D s r-cted bv Sam Nevfield.

"Apologv for Murder" is a minor leaeue

version of Paramcunt's "Double Indemnity,"

but without either the latter's tautly writ-

ten screennlay or first-rate name cast.

Judged strictly on its own values, this mur-
der melodrama his considerable suspense
and a bang-uo thrill climax — enough to

make it good fare for the action spots or

as a naborhood supporting dualler. Except
for changing the insurance firm background
to a newspaper office and planning the mur-
der in a more obvious fashion, the story and
characters closely resemble those in the
Billv Wilder film. A newspaper reporter,

who meets and is attracted to the mercen-

BEHIND CITY LIGHTS' FOR THE TRUE-STORY TRADE
Rotes © ® inq dualler in naborhood

Republic

Bfl minutes

Lvnnc Roberts, Peter Cookson, Jerome
Co-van, William ^errv, Esther Dale, Moroni
Olson, Vir-tor Kilian, Emmett Vogan, Wil-
liam Forrest, George Carleton, Jeanne Staff.

Directed by John English.

The age-old i tory of the countr- girl

da-zled by the excitement cf Broadway re-

ceives un-to-date treatment in "Behind
City Lights," a romantic melodrama aimed
at the duals. Although the picture is lack-
ing in name value, its attractive title and
typical "True Confessions" plot will appeal
to average f Bl in neborhood and small
tov/n spots, but it will seem trite and old-

fashioned to sophisticated patrons. Direc-
tor John English has taken some of the

nd small towns only

curse off the big city crooks by making
likeable as well as worldly-wise, and Jerome
Cowan gives a knowing tongue-in-cheek

performance. Lynne Roberts, who looks as

lovely in ginghams as she does in evening

clothes, almost succeeds in making the

naive heroine a believable character and
William Terry is natural and unassuming
as the young farmer who loves her.

Lynne Roberts, an unsophisticated coun-

try girl who is about to be married to Wil-

liam Terry, the boy her father chose for

her, dreams of ere ping to a more roman-

tic life. The wedding is interrupted by ar.

<;uto crash and Peter Cookson and Jerome

Cowan ere carried into the farmhouse while

the guests depart. Miss Roberts falls in

love with Cook on while he is recuperating

n when e and Cowan return to New

™~rriort him for his monw Mi~s Savg
insidicuslv suggests to Be"umr.->t that the-<l

plan a "fatal accident" for h»r husband. A^

first, Beaumont rejects the id^a but. afl

Hicks goes to his mountain lodge to tal1

over a bu iness de-1 with -oi-rre WatkinJ

he falls in with Miss Sava<r«r*s phan.

tv.-o lie in wait for Hicks kMl h :m and tvis v

him in his car over a cli". Later, whei

Beaumont's editor sends him to cov-r tM

stor-', he is shocked to lea^n that Watkil

has been accused of the cime. The mer

cenary Miss Savage keeps Be-umont fror

tipping off the crime but. when Hicks' will

reveals that she is to receive onlv a smal

amount, she becomes interested in Normal

Willis, an attorney who promises to heh

her break the will. Brown, who has a huncl

about the crime, tells Beaumont about Mis

Savage's perfidy and, after the latter shoot

her accuser, he manages to kill her

Willis. Mortally wounded, he types out

full confession just before Brown arrives

find that his hunch was correct.

DENLE'1

York, Terry releases her from her engas

ment so that she can follow Cookson. A
riving in the big city with the savings hi

devoted aunt gave her, Miss Roberts stv

at a fine hotel and buys an expensive war
robe with Cookson, unknown to her. makir

up the difference in the price. Miss Ro
erts is unaware that Cookson and Ctifl

are jewel thieves and, when the former pr

poses to her, she accepts him. Trnppf
through an uncut diamond he had give

her to be set into an engagement rin

Cookson attempts to evade the police at

is killed. Too proud to return home. Mi:

Roberts takes a job as waitress until Terr

who has traced her through a symi athet

detective, persuades her to return with hi

to the farm.

LEYEM DEC
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•OCTOBER

STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
With four pictures coming: off the sound stages last week, this

studio reports 32 pictures in various stages of preparation fcr the
new reason's release schedule. Wound up last week were: "Life
With Blondie" (Singleton-Lake), "One Way To Love" (Morris-
Chapman) formerly titled "Hail The Chief," "Meet Me on Broad-
way" (Reynolds-Brady) formerly titled "Song of Broadway" and
"Tars and Spars" (Drake-Blair).

In the laboratory are the two that wind up the 1944-45 sched-
ule, "Song of the Prairie" and "She Wouldn't Say Yes." In the
lab are the following '45-46 releases: "Prairie Raiders," "Lawless
Fmnire." "Outlaws of the Rockies," "Texas Panhandle," "Bandit
o' Sherwood Forest," "Roaring Rangers," "Pardon My Past"
'Gunning for Vengeance," "Galloping Thunder," "The Crime Doc-
tors Warning" and "Jungle Raiders," a serial.

Now being edited are': "Voice of the Whistler," "Renegades,"The Woman in Red," "Snafu," "Two-Fisted Stranger," "Prison
Ship. Hit the Kay," and "Phantom of the Desert."

Set to go into production soon are: "Perilous Holiday," "Rene-gade Range," "The Life of Al Jolson" and a new Blondie featureNew ones on the sound stages this week are: "Secret Story"

re sSrS

:

L0"?
t T

indaH)
'

and "Massacre Mesa" (Charles Star-rett-Smiley Burnette), a western.

Columbia
I

£
de

r
man

\
Wh° haS returned to « production post atColumbia, is at work on his first feature, "Secret Story." Leder-

2?u^'nw t S'Tbia when he ,eft fcur yfiars ae°

and MaS i

he f
u
Ur yearS hG haS been directing Army, Navyand Manne raining shorts at Warner Bros. Bennie F. Zeidmanth

A
e executive producer working with Lederman

usua^o!!^™ beginS at this studio with the

•Toccasiona h-
w
f
stern

u
s

-
Seri&ls and *"ic*™. ^mattered with<.n occasional big picture that will bring the average up to a sale-

ns* tole that t

e

h
Xh

"
b
b
it0r

'

S P ?:°
blem With C0lUmbfa is " in thepast, to see that the 'big ones" are delivered and not used as bait.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Fox loanouts
hlS reputation chi*ny in 20th Century-

Fifty one-reelers ana 'our two-reelers are scheduled for thenew season's shorts program by Fred Quimby, head of the depart-n*nt Included in the group are several Pete Smith items, John

trav-lcVues
Y W '1SOn sP scial and two James A. Fitzpatrick

Katharine Henburn has been handed the plum role in "GreenJJolph n Street." the $200,000 prize winning novel. Carey Wilson
is producing the film and Sam Raphaelson has been assigned to
the screenplay writing job.

It loo :(s like Metro has found a new romantic team for its

less-than-A product in Frances Gifford and James Craig. Having
dene "Our Vines Have Tender Grapes" together, Miss Gifford and
Craig are now cast in "Army Brat" in which, again, they will play
background for the moppet stars that Metro uses so well. This
time it will be "Butch" Jenkins and Sharon McManus who will

get top honors. There was a time, several years back, when Clark
Gable had gone into service, that the studio seemed to have
Jimmy Craig in line for a build-up to replace or, at least, substi-

tute in the Gable roles. But it never quite came off and now
Gable is back. That Craig man has a lot on the ball and a big
role or two might put him over the top. We think the ladies

would like him plenty.

Sir Alexander Korda and his brother, Vincent, are in this
country from England bearing prints of two English pictures
v/hich they recently completed in England. Korda will remain in

Hollywood for several months, cleaning up his duties at MGM.
Lucille Ball has Deen set for her next film after her current

stint with John Hodiak in "Time for Two." She will star in "Girl
From Rector's" for Producer Jack Cummings. Although the pic-

ture is scheduled for early production it will be some months
before it gets going since Cummings has the next Esther Williams
starrer to do, mostly in Mexico, as his next chore.

MONOGRAM
With three in production and five more in preparation for

early starts, this studio is off cn its 1945-46 program with vigor.
"Rollin' Along," the newest Johnny Mack Brown-Raymond Hatton
western, is rolling. Lynne Carver is the romantic interest in this
one. "Stepping Around," with the Bowery Boys, has started. The
Bowery Boys used to be the East Side Kids, but the studio feels

it's time they began growing up, so the name has been changed to
indicate the growth. Undoubtedly the story formula will continue
as before. Incidentally, Bobby Jordan has been released from an
/ rmy hospital and rejoins the roughnecks in this one. The third
one in work is the latest Charlie Chan film—this one set in Mexico.

Being readied are: "Glamour Girl," starring Belita and di-

r:cted by Frank Tiittle for the King Bros.; "Casa Manana," under
the production of Lindsley Parsons; "Joe Palooka, Champ," under
the production of Hal E. Chester; "The Shadow," to be produced
by Joseph Kaufman, and "The Face of Marble," to be directed by
William B^audine and produced by Jeffrey Bernerd.

Following "Glamour Girl," which the King Bros, have sched-
uled for Belita, these astute producers have two more films set

for production. "The Hunted," a story based on a radio drama
by Steve Fisher, will be started in November. "I Wouldn't Be in

Your Shoes," from a novel by William Irish, will be done as a
musical later in the year.

"Below the Deadline," an original gangster story by Robert
N. Kehoe, has been added to Monogram's story properties for

earlv filming. "Wife Wanted" has also been purchased by the
studio. This one will go for the third Kay Francis vehicle in

which the star will again act as co-producer with Jeffrey Bernerd.
Apparently, the Francis-Bernerd team is clicking satisfactorily for

all concerned.
Gilbert Roland has been signed to star in Monogram's new

"Cisco Kid" series — a good choice.

Steve Broidy, executive v. p. of the studio, penned an open
letter to Eric Johnston, new MPPDA boss, in defense of "Dillin-

ger" and as an answer to Samuel Goldwyn, who recently criticized

gangster films. Observing that Goldwyn, himself, has produced
"Dead End," one of the earliest gang films, Broidy continues with
the declaration that "Monogram didn't create Dillinger. The era
that his name epitomizes was an accomplished fact before any
gangster film was conceived."



PARAMOUNT
Two new castings for Bob Hope's "Monsieur Beaucaire" com-

plete the major roles as the picture starts into production. Joan

Caufield has been set as Mimi in the leading femme role and

Marjorie Reynolds has a featured spot. Hilary Brooke has the

third feminine lead. Hope's next feature is already set. It will be

"My Favorite Brunette." No female star has been named for the

title role, but it is likely that Paulette Goddard may be offered

"Golden Ear Rings," an unpublished novel by Yolanda Foldes,

was purchased this week for screen production. Helen Deutsch,

a former MGM writer, has been signed to write the screenplay.

No casting has been announced as yet.

Hal Wallis has completed the star casting for his next feature,

"Love Lies Bleeding." Settling all the rumors about Van Heflin,

Wallis announced that he has borrowed the actor from MGM for

the male lead in this film. Lizabeth Scott, Wallis' own protege,

has the top female role. One more important male role remains

to be cast. Production is scheduled for early starting.

Ray Milland has been assigned the role in "California" which

Alan Ladd refused to do and went on suspension. Barbara Stan-

wyck is cast in the feminine lead. John Farrow is directing this

Technicolor production. Barry Fitzgerald is importantly cast, too.

The second unit of the company is already locationing at Flag-

staff, Arizona, and full production is set for studio start Novem-
ber 1.

Only one new film started last week on this lot, "Take This

Woman," with Teresa Wright and Ray Milland co-starred. It

would seem that Milland is going to have to do some doubling in

order to keep on schedule with his "California" role. The studio

is wise to give him as much variety as quickly as possible. With
the general release of "Lost Weekend," in which Milland gives the

Academy performance (our vote!) of the year, his personal stock

is sure to zoom high, though the picture itself may cause con-

troversy and will undoubtedly be difficult to sell in some areas.

But Milland will be in great demand by fans and the public in

general after his performance is seen and Paramount is going to

be ready, apparently, to meet that demand.

PRC
"I Ring Doorbells," the Russell Birdwell story which caused

all the excitement with Rudy Vallee in and out of the leading
role, has gotten the usual PRC handling. The picture started
September 12 and wound up September 22. Robert Shayne was
given the Birdwell role with Anne Gwynne in the feminine lead.

On the basis of the shooting schedule, we wonder now what all

the excitement was about, or was that the subtle Birdwell touch
of publicity at work? After all that advance ballyhoo the picture
is finished almost before it starts and now we'll have to wade
through reams of Birdwell copy on the release. Ho hum.

Everything seems to have settled again into old grooves after
the recent explosion in the personnel division of the studio. Leon
Fromkess has gone over to be a vice-president for Sam Goldwyn,
but outside of that, the surface is again unrippled and no more
has been announced of the "new plans" to be promulgated by new
boss Reeves Espy.

Another picture wound up this week at the studio, one of the
Buster Crabbe series, No. 1 — still sans title.

New starter is a western in Cinecolor, the color process which
is a substitute for the more expensive Technicolor process. "Cara-
van Trails" is the title and Eddie Dean and Jean Carlin head the
cast.

REPUBLIC
Five Roy Rogers' musical westerns have been set to complete

the balance of Republic's 1945-46 schedule for the cowboy-singer,
according to an announcement made this week by v. p. Allan
Wilson. "Sunset in El Dorado" went into release September 29.

"Don't Fence Me In" and "Along the Navajo Trail" go out in
October and November, respectively. "Song of Arizona" and
"Rainbow Over Texas" go into quick production as soon as Rog-
ers returns from his current national rodeo tour. The actor has
just signed another contract for one year with the studio.

Frank Borzage, in the winding-up stages of his first produc-
tion on the Republic lot, "Concerto," is determined to give his two
unknown leading players every possible break. Catherine McLeod
and Bill Carter will do personal appearances in 28 key cities as
soon as the picture is completed. They will meet the press and
exhibitor! throughout the country and every effort will be made
to set their introduction on film adequately. Early rushes of the
film indicate that the McLeod girl is a real find. The fact is that
several important people at Metro urged that studio to sign her
when she was over there doing a bit in "The Harvey Girls," but
the studio was not interested. Now it would seem that Republic
may have to scurry to find the proper vehicles for the girl, since
they have her on a long-term contract, or may find it even more
profitable to loan her out to bigger studios for good roles. It is

too early to be certain that she will click, but everything points
in that direction.

One of the important plans in the Republic expansion pro-
gram had to do with John Ford and a long term pact he pre-
sumably had signed to produce pictures on their lot. Apparently
something has gone awry in negotiations since it was announced
this week that he will not join the studio when he gets his release
from the Navy shortly, but will go back to 20th Century-Fox
where he worked for many years. So far, he is scheduled for'

only one picture a year there so it may be possible that he will
still work out some sort of arrangement with Republic. Ford's
latest picture is "They Were Expendable," which hs did gratis foi

MGM as a gift from the Navy.

Three new films got off last week. "The Cat Man of Paris"
has Carl Esmond, Adele Mara, Lenore Aubert cast. "The Madon-
na's Secret," another mystery yarn, has Gail Patrick, Ann Ruther-
ford and Edward Ashley. "Days of Buffalo Bill" is another in
the Sunset Carson western series. Two completed entries are
"Sun Valley Cyclone," a Bill Elliott western, and "The Valley of
the Zombie," a horror meller with Adrian Booth and Robert
Livingston.

A rumored $25,000 was paid by this studio for an original
story by Jerry Adams and Richard Sokolove called "Move Over,
Dear."

RKO-RADIO
With the signing of the deal for releasing the Capra-Wyler-

Briskin Liberty Films product, RKO is leading the trend of major
studios for such deals with independent producers. This studio
now lists 13 outside producers who will contribute 28 films during
the coming year. Samuel Goldwyn and William Goetz's Inter-

national Films are the old guard in this set-up. Goldwyn has
three to come, "The Kid From Brooklyn" (Danny Kaye), "The
Bishop's Wife" and "Earth and High Heaven." In addition to

"Tomorrow Is Forever," International has two more set. Walt
Disney has "Make Mine Music" and "Uncle Remus" coming. Dore
Schary will do "Some Must Watch" and "They Dream of Home."
The Hakim-Wood unit is now at work on "Heartbeat," which stars

Ginger Rogers. Frank Ross is still planning "The Robe." Jesse
Lasky will do "Thanks God, I'll Take It From Here," as well as

a possible film on the life of Enrico Caruso. Sol Lesser is wind-
ing up his "Tarzan and the Leopard Woman." The RKO-Rank
unit in London will contribute two films. Alfred Hitchcock will

do "Notorious" and then swing into his deal with Cary Grant for

several other features to be done for RKO. Leo McCarey's Rain-
bow Productions has already completed "The Bells of St. Mary's,"

with Bing Crosby and Ingrid Bergman, and another is expected

from the Crosby independent unit. Meanwhile, the Capra-Briskin-

Wyler unit has nine properties on its list for filming and releasing

through this company. Other studios are working with indepen-

dent units, but RKO appears to have garnered the cream of the

crop.

Title change on the Joan Fontaine starrer now has it under
the tag of "From This Day Forward." It was also suggested by
the publicity department of the studio that this is not, in any
sense, a war story. It deals with the problems of a married
couple in the current world, the husband being a returned service

man, and the RKO publiciteers will aim to avoid its classification

as a war picture.

It was predicted in this department some months ago that

John Garfield would not renew his pact with Warner Bros., come
the day for signing. That prediction is fact now and the player

is reported to have signed a one-picture-a-year deal with Liberty

Films.
Robert Young has left a fourteen years association with MGM

to sign a five-year pact with RKO under which he will star in one
picture a year for this studio. Young has one more to do at Metro
before his RKO contract begins. Young's outstanding perform-
ance in "Enchanted Cottage" undoubtedly was the motivating

force in the studio's effort to get him for their own. On the MGM
lot, Young's competition kept him in the slow but steady pace.

At RKO he may zoom to the topnotch he never quite achieved

at Metro.
Myrna Loy is another Metro alumnus who will be seen under

the RKO banner shortly. Her first under her contract with the

studio will be "Come Share My Love," a comedy under the pro-

duction wing of Harriet Parsons. The picture is scheduled for a

January start.

"Bedlam" is the new and final title for "A Tale of Bedlam."

Only one new starter on the RKO lot last week is a western,

"Badman's Territory," with Randolph Scott and Ann Richards

starred. Lawrence Tierney, of "Dillinger" fame, is also cast. Five

other features continue in work: "Heartbeat" (Rogers-Aumont),

"From This Day Forward" (Fontaine-Stevens), "Some Must

Watch" (McGuire-Brent), "Tarzan and the Leopard Woman"
(Weismuller-Joyce) and "Bamboo Blonde" (Langford-Wade).

GOLDWYN
With the wind-up of the latest Danny Kaye-Virginia Mayo

film, "The Kid From Brooklyn," this unit will take a short.
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breather before it goes into the next production, which is likely

to be "The Bishop's Wife."

INTERNATIONAL PICTURES
Joseph Sistrom has signed a long term contract with William

Goetz lei a production berth. No assignment has been made as

jet. This audio is still holding off on production of its next film,

"The Stranger," hoping the strike will be settled before shooting

starts. Meanwhile, casting goes on with Loretta Young, Orson
Welles, Edward G. Robinson and Philip Merivale set in important
roles. Welles will also direct the film and the starting date has
been set for around October 1.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Two new starters last week brought to four the number of

features in work on tnis lot. "Sentimental Journey" (John Payne-
Maureen O'Hara) and "Precinct 33" (Carol Landis-William Gar-
gan) join "Centennial Summer" (jeanne Crain-Cornel Wilde) and
"Smoky" (Fred MacMurray-Anne Baxter). "Doll Face" (Blaine-

O'Keefe) wound up. Set for October shooting are "Cluny Brown,"
"Three Little Girls in Blue" and "Anna and the King of Siam."
Tairty-two other films are in the various stages of preparations.

Joseph Mankiewicz has been set as the director on the forth-
coming "11 BeiKeley Square," which will have Gregory Peck,
Jeanne Crain and Maureen O'Hara in the leading, roles.

Jonn Hcdiak will return to 20th Century-Fox after he finishes

his current stint at Metro, hij home studio, to co-star with Nancy
Guild, 20th s latesc discovery, in "The Lonely Journey." Joseph
Mankiev/icz will also direct this film. He will leave his writing
chore on "11 Berkeley Square" to do this one and then return to

the wr.ting and directing oi the other.
After a disagreemen. on treatment between Louis de Roehe-

mont and Henry Hathaway, Executive Producer Bryan Foy has
given the production reigns on "Shock," a psychological thriller,

to Aubrey Schenck and Alfred Werker will direct. This is

bchenck's first job in the producer's chair.
Screen rights to "The Lite George Apley" have been acquired

by this studio at a cost of i>2i'5,000. The film company backed the
Max Gordon production of the play by John P. Marquand and
Ueorge S. Kaufman.

Charles Boyer, who has been rumored in and out of several
roles on the 20th Century-Fox lot in the past ten days, is set for a
role in "Cluny Brcwn" and also in "Any Number Can Play." He
was up for the role in "Anna and the King of Siam," but it could
not be fitted into his schedule. Dorothy McGuire has the role of
Anna in the last named film which starts under John Cromweli
direction during tnis i.io.ith.

The studio has taken a 20 per cent interest in the stage re-

vival cf "N>mph Errant," a musical which will star Gertrude
Lawrence, and is scheduled for the Broadway boards sometime
this winter. The book and score by Cole Porter have been mod-
ernized. Miss Lawrence starred in this play in London in 1933.

Vne studio owns the screen rights.

shortly, is having a bit of contract trouble. Current story is that
2Cth Century-Fox has released him from his full time contract on
the consideration that he will do one picture a year for them for
three

J ears. Fonda's agent denied the story, but offered no sub-
stitute for the true status of the Fonda-20th C. F. relationship.

"Give Me the Simple Life" is the new tag for "Enchanted
Voyage." This department will take all comers and give odds
that there will be another switch on this one before it hits
marquees.

UNITED ARTISTS
Tiie Charles R. Rogers production of "Varga Girl," which has

been hitting trade columns for months with announcements of
early production dates, is again postponed — this time until 1946.

Ben Bogeaus. having wound up production on "Diary of A
Chambermaid," is now East to set the advertising and exploitation
program on the film. He is also on the hunt for new properties
for film making.

The next Bogeaus film will be "Congresswoman," a political
satire. The producer also plans three additional films during the
coming year with an enlarging of his studio space by the addition
of two new sound stages, to meet the expanding production
schedule.

It s one of those things that had to be — the deal between
Howard Hughes and UA for distribution. As indicated in this
department, Carl Leserman has joined Hughes as sales repre-
sentative and will handle all of his product through UA release.

With additional shooting added .to the schedule cf "Young
Widow." Hunt Stromberg's film is going to hit the million and a
half mark on production co:ts. There are indications of some
difficulty cn this film, although the producer's office carefully
pointed out that the five days at Long Beach for Jane Russell,
Louis Hayward and the rest of the cast were "added scenes" not
retakes. Ed«rin L. Marin, the third director on this film, is fin-
ishing up the added scenes. Despite Stromberg's assurances, the
fact remains that this picture was jinxed with cast, script and
direction difficulties from the first day of shooting.

Hedy Lamarr and Jack Chertok have signed a second deal

with Producer Hunt Stromberg. The first Lamarr-Chertok effort

for Stromberg, "Strange Woman," goes before the cameras No-

vember I. Armen Dariz, Mexican star, will make his American

film debut in this. The second deal has Miss Lamarr starring in

a remake of "Dishonored Lady," also with Chertok at the helm.

The threatened strike of studio cameramen and at the West-

ern Costume Company frightened off the Mary Pickford produc-

tion stint to another delay. "There Goes Lona Henry" will be

held back until all chances of delay, because of labor difficulties,

have been removed.
Sylvia Sidney, who made a recent comeback in the Cagney

production, "Blood on the Sun," has been signed to a term con-

tract by William Cagney. No plans for production are set at this

studio which is one of the many independents tied up in knots by

the strike situation.

Only one film in production among the UA group this week.

Preston Sturges has started work on "The Sin of Harold Diddle-

bock," with Harold Lloyd in his first screen role in many years.

UNIVERSAL
This is another studio where independent producers will be

contributing a good share of the product on its 1945-46 schedule.

Tne Fritz Lang-Diana Productions, which is co-owned by Lang,
Joan Bennett and Walter Wanger, Walter Wanger Productions
(separate from the Diana unit), Jack Skirball-Bruce Manning, the

Mark Hellinger unit and the Feldman Group Productions will all

be working on the lot and releasing through Universal. Charles

Boyer still has a commitment with the studio for two pictures,

though it is possible that he will write that off by starring in two
Universal properties without serving in production capacity on
his own.

Preston Foster and Louiie Allbritton have been added to the

cast of "Tangier," which has Maria Montez in the top feature role

with Sabu also cast importantly. George Waggner is again acting
as producer-director on this film. Reginald Denny and J. Edward
Bromberg have character roles.

In addition to "Tangier," the studio also started rolling on
"Murder Mansion," the beginning of a new series, which features
Bill Goodwin and Virginia Grey.

"Scarlet Street" (Bennett-Robinson), "Because of Him" (Dur-
bin-Tone), and "Canyon Passage" (Andrews-Hayward) ail con-
tinue in production.

Wound up this week was "The Daltons Ride Again" in which
Alan Curtis and Martha O'Driscoll have the top roles.

WARNER BROS.
Twelve units were on sound stages as we went to press, giving

this studio an all-time high for September production. Activity
included five feature productions and seven dance units rehears-
ir.g, recording or shooting under Dance Director LeRoy Prinz.

In production are: " Vhe Verdict" (Greenstreet-Lorre), "Never
Say Goodbye" (Flynn-Pa:ker), "The Man I Love" (Lupino-Alda),
"Night and Day" (Grant-Smith), "Her Kind of Man" (Clark-
Paige). Six of the Prinz units are in work for "Night and Day"
and the seventh is in rehearsal for "Her Kind of Man."

Speaking of "Night and Day," production goes on and on here.
It is well into its third month of production and is now slated to
hit a cost of $4,000,000, which would make it the most expensive
picture ever made on the lot. This is a big one to crack and
Warners are pinning high hopes on it, though conflict on the set
between star Cary Grant and Director Mike Curtiz has not been
indicative of a happy situation.

The vacancy left when Charles Einfeld resigned has been
handed to Mort Blumenstock, formerly director of advertising and
publicity in the East. Blumenstock will continue to headquarter
in New York and make frequent visits to the West Coast to keep
him informed. He announced no changes in the studio publicity
set-up. Blumenstock was given the job as anticipated, although
it was rumored that Steve Hannegan and Russell Birdwell were
both under consideration for a time. Meanwhile, Einfeld has still

made no announcement of his future affiliation.

Warners are going to do another re-make. This time it's

"Escape Me Never" in which Elizabeth Bergner starred ten years
ago. A new script is being written and Ida Lupino will be starred.

Humphrey Bogart will not co-star with his wife, Lauren
Bacall, in "Tomorrow Is Another Day," at least not for his next
job. He is scheduled for "Cheyenne," a western. Raoul Walsh
will direct.

Howard Hawks has been set as director of "Life with Father,"
which is nearing the filming stage at Warners. Hawks was ap-
proved by Howard Lindsey and Russel Crouse, whose contract
with thi studio permits them the final say on director, producer
and cast.

"A Guy From Milwaukee," an original screenplay has been
purchased for Dane Clark as his next starring vehicle. The actor
has also been set for the leading role in "The Jazz Singer," which
the studio is re-making. Eleanor Parker has been set for the
feminine lead. It would seem that with John Garfield definitely
off the Warner roster, young Clark, an able actor, will be falling
heir to much of the material the studio had reserved for GarfielcT.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in tSe Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

COLUMBIA
1944-45 Features (43) Completed (45) In Proiuction (0)

Westerns (10) Completed (10) I n Production (0)

Serials ( 3) Completed ( 2) In Production «»>

1915-48 Features (—

)

Completed (14) In Production (2)

Westerns (—

)

Completed ( 9) In Production (1)

Serials (—

)

Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SECRET STORY
Drama—Started September 19

Cast: Jim Bannon, Ross Hunter, Loren Tindall, Ken Curtis.

Director: Ross Lederman Producer: Wallace MacDonald

while peace terms were being signed.

MASSACRE MESA
Western—Started September 24

Cast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Doris Houck, Hank
Penny and his Plantation boys.

Director: Ray Nazarro Producer: Colbert Clark
lai.i.-

RELEASE CHART
Title-

IN PRODUCTION
G:ld' Hayworth-Ford

iy<»4-45
Adventures of Rusty DonaUson-Nagcl

D.ta.ls under title: Rusty

Sen
B onde From Brooklyn Haymes-Merrick
Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion (67) ... Morris-Merrick
Eoston Bhckie's Rendezvous Morris-Foch

Details under title: Surprise in the Night
B„in tiarre., Blazing Starrett-Harding

Details under title: Texas Rides
Brenda Starr. Reporter Woodbury-Richmo
Counterattack (89) Mun. -Chapman
Cowboy of Lonesome River Starml Athens
Crime Doctor's Courage (70) .Baxter-Brooke

Details under title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)
Cyeion. Prairie Ran-.n Starrett -Worlh
Eadir Wis a Lady (67) Miller
Escape In the Fog Wright- Foch
Eve Knew Her Apples (64) . '

" Mlilkr-Wr.ght .

Gay Senorita (70) " Bannon-Cochran
Girl of the Limberlosf T inda! I -Clifton
Guy. A Gal and A Pal. A Merr ck Hunter
Fighting Goardsman. Thl Loder-Louise
I Love a Bindteader 'Harris-Brooks
I Love A Mystery Bannon-Foch .

Kl" a "0 Tell Temple-Abel
. .

Leave It To Blondie (73) Sing:eton-Lake
Let's Go Steady Parri h Mnran
Monster and The Ape. The (S-rial) Lowery Mathews
Over 21 (103) .'

.
.Dunne- Knox .

fewer ot The Whistler, The Dix-Carter
Rostlers of the Badlands Starrett-Bliss

Details under title: Renegade RoundDp
Retorn of Dcittgg Kid
Rhythm Round-Ui
Roekln' In the R-ekies

Roi|tt RMIn' li-tlee

Rough. Tough and Ready (66)
Detail, nnrt.r tin.- Men of the Derp

She Wouldn't Say Yes
Details under title: Some Call It Love

«'»« Me a Song nf Texas
Song ot the Prairie

.
.9-4.

.2-19.

. .2-5.

. .3-5.

10 I).

.6-21.
.5-10.

. .7-5.

120.

.6336.
.6031.

. 6030

.6-26. . .5-17.

10-2. . .1-26.

. . .9-4. . .4-26.
6-14. . .9-21

.11-13. . .2-27.

. . .9-4. . .1-18

.12-25.... 4-5

. .7-24. . .4-12

.
.4-30 8-9

.6-23 10-11

.6140.

. 6006

.

.6-!Oi.

. 6017

.

.620'

.6014.
- 6037

.

60^6.
.6020.

.4-16

.4-16

.4-16

.5-28

.11-27.

.12-11

.
.5-14.

.11-13.

.3 6.

.5-24.

.9-13.

.1-25.

.60^4.

.Starrett-Sfevens

Curtis-Walker .

.Hughes-Klrby
.

.Starrett-Bates
.

. Morris- Rogers

. lussell-Bowman

.Curtis-Storey

(1131 -Oberon

light We DreamDetails under title:

Ten Cents A Dance (60) Frazee-Lloytf
Thousand and One Nights. A (93) !

'

Wil >-Kcyes
Tonight and Fvery Night (T) (92) Hayworth- Blair
Vooth on Trial Cnlllns-Reed

"'•»' " 0-r Wanderir,, D-r-htec,
You Can't Do Without Love Lynn-Stewart

1945-46

.11-13. .2-22. .6019. .7-23
.10-16 .601 .

. .2-19. 4-20 fl60 .

.1-22. .8-23. 6001. . .9-3
.12-25. .4-19. .6023.

.

. .7-24. .8-16. .6208

. .6-12. .4-19. .6206.

.

. .
.3-5. .6-7. .6223.

.

.12-11.

.

.4-17. . 6222 .

.

.4-17. .3-15 .6215.

.

. 11-27 . .3-22. . .6318. .5-14

. . .6-11.

. 7-23. .9-27

. .9-18. 2-8
. 6221 .

.

. .12-13. . 3-1. .'.2-5

. 1-22
. .6-7. . . 6029

.

.
.7-9

11-13. .
.7-12.

. 6005

.

8-6

. . .5-1*. . .2-22. . . 6002

.

. .2-S

.10-30 1 11. . .6041.

For.. 7-26 .6042

(T)

.

e-Lnulse 4-2
Bluing the Western Trail Starrett- Matthews

Detail, indcr uttr- Hurler, of Onantl Ra.i-
Crime Doctor's Warning Baxter-Anderson

(Details under title: Paper Doll Murder)
r-alloplng Thunder .Starrett-Burnctte
Conning for Vengeance . itarrilt-Adair

Details inter title Borning the Trail

9-4 10-18

6-25. 9-27

Hit The Hay Canova-Hunter ... 8-20.
Jung'e Raiders (Serial) Rlchmor.d-Borg 8-6..
Lawl Fm-ire Stnrre't-Law 10-16.
LTi w: h rslcndi- -i-.g!etcn-Lako 9-3.
M-et "c On Broadway R-y-oM-.-Brady 8-20.
One Way To Love Morris-Chapman ...8-20.

Details under title: Hail the Chief
Duthws of the Rockies "larrett- Harding
Ph^tom Of The. Desert C tarrett-Burnette

Prison Ship Lowcry-Foch

4-30.

. .9-3.

.8-20.
Chapman 5-14.

. K eyes- Parker

-Burnette

.6-11.

.6-11.

Renegades (T)

Details under title: The Kansan
Roaring Rangers . . ...

Details under title: Powder River
Snafu Parks-Lloyd 6-25
Tars and Spars (T) Drake-Blair 8-6
Texas Panhandle starrett-Partc, 5-14

Two-Fisted Stranger Starrett-Burnette ...8-20

Voice cf The Whistler, The n---M<rrick 8-6.. 1 0-30.

Wotian In Red. The Fcch-Macready 8-6 . 10-25.

urnOR O - COLD WY N-M A YS R
1941-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (31)

Completed (22)

In Production (0)

In Production (9)

NEW PRODUCTBONS
NO LEAVE. NO LOVE
Homed" with Music—Started September 18

Cact: V-an Johnson, Pat Kirkwood, Keenan Wynn, Marie Wilson,
Edvard Arnold.

Hirpctor: Cha rles Martin Producer: Jo° Pasternak

sleai but

TME FOR TWO
Romantic Corned"—Started P^nt.ember 20
Ca-t: John Kodiak. Lucille Ball, Llovd Nolan, Lenore Ulric.

Director: Jules Dassin Producer: Ralph Wheelwright
Story: Not available. S»e next issue.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tim* Cast Oetilis Rtl. * *»

'nj pponiTt—rioNJ
fad Bascomb Beery-O'Brien 8-6
Roy's Ranch Cra'g- Jenkins 8-6
Green Years. Th» Coburn-Drake 9-3
Holiday in Mexico (T) PMriwn. 9.J.7

Postman Alwavs Rinos Twice. The Turner-Gir^-id . ...6-25
Two Sisters From Boston AW«snn-Lawford . . . .7-9

Yearling, The (T) ("ec'i-Jirman 8-20

COMPLETED 104- «<;

BLOCK KO, TEN
Rlonde Fever (69) . - Onm-«.i«r 8-01 . . 51*; n&
Nnthinn But Trnnhle (fT9) I vr-l Hirrtv 6-?6 .

3 -"'5 l 0 ! 1

Ma'n St. After n,rk (571 Arnold-Royal 9-4 .1-45 c14.. 12 11

Details o"der title: Telltale Hands
T hin Man Co-, Home (101) »«w«ll.l ov el 5. .

.1-** ...*"» |
Retween Two Women (83) Ra-rvmore- J-hnsen . . .3-45 .).:

This Man's Ntwv (100) P«»rv-ri»a<oi 5'* .

r"...
Keen Your Pnv*er Dry (73) r-m.r-p.te-, "-4 "<.4-

. . . .
en

. . .9-19

Mnsle for •»"••««« "!>rn O'Brien-lturhi 5-29 .2-45 515.. 12-2*

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock. The (94) Garland-Walker *>-?1 . . .

r-45 524 **
Gentle Annie (80) Craio-Reert 821 ... 5-45 5*3. .

12-2 5

Without Love (111) Tracv-Henhurn ... 10-31 .. . 5-45 52?
. . .

Son of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchester 5-29. ..6-45 526. .4-30

rtetails iffur title: Wom.n's Army
Picture nf D"'i->n Gray (108) Sanders-Hatfield 3-6. . 6-45 525 3-5

KLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewi'ch«d (65) Thaxter-Daniels .11-27 r30...6-25

T '*"
:
ll of a Roma rr * (T) (105) lohnson-Williams . 8-21 r28...5-2*

Twice Blessed (77) Wilde-Craig 12-11 529 6-11

BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN
Abbott and Costello in Hollywood (83) .

A. A C 4-30 9-1

n*ngerous Partners (78) Osin-Ha-sn 3.5 1

Her Highness and the Bellboy (112) I amarr-Walker ...12-25 7-23

H'-iden Eye. The (68) Arnold-Rafferty ...12-11

Our Vin»s Have Tender Grapes (105) O'Brien-Robinson 10-16 7-23

SPECIAL
Anchors Aweigh (T) (144) Kelly-Sinatra 6-26 531 7 21

Meet Me In St. Ldols (T, (113) Garland-O'Brien .. 12-13 ... 1-4S 512.. 11-2"

national Velvet . (T) (125* Rooney-Taylor 2-7 . .. 4-45 521 12-"
Detail, under title- Th. H.me Front

Thirty Second, Over Tokyo (138) Traey-Thaxter 2-21... 1-45 511 .11-2"

v-'l-v of Deel,|on (111) Garson-Peek 9-18 . . .6-45 . ... 527 .
4-l«

Weekend at the Waldorf (130) Tomer- Johnson 11-27 . 10-45 7-23
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1945-46
NOT DESIGNATED

" ,en, » r:
. .Gable-Garson

Details under titie: This Strange Adventure
All the Things You Are Hunt-Carroll

Details onder title: A Letter for Evie
Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johr.son ....
Great Morgan. The Morgan-Powell
Manrey Girls. The (T) Garland-H.d it
Hold High the Torch (T) E. Taylcr-Lass;e

Details under title: For Better For Worse
Hoodlum Saint Powell-Williams
Perfect Strangws Donat-Kerr . .

Sailor Takes a Wife Walker-AIIyson ...
Shi Went to the Races Craig-Gifford
They Were E nendable Montgom-ry-Wayne
Up Goes Maisie Sothern-Murphy
Whit Next. Corporal Hargrove? Walker-Porter
Volanda and »h« Thirl <T> Astaire Rr.m er

Negfcld Follies (T) Astaire-Ball

6-11

6-11.

.2-19.

Foreign

...4-2.
. .5-28.

. . 3-S
.8-20

. .
.8-6.

. .1-22.

. .5-1.

1941-45 Features
Western!

Completed (30)

Completed (16)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ROLLIN' ALONG
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown. Raymond Hatton. Lynne Carver,

Doug Fowley, Milt Moranti. Marshall Reed.
Director: Derwin M. Abrahams Producer: Scott R. Dunlap

STEPPING AROUND
Cast: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall
Director: Phil Karlson

lly Benedict, Claudia Drake.

Producer: Jan Grippo
ibie

RELEASE CHART
Tltta_«,.MM T,,, Caj,

IN PPODTJCTION
Charlie Chan in Mexico Toler-Fong

1944-45
Adventur.s of K.tly ODay (62) Parker-Cookson ...

Oelail. <i-r tit.i: Kitty i) „ay Comes Through
*rm

.

y W
i
,eS

,.
,67) Ramheau-Knox ...

Border Band.ts Brown-Hatt:n
Detail, un'er till*: M Meet, a Deadline

Chinas Little Devils (7;) Carey-Kelly
Cisco Kid Returns (64) Renaldo-Lane ....

Details «-<1-r title t.,.e „l il„ Mittioa U • ,
° illin9er

<
77

> East Side Kids ..

b l" ;
•. J Francis-Cabot

Docks of N . York (6T. Gorcey Hall
n

:

i 3 ..
s , n(,er title: M.rd r in ihe Famih

KH?n."°S (£] Wea.er-Low.ry ...
Dttalls onder title: The Model Murder

eV0
:;' rl ,h

;
*est <71)

' Brown-Hatton
. . .

n, , L
60 Brown-Hatton ...

Oetaib under title: Ghost of Indian Soring*
Forever Yours ,83) Storm-Stnith ....

Details onder title: They Shall Have Faith
G. I. Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson ...
'" ** (57j- Brown-Hatton ....

In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon ..
Mums Rides Again Eas, side Kids

Details onder title: County Fair
lade Mask. The (66) Toler-ttanton ....

Details onder title: Mystery Mansion
lost Trail. The Brown-Holt
Navajo Trails (56) Brown-Holt

Detail< nnder title: The Texas Terror
Bidcrs of the Daw Wakeley-White

Details under title: Rainbow Valley
Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White . .

Details under title: Cowboy Serenade
Scarlet Cloe. The (65) Toler-Mnnton

Details under title : R»-lio Mystery
Shanghai Cobra. The (64) Toler-Woreland
Sooth of the Rio Grande Remldo-Armida

Details under title: Sono of the Border
Stranger fr-m Santa Fe (56) Bro.vn-Hatton .

Snringrme in Texa< <55
-

, Wakley-White ..
There Goes Kelly (61) Moran-McKay .

Details miter title: Make Way for Kelly
Trooble Chasers Gilbert-Hcward

Details under title. Hero Comes Trooble

1945-46

Allotment Wives Francis-Kelly
Black Market Babies Richmond-Hazard
Frontier Feud Brown-Hatton .

Details onder title: Flaming Frontiers
On The Cherokee Trail Wa'<ely-White
Sensa'ion Hunters Merrick-Lowery

Details under title: Main Street Girl

Strange Mr. Gregory, The Lowe-Rogers
Details under title: Gregory

S«Pense r.ookson-William
Sunbonnet Sue Regan-Storm
Swing Parade Storm- Reagan .

.9-17.

7-24. .

8-7

8-20.

10-2

9-18.
8-21.
.2-5.

8-6

4-30

9-18

.1-22.

. .4-2.

11-27

6-25.
9-3

7-23.

7-23.
5-14.

8-6

.2-16.

.1-26.

.2-16

.6-30.

6-16.

.9-22.

.8-11.

. .5-5.

PARA MO UN

T

194)-l"> Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (22)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TAKIi TillS WOMAN
Drama—Started September 6

Ca-t: Teresa >.v right, Ray Milland, Virginia Field. Anthony

Ouinn, Reginald Owen, Sir Cedric H .rdwicke. Joan Win-

UAd, Melville Cooper, Michael Dyne, Rhys Willi, ins.

Director. L.-wis Allen Producer: Karl Tunberg
Mory: rs^t in the Victorian era. the utory concerns a younit .Ml" win.-, wife.

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION

wsioojr Beaucaire (T) .

- •

' .il'i.ETED

CrosbyAstairc 8-6.

ntpt-CaiMtM 9-17.

1944-45

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergraan .

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowcry- Brooks

Double Exposure (64) Morns-Kelly
Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton
Practically Yoirs (90) Colbert-MaeMirray

ULLeoit NO. FOUR
8ring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tofts
High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks

DetaK under title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100) .Ladd-Russell

Unseen. The (81) McCrea-Russell ..

Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Modal for Benny (80) J_amour-Cordova

".flairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent

Murder. He Says (92) MacMurray-Main
Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage

BLOCK NO. SIX
Midnight Manhunt Gargan-Savage

Details under title: Hard to Handle

Oot of This World (96) Erackcn-Lynn ...

You Came Along (103) Cummings-Scott

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) (113) Hotton-Cordova

REISSUE
>>«n of (he Cro« <m> Colbert-March ...

Northwest Mounted Polica (128) Cooper-Carroll

This Gun For Hire (81) Ladd-Lake

1945-46

.7-13.

.8-21.

.7-10
.5-15.

. .2-7.

. 4424

.

.4421.
. 4422

.

.4423.

4-lf

. .4-2

.4-16

.4-16

12-25. . .7-27. . .4427. .
.6-11

. 4432

.

.4433.

. 4434

.

.6-25

. .9-4

G:.rd-.er-Rey,iclds

. Gargan-Keily

Mii.and-Wyman
Jones-Cottcn

. 10-2.
2-19.
10-31.
10-31

BLOCK NO. ONE
Duffy's Tavern (97)
Follcw Tha: Woman (70)
Lost Weekend. The (101)
Love Letters (101)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Bride Wore Boots. The Stanwyck-Cummings .

8-6.

Hold That Blonde Bracken-Lake 12-11.
Details under title: Good Intentions

Kitty Goddard-Milland ...6-12.
Ptople Are Funny Haley-Walker 4-2.

Stork Club Hutton-Fitzgerald . 4-30.

NOT IIKSKiNATKP
Blue Dahlia, The Ladd-Lake 4-2.

Calcutta Ladd-Rossell 7-9.

Cross My Heart Hntton-Tufts 1-8.

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

Masquerade in Mexico Lamour-Cordova 1-8.

Miss Susie Slagle s . . .'. -IS.

0 ir Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Rossell 3-5.

"hythm Ranch Haley-Hllllard 11-1.

Road to Utopia. The Crosby-HopeLamoor 12-13.

To Each His Own deHaviland-Lund .
7-9.

Trouble With Wimen. The Milland-Wrigbt .
6-11.

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

They Made Me A Killer Lowery-Britton .1-0.
Two Year* Before the Mast larfrf-OoMnry *\
Viroinian The M-Crca-Brittnn ...11-13.

Well-Grnomed Bride. The Milland-deHavilland 2-19.

.4501. . . .9-3

.4^04 9-3

.4,03 8-23

4502. .8 20

19H-i5 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

Completed (35)

Completed (18)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
I RING DOORBELLS
Comedy—Started September 12

Cast: Robert Shayne, Ann Gv/ynne, Roscoe Karns, Pierce Wat-
kin. Harry Shannon, Ernest Ruex, Dorian Caron, John
Eldredge.

Director: Frank Strayer Producer: Martin Mooney
Story: The life and times of Russell Hirrtwell. publicist.

CARAVAN TRAILS (Cinecolor)

V/cstern—Started September 11

Cast: Eddie Dean, Emmett Lynn, Bob MalCDmn, Jean Carlin,
Al LaRue.

Producer-director: Robert Emmett
Story: Not available. See next issue.
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RELEASE CHART .Scliildkraut-Burke

Title— R.nnlni Tim.

COMPLETED

B^rde,- Bad Men

Dangerous Intruder (71) ......
Details under title: The Intruder

Danny Boy

Fighting Bill Carson
Fog Island (72)
Flaming Ballets

'

Frontier Fugitives

Details under title: Ride. Ranger. Ride
The Gangster's Den
His Brother's Ghost (54)
Hallyvotd and Vine (58)
The Kid Sister (56)
Lady Confesses, The (64)

Ucta.is under title: UnJercovcr Girl
Man Who Walked Alone, The (73)

Details under title: You Can t Stop Romai e

Marked for Murder (58) O'Brien-Ritter
Miisini Corpse (62) Bromberg

Details under title: Stranger in the Family
The Phantom nf 42nit Street

"-•'I nf Amy Nugent. The (63)
Shadow of Terror

Details under title: Checkmate
Shadows of Death (61)

Details under titl»: Barber of Red Gap
Si'ver Fleet, The (77) Richardson- Withi
Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John
Strange Illusion (83) Eilers-Lydon
"wing Hostess CO
Three in the Saddle
Why Girls Leave Home (68) ....
w 'e of Monte Cristo Loder-Aubert
Wliite Pongo (73) Fraser-Wriron

Cut Detail. IM. ru.

1944-45

. Alocrtson-Armstrong 4-30. . .9-11. . .528. .
.7-23

. _avage-Beauinont . .3-5. .8 27. . . .526

Neal-Tilton .'ii-13*. . .4-15. .
'.'.502.

.Arnt-borg 4-16. . 8 21. . .519.

.

. .9-3

.6-11. 10-31 . . . . 568 .

.

.Atwill-Douglas .11-13.
.
.2-15. . . .5U8.

. Ritter-Knox

Crabbe-St. John .
.1-22. .6-14. . . .559

Crabbe-St. John . . .2-3. . . .537.

.

.Ellison-McKay .

.

'8-21
. .4-25.

.

. .515.

.

.5-11

Pryor-Clark 10-31. . . .2-6. . . .516.

.

. Hughts-Bcaumont . . .2-5. .
.5-16.

.

. .522. .5-28

.O'Brien-Aldrich .. .10-16. . .3-15.

.

. .507. .2-ly

nks

Aldrich

Farr-Lindsay ..

Fraser-Gillem

Crabbe-Knox

.Tilton-Cnl! n»

Rifer-O'Brien

•Leonard

558

.11-27.
. .10-2.

.6-12.

.4-16.

.8-17

.3-31.

. .9-8.

.7-26.

.530. .
.5-14

558
.: 17. . .3-19
500. .11-15

.562
111 . . . .7-9

.222. 8-5

1945-46
R "ster Crabbe No. 1
Club Havana
Detour

Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) (80)
Flving Serpent

How Do You Do?
I Ring Doorbells

Romance of the West
Son: of Old Wyoming (Cincco'cr)

Strangler o". Ths Swsnrs

Crabbe-St. John . .9-17. 11-7.

.Lindsay-Neal . . .

.

5-28 11-23.

Savage-Neal .6-25. .11-30
1-22. .12-8.

Lewis- Kramer . .9-3.

. . .8-6
Shayne-Gwynne . .10-2.

Pean-Barton .... . . .8-6.
n-a-i-Partden .5-14. 11-12.

. LaPlanehe-Edwards 9-3

REPUBLIC
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

1945-40 Features
Westerns
Serials

(32) Completed (32) In Production (0)

(24) Completed ( 8) In Production (0)

( 4) Completed ( 3) In Production (0)

(40) Completed (10) In Production (3)

(32) Completed (33) In Production (1)

( 4) Completed ( 3) In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE CAT MAN OF PARIS
Mystery—Started September 24
Oast: Carl Esmond, Lenore Aubert, Adele Mara.
Director: Lesley Selander Producer: Marek Libkov
Story:. NoteS Parisian author, victim of amnesia is susuecterl of a series

of horrible mur.lers.

THE MADONNA'S SECRET
Mystery—Started September 17
Cast: Francis Lederer, Gail Patrick, Ann Rutherford, Edward

Ashley, Lind? Stirling.
Director: William Thiele Associate Producer: Stephen Auer

n\YS OF BUFFALO BILL
Western—Started September 17
Cast: Sunset Carscn, Persy Stev/art, Rex Lease, Tom London

Jay Kirbj, James Cravnn.
Director: Thomas Carr Associate Producer: Bennett Cohen
Story: Carson thinks he murdered a man. Attempting to clear himselfhe brlnits the crooks to Justice
THE VALLEY OF THE ZOMBIE
'Details in is :ue of September 17)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Concerto (T) '.

COMPLETED

Behind City Lights (68)

Details vnd-r title: Return at Oawn
Bells ol Ro<anta 168)
Big Show-OrJ (70)

Details inder tille: Next Comes Lovi

lordertwrn Trilli

Dorn-WcLrod 8-20

Cast Details

1944-45

Terry- Rob rts

Cheaters, The (87)
,

Details under title: The Magnificent Mr. M
Cheyenne Wildcat EII.ott-Flem.ing . .

C.i.cago Kid (68) Barry-Roberts

Code of Ihe Prairie Burnette-Carson

Corpus Christi Bandits Lane-Talbot

Earl Carroll's Vanities (8v) 0' Keefe-Moore ...

Fatal Witness Ankcrs-Fras:r . . .

Federal Operator No. 99 .'
iiaiaont-Taliot

Flame of Bnrbary Coast (91) . .
.Wayne-Dvorak ...

Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor

(.reat Flamarion, The (78) vonStrohe.m-Hughes

The f.rcat Stagecoach Robbery !
.Elliott-Fleming ..

Grissly s Millions '72) Grey-Kelly
Hitchhike to Haprincss (71) Pearce-Evans ....
Jealousy (71) Morley-Asther . . .

Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker ...

Details under title; Jchnny March
Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming

Love, Honor and Gsodhve (87) Bruce-Ashley ...

Man From Oklahoma. The (68) R:gers-Evans ....

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Siirling-Bailey ..

Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes . .

Mexicana Guizar-Moore
Oregon Trail Carson-Stewart . .

Phantom Speaks. The (68) Arlen-Roberts

Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterling-Moore

Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey . .

Silver City Kid Lane-Stewart
Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake . .

.

Santa Fo Saddlemates Carson-Stirling .

Sheriff of Cimarron oarson-biirimg .

Sing. Neighbor, Sing (70> lerry-Brown

Song for Miss Julie. A (69) Early Clark

Sporting Chance (59) Randolph-O'MaMey
Details under title: Behind the Ships

Stagecoach to Mnnterev Lane-Stewart

Details inter Hfla: Marshal of Monterey

Steppin' In Societv (72) Horton-George ...

Details under title: You'll Remember Me
Sunset in El Dorado Rogers-Evans

Swingin' on a Rairbcw (72) Taylor-Frazee

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry

Three's A Crowd (58) Michael-Gordon

Thoroughbreds .
Neal-Mara

Tiger Woman, The Richmond-Ma-a

Tnneka Trrror Allan Lan\

Utah (78) Rogers-Eva^

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart .

tnrro's Black Whir .Serial) . . ... Lewis-Stirling

.2-19. . .7-15. .

.6-12. .
.9-30.

.

. .10-2. . .6-29

.6-i!6. . .10-6. .

4-20. .

11-13.... 4-5.

.1-22. . 9-15.

.

. .421.

.3314.
. .417.

. .452.

. .465.
. .413.
.427.

.7-24.

12-25.
10-16.
.9-18.

. .9-18.
.9-18.

.
11-27

.

.11-27.

12-11.
5-14

.
.3-19.

10-16.
. .3-6.

.5-28.

. .7-3.

.3-30.
.2-15.

.1-16.

.7-19.

.7-23.

.9-15.
.9-15.

8 1.

.3-18.

. .412.
.3317.
. . 403

.

. .419.

. . 424

.

. .414.

.3318.

. . 443

.

. 482

.

.3312. .

A -2

.5-29.

.2-19.

12-2.,

.

.7-14.
5-10.

.9-29.

.7-10.

. .456.
. . 433

.

. . 484

.

. .423.

. .461.

.3313.

. . 455

.

. .454.

. .401.

.411.
. .420.

1945-46

. Oowd-DukeAngel Comes to Brooklyn, An ...

DetaiK under title: New Faces of 1945
A'n"n th? Navajo Trail Rogers-Evans

Bandit of Badlands Caron-Stewart

California Gold Rush Elliott-Fleming ... 4-30.

Captain Tugboat Annie Darwell-Konnedy ..12-25.

Details under title: Tugboat Annie's Son

Cherokee Flash Carson-Stirling 7-9.

Colorado Pion ers Elliott-Fleming 3-19.

Dakota Ralston-Wayne 8-6.

Don't Fence Me In Rogers-Evans 7-23.

r^rls of the Bin House Roberts-Powers 3-5.

Guy Could Change. A lane-Frazee 6-25.

Virs'iall of Lar« J
" Elliott-Blake 3-5.

Phantom of the Plains Elliot-Fleming .....2-5.

Phantom Rider. The (Serial) Kent-Stewart .
8-6.

it~i.nl, Ria-r, 0f r.hcvenne Carson-Stewart ....5-14..

Scotland Yard tnvestinator VonSToheim-Bachelor 219

.
.4-17. .

.9-15. . ..462..

.10-16. . .7-29. . . .418.

.

. .6-11. .9-29. .
.424

11-13. . .
.9-1. . .426.

.12-25.

.

.8-16.

.

. 11-27

.

.
.5-23. . . .416 .

. . .9-4. .12-23. . . .408.

.

. .3-19.

.

.
.10-2. ,

.1-26. . ..464..

.12-11. . .3-21. . . . 441 .

.

. .10-16. .
.5-10. . .434.

. .8-21. 12-16.

.

. .481.

.

. . .9-3.

. .4-16. .9-14.

.

'.'.551.'.

Sherff of Redwood Valley Elliott-Fleming
c trarn« Imrersonation, A Marshall-Gargan

Sun Valley Cyclone Elliott-Fleming

The Valley of the Zombie Booth-Livingston

w-.gon Wheels Westward Elliott-Fleming

Woman Who Came Back. The Kelly-Loder ...

Details under title: The Web

.7-23.

. .8-6.

.9-17.

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (31)

Completed (26)

In Production (0)

In Production (6)

MEW PRODUCTIONS

.Carson Burnetii

BADMAN'S TERRITORY
Western—Started Sentcmber 17

Cast: Randolph S-ctt, Ann Richards, Lawrence Tiernev, Isabell

Jewell, Gabbv Hayes, Morgan Conway. James Wrrren.

Director: Tim Whelan Producer: Nat H

RELEASE CHART
Title— R.nnlne Tim* Cart LUtaM» III.

IN PRODUCTION
Bamboo Blonde Langford-Wade .

9-17

Heartbeat Rogers-Aumont ...8-20
From This Day Forward Fontaine-Stevens .. ..9-3

Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful

Some Must Watch McGu re-Brent 9-3

Tarzan and the Leopard Woman Weismuller- Joyce .. .8-20

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent 7-24

FMcnn in Holt wood. The (67) Conway-Hale 7-24

Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley 5-29

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rush The (65) Langford-Brown ...6-12

Nevada (61 > Miteham-Gatej 7-24

!'.' OC'< NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly 7-24

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley .. 10-16

Details »nit»r. t'tl" - f.ome Share My Love

Ffrhmted Cottage, The (92) Young- MeGuire ...10-16

Having Wonderfol Crime (70) O'Brlen-Landis 5-1 513.

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long 8-21 512.

.510. .12-

.507. .12-

.508.

515.

FT



BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher. The (78) Karloff-Lugosi .

China Sky (77) Scott-Drew

Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Weissmuller-Joyce

Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young

Zoables on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney .

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ann

Details undtr title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler. The (67) Loder-Duprez

t*o O'clock Courage (66) Conway-Rutherford

Wist ot The Pecos (66) Mitchum-Hale

SPECIALS
Belle of the Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Lee

UMMta Brnwn «>-3> Coo,;er-Wrighl

It's I Pleasare (T) (90) Henie-O'Shea

Princess »nd the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo

Three Caballom (T) (71) Cartoon Feature

Woaan in the Window. The (95) Robin>on-Bennett

Details ander title: Once Off Guard

Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo

1945-46

. .7-10.

.8-21.

10-16

. . .4-3.

. .2-21.

. 8-21

. .5-15.

. . 522

.

. .521.

.524.

.

. .583
. .-Kt

. 584

.

.. 1.

..501.
.4-17

.7-24.

BLOC K NO. ONE

•
65i

.
Davis-Haley

.
Conway-Corday

. Raft-Trevor

. Errol-Risdon

.Brown-Carney

...2-5.

.
.2-19.

.12-11.

. .2-19

. .4-16

2-19Neal-Hale

. Karloff-Drew

O'Brien-Drew 2-5.

Henreid O'Hara M-°7
Warren-Long 6-11.

Granville-Conway .7-23.

George White's Scandals (95!

Falcon in San Francisco. Thi

Johnny Angel (79)

Momma Loves Poppa (60)

Radio Stars on Parade (69)

BLOCK NO. TWO
First Yank Into Toyko (82)

Isle of the Dead (72)

Man Alive (70)

Spanish Main. The 'T)

Wanderer of the Wasteland (67)

NOT DESIGNATED
All Men Are Liars

Details under title: The Lie Detector

Along Came Jones (90)
SrIU of St. Mary's. The

Cornered

Deadline at Dawn Hayward-Williams

Ding nono Williams Vernon-McGuire .

Falcon's Alibi, The Conway-Corday

Game of Death Loder-Long

Details under title: The Most Dangerous

Hotel Reserve Mason-Mannheim Foreign

Kid From Brooklyn, The (T) Kaye-Mayo ..

Master-Minds Carney-Brown

Meet Dick Tracy Conway- Jeffreys

Sing Yoir Way Home Haley Jeffries

TuBorrnw l< Forever Colb rt-Welles «

Riverboat Rhythm Errol-Newton 1

Details under title: Follow Your Heart

Bedlam Karloff-Lee f

Details under title: A Tale of Bedlam

REISSUE
Pinocchio Disney Cartoon Feature

602
603
604
601

605

. .3-5

.4-30

.4-30

4-3J
.4-30

.5-14

.4-30

6 11

..3-5
10 16

12-25

9-17
9- 17
10- 1

Cooper-Young 11-27..
Crosby-Bergman . .

3-5.

Powell-Cheirel .... .7-9
5-28.
5-14.

B-20
2-19.

6-25

.9-3.

6-11.
12-11.

2 0th CENTURY -FOX
1944-45 Features
1945- 16 Features

Completed (2fi)

Completed (20)

Tn Production (0)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY
Drama—Started September 1

Cast: Join Payne, Maureen O'K^ra. William Bendix, Connie
Marshall, Trudy Marshall, Charles Russell.

Director: Walter Lang Producer: Walter Morn^i
Story: Stage star and Director husband, much in love, adopt a child.

When the star dies, the child tries to replace her mother.

PRECINCT 33
Drama—Started September 12

Cast: Carole Landis, William Gargan. Reed H-dlcy John Ire-

land. Charles Russell, Mary Anderson. TVchar" Cr~n\
Mabel Pnirre, Stanley Prager, Henry Morgan, Ro;" Rob-
erts. Don Beddoe.

Director: Ottc Brower Producer' Bryan Fo-

RELEASE CHART
Title—Banning Tim

IN PRODUCTION
Centennial Summer
Smoky (T)

COMPLETED

BLOCK NO. ONE
Take It ar Leave It (70)
Wing and a Prayer (97)

11LOCK NO. TWO
Dangerous Journey (73)
Greenwich Village (Tl (82!
Sweet and Lowdown (75)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noi<e. The (7" i . ....

Details under title: Good Neighbors
In the Mrantime. Darlino (721

Details under title: I Married a Soldier
Irish fy« \rt Smiling (T) (°0>

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laira (88)
Something for the Boys (T> (87)

BLOCK NO. FfVB

•Baker- Massow 4-3. August 501 .7-20

.Ameche-Andrews 2-21. Aogust . 502. .10-2

. DenHs-Rousrv It Travel Fea Sept.. . .04 8 21

.Antcko-Mirlnda . 11 15
. Sent- -

.

. .50S 8-21

. Bari-Goodman 2-7. Sept. . . . .503 8-21

Laorel-Hardv . 43 October. . . 506 9 If

. Crain-Latimore 1-10 October. . . .507 9-1?

Woolley-Havrr ... 3 6 October . . .508 10-16

. .Tierney-Andrrws 5-1 . . Nov. . 5
n 9. lo-ro

Miranda-O'Shea 5-1 vov. . .510 n i

Baxter-Winnlnge . . .7-10 Dee. . 513 12-11

. O'Brien-Crane 6-26 . . . Dec.

.

. .512 .11-2/

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peek Ht/dwlcke
Fighting Lady, The (61) Govt Documentary

BLOCK NO. si;\ EN
Hangover Square (77) Cregar-Oarnrll ...
A T'-e Grows in Brooklyn (128) MeGuireOmin

BLOCK NO. KIOI1T
Circumstantial Evidence (68) 0 Shra Martial

Thunderhead, Son of Flicka IT) (79) McDowell Fo.Ur

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77) Fields Woolley

Details >«* title- Milly. Bless Her

Song of Bernadette (156) Jones-Pr ee

R iy-I Seindal. A (90) Bankhead-Evf e

Deta h under i. tie: CnrtaM

BLOCK NO. TEN
Diamond Horseshoe (T) (104) .Grable-Haymes .

Boll Fighters (62) Laurel Hardy

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Don Juan Ouilligan (75) Bendix-Blonti'l

Details under title: T»o-Faced Ouilligan

Wh n Oo We Go From Here? (T) (77) . . . MaeMurray-Lesl e

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Nob Hlil (95) J. B-nnrtt-Raft .

Within These Walls (71) Mitchell-Andersen

RICISSUE
Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81) Gable-Young ...

1945-46

NOT DESIGNATED
And Then There Were None (97) Fitzgerald-Huston

Bell for Adano. A (103) H.odiak-Tierney

Captain Eddie (107) MacMurray-Bari
Caribbean Mystery (65) Dunn-Ryan

Details under ti'le: First. Last and Always
Colon:l Effingham's Raid Eennrtt-Eyth?

Tori Face Miranda O'Kcsfe

Dolly Sisters. The (T) (114) Grable-Payre
mninwvcn .Tierney-Ey'.he

Enchanted) Voyage (T) . Paynt-H.ivi-r

Fallen Angel Faye-Andrews
House on 92nd Street (88) Eythe-Hasso

Details under title: Now It Can Be Told
Jun : or Miss (94) Garner-Joslyn

Kitten on the Keys (T) D'Hara-Haymes
Leave Her To Heaven (T) Tierncv-Wilde

S-ider, The Conte- Marlowe
State Fair (T) (100) Andrcws-C-ain

Walk in the San Andrcws-Conte
Details unrier UA Release Chart

Way Ahead. The (104) Mven-Huntley
evihon (T) (153) Hardwckc-Mitchll

. . .2-7. . Jan. . .514. 12-25

Jan. .

.

51j 1-22

. . .9-4. 1-22

. .515. Feb . 517 ! 2-5

11-13 . Mar. . . . H9

.

.2-19

--15.. Mar... . .518. . .2-5

11-13 Apr. .522 .
3-5

4 5. A r 1 . 520 .2-7

4 ?

9 4 May . .524 4-30

12 11 May . . 52 . 4-16

.2-5. June . .527 6-25

. 9-4. June. . 526. . 5-28

•
8-21 July. 6-11

. . .3-5. . July . .
6-11

Jo

. .3-19. Nov. . . 611

.

7-23

12-11 Sert . .604. . .7-23

. . .2-5 . . Sept.

.

.635. 8-6

. 12-25

.

Nov. 610
8-20

633 10-2
'. .'.3-5.

5-14 Dat.

. . . 4-30

.

Oct. . 6C8 .9-17

. .2-10. Aug. 603 6-25
. .

*-30

. . .6-11 Ore.

.

607
. . .1 92 Oct. 9-17

8-11

For. Aug . rV6 6-M
11-23 Agg.

.

602 .8-7

UNITED A R Tl STS
1914-45 Features Co nplt-ted (40) In Production (1)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml ): Rojrers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van): Crosby (Cby.): Sherman (Shm); Pressbiircrer
rPsb.); Wander (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bosreaus
(Bog.): Strombers; (Smjr.): T^evey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.):
Stone (Stn): Sel7nick (Szk.); Nebrnrahl (Neb.); lesser
Les): Loew-Hakim (L. H.) : Skirball (Ski.): Eajrie-Lion
(G. F. D): Caerney (Cgy.): Bronston (Bra.); Hughes (Hug ).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE SIN OF HAROLD DIDDLEBOCK (Calif. Pictures Corp.)

Comedy—Started September 10

C st: Harold Lloyd, Raymond Walburn, Jimmy Conlin, Ed^ar
Kennedy. Franklin Pangborn.

Pro uc-r-director: Pre.ton Sturges
SUtry: Xot available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

ride—Binning Time Ca»t Details lei n*. In,

Co.iui-Lii;iiiD

1944-45
Abilene Seott-Ovo.-ak 8-6
-.imu... with lw„ vann> i80. II Mril-«U > , _„ . ami a-
Bedside Manner (79) Hussey-Carroll 11 27 6 15 . . . Stn . . . 6-25
itlillia Spirit (T) lum.i,ing>- Harrison fmM» G.F.D
Blood on the Sun (94) Cagny-Sidney ..10-31 6gy 4-30
Creakfast in Hollywood • Breneman-Granville 8-20 Gldn.. .

Brews, ers Millions (79) O Keele-W^lker 8-21 .4-7... Sml 4-2
Caesar and Cteooatra IT) . 01 vier-Leigh Foreign G.F.D.

Captain Kidd (89) L-ogton-B:itton 2 5 .8-24 Bog 8-20
t.iunel tlimp (1) (148) Lively- Walb.-ook ..Foreign >-4. G-F.D 4-2
Dark Wa'ers '89) Oberon Tone 3-29 11-10.. B-g .12-11
DUnjUlfiU] Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy .... .9-4 . .3-31 Rgs 3-19

Diary of A Chambermaid Coddard-Hatfield 7-23 Bog-Mir
Duel in The Sun Jones-Cottcn 3-19 . .Szk

Getting G-rtie's Garter O'Keete-McDonald ..6-25 Sml
Great John L. The (96) Darnell-McClure . 7-10 6 29 . Crosby . .6-11

Gue-.t In the House (121) Ba ter-Bellamy .... 2 21 ... 12-8 ... Sing . 12-25
Guest Wife (88) Colbert-Ameehe 12-11... 7-27 Ski 8-6
Hairy Ape. The (90) Sendia-Hayward . ... 1-10 ... 6-16 Lev. 5-29
M-nrv V rT) 0 i,r.N»w>in ..For G.F.D
I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten 4-17 1-5... Szk 1-8

Detail" under IHI»- Double F,r: 0 ..oh

it'< in the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley . . .10-16 .4-21 Rgs. . 2-19
?ensatlnn> of 1945 ( 86) Powell Flrldj .. 12-13 6-30. Stn... 7-10

Mr. Emmanuel (92) "ylmer-Gynt Fnre gn 1-19 G.F.D. ... 1-22

Outlaw. The Russell-Huston . 8-31... I'm
Paris—Underground Bennett-Fields 1-22. .9-14 ... Bnt

Since You Went Away (171) olbert-Cotlen 9-20 ... 8-12. .. Szk. . .7-24
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Song of the Open Road (89)
Southerner, Tha I Jl)

Details under title: Hold Autumn
Spellbound

. . Bergen Granville

Scott-Field

Your Hand
.Bergman-Peck 7-24 .9-28 .Szk.

Details under title: House of Dr. Edwardi

St'ry of G. I. Joe (109) Meredith

Summn Storm (107) Sanders-Oarneli

Detail, under title: The Moon Their Mistress

Thi> H^ppy Breed (T) Newtpn-Johnson
1 Is a Fanrlv (81) Kuggles- Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field . .

2uu / Women Robson-Calvert

viuno Widow Russell-Hayward .. .3-5 Smg
Wltis'le Stoi lift Gardner 7-23 Net

Foreign G.F.D

. . .6-26. .11 23. . .Les. . .

. 6-26. .12-29. . .Cow.. .12-25

Foreign GF D

UNI V £ RSAL
19i4-i5 Features

Westerns
Serials

1!»4;-16 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48) Completed
Completed ( 7)

Competed ( \)

Completed (13)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTiOL'5
MURDER MANSION
Mystery—September 11

Cast: Bill Goodwin. Virginin Orev. Robert Lowery, Martin Kos-

:?
ck

'
.

Al™ NaP ier
- Joan Fulton, Howard Freeman, Billy

Newell. Ronda Hatton
Director: Jean Varbrough Producer: Ben Pivar

9044 . .8-6

.6-25

TANGIER
Spy Drama—Started September 24
Cast: Maria Ilontes, Sabu. Pre.iton Foster, Louise Allbritton, J.Edward Bromberg, Reginald Denny, Erno Verebes.
Director: George Waggnar Exec. Producer: Joseph German son

StLEASE CHART
Tlt.e-R.pn.n, Tl».

Casl „,„ ,

IN H<ODUCTION

S.Tmm Robinson-Bcnnct, ....8-6

C-.JB PaW\ T
) Du-b.n-Tonc 9 3y)n pas_g. (T) Andrews-Hayward I -3

COMPLETED
1944-45

Beautiful Cheat (59) n .„ „
Details under UtU. in 'li-',* T„i ,

'
,

' ' ""'''"'"•'J' H-27 ... 7-20

Beyond the Pecos ,
Blonde Ransom (68)

Cameron-Drew 7-24. .2-23

Bowery To Broad*!,f i-4," ^f" M
" 12-25 ... 6-15

.

n,ad LVew («i Karoft-Foste, ... 2-1 .. 10-20.

Enter Arsene L„» . *U Jean-Grant 12-25
. .810.

De.ail> „nde/ t i t „: w„. Lonin
KalOB-KowiB 8-21.. 11-24.

De'sTy MS <61) Chaney-Ankers .... 6-26. . 6-28

.

Frisco Sal
(94) Jean-Curtis 9-18 .12-22.

Kvns, WIMeJt 'ri"m\ Foster-Bey 10-2... 2-23.

&J~&K
*Xito, Manba,,,/^ **' ^ ^

D^?:"."^ ,,„.: Be , , Ev<p s,
• ^M-Beery 8-21

. .
,2-8

^nevmol AhVad
^thbone-Brure 2-5.

. .3-16

Detail,",,^ „W.V Rnm, nee;,;e

Jones-McDonald 11-27 .5-11.

.

HooU 'ssrs, a ^ Kar,nffch^ 417 ™
|,,,

O^T".X*'»«r MlV;
" ,Can Grant 8-21

HI T.M Ik. World'
R""

"

P, "'

Tr» cy .j 0vce 12-11 . 6-8
miianon of Life (Reissue) Colbert-William 6-15In* Capt.v. r fi3

) Lane-Kruger
. . 9-18 6-29'

"d" n„ Tr ' S "r ' a

LV Col.ier-Oui.lan 10-2 123tady On A Tram (94) Durbin-Bellamy 2 - 8 .?4
« ' «

K'V" ' Ser,a,) Wiley-Moore
. . . 12-11 4 25

Mummy, C"r„ ( 62) Thaney-Hard no 8-21 2-16

J* B "'"
. .

'Cook-Gwynn.
9

. 3 20 ,2 1

^JmI IZii/""™ 1i«
'

:
."crosby-McDonald 6-26 .12-15.

5?V23 ^)
,76)

;; su:5£"° •

ts--#W« T.,„ Tr.il Th, amernn- Knight 7 10iip'iV'
On Stage Ev-rybdoy (75)

.
.' Dakle-Ryan -;.14 7-13

::::i
ek
..tx*™ ^.-Tw

:
.nil.

;

:Jg;

s«« c,,v

rrvr" ^Detail, under title- Make Wav for L o«eMm*, Wd-r. She Danced (90) DeCarlo-Cameron 10-2 4-27
i .»,. v,„ I9V Hill.Fn.fer

'

I 1?' " f
«.oA'

See *l«Jf (« n.„„ 4 Johnson

io B, „f -h, c. pnn, , S5) a^'aTJiiiy ... n'.i, i?4
,:

T) ''"!, Mont.,.H.II «.2 fi 3-2
Detail, ur.Her title: Oueen of the Nile

. 90K J

.9042.
9072. .Ji-J

.5024 .

.9071. .12-25

.9007. .10 16

.9026. .10-30

.9012.

. 9005

.

.9002.
9021

.

9013.

. 9027

.

9041.
9096.
9038.

.9017 10.

n

.9001 .
f..^

9035 . .1-22

r015. . .7-23
.9011. . .5-14

.9143.. 9-3

9029 10-U

Swing Out, Sister (60)
1 hat's The Spirit (93)
Uncle Harry (83)
Under Western Skies (57)

Details under title: Musical Round-up
Woman in Green (68)

Details under title: Invitation to Death

1945-46
Bad Men of the Border Grant-Arm-da ..

Code of the Lawless (irant-Knight .

Details under title: Law for Pecos
Crimen Canary Beery-Collier ..

Details uniler t tie: Hra r Tint Trumpet Talk
Dalton's Ride Aca n, The Oirtls-O'Drlseell

run ier Ga deJarlo-Cameron
Rir: On the Suit Barker-Collier

Details undrr title: Serenade for Murder
Pin Town Grant-Knight
Men !n Her Diary (73) Albr.tton-Hall
• h' in Parnd.s. Obcr;n-Bey . . .

Outlaws of Twin Forks ".-ant-A'ans
Pillow of Drath Chaney-Ioyce ..

Pursuit to Algiers Ratlibone-Brjce
Details under title: The Fugitive

River Gang Jcan-Brasscl'e

Details under ti'lv Fa'ry Ta'e Murder
Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial) Kennedy-Kennedy
Secret Agent X-9 'Serial) Bridges-Wiley ..

..Laughton-Raines . . .10-2. . .2-9. . .9010. l-«

. . .9-4. . .5-18. . . 9033

.

.6-11

. Rvan-Cakie . .1-8. . .6-1. .9014. .5-28

. .Sanders-Fitzjerald . . 4-30

.

.
8-17 . .S075. .8-20

.8-21. .1-19. -039.

. Ra'.hbone-Bruee . .
.5-29. .7-27. .9025. .7-23

.3-1 .

.
.9-3.

.2-19.

. .1-8.

.8-20

.3-19.

8 20

Ermine

Si:-1y Lady (94)
Detail, u-c-er title: Alibi

Stranqe Confession

Tha; Nirhl With You (84)

Di'a ls under title: Once Upon a Dream

This Lnve of Ours

Details under title: As It Was Before

-Granville

. Coburn-Simms

.10-2. .

.7-23. .

4-16

. 1-22 . .

. .6-11.

10-26.

.9-21.

WARNER BROTHERS
1945-46 Features

Oo tid' sted (19)

Completed (21)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
VERDICT
Murder Mystery—Started September 4

Cast: Sydn2y Greenstreet, Peter Lorre, Joan Loring.
Director: Don Siegel Producer: Willi

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title—Running Time Cast OitalU

Her Kind of Man Scott-Paige 8-20
Never Say Goodbye Flynn-Parkcr 8-6
Night and Day (T) Grant-Smith 6-25
Man I Love, The Lupino-Alda 8-6.
Grecnstreet-Lorre

. . .9-17 Verdict

COMPLETED
1944-45

Arsenic and Old Laee (11R* Grant -Lan, n-l.
Christmas in Connecticut (101) Stanwyck-Morgan . 6-12.
Conflict (86) Cogart-Hobart 5-17.
Corn Is Green. The (114) Davis-Dell 8-21.
Conspirators. The (101) Lamarr-Henreid .. 3-6.
Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan .10 19

Details under title: Forty Whacks
Doughgirls. The (102) Sheridan-Carson 3 6
Cod Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey 8-21.
Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan -Dorn 6-12.

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst
Hollywood Canteen (123) All-star 6-26
Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Smith 11-15.
Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine 11-27.
Janle (106) Reynolds-Hutton ...1-10
' S'de. The (56) Travis Parker
fthi-etive Burma (142) F!vnn-B-"wn «12.
P'llow To Post (92) Lupino-Grcenstreet .8-21.
Roughly Speaking (117) . . R,i«ell-Carsnn . ...6-12.

"»"• ""I Not nrvn Bogart-Bacall 2-21.
V»rv Thought of You (99) r>»rkfr. Morgan 3 6

1945-46

A Stolen Life Davis-Ford 2-19.
Rio SI»»o. The Rmnrt-Bacall .. 10-31.
Cinderella |o-m Leslie-Aldo 12-13..
Confidential Agent Boyer-Bacall 6-25.
Danoer Signal Emerson-Scott ....4-J6..
Dev0,i °n OeHaviland-Lupino 11-16
Ijnie Get, Married Leslie-Hntton 4-16.
Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson 12-25.
My Reputation stanw>ek- Brent .

11-29
Wnhnrfy lives Forever Garfield - FltzQ^ra Id 9 IB
Of H.iman 8ondaae Henreld-Parker ... •> "t
One More Tomorrow sheridin- Morfai llil
Pride of the Marines (HO) ^arflcld-Parker 11-27.

Details under lfl»- Tliis Love of Dm
Rhapsody In Blue (139) I -slie-Aldo 7-2«.
«an infnnln (T) Flynn-Smith ...10-16.
Saratoga Trunk (— ) <-nn-rr-Bergman 3-8.
Shadow of A Woman Klng-Prlnee 2-l f>.

.

Thrf» <!trann.ri . ... F'igerald-Greenstreet J -°2
Time. The Place and The li'rl, The 'T) ""rnan-Palge 4-2.
Ton Ynung To Know l-<llt-rMtnn 2 T>
Two Mr, r«rnll, Th. Rnoart-SUnwyek 5-14

REISSUES
Bofn For Tro-ible Johnson-Emerson

Originally t'tled: Murder In the Big Ho'ise

It All Came True Bogart-Sherldm

Del. Ne In

. .9-23.

.

. .403. .
O-IR

. .8-11.

.

..420. .
.7-23

. .6-30. . .418. . 6-25

. .7-21.

.

.419. . . .4-2

.10-21. . . .405 .10 3.

. .9-9.

.

.4U2.

.11-25.. . . 407

.

...9-4

...4-7.. .414. ...4-2

. - 5-19 . . .416. . .4-30

.12-31. .
400

. .4-28.

.

.415. . .\-16

. .3-17. .413. . .3-19

. . 9-2.

.

.401 . .8-7

.10 7
. .404 .9- IB

. .2-10 . .411. 2 «

. . .6-9. . .417. . .5-28

. . 3-3.

.

.412.

. .1-20.

.

.410. ! 10-16

11-11 . 405 10-30

. .9-1.

9-27.

. .10-6.

10-6..

501 8-21

. 502 . . .

. . 504

.

.503..
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"BLITHE SPIRIT"... A Gay Ghosi

Noel Coward's Blithe Spirit was one of the sensatio-n

of the legitimate stage a couple seasons back and no •

this Technicolored movie version, with an all-English

cast, promises to be one of the most successful Britis'

films of recent years. Showmen operating class theatres

have a juicy plum in this farce about a lovely and mis-

chievous ghost who returns to earth to haunt the hus-

band she left behind and his new wife. The fame of the

play will give it a fast start in the deluxe houses. How-

ever, the prospects are different for the naborhood and

small town theatres. In those spots a heavy explora-

tion campaign will be required to sell Blithe Spirit, to

overcome the lack of strong marquee names and the

British production. But this is a story jam-packed with

selling angles. The gay idea of a sprightly shade

meddling in her ex-spouse's domestic affairs, taunting

him with recollections of their old love, plaguing his

second wife with her unseen presence. These are high-

ly exploitable facets of as witty a farce as has been

written in years. Moviegoers of every strata should be

intrigued by the promise of fun in such a tale.

[Continued on Next Page)



EXPLOITATION PICTURE "BLITHE SPIRIT"
fContinued from Preceding Page) CREDITS

A Un'trd Artists Release. Produced in England by Twin Cities-G.F.D. Associate

A. Havelock Allan. Produced by Noel Coward. Directed by David Lean. Cast: Rex Har-

rison, Constance Cummings, Kay Hammond, Margaret Rutherford, Hugh Wakefield, Joyce

Carey. Jacqueline Clark. From the Play by Noel Coward. Photography, Ronald Neame.

1. Charles Condomine (Rex Harrison) and his second
wife, Ruth (Constance Cummings), are hosts to some
friends, among whom is one Madame Arcati (Margaret
Rutherford), an eccentric medium with a fondness for dry
martinis.

5. Condomine pleads with Madame Arcati to send Elvira back
where she came from, but the medium is helpless. Elvira listens !

to them and plots to take Charles back with her.

2. Madame Arcati arranges a seance and calls upon the
spirit of Condomine's first wife to return from her astral
retreat.

6. Elvira arranges to have Charles killed in an auto accident,!

but Ruth takes the car and dies instead. The two ex-wives then I

plot against Condomine and eventually have his car crash so that

he joins them.

3. The spirit of the first wife, Elvira (Kay Hammond),
appears, visible only to her ex-husband. She's a gay and
capricious a wraith of greenish hue with scarlet lips and
red finger nails.

HANDFUL!

4. Ruth is, at first, skeptical of hei
finally convinces her that she has
bodied, rival for Charles.

presence, but Elvira
a definite, if disem- Several of the advance newspaper ads for the Winter Garden

opening in New York October 3 are illustrated above.



THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi Wemkly Rmvimw of tkm Trade'u Evnta

GOVERNMENT FILES TRIAL BRIEF
Despite heated activity by the distributor defendants to effect

a settlement or a new consent decree, the Department of Justice
went steadily on with preparations for its anti-trust suit against
the major distributors, scheduled to come to trial before a three-
judge court on October 8th. The principal action by the (Govern-
ment 'vas the filing of a trial brief citing specific instances of
alleged violation of the anti-trust laws and demanding divorce-
ment as the "minimum relief required by the Sherman Act."

Brushing off a contingent of major distributor executives and
their attorneys who came to Washington to discuss possible settle-
ment of the suit out of court, Attorney General Tom C. Clark
reportedlv reaffirmed that he meant to bring the case to trial as
scheduled. The meeting lasted a scant five minutes. Later, Clark
met with distributor counsel in New York, but reportedly re-
mained firm in his demands for divorcement of distribution from
exhibition as the only basis on which negotiations for a settlement
might be effected. The earlier contingent left a document with
Clark which was alleged to have set forth the "disastrous" effects
Of theatre divorcement. The group consisted of Nicholas Schenck,
Barney Balaban, Spyros Skouras, N. Peter Rathvon, Albert War-
ner. Robert Perkins, Austin Keough, Fred Pride, R. R. Irvine and
J. Robert Rubin.

Divorcement Sole Remedy
In its brief, the Department charged violations of the Sher-

man Act and declared that the requirements of the Act could not
"be satisfied without divesting them (the five majors) of their
theatres." The document broke down theatre holdings of the ma-
jor companies, including those in which the distributor has a part
interest. It alleged that the defendants received 75 per cent of
the total film rentals from affiliated theatres during 1943-44, with
Universal, Columbia and United Artists receiving 20 per cent and
the remaining 5 per cent going to all the other distributors com-
bined. It also revealed that the distributor defendants owned a
total of 2.659 theatres, which supplied 40 to 50 per cent of all
domestic film revenue received by each of the distributors.

The brief also stated that the prevailing license agreementsnow in use by the film companies are "obviously designed to pro-
tect the first run exhibitor receipts but offer no protection what-
ever for the following runs." The Government alleged that the
defendants have a monopoly of first-run distribution in 73 cities
oi the U. S. with populations of over 100,000; that exhibitor affili-
ates operate all the first-runs in about 150 of 319 cities having

^n^
atl°nS between 25

-000 and 100,000; that in 400 towns under
^5,000 population, the clearance provisions in present agreements
under which affiliated first-runs are licensed are extensive enough
to control the subsequent exhibition of maior films in a maioritv
of independent theatres. The brief pointed out that the Govern-ment s case "did not rest on any claim that the mere ownership
of control of all or a majority of theatres in communities con-
stitutes a motion picture monopoly which violates Section 2 of theSherman Act." Rather, the monopoly results through cross-
acensing, fixing of minimum admission prices and other trade
practices, the justice department alleges.

In Public's Interest
In concluding the 26-page document and its supplementary

appendices running hundreds of pages, the Department pointedmat it was submitting the case "upon the assumption that thecourt will be primarily guided by what that interest (the public's)
is in reaching the decision, rather than financial iniurv to com-
L^ng

n
Wit

^
eSSeS °r the financial injury which the defendantswould allegedly sustain if they were compelled to abandon their

present integrated economic structure in favor of one whichwould permit the competitive production, distribution and exhibi-
tion of motion pictures which the Sherman Act requires "

Ph i »,
he tria1, Robert L- Wright, special assistant to Clark,

Philip Marcus, Thomas Hanagan, Kenneth Lindsev and Horace
l. Morrison will represent the D of J, with Harold Lasser andJohn R. Kneisley, representatives of the New York branch of the
department, working on trial preparations.

JOHNSTON. MPPDA PREXY MAPS PROGRAM
Eric A Johnston was named president of the "PPD\ on

Wednesday (19th) following acceptance of the resignation of Will
H. Hays after almost 24 years as head of the organization. The
Johnston appointment came after long and oft-rep--ted rumors
that the president of the U. S. Chamber of Comme-c? wouH ac-
cept the post. Francis S. Harmon, coordinator of th" Wsr Ac'i-
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vities Committee since its inception, was named vice-president in

charge of the New York office and will also act as Johnston's

executive assistant, along with Joyce O'Hara. Joseph L Breen

was formally named a vice-president and will continue in charge

of the production code administration. Johnston was expected to

remain in Washington most of the time until his term as C. of C.

prexy expires next Spring under his five-year contract with

MPPDA which permits him to retain that post.

Hays was given a five-year pact as consultant and will be

available for advice and consultation in the organization. Hays
will receive $100,000 annually, while the new MPPDA president is

slated for $150,000 per year plus $50,000 for expenses.

Johnston Lists Objectives

The 49-year-old president of MPPDA issued a statement ask-

ing for industry unity which would be embodied in a motion pic-

ture institute embracing all branches of the industry. His pro-

gram for the industry listed six objectives: (1) To Foster an in-

dustry program "which will make motion pictures an even better

reflection of the American design of living; (2) formation of a
Motion Picture Institute composed of all industry elements to

continue in peace the cooperative efforts achieved by the film in-

dustry during war; (3) a cooperative undertaking of an expanded
research program to improve "the film, the theatre, methods and
techniques" and expansion of educational pictures; (4) free inter-

change of motion pictures internationally, elimination of artificial

trade barriers and an equitable share of foreign markets; (5) con-
tinuance of self-discipline in the industry as a guarantee against
Government censorship and regulation and (6) an effort to make
films an "adjunct to our whole educational system" both as a
sociological factor and in gratitude for acceptance of the Ameri-
can film by the public.

In accepting Hays' resignation, the MPPDA board paid trib-

ute to the retiring president in a resolution which called Hays a
"distinguished leader" and "unfaltering in his devotion to the
highest ideals of the motion picture and by his unremitting efforts

has served the industry faithfully and well." Hays was unstinting
in praise of the new MPPDA head, noting his satisfaction that
he was transferring "to such splendidly capable shoulders re-

sponsibilities carried for so many busy and constructive years,"
and the industry's confidence to "place in his hands the throttle
— and the brake."

Exhibitor Reaction Favorable
Early reaction to Johnston's appointment among exhibitors

was generally favorable and optimistic. A. F. Myers, Allied board
chairman and general counsel, stated, "I have not had an oppor-

STRIKE SETTLEMENT' NEARS
A break seemed to be pending in the six-months' old studio

strike as the NLRB disclosed that it had virtually settled its por-
tion of the case involving the clash between IATSE and the Set
Designers and had scheduled a hearing for Friday (28th) to clear
up a f<-w minor legal points before rendering its decision.

Further evidence that a settlement might be effected was
seen when union leaders meeting with AFL president William
Green finally set up a formula to settle the jurisdictional disputes
existing between IA and seven other AFL international unions.
The settlement was exoected to involve cancellation of the char-
ters issued by Walsh during the course of the strike. The NLRB's
decision was reportedly expected to favor the strikers, by ap-
proving the challenged ballots of the Set Designers, permitting
them to vote in the bargaining election.

BLUMENSTOCK NAMED WB AD HEAD
Mort Blumenstock became national director of advertising

and publicity for Warners, following the resignation of Charles
Einfeld. Formerly eastern advertising-publicity head, Blumen-
Ftock's appointment was expected. The appointment also shifted
the ad-pub national headquarters to New York, Blumenstock hav-
ing elected to maintain his offices in the East. He will make
frequent trips to Hollywood in order best to coordinate produc-
tion with merchandising the finished product.

Warners also announced the resignation of Joseph Bernhard
as a vice-president and member of the board of directors. He
will become president of a new producing organization, U. S. Pic-
tures. Inc. in association with Milton Sperling and will release
through Warners, it is understood. Also general manager of War-
ner Theatres, Bernhard will relinquish this post in the near future
with Harry Kalmine reportedly slated to head the circuit.

(Continued on Page 30)
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be illegal under the Sherman Act." It was successfully used

to break up the first attempt at monopolization of the motion

picture industry, made by a combination of patent owners using

patent license restrictions to exclude others from the business.

See United States v. Motion Picture Patents Co., 225 Fed. 800.

That it is not only appropriate but essential relief in this case is

apparent from an appraisal of prior efforts to curb the competi-

tive abuses inherent in distributor control of theatres, by meas-
ures short of dissolution. We have therefore submitted an ac-

count of these efforts in Appendix C.

Briefly stated, this material shows that the producer-exhi-

bitor defendants have succeeded in dominating the industry
through theatre control and cross-licensing restrictions, ostensi-

bly derived from the Copyright Act, after the original "Motion
Picture Patents Trust" failed to maintain control through patent
licensing restrictions. It also shows that since the beginning of
n oducer-exhibitor integration in the early 1920's, the industry
has been a constant source of public complaint arising out of dis-

crimination by the major elements against the independents.
Prior to the institution of the NRA Code for the Motion Picture
Industry in 1933, these complaints were reflected in proceedings
brought by the Justice Department and the Federal Trade Com-
mission. During the NRA period they were, of course, channeled
through the Motion Picture Code Authority complaint procedure,
with the ineffectual results noted in the Darrow Report.

After the NRA was declared unconstitutional, the Justice
Department renewed its activity and has since continuously
engaged in the investigation and prosecution of a series of cases
directed at various local aspects of the motion picture monopoly
Problem. It will be seen from the account of these activities
that this is the flrst case in which an attempt was made to meet
the basic monopoly problem resulting from the nation-wide in-
tegration of the industry, prior efforts to deal with this problem
bv measures short of dissolution having resulted merely in
continuous litigation arising out of the constant friction gen-
erated by the discriminations implicit in such integration. The
consent decree entered in this case in 1940 was designed to de-
termine whether an impartially administered nation-wide sys-
tem of trade practice arbitration could eliminate these com-
petitive inequities. The consent decree arbitration and appeal
board decisions summarized in this appendix show that any
attempt to adjust competitive equities within the limits of the
system of control established by the defendants' integration
can only result in competition among independent theatre op-
erators for the runs that the producer-exhibitors do not choose
to allocate to themselves. Clearance arbitration, for example,
merely determines the precise limits of the clearance discrimina-
tion to which a complainant may be subjected, rather than pro-
viding an opportunity for removing the discrimination.

These decisions, taken as a whole, when compared with the
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THE ENCHANTED FOREST" GENTLE, SLOW-PACCD APPf M© YCUNGSTEl
Rates • O as dualler in naborhood and rural spots

PRC Pictures

80 minutes

Edmund Lowe, Brenda Joyce, Harry Dav-
enport, Billy Severn, John Litel, Clancv
Cooper, "Jim" the Crow.
Directed by Lew Landers.

A gentle and appealing woodland fantasy
Photographed in Cinecolor, "The Enchanted
Forest" is PRC's most important release to
date, although it will need strong selling
to overcome lack of interest in its placid
slow-paced theme. The story's fairy tale
quality and the clever and well-trained birds
and animals that are so important to the
plot make this good fare for family houses
where oldsters and youngsters abound and
where the picture's color and Disney-like
mood should be heavily exploited. While it
lacks Technicolor's sharpness and vivid
tones, the new Cinecolor photography is
soft, pleasing to the eye and especially ef-
fective for the forest backgrounds where

most of the story takes place. There ar
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i B. The form of agreement under which the defendants license

Alms generally

The printed forms used by each of the eight distributor de-

! fendants in licensing its films are, in themselves, the best avail-

l able evidence of the terms on which films are generally made

(
available for exhibition in theatres. A sample supplied by each
defendant has therefore been printed in full in Appendix B.

I

Although these forms differ in many respects from company to

company, and have varied from year to year, the following pro-

visions are common to all and have been in use for at least the

L past ten years:

|
1. Each purports to grant a "license" under the Copyright

[ Act although the distributor actually agrees only to rent a posi-

\ tive print of each of the copyrighted films named in the license

t to the exhibitor for a specified period of time for use in a speci-

l fled theatre. The "licensor" (distributor) does not grant the

I "licensee" (exhibitor) any privilege of reproducing, selling, or

}
sublicensing the copyrighted work, as such. What he gets is the

I privilege of running the print furnished him by the distributor,

i and that print only, through his projection machine for a limited

number of commercial theatrical performances, of which the ex-

f
hibition of that film may be only one feature.

2. Each provides that the films licensed are to be exhibited

[ on a particular "run" at a particular theatre. The run designated
, is a symbol for the sequence of the films' exhibition in the area

|
where the theatre licensed is located. Thus, in a license for a

[
theatre in Anniston, Alabama, the designation "first-run" means
that the theatre licensed has the right to show the films named
for the first time in Anniston. The run may also be stated in

terms of a playing position ahead of or behind certain other
named theatres or places, such as "after Birmingham" or "ahead

I

of Plaza."

3. Each provides that the theatre licensed shall have a speci-

fied "clearance" period during which there shall be no subse-
quent exhibition of the films licensed in other theatres. This may
be stated in general "run" terms, such as "60 days over subse-
quent runs" or related to specific theatres, such as "63 days ahead
of Victory," or to specific towns, such as "30 days over Springdale
and Darien. Connecticut," or to a general area, such as "30 days
over all theatres within a radius of 25 miles of Syracuse," or to a
group of theatres charging a certain admission price, such as "56

days over 25 cent houses."

4. Each provides that the theatre licensed shall charge cer-
tain minimum admission prices during the exhibition of the films
licensed. Suitable space is left for the insertion of matinee and
evening, children and adult prices. In each case the name and
location of the theatre licensed and the run, clearance, and ad-
mission prices specified do not, of course, appear on the printed
form but are filled in as the agreements are made. Breach of the
admission price restriction is expressly made a ground for revoca-
tion of the license or loss of the run and clearance privileges
provided therein. The admission prices generally inserted in the
contract form are those customarily charged by the theatre li-

censed and are usually the same for all distributors and all pic-

tures shown there during any particular day, week, or month.
5. Each provides that the distributor may audit the exhibi-

tor's receipts from films which are licensed on a percentage basis
and provides for reports on pictures so licensed showing the ad-
mission prices charged and number of admissions sold. Since
each distributor licenses some film to virtually all exhibitors on
terms which are expressed as a percentage of the gross receipts,
this provision gives the distributor regular access to any exhibi-
tor's books and continuous accurate information as to his admis-
sion prices.

The use of these provisions by all of the major distributors
results in an effectively policed uniform admission price structure
in which the admission price charged by each theatre is a func-
tion of its general playing position rather than the quality of the
particular films it exhibits. This price structure for any large
city is one in which the best films are first exhibited by a limited
number of first-run theatres which charge the highest admission
prices. They are subsequently filtered down through an increas-
ing number of theatres playing simultaneously on each succeeding
run, at a lower admission price for each run, until the available
film revenue from a particular area has been exhausted.

In such a system the run status of a given theatre is neces-
sarily fixed by the runs granted by the distributors which pro-
vide a majority of the films it plays. Those which have a prior
run status exercise substantial control over all of the other
theatres in the city, inasmuch as the time at which the films
licensed become available to the subsequent runs is expressly
conditioned by clearance provisions in the first-run contracts.
These clearance provisions, in turn, set automatic ceilings on the
admission price that may be charged by the subsequent runs as
the value of the film as a box-office attraction inevitably decreases

in direct proportion to the lateness of the run. The minimum
price restrictions thus compel the subsequent run exhibitor to

operate on a virtually fixed admission price while the first-run

exhibitor has complete freedom to charge as high a price as he

can get. What the first-run can get of course depends on how
much the public will have to pay to see the same film at a later

date and that is directly controlled by the admission price re-

strictions in the subsequent-run license agreements.

These forms are obviously designed to protect the first-run

exhibitors' receipts but offer no protection whatsoever for the

following runs. Each provides, for example, that the following

runs may not even advertise a coming attraction until after its

first-run engagement has been concluded. Where a second or

subsequent-run is licensed, the distributor is expressly left free

to license as many first-runs as it sees fit, although simultaneous

first-runs in a number of theatres or so-called "moveover" first-

runs, by which a first-run in one theatre is continued at another,

obviously decrease the value of the second or subsequent-run li-

censed by exhausting a greater proportion of the available reve-

nue than would a single first-run.

Under this system of licensing, effective control of the film

revenue available from any area goes with control of the first-

run theatres and which theatres operate as first-runs depends
upon the terms of the licenses their operators are able to nego-

tiate with the major distributors.

C. The agreements which the defendants make with each other

The agreements made between the defendants covering the

exhibition of each other's films in their affiliated theatre circuits

are generally in the form of a master agreement outlining the

general terms applicable to a large number of theatres, with the

detailed terms either written up in memorandum form on so-

called "deal sheets" for each individual theatre licensed, or in

the form of individual license agreements for such theatres, pre-

pared on the distributor's printed form. In either event, the

printed form supplements the master agreement and is generally

expressly made a part thereof to the extent that it does not con-

flict with the provisions of the master agreement.

In important first-run situations the defendants generally
license each other's films on terms which call for payment by
the exhibitor of a percentage varying from 15 to 40 percent of

the gross receipts (depending on the rental classification of the
film and the classification of the theatre in which it is played)
up to a certain gross figure, generally designated either as a
"control" figure or "splitting point." After the gross business on
the picture reaches this figure, the proceeds are then split on
a 50-50 basis between the exhibitor and the distributor. In some
cases the control figures are simply stated as a definite amount
for each theatre and in others the agreements provide for the

computation of a control figure based upon the ascertainment of

the actual operating expense incurred by the exhibitor during the
engagement in question. In still others the percentage is gradu-
ated in accordance with a series of control figures so that the
more a picture grosses in a particular theatre or group of thea-
tres, the higher the percentage figure will be. In any event, the
obvious purpose of such arrangements is to share the profits re-

ceived by the exhibitor in excess of a fixed minimum operating
profit earned by the theatres licensed.

The later runs and first-run situations of lesser importance
are frequently grouped together in a blanket deal which simply
provides for the payment of a total fiat sum as rental for the
films used without allocating any part of the rental to any parti-

cular run in any particular theatre. All of these so-called master
agreements provide certain selective privileges which enable the
exhibitor to adjust the use of the films licensed to the playing
time available over his circuit.

These master agreements, whether they cover a single pic-

ture or those released over a period of years, may all be de-
scribed simply as the exchange of a certain amount of playing
time in the circuit's theatres in return for the privilege of using
the distributor's pictures over the circuit on highly flexible terms,
with the profit-sharing arrangement assuring both parties of maxi-
mum benefit from the exhibition of the pictures involved, within
the limits of the playing time assigned.

Where run, clearance, and admission price restrictions ap-
pear in the master agreements they are generally outlined in a
separate schedule covering all of the theatres involved. However,
in many cases, where such clearance schedules have become well
established over a period of years, the insertion of the appropriate
restrictions in the individual licenses becomes a routine matter
based on knowledge of prior schedules and in some cases prints
are served in accordance with established clearances without any
express clearance provision being incorporated in the license at
all. Similarly, admission price restrictions, originally spelled out
in detail in elaborate schedules, are later omitted entirely in the
deals negotiated with large circuits, although the licenses with

(Continued on Page 26)
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(Continued from Page 25)

their individual subsequent-run competitors generally contain such
restrictions. In some cases terms have become so well established

that formal agreements are dispensed with entirely and the rent-

als billed pursuant to deal sheets or other informal memoranda.

The so-called joint ventures under which two or more thea-

tres respectively owned by two or more of the producer-exhibitor

defendants are pooled together in a single operating unit, gen-

erally provide for an equal division of profits or a division in

proportion to the number of theatres contributed by each group.

In those cases where one defendant has leased a theatre to an-

other to operate, the lease provisions also generally provide that

the lessor shall share in the profits of the operation. Thus, in

either the case of a joint venture, lease or film license the agree-

ment in substance results in a sharing of operating profits among
the defendants from the theatres covered by these agreements.

Operating agreements or leases between the following pro-

ducer-exhibitor defendants cover the number of theatres listed at

the locations named below:

Fox and Loew, 1 at Los Angeles, California.

Fox and Loew, 1 at San Francisco, California.

Fox and Paramount, 1 at Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Fox and Paramount, 2 at Los Angeles, California.

Fox and Warner, 1 at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Loew and Paramount, 1 at Atlanta, Georgia.
Loew and Paramount, 1 at Oak Park, Illinois.

Loew and Paramount, 5 at San Francisco, California.
Loew and Warner, 2 at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Loew and Warner, 1 at Waterbury, Connecticut.
Loew and Warner, 2 at Wilmington, Delaware.
Paramount and RKO, 8 at Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Paramount and RKO, 5 at Rochester, New York.
Paramount and RKO, 5 at St. Paul, Minnesota.
Paramount and RKO, 2 at Yonkers, New York.
Paramount and Warner, 3 at Hammond, Indiana.
Paramount and Warner, 3 at Brooklyn, New York.
Paramount and Warner, 7 at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Paramount and Warner, 1 at San Antonio, Texas.
RKO and Warner, 4 at Cleveland, Ohio.

Operating agreements or leases between the following pro-
ducer-exhibitor defendants and Skouras Theatres Corporation or
United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., cover the number of theatres
listed at the localities named below:

Fox and United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., 4 at Los
Angeles, California.

Loew and United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., 1 at Bal-
timore, Maryland.

Loew and United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., 2 at Colum-
bus, Ohio.

Loew and United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., 1 at Louis-
ville, Kentucky.

Paramount and United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., 1 at
Chicago, Illinois.

Paramount and United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., 1 at
Detroit, Michigan.

Paramount, United Artists Theatre Circuit. Inc., and
Skouras Theatres Corporation, 1 at New York New
York.

Loew and Skouras Theatres Corp., 8 at New York, New
York.

RKO and Skouras Theatres Corp., 10 at New York, New
York.

RKO and Skouras Theatres Corp., 1 at Newark, New
Jersey.

Warner and Skouras Theatres Corp., 2 at Hackensack,
New Jersey.

Warner and Skouras Theatres Corp., 3 at Jersey City, New
Jersey.

Warner and Skouras Theatres Corp., 3 at Elizabeth, New
Jersey.

In cases where the producer-exhibitor defendants operate
first-run theatres in the same cities and do not pool them or
lease them to each other, they generally work out an equitable
distribution of major product between them which does not
change from year to year. For example, the Loew theatres in
Washington. D. C. for the past ten years have played the pic-
tures of Loew. United Artists, and half of Paramount on first-
iun; the RKO first-run theatre has played those of RKO and
Universal; and the Warner first-run theatres have played Warner,
Fox. and half of Paramount. The Paramount pictures are di-
vided between Loew and Warner on an arbitrary basis without
competitive negotiations for any of them. There is, of course, no
occasion for competitive bidding between the producer-exhibitor
defendants for each other's pictures in any of the situations
where two or more affiliated theatres are in nominal opposition to
each other, as they share the profits from the exhibition of such
films in any event.

The division of major first-run films during the 1943-44 season

among the theatres of the producer-exhibitor defendants and in-

dependents in the 73 cities with over 100,000 population in which

the defendants are charged with monopolizing theatre operations

is shown in the following table. (Ed. Note: this table is omitted.)

Exhibitors affiliated with the defendants operate all of the

first-run theatres in about 150 of the 319 towns having populations

between 25,000 and 100,000, and in more than 400 towns of less

than 25,000.« The clearance provisions contained in the agree-

ments under which the affiliated first-runs are licensed are suf-

ficiently extensive to control the subsequent exhibition of major

films in a majority of the domestic independent theatres.

In the case of about 65% of these first-runs the clearance

provisions give protection against theatres located as far as ten

miles from the theatre licensed. In about half of these cases

the distances covered are greater than 20 miles. In urban areas

75% of the first-run licenses grant a protection period of 29 days

or more against second run in the same town.

An example of the manner in which such clearance provi-

sions are expressly geared to admission price differentials is the

following schedule for Minneapolis theatres incorporated in the

1943-44 licenses covering the exhibition of RKO pictures first-run

in the theatres operated by the Paramount-RKO pool:

28 days over Uptown.
42 days over 30c houses.

56 days over 25c houses.

70 days over 20c houses.

112 days over 15c houses.

35 days over Mound, Excelsior, Wayzata, Shakopee, Hop-

kins. Osseo, Anoka, Chaska.
A majority of the film rental derived from any particular

exchange area is thus controlled through selected prior run

theatres, the priority of which is determined by concerted action

among the defendants. Thus, for a first-class picture, less than

4% of the theatres in urban areas will generally supply more
than 40% of the total film rental from the area. Most of these

"key," prior-run theatres are controlled by the producer-exhibitor

defendants, and the areas which those theatres control in turn

contribute more than 50% of the total revenue available from

United States theatres.
Ill

A. The producer-exhibitor defendants have monopolized the

domestic theatre market in violation of Sections 1 and 2

of the Sherman Act

The Government expects to show that in at least 80% of the

towns where they control two or more theatres the producer-
exhibitors have so adjusted runs, clearances, and admission
prices that all or a substantial majority of the total admission
fees paid by the public in these towns to see films flows through
their theatres. In some of these towns they control all the

theatres and in others they merely control all or substantially

all of the first-run theatres, but their control of the business in

each of these towns and the surrounding areas is so extensive

and so arbitrarily maintained as to constitute, in the view of the

Government, a local theatre operating monopoly which violates

Section 2 of the Sherman Act.

The leasing, ownership or management of theatres is, of

course, the principal means by which these monopolies are col-

lectively maintained by the producer-exhibitor defendants but the

Government's case does not rest on any claim that mere owner-
ship or control of all or a majority of the theatres in any of these

communities constitutes a motion picture monopoly which violates

Section 2. The monopolization occurs through cross-licensing of

these theatres by the distributor affiliates of each producer-exhi-
bitor combination which owns them upon exclusive and restrictive

terms which have the effect of arbitrarily syphoning into those

theatres a greater proportion of the total available admission
price dollar than mere superior management, expensive equip-

ment, or other resources normally possessed by large businesses
could ever secure and of arbitrarily excluding competent un-

affiliated operators from the most profitable exhibition field.

By cross-licensing we do not mean the execution of a single

agreement by two distributor members of these combinations
with two or more exhibitor members. What happens is that

Loew, for example, as a distributor, licenses its films to Para-
mount, as an exhibitor, by agreements which are generally separ-
ately executed by nominally different corporate entities than those
involved in the license agreements made by Paramount as a dis-

tributor with the theatres controlled by Loew. However, the com-
petitive effect of these arrangements is the same as though all

parties involved had made a single agreement, in view of the
unified control of the distributing and theatre operating members
of each combination.

Inasmuch as these licenses generally provide for the compu-
tation of film rental in terms of a percentage of the gross re-
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ceipts realized up to a certain figure calculated to yield the ex-

hibitor an agreed margin of profit plus an equal sharing of

receipts in excess of that figure, their net effect is to give each
combination a share in the theatre operating profits of the others
and a vested interest in promoting the business of theatres affili-

ated with these combinations at the expense of independent
competitors.

As already pointed out, the restrictive terms by which the
monopolization in question is achieved are generally contained
in express provisions which assure the affiliated theatres in ques-
tion of the privilege of prior and exclusive exhibition at the high-
est admission prices in the areas where they operate. As the

Bearanco provisions in the first-run licenses condition the ad-
mission prices of the later-run theatres in the area in question,

the entiie admission price structure in cities in which all of the
first-run theatres are affiliated is controlled by the license agree-
ments made with the producer-exhibitor defendants.

In any particular competitive area protection of the receipts
and profits of the prior run theatres is accomplished by con-
trolling the admission price at which the films exhibited there
may be subsequently exhibited and the amount of time that must
elapse after the conclusion of the prior engagement before such
subsequent exhibition may occur. The producer-exhibitor defend-
ants thus necessarily fix the admission prices which their in-

dependent competitors may charge with an eye to protection of
the box-office revenue of their own theatres, whether they make
any express agreements with each other in this precise form
or not.

In some cases the license agreements they make with each
other have contained an express provision that the films ex-
hibited at one of their theatres will not be exhibited at a com-
peting theatre at less than a certain admission price. But
whether or not agreements of the latter character are contained
in licenses made between the defendants, is immaterial. The
system of price control employed by them is one which oper-
ates only by virtue of express or implied agreements between
them as to clearance terms which directly or indirectly control
the price at which the films may be subsequently exhibited by
independents, in any event. Collective action of this character
is sufficient to invalidate the entire price control scheme, regard-
less of whether such control is further implemented by express
agreement among them as to the precise admission prices that
they will permit their independent competitors to charge. Cf.
Ethyl Gasoline Corp. v. United States, 309 U. S. 436.

The control of film revenue in these local areas, alleged to
have been monopolized by the defendants, thus rests on the mak-
ing of restrictive agreements with each other which are aimed
at control of the price structure and are therefore illegal per se. 7

B. The other major distributors have combined with the
producer - exhibitors to discriminate against independents
All of the discriminatory and unfair licensing practices de-

scribed in the complaint either stem from or contribute to the
continued maintenance of the foregoing theatre operating mo-
nopolies, collectively controlled and maintained by the producer-
exhibitor defendants. The competitive abuses inherent in the
power which such monopolies exert over all film distributors are
readily apparent. Arbitrary exclusion of independent theatres
from competition with theatres owned by the combination in li-

censing films is one inevitable result. This may be accomplished
by the express terms of the license agreements themselves, as
pointed out above, or may result from a refusal by all of the
major distributors to deal on any terms with a competing inde-
pendent. Cf. Goldman v. Loew's, Inc., et al., — F. (2d) — (C. C.
A. 3rd), decided August 2, 1945, C. C. H. Tr. Re. Service 57,920.
declaring illegal the Warner first-run monopoly in Philadelphia.

The imposition of discriminatory terms by non-theatre-owning
distributors may result merely from the so-called buying power
possessed by any one of these theatre circuits alone which form
part of each of these five producer-exhibitor combinations.

An example of how such buying power was used by a circuit
affiliated with Paramount to compel the same distributor de-
fendants as those involved here to deal with its independent
theatre competitors only on admission price terms which pre-
vented effective competition by them is found in Interstate Cir-
cuit v. United States, 306 U. S. 208. An example of the general
use of the buying power possessed by a so-called independent cir-
cuit to compel the same distributors to deal only in a generally
discriminatory manner with its smaller independent competitors
is found in United States v. Crescent Amusement Companv, 323
U. S. 173. In each case the situations in which the circuit had

7Kven if Inc
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theatre operating monopolies were sufficiently important to in-

duce these distributors to deal with independents in the situa-

tions where there was theatre operating opposition only on terms

which prevented them from competing effectively with the circuit.

C. All of the defendants are parties to a general price-fixing

combination and each producer-exhibitor defendant

is an illegal monopoly per se

The price-fixing aspects alone of the case we shall present

are sufficient to bring it within the doctrine of the unbroken

line of cases beginning with United States v. Trenton Potteries,

273, U. S. 392, re-emphasized in United States v. Socony-Vacuum
Co., 310 U. S. 150, and recently elaborated in United States v,

Masonite Corporation, 316 U. S. 265, which denies the possibility

of any justification for privately controlled combinations which

are actually used to fix prices, based upon an asserted reasonable

use of this power. s

United States v. Crescent Amusement Company, 323 U. S.

173 and United States v. Aluminum Company, 148 F. (2d) 416,

appear to be equally conclusive in prohibiting any justification

in terms of reasonableness of the monopolization of theatre

operations in various localities which have been actually achieved

by these combinations. In this connection, we shall not offer

proof as to the precise manner and means by which each of

these theatre operating monopolies was acquired but will rely

simply on their continued maintenance by illegal means. Whether
or not particular theatres were originally acquired by tactics

sometimes described as predatory or by more conventional means
is of no moment, in view of the clearly illegal character of the

producer-exhibitor combinations that have resulted, in and of

themselves. Each must, of necessity, in return for the protection

of its own exhibition profits, grant similar protection to the ex-

hibition profits of the others.

The adverse effect of these producer-controlled exhibition

monopolies on so-called independent production and distribution

is obvious when the extent of the market collectively controlled

by them is considered. The non-theatre-owning producers and
distributors have access to the prior run theatres in most of the
important cities of this country only by virtue of such licensing

arrangements as they are able to make with one or more of their

five principal competitors, which themselves make and distribute

a majority of the first-class features released each year. These
competitors are naturally inclined to make available to non-
theatre-owning distributors only such playing time as may remain
in their theatres after the needs of the producer-exhibitors, as
distributors, for exhibition of their own films are supplied and the
amount of playing time received in their "key" runs directly

controls the total return from any particular picture.

8

By such licensing of films on percentage terms, the precise
amount of business done by all theatres is disclosed, which, in

the case of the small exhibitor who lacks bargaining strength,
simply means that the distributor defendants have a sufficiently

accurate picture of his operation so that the share of the receipts
which goes to them is determined by the distributor upon an
arbitrary basis. If it appears from his box-office reports on per-
centage pictures that any independent's operations are profitable
enough to interest his nearest producer-exhibitor competitor in

acquiring his theatre or an interest in it, the independent's knowl-
edge that if he declines to deal on the terms offered he may be
faced with the loss of major film product and theatre operating
opposition from the defendant in question, prevents him from
any genuine exercise of bargaining power in such negotiations.
The same threat, implicit in the dual position of the producer-
exhibitor defendants as the principal theatre operators and film
distributors, is itself sufficient to check expansion of independent
theatre operation in areas where the producer-exhibitor defend-
ants operate.

D. Divorcement of their theatre circuits from the producer-
exhibitor defendants is the minimum relief required

by the Sherman Act
Dissolution is the traditional judicial method used to restore

competition in industries dominated by combinations found to

8In Appalachian Coals, Inc. v. United States. 288 U. S. 344. the Supreme
Court found that the price-fixing combination there involved did not have
the power to do what its members hoped to do, that is. control the market
price of their coal. Here, as in the cases cited above, the defendants had
the power to control prices and used it to monopolize the market.
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(Continued from Page 8)

The approximate geographical distribution of the separately
held interests of the five producer-exhibitor defendants as of 1945

appears in the following table: 5

Area
Para-
mount

War-
ner Fox RKO Loew Total

New England:
35 35
9 9

9 9

90 17 3 6 116
3 1 5

5 32 13 50
Middle Atlantic:

New York (except New York City) 20 30 13 74
1 1 27 60 91

New Jersey 3 95 14 3 115
Pennsylvania (except Philadelphia and Pittsburgh) 70 87 3 160

73 73

20 20

East North Central:
Ohio (except Cincinnati) 13 32 6

|S 9

75 77
Jo49 18 2

21
21

Michigan (except No. Peninsula and Detroit) 3 3

8
1

16 19

8
2

West North Central:

!5
45

70 6 9
8"

Ol
29
18 1 20

: _

19 19

Nebraska (Eastern) 16 1 17
9

_
9

59
59

ou At antic.
5

8

2
f

3 23
33

„ 9 15

SI 81

South Carolina 26 26

41 41

* 5

133

East South Central:

11 2

29 1 3

40
in

35 35

West South Central:

57
Louisiana (except New Orleans) 20 20

3 2
245 1

246
Mountain

:

1 9 19
1

Idaho 8 8 16
Wyoming 14
Colorado 8 49

8

7
8

7

5

Phoenix 7 9 1
2 4

14 14
Ogden 4 e

Nevada
5 5

Pacific:

Washington 3 36
11

39
jOregon 16

California 183 1 198

Totsi!
1,376 509 546 93 130 2.654

The percentage which each of the five producer-exhibitor
theatre circuits contributes to the total film revenue of any of
the eight major distributors greatly exceeds that of any indepen-
dent circuit and these five circuits combined supply from 40 to
50% of all the domestic film revenue received by each of these
distributors.

The total gross receipts of affiliated theatres operated in the
United States during the year 1944 was about 500 million dollars.
This is estimated to approximate half of the total gross receipts
of all domestic motion picture theatres, about 17,000 in number.

2. The distributor defendants
Columbia Pictures Corporation produces and distributes films

directly. Universal Corporation owns Universal Pictures Co., Inc.,
which is directly engaged in production. Universal Pictures, Inc.,
wholly owns Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., and with Universal
Corporation, Big U-Film Exchange, Inc., which distribute Univer-
sal films. United Artists Corporation distributes films produced
by others. None of these defendants operates theatres.

All of the eight defendant groups have their principal offices

in New York City, all make most of their pictures in Hollywood,
j

California, and all distribute their films through a system of I

branch exchanges located in from 26 to 32 cities. Each branch i

in each of these cities is separately operated by each distributor

and serves all theatres in the surrounding area. With minor

exceptions, each distributor maintains an exchange in each of

these cities and these exchanges serve substantially the samel
geographical areas.

The five producer-exhibitor defendants, Fox, Loew, Warner,
RKO, and Paramount, together received, as distributors, about
75% of the total film rental paid by all of the affiliated theatres
for features released during the 1943-44 season. Universal, Colum-
bia, and United Artists received about 20% of this total and less

than 5% went to all other distributors combined.

ftThls table excludes pOoIei
erely buys and books Minis,
pears at p, 10 <>( Appendix
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'LADY ON A TRAIN' CRITICISMS RANGE FROM POOR TO GOOD
(UNIVERSAL)
".. .The sooner Deanna Durbin and her producers realize that she

is not a dramatic actress nor even a fair farceuse, the sooner
we'll all be spared the bother of such embarrassments as 'Lady
On a Train'. . .Exhibits the little lady falling flat on her histrionic

face... Empty and careless little fable, intended to be a mystery
farce ... Handed substantially nothing in the way of suspense by
the script and only a few meager tatters of foolish comedy, Miss
Durbin gets even with the authors by giving nothing in return."

CROWTHER N. Y. TIMES.
"...Murder mystery and comedy mixed with a dash of music into

a diverting screen play. . .Fairly amusing piece, with Miss Dur-
bin's well known music and comedy talents to give it an extra
dash of entertainment." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

"...Composed equally of mystery and comedy, Deanna scores in

both departments, and. for extra added measure, throws in three

vocals in her superlative style . . . Will appeal to all crime addicts."

MORTIMER, N. Y. MIRROR.
".. .Humor, Instead of suspense, holds the loosely devised story

together and on many occasions the mystery gets lost in the com-
edy that ranges from genuinely funny to plain irksome .. .Miss

Durbin still hasn't grasped the tricks, timing and face-making of

a good comedian." HALE. N. Y. NEWS.
"...Good fun. with plenty of excitement and guessing games for

the mystery fans. Not Deanna Durbin at her freshest and best,

however." CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
" Rather bad adaptation of a tidy idea advanced a few years
ago in a British film called 'Lady in Distress' ... Royally messed
up business." McMANUS, PM.

THE GREAT JOHN L' GETS A TEPID REACTION
(UNITED ARTISTS)

"...When the camera is taken to the ringside or looks into the
passionate boastfulness of this curious man, it records passages
of active and exciting film drama. When the facts of Sullivan's
life are juggled to motivate his career with a disappointed child-

hood love affair, however, the picture bogs down into dull and
ordinary romantic fiction. Not all of a piece, and the fact is more
interesting than the fancy .. .Focused too much on story-book
romance and not enough upon boxing." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...In sports circles there may be some disappointment because
the picture has concentrated on Sullivan, the man, rather than
John L., the fighter. As general film fare, however, there's just

enough fighting to add zest and authenticity to a story rich in

human interest and suspense." MASTERS, N. Y. NEWS.
"...Film has a spurious Hollywood finish that makes it suspect
even to persons who know practically nothing about the life of

John L. Sullivan. . .Seldom gets very lively or original. There are
a few good fight scenes, notably a very funny one. . .But there are,

surprisingly enough, few fight sequences; mostly it's love, love,

love." PECK, PM.
"...For a screen biography 'The Great John L.' isn't bad. but it

hardly does justice to the legendary prowess of the great heavy-
weight... It is too worried about his soul. And his heart. . .Brief

boxing sequences are better than most of the picture. . .Efforts to

drag love interest into the picture are less happy." MORRIS,
PHILADELPHIA RECORD.

'BACK TO BATAAN 1 ACTIONFUL WAR ADVENTURE FILM
(RKO)
"...Straight heroic fiction concocted according to the pattern for
old time gun-and-glory film... Full of familiar cliches peculiar to
such heroic fare. And for people who like that sort of picture, it

will probably be gratifying, indeed. . .But, from a more realistic

viewpoint, it seems a cheap and meretricious conception .. .Juve-
nile dramatization of significant history." CROWTHER, N. Y.
TIMES.
"...Fictional interpolation of factual material. . .Best when it is

most realistic. . .Hollywood touches are generally bad. . .Straight
excitement, 'Back to Bataan' has much to recommend it. . . Defin-
itely a man's picture, but as such it has definite appeal." BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
".

. Smacks of a popular but outmoded type of war film. . .Load of
thriller heroics which remind you of Hollywood giving the folks
what they eat up... Should be acceptable as a rousing melodrama
for those who approach their movies without high standards of

judgment." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...One of the best pictures of the war in that it's realistic pres-
entation. . .Gives it an authority that many war films, that were
not strictly documentaries, lacked .. .Stirring material makes the
blood tingle. . .Action is filled with suspense and is deeply moving
at times." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
".. .Picture, for all its valiant nobility of spirit, has been out-dated
by more than the mere occurrence of V-J Day... Wild excitement
and commotion. . .Obviously, a studio contrivance with a sharper
eye to box-office values... In case you had no feeling against the
debasing of such a theme for catchpenny melodrama this is a
pretty good job in its lurid adventure-story class." COOK, N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Despite what they say these days about War pictures, the
early morning Palace audience greeted it lustily. . .Despite its gen-
eral adventure-strip character, 'Back To Bataan' is an honest,

healthy film." McMANUS, PM.

LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE' TAKES A ROYAL PANNING
(REPUBLIC)

"...It was this reviewer's misfortune to see the picture from the
very start. It only made the ensuing nonsense more puzzling
than if he had come in on the last reel and thought that the whole
work was part of the newsreel and the animated cartoon...As
tasteless as its title." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"... Third-rate husband-wife comedy played by a third-rate com-
pany adds up to a sixth-rate picture .. .Dreary little pass at pent-

house clowning." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

"...Quarrels, reconciliations and complications, none of which are
as witty as they try to be... Neither they nor the principals are
able to accomplish much under the adverse conditions of plot,

dialogue and direction." WINSTEN. N. Y. POST.
". . .Casual little trifle. . .Main question is how it ever escaped dis-

card when the first suggestion about making it was offered...
Quality of the dialogue makes it obvious that the writers had
small enthusiasm or energy for their work... Story no longer
passes muster as acceptable screen material." COOK. N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'ISLE OF THE DEAD' HORROR-THRILLER FOR
(RKO)

"...Very superior and gripping. . .Somewhat confused and con-
fusing story is not what makes 'Isle of the Dead' so gripping.
It's the situations, always popping in a deep dusk, and always
fraught with dreads both specific and nameless.. .Maximum horror
with minimum gore." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Dark and mysterious affair .. .Events are slightly less insane
and its shadowy photography at times very impressive. But you
will have to grow mighty fond of weird lighting effects before
you will go around recommending this picture to a friend." COOK,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

MYSTERY ADDICTS
"...Very much in the tradition of Rialto shockers. . .Certainly ef-
fective; but being more shocking than thrilling, it is suitable only
for the iron-constituted Rialto habitues." O. L. G, JR., N. Y
HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Murky photography and a lot of hocus-pocus about super-
natural powers and vampires. . .More horrible than horrific and
poor Boris Karloff, who must be pretty tired of this sort of mon-
ke" business by now. stumbles through the picture with a vacant
tired stare." T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES.
". .Halfway between a horror film and a thriller. Weird happen-
ings, effective suspense and dark, dreary atmosphere will give you
the creeps." HALE, N. Y. NEWS.
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tunity to study Eric Johnston's program in detail but I am con-

fident that all exhibitors will welcome and fairly weigh his fresh

point of view." Myers was a little more doubtful on the Unity

program, saying, "I would want to see a blueprint before com-

menting on the present proposal." Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA presi-

dent, offered "wholehearted cooperation in anything that pertains

to the welfare of this industry" and opined that Johnston's avow-

ed program and policy "should receive full commendation from

all exhibitors." Robert Poole, PCCITO executive secretary, called

the "on-to-peacetime program constructive, providing all inde-

pendent exhibitor organizations have equal representation in such

an organization with the other industry branches."

RE-HEARING DENIED IN GOLDMAN CASE
A re-hearing of the anti-trust suit by William Goldman

against the major distributors and the Warner circuit was denied

in Philadelphia last week when the U. S. Court of Appeals turned

down a petition for such action offered by the distributor defen-

dants. The case involved Goldman's Erlanger Theatre for which,

he charged, he was refused first-run product. The earlier District

Court decision dismissing Goldman's complaint was reversed by
the Appeals Court, which directed the lower court to set ths

amount of damages involved. No final judgment has been entered.

Attorneys for the distributors were weighing a decision to

appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court, but were believed to be hold-

ing this in abeyance until final judgment has been entered and
the nature and extent of the damages determined. In his original

suit, Goldman asked for triple damages amounting to $1,350,000.

Earlier, Goldman filed another anti-trust suit against the same
defendants in behalf of his Keith's and Karlton Theatres, both
central city houses, charging conspiracy and violation of anti-trust
laws was responsible for his failure to get first-run product for
these houses, both of which Goldman acquired after they had
been operated by Warner Bros, circuit. The independent alleged
that when Warners was operating the theatres, they were often
used for first-run exhibition, but, in the two years that Goldman
has been operating the theatres, "the defendants, acting in con-
cert, refused to allow him to have any pictures whatsoever for
first-run exhibition."

Basing his suit on the Erlanger decision by the Circuit Court,
Goldman cited the higher court's opinion and sought an injunction
to restrain the defendants from monopolistic action in refusing
first-run product for the Keith's and Karlton. In the latter case,
only an injunction is sought and no monetary damages are asked.

VICTORY LOAN SET
"Let's Finish the Job!" will be the industry slogan for the

eighth and final war bond drive, the Victory Loan to run from
Oct. 29 through Dec. 8 in which the Treasury's "E" Bond goal will
be $2,000,000,000. Preparations were going forward speedily and
efficiently as the Victory Loan "Cabinet" was completed and im-
mediately set about planning the industry campaign.

A fact sheet issued by campaign director Oscar A. Doob has

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTIONISTS

Don't put your return film in the lobby before
efl patrons have left.

Addrest your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

given the framework upon which the industry campaign will bij

conducted. The sheet, a basis on which the state and local comj

mittees can start at once to plan activities in the drive lists actil

vities and special events, methods and other data to aid in th<

industry's goal of making the Victory Loan a fitting climax to it-

war efforts.

The final Victory Loan cabinet consists of S. H. Fabian, na
tional chairman; Oscar A. Doob, campaign director; Charles E
(Chick) Lewis, campaign coordinator; Frank P. Rosenberg, pub
licity director; Charles M. Reagan, distribution chairman; Ma;
A. Cohen, assistant to national chairman; Louis B. Mayer, chair
man Hollywood Victory Loan Committee; co-chairmen: Charle
P. Skouras, west; Bob O'Donnell, south; Harry Brandt, east; San
Pinanski, New England; John J. Friedl, midwest; L. C. Griffith

central. The co-chairmen on industry sales are Henry Ginsberg
for the west and Sam Schneider for the east.

Herman Robbins, NSS president, is special consultant; Ton
W. Baily, Washington Liaison; Bill Ornstein, trade press contact
Si Seadler, trade paper advertisements; Walton C. Ament, news
reel representative; Richard F. Walsh, chairman of Labor parti

cipation.

LUST FILES SUIT AGAINST WB CHAIN
A new anti-trust suit was filed by Sidney B. Lust, Washingtoi

operator of seven theatres, against Warner Bros. Circuit and it:

parent company charging that the distributor-affiliated unit was
planning to erect theatres in areas where independent exhibitoi

construction had been delayed due to wartime construction bans
Lust asks for dissolution of the Warner chain in the District o:

Columbia comprising 21 theatres, and that a receiver be appointee
for the circuit.

Others named in the action were Stanley Co. of Americ
Cheverly Theatres Co., alleged to have been created to build cor
petitive theatres wherever there are independent houses; Kas:
Realty Co. and John J. Payette, Warner zone manager in Wash
ington, alleged to be in partnership with Cheverly.

The petition also alleges that the defendants have endeavoret
to prevent plaintiff from acquiring theatre sites and that th<

"Warner monopoly in this area has resulted in oppressive anc

discriminatory practices against the plaintiffs and other indepen
dent exhibitors." Complainant alleged inability to obtain featun
pictures on the same basis as the Warner chain and contend
that dissolution is necessary to break the alleged monopoly.

GRIFFITH TRIAL MAY END IN WEEK
Developments in the Government's anti-trust suit agains

Griffith circuit in Oklahoma City were accelerated last week witl

testimony by B. J. McKenna, Griffith's general manager, W. J

Kupper heard for the defense and L. C. and H. C. Griffith sched
uled to be heard late last week. McKenna's testimony regarding

price policies in Shawnee, Okla., was the signal for a counter at

tack by the Department of Justice offering newspaper files fron

that city in an effort to impeach the general manager's testimony
Special assistant to the Attorney General Robert L. Wright als(

indicated that he would have several rebuttal witnesses afte

defense testimony is completed.

The trial seemed to be drawing to a close as a conferenci

between rival lawyers and Judge Edgar S. Vaught determinec
that the hearing should be ended by Wednesday of this week
Wright planned to leave last Friday to prepare for the Govern
ment's New York suit scheduled to reach trial Oct.

Charges that a conspiracy existed between the eight majo
distributors and Griffith were denied by defense witnesses. W. J

Kupper, general sales manager for 20th Century-Fox, testifyin;

for defense, stated selling practices of his company and declarei;

each contract was an individual document with the various Grif

fith houses and not a blanket arrangement with the chain. Othe
defense testimony denied alleged coercion by Griffith of indepeni

dent exhibitor competitors and disclaimed any "favoritisms" b;!!

the distributors.
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What is Peace?

F1ACE is more than the absence of war. Peace is a

friendly handclasp, small talk on a front porch, friends

in for dinner.

Peace is a birthday party, a Christmas tree, an Easter

service in a white church. Peace is telling someone where

the Smiths live, laughing at a joke, asking a neighbor what

you can do when there's sickness in his house.

Peace is people helping instead of hurting one another,

trusting instead of suspecting, tolerating instead of hating.

Peace is forgetfulness of creed and color. It's meeting

on equal terms. It's honoring a man for what he is instead

of defaming him for what he isn't.

This is peace. And until we have all this, we won't have

real peace—the feeling in our hearts that all is right

once more.

Right now, we can make a good start towards this goal.

For, right now, in our local community campaign, we have

the chance to help our neighbor. To help him regardless of

who he is or how he worships. To act together in mutual

trust and confidence.

And this is democracy in its finest expression. This is

part of all we are fighting for. Everyone in the Motion

Picture Industry is invited to cooperate in this American

way towards a better life and a better future for everybody.

Whatever you do to aid your local community campaign

will be an important contribution to our own people and

our Allies.

Give Generously to

Your Community War Fund

Representing the National War Fundm
8536-10
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"A new War Loan?

Betcha the boys are fed up—

Oh well, it's only human, but

Maybe they'll remember us.

If we could only tell 'em—

Come on Gang—

One last shove to finish the job—

It takes dough to

Win the Peace!

We did our best—

Do yours fellows!"

THE VICTORY LOAN
IS COMING!

OCTOBER 29— DECEMBER 8
War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, N. Yf C*
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Anti-Trust Suit Opens as Gov't Presents

MASS OF EVIDENCE AGAINST BIG 5
300 EXHIBITS OFFERED BY DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AS
DOCUMENTARY CASE; DEFENDANTS WIN RECESS UNTIL

OCT. 22 TO EXAMINE EVIDENCE AND ASSEMBLE WITNESSES

by MO WAX

On October 8th, at precisely 10:36 a. m., the most

momentous law suit in the history of the motion picture

industry opened in U. S. District Court, southern district of

New York, before a special three-judge tribunal, with the

I nited States putting to the acid test its charge of monopoly
against the eight major film companies, and, more par-

ticularly, the five engaged in exhibition. The fundamental

issue: Do the Big 5, titans of production-distribution-exhibi-

tion, through their operation of theatre circuits, constitute

a monopoly in violation of the Sherman Act and shall they

be required to divest themselves of their exhibition

interests?

The Court, composed of U. S. Circuit Judge Augustus
N. Hand and District Court Judges John Bright and Henry
W. Goddard. faced the task of weighing a vast volume of

documentary evidence offered by the Government against

what promises to be a large number of oral witnesses to be
presented by the defense. While less than 300 exhibits were
introduced at last week's sessions by counsel for the Depart-
ment of Justice to support its claim that the Big 5 illegally

dominates the industry by virtue of its control of first-run

theatres and hundreds of "closed town" situations, the key-
note of the defense was sounded in the opening statement
of John W. Davis, counsel for Loew's. who charged the Gov-
ernment with making a "hobby*' of theatre divorcement,
an issue which the Justice Department incorrectly views as

a panacea for all the industry's ills.

^ hile any comments on the possible outcome of the
ease must at this stage be highly speculative, it could hardly
be denied by defense counsel that matters did not go their
way in these first sessions. With comparatively few minor

|

exceptions, the Court sustained the Government and, par-
ticularly, the overruling of the defense motion to exclude
the Arbitration and Appeal Board cases was regarded as a

|

blow to the film companies. Observers in court w ere struck,
too. by the paradoxical defenses offered by the Big 5 and
(the so-called Little 3. Whereas the former argued that they
.

would be ruined and could not exist if forced to divest
themselves of theatre holdings, their co-defendants made
much of the fact that they have prospered without theatres.

Following four days of hearings during which the Gov-

ernment concluded its direct presentation and defense coun-

sel for each of the eight majors made their opening state-

ments, the Court granted the defendants a recess until

October 22 to study the mass of Government data and to

assemble witnesses. The defendants had asked a 3-weeks

recess, which caused venerable Judge Hand to remark, "I

can't devote the balance of my life to this case". The pre-

siding judge had made it clear earlier that he wished to ex-

pedite the proceedings and prodded both sides to dispense

with extraneous arguments.

Chief of counsel for the Department of Justice, youth-

ful, soft-spoken, sandy-haired Robert L. Wright, in his

opening statement traced the history of the litigation. The

case of United States of America, Plaintiff v. Paramount

Pictures. Inc. et al.. Defendants, was originally filed on

July 20. 1938. "to secure equitable relief against concerted

monopolization of the domestic motion picture industry by

five (Fox. Loew. Paramount. RKO and Warner) integrated

multicorporate organizations producing, distributing and

exhibiting films: two (Columbia and Universal) producer-

distributors: and United Artists, a distributing corporation

onlv ".

TRADITIONAL CURE

Wright told the Court that when the case came up for

trial on June 1. 1940. negotiations for a consent decree had

been instituted and that a decree was entered on November

20 of that year before Judge Goddard. He said it was for

a 3 year trial period and had expired, a statement which

brought protests from the defense table that the decree wras

still in effect, certainly insofar as the arbitration provisions

are concerned. This contention was apparentlv based on

the fact that the Government had not formallv denounced

the decree before Judge Goddard.

Negotiations for a new decree broke down last vear,

the attorney for the Justice Department said, over the ques-

tion of divorcement, making it clear that this issue trans-

cended all others in the Government's position. Regulation,

(Continued on Page 9)
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CLEARANCE MUS" BE LEFT TO FREE COMPETITION GOV'T SAYS

(Continued from Page 7)

cended all others in the Government's position. Regulation

he declared, is the function of Congress, but "dissolution is

the traditional judicial method used to restore competition

in industries dominated by combinations found to be illegal

under the Sherman Act".

Wright then informed the Court that the Government

would present its entire case in documentary form, unless,

of course, he was required to call witnesses to confirm the

authenticity of any exhibits challenged by the defense. He

praised the defendants for their cooperation in furnishing

data and documents.

A series of charts showing the distribution records of

several pictures in various cities were introduced by Wright

to demonstrate the extent of control exercised by the Big 5

over exhibition through their first-run revenue and their

clearance demands. The charts covered the Philadelphia

schedules for Warners' "The Singing Marine" and "Princess

O'Ronrke", RKO's "Shall We Dance" and Universale

"Luckiest Girl in the World", the Kansas City release sched-

ule for Fox's "Road to Glory" and the Atlanta schedule for

United Artists' "Elephant Boy" and "A Star Is Born". The

latter chart, for example, showed a clearance lapse of 64

days between the first-run showing in the affiliated Grand
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U. S. Circuit Court. Born in Elizabethtown, N. Y.,

July 26, 1869, Judge Hand received his education at Phillips
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ment as judge U. S. District Court, Southern District of New
York from President Wilson in 1914, was appointed judge
U. S. Circuit Court by President Coolidge in 1927. Former
president of Harvard Laiv School Assn. of N. Y. and over-
seer at Harvard University from 1936-42. A member of the
American, New York State and city bar associations and a
Democrat. He is the presiding judge of this court.

John Bright

U. S. District Court. Bom 1884 in Middletown, N. Y.,

received his law education in office of Thomas Watts and
was admitted to Neiv York bar in 1906. Formerly corpora-
tion counsel for Middletown, director of Orange County
Trust Co. since 1914, Judge Bright teas appointed by Presi-
dent Roosevelt to U. S. District Judge, Southern District of
Netv York in 1941. A member of the New York State, Or-
ange County and Middletotvn Bar Assns. and the Bar of the
City of Netc York.

Henry Warren Goddard

U. S. District Court. A native of New York City, born
in 1876 and graduated N. Y. Law School in 1901. He was
appointed judge U. S. District Court, Southern District of
Netv York, by appointment of President Harding in 1923.
A Republican, member of the Union League, Racquet Club
and Lawyers' Club. He was on bench at the opening of the
original Government suit in 1940 and presided over the con-
sent decree hearings and all pre-trial proceedings.
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Theatre and the second-run exhibitions in 1 1
•

«

-

independent

Buckh.ad and Kmpire Theatres. By contrast, the same

- hart shows one-half that clearance between the first and

second runs on •Elephant Boy", which played fir-t-run at

th, independent Buckhead. Wright asserted that 65-70 per

cent of film revenue from average metropolitan an a comes

from affiliated theatres.

WHO SUFFERS?

In answer to Judge Hand's inquiry, "Who suffers when

one of these pictures doesn't get a first-run?" Wright re-

plied. "The distributor". But he hastened to explain that

it is the distributor without theatres in that area who suffers

and that distributor therefore is subject to the will of the

controlling affiliated circuit.

The Government intends to show, its counsel declared,

that each of the defendants have violated the Sherman Act

and that together they comprise an illegal price-fixing com-

bination. The aim of theatre divestiture is to permit the

free flow of competition in the motion picture industry. In

closing, he told the Court, "We think the divorcement issue

can be disposed of rapidly".

It was quickly made evident by defense counsel that

thev did not anticipate any speedy resolution of that vital

issue.

The tenor of the defense was sounded in the opening

remarks of tall, composed Whitney North Seymour, chief

of counsel for Paramount, whose large theatre holdings

makes this company's stake in the case preeminent, that the

evidence produced by the defendants will prove that their

business is conducted in "vigorous competition with each

other".

The Government's case, Seymour declared, shows no

public concern, but only heed of complaints filed by some

independent exhibitors and producers who seek competitive

advantages over the defendants. Paramount can hardly be

said to monopolize, he claimed, in view of the fact that they

are interested in only 1500 theatres, approximately 9 per

cent of the country's total theatres and the reason why the

defendants usually obtain first-run pictures is that the thea-

tres they control are the best ones.

LEAN ON DECREE

From Seymour's remarks on the consent decree, it was

apparent that much weight would be placed by the defense

on the Government's participation in that settlement. The

Paramount attorney insisted first that the decree is still

effective and that the Department of Justice had recognized

the propriety of clearance by agreeing to the principle in

the decree.

Judge Hand asked what the Government's position is

today on clearance and Wright answered that it believes

"clearance must be left to free competition; it cannot be

regulated".

Seymour observed that dissolution would not increase

competition, 'out would "hinder Paramount's ability to com-
pete". He traced the company's history in the theatre field,

attributing its entrance into exhibition to the development

(Continued on Page 10)
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DEFENSE FIGHTS ARBITRATION CASES AS EVIDENCE
{Continued from Page 9)

of the First National organization and the growth of in-

dependent theatre chains and booking combines just after

World War I. Paramount was forced to enter the field for

its protection, he claimed, and between 1919-23 Adolpli

Zukor built up a chain of 300 theatres to assure the com-

pany an adequate outlet for its product.

From Seymour the baton of the defense team passed

to white-thatched, eye-twinkling John W. Davis, head of

Loew's legal forces and most effective court personality at

the defense table. He asserted that "fundamental fallacies*'

underlv the Government's case and decried what he termed

the refusal of the Justice Department to make a clear state-

ment of the issue.

WANTED PEACE

In his soft, deliberate manner of speaking. Davis ob-

jected to Wright's brushing aside the consent decree. The
five principal defendants entered into the decree because

"they wanted peace—from the Government and from the

bombardment of complaints by independents". He chided

the Government counsel for not applying for modification

of the decree. "The Government has a hobby here and
intends to ride it to the end—no matter what!"

Turning to the charge in the Government's trial brief

that the defendants have a series of local monopolies, Davis
said that if the Justice Department pursues that line it will

be required to try each situation individually.

There is nothing unusual in the similarity of clauses

in film contracts, the Loew attorney declared, and "we ad-

mit fixing prices". Film copyrights give the distributors

the right to fix admission prices, he said.

Divorcement will be no panacea for the industry's
problems, Davis told the Court. If the affiliated theatres
were owned by individuals, the same trade practices would
prevail.

He expressed hope for dismissal of the case, but said
that if the trial is to continue his company shall insist upon
being judged alone.

Throughout Monday and Tuesday, there followed a
parade of counsel for the various defendants, each denying
the Government's allegations and asserting their confidence
that the Court will find their clients free of any taint of
violating the anti-trust laws. For 20th Century-Fox, John
F. Caskey; for RKO Radio, George S. Leisure; for Warner
Bros., Joseph M. Proskauer.

Stoop - shouldered, contentious ex - Judge Proskauer
frankly admitted that the defendants "made a mistake in
the Goldman case", referring to the recent U. S. Circuit
Court decision reversing the Philadelphia District Court in
William Goldman's anti-trust suit against the Warner chain
and the major film companies. He asserted that it can be
proven that Goldman built up a circuit in competition to
Warner Bros, that is netting him a quarter of a million
dollars annually.

'will be sunk'

In ominous voice, he warned that "the motion picture
industry will be sunk", if the Government wins this case.
He contended that the film producers are responsive to the
public s tastes and their theatre circuits give them an oppor-
tunity to test their films.

There was much conjecture before the trial opened on
the position of the "Little 3", Columbia, Universal and
United Artists, in this case. Counsel for them made it clear
in short order that they would plead for their dismissal
from the suit.

After Louis D. Frohlich had presented a history of

Columbia's growth from "a shoestring" to its present sta-

ture, a development which he attributed to "genius", there

arose on behalf of both United Artists and Universal ruddy

Edward C. Raftery, who remarked to the Court in plaintive

voice. "We don't know why we're here".

He compared a film producer to Ziegfeld, who took the

"entire risk" when he produced a show and was therefore

entitled to any terms he could extract from the theater

owner. United Artists, he declared, sells its product "one

picture at a time" and the reason for complaints by in-

dependent exhibitors is film prices.

ASK SEVERANCE

Asserting that his clients and Columbia are engaged

in no monopolistic conspiracy. Raftery asked for a sever-

ance of the Little 3. at least until the Government requires

their presence in court.

Judge Hand queried Wright on the Government's atti-

tude toward the three non-exhibiting companies. His reply

was that they are in a "dual position", that by their deals

with the other defendants they have violated the law and

"cannot be given a clean bill of health".

When the argument for dismissal was pursued by
Raftery. Wright cited the Goldman case, pointing out that

when the Big 5 refused to sell the Philadelphia independent
first-run pictures, the Little 3 likewise refused him their

product.

The Court took the motion for dismissal of the Little 3

under advisement and upon reconvening Wednesday mor-
ning warned the Government counsel that it would have to

show more definite evidence against those defendants or

they would be dismissed. Wright offered assurances that a

strong case would be made out against them.

OPPOSE EXHIBITS

As the Government started the introduction of its many
exhibits, it quickly became obvious that defense counsel

planned a fight on every vital document. They succeeded
in winning a motion to exclude data pertaining to short :

subjects on the ground that it was of comparative minor
relevancy. However, they lost a motion to keep out of the

record the master film licensing agreements.

Toughest verbal battle of the four days sessions was the

one over the Government's offer of Arbitration Board and
Appeal Board cases decided under the terms of the consent
decree. Defense counsel, led by Davis, Proskauer and Sey-

mour objected strenuously that their clients' participation
in arbitration proceedings could not be regarded as admis-
sion of guilt in any matter.

After the presiding judge indicated that he favored
exclusion of that evidence, Wright, whose demeanor had
been mild up to that point, argued vigorously that such
records were of the essence of the Government's case and
that it would be "preposterous" for the Court to refuse to

review evidence gathered under the provisions of the very
consent decree which it had approved and over which it

had jurisdiction.

Wright succeeded in convincing the Court, for after
having the matter under advisement overnight the ruling
was to admit the arbitration proceedings into the record.
It was apparent from the expressions on the face of defense
lawyers that they regarded this as a severe setback.

When the Government had offered its entire list of
exhibits, over three hundred, the Court granted the de-
fendants the modified recess until Monday, October 22, at
10:30 a. m.

FILM BULLETIN



WARNER BROS. . . 1 October Release

'MILDRED PIERCE' LURID MELODRAMA IS MEAT FOR THE MAIDS
Rates • • • generally

Warner Bros.

Ill minutes

Joan Crawford, Jack Carson, Zachary Soott,

Eve Arden, Bruce Bennett, Ann Blyth,
Moroni Olsen, Lee Patrick, Manart Kippen,
Jo Ann Marlowe, George Tobias, Barbara
Brown, John Compton, Mary Servoss
Charles Trowbridge, Veda Ann Borg, Ches-
ter Clute, Butterfly McQueen.
Directed by Michael Curtiz.

An intensely-melodramatic story of self-

sacrifice, passion and greed, "Mildred
Pierce" is the type of sob story which car-
ries a tremendous appeal to feminine pa-
trons. The box-office draw of the too-long-
absent Joan Crawford, who g->--« an effec-

tively-repressed performance in a meaty
emotional role, and a strong cast will mean
good returns generally except in action
spots, where long drawn out and talky
scenes will cause restlessness. Based on
James M. Cain's widely-read novel, the over-
long film drags out many sequences in-
terminably and even draws titters during
several highly-theatrical scenes, notably as
the hard-working sacrificial mother pro-
poses marriage to an utterly-worthless play-
boy in order to lure her selfish, society-mad
daughter back to her — surely a situation
straight out of the pages of "True Confes-

sions." However, by opening with a murder
and then employing the flashback techni-
que. Director Michael Curtiz is able to main-
tain suspense and to keep audiences in

doubt as to the identity of the killer until

the surprise denouement. The comedy
moments are few and therefore doubly wel-
come. Despite its lack of conviction, the
picture is showy dramatic fare and its per-
formances, as well as its merits and short-
comings will be discussed over the bridge
tables — "id that means box-office.

M'Mrert P : «rce (Joan Crawford) is picked
un by nol'oo after Jack Carson is found
ir-it 1

! *-h° »"«dv of her second husband
Za^n"™' Sc~ff in her beach home. O----
tir^«(i b- ' Tnroni Olsen, police Inspectn-
Miss fnwf-'-d tells the storv of her
from t v " 'ime when she separate fro—i

Bruce Ben-'-'t. father of her t"ro tjV',-«'i
(Ann Blvth rnd Jo Ann Mar'o^->) K«.~t,-«

of his inability to provide for *h"~v * r*.

bitious for her children, Mis? c-~~
takes a job as waitress and fin" 11" r-a-r30""

to open her own drive-in r~staii-a-* ••H
give her children little luxuries Mis* r? ,"tv

'

is a thoroughly-spoiled youi"s*»r ng*»»»r-»«d

of her mother's position but, affT + v>° iloitv,

of the younger girl, Miss Crawford lav ! =bo S
all her affection on the remaining cVd.
After Miss Crawford becomes own»r o* a

popular chain of restaurants Miss Blvth
becomes an utterly-heartless snob interested

only in playing about with Scott, a penni-

less playboy, and even willing to blackmail

a young society boy by pretending she is to

become mother of his child. A flare-up

with her mother results in Miss Blyth going

to work in a cheap nightclub run by Jack

Carson. To win back her daughter, Miss

Crawford bribes Scott into marrying her

but. later, she learns he is having a secret

affair with the girl. It is Miss Blyth who
kills Scott when he refuses to marry her

but, although Miss Craw*'"'-'' n""V«»8 a final

sacrificial gesture by ahoulder1"e th» hlame,

the girl is apprehended as she tries to leave

the country by plane.

Join Crawford makes a handsome matron
and her performance >n thia 's on" nf 'he

fln~st of her long sere"" w»«»<»r. T"«'' C->r-

so" once again gives a li'-able performance
— *his time as a slnngv wTnaa-chasing
re->''or, Bruce Bennett su-nr's^s with a

^---"iT portrayal of the weak first husband
whii» Zachary Scott is excellent as the

<v>-tv-'°ss second spouse. Eve Arden, who is

^o'-^tful as the heroine's out-spoken girl

fr—x'. and Butterfly McQueen, as the high-

voiced negro maid whose every utterance

a laugh, furnish the much-needed com-
pd- Only Ann Blyth, as the spoiled young
daughter, over-acts to the point where she

makes the character even more unbelievable

than it was written.
DENLEY

RKO RADIO ... 1 in Second Block (Total 5)

THE SPANISH MAIN 1 ROUSING PIRATE ADVENTURE-ROMANCE IN COLOR
Rates • • • generally

RKO-Radio

100 minutes

Paul Henreid, Maureen O'Hara, Walter
Slezak, Binnle Barnes, John Emery, Barton
MacLane, J. M. Kerrigan, Fritz Leiber, Curt
Bois, Nancy Gates, Jack LaRue, Mike Ma-
rurki, Ian Keith, Antonio Moreno, Victor
Kilian.

Directed by Frank Borzage.

There's something to suit every taste in

"The Spanish Main." a rousing, romantic
and colorful costume drama of early pirate

days. Properly sold to stress the robust
action that appeals to male fans as well as
dashing romance to win feminine hearts,

this should be a click in almost any type of
house. RKO-Radio's most ambitious pro-
duction to date is brilliantly photographed
in Technicolor to bring out the beauty of
the vivid trappings and gorgeous costumes:
it has been acted to the hilt by a well-

chosen cast and it is vigorously directed by
Frank Borzage. While the exciting sea
battles, sword-flashing duels and red-blooded
action predominate, there is ample footage
devoted to the romance between a bold and
handsome pirate and the beauteous high-
born lady who first scorns him and finally

melts in his arms. The wedding night se-

quence has a few suggestive lines, but Bor-
zage's direction handles it skillfully and
humorously and the satirical touch is fre-

quently employed to keep the adventurous
doings from becoming too melodramatic.

OCTOBER 15, 1945

It's a clever way to inject laughs in a tale

which is sparse in outright comedy. This
is lusty entertainment and a credit to all

concerned.

En route to America where Paul Henreid,
Dutch navigator, plans to start a new col-

ony, his ship goes aground off New Gra-
nada, Walter Slezak. the governor, im-
prisons Henreid and massacres the other
settlers. Years later. Henreid, now turned
pirate, captures the Spanish galleon bear-
ing Maureen O'Hara, who is bound for New
Granada to marry Slezak whom she has
never seen. As part of his revenge on
Slezak. Henreid compels Miss O'Hara to
marry him but the marriage is not consumr
mated because she remains contemptuous
of him. Later, his henchman. John Emery,
conspires with Binnie Barnes, a female
pirate who loves Henreid, to seize the lat-

REVIEWS in this issue
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Sunset in El Dorado 16

ter's ship and deliver Miss O'Hara to Slezak.

When the girl meets Slezak she finds him

gross and cruel, especially when he con-

demns Miss Barnes to death but spares

Emery on his plea to trick Henreid into

coming after Miss O'Hara. Aware that

Emery is leading him into a trap, Henreid

permits himself to be captured by Slezak

in the hope that he can free Miss Barnes

and his former crew. Miss O'Hara, who
realizes that she loves Henreid, tricks her

way into the prison and gets the cells un-

locked. In the melee, Slezak is wounded
and brought aboard his honeymoon yacht

by Henreid. After Slezak dies, his body is

propped up on deck to get the ship safely

past the fort and into the open sea where
Henreid and Miss O'Hara can sail for a
new life in America.

Paul Henreid, who is properly dashing

and romantic as the pirate, gives an ex-

tremely effective performance and Maureen
O'Hara. with Technicolor to enhance her

lovely complexion and red-gold hair, makes
the most of the fiery — and breathtakingly-

beautiful — heroine role. However, the out-

standing performances are those of Walter
Slezak. as the vain, foppish and utterly-

heartless governor, and Binnie Barnes, as

the fearless female pirate. Curt Bois, who
has a few comic moments, J. M. Kerrigan
and the terrifying Mike Mazurki are excel-

lent as Henreid's pirate pals and Antonio
Moreno. John Emery and Barton MacLane
also contribute expert portrayals.

YORK
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VIRGINIA BRUCE EDWARD ASHLEY
featuring VICTOR McLAGLEN

with NILS ASTHER * HELEN BRODERICK
and VEDA ANN BORG • JACQUELINE MOORE • ROBERT GREIG

Directed by ARTHUR S. ROGELL
Screen Play by ARTHUR PHILLIPS, LEE LOEB and DICK IRVING HYLAND

Original Story by ART ARTHUR and ALBERT S. ROGELL

Associate Producer - HARRY GREY

Refudtic Pictttne



PARAMOUNT ... 4 in Second Block

'KITTY' COSTUME FARCE-DRAMA WITH FEMME APPEAL
Rates • • • — generally; less in action

Paramount
104 minutes

Paulette Goddard, Ray Milland, Patric
Knowles, Reginald Owen, Constance Collier,
Cecil KeUaway, Dennis Hoey, Sara Allgood,
Eric Blore, Michael Dyne, Edgar Norton,
Anita Bolster, Gordon Richards, Mary Gor-
don, Charles Coleman, Heather Wilde, Alec
Craig, Patricia Cameron, Percival Vivian,
Crauford Kent, Mae Clark.

Directed by Mitchell Leisen.

* lavish costume comedy-drama dealing
with the tempestuous adventures of a low-
born beauty in London high society, "Kitty"
is made-to-order for romance-minded fans— and that takes in the millions of avid
readers of Rosamund Marshall's original
novel. Cast in the "Forever Amber" mold,
its greatest appeal will be to women. This
elaborately - produced and splendidly - cos-
tumed period piece has a trashy plot which
js not morally edifying as a picture of 18th
Century court society and its record of de-
ceit, illicit dealings and loveless marriages
in a generally-sordid tale. Fortunately.
Mitchell Leisen's tongue-in-cheek direction
stresses the comedy aspects in the rise of
a Cockney gutter-snipe to British nobilitv

spots

but it is primarily adult fare. Carrying
Kitty through two loveless marriages and
a couple of romances, the picture is over-
long and often lacking in excitement but it

manages to maintain interest throughout.
This is mainly due to Paulette Goddard's
disarming portrait of the Cockney street
wench and a supporting cast studded with
expert comedy performances. The Goddard-
Milland marquee pull and the fame of the
novel are strong selling points which should
pay off in good grosses except in action
spots.

Sir Thomas G->ins*o-~""-h 'Cecil Kella-
way) employs a stro«t w- : f ^aulette God-
dard, as a model in= f"pd nf having her ar-
rested for stealing h's "hne buckles. The
resultant portrait of pn anonymous lady
creates a stir when it is shown at the Royal
Academy and Reginald Owen, wealthy duke,
bends every effort to meet the girl. But
Miss Goddard has been taken in by Rav
Milland, an almost penniless lord, and his
gin-loving aunt, Constance Collier, who real-
ize that she can be an asset to them if she
is tutored and put on the marriage market.
They have a difficult time turning a gutter-
snipe into a lady but finally, when Milland
is thrown into debtors' prison, she secures
his release by marrying Dennis Hoey, a
wealthy iron-monger. Hoey is killed by a

maid after Miss Goddard steals money from
him to give to Milland but she later meets
and marries Owen and bears a child which
is actually the late Hoey's. The excitement
of the birth brings on Owen's fatal heart
attack and Miss Goddard, in love with Mil-

land but aware that he is treating her shab-
bily, becomes engaged to his friend, Patric
Knowles. After Milland realizes that he
loves the girl, he reveals the secret of her
lowly birth to Knowles. Although the lat-

ter claims that this makes no difference in

his love, Miss Goddard astounds the as*-""1 -

bled engagement party guests by runn ; n~
after the deri-r^g Milland.
Miss Godrt°rd '^oks ravishing both as a

ragged wench pnd as a richly-attired \a*y
and Rav Millmd g'ves a likable and c^n-
vincirt"" portra—p' c* a scheming boun^r
vho fl-iaPv r t> "ii"e~ his love for the lady h*
crent^d. Patric Trno™'les is equally good as
another han'1c,T'1 " nobleman. Constance
Collar, ps Millard's erin-loving aunt who
coT^hps T'itty in th° p~t of becoming a lady;
CecM K'"awa". ps S'r Thomas Gainsbor-
ough, and Pe";n"'(i Owen, as the ancient
and rovinp'-eved T ord Malmunster, are out-
standing nortrava's pnd Eric Blore, Dennis
Hoev and Sari Allsrood contribute notable
bits in a lengthy cast.

LEYENDECKER

•THE STORK CLUB' HUTTON AND FITZGERALD MAKE THIS LIVELY
Rates • • • — except in a ction spots

Paramount
98 minutes

Betty Hutton, Barry Fitzgerald, Don De-
Fore, Andy Russell, Robert Benchley, Bill
Goodwin, Iris Adrian, Mikhail Rasumnv,
Mary Young.

Directed by Hal Walker.

Following the signal success of the Betty
Hutton-Barry Fitzgerald team in "Incen-
diary Blonde," this comes as a let-down, al-though it will please the bouncing bomb-
shell s fans. Obviously, not much imagina-
tion was poured into the story for this
musical and therein lies the tale of the
weakness of "The Stork Club." On the other
hand, it has a full measure of Betty Hut-
ton's ebullient, irrepressible personalis

a couple typical Hutton song numbers —
enough to guarantee a reasonable degree of
box-office success. Grosses will be above
par in all but the action houses. The best
of the four tunes, both sung by Betty, are
"Doctor, Lawyer, Indian Chief" by Hoagy
Carmichael and Paul Webster, and "I'm A
Square in The Social Circle," by Jay Living-
ston and Ray Evans. Barry Fitzgerald, as
usual helps the proceedings immeasurably
with his sly Irish wit and "cute" manner-
isms. The bobby-sox crowd will be attracted,
too, by the presence of Andy Russell, who
scores in two song spots. As noted above,
it is the naive, rather silly yarn that re-
tards this first independent Buddy DeSylva
production for Paramount.
Barry Fitzgerald, after falling into a lake,

is rescued by Betty Hutton, hat-check girl
at the Stork Club, and feeling indebted to

her decides to reward her with a bank ac-

count, plus a charge account in one of the

largest stores in New York and a lavish

apartment. Betty not conscious of the fact

that it is Fitzgerald, who is around her con-

stantly, makes up her mind to break this

anonymous spendthrift because he has
broken up her romance with her Marine
hero, Don DeFore. After many complica-
tions Betty discovers who her unknown
benefactor is and she brings Fitzgerald and
his estranged wife together. DeFore and
and Hutton are then united for a happy
ending.
The support is competent. Don DeFore

is an attractive romantic vis-a-vis. Robert
Benchley, in the role of Fitzgerald lawyer,

has little opportunity to get laughs.
WEENIEj wiuia \.iuu, dim xcciiiig mueuieu lu

HOLD THAT BLONDE' OLD-STYLE FARCE PROGRAMMER A LA HAROLD LLOYD
Rates • • + on name value as naborhood dualler, less generally

Lloyd-Milquetoast characterParamount
76 minutes

Eddie Bracken, Veronica Lake, Albert Dek-ker George Zuceo, Frank Fenton, DonaldMacB rlde Norma Varden Lewig ^ RusseU
Robert Watson. Lyle LatteU, Edmund Mac
£££ uu,ie Best

'

Ja*"k Xorton
'

*****

Directed by George Marshall.

Relying on sure-fire slapstick stunts and
trick photography which are most success-
ful m crowded houses. "Hold That Blonde"makes an entertaining dualler for nabor-hoods. Because its skyscraper window
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c°Ps-and-robbers chases

,*. »
em^°yed countless times (almost

identically in Harold Lloyd s "Safety Last")and each farcical situation is dragged out
unnecessarily, discriminating audiences andthe more blase first-run patrons will bemoreuLMoyed than amused. Eddie Brackenwho has been gradually slipping into the

groove, gets
laughs and even manages to stir up some
sympathy for his unwilling kleptomaniac
portrait but the corny and repetitious story
offsets this to bring it down to programmer
level. However, on the wave of shrieks and
guffaws from sizable audiences, the young-
sters — and many of their elders as well —
will label this hilarious entertainment. The
names of Eddie Bracken and Veronica Lake
should insure fair returns.
Eddie Bracken, wealthy young man who

is worried because of his addiction to steal-
ing things and then getting caught when
he tries to return them, is advised to con-
sult a psychiatrist. The latter learns that
Bracken had a broken love affair and sug-
gests that he can become cured of his klep-
tomania by finding a new romance. Bump-
ing into Veronica Lake on the street. Brac-
ken steals her compact containing the
combination for a safe which holds a fab-
ulously-valuable necklace. Miss Lake traces
Bracken to his home believing him to be a
crook and. when Albert Dekker, a detective

who has been trailing her. arrives, she pre-

tends that she and Bracken are newly-weds.
Becoming attracted to the girl and learning

that she is planning to steal the necklace.

Bracken decides to prevent her by taking
it himself. When the necklace is being ex-

hibited at Lewis L. Russell's home, both
Bracken and Miss Lake, disguised as a

maid, are on hand and the jewels pass from
hand to hand until Bracken aids the police

in exposing Russell as the real thief. Miss
Lake, who reveals that she had accidentally
become involved with the gang of crooks,

decides to make her phony marriage to

Bracken the real thing.

Veronica Lake, appropriately cast in one
of her double-crossing roles, reforms in time
to provide a romantic fade-out. Albert
Dekker and Willie Best do well in com-
paratively-minor parts and the others fill in

acceptably with only Jack Norton, the in-

evitable casting choice for a drunk, literally

standing out as Bracken's companion on the
high window-ledge.

YORK
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'PEOPLE ARE FUNNY' OK SLAPSTICK COMEDY WITH MUSIC
Rates • • + as top dualler in naborhood

Paramount (Pine-Thomas)

93 minutes

Jack Haley, Helen Walker, Rudy Vallee, Oz-

zie Nelson, Philip Reed, Art Linkletter, Bob
Graham, Barbara Roche, Roy Atwell, Clara
Blandiek, Byron Foulger, Julia Faye, The
Vagabonds and Frances Langrford as guest
star.

Directed by Sam White.

The most ambitious Pine-Thomas produc-
tion to date — at least as to name value
and running time — "People Are Funny"
is a curious hodge-podge of slapstick and
corny comedy which will convulse most
naborhood audiences but leave the more dis-

criminating patrons cold. The radio names
and popularity of the air-waves show will

boost returns in naborhood and outlying
spots.

Art Linkletter's radio program of the
same name — parts of which are repro-
duced during the action — gets audience
response by putting hapless individuals in
ridiculous or embarrassing positions and

and rural spots

such devices as pratt falls, seltzer squirting
and a gooey cake-in-the-face are still just

as funny as they were in the Mack Sennett
days. Although the story is a makeshift
affair about double-crossing radio producers,
it gives such personalities as Rudy Vallee
and Ozzie Nelson the opportunity to kid
themselves in a good-humored fashion. Val-
lee plays a one-time crooner turned stuffy

radio executive and Nelson is the not-too-
bright type with which he has become iden-
tified on his "Ozzie and Harriet" air show.
Loud and noisy songs and strumming is

provided by The Vagabonds, a quartet ad-
dicted to mugging and clowning during
"The Old Square Dance Is Back Again" and
"Chuck-A-Luckin' " but, except for Frances
Langford's guest appearance warbling "I'm
In the Mood for Love," the other tunes are
neither new nor well-sung. Jack Haley
again plays a naive small town guy, Helen
Walker adds pulchritude, Roy Atwell does
his familiar word-jumbling speech and
Clara Blandiek adds a neat character bit.

When his radio program is cancelled by
Rudy Vallee, stuffy sponsor, and he is told
to find a new show in a week's time. Philip

Reed is desperate. Through his writer-

fiancee, Helen Walker, Reed learns about a

local audience-participation show, "People

Are Funny." being put on in a Nevada town

by Jack Haley and he asks her to get it

signed up. But a rival producer. Ozzie Nel-

son, also learns about Haley's show and he

tries to interest Vallee in it before Reed
can get to him. Haley even refuses to bring

his small-town show to Hollywood until Miss

Walker pretends to be romantically inter-

ested in him. When Reed finally gets the

show all set up for Vallee's approval, Nel-

son kidnaps him and he arrives late. As
Vallee dashes in while "People Are Funny"
is in progress, he is accidentally dragged
on to the stage and drenched with seltzer

water. When the double-crossing is brought
to light, the discouraged Haley hitch-hikes

back to Nevada afraid to tell the home
folks about his failure. But, as he arrives,

he hears "People Are Funny" on the air

and it develops that Reed and Nelson finally

decided to get together and convince Vallee

of the show's audience value.
DENLEY

20th CENTURY-FOX . . . I November Release

COLONEL EFFINGHAM'S RAID' SLOW-MOVING SMALL TOWN COMEDY
Rates • • as dualler in all except action

20th Century-Fox

70 minutes

Charles Coburn, Joan Bennett, William
Eythe, Allyn Joslyn, Elizabeth Patterson,
Donald Meek. Frank Craven, Cora Wither-
spoon, Thurston Hall, Emory Parnell, Mic-
hael Dunne, Henry Armetta, Grant Mitchell.
Roy Roberts. Charles Trowbridge, Frank
Orth, Ferris Taylor, Carol Andrews, Harry
Hayden, Olin Howlin, Alma Kruger, George
Melford.

Directed by Irving Pichel.

A moderately amusing, slow-moving small
town comedy notable only for Charles Co-
burn's expert character portrayal, "Colonel
Effingham's Raid" fails to rise above the
program level. Best suited to the duals
where it will carry a stronger appeal for
older folks, especially those who read Berry
Fleming's novel of several seasons back.
Despite Irving Pichel's attempt to present
a faithful picture of corrupt politics in a
small Southern community, Coburn's per-
formance so dominates the action that the
story seems dull and trifling whenever he

spots

is off the screen. A romantic sub-plot never
comes to life and, while the usual array of

small town figures are true-to-life, their ac-

tions arouse chuckles instead of loud laugh-
ter. However, a stirring plea to preserve
American ideals gives the picture a lift just

before the finale. Returns will be best in

rural locations, weakest in action spots.

Colonel Effingham (Charles Coburn), now
retired and with a record of a long and
varied Army career, returns to his home-
town of Fredericksville. Ga.. which is just

as sleepy in 1940 as it was in Civil War
days. With the start of the European con-
flict, Coburn offers his services to the local

newspaper editor (Allyn Joslyn) who per-
mits him to write a column about military
activities as a favor to Coburn's cousin, Wil-
liam Eythe, a reporter. After a big build-
up with the local townspeople, Coburn's
column starts to expose the local politicians'

plan to tear down the town's historic old
courthouse and erect a new structure,
which they expect to greatly profit by.

While the lesser citizens support Coburn's
stand, he finds that his wealthy friends re-

fuse to back him up in fear of losing favor
with Thurston Hall, the mayor. His spirit

broken. Coburn becomes ill and Eythe. who

has just joined the National Guard, realizes

that the old man was fighting for a just

cause. As Hall is making his usual bluster-

ing speech to the departing soldiers. Eythe

passes the word around to boo him down.

He then gets up and tells Hall that the boys

have listened to his bunk long enough and
that they want to take an active part in

things when they return. The scared Hall

finally agrees to let the courthouse stand

and Coburn, who again has something to

live for, is on hand to give Eythe a salute

as the soldiers depart.

Although this is practically a star vehicle

for Coburn, he receives solid support from
Allyn Joslyn, as an exasperated newspaper
editor; Thurston Hall, as the blustering

mayor; Cora Witherspoon, as a fluttery

D. A. R. supporter; Donald Meek, Elizabeth

Patterson and the late Frank Craven. Wil-

liam Eythe, who is capable enough as the

arouse young newspaper man, and Joan
Bennett, as an attractive society reporter,

furnish some slight love interest.

DENLEY

THE GAY SENORITA* FAIR MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates • • as supporting dualler

Columbia

70 minutes

Jinx Falkenburg, Jim Bannon, Steve Coch-
ran, Corinna Mura, Thurston Hall, Isabelita,
Marguerita Sylva, Tommy Cook, Isabel
Withers, Charles Coleman, Luisita Triana,
Leander de Cordova, Nina Bara, Antonio
Triana and The Tico Ticos.

Directed by Arthur Dreifuss.

With colorful Mexican songs and dances
to pad out its routine "good neighbor" plot,
"The Gay Senorita" makes an acceptable
supporting dualler especially if the top fea-
ture is a drama. The story is so inconse-
quential that the leads, Jinx Falkenburg
and Jim Bannon, have little to do and are
Put in the shade by such talented Latin-

American performers as Isabelita. who
dances and puts over the livelier tunes such
as the popular "Tico Tico." and Corinna
Mura, velvet-voiced singer of "Cielito Lin-

do" and other familiar ballads. In all twelve
numbers are heard but Jinx Falkenburg,
who sings only one chorus and has a pallid

romantic role, contributes only her beauty
and name value. Thurston Hall blusters

through one of his familiar big business
man characterizations and little Luisita

Triana, as a grave little Mexican girl, steals

every scene in which she appears.

The plans of Thurston Hall, a contractor
who intends to tear down the houses in

Sandoval Lane in the city's Mexican quar-
ter and build a warehouse are opposed by
Marguerita Sylva, head of the family for
which the street was named. She plans to

re-build the street with gay shops and cafes

as a monument to the spirit of her people,

but Hall refuses to listen to their pleas.

Hall then asks his nephew, Jim Bannon, to

persuade Miss Sylva and her grand-daugh-
ter, Jinx Falkenburg, to change their plans
and, through a friend, he is introduced to

them under another name. Believing him
to be a friendly architect who contributes
ideas to their project, Miss Falkenburg
gives Bannon the deed to the property but
he has fallen in love with the girl and he
fails to turn it over to Hall. When the
latter reveals that Bannon is his nephew,
Miss Falkenburg and her grandmother be-

lieve that he has betrayed them. He finally

persuades the people to stage a fleste and,
when Hall is tricked into coming, he joins

in the spirit of the affair and announces
that he will build his warehouse elsewhere.

YORK
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SUNBONNETSUE' ENTERTAINING COSTUME MUSICAL
Rates • • + in naborhood and rural houses

Monogram
90 minutes

Gale Storm, Phil Regan, George Cleveland,
Minna Gombell, Alan Mowbray, Raymond
Hatton, Charles Judels, Charles D. Brown,
Edna Holland, Billv Green, Arthur Loft,
Gerald Oliver Smith, Eva Puig, Jerry
Franks, Ernie Adams, Stuart Holmes.

Directed by Ralph Murphy.

A wholesome and entertaining gay nine-
ties musical, "Sunbonnet Sue" is ideal fare
for naborhood and family spots. As Mono-
gram's contribution to the nostalgic musi-
cal field, the picture has above-average pro-
duction values and is packed with down-to-
earth Irish comedy and well-remembered
songs of the period including "By the Lisrht
of the Silvery Moon." "School Days," "Yip-
I-Addy-I-Ay," "If I Had Mv Way" and, of
course, the little tune which is rendered in
Phil Regan's romantic tenor voice. The
familiar plot deals with the inevitable clash
between the warm-hearted Bowery folk and
the snobbish uptown society but Director
Ralph Murphy has dressed it up with hu-

man interest, local color, old-time politics

and even a dash of social significance to

add up to enjoyable escapist fare. Not for

first-runs but, elsewhere, the title and strong

exploitation values of its songs and atmos-
phere should make it a good attraction, ex-

cept in action spots.

Learning that her niece, Gale Storm, is

singing in her father's saloon on the Bow-
ery, the social-climbing Edna Holland de-

termines to stop this threat to her society

standing. Getting no satisfaction from
Gale's father, George Cleveland, because
she had ostracized the girl's mother for

marrying beneath her station, Miss Holland
hires men to start a disturbance and wreck
the saloon. Since the distr'ct is in the midst
of a political campaign for alderman with
Cleveland backing Phil B^gan, his daugh-
ter's boy friend. Miss Holland contributes
funds which brings a Tammany Hall can-
didate to victory. When Cleveland's saloon
is closed, Miss Storm goes to live with her
aunt on the latter's promise to pull strings
to restore its license. Learning that his
daughter is being presented at a coming out
party on Murray Hill, Cleveland crashes the
place and causes a disturbance by trving

to take her back home. Miss Holland has

visions of her social standing being ruined

until the Mayor's wife (Minna Gombell)

recognizes Cleveland as an old friend from

her childhood days on the Bowery. Cleve-

land then regains his license, Miss Storm
is re-united with Regan and even Miss Hol-

land promises to mend her snobbish ways.

Gale Storm comes through with another
engaging performance as the high-spirited

Irish girl and her dancing and singing of

the old favorites are the picture's high

spots. Phil Regan also sings well and gives

a good performance as the handsome candi-
|

date for alderman. Among the first-rate

character players who give outstanding
portrayals are George Cleveland, as the '

quick-tempered old saloonkeeper; Charles i

D. Brown, who convincingly under-plays the

role of the understanding parish priest;

Minna Gombell, as the Mayor's lady who is

proud of her Bowery upbringing, and Alan
Mowbray, as a helpful society man. Even
Edna Holland resists the temptation to

caricature the part of the meddling society

snob.

g DENLEY

'THAT NIGHT WITH YOU' WEAK PLOT, BUT PRODUCTION. SONGS GOOD
Rates • • as dualler generally

Universal

84 minutes

Franchot Tone, Susanna Foster, David
Bruce. Louise Allbritton, Howard Freeman,
Jacqueline DeWit, Buster Keaton, Irene
Rvan, Anthony Caruso, Barbara Sears,
Teddy Infuhr. v|rninia Brissae. Julian Ri-
vero, Belle Mitchell, Arthur Miles.
Directed by William A Selter.

Lavish production numbers and some
first-rate singing by Susanna Foster do little
more than dress up the hectic and un-
believable comedy plot of "That Night With
You." While the picture has a certain class
appeal because of its unusual musical ar-
rangements of Rossini's "Barber of Seville"
and numbers by Brahms and Tschaikowski
it will fail to stand up in first-runs and is
best relegated to the duallers where itsname value will carry it to fair returns. The
nonsensical story which deals with a would-

be singing star who poses as the daughter
of a famous theatrical producer, is de-
veloped on contrived situations which be-
come increasingly involved as the film pro-
gresses. Sophisticated dialogue is mixed
with slapstick, but the result is mildly
amusing at best. The one new song, "Once
Upon a Dream," is pleasing but not of hit

calibre.

Susanna Foster, who works for David
Bruce in a diner but dreams of becoming
a singing star, tries, without success, to eret

a iob in Franchot Tone's forthcoming musi-
cal. Learning that Tone had had his vouth-
ful marriage to Jacqueline DeWit annulled
years before, she poses as his daughter and,
although neither he nor his faithful secre-
tary (Louise Allbritton) believe her, he
plays the ruse to the hilt. But when Miss
DeWit arrives from Hollywood and confirms
the story, Tone is convinced of his parent-
hood. Without realizing that both women
are only using him to get the lead in his

show, Tone prepares to re-marry Miss De-

Wit and send Miss Foster off to school.

When Miss DeWit's current husband ar-

rives, she decides to return to him and she

tells Tone Miss Foster is an imposter just

before the girl breaks the news to him her-

self. Tone then asks Miss Foster to marry
him and she is torn between her regard for

him and her love for Bruce. Things finally

straighten out when Tone realizes that he

actually loves Miss Allbritton, but he gives

the lead in the show to Miss Foster.

Susanna Foster's acting is passable, but

she really excels in the singing interludes.)

Franchot Tone, looking haggard, gives a I

neat comedy performance as the harassed

producer. Both Louise Allbritton and Jac-j

queline DeWit look attractive and toss off

j

semi-risque dialogue in fine fashion butj

David Bruce works hard with mild laughj

results. Buster Keaton and Irene Ryan
make the most of roles that are virtually

bits.
YORK

SUNSET IN EL DORADO 1 MORE MUSIC, LESS ACTION IN THIS ROGERS OPERA
Rates • • + where Rogers is popular

Republic

66 minutes

Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes, DaleEvans Hardie Albright, Margaret Dumont,

J^h 5^.r0,t« Tom L°ndon
'
Stamev price,Bob W.lkie, Dorothy Granger, Ed CassidyBob Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneer!

Trigger,

Directed by Frank McDonald.
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treatment throughout

r^T ^ Wh° WCarS a ™>dern duderanch outfit and sings in lavish production

numbers on a vast dancehall stage — all

this in the old west — merely resembles
Dale Evans in costume just as all the other
characters are dressed-up facsimiles of the
players in the modern tale. Taken in fun
the film will amuse the average patron, es-

pecially those who enjoy Miss Evans' warb-
ling of "The Belle of El Dorado," "The I-ady

Who Wouldn't Say Yes" and "I'm Awfully
Glad I Met You." There's a few chases and
fist fights, but not enough to satisfy the
dyed-in-the-wool horse opera fan. Roy
Rogers, who sings and gives his customary
easy-going performance, plays second fiddle

to Miss Evans and is off the screen for long
stretches of the ludicrous plot. Hardie Al-

bright is properly villainous in both the
modern and old west plots and Margaret
Dumont is amusing as two haughty dow-
agers. Only George "Gabby" Hayes remains
the same be-whiskered old codger in both
tales and gets laughs throughout. This is

very much in the familiar Roy Rogers vein
and Republic should vary the formula be-
fore it wears thin.

Tired of New York life and being domin-
ated by her aunt, Margaret Dumont. who
has selected Hardie Albright as her fiance,

Dale Evans, who tells would-be bus travel-

lers about the glamour of the old west, de
j

cides to experience some of the adventure:

for herself. Albright and Miss Dumont pur

sue the girl when she runs away and, wher

she again escapes them through the aid o

a passing cowboy, Roy Rogers, she wander.'

into the tumble-down Golden Nugget saloorj

in the ghost town of El Dorado. There shi

meets George "Gabby" Hayes, an old pros

pector who tells her he knew her grand

mother, Kansas Kate, who once held swa: 1

there. Left alone, Miss Evans falls aslee

and dreams she is Kate, the star entertainel

of the Golden Nugget, whose aunt is tryini,

to marry her to Hardie Albright, who own
the place. When Hayes makes a gold strikf,

she gives him the money to stake his clair 1

but Albright's henchmen hold him up anj

take it from him. However, a wanderin
cowboy, Roy Rogers, finally sets matter

right and cleans up Albright's syndicate o

thieves in El Dorado. When Miss Evan
awakens, she gets up the courage to tel

Albright she is remaining in the moder
west with Roy and "Gabby."

DENLE
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Pictures

Universal

Something seasonable

from Universal to

start the new season.^ " anie) is maklng

^^^^^^^^
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titles entitled to your

every consideration

SHADY LADY

MEN IN HER DIARY

RIMER CMM»



all UPS and no
"^^IVERSAL is highly optimistic — so optimistic that

we have increased our production budget approximately

$10,000,000; and have included plans to enlarge the

studio with new buildings, new stages, and most impor-

tant of all, have mobilized some of the best producing,

directing and writing talent in the industry to make pic-

tures at Universal studio.

Every movie company has its ups and downs but

we definitely believe that with the insurance Universal is

taking on every picture, as far as production resources are

concerned, our program for 1945-46 will be marked with

all ups and no downs.

This advertisement does not go into detail about all

the details you will be hearing about. This is just to let

you know that we start the new season with much

optimism.

We extend our greetings to our thousands of

exhibitor-friends who have actually been a party to

Universal's success story. Here's hoping we both continue

to entertain the public, to grow and to prosper.



BASIL RATHBONE and NIGEL BRUCE

Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson in

"Pursuit to Algiers."

CHARLES COBURN

Gives a "superform-

ance" in "Shady lady"

says Winchell.



THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade"* Events

MONOPOLY CASE OPENS

After a lapse of seven years, the Department of Justice re-

opened its anti-trust suit against the eight major film companies
last Monday (Oct. 8) in U. S. District Court. Southern District of

New York. Assistant Attorney General Robert L. Wright pre-

sented the Government's case with little oral argument, offering

instead what is virtually an entire documentary case. Wright
presented approximately 300 exhibits into the evidence. The ex-

hibits proposed to demonstrate that the five producing-distribut-
ing-exhibiting majors exercised monopolistic control over the in-

dustry and it is upon this documentary evidence that the Govern-
ment rested its case last Thursday (11th).

The special three-judge court composed of presiding judge
Augustus N. Hand. John Bright and Henry W. Goddard, overruled
most of the objections filed by defense counsel against many of
the exhibits, then granted a motion by the defense for a recess
until Monday, Aug. 22.

Opening statements for the defense were presented by the
following counsel: Whitney North Seymour for Paramount, John
W. Davis for Loew s, John F. Caskey for 20th Century-Fox, George
Leisure for RKO, Joseph M. Proskauer for Warner Bros., Louia
Frolich for Columbia and Edward W. Raftery for both United
Artists and Universal.

A motion by counsel for the "Little Three" to have their
clients dismissed from the case was unavailing.

Observers expect the case to continue for approximately one
month after court reconvenes.

STRIKE VIOLENCE
The studio strike reached a critical stage last fortnight as

pickets, exasperated by the delay in negotiations to settle the
seven-month-old dispute, were forced to violence in their attempts
to prevent picket lines being crossed by studio workers. The out-
breaks took place outside the Warner studios and resulted in a
number of injuries to both non-pickets and picket-line members
and a total halt in production at the studio. Leroy Prinz, Warner

.
dance director and Macklin Hall, Jr.. former Our Gang comedies
fat boy, were among those hurt.

Despite the arrest of 600 pickets by deputy sheriffs on charges
of unlawful assembly last Wednesday, movie-making remained at
a standstill at the Burbank lot as studio spokesmen reported that

!

very few" workers entered the gates after the picket line wa«
removed and that no film could be shot until cameramen, actors
and other necessary personnel return to work. Immured in the
studio were 450 workers. The Screen Actors Guild, cameramen
and other skilled craft unions instructed their members to remainaway until all possibilities of violence had disappeared. Pickets
arrested were freed immediately upon being booked and strike
leaders promised that mass picketing would be resumed as sup-
port was reported from Lockheed aircraft employes, some of
whose members were arrested with other pickets. As many as
10,000 aircraft workers were predicted as potential pickets.

Herbert K. Sorrell, CSU president, declared that his picketswould close Republic and Universal studios by the end of theweek. Producers met with Sheriff Eugene Biscailuz in an effort
to prevent "continuance of the terroristic action," according to
ineir statement. They warned that the studios do not intend to

h«« 1° •

continued flouting of the law and the rights of other

m^a
1

b*Ings ' and that they would "use every legal means to
protect their employes, their property and the right of a major
industry to maintain its business."

A statement was expected from Governor Earl Warren oncharges by Senator Jack H. Tenney, chairman of State Committee

nir .? TIICan Activities
'
that the strike was Communist in-spired and dominated. Meanwhile, Representatives Helen Gahagan

•Dougias and Ellis E. Patterson wired President Truman that thew *
WaS n0W 80 serious as to merit Presidential intervention

Rsr. p a settlement. Reps. Douglas and Patterson, along with«ep. Gordon R. MacDonough and Ned R. Healy, asked for Con-
gressional action to determine the causes for the inept handlingof the situation by the NLRB and pressed for immediate actiontoward a settlement of the seven-month-old strike.

OCTOBER 15, 1945

GOV'T WINS SCHINE CASE
The Government emerged victorious in the Schine anti-trust

suit in U. S. District Court in Buffalo last week. In a 45-page

opinion, Judge John C. Knight upheld the Government's conten-

tions that the Schine Circuit and affiliates maintained an unlawful

combination through which they obtained a monopoly of exhibi-

tion in their territories in violation of the Federal anti-trust laws.

Judge Knight directed that a decree be issued requiring dis-

solution, realignment or reorganization of Schine ownership and
control in a manner to be decided by the court after consultation

with Government and defense representatives. The decision was
seen as having an important bearing on the New York anti-trust

trial currently taking place in N. Y. District Court.

The ruling also asked that the Schine circuit shall be enjoined
from monopolizing the supply of first- and second-run films and
prohibits Schine from enforcing "any existing agreements not to

compete or to restrict the use of any real estate to non-theatrical

purposes."

The case, begun by the Government in 1939. was tried in Buf-
falo last year and involved 4,728 pages of testimony and 1,380 ex-

hibits. Schine attorneys indicated that an appeal would be made.

MAMMOTH BOND BREAKFAST
As a preliminary to the forthcoming Victory Loan Campaign,

Oct. 29 - Dec. 8, a giant Breakfast Rally to be attended by over
1200 film and theatre executives will be held in the Waldorf-
Astoria in New York at 9 a. m., Oct. 23.

S. H. Fabian, national chairman, revealed that there would be
a tremendous concentration on Bond Premieres as a drive feature.

Campaign Director Oscar A. Doob told regional chairmen that
these must be titled "Victory Shows" and should be exploited as

tributes to returned war vets who will be guests of honor.
Doob also stressed the complete screen coverage planned in-

cluding the two-reeler, "Hollywood Victory Caravan" featuring
more than a dozen top film stars with 1200 prints available; three

(Continued Page 35)

PEOPLE
Eric A. Johnston was elected President of the newly formed

Motion Picture Export Association by the directors. Morris Good-
man, formerly president of Republic International, was elected a
vice-president and Gradwell L. Sears, UA vice-president, was
elected a director.

Charles Reed Jones, director of advertising of Republic Pic-
tures Corp. for the past eight years, announced his resignation
from that post. He will join Song Lyrics, Inc., as editorial direc-
tor of Song Hits, Latest Hit Songs and Movie Songs. Steve Ed-
wards, Republic's director of publicity, is in temporary charge of
the advertising department pending the return to New York of
H. J. Yates, Sr., president of Republic Productions. Inc., when a
successor to Jones will be appointed.

Mort Blumenstock, Warner's director of advertising and pub-
licity, announced the appointment of Gil Golden, formerly Eastern
advertising manager, to the post of executive assistant, and Larry
Golob, Eastern publicity manager, to publicity director for the
company in New York. Golden continues in charge of advertising
for the company.

Joseph Conway was appointed assistant to Sidney Samuelson,
General Manager of E. Pa. Allied. The new post was created by
the board of governors to boost membership in the organization
and to bring various services of the group closer to members.

Milton H. Feld, Universal executive, resigned from the com-
pany, effective Dec. 1, to enter independent production.

Joseph Kinsky was named general manager of the Sanitary
Automatic Candy Corp. Kinsky was formerly with Paramount's
home office and previously with Tri-States Theatres Corp.

Jack Bellman resigned as Buffalo branch manager for Repub-
lic after 10 years with the company. He reports he will remain
at the post until a successor is appointed.

Lem Jones was named executive assistant to Spyros Skouras
president of 20th Century-Fox. He formerly served with Wendell
Willkie in a similar capacity and was at one time confidential
secretary to Tom Dewey when the latter was N. Y. District
Attorney.





OLD GLORY'S STILL FLYING!

SOMETHING TO
CELEBRATE!
Get out the Bunting and
The Banners—
Organize the Parades and
The Cheers!

America is ready and willing

To finish the job in a

Blaze of glory!

It's your last Bond Drive—
Put your heart and soul into it

Then it's sure to be the BEST!

THE VICTORY LOAN
STARTS SOON!

OCTOBER 29— DECEMBER 8

Sponsored by War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, Yf.'Y. G.



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF WEALTH OF BOX-OFFICE ALLURE — TIMES

(MGM)
"...'Weekend at the Waldorf,' the up-to-date version of 'Grand

Hotel,' has a popular selection of stars plus an inspiring demon-
stration of exactly what it takes to make a tired, gloomy person

happy.. .Between romance the back-stage functioning of a mighty

luxury hotel is briefly shown. . .Perhaps it drags a little when the

plot returns are in, but devotees of the stars will hardly notice

that." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

"...ZVi Stars. . .Episodic. . .Clever weaving of the design by the

authors. . .Transition from one story to another is made with the

least possible interruption of the film's continuity." CAMERON,
N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...A big slice of celluloid and it has a wealth of box-office allure

— Ginger Rogers and Lana Turner to attract the male customers,

and Walter Pidgeon and Van Johnson to snare the ladies. . .Fitful

entertainment, engaging and pleasantly amusing when at its best

and something less other." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...As a comedy, it is top-heavy with lavish Waldorf settings and
numberless characters who fall in and out of love or money among
the potted palms... Too much of it is gaudy but weary film fare

...Script spreads itself only thinly over great array of talent...

As a motion picture comedy it is ponderous and only intermittent-

ly entertaining." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.
"...The underlying contention of Music Hall's new film is that

anything can happen at Park Avenue's Waldorf-Astoria. . .Guided

tour part, which cannot fail to prove equally as engaging to folks

throughout the U. S. A. as the romances, chicaneries and polite

snobberies of the film is almost exhaustingly complete." Mc-
MANUS, PM.

MILDRED PIERCE' SOME PAN IT, SOME PRAISE IT

(WARNER)
"...3^ Stars... Joan Crawford gives the best performance of her
career .. .Story has been given considerable holding power through
Michael Curtiz' clever direction and the effective acting of the
cast." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...A windy melodrama stretches suspense so thin that a couple
of irrelevant humorous bits become immensely funny. . .'Mildred

Pierce' is a laggard and somewhat ludicrous murder movie...
Conventional Hollywood touches do little to make 'Mildred Pierce'

stand up as a show... Tries to be audacious, it is merely anemic."
BARNES, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.
"...Joan Crawford is playing a most troubled lady, and giving a

sincere and generally effective characterization of same... Tor-

tured drama. . .Michael Curtiz has directed the story with cunning
dramatic artifice for most of its 111 minutes. . .'Mildred Pierce'

lacks the driving force of stimulating drama." T.M.P., N. Y.

TIMES.
"...Slight touch of murder mystery added to 'Mildred Pierce'...

None of the loathsome flavor of its set of fiendishly selfish and
cruel characters has been modified .. .Never a slackening of the

exciting pace and rush of episode. Two hours seldom have slipped

by faster or more eventfully in a movie theatre .. .Not a pleasant

picture, but one guarantee can be made for it. Attention never

will wander the whole time it is on the screen." COOK, N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'BLITHE SPIRIT' BRITISH TECHNICOLOR FILM WINS PLAUDITS
".

. .The play could not have been any better than the movie which
is a delight from beginning to end ... Picture may be acceptable

to both believers in spiritualism and scoffers. . .An exquisite piece

of light and fanciful entertainment." WTNSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"

. . .3V2 Stars. . -Transposing the comedy to screen, the author-
producer has kept the original plot intact, giving it, of course, the
added movement and flexibility that the screen affords. . .Comedy
retains all the prankish fun of the play .. .Excellent cast." CAM-
ERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Noel Coward's amusing spoof on spiritualism comes through
as a generally delightful divertissement. . .Essentially a conversa-
tion piece.

. .Coward has used the Thome Smith formula merely
as a framework on which to hang some engaging observations

about mediums and their coteries. . .Result is good entertain-

ment." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...English-made picture ... Almost a word-for-word transference

of the play that won an award of the Drama Critics Circle a few
seasons ago... Very spicy affair .. .High quality of the whole cast

is largely responsible for preserving all the pleasure of the play,

only slightly diluted by removal to a medium for which they were
not intended." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Noel Coward's magical spook play, 'Blithe Spirit,' has lost

much of its sorcery on the screen... All sorts of ghostly camera
tricks to make for gaiety. . .British film is disappointing. . .Con-

siderable fun with mediums and spiritualism. . .Caustic conversa-

tional byplay and an amusing romantic triangle." BARNES, N. Y.

HERALD-TRIBUNE.

'THE HOUSE ON 92ND STREET' CALLED FASCINATING, THRILL-PACKED, REALISTIC
(FOX)

.'The House on 92nd Street' is an experiment in a new style of
telling spy stories — and a completely successful and engrossing
one.

. .Picture has the quality and atmosphere of a factual film, a
to-called 'documentary,' a screen play taken direct from the rec-
ords of FBI activities against Nazi espionage .. .Several episodes
of the picture are recognizable as coming direct from the head-
lines of the past few years." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Every inch inspiring and thrill-packed. . .Story is a composite
account of Nazi espionage, based on official records, and it is told
in a simple, terse manner which rings true and is, therefore, high-
ly dramatic.

.
.Producer and director have achieved a most suc-

cessful blending of the documentary and conventional techniques,
thus proving that realism can be entertaining, too... Film is re-
markable." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.

"...Produced with documentary fidelity .. Makes clear what odds

spies ran up against in our vast FBI. . .Continuously fascinating

.". .Use of actual FBI film footage of Nazi spies at work is very

effective. . .Total absence of romance may be counted another gain

for authenticity." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Fascinating spy film. .. Pictorial record of the brilliant work
which the FBI did to circumvent Nazi espionage and sabotage

made with cunning and imagination. . .Threaded through this

dramatic unity are actual clips of counter-espionage to underline

the work with impressive authenticity ... Has tremendous melo-

dramatic impact. . .Handled with the muted suspense which keeps

a melodrama building constantly on the screen. . .Climax has all

the terror of a pipe-dream thriller. . .No foolish romance. It needs

none." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

STORY OF G. I. JOE' RATES UNANIMOUS RAVES
(UNITED ARTISTS)

Best and the most realistic picture of the war to come out of
Hollywood.

.
Can also be stated that no better picture of the in-

fantry has been shown. . .Burgess Meredith's appearance as Ernie
Pyle is varied... His resemblance Is almost perfect... It is the
story of the infantrymen he came to admire and care for so

much." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
.Warmest and most understanding movie of this war. . Picture

digs in with a typical group and lives with them from the first
nervous days in Africa down through the weary stagnation of the
long stalemate halfway up Italy... Some episodes will leave an
audience trembling with excitement and terror . . Sharp flashes of

humor in the earthy comments of the men." COOK. N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Hard-hitting, penetrating drama of the footslogging soldier...

Has all the integrity and the uncompromising realism of those

other great pictorial documents of the second World War...
Moves across the screen with tremendous emotional impact...
Humorous, poignant and tragic." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
". Slogging foot^soldiers are given the finest tribute accorded any
of our armed forces... All that has gone into this Lester Cowan
production is brutal honesty. . .'Story of G. I. Joe' should leave

any right-thinking person humble and strangely exalted ... Bur-
gess Meredith plays the late fox-hole reporter with tremendous
power and restraint. . .Final climax far more tragic than jubilant."

BARNES, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
I

A rumor broke loose in Hollywood last week to the effect that
i
David O. Selznick had purchased or was contemplating purchase

I of a large block of stock in the company which would give him
|
controlling interest. Both Harry Cohn, president of the firm, and
.David O. Selznick denied the rumor violently. The rumor started
. when the board of directors met here recently. Said Cohn in his
[denial: "I have not been engaged in any negotiations at any time
k either with individuals or with people representing individuals or

|
with groups of people for the sale of any portion of my holdings
in Columbia." Selznick is a stockholder in the company. His

ist^t°ment. in cart, was: "While it is true that I have rather large
holdings in Columbia Pictures Corp., there is no truth whatsoever
to the remarks concerning any negotiations for the purchase by
me of control, nor is there any truth to the other stories of a
possible alliance between Columbia and my enterprises." That
seems to be final — at the moment — but the rumor may crop up
again. Wonder what the Selznick touch would do to the "Duran-
go Kid" series or the horror quickies that are stock-in-trade of
this outfit.

Two films finished off this week. Four new ones got under
way. Finished were: "Secret Story" (Bannon-Hunter) and "Head-
ing West" (Starrett-Houck). The latter started out as "Massacre
Mesa." New starts: "Blondie's Lucky Day" (Singleton-Lake).
Close Call for Boston Blackie" (Morris-Lane). "Perilous Holidav"
(OBnen-Warrick) and "Who's Guilty?" (Kent-Ward). The last-
named is a serial.

Building up a back-log of material for filming, Columbia has
14 new stories in process in its script department. Among them
are: "The Lone Wolf on Broadway," "Corpus Delicti," "Night
Editor." and "So Dark the Night," all for Producer Ted Rich-
mond; "Frisco Fury" and another Boston Blackie yarn go to
[Producer John Stone; "I Love A Mystery" and "The Callahans"
are for Wallace MacDonald; "Betty Co-ed" and "Lullabye of
[Broadway" are for Alexis Thurn-Taxis; and "The Duchess of
Broadway" will be handled by Producer Michael Kraike.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
It would seem that conflict between the New York office which

handles exploitation and publicity and the producers (or at leastsome of them) who make the pictures is running a bit to the
rougn side. Said producers feel that their pictures are not given
adequate or smart enough ad campaigns. One of the faults, it is
said, lies in the fact that the department is situated in New Yorkwhen it belongs here in Hollywood. How can they know the storv
behind a production? How can they know the selling pointswhen they are that far away? In essence, these are the queries
-ne producers make. Moreover, it is pointed out, the New York
Joint of view on films and the Hollywood point of view is vastly
lifferent. The situation is not a new one, nor one unique with
MLUAI There doesn't seem to be any answer to the problem sincer Y°rk 1S accepted as the selling and exploitation center for
urns. But the producers, who look upon their efforts as creative
snort, resent what they charge is underselling or lack of imagina-
tion m campaigns. Truth is, as we see it, that neither Hollywood
lor New York can be expected to have the "feel" of the entire
country, but it seems a better idea to have people removed from
ne production scene handle the advertising of the pictures Holly-
wood makes. The movie capital is too rife with personal elements
o make an objective approach possible and the exploitation of aim definitely should be removed from the welter of conflicts
esires, jealousies, ambitions that' are the expected facets of an
rtistic colony like Hollywood. Louis B. Maver head of the

studio, has heard both sides of the situation and undoubtedly the

problem will be settled as far as it can be to make everybody
happier than they are at present.

Ricardo Montalban, Mexican film star, has been signed by
MGM to play one of the leading roles in "Fiesta," the Technicolor
film which will star Esther Williams for Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Most of the film will be made in and around Mexico City.

Of the 33 books which MGM has purchased over the past
months for future production, three have already been made into

pictures. They are: "Our Vines Have Tender Grapes," currently
in release, "They Were Expendable," and "Dangerous Partners"
are ready for release. In production presently are: "The Year-
ling," A. J. Cronin's "The Green Years," and James Cain's "The
Postman Alwavs Rings Twice." "Green Dolphin Street," MGM's
1944 prize-winning novel, soon goes into work and "Before the
Sun Goes Down," the 1945 winner, was recently selected. Authors
represented in the huge pool of material indicate that the studio's

inve tment runs into a figure of considerable size: Sinclair Lewis.
Louis Bromfield, Booth Tarkington, Edith Wharton, Stephen Long-
street. Charles Nordhoof, James M. Cain, William Hudson and
MacKinlay Kantor. Names like that don't come at cheap prices.

Despite an organization in Hollywood called Rooney, Inc..

which was supposedly to handle all of Mickey Rooney's produc-
tions after the war, MGM insists that the boy will be back with
them when he is discharged from service. In fact, Metro says
Rooney's first will be "Uncle Andy Hardy," for Producer Carey
Wilson and it is all set to go the minute Mickey arrives.

As predicted some time ago, the majors are beginning to think
in terms of other tint processes than Technicolor. When PRC
made its first film with Cinecolor, there were dubious comments.
Now. MGM has joined the field as the first major studio to try
tinting with any other process than Technicolor. Producer Harry
Rapf is using the Cinecolor process on "Star From Heaven" which
Andrew Marten is directing. Undoubtedly with MGM leading off,

other majors will follow suit and the problem of color film which
has been so acute should ease considerably. What the Techni-
color company's reaction to this situation is has not been deter-

mined as yet.

George Cukor, Who has bowed out on the temporarily-post-
poned "Razor's Edge" at 20th Century-Fox, has checked in at

Metro where he is slated to direct the next Greer Garson film,

"Beloved Stranger," which will have Robert Montgomery as co-

star. Arthur Hornblow, Jr., will produce. Cukor is also slated

for the direction job on "Green Dolphin Street" which has Kath-
arine Hepburn in the star role. If Cukor's Metro schedule gets

rolling, he will be unable to do "Razor's Edge" should the pro-

duction be started shortly.

MONOGRAM
"Wife Wanted," a novel by Robert E. Callahan, has been pur-

chased by Monogram as the third story to star Kay Francis in

her own production. The actress and Jeffrey Bernerd will again
co-produce. Apparently this team has produced effective mer-
chandise in its first two tries and the successful formula is to be
applied indefinitely.

In addition to "Face of Marble" which started shooting Oc-
tober 5, there are three more films slated for October starting:
King Bros, will give the gun to "Glamour Girl," which will star

Belita in an ice skating role; "Hands in the Dark," the first in

the Shadow series starring Kane Richmond, goes; and another in

the popular Cisco Kid series with Gilbert Roland will be the
fourth film for the month.

Presently in work are: "Rollin' Along" (Brown-Carver) and
"Stepping Around" with the Dead-End Kids now called the East



Side Gang; the new starter, "Face of Marble" has John Carradine,

Claudia Drake and Willie Best in top roles. Into the can went

"Charlie Chan in Mexico" (Toler-Fong) the umpteenth in this

successful series that seems to go on and on without problems.

PARAMOUNT
"Blue Skies," the Technicolor musical cavalcade of Irving

Berlin music, is finally wound up save for one or two more rou-

tines by Fred Astaire. This picture got off to a bad start when
Buddy De Sylva was stricken with a heart ailment as it began.

Then, Paul Draper, who had been signed by DeSylva for an im-

portant role, couldn't quite make the grade as a film actor and

the studio had to release him. Astaire was obtained from Metro

at an opulent price and now he and Crosby have recorded on film

some of the finest showmanship sequences ever made. Bing is in

a local hospital for what is called a check-up but it is said he is

sicker than they're saying. He has announced a year's vacation

for himself. Astaire, too, says his dancing days are over. These
two men, not in the usual sense of the word, actors, have worked
hard and ceaselessly to amass great fame and fortune and now,

they're just plain tired. Bing turned down a fabulous sum on his

radio deal this year. He has made a unique place for himself

not only in motion pictures but in show business. Let us hope he

changes his mind on that "year of rest."

Only two films in production holdover this week: "Take This
Woman" (Wright-Milland) and "Monsieur Beaucaire" (Hope-
Caulfield). New starter is from the Hal Wallis unit, "Love Lies

Bleeding" with Barbara Stanwyck, Lizabeth Scott and Van Heflin

in top roles. This is Heflin's first role since his return from the

wars and his status at Metro seems to be unchanged. Possibly,

if the actor gets the kind of roles he wants, all difficulties re con-

tract will be forgotten. After all, most actors ask only one thing
— a chance to act.

The Wallis unit is gathering momentum for its Fall and Win-
ter production schedule. With "Love Lies Bleeding" in work, talk
again comes around to the Lillian Hellman play, "Searching
Wind." Robert Young has already been signed for the leading
role and Wallis has renewed his efforts to get Joan Crawford for

the leading female role. The producer left for New York this

week where the star is vacationing. Although Joan is already set

for her next at Warner's, "Sentimentally Yours," Wallis is hoping
to get his film into production before she has to report for that
one. Crawford's solid scoring in "Mildred Pierce" has set her
into a stronger position than she has been in for years. She has
at last broken the mold set in her Metro days and emerges a new
personality to be conjured with by producers and box-office alike.

Hal Walker, only recently elevated to a full directorship, has
had his option picked up for another year. On the strength of
his handling of "Stork Club" no doubt, which is a well done pic-
ture made unusual by the delightful performance of Barry Fitz-
gerald — he romps off with the picture but nobody seems to mind
because he makes it a better picture for the entire cast.

Cecil B. DeMille (the $1.00 man) is apparently taking enough
time off from his political heroics to think again in terms of
making a picture. "Unconquered" is the film to be done in Tech-
nicolor. Extensive location trips are planned to start in late
March in Idaho and go on into Pennsylvania during April. No
casting has been made and no indication of just what the story
concerns itself with but the DeMille company is working again.

The Alan Ladd suspension continues. Alan insists that it was
not the role in "California" that he objected to but a completely
unfair financial arrangement. Paramount has Alan on a com-
paratively small salary considering his box-office power. They
had assuaged that situation in the past by giving the star a big
fat bonus at the end of each film. But recently they asked him
for an extension of his contract which still has five years to go
Alan said no because he felt at the end of five vears would be
soon enough to make a decision on his future. The studio then
said no extension — no bonus and the fight was on. This isLadd a story. He gets 4/5 of all the fan mail on the Paramount

v! u
!°°ks °ver at MGM where such a tremendous exploitation

job has been done for Van Johnson and he looks at some of the
Pictures he has had to carry and undoubtedly he wonders at whatkind of a deal he s getting. The studio, on the other hand haswhat it deems just as strong a case and so the impasse continues.
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PRC
Martin Moonev has scooped his own story with the recentsolving by the FBI of a Burbank robbery committed last JuTvMooney has been writing a storv called "TheS e C'u"» prlltlcally neck and neck with the Burbank case. He was all se to

wind up his yarn and when the FBI made its arrests this week,

all Mooney had to do was add the final paragraph to his yarn

and register it with the Hays office for final approval. Mooney, a

former crime reporter, found this chore right up his alley and the

story will undoubtedly reach film on the PRC lot quickly.

Edgar Ulmer, under contract to the studio as a director, has

been loaned to Hunt Stromberg to direct "The Strange Woman,"
which Stromberg will produce with Jack Chertok. Hedy Lamarr
will be starred. Ulmer will complete "Once and For All" at his

home studio before he takes up for Stromberg.

"Prairie Rustlers" is the name given to the Buster Crabbe

feature designated as No. 1 up to this point.

Two quick westerns are on the sound stages this week.

"Lightning Raiders," another Buster Crabbe feature; and "Navajo
Kid" with Bob Steele and Caren Marsh in the leading roles.

"Caravan Trails," the studio's third try at Cinecolor, is now
in the can and set for early release.

REPUBLIC
Republic will start its first western in color this month. The

process they are using is called Magnacolor. The studio, accord-
ing to Vice-President Allan Wilson, plans a number of groups of

similar product. Monty Hale and Adrian Booth are co-starred in

the initialer which is called "Heart of The West."

In addition to films already in work, the studio has plans set

for starting: "Conquest of Cheyenne," a Wild Bill Elliott feature;
"Crime of the Century," which Walter Goetz will produce; "Night
Train for Memphis," "Heart of the West," as stated above, and
Ben Hecht's "Spectre of the Rose" which will feature an unknown
actress, Viola Essen, in the leading role. The girl has never been
on film and was discovered in the "Hollywood Pinafore" company
in New York.

Republic has on foot a plan for a big Technicolor musical to

be made shortly and called, "Florida." The film will be made,
for the most part, in the resort towns in Florida and Herbert
Yates is already setting up tie-ups with various state and booster

organizations for the exploitation of the film.

Another big one planned for early F farting is "The Conover
Girl." The studio has just purchased thfc unpublished romance
written by Ursula Parrott and the work on turning it into a script

has already- begun. Production is scheduled for December. The
outstanding Conover cover-girl of the year will bu given the lead-

ing role. Looks like we're in for another of those talent-hunting
contests that roll up reams of pre-publicity copy for such
picture.

Dale Evans, the girl who has made 15 pictures in not quite
three years on the Republic lot, has signed a new long-term con-
tract with the studio. Dale has made 12 of her pictures as leading
lady to Roy Rogers. Her first under the new contract will be
another Roy Rogers film. Here is a smart young player who real-

izes that while she might do much better if she tried to make a
place for herself on her own merit, is content to take the solid

position she has as Roy Rogers' leading lady until she is sure of
what the next step should be. She has appearance and talent and
doesn't have to worry on either score, with or without Rogers.

Only new starter this week is a serial, "King of the Forest
Rangers," with Larry Thompson and Helen Talbot featured. Con-
tinuing are: "Concerto" (Dorn-McLeod), "The Cat Man of Paris"
(Esmond-Aubert) and "The Madonna's Secret" (Lederer-Patrick).

RKO-RADIO
No new starters on the lot this week but four continue in

production: "Badman's Territory" (Scott-Richards), . "Bamboo
Blonde" (Langford-Wade), "From This Day Forward" (Fontaine-
Stevens), "Some Must Watch" (McGuire-Brent). Finished off were
the Hakim production of "Heartbeat" (Rogers-Aumont) and Sol

Lesser's "Tarzan and the Leopard Woman" (Weismuller-Joyce).

Claire Trevor has copped herself a role that had originally
been scheduled for Tallulah Bankhead on the lot. "Deadlier Than
the Male" is the picture and it was reported that Miss Trevor won
out because timing was bad for Miss Bankhead. The part gives
Miss Trevor another crack at the type of role she did so success-
fully in "Murder, My Sweet."

"That Girl From Memphis" is a recent story purchase by the
RKO story department and is scheduled for 1945-46 production.

The Eddie Cantor musical, "Come On Along," is on the in-

active list again. Reasons this time: no Technicolor camera is

available and they are still hunting two male leads for the pic-
ture. Andy Russell is rumored for one of the parts but no other
names have been mentioned.

George Raft has been signed for another RKO film, following
his "Johnny Angel." This one will be called "Nocturne" and tells
the story of a Los Angeles detective.

• Claude Rains has been signed for a featured role in "Notori-
ous" which goes into production shortly with Cary Grant and

FILM BULLETIN



Ingrid Bergman co-starred and Alfred Hitchcock directing and
producing.
GOETZ INTERNATIONAL

After a production recess of three months, the Goetz-Spitz

organization is again ready for work with "The Stranger" going

into production almost immediately. Edward G. Robinson, Lor-

etta Young and Orson Welles have top roles and Sam Spiegel is

producing. Director Irving Pichel goes back into an acting role

in this film, too.

COLDWVN
William Wyler has officially joined the Goldwyn staff and has

begun work on "Glory For Me." After this yarn is finished, Wyler
will take up his duties with his own production unit, Liberty
Films, which he shares with Frank Capra and Sam Briskin.

The studio is being remodeled and enlarged to take care of

the accelerated production schedule planned for. the 1945-46 sched-
ule. In addition to the Wyler film, "Earth and High Heaven,"
and "The Bishop's Wife" are both scheduled for production. Leon
Fromkess has taken up his duties with the producer as part of a
production cabinet formed to handle these productions.

Danny Kaye, having wound up details on "Kid From Brook-
lyn," and details of his radio show, has headed for Manila to start
a six-week tour of service bases which will wind up in Tokyo.
Leo ("the Lip") Durocher will accompany the star on his camp
show.

20th CENTURY-FOX
With the wholehearted acceptance by box-office and critics

|

alike of "The House on 92nd Street," it was inevitable that Darryl
I F. Zanuck would lose no time on a follow-up. The picture will be

titled "Diplomatic Courier" and will be based on material taken
' from the secret files of the Office of Strategic Services. Louis De
Rochemont is now in Washington working on the material. Nat-
urally, he will produce the follow-up after his score with the first

\ film.

"American Guerilla" which has been on and off the produc-
tion schedule for some time is now definitely off for the third and
last time. The story of guerilla warfare in the Philippines has

I lost all of its timeliness and will not be made.
Captain Gene Markey will return to 20th Century-Fox as pro-

|
ducer as soon as h.3 gets his release from the Navy sometime

I within the next month.
Moss Hart has signed an important pact with Darryl F. Zan-

uck. He will write, produce and direct and the salasy offered in
the contract he just signed is a handsome one. No plans for his
first chore has been made.

Randolph Scott and Joan Blondell have been signed to top

|

roles in "Our Moment Is Swift" which Joseph Manciewicz will
produce. John Hodiak and Nancy Guild, the newest 20th star
potential, have the secondary romantic leads.

Fred MacMurray, having just finished "Smoky," will do an-
other picture on the Zanuck lot. "The High Window" is the film,
and Robert Bassler will direct. This is the private detective
Philip Marlowe role which Dick Powell did at RKO in "Murder.
My Sweet," Humphrey Bogart did at Warner's in "The Big Sleep"
and now even MGM is contemplating "Lady in the Lake" for

j

Spencer Tracy. That guy Marlowe really gets around.
I Lloyd Nolan has been upped to stardom at the studio after a
long apprenticeship in B's. The studio now plans to build Nolan
toward the type of role that Bogart finally landed at Warner's.

No definite word has been available as to when Tyrone Power
J

will be discharged from his Marine Corps service. The studio has
been trying to hold back on several productions awaiting that
release. But the decision to hold "Captain from Castile" for
Power has been revoked. The role goes to Cornel Wilde. Lamar
Trotti will do the picture. Meanwhile, "Down to the Sea in Ships"
is being held for Power and it may be, too, that the casting prob-

|

lem of "The Razor's Edge" will be solved when Power gets back
on the lot.

(

George Jessel, having made his mark with his production of
'The Dolly Sisters," has been handed four more properties to
work into picture form. "Hello, My Baby," "O'Henry," "Missouri
Waltz" and "Bandwagon" are the features listed for Jessel.
Gregory Ratoff is set to direct "Bandwagon," a musical based on
the Howard Dietz-George Kaufman stage hit, and Dick Haymes
is set for the lead.

Rufus LeMaire has been handed a new three-year contract as
executive talent director at the studio. LeMaire just finished two
years of work on the lot in this capacity.

I One new starter on the lot is "Shock" with Vincent Price,
Lynn Bari (who just had her option picked up), Frank Latimore,
Michael Dunne, Ruth Nelson and Marjorie Henshaw cast. Con-
tinuing in production are: "Centennial Summer" (Crain-Wilde).
I Sentimental Journey" (Payne-O'Hara) and "Precinct 33" (Landis-
Ibargan). "Smoky," the Technicolor production, with Fred Mac-
IMurray and Anne Baxter, wound this week.

UNITED ARTISTS
Despite earlier announcements of an active production sched-

ule, Edward Small has decided to hold off on further film making

until more studio space is available to him and the current strike

situation eases the difficult circumstances under which most in-

dependents are now working. This means that "Bella Donna" and

"The Life of Valentino," two Small properties which were sched-

uled for making, have been set ahead. Small is in New York at

the moment planning the distribution of "Getting Gertie's Garter"

(Dennis O'Keefe-Marie McDonald).
The advertising budget originally set for "Diary of A Cham-

bermaid," the Ben Bogeaus film with Paulette Goddard, Hurd Hat-

field and Burgess Meredith, has been doubled. Meanwhile, Bogeaus

has headed back East again with a print of the film. He will

discuss his future product with UA executives while he is there.

Arnold Pressburger, formerly an important European pro-

ducer, is returning to France to make his first picture there since

the German occupation in 1940. Maurice Chevalier will be starred

in the film which though un-named is said to be a comedy. It

will be interesting to see how much interest American audiences

have in the once popular star since the rumors that tied him to

the Nazi power during the war. Pressburger will check his other

European holdings while he is in France. He had companies in

Germany, Italy and Spain and has not been able to determine the

condition of his holdings. He is planning to do "Scandal in Paris"

on the General Service lot here before he sets off on any European
production plans.

First picture for the new Schlager-Englander Producers Corp.
will be "The Life of Frederick Remington" which Harry Joe
Brown will produce for UA release. Joel McCrea has been tempted
out of his almost complete retirement to do the leading role. No
feminine lead has been chosen as yet.

A Chicago syndicate headed by Arthur Green has purchased
Lester Cowan's stock interest in his company for approximately
$1,000,000 in cash, after taxes. George Schaefer will continue as
supervisor of distribution and hold his interest in the company.
"G. I. Joe" and "Tomorrow the World" are the two properties
included in the sale. It is anticipated that Cowan will shortly
form a new producing company for his own use.

David Loew got his first production under way with the Marx
Brothers in top roles. "A Night in Casablanca" is the film. There
was some altercation with Warner's on the use of the title but
apparently the Marx's convinced the Warner's that no one owned
the right to the name of the famed city.

Only other production presently is the Preston Sturges film,

"The Sin of Harold Diddlebock."

UNIVERSAL
Six in production this week with two horror films added to the

four already in work. "House of Dracula" (Chaney-O'Driscoll-
Carradine) and "The Spider Woman Strikes Back" (Sondergaard-
Grant-Joyce) are the two new ones. Continuing are: "Tangier"
(Montez-Sabu), "Scarlet Street" (Robinson-Bennett), "Because of
Him" (Durbin-Tone) and "Canyon Passage" (Andrews-Hayward),
the latter in Technicolor. "Murder Mansion" (Bill Goodwin-Vir-
ginia Grey) wound up last week.

November 15 is the starting date for "Genius in the Family."
This is the first under the new production unit headed by Jack
Skirball and Norman Manning. Myrna Loy has been given the
top female role with Don Ameche opposite her. Miss Loy must
finish "Ccme Share My Love" at RKO before she can go to work
on this one. Since that commitment hasn't been started as yet,
it is questionable that she will be ready to work on the Skirball
picture for some time.

Three other pictures are scheduled for starting on the Uni-
versal lot yet this month. They are: "Terror By Night," "The
Scarlet Horseman" and "On the Carpet" with no castings an-
nounced for any of the three.

WARNER BROS.
Herman Shumlin, who finally wound up his directing chore on

"Confidential Agent" (Boyer-Bacall) after seventeen weeks of
shooting, headed East last week to prepare two stage productions
which he will direct and produce. "Woman Bites Dog." by Sam
and Bella Spewack and "Jay" by Robert Ardrey are the proper-
ties. If, as rumored, Shumlin signs a one-picture-a-year deal with
Warner's, they may work out some arrangement with him on
converting the product to film later on.

Joseph Bernhard, former vice-pi esident and member of the
board cf directors, has formed a new producing company with
Milton Sperling to be known as United States Pictures, Inc. Sper-
ling plans to raid the staffs of G. I. publications to build a writing
staff. "Cloak and Dagger," a story of the Office of Strategic
Services written by Lt. Col. Corey Ford and Maj. Alastair McBain,

(Continued on Page 32)
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASERECORD
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

COLUMBIA
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

(—

)

(—

)

(—

)

Completed (45)

Completed (10)

Completed ( 2)

Completed (17)

Completed (10)

Completed ( 1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BLONDIE'S LUCKY DAY
Comedy—Started September 24
Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Robert Stanton, Angelyn

Orr.
Director: Abby Berlin Producer: Burt Kelly
Story: Dag wood hires a Wac architect, loses his job, goes into business

for himself with her and it looks like a good thing.

CLOSE CALL FOB BOSTON BLACKIE
Mystery—Started October 1
Cast: Chester Morris, Richard Lane, George E. Stone, Frank

Sully.

Director: Lew Landers Producer: John Stone
Story: Not available. See next issue.

WHO'S GUILTY?
Serial—Started September 15 (15 installments)
Cast: Robert Kent, Amelita Ward, Jane Hazard, Tim Rvan.
Director: Howard Bretherton Producer: Sam Katzman
St°ry:
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PERILOUS HOLIDAY
Drama—Started October 4

Warrick,Cast: RuthPat O'Brien,
Gombell.

Director: Edward H. Griffith
Story: FBI man tracks ration poi

Edgar Buchanan, Minns

Producer
Mexico Citv.

Phil Ryan

RELEASE CHART
Title— ••R.lt, TlBt

OS PRODUCTION
Gilda

Hayworth-Ford

1944-45

nhT Vfy <67) Donaldson-Nagel
Details under title: Rusty

Black Arrow (Serial) Seort.l»rnPn.
Blond. From Brooklyn Haymes Mmick

bo:,: v^ Bri on ***** «>\\\*teJE*Boston Blackie's Rendezvous Morris Po-i,
Details under title: Surprise ^mwm ^ "

Both Barrels Bluing «tt,rreM n.nii..
Detail, under ,1,1,: Texas ih Starrett-Harding

Brenda Starr. Reporter

?Slb
e,a,l

.

art
,

(89) :::::::: Jm™,:™.,™;..

Srta.
y
n ,

°
n?m,

" i,er Slarrett- AthensCrime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke
D.„||, .nde, title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)

p^i 'u,

rn '' 1

' Starrett-Worth
Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller
E»c.p« In th. Fog '

. .Wright-FochEve Knew Her Apples (64) Miller-Wr.ght

'

Gay Senonta (70, Bannon-Cochran

r.M, .
A Pal

' * Merrck Hunter
Fighting Guardsman, The Loder- Louise

.'.'.'Harris-Brooks

i,\ Bannon-Foch

iSMS1^ sss*«*
Monster and The Apt, The (Serial)
Over 21 (103)
fewer of The Whistler, The
Rustlers ot the Badlands

Details under title:

Return of Drtng* Kid
Rhythm Round-Up (66) .

Roekln' In the R«ekle<
Rough Rldln' lu-tlri . .

Rough. Tough and Ready (66)..
dm.ii, ,i,i.. Men 0, the Dt;

-

She Wouldn't Say Yes
Details undtr title: Some Call I, Love

Slnu M. . Ratu „, Yuias
Song ot the Prairie

Son* N ».— .-.»., t tit fltSI
Details under title: At Night We Dream

Ten Cents A Donee (60)
Thousand and One Nights. A (93)
Tonight and Every Night (T) (92)

Parrish-Moran

. . .
.Lowery- Mathews

. Dunne-Knox
. . . .Dix-Carter ...

Starrett-BIIss

dup

Starrett-Stevens

Curtls-Walker
.

Hughes-Klrby
.

S,arre„-Ba,es
.

. Morris-Rogers

. .7-26.

. . .9-4.
•12-25.

.

. .7-24.

.4-30.

.

.11-27.
,

.12-11. .

. .5-14.

.11-13.

.11-13.
.10-16.
. .2-19.

1-22.
.12-25.

. .7-24.

.

..6-12..

. . .3-5. ,

,12-11..
. .417.
11-27.

.10-13.

.6-21.

. .5-10.

. .7-5.

.1-26.
.4-26.

.9-21.
. 2-27

.

.11-9.

.1-18.
-.4-5.
.4-12.
8-9

. .3 6.

.5-24.

.9-13.

.1-25.

.2-22.

. .1-4.

.6120.
. 6036

.

. 6031

.

. 6030

.

.6140.
.6006
.6^01.
. 6017

.

.4-16

.4-16

.4-16

.5-28

. 6034

.

.6010.

.6015.
6024

.

6019.
.603 .

.6160

.
Russell-Bowman

Curtis-Storey
.

.
lane Tomlln

Muni-Oberon
.

.
Frazn Lloyd

Wille-Keyet .

.HayworthBlalr

.7-23. .9-27.
. .9 18. . .2-8: .6221.'.

.12-13. . 3-1.
. .2-5

. .1-22 . .6-7. . 6029 . . . .7-9
1113 7-12.

. 6005 . . 8-6
-.5-15. .2-22. . .6002.

.

. .2-5

Youth on Trial Collins-Reed ....
Ddails under title: Our Wandering Daughters

You Can't Do Without Love Lynn-Stewart . . .

1945-46

Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) Wilde-Louise
Blazing the Western Trail Starrett- Matthews

Dptai'> unite, title Raiders of Quanti Basin
Crime Doctor's Warning Baxter-Anderson

(Details under title: Paper Doll Murder)
Galloping Thunder Starrett-Burnette .

Girl of the Limb'rlost '.

. . . .Tinda'l-Clifton ...
Gunninq for Vengeance Starrett-Adair . . .

Oeta-ls under title: Burning the Trail
Heading West Slarrett- Houck .

Details under title: Massacre Mesa
Hit The Hay Canova-Hunter
Jungle Raiders (Serial) Richmo- d Porg
Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel ....
Lawlec Fm-ire Starrett-Law
Vli W : 'h Blon-li« Singleton-Lako . .

M-et l»"c On Broadway Reynolds-Brady
One Way To Love Morris-Chapman .

Details under title: Hail the Chief
Outhws of the Rockies Starrett-Harding .

Phantom Of The Desert .
'.
.Starrett-Burnette .

Prison SWp
.

Lowery-Foch
Pardon My Pqst MacMurray-Chapman
Renegades (T) Keyes-Parker

Details under title: The Kansan
Roaring Ranqers Starrett-Burnette .

Details under title: Powder River

Secret Story Bannon-Hunter
Snafu '. .Parks-Lloyd

Tars and Spars (T) Drake-Blair
Te-as Piq'-a-n'l' itarrett-'arks ...
Two-Fisted Stranqer Starrett-Burnette .

Voice of The Whistler. The Dix-Merrick

My Name Is Jnlia Ross Foch-Macready ..

Details under title: The Woman in Red

.10-30. . .1-11. . .6041.

. For.. . .7-26. . .6042.

. .8-20

. .8-6. . .9-11.

. .2-5. .10-18.
10-16. .10 15.

.9-3

.
.8-20

. 8-20

.4-30. . .9-18.

8-20. .11-15.

5-14. ..11-1.

M ETRO-

<

SOLD V/Yt^ -MAYER
l&4«-45 Features Completed (31) In Production (0)

1945-46 Features Completed (22) In Production (8)

RELEASE CHART
Title— Running Tin* Cart Details

IN PRODUCTION
Bad Bascomb ...Beery-O'Brien .. . . .8-6.

.

Black Sheep . . .Craig- Jenkins . . . . .8-6.

.

Details under title: Boy's Ranch

Holiday in Mexico (T) . Pidgeon-Massey

Johnson-Kirkwood . .10-1.

. .Turner-Garfield . .6-25.

.

Ball-Hodiak . . . . .10-1.

.

Yearling, The (T) . Peck-Jarman . . . . .8-20. .

COMPLETED 1944-45
BLOCK NO. TEN

28

Blonde Fever (69) .Dorn-Astor .... . .8-21. ..2-45
Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy . . . . .6-26. ..3-45
Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal . .

. . .9-4. . .1-45

Details under title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) . Powell -Loy . . .515. . .1-45

Betwren Two Women (83) .Barrymore-Johnson .8-21. . .3-45

This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason . .5-28. . .2-45

Keen Your Powder Dry (73) .Turner-Peters . . . . .9-4. . .3-45

Music for Millions (120) D'Bricn-lturbi . .5-29. . .2-45

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock. The (94) .Garland-Walker . . .8-21. . .5-45

Gentle Annie (80) Cra
:

q-Reed .... . .8 21. . .5-45

Without Love (111) .Tracy-Hepburn .10-31. . .5-45

Son of Lassie (T) (102) . Lawford-Lanchestcr 5-29. . .6-45

Oetails under title: Women's Army
Sanders-Hatfield . . .3-6. . .6-45

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewitched (65) . Thaxter-Daniels 11-27.

Oetails under title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romance (T) (105) .Johnson-Williams .8-21.

Twice Blessed (77) Wilde-Craig .12-11.

SPECIAL
Anchors Awcigh (T) (144) . Kelly-Sinatra ... .6-26.

Meet Me In St. 1 mils |T) (113) .Garland-O'Brien 12-13. .
.1-45'

National Velvet (T) (125) . Rooncy-Taylor . . .2-7. .4-45.

Details under tide- The Hnn,, Fron,

Tracy-Thaxter . . .2-21. . .1-45.

Valley of Decision (111) .Garson-Peck . . . . 9-18 . .6-45

BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN
Abhntt and Costello in Hollywood (83) . A. & C . .4-30. 10-45.

Danne'ous Partners (78) Craig- Hasso . . . . . .3-5. .10-45

Her Highness and the Bellboy (112) . Lamarr-Walker . .12-25. . 10-45

Hidden Eye. The (68) .

.

. Arnold- Rafferty . .1211 . .9-45,

Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105) .... O'Brien-Robinson .10-16. . .9-45

F I L M B U L

.516. 11-27

.519 .12-11

.514. .12-11

.513.. 11-27

.518. .12-25

.517. ...1-8

.520... 2-19

.515.. 12-25

.523. 12-25

.522.... 4-2

.526... 4-30

.528... 5-28

529 .6-11

531 7-3
. .512 . 11-23

521. 12-11

.511... 11-27

.527... 4-16
J

602

.604
603..7-2J
601... «-«

600 7-23

,-3 I I

8-20 I



1945-46 —
NOT DESIGNATED

Adventure
. Gable-Garson

Details under title: This Strange Adventure
All the Things You Are Hunt-Carroll

Details under title: A Letter for Evie

Early to Wed (T> Ball-Johnson

NEW PRODUCTIONS

The (T)

Details under I

Hoodlum Saint . .

Perfect Strangers

She Went to the Races. .

They Were E pendable

Two Sisters From Boston

Up Goes Maisie

Yolanda and th» Thief (T)

Ziegfeld Follies (T)

SPECIAL
Weekend at the Waldorf (130) Turner-Joh

Gariand-Hudiak . .1-22
.9-18

1

. Powell-Williams

.Uonat-Kerr

.Craig-Gifford . . . . .5-28
Montgomery-Wayne

. Allyson-Lawford ...7-9
Sothern-Murphy . .8-20

. «Mairc Br-mer . .1-22
...5-1

MO NO CR A

M

1944-45 Features
Westerns

(34)

( 1)

Completed (31)

Completed (16)

In Production (2)

In Production (1)

Willie Best.

Jeffrey Bernerd

9-15

7-14.

9 -29

8-18

.3-9.

NEW PRODUCTIONS
FACE OF MARBLE
Horrcr—Started October 5

Cast: John Carradine, Claude Drake, Rosa Rey,
Director: William Beaudine Producer:
Story: A doctor uses a mechanism to restore life. His

witchcraft breaks loose.

RELEASE CHART
Tltla—Running Tina Cast Details

IN PRODUCTION
R°llin' Along Brown-Carver 10-1..
Stepping Around Gorcey-Drake 10-1..

1944-45
Adventures of Kitty ODay (62) Parker-Cookson 7-24..

Oeiaih under title: Kitty O'Oay Comes Through
Army Wives (67) Ra»!heau-Knox 8-7..
Border Bandits Brown-Hatton ... 8-20..

Details under title: Mutes Meets a Deadline
China's Little Devils (75) Carey-Kelly 7-10..
Cisco Kid Returns (64) Renaldo-Lane 11-13..

Details under title: Case of the Missing Mrdico
Dl| l'«8er (77) East Side Kids
D
J
vorce Francis-Cabot 3-5..

Docks of New York (62) Gorcey-Hall ..1-22..
Details under title: Murder in the Famil)

Fashion Model (61) Weaver- Low^ry ...12-11..
Details under title: The Model Murder

Flame of the West (71) Brown-Hatton . . . .2-19. . .

Ghost Guns (60) Brown-Hatton . . . .9-18.

.

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs
Forever Yours (83) Storm-Smith 8-7..

Details under title: They Shall Have Faith
G. I. Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson ... 10-2..
Gun Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton 9-18..
In Old New Mexico Rcnaldo-Kenyon ...8-21..
Muggs Rides Again East Side Kids 2-5...

Details under title: County Fair
Jade Mask. The (66) Toler-Manton 9-18..

Details under title: Mystery Mansion
Lost Trail, The Brown-Holt 7-9 .

Navaio Trails (56) Brown-Holt .....10-16...
Details under title: The Texas Terror

Riders of the Daw Wakeley-White 8-6. ..

Details under title: Rainbow Valley
Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White .. .4-30...

Details under title: Cowboy Serenade
Scarlet Clue. The (65) Toler-Manton 9-18..

Details under title: Radio Mystery
Shanghai Cobra. The (64) Toler-Moreland . .6-11. .

South of the Rio Grande Renaldo-Armida ...5-28..
Details under title: Song of the Border

Stranger from Santa Fe (56) Brown-Hatton 1-22..
Springtime in Te-a? (55; Wakley-White 4-2...
There Goes Kelly (61) Moran-McKay 11-27..

DetaiK under title: Make Way for Kelly

Trouble Chasers Gilbert-Howard ...3-19...
Details under title. Here Comes Trouble

1945-46

Allotment Wives Francis-Kelly 6-25..
Black Market Babies R.chmond-Hazard . . .9-3..

Charlie Chan in Mexico Toler-Fong 9-17..
Frontier Feud Brown-Hatton 7-23..

Details under title: Flaming Frontiers

On The Cherokee Trail Wakely-White 9-17..
Sensation Hunters Merrick-Lowery ....4-16..

Details under title: Main Street Girl

Strange Mr. Gregory, The Lowe-Rogers' 6-25..
Details under title: Gregory

Suspense Cookson-William . . .7-23..
Sunbonnet Sue Regan-Storm 5-14..
Swing Parade Storm-Reagan 8-6..

4-9.

2-16

6-3U
6-16

9-22

8-11

PAR AM OUNT
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (23)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

.7-13.

.8-21.

.7-10.

.5-15.

. .2-7.

. .6-26.

.11-13.

. .
.5-1.

.11-27.

.4413. . .7-20

.4412. .12-25

.4415. .12-25

.4411. .12-25

.4414. .12-25

. 4424

.

.4421.

.4422.

. 4423

.

.4427.

. 4426

.

.4428.

.6-11

.6-11

LOVE LIES BLEEDING
Drama—Started October 1

Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Lizabeth Scott, Van Heflin.

Director: Lewis Milestone Producer: Hal Walhs
Story: The weaving of a vicious woman's life into the lives of the man

who loved her and the woman he meets and loves later In life.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tim Cut Oetilli las.

IN PRODUCTION
Monsieur Beaucaire <T> Hope-Caulfield 9-17

Take This Woman Wright- M il land 10-1

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper- Bergman
Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks
Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly

Here Come the Waves (T) (99) Crosby-Hutton
Practically Yours (90) Coluert-MaeMerray

1SLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tufts
High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks ..

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100) .Ladd-Russell

Unseen. The (81) McCrea-Russell ...

Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Xamour-Cordova
Affairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent .

Murder, He Says (92) MacMurray-Main
Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage ...

BLOCK NO. SIX
Midnight Manhunt Gargan-Savage ... 12-25 ... 7-27 .

Details under title: Hard to Handle
Out of This World (96) Bracken-Lynn 7-10... 7-13.

You Came Along (103) Cummings-Scott ... 2-19 ... 9-14

.

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) (113) Hutton-Cordova ... 11-15 .. .8-31.

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Colbert-March
Northwest Mounted Police (128) Cooper-Carroll 8-26.
This Gun For Hire (81) Ladd-Lake 8-26.

1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
Duffy's Tavern (97) Gardner-Reynolds
Follow Thai Woman (70) Gargan-Kelly ...

Lost Weekend, The (101) Milland-Wyman
Love Letters (101) Jones-Cotten ....

BLOCK NO. TWO
Hold That Blonde (76) Bracken-Lake ....

Details under title: Good Intentions
Kitty (104) Goddard-Milland ..

People Are Funny (93) Haley-Walker .. .

Stork Club (98) H utton- Fitzgerald .

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia, The Ladd-Lake
Blue Skies (T) Crosby-Astaire . . .

Bride Wore Boots, The Stanwyck-Cummings
Calcutta Ladd-Russell ...

Cross My Heart Hutton-Tufts

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

Masquerade In Mexico Lamour-Cordova ..

Miss Susie Slagle's Tufts-Lake

Our Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Russell

Rhythm Ranch Haley-Hllllard . . .

Road to Utopia. Tie Crosby-Hope-Lamour
To Each His Own deHaviland-Lund .

Trouble With Women. The Milland-Wright . .

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

They Made Me A Killer Lowery-Britton

Twu Yean Before the Mast Ladd-Oonlery ...

Virginian. The MrCrea-Britton

Well-Groomed Bride, The Milland-deHavilland

4432

.

. 4433

.

. 4434

.

.10-2.

.2-19.

10-31.
10-31.

12-11.

.6-12.

4501
.4504.
4;03.
4502.

. .9-3

. .9-3

.8-20
8-20

-30 10-15

. .1-8.

.9-18.

..3-5.

.11-1.
12-13.

. .7-9.

.6-11.

. .7-9.

5-1.

11-13.
2-19.

1944-45 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

Completed (35)

Completed (19)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
LIGHTNING RAIDERS
Western—Started September 24

Cast: Buster Crabbe, Al St. John.
Director: Sam Newfield Producer: Sig NeufelJ
Story: Stage coach hold-up by gang headed by town banker is broken

up by hero.

NAVAJO KID
Western—Started October 1

Cast: Bob Steele, Sid Saylor, Caren Marsh.
Director: Harry Fraser Producer: Arthur Alexander

RELEASE CHART
Title— Running Time Cast Details I.I. Ma. Kit

COMPLETED
1944-45

Arson Squad (64) Albertson-Armstrong 4-30... 9-11 528 7-23
Apology for Murder (67) Savage-Beaumoni ... 3-5 ... 8-27 526 .10-1
Border Bad Men Crabbe-S.. John 10-10.... 567
Crime. Inc. (75) Neal-Tilton 11-13. . .4-15 502. . .3-19
Dangerous Intruder (71) Arnt-Borg 4-16 8-21 .519. .. 9-3

Details under title: The Intruder
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Fighting Bill Carson

Fog Island (72)
Flaming Bullets

Frontier Fugitives

Details unaer title: Ride, Ranger,

The uangster s Oen
His Brother's Ghost (54)

Hollywood and Vine (5tS)

The Kid Sister (56)
Lady Confesses, The (64)

Details under title: Undercover Girl

Man Who Walked Alone, The (73) . .

Details under title: You Can't Stop

Marked for Murder (58)
Missing Corpse (62)

Octails under title: Stranger in the

The Phantom »l 42nd Street

Spell of Amy Nugent The (63) . . .

Shadow of Terror (60)

Details under title: Checkmate
Shadows of Death (61)

Details under title: Barber of Red

Silver Fleet. The (77)

Stagecoach Outlaws

Strange Illusion (83)
Swing Hostess (76)

Three in the Saddle

Why Girls Leave Home (68)
White Pongo (73)

Family

. Crabbe-St. John

.Atwill-Douglas

. Ritter-Knox . .

ti linen-Hitter .

.Crabbe-St. John

.Crabbe-St. John

Ellison-McKay

.Pryor-Clark

. Hughes-Beaumont

.O'Brien-Aldr.ch

ii

.O'Brien-Ritter

. Bromberg-Jenks

O'Brien-Aldrich

Farr-Lindsay . .

Fraser-Gillern

6-11.
.11-13.

. .6-11.

. .5-14.

.
.8-21.

.10-31.

. . .2-5.

.6-14.

.

. . 2-3 . .

.4-25.

.
.2-6.

.

.5-16.

.3-15.

. .5-2.

.2-10.

.11-5.

Prairie Rustlers

Details under title: Buster Crabbe No.

Caravan Trails (Cinecolor)

Detour

Enchanted Forest (Cii

Flying Serpent ... .

How Do You Do?. .

Romance of the West . .

Song of Old Wyoming (Cii

Strangler o! Tho Swamps
Wife of Monte Cristo .

568

.564.
p63.

.515. . .5-14

.516
.522. . .5-28

.507. . .2-ly

.554
.524. . .6-11

.521

Crabbe-Knox .6-11. . .4-19. . .558.

.
.Richardson-Withers . For . . .7-1.

.

. .530. . .5-14

. . Crabbe-St. John . 11-27

.

. .8-17. . .558.

. .Eilers-Lydon . . 10-2 . .->-3l. . .3-1

. .Tilton-Coll ns . . . . .6-12 . 9-8. . 509. .11-15

. . Ritier-O Brien . . .4-16. . .7-26. . .562.

Lane-Leonard . . . . .3-5. . 111. .'.7-9

4-16. . .222. . .8-6

1945-46

Crabbe-St. John . .9-17.

Dean-Carlin . 10-1

• .Lindsay-Neal .5-28. 11-23. .

Henry-Johnson . .8-6. .12-5. .

. . Savane-Neal .... .6-25. 11-30. .

Lowe-Joyce .1-22. . .12-8. . .10-1

. .9-3. 12-26. .

. .8-6. 12-17.

.

Shayne-Gwynne .
.10-2

5-14. 11-12
.

. . LaPlanche-Edwards 9-3
R-6

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake ...

Santa Fe Saddlemates Carson-Stirling

Sheriff ot Cimarron Caraun-alir.iiig . .

sum, Ne.yliuui, a.ng t70) leiiy-blowll ...

bung for Miss Jui.e, A (69) Early Clark ....

Sporting Chance (5b) Randolph-O'Malley

Details under title: Behind the Ships

Stayciuach iu iflu.iierey Lane-Stewart

Details under title: Marshal of Monterey

Steppin' In Society (72) Horton-George ...

Details under title: You'll Remember Me
Sunset in El Dorado (66) Rogers-Evans ...

Swngin' on a Rainbow (72) Taylor-Fra;ee ...

Tell It To A Star Liv.ngston-Terry .

Three's A Crowd (58) micnael-Uordon

Thoroughbreds Neal-Mara

Tgrr Woman, The Richmond-Mara

Topeka Terror rtiia.i Lan«

Utah (78) Rogers-Evaiw

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart

lorro's Black Whip (Serial) Lewis-Stirling . .

1945-46

..5-29.

. .2-19.

.1<:-2j.

.6-11.

.11-13
12-25.
11-27 .

. .*-4.

.3-19

.10-2.
.12-11.

.10-16
.8-21.

.8-12.

.2-19.

. .6-4.

.9-29.

.

. .
.9-1.

.8-16.

.

.^-23. .

.12-23.
.9-20.

.1-26.

. .3-21.

. .5-10.
12-16. .

.3313

. .455

. 4a4
. .401 9-

. .411
. .420 9-:

..462

.418. .6-25

.9-17
.424.

.426.

.425

.416

.408

.430

.464
.441 4-2

.434... 5-14

.481

-DukeAngel Comes to Brooklyn, An
Dntails under title: New Faces of 1945

Bandit of Badlands Carson-Stewart ...

California Gold Rush Elliott-Fle ing

Captain Tugboat Annie Darwell-Kennedy

Details under title: Tugboat Annie's Son
Cherokee Flash Carson-Stirling . .

.

Cnh'ado Pion ers EHiotl-FI. m.ng ...

Dakota Ralston-Wayne ...

Days of Buffalo Bill Carson-Stewart ...

K ris of th Bin Hnuse Roberts Powers

Guy Could Change, A Lane-Frazee

IVar<h-ii „ f l;) """> El'ntt-Blako

Phantom of the Plains Ell'ott-Fleming ..

Phantom Rider, The (Serial) Kent-Stewart

R"unh Riders of Cheynn* Carson-Stewart

Scotland Ya-d Investigator (68) VonSt' he'm-Bachelor

Sherff of Redwood Valley Fl'iott-Fleming ...

Stra^oe Im-erni-ation, A Marshall-Gargan

Sun Va'ley Cyclone Elliott-FI-ming ...

The Valley of the Zombie Boo'h-Llvin"ston ..

W*non Wh-els Westward EHott-Fleming ...

Wo-an Who Came Back. The Kelly-Loder

Details under title: The Web

4-16. .

.4-30.

12-25.

.10-1.

.3 5.

.6-25.

.3-5.

.2-5.
.8-6.

.5-14.
2-19.
.7-23.

. .8-6.

.9-17.

.9-17.

.4-16.

.4-30.

REPUBLIC
1944-45 Features (32) Completed (32) In Production (0)

Westerns (24) Completed ( 8) In Production Ml)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 3) In Prodiction (0)

1945-46 Features (40) Completed (10) In Production (3)

Westerns (32) Completed (34) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 3) In Production (1)

1914.15 Features
1945-46 Features

NEW PRODUCTIONS
KING OF THE FOREST RANGERS
Serial—Started September 27 (12 installments)
Cast: Larry Thompson, Helen Talbot, Stuart Hamblan.
Director: Spencer Bennett, Fred Bannon

Producer: Ronald Davidson
Story: Professor investigates and uses prehistoric towers for his own evil

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Cat Man of Paris, The Esmond-Aubert ...

£
on" r"> ( T) Dorn-McLeod ....

Madonna s Secret, The Lederer- Patrick . . .

title—Kannlng Time Cast

COMPLETED
1944-45

B

A
!

0

h"„Vr„
N
r
ai
:

Tfail Rogers-Evans ....

n.f.i
*

.
8hh

,

<68) Terry-Roberts
.

.

Details under title- Return at Dawn

*J "^''V 68
' Rogers-Evans

Big Show-Oft (70) lake-Evans
Details under title: Next Comes Love '

'

lordertown trail. Carson-Burnette ...
Cheaters The (87) Schildkraut-Burke .

Details under title: The Magnificent Mr. M
Wildtat Ell'ott-Flemini ...

Ch.cago Kid (68) Barry- Roberts ....
Coo. of th. Pralrl. Burnette-Carson ..
Corpus Chrlstl Bandits Lane-Talbot
Don't Fence Me In Rogers-Evans . . . .

F
3
/,,.

0
^,

0."'' Vanl,ies <89) O'Keefe-Moore ....
ratal Wltnes. Ankers-Frasr
Federal Operator No. 99,... Aamont-Talbot

'

'V.
Flam, of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak . . . .

bang, of th. Waterfront Armstrong-Bachelor
Great Flamarion. The (78) vonstrohe.m Hughes
The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming

Kfift
Mi " l0n, (72) Grey-Kelty '

.

Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Pearce-Evans

JgH „
7

r

1; • •• Morley-Asther
Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker

Details under title: Johnny March
Lone Texai Ranger Elliott-Fleming .

Love. Honor and Goodbye (87) Bruce-Ashley
Man From Oklahoma, Th. (68) Rogers-Evans
Man H.nt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey
"«tn«l «f R,n( Elliotl-Hayes . . ."" lci""

T Guizar-Moore . . .

2r°.
n T"H Carson-Stewart . .

Phantom Speaks. The (68) VlenRoherts
Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterllno- Moore
Road To Aleatrai Lowery-Stnrey ...
S "!" gt» K" Lan.-Stewart ....

Details under tltl.: Red Culch

.10-1.

.8-20.

.10-1.

Details Rel. No.

.6-12
. .9-30 .

. .10-2. ..6-29

.6-26. . .10-6 .

4-20.

.

.7-23. .10-15. .

11-13.... 4-5.

.1-22.

. .2-5.

.7-24.

12-25
10- 16
.9-18.

.9-18

.9-18.
11-27.
11-27.

12- 11
.5-14.
3-19

1016.
. .3-6. .

.5-28.

. .4-2. .

10-31.
.4-30.

.

. .1-8.

.

9-15. .

.'.5-28.'.

.7-3..

.3-30. .

.2-15..

. .1-16. .

.7-19.

.

. .7-23.

.

. . .4-2. .

.9-15. .

.9-15. .

. . .81..
.3-18.

.

..7-2. .

3318.

.
.443'.

482.
3312.

.456.'
!

.433
.481.
423.
.461.

.10-1

.5-28

. .421. . . .7-9

.3314
. .417. . .2-19

ASS
. .445
. .413. . .3-19

.427

. .415. . .4-30

. .422
. .412. . .2-19

. 3317
. .4<P. . .1-22
. .419. .

.5-14

. .424. . .8-20
. .414. . .4-16

Completed (31)

Completed (28)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tim. Cast UetlMl

IN PRODUCTION
Badman's Territory Scott-Richards 10-1.
Bamboo Blonde Langford-Wade
From This Day Forward Foniaine-Stevens

Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful

Some Must Watch McGuTe-Brent . .

BLOCK NO TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent ..

Falcon in Hnll wood. The (67) Conway-Hale ..

Murder. My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley .

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely
Girl Rush The (63) Langford-Brown
Nevada (61) Milchum-Gates .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From tho East (82) Tracy-Kelly ...
What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley ....

Details under title: Come Share My Love
Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire .

Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis .

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) Karloff-Lugosi ..

China Sky (77) Scott-Drew
Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Welssmuller-Joyce
Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young ....
Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney . .

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ahn

Oetails unii.r title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler. The (67) Loder-Duprez . . .

Two O'clock Courage (66) Conway-Rulherford

West of The Pecos (66) Mitchum-Hale

SPECIALS
Bell, of the Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Lee

9-3

.7-24.

.7-24.

.5-29.

.10-16. .

...5-1..

. .8-21.

.

.510. .12-11

.507. .12-11

.508. .12-11

.515... 2-19

.513. . .2-19

.512... 2-19

.517. . . .3-5

.519... 4-30

.518... 4-30

.520... 4-30

.516... 4-30

. .7-10.
.8-21.

10-16. .

Casanova Brnwn V 3)

It's a Pleasure (T) (90) .

Three Caballeros (T)

ohl

1 9 ! 1

.Henie-OShea ..

.Hope- M lyo

.Cartoon Feature

.Robinson-Bennett

.523... 6-11

.522... 5-14

. .521. .
.4-30

.524. ...6-11

..583.. 12-11

.^81 8-1

.584.... 3-5

. 1 10 16

(71)
Woman in the Window. The (95) . .

Details end.' title Once Off Goard

Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo .

1945-46 —
BLOCK NO. ONE

Gforgc Wh:te's Scandals (95) Davis-Haley .

Falcon in San Francisco. The (65) Conway-Corday
Johnny Angel (79) Raft-Trrvor .

Momma Loves Poppa (60) Erro'-Risdon

Radio Stars on Parade (69) Brown-Carney

BLOCK NO. TWO
First Ya-k ln»o Tovki (82) Neal-Hale . .

th- ne-d (72)

(70)

•Drrw

Man Alive

Snanlsh Main t H . , T 1
. . H-nr»id O'Hara

Wanderer of the Wasteland (67) Warren-Long

nmt iiKtuiNATrn
All Men Are Liars Granville-Conway

Details under title: The Lie Detector

.4-17.

.7-24.

.. .2-5.

. 2 19.

.12-11.

. .2-19.

.4-16.

. .219.

...2-5!
11-^7

6-11

602
603
r-o-i

60^

. .917
.
.9-17

.
10-1

.10-15
10-1
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Along Came Jones (90) .Cooper-Young . .11-27 681. . 6-25
Bells ol St. Mary's, In? .uosOy-Beigman 3-5
Cornered . Powell-Cheirel 7-9
Deadline at Dawn Hayward-Wiiliams .5-28
Dni| on. g Wiii.ams . Vciiion-Mebu re 3-1-4

Falcon's Alibi. The g-20
Game of Death . LOOM- Long ....2-19.....

Details under title: The Most Dangerous

Heartbeat . Roge-s-Aumont 8-20
Hotel Resent Mason-Mannheim .

Foreign

Kid From Brooklyn, The (T) . Kaye-Mayo . 6-25
Master-Minds Carney -Brown

6^11Meet Dick Tracy .Conway- Jeffreys

Sing Yoar Way Home . Haley Jeffries . . .12-11. . . . .

Tomorrow Is Forcier Colb rt W, lies 4-2

Riverboat Rhythm Crrol-Newton

Details under title: Follow Your Heart

Bedlam Karloff-Lee 8-6

Details under title: A Tale of Bedlam

Tarzan and the Leopard Woman Weismullcr-Joyce . . .8-20

REISSUE
.Disney Cartoon

20th CENTURY-FOX
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Feature*.

Completed (26)

Completed (21)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SHOCK
Mystery—Started September 26

Cast: Vincent Price, Lynn Bar:, Marjorie Henshaw, Frank Lati-
more, Michael Dunne, Ruth Nelson, Rene Car;on, Roy
Roberts, John Davidson.

Director: Alfred Werker Producer: Aubrey Schenck
Story: Army Pilot's wife shocked into amnesia

The doctor called in to help her is the

RELEASE CHART
Title

IN I'KODUCTION
Centennial Summer
Precinct 33
Sentimental Journey

COA1PLETED

. Crain-Wllde

. Landis-Gargan

Payne-O'Hara

.9-17.

.10-1.

.10-1

BLOCK NO. ONE
Take It tr Lean It (70) Baker-Massow
Wing and a Prayer (97) Ameche-Andrews

BLOCK NO. TWO
Dangerous Journey (73)
Greenwich Village (T) (82!
Sweet and Lowdown (75)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Big Noise. The (75)

Details under title: Good Neighbors
la the Meantime. Darllne i72)

Details under title: I Married a Soldier
Irish Eye* »i> Smiling iTi K)i

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Laira (88)
Something for the Boys (T) (87)

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier (86)
Winged Victory (130)

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137)
Fighting Lady. The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Hangover Square (77)
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn (128)

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68)
Thunderhead. Son of Flieka (T) (73)

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77)

Details .niiw title- MMIy. Bless Her
Song of Bernadette (156)
Royal Scandal. A (90)

Details under title: Carina

BLOCK NO. TEN
Diamond Horseshoe (T) (104)..
Bill Fighters (62)

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Don Imn Oo : 'lin->n (75)

Details under title: Two-Faced Quilligan
Where Do We Go From Here? (T) (77)

.

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Nob Hlil (95)
Within These Walls (71)

REISSUE
Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81) . . .

. Dennls-Roosevtlt

.Ameche-Miranda

.Bari-Goodman

Travel Feat. Sept. . .

.11-15. . .Sept.. .

2-7. . Sept.. .

. .504.

. .505.

. .503.

. .8-21
.
.8-21

. 8-21

.Laurel- Hardy . . 4-3. October. . . . 506

.

. .9-18

Crain-Latimore . .
.1-10. October. . . . 507

.

. .9-18

Woolley-Haver 3-6. .October. . . .508. .10-16

.Tierney-Andrews

Miranda-O'Shca

5-1. . .Nov.. .

5-1. . .Nov.. .

. . 509

.

. .510
.10-30
.11-15

. Baxter-Winnlnger 513 .12-11

Peck-Hardwlcke

....6-26... Dec.

2-7. . .Jan

. .512.

. .514.

. 11-27

.12-25

. Cregar- Darnell . . .9-4. . Feb.

.

..516. .1-22

. Feb.

.

. .517. . .2-5

B'Shea-Marshall .11-13. .Max.. . .519. .2-19

. .McOowell-Foxter . .5-15. Mar.. . .518. . .2-5

. .11-13. .Apr. . .3-5

Jone<-Pree . . .4-5. . .A-ril. . .520. . .2-7

. .Bankhead-Eythe . . .9-18.

.

April. .521. . .4-5

. .Grable-Haymes . . .9-4. .May. . .524. .4-30

. .Laurel-Hardy ..12-11. . May . .525. .4-16

. Bendix-Blondtll 2-5. . June. . . 527

.

. .526.

.6-25

. MacMurray-Leslle . . .9-4. .June. .5-28

. . .8-21. ..July. . . 529

.

.6-11
. Mitchell-Andersen . . .3-5.

.

July . . . .528. .6-11

Gable Youni ... Jane. . .523

NOT OESTOV *V TTTT)

1945-46

Colonel Effingham
iVI F-ce

Raid

Sisters, The (T) tii4)
'.

Fitzgerald-Huston . .3-19 . . Nov.

.

.611. .7-23
Hodiak-Tierney . .11-13. . .*•§.. . . 601

.

. .7-9
WacMurray-Bari . .12-11. . .Sent. . .604. .7-23

. Dunn-Ryan ... . . .2-5. .Sept. 605. . .8-6
I

Bennttt-Evthe . . .12-25
. Nov. . . 610.

Miranda O'Keefe . .8-20
Grab'e-P'yne. . . . .

.2- c
. . . Nov. . . .609. .10-1

Enchanted Voyage (T) . . Payne- Haver .5-14.
Fa len Angel F aye-Andrew* 5-14 Dec.

House on 92nd Street (88) Eythe-Hasso 4-30 Oct

Oetails under title: Now It Can Be Told
lun.or Miss (94) .... Garner- Joslyn .2-19. Aug.

Kitten on the Keys (T) O'Hara-Haymes .4-30.

.

Leave Her To Heaven <T) Tierney-Wilde 5-28 Jan.

Smoky (T) . MaeMurray- Baxter . .7-23. .

S ider, Tin Conte- Marlowe 6-11 Oee.

Sta?o Fair (T) (100) . . . And-ews-C-ain .1-22 Oct

Walk in the Sun . . Andrtws-Conte 8-11 Jan.

Details under UA Release Chart

Way Ahead. The (104) ... Niven-Huntley For. Aug

• i, .on ill H53) . Hardwicke-Mitch'll 11-29 Aug.

UNITED ARTISTS
1914-15 Features Completed (25) In Production (0)

1945-16 Features Completed (15) In Production (2)

Ke> to Producers: Small (Sml); Rogers (Rtts.); Vanguard
(Van): Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); I'ressburner
(Psh.): Wander (WgT.) ; Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaus
Bog.) : Stromberg (Sniff.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk): Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les); Loew-llakim (L. H.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D ); Cagney (Cgy ); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
A NIGHT IN CASA BLANCA
Comecy—Started October 3

Cast: Marx Brothers, Sig Rumann, Lisette, Veira, Lois Collier.
Charles Drake, Dan Seymour.

Director: Archie Mayo Producer: David Loew

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

of Ha.-:ld Diddlebock. The

CujJJ'LJiTED

Abroad with Two Yanks (80)
Beds 179)
Blood on the Sun (94)
Brewitari M Mions (79)
Captain Kidd (83)
Culond tslimp (I) (148) Livesy-Walbrook
Oar. Waters igvi Oberon-Tone
Del gh'.fully Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy

Hussey-Carroll

Cagney-Sidney

O'Keefe-Walker .

L-;ogMon-Britton

r>.t- none) Sta
Great John L, The (96) Darnell-McClure

BatSt In the House (121) Baxter-Bellamy

Guest Wife (88) Colbert-Ameche .

Hairy Spe The '90) 8endn-Hayward
I'll Be Seeing Yo« (85) Rogers-Cotten .

Otta.l- «nder tile Double Furlough
It's in the Bao (87) Allen-Benchley

.

Sensation, of 1945 (86) Powell-Fields ..

Mr. Emmanuel (92) Aylmer-Gynt
Since Yoo W»nf Sway (171) folbert-Cotten

Snne of the Onen Road (89) Bergen-Granville

Southerner. The (°1> Scott-Field

Details under title- Hold Autumn in Your Hand
Story of G. I. Joe (109) Meredith
5umm»r Storm (107) Sanders- Darnell

Details under title- The Mocn Their Mistress

3 Is a F*m ; lv (81) Rngoles-Reynolds

Tomorrow the World (86) March-Field . . .

1945-46

10-1

•etalli

. .3-20

. .11-27.

. .10-31. .

. . .8-21.

2-5.
. Foreign. .

5-29

. . .9-4. .

.
.7-10 . .

. 2-21.
12-11

. .
.1-10.

. . .4-17.

6-25
.4-30
. .4-2

8-20

.3-31 Rgs..

6-29 . . . Crosby

.

.12-8. . Sing.

.7-27. . . Ski

. .6-16 . .Le...

...1-5...8*..

. .
.9-20

.12-13 .

. .9-18.

.4-21.
6-30

1-19 G.F.D.
8-12 . S;k

.6-2....«gj..

.8-10. . L.H.

.7-13. . Cwn

.6-11
12-25
.8-6

.5-2-

. .1-8

2-19
7-Ki
1-22

Blithe Spirit

Breakfast in

C<«» "d

Scott-Ovorak 8-6.

(T) (
p4) fu-nminas-Harrison Foreign

Hollywood Breneman-Granville 8-20.
P'wln 'T) 01 vie' I' . .Foreim .

Gett '

jf A Chambermaid Goddard-Hatfield

The San Jnnes-Cotten

Gertie's Garter O Keefe-McOonald
H-—v V 'T) 0'i»i»e-N«w«nn

Outlaw. The Ro< sell-Huston
Pa-- -Underground Bennett-Fields

Spr<lbm.nd .Cergman-Peck .

Oe'aiU uni«ee title- House of Or. Edwarde>

TM< H-n-y Breed (T) N-wton. Johnson
?e«n-i W-tm Rnbson-Calvert . .

v—. Rn^ell-Havward
.

G F 0.

Bog-Mer..

. .6-25. . Sml
For 6.F.0

1-22
Hif

9-14. . Bnt

7-24. . S*

Foreign. . G.F.D.:
Foreign

. . GF D
. Smo

. .7-23. . Neb

UNIVERSAL
1914-45 Features

Westerns
Sorials

1945-46 Features

Serials

(48)

( 7)

( 1)

Completed (48)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

Com Dieted (14)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (6)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
HOUSE OF DRACULA
Horror—Started September 21

Cast: Lon Chanev. Martha C'Dri coll, John Carradine. Onslow
Stevens, Lionel Atwill. Lud'vig Stossel. Glenn Strange, Poni
Adorns. Charles Judels, Billy Green.

Director: Erie C. Kenton Producer: Paul Malvern
Story: Scientist forced to work for Draeula, restores Frankenstein to life,

who ultimately destroys Draeula.
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THE SPIDER WOMAN STRIKES BACK
Horror—Started October 1

Cast: Gale Sondergaard, Kirby Grant, Brenda Joyce, Rondo
Hatton.

Director: Arthur Lubin Executive Producer: Howard Welsch
Not ible.

RELEASE CHART
Tltir—Riming Tim Catt

IN PRODUCTION
Scarlet Street Robinson-Bennett . .

Because of Him Cu bin-Tone

Canyon Passage (T) Andrews-Hayward .

Tangie; Montez-Sabo

COMPLETED
1944-45

Beaitiful Cheat (59) Granville-Beery ...
Details end«r title: It's Never Too Late

Beyond the Pecos Cameron-Dr:w . . .

Blonde Ransom (68) Cook-Grey ......
Bowery To Broadway (*4> Oakie-Montez ...
Baku on Swing Street Errol- Vincent ....
Cant Help Singing (T) (89) Durbin-Paige ...
Climax, The (86) Kanoft-f oster . . .

Oead Man's Eyes (64) Chaney-Parker . . .

East Side of Hearen (Reissie) Crosby- Blondel I .

.

Fasy To look At (64) Jean-Grant . ...
Enter Arsene L.a.n .72) Raines-Kowin ...

Details under title- Arsene Lepin
Frozen Ghost, The (61) Chaney-Ankers . .

D«tlny (65) jean-Cortis
Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey
Gyosy Wildcat fTJ (75) Montez-Hall ....
Here Come the Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello
Her Loeky Night (63) Andrews Sisters ..

Details onder title: Stars Over Manhattai
HI. Beaitlfel O'Driseoll-Beery .

Details inder title: Be It Ever So Humble
House of Fear (69) Rathbone-Bniee ..
Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald

Details «nder title: Romance. Inc.

House sf Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney

Details inder title: Devils Broodn Remember April (64) Jean-Grant
Oefi.ll. .nder title: Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce

Imitation of Life (Reissae) ...Colbert-William

Jinole Captive (63) Lane-Kruger
Jingle Oeeen (Serial) '.

. Collier- Q u i I la n ...

Lady On A Train (94) Dnrbin-Bellamy
Master Key. The (Serial)

¥-rrv ¥nn-.han< Th» (91) . . .

wennllehf and Curat
Mommy's Curse (62)
Merder In the Blue Ronm (61) . .

Mvstary nf the River Rnat (Serial)

Mv Cat lo,M Mo<le fT)
Naochty Nineties. The (76)
Night Club Girl (61)
flttf Trrai Trail Tke
On Stage. Evrybdoy (75) .

Patrick the Great (89)
Purl af riaaH. • (COS

Penthouse Rhvthm (60)
Raiders of Ghost City

Reckless Age (63)

.8-6.

.9-3.

.9-3

.10-1.

11-27. . .7-20 . .9044

.7-24.
12-25.
.3-15.
.5-29.

.6-12.

.2-^1
.4-3.

.6-26.

.9-18.

. 10-2

.

10-18.
11- 13.

.7-24.

11-10.

.6-15. .

.8-10.
11-24.

.6-28.
12-22.
.2-23.

..9-1.

..2-2.

. .2-9.

.8-6

. 9083 .

.

. 9042 . . . 6-25
.9072. .11-15
.9024
.9071. .12-25
.y^u, ..iu i6
.9026. .10-30

. 9097 ...

.9045 9-3

Wiley-Moore
OConnor-Rvan
Andrews-Carrillo

,
Chaney-Hard;ng

Cook-Gwynne
.lO»"».'-|. ln ,rts

Crosby-McDonald

. Abbott-Costello .

.Austin-Dunn

.
Oakie-Ryan .

.O'Connor-Ryan
.R-.ti.bnn.- Brace

Collier-Norris

MoiW-ArwIII
.

lean-Clark

Details onder title: Make Way for Love
Salnm* Where She Danced (90> DeCarlo-Cameron
"San ni.M I I *• Vn, f83) Hall-Fn<t*r

See My Lawyer (69) Olsen & Johnson
Sh. G.ts H.r Man (74) Davis-Gargan . .

<lnalii« «n.rl» (63) ar*l..irn(<'lit

Song of the Sarong (65) G'rtan-Kelly
S.'oii fT) (76) Montez-Hall

PMwNi watm title: floren of the Nile
Sn.nect. The («;) Lanohtnn. Raines

Swing Oet. Sister (60) Cameron-deWit
Th,f« Th. Sni-'t (93)

. Rvan-Oavi.
Ilwle Harry (80) Sanders-Fitzoerald
Under Western Skies (57) B'Drlseoll-Beery

n.taMs m*m tlti.- Musical Rnond-nn
Woman in Green (68) Rathbone-Bmce

Oetails inder title: Invitation to Death

1945-46

Bad Men or the Border Grant-Armida .

Code of the Lawless Grant-Knight
.

nata'ls inder title: Law for Pecos
Crlm.nn Canary Beery-Collier

Detail. an<,r t : «l»: M-»r Tint Tr m-et Talk
n,itn .,-, piafe Analn. The Cortis-O'Driscoll

FiWIar Gal fT) deCarlo-Cimeron

12-11

.

m
.10-2.
.2-5.

12-11.

.

12-27.
. .9-6.

.8-21.

. .3-20.
.7-24

.6-26.

. . . 2-5

.

. .7-24.
.7-10
.5-14.

. .11-1.

. . 5-1.

8-21
.5-29

. . .5-1.

. .
.9-4.

. 1-8.

.
4-30.

. 8-21.

.4-13.

. .6-8.

.6-15..

. 6-29

.

.1-23.

.

.8-24.

.4-25.
.9-15.

.9-22.

6-22
.7-2V
11-17

.2-9.

.5-18.

. .6-1.

.8-17.

.1-19.

9-28.

11-9

.9012. . . .3-5

.9005. . .8-21

.9002 3-5

.9021. . .3-19

.8-21. . .12-8. . .9031.

.4-17. . .2-16. . .9013.

.9027. 5-14

.9041
9096
.9038 7-9

9581
.9001 9-3

9881
.9008.. 9-4

9022
.9036
.9034 .11-27

. 9037

.

.9003.

.9035
.9n«eo

?015.
.9011.
.9019.

.9043
Q-«0

.9016.
.9020.
<-/f"»n

. 9040

.

9006

.9oin.

.9033.
9014.

. 9075

.9039.

.1101.

.509

12-11
.6-25
.1-22

.7-23

.5-14

.9-18

. .9-3

.6-11

. 5-2S?

.8-20

. .2-5

Girl On the Spot Barker-Collier

Details onder title: Serenade for Murder

Gun Town Grant-Knight

Men In Her Diary (73) Albritton-Hall ..

Murder Mansion Goodwin-Grey ..

Night in Paradise OberonBey
Outlaws of Twin Forks Grant-Adams
Pil.ow of D ath Chaney-Joyce

Pursuit to Algiers Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: The Fugitive

River Gang Jean-Brasselle . .

Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder

Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial) Kennedy-Kennedy

Secret Agent X-9 (Serial) Bridges-Wiley ...

Senorita from the West Jones-Granville

Shady Lady (94) * Coburn-Simms ..

Details under title: Alibi in Ermine

Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce .

That Night With Yoo (84) Tene-Foster ...

Details onder title: Once Upon a Dream

This Love ot Ours Oberon-Korvin

Details under title: As It Was Before

3-19

. .9-3.

.10-l'. . .

9 14

.11-2.

8-20
.3-19.

.8-20. 10-26.

10-2. .9-21.

.7-23.
4-16

.1-22. 10-12.

WARN E R BROTHERS
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (19)

Completed (24)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tltla— Rmnlng That Cast Details

Night and Day (T) Grant-Smith 6-25.

Verdict Greenstreet- Lorre ...10-1.

COMPLETED
1944-45

Arsenie and Old Laee (118) Grant-Lane 11-1

Christmas in Connecticut (101) Stanwyck-Morgan ..6-12.
Conflict (86) Bogart-Hobart 5.-17..

Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dell 8-21.

Conspirators, The (101) Lamarr-Henreid 3-6.

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan ...10-19.
Details inder title: Forty Whacks

Dogghgirls. The il02> Sheridan-Carson 3-6.

God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey 8-21.

Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn 6-12.

Details und-r title: Strangers in Our Midst

Hollywood Canteen (123) All-star 6-26.

Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Ken y-Sm'th 11-15.

Hotel Berlin (98) King-Lo«tine 11-27.

Janle (106) Reyno!dsHotton ...1-10.

Last Ride. The (56) Travis-Parker

Objective Burma (142) FIvnn-B-nwn 6 12.

Pillow To Post (92) Lipino-Greenstreet .8-21..

Roughly Speaking (1171 R,.-sa|l-Car-nn 6 12

To Hare and Have Not (101) Bogart-Baeall 2-21.

Very Thought of Y01 (99) Parkar. Morgan 3-6.

1945-46

A Stolen Life -Davis- Ford 2-19.

Big Sleep. The ctooarf-Baeail ... 10-31.

Cinderella Joes Leslie-Aldo 12-13..

Confidential Agent Boyer-Bacall 6-25.

Danger Signal Emerson-Scott ....4-16..
Devotion DeHaviland-Lopino 11-16 .

Her Kind of Man Scott-Paige 8-20.

Janie Gets Married Leslie-Hutton 4-16.

Mildred Plere* Crawford-Carson .12-25..

My Reputation Stnirwyek-Brent ...11-29
Never Say Goodbye Flynn-Parker 8-6.

Nobody Lives Forever GarfKld-Fitzfrald ..9-18

Of Human Bondage H.nr.M.p-.rk,r .. .
7-24

One More Tomorrow charMan-Mnrean 11-1

Pride of the Marines (119)... Garfif Id-Parker ...11-27.
Details under t'tle: This Love of Oirs

Rhapsody in Blue (139) Leslie-Aldo 7-26.

San Antnnlo (T) Flynn-Smith 10-T6.

Saratnga Trunk (—) Cooner-Bergman ... 3-8..

Shadow of A Woman King-Prince 2-19..

Three Strangers Fitzgerald-Greenstreet 1-22.

Time. The Place and The Girl. The <T) .... Morgan-Paige 4-2..

Too Ynong To Know Leslie-Hnrton 2-19.

Two Mrs. CarroMs. The Bogart-Stanwyck ...5-14.

REISSUES
Born For Trouble Johnson-Emerson

Originally titled: Murder in the Big House

It All Came Trie Bogart-Sheridan

9-23

.8-11.

.6-30.

.7-21
10-21.

. .9-9.

11-25.
. .4-7.

.5-19.

12- 31
.4-28.
.3-17.

. 9-2.

.10 7

. .6-9.
3-1

.1-20.
11-11.

9-1-

9-27.

10-6

10-6. .

. 403 9-l«

.420. . .7-23

.418. . .6-25

.419 4-2

.405. 10-3U
.402 8-7

.407.

.4M.

.416.

.409.
.415.
.413.
.401.
.404.

9-4

.4-16

.3-19

. .8-7

.9-18

.417. . .5-28
412 2-7

.410. 10-16

501 8-20

.502. ...7-Sl

504

503 . .

SIZE-UPS
(Continued from Page 27)

will be the fir=t production for the unit. Sperling had been a pro-
duct r ..t 20th Century-Fox before he entered the Marine Corps
two vears ago.

T' : " set for earlv production, awaiting the finai
of l ick L. Warner. "Stallion Road" is set for Errol

Flvnn and Ida Limiru,. "A Guy from Milwaukee" goes to Dane
Clark. "Onr- Man's Secret" is for Bette Davis. "Chevenne." a west-

Up At the Villa." Autumn Crocus," "The Man Who Died
rer untitled originals complete the list.

'
*

Vl had a Louisr- Randall Pierson story added to
his production sch-dule. Tt is titl-d "The House" and tells a
story of America through the experiences of one family.

»2

If Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall do all the pictur

they have been rumored set for. theatre marquees are going

get monotonous. Latest named for the pair is "The Devil Is

Ladv." Raoul Walsh is to direct.

Major John Huston's first chore back on the Warner lot

be "Treasure of the Sierra Madre" in which his father. Walt
Huston, will plav a leading role. The elder Hu~ton is schedul"

to do a new plav on Broadway but that will not start until

has finished. his picture assignment.
Bette Davis' next film on the lot will be "Ethan Frome.

Henry Fonda will mark his return from service with the lead

male role in the picture.

FILM R U 1 I F r ' N



Here they are — the stars of "Weekend at the Waldorf," Ginger Rogers, Walter

Pidgeon. Lana Turner and Van Johnson — each a marquee power alone, together a

oast combination whose boxoffice draw has seldom been equalled on the screen.

"WEEK-END AT THE WALDORF" ... A Real 4-Starrer!

Mighty Metro with its abundance of stars can probably afford to be a bit profligate occasionally.

For a second time it has indulged itself with Vicki Baum's Grand Hotel, touching up the assorted

characters of that successful play of a decade ago so that they seem like different people and
moving them over to the luxurious Waldorf-Astoria for an up-to-the-minute version of the adven-
ture that befalls a group of people within a Weekend at the Waldorf. But the tale of this rnovi*

fades into insignificance in the light of its brilliant galaxy of stars. The showman's chief problem
appears to be how to stretch his marquee, for seldom does he face the need of finding space for

three stars, let alone four. Here he has Ginger Rogers and Lana Turner and Walter Pidgeon and
Van Johnson. Or would he put Johnson first? Or Pidgeon? Or. . . .? And, by the way, did we
forget to mention Xavier Cugat and His Orchesha? And Edward Arnold? And Keenan Wynn?

Well, don't forget them, brother. Any of them. (Continued on Next Page)



1 . In a corner of the Waldorf, ace war correspondent Chip

Collyer (Walter Pidgeon) encounters shady financier Martin Ed-

ley (Edward Arnold), who hates Collyer for having exposed one

of his crooked schemes. Edley, involved in an oil deal with the

Bey of Aribajan, fears Collyer suspects.

2. "You have very expressive legs," Edley remarks to the hotel's

public stenographer, Bunny Smith (Lana Turner). Casually men-
tioning a Park Avenue apartment, he offers her a job as his sec-

retary. She ponders the offer, for she has made a date for that
evening with a certain Captain Hollis, young Army Air officer.

v

>• Collyer, seeking evidence on Edley, gets into the apartment
»f bored film star Irene Malvern (Ginger Rogers) by mistake ami
i amused to find himself mistaken for a jewel thief. Fascinated,
' plays the game, while her boredom gives way to interest in
his "gentleman crook".

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"WEEK-END AT THE WALDORF"
CREDITS

A M?tro Goidwyn-IVayer Picture. A Ro.ert Z. Leonard Prodjct'on. Directed by Robert

Z. Leonard. Produced by Arthur Hornb) w. Jr. Cast: G.-«?r Rogers. Lana Turner.

Walter Pidg:cn. Van Johnson. Edward Arnold, Phyllis Tha ttr. Keenan Wynn. Robert

Bench'ey. Xavier Cugat and His Orchestra. Screen Play by Sam and Bella Spewack.

Adaptation by Guy Bolton. Suggested by a Play by Vicki Bum. Photography by

Robert Planck. A. S C.

f -

ft
4. Reluctantly, Bunny breaks her date with Captain Hol-

lis (Van Johnson) to go with Edley, who has a social

function on for the Bey. Although dazzled by the prospect

of a cozy life on Park Avenue, she is really sorry about

leaving the Captain.

AT"

*4r c
5. Collyer does get the goods on Edley and he is expos

in the newspapers. The Bey calls the deal off. So
Bunny's dream of a Park Avenue apartment.

6. Bunny runs to catch her Captain leaving for Washing-

ton, and professes her love, while the movie star consents)

to become Mrs. Chip Collyer when he returns from
overseas mission. Thus, all ends well and people come

|

and go through the doors of the magic Waldorf. But,

have you tried to get a room there lately!



THE NEWS DIGEST
fContinued from Page ~l>

short trailers; full newsreel cooperation and in cities where the

"Stars Over America" troupes cf Hollywood stars appear, special

locally-made trailers. One-sheets and 40x60's on the two-reeler as

well as seven bond-selling posters will be available through Na-
tional Screen exchanges.

JOHNSTON TO ACT ON TRADE, LABOR
In his first press conference since his election to the post of

MPPDA president. Eric Johnston declared that he intended to ex-

plore industry trade practices and labor relations problems via

the Motion Picture Institute he proposed in his inaugural speech.

He stated that he and his associates would set the policies and
principles which would guide the organization. Johnston laid

great stress on the Institute in which he expected representation
from all branches of the industry.

The MPPDA prexy revealed that he was studying the Holly-
wood strike adding that he was involving himself over the op-
position of many MPPDA members because he felt so strongly
that a sounder labor-management relationship was necessary in

the post-war world and contemplated a labor relations bureau in

the organization. He made it clear, however, that he would take
no part in the New York anti-trust case. He emphasized his de-

sire to solve industry problems within the industry and divulged
plans for a large Washington headquarters for his association,
with offices and meeting space for all other organizations in the
industry, including guilds, unions, independent exhibitors and in-

dependent producers.
Johnston revealed plans to go to Hollywood shortly to study

methods and practices there and possibly revise the existing pro-
duction code. He also disclosed that he was accepting no salary
from MPPDA so long as he continues as president of the U. S.

Chamber of Commerce and that when he does, it will be $100,000
a year for five years, with no allowance for expenses.

OVER-BUILDING WARNED
Warnings on indiscriminate theatre building were issued last

fortnight from two industry sources, one a distributor and the
other, an exhibitor unit. The latter. Allied Theatre Owners of
New Jersey, passed a resolution setting up a committee to inves-
tigate indiscriminate theatre building in the territory. The plan
was to appraise the building situation and note theatres that were
planned in sections where the traffic was too light to hold addi-
tional houses.

William F. Rodgers, M-G-M sales head, addressing the first
open forum held by the S. Calif. Theatre Owners Association,
warned against an ever-expanded theatre building program. Due
to shifts of population and changeovers of industry, many locali-
ties will be sorely in need of theatres, while others will lose a
large proportion of the war-time audiences, he said. Thus, in-
discriminate theatre building would serve to divide business in
locations that had already taken a drop in attendance, was Rod-
gers' contention. He added, however, that improvements in thea-
tres was a necessary step for theatre owners to take, stating that
owners who do not improve their houses are breaking faith with
their customers and with the industry.

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTIONISTS

Don't put your return film in the lobby before
ad patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.
Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 4311

MEMOS
Following a premature disclosure by the realtors that a 60-

acre site n-ar Hollywood had been acquired by Charles Einfeld

and unnamed associates for a studio, the former Warner vice-

president confirmed that he and his associates had plans foi big-

scale" production corr.panv before the end of the year with con-

struction of a large studio as one of the projects. Einfeld said

his associates include both industry figures and others and that

actors and directors already are being contracted. He refused to

divulge any distribution plans.

Repeal of the increase in the wartime admission tax rate bj

July 1 was recommended to the House Ways and Means Commit-

tee'by Secretary of the Treasury Fred M. Vinson, as one "f three

points recommended for tax reduction. The others were the elim-

ination of the three percent normal tax on individuals and repeal

of the excess profits tax, to go into effect Jan. 1.

Michael Todd, Broadway showman, signed a long-term con-

tract with Universal giving the company exclusive rights to Todd's

motion picture productions. Todd, producer of a number of

Broadway hits including the currently playing "Up In Central

Park," will continue his Broadway activities with five productions

lined up for the current season.

One million doUars net, after all taxes, was reported as the

purchase price of Lester Cowan's stock interest in Lester Cowan
Productions, Inc. Cowan's holdings were purchased by a Chicago

syndicate. George J. Schaefer, chairman of the board, will retain

his stock interest and will continue to supervise the distribution

of "Tomorrow the World" and "Story of G. I. Joe" through United

Artists. Cowan reportedly will form a new production company.

United Newsreel. the agency to consolidate all newsreel ma-

terial for Allied and re-occupied countries distribution, will be dis-

solved as of Dec. 15, after almost three years of operation. Murray
Silverstone, head of the agency, announced. The organization wa"

established in conjunction with the OWI to report war progress

on all fronts, for Allied propaganda and to counteract Axis

propaganda. It has enjoyed the closest cooperation of major

newsreel companies and was operated on a non-profit basis with

officers and directors contributing services and time gratuitously.

Although not much under the box-office take of the previous

month's high for the year, admissions tax collections during Au-

gust on July admissions was far below the record high of August,

1944. Totals were 833,289,380.86 during August this year, compared
with $33,332,578 for the previous month and §34,168,118.14 for the

corresponding period last year.

Pre-fabricated theatres will be barred in Chicago under the

existing building code there, a spokesman for the building com-
missioner declared, explaining that fireproofing is a requirement

under the code and he did not see how a pre-fabricated theatre

could be entirely fireproof, noting that fireproofing has been mis-

interpreted by many as incombustibility.

Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, Inc., in a two-pronged
resolution, condemned alleged coordinated action of the distribu-

tors to assign checkers "irrespective of their qualifications as to

character, competence or acceptability" to exhibitor members. It

also lashed out at "a similar coordinated effort" by the distributors

"to require the consent of all exhibitors to blind prices, arbitrary

percentage arrangements, and other arbitrary requirements which
deprive the exhibitors of control of the operating policies of their

theatres such as preferred playing time, extended runs and in-

creased admission prices" under alleged threat of cancellation of

contract and service suspension.

An ITOA-sponsored amendment to New York City's adminis-
trative code governing smoking in theatres was signed by Mayor
LaGuardia permitting smoking in the raised seating portions in

the stadium type of theatre and in theatres which have no loges,

boxes, mezzanines or balconies, smoking will be permitted in one-
third of the seats, providing the floor-covering in the area is

flameproof and metal receptacles are present for ashes and butts.

Universal Pictures received an "Industry Oscar" from a jury
of experts under the auspices of "The Financial World" for pro-
ducing the best annual report to stockholders among the motion
picture producing companies this year.

CONTINUE
BUYING

WAR BONDS

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Member Natl Film Carrier*
260 N. Juniper St, Phila., Pa.

LOC. 4823

OCTOBER 15



STANDEE,
Yes, they're CUT OUT. . . and properly NAMED, too. . . because tl

promote that happy SRO condition that rings the bell at your

Office * * * Dedicated to the proposition that "if they STOP your patrc

they'll SELL them", STANDEES do a colorful, action-packed job of mak

your patrons STOP-LOOK and buy a ticket! *** They're cut out

SELL SEATS for you . . . whether you use them in your LOBBY.

FOYER ... in the Window of a neighboring merchant ... or in t

unused corner that SHOULD be selling seats! ** * See them at any

exchange . . .THEN . . . contract for them on all your BIG Attractions

and buy them OUTRIGHT on SERIALS * * * They're Low in Price, too,

and they'll cut some fancy figures on your Box Office Statements #

FOR SAau^ne^

mwm.-\cbeen service





UNIVERSAL WELCOMES MICHAH
FAMOUS STAGE PRODUCER WILL CONTIN1

BUT WILL MAKE PIGTUlJ

Michael Todd's success story is a truly unprecedented record in

showmanship. He emerged during the New York World's Fair

with three attractions— "Streets of Paris," "Gay New Orleans"

and "Dancing Campus"— that played, literally, to millions. Since

then he has never had a musical show which ran less than a year

on Broadway—among them, "Hot Mikado," "Something For

the Boys," "Star and Garter" and "Mexican Hayride." "Up In

Central Park," his current smash, is still standing them up.



IODD AND HIS SHOWMANSHIP
R BROADWAY PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES

SCLUSIVELY FOR UNIVERSAL

The addition of Producer Michael Todd to Universal's big league

list of producers is further evidence of Universal's progress and

expansion.

Michael Todd has proved himself to be an ingenious showman

and we feel it is not only a fortunate thing for Universal, but also

a good thing for the motion picture industry to have him in our

ranks.

There will be no interruption to Mr. Todd's plans for the con-

tinuance of his Broadway production activities. Todd's lengthy pro-

duction schedule for this season includes Bobby Clark in "The

Would-Be Gentleman;" Maurice Evans in "Hamlet;" Al Jolson's

return to the stage in the musical tentatively titled "Oh Susanna;"

a musical by Orson Welles and Cole Porter, "Eighty Days," based

on the Jules Verne classic. Also, a new type of entertainment fusing

the theatre arts of music, drama and dance by Jerome Moross and

John La Touche; a musical starring Bert Lahr, temporarily called

"Mr. Winkle of Flatbush;" and a production involving a hitherto

unpublished score by Victor Herbert.

It is expected that some arrangements will be effected to facilitate

the appearance of talent in Universal Studios for some of the Broad-

way productions and also that some of the talent in the New York

stage productions might find opportunity for motion picture as-

signments.

Thus, some reciprocal interchange of talent may result from the

plans that are now being completed by Todd and Universal.

Indeed, Universal is fortunate and quite happy to secure the ex-

clusive services of Producer Michael Todd.

So, welcome, Mike Todd!



kow»e

Warners' 'Mildred Pierce
9

is the big date of the day! Starring

JOAN CRAWFORD • JACK CARSON • ZACHARY SCOTT
wMi MICHAEL C0RTI2 directed/

EVE ARDEN - ANN BLYTH • BRUCE BENNETT* Screen Play by Ranald MacDougall • Based on the Novel by James M. Cain* Music by Max Steiner . Produced by JERF!

"Have You Sent in Your Victory Loan Pledge? Let's Finish the Job!"



Defense Faces Task in Monopoly Suit

BIG 5 DEALS REVEALED TO COURT
ONE CONTRACT SHOWS FILM RENTALS FROM AFFILIATED

CIRCUIT BASED ON DISTRIBUTOR'S NATIONAL GROSS;

RODGERS, ZUKOR, REAGAN TESTIFY FOR DEFENSE

By MO WAX

The momentous motion picture monopoly case recon-

vened in New York's U. S. District Court last Monday,

October 22, after a ten-days' recess granted the defendants

to permit counsel to examine the Government's exhibits and

to assemble their witnesses.

Assistant Attorney General Robert L. Wright, in charge

of the suit for the Department of Justice, had concluded

presentation of the Government's prima facie case on Oc-

tober 11 without calling a single oral witness, relying rather

upon the 300-odd exhibits by which he hopes to prove that

the Big 5, through their integrated production-distribution-

exhibition interests and in reputed alliance with the Little 3

majors, have acquired a degree of monopolistic control over

the industry in violation of the Sherman Act.

As last week's sessions progressed, it became apparent

that the Government's documentary evidence—much of it

garnered from the files of the defendants — composed a

potent case which would call upon all the legal talent of

the large array of famous and expensive lawyers at the de-

fense table. Functioning like a well-oiled team, defense

counsel, headed by men of the calibre of John W. Davis,

ex-Judge Joseph M. Proskauer, Whitney North Seymour

and Edward C. Raftery, among others, plunged into the

task of attempting to refute the Government's evidence by

calling some of the leading executives from the production,

distribution and exhibition companies they represent. To
the witness stand last week paraded Metro's sales chief Wil-

liam F. Rodgers, Paramount's founder and board chairman

Adolph Zukor, production executive Y. Frank Freeman,

distribution head Charles M. Reagan, theatre boss Leonard

H. Goldenson, general counsel Austin C. Keough.

Formidable Task

It was obvious that the approach of the defense would

be simply this: acknowledge the validity of the documents

introduced by the Government and rely upon the witnesses

to justify them ae normal, legitimate dealings entered into

independently and free of coercion or conspiracy. Whether

this is possible remains to be seen; that it presents a most

formidable task was generally agreed by courtroom ob-

servers. The demeanor of defense counsel left no doubt in

anyone's mind that they recognize the size of the job.

The voluminous documentary evidence placed in the

record by the Government included correspondence, con-

tracts, data on affiliated theatre holdings (much of it as-

sembled by FBI operatives) and decisions of the Arbitration

Appeal Board under the consent decree. The latter mate-

rial had been allowed by the Court only over the most

strenuous objections of defense lawyers and after Wright

had argued that the Court could not refuse to consider

evidence gathered under the terms of a decree over which

it had jurisdiction. The Government evidently expects these

Appeal Board decisions to demonstrate to the Court that

the defendants employ their power to gain abnormal advan-

tages in run and clearance against independent competitors.

Among the contracts introduced by Wright were many

of the master film contracts between the various defendant

distributors and affiliated theatre circuits — pacts which

illustrate sharply the wide difference between the terms on

which the defendants often do business among themselves

and the terms they demand of their independent customers.

For instance, a considerable portion of one session was

devoted to the explanation by a Paramount official of a

film contract with a group of Fox theatres in which the film

rental had no relation whatsoever to the business done by

the theatres in the circuit, but was based upon the national

gross earned by Paramount on each picture played!

(Continued on Page 6)
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DEFENSE MOTIONS FOR DISMISSALS UNAVAILING;

RODGERS, FIRST WITNESS, DEFENDS PERCENTAGES

(Continued from Page 5)

When the case resumedJMonday morning, the special

^hree-judge statutory -court composed of Circuit Judge Au-

gustus N. Hand and District Judges John Bright and Henry

W. Goddard heard a series of- motions hy some of the de-

fense attorneys,fo^dismissal of- their= clients. In turn, Louis

Frolich for Columbia, John W. Davis for Loew's and Ed-

ward C. Raftery for United Artists and Universal asked the

Court to dimiss. Judge Hand replied that the motions

would be taken under advisement, but there was no indica-

tion when the week^s sessions drew to a close that the Court

would eliminate any of the defendants. Counsel for Colum-

bia, UA and Universal have been arguing since the trial

opend that since their clients are not engaged in exhibition

they are not parties to the Government's action. This move

has been part of a persistent effort by the entire defense

to force Wright's hand on the issue of production.

Does the Government contend, the lawyers repeatedly

have asked, that there is a monopoly in production? Wright

has maintained from the start that he cannot remove pro-

duction from his case because the alleged monopoly in dis-

tribution and exhibition results, in effect, in undue restraint

of production. In response to Raftery's claim that United

Artists is engaged only in distribution of individual pro-

ducers' pictures, Wright submitted that practically all pro-

ducers are dependent on a major distributor for a release

that would give them a return on their investments and that

this inevitably limits opportunities for independent pro-

ducers. When Raftery challenged Government counsel to

produce any evidence against his clients, Universal or United

Artists, Judge Hand interceded with the suggestion that the

Goldman case might be regarded as evidence. In that

case, it was shown that the Little 3, as well as the other

majors, refused the Philadelphia independent product for

his Erlanger Theatre. Raftery denied that the Goldman
matter had any bearing on this case.

First defense witness called was William F. Rodgers,

vice-president and general sales manager of M-G-M. Under
direct examination by Loew's attorney John W. Davis,

Rodgers disclaimed any connection with Loew theatres

except in relation of seller to buyer. This was in line with
the position taken subsequently by other witnesses—that

the production-distribution hand of the defendants did not
know what the exhibition hand was doing and vice versa.

Defends Percentage

Rodgers defended percentage terms on top pictures as

being of "definite advantage" to exhibitors inasmuch as

suc h deals assured them a profitable return with minimized
risk of loss. His statement that Metro did not make the
rental of any single picture or of any one block contingent
npon another brought forth an objection from Wright, but

6

he was overruled. The M-G-M sales chief said that Loew's I

operated 130-odd theatres and that their main functions i

were as show windows and test spots for the company's film
(

product. These test spots, he said later, enable Metro to

properly allocate its pictures.

Attorney Davis then, entered a chart showing receipts

on "As Thousands Cheer" to demonstrate to the Court that

the revenue from independent theatres composed more than |

the margin of profit derived from the picture. Rodgers de- < t

clared that in his opinion the Loew theatres where Metro

product is exhibited first-run are the ones best suited in

those places for such exhibition.

Introduction of a recent issue of "The Distributor", the

M-G-M house organ, announcing the new M-G-M sales pol-

icy, brought another protest from Government counsel on

the ground that it was "self-serving" for the purposes of the

trial. The Court allowed it to go into evidence.

"Who Determines Run?"

To the query by Judge Bright, "Who determines who

shall have first run, second run, third run?" Rodgers replied

that it was generally a matter of negotiation in which the

branch managers have authority. However, it is usually

"historical", he said.

After one full day of direct examination, Rodgers faced

the Government's cross-examination. Wright asked why

Metro was still selling in small blocks although the consent

decree had expired and did the witness recall the "dire

predictions" that were made by film executives if block

booking were abolished. Rodgers answered that he did

recall such predictions, but he had not taken the view that

selling in blocks-of-5 was "unworkable".

Asked about the shorter film contract introduced by his

company in March of this year, the Metro sales executive

admitted that he "personally participated very little in the

reduction of that license form". Wright referred to it then

as a "straight lawyers' job", which brought the response

that it was not entirely a lawyers' job, that some of Rodgers'

associates had participated with the company's lawyers in

drawing the new film contract.

Wright elicited from Rodgers the admission that size is

not always the determining factor in selecting a good first-

run theatre, that a small, unpretentious house might prove

to be a better grosser than a deluxe spot.

If it could be said that Mr. Rodgers, who was always a

composed witness, had any trying moments while on the

stand, they might have been during his examination about

the Radio City Theatre in Minneapolis. The Government

was seeking to prove that independent theatre owners have

little opportunity to get first-run product.

Wright: "Let us take the Minnesota Theatre up there

in Minneapolis. That is now named on your list as the

FILM BULLETIN



ZUKOR SAYS PARAMOUNT FORCED INTO EXHIBITION;

AFFILIATED THEATRES FOR PROTECTION-FREEMAN

Radio City Theatre, originally built by Paramount as a very

I
large deluxe first-run house?"

Rodgers: "Yes."

Loses First-Run

Wright: "And then you recall that Paramount gave it

1 up and it passed into the hands of bondholders? After the

bondholders took it over it was never offered any pictures

i by you for first-run exhibition, was it, during that period?"

Rodgers: "No, because we never thought it was justi-

i fied. As a matter of fact, I was never happy with it when
Paramount had it and very often refused to plav pictures

t there."

Wright: "Then again, when Paramount took it back,

however, and renamed it the Radio City, since that time

your pictures have been playing there first-run?"

Rodgers: "The business is very good in Minneapolis

now. Yes sir — in that theatre unusually good."

Faced with the allegation that Metro discriminated

against independents in a number of situations named by

Wright, Rodgers countered with the claim that his company

had taken product away from affiliated theatres in some

spots and sold to independents. The Goldman situation

' was again mentioned by Government counsel to point out

that while Warner Bros, controlled the Karlton and Keith

i Theatres in Philadelphia they were frequently used as first-

j

run move-overs, but since Goldman acquired them they

must play second-run. Rodgers took the position that a

1 move-over run is granted only to theatres belonging to oper-

ator of the first-run, since it is actually an extension of the

I

first-run.

Adolph Zukor, described by his counsel as "the dean

of the business", followed Mr. Rodgers to the stand. The

,
slight, aging pioneer, founder of Paramount and its present

chairman of the board, dealt mostly with history. He

traced the genealogy of the movies and the movie theatre

and his own career since he first became an exhibitor in a

converted store back in 1906. He told of his sponsorship

of the "feature" film in 1912, when a feature was a two-

' reeler with a story.

"Forced" Into Exhibition

Under the gentle guidance of Whitney North Seymour,

able chief of Paramount counsel, Mr. Zukor laid the ground

I

for his company's contention that it was forced into the

)

exhibition field to safeguard its interests. He told the Court

of the formation of Associated First-National, a group of

exhibitors, in 1917 and of that organization's entrance into

film production. He painted a picture of ruin facing

Famous Players-Lasky (Paramount's original title) when
First National raided the star ranks, took Mary Pickford,

Norma Talmadge, Milton Sills and others from Famous

OCTOBER 29, 1945

Players. With F-N's control of theatres, many of the best

in the country, he said that his company was being forced

to the wall; salvation lay only in the acquisition <>l it- own

theatres.

Cross-examination was brief. Wright asked only if

Paramount entered into an agreement with Warner Bros, in

1929 to stop invading each other's theatre territories. Zukor

denied such an agreement had been made.

The next Paramount witness was Y. Frank Freeman,

Vice-President and studio official, who told under direct

examination of his earlier days in exhibition in the south

and of his coming to Paramount as head of its theatre

operations for the period 1935-38. He explained at length

many details about film production and eventually came to

the point that Paramount requires theatres to assure itself

an outlet for its product.

Freeman declared that a producer making one picture

a year did not need an affiliated theatre circuit, but that

Paramount with an output of 26 pictures (last year I must

have the protection for the huge financial gamble it takes.

The answer made some observers wonder how Universal,

Columbia and United Artists manage to function.

Reagan On Stand

Following Mr. Freeman, Charles M. Reagan, Vice-

President in charge of Paramount distribution, took up the

cudgels for the defense, telling the Court that the negative

costs of his company's pictures range from $150,000 to

$3,000,000. He would like to sell all pictures on percentage,

but exhibitor resistance forces the sale of many on flat

terms. He defended preferred playing time. Paramount
controlled theatres get the product ahead of competitors, he

stated, because they are the best operated theatres in their

respective areas. He stressed the importance of showman-
ship in first-run oprations and cited this as one of the out-
standing assets of Paramount theatre affiliates.

Reagan, in discussing clearance, declared that it is

determined by negotiation with the exhibitors and is also

based on experience. This brought the query from Judge

Bright, whose incisive questions constantly keep witnesses

and counsel on their toes: How can clearance be negotiated

if it is based on experience? The witness endeavored to

explain that by experience he meant that clearance in most

situations is fixed by established precedent.

When Mr. Reagan was explaining cancellation privi-

leges and adjustments of film rentals granted exhibitors

when they don't make a fair profit ("It's the right thing to

do"), Judge Hand impatiently interposed: "I don't see

what all this is about. Is it intended to show that Para-

mount is a lovely fellow?"

(Continued on Page 8)
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GOV'T REVEALS ODD FILM DEAL DY PARAMOUNT,

20-MONTH DELAY IN RELEASE TO N. Y. SUB-RUNS

(Continued from Page 7)

Asked by attorney Seymour if Paramount could sell its

product on competitive bidding, Reagan said no and in

answer to Judge Hand's "Why?" explained that some ex-

hibitors might overbid just to get the product and then be

unable to fulfill the contract.

Object of Boycotts

Paramount has been the object of boycotts by booking

combines and groups of exhibitors, Reagan told the Court,

citing incidents in Minneapolis and Philadelphia. The

point Mr. Seymour was making by this line of questioning

was that the distributor's affiliated theatres enable it to off-

set such concerted exhibitor measures.

The Government took over the cross-examination of

Mr. Reagan late Wedn«sdav afternoon, but in time to end

the session on a hi<di note. Mr. Wright pbmged immedi-

atelv into Questions on the break between Paramount and

the Loew circuit in New York Citv from September, 1943,

to Mav of this vear. revealing that for that full period,

pending settlement of the dispute between th*1 distributor

and the circuit, no Paramount pictures were madp available

to subsecruent-run exhibitors.

Wright told the Court that his aim was to show "that

it is implicit in the nature of the prior-run arrangements

that they (the defendants') make with each other. . .thev

actually and effectively control the entire subsequent ex-

hibition of the film in the area; and that that control is

arbitrarily exercised".

Resuming his place in the witness box Thursday mor-

ning, Reagan explained that the reason for the split between

Paramount and Loew's was Paramount's insistence upon

conducting an audit of the circuit's house expenses. It re-

quired many months and no product was played by the

Loew chain during that time, thereby holding up all subse-

quent runs.

Wright sought to show that Paramount deals with

affiliated theatres on a preferential basis by pointing to the

contract with Loew's which specified no minimum admis-

sion prices and no clearance. However, Wright declared,

all Loew houses played the product ahead of their com-
petitors.

Formula Deals

There followed a colloquy between the Government
lawyer and Reagan about the so-called formula deals which

8

Paramount makes with its theatre affiliates. Wright then

led witness into a discussion of one of these formula deals

with a Fox affiliate, the Evergreen Circuit in Seattle. The

contract provided for the chain's film rentals to be based

upon the national gross business done by Paramount on

each of its pictures, without any relation to the income of

the theatres. If the distributor's national gross on a picture

was in excess of one million dollars, the circuit paid a cer-

tain percentage of that figure; if the national gross was be-

tween one-half million and one million, a lower percentage

was paid, etc.

Wright revealed that the contract fixed no minimum

admission prices for the theatres in the chain, nor was any

clearance noted. Reagan admitted under questioning that

if any additional theatres were acquired by the Evergreen

Circuit during the period of the contract, they automatically

came within its provisions. In Seattle, the chain had the

option to play Paramount's product in any of the eight

theatres it operated in that city. The judgment of what

should be done with the pictures was entirely with the

circuit!

"Deal" a Revelation

It was evident from the Court's response to this portion

of the testimony that the jurists were surprised to learn of

the broad conditions of this deal between a distributor and

a circuit affiliated with another of the defendants. And it

was also apparent, at least from the expressions and manner

of John F. Caskey, counsel for 20th Century-Fox, that the

evidence did not set well with the defense.

Reagan's explanation of the deal was that his company

had had difficulty in making a deal with the circuit and had

finally agreed to the same type of contract they make with

their own theatre affiliates. He testified further that it had

proved to be a very profitable deal for Paramount.

Paramount's parade of witnesses continued with

Leonard H. Goldenson, youthful head of theatre operations,

testifying that the company was interested in 1550 theatres,

holding from 12 l/2 to 100 percent and that Paramount^

total theatre investment was $63,000,000.

Under Seymour's direct examination, he explained how

the theatres were operated, stressing repeatedly the "local"

management of the affiliates and the absence of control by

the home office.

Goldenson was followed on Friday by Austin C. Keough,

Vice-President and general counsel.
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he Name That Stands for

Adventure and Romance
...hero of storybook legend and a thousand lusty

tales, brought to your theatre for the moviegoers who
like actionful stories with top-flight casts! Here's

Charles Laughton in a role that will match his never-

to-be-forgotten performances in "Henry VIII" and
"Mutiny on the Bounty" . . . plus a name cast that will

draw the customers in I

BENEDICT BOGEAUS
presents

CHARLES LAUGHTON • RANDOLPH SCOTT
with JOHN CARRAD1NE • 6ILBERT ROLAND • JOHN QUALE*

SHELDON LEONARD. HENKY DANIELL* ABNER BIBERMAN miBARBARA BRITTON

DrfMNAI 11 flWFN produced by BENEDICT BOGEAUS • Directed by ROWLAND V. LEE
KlUINALII UlfLn Origins! Story by ROBERT N. LEE • Screenplay by NORMAN REILLY RAINE

A ROWLAND V. LEE Production



M-G-M ... 2 Not Set

YOLANDA AND THE THIEF BEAUTIFUL, BORING AND NOT BOXOFFICE
Rates • • on name value

M-G-M
108 minutes

Fred Astaire, Lucille Bremer, Frank Mor-
gan, Mildred Natwick, Leon Ames, Mar)
Nash, Ludwig Stossel, Francis Pierlot, Jane
Green, Leon Belasco, Charles LeTorre.

Directed by Vincente Minnelli.

A beautiful bore, sadly lacking in story

values, original comedy or sustained inter-

est, "Yolanda and the Thief" has only the

Fred Astaire-Frank Morgan names to see

it through — and, because neither is at his

best, word-of-mouth will be weak and box-

office draw likewise. M-G-M has wasted an
elaborate Technicolor production on this in-

fantile fantasy about a convent-bred heiress

whose guardian angel protects her from a

slick young thief — a feather-weight yarn
which has been dragged out by means ot

pageantry and lengthy dream or dance se-

quences to patience-taxing length. The
lovely heroine, who seems to combine quali-

ties of Snow White and Little Red Riding
Hood (with Astaire as a dancing wolf) is

innocent to the point of seeming moronic
and male patrons will become annoyed and
restless before the film is half over. Even
the femmes will laugh at, not with, the story

and, at a New York sneak preview, many

left long before the finale. It's difficult to

believe that Vincente Minnelli, who directed

those two intensely-human comedy-dramas,

"Meet Me In St. Louis" and "The Clock,"

could have handled this dull fairy tale. Al-

though the costumes are extremely colorful

and several scenic shots are breathtakingly

beautiful, even the songs are mediocre and

used mainly for children's choruses or back-

ground music.

Yolanda (Lucille Bremer), beautiful heir-

ess to the Aquaviva millions in the mythi-

cal country of Patria, leaves the convent

where she has led a sheltered life to take

over the management of her vast estates.

En route, she meets Fred Astaire, a de-

bonair young crook who cooks up a scheme
with his partner, Frank Morgan, to relieve

her of her wealth. Finding that her estate

has been badly handled by her pixilated

aunt, Mildred Natwick, Yolanda prays to

her guardian angel for aid and, when As-

taire steals into her garden and overhears

this, he pretends that he is the angel who
has heard her prayer. Yolanda, who has

been attracted to Astaire, soon falls under

his spell and gives him power of attorney

before turning over the contents of the fam-

ily vaults to him. But, because he is be-

ginning to fall in love with Yolanda, Astaire

is stricken with remorse by her complete

faith in him. He writes a letter confessing

everything and leaves the country with

Morgan expecting to be arrested when the

train reaches the border. However, Yolan-

da's real guardian angel, Leon Ames, who
has been following them, causes a wash-out

which makes the train turn back to Patria.

Now thoroughly reformed, Astaire returns

to tne arms of Yolanda and Ames, after

being assured that she will be safely mar-

ried, disappears forever.

Fred Astaire gives an engaging perform-

ance in his thoroughly incredible role, but,

while he is as nimble-footed as ever, his

dance numbers are pretentious and over-

long. Lucille Bremer, who has been strik-

ingly gowned and photographed in a variety

of angelic poses, seems lacking in warmth
and most of her lines are delivered in a

studied and lifeless fashion. Frank Morgan
works frantically to squeeze a few laughs

from his inept comedy material and Mil-

dred Natwick is mildly amusing in the

typical Billie Burke role of a nighty aunt.

YORK

SHE WENT TO THE RACES' MILDLY AMUSING FARCE
Rates • • generally

M-G-M
86 minutes
James Craig, Frances Gifford, Edmund
Gwenn, Ava Gardner, Sig Ruman, Reginald
Owen, Charles Halton, J. M. Kerrigan, Ches-
ter Clute, Clyde Fillmore, Frank Orth, Bus-
ter Keaton, Grady Sutton, Matt Moore, Ben
Carter.

Directed by Willis Goldbeck.

A moderately entertaining race - track
farce, "She Went to the Races" is one of
M-G-M's lesser releases with its mild mar-
quee value making it suitable only for dual
spotting. The basic plot, dealing with three
elderly research professors who devise a
system to beat the races, is wacky enough
to be amusing, but Director Willis Gold-
beck has dragged out the footage until it

becomes repetitious and wearisome. How-
ever, the early scenes contain a goodly sup-
ply of laughs and the climactic race has
enough excitement and suspense to thrill
average audiences. James Craig and Frances
Gifford make an attractive romantic team,
although the latter is scarcely convincing
as a research scientist. The supporting
players are far superior to their material
and include Edmund Gwenn, who gives an
engaging performance as an elderly scien-
tist dismissed because his institution lacks

cide to apply scientific reasoning in betting

on the Sport of Kings. Ava Gardner, who
plays a socialite track follower, has a come-

hither manner that will win the attention

of male patrons.
When Edmund Gwenn, head of an experi-

mental laboratory, is threatened with dis-

missal because the institute lacks funds, his

youthful associate, Frances Gifford, enlists

the aid of his three middle-aged colleagues,

Reginald Owen, Charles Halton and Sig

Ruman, to get the funds to maintain the

laboratory. Together, they devise a system,

ball as three associate professors who de-

funds, and Reginald Owen, Sig Ruman and

Charles Halton, who are delightfully screw-
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based on mathematical calculations, to beat

the horse-races and they pool their savings

before starting for the Santa Anita track.

They are unable to obtain hotel accommoda-

tions until Miss Gifford persuades the man-

ager to let them stay in James Craig's suite

until the horse-owner arrives. When Craig

shows up, he is on the verge of having them

evicted until Miss Gifford explains Gwenn's

plight and their plan to run their $2,000

savings up to $20,000. The professors figure

out that Craig's horse will be the winner

but, on the day of the Handicap, he per-

suades Miss Gifford to bet on another entry

believing his hor6e hasn't a chance. Craig's

horse does win and Miss Gifford is dis-

traught but swallows her pride to get $2,000

from him to recoup the professors' losses

by again betting on his horse. As a side

wager with Ava Gardner, matrimonially-

inclined socialite, she agrees to forfeit her

right to Craig if Miss Gardner's horse wins.

Craig places Miss Gifford's bet on Miss

Gardner's horse believing it to be unbeat-

able. Only after his horse again wins does

he learn about the side bet on himself. But

the professors learn that the institute has

seen fit to retain Gwenn as research scien-

tist and everyone is made happy.

DENLEY

BOX OFFICE RATING: •Poor ••Average •••Good ••••Excellent
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20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 December Release

'FALLEN ANGEL 1 ALICE FAYE IN CONFUSED MURDER MYSTERY
Rates • • + on name values

20th Century-Fox

97 minutes

Alice Faye, Dana Andrews, Linda Darnell,
Charles Biekford, Anne Revere, Bruce Cab-
ot, John Carradine, Percy Kilbride, Olin
Howlin, Hal Taliaferro.

Directed by Otto Preminger.

This is Alice Faye's first straight, non-
musical role and it quickly becomes appar-
ent that "Fallen Angel" will give her no
opportunity to display any hidden histrionic
talent, for she is sadly miscast as a wealthy,
sweet, small town girl. Despite Miss Faye's
negative role, this might have been a sus-
penseful murder mystery if director Otto
Preminger had made more concise use of

his material. Linda Darnell is an interest-

ing character, a torrid and heartless little

tramp, but she is removed from the scene
via a lead pipe too early in the story. It is

a novel mystery, too, insofar as the per-

petrator of the crime is concerned, since
not many mysteries have one of the detec-
tives as the killer. But much of it, par-
ticularly the first half hour or so, is con-
fusing and there is little action. If this

reviewer's reaction is any criterion, the
ladies, especially, will find it rather boring.
The boxoffice will be benefitted, in early
runs at least, by the Faye-Andrews-Darneil
names, but word-of-mouth advertising will
cut down returns in the subsequents.
Dana Andrews arrives in a small town

where he is swept off his feet by Linda
Darnell, a wicked little waitress who is only

out for what she can get from anyone.

Andrews really falls for her and goes so

far as to marry Alice Faye, a wealthy girl,

so that he can get her money and eventually

marry Linda. On his wedding night, he dis-

appears from his wife's home and goes to

see the waitress. She is murdered that

night and he is suspected. Faye and An-

drews leave town and after a few miserable

days in San Francisco, they return. An-

drews starts his own investigation of the

crime and his suspicion falls on Charles
Biekford, a detective on the case. He finally

pins the murder on him and Biekford con-
fesses. Andrews and Faye are united for a
happy ending.

WEENEE

THIS LOVE OF OURS" STRONG DRAMA FOR THE FEMININE TRADE
Rates • • • — except in action spots

Universal

90 minutes

Merle Oberon, Charles Korvin, Claude Rains,
Carl Esmond, Sue England, Jess Barker,
Helen Thimig, Harry Davenport, Ralph Mor-
gan, Howard Freeman, Fritz Leiber, Maris
Wrixon, Dave Willock, Ferike Boros, Leon
Tyler, Ann Codee, Andre Chariot, Doris Mer-
rick, Selmer Jackson, Cora Witherspoon,
William Edmunds, Joanie Bell.

Directed by William Dieterle.

This is an engrossing emotional drama
with many original plot complications that
will carry great appeal to feminine and
family audiences. The cast and production
are first-rate and Universale new "heart-
throb." the romantic-looking Charles Korvin
with his Boyer-like accent, will create word-
of-mouth which should boost business in
subsequent runs. An old play by Luigi
Pirandello, one of the most provocative of
Italian dramatists, is the basis for an out-
of-the-ordinary plot which employs the flash-
back technique most effectively. The story
opens in present-day Chicago, jumps back
for a lengthy sequence taking place ten
years previous in Paris and then returns
to the present, but Director William Dieterle
shrewdly builds suspense and possesses the

spectator's interest up to the climactic point.

Unfortunately, this tear-jerking moment —
a child's realization that the woman she has
shunned is actually her mother — strikes
an overly-theatrical note. An excellent mu-
sical score deserves special mention. It

rates among Universal's better releases and
grosses will be above par generally.

Charles Korvin, a successful doctor, is

preparing to leave his California home to

attend a medical convention in Chicago.
With his 12-year-old daughter, Sue England,
he first visits the tiny chapel on their estate

which is a shrine erected at the child's wish
to the memory of her mother, who she be-
lieves died many years ago. In Chicago.
Korvin visits a night club where he sud-
denly sees Merle Oberon, his wife, playing
the piano as accompanist to Claude Rains,
a sketch artist who draws caricatures of
patrons. The next day, Rains rushes to

Korvin to tell him that Merle has attempted
suicide. He hurries to the hospital and by
a skillful operation removes a bullet from
her heart muscle. While at her bedside.
Korvin reads her diary and the story flashes
back a dozen years when, in Paris, he met
this lovely young showgirl, fell in love and
married her. On their daughter's second
birthday, he happens to overhear two wom-
en gossiping about Merle, indicating she is

having an affair with another man. Fol-

PRC
65 minutes

Eddie Dean, Sarah Padden, Al La Rue, Jen-
nifer Holt, Emmett Lynn, Ian Keith, John
Carpenter, Ray Elder, Bob Barron, Lee Ben-
nett, Horace Murphy, Rocky Cameron.
Directed by Robert Emmett.

First of PRC's series of Cinecolor west-
erns starring Eddie Dean, "Song of Old
Wyoming" has only a fair amount of riding
and shooting action — just enough to sat-

isfy devotees of cowboy fare. Cinecolor
photography, which is effective for the
scenic backgrounds, still lacks the sharp-
ness of Technicolor in the close-ups, and
its value is offset by a routine, slow-paced
plot about the fight waged by Wyoming
pioneers to have their territory declared a
state. Three songs, including "Hills of Old
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Wyoming," are warbled in pleasing fashion

by Eddie Dean, a long, lanky cowboy type

who is adequate in the leading role. How-
ever, above-average portrayals are contrib-

uted by Sarah Padden. as an honest cattle-

woman; Ian Keith, as a corrupt politician;

Emmett Lynn, the be-whiskered comedy re-

lief, and Al LaRue, who resembles a youth-

ful Bogart and does a good acting job as

a roving outlaw. Jennifer Holt makes an
attractive heroine.

Sarah Padden, cattle-raiser and courage-

ous publisher of The Laramie Bulletin, a

Wyoming newspaper, is waging an honest

campaign to have the territory join the

Union. After 25 years of pioneering, she
refuses to be intimidated by Ian Keith, cor-

rupt politician, and Bob Barron, crooked
banker, who decide to fight her by import-

ing Al LaRue, a notorious outlaw, to ruin

lowing her, he sees her enter a strange

house. In a rage, he takes his daughter

and leaves, never seeing her again until that

night in Chicago. He has since learned that

she was innocent and upon her recovery

takes her to his home and introduces her

as the woman he has just married. Their

daughter dislikes Merle, regarding her as an
intruder. Despite her longing to have her

daughter's love, Merle is helpless until Rains
visits them and sketches the child's mental
image of her mother, making it resemble
Merle and thus awakening her submerged
affection. It is implied that eventually she
will know the truth.

Charles Korvin, who previously appeared
only in "Enter Arsene Lupin," gives a con-
vincing portrayal throughout and his rom-
antic scenes really stand out. Merle Oberon
is excellent in a difficult role which requires

her to run the gamut of emotions. Claude
Rains contributes an outstanding perform-
ance and Sue England, as the quiet, sensi-

tive child, takes her place with Peggy Ann
Garner as one of the screen's finest young
actress. Carl Esmond does good work in a
brief part, as do also Helene Thimig. Harrv
Davenport and Howard Freeman. Cora
Witherspoon, in a short party sequence,
supplies a welcome comedy touch.

YORK

SONG OF OLD WYOMING' FAIR WESTERN IN CINECOLOR
Rates • • for western tans only

her cattle business. Without knowing who
LaRue is, and because he does her a good

turn. Miss Padden offers him a job as ranch

hand, but he refuses at first. To aid Keith's

crooked plans. LaRue later accepts Miss

Padden's offer to the chagrin of Eddie Dean,

a ranch hand who loves Jennifer Holt, her

ward who has been attracted to the hand-

some newcomer. After "accidents" happen
to Miss Padden's cattle. Dean begins to sus-

pect LaRue, but she refuses to listen to
these warnings until she is almost ruined.
Dean accidentally learns that LaRue is Miss
Padden's long-lost son and when he tells the
outlaw, the latter vows to get back all her
losses. Double-crossed by Keith, who re-
fuses to pay him for his work, LaRue breaks
into Barron's bank and gets the money for
Miss Padden. In the ensuing battle, LaRue
kills Keith and Barron, and is himself fatal-
ly wounded. Later Miss Padden is made
happy when Wyoming is accepted as a state.

YORK
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'PARIS—UNDERGROUND' DATED, BUT EXCITING, WAR FILM
Rates • • + in action spots; less elsewhere

United Artists (Constance Bennett)

97 minutes

Constance Bennett, Gracie Fields, George
Bigaud, Kurt Kreuger, Leslie Vincent,

Charles Andre, Eily Malyon, Bichard Byen,
Gregory Gaye, Adrienne D'Ambricourt, Bol-

and Varno, Harry Hays Morgan, Andre
Chariot, Fred Giermann, Otto Biechow.

Directed by Gregory Raton".

Although seeming somewhat dated in view
of recent and more atomic events, "Paris

—

Underground" is much the best of a long
line of underground films. It is an exciting

war melodrama and a good producing ef-

fort for Constance Bennett. Despite the
fact that this is released at a time when
the majority of patrons are seeking escap-

ist fare, the widely-read book by Etta Shiber
and the name value of the producer-star
and Gracie Fields should insure average re-

turns generally and, if exploited, will fare
well in action spots. The casting and pro-

duction have an air of authenticity through-
out and, after a slow start to establish the
character of the two women who smuggle

dozens of Allied fighting men out of Paris

to safety, the film has many thrilling mo-
ments and packs considerable suspense. It

has been convincingly directed by Gregory
Ratoff up to the phony climax — which
suddenly brings in American soldiers to res-

cue the imprisoned heroines although the

preceding action gave no hint that Allied

forces were fighting in France. Only oc-

casional touches of humor enliven the

dramatic action, most of these being sup-

plied by Gracie Fields.

In 1940, when the Nazis are battering at

the gates of Paris, Constance Bennett, a
wealthy American estranged from her hus-

band, George Rigaud, and her British spin-

ster friend, Gracie Fields, flee the city but
are stopped on the road by a German patrol.

En route back to Paris, they stop at an inn

where the owner is harboring a wounded
R.A.F. flyer (Leslie Vincent) and they de-

cide to help him escape to safety. Back in

Paris, the Gestapo searches Miss Fields'

apartment, where Vincent is hiding, until

the timely arrival of Kurt Kreuger, a hand-
some occupation captain who is enamored
of Miss Bennett, stops them. Through
Rigaud, who has become a member of the

French underground, Miss Bennett learns of

a plan to help Vincent escape to unoccupied

France and later she and Miss Fields help

other British and American flyers to safety.

During the next two years, 300 Allied flyers

shot down over France are aided by them
to safety but Kreuger finally stops this small

underground movement by planting a spy in

Miss Fields' shop. Both women are arrested
and sentenced to hard labor for life. In
1944, the Allied forces liberate the starved
prisoners including Miss Bennett and Miss
Fields, who are decorated for bravery.
In her first straight dramatic role, Gracie

Fields rises to its demands with a magni-
ficent performance. Constance Bennett sup-
presses her usual artificiality and brittle

mannerisms and comes through with one
of her best screen portrayals. George
Biguad is a handsome newcomer who shines
in the few romantic sequences and Kurt
Kreuger is excellent as the leader of the
Nazi occupation forces. Eily Malyon, Greg-
ory Gaye and Charles Andre contribute
convincing bits to the Parisian scene.

DENLEY

'RIVER GANG 1 PROGRAMMER HAS FAIR SUSPENSE AND ACTION
Rates • • n action spots or as naborhood dualler

that he is a fence for stolen goods and a

peg-legged crook who is made up to look

like Long John Silver. The film is slow in

getting started, although the earlier por-

tions are brightened with typical slapstick

comedy touches, but the final scenes con-
tain considerable excitement and a few
scary moments. The sweet-faced Miss Jean
does as well as possible with her out-of-

this-world role and even has a suggestion
of a romance with Keefe Brasselle, a 'teen-

age youngster who shows promise in his

first important part. John Qualen does a
good acting job as the crooked uncle who
hides his cruel nature behind a benign ex-

terior and Bill Goodwin and Robert Homans
play blundering cops in the tradition of all

movie comedies.
Gloria Jean, a naive young girl, lives with

her kindly uncle, John Qualen, who has shel-

tered her from life by instilling a belief in

fairy tales and make believe. After Qualen,

Universal

64 minutes

Gloria Jean, John Qualen, Keefe Brasselle,
Bill Goodwin, Sheldon Leonard, Vince Bar-
nett, Gus Schilling, Bobert Homans, Jack
Grimes, Douglas Croft, Boceo Lanzo.

This is a fairly suspenseful mystery pro-
grammer with enough action of the Dead
End Kids variety to make it acceptable as
a secondary dualler for naborhoods or in
the action spots. Gloria Jean is the sole
marquee name in "River Gang" but, in her
final picture for Universal, she is given only
one brief song — a fact that is likely to
disappoint her admirers. Adapted from "The
Fairy Tale Murder," the film contains such
unbelievable characters as a little heroine
whose uncle tells her fairy tales in order
to keep her from learning the grim fact

a pawn shop owner, buys a violin from

Sheldon Leonard, an evil, peg-legged charac-

ter, Keefe Brasselle, a neighborhood lad,

connects this with the theft of a Stradi-

varius from a murdered composer. When
he tells this to Miss Jean, Qualen calms her

fears but, later, Leonard is found murdered

and the violin missing from the pawn shop.

Brasselle is then kidnapped by a gang of

thugs and is tortured by their leader to

make him reveal his knowledge of the stolen

violin. Miss Jean, who joins Brasselle's

neighborhood pals in their search for the

boy, follows a mysterious gang leader who
turns out to be Qualen. After his pals res-

cue Brasselle, they get the police and arrive

in time to save Miss Jean from the wrath
of Qualen, who is actually leader of a gang
of thieves.

DENLEY

THE FIGHTING GUARDSMAN 1 MEDIOCRE ACTION YARN IN COSTUME
Rates • • generally; more in action spots

characters are rarely believable and it sel-
Columbia

83 minutes

Willard Parker, Anita Louise, John Loder,
Janis Carter, Edgar Buchanan, George Mac-
ready, Lloyd Corrigan, Elisabeth Bisdon,
Ian Wolfe, Victor Kilian, Charles Halton,
Charles Waldron, Maurice Tauzin, Ray Teal.

Directed by Henry Levin.

Although dressed up in the trappings and
fol-de-rol of the Louis XVI period, "The
Fighting Guardsman" remains typical west-
ern fare and rates no better than the aver-
age naborhood dualler. Based on a minor
Alexander Dumas effort, "The Companion of

Jehu," this swashbuckling adventure tale

lacks the star names or production values
which might have put it into the top rung
class. It is modestly budgeted with only one
court sequence and the majority of its ac-
tion taking place outdoors. For excitement,
the picture contains several stage-coach
chases, bandit hold-ups and considerable
sword-play (instead of fistic encounters),
but its he-wigged and overly-theatrical

12

dom captures audience interest. At least,

Director Henry Levin has kept the film

moving at a fairly-fast pace with only oc-

casional moments devoted to romance or

comedy. Willard Parker does well enough

as the 18th Century Robin Hood whose out-

law band robs the aristocrats to aid the

peasants, but George Macready, as the

King's haughty aide, and John Loder, as an

emissary from Britain, wear their white

wigs and rich costumes effectively and give

far more convincing performances. Anita

Louise makes a lovely fragile heroine and
Elisabeth Risdon and Charles Waldron con-

tribute excellent bits, while Lloyd Corrigan,

as the bloated Louis XVI, and Janis Carter,

as his barmaid mistress, merely make cari-

catures of their roles. It's a mediocre cos-
tume picture, but the youngsters may find
it entertaining.

Willard Parker, a young French noble-

man who loves democracy and hates the

tyranny of Louis XVI, heads a band of

peasants in daring raids against the King's

mail coaches. Parker fails to recognize

Louis (Lloyd Corrigan) who is traveling in-

cognito, when his band holds up a coach

carrying also George Macready, the King's

aide, and John Loder, an emissary from

England secretly touring France. Parker is

in love with Anita Louise, Macready's sis-

ter, and when the latter challenges him to

a duel, Parker declines to harm his adver-

sary. When the King learns that Loder is

the agent for British bankers, he strives to

arrange a marriage between him and Miss

Louise in order to open the way for a loan

from England. Miss Louise declines the

King's marriage decree but when Macready

invades Parker's outlaw headquarters and

is killed by one of the band, she believes

Parker is responsible for her brother's

death. She then tells the King to hasten

her marriage to Loder but the latter, know-
ing that she really loves Parker, tells her

that he is innocent of Macready's death.

Parker's men then invade Louis' castle and,

when he refuses to grant France a consti-

tution, he is captured. Parker continues
to assist the peasants in their fight for free-

dom which later culminates in the Revolu-
tion.

LEYENDECKEK
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"he Scandalous Whisper

hat Will Become a Box Office

e electrifying story of

le theft of the fabulous

lona Lisa vividly por-

jyed in a dramatic mas-

trpiece of thrilling

•Hon and breath*

king suspense!



PEOPLE IN PICTURES

Robert L. Wright, assistant Attor-

ney-General, who is prosecuting
the Government's anti-trust case
against the major distributors, cur-

rently in its third week of trial in

New York.

Heading the large battery of defense lawyers in the motion picture monopoly

case are two of the nation's most respected members of the bar. They are the

deans of defense counsel: Left, ex-Judge M. Proskauer, counsel for Warner

Bros., and John W. Davis, representing Loew's.

At one of a series of meetings in New York to plan the
Tom Connors Sales Drive. L. to r.: March of Time's John
Wood, ad chief Charles J. Schlaifer, general sales man-
ager W. J. Kupper, ex-vice president W. C. Michel, and
the 20th-Fox sales boss himself.

The Victory Loan Eastern regional meeting at the Hotel
Astor, New York, found this group of national committee
members 'round the table, clockwise: Oscar A. Doob,
Jerry Zigmond, Charles Thall, L. Joseph Ryan, Max A.
Cohen, S. H. Fabian, Harry Brandt, Charles Reagan and
Chick Lewis.

Dynamic National War

Finance Director Ted

R. Gamble addresses

the National Strategy

Command of the mo-

tion picture industry's

Victory Loan Drive.

Seen behind Mr. Gam-

ble are: Martin Mullin,

Rick Ricketson and

Ned Shugrue.

At the invitation of Motion Picture Herald's publisher, Martin

Quigley, the publishers and editors of the trade press gathered at

the "21" Club in New York to honor Tom Connors on the eve of

the 20th-Fox sales drive.
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The Final Bond Drive Under Way

\ AMERICA LOOKS TO US IN VICTORY LOAN DRIVE

FINISH THE JOB!
Rallying; to the slogan. "Let's Finish the Joh!", the

motion picture industry today, October 29th, enters upon

the finale in a series of successful bond drives by which it

helped our nation to its great victory in World War II. It

has been fittingly titled the "Victory Loan" campaign and

the enthusiasm with which the showmen of America have
been preparing for this climactic effort is in tune with their

display of patriotism throughout the war. In Peace, as in

War, the motion picture industry stands ready to do its bit.

The drive, with Si Fabian at the helm as national chair-

man, will run through December 8th, and has as its primary
goal an E-Bond quota of $2,000,000,000.

The atmosphere in which the campaign will be con-
ducted is one of victory, joy, thankfulness and a zest to

finish the biggest job ever undertaken by the nation. Spear-
heading the theatre efforts will be Bond Premieres, to be
known as "Victory Shows", as well as Free Movie Day on
Pearl Harbor Day, December 7th and Children's Shows.

Short and Trailers

The two-reel short, "Hollywood Victory Caravan",
made by Paramount and featuring a galaxy of stars, includ-

ing Humphrey Bogart, Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Alan Ladd,
Betty Hutton, Barbara Stanwyck, Joe Carioca and others,

will be available to all participating theatres through Para-
mount exchanges. Three trailers are also ready, one star-

ring Fred MacMurray and made by 20th-Fox; the second
comes from the RKO Studios and stars Rosalind Russell,

and the third, from M-G-M, has Edward Arnold as the nar-
rator. Victory Loan headquarters are urging a two-week
booking for each and have promised enough prints to serv-

ice every theatre. National Screen is distributing all bond
appeal films.

Unfortunately, the '"Stars Over America" bond-selling
tours scheduled for Hollywood luminaries ran into difficul-

ties and had to be cancelled. Chairman Fabian reported
that regional committees "are meeting the set-back without
a moment's let-down in enthusiasm or determination to

The new S200 Roosevelt Memorial Bond, issued expressly
for the Victory Loan Campaign, which figures to be an im-
portant sales incentive during the drive.

OCTOBER 29, 19 4 5

make the Victory Loan our most successful drive. The] arc

substituting other demonstrations and are going forward

without a pause." Cancellation of the star tours points up

the exhibitors' responsibility for carrying the ball in the

campaign. There will be a mammoth "kick-off" radio show

from Hollywood tonight 1 29th) to launch the drive.

A 220-foot film in which Bing Crosby sings the official

Victory Loan song, "We've Got Another Bond to Buy", were

shipped to all distributor chairmen throughout the country

and Charles M. Reagan, national distributor chairman, has

urged that these prints be kept working at all times. Rea-

gan has instructed his staff of exchange managers and sales-

men to be ready to answer all questions and to be ready for

action in all cases that come under their responsibility. He

underscored particularly that Victory Shows must be made

available at the right place and at the right time to facilitate

exhibitor demands for this important phase of the

campaign.

Old, New Stunts

Ideas that capitalize on the industry's experience with

former bond drives have been incorporated into a practical

and practicable press book. A number of the most success-

ful bond-selling stunts of previous campaigns are set forth,

plus a host of new ideas, all of which can be of immeasur-

able aid to the showman in this campaign.

With special events a vital factor in the campaign, the

national committee is urging particular exploitation of par-

ades and spectacular demonstrations. Particularly emphas-

ized as potential bond-selling bonanzas are special cam-

paigns planned for Armistice Day and Thanksgiving Day.

A new "E" bond has been issued for the drive, a $200

Roosevelt bond, bearing the photograph of our late presi-

dent. Sale of this bond is expected to be popular and should

be plugged hard as admission tickets to Victory Shows.

Special materials and activities are being planned to push

this bond for extra sales.

Posters

All posters and accessories, including a basic one-sheet

of President Truman's tribute to the industrv, a 40 x 60 on

the two-reeler, stills, mats, streamers, etc., are available

through National Screen exchanges.

An interesting and fitting innovation is the association

of all of th° national chairmen who served in previous War
Bond Drives as regional chairmen and members of the Na-

tional Committee. National Chief Si. Fabian also was chair-

man for the first war loan campaign in September, 1942.

L. C. Griffith, chairman for the Third War Loan, is acting

in an advisory capacity to Harry C. Arthur, Jr., central

(Continued on Page 16)
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regional chairman. Charles P. Skouras, 4th Ward Loan

chairman, is now western regional chairman and is also

acting as WAC-Hollywood Victory Campaign liaison. Rob-

ert J. OTJonnell, chairman of the Fifth, is southern regional

chairman; Harry Brandt, 6th War Loan chairman, heads

the eastern region and Sam Pinanski, New England chair-

man for the current drive, was national chairman for the

7th and preceding campaign, which started May, 1945.

Executive Committee
The executive staff of the Victory Loan, in addition to

those mentioned previously, has Max A. Cohen as assistant

to Fabian; C. E. "Chick" Lewis as co-ordinator ; Oscar A.

Doob as campaign director; Ray Beall as acting publicity

chairman following publicity chairman Frank Rosenberg's

departure for Hollywood duty; L. B. Mayer as chairman
of the Hollywood Victory Loan Committee, and Jerry Zig-

mond as assistant to distributor chairman Charles Reagan.

Acting as liaison for the regional chairmen are: Charles

Thall for Skouras; Jim Ryan for Friedl; Ralph McGowan
for Arthur; Ray Beall for O'Donnell; Herman Schleier for

Brandt, and Paul Levi for Pinanski.

Si Seadler is in charge of trade paper advertising and
Don Gillette and Bill Ornstein are the trade paper contacts.

Tom W. Baily is acting as Washington Liaison; Walton C.

Ament is newsreels chairman; Herman Bobbins is special

consultant and Richard F. Walsh is Labor Participation

chairman. WAC representatives are Walter T. Brown and
Herman Gluckman. Industry sales heads are Abe Schneider
for the East and Henry Ginsberg for the West.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE— VICTORY LOAN

Heading the motion picture industry's Victory Loan campaign are, in the usual order:
S. //. Fabian, \ational Chairman; Chariot M. Reagan, Distribution Chairman; Oscar A. Doob. Campaign Director; Max A. Cohen,

Assistant Chairman ; C. K. "Chick" Lewis, Coordinator.
Regional Chairmen: Charles I'. Skouras. West; John J. Friedl, Midwest; Harry C. Arthur. Central: Hob J. O'Donnell. South; Harr\

Brandt, East; Sam Pinanski, New England.
',7n Zigmond, issistant Distribution Chairman; Frank Rosenberg. Publicity Director: Louis R. Mayer. Chairman Hollywood Victory

Loan ( ommittee; s
* Seadler, Trade Paper Advertising Chairman; Herman Robbins, Special Consultant; Tom W. Bailey, Washington Liaison.

Abe Schneider, Eastern Industry Sales; Henry Cinsberg. Western Industry Sales; Richard F. Walsh. Labor Participation Chairman;
II alter T. Brown, Herman Qluckman, WAC representatives; Rill Ornstein. trade paper contact.
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THERE IS ANOTHER
ROLL OF HONOR!
It proudly lists the names of American ShcJwmen pledged

to do their BEST in the nation's last Bond Drive.

BBBHHHHMB

HAVE YOU SIGNED YOUR PLEDGE CARD?

VICTORY LOAN
They did their part! Let's finish the job!

War Activities Committee o.f Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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DRIVE SET. SHOWMEN JUMP GUN
The motion picture industry has completed its nationwide

Victory Loan Drive machinery and is all set to make the final

bond-selling campaign the most successful of the series declared

National Chairman S. H. Fabian Thursday night (25th) following

a final coast-to-coast checkup by long-distance and telegraph.

Fabian said:

"We re set! The Victory Loan Drive is already on. Hundreds

of situations have jumped the gun in their eagerness to get this

drive under way — and over! If the public responds — and I am
sure everybody will - as eagerly and with the same enthusiasm

that our workers are putting into the drive, we're sure of success.

The motion picture industry will carry more than its share of the

two billions in 'E' bonds. Every state chairman has his organiza-

tion alerted and every regional chairman is optimistic."

Intensive activity is under way, Fabian reported, for the stag-

ing of Victory Shows, which take the place of the former Bond

Premieres, and for Free Movie Days, Bond Auctions, Free Kiddie

Shows and similar incentives to bond-buying. He said the in-

dications point to not only a considerably greater number of such

shows than in previous drives but also more thorough coverage

in the heavily populated communities where only a part of the

potential bond-show attendance was realized in some past drives.

By using the "Welcome Home" angle as a tribute to returning

veterans, a new high note in local interest has been aroused,

Fabian also stated, and a much heavier volume of advance pub-

licity in local newspapers has been obtained.

Although the Victory Loan Drive doesn't start officially until

Monday (29), when a galaxy of Hollywood stars will appear in

special coast-to-coast broadcast over the Blue Network, a large

percentage of the country's exhibitors will actually begin their

campaign operations tomorrow by taking advantage of Navy Day
for tieups, the Fabian checkup shows. Another large group of

showmen tee-off Sunday, when mo?t communities can bring out

bigger crowds for their parades and other special events.

Large orders for accessories also point to special attention

being given by exhibitors to attractive decoration of their theatres

as an aid to putting the public in the right frame of mind for

bond-buying.

STAR TOURS CANCELLED
Running into unsurmountable difficulties in the complicated

problems of transportation and hotel accommodations, the Victory

Loan committee reluctantly announced the cancellation of the

"Stars Over America" bond-selling tours, set up as a spectacular

phase of the industry's final bond drive.

"We could have put on these tours in a limited way, reaching
a comparatively small number of cities with smaller groups of

players," explained National Chairman S. H. Fabian. "However,
we felt that any half-way measures would be out of keeping with
the all-out plans of our campaign. After discussions with our
Regional Chairmen and many state chairmen and publicity chair-

men, it was decided that if we could mot do a truly great job up
to our original promises in coverage and star-power, we had bet-

ter abandon this enterprise and concentrate on other plans.

"I particularly regret this cancellation when I survey the
tremendous work, time and expense that some seventy cities have
expended in preparation for the star visits. The local committees
have gone to great lengths and I am sorry they must revise their

plans.

"However, I am happy to say that in every instance we have

had cheerful responses. The Committees, like real showmen, are

meeting the set-back without a moment's let-down in enthusiasm
or determination to make the Victory Loan our most successful

drive. They are substituting other demonstrations and going for-

ward without a pause."

Plans were immediately set up for a mammoth "kick-off"

radio show from Hollywood on the night of October 29. Other
special events are being worked out on a national, as well as local,

$200 ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL BOND LAUNCHED
HYDE PARK, N. Y.—Plans were set for the launching of the

new $200 Roosevelt Memorial Bond here on Sunday (28) at a

Bond Rally in front of the Roosevelt Library, with Mrs. Eleanor

Roosevelt, film star Merle Oberon, and U. S. Marine Lieut.-Col.

James P. Devereaux of Wake Island fame among the celebrities

participating. Ceremonies begin at 1 p. m.

A Hyde Park Committee headed by Walter O. Strassburger

has been active lining up the entire village to purchase the bond

at the rally, and a big response from townspeople, farmers, trades-

people and others is indicated.

Idea for the rally in the late President's home town originated

with the War Activities Committee in New York and was pro-

moted by Edgar Goth of that office. The Dutchess County War
Finance Committee has coordinated all preparations for this kick-

off bond-selling pitch. Organizations cooperating include Boy

Scouts, Girl Scouts, Lions, Odd Fellows, Veterans of Foreign

Wars, and others.

TWO MORE TRAILERS SET

Following the Fred MacMurray subject already completed by

Twentieth Century-Fox, two more trailers for use in the Victory

Loan Drive have been set. Victory Loan headquarters is urging

a two-week booking for each subject.

Rosalind Russell will star in "Uncle Sam Asks for 11 Billion

Dollars," to be made at the RKO Studios by Leon Goldberg with

the assistance of Gordon Hollingshead of Wanner Bros. Hollings-

head and DeLeon Anthony of Warners had tentatively prepared

this subject. Bob Faber of the Hollywood Writers Mobilization

wrote the script.

Edward Arnold will narrate another bond trailer, "Now We've

Got to Pay For It," being produced at M-G-M Studios by Frank
Whitbeck from a script by Robert Lees and Fred Rinaldo.

HOW TO REACH THE FARMERS
In a Victory Loan Bulletin sent out by the Tri-States Theaters,

Des Moines, to all houses in its circuit, an effective plan for reach-

ing all farmers is outlined. The suggestion comes from Jimmie
Redmond, of the Rivoli Theater, Falls City, Neb., who already has

tried it out with excellent results.

"Go to your county War Finance Chairman," Redmond says,

"and request permission to get out a form letter to farmers in

your community on Treasury Department letterheads, postage

free. In these letters list all the issuing agencies in the county
and the location of each issuing agent. Call particular attention

to the fact that bonds purchased at your theater entitles the pur-

chaser to a free ticket to a Victory Show."

VIRGINIA THEATRES 99% PLEDGED
RICHMOND—A checkup made Thursday (25th) following four

regional meetings of exhibitors for the Victory Loan Drive showed
that fully 99 per cent of Virginia's 360 theatres have pledged all-

out effort in the campaign.

Regional rallies headed by the state chairman, Senator Ben
Pitts, of the Pitts Theatre Circuit, were held in Norfolk, Roanoke.
Fredericksburg and Richmond, with distributor and War Finance
representatives attending along with the theatre owners.

On the opposite page, are the exhibitor state chairmen for the motion picture Victory Loan Campaign, the men in the field on whose 1>)

shoulders rests the responsibility for putting the industry quota over the top:

Top Line, 1. to r.: R. M. Kennedy, Alabama; Harry Nace, Arizona; William E. Mallin, Arkansas; Gus Metzger, Southern Calif.; Roy Cooper,
Northern Calif.; Rick Ricketson, Colorado; I. J. Hoffman and Harry Shaw, Connecticut.

Second Line: A. Jos. Defiore, Delaware; Frank LaFalce, District of Columbia; J. L. Cartwright, Florida; Wm. K. Jenkins, Georgia; Walter Lee
Casey, Idaho; John Balaban, Jack Kirsch and Jules Rubens, Illinois.

Third Line: Marc Wolf, Indiana; A. H. Blank, Iowa; Howard Jameyson, Kansas; Lew Hensler, Kentucky; E. V. Richards, Louisiana; C. J. Rus-
sell, Maine; Lauritz Garman and J. Lawrence Schanberger, Maryland.

Fourth Line: M. J. Mullis, Massachusetts; Ray Branch and Carl Buermele, Michigan; Gilbert Nathanson and William Elson, Minnesota; Louis
K. Ansell and Fred Wehrenberg, Missouri (Eastern) ; Elmer Rhoden, Miisouri (Western)

.

Fifth Line: Burgess Waltmon, Mississippi; J. A. English, Montana; William Miskell, Nebraska; Homer LeBallister, Nevada; Mel Morrison, New
Hampshire ; Harry Lowenstein and Frank Damis, Northern New Jersey ; Isudore Epstein, Southern New Jersey.

Sixth Line: George Tucker, New Mexico; Irving Lesser, Metropolitan New York; C. J. Latta, N. Y. (Albany area); Robert T. Murphy, N. Y.

{Buffalo area) . //. / . Kincey, North Carolina; M. Cooper and Ed Kraus, North Dakota; Myer Fine, Ohio (Cleveland area).

Seventh Line: Col, Arthur Frudenfeld, Ohio (Cincinnati area); C. B. Akers, Oklahoma; O. J. Miller and Albert Finke. Oregon; John Nolan,
/ Pennsylvania; M. A. Silver and Morris Finkel, W. Pennsylvania; Ed Fay. Rhode Island.

I
' I'll' I ii"

:
Vmiin Toohey, Rhode Island; Warren Irvin, South Carolina; Byron McElligott and Fred Larkin. South Dakota; E. W. Street,

E. Tennessee; M. A. Lightman, W. Tennessee; John Q. Adams, Texas; John Ru'gar, Utah.

Ninth Line: Tracy Barham, Utah; Frank Vennett, Vermont; Ben Pitts, Virginia; Frank Newman, Washington; J. C. Shanklin. West Virginia;
II. J. Fitzgerald. Wisconsin; Les Netvkirk, Wyoming.
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EXHIBITOR STATE CHAIRMEN
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B-U-L-L-E-T-I-N-S
REAGAN LINING UP SALESMEN

Charles M. Reagan, National Distribution Chairman for the

Victory Loan Drive, has set machinery in motion to line up all

exchange managers and salesmen as active participants in the

final bond-selling campaign.

"The exchange managers and salesmen are the most effective

means of contact that the Distributor Committee has with the

exhibitors," says Reagan in a letter to all regional chairmen noti-

fying them that press sheets containing a full line of publicity,

exploitation, radio and other suggestions, as well as samples of

theatre display paper, is being shipped to them.

"Salesmen can answer a lot of questions through familiarity

with this material and do much in selling a theatre to hold the

various activities carried on the pledge card."

PORTLAND TO REPEAT BOND-SELLING STUNTS
Three ideas that were tested and found exceptionally worth

while in previous bond-selling campaigns are being repeated in

the Victory Loan Drive up in Maine, according to word just re-

ceived by Campaign Director Oscar A. Doob from Harry Both-
wick, publicity chairman for the State of Maine. The stunts are:

1. A special private preview of an unreleased picture offered
as a flash prize at a Bond Auction.

2. Arrange with newspapers and engravers to insert or over-
lay the slogan, "Buy Bonds at Your Favorite Motion Picture
Theater," in all publicity cuts used during the drive.

3. Get newspapers to insert a Victory Loan slogan at the
head of the Amusement Time Tables.

8 MATS BEING SUPPLIED
Ample quantities of eight different mats, suitable for both

publicity and advertising purposes in promoting the Victory Loan
Drive, have been shipped to each National Screen Service ex-
change for distribution to exhibitors in their respective territories,
it is announced by Ray Beall, national publicity director for the
final bond campaign.

LINCOLN SAID IT

The following excerpt from Abraham Lincoln's Second
Inaugural Address is just as timely today:

"Let us strive on to finish the work we are in; to bind
up the nation's wounds; to care for him who shall have
borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan — to

all which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace
among ourselves, and with all nations."

The assortment includes mats on "Free Movie Day," "Kiddie
Victory Show," "Victory Bond Premiere," Si Seadler's "When You
Wake Up" cartoon; shots from the Fred MacMurray, Rosalind
Russell and other trailers; a composite ad mat, and other items.

Accessories will be forwarded immediately to theaters sending
their requests to the nearest National Screen exchange. To ex-
pedite deliveries, the N.S.S. clearing houses in New York, Atlanta.
Chicago and San Francisco will maintain adequate supplementary
supplies of all promotion material needed in the campaign.

The six liaison men for the regional chairmen, left to right:

Herman Schleier, East; Ray Beall, South; L. Joseph Ryan, Mid-
west; Ralph McGowan, Central; Charles Thall, West; Paul
Levi, New England.

* FINISH THE JOB ... IN A BLAZE OF ACTION
*

VICTORY
IN THE

VICTORY LOAN!
REPUBLIC PICTURES CORP.

* * * * *
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B-U-L-L-E-T-I-N-S
BEALL IN PUBLICITY POST

Frank P. Rosenberg of Columbia Pictures, who was serving

as Publicity Director for the Victory Loan Drive, has been called

to Hollywood for new duties at the Columbia studio, and his

duties at Victory Loan headquarters are being taken over by Ray
Beall of Interstate Theaters, Dallas, it is announced by S. H.

Fabian, national chairman.

Beall, who is in New York as liaison man for Bob O'Donnell,

southern regional chairman, will do a double job, batting for

Rosenberg as acting publicity director for the Victory campaign.

Beall was publicity director of the 3rd and 5th war loan drives.

Rosenberg, who had been loaned to the campaign by Colum-
bia, will continue to serve in an advisory capacity from the coast.

SOLID SOUTH PLEDGES SUPPORT
More than 110 leaders of the film industry in the South at-

tended the regional meeting at the Biltmore Hotel in Atlanta,
presided over by R. J. O'Donnell, chairman for the 10 southern
states. Every state from Texas to Florida was represented by ex-
hibitor, distributor and publicity state chairmen. In addition,
many Georgia exhibitors were on hand to hear S. H. Fabian, na-
tional chairman for the Victory Loan Campaign; Oscar A. Doob,
campaign director; Chick Lewis, coordinator; and Charles M.
Reagan, distributor chairman, all of whom outlined all phases of
the drive which gets under way October 29.

William K. Jenkins, exhibitor state chairman for Georgia,
acted as official host and introduced the mayor of Atlanta. The
city official paid high tribute to the work of the industry in pre-
vious bond drives and all war efforts.

A telegram pledging support of the Solid South was sent to
Secretary of the Treasury Vinson, and to National War Finance
Director Ted R. Gamble.

State leaders enthusiastically endorsed the national plan tomake the Victory Loan the most colorful, spectacular and exciting
ballyhoo campaign of all. Bond premieres will be put on in new
dress of Victory Shows in tribute to returning local veteranswith parades and plenty of noise.

MAKE IT YOUR
GREATEST CAMPAIGN!

VICTORY
LOAN!
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The "Big Three" of the industry's Victory Loan campaign:

Charles M. Reagan, distribution chairman; S. H. Fabian, Na-

tional Chairman, and Oscar A. Doob, Campaign director.

COLORADO SETS PLANS FOR VICTORY CAMPAIGN
Following the most enthusiastic state-wide meeting ever held

in Denver to launch a bond-selling campaign, Rick Ricketson,

exhibitor chairman for Colorado in the Victory Loan Drive, an-

nounces that all plans have been completed for maximum par-

ticipation in the final bond campaign.
A wire from National Chairman S. H. Fabian urging all-out

effort was read to the assembly, which included State Distributor

Chairman Arthur Abeles, and State War Finance and Treasury

Department officials, in addition to theatre owners from all parts

of the state. The meeting passed a resolution pledging complete

support in the drive.

100% REPRESENTATION AT TENNESSEE MEET.NG
Theatres and distributors in Memphis and Western Tennessee

were represented 100 per cent at the regional meeting for the

Victory Loan Drive held at the Peabody Hotel here, by Exhibitor

Chairman M. A. Lightman and Distributor Chairman Tom W.
Young.

TEXAS DRIVE STREAMLINED
At a meeting of 250 distributor and exhibitor representatives

in Texas held in Dallas in connection with the Victory Loan Cam-
paign, Robert J. O'Donnell, southern regional chairman, urged the

streamlining of the drive with plenty of colorful action designed

as a Victory celebration.

Representatives from exhibition and distribution agreed to

make this Texas' greatest drive and give service plus that has

always made Texas oversubscribe on "E" bond sales. The men
pledged themselves to have more Victory show premieres, Kiddie
shows and free bond show days, reaching points not before having
them.

John Q. Adams, state exhibitor chairman who conducted the

meeting, outlined plans in detail. Phil Longdon and Fred Lamed,
regional and state distributor chairmen, respectively, stressed the

necessity of dispelling any lethargy in exhibitor participation and
charged each salesman in this state to get out immediately and
beat the bushes for extra efforts.

BIG THEATRES DONATED
As an example of how seriously and unselfishly exhibitors aie

participating in the Victory Loan Drive, Campaign Director Oscar
A. Doob points to Boston and Chicago incidents.

In Boston, the "Stars Over America" troupe arrives on Armis-
tice Day. The civic arena is not available for that night, so Mul-
lin & Pinanski have volunteered to shut their box-office at the big

Metropolitan Theatre and turn the house over to the "Stars Over
America" bond show, sacrificing a holiday night's business.

In Chicago, the stars appear on November 1, on which night
the city's large auditoriums are unavailable. John Balaban has
volunteered to contribute both the Chicago and State Lake thea-
tres for a dual presentation of the star show — and erect a
"Bridge of Stars" across State Street connecting the two theatres,

so the stars can dash over from stage to stage!
In Atlanta, the largest available auditorium is the Fox Thea-

tre, so Wm. K. Jenkins is turning over that house for the "Stars
Over America" and likewise foregoing a night's receipts.

ST. LOUIS IN BIG ADVERTISING SPLURGE
St. Louis — Albert Stetson, representing Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,

central regional chairman, met with the state distributor, exhibi-

tor and publicity groups on the Victory Loan Campaign. Plans
v/ere set up for 1200-line ads to run in all local papers Sunday to

spark off the drive. This is the biggest advertising campaign for

any drive. Arthur is in New York and could not attend the

meeting.

FILM BULLETIN



THE LEADERS POINT THE WAY
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MAKE THE LAST DRIVE THE BEST
By S. H. FABIAN, National Chairman

Victory! This magic word should inflame and stir our

imaginations. The heavy cares and burdens of the war have

been lifted from us. We have won the war, and, even more

important, we have not lost it. That is why this last cam-

paign should be happy and gay.

We have worked together through all the war years,

and we can't stop now. We have before us a task that de-

mands hard, unceasing work, and a flash of all that show-

manship and ingenuity that in the past, has done such an

outstanding job for Uncle Sam, and has won the admiration

and respect of the people—the moviegoers of this country.

And now, let's roll up our sleeves for the LAST chance
to be a home front fighter—the last opportunity to give a

helping hand to our government in World War II.

We have come this far—LET'S FINISH THE JOB!

ft ft

A FIELD DAY FOR SHOWMEN
By OSCAR A. DOOB, Campaign Director

This final drive—The Victory Loan—should be a field-

day for showmen. The lid is off. The bars are down!
During the grim war days, our campaigns have had to

be on the martial, somber, serious side. This drive should
reflect the joyous, thankful spirit of victory and peace!

There is plenty of emotional appeal in this final bond-
selling crusade. Who wouldn't buy another bond in grati-
tude for the safety of their man? Who wouldn't buy an-
other bond in memory of those who will not return? Who
wouldnH "welcome home" their boy with a bond? Who
wouldn't buy another bond to buy health, bind the wounds
and restore to civilian life those who were injured?

And what patriotic showman wouldn't be happy to use
his experience and talent to help sell those appeals to the
public?

Raise the banners, parade the colors, let the bands
play! March this Victory drive over the goal line with a
coast-tocoast blast of gay, colorful, happy, victorious
showmanship!

ft ft

TEAMWORK OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE
By CHICK LEWIS

National Campaign Coordinator

Never was the element of genuine team work as im-
portant as it is to the success of the Victory Loan Drive.

But it is barely possible that a lot of showmen have
grown smug and complacent because each successive drive
has exceeded the previous one and thus, having arrived at
the last of these drives, they may be content to sit back and
let the old gags do the work without any special or concen-
trated effort.

This is probably the only danger we have to avoid It
also accounts for our sincere feeling that if the combined
div.sion work together with some semblance of team work
the net result will add up to figures so far and beyond any

Vr X? ii°

r

.

OUr exP ec+a+i°ns that the Victory Loan Drive will
truthfully live up to its slogan of "Let's finish the job in a
blaze of action."

OCTOBER 29. 1945

MAKE THIS THE BEST DRIVE
By ABRAM F. MYERS

General Counsel, Allied States Ass'n

The Victory Loan Campaign ought to be a final Thanks-

giving drive. Everybody should give everything he's got as

a tribute to those in the Armed Forces, such as Jimmy Stew-

art, who did everything on his own and came up from the

ranks. The industry should be proud of him and there should

be no stone unturned to make this drive the greatest indus-

try event. Surely there is the best of manpower available

to do it, and it would be a happy Thanksgiving for which
we will all be proud.

ft ft

BE SALESMEN
By CHARLES M. REAGAN

National Distributor Chairman

As a member of the Distribution Committee, I know I

speak for the entire Committee in saying that we will leave

nothing undone to make this, the final war loan drive, a suc-

cessful one. The Distribution Committee has again agreed
to make pictures available for Bond Premieres, Free Movie
Days and Children's Matinees. It is our hope to secure
pledges from every operating theatre in the country. Both
theatre owners and distributors are "salesmen"' fortunately,
because we are up against some added sales resistance in

this post-hostilities Drive.

Our industry must assume the responsibility that the
Treasury Department has constantly put in our charge and
finish the job just as the fighting man has finished his!

PUT THE VICTORY

SPIRIT IN THE

\ VICTORY,*
LOAN! *

MONOGRAM PICTURES CORP.

*
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi'Wmekly Rmwimw of tkm Tradm'm Evntm

STRIKE ENDS. WB STILL PICKETED

The long and bloody Hollywood studio strike came to an end

last week after more than seven months of negotiations, picket-

ing, name-calling, bloodshed, arrests and losses in production and

wages running into tens of millions. The end came when the

A. F. L. executive council ordered the workers back on the job

and picket lines were withdrawn from the gates of all but two

studios after MPPDA president Eric Johnston met with A. F. L.

international chieftains in Cincinnati.

After negotiating with heads of the unions involved, Herbert

Sorrell, Conference of Studio Unions prexy, and Richard Walsh,

International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes, both A. F. L.,

Johnston flew to Cincinnati for conferences with A. F. L. execu-

tive council accompanied by Donald Nelson, SIMPP prexy, and
Walsh. Pessimism in trade circles that this was just another in

the long series of negotiations that had broken down was changed
to unbounded joy, particularly in Hollywood, when Johnston
emerged from the council rooms and told newsmen, "The strike

is over."

In his negotiations with the strike leaders, Johnston came to

a near-impasse. The terms set forth by each of the disputing
unions were acceptable to the producers, said Johnston, but not
to each other. The final settlement at Cincinnati met with com-
plete agreement to the strikers.

Pickets Withdrawn

Sorrell hailed the settlement as a victory for the CSU. In a
statement announcing that he was withdrawing picket lines from
all the studios except Warner Bros, and General Service Studios
who are not members of MPPDA and consequently could not be
spoken for by Johnston, Sorrell said, "We have confirmation from
our international president that Eric Johnston has agreed to end
the lockout of our 7000 members and return them to their studio
jobs with all contract protection re-established as of the time
they left." Arrangements for a return to work would be made
upon the arrival of Johnston in Hollywood to conclude details
with members of the 15 unions.

Despite the exclusion of Warners from the picket-removal list,

little difficulty was expected to conclude a settlement at this
studio also. Informed of Sorrell's statement, Harry M. Warner,
president, said, "As we have stated before, Warner Bros, will
agree to and abide by whatever settlement has been arrived at
between the industry and the unions at the meeting in Cincin-
nati." As 400 pickets continued to demonstrate the dav following
settlement, Sorrell added that Warners was not being classed with
other producers "because they used tear gas and water. We are
asking Warners to indemnify every person hurt on the picket
line."

In Cincinnati, William Green, president of A. F. L., announced
that the international unions affected by the walkout had been
given 30 days in which to make "every attempt to settle the
jurisdictional questions involved," and another 30 days for a com-
mittee of three to dispose of any matters still undecided. The
decisions concluded at these meetings would be "final and bind-
ing." Green said 3000 IATSE members, who took over the Paint-
ers' jobs would remain at work.

Clashes at Paramount

Events of the past two weeks leading up to the settlement
were hardly conducive to expectation of a prompt settlement.
Additional violence marked the climactic phases of the strike up
to the very day of the Cincinnati meeting, culminating in the
arrest of more than 600 persons outside the Paramount and RKO
studios on charges of violating a court order restricting picketing.On Tuesday (23rd), the day before the strike ended, an outbreak
or violence at the Paramount studio gates resulted in the injury
or fifty persons and the arrest of 13 others after workers crashedthrough a massed picket line.

At Republic studios, the same morning, a possible clash wasaverted between 150 pickets and 600 workers when Herbert J.Yates, Republic president, directed the employes over a loudspeaker to return to their homes, agreeing to close the studio fora day wnen Herbert Sorrell, who was on the picket line, agreed
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kS occurred at the Warner studio*, scene of someof the bloodiest encounters in the final phases of the strike, but

production remained at a standstill. Strike sympathizers in New
York picketed the Warner Bros, home offices in protest against

the tactics employed by Warner studio police during the out-

breaks.

The strike, which began 33 weeks ago, over affiliation of 77

set decorators was estimated by Sorrell as costing 6000 strikers

between $15,000,000 and $16,000,000 in wages. Fifteen unions joined

the A. F. L. Painters Union in its demand for jurisdiction over
the set decorators and opposed the claims of IATSE, also an
A. F. L. affiliate. The Painters Union recently was declared the

winner of a bargaining election in a NLRB ruling, but complica-
tions arising out of return of strikers to their jobs pending juris-

dictional decisions prolonged the walkout.

DEFENSE OPENS IN ANTI-TRUST SUIT

The Government's anti-trust suit against the eight major
distributors and their theatre affiliates entered its second week
last Monday (22nd) when court reconvened after a 10-day recess.

The Government had concluded its case previously.

Motions by the defense for dismissal of the case were taken
under advisement by the three-judge court.

Loew's opened for the defense by calling William F. Rodgers,
vice-president and general sales manager, who was examined by
John W. Davis, Loew attorney, and was cross-examined by assist-

ant Attorney-General Robert L. Wright. Following Rodgers on
the stand was Adolph Zukor, founder of Paramount and its pres-

ent chairman of the board. Other Paramount officials who testi-

fied were Y. Frank Freeman, studio executive, Charles M. Reagan,
vice-president in charge of distribution, and Leonard H Golden-
son, vice-president in charge of theatre operations. Each of the

(Continued on Page 43)

PEOPLE
Col. H. A. Cole of Dallas was elected president of Texas Allied

Theatre Owners at its convention last week. A. W. Lilly of Green-
ville was re-elected secretary-treasurer and Rubin Frels, C. D.

Leon, B. R. McLendon, Mrs. Martha McSpadden and R. N. Smith
were elected vice-presidents.

Sir Alexander Korda resigned as head of M-G-M's London
Films because of ill health. He was affiliated with the company
since 1943.

Walter B. Cokell, 57, treasurer of Paramount Pictures, died in

New York on the 16th after a brief illness. Cokell had been with

Paramount since 1920.

Charles Reed Jones, recently- resigned as Director of Adver-
tising for Republic, was feted at a luncheon by company execu-

tives and members of the Ad-Pub Departments October 19th.

Nicholas M. Schenck, national chairman of the industry's

March of Dimes Committee, has received acceptances of chair-

manships on the National Committee from Gus Eyssell, Leonard
H. Goldenson and Malcolm Kingsberg.

Al Rylander was appointed manager of the special events

department of Columbia and Harry McWilliams was named man-
ager of the exploitation department. The changes were occasioned I

by the transfer of Frank Rosenberg to new duties at Columbia's
|

Hollywood studios.

Walter Gould, United Artists foreign sales manager, an-

nounced the following divisional appointments, as it centralized
j

supervision of its foreign distribution in the home office: Al Lowe,
general manager in South Africa, to manage the Far Eastern,
Australasian and South African zone; William M. Levy to manage
Europe and the Near East, and Sam Seidelman, to handle Central
and South America.

Cliff Almy was appointed Warner supervisor for the Far East,
|

embracing the Philippines, China and Japan territories.
Gilbert Rose joined Paramount International as distribution

service manager, succeeding Richard F. O'Connell ... Frank V.
Kennebeck resigned from the company after serving as manager
in the British West Indies.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Featured in Universale drama, "This Love o£ Ours," adapted from a Luigi Piran-

dello play, are: Left, Charles Korvin, new romantic figure whose sole previous

film, "Enter Arsene Lupin," perked up interest, and Merle- Oberon ;
Center, Miss

Oberon and another newcomer, Sue England; Right, the ever-reliable Claude Rains.

'THIS LOVE OF OURS'.. For Feminin Hearts and Tears!

There is one type of movie that is sure-fire boxoffice because its theme places it in the

category known as Women's Pictures. Such a film is This Love of Ours. It is designed to touch

the feminine heart and to bring forth milady's tears and the Showman knows full well that

there is no more susceptible audience. This is the tale of a great love driven on the rocks by

gossip and suspicion, of a woman who suffers at the hands of a jealous man, and of the circum-

stances that reunite them, only to bring them face to face with another problem—how to win

for her the love of their child. It is a story of sacrifice and devotion, of a woman who lived

alone for years with only the memory of the man she loved. To the point, Mr. Exhibitor, This

Love of Ours is replete with all those elements that the ladies relish. Universal's showmen have

turned out a nifty press sheet that utilizes all the angles in this type of picture and your box-

office will respond with a merry tinkle if you follow the campaign they have laid out.

(Continued on Next Page)



EXPLOITATION PICTUHE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

CREDITS
A Universal Picture. Produced by Howard Benedict. Directed by William Dieterle.

Cast: Merle Oberon. Charles Korvin. Claude Rains, Carl Esmond. Sue England,

Jess Barker, Harry Davenport, Ralph Morgan, Fritz Leiber. Helen Thimig. Screen-

play by Bruce Manning. John Klorer. Leonard Lee. Based upon a play by Luigi

Pirandello. Photography by Lucien Ballard. A.S.C.

]. In a small Chicago night club, where he has accompanied a

party of doctors, Dr. Michel Touzac encounters Karin (Merle

Oberon), whom he has not seen for ten years. She is musical

accompanist to Targel (Claude Rains), a rapid sketch artist who
caricatures the cafe's patrons.

4. He recalls, too, the incident in which he overhear

some gossip about his wife and another man and how h

took their daughter and left Karin. Since then, he ha

learned that she was completely innocent.

2. The next day, Targel rushes to Touzac (Charles Kon
who saves her life by a delicate operation. 5. When Karin is completely recovered from her suicid

attempt, Touzac takes her home and introduces her to th

child, Susette (Sue England), now 12, as his new wifi

Believing faithfully in the mental picture she has of he

"own" mother, whom she thinks dead, Susette hates Karif

as a usurper.

3. Later, while waiting for her recover, events of tue past rusn
back in Touzacs memory. He recalls how he met her in Paris,
fell madly in love and married her. With their two-year-old child,
they were divinely happy.

4. Targel's deftness in sketching Susette's mental imag
of her mother, which he makes resemble Karin, helps th

child grow more understanding. Realizing that some da
her child will know the truth and that Touzac loves

deeply, Karin decides to stay on.



SENORITA FROM THE WEST' WEAK MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates • • as dualler

Universal

63 minutes

Allan Jones, Bonita Granville, Jess Barker,
Olin Howlin, Oscar O'Shea, Fuzzy Knlffht.

George Cleveland, Renny McEvoy, Danny
Munimert, Emmett Vogan, Bob Merrill, Billy

Xelson, Spade Cooley and His Orchestra.

Directed by Frank Strayer.

Strictly for the duals where the voice of

Allan Jones, who sings "What a Change in

the Weather." "Lonely Love" and other
numbers, may compensate for the silly, in-

consequential plot and weak comedy con-
tent of "Senorita from the West." However.

both the romantic tenor star and Bonita
Granville deserve better fare than this B-
minus musical programmer. In addition to

giving some conviction to her role of a
western girl ambitious for a New York mu-
sical career. Miss Granville sings three
tunes including "Loo-Loo-Louiana." in pleas-

ing fashion. Three such reliables as George
Cleveland, Fuzzy Knight and Oscar O'Shea,
work hard trying to get laughs with moss-
covered gags but with only fair success.
Not knowing that the three hard-working

miners who raised her are actually wealthy.
Bonita Granville leaves a small western
town to seek a singing career in New York.
The only job she is able to get is as elevator
operator in Radio City where she meets Al-

'SHADOW OF TERROR' MINOR ACTION QU'CKIE
Rates • • — as supporting dualler in mi

PRC Pictures

60 minutes

Richard Fraser, Grace Gillern, Cy Kendall.
Emmett Lynn, Kenneth MacDonald, Eddie
Acuff, John Harmon, Sam Flint,

Directed by Lew Landers.

With its only saleable asset being its

climactic reference to the atomic bomb.
"Shadow of Terror" will be useful only for

the supporting spot in minor action houses.
The story is merely another variation of the
routine plot about enemy agents seeking to
gain possession of a valuable secret formula,
but a few last-minute changes and the in-

clusion of newsreel shots showing atomic
bomb tests have given this quickie some
mild topical value. Although the early se-

quences have a fair amount of melodrama-

rvor action spots

'•tie excitement, the picture has been cheaply
produced and its name value is nil. Cy Ken-
dall, who is realistically repulsive as a
sadistic enemy agent, gives the outstanding
performance and Richard Fraser and Em-
mett Lynn are capable enough. Grace Gil-

lern takes part in a romantic sub-plot which
never becomes important to the action.

En route to Washington with a new for-

mula for solonite, Richard Fraser is attack-
ed by two gunmen working for Cy Kendall,
unscrupulous inventor, and his unconscious
body thrown from the moving train. His
pajama-clad body is discovered by Grace
Gillern. young ranch-owner who nurses
Fraser back to health although he still suf-

fers from amnesia. Meanwhile, Kendall has
found that the formula his men took from
Fraser's briefcase is useless without a cer-

tain ingredient known only to the young
inventor. After a search. Kendall's hench-

lan Jones, presumably secretary to Jess

Barker, radio crooner. Actually. Jones, who
is too shy to face the mobs of bobby-sox

fans, is the behind-the-scenes singing voice

for the conceited Barker. Jones and Miss
Granville fall in love but, when the three
guardians follow the girl to New York, and
Barker learns they own a gold mine, he
schemes to win her for himself. Convincing
the three old men that Jones is actually a
fortune-hunter. Barker wins favor with the
girl by putting her on his radio program.
Jones finally gets up courage to sing on the
air as himself, expose Barker and patch up
matters with Miss Granville.

YORK

men. posing as FBI agents, arrive at the

ranch, but when they accidentally give

themselves away, Fraser and Miss Gillern

get away in her car while her ranch-hand

goes for the sheriff. Out of gas in the desert,

Fraser and Miss Gillern are overtaken by
Kendall's men and taken to his palatial
home. There Kendall questions them but,

as part of his pre-arranged plan, permits
them to escape. When they are stranded
in the desert and weak from fatigue and
thirst. Kendall appears to tempt them with
food and drink. Fraser, who has recovered
his memory after a blow on the head, man-
ages to S. O. S. the sheriff's plane searching
for them in the desert. After Kendall's
gang is captured. Fraser and Miss Gillern
witness the success of the formula in the
atomic bomb tests.

YORK

ANOTHER CHILLER-DILLER IN THE BEST SELLING

MYSTERY SERIES ON THE SCREEN TODAY!
"PLENTY OF EXCITEMENT AND SUSPENSE!"- Film Daily

_ B • u PICTURES presents

M°HO
S
6
|DMETTOlEll-

CttftRUE CHAN *

MANTAM MORHAJTO BEMSOM FOMC

luced by JAMES S. BURKETT • Directed by PHIL KARLSON • Story by CEORCE CALLAHAN • Screenplay by CEORCE CALLAHAN and CEORCE WALLACE SAY RE
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Wliat The Newspaper Critics Say
-PVIFV/S OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'PARIS UNDERGROUND 1 GOOD ANTI-NAZI FILM SUFFERS FROM DATING 1

(UNITED ARTISTS)

"...'Paris Underground,' the vigorous action drama out of real-

life wartime experience .. .Latter portion of the film is more thrill-

ing than its earlier passages ... Story has already been screened
many times before with variations in plot and characterization...
'Paris Underground' is exciting fare, not now so suspenseful
inasmuch as the audience well knows the windup...It is earnest,
and it is, for most part, interesting. . .Great air of authentic locale
about the picture." THIRER, N. Y. POST.
".

. .This is a picture about the clandestine resistance to the Nazis
in occupied France. Even though it is one of the best that has
been made on the topic, there simply have been too many ahead
of it...A shame the picture couldn't have come along a couple of
years earlier... No fault to find with the picture except its tardy

arrival in the wake of so many that have been so similar. If you
can overlook the matter of timing, there is some stirring enter-

tainment to be had." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"... Suffers front transition and the atomic bomb . . . Somewhat
dated. . .Scenes of high-pressure Nazi tactics in trying to uncover
the underground are vicious enough to sustain considerable sus-

pense. . .Stumbling moments in both the script and the direction.

Too often incidental scenes are exploited when they have no
cumulative value in the continuity. . .A forthright and engrossing
account of French resistance which deserves notice even though
its subject matter has been almost forgotten in the recent march
of events." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Turns out to be just another adventure with a glamour girl

— a glamour girl in occupied Paris, which is not a very tasteful

place for same." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

'GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS' FRENZIED BUT FLAT MUSICAL
(RKO)

".. .Despite the frenzied cavorting of Joan Davis and Jack Haley
and the talents of some of its featured players, 'George White's
Scandals' is confused and listless entertainment. . .The ingredients
are all there, but, 'George White's Scandals* is a pretty flat dish."
A.W., N. Y. TIMES.
".

.

.Good moments and bad tumbled out in helter-skelter confusion
...Through all the confusion, though, there are no intervals with
nothing happening.

. .Musical-comedy entertainment. . .Vary widely
in quality but never in pace." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Such a noisy, energetic picture you will be exhausted looking
at it and listening to it and only frequently amused. . .Beautiful

girls, plenty of music and musical comedy production numbers.
But the efforts and energy are wasted on indifferent material and
the picture suffers from bad editing and jerky direction" HALE,
N. Y. NEWS.
"...Pretty eye and earful; not consistently amusing but occasion-

ally funny enough to chuckle at out loud." THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"...George White production is content with wooden performers
miming the old saw about a society gal who slips into the chorus
incognito, plus a company of dancers and singers going through
a few routine film musical paces. Cash customers are likely to

derive very little contentment. . .Merely a few fresh drops in an

otherwise empty bucket." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

'GUEST WIFE' CALLED WEARISOME, TEDIOUS. OBVIOUS
(UNITED ARTISTS)
".. Wearisome marital farce — one of those silly little humbugs
that talk your ears off with ancient gags. . .Familiar connubial
mix-up theme... Variations are several — and all of them monot-
onous — on that theme." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"•-.If you happen to miss this picture, don't worry. It will bemade again in a week or so." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

• •
.Minor comedy.

. .Entertaining in proportion to your own toler-
ance and enjoyment of those old but sure-fire situations Per-

formers go through their routines with professional conviction,

neither helped nor hindered by dialogue matching the plot's lack

of originality." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Tedious film farce badly lacking in comedy. . .Both obvious

and unimaginative. . .Smothered in uninspired dialogue and slow-

paced direction." GUERNSEY, HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Players hamming their hearts out in a movie apparently de-

signed solely for the purpose of telling the public what a 'kibble'

is... Most tedious and untempting bedroom farce I ever saw."

J. T. McMANUS, PM.

'SHADY LADY' PROGRAMMER LIFTED BY CC BURN'S PERFORMANCE
(UNIVERSAL)
"...Coburn saunters through 'Shady Lady' in larkish spirit. He
has a heavy burden to carry, providing just about all of the en-
tertainment there is in this new picture .. .Coburn's relish for a
mirthful character may be infectious enough to make one over-
look all the other shortcomings." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
" The redoubtable Charles Coburn carries a helter-skelter scriptthrough to an entertaining conclusion. . .Also a lot of musical andromantic fol-de-rol, which makes one suspect that this Universal
picture was assembled off the cutting room floor. . .Neither musi-
cal melodrama, boy-meets-girl yarn or good red herring. . .Coburn

heVaTd Sunk the
°hief inducements " ba^es, n. y.

"...Coburn starts out at his roguish best... Plot quickly goes to

pot. . .Occasionally Mr. Coburn is able to inject a little humor into

the proceedings. . .'Shady Lady' is a case of three writers running
out of inspiration before they really got started." T.M.P.. N. Y.

TIMES.
".

. .Lot of phony and funny business. . .Between sequences of very

middling quality big production numbers with Ginny Simms
sounding off attempt to lift 'Shady Lady' into the movie big

leagues. But the masquerade is a waste of money and talent.

Of course, Charles Coburn couldn't be bad if he tried, but not even

his pleasing repetition of the card sharper role can cover the

emptv banality of the rest of the film." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Coburn gives a slick performance. His playing is one of the

picture's chief attraction. . .Good, light entertainment." CAMER-
ON, N. Y. NEWS.

'STRANGE HOLIDAY' GOOD IDEA KILLED EY POOR TREATMENT
(ELITE)

ok"?
° f

K
the m°St curious anti-Nazi films yet to reach the screen

.
Oboler has a provocative thought there but in dramatizing it

he has gone off on a melodramatic tangent. . .Permits the story
to ramble and his propensity for abruptly cutting sequences is
confusing, rather than artistic." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.

Feature-length propaganda film argues on the right side in the
wrong manner... There is neither enough thinking nor enough
drama in 'Strange Holiday' to sustain it in its present length; it
would have been far more effective cut down into a short subject
• •

Has the odd, eerie quality of a nightmare.
. .Very good medi-

cine indeed; but in its present state there is too much of it. and

it does not taste good enough for audiences to cry for it."

GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

"...Has a good if somewhat familiar idea. But it is boringly

handled.
. .Don't go to the Rialto unless your curiosity is killing

you." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

"... Nightmarish recital of what could happen to any unwary ,

democracy.
. .Has the makings of suspenseful mystery for perhaps

|

15 minutes, it dissolves into artificial melodrama. . .Claude Rains

does as well as anybody could be expected to in a role of patently

s nthetic tension.'' MASTERS, N. Y. NEWS.

FILM BULLETIN
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
The studio announces the winding up of three films and the

ftarting of a new one. The new starter is a Charles Starrett

(western called "Terror Trail." Finished are: "Blondie's Lucky
I
Day" (Lake-Singleton), "Close Call For Boston Blackie" (Morris-

iLane) and "Who's Guilty?" (Kent-Ward). Continuing in produc-

tion are: "Gilda" (Hayworth-Ford) and "Perilous Holiday"
(O'Brien-Warrick).

Interesting is the announcement of a change in policy on ad-
vertising, outgrowth of the recent meeting here of regional sales

heads. General Sales Manager Abe Montague announced a new
co-ordinated distribution-exploitation program with emphasis on
the studio's top products. Such pictures as "She Wouldn't Say
No" (Russell-Bowman) and "Kiss and Tell" will be given the
concentrated hypo that built "Song To Remember" beyond its

original box-office potential. There is no fault to be found with
such a promotion plan but it does not off-set the producing and
handling of product so weak that not even a double dose of such

;

hypo-ing would help.

November promises to be a big production month on the lot.

j

"The Al Jolson Story" is set for starting with H. Bruce Humber-
stone directing the Technicolor feature. "Lullaby of Broadway,"
an Alexis Thurn-Taxis product, will go. Another starter is "Lone
Wolf on Broadway" under production of Ted Richmond. A Col-
bert Clark western, a Crime Doctor piece, "So Dark the Night,"
"The Head," "Corpus Delicti," "The Walls Came Tumbling Down"
and "That Texas Jamboree" are all scheduled for November calls.

Leonard Goldstein is off to New York after resigning his
production berth at Columbia. No reason was given for the sever-
ance of the connection and Goldstein stated he would shortly
make a new association.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
There are ten films in work on the sound stages and the total

production value of the list runs into an astronomical figure.
'Newly begun this week are: "Star From Heaven" — this is the
first Cinecolor film from the Metro lot — Marshall Thompson, a
IMetro newcomer, heads the cast; "Army Brat" gives "Butch" Jen-
kins a star role and Frances Gifford and James Craig continue
their team work of playing foil to the Metro youngsters; "Till
the Clouds Roll By" is the master job starting, it is the story of
Jerome Kern and Metro is planning one of its supercasting and
extra production efforts on it. Producer Arthur Freed plans an-
other episodic extravaganza like the "Follies." In episodes will
be such players as: June Allyson, Gloria DeHaven, Margaret
O'Brien, Frank Sinatra. Robert Walker will carry the coordinat-
ing role, tying the episodes together. Judy Garland will be starred
lis Marilyn Miller. Vincente Minnelli is directing the Garland
sequence now since Miss Garland will not be available later be-
cause of her impending motherhood. Busby Berkeley is slated as
:he chief director. This one will undoubtedly be slated as the
prowning musical of 1946.

Joe Pasternak, Metro's busiest producer, has scheduled four
hew pictures for the 1945-46 schedule in addition to the three now
n work. Henry Koster will direct "Bridget," George Sidney has
been handed "Cabbages and Kings" with music by Alec Temple-
on, "The Kissing Bandit" goes to Lazlo Benedict, long-time as-

sistant to Pasternak, and "Gentleman's Gentleman" will be done
I'y Dick Thorpe. Now in work under the Pasternak banner is
I'Holiday in Mexico" being directed by George Sidney with a bud-
ret of close to $4,000,000, "No Leave, No Love" with Van Johnson

j

nd Pat Kirkwood, the English actress. "Two Sisters From Bos-
.Ion" (Allyson-Walker-Grayson) is being edited.

Pandro S. Berman is following up the successful teaming of

Greer Garson and Gregory Peck in "Valley of Decision" with

another co-starring picture, "The Fortunes of Richard Mahoney."
Naturally, it goes into the high-budget bracket, though no starting

date or director has as yet been set.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is among the bidders on the new Pearl

Buck novel, "Portrait of a Marriage." $150,000 is the asking price

on this book which will hit the stands next month. It is the

writer's first book without an oriental background to be made
into a film.

Negotiations are in progress for the rights to the life story of

Leslie Howard. If made, the production will be divided between
Metro's Hollywood and London studios, under the supervision of

Sir Alexander Korda.
The production schedule continues with seven holdovers:

"Black Sheep" (Craig-Jenkins), "The Green Years" (Coburn-
Drake), "Holiday in Mexico" (Pidgeon-Massey), "No Leave, No
Love" ( Johnson-Kirkwood), "Postman Always Rings Twice"
(Turner-Garfield), "Time For Two" (Ball-Hodiak), and "The Year-
ling" (Peck-Jarman) — yes, it's still going. Wound up is "Bad
Bascomb" (Wallace Beery-Margaret O'Brien).

MONOGRAM
Monogram's first million-dollar production is under way with

the King Brothers in charge of production. The film is "Glamour
Girl" in which Belita is starred. First part of the shooting
schedule is being filmed at the Westwood Ice Skating Rink. This
is the first time an actual rink has been used rather than a flooded
sound stage. Frank Tuttle is directing this first venture into big

time for the studio.

Monogram is one of the two studios in town which was un-
touched by the strike situation. Their workers are not affiliated

with the striking unions nor the IATSE, so they have had no
problem.

The 1945-46 program announced by President Ray Johnston
calls for 45 pictures, ten of which have already been completed.
There will be 33 features and 12 westerns.

Lindsley Parsons has resigned as producer and studio execu-
tive to go in as co-producer on the new Bowery Boys series and
to work exclusively on the Charlie Chan series, both of which
series are released through the Monogram setup.

Meanwhile, three new productions got under way this week.
"The Shadow" is a mystery yarn with Kane Richmond and Bar-
bara Read; "The Haunted Mine" is a western of the Johnny Mack
Brown cycle; "Glamour Girl," already mentioned, is the third

one to go.

Wound up were: "Rollin' Along" (Carver-Brown) and "Step-
ping Around" (Gorcey-Drake) while "The Face of Marble" (Car-
radine-Drake) continues in production.

PARAMOUNT
Paramount was the final studio to feel the heavy hand of the

strike in its violent aspect, just before the announcement from
Cincinnati that the dispute was over. The outbreak took place
just as mediator Eric Johnston was discussing the details prior

to settlement and resulted in 50 injuries, 13 arrests and a shut-
down of production at the studio. Inglewood police helped 50

studio workers breach the picket line of 500 strike sympathizers
and the ensuing scuffle resulted in the foregoing dire conse-

quences. However, the news that a settlement had been reached
brought joy and peace to the studio, as well as the other produc-
tion outfits, and pickets were sent home by the strike strategy



committee as it rolled down the streets shouting, "We won, we

WOn
'''Third Avenue" was the only new starter on the lot this week,

and although temporarily halted by the strike, resumed work

following the settlement. Sonny Tufts, Diana Lynn and Barry

Fitzgerald have top roles. John Farrow was given the last-

minute assignment as director. This seems to indicate that "Cali-

fornia," which is the vehicle of argument between Paramount and

Alan Ladd, has been set aside.

Hal Wallis has bought the film rights to "The Beggars Are

Coming" by Theodore Reeves which is now being set for New
York stage production by Oscar Serlin. $150,000 is reported as

the down payment on the piece with a percentage of the total

gross. Wallis has personally invested $4,800 for a four percent

interest in the stage production which is budgeted at $60,000 and

has 27 backers!
Part of the pre-selling plan announced loudly for "Lost Week-

end" is a series of four special trailers to be used by exhibitors

for the needed build-up. Trailers will feature critic's comments

and will be shown for a month before the opening in addition to

the regular trailer.

Although it is denied that Joan Crawford will do the leading

role in Hal Wallis' "Searching Wind" and no other female star

has been named, the picture is scheduled to roll December 1.

Robert Young is definitely set in the male lead and preliminary

tests are mow in progress for minor roles.

Hottest rumor of the week, not denied by the studio, is that

Paramount has signed Greta Garbo to co-star with Bing Crosby
in his next musical which will be directed by Billy Wilder. Cros-

by will play a traveling salesman while Garbo portrays a countess.

Crosby is still insisting that he is going to rest for a while but if

this deal is actual it may be worth his changing his mind. Billy

Wilder has just been handed a new contract by the studio which
calls for a substantial upping in the weekly paycheck.

Three films continue in production in addition to "Third Ave-
nue." "Monsieur Beaucaire" (Hope-Caufield), "Take This Woman"
i Wi ight-Milland) and "Love Lies Bleeding" (Stanwyck-Heflin) are
the trio.

PRC
Omce again this studio is in the throes of reorganization,

changed production plans and other confusion. Newest plan is to
cut studio production to the bone with concentration on tie-ups
with outside production units on percentage basis while the studio
itself turns its efforts to fewer but better pictures. Kenneth
Young, president of the company, announced the new policy and
Reeves Espy, vice-president in charge of the studio here, con-
firmed the story. The company now owns 60 per cent of its own
exchanges and the studio cannot meet the demand for product
with its own output. It may be that the studio has taken a profit-
able look at the handwriting on the wall. The trend toward in-
dependent producers continues to grow and the problem of shoot-
ing space and releasing organizations has become acute. The
majors cannot handle all of the independent product and this
seems like a good place to step in. Meanwhile, retrenchment has
already set in. Fred Preble, studio manager since 1943, has left
the lot and will not be replaced. The studio already has all the
product it needs for 1945-46 completed or in preparation and with
26 independent productions pledged, the situation is bright enough.

Biggest shake-up came with the resignation of Martin Mooney,
a veteran of the company. Mooney has been asked to revive his
own independent production company to make a sequel in Cine-
color to "The Great Mike," a Mooney film which was one of the
company's biggest grossers. Clarence Greene and Russell Rouse
are arranging outside financing for their independent unit in thenew set-up. No final word from Mooney on his plans has been
given.

n
M
*
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/^While the staff of the studi0 wil1 be cut to a minimum.Don McElwaine, who resigned as publicity head two months agowhen all this started, has now left the studio and Robert Good-

tried takes over on this chore in addition to his job as assistant
to Arnold Stoltz, director of advertising and publicity.

Despite all the shake-up, production continues at its normal
pace at the studio with "Once and For All" (Coleman-Reed) and

CjUn For Hire" (Steele-Carlin) in production.

REPUBLIC

„„,
P™ducti°n turned at this studio following a two-day layoffordered by Herbert J. Yates, studio chief, in order to avert pos-

sible v,o ence between workers and pickets. As Yates drove up™? h
IaSt Tuesday < 23rd) a group of 150 picketsciowded around h,s car. Yates got out, huddled with HerbertSorre 11. strike chief, and agreed to halt production for one week

Providing only a token force of pickets be stationed at the studio.H.s dec.sion averted any possibility of violence and, as it turned
out, production was permitted to resume immediately after thenews from Cincinnati, the following day.

Yates has given Allen Dwan, recently signed on a producer-

director deal, his first assignment. It will be "The Conover Girl."

The picture is from the novel by Ursula Parrott. Dwan will do

the major portion of his casting, it is said, from Conover girls, 12

of whom are now in Hollywood.
Republic's first western in Magnacolor goes before the camera

on November 1. "West of God's Country" is its title and it is the

first of four such musical westerns to co-star Monte Hale and
Adrian Booth.

Four new films got under way at the studio this week. "Con-
quest of Cheyenne" is a western in the Bill Elliott series with
Alice Fleming, Bobby Blake and Peggy Stewart featured. "Crime
of the Century" has Stephanie Bachelor and Michael Browne.
"The French Key" is a Walter Colmes production being made off

the lot with Albert Dekker and Evelyn Ankers; it is the begin-

ning of a new series of murder-mysteries. "Murder in the Music
Hall" is the new Vera Hruba Ralston film under way. It finds the

ice-star suspected of murder. "Concerto," Frank Borzage's Tech-
nicolor production continues towards wind-up. The serial, "King
of the Forest Rangers," is also still in production.

Finished this week were: "The Cat Man of Paris" (Esmond-
Aubert) and "The Madonna's Secret" (Lederer-Patrick).

RKO-RADIO
The strike settlement came at a very good moment for RKO.
With 300 pickets massed outside the studio gates, the studio

was using busses to pick up workers at a designated point to drive

them through the gates. There are more big productions on the

RKO lot at the moment than there have ever been at one time,

and a shutdown would have been a financial tragedy. Most of

them are the result of the recent deal between Selznick and RKO
wherein RKO took over some of the Selznick-Vanguard product.
But for the first time, names like Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman,
Dorothy McGuire, Claudette Colbert, Edward G. Robinson, Loretta
Young, Orson Welles, Robert Young are appearing on RKO call

sheets simultaneously. The publicity and production department
are cooking at full speed to cover adequately such players and
productions under the guidance of Alfred Hitchcock, Jesse Lasky,
Mervyn LeRoy and Orson Welles.

Walt Disney is all set to proceed with his feature-length pro-

duction of "Jack and the Beanstalk." He has signed Edgar Ber-
gen and his two alter-egos, Charlie and Mortimer, to starring
roles. The picture will combine live action and the cartoon
medium. It should be a killer.

Joan Harrison has been added to the list of producers on the

RKO lot. Her first picture on the lot will be "Nocturne," which
will star George Raft. Miss Harrison's previous efforts in the

production field were done at Universal.

Five new pictures are in production, one of which is the new
Goetz-International film. The others are: Alfred Hitchcock's
"Notorious" (Grant-Bergman), Dore Schary's "They Dream of

Home" (McGuire-Madison), Jesse Lasky's "Thanks God, I'll Take
It From Here" (Colbert-Wayne) with Mervyn LeRoy directing,

and "Lady Luck" (Young-Hale), with Robert Fellowes producing
and Edwin L. Marin directing.

Continuing in production are: "Badman's Territory" (Scott-

Richards) and "From This Day Forward" (Fontaine-Stevens).

"The Silence of Helen McCord" formerly "Some Must Watch"
(McGuire-Brent) and "Bamboo Blonde" (Langford-Wade) wound
up.

GOETZ-INTERNATIONAL
In production again after a close-down of four months, the

first picture on the Fall resumption of work is "The Stranger"
with Edward G. Robinson, Loretta Young and Orson Welles.

Welles is directing the picture too, which is under the production
wing of Sam Spiegel, newly signed with the company.
GOLDWYN

Calling it a step toward close employer-employee relationship,
Samuel Goldwyn has effected a complete change in his organiza-
tion. All of his holdings, formerly held in his name, have been
turned over to Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Inc., to be capitalized
at $10,000,000 with James Mulvey as president. Goldwyn will be
president of the board. It is a closed corporation with 50,000

shares allotted to Goldwyn's production and distribution em-
ployees. Goldwyn points out that this will give him the oppor-
tunity to work closer to the productive and creative end of the
business leaving the administration in the hands of his business
executives. The transformation also simplifies any question of

estate holdings in the event of Goldwyn's death and changes
considerably the tax picture.

The new corporation is planning an ambitious program for
its 1945-46 product, with $11,000,000 earmarked for five productions.
"The Kid From Brooklyn" with Danny Kaye is already finished.

"Glory For Me" will have Dana Andrews and Teresa Wright with
William Wyler directing. "The Secret of Walter Mitty" is another
Kaye starrer. "The Bishop's Wife" will have Teresa Wright and
David Niven, due here in December, and "Earth and High Heav-
en" completes the list with no casting set.
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20th CENTURY-FOX
Fewer people were out on strike in this studio than in any ot

the other majors. Months ago, even though the Screen Publicist's

Guild voted not to go out, there was a split in the guild and many

workers did walk out. At 20th Century-Fox, however, almost -no

one left and most of those who did returned to their desks quick-

ly. The settlement caused little change in the production status

However, there are only three pictures in work at this time,

and the studio is planning the start of three new ones as of

November 1. Presently in work are: "Shock" (Price-Bari), "Cen-

tennial Summer" (Craine-Wilde) and "Sentimental Journey"

(Payne-O'Hara). To go in November are: "Somewhere in the

Signt," which will have John Hodiak and newcomer Nancy Guild;

"Dark Corner" with Fred MacMurray and Ida Lupino; "The

Shocking Miss Pilgrim" is the third starter and it will be a musi-

cal co-starring Dick Haymes and Betty Grable; this is the film

that will have much of the Gershwin music never before exploited.

Robert Bassler has been handed three pictures for his pro-

ductions. Two are re-makes of earlier 20th films but the third is

a new script. He will make "Off to Buffalo," made originally in

1935 and the first to go. "Homestretch" is a remake of "To Mary

With Love," which was made in 1936 with Myrna Loy and Warner

Baxter. "Party Line" is the third on Bassler's list.

Sol M. Wurtzel has signed an independent production deal

with 20th Century-Fox. The contract calls for from 12 to 15 pic-

tures with the first to go within a few weeks. The studio has

been given a financial interest in the Wurtzel company. No

definite plans have been announced at this time.

The studio is going to make westerns again. There have been

none from this lot since the cessation of the Cisco Kid series.

Now, about 12 westerns have been scheduled with about half of

the list to be done under the guidance of Bryan Foy. The Sol

Wurtzel independent unit will make the rest. According to the

studio, the return to westerns came after strong pleas from ex-

hibitors, particularly in the small towns, who point out that west-

erns are still the backbone of their business.

Rex Harrison, English motion picture star, has arrived in

Hollywood to take his role in "Anna and the King of Siam."

Continuing the policy started about a year ago, Darryl F.

Zanuck is grabbing off as many best-selling novels and stage plays

as possible. In the last six months he has acquired twelve such

properties. They have proven outstandingly successful in the 20th

program. Latest acquisition is "The Black Rose," best-seller by
Thomas Costain which is on the Louis D. Lighton schedule.

Twentieth has put in its bid for John Garfield, soon to be on

a freelance basis. The Raymond Chandler yarn, "The High Win-

dow," is being offered to the actor.

UNITED ARTISTS
Seymour Nebenzal, having just completed "Whistle Stop" for

United Artists release, has been elected president of the newly-
incorporated Nero Productions with Philip Yordan as vice-presi-

dent and treasurer. Initial picture of the company will be a

Yordan original for which a budget of $1,200,000 has been set.

The picture will be made on the Samuel Goldwyn lot. Meanwhile,
the association between Nebenzal and Mary Pickford has been
dissolved with nothing ever done. The company was formed to

re-make "Mayerling" which Nebenzal made in Europe some years
ago. Miss Pickford is still insisting that she will start "Lona
Henry" before the year is out.

David O. Selznick's "Spellbound" with Ingrid Bergman and
Gregory Peck, gets its New York opening at the Astor on Novem-
ber 1. This is the theater that Selznick and Samuel Goldwyn
took over on an exclusive booking arrangement until June, 1946,

when they could not get showing space for their product.
Dore Schary has just signed a new contract for his third year

as producer for Vanguard Films, the Selznick company. He will

make "Katie for Congress," "Suddenly It's Spring" and tv/o other
films under his new contract.

The long-pending lawsuit between David O. Selznick and
Vivian Leigh over contract difficulties has been dropped by mutual
agreement. With the actress seriously ill in London, Selznick de-
cided to call off his claim that he had prior rights to her services
and did mot want her to appear in a London production of "The
Skin of Our Teeth." The Selznick-Chaplin lawsuit continues, how-
ever, and Selznick is now appealing the ruling which gave Chap-
lin the right to examine Selznick on the details of the deal in

which Selznick turned over three story properties and several
stars to 20th Century-Fox. The suit is against 20th and United
Artists and the claim is for $1,000,000 and an accounting of the
profits. Chaplin claims that United Artists loaned Selznick $300,-

000 to acquire these properties.

Allan Scott, writer-producer, has been signed under contract

to Vanguard Films and assigned to Selznick International pic-

tures. Scott's last chore was at Paramount on "Blue Skies. Also

recently signed as editorial supervisor was Julian Blaustein.

These two new acquisitions give credence to the expansion pro-

gram announced by Selznick for his company. On schedule are^

"Little Women" with Shirley Temple and Ethel Barrymore thus

far signed and the two Dore Schary productions, Suddenly Its

Spring" which will be another Temple picture and Katie tor

Congress" which will have Ingrid Bergman and Joseph Gotten

co-starred. Selznick also plans "Mary Magdalene to be done in

England, under the Selznick-Arthur Rank tie-up.

The William Cagney office is showing signs of production life

again with Dan O'Keefe being signed as production manager for

"A Lion in the Streets," the next Cagney film with brother James

starred.

Preston Sturges, half-way through "The Sin of Harold Diddle-

bock" which marks Harold Lloyd's return to the screen, has an-

other story lined up for a Lloyd picture. He is, of course, writing

it himself and it is called "The Wizard of Whispering Hollow.

'

Before this one is done, Sturges has a commitment to do "Colom-

ba," a satire on war, also on a writing-production deal.

Three in production under the UA banner. New starter is

"Scandal in Paris" which Arnold Pressburger is producing with

George Sanders, Signe Hasso and Carole Landis in top roles.

Continuing are: the Sturges production of "The Sin of Harold

Diddlebock" and David Loew's "A Night in Casablanca" with the

Marx Brothers.

UNIVERSAL
Universal's newest talent lists reveal 72 names under contract

with many new ones added to bolster the weak spots. Universal

is planning expansion as are most of the majors and it is looking

more and more to outside productions to build-up the quality of

its output. Currently on special deal contracts are such players

as Don Ameche, Dana Andrews, Charles Boyer, Brian Donlevy,

Preston Foster, Charles Laughton, Joan Bennett, Claudette Col-

bert, Myrna Loy, Carmen Miranda and Merle Oberon. There are

now five independent production units in active work on the lot.

Six of the Durbin pictures have been turned over to Universal

International, Ltd., foreign subsidiary, for distribution in Europe
through its newly opened exchanges. No Durbin picture has been
shown in Europe since 1940. The pictures to go are: "Nice Girl,"

"It Started With Eve," "It's a Date," "The Amazing Mrs. Holli-

day," "Hers to Hold" and "His Butler's Sister."

Walter Wanger has just paid $50,000 for the Lionel Wiggam
story, "If I Love You." The author has been signed to a long

term contract. William Seiter is slated to direct the filming in

which Joan Bennett will be starred.

In production on the lot are five pictures. New starter is

"Terror By Night" with Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce in an-
other Sherlock Holmes yarn. Continuing are: "The House of

Dracula" (Chaney-O'Driscoll), "Because of Him" (Durbin-Tone),
"Canyon Passage" (Andrews-Hayward) and "Tangier" (Montez-
Sabu).

WARNER BROS.
With the strike settled at all the other studios, picketing con-

tinued only at the Warner plant, where it started and where it

took the heaviest toll. Many people out here, and elsewhere, are
puzzled by the fact that this studio has been singled out for the
most drastic attack by the union. A variety of reasons are offered
and the one given most credence is the company's withdrawal
from the MPPDA, this due to the fact that the settlement ef-

fected by Eric Johnston with the unions excluded Warners. How-
ever, the statement by Harry Warner that his company will abide
by the settlement terms makes it appear likely that all will be
peaceful on this lot within a short time.

Production here is at a standstill and all players have been
off salary since October 15. The one picture in work has been
idle for weeks.

With production frozen, there is no news from the lot except
that Charlie Einfeld, former publicity head, has settled all rumors
by announcing his plans for the building cf his own studio on 60
acres of ground "within ten minute ride from the heart of Holly-
wood." The announcement, made by a local real estate agency,
said that Einfeld will build adequately to house 20 productions a
year. The studio will be modern in every possible way with every
comfort and convenience planned for workers, players, writers,
directors and producers. Building is scheduled to start by De-
cember 15.

"The Verdict" is the only picture on the sound stages at pres-
ent. When it will finish depends upon the strike status, although
work has gone on intermittently almost daily with two or three
hours of production chalked up per day.
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

RECORD
COLUMBIA

1944-45 Features (48) Completed (45) In Production (0)

Westerns (10) Completed (10) In Production (0)

Serials ( 3) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

1945-46 Features (—

)

Completed (19) In Production (2)

Westerns (—

)

Completed (10) In Production (1)
Serials (—

)

Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CLOSE CALL FOR BOSTON BLACKIE
Mystery—Started October 1
Cast: Chester Morris, Richard Lane, George E. Stone, Frank

Sully.

Director: Lew Landers Producer: John Stone
(Details issue of October 15)
Story: Girl trying to blackmail father-in-law with borrowed infant. Boston

Blackie finds the murderer of her husband.
TERROR TRAIL
Western—Started October 17
Cast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Ozzie Waters and His

Colorado Rangers.
Director: Ray Nazarro Producer: Colbert Clark
Story: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
ns PRODUCTION

p',f„ Hayworth-Ford
Perilous Holiday

O'Brien-Warrick

1944-45
. . . Donaldsc -Nagel

Adventures of Rusty (67) ....
Details under title: Rusty

Black Arrow (Serial) Seott.I«riien<

Kn b
f
,;t wj :::::::::^™f£ici:.

S
' "{!•. *•<"<«« on Suspicion (67) . . . Morris-Merrick . .Boston Blackie's Rendezvous Morri , F „, h

Details under title: Surprise in the' Night

rr,n,.
y
n ,

.°
neSOme RiVer Starrett-Athens ..Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke

Detail, ,nder title: Crim, Doctor (No. 4)
cyclone Prairie Ran*™ Starrett-Worth ..
Eadie Was a Lady (67) Millertan k * f„ :::::«mSmf«*
Eve Knew Her Apples (64) Miller-Wright
Gay S.norita (70)

; [ ; gannon-Cochran" '.

Guy. A Gal and A Pal. A Merrck-Hunter ..
righting Guardsman, The (84)
I Cove a Bandleader

I Love A Mystery.....'.'
Leave It To Blondie (73)
Let's Go Steady

"T 21
a

ao3
T

)

h<
™* ' Serial)

Power of The Whistler,' The;
Rustlers of the Badlands

Details under title: Renegade Roundup
Return of Dirango Kid Starrett-Stevens

.

Rhythm Round-Up (66) Curtis-Walker
Roekln' In the Rockies

. ^Hughes-Klrby ...
Rough Rid in' J.ttlee Starrett- Bates . . .

Rough, Tough and Ready (66) Morris-Rogers
Detail! under title: Men ot the Deep

She Wouldn't Say Yes Russell-Bowman
Details under title: Some Call It Love

Sing Me a Song of Texas Curtis-Storey
Son, of the Prairl, Lane-TomlTn . . .

Son. tn
i

»e-»»k». A (T) (113) Muni-Oberon ....
Details under title: At Night We Dream

Ten Cents A Dane. (60) Frajee-Lloyd . . .

Thousand and One Nights. A (93) Wilde-Keyes ....
Tonight and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair
Yo.th on Trial Collins-Reed ....

Details .nder title: Our Wandering Daughters
You Can't Do Without Love Lynn-Stewart .

1945-46
Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) Wilde-Loelse . . .

Bluing the Western Trail Starrett- Matthews
Details endtr title: Raiders of Quantl Basin

Blondie's Lucky Day Lake-Singleton
.

Close Call tor Boston Blackie Morris-Lane . . .

Crime Doctor's Warning Baxter-Anderson .

(Details onder title: Paper Doll Murder)
lolloping Thunder Starrett-B.rnette
Girl of the Llmberlost Tindall-Clifton

Loder-Louise

|
Harris-Brooks

. Bannon-Foch

.Singleton-Lake

.Parrish-Moran

Lowery- Mathews

.
Dunne-Knox
.Dix-Carter . . .

.Starrett-Bliss .

Details let Ne.

. .9-17.

.10-15.

.4-30.
. .9-6. . .6027

.
.9-4. 10-13. .6120

.2-19. .6-21. .

. . .2-5. .5-10. . 6031

.

. .3-5. . .7-5. .

.6-26. .5-17. .6207 .

10-2. .1-26.
. . .9-4. . .4-26. .6006.
.6-14. .9 21. . 6201

.

.11-13. . .2-27. .6017.

.7-26. .11-9. .6202
. . .9-4. ..1-18. .6014.
12-25. ..4-5.

. .7-24. . .4-12. .6026.
.4-30. . . .8-9. . . 6020

.

11-27

.

. .3-6. .6034
12-11. .5-24.. .6010
.5-14. .9-13. .6015.

.

.11-13. .1-25. . 6024

.

.11-13. ..2-22. . 6019

.

10-16. ..1-4. . 6039

.

.2-19. .4-20. .6160
. 1-22. .8-23. . 6001

.

12-25. .4-19.
.7-24. .8-16. . 6208 .

.

.6-12.

..3-5.
12-11.

.

.4-17.
11-27

7-23.

.9-18.

.12-13.

. 1-22.

.11-13.

. .5-15.

.10-30.

.4-19.

.6-7.

4-17. .

.3-15.
.3-22.

.9-27.

.2-8.

. 3-1.

. .6-7.

.7-12.

.2-22.

.1-11.

. 6206

.

.6223.
6222 .

.

. 6205

.

.6018.

.9-4. .10-18. . 7201.

.0-15.

.0-29

5-25. . .9-27

.7-9
5-25. .10-11

Gunning for Vengeance itarrett-Adair 6-25
Details under title: Burning the Trail

Heading West 5:arrett-Houck . 10-1..
Details under title: Massacre Mesa

Hit The Hay Canova-Hunter .... 8-20 . . 11-29

.

Jungle Raiders (Serial) Richmond-Borg 8-6... 9-14.
Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel . .2-5. . 10-18.
Lawless Empire Starrett-Law ..... 10-16 . 11-15

.

Life With Blondie Singleton-Lake 9-3.. 12-13.
Meet Mc On Broadway Reynolds-Brady ....8-20
One Way To Love Morris-Chapman ... 8-20 .. 12-20.

Details under title: Hail the Chief
Outlaws of the Rockies Starrett-Harding .. .4-30. . .9-18.

Phantom Of The Desert Starrett- Burnette ... 9-3..

Prison Ship ' .'

\
Lowery- Foch 8-20. .11-15

Pardon My Past MacMurray-Chapman 5-14...11-1.

Renegades (T) Keyes-Parker 6-11
Details under title: The Kansan

Roaring Rangers Starrett-Burnette ...6-11
Details under title: Powder River

Secret Story Ban non-Hunter ....10-1
Snafu \\\ Parks-Lloyd 6-25 . . 11-22

.

Tars and Spars (T) Drake-Blair 8-6 ••

Texas Panhandle Starrett-Parks 5-14
Two-Fisted Stranger Starrett-Burnette ...8-20
Voice of The Whistler, The Dix-Merrick 8-6.. 10-30.

Who's Guilty? Kent-Ward 10-15
My Name Is Julia Ross Foch-Macready 8-6.. 11-27.

Details under title: The Woman in Red

Ml T R C<SOLD WYi
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (31)

Completed (23)

In Production (0)

In Production (10)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
STAR FROM HEAVEN (Cinecolor)
Drama—Started October 2

Cast: Marshall Thompson, George Tobias, Jim Davis, Clem
Brown, "Silversnip."

Director: Andrew Marton Producer: Harry Rapf
Story: A young boy's love of horses motivates the story of the sailor who I

finds a horse on a South Pacific island and brings him home.

ARMY BRAT
Comedy-Drama—Started October 9

Cast: "Butch" Jenkins, Frances Gifford, James Craig, Henry
j

O'Neil, Sharon McManus.
Director: Fred Zinneman Producer: O. O. Dull 1

Story: Xot available. See next issue.

TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY
Musical—Started October 9

Cast: Judy Garland. Robert Walker, Frank Sinatra, Gloria De- 1

Haven, Lucille Bremer, Jacqueline White.
Director: Busby Berkeley Producer: Arthur Freed
Story: The life and times of Jerome Kern.

RELEASE CHART
Title— Running Tta* Cart Details lei. In

FN PRODUCTION
Black Sheep Craig- Jenkins 8-6 !

Details under title: Boy's Ranch
Green Years, The Coburn-Drake 9-3

]
Holiday in Mexico (T) Pidgeon-Massey 9-17 I

No Leave, No Love Johnson-Kirkwood ..10-1 I

Postman Always Rings Twice, The Turner-Garfield ....6-25 I

Time for Two Ball-Hodiak 10-1 I

Yearling, The (T) Peck-Jarman 8-20
]COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor 8-21... 2-45 516. 11-27 i

Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy 6-26... 3-45 519.. 12-11

Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal 9-4... 1-45 514.. 12-11

Details onder title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy 515... 1-45 513.. 11-27

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-Johnson .8-21... 3-45 518. .12-25

This Man's NaT) (100) Beery-Gleason 5-28... 2-45 517 ... 1-8

1

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Tamer-Peters . .9-4. . .3-45 520... 2-19!

Music for Millions (120) O'Bricn-lturhi 5-29. . .2-45 515.. 12-25'

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock, The (94) Garland-Walker 8-21... 5-45 524 4-2

1

Gentle Annie (80) Craig-Reed 8-21... 5-45 523.. 12-25

Without Love (111) Tracy-Hepburn . . .10-31. . .5-45 522... .4-21

Son of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchester 5-29... 6-45 526 . .4-30

Details under title: Women's Army
Picture of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders- Hatfield 3-6... 6-45 525 >5I

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewitched (65) Thaxter-Daniels ..11-27 530. ..6-25,

Details ander title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romance (T) (105) Johnson-Williams . 8-21 528... 5-28 i

Twice Blessed (77> Wilde-Cralg 12-11 . . .529. 6-ll|
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SPECIAL
Anchors Aweigh (T) (144)..
Ml Ml in »t l.uls K t, n
National Velvet (T) (125)..

Valley ol Decision

. .Kelly-Sinatra

. Garland-U Brier

.. Kooney-Taylor

. .Tracy-Thaxter

. .Garson-Peck

1945-46

BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN
Abboit and Costello in Hollywood (83) . . A. & C
Dangerous Partners (78) Craig-Hasso
Htr Highness and the Bellboy (112) Lamarr- Walker
Hidden Eye. The (68) Arnold- Raderty
•r Vines Have Tender Grapes (105) O'Brien-Rob, nson

NOT l)t.SK.>.\rhLi
Adtenturr

. . Gable-Garson ..

Details under title: This Strange Adventure
All the Things Yoi Are Hunt-Carroll

Details under title: A Letter for Evie

Bad Bascomb Beery-O'Brien

Early to Wed (T) Bab-Johnson . .

Great Morgan, The Morgan-Powell
Harviv Girls. The (T) Gariand-nodiak
HoM High the Torch (T) E. Taylor-Lassie

Details under title: For Better For Worse
Hoodlum Saint Powell-Williams

Perfect Strangers Uonat-Kerr

Sailor Takes a Wife Walker-Allyson ..

She Went to the Races Craig-Gifford ...
They Were E-pendable Montgomery-Wayne
Two Sisters From Boston Allyson-Lawford

Up Goes Maisie Sothern-Murphy
What Next, Corporal Hargrove? Walker-Porter
V.landa and the Thief (T) Astaire- Bremer
Zitffeld Follies (T) Astaire-Ball

SPECIAL
Weekend at the Waldorf (130) Torner-Johnson .

. . . .6-26. . .531. .7-23

. .12-13 ,7ms! ! . .312.

2-7. ..4-45.. ..521. 12-11

• ~~ • • " '
'

'
11 11

'
'

i lis

. . . .4-30. 10-45. . .602 .
9-3

3-i>. 10-45 . . 6 1)4 . .8-20

. .12-25. 10-45. . . .603. .7-23

. . .12-11. .9-45. . . . 601

.

. 8-6

.10-16. .9-45.

.

.600. .7-23

. . . .6-11.

. . . .6-11.

8-6

2-1?

....1-22
..9-18.

. . .7-9.

Foreign

.

. . .4-2.

. .5-28.

...3-5.

.8-20.

. .8-6.

.1-22.

..5-1.

.11-27. .10-45.

MONOGRAM
1914-45 Features

Westerns
(34)

(12)

Completed (32)

Completed (12)

In Production (3)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE SHADOW
Mystery—Started October 17
Cast: Kane Richmond. Barbara Reed, Tom Dugan.
Director: Bill Rosen Producer: Joel Kaufman
Story: Secret crime investigator solves murders that appear to be suicides,

committeed to obtain possession of a plastic formula.
THE HAUNTED MINE
Western—Started October 19
Cast: John Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Linda Johnson.
Director: Derwin Abrahams Sup. Producer: Charles J. Bigelow
Story: Not available. See next issue.

GLAMOUR GIRL
Musical—Started October 18
Cast: Belita. Bud Moore. Miguelito Valdes.
Director: Frank Tuttle Producers: The King Bros
Story: Belita. queen of the ice show, is tormented by a jealous husband

and an unworthy friend. .Murder is done.

RELEASE CHART
Tltlt—Binning Tint Cast Detail. Bel. He. Rn
IN PRODUCTION

Face of Marble, The Carradine-Drake . . .10-15

1944-45
Adventures of Kitty O'Day (62) Parker-Cookson .... 7-24. .. 1-19

Details under title: Kitt, U'Lay Cooes Through
Army Wives (67) Ra-beai-Knox 8-7... 1-12
Border Bandits Brown-Hatton 8-20 .9-15

Details under title: Mutts Meets a Deadline
China s Little Devils (75) Carey-Kelly 7-10. . .7-14 8-6
Cisco Kid Returns (64) Renaldo-Lane 11-13 4-7

Details under title: Case of the Missing Medico
Dlllinger (77) Lowe-Tierney 10-16. . . 5-12 3-19

W** Franeis-Cabot 3-5... 8-18
Docks of New York (62) Gorcey-Hall 1-22... 3-24

Details under title: Murder in the Famll)
Fashion Model (61) Weaver-Lowery ... 12-11 ... 3-10

Details under title: The Model Murder
Flame of the West (71) Brown-Hatton 2-19 6-9
Ghost Guns (60) Brown-Hatton . . . .9-18. . .2-16

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs
Fore»er Yours (83) Storm-Smith 8-7... 3-24 1-22

Details under title: They Shall Have Faith
6. I. Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson 10-2 5-5
Gin Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton 9-18. . .4-8
P New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon . . .8-21. . .5-28
Muggs Rides Again East Side Kids 2-5... 6-16

Details under title: County Fair
Jade Mask. The (66) Toler-Manton 9-18... 1-26

Details under title: Mystery Mansion
last Trail, The Brown-Holt 7-9... 9-29
«a»ajo Trails (56) Brown-Holt .....10-16 1-^

Details inder title: The Texas Terror
Riders of the Daw Wakeley-White 8-6... 11-3

Details under title: Bainbow Valley
Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White 4-30. . . 8-11

Details under title: Cowboy Serenade
Scarlet Clue, The (65) Toler-Manton 9-18. .6-12

Details under title: Radio Mystery
Sensation Hunters Merrick-Lowery .... 4-16 .. 10-13

Details under title: Main Street Girl

Shanghai Cobra. The (64) Toler-Moreland ... 6-11 .. .9-29
South of the Rio Grande Renaldo-Armida .. .5-28 9-8

Details under title: Song of the Border
Stranger from Santa Fe (56) Brown-Hatton 1-22... 7-21
Springtime in Texas (55! Wakley-White .4-2 6-2

OCTOBER 2 9, 1945

There Goes Kelly (61) Moran-McKay
Details under Mm: Make Way lor Kelly

Trouble Chasm Gilbert-Howard

Details under title. Here Comes Trouble

1945-46

Allotment Wives Francis-Kelly

Black Market Babies R.chmond-Ha/ard

Come Out Fighting tast Side Kids

Red Dragon. The loler-Fong

Details under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico

Fighting Texan Brown-Caner ...

Details under title: Rollin' Along

Frontier Feud Brown-Hatton

Details under title: Flam.ng Frontiers

Livj Wires Gorcey-Draka . .

Details under title: Stepping Around

On The Cherokee Trail Wakely-White

Strange Mr. Gregory. The Lowe-Rogers

Details under title: Gregory

Suspense Cookson-William

Sunbonnet Sue <90) Regan-Storm

Swing Parade Storm-Reagan

1 ill 1-1.) Features Completed CM)

1946-46 Features Completed (23)

11-27

.3-19.

.9-17.

101.

.7-23

.10-1

.2-24

. .6-2.

11-17

. .9-22 .

PARAMOUNT
In Production (0)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THIRD AVENUE
Comedy—Started October 10

Cast: Sonny Tufts. Diana Lynn, Barry Fitzgerald, Dick Foran,

John Litel. James Burke, Erno Verebes. Ida Moore, Lou

Lubin.
Director: John Farrow Producer: Kenneth Macgowan
Story: An old horse race addict owns a boarding house tenanted by weird

collection of people. Daughter has romance with a returned Sea-

Bee that Pop tries to break up.

RELEASE CHART
Title— Running Time Cast Details Rol. Ae.

IN PRODUCTION
Love Lies Bleeding Stanwyck-Heflin ..

Monsieur Beaucaire (T) Hope-Caulfield . .

Take This Woman Wright-Milland ..

CvjMj'I^TED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper- Bergman .

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks

Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly

Here Come the Waves (99) Crosby-Hutton

rraetleally Yours (90) Colbert-MaeMurray

BLOUrf NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tufts

High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100) Ladd-Russell

Unseen. The (81) McCrea-Russell ...

Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Xamour-Cordova

Affairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent

Murder. He Says (92) MacMurray-Ma!n

Scared Stiff (65) . .
.' Haley-Savage ..

BLOCK NO. SLX
Midnight Manhunt Gargan-Savage

Details under title: Hard to Handle

Out of This World (96) Bracken-Lynn

You Came Along (103) Cummings-Scott

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) (113) Hutton-Cordova

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross HIS).. Colbert-March 4432

10-15.

.9-17.
10-1.

7-13 4413. . .7-20

8-21 4412. .12-25

7-10 4415. .12-25

.5-15 4411. .12-25

. .6-26.

.11-13.

. . .5-1.

.ii-27.

4424.
4421.
4422.
4423.

4-lf

. .4-2

.4-16

.4-16

.12-25. . .7-27. . .4427. . .6-11

.11-15 .8-31. . .4431. . .6-25

1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
Duffy's Tavern (97)
Follow That Woman (70)
Lost Weekend. The (101)
Love Letters (101)

BLOCK NO. TWO
Hold That Blonde (76)

Details under title: Good intentions

Kitty (104)
People Are Funny (93)
Stork Club (98)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Masquerade in Mexico

Miss Susie Slagles

Road to Utopia. The

They Made Me A Killer

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia. The Ladd-Lake
Blue Skies (T) Crosby-Astaire .

Bride Wore Boots, The Stanwyck-Cummii
Calcutta Ladd-Russell ..

Cross My Heart Hitton-Tufts .

Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Our Hearts Were 6rowing Up Donlevy-Rossell

Rhythm Raneh Haley-Hlllla.-d
.

To Each His Own deHaviland-Lund
Trouble With Women. The Milland-Wrigbt

Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Two Yean Before the Mast Ladd-Denlery .

.Gardner-Reynolds .10-2.... 4501

.

. . .9-3

.Gargan-Kelly .. . .2-19 4504."
. . 9-3

Milland-Wyman .10-31 4503. . .8-20

.Jones-Cotten .
10-31 .... 4502. . .8-20

. Bracken-Lake 12-11 4506. .10-15

Goddard-Milland . .6-12 4509. .10-15

Haley-Walker . . . . .4-2 4508. .10-15

. Hutton-Fibgerald . .4-30 4507

.

.10-15

.
.Lamour-Cordova

.lufts-Lake

, .Crosby-Hope-Lam

. Lowery-Britton .

. . .1-8.

.9-18.
12-13.
...7-9.

.6-11.

.5-1.



Well Groomed Bride. The

1941-45 Features
Westerns

McCrea-Britton ...11-13

.
Milland-deHavilland 2-19

(24)

(18)

Completed (35)

Completed (21)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ONCE AND FOR ALL
Drama—Started October 6

Cast: Nancy Coleman, Philip

Lindsay, Regis Toomey.
Director: Edgar Ulmer

Reed, Felix Bressart, Margaret

Producer: Henry Bra^h

SIX GUN FOR HIRE
v w estern—Started October 15

Cast: Bob Steele, Syd Saylor, Jean Carlin, Stanford Jolley,

Brooke Temple, Bud Osborne, Budd Buster, Stanley Bly-

stone, Roy Brent, Steve Clark, Billy Hammond, Dorotiiy

Whitmore.
Director: Harry Fraser Producer: Arthur Alexander

Title—R»nnln» Time

COMPLETED

RELEASE CHART
Cut Detail*

1944-45
Arson Squad (64) Albertson-Armstrong
Apology for Murder (67) Savage-Beaumon;
border Bad Men Craboe-St. John .

Ur.BJb, inc. i/5) Neal-Tilton 11-13.
uangirous Intruder (71) Arnt-Borg 4-16.

Details under title: The Intruder

Fighting Bill Carson Crabbe-St. John . . .6-11.

Fog Island (72) Atwill-Douglas ...11-13.
Flaming Bullets Ritter-Knox 6-11.
Frontier Fugitives O'Brien-Bitter ...5-14.

Details under title: Ride, Ranger, Ride
The ua^g^ter's Den Crabbe-St. John ...1-22.
His Brother's Ghost (54) Crabbe-St. John
Holly^od and vine (38) Ellison-McKay 8-21.
The Kid Sister (56) Pryor-Clark 10-31..
Lady Confesses, The (64) Hughes-Beaumont ...2-5.

Details under title: Undercover Girl

Man Who Walked Alone, The (73) O'Brien-Aldrich ...10-16.
Details under title: You Can't Stop Romai e

Marked for Murder (58) O'Brien-Ritter
Missing Corpse (62) Bromberg-Jenks 2-5.

Details under tit'e: Stranger in the Family
The Phantom nf 42nd street O'Brien-Aldrich ...1-22.
Soe!l of Amy Nugent. The (63) Farr-Lindsay Forsign.

Shadow of Terror (60) Fraser-Gillern 5-28.

Details under title: Checkmate
Shadows of Death (61) Crabbe-Knox 6-11.

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Silver Fleet, The (77) Richardson-Withers ..For.

Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John ..11-27.
Strange Illusion (83) Eilers-Lydon .. 10-2.
Swing Hostess (761 Tilton-Collins 6-12.
Three in the Saddle Ritter-O'Brien 4-16.
Why Girls Leave Home (68) Lane-Leonard 3-5.
White Pongo (73) Fraser-Wrixon ...4-16.

1945-46

Prairie Rustlers Crabbe-St. John ...9-17.
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No. 1

Caravan Trails (Cinecolor) Dean-Carlin 10-1.
Club Havana Lindsay-Neal 5-28.
Danny Boy Henry-Johnson 8-6.
Detour Savage-Neal 6-25.
Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) (80) Lowe-Joyce 1-22.
Flying Serpent Lewis-Kramer . .

How Do You Do? Gordon-Windsor
I Ring Doorbells Shayne-Gwynne
Lightning Raiders Crabbe-St. John
Na »ajo Kid Steele-Saylor . .

Romance of the West Dean-Barton . . .

Song of Old Wyoming (Cinecolor) (65) . . . . Dean-Padden
Strangler of Th-> Swamps LaPlanche-Edward
Wife of Monte Cristo Loder-Aubert . . .

. .9-11.

. .8-27.

.10-10.
. .4-15.

. . 8-21

.

.10-31.

. .2-15.

. .9-22.

. . .9-1.

.4-25.
.2-6.

.5-16.

.3-15.

.2-8.

. .5-2.

.2-10.

.

.11-5.

.

.4-19.

. .7-1.

.8-17.

.3-31.

. .9-8.

.7-26.

11-23.
.12-5.

11-30.
.12-8.
12-26.
12-17.

.559

.557
.515. . .5-14

.516
.522. . .5-28

.307 .
.2-19

.6-11

558.

.530. . .5-14

.558
.517.

.

.3-1

J

.509. .11-1;

.562
.111. . . .7-9

.222 8-6

.9-3.

.8-6.

.10-2

10-15
10-15
. .8-6
5-14. .11-12

. .9-3
8-6

H & PUB U C
UM4-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

l»J5-4fi Features
Westerns
Serials

(32)

(24)

< 4)

(40)

(32)

( 4)

Completed (32)

Completed ( 8)

Completed ( 3)

Completed (12)

Completed (34)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
(DNQIKST OF CHEYENNE
Western—Started October 12
Cast: Bill Elliott, Alice Fleming, Bobby Blake, Peggy Stewart,

Tom London, Keane Duncan, Jay Kirby, Emmett Lynn,
Milton Kibbee, George Sherwood, Frank McCarroll.

Director: R. G. Spring teen Assoc. Producer: Sidney Picker
Story: HelrcxH abduct. d ix saved by Ryder who Is falsely arrested.

Ryder DOtWltl crooks anil Haven the oil laml helongiriK to the girt.

Walter Goet;

CRIME OF THE CENTURY
Mystery—Started October 17

Cast: Stephanie Bachelor, Michael Browne, Paul Stanton, Mar
tin Kcsleck, Betty Shaw, Mary Currier, Earl Hodgins.

Director: Phil Ford Associate Producer:
Story: Not available. See next issue.

THE FRENCH KEY
Mystery—Started October 8

Cast: Albert Dekker, Evelyn Ankers, Mike Mazurki, Frsnk Fen-

ton. Marjorie Manners, John Elclredge.

Producer-director: Walter Colmes.
Storv: First of the Johnnv Fletcher murder series. A series of murden

in\ ired

MURDER IN THE MUSIC HALL
Ice Ballet-Mystery—Started October 17

Cast: Vera Hruba Ralston, William Marshall, Helein Walker
Nancy Kelly, Ann Rutherford.

Director: John English Producer: Herman Millakowsky
Story: Man-about-town is murdered. Ballerina is suspect. Crime is solved!

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Concerto (T) Dorn-McLeod . . .

King of the Forest Rangers Thompson-Talbot .

Tllle—Running Time Cast

COMPLETED
1944-45

Along the Navajo Trail Rogers-Evans . ••
Rehind City Lights (68) Terry-Roberts ...

Details under title: Return at Dawn
Bells of Rosarita (68) Rogers-Evans ....
Big Show-Off (70) Lake-Evans

Details under title: Next Comes Love
Sordertown Trail* Carson-Burnette . . .

Cheaters, The (87) Schildkraut-Burke

Details under title: The Magnificent Mr. M
Cheyenne Wildcat Ell ott-Fleming . . .

Chicago Kid (68) Barry-Roberts ...

Code of the Prairie Burnelte Carson

Corpus Christi Bandits Lane-Talbot ....

Don't Fence Me In (71) Rogers-Evans ....

Earl Carroll's Vanities (89) O'Keefe-Moore ...

Fatal Witness Ankcrs-Fras;r

Federal Operator No. 99 (Serial) Lamont-Talbot ...

Flame of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak . . .

Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong- 8achc!or

Great Flamarion, The (78) vonStrohe m-Hughes

The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming . . .

Grissly's Millions (72) Grey-Kelly

Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Pearce-Evans ....

Jealousy (71) Morley-Asther . . .

Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker . . .

Details under title: Johnny March
Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming

Love, Honor and Goodbye (87) Bruce-Ashley ....

Man From Oklahoma, The (68) Rogers-Evans ....

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey

Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes

Mexicana Guizar-Moore
Oregon Trail Carson-Stewart . . .

Phantom Speaks, The (68) Arlen-Roherts

Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterling-Moore ...

Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey

Silver City Kid Lane-Stewart .....

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake

Santa Fe Saddlemates Carson-Stirling ..

Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling . . .

Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown

Song for Miss Julie, A (69) Early-Clark

Sporting Chance (59) Randolph-O'Malley

Details under title: Behind the Ships

Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart

Details under title: Marshal of Monterey

Steppin' In Society (72) Horton-George ...

Details under title: You'll Remember Me
Sunset in El Dorado (66) Rogers-Evans

Swingin' on a Rainbow (72) Taylor-Frazee ...

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry .
.

Three's A Crowd (58) Michael-Gordon ••

Thoroughbreds Ncal-Mara

Tiger Woman, The Richmond-Mara ..

lopeka Terror Allan Lan«

Utah (78) Rogers-Eva^

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart .
.

torro's Black Whip (Serial) Lewis-Stirling . . .

1945-46

Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An Dowd-Duke

Details under title: New Faces of 1945
Bandit of Badlands

California Gold Rush

Captain Tugboat Annie

Details under title: Tugboat An

Cat Man of Paris, The
Cherokee Flash

Colorado Pioneers

Dakota

Days of Buffalo Bill

Girls of the Big House

Guy Could Change. A

Madonna's Secret. The

.8-20.

10-15.

uetaiu

.6-12. . .9-30. .

. .10-2. ..6-29.

.6-26. . .10-6. .

.2-19

.1-22.

. .2-5.

.7-24.

12-25.
10- 16.

.9-18.
.9-18.
.9-18.

11-27

.

11-27.

12-11.
.5-14.

.
.3-19.

10-16.
. .3-6.

.5-28.

. .4-2.

10-31.
.4-30.
..1-8.

.4-17.

.5-29.

.2-19.

12-25.
.4-17.

10-16.
12-11.

.9-15.

. .7-7.

.5-28.
..7-3.
.3-30.

.2-15.

.1-16.

.7-19.

.7-23.

. .4-2.

.7-14.
.5-10.

.9-29.

.7-10.

.7-20.

.8-16.

. .6-2.

.2-28.
.8-12.

.2-19.

. .6-4.

. .452.

.

. .465. .

.

. .445. .

.

. .413. . .3-19

..427...

. .483. .

.

..415... 4-30

. .422. •

. .412. . .2-19

.3317...
art"". . .1-2?

..419... 5-11

. .424. . .8-20

..414... 4-16

.3318.

.

. .428. .
.9-17

..443... 9-17

. 482 .

.

.3312.

.

.401.

.

.411. . .

.420. . .
.9-3

.6-11. 9-29.

11- 13 9-1.

12-25. . .8-16. .

11-27. . .5-23.

. .9-4. .12-23.

.3-19. .11-16.

.

.10-2. . .1-26.

12-11. . .3-21.

1016. .
.5-10.

.8-21. .12-16.

.416. .

.

.430...

.464. .

.

.441. . .
.4-2

.434...5-U
.481...

. Carson-Stewart

.Elliott-Fleming

. Darwell- Kennedy

. Esmond-Auber!

.
Carson-Stirling

.Elliott-Fleming .

.Ralston-Wayne

.
Carson-Stewart .

.Roberts- Powers .

. Lane-Frazee

Lcderer-Patrick

Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blaki

Phantom of the Plains Elliott-Fleming

Phantom Rider. The (Serial) Kent-Stewart

Rough Riders of Cheyenne Carson-Stewart

Scotland Yard Investigator (68) VonSfheim
Sheriff of Redwood Valley Elliott-Fleming

Strange Impersonation, A Marshall-Gargan

Sun Valley Cyclone Elliott-Fleming

The Valley of the Zombie Booth-Livinqston

Wagon Wheels Westward Elliott-Fleming

Woman Who Came Back. The Kelly-Lodcr ...

Details under title: The Web

.4-16.

.

.4-30.

.

12-25. .

.10-1.

.

. .7-9. .

.3-19..!

. .8 6. .

.10-1 .

3-5. .

.6-25. .

.10-1.

.

. .3-5.

.

.2-5.

.

. .8-6. .

5-14. .

2-19. .

.7-23.

.

. .8-6. .

.9-17.

.

.9-17. .

.4-16.

.

.4-30 . .
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RKO-R AD IO
1944-45 Features
1945-40 Features

Completed (31)

Completed (30)

In Production (0)

In Production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
NOTORIOUS
(Drama—Started October 15

Cast: Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman, Claude Rains.

iProducer-Director: Alfred Hitchcock Assistant: Bill Dorfman
Story: Daughter of a Nazi spy in America helps conquer agents in South

THEY DREAM OF HOME
Drama—Started October 15

Cast: Dorothy McGuire, Guy Madison.
Director: Edward Dmytryk
Story: Two young marines tin.l ilifflculty in a

Producer: Dore Schary

til h< fasc sts.

THANKS GOD, I LL TAKE IT FROM HERE
Comedy—Started October 12

Cast: Claudette Colbert, John Wayne.
iDirectoi : Mervyn LeRoy Producer: Jesse L. Lasky
, Stiii y: Woman writer meets Marine flyer, hero of her book, tries to make

him take part in the filming of the story but they fall in love
instead.

I THE STRANGER
|

Mystery-Drama—Started October 2
Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Loretta Young, Orson Welles, Rich-

ard Long, Konstantine Shayne, Byron Keith, Philip Meri-
vale, Billy House, Theodore Gottlieb, Skelton Knaggs, John
Brown, Robert Raison, Martha Wentworth, Charles
Wright, Jr.

Director: Orson Welles Producer: Sam Spiegel
Story: Foreign agent married to daughter of Supreme Court Justice, plots

her murder but finally takes his own life.

LADY LUCK
Comedy-Romance—Started October 8
Cast: Robert Young, Barbara Hale, Frank Morgan, James

Gleason.
Director: Edwin L. Marin Producer: Robert Fellowes
Story: Gambler marries girl who hates it. Grandfather had lost his for-

tune gambling. Husband swears off but is inveigled and finally
gets girl involved so she has to forgive him.

RELEASE CHART
Tltl*—Rinnln* Tim Catt

IN PRODUCTION
gM's Territory

Scott- Richards
From This Day Forward Fontaine-Stevens

Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful

BLOCK NO. TWO
f
X

J"
im

',

nt
u
p" i "" ! <91) Lamarr-Brent .

Falcon In Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale .

n f',
"Y SW8rt (90) Powell-Shirley

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

J
1" <65> tangford- Brown

<61 > Mitchum-Gates

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly ..
What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley ...

""ails under title: Come Share My Love
Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Yoang-McGuire
navmg Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis
Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long

BLOCK NO FOUR
fc'SrSi,*

(78

:::::::::::::::;^r.:
Tk~ r j "•"«"»» w«/ Wels-n: '.M.r-
Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young
Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney .

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Sack to Bataan (95) Wavne-Ahn

Details under title l^sCM, Army
w«"-«hn

Br.ghton Strangler, The (67) Loder-Duprez
Two 0 Clock Courage (66) Conway-Rutherford
West of The Pecos (66) Mitchum-Hale .

SPECLALS
Bell, of tht Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Lee
Casanova Brown <Q3> Cooner-Wright' '

'

.'

It s a Pleasur. (T) (90) Henie-O'Shea ..
Princess ,„d ,he Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo ...
Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature
Woman in the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett

Details under title: Once Off Guard
Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo ....

1945-46
BLOCK NO. ONE

George White's Scandals (95) Davis-Haley
Falcon in San Francisco. The (65) Conway-Corday
Johnny Angel (79) Raft-Trevor ...
Momma Loves Poppa (60) Errol-Risdon ...
Radio Stars on Parade (69) Brown-Carney

BLOCK NO. TWO
First Yank Into Toyko (82) Neal-Hale . . .

1 Dead (72) Karloff-Drew . .an Alive (70) OBrien-Drew ..,
Spanish Main. The (T) (100) Henreid-OHara
Wanderer of the Wasteland (67) Warren-Long

VOT DESIGNATED
All Men Are Liars Granville-Conway

Details under title: The Lie Detector
Along Came Jones (90) Cooper-Young

ueta'i, del No.

...10-1
9-3

...7-24 510.
. . .7-24 507.
...5-29 508.

...6-12 506.

...7-24 509.

. . .7-24 . . . .514.
.10-16 . . . .511.

. .10-16 515.
. . .5-1 . . . .513.

...8-21 512.

.11-13 517.
. . .9-4 ....519.

. 518.
..1-22 520.
. .9-18 ...516.

.11-13 523.

. .7-10 522.

10-16 ...524.

.

. . . .4-3 583.
. .2-21 581

.

. .8-21 584.
51.
591.

I! . . . .582.

. .7-24 ....552.

. . .2-5 602

.

. 2-19 603

.

.12-11 604.

. .2-19 ....601.

. .4-16 605

.

. .2-19

'. '. '.2-5
.'

.11-27

.
.6-11

...7-23

.11-27 681

.

.
.2-19

. .2-19

. .2-19

. . .3-5

.4-30

.4-30

.4-30

.4-30

.5-14

.4-30

.6-11

. .8-6

. .8-6

. .8-6

. .8-6

.9-17

.9-17
10-1

10-15
.10-1

Bamboo Blonde Langlord-Wade ...9-17.
Bells of St. Marys. The uosUv-Bergman 3-p.

Cornered Powell-Cheirel 7-9.
Deadline at Dawn Hayward-Williams . 5-28
Ding Dong Williams Vernon-McGuire ....5-14.
Falcons Alibi. The Conway-Corday ... 8-20.
Game of Death Loder-Long 2-19.

Details under title: The Most Dangerous

Heartbeat Rogers-Aumont
Hotel Reserve Mason-Mannheir
Kid From Brooklyn, The (T) Kaye-Mayo
Master-Minds CaneyBrown
Meet Dick Tracy Conway- Jeffreys

Silence of Helen McCord. The McGuire-Brent

Details under title: Seme Must Watch
Sing Your Way Home Haley-Jeffriei 12-11

Tomorrow Is Forever Colb- rt -Welles 4-2....

Riverboat Rhythm Errol-Newton 7-9....
Details under title: Follow Your Heart

Bedlam Karloff-Lee 8-6

Details under title: A Tale of Bedlam

Tarzan and the Leopard Woman Weismuller-Joyee .. .8-20

REISSUE
Pinocchio (T) Disney Cartoon Feature

.
.8-20.

.
Foreign

.6-25.

. . .9-3.

...6-11.
...9-3.

20 th CINTURY-FOX
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (22)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
Title—Kenning Time Cut

IN PRODI < TION
Centennial Summer (T) Crain-Wilde ....

Sentimental Journey Payne-O'Hfra

Shock Priee-Bari

COMPLETED
1V44-4")

BLOCK NO. SEX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peck-Hardwlcke

Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
flangover Square (77) Cregar-Darnell

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn (128) MeGuire-Ounn ...

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68) O'Shea-Marshall

Thunderhead, Son of Flieka (T) (73) McDowell-Foster

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77) Fields-Woolley ..

Details under title: Mnlly. Bless Her

Song of Bernadette (156) Jones-Prieo

Royal Scandal, A (90) Bmkhead-Eythe ..

Details under title: Czarina

BLOCK NO. TEN
Diamond Horseshoe (T) (104) Grable-Haymes

Bull Fightrrs (62) Laurel-Hardy

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Don Juan Ouilligan (75) Bendix-Blondell

Details under title: Two-Faced Ouilligan

Whre Do We Go From Here? (T) (77 ) . . . MacMurray-Leslie

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Nob Hill (T) (95) I. Bennett-Raft .

Within These Walls (71) Mitchell-Andersen

REISSUE
Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81) Gable-Young

1945-46

NOT DESIGNATED
And Then There Were None (97) Fitzgerald-Huston

Behind Green Lights Landis-Gargan

Details under title: Precinct 33
Bell for Adano, A (103) Modiak-Tierney

Captain Eddie (107) MaeMurray-Bari
Caribbean Mystery (65) Dunn-Ryan

Details under ti'le: First. Last and Always
Colonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe

Doll Face Miranda-OKeefe .

Dolly Sisters. The (T) (114) Grable-Payne. ...
nragonwvck Tierney-Evthe ...

Give Me the Sin-ole Life (T) Payne-Havr

Fallen Angel (97) Faye-Andrc.vs ...

House on 92nd Street (88) Eythe-Hasso

Details under title: Now It Can Be Told

Junior Miss (94) Garner-Joslyn

Kitten on the K«vs (T) O'Hara-Haymes

Leave Her To Heaven (T) Tierney-Wilde . . .

Smoky (T) MacMurray-Baxter
Soider, The Conte- Marlowe ..

State Fair (T) (100) Andr ws-Crain

Walk in the Son Andrcws-Conte . . .

Details under UA Release Chart

Way Ahead, The (104) Niven-Huntley ...

rVilson (T) (153) Hardwicke-Mitchell

Oetalb Nt.

. .9-17.

.10-15. .

...2-7. Jan.. . .514. .12-25

Jan.. 515. . .1-22

. . . .9-4.

.Feb.. . . 517

.

. . .2-5

.11-13. . Mar.

.

. . 519.

. .5-15. .Mar.. . .518. ! .

2
2-i

. .11-13. .Apr.. . . 522

.

. . .3-5

. . .4-5. . .Acril. . . 520. . . .2-7

. .9-18. . April. . .521. . . .4 r

. . .
.9-4. .Mav. ..524. . .4-30

. .12-11. . May. . .525. . .4-16

. . .2-5. .June. . .527. . .6-25

. . .9-4. .June. . .526. . .5-28

. . .8-21. July. . .529. . .6-11

. . .3-5.

.

.July . . .528. . .6-11

. .523

. .3-19. Nov.. .611. . .7-23
. .10-1

.11-13. .Ann.

.

. . 601

.

. . .7-9

.12-11. .Sept. . .604. .7-23
2-5. . .Sept. 605. . .8-6

.12-25 610. 10-15
. .8-20.

.

. . .2-5. .Nov.. .609. 10-1

. .3-5. .

. .5-14. .

. .5-14. Dec. .612. . 10-29

. . .4-30. . Oct.

.

. .608. . .9-17

. .2-19. Aug.. 603. .6-25
. 4-30. .

. .5-28. .

. .7-23. .

6-11 .Dec.'.'. . .613.
. . .1-22. Oct.. . . 607

.

.9-17

. .8-11.

.

.Jan. .

.

. . . For.

.

Aug. .606 .6-11

11-29.

.

Aug.. . .602. . .8-7

UNITED ARTISTS
1944-45 Features Completed (25) In Production (0)

1945-46 Features Completed (15) In Production (3)

Key to Producers: Small (Sm|/>: Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.) ; Sherman (Shm); Pressburger
(Psh.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaus
(Botr.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.); SkirbaU (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.) ; Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston 'Brn.)

; Hughes (Hug.).
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NEW PRODUCTIONS
A SCANDAL IN PARIS
Drama—Started October 6

Cast: George Sanders, Signe Hasso, Carole Dandis, Akim Tami-
roff, Gene Lockhart, Alan Napier, Alma Kruger, Pedro
de Cordoba, Jo Ann Marlowe, Fritz Leiber.

Director: Douglas Sirk Producer: Arnold Pressburger

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rilling TImt Cut VeUlh Id. He, Kn.

LN FROiJUOTllON
Night in Casablanca, A Marx Brothers . ..10-15
Sin of Harold Diddlebock, The Lloyd-Walburn 10-1

COMPLETED
1944-45

Bedside Manner (79)
Blood on the Sun (94) .

Brewster's Millions (79)
Captain Kidd (89)
Culonel Blimp (I) (1-18)

Dark Waters (8j) . .

Delightfully Dangerous (93)
Details under title: High Among

Great John L, The (96)
ife (88)

(90)Hairy Ape, The
I'll Be Seeing You (85) .

Details under title: D
It's in the Bag (87) . .

Sensations of 1945 (86)
Mr. Emmanuel (92) . . .

Song of the Open Road (

Southerner, The (91) . . .

Details under title: Ho

Story of G. I. Joe (109)

,
Hussey-Carroll . . . 11-27

.

. .6-15. . .Stn. . .6-25
Xagney-Sidney . .10-31. . ••6gy.. . .4-30
.O'Keefe-Walker .

...8-21. .'.'.4-7.'
. .Sml.. . . .4-2

. Laughton-Britton 2-5. . .8-24. . . Bog. . .8-20
Livesy-Walbrook .

.Oberon-Tone 5-29. .11-10. .Beg. .12-11
Powell-Bellamy

. . . 9-4.

.

.3-31. . . .Rgs.. . .3-19
«

Darnell-McClure
. . .7-10. . .6-29. . . Crosby. . .6-11

Colbert-Ameche . .
. .12-11. .7-27.. . .Ski. . . .8-6

Bendix-Hayward 1-10. . .6-16. . . Lev.

.

. . 5-29
.Rogers-Cotten . . 4-17. . ..1-5. ..Szk.. ...1-8

Allen-Benchley
, . .10-16. . .4-21.

.

. .Rgs. . .2-19
Powell-Fields . . . . . .12-13 . .6-30. . .Stn. . .7-10
Aylmer-Gynt . . . . Foreign . . .1-19. . G.F.D.. . .1-22
Bergen-Granville .12-13. . . .6-2. . . . Rgs.

.

. .5-15
Scott-Field . . . 9-18. . .8-10. . .L.H.. . .5-14

Hand
Meredith . . .11-27. . .7-13. . . Cwn

.

. .6-25

Abilene

Blithe Spirit (T) (94) C

Breakfast in Hollywood

Caesar and Cleopatra m
Diary of A Chambermaid
Duel In the Sun (T)

Getting Gertie's Garter

Henry V (T) Olivier-N^wto

Outlaw. The
Park—Underground

Spellbound Bergman-Peck
Details onder title- House of Dr. Edwardi

This Hapny Breed (T)
9100 Women

WMnw
WhVIe Stoi ,

Cummings-Harrison Foreign. . .12-3.G.F.D.
Breneman-Granville 8-20 Gldn.
Dlivier-Leioh For.inn G.F D

. .7-23. .

.

.... Bog-Mer
. Jones-Cotten . . . . .

. .3-19.

.

. .Szk.

O'Keefe-McDonald . . 6-25 . . Sml
Olivier-Newton G .F •> ..

Hug..

.Bennctt-Fi"Ms . . .1-22.

.

.9-14. . .Bnt

Bergman-Peck . . .7-24.

.

. . Szk.

.

N-wton-Johnson G F.I.

.

Robsn i-Calvert . . . Foreign . . G.F D .

Ruw'i-Havward
Raft-Girdner . . . . . .7-23.

.

Neb.

Moonlight and Cattn A nirews- Carri I lo .

Mummy's Curso (62) Chaney-Harding .

Mystery ot me River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clements

Naughty Nineties, The (76) Abbott-Costello ..

Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn ...

On Stage, Everybdoy (75) Oakie-Ryan
Patrick the Great (89) O'Connor-Ryan ,

Pearl of Death (69) Rathbone-Bruce

Penthouse Rhythm (60) Collier-Norris . . .

Raiders of Ghost City Moore-Atwlll ...

Salome, Where She Danced (T) (90) DeCarlo-Cameron

See My Lawyer (69) Olsen & Johnson

She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan . . .

Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-Kelly ...

Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall

Details under title: Oueen of the Nile

Suspect, The (85) Laughton-Raines

Swing Out, Sister (60) Cameron-deWit
That's The Spirit (93) Ryan-Oakie
Uncle Harry (80) Sanders-Fitzgerald

Under Western Skies (57) B'Driscoll-Beery .

Details under title: Musical Round-up
Woman in Green (68) Rathbone-Bruce ..

Details under title: Invitation to Death

1945-46

Bad Men or the Border Grant-Armida ...

Code of the Lawless Grant-Knight . .

Details under title: Law for Pecos

Crimson Canary Beery-Collier . •
Details under title: Hear That Trumpet Talk

Dalton's Ride Again, The Curtis-O'Driscoll

Frontier Gal <T) deCarlo-Cameron .

Girl On the Soot Barker-Collier

Details under title: Serenade for Murder
Gun Town Grant-Knight . .

Men In Her Diary (73) Albritton-Hall ...

Murder Mansion Goodwin-Grey

Night in Paradise Oberon-Bey

Outlaws of Twin Forks Grant-Adams

Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyce ...

Pursuit to Algiers (65) Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: The Fugitive

River Gang (64) Jean-Brasselle ...

Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder

Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial) Kennedy-Kennedy

Scarlet Street Robinson-Bennett .

secret Anent X-9 'Serial) ............ .Bridges-Wiley ...

Senorita from the West (63) Jones-Granville ..

Shady Lady (94) Coburn-Simms . . .

Details under title: Alibi in Ermine

Spider Woman Strikes Back, The Sondergaard-Grant

Stranoe Confession Chaney-Joyce . .

That N ; nht With You (84) Tone- Foster

Details under title: Once Upon a Dream

This Lnve ot Ours Oberon-Korvin

Details under title: As It Was Before

9-6 .9-9.

.

9022
8 21 1 2-16.

.

9036
7
'

iA 9681
2-5 . 9003 .

.

.6-25

7-24 .1-5. . . ^035 . . 1-22

5 14 . . S-015. .7-23

11-1 .5-4. '. .SOW. . 5-14
-1 . .yui9. . .K-1B

'kn\ 6-22 9043 . .9-3

29 / 25

. .10-2.7.4-27.' .'.9073.' .4-30

. . .5-1. . .5-25. . .9016. . .7-9

10'31

•

9040 .5-28

6-26. 3-2 9006. . .4-2

. .10-2. . .
.2-9. . .9010.

.

. .1-8

...9-4. . .5-18. . .9033. .6-11

. . .1-8. . . .6-1. . . 9014

.

.5-28

. 4-30. . .8-17. . .9075.

.

.8-20

.
.8-21. ..1-19. . . S039 .

.

. .2-5

.
.5-29. . .7-27. ..9025.

.

.7-23

8-6. . .9-28.

.

. 1101
.7-23. .10-19.

.

.1102

.4-16. . .11-9. .

5-14. .11-23 510.

.3-19

. .9-3.

.2-19.

.10-1.

. .1-8.

.8-90
.3-19. .12-14. . . .512.

.8-20. .10-26 507.

.10-2. . .9-21 503.

.7-23

. .4-16
.1-22. .10-12 506
.6-11... 9-7... 501... 9-17

10-15
2-19. . .10-5 505
.6-11. . .9-28. . . .504. .10-15

UNIVERSAL
1914-45 Features

Westerns
S°n?i!s

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (48)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

Completed (16)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TERROR BY NIGHT
Mvstery—Started October 9
Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mowbray, Martin Kos-

leck, Dennis Hoey, Renee Godfrey, Geoffrey Steele, Billy
Bevan, Geralrt Hamer. Mary Forbes.

Producer-Director: Roy William Neill
Executive Producer: Howprd Benedict

St° ry: "°lmeS Hn " h, » PaI
'
Dr

'
Watso "' °" the trail of desperate

Title— Rmnlno T Imp

iN PRODUCTION
Because of Him
Canyon Passage (T) ...
House of Dracula ....
Tangier '

COMPLETED

Beautiful Cheat (59)
Details under title: it's Never

B'vond th> Peeoi

Blonde Ransom (68)
Saba on Swing Strut
Climax. The (T) (86) ......
Fast Side of Heaven (Reis<ue)

.

RELEASE CHART
Cast Detail*

.Durbin-Tone 9-3

.Andrews-ilayward ...9-3...
Chaney-O'Driscoll .10-15. . .12-7.

. Montez-Sabu 10-1

IQ44-4S _
. Granville-Beery

Cameron- Drew
.Cook-Grey . . .

.Errol-Vlncent

. Karloff-Fnster

Crosby-Blondell

.11-27. . .7-20. 9044 8-6

Fasy To look At (64) '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..Jean-Grant
Frozen Ghost. The (61) r.h a „pU . 4 „,
Frisco Sal (94)
Here Come the Co-Eds
Her Lucky Niqht (63

Details under title:

House of Fear (69)
Honeymoon Ahead

Details nnder title:

Hou'j of Frankenstein

Details ender title:

I'll Remember

Chaney-Ankers

Foster-Bey . . .

<88) bbott-Costello

Andrews Sisters
Stars Over Manhnttae

Rathbone-Bruce

Jones-McDonald
Romance. Inc

(70) .

n»vllt Rrn

»prll (64)
Oet.ll. nnder Irfli: Mike Goes

I II T.ll th. World ..

Imitation of Life (Reissue)
Jungle Captive (63)
Innole Queen (Serial)

Lady On A Train (94)

Karlnff-Chaney

.Jean-Grant ..

Tracy-Joyce

Colbert-William

.
Lanr-Kruger

r-nllirr-Ouillan

Durbin-Bellamy

.7-24.
.12-25.
.5-29.

12-25.
. .6-26.

. .10-2.

.11-13.

. .7-24.

.9-18.

.10-2.

. .2-5.

.2-23.

.6-15.
10-13.

.8-10.

.6-28.

.2-23.

. .2-2.

. .2-9.

. .6-8.

.6-15.
.6-29.

.1-23.

.8-24.

.6-25
.9083
.9042.
.9024.
.9007. .10-16
.9097
.9045 9-3
.9032.
.9012.
.9002.
.9021.

.9013.

. 9027

.

.9041.
9096.

.

.9038
.9581.

.

.9001.

. .7-9

. .3-5

. .3-5

.3-10

..1-8

.5-14

10 14-43 Teatures
1945-46 Features

Completed (19)

Completed (25)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

8-11.
6-30.
7-21.

.4-28.

.3-17.

9-2.
2-10.

.6-9.

. .9-1.

.9-27.

1-26'.

.10-6

10-6. .

.420

.418

.419.

. 402 .

.415.

.413

.401.

.1-20 410. 10-16

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title—Running Tl«e Cast Details

Verdict Greenstreet-Lorre ...10-1.

COMPLETED
1944-45

Christmas in Connecticut (101) Stanwyck- Morgan ..6-12..
Conflict (86) Bogart-Hobart 5-17..

Corn Is Green. The (114) Davis-Dell 8-21..

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan ...10-19..
Details ender title: Forty Whacks

God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey 8-21..

Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn 6-12.

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst

Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Sm th 11-15.

Hotel Berlin (98) King-tWine 11-27.

Janie (106) R»ynolds-Hutton ...1-10..

ntiiective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown 6-12..

Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstreet .8-21..

Roughly Speaking (1171 Russell-Carson 6-12.,

To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall 2-21.

1945-46

A Stolen Life -Davis-Ford 2-19.

Big Sleep. The oogart-Bacail ... 10-31.

Glnderell» Jones Leslie-Aldo 12-13. .

Confidential Agent Boyer-Bacall 6-25..
Danger Signal Emerson-Scott 4-16.

Devotion DeHaviland-Lupino 11-16.

Her Kind of Man Scott-Paige 8-20.
Janie Gets Married Leslie-Hutton 416.
Mildred Pierce . . . Cr*wford-Carson ..12-25.
My Reputation ttanwvek-Brent ...11-29.
Never Say Goodbye Flynn-Parker 8-6.

Night and Day (T) Grant-Smith 6-25..
Nobody Lives Forever ^Garfirld-Fitzgerald ..9-18.
Of Human Bondage Henreld-P-irker ....7-24.
One More Tomorrow Shertdan-Unremi .. 11-1.

Pride of the Marines (119) Garfield- Parker ...11-27.
Details under t tie: This Love of Ou-s

Rhapsody in Blue (139) Leslic-Aldo 7-26..
San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smith 10-16..

Saratoga Trunk (T) Cooler- Bergman .. .3-8..

Shadow of A Woman King-Prince 2-19..
Three Stranorrs Fitzgcrald-Greenstreet 1-22.
Time. The Place and The Girl, The (T) Mi-rn»n-Paige 4-2..
Ton Young To Know l.g«! !e-H>tton 2-19..
Two Mrs. Carroll*. The Bogart-Stanwyek ...5-14.,

REISSUES
Born .For Trouble .' Johnson -Emerson

Originally titled: Murder in the Big House

It All Camo True Bogart-Sheridan

.7-23

.6-25

..4-2

. .8-'

.4-16

.3-19

..8-7

. 501 . .
8-20

.502. . . .7-9

. .504.

.503.

.
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THE NEWS DIGEST
[Continued from Page 30)

Paramount witnesses were subjected to lengthy direct examina-

tion by Whitney North Seymour, chief of Paramount counsel, and

to comparatively brief cross-examination by Wright.

It appears likely that the hearings will continue for several

weeks.

VICTORY LOAN SPOTLIGHTS EXHIBITOR

The two billion dollar "E" Bond goal for the Victory Loan
loomed as the exhibitor's big job for the next six weeks. Follow-

ing the announcement that the Hollywood Star Tours scheduled

had been called off due to travel and other difficulties. National
Chairman S. H. Fabian reported that field men throughout the

country were sending in wires beaming encouragement and en-

thusiasm that individual exhibitors now garnered the spotlight

and the industry could depend on the showmen to meet the test.

Regional meetings in all territories met with unprecedented
response and pledges that individual quotas would be topped. In
New York City before 1800 industryites, Gen. Jonathan M. Wain-
wright, hero of Bataan, sparked the huge breakfast rally at the
Waldorf-Astoria last week. Contests and parades bulked large as

important factors in the sale of Victory Bonds. The western
territory, under Charles Skouras in one of the biggest such stunts,

is holding a Victory Queen Contest which will allow bond buyers
to vote for a particular candidate. Skouras pledged $75,000,000 in

the 650 houses in his territories.

ALLIED BLASTS LOCAL CHECKING

Theatre checking abuses by the distributors took another
1 verbal lashing from Allied States Association in a bulletin issued
by chairman of the board A. F. Myers. Local checkers, long out-
lawed in contracts of many of the major distributors by a clause
specifically prohibiting residents of the same town as the theatre's
from acting as checkers, said the bulletin, were being used in the
operations of Confidential Reports, Inc., a five-distributor check-
ing agency. Since the inception of C-R, recently, the bulletin
added, these clauses have been withdrawn from contracts and
local checking is thriving.

Noting that evidence received by Allied indicated that Con-
i
fidential Reports was "not living up to its name" and that "the

i impression has long prevailed among exhibitors that distributors
interchanged information gained through checking," the bulletin
said exhibitors were "outraged by the distributors' shift in policy

I
which subjects them to surveillance by former patrons, acquaint-

!

ances and neighbors. Urging distributors, particularly members
of C-R, Columbia, Paramount, RKO, United Artists and Universal,
to "act promptly to restore the above-quoted provision in your

i contracts, will abandon the use of inefficient, inexperienced, local
checkers, and will act to put the business on a basis of fair deal-
ing and something approaching dignity."

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTIONISTS
Don't put your return film in the lobby before

all patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.

Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23d St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 431 I

Another Allied bulletin accused the Senate Fmance Comm t

tee of "repudiation of a Congressional pledge by , ts actjon in

voting to continue the wartime admiss.on tax ^^jTf^
despUe a House action calling for termination of

J^J"*^
Jul> 1 and a Congressional pledge in adopting the wa rates that

they would end six months after the termination of hostil.tie^.

The bulletin urged all regional associations wWc^ t^ktoe
war rates should be terminated on July 1 to -'{V^"^^
immediately, since, in Allied* opinion there will be

^
jnovement

on the floor to change the Committee's action The MWlMJ
no hope for repeal of the admission tax in its entirety for some

time.

MEMOS
Universal Pictures' consolidated net profit for the 39 weeks

ended July 28, 1945, aggregated $2,955,829 after all charges includ-

ing Federal Income and Excess Profits taxes. This compares with

$2,413,507 for the corresponding period of the preceding fiscal year.

Profit before Federal taxes came to $6;653,829 compared with $7.-

566,507 in the like period last year.

Monogram reported a net profit of $165,161 after all taxes and

other charges for the year ending June 30, 1945 as compared with

S177 822 for the vear before. Gross profits for the present year

were $401,764, for the preceding year, $546,835, according to a re-

port released by W. Ray Johnston, president.

Eric A Johnston, president of MPPDA, was invited to attend

a special convention of North Central Allied in Minneapolis begin-

ning November 27 so that exhibitors may air their complaints

against allegedly unfair trade practices. Other industry execu-

tives and leading exhibitors will be invited to attend the meeting,

with a total of about 600 exhibitors expected.

Captain J. A. Krug, head of the War Production Board, is

considering an offer extended by Eric Johnston to join the MPP-
DA as executive vice-president. Krug, if he accepts, would head

Johnston's Motion Picture Institute at a salary of $75,000 a year

and would organize an overall Council consisting of producers,

guilds and unions to formulate policies for the advancement of

labor and management relations. It is understood that Krug has

received a number of other offers, many of them particularly at-

tractive, which he is considering after his severance with the

WPB.
In response to a bid from President Truman to serve in the

coming campaign for the March of Dimes, Nicholas M. Schenck

will again assume the post of national chairman of the industry

MOD committee. Executive committee acceptances have come

from Harry Brandt and Charles C. Moskowitz as national co-

chairmen; Tom Connors, distributor chairman; Walter Vincent,

treasurer; Oscar A. Doob, Si H. Fabian, Harry Kalmine, Herman
Robbins, Joseph R. Vogel and Richard Walsh as national com-

mitteemen. Ernest Emerling and Edward C. Dowden will handle

the public relations posts.

Samuel Goldwyn announced the reorganization of his enter-

prises in a move which gives 50 per cent of the stock of the newly-

established Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Inc. to those individuals

most vitally concerned in the production and distribution of the

company's product James A. Mulvey was named president and
Goldwyn, chairman of the board of directors. Goldwyn announced
that he would retain 50 per cent of the 100,000 shares of stock and
that the other stockholders would consist of executives, creative

talent, technicians and administrative experts, with stock made
available to employes at $1 a share, to be determined on the length

of employment and value to the organization. The new setup will

have Marvin Ezzell, Leon Fromkess and Pat Duggan, vice-presi-

dents; Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn, treasurer, A. R. Evans, secretary

and assistant treasurer, and Harry Archinal, assistant secretary.

Loew's, Inc. revealed that close to a quarter of billion dollars

was collected in its theatres and/or contributed by Loew-M-G-M
employes and the corporation itself in behalf of the war effort

over the last three years, with another $30,000,000 expected from
the forthcoming Victory Loan drive. The figure came to $246,652,-

209 up to the present.

LET'S FINISH

THE JOB!

VICTORY LOAN

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Member Xat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila., Pa.
LOC. 4823

OCTOBER 29, 1945 43
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VICTORY
LOAM
ctaRTS OCT. 29 th

Have You Signed

Your Pledge Card?

Let's Finish the Job!

War Activities
Committee of Motion Picture Industry. l*»



CAPTAIN TUGBOAT ANNIE ... the

blustering salt of the briny deep in the

year's laughingest, seafaring comedy!

ajAifuUad o£ fun,

and fade!

JANE DARWELL in

cnpinin tugboat nnniE
with EDGAR KENNEDY

and CHARLES GORDON • MANTAN MORELAND • PAMELA BLAKE

HARDIE ALBRIGHT • H. B. WARNER • SAUNDRA BERKOVA
Directed by PHIL ROSEN • Original Screen Play by GEORGE CALLAHAN • Based on Characters Created In The Saturday Evening

Post stories by norman reilly raine • Producer JAMES S. BURKETT
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Highlights of Monopoly Case

MAJORS' SALES MANAGERS DENY

AFFILIATED CIRCUITS ARE FAVORED

GOV'T EXPOSES FOX REFUSAL

TO SELL INDE EXHIBITOR FIRST RUN

VARIANCE IN UNIVERSAL'S TERMS

TO CIRCUITS AND INDIES REVEALED

DEFENSE RESTS

CASE MAY END THIS WEEK

Story Starts Page 5

THE INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURE TRADE JOUR N 3
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OFF TO A GALA START!
From Coast-to-Coast this nation is in carnival mood, thanks

to the showmen of America who are putting the Victory

spirit into their rousing campaigns. Your enthusiasm, your

banners flying from the house-front, your parades and

booming bands will inspire your patrons! They'll buy with

grateful hearts. And they'll say thanks for the Victory with

Victory Bonds!



ENTERTAINMENT
THAT SELLS BONDS!

Book it Now! Free!
*

'HOLLYWOOD VICTORY CARAVAN'*
is 20 minutes of gayest entertainment, the

best Short Subject of its kind ever made,

brimful of top-notch stars—and what a

salesman for Uncle Sam's Victory Bonds!

W R— One-sheet or 40 x 60 available FREE from National Screen

message was prepared and inserted in the Trade Press by: Columbia Pictures Corp., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures, Paramount
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Monopoly Case Drawing To Close

FILM MEN DENY FAVORING CHAINS
GOVERNMENT COUNSEL COUNTERS WITH EXHIBITS

SHOWING DISCRIMINATION AGAINST INDEPENDENTS
By MO WAX

The motion picture monopoly case appears to be

drawing to a close much earlier than the estimated 3-

months predicted for its trial. The defense rested last

Friday. Nov. 9, at 3:10 p. m.. and court adjourned until

next Wednesday, when the Government will start its

rebuttal.

Immediately after Friday's session, Robert L. Wright,

chief of Government counsel, left for Washington, presum-

ably to confer with his superiors in the Department of

Justice on the course to be followed in rebuttal. Present

indications are that the Government will not call oral wit-

nesses, but will simply augment its original documentary
case with the introduction of additional exhibits. If that

procedure is followed, the case should be in the hands of

the special three-judge statutory court, comprised of Circuit

Judge Augustus N. Hand and District Judges John Bright
and Henry ^ . Goddard. by the end of this week or the
early part of next. On the other hand, if the Government
should decide to counter with witnesses, the case mav run
for many more wreeks.

\S hen the defense rested, Mr. Wright sought to probe
the Court on how much credence and import thev placed
on the testimony of the sales managers of the eight defend-
ant distributors, but he seemed to obtain little satisfaction.

His motion to strike out their testimony as irrelevant was
denied by presiding Judge Hand, who implied that it might
be advisable for the Government to present some kind of
evidence to refute the statements of the defense witnesses,
if it can.

Witnesses Available

It is known to this reporter that the Government has
a list of several hundred independent exhibitors available

for questioning, but there is little likelihood that any of

them will be called.

Although during the course of the trial a number of

independents have offered to testify, Wright is said to be-

lieve that they might jeopardize their future relations with
the film companies by appearing as witnesses. Further-
more, since the special court was created to expedite the
trial, he is reluctant to prolong the hearings wath a large
Dumber of witnesses. The Government has placed its re-
liance upon close to 400 exhibits consisting of master con-
tracts between major distributors and affiliated theatre cir-

cuits, comparative film contracts with affiliated and
independent theatres, correspondence and other documents,
which, it contends, prove that the defendants have estab-
lished and do wield monopolistic control over the motion
picture industry.

The big question mark in this case is whether the
Government's documents or the defendants' witnesses will
bear the greatest weight with the judges. Throughout the
past two weeks, there has been a parade to the stand of
film sales managers to make categorical denials of the Gov-
ernment's charges that they favor affiliated circuits over in-
dependents in run, clearance, film prices and in other ways.
On direct examination by the various defense lawvers. each
of these film executives has professed to give no special

consideration to theatres operated by their co-defendants

but cross-examination by Wright has wrung from several

of them admissions that independents occupy a status in

their dealings inferior to that enjoyed by the affiliated

chains. The Government's method has been to confront

the witnesses with specific contracts and other exhibits in

the record which demonstrate the advantages granted

producer-controlled theatres.

Consent Decree?

As the defense was winding up its case on Friday, some

observers in the courtroom, this reporter among them, in-

terpreted the arguments of certain defense attorneys as in-

dicating the hope that a decision on the vital issue of

theatre divorcement might be put off by a new consent

decree recommended by the Court. This was particularly

noticeable in the pleadings of former Judge Joseph M.
Proskauer, chief of Warner Bros, counsel.

At one stage of Friday's session. Proskauer paid high

tribute to Judge Goddard's role in drafting the old consent

decree and admonished the Court that "to strike it down
wrould be a terrible thing".

There is no doubt that the case at this stage seems very
complex to the jurists. Some of the questions asked from
the bench show clearly the confusion that prevails on cer-

tain points, a condition that is perfectlv understandable in

dealing with an industry as complicated as this. The Gov-
ernment expects to summarize and clarify its case in the
post-trial brief, and the defense undoubtedly will do like-

wise, but it is definitely within the realm of possibility that
the Court will recommend a new consent decree upon the
litigants. While attempting to read the minds of jurists is

always a risky proposition, it is my opinion that one of the
judges is definitely for a decree and another appears to
lean in that direction.

Film Executives On Stand

Testifying for the defense during the past two weeks
were the following executives of major distributors: Wil-
liam J. Kupper. 20th Century-Fox: Abe Montague. Colum-
bia: Paul N. Lazarus, United Artists; William A. Scully.
Universal: Ben Kalmenson, Warner Bros.; N. Peter Rath-
von and Robert Mochrie. RKO. In addition. Paramount
called several of its theatre partners to attest to their "local
autonomy*" in the operation of their circuits; Fox intro-
duced an independent theatreman to express his approval
of the defendants: Warner Bros, called a member of the
American Arbitration Association to present data on cases
filed under the consent decree, and other defense attorneys
brought to the stand an assortment of accountants and
statisticians for the general purpose of convincing the Court
that there is no pattern of film distribution to indicate a
conspiracy among the defendants.

Kupper was subjected to the longest cross-examination
of any defense witness and he spent a trying half dav on
the stand under Wright's questioning. Previously, under
direct examination by 20th-Fox counsel John F. Caskey. the
witness had testified that his company showed no partiality

(Continued on Next Page)
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KUPPER ADMITS SELECTIVITY UNDER CROSS-EXAMINATION

in dealing with affiliated theatres against independent com-

petition. Caskey sought to establish that any preference

shown the chain theatres was based strictly on such elem-

ents as location, size, appointments. Kupper denied that

20th-Fox and the other defendants have "ganged up" on

the independents.

Deals with Independents

Wright questioned the witness on the deals Fox made

with independents at the time the distributor broke away

from the Warner circuit in 1933-34 and 1934-35. He asked

him if it were not true that Fox had not negotiated with

any of Warners' independent opposition accounts until the

break occurred and Kupper admitted that to be true, but

contended that his company stuck with the independents

after the differences with the circuit were patched up.

Pressed by the Government attorney on that point, Kupper

recalled that some of the unaffiliated accounts were re-

quired to accept splits with their Warner opposition after

the settlement.

In an effort to destroy the defense contention that the

major distributors deal at arm's length and on a competi-

tive basis with the theatres controlled by the Big 5, Wright

queried the 20th-Fox sales manager with dogged persistence

on general sales practices and specific situations where the

Government charges that independents suffered discrimi-

nation.

Wright: "In the last ten years from 1935-36 on, can

you give me any situation in one of those 92 cities (with

population over 100,000) where you had made product

available to an independent that was formerly played by
an affiliated theatre?"

Kupper: "No, I do not believe so."

Negotiations Limited

Wright: "Now, in those 92 cities that you covered, and
confining yourself to this same period, 1935-36 to date, can
you tell me any one of those situations where you had
negotiations with two or more affiliated exhibitors for a

first-run of your product?"

Kupper: "Two or more?"
Wright: "Other than the situations in which you have

split the product between two affiliated first-runs on an
arbitrary basis, there have been no situations in those 92
cities where you have negotiated with more than one
affiliated exhibitor, isn't that right?"

After repeated attempts by Government counsel to
gain a direct answer, Kupper finally was told by the Court
to reply.

Kupper: "I believe that is correct."

Clearance and Admissions

Wright then turned his examination to the question of
clearance and admission prices, citing the example of a
Paramount affiliate, the Capitol Theatre, New London,
Conn., where the Fox film contracts grant the Capitol 30
days over houses charging not less than 25 cents, 120 days
over competition charging 20 cents and 6 months over
houses charging 15 cents.

Wright: "Do you have any agreement in that situation
with the Capitol as to what, if any, admission price it was
to maintain as a condition of having this clearance over
these subsequent-run houses?"

Kupper: "I imagine we did."

Wright: "As a matter of fact, in dealing with this par-
ticular exhibitor, this Paramount affiliate, in virtually no
case did you actually require the maintenance of a par-
ticular first-run price by that exhibitor, isn't that right?"

Kupper denied Wright's charge that Fox gives affiliated
first-runs "a great deal of latitude" in fixing their admission
prices. He said that the prices of first-runs were "under-

6

stood" and were watched closely by the distributor. Wright
pointed out that even if the sub-runs in New London were
to increase their admission price from 25 cents to 50 cents,

they would still be required to play 30 days after the

Paramount first-run.

As an illustration of his argument that the defendants

refuse to deal with independents on the same conditions as

affiliated circuits, Wright mentioned the case of the Oriental

Theatre in Chicago. He prodded Kupper to tell the Court
that while Balaban & Katz operated the house Fox product
was available first-run, but when it was acquired by an in-

dependent he could not obtain a first-run, although it is

the newest and best appointed theatre in the city.

Wright: "When you talk about selecting customers and
dealing the same way with affiliated houses that you do
with independents, you don't mean that you make any of

these deals blindfolded, do you?"

Kupper: "Blindfolded?"

Knows Customer Status

Wright: "You know who you are dealing with in each
case and what his connections are, isn't that right?"

Kupper: "I should think we should."

Wright: "And who he is makes a great deal of differ-

ence in what you do, doesn't it?"

Kupper: "Sometimes I would say so, yes."

Wright: "And that may sometimes be a far more im-

portant factor than the physical characteristics of the

theatre or theatres that he happens to be operating?"

Kupper: "I don't know about that."

Wright: "You know that is a fact, don't you?"

Kupper: "I don't think it is a fact. It might be."

Wright: "You remember what happened in Janesville,

Wisconsin?"

Kupper: "I think we had some theatres there and then

lost them or they were taken over, but I don't remember."

Wright: "You had an account there that had the two
largest theatres in the town, and then another theatre be-

came affiliated with Fox. Fox had a 40 percent interest

and did the booking for it, do you remember?"

Kupper: "I don't remember it. If they had an interest

in it, I would say we sold it. As long as we had to retain

an interest or acquire an interest in a theatre, I should

think we would sell our product there."

Sold Smaller House
Wright: "You know that after Fox acquired a 40 per-

cent interest in the smaller and inferior house, then you
sold that house, didn't you?"

Kupper: "If that is the case, we did."

Wright: "And continued to sell it?"

Kupper: "I think that is the case. I am not positive."

Wright: "And then, finally, Fox was able to buy the

other two houses and you have what is called a closed town
there?"

Kupper: "I believe it is. I believe we have all the

theatres there."

Abe Montague, Columbia's general sales manager, fol-

lowed Kupper to the stand and underwent direct examina-
tion by counsel Louis Frohlich to trace the growth of the

company from a states' rights distributor to its present na-

tional status. He defended block booking as being vital to

Columbia, asserting that selling in small blocks would
necessitate a complete financial reorganization. Judge Hand
observed that when an exhibitor buys a full season's pro-

gram he is taking a gamble, since most of the product is

"blind". This brought the retort from Montague that

Columbia sells "on its reputation".

(Continued on Page 23)
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'SPELLBOUND' ONE OF THE YEAR'S TOP GKOSSERS
Rates • • • generally

United Artists (David O. Selznick)

111 minutes

Ingrid Bergman, Gregory Peck, John Em-
ery, Leo G. Carroll, Michael Chekhov, Nor-
man Lloyd, Paul Harvey, Wallace Ford,
Steven Geray. Victor Kilian, Rhonda Flem-
ing. Donald Curtis, Erskine Sanford, Regis
Toomey, Art Baker, Bill Goodwin, Jean Ac-
ker. Dave Willock, George Meader, Addison
Richards, Matt Moore, Clarence Straight.

Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

With an unusual psvcholoerical mv«terv
directed in the best Alfred Hitchcock man-
ner to interest class audiences and the mar-
quee draw of Ingrid Bergman and Gregorv
Peck to guarantee mass audience appeal,
"Spellbound" will be one of the year's big-
gest box-office attractions. The picture's
theme, which deals with mental illness and
its treatment, and the fantastic dream se-
quence with surrealist sets designed bv
Salvador Dali, will be widely discussed and.
even if much of the technical dialogue and
the delving into the inner recesses of a dis-
ordered mind will be over the heads of
many patrons, there is ample mystery and
suspense, plus a believable romance, to
compensate for the psychoanalytical se-
quences. The early portions of the film,
which is based on "The House of Dr. Ed-
wardes." by Francis Beeding, devote too
much footage to scientific discussion and
the treatment of crazed patients in a sana-
torium for the mentally-deranged, but
Hitchcock's great gift for building suspense
is demonstrated in the story proper and in
the tremendously thrilling climax. This

scene, as the camera moves along with the

two leading characters skiing down a 100-

foot mountain slope is a masterpiece of ex-

citement and the heroine's sudden realiza-

tion of the murderer's identity is another
superbly directed scene. While the science

of psychoanalysis has been touched on
lightly in such films as "Lady in the Dark,"
Hitchcock deserves great credit for this

serious and adult treatment which achieves
many powerful dramatic moments. Every-
thing about this David O. Selznick produc-
tion, from Ingrid Bergman's superb charac-
terization in a most difficult role down to

the weirdly-effective musical score by
Miklos Rosza, is top-flight.

To a sanatorium for the mentally-de-

ranged, comes Gregory Peck to take over

as head of the faculty replacing Leo G. Car-

roll. One of the staff psychiatrists, Ingrid

Bergman, falls in love with Peck and soon

learns that he is actually an amnesia vic-

tim who is impersonating Dr. Edwardes,

the real head of the institute. Peck, who
believes he may have murdered Dr. Ed-

wardes is suffering from a guilt complex

and, after Carroll informs the police about

the impersonation, he runs away. Miss

Bergman, who is convinced that Peck is

innocent, follows him and, while shielding

him from the police, she tries to analyze

his dreams and learn his true identity.

Eventually, she brings him to the scene of

Dr. Edwardes' murder and learns that he

was innocent, although evidence points to
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his guilt. While Peck is held in prison,

Miss Bergman cleverly follows certain clues

which Anally reveal that Carroll killed Dr.

Edwardes because he was to replace him

as head of institute.

Miss Bergman, who is serene and com-

pletely convincing as the psychoanalyst

who falls in love with her patient, again

proves herself one of the screen's finest ac-

tresses. While Gregory Peck, who consist-

ently under-plays the role of the tortured

young doctor, does not match Miss Berg-

man's performance, he is capable enough.

Michael Chekhov, as Miss Bergman's wise

and sharp-tongued old teacher, provides

many of the film's lighter moments, and

Leo G. Carroll gives an outstanding per-

formance as the quietly-sinister retiring

head of the institute. John Emery. Bill

Goodwin and Wallace Ford are excellent in

smaller roles and Rhonda Fleming does a

magnificent bit as a viciously-feline patient.

DENLEY

WARNER BROS. . . 1 November Release

'CONFIDENTIAL AGENT" BOYER-BACALL TEAM EXPLOITABLE BUT FILM DISAPPOINTS
Rates • • • — in early runs on star value; less in sub-runs

of which first-rate melodramas are made

and James Wong Howe's photography does

much to heighten the mood of mystery

throughout. Although the romance between

the middle-aged Loyalist agent and the em-

bittered young daughter of an English peer

(scarcely the part for the harsh-voiced

American Bacall) is rarelv believable, this

angle can be heavily exploited to attract

the Boyer-Bacall fans.

In October 1937. Charles Boyer. former

concert pianist and now an agent for the

Spanish Republican party, travels to Eng-

land to buy up coal and keep it from the

Fascist forces. Given a lift by Lauren

Bacall, daughter of the British coal mag-

nate he is anxious to contact, Boyer is later

beaten up and his papers stolen by Victor

Francen, Fascist agent. In London, Boyer

contacts Katina Paxinou and Peter Lorre,

agents for the Republic party, but he finds

that both have turned traitor to the cause.

Several attempts are made on Boyer's life

and, after Wanda Hendrix, a Cockney
slavey, befriends him, she is killed by the

vengeful Miss Paxinou. When Boyer tells

Miss Bacall about his mission, she agrees

to help him but, before he can close the

Warner Bros.

118 minutes

Charles Boyer, Lauren Bacall, Peter Lorre,
Katina Paxinou, Victor Francen, George
Coulouris, Wanda Hendrix, John Warbur-
ton, Holmes Herbert, Dan Seymour, Art
Foster, Miles Mander, Ian Wolfe, Lawrence
Grant, George Zucco, Ruth Vivian.

Directed by Herman Shumlin.

Teaming the romantic Charles Boyer with
I "The Look" Bacall was a smart move to

,
insure the box-office draw of "Confidential
Agent," but the picture will disappoint for

!

it is a long-winded spy melodrama on an

j

out-dated theme. While business in the
first-runs and the better naborhood spots

|

will start off big, Miss Bacall's inept per-
formance will create unfavorable word-of-
mouth and consequent falllng-off in gross
returns. The story, based on Graham
Greene's novel dealing with the Spanish
loyalists' struggle against their country's
Fascist forces in 1937, stresses intrigue and
undercover violence but audience interest
becomes weakened, during Director Herman
Shumlin's pedestrian telling. However, there
are several exciting scenes having the stuff

deal for the coal with her father. Francen

again outwits him by stealing his creden-

tials. Although suspected of the little girl's

murder, Boyer manages to settle the score

with Lorre and Miss Paxinou before he goes

to the Lancashire mines, about to be re-

opened because of Francen's coal contract.

There Boyer tells the miners that the coal

is to be used to kill the Spanish people and

the resultant newspaper stories cause Fran-

cen's contract to be cancelled. Aided by

Miss Bacall, Boyer finally manages to elude

Francen's henchmen and board a channel

steamer. There Miss Bacall, who has come
to believe in his ideals, joins him.

Charles Boyer gives a restrained and com-
pletely convincing performance except for

his love scenes with Miss Bacall. Katina
Paxinou is cruelly realistic as the heartless

traitor to the Republican cause and Victor

Francen and George Coulouris are excellent

as Franco agents. However, the outstand-

ing performances are those of Peter Lorre,

who does a magnificent acting job as a
terror-stricken weakling, and Wanda Hen-
drix, who gives an appealing performance
as the little Cockney drudge who befriends

Boyer.

YORK
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20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 December Release

THE SPIDER' MINOR MURDER-MYSTERY
Rates • • as dualler in action spots

20th Century-Fox

61 minutes

Richard Conte, Faye Marlowe, Kurt Kreu-

ger, Martin Kosleck, John Harvey, Mantan
Moreland, Walter Sande, Cara Williams,

Charles Tannen, Ann Savage, William Hal-

ligan, Jean Del Val, Odette Vigne, James
Flavin, Roy Gordon, Harry Seymour.

Directed by Robert Webb.

A minor murder-mystery with a highly

involved plot and a cast lacking in name
value, "The Spider" is strictly for the ac-

tion duals where it should be relegated to

the supporting spot. Once a successful stage

thriller and later filmed by Fox in 1931, this

Charles Fulton Oursler-Lowell Brentano
play is now merely a run-of-the-mill melo-

drama which rarely excites audience inter-

est and fails to offer a logical explanation

for many of the murders which take place.

Even the title has little connection with the

present plot and, despite the brief running

time, the action often is slow-paced. Mar-

tin Ko.'ileck, in one of his despicably-

villainous roles, and Kurt Kreuger, as a

handsome magician, give the only outstand-

ing portrayals, although Richard Conte

shows promise as a devil-may-care private

detective. Faye Marlowe makes a colorless

heroine and the love interest never springs

to life.

In New Orleans, Faye Marlowe hires

Richard Conte, a private detective, to get

an envelope containing some valuable in-

formation from his partner, Ann Savage.

The latter is mysteriously killed before she

can give the envelope to Conte and, al-

though he is suspected of the murder, he

is released because of lack of evidence. At

his office, Conte is confronted by Martin

Kosleck, who demands the envelope, but he
j

overpowers the man and learns he is ap-

pearing at a local theatre. Going there,

Conte finds that Miss Marlowe is a mem-
ber of Kurt Kreuger's mind-reading act for

which Kosleck is stage manager. The girl

later tells Conte that Miss Savage had

promised her information about her sister,

once married to Kreuger, who has been

missing for a long time. Conte, after learn-

ing that the woman had been murdered,

investigates the hotel where she once lived

and the hotel manager's murder follows.

When Conte exposes Kreuger as the mur-

derer, the latter threatens to kill both him

and Miss Marlowe before the police arrive

to foil his plan.

DENLEY

'DON'T FENCE ME IN' ROY ROGERS' TOP MUSICAL TO DATE
Rates • • • where Rogers is popular;

Republic

71 minutes

Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, George "Gabby"
Hayes, Robert Livingston, Moroni Olsen,
Marc Lawrence, Lucille Gleason, Andrew
Tombes, Paul Harvey, Tom London, Doug-
las Fowlev, Stephen Barclay, Edgar Dear-
ing. Bob Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers
Directed by John English.

This is Roy Rogers' best vehicle to date
—a musical western made-to-order for his
numerous fans and the general public as
well. Although it follows the familiar pat-
tern of the star's recent musicals about the
modern West, this has more action and
gun-play in addition to a full quota of pop-
ular tunes. Again Dale Evans sings well
and supplies the feminine interest, George
"Gabby" Hayes contributes one of his iras-
cible comedy characterizations, Bob Nolan
and the Sons of the Pioneers warble some
prairie tunes and the supporting cast, in-
cluding Robert Livingston and such de-
pendables as Moroni Olsen and Lucille
Gleason, is far above-the-average for west-
ern fare. The story has many exciting and

good dualler generally

suspenseful moments, but Director John
English has cleverly inserted considerable
smart-aleck comedy which kids the old-style

type of cowboy film. The popularity of its

songs, including last season's smash title

number, such standard cowboy ditties as
"The Last Round-Up," "My Little Bucka-
roo" and "Tumbling Tumbleweeds" and
"Along the Navajo Trail" and "A Kiss
Goodnight," both of which are on the Hit
Parade, is enough to make this a winner.
Dale Evans, star reporter-photographer

for an Eastern picture magazine, is sent
out to a small western prairie town to check
on a report that Wildcat Kelly, one of the
West's most colorful bandits who was ap-
parently buried there 40 years before, is ac-
tually still alive. At a nearby dude ranch
she meets kindly old George "Gabby"
Hayes, who claims to have been a close
friend of the desperado, and Roy Rogers,
who tries to prevent her from prying into
a long-closed matter. When Miss Evans in-

advertently learns that the mild "Gabby" is

actually the bandit, she photographs all the
evidence and sends it to her editor despite
Rogers' protests that the old man has gone
straight. When the picture story is pub-
lished, both the governor of the state, who

'ADVENTURES OF RUSTY' BOY-DOG QUICKIE
Rates • — as secondary dualler in n

Columbia
67 minutes
Ted Donaldson, Margaret Lindsay, Conrad
Nagel, Gloria Holden, Robert Williams, Ar-
nr> Frey, Addison Richards, Eddie Parker,
Bobby Larson, Ruth Warren, Ace, the dog.
Directed by Paul Burnford.

This cheaply produced programmer will
appeal mainly to family audiences where
the youngsters predominate. Neither Ted
Donaldson, whose recent work in "A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn" attracted some atten,
tion, nor Conrad Nagel and Margaret Lind-
say mean little at the box-office. The old
reliable boy-and-his-dog theme contains a
few heart-warming moments and young
Donaldson makes his scenes with a psy-
chiatrist and his efforts to tame a vicious
ex-German police dog quite moving. Un-

aborhoods and minor
fortunately, the plot was too slight for a
feature-length picture so the story is padded
out with the capture of two Nazi spies by
the youngster and his pals — material
which is definitely dated. Ace, the Wonder
Dog, who has the title role, is a handsome
animal, whether snarling or friendly, and
he will capture the attention of most audi-
ences. Conrad Nagel seems ill-at-ease in
his first screen role in some years and Mar-
garet Lindsay looks well, but is unable to
make the syrupy part of the boy's new step-
mother convincing. Only the climax, as the
youngsters close in on the spies, has any
excitement.
Young Ted Donaldson is unhappy about

his father's (Conrad Nagel) marriage to
Margaret Lindsay and when his pet dog
attempts to follow the honeymoon car and
is killed, he is heartbroken. After the newly-
wods return, Miss Lindsay Is unable to
widen the breach and she pocsuades Nagel

believes "Gabby" faked his death to collect

the reward money, and Moroni Olsen, who

actually committed the only murder for

which Wildcat Kelly was accused, are anxi-

ous to contact the old man. Olsen has one

of his henchmen shoot at "Gabby" who
plays dead while Rogers and Miss Evans
join forces to clear the old man. The two
get a booking at Olsen's nightclub where
they learn that the owner shot at "Gabby"
before the truth about his having collected

the reward money after having another

body buried in Wildcat Kelly's grave got

out. After Olsen is captured by the sheriff,

"Gabby" is able to prove that Wildcat Kelly

had never committed a murder.
Roy Rogers, who sings well and gives his

customary easy-going performance, is con-

tent to let George "Gabby" Hayes take the

acting honors in the fat role of the be-

whiskered old reformed bandit. Dale Evans,

except for a growing tendency to be ex-

ceedingly cute, gives a capable perform-

ance and puts over ner song numbers in

spirited fashion. Moroni Olsen and Marc
Lawrence are outstanding in villainous

parts.
YORK

to have the boy visit a psychiatrist. Mean-

while, Donaldson has come across an ex-

German police dog brought home from

Europe by a discharged soldier and, al-

though the animal is vicious, the boy shel-

ters him in the cellar and asks Nagel's per-

mission to keep him. Learning about Don-

aldson's problems with the unfriendly beast,

the psychiatrist suggests ignoring the dog

and he tells Miss Lindsay to use the same

method in dealing with her step-son. Run-

ning away from Donaldson, the dog
:

s

found by two German secret agents who

train him to kill farmers' chickens. When
Donaldson and his pals search for the dog,

they are instrumental in capturing the

spies. When Nagel and Miss Lindsay quar-

rel over the boy, Donaldson goes to her and

pleads with her to return to his father —
and to him.

LEYENDECKER
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AN ANGEL COMES
TO BROOKLYN

with

KAYE DOWD • ROBERT DUKE
DAVID STREET • BARBARA PERRY

Directed by LESLIE GOODWINS

Screen Play by STANLEY PALEY and JUNE CARROLL

Original Story by JUNE CARROLL and LEE WAINER

iA Kepublie Picture

A GREAT ARRAY OF NEW TALENT!



DIVORCE' SLOW AND OLD-FASHIONED, BUT EXPLOITABLE
Rates • • as dualler on name value

Monogram
70 minutes
Kay Francis, Bruce Cabot, Helen Mack,
Craig Reynolds, Ruth Lee, Jerome Cowan,
Jean Fenwick, Larry Olsen, Johnny Cal-

kins, Leonard Mudie, Mary Gordon, Reid
Kilpatrick. Virginia Wave, Napoleon Simp-
son, Jonathan Hale, Addison Richards.
Directed by William Nigh.

As Kav Francis' first independent pro-
ducing effort, starring herself and with an
exploitable title, "Divorce" promises far

more than this slow-moving formula pic-

ture delivers. Despite the marquee draw of

the star and a cast of familiar players, the
film remains in the dual classification where
it should do fairly well, especially in nabor-
hood spots. Certainly not for first-runs

where sophisticated patrons would snicker
at the obvious methods employed by an oft-

married siren to snare a new mate. Open-
ing with an over-long courtroom sequence

wherein a judge expounds the evils of di-

vorce, the story follows a familiar path with
several effective dramatic or tear-jerking

moments taking place before the usual sen-

timental ending. A few more comedy
touches would have made the picture more
enjoyable, although Ruth Lee does win au-

dience approval through her caustic de-

livery of the few humorous lines. Kay
Francis makes a striking appearance, as
always, but her portrayal of the predatory
divorcee is anything but subtle. Helen
Mack, who gives an appealing and natural
performance as the wronged wife, captures
the acting honors. Bruce Cabot does good
work as the husband and Larry Olsen and
Johnny Calkins are splendid as his two
youngsters.
Kay Francis, sophisticated divorcee whose

four husbands have left her wealthy, re-

turns to her home town where she again
meets Bruce Cabot, her childhood sweet-
heart who is celebrating his tenth wedding
anniversary. His wife, Helen Mack, is sur-

prised and mildly amused at Cabot's re-

newed interest in Miss Francis but the lat-

ter carefully plans to take him away from
her. First, Miss Francis entrenches herself

with Cabot's two youngsters by giving them
presents and then she backs a real estate

project for Cabot to manage. Finally,

Cabot quarrels with his wife and in spite

of their friends' efforts to avert a divorce,

an interlocutory decree is granted to Miss

Mack. Miss Mack gets a job and returns

the alimony checks to Cabot who neglects

visiting his children during a Chicago trip

with Miss Francis. Caught in a gambling
raid in Chicago, Cabot is afraid the scandal

may effect the real estate project so Miss

Francis disposes of it at a profit. When she

suggests that Cabot leave town with her,

he realizes she is trying to buy him. On a

visit to his two youngsters, Cabot tells them
he deserted them without reason and Miss

Francis overhears and decides to leave

town alone.
YORK

'PURSUIT TO ALGIERS' ONE OF BETTER SHERLOCK HOLMES MYSTERIES
Rates • • as dualler for action spots and naborhoods

Universal
65 minutes
Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Marjorie Rior-
dan, Morton Lowry, Rosalind Ivan, John
Abbott, Martin Kosleck, Frederic Worlock,
Leslie Vincent, Rex Evans, Gerald Hamer,
Wee Willie Davis, Sven Hugo Borg, Wilson
Benge, Lillian Bond, Tom Dillon.
Directed by Roy William Neill.

Entertaining as well as suspenseful, "Pur-
suit to Algiers" is one of the better Sher-
lock Holmes programmers and good fare
for action spots and as a supporting dualler
in the naborhoods. Athough no killings
take place, there is considerable plotting
and dark deeds by a wicked-looking bunch
of ship passengers, all apparently intent on
preventing the safe passage of the young
ruler of a mythical kingdom. While the
situation may seem out-dated, Director Roy
William Neill manages to maintain sus-

pense and keep the spectator guessing until

the surprise denouement. The film's many
lighter moments are agreeably supplied by
Nigel Bruce, as the blundering, spluttering

Dr. Watson and by an athletic-minded lady
passenger amusingly played by Rosalind
Ivan. Bruce even does well with a baritone
rendition of "Loch Lomond" and Marjorie
Riordan, who takes part in an unimportant
romantic subplot, displays a pleasing voice

in "Cross My Heart" and "Flow Gently,
Sweet Afton." Basil Rathbone is expert, as

always, as Holmes and Martin Kosleck,
John Abbott and Wee Willie Davis are ap-
propriately cast in villainous roles.

Sherlock Holmes (Basil Rathbone) and
his colleague, Dr. Watson (Nigel Bruce),
consent to postpone their long-planned
holiday to help the authorities of Rovenia
get the young heir to that mythical Euro-
pean monarchy to his country after the
king is assassinated. Holmes and the heir
(Leslie Vincent) plan to go by plane while

Dr. Watson takes the boat, but the latter

is soon joined on board by the other two,

who did not take the plane which was later

shot down. Because of the many suspicious-

looking passengers, including Martin Kos-

leck, Rex Evans and Wee Willie Davis,

Holmes insists that Vincent pose as Dr.

Watson's nephew. Morton Lowry, a stew-

ard, behaves suspiciously, as does Marjorie

Riordan, who Holmes later discovers is the

unwilling agent for a notorious jewel thief.

After several futile attempts are made on

the lives of Vincent and Holmes, the former

is finally kidnapped by Kosleck as the ship

arrives at Algiers. However, when the

king's emissaries arrive, Holmes summons
Lowry, the real monarch who had been act-

ing as steward to guarantee his safety.

With the king safely escorted to his throne,

Holmes receives word that the three con-

spirators have been captured and Vincent

has been rescued.
DENLEY

'RHYTHM ROUND-UP' A MUSICAL MICKEY-FINN FROM COLUMBIA
Rates • + as supporting dualler in chea

Columbia
66 minutes
Ken Curtis, Cheryl Walker, Guinn (Big
Boy) Williams, Raymond Hatton, Vic Potel,
Arthur Bruce, Eddie Bruce, Vera Lewis
Walter Baldwin, The Hoosier Hot Shots]
Bob Wills and His Texas Playboys, The Pied
Pipers.

Directed by Vernon Keays.

This is a mickey-finn concocted of slap-
stick comedy and hill-billy warbling, guar-
anteed to bore stiff anybody but a hill-billy.
It's an example of what Columbia passes
off as "action musical" features, although
its nonsensical plot would barely pass mus-
ter for a two-reeler. Except for the stand-
ard ballad, "Beautiful Dreamer," the music
is all of one pattern and includes such

p sub-runs

comedv numbers as "Mysterious Mose,"
"The Berrys and the Nutts" and "That's
What I Learned in College," performed in

tin pan style by The Hoosier Hot Shots of
the National Barn Dance, and "Corinne
Corinna" warbled by Bob Wills and His
Texas Playboys. That Ken Curtis, a lanky
cowboy, is making his screen debut is

proven by his awkward handling of the
leading male role. Raymond Hatton, Vic
Potel and Guinn "Big Boy" Williams are
more noisy than funny and only the attrac-
tive Cheryl Walker seems worthy of better
picture fare.

One of the four Hoosier Hot Shots, un-
employed radio performers, wins a hotel in

Arizona but learns that back taxes must be
paid before he can acquire it. Their mana-
ger, Cheryl Walker, suggests they broadcast
authentic western music direct from the

hotel but, when they arrive, they meet Ken
Curtis, who claims to be the rightful owner.

Since Curtis can't meet the taxes either,

they all decide to join forces and give the

radio show to raise the money. Meanwhile,
two swindlers, Vic Potel and Raymond Hat-

ton, who have lived in the hotel, try to

break up the proposed broadcast by hiring

Guinn "Big Boy" Williams to pose as the

ghost of the original owner who was sup-

posed to have buried treasure in the cellar.

During the broadcast, various members of

the show leave the stage to stop the noise

of digging in the cellar and are made pris-

oners by Williams. They finally escape and

a riot breaks out, but the radio audience

thinks it all a part of the show, and the

Hoosier Hot Shots become a success and
pay the taxes.

YORK

Film Bulletin Reviews are
written for practical showmen—

by people who know box office values
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review oi the Trade's Events

DEFENSE RESTS IN ANTI-TRUST CASE
Counsel for the eight defendant film companies in the motion

picture monopoly case rested last Friday afternoon (9) at the
completion of the third week of hearings before the special

statutory court in U. S. District Court, Southern Division of New
York. The trial was adjourned until Wednesday, Nov. 14, to al-

low the Government to prepare its rebuttal, which it is estimated
will last for three to five days.

(The full story of the trial appears in this issue starting on
Page 5.)

SCHINE GIVEN 60-DAY TIME LIMIT
The Schine circuit in upper New York State and the Depart-

ment of Justice were given 60 days in which to submit plans for
the dissolution, realignment or reorganization of its theatre hold-

I
ings, by Federal Judge Knight last week. The time limit was
set following a decision by Judge Knight last month ordering
dissolution or reorganization and an injunction restraining the
chain from continuing unfair trade practices.

Following the prescribed time limit, the court ordered that
i

plaintiff "shall advise the court in writing of their objections, if

,
any. to such planf- and such counter or substitute proposals for

i

the carrying out of this provision" within 30 days of submission.
In addition to the realignment clause, the judgment restrained

.
the defendants from monopolizing top first-run and second-run

,

pictures in any situation where a suitable competing theatre is

. available; eliminated clearance which would prevent competition
,
from other t.ieatres in these situations; ordered from condition-

,

ing of licensing cf films in any competitive situation outside of
|
Buffalo upon the licensing of films in any other situation.

The order also restrained the defendants: from selling or ac-
. quiring any theatre interests without approval of the court; from
enforcing any existing agreements previously entered into de-

:

signed to eliminate competition or to restrict the use of real

i
estate to non-theatrical purposes; from coercing a competitor to

I

sell by threatening or deceiving; from continuing any agreement
which would prevent competition or entering into any such new
agreements.

• • • •

PEACETIME 'WAC PLANNED
Definite plans for a peacetime industry committee patterned

on the industry's War Activities Committee have been proposed
for formal establishment at a meeting of theatremen in Washing-
ton, Dec. 5th, it was revealed last week by Si Fabian, chairman
of WAC Theatres Division, which is scheduled to expire at the
end of the year. The meeting was arranged following a confab
of WAC's theatre division executive committee.

It was emphasized by Fabian that the new organization would
not deal with inter-trade practices and policies, but rather with
pertinent matters outside the industry proper, particularly Gov-
ernment affairs and cooperating with Government agencies, dis-
tributing reconstruction films and such.

Fabian noted that members of the Theatres Division felt that
they can help in the protection of theatres from propaganda. It
would also recommend courses which theatremen could best fol-
low in such important matters as surplus property disposal and

' reconversion generally.

STRIKERS BACK
Studio employes nearly 4000 of them, idle for more than seven

months, returned to their jobs on Wednesday, Oct. 31, as the end
of the strike became reality. Under the terms of the NLRB rul-
ing and the subsequent agreements reached in Cincinnati with
the parent American Federation of Labor, the studio workers re-
turned to their jobs with the initiation of the 30-day period for
arbitration of jurisdictional disputes and an additional 30 days
provided for final settlement of remaining differences.

Replacement workers supplied by IATSE yielded their places
to the reinstated employes, but remained on the payroll, as per
agreement, thus giving the studios a double payroll for the nextw days. Actual work, however, was being done by the ex-strikers.

A. California State Assembly committee opened inquiry last
week into the recent riots attending the strike. C. Don Field,
committee head, said the group had no interest in the merits of
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the controversy, "but we do want to know all the facts concern-

ing the violence and breakdown of law and order."

Attorney for the strikers, Frank Pestana, claimed a complete

victory for the CSU. In reference to future relations, he said, "If

(Eric) Johnston is given full power to act, and the enlightened

principles of management-labor dealing he has so far advocated
are followed, everything should be smooth and beautiful in the

film industry."
On the other hand, IATSE's Roy M. Brewer claimed that the

objective of the strike, "destruction of the IATSE and usurpation
of its jurisdiction." had failed that "the insurrections against
AFL leadership, led by Sorrell, has been repudiated by the final

settlement which is carried out exclusively by international
unions, not by the local irresponsible leadership which caused the

strike." He expressed the hope that "those men who foolishly

followed Sorrell out on March 12 and have lost eight months' pay
to satisfy his ego will recognize the desirability of settling future
disputes around the conference table in a manner befitting the
dignity of the trade union movement in the American way of
doing business."

COL MITCHELL NAMED PARA AD HEAD
Colonel Curtis Mitchell was appointed national director of ad-

vertising and publicity for Paramount, it was announced by
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount sales head. Col. Mitchell, recent-

ly pictorial chief for the War Department Bureau of Public Re-
lations, is on terminal leave from the Army after four and a half

years of active service and assumed his new duties Nov. 1, filling

a post which had been left vacant since the resignation of Robert
M. Gillham last July to become head of a television account de-

partment of the J. Walter Thompson advertising agency.

Col. Mitchell previously had been associated with the United
Press and General Electric publicity department, then branched
off into freelance writing. He joined the Dell Publishing Co. as
an executive working on the company's motion picture and radio
publications, then with Annenberg publications until he entered
the service in 1941. He became head of the pictorial division of

the Army's pictorial division of the public relations department
where he inaugurated the official radiophotos and transmission
of colored stills by air. The original Hollywood Caravan of Stars'

tour was also his idea. He handled the War Department's co-

PRESIDENT LAUDS INDUSTRY
The motion picture industry took a hearty pat on the back

from the country's chief executive last fortnight when President
Truman, in a letter sent to John W. Snyder, Director of the Office
of War Mobilization and Reconversion, expressed his "gratitude
to the industry for the extraordinary service they rendered the
Government during the period we were preparing for war and
during the war itself." The letter was read by Snyder before a
meeting of industry executives, including Eric A. Johnston,
MPPDA president.

(Continued on Page 31)

PEOPLE
Ray Branch was re-elected president of Allied Theatres of

Michigan for the 13th time at the organization's convention in
Detroit last week. Cass R. Beenhler was elected vice-president,
succeeding W. James Olson. Fred E. Pennell was retained as
general manager for a third term, and E. E. Kirchner was re-
elected secretary-treasurer.

Edward J. Peskay was named executive vice-president and
Charles (Buddy) Rogers, vice-president and treasurer of the pro-
duction company formed by Mary Pickford to make 60-minute
"streamlined" features for United Artists release.

Herb Berg, film publicist and former trade paper man, re-
signed as aide to Tom Waller, UA publicity manager. The post
will be discontinued, the company said.

Sol C. Siegel was appointed assistant to Henry Ginsberg,
Paramount vice-president in charge of studio production.

F. Shirley Wilcox, theatre operator in New Albany, Ind., be-
came Collector of Internal Revenue in that state.

Ben Henry, British production and distribution executive, has
been appointed United Kingdom representative for Universal with
headquarters in London.
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Idol of the bobby soxers, Frank Sinatra, seems to have developed into

something bigger than a mere crooner, having lent his initiative and
talent to the production of the short subject on tolerance, "The House
I Live In", in cooperation with director Mervyn LeRoy and producer
Frank Ross. Sinatra has been devoting much of his time of late to

lecturing the young fry on the American Way, as witness above.

Colonel Curtis Mitchell, newly appointed national director o
'

advertising and publicity for Paramount Pictures, discussinj

merchandising plans with sales chief Charles M. Reagan, left

and president Barney Balaban, right. Col. Mitchell left witH

Mr. Reagan last week-end for Hollywood to meet the studi^

people and to plan advertising campaigns for new Alms.

Oscar A. Doob, director of advertising and publicity for Loew's
Theatres, receiving a plaque from the War Activities Committee for

services as chairman of the Public Relations Division from WAC
chairman George A. Schaefer. Looking on are Jack Alicoate, chair-
man of the trade press division and S. H. Fabian, chairman of the
Victory Loan Committee.

Harris k Ewing

Closely watching the progress
of the Government's anti-

trust suit, is A. F. Myers,
general counsel of Allied,

whose interest is chiefly on
behalf of the independent
exhibitors. Myers is reported
to have conferred in New
York last week with Robert
L. Wright, chief of Govern-
ment Counsel.

Frank McNamee, formerly

deputy War Manpower Com-
missioner, has been appointed

special consultant to OWMR
head John W. Snyder on film

industry matters during the

reconversion period. The new
consultant has long been
prominent in both distribu-

tion and exhibition fields.

Joan Crawford chatting with Warner sales execs Mike Dolid.

Ed Hinchey, Bernard Goodman and Jules Lapidus. The re 1

ception at the Sherry Netherlands hotel in New York was t>

herald Miss Crawford's success in "Mildred Pierce."

George Lefko has been pro-

moted by Ben Kalmenson,
Warner Bros, general sales

manager, from Chicago cir-

cuit sales manager to branch
manager in Des Moines.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
In addition to the five productions now in work on this lot,

the studio has another five scheduled for starting this month.

Those set to go for the remainder of the month are westerns and

series quickies for the most part and will undoubtedly be wound
up before month's end. They are: "Landrush," a Colbert Clark

production; "Crime Doctor," under production of Rudolph Flo-

thow; "So Dark the Night," with Ted Richmond producing;

"Power of Attorney," another Ted Richmond stint; "The Head,"
under production of Wallace MacDonald, and "Smoky River
Serenade," with no producer named as yet.

Already working are: "The Al Jolson Story," being produced
by Columnist Sidney Skolsky in Technicolor with Larry Parks
playing the title role; no girl has been set for the lead yet and
shooting has been proceeding around the scenes involving roman-
tic interest. "Lone Wolf on Broadway" has Gerald Mohr and
Janis Carter in the resumption of an old series; "Lullaby of
Broadway" is a mystery thriller with Osa Massen and Robert
Stanton carrying the load. Continuing in production are "Gilda,"
the Rita Hayworth starrer, and "Perilous Holiday," with Pat
O'Brien and Ruth Warrick.

A recent financial report issued by this company indicates a
decline in earnings for the year ending June 30. 1945. To be
specific, the current net earnings for this year was $1,945,167 as
compared to $2,005,834 for the previous year. The detailed report
indicates a balance sheet of $24,960,174 in assets and liabilities of
$3,244,758. Figures don't lie, but they can be confusing. However,
on this basis the studio and the company are in healthy condition.

On the heels of the financial report comes the announcement
of Columbia's planned celebration of its Silver Anniversary on
January 1. We are wondering what sort of a reception this com-
pany will get from exhibitors on its birthday. No distributor has
incurred so much ill-will in recent years.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Rumors that have been running for months have finally

crystallized in the specific announcement that Sir Alexander
Korda has resigned his post as head of MGM's English produc-
tion unit. The reason given was "ill health" and no mention was
made of Sir Alexander's future plans, although the studio spokes-
man here declared that Metro would go on using the set-up built
by Korda for the production of "important Anglo-American" films.
It was not stated whether Ben Goetz, who has been working with
Korda would stay on in his London position or not.

Producer Jack Cummings' "Fiesta." which is having some
pre-production shooting in Mexico, was held up temporarily while
its star, Esther Williams, headed back to Culver City, for about
ten days of retakes on the recently completed "Hoodlum Saint.''

Sneak preview reactions made the retakes essential though there
are those who say a sneak preview shouldn't have been necessary
to point out the weak spots. Miss Williams, however, apparently
is not at fault since the studio indicated how pleased they are
with her work by handing her a big fat bonus when she got back
to town. She will return to Mexico City to continue in "Fiesta"
as soon as retakes are completed. Meanwhile, the company works
down there on scenes which do not include the actress. John
Carroll has the leading male role in this Technicolor production
which will feature Miss Williams as a female matador.

If trends can be caught at an early stage, it would seem the
movie audiences are going back to Congress this next year. MGM

has joined the rank of producers planning pictures in this vein

bv purchasing screen rights to Kenneth Horan's novel, "Papa
Went To Congress." This one is a story of Washington in the

1880's, but undoubtedly a subtle comparison will be drawn. June

Allyson and Margaret O'Brien already have been signed.

Robert Z. Leonard, veteran of MGM directors, has been signed

to direct the next Clark Gable film, "Lucky Baldwin." Producer

Everett Riskin is supervising the final touches on the script.

Production is slated for December with Lana Turner set as the

feminine lead. Listen to the anticipatory tinkles of the cash

register on the resumption of that profitable combination of

names!
Charles Lederer, former writer-director at Metro, has returned

to his job at the studio after a war-long stint as a Captain in the

AAF. His executive superiors are giving him a while to acclimate

himself before he is handed his first picture.

May McAvoy, silent star, is back on film again in a featured
role in the currently shooting, "The Green Years."

Jan Clayton, the actress that Metro held under a stock con-

tract in complete oblivion, is having a double portion of sweet
revenge. Discouraged and worried, she went back to Broadway
last year and became an overnight sensation as the star of

"Carousel." Now the studio wants her back for pictures, but she

wants more of what she had in "Carousel," so she's going right

into the lead of a "Show Boat" revival which Jerome Kern and
Oscar Hammerstein are producing. After this production she will

undoubtedly return to pictures and further triumphs.

Lena Home is returning to pictures after a lengthy cross-

country p. a. tour in a featured role in "Till The Clouds Roll By,"
which stars Judy Garland and Robert Walker.

Production chart at the studio stands at eight in work with
no new starters. Wound up were "The Postman Always Rings
Twice" (Turner-Garfield) — and the pre-preview raves on this are

intense — and "Black Sheep" (Jenkins-Craig). Continuing in

work: "The Green Years" (Coburn-Drake), "Holiday in Mexico"
(Pidgeon-Massey), "No Leave, No Love" (Johnson-Kirkwood),
"Time For Two" (Ball-Hodiak), "The Yearling" (Jarman-Peck),

"Star From Heaven" (Thompson-Tobias), "Army Brat" (Gifford-

Jenkins), and "Till The Clouds Roll By" (Garland-Walker).

MONOGRAM
November will find four new Monogram films in release,

according to Vice-President Steve Broidy's announcement earlier

this week. They are: "Riders of the Dawn," a Jimmy Wakely
musical-western; "Suspense" with Peter Cookson, Warren Wil-

liam and Anne Gwynne; "Allotment Wives," Kay Francis, Paul

Kelly and Otto Kruger featured, and "Frontier Feud," Johnny

Mack Brown western.

Meanwhile, the studio hits a production ebb with only one

film in work. "Glamour Girl," which will be one of the year's

major production is the only film on sound stages presently.

Belita. the star, has done all of her production numbers on the

ice-rink in Westwood Village and now the production is back on

the lot for weaving the story around the Belita numbers.

Wound up this week were: "The Shadow" (Richmond-Reed),

"The Haunted Mine" (Brown-Hatton) and "The Face of Marble"

(Carradine-Drake).

PARAMOUNT
Only new production added to the four now in work is a

Pine-Thomas effort called "Swamp Fire," which features the twg



top brawn men, Johnny Weismuller and Buster Crabbe. Virginia

Grey is the fragile beauty the two strong men seethe for.

Continuing towards wind-up are: "Love Lies Bleeding" (Stan-

wyck-Heflin), "Monsieur Beaucaire" (Hope-Caufield), "The Im-

perfect Lady" ( Wright-Milland) and "Easy Come, Easy Go"

(Tufts-Lynn).

Two title changes: "Take This Woman" is now "The Imper-

fect Lady" and "Third Avenue" now stands as "Easy Come,

Easy Go."

Alan Ladd and the studio continue their negotiations. It

seems reasonable to assume that settlement is near because

"California," the picture that Ladd turned down and which was
promptly scheduled for Ray Milland, has been dropped from pro-

duction talk. Obviously, the studio feels that they can satisfy

Alan's terms and he will still come back and go into the Aim.

Thus far, however, no official announcement has clarified the

status.

Good material written by service men while on duty in far-off

places is finding a ready market in Hollywood where there are

never enough good yarns to go around. Latest buy is one made
by Paramount. The story is called "The Ladies of Ayachie" (title

changers are already drooling over that one) which has a back-

ground of the adventures of service men in North Africa. Cor-

poral Julian Zinet is the author.

Lou Edelman is at work obtaining the needed approval to do
a picture on the history of Annapolis. Edelman, while under
contract at Warner Brothers, did 14 pictures with Navy back-
ground and this one, which he now plans has been circulating in

his mind for a long time. No difficulty is anticipated in securing

the necessary approval and the picture should go shortly as a

complete story of the Naval Academy.

Paramount's program to develop original story material for

pictures has finally gotten under way with the signing of Richard
Bransten and Ruth McKenney, author of "My Sister Eileen," to

write an original titled at this point "Abigail, Dear Heart." More
deals of this type are in the offing in line with the studio's plan

to create a fund of story properties.

For some unexplained reason, Paramount gave "Road to

Utopia" its world premiere in London at the Carlton Theatre.

No notice of its national release date here has been made.

Captain Claude Binyon, like Lederer at Metro, is putting away
his duties in the War Department's motion picture service to

resume his Hollywood place under term contract to Paramount
as a writer-producer.

Seton I. Miller, who recently completed "The Bride Wore
Boots," has been handed a renewed contract at Paramount. He
is working on "California," the dispute film between Alan Ladd
and Paramount.

RKO-RADIO

PRC
Despite the flurry of activity created by the new tie-up with

independent producers, who will use this lot to produce for other
distributors, the production unit of PRC itself is at a complete
standstill with no film currently on sound stages.

Sigmund Neufeld has closed a deal with author Brett Halli-
day under which the producer will make three pictures this year
from the "Michael Shane, Detective" series. Hugh Beaumont has
been signed for the title role. This series was formerly made at
20th Century-Fox. Neufeld has protected himself with an option
for an additional three-a-year for the next several years if the
plan is feasible. Sam Newfield will direct the series.

Eric von Stroheim has been signed for the title role in "Mask
of D'jon," a Martin Mooney mystery special which Lew Landers
will direct.

REPUBLIC
With only one picture in production at press time, this studio

nnnounces six films scheduled for November start. First is "West
of God's Country," a color western starring Monte Hale and
Adrian Booth. Then comes: "Passkey to Danger," "Gay Blades,"
"In Old Sacramento," a Bill Elliott special with Constance Moore
;ind William Marshall featured; "The Last Crooked Mile," and a
Roy Rogers' musical western, "Rainbow Over Texas."

"Spectre of the Rose," the Ben Hecht production, was to have
started at this time, but no definite date has been set. With
"Murder in the Music Hall" (Ralston-Marshall) winding up and
nine films in the cutting room, the studio is hitting a production
peak during this month.

Wound up this week: "Crime of The Century" (Bachelor-
Lrowne), "The French Key" (Dekker-Ankers), "Concerto" (Mc-
Leod-Dorn), Conquest of Cheyenne" (Elliott-Fleming), "Kin* of
the Forest Rangers," a serial, (Thompson-Talbot).
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aS partlally completed his schedule of production forthe next three years. He plans 14 pictures for the period, eight

of which have been selected already. Six are to be in the Johnny
Fletcher series starring Albert Dekker. "The French Key," star-

ring Dekker and Evelyn Ankers, is already completed. Next will

come "The Talking Clock," "The Laughing Fox," "The Mighty
Blockhead," "The Gift Horse" and "The Navy Colt" to complete

the Fletcher series. "Saratoga Springs" and "True Story" are

also listed, leaving six more to be planned for the total 14.

The deal mentioned in this column several weeks ago between
Arthur Rank and James Hilton for rights to "So Well Remem-
bered," is an actuality and will be one of the two films to be made
in England in the new RKO-Rank set-up. The final financial ar-

rangement had RKO paying Hilton $100,000 plus 10 per cent of

the gross after the first $1,500,000. No starting date or casting

has been announced.

John Houseman has signed a producer's contract with RKO
and his first will be "That Girl from Memphis" scheduled for an
early start. .Harriet Parsons, also recently signed to a production
contract, will follow "Come Share My Love," starring Myrna Loy,
with a Cary Grant vehicle, "A Very Remarkable Fellow." These
are still several months from the sound stages.

John Garfield has settled at least part of his contract quan-
dary by signing with RKO for one picture a year for the next
five years. His first under the contract will be "Build My Gallows
High," a mystery novel which will be under the production of
Warren Duff.

In the mysterious field of figure juggling, RKO has negotiated
a $22,000,000 loan on a 20-year basis and a reorganization of cer-
tain theatre operations and retirement of outstanding preferred
stock is planned. Several theatres may be sold in the transaction
and leases made with the new owners.

Having completed their deal with Arthur Rank for English
production, RKO is now looking toward the French field for a
production arrangement. Such a deal has been set up with Pathe
Inc. in France by Charles Koerner and Phil Reisman. The French
pictures will be made in both French and English versions with
separate casts but simultaneous shooting. No shooting will be
started under this newest arrangement until well into the middle
of next year.

Although "The Gibson Girl" presumably is being prepared as
the next Ginger Rogers picture at RKO and the actress herself
has personal production plans, "The Great Answer" will likely be
the next Rogers' film. It is a straight dramatic story of a woman
war correspondent in love with a captain of the Merchant Marine.

Dinah Shore has been signed for a role in the Sinclair Lewis
story, "Bongo," to be made by Walt Disney. She will appear in
the feature, narrate the plot and sing several numbers.

RKO cutting rooms are jammed with ten pictures being
edited and daily rushes on seven pictures in current production
being cut. In editing are: "Heartbeat," "The Spiral Staircase,"

"Cornered," "Deadline at Dawn," "The Bamboo Blonde," "The
Master Minds," "Bedlam," "All Men Are Liars," "Dick Tracy,"
"The Falcon's Alibi" and "From This Day Forward."

In production are: "Notorious" (Bergman-Grant), "The Dream
of Home" (McGuire-Madison), "Thanks God, I'll Take It From
Here" (Colbert-Wayne), "The Stranger" (Robinson-Young), "Lady
Luck" (Young-Hale) and "Sister Kenny" (Russell-Knox).

Alan Marshall, off film for more than a year because of ill-

ness, will return to work opposite Joan Fontaine in "Christabel

Caine" which starts shooting December 26. Marshall has been
borrowed from David O. Selznick for the part.

INTERNATIONAL
Production continues on "The Stranger," with Edward G.

Robinson, Loretta Young and Orson Welles in top roles.

Irving Pichel's first assignment under his new long term con-

tract will be "The Case for Mrs. Nash," scheduled for December
starting.

GOLDWYN
This producer is planning an advertising campaign which will

run close to the $2,000,000 mark on his next five pictures. First to

get the heavy pressure is "The Kid From Brooklyn," Danny Kaye
starrer, earmarked for $300,000. Second ballyhooed release will

be "Glory For Me," the MacKinlay Kantor novel.

Dana Andrews has been borrowed from 20th Century-Fox for

an important role in "The Bishop's Wife" which Goldwyn will

make with Teresa Wright starred. Production does not start

until April.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Lamar Trotti, who has "Captain from Castile" on his sched-

ule, has just been handed "Mother Wore Tights," story of a
vaudeville family slated for early production. "Captain from
Castile" is scheduled to mark the return of Tyrone Power.

Although Samuel Goldwyn won out in the tussle for the latest
MacKinlay Kantor novel, "Glory for Me," 20th Century-Fox is

consoling itself with plans for filming the biography of the author
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whose colorful boyhood as the son of John Kantor. well-known

theatrical promoter, should make an interesting movie. The story

is to be serialized in magazine form before it is filmed.

Moss Hart has arrived in Hollywood to begin his pact with

20th Century-Fox. He will work directly with Dairy] F. Zanuck
on his first production. No story has been definitely set for the

playwright as yet, but his salary of $250,000 for the chore augurs
well for a top production with all the stops pulled.

Even though casting remains a mystery on "Forever Amber,"
the director has been set. It will be John Stahl. William Perl-

berg is producing. Peggy Cummins, new English import, is ru-

mored set for the title role but no sounds of trumpets have been
heard to accompany this breath-taking announcement. If 20th

hopes to compete with Paramount's production of "Kitty," the

same type of story done expertly by Paulette Goddard and Ray
Milland, they will have to really put a load of effort into the

making.

Lamar Trotti, already mentioned in this column for two big

productions, has another bigger project on his agenda. "One

World," the Wendell Willkie book which Darryl F. Zanuck prom-
ised three years ago he would make into a film, is again in the

discussion stage. Trotti will be in charge of production, but

Zanuck will keep a close watch on this one which is a pet dream
of his.

Bryan Foy has been set as producer on the newly purchased

Collier's serial, "It Shouldn't Happen To A Dog." No casting or

plans for productions are set.

"Falling Star," which was an original story written by Greg-

ory Ratoff in 1938 for Warner Baxter, has been taken off the

shelf for production. Ratoff will direct but no star has been set

yet. The story deals with a movie star who returns to Hollywood

after being reported killed in a motor accident.

"Cluny Brown," much touted film, has been delayed again

because Jennifer Jones has been called back to her home lot for

added scenes on "Duel in the Sun." Charles Boyer, who will do

the male lead, is being held in inactivity until production starts.

Only one picture in production on the lot: "Centennial Sum-
mer" (Crain-Wilde). Two films finished up and headed for edit-

ing are: "Shock" (Price-Bari) and "Sentimental Journey" (Payne-

O'Hara).

Victor Mature and Cesar Romero celebrate their discharge

from the Coast Guard by going into their first picture for 20th

Century-Fox together. "Three Little Girls in Blue" is the film.

Both men are resuming their contracts where they were when
the boys went into service.

UNITED ARTISTS
Three continue in production on this lot: Arnold Pressbur-

ger's "A Scandal in Paris" (Sanders-Hasso-Landis), "Adventures

in Casablanca," formerly "A Night in Casablanca" (Marx Bro-

thers), and "Sin of Harold Diddlebock" (Harold Lloyd).

Jack Benny is the latest of stars to get the independent bug.

He plans his own production company and will go into work as

soon as he can find a story suitable for him. Benny will fulfill

his other assignments with studios but he has been eager for

some time to try his own hand at production and with his war
activities over, he feels he has the time.

Mary Pickford may not be making any pictures but that

doesn't keep her from acquiring story properties. Her latest

purchase is "Champagne for Everybody," an original by Laszlo

Vadnay and Max Lief. Vadnay may co-produce and it is now
stated that this film will precede the doubtful "Lona Henry" and
that production will definitely begin to move within the next

sixty days.

James Cagney has been offered the lead in Milton Sperling's
first production for Warner release, "The Cloak and the Dagger."
Cagney, who is not exactly on warm terms with Warner's, turned
down the offer which included a co-production berth for brother
Bill. But negotiations continue and Cagney may still be in-

fluenced into taking it.

David O. Selznick has signed Herbert Marshall to a role in

"Duel in the Sun." This picture was supposed to have wound up
weeks ago but goes on and on in production. Marshall will play
Jennifer Jones' father and the new scenes are now . being shot.

William Dieterle will direct the prologue and the added scenes

making him the fifth director on the film. King Vidor will still

get screen credit. Meanwhile Producer Selznick is taking beam-
ing bows all over town for the successful premiere of his "Spell-

bound" which found high approval among trade and newspaper
press who viewed it recently.

Benedict Bogeaus is waiting on the decision of the Theatre

Guild before he proceeds with his plans for "Congresswoman.

The Guild must decide whether or not they will loan Talullah

Bankhead for the part and since the actress has a run-of-the-play

contract with the group for her current play, "Foolish Notion,

there seems to be an impasse at the moment. Bogeaus says he

must start production by January. The decision should come soon.

Jules Levey has two pictures planned for 1946 production.

The first is "Conspiracy in Jazz," a musical and the second an

unnamed feature for Randolph Scott. Meanwhile he is planning

release particulars of his current feature, "Abilene Town" and is

taking a print of the film to Europe with him for a special show-

ing at General Eisenhower's headquarters.

UNIVERSAL
Latest to join the Rank march on Hollywood is Universal

with a deal announced and set to go this week. Final terms of

the agreement, after all rumors settled, are that Universal and

Rank will participate in a reciprocal releasing agreement. Rank

will continue handling Universal films as he now does through his

General Film Distributors. Universal will handle certain of the

Rank product in the United States and South America. First of

these will be "Madonna of the Seven Moons" and then "The Sev-

enth Veil." It was thought at first that Matty Fox, Universal

vice-president, would resign to head up a new company to handle

the Universal-Rank tieups but this plan did not evolve.

"The Ballad and the Source," Rosamund Lehmann best-selling

novel which Walter Wanger purchased for $200,000 is the first

novel to be printed in post-war England where there has been no

normal printing since 1939. Wanger is preparing production on

this important story and the first draft of the screen play is al-

ready completed.

Mark Hellinger's first independent production for Universal

will be "The Killers," based on an Ernest Hemingway story.

Hellinger is said to have paid $75,000 for the screen rights to the
yarn.

Maria Montez's suspension trouble of a few months ago has

been amicably settled and the actress has been handed a new
contract which gives her the right to make one picture a year

outside of the studio. After she finishes "Tangier," she will go

on leave for the birth of her baby, joining Deanna Durbin who
will be off the lot until next spring.

Five in production at this point with three new starters.

"Genius in the Family" (Myrna Loy-Don Ameche) is rolling under
the Skirball-Manning production unit; the new Abbott and Cos-

tello film, "On The Carpet" and "The Scarlet Horseman," a west-

ern feature with Peter Cookson, Janet Shaw and Paul Guilfoyle.

Continuing in production are: the Technicolor "Canyon Passage"
(Andrews-Hayward), and "Tangier" (Montez-Sabu).

Wound up this week were: "Because of Him" (Durbin-Tone),
"Terror By Night" (Rathbone-Bruce) and "The House of Drac-

ula" (Chaney-O'Driscoll).

WARNER BROS.
This studio which was hardest hit by the picketing during

the strike months is still not back into swing again. Here" as in

all other studios, there is a great clutter of excess people, because
the strike settlement leaves both striker replacements and the
returned strikers on the payroll. Gin Rummy games thrive all

over the lot as people, on salary, wait for orders either from their

union or the studio as to what they shall do.

Meanwhile production here is virtually at a standstill. Only-

one picture is in production and that one has been going for a
month or more, what with interruptions by the strike processes.

"Verdict" with Peter Lorre and Sidney Greenstreet is the film.

Preview this week of "Confidential Agent" with Charles Boyer
and Lauren Bacall left much to be desired in the enthusiasm of
the trade press. The story is dated and loses much of its interest
by reason thereof. Charles Boyer was sympathized with for the
difficulty of living up to a role that was pointless. As for Lauren
Bacall, in some instances she was ignored, in others she was
brutally criticized for a monotonous voice and performance. Those
who ignored her were kinder.

Milton Sperling has signed three GI writers for his new U. S.
Pictures unit to work on "The Cloak and the Dagger." Robert
McLaughlin, Lester Koenig and Ben Maddow are the trio who
will work with Sperling on this and other pictures.
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appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

COLUMBIA
194445 Features (48) Completed (45) In Production (0)

Westerns (10) Completed (10) In Production (0)

Serials ( 3) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

1945-46 Features (—

)

Completed (20) In Production (5)

Westerns (—

)

Completed (11) In Production (0)

Serials (—

)

Completed ( 1) In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE AL JOLSON STORY (Technicolor)
Musical—Started October 24
Cast: Larry Parks, William Demarest, Edgar Buchanan, Ludwig

Donath, Scotty Beckett, Tamara Shayne.
Director: Alfred E. Green Producer: Sidney Skolsky
Story: As the title indicates, the biography of Singer Al Jolson.

LONE WOLF ON BROADWAY
Mystery—Started October 22
Cast: Gerald Mohr, Janis Carter,
Director: Ross Lederman
Story: The Lone Wolf, back from war

murder. He tracks down the
LULLABY OF BROADWAY
Mystery—Started October 26
Cast: Osa Massen, Robert

Leonard.
Director: George Sherman
Story: Not available. See next issue

Eric Blore, Adele Roberts.
Producer: Ted Richmond

is involved in a jewel robbery and

Stanton, Hillary Brooke, Sheldon

Producer: Alexis Thurn-Taxis

RELEASE CHART
Title— tinla, TIM cm

Wi PRODUCTION
„.? Hayworth-Ford
Per.lous Holiday

O'Brien-Warrick ..

1 944.45
Adventures of Rusty (67) Donaldson-Nagel ..

Details under title: Rusty

SJJJJ
*»"» «*'»> Seott-Jergens ...

RtKtnn B,™ ^i 1" Haymes-Merricl:

BoTn I « !!- »
kC
?

° n S "S,' iC ")n (67)
• •

M^is-Merrick
.

.Boston Blaekle's Rendezvous
. . . Mnrris-Fnrh

B*h
et

UL.
B<

S.
,i

.

,le: Surprlse ,n the ' Ni »h *

""Lf*."^ Starrett-Harding . .

Details omler title: Texas Rifles

fSS?" Woodbury-Richmond
Counterattack (89) Muni-Chapman ..

rrim^n!! . i
m"oa» Ri»" Starrett-Athens ..

nL?. Coora" (70) Baxter-Brooke
B«»: Crime Dotto, (No. 4)

fS, Starrett-Worth ..
Eadle Was a Udy (67) Miller

E"* ,a th
u'

F* :::>n,ht.Fiii
E»e Knew Her Apples (64) Miller-Wright
Gay SenoMa (70) . Bannon Cochran .

6py. A Gal and A Pal, A Merrick-Hunter
.

Ottalli lal. H,

fighting Guardsman, The (84)
' Love a Bandleader
1 Lot. A Myrtary.
Leave It To Blondie (73)
Let's Go Steady .

Z% a
d

03
T
,

h
'
AM

'

Th
'

(Seria,)

fow of The Whistler, The
Risuers of the Badlands. .

Details onder title

tf Dtrang* Kid

.
Loder-Louise

.Harris-Brooks
.

. Bannon-Foch

.Singleton-Lake

.Parrish-Moran

.Lowery-Mathews

.Dunne-Knox

.Dlx-Carter ...

..Starrett-Bliss .

Roekln the Roekln. Hughes-Klrby

7~T °~ WW Starrett-Bates
Roogh Tough and Ready (66) Morris-Rogers

Deralli under title: Men of the Deep
She Wouldn't Say Yes Russell-Bowm

Details under title: Some Call It Love
Sing Me a Song of Texas. .

.

Song of the Prairie
Sonu tn Rrmamfctr. A (T) (113)

Oetalls under title: At Night We Dream
Ten Centi A Dance (60)
Thousand and One Nights, A (93)
Tonight and Every Night (T) (92)
Yoith on Trial

Details inder title: Our Wandering daughters
Y01 Can't De Wlthoet Love Lynn-Stewart . .

1945-46 -

—

Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) Wllde-Loulse . .

"SSL* J"*""
1 Tfa" Starred- Matthews

Details inder title: Raiders of Qoantl Basin
Blondle's Lucky Day Lake-Singleton

. .

.Curtis-Storey

. Lane-Tomlin

.Muni-Oberon .

.
Frazee-Lloyd

Wilde-Keyes

Hayworth-Blair

Collins-Reed
.

.7-26.

. .9-4.
12-25

.

.
.7-24.

. .4-30.
11-27

.

.12-11.
.5-14.
11-13.
11-13.
10-16.
.2-19.

.1-22.

.
.6-12.

. . .3-5.

.12-11.

.

. .4-17.
.11-27.

. .6-11.

. .7-23.

. .9-18.

.12-13.

. .1-22.

.11-13.

. .5-15.

.10-30.

.
.9-6. .6027

10-13.

.6-21. .6036.
.5-10. .6031. '.'.7-9

. .7-5. . . 6030 . .

.5-17. .6207

.1-26. .6140.
.4-26. .6006. '.4-16

.9-21. .6201

.2-27. . 6017

.

.4-16

.11-9. .6202
..1-18. .6014. .4-16
..4-5. .6037.
..4-12. . .6026. .5-28
. . .8-9. . .6020. .10-15
. .3-6. .6034.

. .5-24. . . 6010

.

. 10-29
.9-13. .6015
.1-25. . 6024

.

.2-22. .6019. .7-23
. .1-4. . 6039

.

.4-20. .6160.
. 8-23

.

.6001. '.'.9-3

.4-19. . 6023

.

.8-16. .6208.

.4-19. .6206.

. .6-7. .6223

.4-17. . 6222 .

.

.3-15. .6205.
. .3-22. . .6018. .'.5-14

11-10.

.9-27. .6224.
. .2-8. .6221.

. .6-7.

.7-12.

.2-22.

.1-11.

Close Call for Boston Blackie Morris-Lane
Close Call for Boston Blackie Morris-Lane
Crime Doctor's Warning Baxter-Anderson ..

(Details under title: Paper Doll Murder)
Galloping Thunder Starrett-Burnette ..

Girl of the Limberlost Tindall-Clifton ...
Gunning for Vengeance Starrett-Adair ....

Oetails under title: Burning the Trail
Heading West Starrett-Houck ....

Details under title: Massacre Mesa
Hit The Hay Canova-Hunter . . .

Jungle Raiders (Serial) Richmond-Borg ...
Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel
Lawless Empire Starrett-Law
Life With Blondie Singleton-Lake ...
Meet Me On Broadway Reynolds-Brady . .

One Way To Love Morris-Chapman . .

Details under title: Hail the Chief
Outlaws of the Rockies Starrett-Harding ..

Phantom Of The Desert Starrett-Burnette .

Prison Ship Lowery-Foch
Pardon My Past MacMurray-Chapman
Renegades (T) Keyes-Parker

Details under title: The Kansan
Roaring Rangers starrett-Burnette .

Details under title: Powder River
Secret Story Bannon-Hunter . . .

Snafu Parks-Lloyd
Tars and Spars (T) Drake-Blair
Terror Trail Slarrett-Burnette .

Texas Panhandle Starrett-Parks . . .

Two-Fisted Stranger Starrett-Burnette .

Voice of The Whistler, The Dix-Merrick
Who's Guilty? Kent-Ward
My Name Is Julia Ross Foch-Macready ...

Details under title: The Woman in Red

10-29
10-29
6-25. .

.1-2-1

.

. .7-9
6-25. .10-11.

.6-25

.10-1..

.8-20. .11-29.

. .8-6. . .9-14.

. .2-5. .10-18.
10-16. .11-15.

. .9-3. .12-13.

.8-20
.8-20. .12-20.

4-30. .9-18.

8-20. .11-15.

5-14. ..11-1.

.6-11

.10-1
6-25. .11-22.

.8-6

.8-20
.8-6. .10-30.
10-15
.8-6. .11-27.

1 M E T R O -CO LD WY N - MAY £ r!
1941-45 Features Completed (31) In Production (0)

1945-46 Features Completed (26) In Production (8)

.10-18. . .7201

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tie* Cast

TN PRODUCTION
Army Brat Jenkins-Gifford ...
Green Years. The Coburn- Drake
Holiday in Mexico (T) Pidgeon-Massey . . .

No Leave, No Love Johnson-Kirkwood
Star from Heaven (Cinecolor) Thompson-Tobias
Till The Clouds Roll By Garland-Walker ...
Time for Two Ball-Hodiak
Yearling, The (T) Peck-Jarman

COMPLETED 1944-45
BLOCK NO. TEN

Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor
Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy
Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal .....

Details onder title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell- Loy

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-Johnson
This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters

Music for Millions (120) O'Brien-lturbi . .

.

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock, The (94) Garland-Walker . . .

Gentle Annie (80) Craig-Reed

Without Love (111) Tracy-Hepburn ...

Son of Lassie <T) (102) Lawford-Lanchester

Details onder title: Women's Army
Picture of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders- Hatfield

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewitched (65) Thaxter-Daniels .

Details under title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romance (T) (105) Johnson-Williams .

Twice Blessed (77) Wilde-Craig

SPECIAL
Anchors Aweigh (T) (144) Kelly-Sinatra ....

Meet Me In St. Louis (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor ...

Details under title: The Home Front

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter

Valley of Decision (111) ? Garson-Peck

1945-46

BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN
Abbott and Costello in Hollywood (83) . . A. & C

Dangerous Partners (78) Craig-Hasso

Her- Highness and the Bellboy (112) Lamarr-Walker ...

Hidden Eye. The (68) Arnold- Rafferty . . .

Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105) O'Brien-Robinson

BLOCK NO. FOURTEEN
Letter for Evie. A Hint-Carroll

10-29.

. .9-3.

.9-17.

.10-1.

10-29.
10-29.
.10-1.
.8-20.

.8-21.

.6-26.

. .9-4.

.515.
.8-21.
.5-28.

. 8-21

.

.8-21.

10-31.
5-29.

6-26.
12-13

. .2-7.

12-25
12-11
10-16

.2-45.

.3-45.

.1-45.

.5-45.

.5-45.

.5-45.

.6-45.

.10-45.

.10-45

.10-45.

. .9-45.

. .9-45.

. .516. .11-27

. .519. .12-11

..514.. 12-11

..513.. 11-27

..518.. 12-25

.517.... 1-8

.520... 2-19

.515. .12-25

.524 4-2

.523.. 12-25

.522... 4-2

.531... 7-23

.512. .11-23

.521.. 12-11

.511. ..11-27

.527... 4-16

.602 . . .9-3

604 . . 8-20

603 ...7-23

601 8-6

600. 7-23

FILM BULLETIN



7-9.

.2-19.

She Went to the Races (86) traig-Gifford 5-28.
What Next, Corporal Hargrove? Walker-Porter .... 8-6.
Yolanda and the Thief (T) (108) Astaire-Bremer 1-22.

NOT DESIGNATED
»«»"»ure .Gable-Garson .. 6-11.

Details under title: This Strange Adventure
Detail* under title: A Letter for Evie

Bad Bascomb Beery-O'Brien 8-6.
Black Sheep

. Craig- Jenkins 8-6.
Details undtr title: Boy's Ranch

Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson . .

Great Morgan, The Morgan-Powell
Harvey Girls. The (T) Gariand-Hodiak
Hold High the Torch (T) E.Taylor-Lassie

Details under title: For Better For Worse
Last Chance. The
Vacation from Marriage Donat-Kerr ...
Postman Always Rings Twice. The Turner-Garfield 6-25.
Sailor Takes a Wife Walker-Allyson 4-2
They Were Expendable Montgomery-Wayne ...3-5...
Two Sisters From Boston Allyson-Lawford ....7-9
Up Goes Maisie Sothern-Murphy . . .8-20
Ziegfeld Follies (T) Astaire-Ball 5-1

SPECIAL
at the Waldorf (130) Turner-Johnson .. .11-27. .10-45.

Foreign

.Foreign.

MONO CR A

M

1944-45 Features
Westerns

(34)

(12)

Completed (34)

Completed (13)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
Title— Rinnlng Tim. Cart Details

IN PRODUCTION
Girl Bel ita- Moore 10-29.

1944-45
Adventures of Kitty O'Day (62) Parker-Cookson ....7-24.

Details under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through
Army Wives (67) Ra-sbeau-Knox 8-7.
Border Bandits Brown-Hatton .8-20

Details under title: Mucts Meets a Deadline
Chinas Little Devils (75) Carey-Kelly 7-10.
Cisco Kid Returns (64) Renaldo-Lane 11-13.

Details under title: Case of the Missing Medico
Dlllmger (77) 1

Lowe-Tierney 10-16.
<70) Francis-Cabot 3-5.

Docks of New York (62) Gorcey-Hall 1-22.
Details under title: Murder in the Famllj

Fashion Model (61) Weaver-Lowery ...12-11.
Details under title: The Model Murder

Flame of the West (71) Brown-Hatton . . . .2-19.
Ghost Guns (60) Brown-Hatton ....9-18.

Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs
Forever Yours (83) ..Storm-Smith 8-7.

Details under title: They Shall Have Faith
6. I. Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson 10-2.
Gun Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton 9-18.
n Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon . . .8-21.
Muggs Rides Again East siie Kids . ... 2 -5.

Details under title: County Fair
Jade Mask, The (66) Toler-Manton 9-18.

Details under title: Mystery Mansion
Lost Trail, The Brown-Holt 7-9.
Navajo Trails (56) Brown-Holt .....10-16.

Details onder title: The Texas Terror
Riders of the Daw Wakeley-White 8-6..

Details under title: Rainbow Valley
Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White

. 4-30
Details under title: Cowboy Serenade

Scarlet Clue, The (65) Toler-Manton 9-18.
Oetails under title: Radio Mystery

Sensation Hunters Merrick- Lowery 4-16.
Details under title: Main Street Girl

Shanghai Cobra. The (64) Toler-Moreland ...6-11.
South of the Rio Grande Renaldo-Armida ...5-28.

Details under title: Song of the Border
Stranger from Santa Fe (56) Brown-Hatton 1-22.
Springtime in Texas (55; Wakley-White 4-2..
There Goes Kelly (61) Moran-McKay ....11-27.

Details under title: Make Way for Kelly
Trouble Chasers Gilbert-Howard ...3-19..

Details under title. Here Comes Trouble

1945-46
Allotment Wives Francis-Kelly 6-25.
Black Market Babies Richmond-Hazard ...9-3.
Come Out Fighting East Side Kids
Red Dragon, The Toler-Fong 9-17.

Details under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico
Face of Marble, The Carradine-Drake . . .10-15.
Driftin' Along Brown-Carver 10-1.

Details under title: Rollin' Along
Frontier Feud Brown-Hatton 7-23.

Details under title: Flaming Frontiers
Haunted Mine, The Brown-Hatton 10-29.
L '»» Wires Gorcey-Draka 10-1.

Details under title: Stepping Around
Lonesome Trail Wakely-White 9-17.

Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail

Strange Mr. Gregory, The Lowe-Rogers 6-25.
Details under title: Gregory

Shadow. The Richmond-Reed ...10-29.
Sosuense Cookson-William ...7-23.
Sunbonnet Sue (90) Regan-Storm 5-14.
Swing Parade Storm-Reagan 8-6.

.5-12.

.8-18.

.3-24.

. .5-5.

. .4-8.

.5-28.

6-16.

.11-3.

.8-11.

.6-12.

10-13.

.7-21.

. .6-2.

.2-24.

12-24.

! .9-22.

P A R A MO U NT

Carol
Maicelle

the

10-15.
.9-17.

.10-1.

.7-13
8 21
.7-10

.5-15

.
.2-7

.6-26

11-13

.
.5-1

11-27

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SWAMP FIRE
Drama—Started October 22

Cast: Johnny Weissmuller, Virginia Gray, Buster Crabbe,

Thurston, Pedro de Cordoba, Edwin Maxwell,

Corday, William Edmunds.
Director: William Pine Producer: William Thomas
Stiny: Two strong men tight viciously for the love of the name ifirl

swamp country of the south.

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
Easy Come. Easy Go Tufts-Lynn

Details under title: Third Avenue

Love Lies Bleeding Stanwyck-HeRin ..

Monsieur Beaucaire (T) Hope-Caulfield . . .

Imperfect Lady. The Wright-Milland ..

Details under title: Take This Woman

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman . .

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks

Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly

Here Come the Waves (99) Crosby-Hutton ...

Practically Yours (90) Colbert-MaeMurray

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tufts

High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100) Ladd-Russell

Unseen. The (81) McCrea-Russell ...

Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Xamour-Cordova •

Affairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent ...

Murder, He Says (92) MacMurray-Main

Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage

BLOCK NO. SLX
Midnight Manhunt Gargan-Savage

Details under title: Hard to Handle

Out of This World (96) Bracken-Lynn

You Came Along (103) Cummings-Scott ..

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) (113) Hutton-Cordova

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Colbert-March ...

Northwest Mounted Police (T) (128) Cooper-Carroll ...

This Gun For Hire (81) Ladd-Lake

1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
Duffy's Tavern (97) Gardner-Reynolds

Follow That Woman (70) Gargan-Kelly

Lost Weekend, The (101) Milland-Wyman
Love Letters (101) Jones-Cotten

BLOCK NO. TWO
Hold That Blonde (76) Bracken-Lake

Details under title: Good Intentions

Kitty (104) Goddard-Milland ..

People Are Funny (93) Haley-Walker

Stork Club (98) Hutton-Fitzgerald .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Masquerade in Mexico Lamour-Cordova ..

Miss Susie Slagle's Tufts-Lake

Road to Utopia, The Crosby-Hope-Umoir
They Made Me A Killer Lowery- Britton . . .

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia, The Ladd-Lake
Blue Skies (T) Crosby-Astaire

Bride Wore Boots, The Stanwyck-Cummings
Calcutta Ladd-Russell

Cross My Heart Hutton-Tufts

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

Our Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Russell

Rhythm Ranch Haley-Hllllard ...
To Each His Own deHaviland-Lund ..

Trouble With Women. The Milland-Wright ..

Details under title: Too Good To Be True
T«r» Yean Befom the Mart Ladd-Donlery

Virginian, The (T) McCrea-Britton ...

Weil-Groomed Bride, The Milland-deHavilland

10-2

.2-19

10-31
10-31

. .4413.
. . 4412

.

. .4415.
..4411.
. .4414.

. .7-20

.12-25

.12-25
. 12-25
.12-25

. .4416.

. .4419.
. . .3-5

. 3-5

. .4418.

. .4417.
• .

.3-5

...3-5

. .4424.

. .4421.
4422.

. .4423.

. .4-16

. . .4-2

. .4-16

. .4-16

. . .7-27. . .4427. . .6-11

. . .7-13.

. .9-14.
..4426.
. .4428.

. .6-11

. . .7-9

. . .8-31. . .4431. . .6-25

. .8-26.

...8-26.

4432.

.4434.

. . .9-4

. .4501.

. . 4504

.

. .4503.
. .4502.

. . .9-3

. . .9-3

. .8-20

. . 8-20

4506. .10-15

. . 4509

.

. . 4508

.

. . 4507

.

.10-15

.10-15

.10-15

.9-18.

12-13.
..7-9.

. .3-5.

.11-1.

. .7-9.
.6-11.

. .5-1.

11-13.
2-19.

1944-45 Features
Westerns

1945-46 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

(—

)

(—

)

Completed (27)

Completed (18)

Completed ( 9)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (23)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART
Title— Rinnlni Time Cart Details lei.

COMPLETED
1944-45

Arson Squad (64) Albertson-Armstrong 4-30... 9-11.
Apology for Murder (67) Savage-Beaumoni ...3-5. 8-27
Border Bad Men Crabbe-S;. John 10-10
Crime. Inc. (75) Neal-Tilton 11-13. . .4-15.
Dangerous Intruder (71) Arnt-Borg 4-16... 8-21.

Details under title: The Intruder

Fighting Bill Carson Crabbe-St. John ... 6-11 .. 10-31

.

Fog Island (72) Atwill-Douglas ... 11-13 ... 2-15

.

Flaming Bullets Ritter-Knox 6-11... 9-22.
Frontier Fugitives OBrien-Ritter ...5-14 9-1.

Details under title: Ride, Ranger, Ride

.528 . . .7-23

.526. .10-1

.567
.502. . .3-11

.519 9-3

.568

.508

.564

.563

NOVEMBER 12, 1945 1-



The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John .

His Brother's Ghost (54) Crabbe-St. John

Hollywood and Vine (58) Ellison-McKay

Tilt Kid Sister (56) Pryor-Uark
Lady Confesses, The (64) Hughes-Beaumont

Details under title: Undercover Girl

Man Who Walked Alone, The (73) O'Brien-Aldr.ch .

Details under title: You Can't Stop Romai e

Marked for Murder (58) O'Brien-Ritter .

Missing Corpse (62) Bromberg-Jenks .

Details under title: Stranger in the Family
The Phantom of 42nd Street O'Brien-Aldrich

Spell of Amy Nugent. The (63) Farr-Lmdsay

Shadow of Terror (60) Fraser-Gillern

Details under title: Checkmate
Shadows of Death (61) Crabbe-Knox ...

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Silver Fleet, The (77) Richardson-Withers

Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John .

Strange Illusion (83) Eilers-Lydon . .
•

*wmg Hostess (76) Tilton-Collins

Three in the Saddle Ritter-O'Brien ..

Why Girls Leave Home (68) Lane-Leonard ...

White Pongo (73) Fraser-Wrixon

1945-46

.
.1-22. .6-14.

.

. .559.
. .2-3. . . .557.

.'
.'

. 8-21

.

.4-25. . . .515. .5-14

.10-31. . .2-6. . .516 . •••••

• • -2-5. . .522. . -aa

.
.10-16. .3-15. . . .507. .2-19

. .2-8. . .554.

. . . .2-5. ...6-1. . .524. . .6-11

. 22. 591
9 In

•

• |"

'

'
5"2o. riis

. 11-5 .

.

10 29

6 11 4-19 558

. . For. . .7-1. . .530. .5-14

.11-27. .8-17. . . .558
. . .10-2. .3-31. . . .517. .3-la

. . .6-12. . .9-8. . .509. 11-15

..4-16. .7-26. . . .562.

. . .3-5. . .111. '. .7-9

. .4-16. . . 222

.

. .8-6

title: Buster Crabbe No. 1

Club Havan
Danny Boy

Enchanted Forest

Lightning Raiders

Once and For All

Six-Gun For Hire

Song of Old Wyoming (Cinecolor)

strangler of The Swamps
Wife of Monte Cristo

Crabbe-St. John . .9-17. .11-7

Dean-Carlin . .10-1

.Lindsay-Neal . . . .5-28. 11-23 ....

Henry-Johnson . .8-6. .12-5

Savage-Neal .... .6-25. 11-30.

Lowe-Joyce . .1-22. . .12-8 ..... 10-1

Lewis-Kramer . . . . .9-3. 12-26

Gordon-Windsor . .8-6. 12-17

Shayne-Gwynne . .10-2.

Crabbe-St. John . .10-15

Steele-Saylor . . .
.10-15

Coleman-Reed .10-29.

Stefle-Carlin . . . .10-29

Dean-Padden 5-14. .11-12
. . .10-29

LaPlanche-Edwards 9-3

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials

1945^6 Features
Westerns
Serials

REPUBLIC
(32) Completed (32)

(24)

( 4)

(40)

(16)

( 4)

Completed (24)

Completed ( 3)

Completed (13)

Completed (13)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
NIGHT TRAIN TO MEMPHIS
Western—Started October 27
Cast: Roy Acuff, Allan Lane, Adele Mara, Roy Barcroft, Emma

Dunn, Kenne Duncan, Leroy Mason.
Director: Lesley Selander Assistant: Don Verk
Story: Not available. See next isisue

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

Murder in the Music Hall Ralston-Marshall
.

Title— Hunnlng Time Cut
COMPLETED

I944.45
*'° n9 ''; e

.

Nfa
i»

Trail Rogers-Evans ...
Behind C.ty L.ghts (68) Terry- Roberts ...

Details under title: Return at Dawn
Bells of Rosarita (68) Rogers-Evans ....
Big Show-Off (70) Lake-Evans

Details under title: Next Comes Love
Jordertown Trails Carson-Burnette
Cheaters, The (87) Schildkraut-Burke

Details under title: The Magnificent Mr. M
Cheyenne Wildcat Elliott-Fleming ..
Chicago Kid (68) Barry-Roberts
Code of tht Prairie Burnette-Carson
Corpus Christi Bandits Lane-Talbot
Don't Fence Me In (71) Rogers-Evans ...
Earl Carroll's Vanities (89) OKeefe-Moore ...
Fatal witness .Ankers-Fraser
Federal Operator No. 99 (Serial) Lamont-Talbot
Flame of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne- Dvorak ...
Gangs ot the Waterfront Armstrong-8achclor
Great Flamarion, The (78) vonStrohe;m-Hughes
The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming
Grlssly-| Millions (72) Grey-Kelly
Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Pearce-Evans
Jealousy (71) Morley-Asther
Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker

Details under title: Johnny March
Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming
Love, Honor and Goodbye (87) Bruce-Ashley
Man From Oklahoma, The (68) Rogers-Evans
Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey ..
Marshal tf Ren* Elliott-Hayes . . .

""leana Guizar-Moore . . .

Oregon Trail Carson-Stewart ..
Phantom Speaks. The (68) Arlen-Roherts
Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterllno- Moore
Road To Alcatrai Lowery-Storey . . .

sl "„" C't> Kid Lan.-Stew.rt . . . .

Details ender title: Red Golch Renegades
Jan Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake . . .

Santa Ft Saddlemates Carson-Stirling
Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Slirllng
S.ng. Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown

.10-29.

Details

6-12.
. .9-30.

.

.10-2. . .6-29.
6-26. . .10-6. .

4-20.

.

7-23. .10-15. .

4-5. .
.11-13
.1-22.

. .2-5.

. .7-24

12-25.
10-16
.9-18

. .9-18

. .9-18

.11-27

.11-27

•9-15.
. .7-7.

.5-28.

. .7-3.

.3-30.
.2-15.

.1-16.

.7-19.

.7-23.

. .4-2.

. .429. . .10-1

. .442. . .5-28

..410.... 2-5

.451,
. .421. . . .7-9

.3314
..417... 2-19

. .452
.465

. .445
. .413. . .3-19
.427
.483

. .415. . .4-30

. .422
.412. . .2-19

3317
. .409. . .1-2?
. .419. . .5-14

. . 424 . . . 8-20

. .414. . .4-16

.12-11. .9-15. .3318
. .5-14. . .9-15. . .428. .9-17
. .3-19. . . .8-1. ...443. .9-17
.10-16. .3-18. . .482.

.

...3-6. ..7-2. .3312.

.

. .5-28.

. . .4-2. '.Y-iV.

'

. . 456
.10-31. .

5-10.
. . 433

.

.5-14

. .4-30. 9-29. . .484
. .1-8. .7-10. . .423
..4-17. .7-20. . .461.

.

..5-29. .8-16. .3313.
. .2-19. . .6-2. ..455..
.12-25 .2-28. . .454.

.

.4-17. .8-12. . .401. '.'.9-4

Song for Miss Julie, A (69) Early-Clark
Sporting Chance (59) Randolph-O'Malley

Details under title: Behind the Ships
Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart

Details nnder title: Marshal of Monterey
Steppin' In Society (72) Horton-George

Details under title: You'll Remember Me
Sunset in El Dorado (66) Rogers-Evans ....

Swingin' on a Rainbow (72) Taylor-Frazee

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry ..

Three's A Crowd (58) Michael-Gordon •
Thoroughbreds Neal-Mara

Tiger Woman, The Richmond-Mara ..

Topeka Terror Allan Lans ....

Utah (78) Rogers-Eva^

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart

torro's Black Whip (Serial) . . . Lewls-Stlrllng . .

.

1945-46
Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An Dowd-Duke

Details under title: New Faces of 1945
Bandit of Badlands Carson-Stewart ...

California Gold Rush Elliott-Fleming .

.

Captain Tugboat Annie Darwell-Kennedy .

Details under title: Tugboat Annie's Son
Cat Man of Paris, The Esmond-Aubert -

.

Cherokee Flash Carson-Stirling . .

Colorado Pioneers Elliott-Fleming ...

Conquest of Cheyenne Elliott-Fleming .

.

Crime of the Century Bachelor- Browne

Dakota (82) Ralston-Wayne . .

I've Always Loved You (T) McLeod-Dorn

Details under title: Concerto

Days of Buffalo Bill Carson-Stewart ...

French Key, The Dekker-Ankers . . .

Girls of the Big House Roberts- Powers ...

Guy Could Change, A Lane-Frazee ....

Kina of the Forest Rangers (Serial) Thompson-Talbot .

Madonna's Secret, The Lederer-Patrick . .

Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake

Phantom of the Plains Elliott-Fleming ..

Phantom Rider, The (Serial) Kent-Stewart

Rough Riders of Cheyenne Carson-Stewart ...

Scotland Yard Investigator (68) VonSt'heim-Bachelor

Sheriff of Redwood Valley Elliott-Fleming ..

Strange Impersonation, A Marshall-Gargan .

Sun Valley Cyclone Elliott-Fleming ..

The Valley of the Zombie Booth-Livingston

Wagon Wheels Westward Elliott-Fleming .

.

Woman Who Came Back, The Kelly-Loder

Details under title: The Web

.
.6-11.

11-13.
12-25.
11-27

.

..9-4.

.3-19.

.10-2.
12-11.

.10-16
.8-21.

.2-19.

. .6-4.

.9-15.

. .9-29.

. . .9-1.

.8-16.
..5-23.
.12-23.
11-16.

.

.1-26.
..3-21.

..5-10.
.12-16.

.462.

.418. .6-25

.424. .10-15

.426. . .9-17

.425

.416

.408
.430
. 4t>4

.441 4-2

.434... 5-14'

.481

.4-16.
.4-30.

12-25.

10-29.
10-29 .

.8-20.

.10-1.

. .3-5.. .11-2.

.

. .502
.6-25.

10-15.
.10-1.

. .3-5. .10-7 . . ..562 ...

. .2-5. . . .9-7. . . .561

.5-14.

.

.11-1. . . .552

2-19 . . .9-30. . ..501
.7-23.

. .8-6.

.9-17.

.9-17.

.4-30

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (31)

Completed (31)

In Production (0)

In Production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SISTER KENNY
Drama—Started November 5

Cast: Rosalind Russell, Alexander Knox, D<
Producer-director: Dudley Nichols

st< ife and fork

Associate Producer: Edward Donahue
)f the woman who effected a treatment for

RELEASE CHART
Cast ••tts/lsTitle—Rmnlng Time

IN PRODUCTION
Badman's Territory Scott- Richards

Dream of Home, The McGuire-Madison

Lady Luck Young-Hale

Notorious Bergman-Grant

Stranger, The Robinson-Young

Thanks God, I'll Take It From Here Colbert-Wayne ..

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent

Falcon in Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale

Morder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley .

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rush, The (65) Langford-Brown

Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly . . .

What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley ....
Details under title: Come Share My Love

Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire .

Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis .

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long ....

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) Karloff-Lugosi ..

China Sky (77) Scott-Drew

Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Welssmuller-Joyce

Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young ....

Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ahn

Details under title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler, The (67) Loder-Duprez ...

Two O'clock Courage (66) Conway-Rutherford

West of The Pecos (66) Mltchom-Hale .

SPECIALS
Belle of the Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Lee

Casanova Brown (93) Cooner-Wright

It's a Pleasure (T> (90) Hcnie-O'Shea ..

Princess and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo
Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature

Woman In the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett

Details ander title: Once Off Guard

Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo

.
.10-1.

10-29

.

.10-29.

.10-29.

10-29
10-29

.

.7-24.

.7-24.

.5-29.

.10-16.
, . .5-1.

. .8-21.

. .7-10.
.8-21.

10-16. .

...4-3.
. .2-21.

. .8-21.

.
.5-15.

.510.. 12-H

.507. .12-11

.508.. 12-11

.506.. 10-30

.509.. 12-11

.514... 2-19

.511.... 2-5

.515... 2-W

.513... 2-19

.512... 2-19

.517.... 3-5

..519... 4-30

.518... 4-30

..520... 4-30

..516... 4-30

.523... 6-11

.522... 5-14

. 521. ..4-30

.524. ...6-11

.583

.581....M

.584....

3

.551. 10-1*

.591. 12-25

.552... 4-30
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1945-46
BLOCK NO. ONE

I

George White's Scandals (95) 0-.. .-Haley 2-5
|

'n San Francisco, The (65) Conway-Corday 2-19.. .

I Pt An 9*' <79) Raft-Trevor 12-11.
I Momma Loves Poppa (60) Errol-Risdon 2-19

|

Radio Stars on Parade (69) Brown-Carney 4-16 ..

BLOCK NO. TWO
i

First Yank Into Toyko (82) Neat-Hale ... . 2-19
I Isle of the Dead (72) Karloff-Drew

j

Man Alive (70) O'Brien-Drew 2-5...
i Spanish Main. The (T) (100) Henreid-O'Hara ..11-27...
I
Wanderer of the Wasteland (67) Warren-Long 6-11.

BLOC K NO. THREE
1 Cantered Powell-Cheirel 7-9..
Deadline at Dawn Hayward-Wiltiams ..5-28..

,
Hotel Reserve Mason-Mannheim Foreign.

1 Meet Dick Tracy Conway-Jettreys ... 6-11..
Slat Yoer Way Home Haley- Jeffries ....12-11..

SOT DESIGN ATED
All Men Are Liars Granville-Conway . . .7-23..

Details under title: The Lie Detector
Along Came Jones (90) Cooper-Young ....11-27...

I Bamboo Blonde Langford-Wade 9-17. .

.Bells of St. Mary's, The Lrosby-Bergman 3-5..
Ding Dong Williams Vernon-McGuire ....5-14..

.
Falcon's Alibi, The Conway-Corday ....8-20

•From This Day Forward Fontaine-Stevens 9-3
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful

Game of Death Loder-Long 2-19..
Oetails under title: The Most Dangerous

\ Heartbeat Rogers-Aumont 8-20..
Kid From Brooklyn, The (T) Kaye-Mayo 6-25..

I blaster-Minds Carney-Brown 9-3..
I Spiral Staircase. The McGuire-Brent 9-3..

Details under title: Some Must Watch
Tomorrow Is Forever Colbert-Welles 4-2..
Riverboat Rhythm Errol-Nevrton 7-9...

Details under title: Follow Your Heart

I
Bedlam Karloff-Lee 8-6..

Details under title: A Tale of Bedlam
Tarzan and the Leopard Woman Weismuller-Joyce ...8-20...

REISSUE
Pinocchio (T) Disney Cartoon Feature ....

602
603
604

.9-17

.9-17

. 101

.10-15
.10-1

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (24)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
Title— Rinsing Tim Cut

IN PRODUCTION
Centennial Summer (T) Crain-Wilde

COMPLETED
1944-45

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peck-Hardwleke
Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Hangover Square (77) Cregar-Darnell ..
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn (128) McGuire-Dunn

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Cireimstantial Evidence (68) O'Shea- Marshall
Thunderhead, Son of Flicka (T) (73) McDowell-Foster

BLOCK NO. NLNE
Molly and Me (77) Fields-Woolley ..

Details nnd»r title: Molly, Bless Her
Song of 8ernadette (156) Jones-Priee
Royal Scandal, A (90) Bankhead-Eyt'he

Details under title: Czarina

BLOCK NO. TEN
Diamond Horseshoe (T) (104) Grable-Haymes ..
Bell Fighters (62) Laurel-Hardy . . .

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
0o"'"," 0»i»'9an (75) Bendix-BlondeH ..

Details under title: Two-Faced Quilligan
Where Do We Go From Here? (T) (77) . . . MacMurray-Leslie

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Hob Hill (T ) (95) ,. Bennett-Raft .

Withm These Walls (71) Mitchell-Andersen

REISSUE
Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81) ....... .Gable-Yoonn ....

1945-46
NOT DESIGNATED

And Then There Were None (97) Fitzgerald-Huston
Behind Green Lights Landis-Gargan

Details under title: Precinct 33
Bell for Adano, A (103) Hodiak-Tierney .

Captain Eddie (107) MacMurray-Bari
Caribbean Mystery (65) Dunn-Ryan ....

Dftails under title: First, Last and Always
tolonel Effingham's Raid Bennett-Eythe
°'\' Fac« Miranda-OKeefe .

Dolly Sisters, The (T) (114) Grable-Payne . .

Dragonwyck
.Tierney-Eythe ...

6ne Me the Simple Life (T) Payne-Haver
Fallen Angel (97) Faye-Andrews . . .

Hoise on 92nd Street (88) Eytht-Hasso ....
Details under title: Now It Can Be Told

Junior Miss (94) Garner-Joslyn . . .

Kitten on the Keys (T) O'Hara-Haymes ..
Leave Her To Heaven (T) Tierney-Wilde ...
*•* Price-Bari

K* < T >
,

MacMurray-Baxter
Sentimental Journey Payne-O'Hara ...
Spider, The (63) Conte-Marlowe

Detain el. Ml Im

. .9-17.

...2-7. .Jan.. . .514. .12-25
.Jan.

.

. .515. . . 1-22

9-4. . Feb.

.

. .516. . . 1-22

. Feb.

.

. .517. . . .2-5

.11-13. . .2-19
. .5-15. . .518. . . .2-3

. .11-13. • Apr.. . .522. . . .3-5

. . .4-5.

.

. April

.

. .520. . . .2-7

. .9-18. . April. .521. . . .4 ?

. . 9-4. .May. ..524. . .4-30
. .12-11. .May. . .525. . .4-16

...2-5. . . 527

.

. .6-25

. . .9-4. .June. . .526. . .5-28

. . .8-21. July. . .529. . .6-11

. . .3-5.

.

July . . . .528. . .6-11

.June. . .523.

. .3-19. .Nov.. . .611. . .7-23
. .10-1.

.

.11-13. .Aug..
. .601. . . .7-9

.12-11. Sept. . . .604. . .7-23
. . .2-5.

.

. . .8-6

. . 12-25

.

.610. .10-15
. .8-20. .

. . .2-5. . Nov. . . . .
609'. .'. 10-1

. .3-5. .

..5-14.

.

...5-14. . Dec . . : . 612

.

. 10-29
. . .4-30. . Oct.

.

.608. .9-17

. .2-19. .Aug.. . . . 6-25
. .4-30.

.

. .5-28.

.

.Jan.. .

.10-15. .

. .7-23.

.

. .10-1.

.

. 6-11. . Dec.'.'. .613. .11-12

State Fair (T) (100) Andrtws-Crain

Walk in the Sen Andrtws-Conte .

Details under UA Release Chart

Way Ahead, The (104) Nlven-Huntley

Wilson (T) (153) Hardwieke-Mitchrll

UNITED ARTISTS
1944-40 Features
1945-4G Feat (lies

Completed (21)

Completed (19)

In Production (0)

In Production CD

Key to Producers: Small (SmL); Rogers (Rs*.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm); I'ressburger

(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);

Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Ivesser

Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. II.); Skirl. all (Ski.); Eagles-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.) ; Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

RELEASE CHART
Title— lining Time Cart fetal It

LH PRODUCTION
Adventures in Casablanca Marx Brothers ....10-15..

Details under title: A Night in Casablanca

Scandal in Paris, A Sanders- Hasso . . .10-29.
Sin of Harold Diddlebock, The Lloyd-Walburn 10-1..

COMPLETED
1944-45

Bedside Manner (79) Hussey-Carroll 11-27
Blood on the Sun (94) cagney-Sidney 10-31.
Brewster's Millions (79) O'Keefe-Walker 8-21.
Colonel Blimp (T) (148) Livesy-Walbrook ..Foreign..
Dark Waters (89) Oberon-Tone 5-29
Delightfully Dangeroos (93) Powell-Bellamy 9-4..

Oetails ender title- Hiqh Among the Star-

Great John L, The (96) Darnell-McClure ...7-10..,
Guest Wife (88) . . Colbert-Ameche 12-11..
Hairy Ape, The (90) Bendix-Hayward 1-10.

I'll Be Seeing Yoi (85) Rogers-Cotten 4-17.
Details under title: Double Furlough

It's in the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley 10-16..

Sensations of 1945 (86) Powe'll-Fleldi 12-13.

Mr. Emmanuel (92) Aylmer-Gynt Foreign..

Song of the Ooen Road (89) Bergen-Granville ..12-13..
Southerner, The (91) Scott-Field 9-18..

Details under title: Hold Autumn in Your Hand
Story of G. I. Joe (109) Meredith 11-27

1945-46

Abilene Town Scott-Dvorak 8-6..

Details under title: Abilene

Adventure for Two Olivier-Rutherford Foreign

Blithe Spirit (T) (94) Cummings-Harrison Foreign

Breakfast in Hollywood Breneman-Granville 8-20...

Caesar and Cleonatra (T) . ..Olivier-Leigh ..Foreigi

Captain Kidd (89) Lauchton-Britton 2-5

Diary of A Chambermaid Goddard-Hatfield . 7-23. ..

Duel In the Sun (T) lones-Cotten 3-19..

Getting Gertie's Garter O'Keefe-McDonald . 6-25..

Henry V (T) Olivier. Newton .. For ..

Johnny in the Clouds Montoomerv-Milk Foreign

Man in Gray. The Lockwood-Mason .Foreign..

Outlaw. The Russell-Huston

Paris—Underground (97) Bennett-Fields 1-22..

Spellbound (113) Bergman-Peck 7-24..

Details onder title- House of Dr. Edwardes

This Happy Breed (T) Newton-Johnson ..Foreign..

2000 Women Robson -Calvert ...Foreign..

Voonn Widow Ressell-Hayward ....3-5...

Whistle Stoi Raft-Gardner 7-23. .

. .5-4.
.
G-F.D.

.

.11-10. Bog.

.3-31.... Bgs..

6-29. . .Crosby.

.7-27. . . .Ski.

..6-16... Lev..

...1-5... Szk..

.4-21 Rgs.

.6-30. . .Stn.

1-19. .G.F.D..
.6-2 Rgs..

.8-10. . L.H..

. .4-2

12 11

.3-19

.6-11

. .8-6

.5-2"

, . .1-8

. .2-19

-7-1C
. . 1-22
.5-1*

.5-14

.7-13. . Cwn . 6-25

. GFD.
.12-3 G.F. D.

Gldn.
G F 0

10-19. . Bog

. . . Bog-M f r.

.

Szk.

Sml.
G.F " .

GFD.
GFD.

GFD.
G.F D

. .Smg.

UNI YER SAL
7914-45 Features (48) Completed (48) In Production (0)

Westerns
Serials

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

( 7)

( 4)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

Completed (19)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE SCARLET HORSEMAN
Serial—Started October 20
Cast: Peter Cookson, Janet Shaw, Paul Guilfoyle.
Directors: Roy Taylor, Lewis D. Collins

Supervisor: Morgan B. Cox
Story: Girl plots division of the state of Texas in 1875.

GENIUS IN THE FAMILY
Comedy-drama—Started October 29
Cast: Myrna Loy, Don Ameche, Richard Gaines, Bobby Driscoll,

Sarah Padden.
Director: Frank Ryan Producers: Skirball-Manning
Story: A girl sets her cap for eccentric inventor. Their marriage is filled

with excitement and adventure and problems.

ON THE CARPET
Comedy—Started November 1

Cast: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Jacqueline tieWit, Elena Ver-
dugo. Mary Gordon.

Director: Wm. A. Seiter Executive Producer: Jos. Gershenson
* rD boy learns salesmanship by records. Goes to big city to

and gets involved. Abbott plays a dual role.
vacuum cleane
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Title—Runlni TIm

IN PRODUCTION

RELEASE CHART
Cart I

COMPLETED
1944-45

Beautiful Cheat (59) Granville-Beery

Details under title: It's Never Too Late
Beyond the Pecos Cameron-Drew
Blonde Ransom (68) Cook-Grey ....
Bates on Swing Street Errol-Vlneent .

Climax. The (T) (86) Karloff-Foster .

East Side of Heaven (Reissue) Crosby-Blondell

Easy To look At (64) Jean-Grant ...
Frozen Ghost, The (61) Chaney-Ankers
Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey ...

Here Come the Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello

Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattao
House of Fear (69) Rathbone-Bruce
Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney

Details under title: Devils Brood

I'll Remember April (64) Jean-Grant

Details under title: Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce . .

Imitation of Life (Reissue) Colbert-William

Jungle Captive (63) Lane-Kruger .

,

Jungle Queen (Serial) Collier-Quillan

Lady On A Train (94) Durbin-Bellamy

eealloht Ud Cutis Andrews-Carrlllo

Mummy's Curse (62) Chaney-Harding

Mystery pf the RN-r Boa* (Serial) Lowery-Clements

Naughty Nineties, The (76) Abbott-Costello

Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn .

On Stage. Everybdoy (75)
Patrick the Great (89)
Pearl of Death '69'

Penthouse Rhythm (60)
Raiders of Ghost City

Salome, Where She Danced (T) (90)
See My Lawyer (69)
She Gets Her Man (74)
Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-Kelly

Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall ...
Details under title: Queen of the Nile

Susoect, The (85) Laughton-Raines
Swing Out, Sister (60) Cameron-deWit .

That's The Spirit (93) Ryan-Oakie ....
Uncle Harry (80) Sanders-Fitzgerald

Under Western Skies (57) O'Driscoll-Beery
Detail' unrter tlt'»- Musical Round-iio

Woman in Green (68) Rathbone-Bruce .

Details under title: Invitation to Death

1945-46

Bad Men of the Border Grant-Armida . .

Because of Him Durbin-Tone
. . .

Code of the Lawless Grant-Knight

Details under title: Law for Pecos

Crimson Canary (64) Seery-Collier

Details under title: Hear That Trumpet Talk
Dalton's Ride Again, The Curtis-O'Driscoll

Frontier Gal (T) deCarlo-Cameron

Girl On the Soot Barker-Collier

Details under title: Serenade for Murder
Run Town Grant-Knight

House of Dracula Chaney-ODriscoll
Men In Her Diary (73) Albritton-Hall

Murder Mansion Goodwin-Grey
Night in Paradise Oberon-Bey . . .

Outlaws of Twin Forks Grant-Adams
Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyce
Pursuit to Algiers (65) Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: The Fugitive

11-27. . .7-20. . .9044.

Oakie-Ryan

O'Connor-Ryan
flathbone-Bruce

Cn'lier-Norris

Moo're-Atwlll . .

DeCarlo-Cameron

Olsen & Johnson

Davis-Gargan

. .7-24.

.

. 2-23 . .

.12-25. .6-15..

. .5-29. 10-13.

.

. .
2-21. 10-20.

.6-15.

.

'Mi-is'. .8-10.

.

. . .6-26. . 6-28 . .

. . .10-2. .2-23. .

. .11-13. ..2-2..

...7-24. . .2-9.

2-5. .3-16.

.11-27.. .5-11. .

. . .4-17. .2-16.

. . .
8-21

.

.4-13.

12-11. ..6-8..

;;!9-'i8. .'.6-29.'

. .10-2. .1-23..
2-5. .8-24.

. . 9-6. . .9-9.

. . . 8-21

.

.2-16. .

... .2-5'.
.
.7-6".

. . .7-24. ...1-5.

. . .5-14. . .7-13.

. . .11-1. ...5-4.
5-1. . .9-22.

'. .8-21.

. . .5-29.
'.'7-25.'

. . .10-2. . .4-27.

. . .5-1. . .5-25.

. .10-31. . .1-12.
. .11-13. . .4-20-

.-6-26. . .
.3-2.

. . .m-2. . . .2-9.

....9-4. . .5-18.

. . . .1-8. . . .6-1.

. .4-30. . .8-17.

. . .8-21. . .1-19.

. .5-29. . .7-27.

. . . .8-6. .9-28.

9-3

. . .7-23. .10-19.

.6-25

.9007.. 10-16

.9097
.9045 9-3

.9032. . . .7-9

.9012 3-5

.9002 3-5

.9021... 3-19

.9013.

.9027.

..1-8

.5-14

.9041

.9096
.9038 7-9

.9581
.9001 9-3
.9022
.9036

.9003.
.9035
.9015.
.9011.
.9019.
.9043.
. 9780

.

.9073.

.9016.

.9020.
.9040.

.9006.

.9010.

.9033.

. 9014

.

. 9075

.

.9039.

.9025.

.6-25
.1-22
.7-23
.5-14
.9-18

. .9-3

.1-8

.6-11

.5-28

.8-20

. .2-5

. 1101

.

.1102.

. .509.

510

.10-15.

. .2-19.

. .10-1.

. . .1-8.

.502. . .10-1

.3-19. .12-14.

.8-20. .10-26.

River Gang (64) Jean-Brasselle . .

Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder

Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial) Kennedy-Kennedy

Scarlet Street
Robinson-Bennett .

Secret Agent X-9 (Serial) Bridges-Wiley

Senorita from the West (63) Jones-Granville ..

Shady Lady (94) coburn-Simms ...

Details under title: Alibi in Ermine

Spider Woman Strikes Back, The Sondergaard -Grant

Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce . .
.

Terror by Night Rathbone-Bruce .

That Night With You (84) Tone-Foster

Details under title: Once Upon a Dream

This Love of Ours (90) Oberon-Korvin .
.

Details under title: As It Was Before

.10-2.

.7-23.

.

.
.8-6.

.

.4-16. .

.1-22. .

. .6-11.

.506. .10-20

.501. . 9-17

.10-15
.2-19. .

.10-5 505

,
10-29
.6-11. . .9-28 504. .10-15

.
.6-25. . .11-2. . . .508. .10-20

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (19)

Completed (25)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

Del. Nt. In.

.8-11.

.

..420. .7-23

.6-30. . . .418. .6-25

.7-21.

.

. .419. ..4-2

. .9-9. . . .402. .

..4-7. . . .414. . .4-2

.5-19.. ..416. .4-30

..4-28.. . .415. .4-16

..3-17. . .413. .3-19

. .9-2.. . .401. . .8-7

.2-10. . . .411. . .2-5

..6-9.. . .417. .5-28

. .3-3. . .412. . .2-5

..1-20. . .410. .10-16

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tttla—Rinnlni Thn Cast Details

Verdict Greenstreet-Lorre ...10-1..

COMPLETED
1944-45

Christmas in Connecticut (101) Stanwyck-Morgan ..6-12..

Conflict (86) Bogart-Hobart 5-17..

Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dell 8-21..

Crlmt by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan ...10-19..

Details under title: Forty Whacks

God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey ....8-21..

Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn 6-1^.

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst

Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Smith 11-15.

Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine ....11-27.

Janle (106) Reynolds-Hutton ...1-10.

Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown 6-12.

Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstreet °-2l-

Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson 6-12.

To Ham and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall 2-21.

1945-46

A Stolen Life 4>avis-Ford 2-19.

Big Sleep, The Bogart-Baeail ....10-31.

Cinderella Jhcs Leslie-Aldo 12-1
„
3 '

Confidential Agent (118) Boyer-Bacall 6-25.

Danger Signal Emerson-Scott 4-16..

Devotion DeHaviland-Lupino 11-16.

Her Kind of Man Scott-Paige 8-20.

Janie Gets Married Leslie-Hutton 4-16.

Mildred Plorco Crawford-Carson ..12-25.

My Reputation Stanwytk-Brent ...11-29.

Never Say Goodbye Flynn-Parker 8-6.

Night and Day (T) Grant-Smith 6-25.

Nobody Lives Forever .Garfleld-Fltzgerald ..9-18.

Of Human Bondage Henreld-Parker 7-24.

One More Tomorrow 5her>dan-llor«ai .. U-l.

Pride of the Marines (119) Garfield-Parker ...11-27.

Details under title: This Love of Ours

Rhapsody in Blue (139) Leslie-Aldo 7-26.

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smith 10-16.

Saratoga Trunk (T) Cooper-Bergman 3-8.

Shadow of A Woman King-Prince 2-19.

Three Strangers Fitzgerald-Greenstreet 1-22

Time. The Place and The Girl, The (T) Morgan-Paige 4-2.

Too Young To Know , Leslie-Hutton 2-19.

Two Mrs. Carrolls. The Bogart-Stanwyck ...5-14.

REISSUES
Born For Trouble Johnson-Emerson

Originally titled: Murder in the Big House

It All Camo True Bogart-Sheridan

.2-23.
11-10.

12-15.

..9-1.

.9-27.

.501. . .8-20

.502. . . .7-9

. .10-6.

.10-6.

.

. .504.

.503..

The Most Complete
Production

News
AUTHENTIC
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For those fluttering hearts that have been pulsating with anticipation of what would develop

when The Look of romantic Charles Boyer would clash with The Look of exotic Lauren

Bacall—here is the inevitable answer. The two looks meet in Warners' "Confidential Agent".

'CONFIDENTIAL AGENT' ... The Two Looks Meet-And Kiss!

A happy bit of casting was conceived when Warner Brothers decided to mate, cinematically, the

screen's two most fascinating "looks", Boyer and Bacall. These two people epitomize two striking

contrasts in movie romantics — Boyer, the suave, slightly sad, woman-wilting look; Bacall, the sul-

try, sensual, insinuative look — and the combination stacks up as the brightest kind of marquee

glitter. Toss in a few additional names like Katina Paxinou, Peter Lorre and George Coulouris,

and the lustre becomes even brighter. For story, Confidential Agent tells a tale of international

intrigue and violence penned by Graham Greene, who knows how to write such yarns, it has the

anti-fascist flavor typical of Warner films in this vein. But the big exploitation news of this picture

is that Boyer plus Bacall equals Boxoffice. (Continued on Next Page)



]. With the Spanish Civil War at its height, Denard
(Charles Boyer), an agent for the Republicans, meets
Rose Cullen (Lauren Bacall) in an English port, while en
route to prevent her father from selling coal to the
Fascists.

2. Missing their train to London, Denard and Rose hire
a car, get stalled in a roadhouse run by Captain Currie
(George Coulouris), who knows Rose, but whom Denard
recognizes as an enemy agent.

3. Slipping away, Denard is headed off by Licata (Vic-
tor Francen), a Fascist operative, Rose and Capt. Currie,
takes a beating from Licata's chauffeur before escaping
to London.

4. In a London hotel run by Mrs. Melandez (Katina
Paxinou), Denard makes friends with Else (Wanda Hen-
drix) a young servant, who warns him that Mrs. Melandez
and a certain Contreras are after him. Mrs. Melandez
learns of the warning and forces Else into a fatal fall.

EXPLOITATION PICTURE

(Continued from Preceding Page)

"CONFIDENTIAL AGENT"
CREDITS

A Warner Bros. Picture. Produced by Robert Buckner. Directed by Herman Shumlin.

Cast: Charles Boyer, Lauren Bacall. Katina Paxinou. Peter Lorre, Victor Francen, Georse

Coulouris, Wanda Hendrix, John Warburton. From Novel by Graham Greene. Photography

by James Wong Howe, A.S.C.

5. Suspected of Else's murder, Denard is apprehended but es-

capes from detectives and corners Contreras (Peter Lorre). He
is saved the bother of avenging the child's murder when Contreras
dies of a heart attack. Mrs. Melandez also takes her life by
drinking poison.

5. Rose takes Denard to Neil Forbes (John Warburton), her

father's partner and her ardent admirer, who informs Denard that

the Fascists will not get the coal. He arranges Denard's passage
to Spain on a tramp steamer. Aboard he finds Rose is going
with him.

FILM BULLET I



MONTAGUE SAYS COLUMBIA SELLS ON 'PAST PERFORMANCE'

{Continued from Page 6)

While Montague proved to he a staunch witne— for

the most part, his tenure on the stand provided the occa-

sion for one of the most serious hlunders hy the defense

during the trial. Attorney Frohlich introduced a list of

(ir-t-run theatre* in the nation's largest cities and in exam-
ining the exhihit. Warners' Proskauer discovered that De-

I troit was listed as a "closed town"". He quickly brought

this discrepancy to the attention of the Court, hut Mon-
Itaguc and Columbia's counsel seemed ready to admit that

where affiliated circuits control all the first-runs in a city

jit should he regarded as a closed town. .It was apparent

that this caused great dismay at the defense table and other

counsel joined Proskauer in insisting upon correcting the

exhihit. It was withdrawn for correction by Columbia.

Later, when Wright sought to cross-examine Montague
on this point, the Court ruled that he could not force the

admission of an exhibit by the other side.

Wright questioned the Columbia executive on block

booking, asking if it were not true that in blind selling the

exhibitor has no guarantee even as to the number of pic-

tures he will receive. The reply was again that Columbia
sells on "past performance*'. When Montague referred to

adjustments as a means of correcting failures to deliver the

quality expected by the exhibitor. Wright retorted, "Yes,

but when you give an exhibitor a reduction you don't

hesitate to wave the contract in his face and let him know
you are doing him a big favor".

Queries On C-R
As an example of favoritism to affiliated circuits, the

Government attorney referred to a Columbia deal with the

Sparks (Paramount I chain which provided simply that the

[circuit had the privilege of playing pictures 85 engagements
in 40-odd towns within a 10 months period. Wright ob-

served that Columbia could not allow any opposition thea-

jtres to run the pictures until the Sparks circuit finished

fits runs.

Montague had been questioned by Wright on the for-

mation of Confidential Reports. Inc. in an effort to show
(this checking service is a means for the distributors to ex-

:hange data on exhibitors' receipts. Under re-direct ex-

amination by Whitney North Seymour, counsel for Para-
mount, Montague declared that Confidential Reports was
organized as the result of fraud by certain exhibitors in

bribing checkers of the Ross Federal Service.

The one independent exhibitor witness called by the
defense was Morton G. Thalheimer. operator of 29 theatres
n the vicinity of Richmond, Virginia, who voiced his satis-

faction with the defendants as sellers of film and as theatre
competitors. Wright sought to discredit his testimony by
revealing that one E. H. Bryant, a former employee of his,

lad formed the Willow Corporation and started the con-
traction of a theatre with Loew backing in one of Thal-
leimer's towns.

Wright: "And you knew, did you not. that the Willow
Corporation was being backed by Loew's and Wilmer &
Vincent, isn't that right?"

Thalheimer: "Yes, I knew that eventually."

iouqht Off Loew's
Wright: "As a matter of fact, you had consultation

dth representatives of Loew's. Inc. and Wilmer & Vincent
bout the threatened invasion of your suburban territorv
here; do you recall that?"

Thalheimer: "Yes. I had several talks with their
epresentatives."

Wright: "And the upshot of those talks was that you
aid them both a substantial sum of monev. isn't that
ight?"

Thalheimer: "The upshot of these talks was that we
ought the assets of the Willow Corporation. . .for the sum

OVEMBER 12, 1945

of Minn \ thev had invested in it. which was something

under $14,000."

Wright: "And after yon made those payments then the

theatre construction ceased and that theatre was only half

completed?"
Thalheimer: "That is right."

William A. Scully, vice-president and general sales

manager of Universal, supported the block booking system

as desired by exhibitors, who "want to be sure of a con-

sistent flow of product"". Direct examination by Edward C.

Raftcry took Scully through LTniverBal's difficulties with in-

dependent buying combines which refuse to buy the pro-

duct because of terms asked by the distributor.

Percentages Vary
Under cross-examination by Wright, Scully was forced

to admit that independents do not always obtain the same
terms given affiliated theatres. Pinning the Universal sales

chief down to a specific case, Wright compared the revenue

obtained by Universal for exhibitions of "Christmas Holi-

day" from two Philadelphia independents and from four

Warner houses. The independents, the Ambassador and
Colonial Theatres, paid S321.69 and S550.41, respectively,

for the picture, while the four Warner theatres, the Model,

Oxford. Sedgwick and Liberty, paid $137.50, $183.69, $100

and $137.50, respectively, for "Christmas Holiday". Asked
if he could determine by these figures which theatres

played the picture on percentage and which on flat rental,

Scully stated that the independent runs were on percent-

age, while the Warner houses, with the possible exception

of the Oxford, played on flat terms. Raftery pointed out

to the Court, however, that the theatres were not all the

same size and that the figures, therefore, were not com-
parable.

Scully also admitted that top pictures for subsequents
were sold at 35 percent, while in first-run houses the per-

centage figure often starts at 15 or 20 percent up to a slid-

ing scale of 35 percent.

Paul N. Lazarus, head of United Artists contract de-

partment, told of his company's policy of selling individual
pictures and the nature of the distributing company's con-
tracts with the UA producers.

N. Peter Rathvon, chairman of the Board of RKO
Radio Pictures, told a detailed story of his company's fin-

ancial structure and methods of operation.
Ben Kalmenson, Warner Bros, general sales manager,

claimed that the exploitation of his company's pictures in

Warner first-run theatres was of value to all subsequent run
exhibitors. He also asserted that the film department dealt
at arm's-length with the theatre department.

RKO's general sales manager, Robert Mochrie, sought
to disclaim the use of theatre operating costs as a basis for
establishing film rentals, but Wright argued that the sliding
scale idea itself was actually a series of "split figures" and
must be based on operating costs.

Goldwyn Forced Sale
Mochrie had stated that Samuel Goldwyn and other

independent producers for RKO had the right to approve
contracts on their pictures. Pointing to the case of the
Rialto Theatre. Atlanta, Georgia, Wright required Mochrie
to admit that while RKO would never sell its product first-

run to that independent against the Paramount opposition,
Goldwyn forced the sale of his pictures to the house.

J. Noble Braden, Tribunal Vice-President of the Am-
erican Arbitration Association, in charge of motion picture
cases under the consent decree, was called by former Judge
Proskauer to testify to the adequacy and efficiency of the
arbitration system established by the decree under
Judge Goddard. Mr. Braden explained the arbitration set-
up and quoted a series of figures which tended to show
that most of the 416 cases before the boards were between
independent exhibitors and that the awards were rather
evenly divided.
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BOUND TO ATTRACT TOP BUSINESS. EXCEPTIONAL ENTERTAINMENT."
—Boxoff/ce
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V ENGAGING, COLORFUL, LIVELY. . .TOP DRAWER ATTRACTION.
-Hollywood Reporter

"MEMORABLE MELODIES, AMUSING COMEDY, GREAT PRODUCTION.'
—Motion Picture Daily

"SURE TO CLICKS.QUS OFFERING, COLURjUt sW

%ee #

Produced by SCOTT R DUNLAP
Directed by RALPH MURPHY

o'
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

SPELLBOUND' BEST HITCHCOCK THRILLER
(UNITED ARTISTS)

"...Secret recesses of the mind are explored with brilliant and
terrifying effect in 'Spellbound'. . .Ben Hecht's crafty scenario and
compelling performances by Ingrid Bergman and Gregory Peck
...Masterful psychiatric thriller. . .Off the beaten track, but it is

also irresistibly engrossing. . .Stamped with authority and artis-

try." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

on the most unlikely theme any movie ever undertook
...One long flight, hard-pressed escapes from police, from insan-

ity or from pure vengeance.. .A murder mystery, one of the most
absorbing and exciting ever seen on a screen... If you are going
to see any picture at all in the next few months, you will be doing
yourself an injustice if you don't make it 'Spellbound'." COOK,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"...Melodrama — good, mature, engrossing. . .Certainly the best
job Hitchcock has done since 'Rebecca' which puts it in very high
brackets indeed. . .There are flaws in it, but I didn't spot them
until the show was over and then they didn't seem to matter...

SINCE REBECCA' — PM
Ingrid Bergman seemed to me to be magnificent throughout the

film." McMANUS, PM.

"...Will keep you enthralled if you believe in the efficacy o:|

psychoanalysis in the treatment of amnesia or other derange

ments of the mind... If, on the other hand, psychoanalysis seems

phoney to you, as it does to me, much of the interest and sus

pense of the action will evaporate .. .All this psychoanalytica l

stuff is superimposed on a good old-fashioned murder mysterj

that the audience can spend its time solving if the mysteries o:

psychoanalysis proves either boring or a little obtuse." CAM,

ERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"...Story of deep emotional content. . .Rather obvious and often

told tale, but the manner and quality of its telling is extraordin

arily fine... Miss Bergman chief asset in accomplishing the sin

cerity of this film, but Mr. Peck is also a large contributor. His

performance, restrained and refined, is precisely the proper coun-

ter to Miss Bergman's exquisite role." CROWTHER, N. Y

TIMES.

'KISS AND TELL' SCREEN VERSION OF ABBOTT COMEDY EVEN FUNNIER
(COLUMBIA)

"...3V2 Stars.
. .Capitol theatre literally rocked with the laughter

of people propelled there in the early hours of the morning by
curiosity to learn what all the kissing and telling is about. .

.

Shouts shook the house. . .Shirley Temple gives a delightful per-
formance." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Amusing play has been made even more amusing in screen
translation.. .Delightful, pertinent and hilarious. . .A deal of slap-
stick that did not appear in the original. . .'Kiss and Tell' is far
more uproarious than it was behind footlights." BARNES, N. YHERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Effervescent film... None of the candid innuendoes have been
deleted from the F. Hugh Herbert play. They are all there in

frank, unvarnished language ... Miss Temple — she's superb ii

the leading role." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Chuckly and demurely racy comedy. . .Miss Temple treats hei

old fans and perhaps a whole set of new ones to the most cap

tivating role she has had since passing the point where brool
1

and river met... One of those familiar but never quite believabli

suburban pleasantries of the 'Janie' variety." McMANUS, PM
"...To a gradually strengthening crescendo of audience hilarit;

'Kiss and Tell' stamps a seal of success on several things... Yoi
begin to feel a if you were watching an unusually entertaining

Hardy family picture which somehow got mixed up with a bed
room farce and a soldier comedy .. .Tops in the laugh-till-you

scream Dept." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
(20TH CENTURY-FOX)

'AND THEN THERE WERE NONE' CAST AND DIRECTION LIFT COMI-THRILLER
"...Superbly matched cast and consummate direction distinguish
a contrived melodrama.

. .Rene Clair has staged it with an artful
blend of humor and terror .. .Acting such as you will see only
very rarely in a picture .. .The crescendo of suspicion, fear and
violence builds steadily to an arresting climax...An excellent
melodrama." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...3Y2 Stars.

. .Agatha Christie's melodramatic mystery thriller
has been made into an entertaining film... Cast that has come
right out of Hollywood's top drawer. . .Story is based on a tricky
mystery." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Rene Clair has produced an exciting film and has directed

a splendid cast in it with humor and a light macabre touch.

CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...'And Then There Were None' has concentrated on the propei

work of a mystery, aiming at nothing except frightening an<

confounding its audience. . .First to last, it never relents in it!

drive on the customer's movie nerves and it succeeds completer*
in its limited objective." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...In addition to its inaccurate title 'And Then There Wen
None' has other faults which even its faultless cast can't seem
to hide... Take its super-slick cast away, and I doubt seriousl;

that the Roxy's 'And Then There Were None' would make thi

B Grade at the Rialto." McMANUS, PM.

"THIS LOVE OF OURS' TEAR-JERKER IN OLD TRADITION— THIRER

"...Romantic agony marathon played against an obligato of mis-
understandings and cross-purposes...This film drama based on
a Pirandello play only rarely developes a sincere appeal... Has
enough artificial emotional conflict for a ten-part radio serial
which is much too much for a single motion picture." GUERN-
SEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...A good old-fashioned weepy melodrama. . .Script is pure tear-
jerker, concerned with events which couldn't possibly be realBut the scenarists have wrought logical explanations for all sttU-

(UNIVERSAL)
ations, and Mr. Dieterle has directed with quiet suspense and at

artistic eye for detail." THIRER, N. Y. POST.
".

. .Principally the purpose of 'This Love of Ours' seems to be t<

occupy the costly talents of Merle Oberon between headier opuse
and further to impress U. S. dimple fanciers with the sensation
ally chiselled chin of Charles Korvin. . .However, it has som
minor rewards." McMANUS, PM.
"...A tragic romantic drama is about as captivating as a funera
dirge, but it is exquisitely acted by Merle Oberon and Charle
Korvin, once you accept the fact that their behavior is mor,
juvenile than adult." PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES.

FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO' JUST A 'B' THRILLER
(RKO)
"...Outmoded vehicle boosted back into the compelling timely
class." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...Very ordinary thriller. . .Device which will undoubtedly be
employed on numerous leftover war films. . .Dramatic premise is
false. Its elaboration is wearisome ... On the whole, it is a phoney
film. Gordon Douglas' direction has moments of excitement, but
not enough to keep the show from being exceedingly fraudulent."BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"'...'First Yank Into Tokyo' makes a titular promise the pictur

never redeems...As a revelation of inside maneuverings of th

atomic business, it's simply childish. . .Pretty much in the juvenill

or B-thriller class." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Race of Hollywood movies about the atomic bomb is on.
Fishy little fiction about an uncommonly brave American ch
who sneaks into Japan to help an American scientist escape fror

a prison camp." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
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B-U-L-L-E-T-I-N-S
VICTORY DRIVE PICKS UP SPEED

The motion picture industry's Victory Loan Drive picked up

speed as it went into its second week last Monday (5), accord-

ing to the first weekly progress report issued by National Chair-

man S. H. Fabian, and the campaign now is moving along briskly

on schedule.

"We are more optimistic than ever," Fabian stated. "Com-

plete success, up to the previous standard of our bond drives,

is assured."

Every division of the vast Victory Loan bond army is mov-

ing forward at a pace that compares favorably with previous

campaigns, the report shows.

Distributor Chairman Charles M. Reagan, reporting on bond
premieres and free movie days, was enthusiastic over the re-

sponse in nearly every section. Only a few are lagging behind,

he stated, and indications are that the 4,800 bond premieres of

the Seventh War Loan will be equalled, since almost that num-
ber already are pledged, while Free Movie Day participation

will exceed the last campaign.

Fabian praised the cooperative efforts of the various branches
:of the film industry for the fine showing they are making in the

final bond-selling drive.

Campaign Director Oscar Doob and Publicity Director Ray
Beall report a record-breaking amount of exhibitor activity which
is breaking front pages and getting much favorable publicity in

newspapers and over the radio. Radio Chairman Carl Rigrod
has added several network radio broadcasts to the list coopera-
ting with the film industry's Victory Loan Drive.

DOOB SEES 2.500.000 FREE ADMISSIONS
No less than 2,500,000 free movie tickets will be given away

ay theatres during the Victory Loan drive, it was estimated by
Campaign Director Oscar Doob following a tabulation of latest
-eturns from the field indicating that theatre owners are making
jeneral, free-admission offers far beyond the limits set for bond
premieres and Free Movie Day.

"Realizing that a tough job is ahead and that the public
leeds extra inducements and added bait for bond buying, hun-
ireds of theatres are indicating that they will go further than
;ver before in donating the one thing they have to sell—tickets

—

|o help the Victory Loan," said Doob.
For instance, Senn Lawler, public relations chairman in

Xansas City wired yesterday that the C. A. Schultz and O. K.
vlason circuit, operating some 60 theatres in small towns around
Kansas City have directed all their managers to put on a Victory
3ond Week and offer to the public free admissions for bonds
Purchased at the theatres or anywhere else in town.

In Buffalo, the Shea theatres opened the drive with a Free
lovie Day.

Bond premieres, in theatres having some 2,000,000 seats, will

nvolve the giving of free admissions to at least 1,500,000 persons.
I^ree Movie Day (Dec. 7) will mean another 750,000 seats occupied
y bond-customers instead of cash-customers. Special events in
rtiich tickets play a part will account for another 250,000 cuffo-
eats.

$2,000,000 GOAL SET BY POX. ST. LOU
: ST. LOUIS.—A goal of $2,000,000 in Victory Bond sales, a
oost of more than 50% over the Seventh War Loan figure, has
een set by Fanchon & Marco's 5,000-seat Fox Theatre, managed
y Tony Peluso. This house again will be issuing agency for
American Legion posts and auxiliaries of the 11th and 12th
Hstricts. Plans call for a special midnight Victory Loan Bond
how with a stage spectacle produced by Legion posts.

CONN. 100% FOR FREE MOVIE DAY
NEW HAVEN.—I. J. Hoffman and Harry Shaw, exhibitor

>chairmen for Connecticut in the Victory Loan campaign, re-
ort the theatres of this state 100% pledged to participate in
ree Movie Day. Distributor co-chairmen Carl Goe and Barney
itkin and booking chairman Larry Germaine also report 75
ictory Show bond premieres and kiddie shows already lined up.
ublicity chairman Lew Brown is now working on a Yale-
artmouth football game promotion.

PREEM SEATS NAMED FOR SERVICEMEN
BROOKINGS, S. DAK.—Leo Peterson, operator of theatres

:

sre, has hit upon a novel idea in connection with his bond
emiere. He plans to have every theatre seat named after a
>y in the armed forces. Public will be asked to buy a seat by
lying a bond for the boy of their choice. A scroll with the
>y's name on it will be given each bond buyer to keep as a
emento of the Victory Loan Jamboree.

OUEEN CONTESTS SPREAD OVER U. S.

The Victory Queen Contest, originally introduced by the West
Coast region as a bond-selling stimulant in the Victory Loan
Drive, has proved such a result-getter that the same idea is now
being used in more than 30 states, according to the latest count.

In all cases, the requirement for casting a vote is the pur-

chase of at least a $25 Victory Bond, while in most cases $5,000

in bond sales is necessary to qualify a girl as a contestant.

With some easing of newspaper space restrictions, the con-

tests have been able to obtain plenty of publicity and other co-

operation from the press, as well as assists from the radio.

In Seattle, for the first time in the city's history, all three

daily papers have combined to carry the Victory Queen Contest.

Every important newspaper in the state of Washington also is

tied in with the plan, assuring complete state-wide coverage.

The stunt also has been endorsed by the Oregon Newspaper
Publishers Association, which is giving the bond-selling campaign

full support.

San Francisco's interest in the contest is running so high that

the Civic Auditorium has been obtained for the finals, at which

time another huge bond rally will take place.

On the basis of bonds purchased by the public to vote for

their favorite queen, Utah expects a new record in bond-sales for

this drive. Every county in the state has an entry in the contest.

Queen for a Day contests, patterned after the Mutual Net-

work broadcast, also are being adopted in numerous communities.

MAYORS' MILKING CONTEST
ROCK ISLAND, ILL.—The Mayors of Rock Island and Moline

are going all-out for the success of the Victory Loan Drive by

taking part in a Cow Milking Contest that will be the highlight

of the Victory Show being staged here November 15.

Another feature of the bond-selling show will be a Queen for

a Day contest.

FORD TO MEMPHIS BOND WINNER
Memphis exhibitor and distributor committee for the Victory

Loan Campaign has completed arrangements whereby all theatres

in the city act as a unit for the distribution of special tickets for

each $25 bond-sale.

By arrangement with the local Ford dealer, one of the new
Fords will be given away to the winning ticket to be drawn Dec.

8, at noon in the downtown Court Square. Nine other prizes will

be given away at the same drawing.
The committee handling this tieup consists of Tom W. Young

of 20th Century-Fox, Ed Sapingsley of Malco Theatres, David
Flexer of the Ritz and Peabody Theatres, and Cecil E. Vogel of
Loew's Palace.

NEWSPAPER SLOGANS AID DRIVE

Cooperation of newspapers with motion picture theatres in
the Victory Loan Drive is indicated in a checkup made by Ray
Beall, national publicity director, showing that no less than 380
newspapers throughout the country already are using slogans
urging readers to buy Victory Bonds at their local theatres.

In New York, the Daily Mirror is running slogans regularly
on its amusement pages.

As the Victory Loan Drive got under way, Greer Garson sells Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt a $200 Roosevelt Memorial Bond, issued in
memory of our late President, at a New York theatre.
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This message was prepared and inserted hi the Trade

Press by: Columbia Pictures Corp., Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Pictures, Paramount Pictures Inc., RKO-Radio
Pictures, Inc., Twentieth Century-Fox Corp., Universal

Pictures Company, Inc., Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.



i your town
e spotlight is

your theatre—

Ihe final campaign

I: the one they'll remember!

IS ore parades! More stunts!

Aore flag-waving! It's patriotic

—

^nd it's smart to earn the respect

Cf your fellow citizens.

Yind up your war effort

1 a blaze of action!



B-U-L-L-E-T-I-N-S
FERRIES BALLYHOO DRIVE

Breaking a tradition of more than 100 years, the Staten

Island ferries in New York will permit the advertising of Victory

Loan posters and talent in conjunction with a special Victory

Bond show to he held at Fabian's St. George Theatre. Commis-

sioner John McKenzie and Deputy Commissioner Joe Boylan of

the Department of Marine and Aviation of the City of New York

approved the tieup suggested by Louis Goldberg, division manager

for the Fabian circuit, and Lt. Larry Cowen, director of publicity

for the circuit.

Each boat will carry a 50-ft. banner on her port and star-

board side. Members of the AWVS, under the command of Mrs.

H. T. Cowling, will solicit bond sales for the show on the ferries

day and night. There will be bond booths on all ferries with ap-

propriate signs decorating the booths. Loud speakers will be

placed in both New York and Staten Island terminals.

There are eight ferries and official figures reveal a weekly
passenger total of 250,000. Talent from Halloran General Hospital
will entertain at peak hours on the ferry boats from now until

the end of the drive.

GRID GAME TO SELL 20.000 BONDS
One of the biggest bond-selling activities of the Victory Loan

Drive in Denver will be a big football game on November 25 with
admission restricted to bond-buyers. A sale of 20,000 "E" bonds
is indicated for the event.

SPRINGFIELD OFFERS SEASON PASSES
Working in cooperation with school authorities, Springfield,

DL, theatres are offering season passes to the first ten students
of the County Schools and the first ten from the City School as
judged by their bond-selling results.

Other students who make a good showing in the contest will
be given a free show.

The Orpheum has set two bond shows, while the Lincoln,
Roxy and Senate each have one scheduled.

THEATRES GIVING AWAY 1946 FORD
Ten Tri-States Theatres in Des Moines have obtained a new

1946 Ford sedan which will be awarded to some lucky purchaser
of a Victory Bond in the current drive.

In Davenport, a sensational bond auction will be held in the
Capitol Theatre on December 6, when a Farmall tractor, a com-
mercial jeep and many home appliances such as refrigerators
stoves, radios, washing machines, etc., will go to highest bidders
in terms of bond purchases.

ALARM CLOCKS RING BOND BELL

,
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EmP ire Theatre, Fall River, Mass., made fast

sales of 25 Roosevelt Memorial Bonds by offering free an alarm
clock retailing at $6 to each of the purchasers. The clocks werepromoted from a jewelry firm.

Canning also has sold a big batch of $1,000 bonds, as well as
one for $25,000, by offering the buyers a chance to spend a dav
as guest of Commodore Dixie Kiefer at Quonset Air Base Offerwas made through an Empire Theatre newspaper ad and brought
quick response. &

D. C. SETS 3 BIG BOND EVENTS

fnr ^fS^* °- C-A"angements have been completed
for the first three of the series of big theatrical events planned
ror the Victory Loan Drive.

At the Little Theatre, on Nov. 13, "The Adventures of Colonel
Blimp" will be presented as a bond premiere.

Next Thursday (15) the National Symphony Orchestra will
give a Victory Bond concert in Constitution Hall, with John
Charles Thomas as guest soloist and Dr. Hans Kindler conducting

On November 20, the RKO Keith Theatre will give a bond
premiere of "The Spanish Main."

UTAH GOVERNOR NAMES PREEM DAY
Gov. Herbert B. Maw of Utah proclaimed Nov. 29 Motion

Picture Theatre Bond Premiere Day. John Rugar, state exhibitor
chairman, was instrumental in effecting the gubernatorial proc-
lamation which urges all Utah theatre-goers to make every effort
to visit the movies free of charge through bond purchases on
that day.

$75,000,000 PLEDGED BY SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Gus Metzger, exhibitor chairman for Southern California in

the Victory Loan Drive, is so encouraged by first week's results
that he has sent National Chairman S. H. Fabian a pledge to
Jell 575,000,000 in "E" bonds during the present campaign. This
will exceed all previous drives.

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

Big star names must again be credited with breaking records

at several of New York's first-run spots but business in general

took a spurt last week due to the throngs on Broadway on Elec-

tion Day and the preceding day when schools were closed. At

the Astor, the Ingrid Bergman-Gregory Peck combination took in

close to a $60,000 gross for its initial week — an all-time high for

a picture with only eight showings a day at this house. The

opening day also broke the previous record held by Danny Kaye's

"Wonder Man," the attraction which just closed a tremendously-

successful 21-week run at this theatre ... The Paramount is also

breaking records but in this case, the magnet is the annual per-

sonal appearance of Frank Sinatra who heads the stage show in

connection with "Hold That Blonde." This combination, which

followed the nine-week engagement of "Duffy's Tavern" — a run

surpassed only by "Going My Way" and "Lady in the Dark" —
marks the 19th anniversary of the theatre with the Eddie Brac-

ken picture the 67th to play the Paramount since it opened in

November 1926... The four-starred "Week-End at the Waldorf,'

now in its sixth week at the Radio City Music Hall, set a new
record for M-G-M at the world's largest theatre by going beyond

the 500.000 mark both in box-office and attendance figures in its

first four weeks. Long lines are still in evidence daily outside

the Music Hall and the picture, with its class stage show, will

play until mid-December when the annual Christmas show will be

headed by "The Bells of St. Mary's" .. .The Boyer-Bacall draw
was responsible for "Confidential Agent" nosing out the previous
Saturday-Sunday attendance record-holder at the Strand. The
picture, with Vaughan Monroe and His Orchestra on the stage, is

now in its second week and followed a profitable five week en-

gagement for "Mildred Pierce."

Best of the other new films is "Spanish Main," which opened
on Election Day and rolled up the highest single day's gross since
the Palace adopted its present first-run policy in August 1943.
The previous attraction, "First Yank Into Tokyo," played only a
week and six days to disappointing business. . .Both starting third
weeks and holding up to excellent business are "Kiss and Tell."
with Les Brown and His Orchestra and Henny Youngman on the
Capitol stage, and "And Then There Were None." with a stage
show headed by "Mr. District Attorney" radio program. The
Shirley Temple picture, ope of the rare Columbia bookings at this
Loew house, will be succeeded late in November by "Yolanda and
the Thief" while "The Dolly Sisters" is expected to open at the
Roxy for Thanksgiving.

. .Another strong newcomer, now in its
second week at the Criterion, is "This Love of Ours" which will
continue until M-G-M's foreign-made "The Last Chance" opens
the week of November 19th... Best among the long-stayers is
"Love Letters," still drawing crowds in its 11th week at the Rivoli
where no date has yet been set for "The Lost Week-End," the
succeeding attraction. "Rhapsody in Blue," now in its 20th week
at the Hollywood, will remain one more week and be succeeded
by the long-awaited "Saratoga Trunk" on November 21st.

In addition to "Spellbound," three other United Artists re-

leases are current on Broadway. They are "Story of G. L Joe,"
now in its sixth week at the Globe where business has been very
steady, "Blithe Spirit," now in its fifth and last week at the Win-
ter Garden, where it opened big but dropped to only mild returns

recently, and "Paris—Underground," in its third week of moder-
ate business at the Gotham. Another U.A. British release, "Johnny
in the Clouds," opens at the Winter Garden on November 15th

and "Captain Kidd" also UA., is penciled in to follow "G. I. Joe"

but the Gotham's next attraction will be Republic's "Mexicana,"
the company's first Broadway booking since "Flame of the Bar-
bary Coast"... At the Victoria, the WB re-issue of "It All Came
True" made a new third-week figure and will stay one more be-

fore being succeeded by "Danger Signal" on November 15th.

With "Confidential Agent" and "Saratoga Trunk," this will give

Warners three first-run attractions on Broadway. . .After several

months of subsequent-runs, Loew's State has had two profitable

first-runs in a row, M-G-M's "Dangerous Partners" and the cur-

rent Universal picture, "That Night with You." This company
also has a third on Broadway, "Strange Confession" at the

horror-house, the Rialto.
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THE.NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 11)

Snyder asked the industry to consider further cooperation

during the reconversion period and announced the appointment
of Frank L. McNamee. Philadelphia exhibitor, as special consul-

tant for the industry in the OWMR office.

LAZARUS BACK WITH UA
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., who left his post as director of adver-

tising and publicity for United Artists to enter the service in

April, 1944, resumed that position last week. Barry Buchanan,
appointed to fill Lazarus' position, was named director of public

relations with headquarters at UA's Hollywood office, a new ex-

ecutive post with the company assertedly in line with the com-
pany's expanded activities and producer services.

Lazarus commended Buchanan, who leaves for the West coast
this week, on the handling of the ad-publicity department at a
meeting attended by the company's ad-pub staff.

YAMINS APPEAL DISMISSED
In a decision holding that an independent producer is not

subject to arbitration proceedings under the consent decree, the
Arbitration Appeal Board sustained the award of a Boston Ar-
bitration Board ruling dismissing Nathan Yamins', Mass. exhibi-
tor, complaint against RKO for refusing to license his Empire
Theatre in Fall River.

In the original complaint, Yamins demanded that RKO license
lithe International production, "It's a Pleasure," for his Empire
Hnstead of the Durfee, another Yamins theatre in Fall River.
LRKO refused, asserting that it would license the picture only in
[the Durfee, a larger house, because financial returns would be
[higher in the latter theatre.

When the Boston tribunal dismissed the complaint. Yamins
^appealed to the higher board, in an attempt to determine the
rights of an exhibitor under Section 6 of the decree, declaring

j>:hat his ownership of both theatres gave him the right to deter-
i
Bine where the picture should play. The Appeal Board, however,
refused to rule on this point, and concluded that since "It's a
Measure" was not produced by RKO, but rather by International,
ind that the former, as distributor only, had not the final word

|'n the matter, an award under Section 6 could not be made since
he producer was not bound by the decree, being an independent,
d could not be bound by an award.

MICH. ALLIED HOLDS MEET
The 26th annual convention of Allied Theatres of Michigan,

epresenting the initial post-war meeting of exhibitors in the
Btate, ended last week in Detroit with a banquet attended by
. xecutives from all branches of the industry, which followed a
: losed meeting on the last day of the three-day confab. Members
jit the closed session heard Kim Sigler, special prosecuting at-
iprney for Michigan, discuss the N. Y. anti-trust suit, while other

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTION ISTS

Don't put your return film in the lobby before
all patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as

th« shortaq<bere is a serious paper si

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23d St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 431 I

topics included the Allied Caravan, 16mm. competition and a

number of peacetime problems.

The convention was opened by president Ray Branch with

a Victory Loan luncheon, and on the following day heard talks

by Claude Lee, Paramount public relations director and Leon

Bamberger, RKO sales promotion manager, among others. Para-

mount hosted a cocktail party Tuesday evening, while 20th Cen-

tury-Fox did the honors the following afternoon.

UNIVERSAL, RANK IN DISTR1B DEALS
Universal and J. Arthur Rank closed a deal last fortnight for

the former to distribute some British films produced by Rank, it

was announced jointly, while Universal product will continue to

be distributed in Great Britain by Rank's General Film Distribu-

tors under a long-term extension of a 10-year pact originally due

to expire this year. Universal's distribution of Rank's product

includes United States and South America. Rank already has

a distribution deal with United Artists for a number of his

pictures.

The Universal-Rank combo was cemented further last week

by disclosure of a joint agreement to launch a new world-wide

company in the 16mm. field. The announcement was made joint-

ly by J. H. Seidelman, U International president and Rank. The

new company will distribute and promote 16mm. films in all

languages for educational, religious, scientific and non-theatrical

purposes. The deal is on a global basis, with the exception of

the U. S., United Kingdom and Canada, excluded because of prior

commitments.

MEMOS
Warner Bros, application for reaffiliation with the MPPDA,

submitted last week, was expected to be accepted at the next

regular quarterly board of directors' meeting of MPPDA next

month. The announcement of Warners desire to rejoin the group
was made jointly by H. M. and J. L. Warner last Wednesday (8)

and stated that the reaffiliation would include "full participation

in all phases" both in New York and Hollywood. Warners re-

signed from the organization last December and resignation be-

came effective June L Eric A Johnston, MPPDA prexy, had
previously announced that he intended to get Warners and United
Artists to return. However, UA spokesmen declared that their

organizational setup is more adaptable to SIMPP membership
and the company was expected to remain in the latter group.

Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, holding its fall meet-
ing in Indianapolis last week, went on record as recommending
the abandonment of theatre collections "when patrons are trapped
in their seats." It also opposed WAC and other groups' pledges
"of our theatres for fund-raising purpose* without our consent,"
but urged the use of screens to support "all proper movements
for the good of the people," Truman Rembusch succeeded Roy
Harrold as president, Maurice Rubin was named vice-president
and Marc Wolf, treasurer, in the organization's elections.

Two suits were filed by distributors against New England
exhibitors in Federal Court charging conspiracy to falsify per-
centage returns. The first was brought by Loew's, Paramount,
Warners, Columbia, UA and Universal against Michael J. Daly,
operating the Plainfield Theatre, Plainfield, Conn. The second
was brought by Paramount, Loew's, RKO-Radio. Warners and
20th Century-Fox against William Deitch and West Warwick
Theatres, Inc., West Warwick, R. L In both cases, in addition
to damages, plaintiffs asked that the court restrain defendants
from destroying or altering their records.

U. S. Supreme Court agreed to review an Appeals Court deci-
sion reversing a S360.000 damages award to Jackson Park Theatre,
Chicago, in a treble damage trust suit against RKO, Loew's, 20th
Century-Fox, Paramount, Balaban and Katz and Warners, alleg-
ing monopoly and price-fixing conspiracy.

Columbia Pictures reported net earnings for the year ended
June 30. after Federal taxes, of SI. 945. 167. Tnis compares with
S2.005.834 for the previous year. Federal taxes in 1945 were
$1,529,687, while in 1944, the figure came to $4,229,625.

LET'S FINISH

THE J03!

VICTORY LOAN

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Member Natl Film Carriers
0 N. Juniper St, Phila., Pa.

LOC. 4823
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VERDICT
O R

DECREE?
"...The question of whether a final verdict or a decree is

better for independent exhibitors is a moot one. But, this much

is certain: IF a new decroe can possibly be devised to satisfy

the Government and the independent exhibitors, it will have to

stem from a fair, open-minded attitude on the part of the film

companies ... If the ma
j . s turn their backs, or give too little

too late, they will commit the industry to eternal civil war."

From Editorial by MO WAX, Page 7

THE INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURE TRADE JOURNAL



"WHAT
NEXT,

CORPORAL
HARGROVE?"

DEE-LICIOUS!

Everybody wanted a second

helping of Hargrove. They'll

like this even better. Robert Walker

clicks again and Keenan Wynn
takes another step towards stardom.

DEE-LOVELY!
The folks liked the

romantic team from

"Our Vines Have Tender Grapes"

so now you'll see James Craig

and Frances Gifford in a

new and exciting love story.

PUT THE VICTORY SPIRIT IN THE VICTORY LOAN



DEE-LUXE!
The screen's next big

Technicolor musical extravaganza!

Fred Astaire and Lucille Bremer

(of "Meet Me In St. Louis") a team of

dancing lovers in a magical

musical to thrill the fans.

DEE-LIGHTFUL!

What a joy is this romance!

Two soldiers find a letter and

trace the girl who wrote it!

A howling delight, full of surprises.

Marsha Hunt, John Carroll

and Hume Cronyn are swell!

VACATION
FROM

MARRIAGE

DEE-LUSCIOUS!

At last! Robert Donat, the

beloved Mr. Chips, returns to

the screen in another

heart-touching romance. The

beautiful girl is Deborah Kerr

and their story's a honey!

THANKS
MOM!" Gffl

NEW GROUP JfU£

UM-M-M-M-M!"
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STARRING

riJ.CARROL NAISH
AND

i WOQBS-ROSINA GALII • DICK ERDMAN
PRODUCED BY

A HOLLINGSHEAD
DIRECTED BY

DON SIEGEL

THIS IS

"A SHORT THAT SHOULD BE

BOOKED FOR THE NEXT 5 YEARS"

(FILM DAILY SAID IT)

FOR CHRISTMAS TIME AND

FOR ANY TIME, IT IS

"ONE OF THE BEST OF THIS OR AN

SEASON AND CERTAINLY DESERVE:

AN ACADEMY AWARD"

(SHOWMAN'S TRADE REVIEW SAID TH

WARNERS URGE YOU

TO SCREEN IT FOR YOURSELF!
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VERDICT OR COMPROMISE
After only 20 court days of the monopoly suit that

was estimated to last from three to six months, the

United States of America vs. Paramount, et al., came
to an end last Tuesday evening, November 20. Except
for filing of final briefs and a hearing on them, the vital

issue of theatre divorcement has passed into the hands
of the special statutory court composed of Circuit

Judge Augustus N. Hand and District Judges John
Bright and Henry W. Goddard.

The court fixed December 15 for presentation of

the Government's brief, January 7 for the defendants'

reply briefs and January 15 as the date for final oral

argument on the briefs. In concluding the formal case,

presiding Judge Hand complimented counsel for both
sides for the expediting of a trial so intricate and
voluminous.

Into the record, the Government entered a total of

476 exhibits and a modicum of oral testimony, while the

eiqht defendants called a large number of witnesses

and, in addition, offered many documents of their own.
The aim of the Government's case was to establish by
the very records of the eight major distributors and the

theatre affiliates of the Big Five a pattern of operation

and cooperation among the defendants to bear out the

charge that they exercise a degree of control over the

industry In violation of the Sherman Act. Counsel for

the defendants, at the outset, seemed inclined to at-

tempt to convince the court that even the distribution

and theatre departments of the individual companies
were not closely linked In their operations, but they

gradually drifted from that position and directed their

evidence toward disproving the Government's allega-

tions of discrimination against independent exhibitors

in favor of the various co-defendants.

Did the Government make out its case?

That question is being asked everywhere in the

trade. An observer in the court practically every day

since the trial opened on October 8 would find it dif-

ficult to give the answer with any degree of certainty,

inasmuch as most of the punch in the Government's case

is hidden in the exhibits which the three jurists must

examine to reach their verdict, while the defense case,

on the other hand, was principally oral and, therefore,

more obvious. However, it cannot be denied that as-

sistant Attorney General Robert L. Wright scored many

telling points in his cross-examination of witnesses and

some significance also must be attached to the line of

pertinent questions that came so frequently from the

bench in the latter stages of the trial.

It would seem that the odds rest on the side of the

Government and this opinion is based on the fact that

Mr. Wright revealed only as much of his prima facie

evidence as was required to refute the direct testimony

of defense witnesses. The comparatively few disclos-

ures he made of film deals highly favorable to affiliated

chains and of discriminatory clearance and admission

price conditions granted them as compared to terms

exacted from independent opposition may be accepted

as portents of the potential dynamite the court might

discover in the unrevealed documents. These undoubt-

edly will be highlighted in the Government's post-trial

brief.

Inquiries have been made, also, about the refusal

of the plaintiff to call any exhibitor witnesses to attest

to these alleged discriminations. At the session on

November 14, Judge Goddard asked Wright the point-

(Continued on Page 9)
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BRAVO MR. SHOWMAN!
Your sale of Victory Bonds

May very well decide whether

This baby will be cannon-fodder in 1965

Or a happy citizen of a tranquil world.

The Victory Loan will soon be over.

Every "E" Bond helps cement the peace

And insures this baby's right to live!

Now is the crucial time to take stock!

Are you awake to your responsibility?

Turn on the heat in the remaining days!

It's never too late to do the right thing.

We can't let up! Let's finish the job!

VICTORY LOAN
I

War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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ed question if any exhibitors have complained about

film rentals and the Justice Department attorney em-

phatically replied that complaints are coming from

"every independent exhibitor in the country!" As far

as could be learned, Wright simply wished to avoid the

necessity for placing any independent theatreman "on

the spot." He is supremely confident that the docu-

ments prove the case.

In our last report on the monopoly suit we dis-

cussed the possibility of a new consent decree being

recommended by the court. Since the close of the trial,

speculation has been rife on that point. While there

have been no specific references to such an outcome,

the contingency cannot be discounted. It is conceiv-

able that the court will recognize the inherent danger

in large theatre circuits operated by the film com-

panies, but will heed the claims of the Big Five defend-

ants that they need first-run outlets to safeguard them

against the possibility of being shut out by independent

chains and booking combines. This type of argument

might hardly prove to be tenable in the face of testi-

mony of the Little Three that they have prospered with-

out theatre affiliates. Nevertheless, the court may urge

the litigants to seek to resolve the basic issue of di-

vorcement or may recommend its own formula for par-

tial divorcement.

This is pure editorial surmise, of course, but there

is reason to entertain consideration of such an eventual-

ity. There were definite indications throughout the trial

that defense counsel held fond hopes of a modified de-

cree resulting. While Mr. Wright has dropped no hint

of the Government's present position, it is recalled that

the Department of Justice sought to evolve a new de-

cree for many months before and after the old one ex-

pired, but failed to obtain what it regarded as reason-

able concessions from the defendants. In the earlier

stages of the negotiations, it was likely that the Depart-

ment would have accepted partial divorcement, among

other trade practice reforms, but finding the film law-

yers uncompromising, it resolved finally to test the issue

of divorcement — complete divorcement. Now, any

possibility of a solution short of a final legal decision

based on the Sherman Act necessarily hinges on the

Government's willingness to settle for something less

than total divestiture of theatre holdings by the Big

Five. In view of its earlier attitude and the fact that

it has placed it* case in the court record, the possibility

that the Department of Justice might compromise can-

not be precluded.
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It may be that the Conference of Independent Ex-

hibitors, meeting in Washington December 3, will ex-

plore the prospects of a new consent decree in the

event that such a solution will be recommended by the

court. Neither the CIE nor Allied has expressed re-

cently any preference for a verdict or a decree, but we

may assume that these organizations, representatives

of the largest bodies of organized independent exhibi-

tors, would not throw their weight against a settlement

which reduced measurably the affiliated chain holdings

of the Big Five and which gained relief for the indepen-

dents from onerous trade practices. Possibly, the De-

cember 3rd meeting may result in formulation of a pro-

gram which the Department of Justice might be able

to use as a basis in writing a decree.

Some Allied leaders, we know, are convinced that

a clear-cut decision on divorcement (and they, too, are

confident that the Government will win) will resolve

most of the inequities from which independent theatre

owners suffer. They point to the long record of in-

adequate compromises by which efforts have been made

to achieve some more equitable balance of power be-

tween the majors and the independents. There are

others who say that the situation is different now and

that this is the time to press the independents legitim-

ate claims on the film companies when they face the

prospect of being required to divest themselves of all

their theatre holdings. Many practical theatremen

agree with the latter opinion, seeing a golden opportun-

ity to win needed reforms in a new consent decree.

The question of whether a final verdict or a decree

is better for independent exhibitors is a moot one. But,

this much is certain: IF a new decree can possibly be

devised to satisfy the Government and the independent

exhibitors, it will have to stem from a fair, open-minded

attitude on the part of the film companies (and their

lawyers) not manifested in any prior negotiations. IF

a cure is to be found for the malady of strife that has

gripped our business with increasing intensity over the

past decade or more, the genetic causes must be cut

from the industry body and that can be accomplished

only by a willingness to recognize the basic inequalities

in certain trade practices.

Should the majors have another opportunity to ef-

fect the removal of those malignant practices and they

turn their backs, or give too little too late, they will

commit the industry to eternal civil war.

MO WAX



RKO RADIO ... 1 Special

-THE BELLS OF ST. MARY'S* CROSBY-BERGMAN-McCAREY-BOXOFFICE!
Rates • • • • generally

BKO-Radio (Rainbow Productions)

125 minutes

Bing Crosby, IngTid Bergman, Henry Trav-

ers, Martha Sleeper, William Gargan, Ruth
Donnelly, Joan Carroll, Una O'Connor, Rhys
Williams, Dickie Taylor.

Directed by Leo McCarey.

Another "Going My Way" in every re-

spect, plus the marquee magnetism of In-

grid Bergnan! "The Bells of St. Mary's"
definitely will rival the sensational box-office

grosses rung up by that previous phenom-
enal success. Leo McCarey, reassuming his

producer-director-writer role, has delivered

another entertainment champion, patterned
almost identically on its illustrious predeces-
sor, that exudes the same charm, good hu-
mor and warm simplicity. Bing Crosby
again dons his clerical robes and straw hat
tc repeat the Father O'Malley role that won
! .1 an Oscar. Miss Bergman is his foil as
the Mother Superior of St. Mary's Parochial
School, uncorking a performance that
matches Barry Fitzgerald's in the earlier
picture — and she's prettier, too! Mr. Mc-
Carey's magic wand> weaves the characters
and story into another eulogy to the human
side of the Catholic church, poking good-

natured fun and taking liberties with folk

of the cloth, but never overstepping the
bounds of good taste. Even the story is

cut from the same cloth, as the lighthearted
Father O'Malley goes about untangling
twisted souls and situations and winds up
getting a shining new school. There is

nothing lavish about the production; it is

straightforward, simple, honestly entertain-
ing, dispensing good cheer, heart-throbs,
common-sense philosophy in perfectly bal-

anced proportion.
Crosby's naturalness is again the most

captivating quality of his performance. He
sings several songs, some popular, some re-

ligious. The most effective number, how-
ever, is the title song, which Bing sings
with a chorus of nuns. Miss Bergman is

superb, brushing aside the handicap of a
nun's robes to give a delicately shaded, yet
virile and varied performance. One of the
most amusing sequences in the film has
Miss Bergman teaching a youngster the
manly art of self-defense — from a book
written by James J. Corbett. Another high-
light — and there are many of them — is

the humorously touching version of the
Christmas Story as presented by tots. Mc-
Carey's touch is evident everywhere, trans-
forming even the most commonplace incid-

ents into memorable scenes, and integrating

the whole into a film that will delight every
member of the family.
Bing Crosby, as Father O'Malley, comes

to St. Mary's Parochial School as the new
pastor and on his first day incurs the dis-

pleasure of the Mother Superior, Ingrid
Bergman, by giving the children the day
off. Despite differences, they become good
friends and endeavor to obtain the new
building adjoining the old school, Miss
Bergman by prayers and Crosby by subtle
action in convincing the owner, Henry
Travers, that giving is good for the heart.
When Miss Bergman has a fainting spell,

the Father learns that she has tuberculosis
in the early stages and must be sent to
Arizona for a rest. She is unaware of the
disease and Crosby is warned against tell-

ing her for fear it will affect her cure. Al-
though he knows she will believe she is

being relieved because of their differences,
he arranges for her transfer. As she is

about to leave, heartbroken, he is forced to
tell her the truth, and, overjoyed, the
Mother Superior determines to regain her
health and return. A sub-plot has Joan
Carroll, a student, reunited with her long-
separated parents, Martha Sleeper and Wil-
liam Gargan, when Crosby brings them
together.

BARN

M-G-M ... 1 Not Set

'THEY WERE EXPENDABLE' STIRRING, BUT OVERLONG SAGA OF PT BOATS
Rates © • • 'here exploited and in

M-G-M
133 minutes

Robert Montgomery, John Wayne, Donna
Reed, Jack Holt, Ward Bond, Marshall
Thompson Paul Langton, Leon Ames, Ar-
thur Walsh, Donald Curtis, Cameron Mit-
chell, Jeff York, Murray Alper, Harry Ten-
brook, Jack Pennick, Alex Havier, Charles
Trowbridge, Robert Barrat, Bruce Kellogg,
Tim Murdock, Louis Jean Heydt, Russell
Simpson, Vernon Steele.

Directed by John Ford.

Unfortunately, this is late in arriving.
"They Were Expendable," taken from Wil-
liam L. White's best-seller of a couple years
ago, is a valuable addition to World V/ar
II's archives, but its value at the boxoffk ^

will be marked down considerably by its in-
ordinate length and the dated quality of its

subject matter. Although this is the first

feature to treat extensively of the motor
torpedo "devil boats" which harassed the
enemy in the Philippine waters, the settings,
the dialogue, the sound and the fury are
all familiar. To a war film-sated public,
these factors will be old stuff, despite their
reality and general excellence of production,
and since there is no story in the dramatic
sense, but only an episodic account of the
fortunes and mishaps befalling a PT squad-
ron during the fall of the Philippines, audi-
ence interest will waver increasingly as the
film nears its protracted end. An impor-
tant departure from the usual is the taste-
ful portrayal of a romance between an
Army nurse, played by Donna Reed and a
PT boat skipper, John Wayne, which, far
from slowing up the proceedings, perks up
interest and Injects a warm quality so sore-

action houses

ly needed in films of this sort. The high
point in the story comes when the squadron
is ordered to deliver a general (obviously

MacArthur), his family and an Admiral to

a point whence they can be flown to Aus-
tralia. A number of other sequences abound
in thrills, comedy and human interest, but
they are spread out over such a lengthy
course that their effect is dissipated and
much of it seems repetitious.

The return of Commander Robert Mont-
gomery, U. S. N. R., to the screen in a role

for which he is eminently suited is cause
for rejoicing, as is the return of Captain
John Ford, U. S. N. R., to his directorial

job. Capt. Ford handles the episodes in

masterful manner, and as producer, is un-
stinting in his efforts to make this a big
production in every sense of the word. Un-
fortunately, he has attempted to cram in
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much, too much material on a subject un-
doubtedly close to his heart, with the net
result defeating the original purpose — to
entertain as well as document. Montgom-
ery, looking older and grimmer, is brilliant

as the commander of the torpedo boat
squadron. The others, particularly John
Wayne, contribute sterling performances.
Beginning with the evening before Pearl

Harbor, the story traces the stormy career
of Motor Torpedo Boat Squadron 3, under
the command of Lt. John Brickley (Robert
Montgomery). First used as messenger
craft, the PT boats are given an opportun-

ity to prove their fighting worth when they

sneak through Jap-infested waters to sink

a cruiser. They continue to uphold Lt.

Brickley's contention that they are a for-

midable weapon of war as their forays ac-

count for numerous enemy casualties. Hurt,

on one of these missions, Lt. "Rusty" Ryan
(John Wayne) goes to a hospital at Cor-

regidor where he meets Sandy Davyss
(Donna Reed) an Army nurse, and they fall

in love. The squadron gets its most im-

portant assignment — to evacuate a top

general and an admiral to a point where

they can be taken to Australia. The squad-

ron, reduced to four boats, loses two more

on the trip, but delivers the brass. Assigned

to knock off another Jap cruiser, Ryan
loses his boat after the successful mission

to a Jap plane while Brickley beaches his

crippled boat and it is taken over by the

Army for inland lake detail. The crews are

dispersed, some going to fight with the

Army or as guerilla bands, while Brickley

and Ryan are flown back to the States to

aid in the development of the proven fight-

ing boat.
BARN

BOX OFFICE RATING: • Poor • • Average • • • Good •••• Excellent
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M-G-M ... 1 in 14th Block (Total 5)

'WHAT NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE?' AMUSING SEQUEL
Rates • • • — except in action spots

M-G-M
95 minutes

Robert Walker, Keenan Wynn, Jean Porter,
Chili Wills, Hugo Haas, William "Bill" Phil-
lips, Tom Lundigan, Fred Essler, Cameron
Mitchell, Maurice Marks, Paul Langton,
Walter Sande, Theodore Newton, Robert
Kent, Matt WillLs, Richard Bailey.

Directed by Richard Thorpe.

This sequel to "See Here, Private Har-
grove" is another laugh-provoking series of
episodes in the lives of the blundering Har-
grove and his scheming pal, Mulvehill. Its
box office value will profit by Robert Walk-
er's greatly increased popularity. The fact
that "What Next, Corporal Hargrove?" has
a war background should not affect busi-
ness adversely, since there is no actual
fighting and the soldiers and their officers
are both painted with a satirical brush.
Taking place during the liberation of
France, the light-weight story shows none
of the grim reality of war and Director
Richard Thorpe has discarded drama and
even romance in favor of hilarious slapstick
comedy. The two central characters are

both engagingly and delightfully portrayed
by Robert Walker and Keenan Wynn, and
their amusing mishaps and misadventures
don't pall through 95 minutes with only the
barest plot outline. The dialogue also is

well - written and extremely humorous
throughout. At a New York preview, the
'teen age patrons, and some of their elders
as well, found it highly entertaining.
With the field artillery units moving for-

ward "somewhere in France," Robert
Walker, recently promoted to corporal, gets
his truck stuck in the mud to the disgust
of Chill Wills, his sergeant. Later, Walker
decides on a short cut to catch up with his

unit and the truck winds up at a French
village where the mayor, Hugo Haas, and
the townspeople hail him and his men as
conquering heroes. Back in his own bat-

tery, Walker is "busted" to private, but be-
cause of his friendly relations with Haas
and his pretty daughter, Jean Porter, he
and his pal, Keenan Wynn, are assigned to

cement Allied relations in the town. While
Walker unwillingly becomes more involved
with Miss Porter, Wynn tries to hoodwink
the townspeople. Later, en route to a sup-

ply depot, Walker and Wynn stumble into

Paris by mistake and the latter grabs this

opportunity to dig for a buried cache of
watches some Frenchman had sold him.
Arrested and jailed for digging in the cel-

lar, Wynn realizes that he was swindled,
but continues his scheming. He next inter-

cedes with the chaplain to get Walker and
himself out of jail because of the former's
great love for Miss Porter, but when the
hoax is discovered, they are ordered back
to their battery. Walker, who had no rom-
antic attachment for Miss Porter, breaks
his friendship with Wynn, but when the lat-

ter is missing, he and Wills both go in

search of him. They find Wynn drunk and
race him back to the battery just before
the unit moves ahead — and Walker's truck
again gets stuck in a ditch.

Robert Walker's shy air of bewilderment
and Keenan Wynn's smooth-talking meth-
ods are nicely contrasted to get the maxi-
mum of laughs and their portrayals dom-
inate every scene. Chill Wills also repeats
his role of the exasperated Sergeant Cramp
in an expert comedy performance. Jean
Porter over-acts in the only feminine role

of a flirtatious French girl and most of the
others do little more than fill in the back-
ground.

YORK

WARNER BROS 2 December Releases

DANGER SIGNAL' TAUT, EXCITING MELODRAMA IS A 'SLEEPER
Rates • • + as dualler; slightly more if exploited in action spots

direction and just enough psychological

undertones to keep it within the understand-

ing to the average movie-goer. Only the

too-sudden disposal of the despicable cen-

tral character seems dragged in to furnish
a satisfying ending. Not a high-budget
picture, but a capable job in every depart-
ment.
Zachary Scott, a smooth-talking sophis-

ticate who has murdered another man's
wife, evades the police and rides to Califor-
nia where he finds lodging at the home of

Faye Emerson, a hard-working public
stenographer. Scott first impresses Miss

the girl

Warner Bros.

78 minutes

Faye Emerson, Zachary Scott, Bruce Ben-
nett, Rosemary DeCamp, Dick Erdman,
Mona Freeman, John Ridgely, Mary Servoss,
Addison Richards, Joyce Compton, Virginia
Sale.

Directed by Robert Florey.

This taut, interest-holding melodrama is

a "sleeper." Produced on a modest budget,
it is an excellent dualler for better class

spots and offers exploitable angles for single
billing in action spots. In many respects,

particularly for its compact, suspenseful
plot, it is an entertainment match for the
same company's "Mildred Pierce," even
though it lacks the latter's strong name
value. Based on a novel by Phyllis Bot-
tome, this murder melodrama has believ-

able characters, a story that builds steadily

in suspense under Robert Florey's expert

Emerson's mother and soon the girl her-
self, who has had little time for social life,

falls in love with him. But, when Scott
learns that her younger sister, Mona Free-
man, is to inherit $25,000, he transfers his

attention to her. In an effort to save the
younger girl from this irresponsible adven-
turer, Miss Emerson gets the idea of poison-
ing Scott. Using her friend and client,

Rosemary DeCamp, a psychiatrist, as a

ruse, Miss Emerson lures Scott to the for-

mer's beach home and then pretends to try

to win him back. Although she actually

lacks the courage to use the poison, Miss
Emerson frightens Scott until he runs from
the house and meets John Ridgely, husband
of the woman he had murdered. In fleeing

from Ridgely, Scott trips and falls over the
cliff into the sea.

Zachary Scott, fast becoming famous for

his suavely villainous portrayals, gives a
better performance than he did in a similar
part in "Mildred Pierce." Faye Emerson,
who has discarded the blonde hair-do that
cheapened her appearance, is attractive and
convincing as the hard-working public
stenographer. Bruce Bennett is well-cast as
a shy scientist who finally manages to de-
clare his love and Rosemary DeCamp as a
helpful psychiatrist, Mary Servoss and
Mona Freeman also do good work.

DENLEY

'TOO YOUNG TO KNOW' WILL BE ENJOYED BY FEMININE TRADE
Rates • • + generally; less in action h

Warner Bros.

86 minutes

Joan Leslie, Robert Hutton, Dolores Moran,
Harry Davenport, Rosemary DeCamp, Bar-
bara Brown, Robert Lowell, Arthur Shields,

Craig Stevens, Don McGuire, Dick Erdman.

Directed by Frederick de Cordova.

The women, particularly, will enjoy this

romantic-drama of a young couple whose

marriage goes on the rocks because they

lack the maturity to understand each other.

Their vicissitudes and how they are eventu-
ally reconciled by love for their child is cut

I
from a pattern of movie fare designed to

win the hearts, and a tear or two, of the
homey folks, meaning that the best returns
should be garnered in naborhood and small

ouses

town situations. Not so good for action

spots. The production values are modest,

but the performances are first rate. Robert
Hutton, essaying his first serious role, lends

a creditable note of sincerity to the part

of the petulant young husband. Joan Les-

lie is appealing as the wife. Harry Daven-
port is the kindly old judge who sets the
youngsters right and, as usual, steals his

scenes. Dolores Moran, a very warm-look-
ing blonde, is outstanding in the early

scenes, while Rosemary DeCamp and Ar-
thur Shields play Hutton's parents like they
are.

The story opens with Hutton, a flier in

India, meeting Dolores Moran, an old friend

of his divorced wife, from whom he learns
that he is the father of a son and that the
child was given away for adoption after he
entered the service. In flashback, he re-

calls his whirlwind courtship of Joan Leslie

when they were youngsters and their mar-
riage after two weeks. His desire for a

quiet home like his parents have and her
urge for a theatrical career clash, so they
break up and are divorced. He enters the
service, not knowing that Joan is to be-
come a mother. Granted a leave, he returns
to the U. S. and enlists the aid of Judge
Harry Davenport to recover his son from
the foster parents. Davenport hears the
stories of both Hutton and Joan, and also
learns that the child is in a happy home.
Hutton finally is convinced that Joan could
not keep the child and promises to make
no other effort to get the boy. He realizes,
too, that he was at fault in his marital
troubles and that he still loves Joan. They
are reunited and the kindly old judge per-
suades the foster parents to return the child
to them.

BARTON
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WARNER BROS 1 Not Set

'SAN ANTONIO 1 RIP-ROARING, TECHNICOLOR SUPER-WESTERN
Rates • • • generally; more in action spots

~~

'

—~

~

~~ has ample opportunity to lay seige to Alexis
Warner Bros.

110 minutes

Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith, S. Z. "Cuddles"
s-.ikull. Victor Francen, John Litel, Paul
Kelly, Florence Bates, Robert Shayne, John
Alvin, Robert Barrat, Pedro de Cordoba,
Tom Tyler, Monte Blue, Wallis Clark, Chris-
Pin Martin, Harry Cording, Charles Stevens,
Doodles Weaver, Poodles Hanneford, Dan
Seymour, Bill Steele, Eva Puig.

Directed by David Butler.

A romantic and colorful super-western of
the old school photographed in vivid Tech-
nicolor, "San Antonio" is grand entertain-
ment for all those who love adventure and
excitement. With Errol Flynn in the made-
to-order role of a handsome, two-fisted
cattleman fighting for the future of Texas,
plus a top-notch supporting cast, this should
do good business generally and reach top
grosses in action houses. The action fans
should eat it up and sit on the edge of their
seats during the rip - roaring climactic
saloon brawl which has enough shooting,
fisticuffs and smashed furniture — for three
ordinary westerns. However, the love in-
terest has not been neglected and Flynn

Smith's heart — and please the feminine
fans. While the story may be more melo-
dramatic than historical, it has realistic

1877 backgrounds with the rolling Texas
plains, the lavish music hall settings and
period costumes enhanced by the Techni-
color tinting. The lone song, "Some Sun-
day Morning," which is reprised several
times, shows hit possibilities. Even though
the footage approaches the two-hour mark,
Director David Butler never permits the
action to lag.

In 1877, when organized bands of outlaws
opposed Texas ranchers in a range war,
Errol Flynn, one of the cattleman, leads a
group of loyal Mexican friends in an across-
the-border battle against a band of rustlers
and steals a cattle tally book which shows
that Paul Kelly is leader of the outlaws.
With this evidence, Flynn returns to San
Antonio, where Kelly and his partner, Vic-
tor Francen, operate the Bella Union Music
Hall, and calls a meeting of loyal cattlemen.
In an effort to prevent bloodshed, the U. S.

Cavalry gives Flynn and his companions
only 24 hours to prove the charges against
Kelly. Afraid of a trap when he is invited
into the music hall by Alexis Smith, the
lovely singing star, Flynn gives the valu-

able tally book to John Litel, who is later

killed by Francen. The latter then tries to

blackmail Kelly but Miss Smith, who learns

the truth about Litel's death, attempts to

get word to Flynn. When Francen is de-
nounced by Flynn in the Bella Union, a
blow-up occurs with the cattlemen finally

gaining the upper hand over Kelly's im-
ported killers and gunmen. However, both
Kelly and Francen escape into the ruins of

the Alamo with Flynn in close pursuit.

Francen is killed but Kelly again escapes,

this time on horseback, only to be followed
by Flynn. After a running gun-fight, Flynn
finally catches up with Kelly and emerges
victorious in the resultant fist fight.

Errol Flynn is convincing both in the
romantic and the hard-hitting sequences
and Alexis Smith is well cast as the lovely,

statuesque dance-hall star. S. Z. "Cuddles"
Sakall, as the actress' excitable manager,
grimaces and waddles about to good laugh
returns and Florence Bates contributes
some of her typical sharp-tongued humor.
Victor Francen, who is the personification

of evil, and Paul Kelly are experts at vil-

lainy and Tom Tyler, one-time western star,

has a stand-out bit as a cold-blooded killer.

DENLEY

'SING YOUR WAY HOME' SONG-FILLED PROGRMMER FOR FAMILY TRADE
Rates • • as dualler; except in action spots—~~~"~™"

"world peace plan" climax is too silly for

even the kids to swallow. Much of the film
RKO-Radio
72 minutes

Jack Haley, Marcy McGuire, Anne Jeffrys,
Glenn Vernon, Patti Brill, Emory Parnell,
Nancy Marlow, Charles D. Brown, Donna
Lee, Ed Gargan, Chester Clute, Olin Howlin,
David Forrest, Grady Sutton, Arthur Loft,
William B. Davidson.
Directed by Anthony Mann.

Despite a ridiculous plot, "Sing Your Way
Home" is a gay, song-laden programmer de-
signed to entertain double feature audiences.
Stressing the hep-cat antics of a bunch of
'teen-agers and featuring "I'll Buy That
Dream," currently on The Hit Parade, this
will make a satisfactory dualler, especially
in family spots where the younger fans
abound. No one, least of all the audience,
can be expected to take seriously the story,
which deals with a group of American en-
tertainers returning from Europe, but the

is in the slapstick vein and will set patrons

laughing and the singing and rug-cutting of

Glenn Vernon, Patti Brill and a dozen other
youngsters are high-spots. In addition to
"I'll Buy That Dream," which the attractive
and capable Anne Jeffrys warbles accept-
ably, "Who Did It?" and "Heaven Is a Place
Called Home" are sung in lively fashion by
pert little Marcy McGuire and, for contrast,
"The Lord's Prayer" is given an impressive
rendition. Jack Haley, who is the best mar-
quee name, gives an amusing portrayal of
a conceited war correspondent.
Just after V-E Day, Jack Haley, a swell-

headed war correspondent, finds that the
only way he can get back to the States is

to escort a group of young American per-
formers trapped in Europe by the war. At
Cherbourg, Glenn Vernon, one of his

charges, smuggles Marcy McGuire, young
refugee, along with the group and Haley is

about to report the stowaway when Anne
Jeffrys, a pretty passenger, shames him

into dropping the affair. Haley, who has

been forbidden to send dispatches to his

paper over the ship's radio, uses Miss Mc-
Guire to send them via a prepared "love

code." Meanwhile, Miss Jeffrys finds her-

self falling in love with Haley but, when
she reads one of the endearing coded mes-
sages, she thinks he has been two-timing
her and adds a sarcastic postscript before

it is sent off. Consternation reigns at the

New York newspaper office after the mes-
sage is de-coded, but knowing that Haley
has never been wrong, they print the story

that the Allies have accepted his "world
peace plan." International complications
follow and, on his arrival, Haley is jailed

in the same cell with his wrathful editor

and furious publisher. The youngsters fin-

ally persuade Miss Jeffrys to straighten out

matters for a happy ending.
DENLEY

'THE CRIMSON CANARY' NEAT, ENGROSSING MYSTERY WITH MUSIC
Rates • • as dualler generally; more, if

Universal

64 minutes

Noah Beery, Lois Collier, Danny Morton,
John Litel, Claudia Drake, Steven Geray,
James Dodd, Steve Brodie, Johnny Kellog,
Arthur Space, Maurice Cass, Josh White,
The Esquire All-American Band winners —
Coleman Hawkins and Oscar Pettiford.
Directed by John Hoffman.

Hot music and cold-blooded murder are
n<-ntly blended in "The Crimson Canary," an
above-average programmer which can be
exploited for the action spots. Although
tb« name value is weak, this also should
be a good supporting dualler in naborhood
houses where the jam session angle will at-
tract the younger fans. Dealing with five
young, hot jam-band members who become
involved in the murder of a night club

exploited, in action spots

singer, the story has several "red hot and
blue" musical interludes and permits the

logical introduction of several specialty

artists. Outstanding among these is the

folk singer, Josh White, whose recordings
and cafe appearances have made him a fav-
orite and who delivers "One Meat Ball" and
"Jericho" in his soft-voiced, casual fashion.
Danny Morton, as a frightened suspect,
gives the best dramatic portrayal and Noah
Beery, Jr. and Lois Collier are capable
enough in the romantic leads. The suspense
is well maintained until the climactic mo-
ment when the contrived denouement will

prove a let-down to the who-dun-it fans.

During the final day of a hot jam band's
engagement at a Los Angeles cafe. Noah
Beery, Jr., trumpeter and front man for the
other four musicians, repulses the overtures
made by Claudia Drake, singer at the spot.

In revenge, the girl declares her intention

of marrying Danny Morton, the drummer
who is in love with her, and Beery threatens

her for attempting to break up the band.

Although Morton gets drunk, he plays for

the band's last jazz session after which
Miss Drake is found murdered. With Mor-
ton too hazy to remember anything and
suspicion pointing to Beery, whose trumpet
is mysteriously dented, the five decide to

skip town and stick together. John Litel, a

jazz fan, is assigned to the case and Lois

Collier, Beery's fiancee, believes him inno-

cent and uncovers important clues. When
Litel trails the boys to a San Francisco hot

spot, Beery remembers a recording they

made which will clear them. When they

return to Los Angeles, the record Is broken
before Litel can hear it, but Miss Collier is

instrumental in finally unmasking the real

killer, who makes a full confession.
YORK
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;and mexicana is

pre sold coast to
COAST through power-packeq

ads in all leading national maga-

zines... in dynamic eye-stopping

ads in large and small newspa-

pers throughout the nation... in

spot announcements over the

country's biggest networks... on

billboards in the best spots

everywhere . . .

Hollywood s most colorful panorama

of intoxicating music, Gaiety and Romance!

IT'S AN ELECTRIFYING BLEND OF EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT

e REPUBLIC PICTURE
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MEXICANA IS BACKED TO THE HILT TO GUARANTEE THE EXHIBITOR THE BIGGEST GROSSES EVER



'DAKOTA' BIG-TIME OUTDOOR SPECTACLE FROM REPUBLIC
Rates • • • generally

Republic

83 minutes

John Wayne, Vera Hruba Ralston, Walter
Brennan, Ward Bond, Ona Munson, Hugo
Haas, Mike Mazurki, Olive Blakeney, Paul
Fix, Robert Livingston, Grant Withers,
Pierre Watkin, Nieodemus Stewart, Olin
Howlin. Robert H. Barrat, Jonathan Hale,
Bobby Blake, Paul Hurst, Jack LaKnc,
Sarah Padden, George Cleveland, Selmer
Jackson, Claire DuBrev, Rov Barcroft, Eddv
Waller.

Directed by Joseph Kane.

A super-western, embellished with fine
production values and a name cast,
"Dakota" is good action entertainment,
even for first-run houses. Headed by John
Wayne in a made-to-order role, Vera Hruba
Ralston, who gives her best screen perform-
ance to date, Walter Brennan. who goes to
town in a rich comedy part, Ona Munson
and a dozen other well-known players put
new life into a familiar early-railroad-days
story and Director Joseph Kane keeps up
a swift pace throughout and brings the film

to a spectacular prairie fire climax. It's

colorful and exciting, with ample comedy,

fisticuffs and romance. The crowd scenes

and the shooting brawls are exceptionally
well done and the outdoor photography is

excellent. This will draw heavy grosses in

the action and naboi hood houses.
In 1871, Vera Hruba Ralston, daughter of

a Chicago railroad tycoon, elopes with John
Wayne, professional gambler, and they
board the train for California. However,
Miss Ralston detours them to North Dak-
ota, soon to be admitted to the Union, where
she plans to buy up land to be re-sold to

the forthcoming railroad. En route, they
encounter Ward Bond and Mike Mazurki,
who own most of the valuable land and
plan to drive out the farmers from the rest
by burning their property and blaming it

on the Indians. On Walter Brennan's di-

lapidated river boat, Wayne and his bride
are robbed of their combined fortunes by
two of Bond's henchmen, but the captain
helps them get to Fargo. Wayne teams
with the wheat farmers against Bond's
gang, several attempts are made on his life

and Mazurki even tries to frame him for

murder. Wayne promises to leave Fargo

if his money is returned to him, but Bond
tries to double-cross him and he stays to

fight to the finish. Although farms are
burned and many men killed, the U. S.

Cavalry finally arrives to restore order to

the town. Bound for new adventures,

Wayne and his bride leave Fargo on the
new boat she has had built for Brennan —
as a source of income for all three.

John Wayne handles his he-man heroics

with his customary ease and assurance and
and Vera Hruba Ralston shows more anim-
ation than heretofore as the "cute" little

wife. Walter Brennan, as the irascible

river-boat captain, plays for laughs — and
gets them while Nieodemus Stewart, as his

slow-moving colored servant, and Paul
Hurst also help out in the comedy depart-

ment. The evil-looking Mike Mazurki, Ward
Bond, Jack LaRue, Paul Fix and Grant
Withers are all experts at supplying vil-

lainy while Olive Blakeney, Hugo Haas and
Robert Barrat stand out in dramatic parts.

Only Ona Munson and Robert Livingston
are wasted in bit roles.

YORK

'MEXICANA' LAVISH, BUT ROUTINE, MUSICAL
Rates • • + generally

Republic

83 minutes

Tito Guizar, Constance Moore, Leo Carrillo,

Estelita Rodriguez, Howard Freeman, Jean
Stevens, Steven Geray, St. Luke's Choristers,
Peter Meremblun Junior Orchestra.

Directed bv Alfred Santell.

A flashy musical, employing most of the
tried-and-true Latin-American ingredients,
"Mexicana" is routine "Hands Across the
Border" fare. Playing up the romantic
singer, Tito Guizar, the lively songs and the
Mexican locale of this ambitious Republic
production will boost business, especially in

naborhood spots where the majority of
patrons will find it enjoyable. While such
songs as "Besame Mucho," "Rancho Grande"
and "Guadalajara" are authentic Mexican
tunes, the formula plot is peopled with such
stock characters as a handsome Latin
crooner, a temperamental American actress,
an explosive manager and a fiery little

dancer — all cut from a threadbare pat-
tern, and not likely to aid the "good neigh-

bor" policy. The strenuous comedy efforts

of Estelita Rodriguez, who tosses herself

about much in the manner of the late Lupe
Velez, and Leo Carrillo are mildly amusing

at best, but the production numbers are
lavish and colorful and give the picture a
superficial gloss. One new ballad. "Heart-
less," has a good chance to achieve pop-
ularity and one of the high spots is the
effective singing of the Gregorian Chant by
St. Luke's Choristers.

Tito Guizar, idol of Mexican bobby-soxers
who almost tear him apart whenever he
makes a personal appearance, insists that
Leo Carrillo, his manager, find a way for
him to live more peacefully. Carrillo plots

with Howard Freeman, who manages Con-
stance Moore, American musical comedy
star, to release a fake newspaper story an-
nouncing that the two stars are married.
On her arrival in Mexico City, Guizar and
Miss Moore get off to a bad start and she
is furious when the crowd runs out during
her song to pursue their own singing idol.

Meanwhile, Estelita Rodriguez, who has
matrimonial intentions toward Guizar, sus-

pects something is wrong about the marri-

age and she takes a room in the same
hotel as the supposed bridal couple. Miss

Rodriguez is responsible for numerous
chases and mix-ups and, later, when Car-
rillo and Freeman decide that the starring
couple should adopt a couple of orphans,
she finds out about the hoax. The Mexican
newspapers play up the story by giving all

the sympathy for Guizar and Miss Moore
disappears just before the Mexican festival.

However, she returns to co-star with Guizar
in the festival show and they decide to

make their fake marriage a reality.

The personable Guizar, who has a smooth
way of delivering a song that will delight
the ladies, both looks and acts the part of
the "Sinatra of Mexico." Constance Moore,
who also sings well, is attractive and cap-
able as the visiting American prima donna.
Estelita Rodriguez does better with her
nightclub specialties than with her rubber-
stamp vixen role and Leo Carrillo and How-
ard Freeman suffer the most from their
weak comedy material.

YORK

'MY NAME IS JULIA ROSS 1 GRIPPING. WELL-MADE MURDERY-MYSTERY
Rates • • 4- as dualler, if exploited

Columbia

64 minutes

Nina Foch, Dame May Whitty, George
Macready, Roland Vamo, Anita Bolster,

Leonard Mudie, Doris Lloyd, Olaf Hytten,
Queenie Leonard, Harry Hays Morgan, Ot-

: : tola Nesmith, Evan Thomas, Joy Harrington

Directed by Joseph H. Lewis.

A gripping psychological murder mystery,
unusually well acted and directed, "My
Name Is Julia Ross" needs strong exploita-

tion to offset its lack of marquee value.

Although one of Columbia's modestly-
budgeted programmers, this is a high-rating
thriller certain to intrigue avid mystery
fans in the action houses and make a good
dualler generally. Based on the Anthony
Gilbert novel, "The Woman in Red," the
film holds the spectator's attention from
the opening shot right up to the shuddery

climax. Aided by effective lighting and
sombre photography, Director Joseph H.
Lewis has created a mood of fear and
steadily-mounting suspense comparable to

that in some of the better British-made
mystery melodramas. Nina Foch, until now
buried in Columbia quickies, plays the
terror-stricken heroine and gives a fine per-
formance that is almost a match for the
expert portrayal of the veteran. Dame May
Whitty, as a scheming dowager. George
Macready is realistically sinister as the
sadistic killer and three first-rate character
actresses, Doris Lloyd, Anita Bolster and
Queenie Leonard, contribute outstanding
bits.

Desperately in need of a job, Nina Foch
answers an agency notice and accepts the
position of secretary to Dame May Whitty,
wealthy English matron who insists that
she live with her and her son. George Mac-
ready. After telling her boy friend, Roland
Varno, to meet her the next afternoon, Miss

Foch goes to her new employer's home and,

two days later, she awakens to find that

she has been drugged and is now a prisoner

in a lonely mansion on the Cornwall sea-

coast. Dame May Whitty and the servants
treat her kindly but insist she is actually
the demented wife of Macready. Realizing
that they are trying to drive her insane,
Miss Foch tries to escape, but without suc-
cess, and then she manages to post a letter

to Varno in London. Later, she overhears
that Dame May Whitty is trying to cover
up her son's murder of his real wife by
forcing Miss Foch, who resembles the other
woman, to commit suicide. Miss Foch then
pretends to leap from a high window and,
in the resultant confusion, she escapes.
When Macready learns about this trick, he
pursues her along the rocky seacoast, but
the police, summoned by Varno, kill him
before he can harm the girl.

LEYENDECKER
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review o/ the Trade's Events

ANTI-TRUST CASE CLOSES
The trial of the Government's anti-trust suit against the eight

major film companies and the affiliated circuits of the Big Five
ended last Tuesday, Nov. 20 after 20 days of hearings in U. S.

District Court, Southern District of New York.

Trial, which had opened on Oct. 8, had seen Government coun-
sel, headed by assistant Attorney General Robert L. Wright, in-

troduce no less than 476 exhibits to prove the allegation that the
defendants had, in effect, monopolistic control over the industry.
In defense, the film companies called a large number of witnesses,
including many of their top executives, and introduced many
documents of their own to disprove the Government's charges.

The special three-judge statutory court consisting of Circuit
Judge Augustus N. Hand, and District Judges Henry W. Goddard
and John Bright, fixed December 15 as the date for filing of the
Government brief and January 7 for the defendants' brief. Janu-
ary 15 was set by the Court for the final argument on the briefs.

SENATE GROUP HITS MAJORS' CONTROL
The majors' control of production, distribution and exhibition

has "forced many independents out of business," the Senate Small
Business Committee declared in its progress report released last
week, as a preliminary to its complete report on the study of the
film industry to be ready in the near future.

The Committee revealed that in response to "numerous re-
quests from independent motion picture exhibitors to examine
into the conditions prevailing in their business, where, because of
alleged monopoly practices of the major producing companies and
their affiliated distributors, unfair competition is indulged in by
their company-owned motion picture houses," it had examined
"several of the more aggravated cases" and had reported on the
conditions. In one case, "an exceptionally glaring example," it
was brought to the attention of the "Hays organization which
agreed to work out certain adjustments."

The Government's anti-trust suit against the major distribu-
tors, which wound up in New York last week, will have an im-
portant bearing on the Committee's report and it decided "to
await the action of the courts before examining further into the
complaints now before the Commjttee."

ASK .SCHINE VERDICT MODIFICATION
A motion to modify the U. S. District Court decision for dis-

solution or revision of the Schine Circuit, was reported filed by
counsel for the chain and will be argued in Buffalo on Dec. 10.
Describing the move as an attempt to "argue the case all over
again," Robert L. Wright, Government counsel, declared his in-
tention to appear in Buffalo to contest the motion when it comes
up for hearing. He termed the move an attempt to alter the
court's ruling, rather than an appeal.

Willard S. McKay, Schine counsel who prepared the motion,
said that it asks that the present findings of fact in the case be
amended and that the Court make new findings on the basis that
Judge John Knight, who heard the case and wrote the decision,
did not give proper weight to the case of the defense.

On Nov. 6, Judge Knight gave Schine and the Department of
Justice 60 days in which to submit plans for dissolution, realign-
ment or reorganization of the circuit and to serve copies of the
plans on opposing counsel. This seemed to pave the way for
Schine counsel to file the new motion within a 10-day period to
modify the court's judgment.

AIR TRIPS SPUR ROND SALES
A strong up-surge in bond-selling activities among exhibitors

was evident last fortnight following announcement of the six free
round trips to London by airplane to be awarded the six out-
standing theatre managers in the Victory Loan Drive, according
to a coast-to-coast checkup by S. H. Fabian, national chairman.
Regional chairmen and other key workers contacted by Fabian

reported bond sales had spurted an average of 30 per cent over
the previous week.

Charles M. Reagan, distributor chairman, turned in a bond-
show tabulation showing that numerous exchange territories had
more Free Movie Days, Bond Premieres and Children's Matinees
than in previous drives. The number of theatres that had made
arrangements to participate in Free Movie Day up to the middle
of last week exceeded 11,000, topping the final total of the Sev-
enth War Loan, Reagan reported. He also pointed that the un-
usual number of theatres conducting FM Day on other occasions
besides the Pearl Harbor anniversary means that the ultimate
total will be well in excess of 15,000.

A warning was sounded by Fabian last week to theatremen
that continuing widespread negligence in installing and maintain-
ing bond booths in their theatres is placing a severe handicap on
Victory Bond sales and is jeopardizing the success of the indus-
try's campaign. Fabian said a checkup by exhibitor and distribu-

tor chairmen in several regions disclosed that in some locations,

practically no booths were to be found. Many of the booths either
are hidden away in a corner of the theatre, left unattended, or
are shabby and uninviting. "We are doing a great job in arousing
the public and calling attention to the Victory Loan... The next
and most important step is to make it easy for people to buy
bonds. You can't do that with unattended, non-existent or in-

visible bond booths. I call upon the exhibitors of the country to

get busy on this right away. The drive is nearing its half-way
mark. Don't sabotage the Victory Loan by apathy."

CIE CALLS WASHINGTON MEET
The Conference of Independent Exhibitors has called an

emergency meeting to be held in Washington at the end of this

month or early in December, at least before the scheduled session

of theatremen called by Si Fabian for December 5, which will dis-

(Continued on Page 36)

PEOPLE
Charles C. Moskowitz, vice-president of Loew's, Inc., was elect-

ed treasurer of the corporation, succeeding the late David Bern-
stein, who died at 63 on November 9. The new treasurer has been
with Loew's since 1913 when he joined as a bookkeeper. The
board of directors also elected Leopold Friedman, secretary, to a
vice-presidency. Friedman started with Loew in 1911 as a junior

member of the legal department.

Robert Benchley, 56, was the fatal victim of a cerebral hem-
horrage last Wednesday (21). Benchley, actor, bon vivant and
raconteur, was stricken a week earlier.

Jerome Kern, 60, composer of many hit tunes for screen and
stage musicals during the past 30 years, died in New York on
November 11, after being stricken with a cerebral hemorrhage on
November 5 upon arriving from a stay in Hollywood.

E. A. Schiller, 67, vice-president of Loew's, died in Los Angeles
after a long illness, on November 12, only three days after the

death of David Bernstein, also a Loew vice-president and life-long

friend of Schiller's.

Robert V. Perkins becomes Paramount manager for the
Philippines, following the termination of his OWI assignment in

Manila last week. He had previously been with Paramount and
Universal in the Far East, and was Universal's manager in Japan
before the war.

William P. Murphy, sales supervisor of the Universal exchange
in New York for the past two years, resigned effective last Friday
(23) to become manager of Republic's New York exchange under
Maxwell Gillis, district manager.

Nick Mamula, former Paramount publicity contact before his

enlistment in the Army, has joined United Artists as National
Publicity Contact, after his discharge from the service last fort-

night, it was announced by Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., ad-publicity
director.

George M. Ballentine, 20th-Fox district manager in San Fran-
cisco, died November 11 in San Mateo following surgery 10 days
earlier. Ballentine entered film business in Pathe's early days
and has been an employe of 20th-Fox for the past 25 years.

20 FILM BULLETIN



In RKO's tempestuous adventure-rom;

bold and amorous pirate chief. Mau:

captive. In the scenes below, the bucc

, The Spanish Main, Paul Henreid essays a new kind of character — a

CHara, on the other hand, is not unfamiliar to the role of a royal-born

ir ponders how to tame his bride and his men rescue him from torture.

"THE SPANISH MAIN Or, The Pirate and The Lady

With handsome Paul Henried as the gallant, swashbuckling Dutch merchant captain turned pirate, and lovely

Maureen O'Hara as the royally-bred captive who unwillingly becomes his bride (and learns to love), The Span-

ish Main is obviously fashioned from a fabric of proven boxoffice merit. Replete with those standard and

sure-fire elements of Adventure, Romance, Treachery, Loyalty, Action—and Technicolor at its most colorful

The Spanish Main affords the showman every opportunity to go to town in a big way. It's a real Showman-

ship Show and the press sheet fairly overflows with exciting pictorial matter and ballyhoo ideas that will sell

seats at a fast rate. (Continued on Next Page)



First openings on

"THIS LOVE OF OURS
prove that Universal

has one of the biggest hits

in its history!

BREAKING RECORDS at

the Palace Theatre, Chicago/

Criterion Theatre, New York

and RKO Memorial/ Boston.
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Rates

DO YOU DO
— as supporting dd uaTIi

LY, SOMETIMES FUNNY, FARCE

PRC
80 minutes

Bert Gordon
ker, Frank A
Luke, Claire
Thomas Jackson, J;

sey, Matt McHugh,
Pierlot, Tom Dugan,
Marion
Directed by Ralph Murphy.

Although some patrons will find the silly

plot manipulations of this PRC program-
mer, which goes to extremes in its kidding
of murder mysteries, more wearisome than
comical, others may find it quite funny. The
title, "How Do You Do," is the familiar in-

troductory phrase of Bert Gordon, the Mad
Russian whose word-mangling, mugging and
nonsensical antics apparently keep his de-

votees in stitches. Gordon, Harry Von Zejjj

and Ella Mae Morse, all well-known^gj
radio, give this some slight name vah^^Ew
it will best fit in the supporting spot to a
dramatic feature. The so-called n&t. which

Director Ralph Murphy afeploys this tongue-
in-cheek treatment throug&ut and most of

the players kid themselv^k unmercifully.
Only Frank Albertson and^Baeryl Walker
try to inject a semi-serious Ikmntic note
into the mad proceedings. Ella^&e Morse,
Betty Hutton-ish blues singer, pu^^ver two
mediocre songs in lively fashion.

On completion of their radio series, Bert
Gordon and Harry Von Zell go to Desert
Springs
Mae

inhere they meet Ella

f\
Walker and Claire

[11 on the same program
registered at the same

»ed names. The next mor-
ind Von Zell try to sneak

away, they are told by the sheriff that one
of the guests, a despised radio agent, has

who hs

hotel under assur
ning, as Gordon

been pois\necr3Kjid no one can leave,

ing thj]

radio
they are 1

~ aper'
body

rdon
mes Burke^UBjH^ral othel

who only mess up matters witl
any clues. After several guests make
confessions to the crime, the corpse walks
in very much alive to say that he had been
tested for a new cure which caused the
patient's heart to stop for 72 hours. The
lights then go on to show all concerned
watching this movie in a studio projection
room. When the producer declares that
audiences won't accept the despised radio
agent's return to life, Gordon asks to have
the last hundred feet of film run over again.
As the living corpse again enters the film

scene, Gordon shoots at the screen and the
body faltaiMHiin a heap. The Mad Rus-
sian then\a«ks Ih^audience if they don't
like that ending£ftetT

YORK

'CLUB HAVANA 1

El

Rates • • — as support!

>DIC PLOT WITH MUSICAL INTERLUDES
ualler generally ^^P^Pi*

P~".C Pictures

61
. minutes

Tom Neal, Margaret Lindsay, Don Douglas,
Isabelita, Ernest Truex, Dorothy Morris,
Paul Cavanagh, Gertrude Michael, Eric Sin-
clair, Marc Lawrence, Sonia Sorel. Pedro
de Cordoha, Iris and Pierre, Carlos Molina
and His Music of the Americas.
Directed by Kd^ar E. Ulmer.

This minor league "Grand Hotel," with
several loosely-connected plots taking place

against a fashionable night club setting,

makes a fairly-interesting programmer for
the duals. Although 'the cast has no out-
standing names, they are all familiar to
average movie fans. The various story
threads are about evenly divided between
drama and comedy and the musical inter-
ludes by Carlos Molina and his Music of
the Americas are neatly woven into the ac-
tion. Amonp the high spots are the lively

playing of the Latin-American hit tunes,

"Besame Mucho" and "Tico Tico," the sing-

ing of Isabelita and the dance routines of

Iris and Pierre, night club performers.
While Director Edgar E. Ulmer takes con-
siderable time to introduce the various
characters, the action soon picks up speed
and finishes with an exciting shooting
scene. Although Margaret Lindsay and
Tom Neal are the best marquee names,
Dorothy Morris, as an unsophisticated
young girl; Paul Cavanagh, as a suave pro-
moter; Eric Sinclair, as the club's piano
player, and Gertrude Michael, as a ladies'

room attendant who offers sage advice, con-
tribute the best dramatic portrayals, and
Renie Riano is amusing as a rich and ugly
dowager.
In a single evening at the Club Havana, a

fashionable night spot, the paths of a dozen
assorted guests cross each other and the
evening ends in tragedy and heartbreak for
some and happiness for others. Eric Sin-
clair, piano player for Carlos Molina's band,
and Isabelita, the singer, have quarreled

over his possession of a gun and h\ is fin-

ally forced to tell her that he fears for his

life because he was witness to thecjwrder
of another club entertainer by Marc \aw-
rence, who has been released by the police

unable to shake his alibi. Dorothy MorVis,
who is nervous about her- first date <35ath

Tom Neal, a young interne; Margaret Lini
say, a divorcee who expects Don Dougla
to marry her, and Paul Cavanagh, a pr

moter who is trying to sell Renie Riar
be-jewelled dowager, on one of his get-rict

quick schemes, are other guests. Durlr
the evening, Lawrence tries to kill off Sit

clair after the latter phones the police, Ml
Lindsay attempts suicide when Douglas

'

fuses to marry her and Miss Riano tur

down Cavanagh's scheme, but inveigles hi
into becoming her fourth husband,
rence's shot misses Sinclair but hits

club's treacherous phone operator and
picked up by the police. And, as the
ous guests depart, the lights of tl

Havana go out for the night.
LEYENDI

Practical

_

Above all else FILM BULLETIN j^ews aim
to give the exhibitor the practical facts about the

new pictures, in order that they might be of concrete

value to the theatreman when he buys, books and
advertises.
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PEOPLE i\ PiCTEMtES

Following the annual stockholders meeting, Monogram bigwigs relax at a Hollywood night
club. L. to r., around the table: Mel Hulling, joint west coast franchise holder; W. Ray
Johnston, chairman of the board; Paul Porzelt, board member; Arthur C. Bromberg, At-
lanta franchise holder; Trem Carr, production chief; Steve Broidy, newly elected president;
George D. Burrows, exec v. p. in charge of finances; George B. West, St. Louis franchise
holder.

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., advertising chief for United Art-
ists, greets Benedict Bogeaus, UA producer, upon his

arrival in New York for the opening of his latest

production, "Captain Kidd."

Metro eastern district and branch managers assembled
in New York for a recent meeting: front row, in usual
order: John J. Bowen, N. Y. ; Ben Abner, N. J.; Ralph
Pielow, N. Y.; Harry Rosenblatt, New Haven; Robert
Lynch, Phila. Back row: E. K. O'Shea, eastern sales
head; Paul Richrath, assistant; Maurice N. Wolf, Bos-
ton; Lou Formate, Phila.; Jack Mundstuk, Buffalo;
Herman Ripps, Albany, Buffalo and New Haven; Tom
Donaldson, Boston.

Harry M. Kalmine, newly ap-
pointed general manager of

Warner Theatres to succeed
Joseph M. Bernhard. He is

one of the veterans of the
WB theatre organization.

Rudolph Weiss, officially

named by Harry M. Warner
to head the real estate de-
partment of Warner Thea-
tres. Associated with the
department for 15 years, he
has been its actual head in

recent years.
Ex-Colonel Frank Capra visiting New
York, where he was feted by RKO
prior to starting "It's a Wonderful
Life" for Liberty Films.

Elizabeth Kenny, discoverer of the infantile
paralysis treatment, is honored at a luncheon in Holly-
wood marking the start of the RKO film of her life

story. Sister Kenny is flanked by Rosalind Russell and
Alexander Knox, stars of the picture.

Captain Norman Weiss, now on
terminal leave from the Army
Air Forces, becomes vice-presi-

dent of William Goldman Thea-
tres, Inc., and executive assistant

to the president.



1. Laurent Van Horn (Paul Henreid), a former Dutch
privateer captain driven to piracy for self-preservation, is

discovered masquerading as an emigrant on the ship carry-

ing Lady Francisca (Maureen O'Hara) to wed the Spanish
governor who had ordered Van Horn executed. Lady Fran-
cisca has him flogged for insolence, but later regrets it and
helps her maid treat his injuries.

2. The pirate's ship captures Lady Francisca's galleon and
he compels a captive bishop to marry them. She attempts
to stab Van Horn on their wedding night and he decides
not to force his attentions on her until she learns to love
him.

3. Anne Bonny (Binnie Barnes), in love with Van Horn con-
vinces the pirate crew that they must deliver Lady Francisca to
the Spanish governor. They put their leader off the ship and take
the girl to the governor, who throws them all in jail.

4. Don Juan (Walter Slezak) is fascinated by Francisca and
ordera his men to find Van Horn and kill him. She, however, is
repelled by the brutal governor and begins to have a warmer
feeling for her buccaneer husband.

EXPLOITATION HCTUttE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

CREDITS
An RKO-Radio Picture. A Frank Borzage Production. Executive Producer

Robert Fellows. Associate Producer Stephen Ames. Directed by Frank Bor-

zage. Cast: Paul Henreid. Maureen O'Hara. Walter Slezak. Binnie Barnes.

John Emery. Fritz Leiber. Nancy Gates. Barton MacLane. Screen Play by

George Worthir.gtcn Yates and Herman J. Mankitwicz.

5. Van Horn dares come to the governor's palace to see

his wife, is captured and sentenced to die. Realizing she

loves him, Francisca helps him escape, but they are inter-

cepted by one of the pirate's traitorious aides. In the battle

the latter dies, as does Anne Bonny.

4. Disguised as monks, Van Horn with some of his men
and Francisca escape.

FILM BULLETIN
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SECTION

N OVEMBER 2 6. 1945 —

STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Lester Cowan is back on the Columbia lot again. This time

I with a new distribution deal ready to go into work. Cowan re-

cently disposed of his holdings in "The Story of GI Joe" and
"Tomorrow the World" for approximately $1,000,000. In so doing,
he broke his affiliation with United Artists where there had been
serious friction because of the selling arrangements. At Colum-
bia his immediate plans include the filming of "Free Press" and
a series of features based on the early writings of Ernie Pyle.
These latter films would be in the Will Rogers vein and are
scheduled at about S500.000 apiece. Cowan's last picture on a
Columbia deal was "Counter-Attack." which was just a fair
grosser.

The next Rita Haywcrth film is already scheduled for early
January starting. "Down to Earth" is the title and Don Hart-
mann has been set to produce... In addition to the Hayworth
starter, three other films have been assigned to producers and
all of these should be in work by the end of the month. Two of
these will be under the wing of producer B. F. Zeidman. The
first. "The Duchess of Broadway," has a Dec. 1 camera date, while
the second, "Sing While You Dance." is slated to go before the
cameras on Jan. 9. Rudolph Flcthow will produce "The Whistler"
at the Darmour Studio and no starting date has been set as yet.
Scripting and tests on these three features are now in work.

Sam Bischoff has set his new deal with Columbia in which he
will work as an independent producer releasing through the com-
pany. His first production is as yet unnamed, but he claims to be
seeking big names for the leading roles and plans are progressing
for an early start.

One quick western came up before the cameras November 5
and finished November 14. Titled "Landrush." it is another in the
Durango Kid series featuring Charles Starrett and Smiley Burn-
ette. Only other new starter was "Exposed by the Crime Doctor"
(Warner Baxter-Mona Barrie). Continuing in production are:
"Gilda" (Hayworth-Ford). "Perilous Holiday" (O'Brien-Warrick)
and "The Al Jolson Story" with Larry Parks set in the lead and
still no leading woman cast. This last is being done in Technicolor.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
I

The old rule of everything coming in threes was evidenced
I here last week when all the old-timers on the studio lot were
saddened by the death of three important Metro men within a
space of 48 hours. The trio: David Bernstein, treasurer of Loew's

I Inc., Colonel E. A. Schiller, retired vice-president of the company,
I and Jerome Kern, famed composer. While the latter was not
I affiliated directly with the studio, his film biography was in the
I process of production on the lot and he is mourned here as he is
I by the entire world of show business.

I Production on "Till the Clouds Roll By," the Kern biography.
4 has hit a snag and has been dropped from the current production
i list. Busby Berkeley, who was assigned as director sometime ago.
I has been relieved of his duties and fired from the lot. Vincent
iMinelli, who has shot the three numbers his wife, Judy Garland.
does in the film (she would have no other director), has not been

I offered the megaphone for the rest of the picture though several
iother directors, including Henry Koster, have. No one has ac-
Icepted the task and it looks as though Producer Arthur Freed is
going to be haunted by production difficulties on this film as he
Iwas on the "Follies."

I George Cukor has been set to direct the next Greer Garson
lilm, "The Stranger," for Producer Arthur Hornblow. Robert
Montgomery will co-star.

After much holding of breath and crossing of fingers as well
as a little clean-up job here and there, the Johnson office has ap-
proved "The Postman Always Rings Twice." Turner-Garfield
starrer.

Angela Lansbury, the little English actress, has been handed
the plum role opposite Clark Gable in "Lucky Baldwin," his next
film which Robert Z. Leonard will direct. Lana Turner was orig-

inally scheduled for this part with the studio aiming at the box-
office power that the Gable-Turner team evinced before the war,
but Miss Lansbury was assigned, while Miss Turner will go into

"Frankie From Frisco" for Producer Hornblow.
Bob Taylor is back on the Metro lot as a civilian and already

set for his first picture. It is titled "You Were There" and gets
top production handling. With Taylor's return, the studio has
now at work three of the four top stars who were in the service.

Gable, Montgomery and Taylor all resumed their contracts im-
mediately upon discharge. Jimmy Stewart is the only hold-out
and his first picture will be made for RKO's Capra-Briskin-Wyler
outfit, Liberty Films. The studio made no comment on what con-
tract settlement had been made.

Lucille Ball's option was not picked up when it was due a few
weeks ago and the actress walked off the lot and over to 20th
Century-Fox where she signed a one-picture deal for the star role
in "The Dark Corner," with Fred MacMurray. Her fee for the
one time shot will be approximately $65,000 which is considerably
more than the Metro pay check ever hit. Her last at Metro was
"Time for Two." just completed.

With a rating of 124</£ of normal business, MGM's "Anchors
Aweigh" has chalked up a gross of $1,399,666 for the first 114 en-
gagements exclusive of the Capitol Theatre run which hit $833,440.

Rouben Mamoulian has returned to MGM. leaving two New
York stage hits still going strong — "Carousel" and "Oklahoma!"
His assignment at Metro is "Jumbo" which he will direct for

Producer Arthur Freed.

"Vacation from Marriage," which was made for Metro by Sir
Alexander Korda in London, is being prepared for general release
at the studio here. "Perfect Strangers" was the script title of the
picture, the last Korda film for the company.

Kathryn Grayson, Esther Williams and June Allyson have all

been handed new contracts with considerable salary boosts war-
ranted by their hiked box-office ratings. Walter Pidgeon, too. has
signed a new contract with unusual terms. The contract runs for

nine years without options and is considered by the actor as a life

contract since he expects to retire at the end of that time.

Imogen Carpenter is a new recruit from Broadway signed by
MGM to a long-term contract. She is scheduled for the now
delayed "Till the Clouds Roll By."

Second units of "The Yearling" company are off again to

Florida. The picture is now in its fourth month of production.
Continuing in production, along with this film, are: "Army Brat"
( Jenkins-Gifford). "The Green Years" (Coburn-Drake). "Holiday
in Mexico" (Pidgeon-Massey). "No Leave. No Love" (Johnson-
Kirkwood). and "Star From Heaven" (Thompson-Tobias). "Time
For Two" (Ball-Hodiak) wound up. Only new starter is "Three
Wise Fools." with Margaret O'Brien, Lionel Barrymore, Lewis
Stone and Edward Arnold.

MONOGRAM
Steve Broidy is the newly-elected president of Monogram

Pictures Corporation and W. Ray Johnston is now the chairman
of the board. Other officials named at the meeting following the

annual stockholders meeting include: Trem Carr, George D. Bur-
rows. Herman Rifkin, Norton V. Ritchey and Sam Wolf. John-
ston's contract was extended to 1955. The company declared a

J



dividend of 13?i cents per share of stock as of December 15. The
stockholders' meeting revealed an increase in profits for the third

quarter of more than $50,000 over the same period last year.

Domestic and foreign film rentals showed an increase of 21 per

cent over last year.

While Broidy would reveal no specific plans for the coming
year, he stated definitely in an interview shortly after the meeting
that expansion is the key note. "We're keeping pace with the

industry," he said. "We feel that the time is right to expand now
and will do so on a large scale as soon as it appears that the in-

dustry is ready to absorb us." First almost-a-million dollar pro-

duction is the currently shooting "Glamour Girl" which was just

retitled "Suspense." Other films with minimum budgets of $500,-

000 are now in the planning stages.

The title change on "Glamour Girl" is a new height in wasted
exploitation effort. For months now, the publicity campaign on
the Belita film has been going full force with "Glamour Girl"

stuck on everything that came out of Monogram. Now, midway
through production, the studio takes the title "Suspense" which
was already in use as the handle of a picture finished last August
and now ready for release. This other picture is now to be known
as "Fear." Explanation for the title switch is that "Glamour
Girl" is actually a mystery thriller and not just an ice show for

Belita and the new name suits the story much better.

One new starter this time titled "High School Kids." Freddie
Stewart and June Preisser head the cast. Abe Lyman and His
Orchestra are an added attraction.

PARAMOUNT
Sol C. Siegel has taken over his duties as assistant to studio

boss Henry Ginsberg. Siegel and Harry Tugend will divide the
task of aiding Ginsberg, both men functioning in a supervisory
capacity. Tugend has been handling the job alone for the past
eight months.

A new plan to tie in picture releases with the break of poten-
tial best sellers on the book-stands is now being put into action
at Paramount. Already set for the proposed double-exploitation
idea are: "Golden Earrings," which will be published next year
but on which the screenplay is already almost finished; "Blaze
of Noon," another novel planned for publication and filming
simultaneously next year; "Easy Come, Easy Go," now in produc-
tion is from the John McNutly novel called "Third Avenue, New
York," which will be published May 15. Cecil B. DeMille will have
his film, "Unconquered," ready for release just about the time
that Doubleday-Doran publish the novel. "Desert Town" will be
produced by Hal B. Wallis, with the novel publication date fol-
lowing closely the release of the picture. This one, however, will
run serially in Collier's beginning with the current issue under
the name of "Bitter Harvest." "The Life and Times of Uncle
Jan" is the last of the list of stories set in this new program
thus far.

The Ladd-Paramount feud has been settled. Henry Ginsberg
made no announcement of the terms of settlement, but it is safe
to assume that Ladd got what he wanted, which was, briefly,
"more money." Ladd had protested that the studio had failed to
give him a normal raise in salary commensurate with his term of
service and his value at the box-office. He walked off the "Cali-
fornia" set and no announcement has been made as to whether
he will resume work in that film or be given another assignment.
Meanwhile, he will do some USO shows before he goes back to
the cameras.

Paramount won the suit which has been pending in New York
courts over its right to make fictional sequels of "Our Hearts
Were Young and Gay" authored by Cornelia Otis Skinner and
Emily Kimbrough. Supreme Court Justice Botein granted a mo-
tion by Paramount attorneys to dismiss the plaintiff's suit for a
restraining injunction.

The third release block for the 1945-46 season has been set by
Vice-President Charles M. Reagan after conferences with Henry
Ginsberg. The films will be: "Miss Susie Slagle's," "Masquerade
in Mexico," "Road to Utopia," and "Tokyo Rose."

Hal Wallis will start two more films in December and then
leave for London to make arrangements for filming "Whenever I
Remember" over there. To go next month are: "The Searching
Wind with Robert Young, Sylvia Sidney and Ann Richards, andThe Perfect Marriage," which probably will star Joan Crawford
with David Niven, borrowed from Samuel Goldwyn for the male
lead. Wallis also has in scripting at the present time: "Desert
I own. Life With Tschaikowsky," "Remember," "Crying Sisters"
and 'The Beggars Are Coming To Town." In the year in which
this producer has been functioning independently, he has turned
out three strong box-office grossers - "The Affairs of Susan,"Love Letters" and "You Came Along" thereby establishing him-
self beyond any doubt. And with the product scheduled to come
ranti ng in high talent and material brackets, the future of the
Wallis unit has a rosy hue.

The one new starter on the lot is "Ladies' Man" with EddieBracken and V.rginia Welles in top roles. Continuing in produc-
" ; Baa* Come, Easy Go" (Tufts-Lynn), "Monsieur Beau-

caire" (Hope-Caufield), "Love Lies Bleeding" (Stanwyck-Heflin)
and "Swamp Fire" (Weismuller-Grey). "Imperfect Lady" (Wright-

Milland) wound up last week.

PRC
One quick film got started and finished in the ten day period

from November 5 to November 15. "The Mask of Diijon" with
Eric Von Stroheim starred. Lew Landers directed for Producer
Alexander Stern.

No other pictures are scheduled at this studio for the next

thirty days.

Martin Mooney, responsible for much of PRC's better product,
has taken a production berth in the Sid Rogell unit at RKO. His
loss is a blow to this inde outfit.

REPUBLIC
Three new starters last week: "Passkey to Danger" (Ste-

phanie Bachelor-Robert Livingston), "West of God's Country"
(Monte Hale-Adrian Booth), first of the Magnacolor westerns to

be made; "Spectre of the Rose" the initial Ben Hecht production
under the Republic banner with leading roles being taken by stars

of the ballet world.

Wound up this week were: "Murder in the Music Hall" (Ral-
ston-Marshall) and "Night Train To Memphis" (Acuff-Mara).

An original story titled "Lady in Lace" has been purchased
for early production at this studio. Reported purchase price for

the story was $10,000.

Producer Frank Borzage is preparing his first print of "I've

Always Loved You" to take with him when he heads east about
the first of the year. He plans a special performance of the film

for some 200 outstanding musical figures at Carnegia Hall after
which the picture will go into its premiere performance and gen-
eral run. This is the first Technicolor picture costing well over
the million mark to emanate from Republic studios.

RKO-RADIO
In production on the RKO lot are a solid seven: "Badman's

Territory" (Scott-Richards), "The Stranger" (Robinson-Young),
"Lady Luck" (Young-Hale), "Till the End of Time" (McGuire-
Madison), "Thanks God, I'll Take It from Here" (Colbert-Wayne),
"Notorious" (Grant-Bergman) and "Sister Kenny" (Russell-Knox).

Liberty Films, the Frank Capra-Sam Briskin-William Wyler
unit, has moved into its new offices on the RKO lot. Production
on the first Liberty film," "It's a Wonderful Life," with Jimmy
Stewart starred, is expected to start shortly.

John Garfield, who recently signed a five-year contract with
RKO, is off to New York to arrange for the financing of a Broad-
way play. His Warner contract runs until February, although he
will not make another film there. His first for RKO will be "Build
My Gallows High." scheduled now for an early March start.

"The Dream of Home" comes in for a title change after all

the effort of publicists to get the press to change "They" to "The."
To effect the change, RKO paid $15,000 for rights to the popular
song, "Till the End of Time." The title will be used for the film

and the music undoubtedly will be used in the picture.

Walt Disney has finally made a definite announcement of his

plans for the next year which include the production of two full-

length features, "Uncle Remus" and "Make Mine Music." Disney's
plans are apparently quite elegant since he is signing outstanding
authors to prepare his material for him. Carl Carmer, author of

"Stars Fell on Alabama" and "America Sings," and Aldous Huxley
are already at work. Sterling North, Edwin Justus Mayer and
Marc Connolly are also working under the Disney aegis on their

own personal material and scripts. Huxley's special charge will

be "Alice in Wonderland" since he is a well-known authority on
Lewis Carroll who wrote the story. North is working on the
adaptation of his own story, "Midnight and Jeremiah," while
Mayer is doing the script. All of these films will combine cartoon
characters with live action as in "The Three Caballeros."

Martin Mooney, ex-newspaperman and recently producer-
author at PRC, has joined the Sid Rogell unit on this lot.

INTERNATIONAL
This William Goetz-Leo Spitz unit is planning a full program

for 1946 with at least six pictures. Sam Spiegel who is now pro-
ducing "The Stranger," has been given a long-term contract and
his next assignment is "For the Love of Mary." with "Up Front
with Mauldin" to follow. Nunnally Johnson has "The Case of
Mrs. Nash" ready for the cameras and is now preparing "The
Dark Mirror." "The Countess of Monte Cristo," with Sonja Henie,
is on the 1946 schedule, as is "It Had To Be You." Joseph Sis-

trom, under producing contract to Goetz, is readying several
pictures for the 1946 calendar.

With only two pictures in work presently, this studio will dig
into its backlog of 12 studio-made and four outside films during
the next few months. This backlog will take care of the release
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20th CENTURY-FOX

schedule well into the Spring of 1946. Set for early release are:
"Fallen Angel," "The Spider," "Leave Her To Heaven," "Shock,"
"Doll Face," "Behind Green Lights," "Colonel Effingham's Raid,"
'Sentimental Journey," "Dragonwyck" and "Do You Love Me?"
Outside films are: "And Then There Were None," now in release,

"A Walk in the Sun," "A Yank in London" and "San Demetrios."

Edward L. Alperson, who is producing "Black Beauty" at this

studio, has borrowed two young Paramount players for the lead-

ing roles. Mona Freeman and Richard Denning, who has just
been released from the Navy, will be featured.

20th has grabbed an option on the forthcoming novel by John
Klempner called "A Letter to Five Wives." The book comes out
in January and production, if the option is lifted, should start
shortly thereafter.

The production budget on "Anna and the King of Siam,"
starring Irene Dunne and Rex Harrison, already shows an item
of $200,000 for sets, marking the highest price for this item since
pre-strike or even pre-war days.

Producer Bryan Foy will follow his next film, "Strange Tri-
angle," with "It Shouldn't Happen To A Dog," the magazine serial

recently purchased.

Henry King has been named the director of "Margie" for
Producer Walter Morosco, with a starting date set at January 14.

King's last film for the studio was "Wilson."

Another January starter will be "The High Window," based
on a Raymond Chandler novel, which Robert Bassler will produce
and for whose leading role Ida Lupino has been borrowed from
WB.

The proposed re-make of "Down to the Sea in Ships" under
the guidance of Louis D. Lighton has hit a snag and the studio is

considering junking this remake for a story called "There Goes
Flukes." Rights for the "Ships" picture were purchased from
Paramount some time ago and there was much to-do about the
remake. However, it now seems likely that the "Flukes" story
will be made — only the title of this will be "Down To The Sea in

Ships!" How mysterious the ways of Hollywood.

Production on "Cluny Brown" has hit another delay. This
time it is the illness of Jennifer Jones, borrowed from David O.
Selznick. Shooting on "Duel in the Sun," the Selznick film, is not
yet completed and Miss Jones' illness is holding up both films.

Producer Ernst Lubitsch is simply marking time on the film which
was supposed to have started in September.

Gene Markey, back in civilian clothes, is back at 20th Century-
Fox under a new producer-writer contract. He has been given
no definite assignment as yet.

Tyrone Power, whose release from the Marine Corps has been
awaited anxiously at 20th, has arrived in Hollywood last week.
His first assignment will be "Captain from Castile."

Two new starters on the lot and one finished. "Centennial
Summer" (Wilde-Crain) wound up, while "Johnny Comes Flying
Home" (Martha Stewart-Richard Crane) and "Three Little Girls
in Blue" (June Haver-Victor Mature) got the starting guns. The
last named is Mack Gordon's first attempt at production and is

being given the usual Technicolor routine with Cesar Romero and
Vivian Blaine also cast in important roles.

UNITED ARTISTS

The on-again, off-again plans of Mary Pickford are on once
again, in case anybody is interested. This time Miss Pickford
announces an entirely new unit which is scheduled to make six

features for United Artists next year. Miss Pickford is the presi-

dent of the company, her husband, Buddy Rogers, is vice-presi-

dent and treasurer, Edward J. Peskay is executive vice-president
and I. H. Prinzmetal is secretary. First production, unannounced,
will go in February of 1946 — so Miss Pickford says.

As at 20th-Fox, the production lull at this studio with no new
films starting, brought forth an announcement about the backlog

I of nine films including: "The Outlaw," "This Happy Breed,"
"Henry V," "2000 Women," "Johnny in the Clouds," "Adventure

| for Two" and "The Man in Grey," "Getting Gertie's Garter" and
"Abilene Town." Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw" has finally had

I the restraining finger of the Johnson (why do I keeping typing
I Hays!) office removed from the picture and the race is now on
H between Hughes and Hunt Stromberg to get the much-publicized
Russell girl to the public. Stromberg has her in "Young Widow,"

I but at the moment Hughes has the edge on release dates.

Jules Levey is shortly heading for London with a print of

U "Abilene Town." Meanwhile, he is proceeding with production
I plans on "Conspiracy in Jazz." which Herbert Bieberman, his as-

Isociate producer, will direct when production starts shortly after

I the first of the year. The picture is budgeted at better than
$1,000,000 and it will be made in color.

The release schedule through February has been set by UA.
"Getting Gertie's Garter" (Small), November 30; "Blithe Spirit"

M(Noel Coward), December 14; "Spellbound" (Selznick) goes into

general release December 28; "Abilene Town" (Levey), January

11; "Whistle Stop" (Nebenzal), January 25; "The Outlaw

(Hughes), February 8 and "The Clouds" (Pascal), February 15.

James Cagney has been offered the prize plum of screen rights

to "The Glass Menagerie," the successful Eddie Dowling show.

Reason given for the special offer to Cagney, which is now in the

discussion stages, is that Dowling feels that Cagney is the only

screen actor who could do the role. And a good choice he is.

Production on the lot is still only the trio which has been in

work for some time: "Adventures in Casablanca" (The Marx

Bros.), "A Scandal in Paris" (Landis-Sanders) and "The Sin of

Harold Diddlebock" (Harold Lloyd).

UNIVERSAL
As reported here some time ago, the Diana Productions unit

set up by Joan Bennett, Walter Wanger and Fritz Lang as a

capital gains hedge, will continue in work using Universal as a

releasing outlet. "Scarlet Street," first effort of the company, is

in the last stages of editing and the picture shapes up so well,

according to the company executives, that they are stimulated to

make more films of the same calibre. The initial picture has

Joan Bennett, Edward G. Robinson and Dan Duryea (leads of

"Woman in the Window") in the top roles and Director Lang is

looking for another vehicle for the trio. Dudley Nichols has been

retained to do the scripting on the second film after his work on

"Scarlet Street."

Three other important independent units are filling the Uni-

versal lot with material above the usual run of Universal product.

Mark Hellinger is at work on a script of Ernest Hemingway's
"The Killer," which he expects to have ready for February film-

ing. Walter Wanger, on his own, is almost through with "Canyon
Passage," a Technicolor western, and is already planning the film

version of the best-selling novel, "The Ballad and the Source."

Jack Skirball and Bruce Manning have "Genius in the Family"

on the sound stages now and another Manning original is in

preparation.

In addition to the arrangements already announced as set

between J. Arthur Rank and Universal, there is to be a tie-up on
world-wide 16 mm. distribution, too. There will be a jointly owned
company organized to handle the distribution of 16 mm. educa-

tional, religious and scientific films outside of the theatres. Rank,
who has a 25 per cent interest in Universal, will handle all the

product in England while Universal will take over a portion of the

Rank product for distribution here. The 16 mm.'s are planned

for isolated areas where there is no theatre equipment and of

course, for schools and organizations throughout this country and
the world.

Only one new starter on the lot, another in the Creeper series,

called "Brute Man" with Rondo Hatton and Tom Neal heading
the cast. Continuing in production are: "Canyon Passage" (An-

drews-Hayward), "Tangier's" (Montez-Sabu), "Genius in the Fam-
ily" (Colbert-Ameche), "On The Carpet" (Abbctt-Costello) and
"The Scarlet Horseman," a serial (Cookson-Shaw).

WARNER BROS.
Warner Bros, have finally gotten out from under the indian

sign of the strike and another film has gone into production on

the lot. It's a remake of a movie made some years ago with

Elisabeth Bergner starred, "Escape Me Never," and Errol Flynn,

Ida Lupino, Eleanor Parker and Gig Young (Just returned from

service) have the lead roles.

"The Verdict" (Greenstreet-Lorre) which was held up by the

strike is now being pushed to its final stages of production.

Three more pictures are slated for November starting:

Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall are slated to go in "Stallion

Road" for Producer Alex Gottlieb and Raoul Walsh directing;

Andrea King and Bob Alda are to start shortly in "Beast with
Five Fingers," and Gottlieb is also scheduled to produce "Two
Guys from Milwaukee," with Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson and
Joan Leslie topping the cast and David Butler directing. Paul
Henreid was scheduled for the Bob Alda role in "Beast with Five
Fingers" but turned the part down.

Speaking of the strike, many producers around town, on the
major lots particularly, claim that the so-called armistice is slow-
ing work more than the actual strike did. Double crews on the
sets, extra people in the publicity departments, everybody jockey-
ing for a spot that will leave them secure when the ninety day
armistice period is up, nobody working at full level because of the
political implications of the situation — all of this, it is stated, is

having a serious effect on production schedules. It is a paradoxi-
cal situation that now with overstaffed departments in several
technical divisions, directors are beginning to notice a slow-up.
Neither side is saying much at the moment about what the ultim-

ate result of this mess will be, but no one is anticipating with
pleasure the end of the truce period.
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& RELEASE ElEjK^KJlhLJ
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

CO i U M 1*1 A
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

(—

)

(—

)

(—

)

Completed (45)

Completed (10)

Completed ( 2)

Completed (22)

Completed (12)

Completed ( 1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
EXPOSED BY THE CRIME DOCTOR
Mystery—Started November 5

Cast: Warner Baxter, Mona Barrie, Craig Reynolds, Ludwig

Donath, Peggy Converse, Robert Barratt.
Director: William Castle Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Story: An artist attempts to poison his models. The Crime Doctor un-

wraps the plot.

LANDRUSH (Completed)
Western—Started November 5

Cast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Ozzie Waters and His
Colorado Rangers.

Director: Vernon Keays Producer: Colbert Clark
Story: Durango Kid saves settler's acreage from land thieves.

LULLABY OF BROADWAY
(Details in issue of November 12)

md a new she

. Parks -Demarest

. Hayworth-Ford

. O'Brien-Warrick

RELEASE CHART
Tlat Cut

IN PRODUCTION
Al Jolson Story, The (T)
Giida

Perilous Holiday

COMPLETED 1944-45
Adventures of Rusty (67) Donaldson-Nagel

Details under title: Rusty
Black Arrow (Serial) Seott-Jirgens
Blonde From Brooklyn Haymes-Merrick
Boston Blackio Booked on Suspicion (67) . . . Morris-Merrick
Boston Blackle's Rendezvous Morris-Foch

Details under title: Surprise in the Night
Both BarroU llulng Starrett-Harding

Details under title: Texas Rifle,

Brendt Starr. Reporter Wool
Counterattack (89) Muni-Chapman
Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athens
Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke

Oittlls inter title Crime Doctor (Ho. 4)
Cytltflo pralrl. Ianpen Starrett-Worth
Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller
Eteaii In the Fog Wright-Foch ..
Ere Knew Her Apples (64) Miller-Wright
Gay Senorita (70)

'
'

' Bannon-Cochran
Guy. A Gal and A Pal. A Merrick- Hunter
Fighting Guardsman, The (84) Loder-Louise
I Love a Bandleader \\\ \ 'Harris-Brooks
I Lore A Mystery '

fjannon-Foch
Leave It To Blondie (73) Singleton-Lake
Let's Go Steady Parrlsh-Moran
Monster and The Ape, The (Serial) . . . Lowery-Mathews
Over 21 (103) Dunne-Knox .

Power of The Whistler, The Olx-Carter ...
Rustlers of the Badlands Starrett-Bliss

Details under title: Renegade Roundup
Bitim if Dram* Kid Starrett-Stevens
Rhythm Round-Up (66) Curtis-Walker
Rockln' In the Roekles Hughes-Klrby
Rotfh IMIi' Jistltt Starrett-Bates
Roojh, Tough and Ready (66) Morris-Rogers

Details under title: Men of the Deep
She Wouldn't Say Yes Russell-Bowman

Details ander title: Some Call It Love
Sing Mt a Song of Texas Curtis-Storey
Song of the Prairie Lane-Tomlln
Son. to R,m.m B»r. a (T) (113) Muni-Oberon .

Details under title: At Night We Dream
Ten Cents A Dance (60) Fraiee-Lloyd
Thousand and One Nights, A (93) Wllde-Keyes .

Tonight and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair
Youth on Trial Colllns-Reed .

Ottalli a nder title: Oar Wandering Daughters
Vo. Can't Da Without Love Lynn-Stewart

( OMI'I.KTED

.11-12.

.9-17.

.10-15.

.
.9-4.

.2-19.

. .2-5.

. .3-5.

.9-6. . .6027. .11-12

10-13.

.6-21.

.5-10.

. .7-5.

.6120
.6036
.6031 7-9

.6030

.6-26... 5-17... 6207.

10-2.
...9-4.

. .6-14.
.11-13.

..7-26.

. . .9-4.

.12-25.

.

. .7-24.

. .4-30.

.11-27.
.12-11.

. .5-14.
.11-13.
.11-13.
.10-16.
. .2-19.

. .1-22.
.12-25.

. .7-24.

. .6-12.

. . .3-5.

.12-11.

,

. .4-17.
.11-27.

. .7-23.

. .9-18.

.12-13.

. 1-22.

.11-13.
. .5-15.

.10-30.

.1-26.

.

.4-26.

.9-21.

.

.2-27.

.11-9..
.1-18.
..4-5..
.4-12.

. .8-9.

. .3-6.

.

.5-24.

.9-13.

.

.1-25.

.2-22.

. .1-4.

.4-20. .

.8-23.
.4-19. .

.8-16.

.

.4-19.

.

. .6-7.

.4-17.

.

.3-15.
.3-22.

.9-27.

.
.2-8.

. 3-1.

..6-7.

.7-12.
. .2-22.

.1-11.

.6140
.6006. . .4-16
.6201
.6017... 4-16

.6202
.6014. . .4-16
.6037
.6026. . .5-28

.6020. .10-15
.6034
.6010. .10-29
.6015
.6024
.6019. . .7-23

.6039

.6160
.6001 9-3

.6023

.6223. .11-12
. 6222
.6205
.6018. . .5-14

. 6005

.

. 6002

.

.6041.

. 6042

.

Blazing the Western Trail Starrett-Matthews .

Oetails under title: Raiders of Ouanti Basin
Blondie's Lucky Day Lake-Singleton

Close Call for Boston Blackie Morris-Lane
Crime Doctor's Warning Baxter-Anderson

(Details under title: Paper Doll Murder)
Galloping Thunder Starrett- Burnette ..

Sirl of the Limberlost Tindall-Clifton ...
Gunning for Vengeance Starrett-Adair ....

Details under title: Burning the Trail
Heading West Starrett-Houck

Details under title: Massacre Mesa
Hit The Hay Canova-Hunter ...
Jungle Raiders (Serial) Richmond-Borg ...
Kiss and Tell '.^Temple-Abel
Landrush Starrett- Burnette .

Lawless Empire Starrett-Law
Life With Blondie Singleton-Lake ...
Lullaby of Broadway Massen-Stanton
Meet Me On Broadway Reynolds-Brady
My Name Is Julia Ross Foch-Macready ...

Details under title: The Woman in Red
Notorious Lone Wolf, The Mohr-Carter

Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway
One Way To Love Morris-Chapman . .

Details under title: Hail the Chief
Outlaws of the Rockies Starrett-Harding ..

Phantom Of The Desert Starrett-Burnette . ,

Prison Ship
.
.Lowery-Foch

Pardon My Past MacMurray-Chapman
Renegades (T) Keyes-Parker ....

Details under title: The Kansan
Roaring Rangers atarrett-Burnette

Details under title: Powder River

Out of the Depths Bannon-Hunter ...

Details under title: Secret Story
Snafu Parks-Lloyd

Tars and Spars (T) Drake-Blair

Terror Trail S'arrett-Burnette

Texas Panhandle Starrett- Parks

Two-Fisted Stranger Starrett-Burnette .

Voice of The Whistler, The Dix-Merrick .....

Who's Guilty? Kent-Ward

. .9-4. 10-18.

.

.10-15.
10-29

.

. 6-25

.

'

.9-27 . .

. .7-9.

. 6-25

.

l'o-ii . .

.6-25.

.10-1.

.
8-20

.

11-29.

.

. .8-6. .9-14.

.

. .2-5. 10-18.

.

.11-26
10-16. .11-15.'.

. .9-3. .12-13.

.

.11-12

. .
8-20
8-6. .11-27.

.

.11-12

.8-20. .12-20.

.

.4-30. .9-18.

.

7022.

7029!

8-20.
5-14.
.6-11.

.10-1.

6-25.

. .8-6.

10-29.
5-14.
.8-20.

. .8-6.

10-15.

12-27 .

11-22.

12-20.

IO-30'.

METRO- C OLDWYN-MAYI

R

1944-45 Features Completed (31) In Production (0)

1945-46 Features Completed (27) In Production (7)

Sherwood Forest (T)

.

1945-46 —
..Wilde-Loulso

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THREE WISE FOOLS
Comedy-drama—Started November 13

Cast: Margaret O'Brien, Lionel Barrymore, Lewis Stone, Edward
Arnold, Cyd Charisse, Thomas Mitchell.

Director: Eddie Buzzell Producer: William H. Wright
Story: A little Irish girl adopted, against their will, by three elderly

gentlemen causes a mild revolution in their lives.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running TttU Cist Detail. Rel. «*. In

(N PRODUCTION
Army Brat Jenkins-Gilford ...10-29
Green Years, The Coburn- Drake 9-3
Holiday in Mexico (T) Pidgeon-Massey ....9-17
No Leave, No Love Johnson-Kirkwood ..10-1
Star from Heaven (Cinecolor) Thompson-Tobias ..10-29
Till The Clouds Roll By Garland-Walker ...10-29
Yearling, The (T) Peck-Jarman 8-20

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor 8-21 . . . 2-45 516 . .

11-27

Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy 6-26. . .3-45 519.. 12-11

Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal 9-4. . .1-45. 514. .12-11

Details under title: Telltale Hands ft
~"" ^ r

Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy 515... 1-45 513.. 11-27

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-Johnson .8-21... 3-45 518. .12-25

This Man's Niy» (100) Beery-Gleason .... .5-28. . .2-45 517 .. .
1-8

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters 9-4... 3-45 520. .2-19

Music for Millions (120) O'Bricn-lturbi 5-29. . .2-45 515 . 12-25

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock, The (94) Garland-Walker ... .8-21. • .5-45 524 4-2

Gentle Annie (80) Craig-Reed 8-21... 5-45 523 .
12-25

Without Love (111) Tracy-Hepburn . . .10-31. . .5-45. .. .522. .. .4-2

Son of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchester 5-29... 6-45 526. .4-30

Details under title: Women's Army
Picture of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders-Hatfield 3-6. .

6-45 525 3-5

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewitched (65) Thaxter-Daniels ..11-27 530... 6-25

Details under title: Alter Ego
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Thrill of a Romai.ee <T> (105) Johnson-Williams

Twiee Blessed (77) Wilde-Craig ...

SPECIAL
Anchors Aweigh (T) (144) Kelly-Sinatra ..

Meet Me in st. Loals dj (113) Garland-0 Brien

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor
Ueiaiis unuer title: The Home Front

Thirty Seconds 0»er Tokyo (138) tracy-Thaxter

Valley of Decision (111) Garson-Peck

COMPLETED 1945-46

BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN
Abbott and Costello in Hollywood (83) ...A. & C
Dangerous Partners (78) Craig-Hasso ...
Her Highness and the Bellboy (112) Lamarr-Walker
Hidden Eye. The (68) Arnold- Rafferty

Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105) O'Brien-Robinson

BLOCK NO. FOURTEEN
Letter for Evie, A Hunt-Carroll . .

She Went to the Races (86) Craig-G.fford
What Next. Corporal Hargrove? (95) Walker-Porter
Vacation from Marriage Donat-Kerr
Yolanda and the Thief (T) (108) Astaire-Bremer

NOT DESIGNATED
Adventure

. Gable-Garson ..

Details under title: This Strange Adventure
Details under title: A Letter for Evie

Bad Bascomb Beery-O'Brien

Black Sheep Craig-Jenkins

Details under title: Boy's Ranch
Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson ...

Great Morgan. The Morgan-Powell

Harvey Girls, The (T) Garland-Hodiak
Hold High the Torch (T) E. Taylor-Lassie

Details under title: For Better For Worse
Hoodlum Saint Powell-Williams

Last Chance. The
Postman Always Rings Twice. The Turner-Garfield

Sailor Takes a Wife Walker-Allyson . .

They Were Expendable (133) Montgomery-Wayn
Time for Two Ball-Hodiak ...

Two Sisters From Boston Allyson-Lawford

Up Goes Maisie Sothern-Murphy
Ziegfeld Follies (T) Astaire-Ball ...

SPECIAL
Weekend at the Waldorf (130) Turner-Johnson .

8-21. . .528. . .5-28

12-11. . .529. . .6-11

6-26. . .531.
12-13 . .512. ! 11-23

. .2-7. . .4-45. . .521. 12-11

2-21.. .1-45. . .511. . .11-27

9-18 . .6-45. . .527. . .4-16

.4-30. 10-45. . . . 602

.

.
9-3

. .3-5. .10-45. . . 604

.

.8-20

12-25 .10-45. .603 .7-23

12-11 .9-45. . . 601

.

. 8-6

10-16 ..9-45. . .600. . .7-23

6-11

. . .5-28.
8-6

Foreign

. . .1-22.

...7-9.
Foreign

. . .6-25.

4-2.

i ..3-5.

. . 10-1.

....7-9.
. . .8-20.

....5-1.

MONOGRAM
1944-45 Features

Westerns
(34)

(12)

Completed (34)

Completed (13)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
HIGH SCHOOL KIDS
Musical—Started November 10

Cast: Freddie Stewart, June Preisser, Jackie Moran, Judy Clark,
Noel Neill. Abe Lyman and His Orchestra, Eddie Heywood.

Director: Arthur Dreifuss Producer: Sam Katzman
Story: High school kids find their school elections being influenced by

snide adult characters, beat the grown-ups decisively.

RELEASE CHART
Title— Rinnlng Tlni Cart Details Ret No. In
IN PRODUCTION

Suspense Belita- Moore 10-29
Details under title: Glamour Girl

COMPLETED 1944-45
Adventures of Kitty O'Day (62) Parker-Cookson . ..7-24 1-19

Oetails under title: Kitty O'Day Comes Through
Army Wives (67) Ra-beao-Knox 8-7... 1-12
Border Bandits Brown-Hatton 8-20 9-15

Details under title: Mu»s Meets a Deadline
China's Little Devils (75) Carey-Kelly 7-10. . .7-14 8-6
Cisco Kid Returns (64) Renaldo-Lane 11-13 4-7

Details under title: Case of the Missing Medico
Dlllinger (77) Lowe-Tierney 10-16. . .5-12 3-19
Divorce (70) Francis-Cabot 3-5... 8-18 11-12
Oocks of New York (62) Gorcey-Hall 1-22... 3-24

Oetails onder title: Murder in the Famlh
Driftin' Along Brown-Carver 10-1. 12-29

Details under title: Rollin' Along
Fashion Model (61) Weaver-Lowery ... 12-11 ... 3-10

Details under title: The Model Murder
Flame of the West (71) Brown-Hatton 2-19 6-9
Ghost Guns (60) Brown-Hatton . . . .9-18. . .2-16

Details onder title: Ghost of Indian Springs
Forever Yours (83) Storm-Smith 8-7... 3-24 1-22

Details under title: They Shall Have Faith
Frontier Feud Brown-Hatton 7-23 . 11-24

Details onder title: Flaming Frontiers
G. I. Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson 10-2 5-5
Gun Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton 9-18 4-8
In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon . . .8-21. .5-28
Muggs Rides Again East Side Kids 2-5... 6-16

Details onder title: County Fair

Jade Mask, The (66) Toler-Manton 9-18... 1-26
Details under title: Mystery Mansion

Lost Trail. The Brown-Holt 7-9 .10-20
Navajo Trails (56) Brown-Holt .....10-16 1-5

Details onder title: The Texas Terror

Riders of the Daw Wakeley-White 8-6... 11-3
Details onder title: Rainbow Valley

Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White 4-30... 8-11
Details onder title: Cowboy Serenade

Scarlet Clue, The (65) Toler-Manton 9-18. . .6-12
Details onder title: Radio Mystery

Sensation Honters Merrick-Lowery ... 4-16 ... 12-1
Details onder title: Main Street Girl

Shanghai Cobra. The (64) Toler-Moreland ... 6-11 ... 9-29

South of the Rio Grande RenaldoArmida .

5-28.

Details onder title: Song of the Border

Stranger Irum Santa Fe 061 Brown-Hatton

Springt.me in Texai (55; Wakley-Whito •••• 4;2-

There Goes Kelly (61) Moran-McKay 11-27.

Oetails onder title. Make Way for Kelly

Trouble Chasers Gilbert-Howa-d ...3-19.

Details ondtr title. Here Comes Trooble

COMPLETED 1945-46

Allotmint Wives Francis-Kelly

Black Market Babies Richmond-Hazard

Come Out Fighting East Side Kids

Red Dragon. The Toler-Fong

Details under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico

Face of Marble, The Carradine- Drake

Haunted Mine. The Brown-Hatton

Livj Wires Goreey-Drako ..

Oetails under title: Stepping Around

Lonesome Trail Wakely-White 9-17

Details onder title: On The Cherokee Trail

Strange Mr. Gregory. The Lowe-Rogers

Details under title: Gregory

Shadow. The Richmond-Reed

Untitled Cookson-Willia

Detail-, under title Suspense

Sunbonnet Sue (90) Regan-Storm

Swing Parade Storm- Reagan

.7-21.

. .6-2

2-24.

.6-25

.9-17.

10-15.
10-29
.10-1.

6-25

5-14

12-24

.9-22

11-10.

.1-10.

PAR AMOUNT
l!»4t-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (24)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

LADIES' MAX
Comedy—Started November 15

Cast: Eddie Bracken, Virginia Welles, Cass Daley, Virginia Field,

Johnny Coy. Roberta Jor.ay, Spike Jones and His Band.

Director: William Russell Producer: Danny Dare

Story: Young Texan strikes oil. Hits New York with big money. He
meets a beautiful radio announcer an.l things happen fast.

RELEASE CHART

1944-45

. Cooper-Bergman

. Lowery-Brooks

. .Morris-Kelly .

.

. Crosby-Hotton

Title—Rinnlng Tim. Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Easy Come, Easy Go Tufts-Lynn ...

Details under title: Third Avenue

Love Lies Bleeding Stanwyck-Heflin

Monsieur Beaucaire (T) Hope-Caulfield

Swamp Fire We:ssmuller-Grey

COMPLETED —
BLOCK NO. THREE

For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) .

Dangerous Passage (61)

Double Exposure (64)

Here Come the Waves (99)

Practically Yours (90) Colbert-MacMorray

15LOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tufts

High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O Rourke (100) Ladd-Russell

Unseen, The (81) McCrea-Russell

Oetails under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Lamour-Cordova

Affairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent ..

Murder. He Says (92) MacMurray-Main

Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage

BLOCK NO. SEX
Midnight Manhunt Gargan-Savage

Details under title: Hard to Handle

Out of This World (96) Bracken-Lynn ...

You Came Along (103) Coflimings-Scott ..

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde <T> (113) Hotton-Cordova ..

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Colbert-March . . .

Northwest Mounted Police (T) (128) Cooper-Carroll ...

This Gun For Hire (81) Ladd-Lake

COMPLETED , 1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
Duffy's Tavern (97) Gardner-Reynolds
Follow That Woman (70) Gargan-Kelly
Lost Weekend. The (101) Milland-Wyman
Love Letters (101) Jones-Cotten

BLOCK NO. TWO
Hold That Blonde (76) Bracken-Lake ....

Details onder title: Good Intentions

Kitty (104) Goddard-Milland ..

People Are Fonny (93) Haley-Walker
Stork Club (98) Hutton-Fitzgerald .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Masquerade in Mexieo Lamour-Cordova ..

Miss Susie Slagle's Tofts-Lake
Road to Utepla. Tie Crosby- H ope- Lamoer
They Made Me A Killer Lowery-Britton . . .

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia. The Ladd-Lake
Blue Skies (T) Crosby-Astaire

Bride Wore Boots, The Stanwyck-Currmings
Calcutta Ladd-Russell
Cross My Heart Hotton-Tufts

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

10- 15.
.9-17.
11- 12

.7-13.
8-21.
.7-10.

.5-15.

. .2-7.

.6-26.

11-13.

.
.5-1.

11-27.

.4413.

.4412.

.4415.

.4411.

.4414.

.4424.

.4421.

. 4422

.

.4423.

.7-20
12-25
12-25
12-25
12-25

.4-16

.4-2

.4-16

.4-16

12-25. . .7-27. . .4427. . .6-11

11-15. . .8-31. . .4431. . .6-25

.10-2.

.2-19.

10-31.
10-31.

12-11.

.6-12.

. .4-2.

.
4-30

.

.4432 9-4

.4433

.4434

.4501 9-3

.4504... 9-3

.4503. . .8-20

.4502. . .8-20

.4509. .10-15

.4508. .10-15
. 4507 . . 10-15

. .1-8.

.9-18.

12-13.
. .7-9.
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Imperfect Lady, The Wright- M illand ..

Details under title: Take This Woman
Our Hearts Were Browing Up Donlevy-Russell ...

Rhythm Ranch Haley-Hilllard ...

To Each His Own deHaviland-Lund ..

Trouble With Women, The Milland- Wright ..

Details under title: Too Good To Be True

Two rears Before the Mail Ladd-Donlevy

Virginian, The (T) McCrea-Britton ...

Well-Groomed Bride, The Milland-deHavilland

1944-45 Features
Westerns

1945-46 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

(—

)

(—

)

Completed (27)

Completed (18)

Completed (10)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MASK OF DIIJON (Completed)

Mystery—Started November 5

Cast: Erich Von Stroheim, Jeanne Bates, Edward Van Sloan,
Denise Vernac.

Director: Lew Landers Producer: Alexander Stern

RELEASE CHART
Title— Rannlni Time Cait Dttalli

COMPLETED 1944-45
Arson Squad (64) Albertson-Armstrong 4-30.
Apology for Murder (67) Savage-Beaumon;
Border Bad Men Crabbe-S;. John
Crime, Inc. U5) Neal-Tilton
Dangerous Intruder (71) Arnt-Borg

Details under title: The Intruder

Fighting Bill Carson Crabbe-St. John .

Fog Island (72) Atwill-Douglas ..
Flaming Bullets Ritter-Knox
Frontier Fugitives O'Brien-Ritter . .

Details under title: Ride, Ranger, Ride
The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John .

His Brother's Ghost (54) Crabbe-St. John
Hollywood and Vine (58) Ellison-McKay .

.

The Kid Sister (56) Pryor-Clark
Lady Confesses, The (64) Hughes-Beaumont

Details under title: Undercover Girl

Man Who Walked Alone, The (73) O'Brien-Aldrich . .

Oetails under title: Yoo Can't Stop Romaice
Marked for Murder (58) O'Brien-Ritter

Missing Corpse (62) Bromberg-Jenks ..

Oetails under title: Stranger In the Family
The Phantom n> 42nd Street O'Brien-Aldrich

Spell of Amy Nugent. The (63) Farr-Lindsay ....
Shadow of Terror (60) Fraser-Gillern ...

Oetails under title: Checkmate
Shadows of Death (61) Crabbe-Knox ...

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Silver Fleet, The (77) Richardson-Withers

Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John .

Strange Illusion (83) Eilers-Lydon
cwing Hostess (76) Tilton-Collins . . .

Three in the Saddle Ritter-O'Brien

Why Girls Leave Home (68) Lane-Leonard ...
White Pongo (73) Fraser-Wrixon

. . .3-5.

.'ii-13.

..4-16.

.6-11.
11-13.
.6-11.

.5-14.

. .9-11.

. . 8-27

.

10-10.
. .4-15.

. . 8-21

.

10-31

.

.2-15.

.9-22.

.6-14.

. .2-3.

.4-25.

.568

.50S.

.564.

.563.

10-16. . .3-15.

.559

.557
.515. . .5-14

.516
.522. . .5-28

.507. . .2-19

. .1-22.

Foreign.

. .5-28.

. .For.

11-27.
.10-2.

.
.6-12.

.4-16.

. .3-5.

.4-16.

. .5-2.
2-10.
.11-5.

. .7-1.

.8-17.
.3-31.

. .9-8.

.7-26.

.558

.530. . .5-14

.558
.517. ..3-19
.509. .11-15

.562
.111 7-9

.222 8-6

COMPLETED 1945-46

Prairie Rustlers Crabbe-St. John
Details under title: Buster Crabbc No. 1

Caravan Trails (Cinecolor) Dean-Carlin
Club Havana .Lindsay-Neal . . . .

0an "y B»y Henry-Johnson . . .

De,our Savage-Neal
Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) (80) Lowe- Joyce
Flying Serpent .] Lewis-Kramer . ..
How Do You Do? Gordon-Windsor . .

I Ring Doorbells Shayne-Gwynne ..
Lightning Raiders Crabbe-St. John .

Mask o; Diijon Von Stroheim-Bates
Na,aJ° Ki« Steele-Saylor ....
Once and For All Coleman-Reed
Romance of the West Dean-Barton
Six-Gun For Hire Ste-:le-Carlin . ..
Song of Old Wyoming (Cinecolor) (65) Dean-Padden
Strangler of The Swamps LaPlanche-Edwards
Wife of Monte Cristo Loder-Aubert

11-23.
.12-5.

11-30.
.12-8.
12-26.
12-17.

9-17. . .11-7.

10-1
5-28.
8-6

6-25.

.1-22
.9-3.

8-6

.10-2

10- 15
11-26
10-15
10-29
. .8-6
10-29
.5-14. .11-12

. .9-3

. .8-6

REPUBLIC
L944-4S Features

Westerns
Serials

IDl.Vlfi Features
Westerns
Bei i;ils

(32) Completed (32) In Production (0)
(24) Completed (24) In Production (0)
( 4) Completed ( 3) In Production (0)
(40) Completed (14) In Production (2)
(16) Completed (14) In Production (1)
( 4) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
PASSKEY TO DANGER
Mystery—Started November 9
Cart: Stephanie Bachelor, Robert Livingston, Richard Fraser

Helen Heigh, Isabel Withers, Betty Blythe.
Director: Thomas Carr Producer: Rudolph E. Abel

. .7-23

11-13.
.1-22.

. .2-5.

.10-6.

.4-20.

.10-15
..4-5.
.9-15.

. .7-7.

.9-18. 2-15.

. .9-18. . .1-16.

.
.9-18. . 7-19.

.11-27. . .7-23.
11-27 4-2.

12-11. . .9-15.
.5-14. . .9-15.

. .3-19. . . .8-1.

10-16. . .3-18.
..3-6 7-2.

,.5-28

. .4-2. . .7-14.

,

SPECTRE OF THE ROSE
Drama—Started November 3

Cast: Ivan Kurov, Viola Essen, Michael Chekhov, Judith Ander-
son, Lionel Stander, George Sshdanoff, Juan Panalle.

Producer-director: Ben Hecht
Assoc. Producer (Photograph) Lee Garmes

Story: An insane ballet star has brief lapses of sanity but ultimately is
destroyed by the demon possessing him.

WEST OF GOD'S COUNTRY (Magnacolor)
Western—Started November 16

Cast: Monte Hale, Adrian Booth, Sons of the Pioneers.
Director: R. G. Springsteen Assoc. Producer: Lou Gray

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

title—Kunnlng Time Cut

COMPLETED 1944-45
Along the Navajo Trail Rogers-Evans ...
Behind Cty Lights (68) Terry-Roberts ...

Details under title: Return at Dawn
Beils ot Ro>arita (68) Rogers-Evans ....
Big Show-Off (70) Lake-Evans

Oetails under title: Next Comes Love
•ordertown Irani Carson-Burnett* ..
Cheaters, The (87) Schildkraut-Burke

Details under title: The Magnificent Mr. M
Cheyenne Wildcat Elliott-Fleming . .

tn.cago Kid (68) Barry- Roberts ...
Code of the Prairie Burnette-Carson .

Corpus Christi Bandits Lane-Talbot
Don't Fence Me In (71) !Rogers-Evans
Earl Carroll's Vanities (89) O'Keefe-Moore ...
Fatal Witness .Ankers-Fraser ...
Federal Operator No. 99 (Serial) Lamont-Talbot ..
Flame of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak ...
Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-8achelor
Great Flamarion, The (78) vonStroheim-Hughes
The Great Stagecoach Robbery

\
.Elliott-Fleming ..

Grissly s Millions (72) Grey-Kelly
Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Pearce-Evans
Jealousy (71) Morley-Asther . . .

Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker . . .

Details under title: Johnny March
Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming .

Love, Honor and Goodbye (87) Bruce-Ashley ....
Man From Oklahoma, The (68) '. Rogers-Evans ....
Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey ..
Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes
Mexicana (83) Guizar- Moore ...
Oregon Trail Carson-Stewart ...
Phantom Speaks, The (68) Arlen-Roberts ...
Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterling-Moore ...
Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey ....
Silver City Kid Lane-Stewart

Oetails under title: Red Gulch Renegades
San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake

Santa Fe Saddlemates Carson-Stirling

Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling .

.

Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown ....
Song for Miss Julie, A (69) Early-Clark
Sporting Chance (59) Randolph-O'Malley

Details under title: Behind the Ships
Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart

Oetails tinder title: Marshal of Monterey
Steppin' In Society (72) Horton-George ...

Details under title: You'll Remember Me
Sunset in El Dorado (66) Rogers-Evans ....

Swingin' on a Rainbow (72) Taylor-Frazee ...

Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry . .

Three's A Crowd (58) Michael-Gordon

Thoroughbreds .Neal-Mara

Tiger Woman, The .Richmond-Mara ..

lopeka Terror Allan Lan>

Utah (78) Rogers-Evai^ ....

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart
inrro\ cia-k Whlo (Serial) Lewis-Stirling ...

COMPLETED 1945-46
Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An Dowd-Duke

Details under title: New Faces of 1945
Bandit of Badlands Carson-Stewart . . .

California Gold Rush Elliott-Fleming .

.

Captain Tugboat Annie Darwell- Kennedy ..

Details under title: Tugboat Annie's Son
Cat Man of Paris, The . Esmond-Aubert
Cherokee Flash Carson-Stirling . . ,

Colorado Pioneers Elliott-Fleming . . .

Conquest of Cheyenne Elliott-Fleming ..

Crime of the Century Bachelor- Browne
Dakota (82) Ralston-Wayne ...
I've Always Loved You (T) McLeod-Dorn

Details under title: Concerto

Days of Buffalo Bill Carson-Stewart ....
French Key. The Dekker-Ankers ....
Girls of the Big House Roberts- Powers ...

Guy Could Change, A Lane-Frazee
King of the Forest Rangers (Serial) Thompson-Talbot
Madonna's Secret, The Lederer- Patrick . . .

Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake

Murder in the Music Hall Ralston-Marshall ..

Night Train to Memphis Acuff-Mara
Phantom of the Plains Elliott-Fleming
Phantom Rider, The (Serial) Kent-Stewart
Rough Riders of Cheyenne Carson-Stewart ...
Scotland Yard Investigator (68) VonSt'heim-Bachelor
Sheriff of Redwood Valley Elliott-Fleming . . .

Strange Impersonation, A Marshall-Gargan
Sun Valley Cyclone Elliott-Fleming ...
The Valley of the Zombie Booth-Livingston ..

Wagon Wheels Westward Elliott-Fleming . . .

Woman Who Came Back. The Kelly-Loder ....
Details under title: The Web

10-31.
.4-30.

. .1-8.

.4-17.

12-25.
.4-17.

10-16.
12-11.

.5-10.

.9-29.

.7-10.

.7-20.

.2-28.
.8-12.

.2-19.

10-16. . .7-29.

.
.6-11. . .9-29.

11-13 9-1.

12-25. . .8-16. .

11-27. . .5-23.

. .9-4. .12-23.
.3-19. .11-16.

.

.10-2. . .1-26.
12-11. . .3-21.

10-16. . .5-10.

.8-21. .12-16.

. .1-8. .11-27.

.4-16. . .9-14.
.4-30

12-25. .11-17.

.10-1

. .7-9

.3-19. .11-14.

10-29
10-29

. .8-6

.8-20

N*. lei.

.'. .429. . .10-1

. . .442. . .5-28

...410. ...2-5

. . .451..
. . .421. . . .7-9

. .3314
...417. . .2-19

452
465.

. . .445. .11-12

. . .413. . .3-19
427
4iM

.

...415. . .4-30

. . .422
. . .412. . .2-19

.3317..

. . .409. ..1-22

. . .419. . .5-14

. . .424. . .8-20

. . .414. ..4-16

.3318.

.

. . .428. .
.9-17

. . .443. . .9-17

. .482.

.

«12

456.
'

'

'.

. . .433. .5-14

4X4

. .423

..461

..455
454

...401., . .9-4

. .411.

.

. .420.

.

. .9-3

..462..

. .418.

.

.6-25

. .424.

.

10-15

..426.. .9-17

425
..416

. .430
4£4

. .441. . ..4-2

. .434.

.

.5-14

.10-1
10-29
.3-5. . .11-2.
.6-25
10-15
.10-1

. .3-5 . .
.10-7.

10-29
11-12
.2-5 9-7.

. .8-6

5-14. . .11-1.

2-19. . .9-30.

.7-23

. .8-6

.9-17

.9-17

.4-16

.4-30
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RKO-RADIO
194445 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (31)

Completed (31)

In Production (0)

In Production (7)

RELEASE CHART
TIB* Cut UlUfU

IN PRODUCTION
Badman's Territory Scott- Richards ...10-1.
Till the End of Time McGuire-Madison ..10-29..

Details under title: The Dream of Home
Lady Luck young- Hale 10-29
Notorious Bergman-Grant ...10-29.
Sister Kenny Russell-Knox 11-12.
Stranger, The Robinson-Young ...10-29.
Thanks God, I'll Take It From Here Colbert-Wayne ...10-29..

COMPLETED — 1944-45

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr-Brent ...
Falcon In Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale ...
Murder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley ..

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rush, The (65) Langford-Brown

Nevada (61) Mitchum-Gates . .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly ....
What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley

Details under title: Come Share My Love
Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire . .

Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis . .

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) Karloff-Lugosi . .

China Sky (77) Scott-Drew
Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Welssmuller-Joyce
Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young
Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney . . .

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ahn

Details under title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler, The (67) Loder-Duprez ...

Two O'clock Courage (66) Conway-Rutherford

West of The Pecos (66) Mitchum-Hale

SPECIALS
Belle ot the Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Lee
Casanova Brown (93) Cooper-Wright .

It's a Pleasure (T) (90) Henle-O'Shea ..

Princess and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo
Three Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature

Woman in the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett
Details inder title: Once Off Guard

Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo ....

.7-24.

.7-24.

.5-29.

.510. .12-11

.507. .12-11

.508. .12-11

.10-16.

. .5-1.

. .8-21.

.11-13.

. .7-10.

.8-21.

10-16. .

-.4-3.
.2-21.

.8-21.

.5-15.

COMPLETED 1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
George White's Scandals (95) Davis-Haley
Falcon in San Francisco, The (65) Conway-Corday ..

Johnny Angel (79) Raft-Trevor ....
Momma Loves Poppa (60) Errol-Risdon ...
Radio Stars on Parade (69) Brown-Carney ...

BLOCK NO. TWO
First Yank Into Toyko (82) Neal-Hale
Isle of the Dead (72) Karloff-Drew ...
Man Alive (70) O'Brien-Drew
Spanish Main, The (T) (100) Henreid-O'Hara
Wanderer of the Wasteland (67) Warren-Long ...

BLOCK NO. THREE
Cornered Powell-Cheirel . .

Deadline at Dawn Hayward-Williams
Hotel Reserve Mason-Mannheim
Meet Dick Tracy Conway-Jeffreys .

Sing Your Way Home Haley-Jeffries

NOT DESIGNATED
All Men Are Liars Granville-Conway

Details under title: The Lie Detector

Along Came Jones (90) Cooper-Young ...
Bamboo Blonde Langford-Wade
Bells of St. Mary's, The Crosby-Bergman
Ding Dong Williams Vernon-McGuire
Falcon's Alibi, The Conway-Corday
From This Day Forward Fontaine-Stevens

Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful

Game of Death Loder-Long ....
Details under title: The Most Dangerous

Heartbeat Rogers-Aumont

Kid From Brooklyn, The (T) Kaye-Mayo
Master-Minds Carney-Brown

Spiral Staircase, The McGuire-Brent . .

Details under title: Some Must Watch
Tomorrow Is Forever Colbert-Welles

Riverboat Rhythm Errol-Newton

Details under title: Follow Your Heart

Bedlam . Karloff-Lee

Details under title: A Tale of Bedlam

Tarzan and the Leopard Woman Weismuller-Joyce

REISSUE

.2-19.
12-11.

.2-19.

.4-16.

. .2-5.

11-27.
.6-11.

...7-9.

. .5-28.

Foreign.

. .6-11.
. .12-11.

. .7-23.

11-27.

.

. .9-17.

. . .3-5.

. .5-14.

. .8-20.

. . .9-3.

.8-20.

.6-25.

. .9-3.

.7-9.

. .8-6.

8-20.

Pinocchii .Disney Cartoon Feature

. .522.
. .521.

. 524 . .

.2-19

.2-19

.2-19

. .3-5

.4-30

.4-30

.4-30

.4-30

.5-14

.4-30

.6-11

..583.. 12-11
.581. . . .8-7

.584 3-5

.551. .10-16

.591. .12-25

.582. .10-16

.552... 4-30

603
604
601.

.605.

.9-17

.9-17

. . 10-1

.10-15
.10-1

2 0th C EN TU R Y - FOX
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (25)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
JOHNNY COMES FLYING HOME
Drama - Started November 5

Cast: Martha Stewart, Richard Crane, Charles Russell, Henry
Morgan.

Director: Ben Stoloff Producer: Bryan Foy

Story: Returning aviators And post-war problem*, hard to lick but finish

the job.

three LITTLE GIRLS IN BLUE (Technicolor)

Musical—Started November 7

Cast: June Haver, Vivian Blaine, Victor Mature, Cesar Romero,
Vera-Ellen.

Director: John Brahm
Story: A musical period piece with t

Producer: Mack Gordon

RELEASE CHART
Title—Ittnalns Tim Cast

IN PRODUCTION
COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. SLX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peck-Hirdwleke ...

Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
flangover Square (77) Cregar-Darnell ....

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn (128) McGuire-Dunn

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68) o'Shea-Marshall

Thunderhead. Son of Flicka (T) (73) ... McDowell- Foster

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77

Details imrtpr tltl

Song of Bernadette

Ruynl Scandal. A (

Details under til

.514.. 12-25

.515. . .1-22

.519. . .2-19

(156)

n|ly. Bless

Fields- Woollcy .11-13. ..Apr... . . 522 .

.

. .3-5

Jone--Price . .4-5. .At 1. . . .520.

.

. .2-7

B \nkhead-Eythe . . . .9-18. April. . . .521. . 4-8

Czarina

bloc;? no. ten
Diamond Horseshoe (T) (104) Grable-Haymes

Bull Fighters (62) Laurel-Hardy

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Don Juan Quilligan (75) Bendix-Blondell

Details under title: Tv.o-F.iced Quilligan

re Do We Go Fr Hrr.
'

(77
. MacMurray-Leslie

527

.526.

.6-25

.5-28

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Nob Hill (T) (95) J. Bennett-Raft .

Within These Walls (71) Mitchell-Andersen

REISSUE
Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81) Gable-Young

COMPLETED . 1945-46

NOT DESIGNATED
And Then There Were None (97) Fitzgerald-Huston

Behind Green Lights Landis-Gargan

Details under title: Precinct 33
Bell tor Adano, A (103) Hodiak-Tierney

Captain Eddie (107) MacMurray-Bari
Caribbean Mystery (65) Dunn-Ryan

Details under title: First. Last and Always
Centennial Summer (T) Crain-Wilde ....

Colonel Effingham's Raid (70) Bennett-Eythe ...

Doll Face Miranda-O'Keefe

Dolly Sisters, The (T) (114) Grable-Payne . ...
Oragonwvck Tierney-Eythe ...

Give Me the Sin pie Life (T) Payne-Haver

Fallen Angel (97) Faye-Andrews ...

House on 92nd Street (88) Ey:he-Hasso ....

Details under title: Now It Can Be Told

Junior Miss (94) Garner-Joslyn

Kitten on the Keys (T) O'Hara-Haymes

Leave Her To Heaven (T) Tierncy-Wilde ...

Shock Price-Bari

Smoky (T) MacMurray-Baxter

Sentimental Journey Payne-O'Hara

Spider, The (63) Conte-Ma-lowe

Stat* Fair (T) (100) Andrews-Crain

Walk in the Sun Andrcws-Conte ...

Details under UA Release Chart

Way Ahead, The (104) Niven-Huntley ...

Wilson (T) (153) Hardwicke-Mitchell

.Aug..

Sept.

.Sept..

.601. . .
.7-9

.604. . .7-23

.605. . . .8-6

.9-17.

12-25.
.8-20.

.610. .10-15

.609.'.'. 10-1

.2-19.

.4-30.

.

5-28.
.

10-15. .

.7-23. .

.10-1. ,

. .6-11.

. .1-22.

.8-11.

. . . For.

.

UNITED ARTISTS
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (24)

Completed (19)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml): Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.)j Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaua
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.)

; Hughes (Hug.).

RELEASE CHART
Tlsw Cut

IN PRODUCTION
Adventures in Casablanca Marx Brothers

Details under title: A Night in Casablanca
Scandal in Paris, A Sanders-Hasso

Sin of Harold Diddlebock, The Lloyd-Walburn

NOVEMBER 26, 1945



COMPLETED
COMPLETED 1944-45

Bedside Manner (79) Hussey-Carroll

Blood on the Sun (94) Cagney-Sidney
Brewster s M.llions (79) O'Keefe-Walker
Colonel Blimp (T) (148) Livesy-Walbrook

Dark Waters (8SD Oberon-Tone
Del.ghlfully DangeroBs (93) Powell-Bellamy

Oetails under title: High Among the Stan
Great John L, The (96) Darnell-McClure

Guest Wife (88) Colbert-Ameche

Hairy Ape. The (90) Bendix-Hayward

I'll Be Seeing Yoo (85) Rogers-Cotten

Oetails under title: Double Furlough

Its in the Bag (87) Al

Sensations of 1945 (86) Powell- Fieldi ..

Mr. Emmanuel (92) Aylmer-Gynt

Song of the Open Road (89) Bergen-Granville

Southerner, The (91) Scott-Field

Details under title: Hold Autumn in Your Hand
Story of G. I. Joe (109) Meredith

. . .11-27. .6-15. . .Stn.

. .10-31 Ggy..

...8-21 4-7... Sml..

.Foreign 5-4. .G-F.D.

.

5-29. .11-10. . Bog.

. . .9-4. . .3-31 Rgs..

. .7-10. . .6-29. . .Crosby.

. .12-11. . .7-27 Ski.

. . .1-10. . .6-16. . .Lev..

...4-17 1-5.. .ML.

. .10-16. .

. . .12-13.

. Foreign . .

.12-13.

.

...9-18.

. .11-27. . .7-13. . Cwn.

...4-2

.12-11

. .3-19

. .6-11
..8-6

. .5-2*

. . . 1-8

.4-21 R

. .6-30. . .SI

.1-19. .G.F.I

.6-2 ...Rg

.8-10. . .L.I

2-19
.7-10

.1-22

.5-1S

.5-14

.6-25

COMPLETED 1945-46

Abilene Town Scott-Dvorak

Details under title: Abilene

Adventure for Two Olivier-Rutherford

Blithe Spirit (T) (94) Cumm:ngs-Harrison

Breakfast in Hollywood Breneman-Granville

Caesar and Cleooatra (T) Olivier-Leigh

Captain Kidd (89) Laughton-Britton

Diary of A Chambermaid Goddard-Hatfield

Duel In the Sun (T) Jones-Cottrn ....

Getting Gertie's Garter O'Ketfe-McDonald
Henry V (T) Dlivier-N-Won

Jnhnny in the C'ouds Montgomery-Milk

Man in Gray. The Lockwood- Mason
Outlaw. The Russell-Huston . .

Paris—Underground (97) Bennett-Fields

Spellbound (113) Bergman-Peck

Details under title: House of Dr. Edwardes

This Happy Breed (T) Newton-Johnson

?000 W-men Robson-Calvert

Vnino WMnw Ru«ell-Hayward

Whistle Stop Raf:-Gardner

. . 8 6

Foreign . .

Foreign

8-20. .

Foreign

2-5

.

. .7-23. . .

. . .3-19.

. . .6-25.

.For

-11.

Foreign. .

Foroign . .

. . .3-5.

.

. . .7-23.

GFD .

.

12-14. . GFD.
Gldn.

.

G.F.D
.10-19. . Bog.

. . . . Bog-Mer. . .

Szk.

.

11-30. . Sml.
.G.F.L.

.2-15. . GFD.
GFD.

. 2-8 . .Hug

.9-14. . . Bnt.

.

.12-28 . .Szk.

G.F.D.

. G.F D.

. . Smg.

U N I V IRS A

L

1914-45 Features
Westerns
Serials

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (48)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

Completed (19)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE BRUTE MAN
Creeper Series—Started November 15

Cast: Rondo Hatton, Jane Adams, Peter Whitney, Donald Mac-
Bride, Jan Wiley, Tom Neal.

Director: Jan Yarbrough Producer: Ben Pivai
Story: Psychopathic killer is befriended by blind musician.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Mllf Tin* Cast Detail! HI. Ho. In

IN PRODUCTION
Canyon Passage (T) Andrews-Hayward 9-3
Genius in the Family loy-Amechc 11-12. ..

'.

On th: Carpet Abbott-Costello .11-12...
Scarle; Horseman, The (Serial) C:okson-Shaw ...11-12
Tangier Montez-Sabu 10-1

COMPLETED 1945-46
Beautiful Cheat (59) Granville-Beery ... 11-27 ... 7-20 ... 9044 8-6

Oetails under title: It'i Never Too Late
Beyond the Pecos Cameron-Drow 7-24. .2-23... 9083
Blonde Ransom (68) Cook-Grey 12-25... 6-15 9042.. 6-25
»a>« od Swlni Street Errol-Vincent 5-2*. .10-13. . .9024.

.

Climax. The (T) (86) Karloff-Foster 2-21 .. 10-20. .. 9007 .. 10-16
East Side of Heaven (Reissue) Crosby-Blondell 6-15... 9097
Easy To look At (64) Jean-Grant 12-25. . .8-10. . 9045 9-3
Frozen Ghost, The (61) Chaney-Ankers 6-26. . . 6-28 .. .9032 7-9
risco Sal (94) Foster-Bey 10-2 .. .2-23 ... 9012 3-5

Here Come the Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello .11-13 2-2... 9002 3o
Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters 7-24 2-9. . .9021. . .3-19

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattai
House of Fear (69) Rathbone-Bruce 2-5. . .3-16. . .9025. . .4-16
Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald .. 11-27 .. .5-11 .. .9028

Details under title: Romance, Inc.
Hooie ot Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney 4-17. . .2-16. . .9013 1-8

Details inder title: Devils Brood
I'll Remember April (64) Jean-Grant 8-21.. 4-13 ... 9027 ... 5-14

Oetalli inder title: Mike Goes to a Party
I'll Tell the World Tracy- Joyce 12-11 6-8... 9041
Imitation of Life (Reissue) Colbert-William 6-15... 9096
Jungle Captive (63) Lane-Kruger 9-18 ... 6-29 .. .9038 7-9
Jontle Oeeen (Serial) Collier-Quillan 10-2. . .1-23. . .9581
Lady On A Train (94) Durbin-Bellamy 2-5. .. 8-24 ... 9001 . . 9-3
Moonlight and Cactus AnCrews-Carrillo ... 9-6 9-9. . .9022
Mummy's Curse (62) Chaney-Harding . . .8-21 .. .2-16. . .9036
Mv<t»rv of the River Boat (Serial) Lowery-Clements ... 7-24 . . 10-24 ... 9681 ..

.

Naughty Nineties. The (76) Abbott-Costello 2-5 7-6.. 9003 6-25
Wight Club Girl (61) Aiistln-Donn 7-24 1-5. . .9035 ..1-2?
On Stage. Everybdoy (75) Oakle-Ryan 5-14. . .7-13. . .T015. . .7-23
Patrick the Great (89) O'Connor-Ryan 11-1 .... 5-4 ... 9011 ... 5-14
P.arl «f Dnit . B9

1 Ratfibnne-Brece 5-1. . .9-22 9019 . 9-l«
Penthouse Rhythm (60) Colller-Norrls . ... 8-21 ... 6-22 ... 9043 . . 9-3
Raiders of Ghost City Mnrfre-Atwlll . . .5.29 . .7-25. . .9780
Salnmr. Where She Danced (T) (90) OeCarlo-Cameron .. .10-2. . .4-27. . .9073 4-30
See My Lawyer (69) Olsen & Johnson .. .5-1. . .5-25. . .9016. . .

.7-9

She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan ...

Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-IUIIy

Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall

Details under title: Queen of the Nile

Suspect, The (85) Laughton-Raines .

Swing Out, Sister (60) Cameron-deWit .
.

That's The Spirit (93) Ryan-Oakie

Uncle Harry (80) Sanders-Fitzgerald

Under Western Skies (57) n'Dnscoll-Beery .

Details under title: Musical Round-up

Woman in Green (68) Rathbone-Bruce ..

Details under title: Invitation to Death

COMPLETED 1945-46

Bad Men of the Border Grant-Armida ...

Because of Him Durbin-Tone ....

Code of the Lawless Grant-Knight

Details under title: Law for Pecos

Crimson Canary (64) Beery-Collier ...

Details under title: Hear That Trumpet Talk

Daltons Ride Again, The Curtis-O' Driscoll

Frontier Gal (T) deCarlo-Cameron .

Girl On the Spot Barker-Coll. er . .

Details under title: Serenade for Murder
Gun Town Grant-Knight

House of Dracula Chaney-O'Driscoll

Men In Her Diary (73) Albritton-Hall ...

Murder Mansion Goodwin-Grey .

Night in Paradise Oberon-Bey

Outlaws of Twin Forks Grant-Adams

Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyce ...

Pursuit to Algiers (65) Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: The Fugitive

River Gang (64) Jean-Brassclle

Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder

Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial) Kennedy-Kennedy

Scarlet Street Robinson-Bennett

Secret Agent X-9 (Serial) Bridges-Wiley ...

Senorita from the West (63) Jones-Granville .

Shady Lady (94) Coburn-Simms

Details under title: Alibi in Ermine

Spider Woman Strikes Back, The Sondergaard-Grant

Strange Confession Chaney-Joyce . . .

Terror by Night Rathbone-Bruce

That Night With You (84) Tone-Foster

Details under title: Once Upon a Dream

This Love of Ours (90) Oberon-Korvin . .

Details under title: As It Was Before

10-31. . .1-12. . .9020. . . .2-5

.11-13. . .4-20 . .9040. .
.5-28

6-26. . .
.3-2. . .9006. . .

.4-2

. .10-2. . . .2-9. . .9010.

,

. .1-8

.9033. .6-11

'!'.i-s'. ...6-i. ! ! 9014

.

'. .5-28

.
.4-30. . .8-17.

.8-21. ..1-19. . .9039.

. . 5-29

.

. .7-27. ..9025., .7-23

. .8-6. . 9-28. . .1101.

.7-23. .10-19. . .1102.

.4-16... 11-9... 509.

510

.9-3.

502 .10-1
10-15. . 12-7.

. .2-19. . .9-14.

..10-1

. . .1-8

. .8-20
.3-19. .12-14 512
8-20. .10-26 507. .11-12

.10-2.

.7-23.

.9-21. .503. .10-29

.4-16

.1-22. .10-12. .

.6-11. .. 9-7.

.10-15
.2-19. .10-5

.
10-29

.
.6-11. . .9-28

505

504 . .10-1.5

11-2 508 . . 10-20

WAR N E R B ROT HI R S

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (19)

Completed (25)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ESCAPE ME NEVER
Drama—Started November 12

Cast: Errol Flynn, Ida Lupino, Eleanor Parker, Gig Young,
Reginald Denny, Iscbel Elsom, Albert Basserman.

Director: Peter Godfrey Producer: Henry Blanke
by sta kfii

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title—Running Tine Cast Details

Verdict Greenstreet-Lorre . ..10-1.

COMPLETED 1944-45
Christmas in Connecticut (101) Stanwyck-Morgan ..6-12.
Conflict (86) Bogart-Hobart 5-17.
Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dell 8-21.
Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan ...10-19.

Details ender title: Forty Whaeki
God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey ... 8-21.
Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn 6-12.

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst
Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-SM'th 11-15.
Hot-I Berlin (98) King-Define 11-27.
lanle (106) Rrynolds-Hutton ...1-10.
(Ihifctive Burma (142) Flynn-Brown 6-12.
Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstreet .8-21.
Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson 6-12.
To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall 2-21.

COMPLETED 1944-45

A Stolen Life Davis-Ford 2-19.

Big Sleep. The ilogart-Bacail 10-31.

Cinderella Joies Leslie-Aldo 12-13.

Confidential Agent (118) Boyer-Bacall 6-25.

Danger Signal (78) Emerson-Scott 4-16.

Devotion DeHaviland-Lupino 11-16.

Her Kind of Man Scott-Paige 8-20.

Janie Gets Married Leslie-Hutton 4-16.

Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson ..12-25.

My Reputation «»nwyek-Brent ...11-29.

Never Say Goodbye Flynn-Parker 8-6.

Night and Day (T) Grant-Smith 6-25.

Nnnnrty lives Forever Garfleld-Fltzoerald ..9-18.

Of tinman Bondage Henreld-Parker 7-24.

One More Tomorrow Sheridan-Moron .. 11-1.

Pride of the Marines (119) Garfield-Parker ...11-27.

Details unr>er t tie: This Love of Ou-s

Rhapsody in Blue (139) Leslie-Aldo 7-26.

San Antonio (T) Flynn-Smith 10-16

Saratoga Trunk (T) Cooler- Bergman 3-8.

Shadow of A Woman King-Prince 2-19.

Three Strano-rs Fitzgerald-Greenstreet 1-22.

Time. Th« Place and The Girl. The (Tl
. . . . Mcrgan-Paige 4-2.

Ton Ynum To Knor (86) Leslie-Hutton 2-19.

Two Mrs Carrolls. The Bogart-Stanwyck .
5-14

REISSUES
Born For Trouble Johnson-Emerson

Originally titled: Murder in the Big House

It All Came True Bogart-Sheridan

.8-11.

.6-30.

.7-21.

. .9-9.

.4-28.

.3-17.

. .9-2.

.2-10.

. .6-9.

. 3-3.

.1-20.

.415.

.413.

.401.

.417... 5-28

.412 2-S

.410. 10-16

.9-27.
12-29.

.1-26.

.1-12.

.10-6.

10-6.

.

.501. . .8-20

.502 . .7-9

. .504.

503. .
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ii-O-A-t*
B-U-L-L-E-T-I-N-S
AIR-TRIP-TO-LONDON CONTEST PUSHED

Film salesmen throughout the country, at the behest of dis-

tributor chairmen in their territories, are playing a double role

in helping six theatre managers to win airplane trips to London
for outstanding work in the Victory Loan Drive, it is showi ii

reports received last week by S. H. Fabian, national chairman of

the industry's campaign.
By checking up in their sales territories to make sure that

every one of their exhibitor accounts is taking an active part in

the contest, the salesmen are automatically bringing greater par-

ticipation and effort into the bond-selling activities, thereby re-

sulting in higher Victory Bond sales.

A special mailing piece, giving all details about the London-
trip contest arranged with the cooperation of the Treasury De-
partment, was in the hands of all exhibitors last week. This gives
complete rules of the competition, a blank form to be used by
theatre managers in making their final report on bond sales, and
a detailed diagram of the Flagship that will fly the winners to

London for eight days of entertainment there. No entry form is

required for exhibitors to take part in the contest.

XMAS GIFT-BOND POSTER ISSUED
To promote the sale of Victory Bonds for Christmas gifts, a

colorful 40x60 poster for theatre display is being mailed today by
Victory Loan headquarters of the War Activities Committee in

New York to every theatre in the country.
The poster, obtained through the cooperation of Ted R.

Gamble, national director, and Jack Delehanty, advertising and
publicity director, of the War Finance Division of the U. S.

Treasury is recommended for use not only to stimulate bond sales
on "Free Movie Day" but also to encourage buying of Victory
Bonds throughout the Christmas holiday period.

$2,500,000 IN TWO WEEKS
First two weeks of bond-selling effort by 160 Loew theatres

houses in the Victory Loan Drive resulted in the sale of more
than 25,000 individual bonds with value exceeding $2,500,000, ac-
cording to tabulation by the home office accounting department
of the circuit.

Leader in sales is the State Theatre, Cleveland, with over
$250,000 in Victory Bonds disposed of in the two-week period.
The Capitol, Washington, is running second with $130,000, and
the Pitkin in New York is third with $122,000.

NEWSPAPERS BACKING DRIVE BIG
Volume of newspaper publicity being given to the film indus-

try's Victory Loan Drive is running on an average of 50 per cent
higher than in any previous bond-selling campaign, according to
a checkup by Ray Beall, national publicity director.

While the increase is due partly to some easing up of the
tight newspaper situation, Beall praised the work of state and
local publicity chairmen as an even more important factor in
obtaining maximum newspaper cooperation. Pride in the achieve-
ments of local theaters also been aroused on a keener scale.

Beall has now launched a special drive for the greatest pos-
sible amount of Sunday breaks on the two remaining Sundays of
the campaign, November 25 and December 2. Mats of sample
cartoon strips are being furnished for the use of newspapers that
do not have their own staff artists. Mats of "Movie Stars in
Uniform" photo strips, in six-column size also are being made
available from New York headquarters of the campaign.

'BANK NITE' IS TEXAS ATOMIC BOND
Believing that the final bond-selling campaign would need a

stronger stimulant than Free Movie Day, bond premieres and
Free Kiddie Shows, exhibitors of Texas under state chairman
John Q. Adams have developed their own atomic bond in the
form of "Bank Nite" in a new dress.

Almost every theatre in the state has promoted either a new
Ford, a new Chevrolet, or new ice boxes, radios, washing ma-
chines, rugs or other choice items of merchandise to be displayed

Tlnmas CerU, one of the most widely known showmen
In the m tun', li.l West, was killed instantly last Friday in an

automobile accidcn„ nea.- Rock Springs, Wyo.

As chiir.-.ian of the S.vcetwater County war finance com-

mitter, LVr.a was diwin ; a bomber crew to the airport fol-

io, /in;,' a bond rally a. the Blalto Theatre. His chest was
cruiljed when the cir s.. id led int:> another automobile on

the icy pavement, Injuring the other occupants of both

vehicles.

Delta, 5G years of age, had been in the motion picture

bust less ever 4J years. He was city manager at Rock
Sp.-in;* for Fox In.er-Zlountain Theatres, operating the

Rialto and Grand.

State war flnanee o.Tieiais said Berta probably was the

leading "E" bond salesman in the United States. Campaign
after campaign, his efforts largely were credited with push-

ing Wyoming into first or second among the states in in-

dividual bond sales.

in the theatre lobby during the Victory Loan Drive and awarded
to lucky bond purchasers at the end of the campaign.

Excitement is running high in situations like Amarillo, Big

Spring, Fort Worth, San Antonio, Corpus Christi, Houston and

other cities where new model cars already have been placed on

lobby display.

$31,100,000 IN CORPORATE SALES
Victory Bond purchases by corporate units of the film indus-

try, according to pledges made to date, total $31,100,000, it is an-

nounced by Abe Schneider, vice-president of Columbia Pictures,

who heads the corporate sales division of the motion picture in-

dustry's Victory Loan Drive.

Final results of Schneider's campaign among film companies,

theatre circuit operators, supply firms and other organizations

within the industry will not be in for another ten days or two
weeks, Schneider states, and the ultimate total should be well in

excess of the present pledged figure.

PRC BUYS $2,500,000 VICTORY BONDS
Harry Thomas and Robert Young, of PRC Pictures, have in-

formed Abe Schneider, who is in charge of corporate sales in the

Victory Loan Drive, that PRC will purchase $2,500,000 in Victory

Bonds.

Corporate pledges received by Schneider to date indicate that

these sales will run close to $35,000,000.

CITY'S BEST BOND PREMIERE
SIOUX FALLS, S. DAK.—In the most successful bond pre-

miere ever held here, the State Theatre, managed by Fred Lar-
kin, sold a total of $209,780 in Victory Bonds.

The attraction was 20th Century-Fox's "Dolly Sisters" and two
shows were given, with the 1,352-seat theatre selling exactly 2,704

individual bonds.

The bond-selling for the premiere was handled by the city's

schools, and purchases were redeemed by the theatre with tickets

to the special show. ,

NEWSPAPER ART LAYOUTS SHIPPED
The six-column newspaper layouts, one a series of d/iwings

portraying film stars in bond pitches, and the other titled "Movie
Stars in Uniform," showing leading Hollywood stars who have
been in Uncle Sam's service, were sent by air express early last

week by Ray Beall, national publicity director for the industry's

Victory Loan Drive, to state publicity chairmen throughout the
country.

These features are designed for planting in Sunday news-
papers or other editions of daily papers as promotion for the
bond-selling campaign. Similar layouts already have been pub-
lished, with effective results.

Both mats and enamel proofs have been shipped to the state

publicity chairmen, making it possible to turn out quick proofs
as desired from the stereotype of the original or from the enamel
proof.

$2,135,655 SOLD BY 60 FWC HOUSES
Sixty Fox West Coast houses in Northern California already

have sold 25,275 Victory Bonds with a total value of $2,135,655,
according to report received Friday by S. H. Fabian, national
chairman of the industry's Victory Loan Drive, from Charles P.
Skouras, west coast regional chairman.

Among principal Bond Premieres already reported are the
following: El Capitan Theatre, San Francisco, $242,000; Para-
mount, Oakland, $325,000; Peninsula Theatre, Burlingame, $210,-

300; St. Francis Theatre, San Francisco, $107,175; Hippodrome,
Sacramento, $132,440; California, Theatre, Berkeley, $80,000.

10 HOBOS TO BUY BONDS FOR RIDE

ON 'SARATOGA TRUNK' VICTORY LINE

There being no rods they can ride on the "Saratoga Trunk"
Victory Line Railway at Columbus Circle, 10 hobos who have
traveled an aggregate of more than 5,000,000 miles without pay-
ing a cent will buy Victory Bonds for rides on the miniature
railroad Tuesday (November 27), when The Hobo News takes
over sponsorship of activities for the day.

Personnel of the hobo publication will handle the entertain-
ment program and do the bond pitch for that day.
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Imagine!

A Round-Trip to Londof
j

For six showmen!
Theatres everywhere

Small or big

Have an equal

Chance to win!

Get going now!

ALL EXPENSES PAID! THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME!



8 DAYS IN LONDON
Entertained by the British motion picture

industry. Tour of bombed-out areas. London's

underground Air Defense Headquarters. And
many more points of interest.

RULES OF THE
ROUND-TRIP TO LONDON CONTEST
Via American Airlines Trans-Oceanic Flagship

% Every theatre manager in the forty-eight states auto-* matically is entered in the "FLIGHT TO LON-
DON" contest.

O All bonds sold from October 29th to December 8th,

- " 1945, will be counted in the contest. Only sales of

"E" bonds will be considered.

2 All "E" bond sales must be supported by "E" bond
orange triplicate stubs, in order to verify accuracy

thru the Federal Reserve Bank and the United States

Treasury.

To receive full credit for bonds sold between October
29th and December 8th, you will submit to your State

Exhibitor Chairman a statement listing in detail the total

number of "E" bonds sold in each denomination.

A THE FINAL REPORT FORM, which is attached,
* must be filled in, signed and mailed to your STATE

EXHIBITOR CHAIRMAN not later than midnight,

December 31st, 1945, together with triplicate stubs for

all "E" bonds sold.

C Selection of one theatre manager nominee from
each state for the "FLIGHT TO LONDON" con-

test will be made by the State Exhibitor, State Distributor,

State Publicity and State War Finance chairmen.

g Upon receipt of the records by the National Victory
Loan Committee, the state winners, totaling forty-

eight theatre managers, will have their submitted bond
sales records audited by Price, Waterhouse and Com-
pany, who will select the SIX CONTEST WINNERS,
one from each of the six Victory Loan regional districts.

•T THE SIX WINNERS WILL BE SELECTED ON
a • THE BASIS OF THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGE
RATIO OF "E" BONDS SOLD TO THE NUMBER OF
SEATS IN THE THEATRE.

The $2 5 "E" Bond is to be the bond per-seat

unit basis. For example, one S2 5 "E" Bond
equals one unit; one S50 "E" Bond equals
two units; one S100 "E" Bond, equals four
units. The S200 Roosevelt Bond equals
eight units and so on, etc.

Q Announcement of the SIX WINNERS of thew" THEATREMANAGERS ' 'FLIGHTTOLONDON "

contest will be made as soon as possible after the close
of the contest.

Qm In case of a tie duplicate awards will be given.

VICTORY LOAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE
S. H. Fabian, Chairman



What The Newspaper Critics Say
"^J"'UT' c"OM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'DOLLY SISTERS' GRABLE LEGS CAN'T SUPPORT PLOT'
(20TH CENTURY-FOX)
"...Tale of 'The Dollv Sisters,' which Twentieth Century-Fox has
told in the musical film of that title is not the tale as we heard
it many long years ago... Tired and longdrawn stencil of so many
old musical-film plots that even the legs of Betty Grable and
June Haver fail as adequate support." CROWTHER, N. Y.
TIMES.
"...George Jessel's first effort as a Hollywood producer, 'Dolly

Sisters,' proves only that he paid close attention when 20th Cen-
tury-Fox made its other collections of old popular tunes and
wrapped them together in a theatrical romance .. .Fine splash for

the eyes in its full, laring technicolor. Ears were also served with
a 14 course of oldie songs." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...This is not the gay and merry type of musical comedy into

which Twentieth Century-Fox usually puts its girls, Betty Grable
and June Haver .. .Musical numbers are mostly the very splashy

— TEMES
kind that George Jessel must have remembered from his boyhood
as having been very beautiful." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELE-
GRAM.
"

. . . Grable-Haver song-and-dance numbers brighten the screen
occasionally, but the major part is a dull monotony of expensive
settings and a ridiculous love-versus-career problem. . .Shilly-
shallies through nearly two hours of indecision and clinches...
Music provides occasional relief, but the two production numbers,
one with chorus girls personifying cosmetics and one with the
chorus in blackface, are poorly conceived in spite of the lavish
decor... Far from a satisfying frame for the attractions of its

two stars." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Preposterously garish and unutterably banal pseudo-biog-
raphy, two dreary hours long... Seems exactly like every Tin Pan
Alley, sister-act plot that either Broadway or Hollywood has ever
hatched." J. T. McMANUS, PM.

'THE SPANISH MAIN' SAME OLD HOLLYWOOD PIRATES— IN TECHNICOLOR
(RKO)
"...Hollywood pirate story blueprinted in Technicolor once again
...About fighting ships and fighting men, but it never raises itself

as much as a hair's breadth above the tedious old triangle of an
idaalistic young pirate captain, a lovely noble woman and a
wicked Spanish viceroy ... Set up in colorful trappings, but its

story, constructed and played in the key of 'Aha! Me proud
beauty!' makes only a feeble bid for credibility and excitement."
GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...All of the romantic aspects of musical comedy piracy, up to

but not including the customary program of songs, have been
dutifully represented in RKO's spangled color film, 'The Spanish
Main'... Has all the old business of fanciful swashbuckling films,

repeated as though this sort of make-believe hasn't been played
a hundred times before. . .Possibly grade-school children will find

it all very much to their taste." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

"... Scholars of Technicolor piracy can settle themselves down
to a fine gory time. . .Extravagantly scaled sea spectacle. . .The
blood and thunder of this blood-and-thunder picture are neither
real blood nor real thunder—nor are they intended seriously to

fool you for a moment... If you scare easily, you may work up
quite a lather of excitement during 'The Spanish Main.' " COOK,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Bright Technicolor sets off the costumes, galleons and beauti-
ful Maureen O'Hara to good advantage .. .As simple as it's silly...

Surely the most colorful waste of film of the month .. .Belongs
in the neighborhood theatres on Saturday afternoons when the
kiddies are loose." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
".

. .Elaborate Technicolor production played against a picturesque
background. . .Simple story of revenge and romance on the high
seas." CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.

'HOLD THAT BLONDE' SLAPSTICK IN THE OLD MANNER
(PARAMOUNT)
"...'Hold That Blonde' represents the triumph of slapstick over
a good comedian. . .Pure, old-fashioned slapstick, beginning with
the fight on a ledge of a skyscraper." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
".

. .Does not bother with ingenuity or originality in its comedy. .

.

Amiably energetic people involved do manage to stir up more
than the usual amount of laughter with all their familiar and
timeworn devices. . .Devoted mainly to breathing new life into
familiar gags. In its rough and tumble it does a satisfactory
job." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
".

. Slight twist on the conventional jewel robbery in the film and
enough odd nonsense to make it sporadically amusing. . .Having
no pretensions, is a fair to middling exercise in burlesque antics."

BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"... 'Hold That Blonde' may not have a grain a sense to it, but
it does have that ancient and almost forgotten attribute of the

old silent comedies—which is action... All it needs to be an
authentic copy of a film primitive is a couple of custard pie

sequences." J. T. McMANUS, PM.
".

. .Makers of Paramount's 'Hold That Blonde' have fetched their

whole scatter-brained comedy from that ancient and honorable
style of farce. Everything but the actual and explosive 'chase'

pt the very end is included and that is balanced by several
scurries along the way. For persons who like their entertainment
senseless but fu'l of slapstick laughs, this innocuous little item
is good for an hour or so of fun." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

'THAT NIGHT WITH YOU' NOT TO THE CRITICS' TASTE
(UNIVERSAL)
"...'That Night With You' is not the nocturnal reflection that its

title deceptively implies. One comes forth wondering precisely
what night with whom it means. All of the pertinent action in
this mild musical takes place in the full and unexciting light of
artificial day." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Doesn't pretend to be anything but frivolous entertainment,
and, as such, it can be heartily recommended. . .if you are in the
mood for nonsense." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"...That Night With You' is as sorry as its title...Wisp of

comedy about an operetta p-oducer and a young hopeful who
pretends to be his daughter. . .Franchot Tone and Susanna Foster
have the leading roles in the production and it is difficult to say
which of them comes off worse .. .There is not much to be said

for 'That Night With You.' BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...If it Is possible to have a film which is over-cute in a dull

but musically flamboyant way, 'That Night With You' is the

mixture...No laok of plot, such as it is, and no shortage of

imagination of a pedestrian sort.". . .WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

JOHNNY IN THE CLOUDS' ENGLISH-MADE AIR-WAR ROMANCE
(UNITED ARTISTS)

.'Johnny In The Clouds,' has passages of excitement and poig-
nancy that deserve a better frame...The players are admirable
and Anthony Asquith has directed the production with a fine
sense of its dramatic and cinematic values. What is wanting is

a bit of construction to make it a film whole... Has substance
but little form." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...If the English intend to send us their minor pictures they
had better be more prompt in getting them over here... Good
natured, placid story about an assorted crowd of American fliers
who moved in on a little English village ... Cast presents the
slick, polished set of performances typical of all English movie
players." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Its cast is truly fine and genuine .from the brashest Yankee
to the most reserved Britisher and the production is written,
staged and directed with infinite taste and precision. . .Result is

one of those extreme rarities in English-speaking films—a pro-
duction equally considerate of both British and American in-

gredients and possible of fullest appreciation and enjoyment in

both our countries." J. T. McMANUS, PM.
"...About half the footage is devoted to the manner in which the
British airmen went out to fight, how they returned, and what
they did on the ground. There is romance, happy and unhappy,
and finally, with a determination rarely found in American enter-

tainment, deep tragedy. . .Two phases in which the picture excels

are its grim and persistent facing up to the tragedies of combat
flying, and its restrained handling of the love element...As enter-

tainment, it is pitched in a minor key." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Good-will picture A realistic drama of brave men and brave
women—their friendships, loves and war's tragedies, it is en-

riched by gentle, quiet humor that is so appropriate in a serious

picture." HALE, N. Y. NEWS.
"...Really a wistful reflection upon a grim and tragic period in

British life, a period of untold grief and suffering but of spiritual

experience, too. And it is the sense of spiritual experience which
is most elevating in the film. . .Romantic, bitter-sweet drama."
CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
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And this

industry,
known

for its good

sportsmanship,

unites now to

do honor to

, beloved Al Smith.

PLEASE READ

I THIS LETTER1
-

NATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE FOR THE

ALFRED E. SMITH MEMORIAL
ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITAL

Room 192. Hotel Astor. New York 19. N. Y. Circle 5-7127

Dear Mr. Theatre Owner:

During the mouth of November, the nation will pay
tribute to a great American — Alfred E. Smith.

As you know, he is being honored by his Government
in having a special stamp with his likeness on it

and the entire nation will join in supporting a
suitable memorial to him in the form of a hospital.

Al Smith was a tested friend of the motion picture
industry. He was a friend of the common man and
his charitable activities spread over the entire

nation.

At the request of Archbishop Francis J. Spellman,
Honorable James A. Farley, Honorable Frank Walker,

ex-Postmaster General and himself a theatre owner,

and others, I have been asked to act as Chairman
of the Motion Picture Industry, that every person
identified in this great business, regardless of

where located, be given an opportunity to make his

or her contribution to this deserved memorial to a

good friend.

We realize that many states have similar activities
occupying their attention and that you as a theatre
owner have been called on many times, but we felt
that every public spirited citizen should know of

the memorial and make whatever contribution they
desire, and this of course includes you and your
staff.

All exchange personnel will be invited to contri-
bute and we would suggest you do the same with
your employees. The services of salesmen have
been requested to call this cause to your attention
and we bespeak your consideration when he calls.

[Checks and securities should be made payable to the
Jfred E. Smith Memorial and sent to Room 192,
lot el Astor, New York 19, N.Y. and receipts for all
lonies received will be mailed to you.

Sincerely yours,

,ir
. TT.^ftODGERS



THE.NEWS DIGEST
{Continued from Page

cuss plans for the proposed Public Activities Committee, that wili
bring together independent exhibitors from all parts of the coun-
try to discuss current industry problems, particularly the rami-
fications of the Government anti-trust trial which ended in N. Y.
District Court last week.

The CIE, formed principally to maintain close observation
of the anti-trust suit, has a number of other items on its agenda.
These include the proposed all-exhibitor organization which would
carry on the functions of the Theatres Division of WAC men-
tioned above, and a number of other pertinent matters requiring
the independent exhibitors' attention.

Meanwhile, in Philadelphia, Allied of Eastern Penna., ar-
ranged a highly important general membership meeting at the
Warwick Hotel to discuss the Government suit, film situation,
Caravan, and immediate postwar problems. The meeting will be
conducted by Sidney E. Samuelson, general manager of the East-
ern Pennsylvania unit.

KALMINE HEADS WARNER CIRCUIT
Harry M. Kalmine was named general manager of Warner

Theatres succeeding Joseph Bernhard, Harry Warner disclosed at
a meeting of Warner Circuit zone managers and home office ex-
ecutives. Bernhard had previously resigned as vice-president and
member of the board to join Milton Sperling in a production com-
pany, but had retained his post as chain manager until Nov. 15.

Kalmine, assistant manager of the Warner circuit since 1941,
had previously been zone manager for the company in Pittsburgh
and was, at one time, in charge of the New Jersey territory.

Another appointment made by Warner was that of Rudolph
Weiss as head of the Warner Theatres real estate department,
with which he has been associated as an executive for 15 years
The department was under the supervision of Bernhard up to his
departure, but had been manned by Weiss and others without
anyone having the actual titular head.

BROIDY NAMED MONOGRAM PREXY
Steve Broidy, former vice-president of Monogram Pictures

Corp., was elected president, succeeding W. Ray Johnston, whowas named chairman of the board. Also elected were Trem Carr
executive director in charge of production; George D. Burrows'
executive vice-president and treasurer; Herman Rifkin vice-
president; Norton V. Richey, v.p. in charge of foreign distribution,
and Sam Wolf, secretary.

Johnston's contract, which had five years to run, was extended
five years longer to 1955.

^ . £
h
!

.

neW President announced that Monogram had signed Roy
del Ruth to produce and direct three $1,000,000 films in the nexttwo years as the initial step in producer-director acquisition in
line with the company's expansion program.

Broidy also stated that Monogram planned 32 features and 12

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTIONISTS
Don't put your return film in the lobby before

all patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we ret a copy of your program Thurs-

day npevious to playing time.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES. INC.
236 N. 23d Sr. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.
Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 43 I I

westerns for the 1946-47 season, in addition to four specials to be

sold individually. He disclosed that the company will release two
specials during the 1945-46 season, the first to be "Suspense," new
title for the Belita picture originally titled "Glamour Girl" and
the second, an undisclosed production.

MEMOS
RKO reported a net profit of $3,941,830, after all charges, for

the 39 weeks ending Sept. 29, 1945, representing an increase of

$306,967 over the corresponding period the previous year. Profits

from all operations before charges were $10,789,584 as compared
to $10,293,035 for 1944. Deducted for depreciation was $977,753

while taxes came to $5,870,000 as compared to $5,656,000 for the

1944 period.

Paramount's earnings for the first nine months of 1945 were
reported as $13,841,000 after interest, taxes and all charges. Fig-

ure includes the company's direct and indirect net Interest as a

stockholder in the combined undistributed earnings of partially

owned and non-consolidated subsidiaries, of $2,868,000. In the com-
parable period of 1944, the company reported $12,476,000. Earnings
for the third quarter of 1945 are estimated at $5,354,000, compared
with earnings in 1944 third quarter of $4,581,000.

Monogram's net profit for the 13 weeks ended Sept. 29, 1945,

was $88,753 after all charges including taxes, compared with a
consolidated net profit of $37,170 for the corresponding period the

previous year. Provision for taxes including Federal income and
excess profit taxes was $140,397, while the tax figure for the 1944

period was $53,246. Gross domestic and foreign film rentals for

the current quarter showed an increase of 21 per cent over the

same quarter last year.
A half-hour weekly program over the Columbia Broadcasting

network to be known as the "Frigidaire-20th Century-Fox Air
Theatre" has been set for Jan. 6 opening by 20th-Fox and the

Frigidaire Division of General Motors Corp. The program will be
sponsored by Frigidaire and will utilize the properties and stars of

20th-Fox. The contract calls for five-year options in addition to

the weekly schedule through 1946 and cost of the show is estim-

ated to be about $25,000 per week, including air time.

After repeated rumors that he would direct MPPDA's Holly-
wood office, former WPB chief J. A. Krug turned down the high-
salaried post, it was announced by Eric Johnston's office follow-

ing a series of conferences between the MPPDA prexy and Krug.
Johnston mentioned no new choice as a possibility for the post
of West Coast vice-president.

Twentieth Century-Fox and subsidiaries, including National
Theatres and Roxy Theatre, Inc., reported a net profit of $7,529,-

287 after all charges, including a $1 million reserve for contingen-
cies for the 39 weeks ended Sept. 29. The net for the comparable
period in 1944 was $9,487,929. For the third quarter ended Sept. 29,

the consolidated net profit after all charges was $2,095,927 com-
pared with a profit for the second quarter of $2,577,875 and with a
profit for third quarter of 1944 of $3449,496.

Robert Mochrie, RKO-Radio sales manager, has scheduled a
district managers meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York
Nov. 26-28. Nat Levy, Eastern division sales manager, and Walter
E. Branson, Western sales manager, will assist Mochrie in the
discussions. Among business to be discussed at the sessions will

be the future sale of Rainbow Productions', "The Bells of St.

Mary's," with world premiere set for Radio City Music Hall early
next month.

An all-industry dinner to be held at the Hotel Willard in
Washington has been set for December 4 under War Activities
Committee auspices to be attended by more than 300 Industry and
Government figures. The date took into account the fact that
many of the industry's leaders will be in the Capital to attend the
March of Dimes conference and also the meeting scheduled by the
sponsors of the proposed Public Activities Committee, an out-
growth of the WAC's Theatre Division to carry on during peace-
tune the functions of that body, whose existence will terminate
Dec. 31.

LET'S FINISH

THE JOB!

VICTORY LOAN

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Member Natl Film Carrier.
0 N. Juniper St, Phlla., Fa.

LOC. 4828
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with the cooperation of

THE ARMY AIR FORCES ar

THE UNITED STATES NAV

All enemy film taken from capt

official Japanese newsreek

Running Time 54 Minut

AVAILABLE TO YO

ABSOLUTELY

Our own inside story of the Pacific from Bataan to the beaches of

Tokyo Bay ! Every revealing foot of film shot during the shooting

by over 1.000 cameramen! MacArthur, Nimitz, and their men from

the start to the Atom Bomb and the Surrender

!

DISTRIBUTOR!
Through

War Activities Committet
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UNITY IS
A MYTH!
Why the Independent Exhibitors

of America Feel They Must Travel

Alone on Many Issues

From Editorial by MO WAX. Page 5

R e y i e w s

ROAD TO UTOPIA' ANOTHER FUNNY 'ROAD' FARCE
SARATOGA TRUNK' NAMES ASSURE HIGH GROSSES
FRONTIER GAL' WESTERN SATIRE HAS THRILLS, COLOR
MISS SUSIE SLAGLE'S' ENTERTAINING COMEDY-DRAMA
MASpUERADE IN MEXICO' WEAK STORY HAMPERS

And Others, Pages 8, 13, 14, 16. II
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and

LEO CARRILLO
and HOWARD FREEMAN • STEVEN GERAY • JEAN STEVENS

J ST. LUKE'S CHORISTERS • PETER MEREMBLUM JUNIOR ORCHESTRA
ESTELITA RODRIGUEZ

p\ Screen Play

ANK GILL, Jr.

Produced and Directed by

AW II Ell SU'TEIL

REPUBLIC PICTURE



Screen Ploy by Adele Commandini and Graham Baker • From a Novel by Phyllis Bottome • Music by Adolph Deuttch f
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UNITY IS

Reading the news from Washington last week

superficially, you have probably learned that there was

a clash between two schools of thought on how the

motion picture exhibitors of America should deal with

the Government and other "outside" interests in the

post-war period.

One group, composed of members of the expired

War Activities Committee, some of them influential

operators of major affiliated circuits, met and created

a new theatre organization, the avowed principal pur-

poses of which will be to sift Government-sponsored

films and to represent the nation's theatres in all rela-

tions with the Government, Congress and various agen-

cies sponsoring drives or campaigns—a sort of peace-

time WAC. As summed up in the last of the 6 points

of the program, its function would be: "In general, to

use the tremendous power of a unified theatre industry

in all matters affecting us from without the industry.

Opposed to this new organization stands the

Conference of Independent Exhibitors' Associations, of

which Allied is the largest constituent unit. This group

likewise met in Washington last week and adopted a

resolution which noted that its members had willingly

cooperated with the War Activities Committee during

the conflict, but that a peacetime theatre organization

of the kind proposed will merely serve to encourage

the demand for theatre screens to be used for political

propaganda. The CIEA took the position that freedom

of the screen can best be preserved by recognizing the

right of the individual exhibitor to show or not to show

Government - sponsored films. However, that body
stands ready to "recommend" to its members Govern-

ment subjects of exceptional merit and importance.

But, the CIEA contends that since the war is over

"theatres should now confine themselves to their

primary business of providing entertainment."

This, as we said, is the substance of the story from

Washington gleaned from a superficial reading of the

news. Actually, it goes much deeper.

It is a re-echo of the old conflict between the

independent theatremen and the other factions in the

industry on the issue of "Unity". Periodically, there

5
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A MYTH
rocur these movements to bring them all together in

one organization and the appeal always is based on

the correlation of interests between independents and

affiliates on certain issues. But we all know that there

is a wide divergence between those interests on a large

number of issues.

What, for instance, would be the attitude of a

united all-industry organization in relation to the Gov-

ernment's effort to force theatre divorcement by means

of the anti-trust suit? How could the position of the

independents on that matter be reconciled with, say,

that of the Paramount and Fox theatre partners?

Where would a unified body of theatremen stand or. a

proposal that Congress legislate against certain trade

practices which the independents abhor? Might there

not even be a cleavage on such a common problem as

the approach to reductions of admission taxes — the

independents seeking the cuts on low prices, the large

chains perhaps desiring reductions on the higher scales?

There is no reason to preclude the possibility of

cooperation between the organized independents and

their fellow exhibitors when their aims run parallel. Nor

does it behoove those industry leaders who desire unity,

every time the idea is resurrected in one form or

another, to charge the independents with being

"obstructionists" or "selfish". If they were to face the

problem with fairness, it would be apparent to them

that unity is a myth and that it is they who might be

obstructing the logical democratic progress of our

industry by refusing to concede the independents' right

to independence.

Perhaps if our industry were so balanced as to

make the independents really independent in their rela-

tions with the other factors, they would have no qualms

about participating in an all-industry organization. But,

in their role of decided underdog — we speak of the

little fellows, of course — they must be free to travel

as a separate entity when their interests take them in

a direction opposite from that traveled by the other

factions of the trade. Certainly there is nothing

inscrutable about this thesis; it is simple ABC.

MO WAX.
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"The most we in our industry were able to do, is the

least we should have done."

With these humble words, George J. Schaefer, Chair-

man of the War Activities Committee, accepted this plaque

honoring the motion picture industry's war effort at the

brilliant testimonial dinner in Washington last Tuesday

night. On the plaque over the signatures of Secretary of

War Patterson, Secretary of the Navy Forrestal and Secre-

tary of the Treasury Vinson is this legend: "Well Done,

Motion Picture Industry."

The guests heard accolades pour from the dais, from

Admiral Nimitz, from Undersecretary of the Navy John L.

Sullivan, Undersecretary of War General Kenneth C. Royall,

the Secretary of the Treasury, Red Cross Chairman Basil

O'Connor and from Toastmaster Palmer Hoyt. These gentle-

men told the gathering what the Government and the Army
and the Navy and the people of the United States thought

of the job our industry had performed to speed the victory

finally realized just a few short months ago. It was an

inspiring tribute.

Mr. Schaefer's words were humble, but spoken with

oride, and rightly so. True, it was "the least we should

have done", but there is ample glory in the achievements

of our industry throughout the war to reflect honor on all

the men and women who did their bit, the executives and
the workers and the companies in exhibition, production

and distribution, the artists, the technicians. Their accom-
plishments were listed by the following array of facts in the

dinner program:

C Since 1942, 43,189 prints of 1041 feature pictures and
33,217 prints of 1050 short subjects were exhibited to an

DECEMBER 10, 1945

audience of fighting men approximately 750,000,000

throughout the world in the $38,500,000 Overseas Gift

Film Program.

C The industry's information films, started in 1941 to aid

the Army, Navy, Treasury and other government agencies,

were shown in 16,000 theatres. A total of 140 short sub-

jects were produced gratis; 29 newsreel bulletins and 135

shorter films, or trailers.

C From the Hollywood Victory Committee, 4100 artists

made 55,286 individual appearances at home and abroad,
4917 tours being strictly for the armed services. Of these,

150 were to hospitals, 254 were USO-Camp Shows tours

and 122 overseas. A total of 1265 trips were made for the

wartime agencies and 41 tours for War Bonds.

C Theatres have participated in every type of recruiting,

from Waves to the Merchant Marine, have aided in one
way or another all charities. For the March of Dimes, the
Red Cross, the United Nations, the Army and Navy Emer-
gency Relief, USO and Greek War Relief, a total of $38,-
686,489 was collected in theatres and in Hollywood studios
to the end of 1944.

C A third of the 16,800 theatres are Bond issuing agen-
cies. Thousands more are sub-issuing agents.

€L In the Victory Loan, indicative of all preceding Loans,
theatres have scheduled 3,948,000 showings of film short
subjects and special trailers.

But cold figures cannot possibly chronicle the full story

of personal effort and, very often, personal sacrifice that
was rendered by the people of our industry. As Basil

O'Connor said: "When the history of the motion picture

contribution is written in some distant day, it will not be
believed."

Yes, it was a job well done — damn well done.

7



WARNER BROS 1 January Release

'SARATOGA TRUNK' BERGMAN & COOPER ASSURE HIGH GROSSES
Rates • • • on name value

Warner Bros.

Ingrid Bergman, Gary Cooper, Flora Rob-

son, Jerry Austin, John Warburton, Florence

Bates, Curt Bois, John Abbott, Helen Free-

man, Louis Payne, Ethel Griffies, Fred Ess-

ler, Maria Shelton, Minor Watson, Adrienne

d'Ambricourt, Thurston Hall, Sarah Ed-

wards.

Directed by Sam Wood.

Ingrid Bergman and Gary Cooper loving

and battling their way through the colorful

1870 settings of "Saratoga Trunk" add up

to sure-fire box office, although the film ver-

sion of Edna Ferber's best-seller is a melo-

dramatic period piece with a phony ring.

The fact that two other Bergman starring

pictures are also current is likely to aid

instead of hinder grosses and the feminine

fans, especially, will be intrigued by the

star's convincing portrayal of a fiery, black-

wigged adventuress — a complete contrast

to the nun in "Bells of St. Mary's" and the

serene psychiatrist in "Spellbound." As Hal

Wallis' final production for Warners, this

was filmed in 1943 and only now reaches a

public anxious for escapist fare. The film

is over-long, but the story contains enough

romance, vengeance, villainy, incidental

comedy and bang-up excitement to keep the

average spectator engrossed despite some

repetitious action and stilted dialogue. And,

except for a tendency to linger over the

bustling New Orleans French Market and

the gaiety and teaming life of Saratoga

Springs — both magnificently and realis-

tically reproduced — Sam Wood's direction

is capable and evenly-paced. Dealing as it

does with an illegitimate, fortune-seeking

heroine who seeks to avenge her late

mother's years of shame and exile, this

sounds like adult fare although the antics

of the dwarf, Cupidon and the spectacular

head-on train collision and the subsequent

hand-to-hand fight between opposing rail-

road teams will thrill youngsters and action

fans of all ages.

Ingrid Bergman, illegitimate daughter of

a wealthy New Orleans socialite who was
banished to France with her mother after

her father was accidentally killed, returns

to her native city. Determined to avenge

her mother's shame, Miss Bergman opens

up her old house, has a romance with Gary
Cooper, a Texas gambler, and proceeds to

stir up the old scandal until her father's

wealthy family buys her off. When Cooper

tells her that Saratoga is alive with mil-

lionaires, the fortune-seeking Miss Bergman

takes her servants, Flora Robson, a mulatto,

and Jerry Austin, a dwarf, to the society-

ridden resort. Posing as a widow, she pro-

ceeds to snare John Warburton, whose fin-

ancial partners are battling a rival combine

for possession of the Saratoga Trunk rail-

road line. Warburton hires Cooper to get

a gang of men and save the Trunk line in

a hand-to-hand fight with gangsters em-

ployed by the combine. Miss Bergman, with

her marriage to the wealthy Warburton as-

sured, realizes she loves Cooper when he

returns to Saratoga carrying the wounded

Austin, who had run away to fight with

him.

Miss Bergman impresses with her ability

to portray a difficult — and different —
characterization, but her co-star, Gary

Cooper, fails to submerge his own per-

sonality and contents himself playing the

gambling Texan in his standard easy-going

style. Jerry Austin, as the dwarf retainer,

and Florence Bates, as a scheming socialite,

furnish most of the lighter moments and

both are excellent. However, Flora Rob-

son, in a terrifying mulatto make-up, gives

an extremely theatrical performance.

! YORK

PARAMOUNT ... 4 in Third Block

MISS SUSIE SLAGLE'S' INTERESTING AND ENTERTAINING COMEDY-DRAMA
Rates • • + generally; less in action

Paramount
87 minutes

Sonny Tufts, Veronica Lake, Joan Caulfleld,

Lillian Gish, Billy de Wolfe, Bill Edwards,
Ray Collins, Roman Bonnen, Rennv Mc-
Evoy, Pat Phelan, Michael Sage, Morris
Carnovsky, Lloyd Bridges, J. Lewis John-
son, Ludwig Stossel.

Directed by John Berry.

Pleasing in its presentation, interesting in

its subject matter and entertaining to gen-

eral audiences, "Miss Susie Slagle's" just

misses being a notable entry in Paramount's
third block. Adapted from the Augusta
Tucker novel of a medical students' board-
ing house, and its gentle and lovable mis-

tress, the film encompasses the med school

career of several young men and their

struggles to win the sheepskin denoting
successful training. The chief fault lies in

the failure of Director John Berry to de-

velop to three-dimensional proportions any
of the characters, despite the fact that per-

formances themselves leave nothing to be
desired. Sonny Tufts is better than he has
been in many moons and Lillian Gish's re-

turn to the screen in the title role is a de-
cided asset. A newcomer, Joan Caulfleld,

also is impressive in a romantic role.

However, the film, necessarily episodic,

skips from one sequence to another with-
out fully developing any of them and the
hazy delineation is the chief drawback to

houses

an otherwise entertaining film.

In contrast to a light-hearted and pleasant

romance between Tufts and Miss Caulfleld,

there is a tragic love story involving Veron-

ica Lake as a nurse and Pat Phelan, a

medical student who dies of diphtheria.

Numerous comedy highlights are scattered

throughout the production with Billy de

Wolfe pointing them up effectively. Lillian

Gish is just right as the gentle and under-

standing Miss Susie who has seen two
generations of doctors leave her boarding
house, and gives the young aspirants a spe-

cial incentive because "none of my boys has
ever failed." Despite the fact that the story

takes place circa 1910, there is no period
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flavor about "Miss Susie Slagle's." The

Sonny Tufts-Veronica Lake names give it

a better than average marquee pull, and

the film will please in all except action

houses.

Five flrst-year medical students come to

the boarding house run by Miss Susie

Slagle; Sonny Tufts, Pat Phelan, Renny Mc-

Evoy, Lloyd Bridges and Irving Aaron.

Each has a different background, but under

Miss Susie's guidance, become fast friends.

Tufts meets Joan Caulfleld, daughter of the

hospital's chief of staff, Ray Collins, and

they fall in love. Despite a fine record in

his studies, Tufts' fear of running away
from his job in time of crisis almost keeps

him from completing his course, but he

overcomes this finally when he delivers a

baby by surgery, aided only by a nurse.

Meanwhile, Pat Phelan, an American

brought up in China and determined to re-

turn there after he becomes a doctor, meets

and falls in love with Veronica Lake, a

student nurse. Their plans for the future

are tragically upset when Phelan becomes

the victim of diphtheria, but Lake deter-

mines to go to China to live with Phelan's

family. Another story tangent has Bill Ed-

wards, as Collins' son, overcoming his handi-

cap of being a great doctor's son when he

breaks away from his home to live at Miss

Susie's and comes under her and "her boys'"

influence.

BARN
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PARAMOUNT BLOCK (Continued)

'ROAD TO UTOPIA 1 ANOTHER FUNNY BING- BOB-DOT COMEDY
Rates • • • or better generally

Paramount
90 minutes

Bins Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour,
Hillary Brooke, Douglass Dumbrille, Jack
La Rue, Robert Barrat, Nestor Paiva, Rob-
ert Benehley.
Directed by Hal Walker.

Crosby, Hope and Lamour have hit the
road again, and while the title tells us they
were bound for Utopia, they hardly reach
their objective — in fun-making, we mean.
This is not the best of the "Road" pictures,
yet it is amusing enough to be assured of
high grosses on the marquee power of the
three stars and the popularity of their pre-
vious hits. "The Road to Utopia" is at its

best in those informal comedy moments to
which Hope and Crosby give the tone of
ad-libbing. For instance, there are such
laugh-provoking incidents as the one when
the two stars gaze up at a snow-capped
mountain and Hope remarks that it reminds
him of his "bread and butter," and the
Paramount Pictures trademark, the circle

of stars, fades in around the peak. And
there is a zany piece of business in which a

stranger attired in full dress walks into a
scene and is asked, "Are you in this pic-

ture?"; to which he replies, "No, I'm just

taking a short-cut to stage 10." A half

dozen songs, none of them of Hit Parade
calibre, are divided among the stars. The
best tune is "Put It There, Pal," sung by
Bing and Bob. Miss Lamour once again is

a decorative foil for the two comedians.
The late Robert Benehley plays no role in

the picture, but appears at intervals as a
narrator to speak some amusing lines.

Where the previous "Road" pictures drew
big grosses, "Utopia" will do likewise. How-
ever, it will receive neither the acclaim nor
the laughter that were won by "Singapore,"
"Zanzibar," or "Morocco."
The picture opens with an aged Crosby

visiting an old married couple, Hope and
Lamour, with whom he reminisces about
their experiences in the Klondike. In flash-

back, the story is told. Dorothy Lamour's
father is murdered by Robert Barrat and
Nestor Paiva and the map of his rich Alas-
kan gold mine stolen. Determined to find

the murderers, Dorothy follows them to

Alaska. Crosby and Hope, confidence men,
board the same boat, where they find the

map in the room occupied by Barrat and
Paiva. In a tussle with the killers, Hope
and Crosby come out on top, tying them up
in the state room and stealing their clothes.

They are mistaken for the tough guys by
Dorothy and the townspeople of the Klon-

dike. Dorothy appeals for aid to Douglass
Dumbrille, boss of the Klondike, who plans

to steal the gold mine for himself. After

a wild chase into the far north in search

of the mine, Hope and Crosby are overtaken

by Dorothy and hard-boiled Hillary Brooke,

a Dumbrille operative. Bing proves to Dot
that he is not guilty of the murder of her

father and they fall in love. Dumbrille and
his henchmen appear on the scene and are

about to capture the trio when a crevice

opens in the ice. Hope and Lamour are

isolated on the opposite side and the picture

reverts to the opening scene in which Cros-

by is explaining how he made his getaway,

while Bob and Dot show off their child —
who is the spittenimage of Bing.

POOCH

MASQUERADE IN MEXICO* WEAK STORY HAMPERS THIS MUSICAL
Rates • • + on name value

Paramount
96 minutes
Dorothy Lamour, Arturo de Cordova, Patric
Knowles, Ann Dvorak, George Rigaud,
Natalie Schaefer, Mikhail Rasumny, Martin
Garralaga, Billy Daniels, Eva Puig, The
Guadalajara Trio.

Directed by Mitchell Leisen.

Weak and unimaginative in story content,
this elaborate and lavishly costumed musi-
cal will get by on its eye-and-ear appeal for
average audiences. With the former sarong
girl, Dorothy Lamour, and Arturo de Cor-
dova, who is at his best in a farcical por-
trayal, for marquee value, it should do
slightly above average business generally.
However, its picture of an idle-rich exist-
ence in Mexico City will scarcely promote
Latin-American relations. Except for a few
background shots and Mexican dressing,
Hollywood style, for the production num-
bers and night club sequences, the story
might — but probably wouldn't — take
place anywhere. Fortunately, Director Lei-

sen has seen to it that no one — least of

all, the actors — takes the rather foolish

and completely unbelievable doings serious-

ly. In Mexican roles, de Cordova and Mik-
hail Rasumny over-act to their hearts' con-
tent and thereby get many laughs with
their broad comedy antics while the pre-

tentious "History of Mexico" ballet is treat-

ed satirically and interrupted by frantic

plot complications before it becomes bore-
some. The two songs, "Adios, Mariquita
Linda" and "Searching for You," are placid
Mexican tunes nicely sung by Miss Lamour.
On discovering that she is being used to

smuggle a stolen diamond to Mexico City
for George Rigaud, Dorothy Lamour slip3

the jewel into the pocket of Patric Knowles,
a fellow air passenger. On her arrival, she
is upbraided by Rigaud and left stranded
until a friendly taxi driver, Mikhail Rasum-
ny, gets her a singing job in a smart night
club where she poses as a Spanish Condesa.
There she again meets Knowles, whose wife,

Ann Dvorak, is infatuated with a conceited
bull-fighter, Arturo de Cordova. Under
threat of exposure, Miss Lamour is per-

suaded by Knowles to play up to de Cor-

dova and win him away from Miss Dvorak.
The plan works until Miss Dvorak, who is

furious at de Cordova's attentions to Miss
Lamour, learns the girl's real identity when
Rigaud arrives on the scene. When she ex-

poses the girl before her assembled guests,

Knowles realizes that he no longer loves

his selfish wife. With Knowles and Miss
Lamour declaring their love for each other,

de Cordova's attentions turn toward new
romantic conquests.

The revealing and be-laced Latin cos-

tumes augment Dorothy Lamour's sultry

beauty and her elementary style of acting

is sufficient unto the childish antics of her
masquerading Spanish Condesa. Ann Dvor-

ak makes a striking impression as the

predatory wife and Natalie Schaefer is

amusing as a silly, over-dressed socialite.

Patric Knowles is capable enough but it is

Arturo de Cordova, as the vain, bragging
bull-fighter, and Mikhail Rasumnv. as the

blundering little taxi-driver, who steal the

acting honors.
YORK

TOKYO ROSE' ACTIONFUL PINE-THOMAS PROGRAMMER
Rates • • -I- in action houses; fair dualler elsewhere

Paramount
66 minutes

Byron Barr, Osa Massen, Don Douglas,
Richard Loo, Keye Luke, Grace Lem, Leslie
Fong, H. T. Tsiang, Larry Young, William
Challee, Chris Drake, James Milliken and
Lotus Long as "Tokyo Rose."

Directed by Lew Landers.

Starting off with a promise that here is

something a bit new and different in war
pictures, producers Pine and Thomas renege
after the first ten minutes and "Tokyo
Rose" slumps into the familiar pattern of
previous war programmers on the under-
ground theme. Based on the real character,
or characters (at last count there were al-

legedly five of them) whose broadcasts in
English over Radio Tokyo were piped to our
men in the Pacific in an attempt to lower
morale, the script soon becomes involved in
a wild and fantastic yarn tracing the es-

cape of an American from the Jap model
prison in Tokyo and culminating in the kid-
napping of Tokyo Rose replete with the
wild case and ultimate rescue by an Ameri-

can submarine. Outlandish though the plot

is, there is enough action to surfeit the

most avid cops-and-robbers fan, making
this better than average fare for the action
houses. The title, also, will help in making
this a fair dualler in naborhood spots.

Marquee value, of course, is nil; all exploita-

tion will have to center around the title

character, who, incidentally, does not appear
on the screen until the closing minutes of

the film, although her voice is heard
periodically.

Byron Barr, one of a group of American
prisoners selected by the Japs to be inter-

viewed on broadcasts by Tokyo Rose (Lotus
Long), and given excellent treatment so that
they can report favorably, escapes during a
bombing of the station. Taking clothes
and passport of a Swedish newsman killed

during the bombing, Barr is conducted to
the Swede's living quarters, also shared by
Don Douglas, an Irish correspondent, and
Osa Massen, the dead man's sister. Douglas
and Massen play along with the deception
and get Barr to an underground headquar-
ters, whence he is to be spirited away by
an American submarine. Before going, Barr
is determined to kidnap and kill Tokyo

Rose. Douglas learns of Barr's intent and
convinces the Jap commander to allow
Rose's kidnapping so that Barr will lead

them to underground headquarters, knowing
it is the American's only chance of success.

When the Japs follow the kidnappers, Barr
blows up the Jap car with a grenade and
reaches the coastline just in time to make
the submarine with Tokyo Rose as his

captive.
Performances generally are good and

Byron Barr, a newcomer, scores in the prin-

cipal role. Don Douglas as the correspon-
dent from Eire lends vitality and a comic
brashness to the film which is sorely needed
to bring it down to earth when the going
gets too wild. Worthy of mention, also, are
Osa Massen, Richard Loo and Keye Luke.
Lotus Long, the film's "Tokyo Rose," is off

the screen until the closing minutes, os-

tensibly to build suspense as to her appear-
ance, which, when it does come, is hardly
startling. Lew Landers' direction utilizes

every nip-up characteristic of such films,

although his earlier scenes depicting our
soldiers' reaction to Tokyo Rose's broad-
casts are strongly and neatly handled.

BARN
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M-G-M ... 1 in Fourteenth Block (Total 5)

VACATION FROM MARRIAGE' AMUSING COMEDY WITH DONAT
Rates • • + in class spots; fair dualler

M-G-M
102 minutes

Robert Donat, Deborah Kerr, Roland Cul-

ver, Ann Todd, Cavan Watson, Glynis Johns,
Edward Rigby, Muriel George, Eliot Make-
ham, Brefni O'Rourke, Ivor Barnard, Elliott

Mason, Allan Jeayes, Henry Longhurst,
Billy Thatcher.

Directed by Alexander Korda.

An amusing- domestic drama, brilliantly

acted by Robert Donat and Deborah Kerr,

this British-made film should do above aver-

age business in class houses, but below par

in the action spots and naborhoods where
the English dialogue will prove a handicap.
Donat is a good marquee draw and the
charming and talented Miss Kerr will be re-

membered by many patrons for her fine

work in "Colonel Blimp." Although laid
against a war-time background, there is no
battle action and the story deals almost
entirely with the happy changes a few
years' Navy service effects in a drab mar-
ried couple. The milquetoast office clerk
who becomes a dashing seaman and his

mousey wife who blossoms out into an at-

for naborhoods
tractive Wren find that they are "perfect

strangers" (the original British release title)

to each other, but after a few misunder-
standings they decide to rebuild their lives

together. While there is little real excite-

ment and the pace is somewhat slow, there

are many humorous and heart-warming
touches which average audiences will ap-

preciate and enjoy. It's an adult and topical

theme with a particular appeal to women
and it has been handled in excellent taste

by Alexander Korda, who is both producer
and director. The 'teen agers probably will

find it dull.

Robert Donat, a mild-mannered office

clerk placidly married to timid Deborah

Kerr and living in a drab London suburb,

is drafted and, under the rigors of Navy
training, becomes a toughened and capable
seaman. Meanwhile, his wife cannot en-

dure being idle and decides to join the

WRENS where she is taken in hand by
worldly-wise Glynis Johns, who teaches her
to improve her looks and change her at-

titude toward life. While she accepts the
attentions of Roland Culver, a naval archi-

tect, Donat becomes independent and forget-

ful of the wife he left behind. After his

ship is torpedoed, Donat is sent to the hos-

pital where he finds that his understanding
nurse, Ann Todd, has all the charms he
never found in his wife. Separated for

three years, Donat and Miss Kerr each get
a ten-day leave but they dread meeting each
other and resuming their former hum-drum
existence. First meeting in a blacked-out
street, they discuss plans for a divorce but,

when they enter a crowded tavern, each is

amazed at the changes War has wrought
in the other's appearance. However, their

pride leads to a bitter quarrel but, finally,

each becomes repentant and they decide to

rebuild their lives together.
Robert Donat's gradual change from the

inoffensive and mustached clerk to the
handsome, smooth-shaven naval man is con-
vincingly done and builds interest in his

expert characterization. Miss Kerr, too, is

believable in both phases of her role and
her assured and glamorous appearance in

the later reels should win her many Ameri-
can fans. With Glynis Johns, who provides
much of the comedy as her outspoken Wren
pal, and Ann Todd, who has an outstanding
scene as a lovely and compassionate nurse,
they make a most attractive trio of British
actresses. The large supporting cast is

mostly composed of authentic British types.

YORK

M-G-M ... 2 Not Set

A LETTER FOR EYIE
1 HAS LAUGHS FOR YOUNGER FOLKS

Rates • • + as supporting dualler for naborhoods

MGM
89 minutes

Marsha Hunt, John Carroll, Hume Cronyn,
Spring Byington, Pamela Britton, Norman
Lloyd, Percival Vivian, Donald Curtis, Es-
ther Howard, Robin Raymond.
Directed by Jules Dassin.

This MGM programmer engenders enough
laughter, particularly for the younger ele-
ment, to rank as fair-plus entertainment for
naborhood houses. It has neither the story
substance nor marquee value to hold the
top spot on dual bills, but will serve as an
above-average supporting feature for all
situations except action houses. The yarn

about the rivalry of two soldiers, a con-
ceited wolf and a milquetoast, for the affec-

tions of a girl who encloses a mash note in

a G. I. shirt, is replete with complications
and director Jules Dassin keeps the incid-

ents moving at a lively clip after a slow
opening. The three principals, Marsha Hunt,
John Carroll, and Hume Cronyn carry off

their roles cleverly, although this reviewer
found Carroll somewhat obnoxious. "A
Letter For Evie" will be well received if

coupled with a heavy drama or action
picture.

Dissatisfied with her social life, Marsha
Hunt, secretary to a shirt company execu-

tive, decides to enclose a mash note in one
of the company's shirts en route to the

Army. John Carroll finds the note in the
pocket of his shirt, but disregards it. His
buddy, Hume Cronyn, feels differently about
this matter and strikes up a romantic
friendship, posing as Carroll in his letters.

En route overseas, they obtain a few days
leave and Cronyn calls on Marsha, posing
as himself telling her that Carroll has left

on a special mission. Carroll discovers the
truth and from there on he takes over his

part. After many hectic nights they both
leave with the truth still untold. Miss Hunt
finally finds out the truth when she goes to

see Cronyn's family, and it comes to her as

quite a shock. But all is cleared up when
Cronyn comes home and Marsha realizes

that she really loves him.
WEENIE

'THE LAST CHANCE' STIRRING, EXCITING, SWISS-MADE WAR FILM
Rates • • if exploited; more in arty hou

M-G-M
105 minutes
Ray Reagen, E. G. Morrison, John Hoy,
Lulsa Rossi, Therese Giehse, Odearde Mo-
sini, Robert Schwarz, Germalne Tournier,
M. Saknnowsky, Romaine Calo, Tino Erler
and a dozen other foreign actors.
Directed by Leopold Lindtberg.

A truly unforgettable and tremendously
stirring war drama, "The Last Chance," a
Swiss-made film being released here by M-
G-M, needs unusual exploitation to bring it
to the attention of the American public.
Mo.st of the dialogue is in English, but, be-
cause titles are super - imposed as the
French, Italian, German or Yiddish charac-
ters speak in their own tongues and these
fine foreign actors, as well as the American
and EnKish players are unknown here, its
box office value will be low. Audiences
everywhere are bound to be impressed, but
the 105 minute running time is over-long
for dualling and this may cause it to be

shunted into the arty spots and a few se-
lected class houses. However, where it is

ballvhooed, it might surprise. After the
critical raves appeared, business in the
Broadway first-run jumped from mild to
above-average. Pictures produced in Holly-
wood have rarely equalled this for realism,
dramatic power and superb photography.
Filmed in actual locations in the Swiss
Alps, the story, which deals with the flight
of a group of international refugees from
Nazi persecution, is unexcelled both as a
lesson in true democracy and for its in-
spirational qualities. However, the picture
never hammers home a message but con-
centrates on the thrills, suspense and hu-
man interest in this extraordinary tale.
Under Leopold Lindtberg's skillful direction,
each and every player seems to live his or
her role. Special mention must go to
Therese Giehse, as a stoical anti-Nazi Ger-
man; Romano Calo, as a sympathetic priest;
John Hoy as lieutenant, and Luisa Rossi,
an Italian girl without Hollywood make-up,
who injects a momentary romantic note.

In 1943, Ray Reagen, an American ser-

geant, and John Hoy, a British lieutenant,

escape from an enemy train transporting

Allied prisoners from Italy to Germany.
Italian underground workers guide them to
Romane Calo, a priest who is harboring in-

ternational refugees waiting for their
chance to cross over to Switzerland. When
the village guide, who had warned them not
to cross the open lake but to go over the
mountain pass, is killed by retreating Nazis,
Reagen and Hoy decide to make for the
Swiss border alone. The other refugees,
representing half-a-dozen European nation-
alities, plead to tag along and, although
their own flight will be slowed up, the Allied

soldiers agree. After terrific hardships in

the treacherous mountain passes, during
which some fall by the wayside, they reach
the border but find it guarded. A young
Austrian sacrifices his life that the others
may get through and Hoy is killed by the
Nazis but the rest finally reach safety.

DENLEY
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Miss I vonne De Carlo

adds something new

to the old West in her role

as "Frontier Gal",

from the motion picture

same name . .

.

a 1945 version

of the virgin West.

/

YVONNE DE CARLO • ROD CAMERON in "FRONTIER GAL"
A FESSIER-PAGANO PRODUCTION in TECHNICOLOR

with ANDY DEVINE • FUZZY KNIGHT • SHELDON LEONARD
ANDREW TOMBES and BEVERLY SIMMONS

Original Screenplay Written and Produced by Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano • Directed

by CHARLES LAMONT • Executive Producer HOWARD BENEDICT • A UNIVERSAL PICTURF



RKO RADIO ... 1 Not Set

'A GAME OF DEATH 1 LURID HORROR MELODRAMA
Rates • • in action houses; OK supporting feature in naborhoods

RKO-Badio
72 minutes

John Loder, Audrey Long, Edgar Barrier,

Russell Wade, Jason Robards, Russell
Hicks, Robert Clarke, Gene Stutenroth,

Noble Johnson.

Directed by Robert Wise.

A horror picture on a weird and fascinat-

ing theme, "A Game of Death" is lurid

stuff made-to-order for thrill addicts. Al-

though best suited for the action spots, it

should make a good supporting dualler in

naborhoods, even if it is a bit too gruesome
for impressionable children. While Edgar
Barrier, who gives a suavely sinister por-
trayal of a man who hunts humans, lacks
Karloff's marquee pull he is just as effec-

tive as the better-known player would be
in the role. Based on Richard Connel's
"The Most Dangerous Game," which was a

successful thriller when filmed by RKO un-

der its original title in 1932, the story is as

unbelievable as it is theatrical, yet is packed
with suspense and spine-chilling moments.
In addition, the film has a realistic ship-

wreck and a terrific fight which starts with
punching and kicking and continues with
gun-play. The weak spot is the inclusion

of a colorless heroine who slows up the
climactic flight through the jungle. John
Loder, who is both dashing and two-fisted

as the novelist and big game hunter who
finally outwits the sadistic villain, is a fair

name draw.
John Loder, writer and big game hunter,

is the only survivor of a yachting party
wrecked on a small Caribbean island where
he finds his way to a lonely castle. He is

greeted by Edgar Barrier, an ex-Prussian
officer, who occupies the castle with his four
servants and a pack of savage dogs, and
he is invited to dinner to meet Audrey Long
and her brother, Russell Wade, the victims

of a previous shipwreck. Barrier admits to

Loder that he has become satiated with
stalking wild beasts and now hunts a more
dangerous game with bow and arrow. After
he leaves, Loder investigates and finds that
Barrier's trophy room is filled with human
heads. Miss Long then tells him that she
believes that her brother is to be Barrier's
next victim. Although he lays some traps

in the jungle, he is unable to prevent Bar-
rier from hunting down and killing Wade.
Loder then challenges Barrier to hunt him
and Miss Long and to free them both if he
hasn't killed them by sunrise. After an ex-

citing chase through the jungle, Barrier cor-

ners them on the edge of a Cliff and Loder
pretends to fall over the edge. Loder then
makes his way back to the castle, has a
terrific fight with Barrier and the servants

and finally escapes with Miss Long as Bar-

rier falls to his death amongst snarling

dogs.
YORK

FRONTIER GAL 1 WESTERN SATIRE HAS THRILLS AND TECHNICOLOR
Rates • • + in action spots, or when exploited

a vixenish dance hall girl with a heart-of-
Universal

84 minutes

Yvonne De Carlo, Rod Cameron, Andy De-
vine, Fuzzy Knight, Andrew Tombes, Shel-
don Leonard, Clara Blandick, Frank Lack-
teen, Beverly Simmons, Rex Lease, Jan
Wiley, Harold Goodwin, Jack Ingram, Claire
Carieton, Lloyd Ingraham, Eddie Dunn.
Directed by Charles Lamont.

The magnificent Technicolored out-door
backgrounds and an engaging child actress,
Beverly Simmons, capture most of the hon-
ors in "Frontier Gal," an entertaining
tongue-in-cheek version of an old-fashioned
blood-and-thunder western. Although its
name value is mild, selling the sexy Yvonne
De Carlo and the rip-roaring action should
bring good returns, especially in naborhood
and action spots where exciting fare is
favored. If treated seriously, the formula
horse-opera tale would barely get by in an
indie western, but, as directed in satirical
fashion by Charles Lamont, it has many
amusing, as well as thrilling moments. The
cast of characters (vintage 1890) includes

gold, a handsome two-fisted cowboy who
tames her, a double-dyed villain, a typically
taciturn Indian, etc., and the climax un-
ashamedly leads up to a "ten, twenty,
thirty" melodramatic episode — a tiny child
running away from the villain to crawl out
on a shaky log hanging high above a swirl-
ing stream. There's riding, shooting and
fisticuffs aplenty, a good measure of corny
comedy and a terrific saloon brawl which
leaves the place a wreck. Miss De Carlo's
sultry, dark-eyed beauty is well suited to

the showy title role which makes few act-
ing demands. Rod Cameron gives his best
performance to date as the strong, silent

Gary Cooper type of cowboy and Sheldon
Leonard, as the villain, Andy Divine, Fuzzy
Knight and Andrew Tombes in comedy
parts, and Clara Blandick and Frank Lack-
teen contribute standard portrayals. But
it's little Miss Simmons who will win the
hearts of the audience.

Rod Cameron, a fugitive wanted by the

law for the shooting of his partner's slayer,

rides into the frontier settlement of Red
Horse Gulch where Yvonne De Carlo runs

the saloon and dance hall. In a fight with

Sheldon Leonard, one of Miss De Carlo's

admirers, Cameron is aided by Andy De-

vine, the town blacksmith and, when the

girl breaks up the melee, Cameron kisses

her passionately. Miss De Carlo mistakes

Cameron's remarks for a proposal of mar-

riage and, when he later laughs this off, she

forces him into a shot-gun wedding. After

forcing her into a tempestuous one-day

honeymoon, Cameron is captured by the

law and serves six years in prison. On his

return to Red Horse Gulch, Cameron finds

that he and Miss De Carlo have a five-year-

old daughter, Beverly Simmons, and he de-

cides to ask his wife to give up the child

in order to take her away from the saloon

environment. After asking his childhood

sweetheart, Jan Wiley, to help him raise the

girl, Cameron finds that the jealous Miss De
Carlo refuses to give up the child. Leonard
kidnaps the child, who runs away from him
and gets into a dangerous spot, while

Cameron and a posse go in pursuit. After

fighting Leonard, who falls over a cliff,

Cameron rescues the child and he and Miss

De Carlo realize that they love each other.

YORK

'ALLOTMENT WIVES' HAS STRONG EXPLOITATION ANGLES
Rates • • generally; more if exploited

Monogram
8(1 minutes

Kay Francis, Paul Kelly, Otto Kruger, Ger-
trude Michael, Bernard Nedell, Teala Lor-
ing, Jonathan Hale, Selmer Jackson, Evelyn
Batons Anthony Warde, Doris Lloyd, PierreW at kin, Sarah Edwards, Marcel le Corday,
Gertrude Astor.

Directed by William Nigh.

With its topical theme which exposes the
bigamy racket and stronger selling angles
than the first Kay Francis independently-
produced picture. "Allotment Wives," is
good exploitation fare. Although best suited
to action spots, the above-average cast will
fit it into all but the top deluxe first-runs.
Made with the cooperation of the Office of
Dependency Benefits, the film has an air of
authenticity during the early scenes before
the story becomes highly melodramatic and

winds up in a blaze of shooting. Although
there are numerous sub-plots and various
crooked characters cluttering up the plot,

the spectator's interest is held throughout,
despite the realization that the film must
come to the expected "Crime Doesn't Pay"
finale. Kay Francis makes an attractive
and ruthless head of the allotment wives
syndicate, although she is not as convincing
as some of the other crooked characters,
Gertrude Michael, in particular, who is

hard-boiled and effective as her one-time
reform school pal. Otto Kruger, Bernard
Nedell and Selmer Jackson also do good
work and Teala Loring shows great prom-
ise as a girl who is led astray. Paul Kelly,
who gives a strong portrayal, is one of the
few characters who remains on the side of
the law — and lives until the end.

Paul Kelly, a major in the Army, is as-

signed by the Office of Dependency Benefits

to investigate the bigamy racket of women

who marry servicemen for their allotment

checks. Posing as a reporter, Kelly meets

socially prominent Kay Francis, who runs a

canteen and, although he has one of her

workers arrested, he doesn't suspect that

she is actually the head of Allotment Wives.

Inc. One of allotment wives, Gertrude

Michael, recognizes Miss Francis as a for-

mer reform school inmate and tries to

blackmail her. Although Miss Francis en-

gineers her arrest, Miss Michael is released

and revengefully gets hold of the former's

'teen age daughter, Teala Loring, to teach

her the allotment racket. Miss Francis then

has Miss Michael killed, but as she makes
plans to leave the country with her daugh-

ter the latter is arrested. In order to get

her daughter away, Miss Francis tricks

kelly, who finally realizes that she is the

actual head of the allotment wives racket.

As the police arrive to arrest her, Miss

Francis is killed.

DENLEY
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'GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER' BEDROOM FAHCE GOOD FUN FOR FAMILY TRADE
Ra+es • • + in naborhood houses

United Artists (Edward Small)

72 minutes

Dennis O'Keefe, Marie McDonald, Barry
Sullivan, Binnie Barnes, Jerome Cowan,
Sheila Ryan, J. Carrol Naish, Vera Marshe,
Donald Beddoe, Frank Fenton, Russell
Hicks, Richard Le Grand.
Directed by Allan Dwan.

A fast and furious farce-comedy played
to the hilt by expert comedians, "Getting
Gertie's Garter" will keep naborhood and
small town audiences in a state of hilarity
throughout. This is based on a famous
stage hit of 25 years ago and, like most
bedroom farces of that time, it has a ridi-
culous and easily-explainable premise which
will seem like much-ado-about-nothing to
sophisticated patrons. Although slightly
naughty dialogue and near-compromising
situations abound, it's all innocent fun that
won't even shock prudish folk. Allan Dwan
has tossed in tried-and-true slapstick and
broad comedy antics and directed the film
at such a rapid pace that the average movie-
goer will keep on laughing and forget to
apply logic. The sexy selling angle, which

plays up the title and the curvaceous Marie
McDonald (aptly nicknamed "The Body"),
should boost business generally.
As Dennis O'Keefe. absent-minded scien-

tist, is about to be elected to the Society
of Scientific Research, he is served with a
subpoena to testify against a jewelry store
clerk who is charged with embezzlement.
Fearful that the court action will get in the
papers and reveal that he purchased an ex-
pensive garter for Marie McDonald, his one-
time sweetheart, O'Keefe visualizes the end
of his career and his domestic life with his
wife, Sheila Ryan. When O'Keefe contacts
Miss McDonald, who is to be married next
day to Barry Sullivan, to demand the re-

turn of the garter, which has an intimate
message engraved on it, she tells him it has
been sent with her wedding dress to the
suburban home of Binnie Barnes and Jer-
ome Cowan, where the wedding is to be
held. O'Keefe, who is to be best man, goes
nervously through his self-induced slumber
experiment for the college of scientists and
then rushes to Miss Barnes' home where he
finds that the wedding dress and garter
have not been delivered as yet. His wife,
meanwhile, has become suspicious that he
is keeping a rendezvous with Miss McDon-

ald and she arrives on the scene as does
Sullivan. When the trunk containing the
garter does arrive. Miss McDonald decides
to keep the garter to defend herself against
questioning. The garter then passes from
hand to hand and O'Keefe and Miss Mc-
Donald are trapped in various bedrooms and
finally up in the hayloft. Everyone is sus-

picious of everyone else until Miss McDon-
ald tells the entire group the truth about
the garter and clears up the mystery and
O'Keefe learns that the clerk has confessed
and the court action called off.

Marie McDonald, whose luscious blonde
charms are seen to advantage in a series of

low-cut gowns and daring negligees, does
nicely with Gertie's acting chores. Except
for a tendency to act too jittery, Dennis
O'Keefe gets the utmost in laugh returns
from his absent-minded professor role. Bin-

nie Barnes and Jerome Cowan are both de-

pendable farceurs who know how to place

the proper emphasis on humorous lines and
Barry Sullivan and Sheila Ryan are ade-

quate in the less exacting parts of Gertie's

fiance and O'Keefe's wife, respectively.

However, J. Carrol Naish's burlesqued por-

trayal of a tough guy butler misses badly.

DENLEY

'JOHNNY IN THE CLOUDS 1 LATE-ARRIVING BRITISH WAR DRAMA
Rates • • In class spots; fair dualler elsewhere

United Artists (Two Cities)

88 minutes

Michael Redgrave, Douglass Montgomery,
Rosamund John, John Mills, Renee Asher-
son, Stanley Hollaway, Joyce Carey, Felix
Aylmer, Bonar Colleano, Tyron Nicol, Trev-
or Howard, Hartley Power, David Tom-
linson.

Directed by Anthony Asqulth.

Another superior British-made film —
certainly one of the most touching war
dramas ever shown in this country —
"Johnny in the Clouds" needs strong selling
to attract much business at this late date.
Although both Douglass Montgomery and
Michael Redgrave are familiar to many
American fans, their name value is not
potent enough to overcome the general lack
of enthusiasm toward war films. However,
the picture will benefit by critical comment
and favorable word-of-mouth and is sure to
be a fairly strong draw in class houses.
Although laid in war-time England, this dis-
penses with flying heroics and battle scenes
and is more intent on creating Anglo-
American good-will by stressing the friendly

human relationships between the U. S. Army
Air Force and the R. A. F. Originally re-

leased in England as "The Way to the
Stars," the picture tells a tender and moving
story of a poetic flyer and the brave wife
he left behind and it moves along at an
even pace under Anthony Asquith's under-
standing direction. Two romances are an
integral part of the plot while the humorous
moments based on the sayings and actions
of the gently-satirized American types will
bring a smile to anyone's lips. The well-
nigh perfect cast is headed by Douglass
Montgomery, who returns to the screen af-
ter a long absence to give a fine portrayal
of an American flyer; John Mills, who is

equally good as a worried young British
airman, and Michael Redgrave, as Johnny,
the flyer who penned poetry. Bonar Col-
leano is engaging as a brash young Ameri-
can and Felix Aylmer, Joyce Carey and
Basil Radford portray authentic types. How-
ever, the outstanding performance is that
of Rosamund John, a charming, restrained
and completely natural actress who rates
attention from American producers.
As the camera wanders over a deserted

British airfield, 'the scene flashes back to
1940 when John Mills, R. A. F. bomber pilot,

arrives and is assigned to his squadron

commander, Michael Redgrave. The two

soon become fast friends and Redgrave

marries Rosamund John, manager of the

nearby inn while Mills is attracted to one
of the guests, Renee Asherson, who lives

there with a demanding and sharp-tongued
aunt. When Redgrave loses his life on a
bombing mission leaving his wife with a
baby son, Mills neglects Miss Asherson in

the belief that flyers should not marry dur-

ing war-time. Later, an American flying

outfit moves into the field and both the

British flyers and the Yankee "invaders"
are certain they will dislike each other.

This viewpoint is soon shown to be ground-
less, especially after Douglass Montgomery,
American pilot who has a wife and two
children at home, meets Redgrave's widow
and they discover they have much in com-
mon. Montgomery is given an opportunity
to return to the United States as flight in-

structor, but he declines and later he loses

his life making a crash landing. After this

second tragedy, Miss John convinces Mills

that he should resume his romance with

Miss Asherson.
DENLEY

STRANGE CONFESSION' THIRD - RATE INNER SANCTUM MYSTERY
Rates* • — as secondary dualler generally; slightly more in action houses

Universal

61 minutes

Lon Chaney, Brenda Joyce, J. Carrol Naish,
Milburn Stone, Addison Richards, Mary
Gordon, George Chandler, Gregory Mura-
dian. Jack Norton, Francis MacDonald,
Lloyd Bridges, Wilton Graff, Christian Rub.
Directed by John Hoffman.

Slow-moving and lacking in the suspense-
ful moments, "Strange Confession" is just
a third-rate program mystery. While the
Inner Sanctum label and the presence of
Lon Chaney in the cast will attract the
who-dun-it fans, many will recognize the
story as that used to far more thrilling ef-
fect in "The Man Who Reclaimed His
Head," made by Universal with Claude
Rains in 1935. Being told In flashback style,
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there is no actual mystery to solve and
only mild interest in watching the oily
patent medicine king outwit the hero, an
honest and gullible scientist. The picture's
introductory sequence has the properly eerie
quality, but the rest is domestic drama with
melodramatic touches. Sans horror make-
up, Lon Chaney has a harassed look
throughout and gives a monotonous por-
trayal. J. Carrol Naish is appropriately
villainous, but scarcely the ladies' man type
while Lloyd Bridges, Milburn Stone and
Addison Richards are capable enough in
important roles. The attractive Brenda
Joyce, as Chaney's loyal wife, gives the best
performance.

Lon Chaney, once-brilliant scientist, brings
a bag containing the head of his former
employer, J. Carrol Naish, to his attorney.
Chaney then tells the latter the events that

lead to the murder of the man responsible

for his youngster's death. Naish. a profit-

hungry patent medicine king, exploits the

discoveries made by Chaney, a brilliant

hard-working scientist who has a loyal wife,

Brenda Joyce, and a young son. Anxious
to place Chaney's influenza cure on the

market even before it is perfected, Naish
sends the scientist to South America.
While Chaney is gone, Naish puts the in-

completed formula on the market just be-

fore an influenza epidemic sweeps the

country. After perfecting the cure, Chaney
returns to learn that influenza has claimed
his youngster after the worthless patent
medicine failed to help him. Finding that

Naish is seeking the attentions of his lone-

some wife, Chaney "reclaims his own head"
by killing Naish, who had been taking all

the credit for the scientific discoveries.
YORK
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PEOPLE MJV PICTURES

An imposing new film organization, United World Pictures Corp., was created last week
by the combination of the interests of Universal Pictures, J. Arthur Rank, the British
mogul, and International Pictures. Above are some of the principals involved in the deal:

seated, left to right, J. Cheever Cowdin, Universal board chairman; Leo Spitz, chairman,
International; G. I. Woodham-Smith, representing Rank; William Goetz, president of In-
ternational, and Nate J. Blumberg, Universal president. Standing, George Cohen, repre-
senting Spitz and Goetz; Matthew Fox, president of UWPC; Joseph H. Seidelman, presi-
dent of Universal International Films; C. D. Prutzman, v. p. and U. general counsel.

Steve Edwards has been appointed direc-

tor of advertising and publicity for Re-
public Pictures by H. J. Yates, Sr.,

president. Edwards joined Republic in

1941 and has been publicity director of
the company for the past two years. He
announced a staff realignment to coordi-
nate the department's activities.

Jack L. Warner, left, executive producer for Warner Bros., came on from Hollywood to
attend the Warner district managers meeting in New York. Here he is seen dining with
Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager and Mort Blumenstock, director of advertising and
publicity.

John Joseph, national director of Univer-
sal advertising and publicity, was in New
York recently to discuss new advertising
plans with members of his staff.

oy Del Ruth, one of Hollywood's outstanding direc-
ts, signs his new Monogram contract while presi-
ent Steve Broidy, associate producer Joe Kaufman
id executive producer Trem Carr look on.

DECEMBER 10, 1945

The famous author Ben Hecht, currently pro-
ducing and directing "Spectre of the Rose" for
Republic, is seen on the set chatting with Judith
Anderson and Billy Bray, members of the cast

Lt. Col. Arthur B. Krim becomes
treasurer of National Screen
Service and continues as gen-
eral counsel of the company.
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

CIEA REJECTS PEACETIME WAC
The Conference of Independent Exhibitors' Associations,

meeting in Washington Dec. 4, in effect rejected the proposed
continuation of a peace-time activities committee, comparable to

the expiring War Activities Committee, Theatres Division. The
CIEA also adopted a resolution establishing the organization on a
permanent basis and enlarging its scope to include all matters of

interest and concern to independent exhibitors. The group, con-

sisting of 21 inde exhibitor organizations, originally established to

observe and recommend action on the New York anti-trust suit,

dropped the words "on the Consent Decree" from its title as

restrictive.

The resolution apparently rejecting a peace-time WAC was
based on freedom of the screen and the right of each individual

theatre owner, in peace-time, to show or not to show Government-
sponsored motion pictures at his discretion. Asserting that "in

peace-time, the line between legitimate publicity and political

propaganda may be thin," the Conference opposed any movement
to set up within the motion picture industry special machinery to

encourage the use of the screens for publicity purposes, in the
post-war period. Commenting that during the war, the 21 asso-
ciations included in the Conference "gladly made their screens
available to the Government in carrying to the public official

messages, news and information pertaining to the conduct of the
war," the CIEA stated its belief that theatres should now confine
themselves to their primary business of providing entertainment.
It added that should any Government-sponsored films of special
importance and merit come to its attention, it would recommend
their showing, "recognizing, however, the right of each exhibitor
to adopt or reject such recommendation in the exercise of his
discretion."

Although there was no official announcement of a "boycott"
from either CIEA or Allied, the fact that none of the officials of
these organizations was present at the meeting to discuss the
proposed industry WAC on Dec. 5 indicated that neither would
go along with the new organization.

The CIEA meeting was presided over by Jesse L. Stern, of
the Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors of N. Y. C, who is chair-
man of the Conference. Others present included A. F. Mvers,
Martin G. Smith, Col. H. A. Cole, Nathan Yamins, Sidney Samuel-
son, Ray Branch, Jack Kirsch, P. J. Wood, Harry Lowenstein
and Irving Dollinger, all of Allied States Association; Robert H.
Poole and O. J. Miller, representing the Pacific Coast Conference
of Independent Theatre Owners; Leo P. Wolcott, Allied I. T. O.
of Iowa-Nebraska; Ernest L. Peaslee, North-Central Allied In-
dependent Theatres.

The Conference reaffirmed the position taken at the Bretton
Woods meeting in 1944 when it approved, in general, the proposals
which the Attorney General had made for a revised decree in the
Government suit. Also, the CIEA adopted a resolution against
compulsory blind pricing, percentage arrangements and practices
which deprive exhibitors of control over the operating policies of
their theatres. Counsel were directed to bring these matters to
the attention of the Attorney General and the Court.

• • • •

IMNTERNATIONAL-RANK FORM UWPC
A new world-wide distributing company to be known as United

World Pictures Co., Inc. was formed last fortnight with the joint
announcement by Universal Pictures, International Pictures and
J. Arthur Rank interests, all signatories to the pact wrapping up
the new organization. The announcement was made in a joint
statement by Leo Spitz and William Goetz of International Pic-
tures; J. Arthur Rank of London, and J. Cheever Cowdin and
Nate Blumberg of Universal. One-half ownership of the company
will belong to Rank's British interests, the other half to American
interests, presumably split between U and International.

The announcement revealed that Matthew J. Fox, vice-presi-
dent of Universal, will be president, Rank will be chairman of
both American and English units and E. T. Carr. head of Rank's
Eagle-Lion Films, Ltd., will be managing director of the English
unit. In addition, the formation of a new producing company
was announced, International Pictures Corp., to be owned jointly
by Spitz, Goetz and Universal. It will produce a minimum of
eight American pictures annually for exclusive world-wide dis-
tribution by UWPC. The Spitz-Goetz previous releases had been
distributed by RKO.

The project Includes the acquisition of theatre "show win-
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dows" for UWPC product in the United States, the United King-
dom and key cities all over the world.

United World will begin its distribution operations with a
minimum of eight American and eight British pictures, and, in

order to facilitate these operations, the physical facilities of Uni-
versal and the Rank companies will be made available.

Monroe Greenthal was named advertising-publicity director

for United World in the first of an expected series of announce-
ments naming organizational department heads. Greenthal, direc-

tor of advertising, publicity and exploitation for United Artists

until he entered war work, will headquarter in New York, but is

expected to make frequent trips to London and Hollywood.
One discordant note, however, was raised when Edward C.

Raftery, president of United Artists, now in London, served notice

on Rank that UA will bring an infringement action unless the

word "United" is deleted from the name of the new company.
Raftery pointed out that UA has for the last quarter century been
known familiarly as "United" and that the acquisition of that

name by the new organization would engender confusion. He
added that he would "take every possible step to prevent such
usage by Mr. Rank and Universal."

PEACETIME 'WAC FORMED
The formation of a new national theatres organization pat-

terned on the theatres division of the War Activities Committee
was approved last Wednesday (5th) by a group of exhibitors at a

special meeting in Washington called by Si Fabian, chairman of

the WAC theatres division.

The functions of the new group, as outlined by Fabian, will

be to represent member exhibitors in their peacetime relations

with government agencies; to act in the interest of theatres in

matters of taxation and legislation, and, in the event of attacks
on theatres from outside the industry, to organize united action
against such attacks. The new organization, as yet unnamed,
will call a convention within the next 90 days to elect permanent
officers and draft a constitution and by-laws, with delegates from
every state to be invited.

Allied, CIEA Absent
Conspicuous by their absence from the meeting were repre-

sentatives of Allied and the Conference of Independent Exhibitors
Associations, as well as several other independent exhibitor or-

ganizations. Although these organizations did not announce an
actual boycott of the proposed group, the fact that none of their

members were present at the meeting indicated that they intended
to steer clear of the new set-up. This view was strengthened by
a resolution passed by the CIEA, of which Allied and other in-

dependent exhibitor groups are members, a day earlier to the

effect that individual theatre owners, in peacetime, retain the

(Continued on Page 34)
•
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PEOPLE
Mort Blumenstock, Ben Kalmenson, B. W. Perkins, Harry M.

Kalmine and Herbert Freston were named vice-presidents of War-
ner Bros. Pictures, Inc., at a board meeting. John E. Bierwirth
was elected to the Warner board.

Marvin H. Schenck, M-G-M talent head in the East, was elect-

ed a vice-president of Loew's, Inc. by the company's board of

directors.

Jules J. Rubens, 59, vice-president and general manager of

Publix-Great States circuit, died in Chicago Nov. 28, after a long
Illness.

Lt. Col. Arthur B. Krim, recently released from Army Service
Forces, was elected treasurer of National Screen Service.

Edwin W. Aaron was promoted to assistant general sales

manager for M-G-M by William F. Bodgers, vice-president and
general sales head, who also announced the appointment of Hen-
derson M. Blchey, in charge of exhibitor relations to additional
duties as sales promotion manager.

Adolph Schlmel was named Universal executive to coordinate
New York activities in the literary, dramatic and talent depart-
ments.

Oscar A. Doob was named general theatre executive and as-

sistant to Joseph R. Vogel, vice-president in charge of Loew's
Theatres. Ernest Emerling succeeds Doob as national ad-publicity
director of Loew's chain.

FILM BULLETIN



John Wayne, unceremoniously and horizontally, being shown the door by his intended father-in-law, Hugo Haas.

"DAKOTA" .... Republic's Big-Time Outdoor Spectacle

The enterprising Republic Studio was dealing in its specialty

when it turned out Dakota, a super-western that is crammed
solid with those elements of romance and excitement which

all the world loves. And it boasts a first-rate cast headed

by two-fisted John Wayne, lovely Vera Hruba Ralston and

top-ranking character actor Walter Brennan. Dakota offers

rugged, elemental entertainment—strong men who fight for

the women they love and for gold. It's big in scope and

bold in its action. The Republic ad-men have turned out a

press book that exploits the bigness and the boldness of

Dakota. A smash campaign was put on for the twin world

premiere engagements at the Hollywood, Hollywood, and

the Downtown Theatre, Los Angeles. One of the displays

featured at both theatres was a huge figure of Wayne cap-

tioned JOHN WAYNE ... THE WILDEST GAMBLING.
FIGHTING FOOL WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI! That's the

sort of treatment Dakota cries for—and the showman who
gives it the works will reap a harvest.

(Continued on Next

Wayne and Jack LaRue embrace Miss Vera Hruba Ralston — but for different reasons.



1. Headstrong, lovely Sandy Poli (Vera Hruba Ralston), daughter
of a railroad tycoon, elopes with professional gambler John Devlin
(John Wayne), planning to invest their combined fortune in land in

North Dakota. On the train, they are questioned by Jim Bender
(Ward Bond) and Bigtree Collins (Mike Mazurki), who run the town
of Fargo, and are suspicious of their land-buying venture — osten-
sibly to raise wheat.

2. When a farmer opposed to Bender and Collins is killed and
wheatfields burned, the Indians are blamed, but Devlin suspects
Bender. They board the "River Bird" and form a warm friendship
with Capt. Bounce (Walter Brennan).

3. Sandy's enthusiasm for their venture is dampened, but Devlin
becomes more determined than ever when two of Bender's bandits
board the boat and relieve him of their entire capital. He goes to
Fargo for a reckoning.

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

CREDITS
A Republic Picture. Associate Producer and Director, Joseph Kane. Cast: John
Wayne, Vera Hruba Ralston, Walter Brennan, Ward Bond, Ona Munson, Hugo
Haas, Mike Mazurki. Screen Play by Lawrence Hazard. Adaptation by Howard
Estabrook. Original Story by Carl Foreman. Photographed by Jack Marta.

4. Although outnumbered by Bender's henchmen, he proves
he can take care of himself. He organizes the farmers
against Bender, and the latter first tries unsuccessfully to

frame him for murder, then returns his money on condition

he leave town.

5. About to leave, Devlin learns another wheatfield is on
fire. He pins the blame on Bender and Collins. In a struggle

over loot, Collins kills Bender, but Devlin overtakes him and
brings him back to a wrathful town.

4. With order re-established, Devlin prepares to go on to

California, but learns that the wilful Sandy has used their

money to finance Capt. Bounce in a new river-boat venture.



DECEMBER 10,

STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Two new quickies were added to the production chart here

last week. "So Dark The Night." murder mystery, got the start-

ing gun from Producer Ted Richmond with Director Joseph H.
Lewis at the megaphone. Steven Geray, Micheline, Cheirel and
Paul Marion are cast. The second starter was "Smoky River
Serenade," a musical western, under Producer Colbert Clark with
Ray Nazarro directing. Ken Curtis, Adelle Roberts, Jeff Donnell,

Big Boy Williams and the Hoosier Hot Shots are in this one.

Continuing in production are: "Gilda" (Rita Hayworth-Glenn
Ford), "Perilous Holiday" (Pat O'Brien-Ruth Warrick) and the
Technicolor picture, "The Al Jolson Story" (Larry Parks-Evelyn
Keyes). This last named had Miss Keyes added to the cast in

the leading feminine role. Almost four weeks of shooting had
been completed before the right actress was found for the part
and production problems were becoming complex with the need
to shoot around so many scenes in which the girl was needed.
Now Producer Sidney Skolsky hopes to run the film through on
schedule.

With "Gilda" winding up and the news already broken about
the next Hayworth starrer, "Down To Earth," the sighs of relief

from the front offices are almost audible. When a studio like

Columbia has an important property like Rita Hayworth. it be-
hooves them to keep said property as happy as possible. "Gilda,"
Miss Hayworth's first straight dramatic role, was such an effort.

Rushes from the film have brought excited comments about the
lady's performance, but regardless of how well she may register
in the dramatic chore, the customers like seeing Miss Hayworth
as the dancing lady best of all and that, in the final analysis, is

where the decision rests. So it's dancing shoes again for the
actress and general relief for all concerned.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Block 14 covering the current eight-week period of releases

includes the following films: "Yolanda and The Thief," "What
Next, Corporal Hargrove?," "Vacation From Marriage" (theKorda
film made in England), "She Went To The Races," and "A Letter
For Evie." "They Were Expendable" is being released as a
Christmas special in key spots. Reports from first-runs of "Yolan-
da and The Thief" are not good despite the masterful publicity
campaign — and despite the power of the Astaire name. Best of
the lot in block 14 in this reporter's opinion is "Vacation From
Marriage" (Robert Donat-Deborah Kerr). It may take some in-

genuity to sell this one, but customer satisfaction is almost cer-
tain with this film full of quiet charm and able performances
woven into a believable and warm-hearted story.

Added to the long list of Pasternak's Pending Productions is

"My Daddy Is A Wolf," an adaptation from a Ferenc Molnar
story. Emily Kimbrough. of "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay"
fame, has been signed to do the screen play. Being a Pasternak
picture, the story will, of course, be set to music and the back-
ground is an exclusive girls' school.. Production will probably
start in March.

"The Romance of Rosy Ridge," a MacKinlay Kantor story,
was held out as bait to the returned war hero, James Stewart.
Jimmy was not interested and signed with the Capra unit for his
first film. The studio announced, after Jimmy's refusal, that they
would shelve the story. Now, however, it is being taken out again
and this time for Gregory Peck, who, by the way, is one of the
best box-office bets in the current movie scene. Jack Cummings
is set to produce and Roy Rowland will direct. Starting date is

indefinite since Peck has a long list of commitments around town.

Ralph Wheelright. former publicist for MGM, has a new long-

term contract as producer on the lot. Wheelright proved his

mettle by handling production reigns on "Time For Two," which

co-stars Lucille Ball and John Hodiak. His first under the con-

tract will be "Tenth Avenue Angel," an original by Angna Enters,

which will star Margaret O'Brien. Production slated for late

January.

Frances Marion, one of the best writers ever developed in

Hollywood, is back on the MGM lot with a new contract in her

pocket for writing and editorial supervision. Miss Marion was
responsible for screen plays like "Anna Christie" and "The Big

House" during her former tenure with the studio.

As rumored in the last issue, Henry Koster has finally been

induced to take over production reigns on "Till The Clouds Roll

By." Presently, the Jerome Kern biography is off the production

schedule with only the three Garland numbers directed by her

husband, Vincente Minnelli, completed. However, with Koster

definitely assigned production should resume shortly and the cast

list reads tentatively as follows: Kathryn Grayson, Lucille Bre-

mer. Gloria De Haven. Lena Home, June Allyson and Jaqueline

White in addition to Miss Garland, Robert Walker and Frank
Sinatra, already named. Arthur Freed is still the producer.

Tom Drake and Donna Reed have been set for the leads in

"Faithful in My Fashion" which will mark Writer Lionel Houser's

first expedition into production. Sidney Salkow, recently returned

from three years as a combat cameraman in the Marine Corps,

will direct.

Clifford Odets has been signed to a writer-director contract

by the studio. Unique clauses in the contract give the author the

right to select the material on which he chooses to work and also

pays him a full year's salary for six months of service.

No new starters on the lot, but seven still continue in produc-

tion: "The Yearling" (T) (Gregory Peck-Claude Jarman), "Holi-

day in Mexico" (T) (Walter Pidgeon-Ilona Massey), "The Green
Years" (Charles Coburn-Tom Drake), this one is winding momen-
tarily; "No Leave, No Love" (Van Johnson-Pat Kirkwood). "Three

Wise Fools" (Lionel Barrymore-Margaret O'Brien), "Army Brat"

(Jackie Jenkins-Frances Gifford) and "Star From Heaven" (Mar-

shall Thompson-George Tobias).

MONOGRAM
This outfit really appears to be going places!

In accordance with the suggested promise of Steve Broidy's

statement when he took over the presidency of Monogram several

weeks ago, definite plans are already being announced by the

studio pointing towards the expansion policy indicated. First off

comes the news that an entirely new and modern studio will be

built. A new site is being sought to house at least six sound

stages, administration buildings, commissary. A tentative figure

has been set in the budget for this project at about $1,500,000.

A second item of interest in the expansion program is the

signing of Roy Del Ruth as a director. His contract calls for

three "specials" to be made within two years, each to be sold

separately from the regular Monogram product and each to be

budgeted at around S1,000.000. The first Del Ruth picture will be

"It Happened On Fifth Avenue." No casting has been set as yet,

but work on the script has already begun and it is expected that

production will start reasonably soon. Three other million-dollar

budget pictures are contemplated for next year's program includ-

ing the currently shooting King Brothers' film, "Suspense."

According to Broidy, the plans are not to provide a threat to

Paramount, Metro, or the other big studios, but to up the general

quality of the A and B product to a point equitable with the



growth of the company's releasing centers. In his own words,

"We've either got to go forward by taking some chances or be

satisfied with our present status and stand still."

"Dillinger," the controversial sleeper made by the King Bros.,

is set to gross close to $2,000,000 and a figure like that against the

minimum production costs is answer in full to those who do not

believe that pictures of real box-office value can be produced on

independent budgets. What is needed is imagination and a story

that can be exploited — which is what the King boys had in.

"Dillinger."

Johnny Mack Brown has had his option picked up for another

year and four outdoor specials and four action westerns have

been scheduled for him on the 1945-46 program. This is two more
pictures than usual for Brown and all of the films are going to

get the increased budget treatment noted by President Broidy as

new policy. Other popular series films at the studio also are due

for increased velveting, among them the Wakely westerns, Cisco

Kid, Charlie Chan, Bowery Boys and High School Kid gangs.

Only one new starter on this lot last week: "Moon Over Mon-
tana," a western in the Jimmy Wakely series with Lee "Lasses"

White. Continuing in production are: "Suspense" (Belita-Barry

Sullivan) and "High School Kids" (Freddie Stewart -June
Preisser).

PARAMOUNT
"California," the picture originally intended for Alan Ladd,

got under way this week with Ray Milland in the leading role.

The film, being done in Technicolor, also boasts Barbara Stan-
wyck and Barry Fitzgerald in the cast. John Farrow is directing

for Producer Seton I. Miller. This is the only new starter on the

chart.

Continuing in production are: "Ladies' Man" (Eddie Bracken-
Virginia Welles), "The Strange Love of Martha Ivers" (Barbara
Stanwyck-Van Heflin) and "Monsieur Beaucaire" (Bob Hope-Joan,
Caufleld) in Technicolor. "Love Lies Bleeding" was the former
title of "The Strange Love of Martha Ivers." That change is al-

most certain to be changed again before the film is ready for

marquees.
Completed films this week are: "Easy Come, Easy Go" (Sonny

Tufts-Diana Lynn) and the Pine-Thomas picture, "Swamp Fire"
(Johnny Weismuller-Virginia Grey).

Hal Wallis has signed Director Andre De Toth and Merle
Oberon on a joint director-star contract for work in one of his

early productions, "The Stranger." Miss Oberon will, of course,
be starred. This producer, marking the end of his first year on
the Paramount lot, is planning to make two pictures in England
during 1946. "Whenever I Remember" is scheduled for Spring
production over there and Wallis and Joseph Hazen, president of
the company, are now debating a choice for the second feature.
Meanwhile, the unit has scored soundly in its first year with "The
Affairs of Susan," "Love Letters" and "You Came Along." Wallis
plans for 1946 include the making of "The Searching Wind," "The
Perfect Marriage," "Beggars Are Coming To Town" and "Desert
Town." Indubitably, Hal B. Wallis has proved himself a topnotch
producer by his first year's achievement.

Bill Pine and Bill Thomas, the ex-publicity men, are celebrat-
ing their fifth year in picture producing by starting their 32nd
picture this week, "Big Town," adapted from the radio show, with
Hillary Brooke, Philip Reed and Robert Lowery featured.

Danny Dare has been set as producer of the next Paulette
Goddard picture, "Strangers in Love," which goes before the
cameras on January 14. The picture has a setting projected into
1947 and Miss Goddard's wardrobe will number 28 costumes in ad-
vanced styles which should have the lady customers sitting on the
edge of their seats.

PRC
Activities continue at a nil state on this lot with Reeves Espy,

production head, in New York for huddles with the home office
heads. No program has been announced for the coming season
and conjectures are riding high. Espy is due back this week-end
and an announcement may be made at that time.

One picture is in work under the PRC tag: "Gun Smoke" with
Bob Steele and Syd Saylor. Harry Fraser is directing for Pro-
oucer Alexander Stern.

Robert Emmett is at work on plans for another Cinecolor
western starring Eddie Dean with Roscoe Ates, who has just been
signed by the producer.
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Finished off this week were: "Passkey To Danger" (Stephanie
Bachelor-Robert Livingston) and "West of God's Country" (Monte
Hale-Adrian Booth), a Magnacolor western.

The reorganization of Republic Pictures and Consolidated
Films has been completed and the new set-up is known as Repub-
lic Pictures Corporation with Herbert J. Yates, Sr., as president

and James Grainger as executive vice-president. Actually, this

reorganization was a technical hocus-pocus which will have no
effect on the picture-making processes of the studio.

With four pictures at work, the studio is back at pre-strike

level and President Yates announces that the 1945-46 program is

well under control with new plans for expansion in individual

product and general policy being considered constantly.

RKO-RADIO
Henry Fonda has been signed to a one-picture-a-year deal for

five years with this studio and his first film will be "Christabel
Caine" in which he will co-star with Joan Fontaine. The film was
to have started December 3, but Miss Fontaine's illness in New
York has delayed production. Fonda is also under the same type
of commitment to 20th Century-Fox as this deal with RKO sets

up. In addition, he is scheduled to do "Ethan Frome" at Warner
Brothers with Bette Davis, but "Caine" comes first.

The studio has also reported that Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. will

return to films via Stephen Ames' Technicolor production of "The
Strange Adventures of Sinbad." Maureen O'Hara has been set for
the leading feminine role. February is set for a tentative start-

ing time.

Irving Asher, former MGM executive, has been appointed
president of Leo McCarey's Rainbow Productions. McCarey, who
has held the office since the inception of the firm, will confine
himself to picture making exclusively. The unit also announces
a verbal agreement with Ingrid Bergman for her first picture
after the completion of the actress' contract with David O. Selz-

nick in February. No definite plans have been made and no con-
tract will be signed until after the expiration of the Selznick
agreement.

Only new starter on the lot is a quick western, "Sunset Pass,"
with James Warren and Nan Leslie. William Berke is directing
for Producer Herman Schlom. Continuing in production are:
"Till the End of Time" (Dorothy McGuire-Guy Madison), "Notori-
ous" (Ingrid Bergman-Cary Grant), "Sister Kenny" (Rosalind
Russell-Alexander Knox) and "Without Reservations" (Claudette
Colbert-John Wayne). This last is the Jesse L. Lasky production
that started out as "Thanks God, I'll Take It From Here."

Finished this week: "Badman's Territory" (Randolph Scott-
Ann Richards), "Lady Luck" (Robert Young-Barbara Hale).

INTERNATIONAL
Big news of this unit is the merger with Universal pictures

which is discussed in the Universal chapter of this week's Studio
Size-ups.

Meanwhile, production wound up on "The Stranger" (Edward
G. Robinson-Loretta Young). Current production is waiting until
the full settlement of the Universal tie-up is announced.

Just in time for Academy Award consideration, International
is releasing "Tomorrow Is Forever." Viewing the picture, this
reporter felt it is by far the best film that has come out of the
Spitz-Goetz organization and Orson Welles' performance should
rate him at least a nomination as the best male supporting per-
formance of the year.

GOLDWYN
The 1946 schedule from the Goldwyn studio will list five films.

Already completed is "The Kid From Brooklyn," the Danny Kaye
starrer. Slated for a January 15 start is "Glory For Me," with
Dana Andrews, Teresa Wright and Cathy O'Donnell. "The Se-
cret Life of Walter Mitty" is due for March with Danny Kaye
starred. "The Bishop's Wife" is post-dated to June with David
Niven and Teresa Wright set in top roles. "Earth and High
Heaven" is the last of the quintet with no starting date
announced.

Samuel Goldwyn and his partner in the ownership of the New
York Astor Theatre, David O. Selznick, are working on plans for
the razing of the present building and the construction of a mod-
ern and larger house on the site. Plans are nebulous at the
moment, but the producers state that such reconstruction will be
started as soon as possible.

20th CENTURY-FOX
The recent lull at this studio has ended with a brisk seven

productions currently in work. "The Shocking Miss Pilgrim," a
Technicolor musical co-starring Betty Grable and Dick Haymes
got under way this week with George Seaton directing for Pro-
ducer William Perlberg; "Anna and The King of Siam," with
Irene Dunne, Rex Harrison and Linda Darnell, is working under
the direction of John Cromwell with Louis Lighton producing.
"The Dark Corner" is rolling with Lucille Ball, Mark Stevens,
William Bendix and Clifton Webb cast; Henry Hathaway direct-
ing and Fred Kohlmar producing; "Somewhere in the Night" has
John Hodiak and Nancy Guild working for Director Joseph L.
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Mankiewicz with Anderson Lawler producing; "Black Beauty" is

the first Edward L. Alperson production with Max Nosseck direct-

ing Mona Freeman, Richard Denning and Evelyn Ankers in lead-

ing roles.

Continuing in production are: "Johnny Comes Flying Home"
(Martha Stewart-Richard Crane) and "Three Little Girls in Blue"

(June Haver-Victor Mature) in Technicolor.
Edmund Goulding will direct "Claudia and David" for Pro-

ducer William Perlberg, which is scheduled to start shortly after

the first of the year. Robert Young and Dorothy McGuire will

resume the roles they created in the original "Claudia" picture.

Gene Autry, who is still in the throes of legal proceedings
re the validity of his contract with Republic Pictures, is said to

be negotiating with 20th Century-Fox for a series of westerns to

be produced by Sol Wurtzel. if and when Autry gets free of Re-
public's claims. Most likely solution of the tangle will be a com-
promise out of court whereby the actor will be permitted to make
outside deals in return for a new contract covering a series for

Republic.

Tyrone Power, just out of the Marine Corps, has been set for

the plum role of the lead in Somerset Maugham's "Razor's Edge."
He will probably do this one immediately after "Captain From
Castile," which is still reported as his first assignment.

Speaking of production costs, nine technical advisers have
been retained for the supervision of the detail on "Anna and The
King of Siam." The story which deals with life in Siam requires
the attention of these experts to avoid any technical error in

presentation — so the studio says. Are they kiddin'!

George Jessel's next production on this lot will be a musical
in Technicolor titled "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now," which
will encompass the biography of old-timer Joe Howard.

Faye Marlowe, who made her debut in pictures a little over
a year ago in "Hangover Square," has been handed her first

starring role in "The First Year" for Producer Bryan Foy.

Marian Anderson, Artur Rubinstein, Patrice Munsel, the Don
Cossack Choir, Markova, Carmen Amaya and Ezio Pinza, out-
standing talent from the concert, ballet and opera worlds, have
been signed for feature roles in "Impresario," purported to be the
biography of Sol Hurok, whose names has headed concert pro-
grams for many years.

UNITED ARTISTS
Andrew Stone, who has been out of production since the re-

lease of "Bedside Manner," is re-establishing his organization for
immediate work and has set Don McElwaine as his assistant.
McElwaine went from the Metro publicity department, where he
was assistant to Howard Strickling, to PRC as national adver-
tising and publicity chief. He worked with Stone on "Bedside
Manner" and his new duties will include the handling of all cast-
ing and production details. Stone plans at least three features
for the 1946 season with "Fifty Million Women" as the opener.
No date has been set for production start. On the Stone agenda
are "Petticoat Lane." "Miami Nights" and "T-Man."

James Nasser, an exhibitor, who has been playing silent part-
ner in several independent units, has decided to enter the field on
his own. He has purchased "Personal Column," for a reported
$100,000 as his first venture. Henry Kesler, former production
manager for Andrew Stone, has taken over in the same capacity
for Nasser and filming may start in late January.

Hunt Stromberg has returned from New York after delivering
his latest picture, "Young Widow." Production on his next,
"Strange Woman," with Hedy Lamarr, is set to start immediately.

Authors Ketti Fringe and Fritz Rotter are suing David O.
Selznick for a mere $1,050,000. Their complaint: Selznick sent
telegrams to other producers warning them that the plaintiff's

story, "I Know You," closely resembled Henry James' "Wings of
the Dove." The authors deny the truth of this statement and
stated that Vanguard Films, through Mr. Selznick, offered them
$10,000 to "keep it off the market."

After all the stories and counter-stories re Mary Pickford's
production plans, the news is finally out that the lady has dropped
all plans for any picture making in the immediate future. Miss
Pickford has invested several hundred thousand in preparations
and exploitation of her two properties, "One Touch of Venus" and
"Lona Henry." Probably, they will now be sold to other pro-
ducers. Meanwhile, her husband. Buddy Rogers, is continuing
his plans for a production unit to make a series of six stream-
lined pictures for UA release during 1946.

Charles R. Rogers is postponing his January 2nd starting date
on "Angel On My Shoulder" in order to hold the production until
Claude Rains, now working in "Notorious," is available. Paul
Muni is co-starring with Rains in this picture. Rogers is attempt-
ing to borrow Catherine McLeod. the Frank Borzage discovery
starred in "I've Always Loved You" at Republic, for the top
feminine role.

No new production on tap this week. Three continue in work:
"The Sin of Harold Diddlebock" (Harold Lloyd), "Scandal in

Paris" (George Sanders-Signe Hasso) and "Adventure in Casa-
blanca" (The Marx Brothers).

UNIVERSAL
The big news here, of course, is the tonnatlonrf the new

major world-w.de distribution organization to ^^J^J pTc-
Un ted World Pictures Company. Inc.. between Inle >

natio™ 1 ™
tures. Inc.. J. Arthur Rank and Universal P.ctures Company Inc.

The company will have offices throughout the country and

will engage in the distribution of outstand.ng American and

BrLlTmm, Eight American and eight English *»
the initial workings of the company. J

IT

A^ur *a "kp^es
chairman of the two main compan.es, bn.ted Wo. Id Prunes

Company. Inc. and United World Figures Umited of England

Matthew Fox is president, Leo Spitz and William Goetz of Inte.

iat ona? Pictures' Inc. will be co-owners with Universal and the

English interests. In addition to this distribution set-up, a new

producing company. International Pictures Corporation, jointly

owned by Goetz. Spitz and Universal, has been organized Unde,

this set-up, International will produce a minimum of eight Amen

can pictures annually for exclusive world-wide diBtributlon

through UWP. The unit will work at Un.versal with any addi-

tional building or equipment to be constructed as needed.

At least eight of the outstanding British pictures, chosen from

all available product, will be distributed annually through the or-

ganization together with the Spitz-Goetz product. Interchange

of stars, material, directors and personnel in general is con-

templated. . , , ,

The group will also acquire theatres for "show-windows of

their product here and in England, Canada and Australia.

In the set-up, Universal presently will serve as a silent partner

contributing only the use of its exchange facilities and the studio

and production set-up in Hollywood.

This amalgamation of production and distribution power is

the biggest thing of its kind in the past ten years. The associa-

tion is, of course, a real step forward for Universal as indicated

by the spurt of the company's stock in the market the day the

story broke.
Harold Lloyd has won his $400,000 plagiarism suit against

Universal for their "deliberate and wilful" infringement of his

rights in the silent film, "Movie Crazy" by Universal's "So's Your

Uncle." The court upheld Lloyd's claim that whole passages had

been lifted verbatim from his picture.

Universal has three pictures continuing in production and no

new starters. "Canyon Passage" (Dana Andrews-Susan Hayward),

"Genius in the Family" (Myrna Loy-Don Ameche) and "On The

Carpet" ( Abbott-Costello) continue. Wound up this week were:

"Tangier" (Maria Montez-Sabu). "Brute Man" (Rondo Hatton-

Jane Adams) and "The Scarlet Horseman" (Peter Cookson-Janet

Shaw), a serial.

WARNER BROS.
Jack L. Warner has announced 46 important features set for

production during the first quarter of 1946. His announcement
was heralded by the studio as the beginning of a multi-million

dollar program to be set as a sustained post-war policy of produc-

tion expansion.
With three pictures now in work and four more set to start

next month, this studio will be on the highest production level it

has had for a long time.

Among the properties scheduled are: "Life With Father,"

"The Voice of the Turtle," "Cry Wolf," "Ethan Frome," "The
Fountainhead," "The Dealer's Name Was George," a Ketti Fringe

original; "The Hasty Heart," "Mister Broadway," "Howdy Stran-

ger," "Serenade" by James M. Cain, "Stallion Road," "Tomorrow
Is Another Day," Somerset Maugham's "Up at the Villa," "The
Jazz Singer," "Deep Valley," "Quietly My Captain Waits," "Hap-
piness," "The House," and "Land I Have Chosen."

All of the material is being transposed from Broadway stage

successes, current popular fiction or newly written originals by
writers like Louise Randall Pierson, Mildred Cram and Charles

Hoffman.
Films scheduled to start during December, under this height-

ened program are: "Humoresque," which will star Joan Craw-
ford and John Garfield (on a one-picture deal); "Cheyenne," with
Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall; "Two Guys From Mil-

waukee," with Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson and Joan Leslie, and
"The Woman in White," for which no casting has been named.

Milton Sperling, vice-president of United States Pictures, Inc.,

has established a fund of $2,000,000 for the acquisition of story

properties to be made into pictures. He already owns "Cloak and
Dagger" and "The Young Man with the Horn." No production

date has been set for either property.

There is one new starter here that seems hardly to fit the up-
trend tone of the Warner announcement. It is a mystery yarn,

"The Beast with Five Fingers" with Robert Alda and Andrea
King in the leads. Paul Henreid went on suspension rather than
accept the role. To boister the film, Peter Lorre, J. Carrol Naish.

Victor Francen and David Hoffman have been handed character
roles. Robert Florey is directing for William Jacobs. "The Ver-
dict" (Sidney Greenstreet-Peter Lorre) and "Escape Me Never"
(Errol Flynn-Ida Lupino) continue in production.
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

RECORD
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

(10)

( 3)

(—

)

(—

)

(—

)

Completed (45)

Completed (10)

Completed ( 2)

Completed (23)

Completed (12)

Completed ( 1)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SMOKY RIVER SERENADE
Western Musical—Started November 23
Cast: Ken Curtis, Adelle Roberts, Jeff Donnell, Hoosier Hot

Shots, Big Boy Williams.
Director: Ray Nazarro Producer: Colbert Clark
Story: Rodeo champ offered $10,000 by his father if he wins. Girl wants

him to quit the show for safety. Boy ultimately wins prize, show
a ml

SO DARK THE NIGHT
Mystery—Started November 30
Cast: Steven Geray, Micheline Cheirel, Paul Marion.
Director: Joseph H. Lewis Producer: Ted Richmond

RELEASE CHART

1944-45
. . . Donaldson-Nagel

Tltla— Tim Cut

W PRODUCTION
At Jolson Story, The (T) Parks-Demarest

^"1? Hayworth-Ford
Penlous Holiday O'Brien-Warrick

COMPLETED
Adventures of Rusty (67)

Details under title: Rusty
Black Arrow (Serial) Scott-Jergens ...
Blonde From Brooklyn Haymes-IHerrick .

Boston B ackie Booked on Suspicion (67) . . . Morris-Merrick . .

Bos
n
°" ?

lack ' e
'

s Rendezvous Morris-Foch ....
Details under title: Surprise in the Night

n ,

Ba
,

rr,ls B|a,in| ...Starrett-Harding .

Details unHer title: Texas Rifles
Brenda Starr, Reporter Woodbury-Richmond
Counterattack (89) Muni-Chapman ..
Cowboy of Lonesome River Starrett-Athens ..
Crime Doctor's Courage (70) Baxter-Brooke . . .

Details under title: Crime Doctor (No. 4)
Cyclone Prairie Ranpn Starrett-Worth ..
Eadie Was a Lady (67) Miller . . .

Escape In the Fog '

Wright-Foch ....
tve Knew Her Apples (64) Miller-Wright . .

Gay Senorita (70) ' Bannon-Cochran
Guy A Gal and A Pal, A " Merrick-Hunter ..
fighting Guardsman, The (84) ' Loder-Louise ...
I Love a Bandleader

[ \ Harris-Brooks . . .
I Love A Mystery Bannon-Foch . . .

Leave It To Blondie (73) Singleton-Lake . .

Lets Go Steady Parrish-Moran ..
monster and The Ape, The (Serial) Lowery- Mathews .

? ,cr 21
«
(103

> Dunne-Knox ....
Power ot The Whistler, The Dix-Carter
Rustlers of the Badlands Starrett-Bliss

Details under title: Renegade Roundup"
Return * Drango Kid Starrett-Stevens .

Rhythm Round-Up (66) Curtis-Walker
Rockln' In the Rockies Hughes-Kirby
Rooih IMIi' Jutlet ^Starrett- Bates
Rough, Tough and Ready (66) Morris-Rogers

Detalli under title: Men ol the Deep
She Wouldn't Say Yes Russell-Bowman

.

Details under title: Some Call It Love
Sing Me a Song of Texas Curtis-Storev
Son, of the Prairie Lane-Tomlln . . .

Snnq tn R,m.n, 0 .r. A (T) (ll 3) Muni-Oberon ....
Details under title: At Night We Dream

len Cents A Oance (60) Frazee-Lloyd . . .

Thousand and One Nights, A (93) Wilde-Keyes
Tonight and Every Night (T) (92) Hayworth-Blair
Youth on Trial Collins-Reed

Drtalls undfr title: Our Wandering Daughters
You Can't Do Without Love Lynn-Stewart ..

COMPLETED 1945-46
Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) Wilde-Loulse . . .

Blazing the Western Trail Starrett- Matthews
Details under title: Raiders ot Ouantl Basin

Blondle's Lucky Day Lake-Singleton
. .

Clo%e Call tor Boston Blackie Morris-Lane
Crime Doctor's Warning Baxter-Anderson

(Details under title: Paper Doll Murder)

11-12.
.9-17.

10-15.

.2-19.

..2-5

. .3-5.

10-2.
...9-4.
.6-14.
.11-13.

.7-26.

. ..9-4.
12-25.,

. .7-24.

. .4-30.
11-27.
.12-11.
.5-14.

11-13.
.11-13.
10-16.
.2-19.

.1-22.
12-25.
.7-24.

.6-12.

. . .3-5.
12-11.

.

.4-17.
.11-27.

.7-23.

.9-18.

12-13.

.1-22.

11-13.

. .5-15.

10-30.

.10-13.

.6-21.
.

. .5-10.
..7-5..

.1-26.
.4-26.

.9-21.
. 2-27

.

.11-9.

.1-18.
..4-5.
.4-12.

. .8-9.

. .3-6.

.5-24.

.9-13.

.1-25.

.2-22.

..1-4.

.4-20.

.8-23.
.4-19.

.8-16.

.4-19.

. . 6-7

.

.4-17.

.

.3-15.
.3-22.

. .6-7.

.7-12.
.2-22.

.1-11.

.6027. .11-12

.6036
.6031. . .7-9
6030

.6207

.6140.
.6006. . .4-16
.6201
.6017. . .4-16

.6014. . .4-16

.6026. ..5-28
. . 6020

.

. 10-15
.6034
. 6010

.

. 10-29
.6015
.6024.
.6019. .'.7-23

6019
filfif)

. 6001

.

. .9-3
6rv2 •}

.6208

.6206
. 6223

.

.11-12

. 6205

.

. .6018.

.6224

.'.5-M

. 6221

.

...2-5

.6029. . . .7-9

. 6005

.

...8-6
. .6002. . . .2-5

.9-4. .10-18. . .7201.

Exposed By the Crime Doctor Baxter-Barrie
Galloping Thunder Starrett-Burnette .

Girl of the Limberlost Tindall-Clifton ...
Gunning for Vengeance . . Starrett-Adair ...

Details under title: Burning the Trail
Heading West Starrett-Houck ...

Details under title: Massacre Mesa
Hit The Hay Canova-Hunter ...
Jungle Raiders (Serial) ' Richmond-Borg
Kits and Tell Temple-Abel
Landrush Starrett-Burnette .

Lawless Empire Starrett-Law
Life With Blondie Singleton-Lake ...
Lady Misbehaves, The ' Massen-Stanton ..

Details under title: Lullaby of Broadway
Meet Me On Broadway Reynolds-Brady . . .

My Name Is Julia Ross (64) .

'. '.

] Foch-Macready
Details under title: The Woman in Red

Notorious Lone Wolf, The Mohr-Carter
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway

One Way To Love Morris-Chapman .

Details under title: Hail the Chief
Out of the Depths Bannon-Hunter

Details under title: Secret Story
Outlaws of the Rockies Starrett-Harding . .

Phantom Of The Desert Starrett-Burnette .

Prison Ship Lowery-Foch
Pardon My Past MacMurray-Chapman
Renegades (T) Keyes-Parker ....

Details under title: The Kansan
Roaring Rangers Starrett-Burnette .

Details under title: Powder River

Snafu Parks- Lloyd

Tars and Spars (T) Drake-Blair

Terror Trail Starrett-Burnette

Texas Panhandle Starrett- Parks ...

Two-Fisted Stranger Starrett-Burnette .

Voice of The Whistler, The Dix-Merrick

Who's Guilty? Kent-Ward

11-26
. .7-9
.6-25. .10-11. . . 7029
.6-25

.10-1

.8-20. .11-29

..8-6... 9-14... 7120
. .2-5. .10-18
11-26
10-16. 11-15

. .9-3. .12-13
11-12

.8-20. . . .1-3

. . .8-6. .11-27. . .7023. .11-26

.11-12

.8-20 . .12-20

.10-1. .12-27

.4-30. . .9-18

..9-3
.8-20. .11-15

5-14. .12-10

.6-11

.6-11

.6-25. .11-22
. .8-6. . .1-10

10-29
.5-14. .12-20
.8-20

. .8-6. .10-30. . .7024
.10-15

1 METRO-

<

lOLDWYt*-M A Y E 1

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (31)

Completed (28)

In Production
In Production

(0)

RELEASE CHART
Cast

. Jenkins-Gifford

,
Pidgeon-Massey

10-15.
10-29. .

. .6-25. . . 7022

llflfflU I LI

Title—Running TIM

rN PRODUCTION
Army Brat

Holiday in Mexico (T)

No Leave, No Love Johnson-Ki

Star from Heaven (Cinecolor) Thompson-Tobias

Three Wiso Fools O'Brien-Barrymorc

Yearling, The (T) Peck-Jarman ...

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor ....
Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy ...

Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold - Royal . . .

Details under title: Telltale Hands ^ *> oajg. . .,

Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy
"

Between Two Women (83) Barrymore-Johnson

This Han's Nan (100) Beery-Gleason . .

Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters

Music for Millions (120) D'Bricn-lturbl

BLOCK NO. 11
Clock, The (94) Garland-Walker .

Gentle Annie (80) Craig-Reed

Without Love (111) Tracy-Hepburn

Son of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchester

Details under title: Women's Army
Picture of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders- Hatfield .

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewitched (65) Thaxter-Daniels .

Details under title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romance (T) (105) Johnson-Williams

Twice Blessed (77) Wilde-Craig

SPECIAL
Anchors Aweigh (T) (144) Kelly-Sinatra ...

Meet Me In St. Louis (T) (113) Garland-O'Brien

National Velvet (T) (125) Rooney-Taylor

Details under title: The Home Front

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter . .

Valley of Decision (111) Garson-Peck

COMPLETED 1945-46

BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN
Abbott and Costello in Hollywood (83) . . .A. & C

Dangerous Partners (78) Craig-Hasso . . .

Her Highness and the Bellboy (112) Lamarr-Walker

Hidden Eye, The (68) Arnold- Rafferty .

Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105) O'Brien-Robinson

.10-29.

.
.9-17.

. .10-1.

.10-29.

.11-26

. .8-20.

..8-21. .2-45. ...516 .11-27

. .6-26. .3-45. . . .519 .12-11

...514^12-11

"Sis' .1-45. . . .513 .11-27

.8-21. .3-45. ...518 .12-25

. .5-28. .2-45. . . .517. ... 1-8

. . .9-4. .3-45. ... 520 .2-19

. .5-29. .2-45. ...515. . 12-25

. . 8-21

.

.5-45. . . .524. . . .4-2

. .8-21. .5-45. . . .523 .12-25

.10-31. .5-45. ... 522 ...4-2

5-29. .6-45. . . .526. . .4-30

...3-6. .6-45. ...525. ...3-5

.11-27.

.

...530. ..6-25

. .8-21.

.

...528. ..5-28

.12-11.

.

. . .529. .6-11

. .6-26.

.

...531. . .7-23

.12-13. '.1-45

!

. . .512. .11-23

. . .2-7. .4-45. ...521. .
12-11

.4-30.

.
.3-5.

.12-25.

.12-11.

.10-16.

10-45.
10-45.
10-45.

.9-45.

.9-45.

.602.

.604.

.603.

.601.

.600.

0-3

8-20

7-23
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BLOCK NO. FOURTEEN
Letter for Evie, A (89) Hunt-Carroll 6-11.
She Went to the Races (86) Craig-Giflord . 5-28.
What Next, Corporal Hargrove? (95) Walker-Porter 8-6.
Vacation from Marriage (94) Donat-Kerr Foreign.
Yolanda and the Thief (T) (108) Astaire-Bremer ....1-22.

NOT DESIGNATED
"venture Gable-Garson 6-11.

Details under title: This Strange Adventure
Details under title: A Letter (or Evie

Bad Bascomh Beery-O'Brien 8-6.
Black Sheep Craig-Jenkins 8-6.

Details under title: Boy s Ranch
Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson 2-19.
Great Morgan. The Morgan-Powell
Green Years. The

. .
.Coburn- Drake 9-3.

Harvey Girls. The (T) Garland-Hodiak 1-22.
Hold High the Torch (T) E. Taylor-Lassie ...9-18.

Details under title: For Better For Worse
Hoodlum Saint Powell-Williams

Last Chance, The
Postman Always Rings Twice. The Turner-Garfield

Sailor Takes a Wife Walker-Allyson
.

They Were Expendable (133) Montgomery-Wayn
Time for Two Ball- Hodiak ..

Two Sisters From Boston Allyson-Lawford

Up Goes Maisie Sothern-Murphy
Ziegfeld Follies (T) Astaire-Ball 5-1.

SPECIAL
Weekend at the Waldorf (130) Torner-J,

11-45.

11-45

!

611
.607.

606
608
610

1210
10-29
11-26
12- 10
10-29

7-9.
Foreign

.

. . .6-25.

....4-2.
.3-5.

. . .10-1.
. . . .7-9.

. . .8-20.

.11-27. .10-45.

M ON OCR AM
1944-45 Features

Westerns
(34)

(12)

Completed (34)

Completed (13)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MOON OVER MONTANA
Musical Western—Started November 29
Cast: Jimmy Wakely, Lee 'Lasses White, Jennifer Holt.
Producer-director: Oliver Drake
Story: Railroad is to be sold by girl t

misuse the road.
rupulous

RELEASE CHART
TIM Cut Dttub

IN PRODUCTION
High School Kids Stewart-Preisser . ..11-26.
Su sP«nse Belita-Moore 10-29.

Details under title: Glamour Girl

COMPLETED 1944-45
Adventures of Kitty ODay (62) Parker-Cookson 7-24

Oetails under title: Kitty O'Dly Comes Through
Army Wives (67) Rambeau-Knox 8-7.
Border Bandits Brown-Hatton . ..8-20

Details under title: Mutts Meets a Deadline
China's Little Devils (75) Carey-Kelly 7-10.
Cisco Kid Returns (64) Renaldo-Lane ....11-13.

Details under title: Case of the Missing Medico
Dllllnger (77) Lowe-Tierney 10-16.
°' v»rce

<
7°> Francis-Cabot 3-5.

Docks of New York (62) Gorcey-Hall 1-22.
Details under title: Murder in the Famlh

Driftin' Along Brown-Carver 10-1.
Details under title: Rollin' Along

Fashion Model (61) Weaver-Lowery ...12-11.
Details onder title: The Model Murder

Flame of the West (71) Brown-Hatton . . . .2-19. .

Ghost Guns (60) Brown-Hatton ....9-18.
Details under title: Ghost of Indian Springs

Forever Yours (83) ... Storm-Smith 8-7

.

Details under title: They Shall Have Faith
Frontier Feud Brown-Hatton 7-23.

Details under title: Flaming Frontiers
G. I. Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson 10-2.
Gun Smoke (57) Brown-Hatton 9-18.
In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon ...8-21.
Muggs Rides Again East side Kids ....2-5..

Details under title: County Fair
Jade Mask, The (66) Toler-Manton 9-18.

Details under title: Mystery Mansion
Lost Trail, The Brown-Holt 7-9.
Navajo Trails (56) Brown-Holt .....10-16.,

Details onder title: The Texas Terror

Riders of the Daw Wakeley-White 8-6..
Details under title: Rainbow Valley

Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White 4-30.
Details under title: Cowboy Serenade

Scarlet Clue, The (65) Toler-Manton 9-18.
Details under title: Radio Mystery

Sensation Hunters Merrick-Lowery ...4-16.
Details under title: Main Street Girl

Shanghai Cobra, The (64) Toler-Moreland ...6-11.
South of the Rio Grande Renaldo-Armida ...5-28.

Details under title: Song of the Border
Stranger from Santa Fe (56) Brown-Hatton 1-22.
Snringtime in Texas (55! Wakley-White 4-2..
There Goes Kelly (61) Moran-McKay 11-27..

Details onder title: Make Way for Kelly
Trouble Chasers Gilbert-Howard ...3-19..

Details under title. Hero Comes Trouble

COMPLETED 1945-46
Allotment Wives Francis-Kelly 6-25.
Black Market Babies Richmond-Hazard ...9-3.
Come Out Fighting East Side Kids
Red Dragon, The Toler-Fong 9-17.

Details under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico
Face of Marble, The Carradine-Drake ...10-15.
Haunted Mine, The Brown-Hatton 10-29.
ti»e Wires Gorcey-Drake 10-1.

Details under title: Stepping Around

. .5-12.

. .8-18.
.3-24.

. 12-29

.

.3-10.

. .3-24

. 11-24

.

. . .5-5.

.11-3.

.8-11.

. .6-12.

. .12-1.

.7-21.

. .6-2.

.2-24.

. .6-2.

.12-24.

.
.'9-22.

Lonesome Trail Wakely-White

Oetails under title: On The Cherokee Trail

Strange- Mr. Gregory. Thi Lowe-Rogers

Details under title: Gregory

Shadow. The Riehmond-Rerd

Untitled Cookson-William

Details under title Suspense

Sunbonnet Sue (90) Regan-Storm

Swing Parade Storm-Reagan

9-17 . . .12-8.

.6-25

.
10-29
.7-23 11-10

.5-14... 1-10.

PARAMOUNT
1944-45 Features
litt.vti Features

Completed (26)

Completed (24)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CALIFORNIA (Technicolor)
Drama - Started November 28

Cast: Ray Milland, Barbara Stanwyck, Barry Fitzgerald, George

Couloris, Albeit Dekker, Gavin Muir.

Director: John Farrow Producer: Seton L Miller

Story: Historical drama of the building of California.

RELEASE CHART
Tltla—Binning Tlao Cut Oottlli Rel. »•»

IN PRODUCTION
Ladies' Man
Strange Lift ot Martha Ivers

Details under title: Love Lies Bleeding

Monsieur Beaucaire (T)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE

Dangerous Passage (61) .

Here Come the Waves (99)
Practically Yoirj (90)

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92)
High Powered (62)

Details onder title: The High Man
Salty O'Rourke (100)

Details under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE

Bracken-Welles . . .11-26.
.10-15.

Hope-Caulfield . . .
.9-17.

1944-45

Cooper-Bergman

. Lowery- Brooks
.7-10..

..2-7..

. Lake-Tufts ..MO..
10-16. .

. .9-4.

.

..5-15..

. 6-26. .

.11-13. .

MacMurray-Main
.11-27. .

.4413. . .7-20

.4412. .12-25

.4415. .12-25

Affairs of Susan, The (110) . . .

Murder, He Says (92)

Scared Stiff (65)

BLOCK NO. SIX
Midnight Manhunt Gargan-Savage

Details under title: Hard to Handle
Out of This World (96) Bracken-Lynn

You Came Along (103) Cummings-Scott

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) (113) Hutton-Cordova

REISSUE
Sign of the Cross (118) Colbert-March .

Northwest Mounted Police <T) (128) Cooper-Carroll .

This Gun For Hire (81) Ladd-Lako

COMPLETED 1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
Duffy's Tavern (97) Gardner-Reynolds
Follow That Woman (70) Gargan-Kelly . .

Lost Weekend, The (101) Milland-Wyman
Love Letters (101) Jones-Cotten

BLOCK NO. TWO
Hold That Blonde (76) Bracken-Lake .

Details under title: Good Intentions

Kitty (104)
People Are Funny (93)
Stork Club (98)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Masquerade in Mexico

Miss Susie Slagle's

Road to Utopia, The

They Made Mo A Killer Lowery-Brirton

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia, The Ladd-Lake
Blue Skies (T) Crosby-Astaire . . .

Bride Wore Boots, The Stanwyck-Cummings
Calcutta Ladd-Russell

Cross My Heart Hatton-Tufts
Details under title: Too Good To Bo True

Easy Come, Easy Go Tufts-Lynn

Details under title: Third Avenue
Imperfect Lady. The Wright- Mil land ..

Details under title: Take This Woman
Our Hearts Were Growing Up Donlevy-Russell

Rhythai Ranch Halty-Hilllard . . .

Swamp Fire Weissmuller-Grey

To Each His Own deHaviland-Lund .

Trouble With Women. The Milland-Wright ..

Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Two Yean Before the Malt Ladd- Donlery . . .

Virginian, The (T) MeCrea-Britton

Well-Groomed Bride. Thi Milland-deHavilland

. 4424

.

. 4421

.

. 4422

.

.4423.

.4-16

. .4-2

.4-16

.4-16

.Goddard-Milland

Haley-Walker .

.Hutton-Fitzgerald

Lamour-Cordova

Tufts-Lako 9-18
.Crosby-Honf-Lsmon 12-13

7-9

. . . 12-25

.

.7-27. . .4427. . .6-11

. . . .7-10.

....2-19.
.7-13.
.9-14.

..4426.

. .4428.

.6-11

. .7-9

. . .11-15. .8-31. . .4431. .6-25

4432. . . .9-4

.8-26.
8-26.

.4433

.4434

. .10-2. .

2-19. .

. .10-31.

. . .10-31. .

. .4501.

. .4504.
. .4503.
. .4502.

. .9-3

. .9-3
.8-20
.8-20

. .
.12-11.

.

. .4506. 10-15

. . .6-12. .

4-2..

i ..4-30..

. .4509.

. .4508.
. .4507.

10-15
10-15
10-15

.4-2

.8-6

.8-6

.10-1.

. .3-5.

.11-1.
11-12.

. .7-9.

.6-11.

..5-1.
11-13.
2-19.

1944-45 Features
Westerns

1945-46 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

(—

)

(—

)

Completed (27)

Completed (18)

Completed (10)

Completed ( 6)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)
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NEW PRODUCTIONS
GUN SMOKE
Western—Started November 28

Cast: Bob Steele, Syd Saylor.

Director: Harry Fraser
Story: Not available. See next issue.

RELEASE CHART
Title— Rinnlni Tim. Cut OetalU

COMPLETED 1944-45
Arson Squad (64) Albertson-Armstrong 4-30.
Apology for Murder (67) Savage-Beaumont ...3-5.
Border Bad Men Crabbe-St. John
Crime, Inc. (75) Neal-Tilton 11-13.

Dangerous Intruder (71) Arnt-Borg 4-16.

Details under title: The Intruder

Fighting Bill Carson Crabbe-St. John ...6-11.
Fog Island (72) Atwill-Douglas ...11-13.
Flaming Bullets Ritter-Knox 6-11.

Frontier Fugitives O'Brien-Ritter ....5-14.
Details under title: Ride, Ranger, Ride

The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John ...1-22.,
His Brother's Ghost (54) Crabbe-St. John

Hollywood and Vine (58) Ellison-McKay 8-21.

The Kid Sister (56) Pryor-Clark 10-31..
Lady Confesses, The (64) Hughes-Beaumont ...2-5.

Details under title: Undercover Girl

Man Who Walked Alone, The (73) O'Brien-Aldrich

Details under title: You Can't Stop Romaice
Marked for Murder (58) O'Brien-Ritter

Missing Corpse (62) Bromberg-Jenks 2-5.
Details under title: Stranger In the Family

The Phantom of 42nd Street O'Brien-Aldrich ...1-22.

Spell of Amy Nugent. The (63) Farr-Undsay Foreign.

Shadow of Terror (60) Fraser-Gillern 5-28.

Details under title: Checkmate
Shadows of Death (61) Crabbe-Knox 6-11.

Details under title: Barber of Red Gap
Silver Fleet. The (77) Richardson-Withers ..For.

Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John ..11-27.
Strange Illusion (83) Eilers-Lydon .. 10-2.

Swing Hostess (76) Tilton-Collins 6-12.

Three in the Saddle Ritter-O'Brien 4-16.
Why Girls Leave Home (68) Lane-Leonard 3-5.

White Pongo (73) Fraser-Wrixon 4-16..

COMPLETED 1945-46

Producer: Alexander Stern

. .9-11.

. .8-27.
10-10.

. .4-15.

. . 8-21

.

10-31.
.2-15.

.9-22.

.6-14.
. .2-3.

.4-25.

. .10-16. . .3-15.

. .559

. .557
. .515. . .5-14

. .516
, . .522. . .5-28

..507... 2-19

. .5-2.

.2-10.

.11-5.

.8-17.
.3-31.

. .9-8.

.7-26.

.5-14

.558.

.530.

.558
.517. . .3-19

.509. .11-15

.562
.111.... 7-9

.222 8-6

Buster Crabbe No. 1

Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) (80)

How Do You Do?

Mask of Diijon

Navajo Kid

Once and For All

Romance of the West
Six-Gun For Hire

Song of Old Wyoming (Cinecolor) (65) .

Strangler of The Swamps
Wife of Monte Cristo

Crabbe-St. John . .9-17. . .11-7

Dean-Carlin . . 10-1
.Lindsay-Neal . . . .5-28. .11-23.'."!!

Henry-Johnson . . . .8-6. . .12-5
.Savage-Neal .... .6-25. .11-30
.Lowe-Joyce .1-22. . .12-8 ... . .ib-i
.Lewis-Kramer . .9-3. 12-26
.Gordon-Windsor . . . .8-6. 12-17
Shayne-Gwynne .10-2

. Crabbe-St. John . .10-15
Von Stroheim-Bates 11-26
Steele-Saylor .10-15

Coleman-Reed 10-29
. .8-6.

Steele-Carlin 10-29

Dean-Padden
LaPlanche-Edwards

.5-14.
9-3

.11-12 10-29

REPUBLIC
1944-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(32) Completed (32) In Production (0)

(24) Completed (24) In Production (0)

( 4) Completed ( 3) In Production (0)

(40) Completed (15) In Production (4)

(16) Completed (15) In Production (0)

( 4) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE LAST CROOKED MILE
Mystery—Started November 16
Cast: Don Barry, Ann Savage, Tom Powers, Adele Mara, Nestor

Paiva, Sheldon Leonard.
Director: Phil Ford Supervising Producer: William O'Sullivan
Story: Private detective solves bank robberies and several murders.
GAY BLADE
Romantic Comedy—Started November 20
Cast: Edward Ashley, Jean Rogers, Allen Lane.
Associate Producer-Director: George Blair

Supervising Producer: Armand L. Schaefer
Story: H«»ywoodJemale talent scout sells Ice Hockey Star on a career

IN Oi l: SACRAMENTO
Musical Western—Started November 26
Cast: Constance Moore, William Elliott, Eugene Pallette, Ruth

Donnelly.
Producer-director: Joseph Kane

RELEASE CHART
l~N PRODUCTION

Spe.tr, of the Rose Kurov-Essen ....
Title—Rinnlni Time Cut

COMPLETED 1944-45
Alon, ,he Navajo Trail Ro.ers-E.ans ....

11-26.

Oitill.

Behind City Lights (68) Terry-Roberts .

Details under title: Return at Dawn
Bells of Rosarita (68) Rooers-Evans
Big Show-Off (70) Lake-Evans

"
Details under title: Next Comes Love

Sordertown Trail, Carson-Burnette .

Cheaters, The (87) Schildkraut-Burke
Details under title: The Magnificent Mr. M

Cheyenne Wildeat Elliott-Fleming .

Cn.cago Kid (68) Barry-Roberts .

Code of the Prairie Burnette-Carson
Corpus Christl Bandits Lane-Talbot
Don't Fence Me In (71) Rogers-Evans ..
Earl Carroll's Vanities (89) O'Keefe-Moore ..
Fatal Witness .Ankers-Fraser ..
Federal Operator No. 99 (Serial) Lamont-Talbot .

Flame of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak
Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-8ac

.421. .7-9

treat Flamarion, The (78) vonStroheii
The Great Stagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming
f.rifcluV m;ii:~„., / -»/-> * _ ....

. .6-12. . .9-30.

.

. . .10-2. . .6-29

. .6-26. . .10-6.

.

4-20. .

. .7-23. .10-15.

.11-13.... 4-5..

.1-22. . .9-15.

.

. .2-5 7-7. .

. .7-24. . .5-28.

.

Armstrong-8achelor 12-25 7-3..

10-16.
.9-18.

..9-18.
. .9-18.

.11-27.

.11-27.

3-30.
2-15..
1-16.
7-19.
7-23.
.4-2.

. .12-11.

....5-14.
....3-19.

. . .10-16.
....3-6.

, . . .5-28.
4-2.

. .
.10-31.

..5-29.

..2-19.

.12-25.
. .4-17.

9-15.
.9-15.

. .8-1.

3-18.
.7-2.

7-14.'

.5-10.

9-29.
7-10. .

8-16..
.6-2. .

2-28.

.

8-12.
2-19..
.6-4.

.4-17... 9-15.

.10-16. . .7-29.

.9-29.

. .9-1.

.8-16.

.5-23.

Grisslys Millions (72) Grey-Kelly
Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Pearce-Evans .

Jealousy (71) ' Morley-Asther
Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker

Details under title: Johnny March
Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming
Love, Honor and Goodbye (87) Bruce-Ashley .

Man From Oklahoma, The (68) Rogers-Evans .

Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey
Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes ,

Mexicana (83) Guizar-Moore
Oregon Trail Carson-Stewart
Phantom Speaks, The (68) Arlen-Roberts
Purple Monster Strikes, The (Serial) Sterling-Moore
Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey .

Silver City Kid Lane-Stewart .

Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades
San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake .

Santa Fe Saddlemates Carson-Stirling
Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling
Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown .

Song for Miss Julie, A (69) Early-Clark 10-16
Sporting Chance (59) Randolph-O'Malley 12-11

Details under title: Behind the Ships
Stagecoach to Monterey Lane-Stewart

Details inter title: Marshal of Monterey
Steppin' In Society (72) Horton-George

Details under title: You'll Remember Me
Sunset in El Dorado (66) Rogers-Evans .6-11.

Swingin' on a Rainbow (72) Taylor-Frazee ....11-13.
Tell It To A Star Livingston-Terry ..12-25.
Three's A Crowd (58) Michael-Gordon ..11-27.
Thorooghbreds Neal-Mara 9-4.. 12-23.

Tiger Woman, The Richmond-Mara .. .3-19 .
.11-16.

Topeka Terror '. Allan Lam 10-2... 1-26.
Utah (78) Rogers-Evan 12-11. . .3-21.

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart .. .10-16. . .5-10.
Wn'< Bl»rt Whip (Serial) Lewls-Stlrllnn ... .8-21. .12-16.

COMPLETED 1945-46
Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An Dowd-Duke 1-8.. 11-27.

Details under title: New Faces of 1945
Bandit of Badlands Carson-Stewart .

California Gold Rush Elliott-Fleming .

Captain Tugboat Annie Darwell-Kennedy
Details under title: Tugboat Annie's Son

Cat Man of Paris, The
:

Esmond-Aubert
Cherokee Flash Carson-Stirling .

Colorado Pioneers Elliott-Fleming .,

Conquest of Cheyenne Elliott-Fleming .

Crime of the Century Bachelor-Browne
Dakota (82) Ralston-Wayne . .

I've Always Loved You (T) McLeod-Dorn
Details under title: Concerto

Days of Buffalo Bill Carson-Stewart . .

French Key, The Dekker-Ankers . .

Girls of the Big House (68) Roberts- Powers . .

Guy Could Change. A lane-Frazee ...
King of the Forest Rangers (Serial) Thompson-Talbot
Madonna's Secret, The Lederer-Patrick
Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake ...
Murder in the Music Hall Ralston-Marshall
Night Train to Memphis Acuff-Mara
Passkey tn Danger Bachelor-Livingston
Phantom of the Plains Elliott-Fleming .

Phantom Rider, The (Serial) Kent-Stewart ....
Rouqh Riders of Cheyenne Carson-Stewart ....5-14.
Scotland Yard Investigator (68) VonSt'heim-Bachelor 2-19.
Sheriff of Redwood Valley Elliott-Fleming ....7-23.
Strange Impersonation, A Marshall-Gargan ....8-6.
Sun Valley Cyclone Elliott-Fleming 9-17.
The Valley of the Zombie Booth-Livingston ...9-17.
Wagon Wheels Westward Elliott-Fleming 4-16.
West of God's Country (Magnacolor) Hale-Booth 11-26.
Woman Who Came Back, The Kelly-Loder 4-30.

Details under title: The Web

.3314
..417... 2-19

. .452

..465
. .445. .11-12

..413... 3-19
..427
. .483
..415... 4-30

. .422
. .412. . .2-19

.3317
. .409. . .1-22

. .419. . .5-14

. .424. . .8-20

. .414. . .4-16

.3318
. .428. . .9-17

..443... 9-17

. .482

.3312
. .431. .11-26

..456
. .433. . .5-14

. .484

. .423

..461

.3313

..455

. .454
. .401 9-4

. .411

..420.... 9-3

.462

..418... 6-25

. .424. .10-15

. .426. . .9-17

.425

.416

.408
.430

.441 4-2

.434... 5-14

.481

.4-16.

.503.

.551.

504 -

10-1.

.3-19. .11-14.

10-29

.10-1.

10-29.
.3-5.

,

.6-25.
10-15

.

.10-1.

. .3-5.

10-29.
11-12.
11-26.
.2-5. .

. .8-6.

R K O - R AD!
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (31)

Completed (34)

In Production (0)

In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SUNSET PASS
Western—Started November 26
Cast: James Warren, Nan Leslie, Jane Greer.
Director: William Berke Producer: Herman Schlom
Story: (Jang of thieves broken up by investigator who rehabilitates one

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
Till the End of Time

Details under title: The Dream
McGuire-Madison
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Notorious Bergman-Grant
Sister Kenny Russell-Knox . . .

Without Reservations Colbert-Wayne
Details under title: Thanks God, I'll Take

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perllom (91) lamirr-Brent ..

Falcon In Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale . .

Morder, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley .

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rush, The (65) Langtord-Brown
Nevada (61) Mltehum-Gatet .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Traey-Kelly
What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley

Details onder title: Come Share My Love
Enchanted Cottage. Tha (92) Yomg-McGuire .

Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis ..

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) Karlolf-Lugosl ..

China Sky (77) Scott-Drew
Taraan and the Amazons (72) Welssmuller-Joyce
Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young
Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney . . .

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ahn

Details und«r title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler, The (67) Loder-Duprez ...

Two O'clock Courage (66) Conway-Rutherford

West of The Pecos (66) Mltchum-Hale

SPECIALS
Belli of the Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Lee

Casanova Brown (93) Cooper-Wright
It's a Pleasure (T) (90) Henle-O'Shea ...
Princess and the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo
Thru Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature

Woman in the Window. The (95) Robinson-Bennett
Detalli infer title: Onei Off Geart

Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo

.10-29.

.11-12.

.10-29.

.7-24.

.7-24.

.5-29.

.10-16.
..5-1.
.8-21.

. .7-10.

.8-21.
10-16. .

..4-3.

.2-21.

.8-21.

.5-15.

COMPLETED 1945-46

.2-19. .

.12-11.

.
.2-19.

. .4-16.

. .2-19.

. . .7-9.

.5-28.

Foreign

.

. .6-11.
12-11.

BLOCK NO. ONE
George White's Scandals (95) Davis-Haley
Falcon in San Francisco, The (65) Conway-Corday
Johnny Angel (79) Raft-Trevor .

Momma Loves Poppa (60) Errol-Risdon
Radio Stars on Parade (69) Brown-Carney

BLOCK NO. TWO
First Yank Into Toyko (82) Neal-Hale ..

Isle of the Dead (72) Karloff-Drew
Man Alive (70) O'Brien-Drew 2-5
Spanish Main. The (T) (100) Henreid-O'Hara .11-27
Wanderer of the Wasteland (67) Warren-Long 6-11

BLOCK NO. THREE
Cornered Powell-Cheirel .

Deadline at Dawn Hayward-Wllliams
Hotel Reserve Mason-Mannheim
Meet Dick Tracy Conway-Jeffreys

Sing Your Way Home (72) Haley-Jeffries . .

NOT DESIGNATED
All Men Are Liars Granville-Conway

Details under title: The Lie Detector

Along Came Jones (90) Cooper-Young ..

Badman's Territory Scott-Richards

Bamboo Blonde Langford-Wade
Bells of St. Mary's, The (125) Crosby- Bergman
Ding Dong Williams Vernon-McGuire
Falcon's Alibi, The Conway-Corday
From This Day Forward Fontaine-Stevens

Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful

Game of Death (70) Loder-Long ....

Details under title: The Most Dangerous

Heartbeat Rogers-Aumont ....8-20
Kid From Brooklyn, The (T) Kaye-Mayo 6-25

Lady Luck Young-Hale 10-29
Genius, Inc Carney-Brown 9-3

Details under title: Master Minds

Spiral Staircase. The McGuire-Brent 9-3

Details under title: Some Must Watch
Stranger, The Robinson-Young ...10-29

Tomorrow Is Forever Colbert-Welles 4-2

Riverboat Rhythm Errol-Newton 7-9

Details under title: Follow Your Heart

, Bedlam Karloff-Lee 8-6

Details under title: A Tale of Bedlam

Tarzan and the Leopard Woman Weismuller-Joyce ...8-20

REISSUE
Disney Cartoon Feature .

. .510. .12-11

. . 507

.

12-11

. . 508

.

.12-11

.10-30

. ,509. .12-11

. .514. .2-19

. .511. ..2-5

.2-19

.2-19
. .512. .2-19

. .3-5

. .519. .4-30
.4-30

. . 520

.

.4-30
. .516. .4-30

..523. .611

. 522 .5-14
521. .4-30

.524.

.

.6-11

..583. .12-11
. .581. . .8-7

. .584. . .3-5

. .551. 10-16

. .591. 12-25
582

.

10-16

. .552. .4-30

. .602. ..8-6

.603. . .8-6
. .604. . .8-5

. . 601

.

. .8-6

. .605. . .8-6

.607 . .9-17

. .9-17

606. . .10-1
. .610. 10-15
.609. .10-1

.11-27.

.

...10-1.
. .9-17.

. . .3-5.

...5-14.

. .8-20.

. . .9-3.

2-19 12-10

Pinocchio (T)

2 Oth CENT U RY -FOX
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (25)

In Production (0)

In Production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE DARK CORNER
Murder Mystery—Started November 26

Cast: Lucille Ball, Mark Stevens, William Bendix, Clifton Webb.
Director: Henry Hathaway Producer: Fred Kohlmar
Story: Ex-jailbird turns private detective and is hounded by man who

fust tricked him.

THE SHOCKING MISS PILGRIM (Technicolor)

Musical—Started November 19

Cast: Betty Grable, Dick Haymes, Gene Lockhart, Stanley Pra-
ger, Anne Revere.

Director: George Seaton Producer: William Perlberg

Iter brings the first private secretary

ANNA AN

1

1 Till: KING OF SIAM
Comedy-Drama—Started November 17

Cast: Irene Dunne. Rex Harrison, Lee Cobb, Linda Darnell.

Director: John Cromwell Producer: Louis Lighton

Story: Knitllsh young widow teaches school In Slam—from the best-seller.

SOMEWHERE IN THE NIGHT
Drama Started November 21

Cast: John Hodiak, Nancy Guid, Lloyd Nolan, Richard Conte.

Director: Joseph Mankiewicz Producer: Andrew Lawler
Story: A returned war veteran with amnesia discovers he is a murderer

and tries to recapture his reul Identity.

BLACK BEAUTY
Romance—Started November 17

Cast: Mona Freeman, Richard Denning, Evelyn Ankers, Charles
Evans, Moyna MacGill, Terry Kilbrun, Clifford Brooke.
J. M. Kerrigan and "Black Beauty."

Director: Max Nosseck Producer: Edward L. Alperson
Story: From the classic children's novel about a family and its horse.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Rinnlni TIM Cut Dltalll leJ. Ml. 3r

IN PRODUCTION
Johnny Comes Flying Home .Stewart-Crane ...11-26
Thret Little Girls in Blue (T

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. SIX

Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peck-Htrdwlcke

Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
Hangover Square (77) Crcgar-Darnell

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn (128) McGuire-Dunn

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68) Q'Shea-Marshall

Thunderhead, Son of Flicka (T) (73) McDowell-Foster

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77) Fields-Woolley

Details nnrlitr title- Molly, Bless Her

Song of Bernadette (156) Jones-Price ...

FMy.il Scandal, A (90) B.mkhead-Eythe
Oetails under title: Czarina

BLOCK NO. TEN
Diamond Horseshoe (T) (104) Grablc-Haymes

Bull Fighters (62) Laurel-Hardy

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Don Juan Quilligan (75) Bendix-Blondell

Details under title: Two-Faced Quilligan

Where Do We Go From Here? (T) (77) . . . MacMurray-Lesli

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Nob Hill (T) (95) J. Bennett-Raft

Within These Walls (71) Mitchell-Anderso

REISSUE
Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81) Gable-Young .

COMPLETED 1945-46

NOT DESIGNATED
And Then There Were None (97) Fitzgerald-Huston .. 3-19 ... Nov.

.

Behind Green Lights Landis-Gargan ....10-1
Details under title: Precinct 33

Bell for Adano, A (103) Hodiak-Tierney ... 11-13 ... Aug.

.

Captain Eddie (107) MacMurray-Bari . . 12-11 ... Sept

.

Caribbean Mystery (65) Dunn-Ryan 2-5 ..Sept..
Details under title: First, Last and Always

Centennial Summer (T) Crain-Wilde 9-17
Colonel Effingham's Raid (70) Bennett-Eythe ....12-25
Doll Face Miranda-O'Keefe ...8-20
Dolly Sisters, The (T) (114) Grable-Payne 2-5... Nov..
Dragonwyck Tierney-Eythe 3-5
Give Me the Simple Life (T) Payne-Haver 5-14
Fallen Angel (97) Faye-Andrews 5-14... Dec.
House on 92nd Street (88) Eythe-Hasso 4-30... Oct..

Details under title: Now It Can Be Told
Junior Miss (94) Garner-Joslyn 2-19... Aug.

.

Kitten on the Keys (T) O'Hara-Haymes 4-30
Leave Her To Heaven (T) Tierney-Wilde 5-28... Jan.

.

Shock Price-Bari 10-15
Smoky (T) MacMurray-Baxter ..7-23
Sentimental Journey Payne-O'Hara 10-1
Spider, The (63) Conte-Marlowe 6-11... Dec.

.

State Fair <T> (100) Andrews-Crain 1-22... Oct..

Walk in the Sun Andrews-Conte 8-11... Jan..

Details under UA Release Chart

Way Ahead, The (104) Nlven-Huntley For Aug.

Wilson (T) (153) Hardwicke-Mitchell 11-29 ... Aug.

.

UNITED A R TJ STS

9-4. Feb 516. .1-22

515. Feb 517. ..2-5

. .1113. .Mar.. . .519. .2-19

. . .5-15. . .518. . .2-5

. . . .11-13. . .Apr.. . .522. . .3-5

4-5. .April. . .520. . .2-7

....9-18. April. . .521. . .4-8

9-4. . .May. . . 524

.

.4-30

1211. ..May . . 525

.

.4-16

2-5. .June. . . 527

.

.6-25

e ...9-4. . June . .526. .5-28

8-21. . July. . .529. .6-11
i ...3-5. .July . . . .528. .6-11

.601 7-9

.604. . .7-23

.605 8-6

.610. .10-15

.609. . . 10-1

.612. .10-29

.608. . .9-17

1944-45 Features
194^46 Features

Completed (24)

Completed (19)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.), Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.) ; Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (WgT.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogaaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.) ; Cagney (Cgy.) ; Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).
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RELEASE CHART
TlUt—llllll TM«e Cut

LN rHOUUCTlOtt
Adventures in Casablanca Marx Brothers .

Details under title: A Night in Casablanca

Scandal in Paris, A Sanders-Hasso

Sin of Harold Diddlebock, The Lloyd-Walburn .

COMPLETED 1944-45
Bedside Manner (79) Hussey-Carroll

Blood on the Sun (94) Cagney-Sidney
Brewster's M.llions (79) O'Keefe- Walker
Colonel Blimp (I) (148) livesy-Walbrook
Dark waters (89) Oberon-Tone
Delightfully Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy

Details under title: High Among the Stan
Great John L, The (96) Darnell-McClure

Guest Wife (88) Colbert-Ameche

Hairy Apt. The (90) Bendix-Hayward

I'll Be Seeing Yoi (85) Rogers-Cotten .

Details under title: Double Furlough

It's in the Bag (87) Allen-Benchley

Sensations ef 1945 (86) Powell-Fields ..

Mr. Emmanuel (92) Aylmer-Gynt .

Song of the Ooen Road (89) Bergen-Granville

Southerner, The (91) Scott-Field

Details under title: Hold Autumn in Your Hand
Story of G. I. Joe (109) Meredith

COMPLETED
Abilene Town

Details under title: Abilene

Adventure for Two
Blithe Spirit (T) (94)
Breakfast in Hollywood

Caesar and Cleonatra (T)

Captain Kidd (89)
Diary of A Chambermaid
Duel In the Sun (T)

. . .11-27
. .10-31.
...8-21.

. Foreign. .

. .6-15. . .Stn.

6gy..
...4-7... Sail..

. .5-4. . G.F.D..

.11-10. . Bog.

.3-31 Rgs..

.7-10. . .6-29. . .Crosby.

.12-11... 7-27.... Ski.

..1-10... 6-16... Lev..

..4-17.... 1-5... SzL.

.6-11

. .8-6

.5-2*

. .1-8

. .10-16. .

. . .12-13.

. Foreign . .

.12-13...

...9-18..

. .11-27.

.2-19

.7-10

.1-22

4-21.... Rgs.

.6-30. . .Stn.

1-19..G.F.D..
.6-2.... Bp..
.8-10. . L.H..

.7-13. . .Cwn. . .6-25

1945-46

. Scott-Dvorak

Olivier-Rutherford

.
Cummings-Harrison

.
Brencman-Granvillo

Olivier-Leigh

. Laughton-Britton

.Goddard-Hatneld

. Jones-Cotten . .

Getting Gertie's Garter O'Keefe-McDonali

Henry V (T) 0 'ivier-Ncwton

Johnny in thi Clouds (88) Montgomery-Milh

Outlaw, The Russell-Huston

Paris—Underground (97) Bennett-Fields

Spellbound (113) Bergman-Peck .

Details under title: House of Dr. Edwardes

This Happy Breed (T) Newton-Johnson

2000 W-men Robson-Calvert

Young Widow RisseM-Hayward

Whistle Stop Raft-Gardner

...8-6... 1-11... Lev..

Foreign GFD.
Foreign. .12-14. . .GFD.
.8-20. . .2-22. . .Gldn.

Foreign G.F.O..

2-5. .10-19. . .Bog.

.7-23. . .2-15. Bog Mer.

. . .3-19 Szk.

. . .6-25. .11-30. . Sml.

.
.For G.F.n.

.

.Foreign. . .3-15. . .GFD.
2-8. . .Hug.

1-22. . .9-14. . Bnt..

7-24. .12-28. . Szk.

.Foreign G.F.D.

.

. Foreiqn G.F.D.

.

3-5. . .3-15. . .Smg.

. . .7-23. . .1-25. . Neb.

UN I VCR SAL
1914-45 Features

Westerns
Serials

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (48)

Completed ( 7)

Completed ( 4)

Completed (24)

Completed ( 5)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
Trtle— Raining Tlx Cut

IN PRODUCTION
Canyon Passage (T) Andrews-Hayward .

Genius in the Family Loy-Ameche
On the Carpet Abbott-Costello

COMPLETED 1945-46
Beautiful Cheat (59) Granville-Beery ..

Oetails under title: It's Never Too Late
Beyond the Pecot Cameron-Drow ...
Blonde Ransom (68) Cook-Grey
lakes on Swing Street Errol-Vlncent ...
Climax. The (T) (86) Karlofl-Foster ...
East Side of Heaven (Reissue) Crosby-Blondell ..
Easy To look At (64) Jean-Grant
Frozen Ghost, The (61) Chaney-Ankers ..
Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey
Here Come the Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello
Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattae
House of Fear (69) Rathbone-Bruce ..
Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald . .

Details under title: Romance, Inc.
Hon.. of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney

Details infer title: Devils Brood
I'll Remember April (64) Jean-Grant

Oilslli »nder tine Mike Goes to a Parh
I'll Tell Hie World Tracy-Joyce
Imitation of Life (Reissue) Colbert-William
Jungle Captive (63) Lane-Kruger ....
Jungle Queen (Serial) Collier-Ouillan . . .

lady On A Train (94) Durbin-Bellamy ..

MoonliQht and Cactus Andrews-Carrillo .,

Mommy's Curse (62) Chaney-Hard;ng
Mv«t»rv »« the R|v.r Rnat (Serial) . . Lnwerv-Clements
Nauohty Nineties. The (76) Abbott-Costello ..

Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn ....
On Stage. Everybdoy (75) Oakie-Ryan
Patrick the Great (89) O'Connor-Ryan
>•«! .< o»tti ' 69 1 Jt'thbnne-Bruee

Penthouse Rhvthm (60) Collier-Norris . . .

Ralden nf Rho«t Cltv Mnnre-AfwIM
Salome. Where She Danced (T) (90) DeCarlo-Cameron .

See My Lawyer (69) Olsen & Johnson
She r..t. Her Man (74) Davls-Gargan . . .

Snng of the Serong (65) GarOan-Kelly
Sudan (T) (76) Montei-Hall ....

Oel.lt. er.H.- title: Oueen of the Nile
Seioeet. The IBS) Laughton-Ralnes
Swing Ott. Sister (60) Cameron-deWIt . .

Th.f, ts,, Spirit (93) Ryan-Oakle
Uncle Harry (80) Sanders-FIUgerald
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Under Western Skies (57) B'Driscoll-Beery .

Details under title: Musical Round-up

Woman in Green (68) Rathbone-Bruce ..

Details under title: Invitation to Death

COMPLETED 1945-46

Bad Men of the Border Grant-Armida ...

Because of Him Dorbin-Tone ....

Brute Man, The Hatton-Adams

Code of the Lawless Grant-Knight . . .

Details under title: Law for Pecos

Crimson Canary (64) Beery-Collier

Details under title: Hear That Trumpet Talk

Dalton's Ride Again, The (72) Curtis-O'Driscoll .

Frontier Gal (T) deCarlo-Cameron .

Girl On the Soot Barker-Collier ...

Details under title: Serenade for Murder

Gun Town Grant-Knight

House of Dracula Chaney-O'Driscoll

House of Horrors Lowery-Grey

Man in Gray Lockwood- Mason .

Men In Her Diary (73) Albritton-Hall ...

Murder Mansion Goodwin-Grey

Night in Paradise Oberon-Bey

Outlaws of Twin Forks Grant-Adams
Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyce . . .

Pursuit to Algiers (65) Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: The Fugitive

River Gang (64) Jean-Brasselle ..

Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder

Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial) Kennedy-Kennedy

Scarlet Horseman, The (Serial) Cookson-Shaw

Scarlet Street Robinson-Bennett

Secret Agent X-9 (Serial) .Bridges-Wiley ...

Senorita from the West (63) Jones-Granville

Seventh Veil, The Mason-Todd ....

Shady Lady (94) Coburn-Simms ...

Details under title: Alibi in Ermine

Spider Woman Strikes Back, The Sondergaard-Grant

Strange Confession (62) Chaney-Joyce

Tangier Montez-Sabu . . .

Terror by Night Rathbone-Bruce

That Night With You (84) Tone-Foster

Details under title: Once Upon a Dream

This Love of Ours (90) Oberon-Korvin . .

Details under title: As It Was Before

.8-21. . .1-19.
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WARN E R BR O THE R S

1944-45 Features
1915-4G Features

Completed (19)

Completed (25)

In Production (0)

In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE BEAST WITH FIVE FINGERS
Mystery—Started November 26

Cast: Robert Alda, Andrea King, Peter Lorre, J. Carrol Naish,
Victor Francen.

Director: Robert Florey Producer: William Jacobs
Story: Scientist gives a severed hand power through an artificial heart.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title—Rinnlng Thru Cast Details lei. «.. in

Escape Me Never Flynn-Smith . 10-16 . 12-29 11-26
Verdict Greenstreet- Lorre ...10-1

COMPLETED 1944-45
Christmas in Connecticut (101) Stanwyck- Morgan . .6-12. . 8-11. .. .420. . .7-23
Conflict (86) Bogart-Hobart 5-17. . .6-30. .. .418. . .6-25
Corn Is Green, The (114) Davis-Dell 8-21... 7-21 419 4-2

Crime by Night (72) Wyman-Cowan ...10-19 9-9 402 8-7

Details inder title: Forty Whacks
Cod Is My Co-Pllot (88) Morgan-Massey 8-21 4-7 414 4-2

Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan- Dorn 6-12... 5-19 416. . .4-30

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst
Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Smith 11-15... 4-28 415... 4-16

Hotel Berlin (98) King-Dantine 11-27... 3-17 413. . .3-19

Janle (106) Reynolds-Hutton ...1-10 9-2 401 8-7

Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown 6-12... 2-10 411 2-5

Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstreet .8-21 6-9 417... 5-28

Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carson 6-12 3-3 412 2o
To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart- Bacal I

2-21... 1-20 410. .10-16

COMPLETED 1944-45

A Stolen Life Davis- Ford - 2-19

Big Sleep, The iogart-Bacail 10-31

Cinderella Jtios Leslie-Aldo 12-13

Confidential Agent (118) Boyer-Bacall 6-25 . 11-10 506 .11-12

Danger Signal (78) Emerson-Scott 4-16. .12-15 508 . 11-26

Devotion DeHaviland-Lupino 11-16

Her Kind of Man Scott-Paige 8-20

Janie Gets Married Leslle-Hutton 4-16 I

Mildred Pierce Crawford-Carson . .12-25. .10-20 505. .10-15

My Reputation Stiimyek-Brent ...11-29
Never Say Goodbye Flynn-Parker 8-6

Night and Day (T) Grant-Smith 6-25

Nobody Lives Forever ^Garfleld-Fltzgerald ..9-18

Of Human Bondage Henreld-rarker 7-24

One More Tomorrow VierHnej-Moriii .. 11-1

Pride of the Marines (119) Garfield-Parker ...11-27 9-1 501... 8-20

Details under title: This Love of Ours

Rhapsody In Blue (139) Leslle-Aldo 7-26. . .9-27. .. .502 .7-9

San Antonio (T) .
Flynn-Lupino 11-26

San Antonio (T) (110) Cooper-Bergman .... 3-8 ... 1-26 12-10

Saratoga Trunk (T) (135) King-Prince 2-19. .1-12

Three Strangers Fitigerald-Greenstreet 1-22

Time. The Place and The Girl. The (T) .... Morgan-Paige 4-2

Toe Youna To Know (86) Leslie- Hntton 2-19. . .
12-1 507 11-26

Two Mr<. Carrolls. The Bogart-Stanwyck
. .

.5-14

REISSUES
Born For Trouble Johnson-Emerson 10-6.... 504

Originally titled: Murder In the Big House

It All Came True Bogart-Sherldan 10-6.... 503

FILM BULLETIN



ROY DEL RUTH
To MONOGRAM!
Your entry into our organization as a producer-director at the

head of your own unit is an event of which we are all proud.

The million-dollar productions scheduled for your guidance

are harbingers of what the industry may expect from Monogram

in the important months to come. Again, welcome!

MONOGRAM PICTURES CORPORATION
STEVE BROIDY, President



THE NEWS DIGEST
{Continued from Page 22)

right to exhibit Government-sponsored films at their own discre-

tion, and opposing any movement to set up within the industry

special machinery to encourage the post-war use of the screens

for publicity purposes on the basis that the line between legitim-

ate publicity and political propaganda may be thin.

Gamble Stresses Value
In stressing the value of such an organization, Ted Gamble,

director of the Treasury War Finance Division, declared that the

Government would need every bit of help the industry can give

it in the reconstruction period, not only on their screens, but for

their advice, of especial value because of their experience in

reaching the public.

Among those theatre men attending were: Charles Skouras,
Harold J. Fitzgerald, Walter Reade, Harry Brandt, William Croc-
kett, R. B. Wilby, Sam Pinanski, E. V. Richards, James Arthur,
John Rugar, Sam Rinzler, Sidney Lust, Fred Schwartz, Jay
Emanuel, Rick Ricketson, Max A. Cohen, Fred Wehrenberg, Roy
Cooper, John Nolan, J. C. Shanklin and others.

BIGGEST FREE MOVIE DAY
Friday, December 7, was slated to be the biggest Free Movie

Day of the series of war loan drives held by the motion picture
industry, as S. H. Fabian, national chairman, announced that ap-
proximately 15,000 motion picture theatres throughout the country
took part in this industry feature of the Victory Loan campaign.

Ted R. Gamble, War Finance director of the Treasury, called
on the industry to extend the drive until December 31. Original
closing date was December 8. Fabian declared that Victory Bonds
sold through December 31 will be counted in the trip-to-London
contest in which round trips will be awarded to six theatre man-
agers making the best showing in the campaign.

INDUSTRY HONORED IN WASHINGTON
In tribute to the motion picture industry's war record, the

U. S. Government presented the War Activities Committee with a
huge bronze plaque depicting some of the activities and accom-
plishments achieved by the industry. The presentation was made
last Tuesday evening (4th) at a dinner sponsored by the war
agencies of the Government in the Willard Hotel where over 300
gathered, including industry executives, exhibitors, Army, Navy
and Government officials.

The plaque, weighing 100 pounds, was presented to George J.
Schaefer, industry chairman of WAC, by Palmer Hoyt, toast-
master at the dinner and publisher of the Portland Oregonian.
Schaefer asked that division chairmen Jack Alicoate, Walton C.
Ament, Maurice Bergman, Si H. Fabian, Charles Reagan and Joe
E. Brown share the acceptance with him.

Among the speakers were Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, who
voicid the appreciation of the Navy for the industry's work; Eric
A. Johnston, MPPDA president; Basil O'Connor, who cited the
industry's aid in Red Cross drives and polio campaigns; John L.
Sullivan, Undersecretary of the Navy; General Kenneth C Royall
Undersecretary of War, and S. H. Fabian, Theatres Division
chairman.

The 1946 March of Dimes Committee, many of whom attended
the industry dinner that evening, met with President Truman at
the White House after completing plans for the forthcoming cam-
paign. About 90 industry leaders gathered at the Statler Hotel
where they heard high praise from MOD and Government officials

on the industry's part in the campaign. Nicholas M. Schenck.
national chairman of the Committee, cited the "splendid job" done
by the industry and forecast the most successful Dimes campaign
in 1946.

EDWARDS NAMED REPUBLIC AD HEAD
The appointment of Steve Edwards as director of advertising

and publicity for Republic Pictures Corporation was announced
by Herbert J. Yates, Sr., president and board chairman, last

Wednesday (5th). The announcement came one week after the
corporation announced the election of Yates to president and
board chairman of the consolidated corporation representing the
merger of Consolidated Film Industries and Republic Pictures
Corp. with Setay Co., Inc. James R. Grainger was elected execu-
tive vice-president at the board meeting.

Edwards, publicity director since 1943, has been acting in an
overall capacity since the resignation of advertising director
Charles Reed Jones six weeks ago. He began his motion picture

career in Boston in 1928 with the RKO Boston Theatre, went with
Fox Metropolitan Circuit in New York City in 1930, was publicity

director of the Center Theatre during its operation as a movie
house and was affiliated with United Artists prior to joining
Republic in 1941.

PRICE TO COAST MPPDA OFFICE
The appointment of Byron Price, former director of censor-

ship during the war, to the post of vice-president of MPPDA in

charge of the Hollywood office was announced by Eric Johnston,
MPPDA president, in Washington last week, ending speculation
as to who would fill the important post. Price, executive news
editor of Associated Pre=s at the war's start, was named head of

wartime censorship by President Roosevelt and held that post

until the end of the war, when the agency closed its doors. He
recently returned from Europe as President Truman's special

representative to study and report on conditions in Germany and
other occupied areas.

Johnston explained that the appointment was made in co-

operation with Hollywood producers and quoted E. J. Mannix.
president of Association of Motion Picture Producers, as delighted
with Price's appointment. Citing Price's "brilliant record" during
the war, Johnston stated MPPDA felt "extremely fortunate" in

securing his services and added "his rich background and experi-

ence and his demonstrated leadership especially equip him to

work with us all in a program to achieve full dramatic and cul-

tural realizations of the screen."

HORNE FORMS NEW PRODUCTION UNIT
The formation of a new motion picture production company

to be known as Story Productions, Inc. was announced by Hal
Home, recently resigned director of advertising-publicity-exploita-
tion for 20th Century-Fox, with Armand Deutsch as president,
Nathan W. Levin, secretary-treasurer and Home, chairman of the
board and executive vice-president. Lt. Stanley Kramer will be-
come a vice-president upon his discharge from the Army.

The new company's policy will be the "starring" of the titles

and authors of several best-sellers acquired by Story Productions,
names of which will be revealed "shortly." Home announced that
extensive promotion departments will be set up immediately in

New York and Hollywood on "long-range build-ups" of the proper-
ties and their authors. He added. "This does not mean that we
will not fortify our productions with the finest obtainable players
and directors," but rather that the inherent value of the story
and author will be plugged to obtain full benefit.

NEW JERSEY
LET'S FINISH MESSENGER
THE JOB! SERVICE

VICTORY LOAN Member N»CT FBm Carrion
260 N. Juniper St., Phil*., Fa.

LOC. 4S23

FILM BULLETIN

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTIONISTS
Don't put your return film in the lobby before

all patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
$o they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES. INC.
236 N. 23d St. 1 239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.
Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 431 I



What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS Of NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'SARATOGA TRUNK' FAST-MOVING, EYE-FLLING, WELL-ACTED
(WARNER BROS.)
"...'Saratoga Trunk' is an opulent, eye-filling production. . .Satin-

quilted quality that makes it alluring entertainment, especially

for the feminine portion ... Filled with passion and fashion, circa
1870." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Headlong telling of tall story, the movie version is sure to

meet the same enthusiastic popularity the novel had ... Explosive
people and events keep detonating at such a frantic rate, even the

sober minded among the audience barely will pause to reflect that

the whole story is incredible trash. . .Brisk and well-acted enter-

tainment. . .Offered its makers a pair of guarantees; excellence

of playing and excellence of return at the box office." COOK.
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Has a regular baggage car full of attributes. . .Story has dash

and sweep. . Serious problem is in overlength — two hours and

15 minutes." JOHN T. McMANUS, PM.
". .iGaudy, decorative romantic claptrap which cannot be rede m
ed by its distinguished principals because Mr. Wood lays it on

thick in his directing too." WINSTEN. N. Y. POST.
".. .Certain to fascinate those persons who delight in pawing over

gaudy junk... Lacks a logical pattern of drama and character

competent playing of Ingrid Bergman and Gary Cooper cannot

supply." CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES.
"... Virtually everything but a horse race . . . Most of the show is

exciting and engrossing. . Miss Bergman is magnificent. Cooper

is perfect as the backwoodsman ... Rich in cinematic come-ons.

Prodigal show, distinguished by several superior performances."

BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

•YOLANDA AND THE THIEF' PRETENTIOUS BORE — HERALD TRIBUNE
(MGM)
"...A fantasy with interpolated song and dance numbers, but
even the word fantasy does not cover the screw-loose meanderings
of the continuity .. .When Astaire is dancing the gaudy Technicolor
production takes on a certain excitement and gayety. . .Passably
entertaining. . .Higgledy-piggledy and pretentious bore... Most of

the action is embarrassing as well as dull." BARNES, N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Floppy fable ... Comes off neither flesh entertainment nor fan-
tasy but a combination of the positively worst features of both...
Astaire merely strolls through this gilded downpour as if his re-

cently announced retirement had already taken effect." JOHN T.
McMANUS, PM.

"...A pleasing compound of sparkling mummerly and glistening

allures for eye and ear ... Elegance is truly the quality with which

the producers have endowed this singing and dancing rendition

of a sophisticated fairy-tale ... Brilliance and color of the settings

and costumes are high beyond compare." CROWTHER, N. Y.

TIMES.
"...Has ail the extravagant splendors that go with these over-

stuffed Technicolor musicals. . .Story is the fluffiest of tinsel, and
the dances lack the zest and verve that we old-time Astaire idola-

tors associate with our man." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Truly colossal riot of color, costumes and labyrinthine, pro-

duction numbers. . .Interior decorators, lovers of clothing and
fanciers of flamboyant Technicolor will be enchanted by 'Yolanda

and the Thief. . .Richest, noblest bore of the season for people

who desire some emotion with the sound and fury." THIRER,
N. Y. POST.

'MASQUERADE IN MEXICO' LAMOUR - DE CORDOVA MUSICAL IS FROTHY FARCE'
(PARAMOUNT)
"...Pleasant little romantic team of Dorothy Lamour and Arturo
de Cordova. . .Give a laborious tone this time to the frothy farce
into which they have been thrown. . .Will make small trouble
either for the people who see it or for the ones who miss it."

COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...An intermittently attractive comedy with incidental music...
Despite the occasional glitter of its good humor and gay Latin
atmosphere, has been padded out to a pretentious length that
does not suit the very thin framework of its story. . .Cluttered up
with dull, extraneous scenes and by-plots." GUERNSEY, JR.,
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Lengthy, lopsided musical ... Usual extravagances of good in-
tentions and bad art, mixed up and squandered completely...

Trifling and witless affair, but the obvious attempts at Latin

splendor are elaborately vulgar and unreal. . .Dead lot of unfunny,
fancified burlesque." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Dottie Lamour is doing splendidly for herself in the smart,

amusing musical ... Great big musical production ... Runs along

smoothly, the music is pleasant, the comedy, slightly risque at

tintes, goes off effortlessly and the supporting players are rightly

cast." HALE, N. Y. NEWS.
"...Fair comparison might be if Mexico were to start making
films about the U. S. A. with all the lines spoken in bad Spanish
by a whole parcel of posturing, over-dressed dimwits in settings

almost entirely limited to the interior of some marblesque villa in

Palm Beach... Two intramurous stage spectacles are run off in

the gaudiest Mitchell Leisen manner." J.T.M., PM.

'CAPTAIN KIDD' GETS FAIR RESPONSE FROM CRITICS
(UNITED ARTISTS)
"...For the younger male generation especially, 'Captain Kidd'
affords a good measure of seat-clutching excitement, which adds
up as the script moves along toward its climax.. .Actionful adven-
ture stuff, more gory than swash-buck." THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"...Fairly good rough-and-ready action and an interesting charac-
terization of the pirate by Charles Laughton.. .Suffers from Holly-
wood cliches of romance and justice." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HER-
ALD TRIBUNE.
"...Uncommon lot of talk and much potential excitement is miss-

ing. . .Rowland V. Lee has directed the Benedict Bogeaus produc-
tion leisurely and with meticulous regard for seventeenth-century
decor and manners. Strictly Charles Laughton's vehicle. A.W.,
N. Y. TIMES.
.Wild and disreputable excitement among sea robbers...

Whoop-and-holler drama customers shoud find 'Captain Kidd' just

the thing to unsettle their nerves." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM.
"...More intrigue than action, but the latter is sufficient to keep
everybody happy." MASTERS. N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

'DANGER SIGNAL' MELODRAMA IN 'MILDRED PIERCE 1

VEIN
(WARNER)
"...'Danger Signal' might have been more impressive and potent
if Warner Bros, hadn't lifted so much right out of 'Mildred Pierce'
and put it in this drama... Has good qualities that are consider-
ably weakened by its resemblance, in story and characters, to the
Joan Crawford film." HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Unpretentious but well-played and plotted melodrama. . .Set-
tings, people and behavior are generally convincing which is un-
usual in melodramas, and with a bit more adroitness fore and aft
it might have been a notable movie instead of just a satisfactory
one." J.T.M., PM.

"...Rather pale film drama. . .Direction never brings the script to

life until very near the end. . .Arrives too late for success."

GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"... Scenarists let such plots get out of hand and wander peril-

ously close to boredom, so close, in fact, that the director resorts

to one of those screeching-tire automobile races against time —
and death — in what is obviously a last desperate attempt to
overcome narrative anemia." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Presents a rather provocative character study, rather medi-
ocre movie." THIRER, N. Y. POST.

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYWOOD' SAME OLD SLAPSTICK ROUTINE
(MGM)
'.

. .There is something for which you can be thankful. You don't
HAVE to see the new Abbott and Costello picture. . .Old routine
and the laugh-getters, most of which have been done by every
comedy team, again and again." HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Age-old slapstick formula. . .Laughs stretches in between are
bleak and dreary." McCORD, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Audience responded most generously to the venerable routines

...Has not affected their style any... Still clowning all over the
screen, knocking each other around verbally and physically and
burning up energy at a terrific pace." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.

"...Boys don't change their routines in any startling manner...
Their faithful fans will find the going as rough and rowdy and
lacking in subtlety as formerly prescribed." WINSTEN, N. Y.
POST.
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"ALLOTMENT WIVES" CAN

PLAY EXACTLY THE SAME

BOOKINGS AS MONOGRAM'S

"DILLINGER" TO PROBABLY

THE SAME BIG MONEY!
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Thanks to God that the right of our cause, the might of

our weapons, the gallantry of our warriors brought us Victory

over the forces of evil and darkness. . .Grant that the light

of Wisdom shine upon the statesmen of the world that they

may guide Mankind upon the road to Peace. . .Grant that

the people of the earth may come to know that Love is God's

blessing upon those who love and hate His curse upon those

who hate. . .Give us the Reason to understand what is Right

and the Courage to heed our conscience . . . Breathe into our

hearts the spirit of Good Will that we may always and for-

ever do unto others as we would have others do unto us.

May the makers of Motion Pictures pursue their art with

Good Taste and Integrity . . . May those whose theatres offer

enchantment upon silver screens to eager millions conduct

their business with Dignity. . . May there be Peace within our

industry, too, thriving in an atmosphere of respect by each

for the Rights and for the Independence of others. . .May

the Motion Picture flourish this New Year while earning the

applause of the people of the world for the happiness and

the surcease it brings to them.

Amen.

(§ur Irfit ffltshea ®I|tB ISfappg ijnltimy g>FaHon

The Film Bulletin Staff
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YOU CAN STAKE YOUR REPUTATION THi

MY REPUTATION IS THE BIGGEST AND BE!

BARBARA STANWYCK ATTRACTION THIS II

DUSTRY HAS EVER HAD THE PLEASURE 1

OFFER. WE SAW IT-WE KNOW. YOU'LL SI

IT SOON AND YOU'LL KNOW! VJcXr^iU



20TH CENTURY-FOX ... 1 January Release

LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN' WILL ROLL UP BIG GROSSES
Rates • • • - generally

20th Century-Fox
110 minutes

Gene Tierney, Cornel Wilde, Jeanne Crain.
Vincent Price, Mary Philips, Ray Collins.
Gene Lockhart, Reed Hadlev, Darrvl Hick-
man, Chill Wills.

Directed by John M. Stahl.

This faithful screen adaptation of last

season's best-seller is powerful dramatic

fare, destined to become one of the most
talked-of and strongest grossing pictures of

the year. Just as Ben Ames Williams' fas-

cinating study of a beautiful and relentless

woman who stopped at nothing — even
murder — to keep her husband's love was
devoured by millions of women readers, so

it follows that this gripping picture will

have a tremendous appeal to feminine movie
fans; nor will men find it less exciting and
engrossing. Cornel Wilde, in his first im-

portant modern role, impresses with his

romantic appearance and fine acting, while

Gene Tierney. as the lovely and heartless

"monster," has never been seen to better

advantage. Because Miss Tierney plays a

thoroughly distasteful character, Director

John M. Stahl has perhaps gone overboard

in accenting the sweetness of Jeanne Crain,

who plays her self-effacing adopted sister,

but otherwise his direction is excellent.

Despite a slow-paced beginning, the melo-

dramatic tale has a strong emotional impact

and builds steadily right up to a tragic

death scene and the highly-effective court-

room sequence that follows. The fine Tech-

nicolor photography, which brings out the

amazing beauty of the mountain back-

grounds and warm interiors, also makes the

film a visual treat. Another outstanding

feature is Alfred Newman's musical score

which creates an undercurrent of onrushing

terror.

Wealthy Gene Tierney meets Cornel

Wilde, a successful author, on a train and

they learn both are going to visit Ray Col-

lins. Although he realizes Miss Tierney is

engaged to Vincent Price. Wilde is fas-

cinated by this strange possessive girl who
seems to rule the lives of her mother and

her adopted sister, Jeanne Crain After

they are married. Wilde takes his wife to

visit his crippled younger brother, Darryl

Hickman, and later the boy comes to live

with them at an isolated lodge in the Maine

woods. Although outwardly devoted to

Hickman. Miss Tierney resents his presence

and she finally permits him to drown in

order to have Wilde to herself. But the

unhappy Wilde leaves Maine and visits Miss

Tierney's mother. Miss Tierney then de-

cides that a child will draw them back to-

gether again, but during her confinement.

Wilde discusses his new book with Miss

Crain to the extent that his insanely jealous

wife deliberately falls downstairs and kills

the unborn baby. In a jealous rage, Miss

Tierney accuses her sister of taking her

place in Wilde's affections and, when the

latter overhears, he realizes that his wife

REVIEWS in this issue
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was responsible for his brother's death.

Knowing she has lost Wilde forever, Miss

Tierney plans her last evil deed — one that

will prevent Miss Crain from having her

husband — and takes poison and dies. At

the trial, Price brings out a letter from

Miss Tierney which suggests that Miss

Crain had been planning to poison her.

Although Miss Crain is forced to reveal her

love for Wilde, she is freed, but he, because

he withheld knowledge of his wife's crime,

gets two years in prison. He is reunited

with Miss Crain.

This picture should put Cornel Wilde

among the top male stars and Miss Tierney

will also benefit by her fine performance in

a showy and unsympathetic role. Vincent

Price is magnificent in his brief appearance

as the District Attorney at the murder trial

and Mary Philips and Darryl Hickman add
strong support.

DENLEY

20TH CENTURY-FOX ... 1 Not Set

'DOLL FACE' LIVELY, TUNEFUL MUSICAL CLICK
Rates • • • — generally

20th Century-Fox
80 minutes

Vivian Blaine, Dennis O'Keefe, Perry Como,
Carmen Miranda, Martha Stewart, Michael
Dunne, Reed Hadley, Stanley Prager,
Charles Tannen, George E. Stone, Frank
Orth, Donald McBride, Ciro Rimae, Hal K.
Dawson, Charles Williams.
Directed by Lewis Seller.

Some of the best screen songs of the year,

three of them undoubtedly headed for Hit

Parade fame, plus a goodly quota of laughs

and a story that in itself would sustain in-

terest, make "Doll Face" a solid entertain-

ment package. Songwriters Harold Adam-
son and Jimmy McHugh score in each of

the five songs — "Somebody's Walking in

My Dreams," "Here Comes Heaven Again,"

"Hubba, Hubba, Hubba." "Red Hot and
Beautiful" and "Chico, Chico" — each given

major league treatment in its presentation,

abetted no little by the vocal and visual as-

sets of the principals. Although basically

the old hack about showfolk backstage and
the inevitable romantic triangle, the story

hoists itself above the commonplace pattern
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with new twists and gags, aided consider-

ably by the players and director Lewis

Seiler. Best of all, the script never gets in

the way of the musical portions, which are

worked in smoothly, and manages to con-

tribute its own full quota of entertainment.

Production values are at least adequate, if

not of the usual lavish 20th-Fox musical

standard. Technicolor is lacking, but is not

particularly missed, except for the minor

shock of seeing Vivian Blaine and Carmen
Miranda in the drab black and white instead

of in color.

Of the cast, a newcomer, Martha Stewart,

stands out. particularly in the "Hubba,

Hubba" jive number. Perry Como's vocal-

izing is raw meat for the gals. The crooner

presents a pleasing appearance, seems at

ease before the cameras and offers a voice

well-suited to the songs, as well as a hint

of comedy talent. Dennis O'Keefe is a re-

lief as a romantic interest who does not

sing, carrying the story in a bright and
breezy manner, Miss Blaine does justice to

both the musical and thespic departments.

Carmen Miranda garners several laughs and

delivers the red hot "Chico, Chico," giving

it the works in a costume as revealing as

the law allows.

The story centers around a burlesque

queen's attempt to acquire "culture" in or-

der to gain the lead in a Broadway show.

The stripper, Vivian Blaine, agrees to the

plan of her boy friend. Dennis O'Keefe, that

she write her autobiography and O'Keefe

gets author Michael Dunne to ghost-write

the book. The resultant publicity puts

Blaine in the "culture" class, but, mean-
while, Dunne has taken a fancy to her and
O'Keefe doesn't like it. When Dunne and
Blaine are found in an apparently com-
promising, but actually innocent, situation,

O'Keefe makes a scene and she leaves his

show. With Blaine gone, the burlesque

house closes and she gets the lead in a
Broadway show taking the cast with her.

In a desperate attempt to get her to listen

to him, O'Keefe recalls an old contract and
prevents the new show from opening until

she hears him. The plan works, O'Keefe
gets an interest in the show and they are
reunited.

STINE



M-G-M 1 Not Set

ADVENTURE 1 GABLE IS BACK. BUT STORY IS SPOTTY
Rates • • • on name value

M-G-M
129 minutes
Clark Gable, Greer Garson, Joan Blondell,

Thomas Mitchell, Tom Tully, John Qualen,

Richard Haydn, Lina Bomay, Philip Meri-

vale, Harrj' Davenport, Tito Renaldo, Betty

Blythe, Pierre Watkin, Esther Howard,
Byron Foulger.
Directed by Victor Fleming.

With that he-man heart-throb, Clark

Gable, playing a typically virile role in his

first picture after more than three years of

Army service, co-starred with Greer Gar-
son, in one of her few modern portrayals,

"Adventure" can't miss being a solid box-

office attraction. However, it will disappoint
many patrons. These two top-flight stars,

with some invaluable aid from Joan Blon-
dell, in a rich comedy characterization, are
practically the whole picture and they give
some zest to an improbable series of events
which is over-long in the telling. Gable is

his old roving-eyed, swaggering self as a
merchant marine sailor and Miss Blondell
is delightfully human as a flip and friendly-
dame, but Miss Garson's contradictory ac-

tions as a prim, well-educated librarian who
suddenly flings caution to the winds and
Thomas Mitchell's philosophical seaman
seeking his soul are less believable charac-

ters and they weaken the story structure.

The film rambles on through many colorful

episodes and, although the dialogue is racy

and realistic, the long stretches of talk fre-

quently slow up the action. But Director

Victor Fleming has inserted several effec-

tive romantic scenes for the feminine

patrons as well as a bang-up saloon brawl

to satisfy Gable's male fans. Even if few
audiences will be able to swallow Gable's

forcing the breath of life into his still-born

infant after a prattling old doctor gives up
the attempt, the crowds that come to see

their favorite will find him in a role other-

wise tailored to his measure.
After his merchant marine ship is tor-

pedoed, Clark Gable, the bos'n's mate,
spends several days on a raft with five of

his crew members. When the youngest
member of the group dies just before they
are rescued, Thomas Mitchell swears off

drinking forever and, when he later breaks
this vow, he believes he has lost his soul.

Helping Mitchell search for knowledge

about his immortal soul, Gable goes with

him to a public library where he meets

Greer Garson, who disapproves of his brag-

ging ways. However, the latter's free-and-

easy girl friend, Joan Blondell, falls for

Gable and, after the three go out for a

wild evening, Miss Garson finds that she is

also attracted to him. After several dis-

agreements due to their contrasting tem-

peraments, the two get married and have a

blissful three day honeymoon. But when
Gable announces he is going back to sea,

Miss Garson is dismayed. She leaves him
and, while he is at sea, gets a divorce.

When he returns, Gable learns from Miss

Blondell that his former wife is in the hos-

pital giving birth. After miraculously

bringing life to the still-born infant, Gable

and his wife are reunited.

Joan Blondell has never been better and
Thomas Mitchell must be credited with a

sincere portrayal which has several stirring

moments. Lina Romay sings a Latin tune

during her brief role as one of Gable's pass-

ing fancies and Tom Tully, John Qualen
and Richard Haydn also do good work as

merchant seamen.
YORK

RKO RADIO ... 3 in Third Block {Total S)

'CORNERED' THE NEW POWELL SCORES AGAIN IN TAUT MELODRAMA
Rates • • • generally; more where exploited and in action houses

' bride's death, paints a grim and realistic
RKO-Radio
102 minutes

Dick Powell, Walter Slezak, Micheline
Cheirel, Nina Vale, Morris Carnovsky, Edgar
Barrier, Luther Adler, Steven Geray, Jack
LaRue, Gregory Gay.
Directed by Edward Dmytryk.

Another tale of intrigue, mystery and
murder that undeniably shows the fine
melodramatic hand of director Edward
Dmytryk esconces the "new" Dick Powell
firmly in the tough-guy character estab-
lished in his previous "Murder, My Sweet."
Dmytryk has taken a highly involved screen
play peopled with a multitude of unusual
characters and has woven an engrossing
melodrama wherein the tide of suspense
ebbs and flows, but continues to rise higher
and higher up to the pulsating climax. His
adroit handling of the complicated narra-
tive is studded with masterful touches. Un-
der the director's guidance. Powell, as a
kill-crazy ex-flier in Buenos Aires searching
for the man responsible for his French

picture of an avenger in ruthless quest of

an unknown quarry. Surrounding him in

the nest of intrigue are a group of unique

prototypes, each superlatively played, al-

though their purpose and intent are not al-

ways clear, except, perhaps, to give the

audience a greater selection of suspects.

Powell's mysterious prey does not appear
until the climactic scene, but as portrayed
by Luther Adler (who does not receive

screen credit until after the picture ends),

he becomes a memorable character — a

fascist who is actively planning for the next
war.
Although the Powell moniker was given

a valuable boost with "Murder, My Sweet,"
it still is not strong enough to draw the
crowds and the feminine players are un-
known. For that reason alone "Cornered"
will require extensive exploitation to garner
the grosses it deserves. The word-of-mouth
advertising will boost grosses considerably
in sub-runs.
Walter Slezak's performance is the best

this fine player has yet offered — with an-

'HOTEL RESERVE' ENGROSSING BRITISH SPY MELLER
Rates • • _ as dualler

RKO-Radio
79 minutes

James Mason, Lucie Mannheim, Raymond
LoveU, Julien Mitchell, Clare Hamilton, Mar-
tin Miller, Herbert Lorn, Frederick Valk,
Ivor Barnard.

Directed bj Lance Comfort and Max Greene

This is a very well-developed and engross-
ing British-made espionage melodrama that
will find receptive audiences wherever Brit-
ish accents are no hindrances. The identity
of the culprit spy is shrewdly concealed

from the spectator right down to the ex-

citing chase climax, which is a real thriller.

In addition to moving the manhunt yarn at

a lively clip throughout, co-directors Lance
Comfort and Max Greene have embellished

the film with eye-filling background shots

photographed in the south of France. The
performances are above par, with James
Mason making an attractive hero. The ab-

sence of any names known to American
movie-goers necessarily relegates this to the

secondary spot on dual bills in the general

situations; however, it can be exploited to

good returns in the arty houses.

other nod to director Dmytryk. Micheline

Cheirel makes a pleasing debut as a mys-
tery woman and Nina Vale is a provocative

temptress. The rest of the cast is uniform-

ly good, with special plaudits due Morris

Carnovsky and Steven Geray.
Canadian flying ace Dick Powell, recuper-

ating in a London hospital, learns that his

young French bride was murdered by col-

laborationists during the Vichy regime. De-

termined to track down and kill the man
responsible, he begins a hunt that takes

him to France, to Switzerland and finally

to Buenos Aires, even though he is told that

his man is already dead. In the Argentina

city, he is met by Walter Slezak, a profes-

sional guide, who leads him into a nest of

intrigue. Bulling his way through, Powell

almost kills an innocent man, escapes

death himself, becomes a murder suspect,

but each blind alley leads him closer to his

prey. Given 48 hours to leave Argentina

by the police, Powell walks into a trap

where he faces his quarry. About to be

killed, he comes to grips with his adversary

and actually beats him to death.
STINE

The story is laid in Southern France just

before the outbreak of the war. James

Mason, an Austrian, seeking French citizen-

ship, is stopping at the Hotel Reserve on

the Riveria where he is arrested when he

is found to possess photographs of secret

naval fortifications. He realizes that some

foreign agent must have used a camera like

his and he is told by the authorities to trap

the real culprit in order to prove his own

innocence. There are exciting complications

ending with a wild chase over roof-tops and

the spy plunging to his death.

WEENEE
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DICK TRACY' COMIC STRIP COMES TO LIFE AS JUVENILE THRILLER

Rates • • as supporting dualler in nab

KKO-Radio
61 minutes

Morgan Conway, Anne Jeffrys, Mike Ma-
zurki, Jane Greer, Lyle Latell, Joseph Cre-
han, Mickey Kuhn, Trevor Bardette, Morgan
Wallace, Milton Parsons, Edythe Elliott,

William HaUigan, Mary Currier, Ralph
Dunn, Edmund Glover, Bruce Edwards.

Directed by William Berke.

As the famous comic strip springs to life

on the screen, "Dick Tracy" becomes an ex-
citing, typically juvenile movie thriller. Al-
though rating no higher than an action
programmer, the picture should be a strong
draw for the millions of readers, old as well
as young, who avidly follow Chester Gould's
characters in their daily newspapers. Mar-
quee names are lacking, but, as RKO is

probably planning a series, the players will
soon be identified with their cartoon ori-
ginals and become popular with "Tracy"
fans. Morgan Conway, ordinarily a capable
and not-too-handsome supporting player, is

orhood action spots

a good choice for the square-jawed, adven-

turous Tracy, and Anne Jeffrys. who is ex-

tremely attractive and somewhat hard-

boiled as his long-suffering newspaper
sweetheart, Tesa Trueheart, and Lyle Latell.

as his blundering assistant, Pat Patton. also

resemble the pen-and-ink characters they

portray. Mike Mazurki makes an appro-

priately ferocious-looking and cold-blooded

villain. Other characters in the strip, such

as Pruneface, Vitamin Flintheart, et al., are

shown only on the introductory frames but

will probably come to life in future releases

in the series. The story, which is quite un-

believable and terribly melodramatic, moves
at a rapid pace and contains enough sus-

pense and shuddery moments to keep the

youngsters and other Tracy devotees on the

edges of their seats. It's certainly not for

sophisticated audiences.

The stabbing of a schoolteacher on a

lonely street starts Dick Tracy (Morgan

Conway) on the trail of what he believes

to be a maniac killer. Examination of her

purse produces an extortion note and, when

Tracy learns that the Mayor and several

other citizens have received similar notes

signed by Splitface (Mike Mazurki), he de-

termines to run the latter to earth. After

another murder takes place, Tracy's clues

lead to Morgan Wallace, owner of a night

club. With Tess Trueheart (Anne Jeffrys),

his sweetheart, Tracy searches Wallace's

house and comes upon Mazurki who es-

capes into an adjoining building where a

so-called doctor of occult science hangs out.

The latter goes into a trance muttering

about "14 persons to be killed" which gives

Tracy the idea that he means a jury of 12

and 2 alternates. All the people killed were

members of a jury' who convicted a desper-

ate "knifer" who swore to avenge himself

on them years before. As the net closes in

on Mazurki, he tries to stop Tracy by kid-

napping Miss Jeffrys. After a wild chase.

Tracy catches up with Mazurki, who is fin-

ally vanquished and captured. As Tracy at

last decides to devote some time to Miss

Jeffrys, he gets news of another murder and

he again has to "stand her up."
DENLEY

20TH CENTURY-FOX ... 1 January Release

'A WALK IN THE SUN' REALISTIC, BUT NOT BOXOFFICE
Rates • • generally; slightly more if e

20th Century-Fox (Lewis Milestone)
117 minutes

Dana Andrews, Richard Conte, Sterling Hol-
loway, George Tyne, John Ireland, Norman
Lloyd, Herbert Rudley, Richard Benedict,
Lloyd Bridges, Huntz Hall, James Cardwell,
Chris Drake, George Offerman, Jr., Matt
Willis, Steve Brodie, Robert Lowell.

Directed by Lewis Milestone.

Granted that Lewis Milestone's picturiza-

tion of Harry Brown's fine book, "A Walk
in the Sun," is a realistic, earthy and truly

memorable war film, it is difficult to see how
it will appeal to a great part of the movie-
going public. Milestone's superb, "All Quiet
on the Western Front" came 13 years after
the first World War but now, less than six
months after the cessation of hostilities, the
public is still escapist-minded and not likely
to be drawn to this grim drama with an
all-male cast and Dana Andrews as its sole

xploited

marquee name. If heavily exploited, this

will do well in class spots and some first-

runs, but it's somewhat long for dualling

and, having absolutely no romantic interest,

it won't attract feminine fans or the

younger element in naborhood or rural

spots. Although the depressing background
of war-torn Italy is always apparent, there

is little actual battle action until the cli-

mactic advance and capture of a small

enemy-held farmhouse. By concentrating
entirely on a platoon of American foot sol-

diers as they walk or rest in the Italian sun
Director Milestone gives each member of

the varied group a chance to express his

views on life and war and, as a result, they
seem like real instead of fictional charac-
ters. While this constant talk — some of it

philosophical, some of it down-to-earth — is

interesting, it becomes tiresome in close to

two hours running time. Production values
are excellent with the camera work re-

sembling that of a documentary film rather
than studio-made product.
Way back in 1943, a platoon of American

soldiers lands on a Salerno beachhead and

start up a road toward their objective — a

farmhouse six miles inland. When they

lose their lieutenant, the sergeant. Herbert

Rudley, is compelled to take charge. Rudley

is so jittery that he finally cracks up and

is left behind while Dana Andrews takes

over. When the platoon sights the farm-

house, it seems too quiet so first a patrol

is sent out. When these men are mowed
down by the Nazis, Andrews sends some
men out to blow up a bridge in back, dis-

tract the attention of the Nazis while they

charge and take the farmhouse.

Dana Andrews gives a convincing por-

trayal of the sergeant, but Richard Conte,
who has the most amusing lines, contrib-

utes the outstanding characterization. Sterl-

ing Holloway, as a mild-mannered first-aid

man; Lloyd Bridges, as a young farmer, and
Huntz Hall will be familiar to most film

fans. George Tyne and John Ireland are
newcomers who make a strong impression
in more important roles.

YORK

'DETOUR' GRIPPING MURDER DRAMA FROM PRC
Rates • • as dualler generally; rates exploitation in action spots

~ ences. In addition, Director Edgar E. Ul-
PRC Pictures

69 minutes
Tom Neal, Ann Savage, Edmund MacDon-
ald, Claudia Drake, Tim Ryan, Esther
Howard.
Directed by Edgar E. Ulmer.

A taut and extraordinarily gripping mur-
der story is unfolded in "Detour," a low
budget programmer, but one of the best

from PRC. Although name value is mild,

this rates exploitation in the action spots

and it will make a good dualler in nabor-
hoods despite its unpleasant tale, with a
ruthless heroine and tragic ending. Martin
Goldsmith's original story and screenplay

employs an out-of-the-ordinary "confession"

technique with almost no actual dialogue

used for lengthy flashback stretches during
which the hero recalls his unhappy experi-
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mer early creates a somber mood and sticks

to it with no time out for unnecessary com-

edy or lighter touches. The one song. "I

Can't Believe You're in Love with Me," as

sung by Claudia Drake, is used mainly to

start the hero remembering what it did to

his life. Tom Neal, who does an excellent

acting job, and Ann Savage, who gives an

outstanding performance as an embittered

hitchhiker with no sympathetic traits, prac-

tically carry the picture with capable aid

from Edmund MacDonald and Miss Drake

in the only other important roles.

As Tom Neal, a defeated-looking man, is

eating in a Las Vegas diner, the jukebox

starts playing a tune which makes him re-

call what happened to him since he first

heard it sung by Claudia Drake when he

was playing for her at a third-rate New
York night club. After Miss Drake leaves

for Hollywood, Neal determines to follow

her there and, hitch-hiking his way across

the country, he is picked up by .Edmund
MacDonald. a dissipated socialite. When
MacDonald dies from an over-dose of sleep-

ing tablets, the frightened Neal changes

identities with him and continues in the car

toward Los Angeles. After picking up a

weary-looking girl, Ann Savage, en route,

Neal is informed by her that she knows he

isn't MacDonald and, as she has a hopeless
case of T. B., she intends to blackmail him
and enjoy the last few months of her life.

Neal is completely in her power, but he
Neal is completely in her power, but he fin-

ally balks at posing as MacDonald in order to

lionaire father who is dying. During their
quarrel, Miss Savage drinks heavily and
finally accidentally strangles herself to
death. Realizing he is trapped by fate, Neal
leaves the diner and surrenders to the
police.

DENLEY



'THE MAN IN GREY* INTERESTING BRITISH COSTUME DRAMA
Rates • • for class spots; fair support

Universal (Gainsborough)

92 minutes

Margaret Lockwood, James Mason, Phyllis

Calvert, Stewart Granger, Martita Hunt,

Harry Seott, Jr., Helen Haye, A. E Matt-

hews, Drusilla Wills, Beatrice Varley.

Directed by Leslie Arliss.

A British-made costume drama which

mixes 18th Century romance and intrigue in

a manner to interest feminine patrons, "The

Man in Grey" will need strong selling to

offset its lack of known names. The pic-

ture, which is lavishly costumed and well-

acted in the melodramatic fashion befitting

a period piece, is notable chiefly for the

fascinating title role portrayal given by
James Mason, one of England's leading box-

office stars, who shows magnetic qualities

which should make him a favorite with
American women. While two of the lead-

ing characters are ruthless and unsympathe-
tic and the story proper has a tragic end-

ing dualler for naborhoods
ing, a brief prologue and epilogue, set in

war-time London, add a brightly amusing
modern touch. Despite its sordid, unpleas-

ant qualities, the film holds the interest

throughout and both Margaret Lockwood,
as an embittered scheming charity pupil

who even stoops to murder to attain her

romantic ends, and Phyllis Calvert, as the

lovely and kindly high-born beauty, actually

seem to live their roles. The long-and-lanky
Stewart Granger is properly heroic in cos-

tume and likeable in modern uniform, while

little Harry Scott, Jr., who plays a Nubian
slave, never suggests anything other than
a British boy in blackface. The story is

not suitable for children and the 'teen age
element may find the film slow-moving, so

it naturally follows that this is best suited

to class houses.
Phyllis Calvert, a young WREN, meets

Stewart Granger, an airman, at a present-

day auction sale in London and, as they
look over the treasured possessions of the

girl's ancestors, the scene shifts to the

Nineteenth Century. Miss Calvert, a lovely

but impoverished debutante, first meets and
befriends Margaret Lockwood, a proud and

'GIRLS OF THE BIG HOUSE' FAR-FETCHED PRISON YARN
Rates • • — as dualler if exploited in

Republic

88 minutes

Lynn* Roberts, Virginia Christine, Marian

Marttn, Adele Mara, Richard Powers, Tala

Birell, Geraldine Wall, Norma Varden, Ste-

phen Barclay, Mary Newton, Erskine San-

ford, Sarah Edwards, Ida Moore, Verna Fel-

ton, William Forrest, Edythe Elliott, Isabel

Withers.

Directed by George Archainbaud.

While the title and prison setting of "Girls

of the Big House" lend themselves to ex-

ploitation in action spots, it will be a weak
supporting dualler generally. The film is

an implausible variation of a time-worn
theme, lacking in name value. This movie
version of a women's prison shows the

nicely-dressed inmates leading a carefree

existence in chintz-curtained rooms with
long recreation periods and apparently little

hard work. The only thing lacking is men
and, although much of the prisoners' con-

action spots; less generally

versation deals with their loving or double-

crossing boy friends, the few males in the

cast have unimportant parts. The heroine's

noble gesture in going to jail when she is

framed for a crime rather than disgrace

her professor father, is so incredible that

the average patron's interest is 60on dis-

sipated. There is a fair amount of rough-

and-tumble excitement, a few amusing mo-

ments and even a song or two (sung during

recreation period, of course), but most of

the action is a routine tour of the cell

blocks. Lynne Roberts, a capable actress

who rates better than this, does a good act-

ing job as the noble heroine and Mary New-
ton gives a sympathetic portrayal of the

prison doctor. Most of the others give

stereotyped performances particularly Vir-

ginia Christine, as a hard-boiled dame,

Marion Martin, as a squealer, and Tala

Birell, as a condemned woman. And the

British actress, Norma Varden, who acts

and talks like a society matron, is an un-

fortunate choice for the head of an Ameri-

wayward beauty, when the latter becomes a
charity pupil at a fashionable school. They
lose track of each other when Miss Lock-
wood runs away and marries a penniless

Navy man and Miss Calvert's mother ar-

ranges a marriage for her with James
Mason, an arrogant and wealthy marquis
who does not love her but wants only an
heir to his title. When a son is born, Mason
and his wife agree to live their own lives

until Miss Lockwood appears on the scene
and Miss Calvert again befriends her and
takes her to live at her castle. Mason falls

in love with Miss Lockwood and the latter

schemes to oust Miss Calvert from her own
home by telling her husband about her
growing attachment for Stewart Granger, a
young actor. After a duel between the two
men is stopped by the Prince Regent, Miss
Lockwood, furious at her plans being upset,

permits the ill Miss Calvert to catch a chill

and die. When Mason learns the truth, he
thrashes Miss Lockwood to death. But, in

the present-day, the descendants of Granger
and Miss Calvert promise to find a happier
ending to their budding romance.

LEYENDECKER

can women's prison.

Lynne Roberts, well-bred daughter of a

college professor, is framed with a stolen

wallet and sent to a women's prison. Rather

than disgrace her father, she refuses to give

her real name or the names of any relatives

and finds herself quartered with Virginia

Christine, a hardened inmate who befriends

her. When Mary Newton, the kindly wom-
an doctor, refuses to break the rules and
mail a letter for her, Miss Roberts breaks

jail and goes to her home town where she

meets her former sweetheart, Richard

Powers, and sees her father installed as col-

lege president. She then voluntarily returns

to jail and is punished for her break. Feel-

ing sorry for Miss Roberts, Miss Christine

writes to Powers that the girl needs his

help. Although Miss Roberts becomes in-

nocently involved in the attempted prison

break made by Tala Birell, a murderess

awaiting execution, she is finally cleared

and is reunited with Powers.

DENLEY

ALONG THE NAVAJO TRAIL' SATISFACTORY ROY ROGERS HOSS MUSICAL
Rates • • • where Rogers films are popular

Republic

66 minutes

Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes, Dale
Evan«, Douglas Fowley, Estelita Rodriguez,
Nestor Paiva, Emmett Vogan, Sam Flint,
Roy Barcroft, David Cota, Edward Cassidy,
Marin Sais, Bob Nolan and the Sons of the
Pioneers.

Directed by Frank McDonald.

Although "Along the Navajo Trail" is a
routine addition to the Roy Rogers musical
western formula, it has all the qualities that
make this Republic hoss-opera series popu-
lar with the star's numerous fans. This
time Rogers takes a more active part in
the typical western skullduggery plot, Dale
Evans again makes an attractive singing
heroine, George "Gabby" Hayes contributes
his familiar comedy portrait of an irascible
old codger and Bob Nolan and the Sons of
the Pioneers add some especially pleasing

10

who first orders him off and later invites
song specialties. The title tune has reached
the peak of its popularity and it will give
the picture added boxoffice value, particul-
arly in naborhood spots. Another stand-out
among the eight songs heard is "Cool
Water," which receives a novel vocal ar-
rangement. The early scenes concentrate
on romance and local color while action
lags, but there are fast chases and gunplay
aplenty later on, as well as a thrill climax
which has the villain's runaway buckboard
crashing off a high cliff. There are several
production numbers with Estelita Rodri-
guez, who also adds a touch of romantic
conflict to the plot, singing and dancing in
gypsy fashion.

Roy Rogers, who is actually a U. S. Dep-
uty Marshal, arrives in a town along the
Navajo Trail to investigate a murder but
he keeps his identity a secret while mas-
querading as a wandering cowboy. After
befriending a group of gypsies, Roy camps
out on range land belonging to Dale Evans,

him to move to her bunkhouse. The girl's

father has been shot from ambush and Roy
suspects that Douglas Fowley, who has been
trying to buy their land for his oil interests,

is behind this. Although the gypsies help

Roy find out about a drilling company which
has been working nearby, Miss Evans be-

comes jealous ofa gypsy girl's attentions to

Roy. After Roy gets definite information
that Fowley is tied up with a Santa Fe
drilling outfit that needs Miss Evans' land

for their pipeline, he learns that his hench-
man shot Miss Evans' father from ambush.
A pitched battle takes place between Fow-
ley's gunmen and Miss Evans' ranch hands
and even the gypsies arrive in time to take
part in the affray. After the gunmen are
rounded up, Roy chases Fowley, who is

killed when his wagon plunges off a cliff.

The grateful Miss Evans stages a party for

Roy and the gypsies, but the latter must
keep traveling while Roy stays on at the

ranch.

DENLEY
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144, can think of no better way

to wish you a Happy New Year

than to deliver better pictures

during 1946 than ever before . ,

,

pictures that will deserve your

playing-time on box office merit.

REPUBLIC PICTURES
Herbert J Yates, President.



THE DALTONS RIDE AGAIN 1 STRICTLY FOR ACTION FANS
Rates • • + in action spots; fair dualler

Universal

72 minutes

Alan Curtis, Kent Taylor, Lon Chaney, Noah
Beery, Jr., Martha O'Driscoll, Thomas Go-
mez, Jess Barker, Douglas Dumbrille, John
Litel, Walter Sande, Virginia Brissac, Mil-

burn Stone, Ruth Lee.

Directed by Ray Taylor.

This is strictly for the action fans. Ex-

citing western melodrama, embellished with

a cast containing several of Universal's sec-

ondary name players, "The Daltons Ride

Again" is made-to-order for houses special-

izing in sagebrush fare. However, it does

not compare favorably with "When the Dal-

tons Rode." one of the company's 1940 box-

office hits. This sequel's fast-riding, shoot-

'em-up tale is far removed from historical

fact and, although the film glorifies the

notorious outlaws to some extent, the finish

sees three of them dead and the fourth sen-

tenced to life imprisonment in the required

Crime Doesn't Pay finale. A routine roman-
tic angle has been worked into the plot and
there is some hope of a happy future for

generally

the heroine as she promises to wait for

Emmett Daltcn who may eventually be

freed as a reward for his good behavior.

Ray Taylor has directed at a fast pace and

included plenty of fighting and gun-play as

well as a spectacular chase that will keep

the young and old devotees of cowboy fare

on the edges of their seats. Alan Curtis, as

Emmett Dalton, has the most important

role and gives a convincing performance

and Kent Taylor and Noah Beery, Jr. also

do good work, but Lon Chaney is less effec-

tive as a dim-witted Dalton. Thomas Gomez
contributes a stand-out portrayal as a

drunkard who is actually the brains of the

land-grabbing gang and John Litel and

Douglas Dumbrille give strong support.

Martha O'Driscoll is adequate as the belle

of Skeleton Creek.

The story is told in flashback fashion as

the badly-wounded Emmett Dalton (Alan

Curtis) goes on trial for his life in Coffey-

ville, Kans., and refuses to speak in his own
defense. Finally, his sweetheart, Martha

O'Driscoll, persuades him to tell the true

story of the crimes that ended in the killing

of his three brothers (Kent Taylor, Noah
Beery, Jr. and Lon Chaney). After a series

of hold-ups and robberies, the four Dalton

boys are resting their horses in Skeleton

Creek preparatory to fleeing to Argentina.

When an old ranch-owner friend of their

father's is murdered by a gang of land

crooks, Curtis persuades his brothers to stay

and protect the man's widow. The Daltons

then turn their efforts to smashing the land-

grabbers and Walter Sande, one of the lat-

ter, takes this opportunity to commit sev-

eral crimes and lay the blame on the four

brothers. Meanwhile, Curtis, who has fallen

in love with Martha O'Driscoll, daughter of

a militant newspaperman, decides to give
himself up and, when he is unjustly sen-
tenced to hang for Sande's crimes, his bro-
thers set him free. When the other three
brothers plan to rob a bank in a nearby
town, Curtis tries to warn them that a posse
is waiting for them. However, Curtis ar-

rives too late and his brothers are killed

while he is badly wounded. Although the
judge sentences him to life imprisonment,
Miss O'Driscoll promises to wait in the hope
that he will be freed because of his efforts

against the land-grabbers.
YORK

BROADWAY
NEWSREEL

The continued cold weather, plus the sudden onslaught of

snow as well as the public's last-minute absorption in Christmas
shopping, has resulted in a not-unexpected seasonal drop in the
highly-profitable grosses for Broadway first-runs during the past
few months. While the hold-overs are most affected, two of the
newer pictures, "The Lost Week-End" and "The Bells of St.

Mary's," have had near-record takes with block-long lines waiting
outside the giant Radio City Music Hall every day since the latter
opened on December 6th. The Crosby-Bergman picture, coupled
with the Music Hall's annual Christmas show including the tradi-
tional "Nativity" pageant being given for its 13th consecutive
season, is a natural for the crowds and more than $270,000 was
taken in during the first two weeks at the world's largest theatre
which has just put in an admission price rise. This followed the
nine-weeks engagement of "Week-End at the Waldorf," seen by
1,350,000 persons by the end of a run which was exceeded by only
two other pictures — both also M-G-M — in the Music Hall's his-
tory.

. .Paramount^ "Week-End" played to the second largest
week-end business in the 27-year history of the Rivoli, exceeded
only by "Love Letters," which recently broke every all-time record
there.

.
.The Ray Milland picture started a fourth week on Decem-

ber 22nd and the combination of the strong selling campaign and
rave reviews may give it a record run. Two newcomers in the
smaller houses, the Gotham and the Victoria, have a strong ap-
peal to the youngsters and are doing exceptionally well. They
are Republic's "Dakota," which brought in a record gross in its
first week at the Gotham, and PRC's "The Enchanted Forest,"
which is far above average at the Victoria. Both will hold through
the holiday season.

. ."Saratoga Trunk," which broke every box-
office record at the Hollywood Theatre during its opening week
is now in its fifth week and is expected to continue for several
months while a third current Bergman film, "Spellbound "

is in
its seventh week at the Astor where exactly 484,236 patrons saw
the film during its first six stanzas for a new attendance record

"Stork Club," which opened to good returns at the Paramount
on the snowiest day of the year, followed three less-than-sensa-
tlonal weeks of "Masquerade in Mexico," which was aided by
12

Tony Pastor and His Orchestra on the stage. . ."The Dolly Sisters"

and a strong stage show headed by Beatrice Kay and Maurice

Rocco, is now in its sixth and final week at the Roxy and off con-

siderably from the profitable opening stanzas. "Leave Her to

Heaven" opens at the Roxy on Christmas Day. . .Also bringing in

a new show for Christmas is the Capitol where "They Were Ex-
pendable" and Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra opened on De-
cember 20th, after four weeks of "Yolanda and the Thief," which
wilted after a good opening week despite the other Dorsey —
Jimmy — heading the stage show. . .Another stage-and-screen

house which is way down during the pre-holiday season is the
Strand, where "Too Young to Know" and Hal Mclntyre and His
Orchestra have failed to draw the shopping crowds. The com-
bination will stay through Christmas, however, and "San Antonio"
will come in on December 28th.

Best of the others is "Frontier Gal," at the Criterion where
it followed three weeks of the Swiss-made film, "The Last
Chance," which did rather well as soon as the rave reviews start-

ed appearing.
. .Also holding up better than most are two pirate

films, "The Spanish Main," now in its seventh and final week at

the Palace, and "Captain Kidd," in its fifth and last week at the

Globe. Two new RKO-Radio pictures, "Cornered" and "Johnny
Angel," will come to the Palace and Globe, respectively, right af-

ter Christmas.
. .Still another RKO release, "The Wonderful Ad-

venture of Pinocchio," is in the 18th week of its record-breaking
engagement at the Republic Theatre and will be a natural for

holiday trade...Way down at the bottom of the list are "The
Daltons Ride Again," which had a mild second week at the Rial-

to although the theatre is expected to bound back to strong
grosses with "House of Dracula,"-made-to-order for this theatre's

horror patrons. The two newcomers to Broadway's first-run

theatre list, the Winter Garden and the Ambassador, having been
going along to mild business for some time. "Adventure for Two"
is the weakest of the British films shown at the Winter Garden
since J. Arthur Rank took over the house on October 1st and the
Ambassador has been showing revivals like "Holiday Inn" and
"Reap the Wild Wind" but will revert to first-run with "Snafu"
on Christmas Day.

FILM BULLETIN
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Independents Seek To Enter Case as Amicus Guria

CIEA BRIEF IN MONOPOLY CASE
Extracts from the Briefs as Amicus Curia Submitted by the

Conference of Independent Exhibitors' Associations in the New
York Anti-Trust Suit Before the Special 3-Judge Statutory Court

i.

JUSTIFICATION FOR BRIEF
The independent exhibitors have a stake second to none in

the outcome of this case and especially in the provisions of any
order that may be entered.

The failure of the Government to call any independent ex-

hibitors as witnesses and the inferences which conceivably might
be drawn therefrom, plus the confusion which seemingly prevailed
at the trial concerning the impact of defendants' acts and policies

on the independents, impose upon the Conference of Independent
Exhibitors' Associations the duty to offer this brief and to express
the wish that it may be considered.

Government counsel has taken the position that the master
agreements, formula agreements, franchises and licenses by which
defendants supplied pictures to each other's theatres, and the
provisions thereof restricting and hampering independents in their

efforts to compete with the affiliated circuits, speak for them-
selves; and that, therefore, it was unnecessary to transform the

witness stand into a wailing wall for the lamentations of the in-

dependents over the loss of their once proud position in the

industry and wrongs heaped upon them.

While we are convinced that counsel's position is legally

sound, the Court can appreciate the feelings of the Independent
exhibitors who, for years, have flooded the Courts, the Congress
and the Department of Justice with their complaints, at the pros-

pect of the case going to final hearing without direct contradiction

of the defendants' broad, though irrelevant, claims of non-

discrimination and lack of complaint-

Government counsel, in reply to a question by Judge Goddard,
said:

Mr. Wright: "Not only this independent exhibitor but

every independent exhibitor in the business complains bitterly

about what we say is a well established fact that there is dis-

crimination in rental terms...

"I say that every independent exhibitor who is in opposi-

tion to a circuit complains that he is discriminated against

in rental terms in the deals he makes and those that the

circuit make."

The truth of this assertion can be established by reference

to official publications. (Infra Pp. 6-14.) For the time being we
cannot do less than to inform the Court, on our responsibility as

counsel, that the regional associations included in the Conference
have conducted surveys among the independent exhibitors that

developed hundreds of complaints which were turned over to the

Department of Justice; and that while defendants were offering

their testimony, and in anticipation of rebuttal, those organiza-
tions wired Government counsel the names of numerous indepen-
dent exhibitors who were prepared to testify to specific instances
of discrimination, and pointed out other sources of evidence.

II.

AUTHORITY FOR BRIEF
The Conference of Independent Exhibitors' Associations is the

same organization (with a slight amendment to its title) which
offered a brief as amicus curia at the hearing on the Govern-
ment's motion for temporary relief with respect to clearance,
which brief Judge Goddard graciously accepted.

The Conference is composed of 21 national and regional as-

sociations of independent motion picture exhibitors.

At a meeting held in Washington on December 3, 1945 the
Conference authorized and directed counsel to prepare this brief
and tender it to the Court.

At the same time the Conference adopted a resolution —
L Reaffirming the position theretofore taken by it in ap-

proving, in general, the proposals for a modified decree in this
case which were filed by the Attorney General on August 7, 1944;
reserving, however, the right to submit further recommendations.

2. Adding to Its position the view that in licensing motion
pictures no exhibitor should be forced or required, against his
will or judgment, to submit to the following practices, or any of
them, as a condition to the right to obtain pictures:

1. Blind pricing.

2. Percentage playing.

3. Practices which deprive an exhibitor of control over

the operating policies of his theatre, chief among which are

preferred playing time, extended runs, increased admision
prices, etc.

The Conference particularly instructed counsel, in case the

decision is in favor of the Government, to apply to the Court for

permission to submit the views of the independent exhibitors

relative to the provisions of the order; and if necessary, in order
to show the need for and propriety of any provision which they
may recommend, or to disclose the unfairness or unwoi kability

of any proposal coming from any other source, to offer a limited

amount of expert exhibitor testimony.

III.

COMPLAINTS A MATTER OF COMMON KNOWLEDGE
About the time that counsel made his statement in reference

to exhibitor complaints, hereinabove quoted, the Senate Small
Business Committee made a progress report containing a passage
which seemed to echo that statement. The report is entitled

"Maintaining Free Competitive Enterprise" and was printed by
the Government Printing Office. The passage in question appears
on pages 17 and 18 and reads as follows:

Motion-picture exhibitors.—The Small Business Com-
mittee has received numerous requests from independent
motion-picture exhibitors to examine into the conditions pre-
vailing in their business, where, because of alleged monopoly
practices of the major producing companies and their affili-

ated distributors, unfair competition is indulged in by their

company-owned motion-picture houses. On order of the com-
mittee chairman, several of the more aggravated cases were
examined carefully by the staff, and reports made on condi-
tions found. One case involving what appeared to be an ex-

ceptionally glaring example was brought to the attention of

the Hays organization which agreed to work out certain
adjustments.

Because of the pending anti-trust suit of the Govern-
ment against the major producers-distributors for alleged
violations similar to those reported to the committee by small
motion-picture owners and exhibitors, it was decided to await
the action of the courts before examining further into the

complaints now before the committee.

The staff report based on the complaints received is in

preparation and will be available shortly for the deliberations
of the committee.
At page 44, under the general head of distribution, this addi-

tional passage occurs:

Motion-picture industry.—In the motion-picture industry
the economic control exercised by the major film producers
in the distribution and exhibition of films limits opportunities
for independent exhibitors and distributors. In its current
trial, the Department of Justice charges that the eight major
Hollywood producers control more than two-thirds of all mo-
tion pictures produced, from the original story selection to

the final showing in the theater. As a result of their control

_ of the distribution and exhibition of motion pictures as well

as their production, the "majors" have forced many indepen-
dents out of business.

IV.

CONTINUING CONSPIRACY SHOWN BY CONTRACT
FORMS

Of course, there could not be stronger evidence of the con-
spiracy among the defendants than the contracts by which they
license pictures to one another and the arrangements under which
products are pooled by their theatres. These constitute conclusive
proof of the conspiracy to monopolize the exhibition of motion
pictures by granting exclusive rights and special privileges to
their own theatres and the theatres of one another. But the con-
spiracy also is shown by the collusion between the defendants in
drafting the standard exhibition contract under which pictures
are licensed to the independent exhibitors and their carefully
synchronized, if not downright collusive, action in amending the
form from time to time.

(Continued on Page 16)
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CIEA BRIEF CHARGES ARTIFICIAL FILM SHORTAGE
{Continued from Page 15)

The collusion between defendants in reference to these forms
is shown not only by continuing similarity of the provisions since

they were jointly negotiated. It is even more impressively shown
by simultaneous uniform changes in recent years. Provisions fav-

orable to the exhibitors which extended down to and including the
1936-1937 forms are either missing in the 1943-1944 forms or have
been altered to the disadvantage of the exhibitors. We assert
that none of these later changes was made upon notice to or with
the consent of the exhibitors.

Independent exhibitors, in common with the circuits, do not
relish having the intimate details of their business operations
broadcast to the public. The distributors, all of them, have pro-
visions in their contracts permitting them to station representa-
tives in the theatres to check the boxoffice receipts on percentage
engagements. The employment of local checkers, (i. e. persons
residing in the same community as the exhibitor) was a sore
spot and at the so-called 5-5-5 Conference* the distributors agreed
tc insert r> clause which would eliminate local checkers, unless
they were regularly employed by the distributors or were engaged
as accountants. This clause will be found in the 1936-1937 con-

tracts of Columbia, Fox, Loew's. Paramount, RKO, Universal and
Warner.

Since the records available to us do not show the contracts
for the intervening years, it is not possible to place the exact
time when that clause was dropped by the defendants, except as
we may infer it from a circumstance hereinafter mentioned.
Suffice it to say, the clause is missing from the 1943-1944 forms
of all of them.

Again, in the "negotiated" contract forms, and as late as
1936-1937. the defendants reserved only a limited time — usually
4 months — in which to examine the exhibitors' books and rec-
ords on percentage engagements. In the 1943-1944 forms this time
limitation has been omitted, and the right is reserved to make an
audit "at any time" after the conclusion of the engagement in

the forms used by Columbia, Fox, LoewV, Paramount, RKO and
Universal.

While, as stated, it is impossible to say just when between
1936 and 1944 these chanrres were made, the transcript affords a
likely motive therefor. That was the formation and use by five

of the defendants — Columbia, RKO, Paramount. Universal and
United Artists — of Confidential Reports. Inc., as a joint agency
in checking theatres and auditing the exhibitors' books. Is it too
much to suppose that if this joint agency proves to be as satis-

factory to the distributors — as certainly it is unsatisfactory to
the exhibitors — the remaining three defendants — Fox, Loew's
and Warner — will join in the deal?

DISCRIMINATION SHOWN BY CONTRACT FORMS
Whatever may have been the fate of the contracts which the

Government sought to obtain in the final turbulent days of the
trial — without access to the exhibits we do not know how suc-
cessful counsel was in showing discrimination by a random selec-
tion of circuit and independent deals — we submit- that defend-
ants' wholesale denials of discrimination cannot survive a com-
parison of the contract forms used in licensing independents with
the glimpses afforded by the transcript of the deals granted the
affiliated circuits.

We are confident that in examining the contract forms in
Appendix B to the Trial Brief the Court will experience the same
astonishment, even if it does not voice the same indignation,
registered by most persons upon first encountering these remark-
able documents. Realizing that in foisting these forms on the
independents they had overstepped the limits of fairness, defend-
aits now claim that a copy of the standard contract is attached
to each circuit formula or "letter" deal. But as we shall see the
more onerous provisions are inapplicable to the circuit first-run
situations and in case of conflict the "letter" prevails over the
contract,

VI.

IMPACT OF THE MONOPOLY ON THE INDEPENDENT
EXHIBITORS

In the early days when the motion picture business was
making the phenomenal strides that were to establish it as a
great industry, all theatres were independent.

The pioneer exhibitor who first introduced this new form of
entertainment to the public in lodge halls and converted store-
rooms and later invested their money to build theatres supplied
™*

i
OU?°*"on on wh'ch the "dean" of the industry and other in-

div dual defendants named in the Government's Original Petition
built their gigantic structures.

Whether Adolph Zukor first began acquiring theatres in re-

• Five distributors, 5 affiliated exhibitors and 5 independent
exhibitors.

taliation against the exhibitors who formed First National to

protect themselves against Famous Players' growing monopoly,
or whether he merely saw the possibility of great power in the

combining of exhibition with production and distribution, is not
relevant, in the Government's theory of the case. However, it

must be noted that the fever spread to the other producer-
distributors as they entered the (then) arena of boundless op-

portunity, and in due time First National and most of its fran-

chise holders were swallowed up by Warner Brothers.

The tables appearing on pages 17 to 19 of the Government's
Trial Brief reveal the affiliated circuit's almost complete monopoly
of established first-runs in cities over 100,000 population. Other
exhibits show their control over the desirable subsequent-runs in

the larger cities and their gradual expansion into the smaller
cities and towns. The master contracts, formula agreements,
blanket licenses and franchises show the competitive advantages
and special privileges granted them over their independent com-
petitors. Luckily the industry still is comparatively young and
despite the steady trend toward monopoly — slowed only by the
depression and wartime restrictions on building — the indepen-
dent exhibitors still are numerically strong, albeit their competi-
tive position is weak.

No development during the trial caused greater amazement
among exhibitors than the effort by Universal's counsel to make
it appear that there is an "exhibitors' market"; that "they can
buy or not buy from distributors as they see fit/' (Tr. 2029.)

Under his examination the witness Scully cited a few instances

where Universal had not come to terms with buying co-ops and
an exhibitor in a closed situation — without, however, mention-
ing the terms demanded by Universal for its product. This moved
counsel for Warner Brothers to make a statement which illus-

trates the inherent vice in distributor operation of theatres:

Mr. Proskauer: "May I suggest to your Honor in an-
swer to your question that there is another aspect of this that

we deem important. The only way we have of legitimately

protecting ourselves against these buying combines is that, if

we have our own theatres and they gang up on us, to use a
conventional (sic) phrase, we can put the shows in our own
theatres." (Tr. 2030.)

This can only mean that independent exhibitors must license
defendants' products on the terms demanded by them, or else

suffer invasion by the affiliated circuits with all that implies.
Had the case been tried by the "geneological method," instead of

basing it on the existing situation, it could have been shown that
this is not a new technique. And according to Scully, Universal
already has employed it against one independent in New England.

The fact is, there is not a surplus of films, but a serious
shortage. Tables C (1) and (2) at pages 35 and 36 of Appendix A
of the Government's Trial Brief show defendants' feature releases
during 1936-1937 and 1943-1944. A comparison of the totals cannot
be made because Universal did not supply the information for the
later year in time to be included. But Fox's releases had de-
clined from 61 to 33; -Loew's from 50 to 33; Paramount's from 59
to 31; RKO from 47 to 38; Warner from 60 to 19; Columbia alone
increased its releases — from 31 to 41; United Artists declined
from 19 to 16. Thus in seven years the releases of seven of the
eight defendants declined from 327 to 211 — a total of 116 feature
pictures.

Defendants doubtless will seek to explain this away on
grounds other than a purpose to create an artificial shortage in

order to increase film rentals. It probably will be argued that
pictures are released as fast as the market will absorb them;
that due to the improved quality of the pictures, or the increased
wartime attendance in the metropolitan areas, the tendency is for
the first-run theatres to give extended playing time to the pictures— to hold them over for several weeks — thereby causing the
product to backup in the studios. But considering that defendants
have a monopoly of the first-runs the explanation cannot relieve
them of responsibility for the condition. Aside from the gouging
possibilities of a starved market, it is manifestly to defendants'
advantage to keep their screens occupied by their own pictures
by means of extended runs, repeat runs, move-overs, etc., whilst
keeping their production costs in control by the simple expedient
of reducing their features by one-third.

The truth is that the independent exhibitors — especially
those who are in any degree competitive with a circuit — are
being whipsawed between the distributor representatives with
home office quotas to maintain and the managers of the circuit
theatres whose compensation depends on the profits earned by
these houses. By insisting on as many percentage engagements
as they can secure the distributors keep themselves fully informed
as to the maximum amount of film rental that can be extracted
from the independent exhibitors. By means of daily telegraphic
reports from their affiliated first-runs they know the drawing
power of their pictures. The independent exhibitor, on the other
hand, has little or no buying power, sometimes needs as many as

[Continued on Pane 18)
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PEOPLE IX PiCTEMiES

William F. Rodgers addressing the annual luncheon for the amusement division of the

National Conference of Christians and Jews, at the Astor Hotel. New York. Rodgers

took ovei the chairmanship in the absence of J. Robert Rubin, who was ill. Also on

the dais, in the familiar order, are: Jack Cohn. Barney Balaban. Nicholas M. Schenck.

Eric A. Johnston, Frank Sinatra, Dr. Everett Clinchy and Rev. William M. Casey.

Frank Sinatra being awarded the NCCJ citation

for his work for better Americanism, which was
highlighted by his appearance in "The Hou e I

Live In." President Dr. Everett R. Clinchy is

making the presentation while Ned E. Depinet
and Eric A. Joh ston k ok on.

'he executives of recently organized Story
'roductions. Inc., being feted at "21." They
re: Hal Horne, chairman of the board; Stan-
ly E. Kramer, vice-president in charge of

roduction and Armand S. Deutsch, president.

Harry M. Warner speaks for the film industry
at the Nobel Anniversary Dinner held Decem-
ber 10 at the Astor Hotel, New York. Au-
thoress Pearl Buck and U. S. Senator J. Wil-
liam Fulbright are the attentive listeners.

Bing Crosby chats with Master of Ceremon-
ies Arthur (Bugs) Baer and actress Delores
Gray at the Banshees luncheon in New-
York. The groaner was the guest of honor
ar:d enteitain-d with a few songs.

The Silver Anniversary of Allied Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania was
(celebrated in Pittsburgh December 10-11. This group was photographed between sessions. 1. to r.:

Morris Lefko, RKO branch manager; William J. Blatt and William Finkel, the convention co-

jihairmen; Leon J. Bamberger, of RKO, as speaker; Morris M. Finkel, AMPTO president re-

elected for a second term; Morris A. Rosenberg. AMPTO board chairman.

Ted R. Gamble, national director

of the Treasury's War Finance
Division, will be honored by the
film industry with a testimonial
dinner to be held January 7

Iteve Edwards, recently appointed director of Republic advertising
nd publicity department, shown with members of his staff. Seated
re Beatrice Ross, exploitation mgr.; Mr. Edwards, and Evelyn
Coleman, publicity mgr. Standing, Dennis Carlin, advertising mgr.;
Nick de Manczuk, art department mgr., and Milton Silver, execu-
tive assistant to Edwards.

Dave Bader, president of AMPA, speaking to the advertising or-
ganization's guests at the annual Christmas luncheon in the Hotel
Taft. On the dais, starting at the left, Ray Gallagher, Mel Gold,
Bill Berns. Bader, Master of Ceremonies Phil Williams, and Vera
Massie, singer. It was the group's last get-together before the
holiday season.



PERCENTAGE DEALS GIVE MAJORS CONTROL, SAYS CIEA

(Continued from Page 16

1

204 feature pictures a year, and has no information to match that

possessed by the seller. If a few independents have held out

against Universal because of its ambitious pricing policy in recent

years, they still were taking it on the chin from the other

defendants.

If the independent has a fine theatre and is ambitious to

improve his run, he finds that no major product is available to

him on that run. When the defendants grant blanket first-runs

to the circuits they thereby exclude the independents. All pro-

testations to the contrary, that is the system and that is its effect.

There is no competition among the affiliated first-runs in the

licensing of film.

VII.

FORCED PERCENTAGE AN INSTRUMENT Of
MONOPOLY

The general sales managers were frank in stating their

reasons for preferring percentage arrangements to flat rental

deals. It enables them to get higher film rentals and affords them
an insight into the exhibitor's business.

There may be — doubtless are — some exhibitors who do not

object to percentage playing. Their right freely to negotiate for

fair percentage terms should be respected. But based on the

action of the Conference of Independent Exhibitors' Associations

hereinbefore noted, it is fair to assume that the great majority

are opposed to such arrangements and that all are opposed to

having such deals forced upon them.

Obviously if the picture is very successful the distributor,

under a percentage arrangement, will share in the profits on an
ascending scale. This assumes that such success is due entirely

to the picture; that the effort, showmanship and advertising con-
tributed by the exhibitor had nothing to do with it. Mochrie
says that if a picture on flat rental is successful, he does not
stand to gain; that if it fails he may lose because the exhibitor
may ask for a reduction on the film rental. Granting that many
exhibitors in recent years have found it necessary to apply to the
distributors, hat in hand, for adjustments, this probably happens
more often in reference to percentage pictures than flat rentals;
for, by Mr. Mochrie's own admission, they yield higher film ren-
tals than the flats.

Defendants do not mention the reason which probably out-
weighs all others. Percentage engagements enable them to con-
trol the operating policies and to curb the competitive effort of
the independents. When a distributor demands percentage deals
as a condition of the licensing of needed pictures, it forces itself

into an unwelcome partnership with the exhibitor. But it is not
a true partnership involving liability for the losses as well as
participation in the profits. The exhibitor, not the distributor,
must carry the overhead.

In the concluding chapter we set forth reasons why produc-
tion and distribution should be separated from exhibition, and
why the great affiliated circuits should be broken up. But that
is not enough. Unless the order shall provide, in addition, for
injunctions against trade practices which deprive the independent
exhibitors of control over the operating policies of their theatres,
the distributors may revive their monopoly by virtually taking
over those houses, dominating their policies and practices, and
reducing the exhibitors to the status of mere agents for the ex-
hibition of defendants films on a commission basis, by means of
forced percentage playing.

X.

EFFECTIVE RELIEF REQUIRES DIVESTITURE.
DISSOLUTION AND INJUNCTION

The. filing of the Original Petition in 1938 praying for these
measures of relief culminated 28 years of endeavor by the Federal
;md Slate Governments and the various agencies thereof, and by
the independent exhibitors, by means of legislation, investigation,
anti-trust suits and triple-damage suits to halt the onward march
of monopoly in motion picture business.

Within the space of a year four last-resort suits were filed
by the United States: The present suit against the Big Eight and
three companion suits aimed at the relatively less important
Crescent, Schine and Griffith Circuits. In consideration of their
signing the Consent Decree, the five consenting defendants —
Paramount, Loew's, Fox. RKO and Warners — were dropped as
defendants to the three last-named proceedings.

The Crescent Case was decided by the District Court in favor
of the United States. The circuit was ordered dissolved into its
component parts. On appeal the Supreme Court not only affirmed
the order but actually enlarged it so as to prevent future acquisi-
tions by the segregated units without the affirmative approval of
the District Court. United States v. Crescent Amusement Co.,
325 U. S. 173.

The Schine Case has been decided in favor of the Govern-

ment and dissolution ordered. United States v. Schine Chain

Theatres, U. S. District Court, Western New York, decided

October 8. 1945.

The Griffith Case has been tried and is awaiting final argu-

ment in the U. S. District Court for Western Oklahoma.

It is clear in reason that these so-called independent chains

could not have acquired their respective regional monopolies with-

out the active cooperation of the distributors. There is a history

in this business of "build 'em up, then take 'em over." In the

Crescent Case the District Court found "that some of the dis-

tributors were co-conspirators on certain phases of the program";

but the Supreme Court concluded that, in order to sustain the

order, it was unnecessary "to inquire whether the findings are

adequate on that phase of the case." The Crescent defendants

urged that since there was a monopoly much greater than theirs

(evidently referring to the one now before this Court) they should

not be singled out for dissolution; causing the Supreme Court to

remark that "the fact that there may be somewhere in the back-

ground a greater conspiracy from which flow consequences more

serious than we have here is no warrant for a refusal to deal with

the lesser one which is before us."

In his opinion in the Schine Case Judge Knight said:

"Proofs connecting the distributors with certain of the

aforesaid acts of defendants come from the provisions of the

franchise agreements and acts of the distributors, inter-

department communications of the distributors and statements
made by their authorized representatives, of which numerous
ones have been set forth herein. It is hardly believable that

the executive officers of the distributors did not know some
of the methods employed by Schine in its efforts to restrict

competition. Distributors' salesmen, branch managers and
district managers are necessarily in constant touch with
Schine operations. By the very terms of the franchise agree-

ments they insured strength against competition. These long
term deals were made by each of the distributors, except
United Artists whose term deals were necessarily somewhat
different and they were in effect profit sharing agreements
and created a virtual partnership with Schine. To the same
end were the unreasonable clearances given Schine by each
of the distributors."

Dissolution being the fate that has been decreed for these

lesser circuits whose cases have been decided, it would be an
astounding — a monstrous thing — if the great affiliated circuits,

clothed with every competitive advantage and every special privi-

lege that defendants can bestow upon them, should be allowed to

remain in their hands, intact.

And if the distributors conferred special favors on the cir-

cuits involved in those companion cases for reasons concerning
which we can only speculate, they have and as long as they retain
their Interest therein will continue to have a compelling monetary
motive for favoring their affiliated circuits as against the inde-

pendent exhibitors.

Great benefits will surely result from the entry of a final

order embodying the proposals submitted by the Attorney General
on August 7. 1945, re-inforced by the suggestions offered by the
independent exhibitors.

Divested of their theatre holdings the defendants will regard
all exhibitors as customers and not as actual or potential com-
petitors of their own or each other's theatres.

Without a fixed first-run market they will compete with each
other for playing time on the screens — compete as to price,

terms, quality of product and service.

The availability of first-run accounts on a competitive basis
will attract additional producers and distributors into the business
thereby ending the existing product shortage and making for

healthier conditions for all concerned — the public most of all.

Finally, appropriate injunctions against unfair, burdensome
and monopolistic trade practices will prevent a recurrence of the
evils dealt with in this brief as well as restoration of the monop-
oly. As said in the Crescent case, "Civil suits under the Sherman
Act would indeed be idle gestures if the injunction did not run
against the continuance or resumption of the unlawful practice."

And those practices are not to be judged as separate, isolated
acts — as defendants would have it — but as integral parts of the
system by which the monopoly has been created and maintained.

Respectfully submitted,

ABRAM F. MYERS,
Attorney for Conference of
Independent Exhibitors' Associations.

Associate Counsel:
JESSE L. STERN.
December 14. 1945.
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THE NEWS DIGEST
A Bi-Weekly Review of the Trade's Events

FINAL BRIEF FILED BY GOVERNMENT
In a document comprising 125 pages, the Government pre-

sented its brief on final arguments to the three-judge statutory

court hearing the New York monopoly case on December 15, the

date set by the Court. At the same time, the Conference of In-

dependent Exhibitors Association filed a brief as amicus curia,

supplementing the Department of Justice arguments. (A large

portion of the CIEA brief appears elsewhere in this issue.)

In its brief, the Government contended that the defendants,
both the Big Five and the Little Three, have failed to disprove
the charges of violation of the Sherman anti-trust laws. Whether
the alleged monopoly is of public advantage, and whether divorce-
ment of their theatres would injure the defendants without bene-
fitting the public is a matter for Congress to decide, not the
courts, the brief asserted. The brief also contended that the
defendants' allegation that industry practices were "too complex
to be subject to ordinary injunctive provisions" under the Sher-
man laws was a matter for Congressional determination.

Undisputed Facts
Several simple ultimate facts, however, have been established

without dispute, the Government says:
(1) The five defendants with affiliated theatres receive over

70 per cent of their total film revenues in U. S. from first-runs.
(2) They control, directly or indirectly, more than 70 per

cent of key city first-runs in the U. S.

(3) Control of key runs is largely responsible for control over
the boxoffice performance of any feature distributed in the
American market.

(4) Control of keys leads to control over the operating poli-
cies of independent exhibitors in competition with them.

(5) These controls are the result of restrictive licensing
agreements, both expressed and implied, among all the defendants,
ostensibly to protect their copyrights, but in reality directed at
the restrictions generally of competition in exhibition and dis-
tribution.

(6) These agreements directly and indirectly control the
prices the public pays for all its film entertainment whether sup-
plied by the defendants or others.

Defendants Contentions
Against these allegations, the Government says the defendants

have contended that, individually, they control directly only a
fraction of the entire domestic distribution business; that theatre
situations individually 100 per cent controlled are relatively few
in numbers; that competition in the production field is keen and
that less restricted competition among theatres would make busi-
ness less profitable for some of the defendants.

Consequently, the brief states, the important factual issues are
resolved entirely into a question of emphasis. The relevant ul-
timate facts are not in genuine conflict, it claims. The majority
of the brief concerns itself with factual discussion with about 20
per cent confined to legal argument.

Legal Issues Denned
As to the legal issues presented, the brief explains that the

Government relies on certain propositions of law in which viola-
tions of the Sherman Act have been well defined. It cited deci-
sions in the Schine, Crescent, Interstate and Goldman cases as
corroboration of exhibition monopoly. It pointed out that the
Supreme Court has always agreed on the illegality of market
control achieved, in concert. The brief contended that the alleged
collective control by the defendants through cross-licensing each
other's theatres cannot effectively be eliminated by injunctive
measures because a pattern of preferential treatment has been so
firmly established that express licensing restrictions are no longer
needed to assure its continuance.

Divorcement Asked
The only remedy which would effectively resolve the monop-

oly, the brief contends, is divestiture of theatres from the de-
fendants and a ban on further acquisitions. Pending completion
of such divestiture, the Government asks injunctive relief against
the producer-distributor-exhibitor defendants which will prohibit
agreements between any two or more defendants which may have
the effect of admission price fixing or which have the effect of
excluding competition in theatre operation. It also asks restraints
on trade practices which give undue advantages to the dis-
tributors.

The defendants' reply brief is scheduled to be filed with the
Court and the Government on January 7 and final oral arguments
on the briefs to be heard January 15.

GOLDMAN ASKS JURY TRIAL
Declaring that Judge William H. Kirkpatrick has "abused"

judicial discretion by turning the William Goldman suit over to

David Bachman as master to reach a decision in the $1,350,000

damages asked against Warner Bros., their affiliates and eight

di ti ibutors, attorneys for Goldman petitioned the U. S. Circuit

Court to transfer the case to a jury for trial. .Counsel also asked

for the removal of Bachman as master.

Judge Kirkpatrick erred, said plaintiff, in appointing a special

master because court rules require a master only when a case is

"involved and complicated," whereas William A Gray, Goldman
counsel, claimed "the proofs outlined are not complex and can
be fully presented in a few hours."

Judge Kirkpatrick, who had earlier denied a jury trial to

Goldman, was asked in the petition to show cause why a writ

ordering a jury trial should not be issued.

Circuit Court judges took no immediate action on the appli-

cation.

GOVT. FILES TELE TRUST SUIT
The tiling of a new anti-trust suit in New York district court

bv the U. S. Government, through Attorney-General Tom Clark,
charging violation of the Federal anti-trust laws in the manu-
facture and sale of television equipment by Paramount Pictures,

Television Productions, General Precision Equipment Corp.,

Scophony Corp. of America, Scophony, Ltd., England, and three
individuals was disclosed last week in what was apparently a
surprise action by the anti-trust division of the Department of
Justice.

Declaring that the Government's complaint is basically that
the advancement of television has been suppressed by the de-
fendants because of their absolute control over Scophony inven-
tions and that an agreement had been made to divide up the
world market in the manufacture and sale of television equip-
ment for theatres, Wendell Berge, assistant U. S. Attorney
General in charge of the anti-trust division, asked an injunction
against the defendants prohibiting their entering into further
agreements, that they be required to divest themselves of interest
in SCA. He added that Television "as a foundation for the post-
war world" must have competition to facilitate its development.

Paul Raibourn, head of the television activities of Paramount
Pictures and president of Television Productions Inc. immediately
issued a denial of the Government's charges, declaring rather
that "Paramount pictures has in the last seven years done more
for the promotion and development of television in the home

(Continued on Page 32)

PEOPLE
Ted Gamble, national director of the War Finance Division of

the U. S. Treasury Department, will be honored by his associates

in the industry at a testimonial dinner on January 7 in the Grand
Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria. Spyros Skouras, president of

20th-Fox, will serve as general chairman of the Dinner Committee.
Ben Kalmenson was signed to a new five-year contract as

general sales manager for Warner Bros., it was announced last

week by Harry M. Warner. Warner paid tribute to Kalmenson
for having introduced several new ideas and modernized methods
of selling and distribution that have been adopted generally by
the industry in the past five years.

Lt. Col. Orton JrL Hicks was named head of M-G-M's world-
wide 16 mm. operations. He was formerly director of the dis-

tribution division of the Signal Corps Photographic Center.
Karl Herzog, treasurer of Pathe Industries, Inc. and its sub-

sidiaries, has been promoted to the post of vice-president of PRC
Productions, Inc., and PRC Studios, Inc., effective January 1.

C. Warren Sharpe succeeds Herzog as treasurer.
Harry Gold, recently resigned as Eastern sales manager for

United Artists, joins Howard Hughes Productions as general man-
ager of distribution, effective January 1.

Jerry Pickman was named publicity director for Story Pro-
ductions. Inc. Pickman, formerly executive assistant to Hal
Home at 20th-Fox, now rejoins Home, who is executive vice-
president of the board of SP.

Joe Goldenberg has been named Advertising Sales Manager
of 20th Century-Fox, effective January 4, succeeding Edward Hol-
lander who leaves the company at the end of the year.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS FROM REVIEWS OF NEW PICTURES BY FOREMOST CRITICS

'THE BELLS OF ST. MARY S' ANOTHER FATHER O'MALLEY HIT
(RKO)
"...4 Stars. . .Utterly charming, amusing and touching story...
Sentimental. . .Heart-warming and beguiling, and it is touched
with faith, hope and charity." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...For all the world to see... Imaged with humor and sentiment
...Leo McCarey yielded too much to the temptation of trying to
copy a success. . .Ingrid Bergman is exquisitely serene, radiantly
beautiful and soft-spoken." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Full of gentle warmth. . .Superior piece of entertainment...
One of the year's more satisfactory movies." COOK, N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Sincerity, feeling and artistry .. .Theme of spiritual depth and
delicate human equations has been wrought into a taut and re-
vealing screen entertainment. . .Inspiring." BARNES, N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE.

"... Straight contrivance, much more enjoyable when it is being

roguish than in its rather shallow dips into piety, but it is blessed

with two or three episodes brimming with warmth, ingratiating

invention, and good humor ... McCarey's flair for humor, plus an

unfailing fund of parochial incident has redeemed each of these

Father O'Malley Alms for much broader audiences than either

would otherwise warrant." McMANIUS, PM.

"...Very good picture, sentimentally touching and humanly

brightened with that particular brand of Catholic religion which

emphasizes sympathy and understanding. . .Noticeable gap be-

tween 'Going My Way' and 'Bells' . . . Standard set was an im-

possibly high one to match in a sequel, and that should not de-

tract too much from the very real pleasures." WTNSTEN, N. Y.

POST.

'THE LOST WEEKEND' ABSORBING, FASCINATING, A 'MUST' FOR ADULTS
(PARAMOUNT)
"...Very faithful rendition of Charles R. Jackson's tour de force
novel of that name about a drunkard. . .Acting as fine as any that
has been seen this year...A 'must' for the serious moviegoer."
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Stands way out in front as the film of the 1945 season which
will be the most discussed and longest remembered. . .One of the
most fascinating pieces of work yet. . .Always absorbing and some-
times highly dramatic. . .Excellent direction. . .Don't miss it it's
a treat." McMANUS, PM.
"...It is adult, off the beaten track, terrifyingly real and every inch

a cinematic masterpiece. . .Script is a model of consummate screen

writing. Wilder direction is infallibly imaginative .. .Unswerving
and memorable." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...A miracle of inspired film craftsmanship ... Sure to finish in a

lot of the forthcoming year-end awards." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-
TELEGRAM.
".

. .Truly a chef d'oeuvre of motion-picture art. . .Most impressive
throughout ... Straight objective report, unvarnished with editorial

comment or temperance morality .. .Would not recommend this

for a gay evening on the town, but certainly an overwhelming
drama which every adult moviegoer should see." CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.

'TOO YOUNG TO KNOW MEETS WITH POOR RESPONSE FROM CRITICS
(WARNER)
"...Some scenes have an air of simple sadness, but in general is
overburdened with contrivances and sentimentality. . .Little too
saccharine to be palatable." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD
1 KIBUNE,
".

.
.Thoroughly amateurish.

. .Irrational and unbeguiling. . .Played
by Robert Hutton and Joan Leslie in a miserably juvenile waj
...Proves nothing and is equally dull." CROWTHER N Y
TIMES.
"...'Too Young to Know,' treating of hasty marriages of the very
young, avoids any connotation of the problem that might make

the picture timely." HAWKINS, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Authors have made the fatal mistake of oversimplification...

About five-sixths of the picture the hero and heroine seem toe

dumb to be very interesting." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...2}4 Stars... Sad and dreary drama. . .Major portion taken up
with the bitter fight between husband and wife." CAMERON,
N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...'Too Young to Know' is aptly named, for it deals with the
marriage of two irresponsible teen-age youngsters, and the result-

ing mess they make of their lives. . .Excellent and timely idea...
Sincerity and straightforwardness." De SCHAUENSEE, PHTLA.
EVENING BULLETIN.

'THE MAN IN GREY' SOME LIKE IT, SOME DON'T
(UNIVERSAL)
"
fl

Bracke^ between a couple of happy modern scenes fore and
aft The Man m Grey' flashes back a century to dig up a sad and
sordid tragedy of costumed lords, ladies and commoners. Point
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romantic tale." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY

".. .Stiff, ostentatious costume-picture - mechanical, tedious and

dull... Tells an extremely torpid story of romantic confusion
among the swells. . .People who knocked out the lifeless and color-

less script were inspired by no other passion than to get a con-
ventional job done." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
".

. .New English film is a handsome romantic melodrama. . .Makes
much of period costumes and atmosphere as it spins a polite yarn
of luckless love and chicanery during the Regency. .. Served by a
highly competent cast... Love story is credible and even poignant
at times. . .Chances of much success for 'The Man in Grey' are
dubious. . .More than passable entertainment." BARNES, N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Tone of macabre brooding that hangs over the whole set of
brilliantly polished performances, this is one of the better among
the English pictures. . .Belongs on the current recommended list."

COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
'ADVENTURE FOR TWO' BRITISH ROMANTIC FILM HAS UMIITED APPEAL

(UNIVERSAL)
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'THE DALTONS RIDE AGAIN' WESTERN WITH PLENTY OF ACTION

"...Good qualities ... Successful endeavor to explain the idiosyn-
crasies of the English and the Russians.. .Great deal of charm, a
great deal of warm, rich humor and excellent acting. . .Fine pic-

ture, an adult picture, but I'm afraid its appeal here is limited."
HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Germ of a good notion lost within a long and generally ac-
tionless screen play. . .Despite script's shortcomings, Laurence
Olivier contributes a fine and sensitive performance." GUERN-
SEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
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n0re ° f th0Se typical westerns... Series of prairie fires,bank robber.es t> : , in holdups and general trickery... A fine possecnase every half hour or so." HAWKINS, N. Y. WORLD-

TELEGRAM.
" The quota of killings, posse chases, bank robberies, stagecoachholdups and so on is unusually high. Better that way, though,

for without all the physical violence the new melodrama would
be pretty tedious." PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Another episode in the saga of the Dalton boys and their
adventures in Skeleton Creek." PIHODNA, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
". .Good. Punch-packed thriller. . Not for a single sequence does
the picture take its content too seriously .. .Lively, lusty and full
of surprises." THIRER, N. Y. POST.

FILM BULLETIN
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'THE LOST WEEKEND'... Story of Drunkard Made A Boxoffice Hit!

One of the most effetive movie advertising, exploitation and publicity jobs of recent years has been per-

formed by the Paramount staff in the selling of Charles Jackson's story about a chronic alcoholic's stug-

gle against his weakness for five desperate, bitter days. The Lost Weekend undoubtedly is one of the

finest pictures of the year, but there was much skepticism in Hollywood and exhibition circles about its

box-office value. "Too real," some called it. "Artistic, but not popular," was the verdict of many.

Knowing they had a man-size task on their hands, the Paramount ad crew went to work and delivered a

smashing, straightforward campaign that is producing record-bending grosses in early runs. From a

film of dubious box-office promise, they have developed a first-rate grosser. (Continued on Next Pogpi



EXPLOITATION PICTURE

( Lo.ninue<l from Preceding Page)

THE LOST WEEKEND—A Paramount Picture. Producer. Charles Bracket! Director. Billy Wilder. Cast: Ray Milland. Jane

Wyman, Philip Terry, Howard da Silva, Doris Dowling. Frank Faylen. Mary Young. Anita Bolster, Lillian Fontaine. Lewis L.

Russell. Frank Orth. Screen Play by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder from a novel by Charles Jackson. Music Score, Miklos

Roisa. Director of Photography, John P. Seitz, A. S. C.

The Lost Weekend traces three days during which Don Birnam

(Ray Milland), a writer who e disappointments had turned him to

drink and eventually to chronic alcoholism, is scheduled to go with

his brother, Wick (Philip Terry), to the country as the beginning

of a cure. Don persuades his sweetheart, Helen St. James (Jane
Wyman) to take Wick to a concert before they leave, then takes
ten dollars Wick has hidden for the cleaning woman and steals

out to buy liquor. Don goes to his usual bar and with alcohol
stimulating him, he tells the bartender (Howard da Silva) of his

ambition to be a writer, his early successes and ultimate dis-

illusionment, his meeting and romance with Helen, all of which he
intends to make into a novel. When Don fails to return, Wick
leaves, disgusted. From there on Milland sinks deeper into de-

gradation. With both money and liquor consumed, Don sinks to

purse-snatching, deception, begging to the get stuff. He is driven

near insanity when he finds pawn-shops closed on Yom Kippur as

he attempts to pawn his typewriter. He uses his attraction for a

bar hanger-on (Doris Dowling) to borrow money from her and
finally lands in Bellevue Hospital alcoholic ward, is horrified by the

demon rum's effect on the wretches there. He escapes in despera-

tion, staggers back to his room with a bottle he has stolen and
has his first attack of delirium tremens. His distorted mind en-

visions a bat attacking a rat coming through a hole in the wall

and his screams bring Helen who calms him. The following mor-
ning, sobered, Don steals Helen's coat to redeem a pawned revolver
to kill himself. Helen's pleas halt his attempt at suicide, restore
the spark of self-confidence and the film ends on a note of hope.
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS
BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
Six features in work on this lot bring the studio to a peak

of production as the year ends. New features started: "Duchess
of Broadway" is a comedy with music featuring Jinx Falkenburg,
Joe Besser, Trudy Marshall; George Sherman directing for Pro-
ducer Michel Kraike. "Murder Is Unpredictable," another in the
Whistler series, features Richard Dix; William Castle directing
for Producer RudolDh Flothov/. "That Texas Jamboree" is a

western with music with Ken Curtis, Jeff Donnell and the Hoosier
Hot Shots, being directed by Ray Nazarro for Colbert Clark;
"The Walls Came Tumbling Down" is an Albert J. Cohen produc-
tion directed by Lothar Mendes with L°e Bowman and Marguer-
ite Chapman in top roles.

Continuing in work are "The Jolson Story" (Larry Parks-
Evelyn Keyes) and "So Dark the Night" (Micheline Cheirel-
Steven Geray).

"Gilda" (Rita Hayworth-Glenn Ford), "Perilous Holiday" (Pat
O'Brien-Ruth Warrick) and "Throw A Saddle On A Star" (Ken
Curtis-Adelle Roberts) all wound up last week. The latter title

is a change from "Smoky River Serenade."
One other title change worth comment and notice is the one

which takes "The Lady Misbehaves," detailed in November 12

issu°. to "The Gentleman Misbehaves." Could it be that the age
of chivalry is reviving and the movie people think it ungallant
to blame the lady in the case?

Actress Rita Hayworth, as pointed out in a recent column
here, is Columbia's most valuable property. When she left the
sound stages with the wind-up of "Gilda," she was dated in the
art gallery for a pile up of art requested by every magazine on
the stands. The sitting wore on for more than ten days with
requests being filled like mad. Let it be said to the credit of the
actress that despite fatigue and personal problems, she took the
ordeal well and stuck to the lens till every last request had been
filled — and some of them were quite involved.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
"The Beginning Of the End" is MGM's story of the atomic

bomb which has been officially endorsed and will go into imme-
diate nroduction under Producer Sam Marx. The picture is get-
ting the complete red plush treatment. Bob Considine has been
set to do the screenplay. Archbishop Francis J. Spellman is being
consulted on the religious aspect. Spencer Tracy, Van Johnson.
Clark Gable and other top players are being made available to
Producer Marx for his film.

The Hardy series, created years ago by Carey Wilson as an
unimportant story idea and developed by him into one of Metro's
moat profitable properties over a period of years, is in again.
Mickey Rooney will do another upon his release from service.
It will be from a Tarkington story and at the moment is titled
"The Hardy Family's Country Cousin." Here's a well that Metro
believes will never run quite dry.

Another Tarkington story is on the agenda for early produc-
tion. As yet it is unwritten, only the title and the story idea
being confirmed. "Pride of the Family" is the name and Metro
paid $10,000 for just the oral synopsis. Another $90,000 in three
installments up to the finishing cf the piece will come to the
author, an additional $50,000 based on the book sales also being
promised.

Set for an early start is "But Not Goodbye," an Irving Starr
production with S. Sylvan Simon directing. This film will con-
centrate on several cf Metro's younger players and attempt to
give Audrey Totter, Marshall Thompson and Richard Quine a
boost up the popularity ladder. Quine is just out of service and
his will be his first picture. Keenan Wynn and Frank Morgan

will lend comedy touches and name value to the marquee strength

of the film.

"Till The Clouds Roll By," the Technicolor story of Jerome

Kern's life, is back in production again with the directorial prob-

lems and other items settled for the moment. Producer Arthur

Freed is building this film to gigantic proportions since with the

untimely passing of Jerome Kern, and the film will obviously

become his memorial. Henry Koster was prevailed upon to take

the direction job and in addition to the three numbers with Judy

Garland, already filmed by Vincente Minnelli, he will work with

Frank Sinatra, Van Johnson. Robert Walker (as Kern), Kathryn
Grayson, June Allyson, Van Heflin. Angela Lansbury, Lena Home.
Gloria De Haven, Lucille Bremer and Jacqueline White. Should

be quite a film — this one!

One of the key people in the development of Metro's million

dollar moppet, Margaret O'Brien, has been the child's aunt,

Marissa. Metro has kept the attractive young dancer under a
player's contract but has used her chiefly as moderator and liaison

for the child star. Now Marissa has been cast for a major role

in her niece's current starring film, "Three Wise Fools."

In addition to "Till The Clouds Roll By," Metro started an-

other Technicolor film this week, "Fiesta," with Esther Williams.

John Carroll and Ricardo Montalban are set in top roles with

the star. Richard Thorpe is directing for Jack Cummings.
Continuing in production are: "Army Brat" (Jackie Jenkins-

Frances Gifford), "Star From Heaven" (Marshall Thompson-
George Tobias) in Cinecolor, "Three Wise Fools" (Margaret

O'Brien-Lionel Barrymore) and "The Yearling" (Gregory Peck-

Claude Jarman).
Finished and ready for editing are: "Holiday In Mexico"

(Walter Pidgeon-Ilona Massey), a Technicolor musical, and "No
Leave, No Love" (Van Johnson-Pat Kirkwood).

MONOGRAM
Three new films went into work last week on this lot. "Joe

Palooka, Champ" is taken from the comic strip of the same name
and has Joe Kirkwood and Elyse Knox in leading roles with

Leon Errol heading a good supporting cast. "The Gay Cavalier"

is in the Cisco Kid series, with Gilbert Roland and Ramsey Ames
co-starred. Number 3 is another in the Charlie Chan series called

"Charlie Chan at Alcatraz," with Sidney Toler.

Almost at wind-up is "Moon Over Montana," a Jimmy Wakely
singing-western. The King Brothers "Suspense," in which Belita

is starred, finished this week.
Kay Francis who has produced two successful entries for the

Monogram product list will be back shortly after the holidays for

her third effort in collaboration with Jeffrey Bernerd. This one

is called "Wife Wanted" and, again, Miss Francis will be starred.

The King Brothers have sold Monogram another story for

early production called "Twilight," which will go into production

shortly after the first of the year. No casting has been set as yet.

No more specific announcements have been made by President

Steve Broidy on the expansion program, but the studio has pur-

chased a large tract of land in the San Fernando Valley on which,

it is said, will be erected a new and completely modern studio

with six perfectly equipped sound stages, new executive and ad-

ministration buildings and all the tools required for a zinging job

of picture-making.

PARAMOUNT
All the fears about the saleability of Billy Wilder's and

Charles Brackett's "Lost Week-end" seem to have been unfounded

and this correspondent can only say, "I knew it." The picture

with superb direction and top performance by Ray Milland, is

breaking records in the first-runs. True its mark has not yet been



made in the smaller leagues, but it is the contention of this de-

partment that a good film, whether "out of the ordinary" in sub-

ject matter or not, is appreciated by a wide enough audience to

make it profitable. In this case, the Paramount advertising people

deserve a sprig of laurel for the punchy, straightforward manner
in which they have put over the picture. They merit much credit

for its early successes. At any rate, the Wilder-Brackett triumph
is apparently standing up well despite the delicate brink on which
the story trods. The producers are being awarded the Red Book
magazine annual award for the most distinguished contribution
to the screen for the year.

The 1946 program for Paramount has been set with 20 so-

called top A features scheduled at a total budget of roughly
$32,000,000, with at least four of the list having $3,000,000 tags.

Presently, the studio is about fourteen months ahead of schedule
and has about 20 features either in work, cutting or completed.
The company will release about 30 pictures during the year in-

cluding four from Hal Wallis and six from the Pine-Thomas unit.

The studio has definitely acquired screen rights to Elmer
Rice's play, "Dreamgirl" on the basis of a $50,000 chunk for pro-
duction purposes plus $100,000 down payment against a ceiling of
$300,000 based on the show's receipts. The play is due to open
shortly on Broadway.

Ben Hecht, who has just finished his first production chore at
Republic and will shortly start another, has sold an original story
which he wrote with Charles Lederer to Paramount. Called "The
Captain Fled," the tale is set for early film production.

Despite the head start that Metro grabbed off on the industry
in announcing its plans for an atom bomb picture, Hal Wallis is

proceeding with his plans for a film in the same field. No specific
plans have been made by Producer Wallis for the film, but he has
his writers and researchers working on a round-up of available
material and he will not be too long in preparation. Meanwhile,
his unit is busying itself with the early days of shooting on "The
Searching Wind," the Lillian Hellman play. All the rumors were
settled by Sylvia Sidney taking the top role, with Robert Young
and Ann Richards featured. William Dieterle is directing.

Only other new starter comes from the Pine-Thomas unit,
"Big Town," from the radio show of the same name, with Philip
Reed, Hilary Brooke, Robert Lowery featured. The producers
plan to make another film out of this same story material, but no
long series is planned. Now on their 32nd picture in five years,
Pine and Thomas have made a special place for themselves in
the industry. To quote the young and active Mr. Thomas, "We
started out with a slogan that we didn't want to make million
dollar pictures, we only wanted to make a million dollars. Bill
Pine and I know this business from every possible angle; we dis-
covered in our experience that you could make money with aminimum of investment if you knew your stuff. We don't claim
artistic achievement. We do claim entertainment value and of
course, satisfactory profits. That's enough to expect of any job "

Continuing in production are: "Lady's Man" (Eddie Bracken-
\irgima Welles) and "California" (Ray Milland-Barbara Stan-wyck) in Technicolor.

Bob Hope finished "Monsieur Beaucaire" and the Wallis pic-
ture, which started with the title of "Love Lies Bleeding" andended as "Strange Love" (Barbara Stanwyck-Van Heflin) alsowound up on the sound stage this week.
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me Wan Alibi is an independent production being

made by William Wilder, featuring Maris Wrixon, Douglas Fow-
ley, Paul Kelly and Anne Gwynne.

Continuing in production is Joseph Kane's "In Old Sacra-

mento," with Constance Moore and William (Bill) Elliott in top

roles.

Ben Hecht who has just finished "Spectre of The Rose" on
this lot, is at work on his next production to be called, tempor-
arily, we trust, "The Life of Semmelweis." As in "Spectre," the

Hecht picture will be given careful production, although no well-

known names are expected in the billing.

RKO-RADIO
Although this lot has no new films currently starting, plans

for the first two months of 1946 indicate a real flurry of activity.

First to go in 1946 will be "Christabel Caine," with Joan Fontaine
and Henry Fonda starred under Producer William Pereira. "De-
sirable Woman," with Joan Bennett and Charles Bickford in top
roles, will be Val Lewton's first 1946 production chore. Richard
Berger will produce "A Likely Story," which will team RKO's
young hopefuls, Barbara Hale and Bill Williams. For the fourth
in January, Sid Rogell will start "Double Trouble," with Jack
Haley.

February is going to be a busy month, too. "The Adventures
of Sinbad," following closely the formula of "The Spanish Main,"
will have Maureen O'Hara and Walter Slezak in leading roles.

Producer Stephen Ames has not as yet settled on what big-name
male actor will portray the dashing hero in this one. "Deadlier
Than the Male" also is set for February with Lawrence Tierney
featured. Tom Conway will come up in another Falcon yarn —
this time he'll be in Reno. "Child of Divorce" will hand a big
role to Sharon Moffett, the eight-year-old actress RKO is so keen
cn. Sid Rogell is producing the last three.

At this writing, "Crack-up," with Pat O'Brien, Claire Trevor,
Herbert Marshall, and "Step By Step," with Lawrence Tierney
and Anne Jeffreys, are ready for the starting gun.

In production at the moment are five holdovers: "Till The
End of Time" (Dorothy McGuire-Guy Madison), "Notorious" (In-
grid Bergman-Cary Grant), "Sister Kenny" (Rosalind Russell-
Alexander Knox) and "Without Reservations" (Claudette Colbert-
John Wayne) and "Sunset Pass" (James Warren-Nan Leslie).

Edward Dmytryk, having signed a new contract with RKO,
has been assigned as director of "Build My Gallows High," which
will be a John Garfield starrer under the actor's new RKO deal
signed recently for a one-a-year for five years.

20th CENTURY-FOX
With seven pictures in production, Darryl F. Zanuck has an-

nounced a backlog of fifteen pictures completed and awaiting re-
lease. Among the completed pictures are: "Colonel Effingham's
Raid," "The Spider," "Walk in the Sun," "Dragonwyck," "Doll
Face," "Sentimental Journey," "Centennial Summer," "Behind
Green Lights" and "Johnny Comes Flying Home." "Leave Her to
Heaven" with Gene Tierney and Cornel Wilde had a lush Holly-
wood premiere last week and is being entered as the 20th Cen-
tury-Fox hope for Academy honors.

The seven pictures in work include one new starter, "Cluny
Brown," with Jennifer Jones and Charles Boyer. Others holding
over: "Three Little Girls" (June Haver-George Montgomery), "The
Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (Betty Grable-Dick Haymes), "Anna and
the King of Siam" (Irene Dunne-Rex Harrison), "Black Beauty"
(Mona Freeman-Richard Denning), "Somewhere in the Night"
(John Hodiak-Nancy Guild), "The Dark Corner" (Lucille Ball-
Mark Stevens).

Sol Wurtzel Productions, which is scheduled to make 12 pic-
tures for 20th Century-Fox release, has begun operations at the
California studio. Wurtzel tried holding out for the removal of
the Army Signal Corps from 20th Century's Western Avenue lot.
but there seems to be some delay in this movement. So Wurtzel,
who plans his first picture to start early in January or perhaps
before this next week is out, decided to take whatever space he
could get. With independents piling up all over Hollywood, studio
space is becoming more and more of a problem.

Otto Preminger has been handed the production detail on
"Methinks the Lady," current best selling novel by Guy Endore.
This book will face the studio with some serious censorship prob-
lems much in the vein of the long-delayed "Forever Amber."

Charles Boyer, who is doing his first on the 20th lot, "Cluny
Brown," has signed for four additional pictures, all to be made
by 1949. "Any Number Can Play," an Otto Preminger produc-
tion, will probably be the next one for Boyer.

When Darryl Zanuck got back from the East a couple of
weeks ago and discovered that Victor Mature and Cesar Romero,
both just out of service, had been cast in "Three Little Girls in
Blue," he was anything but mild in his disgust. The boys were
pulled out of production because Mr. Zanuck feels that they
should have stronger roles for their return after service stints.
Mature was switched into the leading male role in "The High
Window," which will star Ida Lupino. Romero goes into "Home
Sweet Homicide." Meanwhile, Bruce Humberstone is replacing
John Brahm as director of "Three Little Girls in Blue" and

FILM BULLETIN



George Montgomery and Frank Latimore have been given the

parts vacated by Romero and Mature.
Amusing to note that among the six people Darryl Zanuck

has chosen for 1946 build-up is Rex Harrison, currently co-starring
with Irene Dunne in "Anna and the King of Siam." This is

amusing because Mr. Harrison has been one of England's best
and best-known picture actors for years. Mr. Zanuck hastily
points out that all he proposes to do with Harrison is to make
him better known to American audiences. Others on the 20th-
Fox build-up team are: Nancy Guild, Mark Stevens, Glenn Lan-
gan, Richard Conte and Frank Latimore. These people will be
given the same program that Cornel Wilde, Jeanne Crain. June
Haver and Vivian Blaine were slated for just a year ago. This
build-up program has been part of the Zar.uck plan for years
and he has built important personalities by the method, although
many of his pre-touted players have gone down to obscurity after
missing on the first try. Meanwhile, Peggy Cummins, not listed

as one of the white hopes for 1946, is set for the title role in
"Forever Amber."

Gene Markey's first production back on the lot and out of uni-
form will be "Until Morning," from his own screenplay. No cast-
ing is set yet.

UNITED ARTISTS
Sol Lesser has signed a contract with UA whereby he will

turn out at least one and possibly three features annually for
United Artists distribution during the next three years. The
producer already has three properties in work and undoubtedly
they will all go to the new deal. Lon McCallister will be starred
in "The Red House" as of March 1. "The Pride of Kentucky"
will be done in Technicolor at a later date. The third property
is an untitled comedy. This deal will have nothing to do with
Lesser's "Tarzan" set-up with RKO, which still has five years
to run.

Benedict Bogeaus has joined forces with Casey Robinson for
the joint production of two features during 1946. Ernest Heming-
way's "The Short Happy Life of Francis McComber," for which
Bogeaus paid $80,000, will be the first. "Anna Pavlova, Her Loves
and Life" will be the second. Robinson obtained a ten-months
leave of absence from MGM, where he is under contract, to work
with Bogeaus. Not co-incidental is the fact that Gregory Peck, a
portion of whose contract Robinson holds, will have the top male
role in the Hemingway picture. That is, unless Peck rids himself
of his involved multi-owned contract. Tamara Toumanova, now
under contract to MGM is wanted for the Pavlova story. Mean-
while, Bogeaus is proceeding with work on the other pictures he
has set for next year. First will be "Mr. Ace and the Queen,"
formerly called "Congresswoman." George Raft, who owns a
piece of this venture, will star and they are still trying to get
Talullah Bankhead for the leading female role. Bogeaus also
will do a film with Burgess Meredith, Paulette Goddard and Jean
Renoir directing.

In addition to the activity already humming in the Bogeaus
unit, comes news that the producer has purchased screen rights
to "Brave New World," the best-seller by Aldous Huxley and will
use the story to fulfill the commitment he has with the Meredith-
Goddard-Renoir combine. Production is scheduled for summer
1946.

The race between Hunt Stromberg and Howard Hughes for
the first break on Jane Russell still continues, with Hughes having
the upper hand. Stromberg is racing to get an increased ad bud-
get in work on his film "Young Widow" which stars the actress
Stromberg tried to get an early jump on the release date of "The
Outlaw" which is the Hughes' Russell picture and failed. Then
he tried to get a pre-release showing for key cities on his film
prior to February 8, when "The Outlaw" is scheduled to break
and that failed, too. Stromberg is still trying, but his chances
for beating the Hughes' film seem slim. Meantime, Marie Mc-
Donald, who is under contract to Stromberg and who was to have
had top billing in "Young Widow," is suing the producer for
breach of contract.

The recent news of the Universal-Goetz-Spitz-Rank tieup re-
acted at bombshell proportions around town as every major studio
and producing unit began to think in terms of how to compete
with the potential power of this new set-up. First concrete result
of the reaction to the news were some quick huddles between
George J. Schaefer and David O. Selznick. Schaefer, formerly
associated with this company, is rumored to be on the verge of
returning in an executive capacity to fill the vacancy left by Carl
Leserman's resignation. The conferences being held in New York
between the two men are all hush-hush and it is too soon to know
what their results will be. But it is safe to conjecture that Mr
Selznick, like many other top executives of the industry, will lose
no time in trying to establish a world-wide distribution set-up to
compete with the United World organization.

In production on this lot are two films. "The Bin of Ha old

Diddlebock." with Harold Lloyd starred, continues m Production.

Hunt Stromberg has started shooting on "The Strange Woman,

with Hedy Lamarr and George Sanders co-starred. Jack Chertok

is directing.

Wound up this week were: "Adventure in Casablanca the

Marx Brothers' comedy, and "Scandal in Paris," the Pressburger

film, with George Sanders and Signe Hasso.

UNIVERSAL
A complete revamp of this studio's production budget looms

for 1946 with an addition of $10,000,000 to the original set-up.

This announcement came as no surprise to the industry after the

news of the amalgamation with Spitz, Goetz and Rank was an-

nounced. The additional sum will cover the expansion of producer

and director rosters, the promised reduction of the studios B

product and an increase in high-budget films. While no specific

details have been pronounced, it is understood that the progress

of the studio will be toward higher quality, although enough of

the low-budget stuff will be retained to give the program a high

degree of variety.

Jack Skirball and Bruce Manning have made a down pay-

ment of $100,000 plus a percentage of profits for the screen rights

to "Portrait in Black." Leland Hayward is the recipient of the

handsome fee and the producers plan to do their picture after

the run of the Broadway production.

Phyllis Carver, one of the stars of Arthur Rank's "Man in

Gray" which is being distributed by Universal, will arrive here

next month for an important role in "Time Out of Mind," which

Robert Siodmak will direct. Jane Murfin will produce under the

new deal she has just signed with the studio. This is the begin-

ning of the lend-lease arrangement, apparently. Patricia Roc,

another Rank player, is here now for "Canyon Passage."

Four films were in production last week including two new

starters. "Idea Girl" is a quickie comedy with Jess Barker, Julie

Bishop and Alan Mowbray. "She-Wolf of London" is a horror

piece, with June Lockhart, Don Porter and Sara Haden. Con-

tinuing in production are: "Canyon Passage" (Dana Andrews-

Susan Hayward) and "Genius in the Family" (Myrna Loy-Don

Ameche). * ^

WARNER BROS.
This studio, too, has come through with its formal announce-

ment of a 1946 schedule. Forty-six features are listed, with four

currently in production. Two of the major features will come
from stage properties acquired by the studio: "Life With Father"

and "The Voice cf the Turtle." "Cheyenne" and "The Woman in

White" are scheduled as the next features to start. Among the

remaining 39 required for the schedule are: "Cry Wolf," which

will star Barbara Stanwyck; "Ethan Frome," starring Bette Davis

and Henry Fonda; "The Dealer's Name Was George," with Hum-
phrey Bogart; "Serenade," and "Stallion Road," which is being

done in Technicolor. The list contains almost entirely best-selling

novels, important short stories from top writers and material,

generally, which when properly cast should make the program
from this studio a cinch for selling during the coming year.

Joseph Bernard and Milton Sperling, heads of United States

Pictures, have set five pictures for their schedule for the next 18

months. Their first film will be "Cloak and Dagger," the story

based on the OSS to star Gary Cooper. "Young Man with a

Horn" is second to come and no casting has been announced.

It is said that these two producers are attempting to buy the two
important properties which Mary Pickford owns and on which
she has abandoned all production plans. They are "One Touch
of Venus" and "There Goes Lona Henry," but it is likely that the

Pickford asking price may be prohibitive.

Charles Einfeld, recently resigned from this studio, has an-

nounced his first definite plans which tie him up with David L.

Loe in a corporation registered as Arch of Triumph Corp. The
purpose of the new company will be to produce Erick Maria
Remarque's new book, "Arch of Triumph," which recently became
the property of the two men by reason of an unnamed but re-

putedly handsome figure. David Lewis has been signed to pro-

duce and the picture will be given a $2,000,000 budget.

In production on the lot this week are two new films: —
"Humoresque" co-stars Joan Crawford and John Garfield with
Jerry Wald producing and Jean Negulesco directing; "Two Guys
from Milwaukee" has Dennis Morgan. Jack Carson, Joan Leslie

and Rosemary DeCamp in top roles, with David Butler directing

for Producer Alex Gottlieb.

Continuing toward wind-up are two features: "The Beast with
Five Fingers" (Robert Alda-Andrea King) and "Escape Me Never"
(Ida Lupino-Errol Flynn).

"The Verdict," which got caught in the strike melee, has fin-

ally wound up and is now in editing.

May this department catch its breath for one minute and extend a sincere wish
for the best of holiday seasons and a happy New Year to all our readers — S. S.
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..

appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which

the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.

All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title

and running time denotes Technicolor production.

RECORD
i 7

'

; 11

1944-43 Features (48) Completed (45) In Production (0)

Westerns (10) Completed (10) In Production (0)

Serials ( 3) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

1&45-46 Features (—

)

Completed (25) In Production (5)

Westerns (—

)

Completed (14) In Production (1)

Serials (—

)

Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE WALLS CAME TUMBLING DOWN
Mystery-drama—Started December 10

Cast: Lee Bowman, Marguerite Chapman
Patrick, George Macieady.

Director: Lothar Mendes Produce
Story: New York columnist investigates murder of

Ludwig Donath, Lee

Albert J. Cohen

Hot Shots.
Producer: Colbert Clark

THAT TEXAS JAMBOREE
Western-musical—Started December 8
Cast: Ken Curtis, Jeff Donnell, Hoosier
Director: Ray Nazarro
MURDER IS UNPREDICTABLE
Story: Sheriff closes gambling and runs out medicine man. Medicine man's

daughter runs against him in mayoralty race. He exonerates medi-
cine man and gets the girl.

Mystery—Started December 6
Cast: Richard Dix, Barton MacLane, Regis Toomey, Mike Mazur-

ki, Pamela Blake.
Director: William Castle Producer: Rudolph Flothow

wi ifte

DUCHESS OF BROADWAY
Comedy with music—Started December 6
Cast: Jinx Falkenburg, Joe Besser Trudy

Tucker.
Director: George Sherman Produc
Story: A millionaire leaves his fortune to a voung

his faith in people. The quarrel between hi:

RELEASE CHART
Tltl»—IiuIh TIM Cw ,

IN PRODUCTION

So Dark the N.ght Geray-Cheirel

COMPLETED
1944 .45

Details under title: Rusty

BolZ^ BTi °" S-Vieio„ (67,;.;&M
M
er

e

r

r k

.7.Boston Blackie's Rendezvous Morris-Fnrh
° eta " s SurPriSe the Night

"
Both Barren Bluing «st-rrett H»rrf:„„

Details .N* ,„ le: T.,„ R in'„
St-rrett-Hardrng ..

Cowboy of Lonesom. River Starrett-Athcns
Cytlon. Prairie'»»«•"» Starrett-Worth ...

Fmh. r h
70) Bannon-Cochran

.

Fighting Guardsman, The (84) Loder-Louise

0,t°" 1 ao^"" ^Harris-Brooks 7.7.

**ZJ ,^Bad,ands7777777.:S^
Dk !*u «

title: Renegade Roundup

5ir« M
Und

'c
UP <66) Curtis-Walker ...

r>M°i1 \
U
l Russell-Bowman ..

Details under title: Some Call It Love
Sing Me a Song ot Texas Curtis-Store*
Ten cents A Dane. (60)

. . .' Fr^e Uoyd \Thousand and One Nights, A (93) Wilde-Keyes
You Can't Do Without Lov, Lynn-Stewart 7. 7
COMPLETED 1945-46
Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) wilde.Lnni<.
Blazing the W.,t,rn Trail.... s Irratt M»tth««'

'

Detail, nnii*. utui n ,j 1 Marret t - m a t 1 newsue.aiis under title: Raiders of Quantl Basin

^.,r^derr'paoerDo,, M urder,

Ba^ A-"°" "

£ «" M* Doctor Ba.ter-Barri. ...

«--K -

i^::::::::;:-.::::::?B!SS ,v.

Marshall, Forrest

r: Michael Kraike

11- 12
12-10 7.7.

.4-30 9-6. . .6027. .11-12

. .9-4. .10-13. . .6120
2-19. . .6-21. . .6036
..2-5... 5-10... 6031.... 7-9
.3-5. . . .7-5. . .6030. ......

6-26. . .5-17. . .6207

6-14. . .9-21. . .6201
.7-26. . .11-9. . .6202
.4-30 8-9. . .6020. .10-15
12-11. . .5-24. . .6010. .10-29
.5-14. . .9-13. . .6015
.1-22. . .8-23. . .6001. . . .9-3
7-24. . .8-16. . .6208

. .3-5. . . .6-7. . .6223. .11-12
.6-11. .11-10

.7-23.
. .9-27. . .6224

.1-22 6-7. . .6029 7-9
11-13... 7-12... 6005.... 8-6
For.. . .7-26. . .6042

.9-4. .10-18. . .7201

.10-15.
10-29.

.

.6-25.

Gunning for Vengeance starrett-Adair . .

Details under title: Burning the Trail
Heading West Starrett-Houck .

Details under title: Massacre Mesa
Hit The Hay Canova-Hunter
Single Raiders (Serial) Richmond-Borg .

Kiss and Tell Temple-Abel . . .

Landrush Starrett-Bumette
Lawless Empire Starrett-Law . .

Life With Blondie Singletcn-Lakr .

Gentleman Misbehaves. The Massen-Stanton
Details under title: Lullaby of Broadway

Meet Me On Broadway Reynolds-Brady .

My Name Is Julia Ross (64) 7 7 Foch-Macready
Details under title: The Woman in Red

Notorious Lone Wolf, The Mohr-Carter
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway

One Way To Love Morris-Chapman
Details under title: Hail the Chief

Out of the Depths Banncn-Hunter .

Details under title: Secret Story
Outlaws of the Rockies Starrett-Harding

Perilous Holiday O'Brien-Warrick

Phantom Of The Desert Starrett-Burnette

Prison Ship Lowery-Foch . .

Pardon My Past MacMurray-Chacn
Renegades (T) Keyes-Parker . .

Details under title: The Kansan
Roaring Rangers Starrett-Burnette

Details under title: Powder River

Snafu Parks- Lloyd . . .

Tars and Spars (T) Drake-Blair

Terror Trail Siarrett-Burnette

Texas Panhandle Starrett-Parks

Throw a Saddle on a Star Curtis-Roberts

(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)
Two-Fisted Stranger Starrett-Burnette

Voice of The Whistler, The Dix-Merrick . . .

Who's Guilty? (Serial) Kent-Ward ....

. .6-25.

. .10-1.

.8-20.

. .8-6.

. .2-5.

,

.11-26.

.10-16.

. .9-3.

.11-12.

11-29.
.9-14.
10-18.

.7023. .11-26

.11-12.

.8-20.

.10-1.

.4-30.
.10-15.

. .9-3.
.8-20.

5-14.

.6-11.

.6-11.

. 6-25 . .

. .8-6.

10-29

.

.5-14.

12-10.

. .8-20.

. .8-6.

10-15.

12-20.

12-27.

.9-18.

12-20 .7203.

I METRO-

<

fOlpWYISUM AY £ R 1

1P,4<_'=; features
1945-16 Features

Completed (31)

Completed (30)

In Production (0)

In Production (6)

.7-9.

.9-17.

6-25. 10-11. 7029

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY (Technicolor)

Musical—Resumed production December 12

Cast: Judy Garland, Frank Sinatra, Van Johnson, Robert Wal-
ker, Katherine Gray=on, Gloria DeHaven, June Allyscn,
Lucille Bremer, Angela Lansbury, Lena Horne, Jacqueline
White.

Director: Henry Korter Producer: Arthur Freed
Story: The life and times of Jerome Kern.

FIESTA (Technicolor)
Romantic Comedy—Started December 12
Cast: Esther Williams, John Carroll, Ricardo Montalban, Akim

Tamiroff, Mary Astor, Cyd Charisse.
Director: Richard Thorpe Producer: Jack Cummings
Story: A lady bull fighter of world fame finds romance.

RELEASE CHART
Title—Running Tin* Cast Details 1)1. «*. In

IN PRODUCTION
Army Brat Jenkins-Gilford ...10-29
Star from Heaven (Cinecolor) Thompson-Tobias ..10-29
Three Wise Fools O Brien-Barrymorc .11-26. I ....... J
Yearling, The (T) Peck-Jarman 8-20

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. TEN
Blonde Fever (69) Dorn-Astor 8-21... 2-45 516.. 11-27
Nothing But Trouble (69) Laurel-Hardy 6-26. . .3-45 519. .12-11
Main St. After Dark (57) Arnold-Royal 9-4 . 1-45 514.. 12-11

Details under title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home (101) Powell-Loy 515... 1-45 513.. 11-27
Brtween Two Women (83) Barrymore- Johnson .8-21... 3-45 518. .12-25
This Man's Navy (100) Beery-Gleason ..... 5-28. .. 2-45 517 1-8
Keep Your Powder Dry (73) Turner-Peters .9-4. . .3-45. .. .520. . .2-19
Music for Millions (120) D'Bricn-lturbi 5-29... 2-45 515.. 12-25
Gentle Annie (80) Craig-Reed 8-21... 5-45 523.. 12-25
Without Love (111) Tracy-Hepburn ... 10-31 ... 5-45 522 4-2

Son of Lassie (T) (102) Lawford-Lanchester 5-29... 6-45 526... 4-30
Details under title: Women's Army

Picture of Dorian Gray (108) Sanders-Hatfield 3-6... 6-45 525 3-5

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Bewitched (65) Thaxter-Daniels .11-27 530... 6-25

Details under title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romance (T) (105) Johnson-Williams . 8-21 528. ..5-28
Twice Blessed (77) Wilde-Craig 12-11 529. . .6-11

FILM BULLETIN



SPECIAL
Anchors Aweigh (T) (144) Kelly-Sinatra ...
Mcel Ma In si. Louis tlj (113) Garland-O'Brien
national Velvet (I) (125) Rooney-Taylor

Uetaiis ui.utr I, lie: The Mom« Front
Thirty Seconds Oier Tokyo (138) Tracy-Thaxter
Valley of Decision (111) Garson-Peck

COMPLETED 1945-46

BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN
Abbott and Costello in Hollywood (83) . . .A. & C
Dangerous Partners (78) Craig-Hasso . . .

Her Highness and the Bellboy (112) Lamarr-Walker
Hidden Eye. The (68) Arnold-RaDerty .

Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105).... O'Brien-Robinson
BLOCK NO. FOURTEEN

Letter for Evie, A (89) Hunt-Carroll . . .

She Went to the Races (86) Craig-Giftord
What Next. Corporal Hargrove? (95) Walker-Porter
Vacation from Marriage (94) Donat-Kerr
Yolanda and the Thief (T) (108) Astaire-Bremer

NOT LIKS IUNATED
Adventure Gable-Garson . .

Details under title: This Strange Adventure
Bad Bascomb Beery-O'Brien
Black Sheep Craig-Jenkins

Details under title: Boy's Ranch
Early to Wed (T) Ball-Johnson . . .

Great Morgan, The Morgan-Powell
Green Years, The Coburn-Drake
Harvey Girls, The (T) Garland-Hodiak .

HoM High Ihe Torch (T) E.Taylor-Lassie
Details under title: For Better For Worse

Holiday in Mexico (T) Pidgeon-Massey .

Hoodlum Saint Powell-Williams
Last Chance. The (105)
No Leave. No Love Johnson-Kirkwood
Postman Always Rings Twice. The Turner-Garfield
Sailor Takes a Wife Walker-Allyson . .

They Were Expendable (133) Montgomery-Wayne
Time for Two Ball-Hodiak ...
Two Sisters From Boston Allyson-Lawford
Up Goes Maisie Sothern- Murphy
Ziegfeld Follies (T) Astaire-Ball ...

SPECIAL
Weekend at the Waldorf (130) Turner-Johnson .

.6-26.

.12-13

. . .2-7.

. . .4-30.
3-5.

. .12-25.
.12-11.

.10-16

. 6-11.

. . .5-28.

. 8-6
Foreign

10-45.
10-45.
10-45.
.9-45.
.9-45.

602
60 1

603

.
.9-3

.8-20
7-23

. .8-6

.7-23

606

608
610

.6-11.

. .8-6.

9-3.

. . . 1-22.

...9-18.

. . .9-17.

7-9.

Foreign

. .10-1.

. . .6-25.

....4-2.
3-5

.10-1.

. .7-9.

.8-20.

. .5-1.

.609 .11-26

OCR A M
1944-45 Features

Westerns
(34)

(12)

Completed (36)

Completed (13)

In Production (2)

In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CHARLIE CHAN AT ALCATRAZ
Mystery—Started December 13

Sidney Toler, Benson Fong, Teela Loring.Cast
Director: Phil Karlson
Story: Series of bank

Producer: James S. Burkett
convicts. Chan dls-

THE GAY CAVALIER
Western—Started December 11
Cast: Gilbert Roland. Martin Garalaga, Ramsey Ames.

Producer: Scott R. DunlapDirector William Nigh
Story: The Cisco Kid hunts down Hacier
joe paloo::a, champ
Comedy—Started December 12
Cast: Joe Kirkwood, Elyse Knox, Leon Errol.
Director: Reginald Le Borg Producer: Hal E. Chester
Story: Fight promoter gets Joe a world championship despite srangsters

RELEASE CHART
TIM Cart

IN PRODUCTION
Moon Over Montana Wake'y-H It

COMPLETED 1944.45
"
"

Border Bandits Brown-Hatton
Details under title: Mums Meets a Deadline

Chinas Little Devils (75) Carey-Kelly
Dlllinier (77) '.'.Lowe-Tierney
Divorce (70) Francis-Cabot
Dnftin' Along Brown-Carver

Details under title: Rollin' Along
Flame of the West (71)... Brown-Hatton
Forever Yours (83) Storm-Smith . . .

Frontier Feud Brown-Hatton
Details onder title: Flaming Frontiers

G. I. Honeymoon (70) Storm-Cookson ...
In Old New Mexico Renaldo-Kenyon ..

Muggs Rides Again East Side Kids ..
Details onder title: County Fair

Lost Trail, The Brown-Holt
Riders of the Daw Wakeley-White ...

Details under title: Rainbow Valley
Saddle Serenade Wakeley-White . . .

Details under title: Cowboy Serenade
Scarlet Clue. The (65) Toler-Manton

V- It is under title: Radio Mystery

Sensation Hunters Merriek-Lowery
Details under title: Main Street Girl

Shanghai Cobra. The (64) Toler-Moreland
South of the Rio Grande Renaldo-Armida

Details under title: Song of the Border
Stranger from Santa Fe (56) Brown-Hatton ....
Sorinotime in Texas (55; Wakley-White
Trouble Chasers Gilbert-Howard

Details under title. Here Comes Trouble

Details Id.

12-10

7-10. . .7-14.
10-16. . .5-12.
. .3-5. . .8-18.
.10-1. .12-29.

..8-6
. .3-19
.11-12

2-19 6-9.
. .8-7.

. .3-24.
.7-23. .11-24.

10-2.... 5-5.
.8-21. . .5-28.

.2-5. . .6-16.

.
.7-9. .10-20.
.8-6. . .11-3

4-30. . .8-11.

9-18. . .6-12.

4-16. . .12-1.

1-22.

.4-2.

3-19.

(OMI'I.I I'l l!

Allotment Wives (80

Black Market Babies

Come Out Fighting

High School Kids ,

Red Oragon. The

1945-46
Francis-Kelly 6-25 1

Richmond- Hazard 9-3

East Side Kids

Stewart- Preisser 11-26

Toler-Fonj 9-17...

Details under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico

Face of Marble, Ihe Carradine-Drak. -
—

Haunted Mine. The Brown-Hatton 1(
?n
2
?

Ll<J Wim Goruy-Dnlu 10-1...

Details under title: Stepping Around

Lonesome Trail Wakely-WhiU 9-17...

Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail

Strange Mr. Gregory. The Lowe-Rogers t>-«...

Shadow"™."'"
' me:^ Richmond-Reed

. .
.10-29.

.
-

SC;
Th,

.::::::::::::::::::::::: B«.i«a-»..or. 10.29...

Details under title: Glamour Girl

Untitled
Cookson-

Details under title Suspense

Sunbonnet Sue (90) Regan-Slorm

Swing Parade Storm-Reagan

12-10

10-1

.lliam 7-23. .11-10.

PARAMOUNT
1941-45 Features
1945-itt Features

Completed (26)

Completed (27)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BIC TOWN
Drama— Started December 5

Cast: Philip Reed. Hilary Brooks. Robert Lowery. Byron Barr.

Veda Ann Borg.

Director: William Thomas Producer: William Pine

Story Prom the radio serial of tile same name, dealing with newspaper

life.

SEARCHING WIND
Drama—Started December 13

Cast: Robert Young, Sylvia Sidney, Ar.n Richards.

Director: William Dieterle Producer: Hal B. Walks

Story From the Lillian Hellman play, the story tells of a newspaper

woman and a career diplomat against the background of inter-

national affairs.

RELEASE CHART
-Ran Cut

Califo

IN PRODUCTION
mia (T) Stanwyek-Milland

Ladies' Man Bracken-Welles

COMPLETED 1944-45
riLOCK XO, THREE

For Whom the Bell Tolls (T) (158) Cooper-Bergman

Dangerous Passage (61) Lowery-Brooks

Double Exposure (64) Morris-Kelly

Here Come the Waves (99) Crosby-Hutton .

Practically Yotrj (90) Colbert- Ma.Mirray

JttLOCK NO. FOUR
Bring On the Girls (T) (92) Lake-Tufts

High Powered (62) Lowery-Brooks

Details under title: The High Man
Salty O Rourke (100) .Ladd-Russell

Unsien, The (81) McCrra-Russell

Oetails under title: Fear

BLOCK NO. FIVE
A Medal for Benny (80) Lamour-Cordova

Affairs of Susan, The (110) Fontaine-Brent ..

Murder. He Says (!>2> MacMurray-Ma;n

Scared Stiff (65) Haley-Savage

BLOCK NO. SIX
Midnight Manhunt GaMian-Savage

Details onder title: Hard to Handle

Out of This World (96) Bracken-Lynn ...

You Came Along (103) Ctrmmings-Seott

SPECIAL
Incendiary Blonde (T) (113) Hutton-Cordova

REISSUE
Sign of the Crass (118) Colbert-March . .

Northwest Mounted Police (T) (128) Cooper-Carroll ..

This Gun For Hire (81) Ladd-Lake

COMPLETED 1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
Duffy's Tavern (97) Gardner-Reynolds

Follow That Woman (70) Gargan-Kelly

Ltd Weekend, The (101) Milland-Wyman

Love Letters (101) Jones-Cotten

BLOCK NO. TWO
Hold That Blonde (76) Bracken-Lake ...

Details under title: Good Intentions

Kitty (104) Goddard-Millind

People Are Funny (93) Haley-Walker ...

Stork Club (98) Mutton-Fitzgerald

BLOCK NO. THREE
Masqoerade in Mexico Lamour-Co.-dova

Miss Susie Slagte's Tufts-Lake

11-26

. .7-13. . .4413 ..7-20

. 8-21. . . 4412

.

. 12-25

. .7-10. . .4415. .12-25

. . .5-15. . .4411 .12-25

. .2-7. . .4414. .12-25

. .1-10. . .4416. . . .3-5

.10-16. . .4419. . .3-5

. . .9-4. . .4418. - .
.3-5

.
.5-15. . . 4417

.

. . .3-5

. .6-26. . .4424. . .4-16

.11-13. . .4421. ...4-2

.5-1 4422. ..4-16

.11-27. . .4423. . .4-16

. .
12-25

.

.7-27. . .4427 .
.6-11

. .7-10. .7-13. . .4426. . .6-11

. . .2-19. . .9-14. . .4428. . . .7-9

.11-15. .8-31. . .4431. .6-25

4432. . .9-4

.8-26. .4433

.8-26. .4434

.
10-2. . 9-28

.

.".4501. . .9-3

. .2-19. 12-14 . . 4504

.

. .9-3

10-31. 11-16 4503 .8-20

.10-31. 10-26. .4502 .8-20

12-11. 11-23 . .4506. 10-15

6-12. .1-25. . .4509. 10-15

. . .4-2. .1-11. 4508. 10-15

. .4-30. 12-28. . 4507

.

10-15

. .1-8.

.9-18

Crosby-Hope- Lamourl2-13

.

Road to Utopia. Til
Tokyo Rose (66)

NOT DESIGNATED
Blue Dahlia. The Ladd-Lake 4-2.

Blue Skies (T) Crosby-Astaire 8-6.
Bride Wore Boots. The Stanwyck. Cummings . 8-6.

Calcutta Ladd-Russell 7-9.
Cross My Heart Hotton-Tafts 1-8.

Details onder title: Too Good To Be True

Easy Come. Easy Go Tufts-Lynn 10-29.
Details under title: Third Avenue

.4514 .12-10
4511. 12-10

• tie : Take This Woman
Wright-Milland .10-1.
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Monsieur Beaucaire (T) Hope-Caulfield 9-17.

Our Hearts Were Growing Up Donievy-Russell

Khythm Ranch Haley-Hllllard 11-1.

Strange Life ol Martha Ivers Stanwyck-Heflin ...10-15.

Details under title: Love Lies Bleeding

Swamp Fire Weissmuller-Grey ..11-12.

They Made Me A Killer Lowery-Britton 7-9.

To Each His Own deHaviland-Lund 7-9.

Trouble With Women. The Milland-Wright 6-11.

Oetails under title: Too Good To Be True

T.o Yean Befor. (hi Mast Ladd-Denlery 5-1.

Virginian, The (T) McCrea-Britton ...11-13.

ed by Roger who gets

Well-Groomed Bride, The nd-de 2-19.

1944-45 Features
Westerns

1945-46 Features
Westerns

(24)

(18)

(—

)

(—

)

Completed (27)

Completed (18)

Completed (10)

Completed ( 7)

Jn Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (1)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MURDER IS MY BUSINESS
Mystery—Started December 14

Cast: Hugh Beaumont, Cheryl Walker,
Andrews.

Director: Sam Newfield
Story: Michael Shane, detective, weeds out

Lyle Talbot, Carol

Producer: Sig Neufeld

Title— Binning Tint

COMPLETED

RELEASE CHART
Cast

1944-45
Arson Squad (64) Albertson-Armstrong

Apology for Murder (67) Savage-Beaumont
Border Bad Men Crabbe-S;. John
Crime, Inc. (75) Neal-Tilton

Dangerous Intruder (71) Arnt-Borg

Details under title: The Intruder

Fighting Bill Carson Crabbe-St. John ..

Flaming Bullets Ritter-Knox

Frontier Fugitives O'Brien-Ritter . . .

Details under title: Ride, Ranger, Ride
The Gangster's Den Crabbe-St. John ..

Missing Corpse (62) Bromberg-Jenks ..

Details under title: Stranger in the Family
The Phantom nf 42nd street O'Brien- Aldrich

Shadow of Terror (60) Fraser-Gillern ....

Details under title: Checkmate
Silver Fleet. The (77) Richardson-Withers

Stagecoach Outlaws Crabbe-St. John . .

Swing Hostess (76) Tilton-Collins . . .

Three in the Saddle Ritter-O'Brien ...
Why Girls Leave Home (68) Lane-Leonard

White Pongo (73) Fraser-Wrixon ...

COMPLETED 1945-46

. .9-11.

. . 8-27

.

.10-10.
. .4-15.

. . 8-21

.

6-11.
6-11.

.5-14.

.1-22.

.5-28.

. .For.

11-27.
.6-12.

.4-16.

..3-5.

.4-16.

. .7-1.

.8-17.

. .9-8.

.7-26.

.530. . .5-14

.558
.509. .11-15

Details under title: Buster Crabbe No.
Caravan Trails (Cinecolor)

Club Havana
Danny Boy

Six-Gun For Hire

Song of Old Wyoming (Cinecolor) (65) .

Wife of Monte Crlsto

Crabbe-St. John . .9-17. .11-7.

Dean-Carlin .... .10-1

.Lindsay-Neal . . . .5-28. 11-23.
Henry-Johnson . . . . .8-6. .12-5.

Savage-Neal .... .6-25. 11-30.

Lowe-Joyce .1-22. . .12-8.

Lewis-Kramer . .9-3.

Steele-Saylor .... 12-10.
.Gordon-Windsor . .8-6.

Shayne-Gwynne .10-2.

Crabbe-St. John . .10-15

Von Stroheim-Bates 11-26
Steele-Saylor .10-15

Coleman-Reed . . . 10-29.

Dean-Barton .... . .8-6.

Steele-Carlin .... 10-29.

Dean-Padden .5-14. .'il-12.

LaPlanche-Edwards . .9-3.

Loder-Aubert .... . .8-6.

REPUBLIC
1944-45 Features (32) Completed (32) In Production (0)

Westerns (24) Completed (24) In Production (0)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 3) In Production (0)
1945-46 Features (40) Completed (19) In Production (4)

Westerns (16) Completed (15) In Production (1)

Serials ( 4) Completed ( 2) In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ALIAS BILL THE KID
Western—Started December 14
Cast: Sunset Carson, Peggy Stewart, Leroy Mason.
Director: Thomas Carr Producer: Bennett Cohen
Story: Carson diaffuiaed as a horse thief avenges the death of an innocent

(flrr» father.

ONE EXCITING WEEK
Comedy-drama— Started December 10
Cast: Al Pearce, Arline Harris, Mary Treen.
Director: William Beaudine Associate Producer: Don Brown

I Mow on the bead nuns a MtlQtietoast into Public Enemy No l

BONG OF ARIZONA
Western-musical—Started December 1

Caat: Roy Rogers, Gabby Hayes, Dale Evans, Sons of the Pio-
neers, Tommy Cook.

Director: Frank McDonald Associate Producer: Edward J. White

12-10.

Oitaili Sei. No.

1944-45 —
. .

Rogers- Evans

. . Terry-Roberts

9-3. .12-15.

. .2-5. . .6-19. .

.5-15. . .8-11..

.2-19... 7-15..

.6-12. . .9-30.

.

..10-2... 6-29.
4-20.

.

.7-23. .10-15.

.

11-13 4-5.

.

.1-22. . .9-15. .

. .2-5 7-7. .

.7-24. . .5-28.

.

.421. .7-9

12-25-
. .9-18.

. .9-18.

. .9-18.

.11-27.

.11-27.

,12-11.

. .5-14.

..3-19.
10-16.
..3-6.

. .5-28.

. .4-2.

.10-31.

. .7-3.

.2-15.

.1-16.

.7-19.

.7-23.

. .4-2.

.9-15.
.9-15.

. .8-1.

.3-18.
..7-2.

11-15.
.7-14.
.5-10.

.7-10. .

.3314
. .417. . .2-19

..465
. .445. .11-12
. .413. . .3-19

. .427

. .483
..415... 4-30

. .422

.3317
. . 409 . . . 1-22

. . 419 . . . 5-14

. .424. . .8-20

..414... 4-16

.3318
. .428. . .9-17

..443... 9-17

THE GLASS ALIBI
Murder Story—Started December 6
CasL: Maris Wrixon, Douglas Fowley, Cy Kendall, Selmer Jack-

son, Cyril Thornton, Paul Kelly, Anne Gwynne.
Assistant: Bart Carre Producer-director: William Wilder
Story: Newspaper man marries heiress who has fatal illness. When she

does not die. he and his girl friend plot murder.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION

In Old Sacramento

Hue—Kunnlng lime

COMPLETED
Along the Navajo Trail (66)
Behind City Lights (68) .

!!.".".".'

Details under title: Return at Dawn
Bell, of Rosanta (68) Rogers-Evans . . .

iordertown Trill, Car^on-Burnette .

theaters, The (87) Schildkraut-Burke
Details under title: The Magnificent Mr. M

Cheyenne Wildcat Elliott-Fleming .

Chicago Kid (68) Barry-Roberts ..
Corpus Christi Bandits Lane-Talbot
Don't Fence Me In (71) Rogers-Evans ...
Earl Carroll's Vanities (8D) O'Keefe-Moore ..
Fatal Witness .Ankers-Fraser
Federal Operator No. 99 (Serial) Lamont-Talbot ..
Flame of Barbary Coast (91) Wayne-Dvorak
Gangs of the Waterfront Armstrong-Bachcloi
rne Great btagecoach Robbery Elliott-Fleming
Grissly s Millions (72) Grey-Kelly
Hitchhike to Happiness (71) Pearce-Evans
Jealousy (71) Morley-Asther ..
Identity Unknown (71) Arlen-Walker

Details under title: Johnny March
Lone Texas Ranger Elliott-Fleming
Love, Honor and Goodbye (87) Bruce-Ashley
Man From Oklahoma, The (68) Rogers-Evans ...
Man Hunt of Mystery Island (Serial) Stirling-Bailey .

Marshal of Reno Elliott-Hayes . .

.

Mexicana (83) Guizar-Moore ...
Oregon Trail Carson-Stewart ..
Phantom Speaks, The (68) Arlen-Roberts
Road To Alcatraz Lowery-Storey . . .

Silver City Kid Lan.-Stewart ....
Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

San Antonio Kid Elliott-Blake . .

,

Santa Fe Saddlemates Carson-Stirling
Sheriff of Cimarron Carson-Stirling . .

Sing, Neighbor, Sing (70) Terry-Brown . . .

Song for Miss Julie. A (69) Early-Clark
Sporting Chance (59) Randolph-O'Malley

Details under title: Behind the Ships
Stagecoach to Monterey ST-OT" "frZf

' '

'

Details onder title: Marshal of Monterey
Steppin' In Society (72) SS-9 '

' '

8Tt? '

'

Details under title: You'll Remember Me
Sunset in El Dorado (66) 79*-

•

Swingin' on a Rainbow (72) Taylor-Frazee

Tell If To A Star Livingston-Terry

Three's A Crowd (58) Michael-Gordon
Thoroorhhred s Neal-Mara ...
Tiger Woman, The Richmond-Mara
Utah (78) Rogers-Evas, . .

Vampire's Ghost (59) Abbott-Stewart

COMPLETED 1945-46
Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An Dowd-Duke

Details under title: New Faces of 1945
Bandit of Badlands Carson -Stewart
California Gold Rush Elliott-Fleming

Captain Tugboat Annie (70) Darwell-Kennedy
Details under title: Tugboat Annie's Son

Cat Man of Paris, The . Esmond-Aubert
Cherokee Flash Carson-Stirling

Colorado Pion-ers Elliott-Fleming

Conguest of Cheyenne Elliott-Fleming
Crme of the Century Bachelor- Browne
Dakota (82) Ralston-Wayne 8-6
I've Always Loved You (T) McLeod-Dorn 8-20

Details under title: Concerto

Days of Buffalo Bill Carson-Stewart .

French Key, The Dekker-Ankers .

Gay Blade Ashley-Rogers

Girls of thp Big House (68) Roberts- Powers

Guy Could Change, A Lane-Frazee
King of the Forest Rangers (Serial) Thompson-Talbot
Last Crooked Mile, The Barry-Savage

Madonna's Secret, The Lederer- Patrick

Marshall of Laredo Elliott-Blake .

Murder in the Music Hall Ralston-Marshall

Night Train to Memphis Acuff-Mara ...

Passkey tn Dang»r Bachelor-Livingston 11-26.

Phantom of the Plains

Phantom Rider, The (Serial) . . .

.3312
.431. .11-26

..456
. .433. . .5-14

. .423

..461

.3313

..455

. .454
. .401 9-4

. .411

..420. ...9-3

• SUEA3-SJ360H

SZ-L" "91-01 96jo99-uo}joh

.4-17... 7-20.

.5-29... 8-16.

.2-19.... 6-2.

12-25. . .2-28.
.4-17. . .8-12.

10-16. . .2-19.

12-11. . . .6-4.

ST-6' a-*-
. .11-13. . . .9-1.

.12-25. . .8-16.

.

.11-27. . .5-23. .

. . .9-4. .12-23.

. .3-19. .11-16.

.

. .12-11. . .3-21.

. .10-16. . .5-10.

.4-16. . .9-14.

.4-30
12-25. .11-17.

.10-1
.7-9. .12-13.

3-19. .11-14.

10-29
10-29

.
.8-6. .12-25.

we«3js-»U"1
.426. . .9-17

.425

.416

.408
.430
.441 4-2

.434. . .5-14

Elliott-Fleming

.10-1.

10-29

.

12-10.
.3-5..
6-25. .

10-15.
12-10.
.10-1.

.3-5.
10-29.
11-12.

2-5.

.Kent-Stewart 8-6.

Rounh Riders of Cheyenne Carson-Stewart

Scotland Yard Investigator (68) VonSt'he

Song of Mexico M-<ra-Barrier

Sheriff of Redwood Valley Elliott-Fleming

Snectra ot the Rose Kurov-Essen

Strange Impersonation, A Marshall-Gargan

Sun Valley Cyclone Elliott-Fleming

The Valley of the Zombie Booth-Livingston

Wagon Wheels Westward Elliott-Fleming

West of God's Country (Magnacolor) Hale-Booth

Woman Who Came Back, The KeJy-Loder .

Details under title: The Web

.11-1.

.9-30.

12-28.
.7-23
11-26

. . .8-6.

. .9-17

.9-17

.4-16. .12-21.

.552.

.501.

506

1944-45 Features
194546 Features

Completed (31)

Completed (34)

In Production (0)

In Production (."»)
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RELEASE CHART
Tltlt—RinalRf TIM

IN PRODUCTION

Assistant: Tom Dudley
Ktory: An KnRllnh maldsei

Producer-director: Ernst Lubitsch
Hi an adventurous refugee Ami experi-

McGuire-MadisonTill the End of Time
Details under title: The Dream ol Home

Notorious Bergman-Grant
Sister Kenny Russell-Knox ....
Sunset Pass Warren-Leslie . .

Without Reservations Colbert-Wayne ...

Details under title: Thanks God, I'll Take

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. TWO
Experiment Perilous (91) Lamarr- Brent ...
Falcon In Hollywood, The (67) Conway-Hale ...
Mardar, My Sweet (90) Powell-Shirley ..

Details under title: Farewell My Lovely

Girl Rush, The (65) Langford-Brown
Nevada (61) Mitehum-Gates . .

BLOCK NO. THREE
Betrayal From the East (82) Tracy-Kelly
What a Blonde (71) Errol-Riley

Details under title: Come Share My Love
Enchanted Cottage, The (92) Young-McGuire
Having Wonderful Crime (70) O'Brien-Landis

Pan Americana (84) Terry-Long

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78) Karloff-Lugosi ...
China Sky (77) Scott-Drew
Tarzan and the Amazons (72) Welssmuller-Joyce
Those Endearing Young Charms (81) Day-Young
Zombies on Broadway (68) Brown-Carney . . .

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Back to Bataan (95) Wayne-Ahn

Details under title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler, The (67) Loder-Duprez ...

Two O'clock Coorage (66) Conway-Rutherford
West of The Pecos (66) Mltchum-Hale

SPECIALS
Belle of the Yukon (T) (84) Scott-Lee
Casanova Brown (93) Coocer-Wright
It's a Pleasure (T) (90) Henie-O'Shea ...
Princess jnd the Pirate (T) (94) Hope-Mayo
fhree Caballeros (T) (71) Cartoon Feature

Woi.ian in the Window, The (95) Robinson-Bennett
Details inder title: Once Off Gsard

Wonder Man (T) (98) Kaye-Mayo

COMPLETED 1945-46

BLOCK NO. ONE
George White's Scandals (95)
Falcon in San Francisco, The (65)
Johnny Angel (79)
Momma Loves Poppa (60)
Radio Stars on Parade (69)

BLOCK NO. TWO
First Yank Into Toyko (82)
Isle of the Dead (72)
Man Alive (70)
Spanish Main, The (T) (100)
Wanderer of the Wasteland (67)

BLOCK NO. THREE
Cornered

Hotel Reserve

Dick Tracy (61)
Sing Your Way Home (72)

Spiral Staircase, The

Details under title: Some Must Watch

NOT DESIGNATED
Along Came Jones (90)
Badman's Territory

Bamboo Blonde

.10-29.

.11-12.

.12-10.

10-29.

.7-24.

.7-24.

.5-29.

.510. .12-11

.507. .12-11

.508. .12-11

, .515.
.513.

. .512.

.2-19

.2-19

.2-19

. .7-10.

.8-21.
10-16.

.

.517 3-5

.519... 4-30

.518. . .4-30

.520. . .4-30

.516. . .4-30

.5-14

.4-30

.6-11

. .4-3.

.2-21.

.8-21.

.5-15.

.584.... 3-5

.551. .10-16

.591. .12-25

.582. .10-16

Details under title: A Tale of Bedlam
Bells of St. Mary's, The (125)
Deadline at Dawn
Ding Dong Williams

Falcon's Alibi, The

From This Day Forward

Game of Death (70)

Details under title: The Most Dangerous

Heartbeat

Kid From Brooklyn, The (T)

Lady Luck

Genius, Ine

Details under title: Master Minds

Riverboat Rhythm
Details under title: Follow Your Heart

Stranger, The
Tarzan and the Leopard Woman
Tomorrow Is Forever

Truth About Murder, The

Details under title: The Lie Detector

REISSUE
Pinocchio

20 th

Davis-Haley . . . . ...2-5 602.

.

. .8-6

,
Conway-Corday . . . .2-19 603 . . . .8-6

. Raft-Trevor .12-11 604.

.

.
.8-6

. Errol-Risdon ... . .2-19 601 .

.

. .8-6
Brown-Carney . . . . .4-16 605. . .8-6

. .9-17

. Karloff-Drew . .
. 608 . .9-17

. . .2-5 606

.

. .10-1

Henmd-O'Hara .11-27 610. .10-15
. Warren-Long . 6-11 609

.

. .10-1

. Powell -Clieirel . . .7-9 612. .
12-24

Mason-Mannheim .615. .12-24
Conway-Jeffreys . . .6-11 613. .12-24
Haley-Jeffries .12-11. .. .614. . 12-24

. McGuire-Brent . . ....9-3... .

Cooper-Young . . . .11-27 681

.

. .6-25
Scott- Richards . . . .10-1
Langford-Wade . . .9-17

.Karloff-Lee 8-6

Crosby- Bergman . . .3-5 . 11-26
Unuuirri. William.

Conway-Corday
. Fontaine-Stevens . . . .9-3

ill

. Loder-Long .... . . .2-19 12-10

Rogers-Aumont . . .8-20

Kaye-Mayo ...6-25
.Young-Hale . .10-29

.
Carney-Brown 9-3

Robinson-Young . .10-29

. WeismullT-Joyce . . .8-20
Colbert-WHIes . . 4-2

. . Granville-Conway ...7-23

. . Disney Cartoon F 691

.

N T U-R Y - F O X 1
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (26)

Completed (26)

In Production (0)

In Production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CLUNY BROWN
Comedy-drama—Started December 4

CCast: Charles Boyer, Jennifer Jones, Helen Walker, Sir Aubrey
Smith, Margaret Bannerman, Sara Allgood, Richard
Haydn, Ernest Cossart, Una O'Connor, Florence Bates.

love ind

RELEASE CHART
Title— RiDlIni TIM Can

IN PRODUCTION
Anna and The King of Siani Dunne-Harrison

Black Beauty rrerman-Denning
Dark Corner. The Ball-Stevens . . .

Shocking Miss Pilgrim. The (T) Grable-Haymes
Somewhere in the Night Hod.ak-Guild

Three Little Girls in Blue (T) Haver-Mature

COMPLETED 1944-45

BLOCK NO. SIX
Keys of the Kingdom (137) Peck-Hardwleka

Fighting Lady, The (61) Gov't Documentary

BLOCK NO. SEVEN
hangover Square (77) Cregar-Darnell ...
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn (128) McGuire-Ounn ...

BLOCK NO. EIGHT
Circumstantial Evidence (68) O'Shea-Marshall

Thunderhead, Son of Flicka (T) (73) McDowell-Foster

BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77) Fields- Wool ley ...

Details under title: Molly, Bless Her

Song of Bernadette (156) Jones-Price

Royal Scandal, A (90) Bjnkhead-Eythe ..

Details onder title: Czarina

BLOCK NO. TEN
Diamond Horseshoe (T) (104) Grable-Haymes ...

Bull Fighters (62) Laurel-Hardy

BLOCK NO. ELEVEN
Don Juan Quilligan (75) Bendix-BlondeJI

Details onder title: Two-Faced Quilligan

Whire Do We Go From Here? (T) (77 ) . . . MacMurray-Leslie

BLOCK NO. TWELVE
Nob Hill (T) (95) J. Bennett-Raft .

Within These Walls (71) Mitchell-Anderson

REISSUE
Call of the Wild (Reissue) (81) Gable-Young

COMPLETED 1945-46

NOT DESIGNATED
And Then There Were None (97) Fitzgerald-Huston

Behind Green Lights Landis-Gargan
Details under title: Precinct 33

12-10 .

12-10.

.

12-10.

.

12-10 .

12-10
11-26

. . .2-7. Jaa. . . . .514. .12-25

. . Jap. .

.

..515. . . 1-22

. .
.9-4.

. Feb.. . . .516. .1-22

515. ,
. Feb..

.

. .517. . . .2-5

.11-13.

.

.Urn... . .519. . .2-19

..5-15.. Mar . 518. . . .2-5

.
.11-13. . .Apr.. . . . 522

.

. . .3-5

. . .4-5.

.

.April. . . .520. . . .2-7

. .9-18.

.

April. . .521 . . 4-e

. .
9-4. ..May.. . .524. . .4-30

. .12-11. ..May.. . .525. . .4-16

. . .2-5.

.

.June. . . 527. . .6-25

. . .9-4. , .June.

.

. .526. . .5-28

. . .8-21. . July. . . .529. . .6-11

. . .3-5. . July . . . .528. . .6-11

.523,

. .3-19. . .Nov. 611. . .7-23

W ARNIR BROTHERS
19J4-45 Features
1945-16 Features

Completed (19)

Completed (26)

In Production (0)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TWO GUYS FROM MILWAUKEE
Comedy—Started December 10
Cast: Dennis Morgan, Jack Carcon, Joan Leslie, Rosemary De

Camp. Patti Brady.
Director: David Butler Producer: Alex Gottlieb
Story: A visiting: prince tries to pass himself off as a native of Milwaukee.
HUMORESQUE
Drama—Started December 14
Cast: Joan Crawford, John Garfield. Oscar Levant, Victor Fran-

cen, J. Carroll Naish.
Director: Jean Negulesco Producer: Jerry Wald
Story: Violinist wounded in the army is rehabilitated to his career by thewoman who loves him although she is a dypsomaniac.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Rinnlnj Tint Cut

Beast With Five Fingers, The Alda-King
Escapo Mo Never Flynn-Lupino

COMPLETED 1944-45
Christmas in Connecticut (101) Stanwyck-Morgan

Conflict (86) Bogart-Hobart
.

Corn Is Green. The (114) Davis-Dell
Crime by Night (72)

! ! ] .W man C wan
' '

]

Details inder title: Forty Whaeti
God Is My Co-Pilot (88) Morgan-Massey
Escape in the Desert (79) Sullivan-Dorn ..

Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst
Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78) Kenny-Smth
Hotel Berlin (98) King-Da.tine ..
'"'•.(106) Reynolds-Hution
Objective Burma (142) Flynn-Brown ...
Pillow To Post (92) Lupino-Greenstreet
Roughly Speaking (117) Russell-Carsoi
To Have and Have Not (101) Bogart-Bacall .!

COMPLETED 1944-45
A Stolen Life Davis-Ford ....
Big Sleep. The Jogart-Bacail
Cinderella Jain Leslie-Aldo ....
Confidential Agent (118) Boyer-Bacall ...
Danger Signal (78) Emerson-Scott ..

Devotion DeHaviland-Lupino
Her Kind of Man Scott-Paige
Janie Gets Married Leslie-Hutton
Mildred Piece* Crawford-Carson
My Reputation Stanwyck-Brent .

Never Say Goodbye Flynn-Parker ...

Night and Day (T) Grant-Smith . . .

DetaJIs M. *• lev

.12-10.

.11-26.

. .6-12.
,
.8-11. . ..420.

.
.7-23

. 5-17.

.

.6-30. . . .418. .6-25
. .8-21.

,

.7-21.

.

. . 419

.

.. .4-2
.10-19. . ..9-9. . . . 402

.

. . .8 '

. .8-21.

,

. .4-7.

.

. .414. ...4-2
. .6-12. • 5-19.

. .
.416. . .4-30

.11-15. ..4-28.. . .415. . .4-16

.11-27.
. .3-17. . . .413. . .3-19

. .1-10. . . .9-2. . . .401. . .8-7

. .6-12. . .2-10. . . .411. . . .2-5
.8-21. . . .6-9. . . .417. .5-28
.6-12. ...3-3..

. .412. . . .2-5
..2-21. . .1-20.

.

..410. .10-16

. 2-19.

.10-31.

.12-13.
6-25. .'ii-ioV. . .506. .11-12
4-16. .12-15 . .508. .11-26

11-16
. . 8-20
.4-16.
.12-25. 'io-20.'. '.505

'

'id-is
.11-29
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Bell for Adano, A (103) Hodiak-Tierney

Captain Eddie (107) MacMurray-Bari
Caribbean Mystery (65) Dunn-Ryan

Details under title: First, Last and Always

Centennial Summer (T) Crain-Wilde ....

Colonel Effingham's Raid (70) Bennett-Eythe

Doll Face (80) Miranda-O'Keefe

Dolly Sisters, The (T) (114) Grable-Payne. ..

Uragonwyck Tierney-Eythe ...

Give Me the Simple Life (T) Payne-Hav.r ...

Fallen Angel (97) Faye-Andrews ...

House on 92nd Street (88) Eyths-Hasso

Details under title: Now It Can Be Told

Junior Miss (94) Garner-Joslyn

Kitten on the Keys (T) O'Hara-Haymes

Johnny Comps Flying Home Stewart-Crane ...

Leave Her To Heaven (T) Tierney-Wilde ...

Shock Price-Bari

Smoky (T) MacMurray-Baxter

Sentimental Journey Payne-O'Hara

Spider, The (63) Conte-Marlowe

State Fair (T) (100) Andrews-Crain

Walk in the Sun (117) Andrews-Conte

Details under UA Release Chart

Way Ahead, The (104) Niven-Huntley . .

Wilson (T) (153) Hardwicke-Mitchell

.11-13. . .Aug..

.12-11. . .Sept.

. .2-5. . .Sept..

601.
.604.

605.

.9-17.
12-25

.

8-20.
.610. .10-15

12-24
.609. . .10-1

.5-14.

..5-14.

. .4-30.

.2-19.
. 4-30

.

11-25.
.5-28.

10-15.
.7-23. .

.10-1.

. .6-11.

. .1-22.

. .8-11.

. Dec.

.

. .612. . 10-29

. . Oct.

.

. .608. . .9-17

.Aug.. . . . 603

.

.6-25

.514
Jan..

.

615

. Dec. . .
.'.613. .11-12

. Oct. . . . . 607

.

.9-17

613. . 12-24

. Aug.

.

. .606. .6-11

.Aug.. . . .602. . .8-7

UNITED A R Tl STS
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (24)

Completed (21)

In Production (0)

In Production (2)

Key to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (R(?s.); Vanguard
(Van); Croshy (Cby.); Sherman (Shm); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Itipley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Los); Loew-Hakim (L. II); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.) ; Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.)

; Hughes (Hug.).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE STRANGE WOMAN
Drama—Started December 8
Cazf. Hedy Lamarr, George Sanders, Louis Hayward, Gene Lock-

hart, Hilary Brooke, Kathleen Lockhart.
Director: Edgar Ulmer Producer: Jack Chertok

Executive Producer: Hunt Stromberg
Story: A woman of many marriages fools all with her surface charm.

RELEASE CHART
Title- I Time Cut

IN PRODUCTION
Sin of Harold Diddlebock, The Lloyd-Walburn

COMPLETED 1944-45
Bedside Manner (79) Hussey-Carroll
Blood on the Sun (94).. Cagnty-Sidnty
Brewster's Millions (79) O'Keefe-Walker
Colonel Blimp (T) (148) Livesy-Walbrook
Dark Waters (89) Oberon Tone
Delightfully Dangerous (93) Powell-Bellamy

Detail, unrter title Winn Amono the Star-
Great John L. The (96) Darnell-McClure
Guest Wife (88) Colbert-Ameche
Hairy Ape. The (90) Be ndix-Hayward
I'll Be Seeing You (85) Rogers-Cotten

Details under title: Double Furlough
It's in the Bag (87) Allen-Benrhley
Sensations of 1945 (86) Pnwejl-Flelds
Mr. Emmanuel (92) «ylmer-Gynt
5ong of the Open Road (89) Rernen-Granville
Southerner, The (<n> Scott-Field

Details under title: Hold Autumn in Your Hand
Story of G. I. Joe (109) Meredith

COMPLETED 1945-46

Abilene Town Scott-Dvorak
Details under title: Abilene

Adventures in Casablanca Marx Brothers . .

Details under title: A Night in Casablanca
Blithe Spirit (T) (94) Cummngs-Harrison
Breakfast in Hollywood Breneman-Granville
Caesar an* Clennatra (T) Olivier-Leigh

Captain Kidd (89) Laughton-Britton
Diary „f A Chambermaid Goddard- H atfield

Duel In the Sun (T) Innes-Cottpn
Getting G-rtie's Garter (72) O'Keefe-McDonald
Henry V (T) •<Mv-Newtii«
Johnny in th> Clouds (88) Montoomery-Milh
Outlaw. The Russell-Huston . .

Paris—Underground (97) Bennett-Fields
Scandal in Paris, A Sanders-Hasso
Spellbound (113) Bergman-Peck ...

Details under title: House of Dr. Edwardw
This Hapny Breed (T) Newton-Johnson
->nno w-men Robson-Calvert . .

Young Widow R'.sse'l-Hayward .

Whistle Stoo Raft-Gardner . . .

etalli tel.

. .10-1

•6gy.

. 11-27.
. .6-15.

.10-31
. .8-21 4
r oreign 5-4. . G-F.D.

.

j-29 11-10.. Bug.

. .9-4. . .3-31 Rgs..

Crosby..7-10.
. .6-29.

.

.12-11. . .7-27.
. . .1-10. . .6-16 . .Lev..

...4-17.... 1-5... Szk..

.10-16. . .4-21 . . .Rgs.
12-13. . .6-30 Stn

Foreign.
. .1-19 G.F.D.

.12-13
. . .6-2 . . .Rgs..

. .9-18. . .8-10 . L.H..

. .11-27. . .7-13. . Cwn.

..4-2
12-11
.3-19

.6-11

.8-6

.5-2"

..18

.5-14

.6-25

8-6. . .1-11. . Lev

. .10-15

Foreien. .12-14. . . GFD . . .10-1
8-20. . .2-22. . Gldn

Foreign G.F 0.

2-5. .10-19. . .Bog. . 8-20
.7-23

.
.2-15. BogMer

...3-19 ...Szk

. . .6-25. .11-30 Sml 12-10
.*»' G.F.n..

.Foreign. . .3-15. . GFD. .12-10
2-8. . .Hug

1-22. . .9-14. . Bnt.. .10-29
. .10-29 Psb.

. .7-24. .12-28 . Szk. .11-12

. Foreign G F.D

.Foreign G.F D

. . . 3-5. . . .3-1. . .Smg
. . .7-23. . .1-25. . .Neb

UNIYERSA

L

1914-40 Features
Westerns
Serials

[9*6-46 Features
Westerns
St-rials

(48)

( 7)

( 4)

Completed (48)
Completed ( 7)

Completed I i)

Completed (26)

Completed I

•"">>

Completed I
:<)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (O)

In Production < ))

In Production fO)

in Production (ft)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
IDEA GIRL
Comedy—Started December 3

Cast: Jess Barker, Julie Bishop, Alan Mowbray, Joan Fulton,

Laura Dean Dutton, Charlie Barnet and his orchestra.

Director: Will Jason Producer: Howard Welsch
Story: A girl song-plugger almost wrecks music publishing firm but falls

in love with her boss and saves the day.

THE WOLF OF LONDON
Horror—Started December 8

Cast: Sara Haden, Una O'Connor, Jan Wiley, Forrester Harvey,
Dennis Hoey.

Director: Jean Yarbrough Producer: Ben Pivar
Story: Young girl fears inheritance of wolf personality. Thinks herself

innocently guilty of a series of murders. But her name and charac-

RELEASE CHART
Title— rtiihlni TIM Cut SetalU

IN PRODUCTION
Canyon Passage (T) Andrews-Hayward ....9-3.

nily Loy-Amecho 11-12.
.11-12.On the Carpet Abbott-Costello

COMPLETED 1945-46
Beautiful Cheat (59) Granville-Beery

Utuails under title: It's Never Too Late
Beyond the Pecos Cameron-Drew 7-24.
Blonde Ransom (68) Cook-Grey 12-25
Babes on Swing Street Errol-Vlncent 5-2y.
Climax, The (T) (86) Karloff-Foster 2-21.
East Side of Heaven (Reissue) Crosby-Blondell
Fasy To look At (64) Jean-Grant 12-25.
Frozen Ghost, The (61) Chaney-Ankers 6-26.
Frisco Sal (94) Foster-Bey 10-2.
Here Come the Co-Eds (88) bbott-Costello ...11-13.
Her Lucky Night (63) Andrews Sisters .'...7-24.

Details under title: Stars Over Manhattan
House of Fear (69) Rathbone-Bruce 2-5.
Honeymoon Ahead Jones-McDonald ..11-27.

Details under title: Romance, Inc.

House of Frankenstein (70) Karloff-Chaney 4-17.
Details under title: Devils Brood

I'll Remember April (64) Jean-Grant 8-21.
Oetalls under title: Mike Goes to a Party

I'll Tell the World Tracy-Joyce 12-11.
Imitation of Life (Reissue) Colbert-William

Jungle Captive (63) Lane-Kruger 9-18.
Jungle Queen (Serial) Collier-Qu i Nan ....10-2.
Lady On A Train (94) Durbin-Bellamy 2-5.

Moonligh! and Cactus Andrews-Carnllo ....9-6.
Mummy's Curse (62) Chaney-Hard; n g ...8-21.

Mv<»"v of the River Boat (Serial) Lnwery-Cleme-ts ...7-24.
Naughty Nineties, The (76) Abbott-Costello 2-5.

Night Club Girl (61) Austin-Dunn 7-24.
On Stage. Everybdoy (75) Oakie-Ryan 5-14.

Patrick the Great (89) O'Connor-Ryan ....11-1.
Pearl of Death 169* Jlathbone- Bruce 5-1.

Penthouse Rhythm (60) Collier-Norris 8-21.
Raiders of Ghost City Morire-Atwlll .

=-29

Salome, Where She Danced (T) (90) DeCarlo-Cameron ...10-2.
See My Lawyer (69) Olsen & Johnson . 5-1.

She Gets Her Man (74) Davis-Gargan 10-31.
Song of the Sarong (65) Gargan-Kelly .....11-13.
Sudan (T) (76) Montez-Hall 6-26.

Details ur.der title: Oueen of the Nile

Susoect, The (85) Laughton-Raines .. .10-2.

Swing Out, Sister (60) Cameron-deWit 9-4.
That's The Spirit (93) Ryan-Oakie 1-8.

Uncle Harry (80) Sanders-Fitzgerald ..4-30.
Under Western Skies (57) n'Oriscoll-Beery .. .8-21.

netails under title- Musical Round-un

Woman in Green (68) Rathbone-Bruce ....5-29.
flptails undpr title: Invitation to Death

.11-27. . .7-20. . .9044. 8-6

.2-23.
.6-15.
10-13.
.10-20.

.6-15. .

.8-10.

.6-28.

.2-23.

. .2-2.

. .2-9.

.4-13.

. .6-8.

6-15.
.6-29.

.1-23. .

.8-24.
.9-9.

.9-22.

.6-22.

.4-27.

. 5-25

.

.1-12.
.4-20.

3-2.

.6-25
. 9083

.

.9042.

.9024
.9007. .10-16

.9097
. 9045

.

.9032.
.9012.
.9002.
.9021.

. .9-3

. .7-9

. .3-5

. .3-3

.3-19

.9581.
.9001.
9022.
.9036.
.9681.

.9003.
.9035
.9015.
.9011.
.9019.

.9043.
.9->K0.

.9073.

.9016.

9010.
.9033.
. 9014

.

.9075.
. 9039

.

.9025.

.6-25

.1-22

.7-23

.5-14

.9-18

. .9-3

.4-30

. .7-9

. .2-5

.5-28

1-8
.6-11
.5-28
.8-20

COMPLETED 1945-46

.
Olivier-Rutherford

. .Grant-Armida . .

Adventure for Two
Bad Men of the Border

Becauso of Him Durbin-Tone 9-3.
Brut? Man, The Hatton-idams 11-26.
Code of the Lawless Grant-Knight 7-23.

Details under title: Law for Pecos

Crimson Canary (64) Beery-Collier 4-16.
Details lifer title: H»ar Tint Trumpet Talk

Dal*m's Ride Again. The (72) Curtis-O'Driscnll ....9-3.
Fronts Gal (T) (84) deCarlo-Cam'ron .5-14.

Girl On the Snot Barker-Collier 3-19.
Details under title: Serenade for Murder

Pun Town Grant-Knight 9-3.

House of Dracula Chaney-O Driscoll .10-15.
Housi of Horrors Lowery-Grey

Little Giant Abbott-Co.tello .11-12.
(Details under title: On The Carpet)

Man in Gray Lnckwood- Mason ..Foreign.
Men In Her Diary (73) Albritton-Hall 2-19.
Murder Mansion Goodwin-Grey 10-1.
Night In Paradise Oberon-Bey 1-8.
Outlaws of Twin Forks Grant-Adams
Pillow of Death Chaney-Joyce
Pursuit to Algiers (65) Rathbone-Bruce

Details under title: The Fugitive

River Gang (64) Jean-Brasselle

Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder

Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial) Kennedy-Kennedy

Scarlet Horseman, Tha (Serial) Cookson-Shaw

Scarlet Street Robinson-Bennett

Secret Aoent X-9 (Serial) Bridges-Wilev
. .

Smorita from the West (63) Jnnes-Granville .

Seventh Veil, The Mason-Todd Foreign.

Shady Lady (94) Coburn-Simms 6-11

Details under title: Alibi in Ermine

Snider Woman Strikes Back, The Sondergaard-Grant .10-15.

Strange Confession (62) Chaney-Jovce 2-19.
Tangier Montez-Sabu

Terror by Night Rathbone-Bruce

That Night With Vou (84) Tone-Foster ..

Details under titlr: Once Upon a Dream

This Love of Ours (90) Oberon Korvin

Details under title: As It Was Before

10-19.

.11-9.

.1102

. .509. .11-26

513. 12-10

8-?0.
.3-19.

.8-20.

7-23.
.11-12.

.
.8-6

.
.4-16.

.1-22.

12-20.

10-12.

.514

.506. .10-20

. 501. '. .9-17

.10-1.

.10-29.

. .6-11.

. .6-25

.9-28.

.11-2.

.505 12-10

504. 10-15

.508. .10-20
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THE NEWS DIGEST
(Continued from Page 19)

and in theatres than any other organization with the possible

exception of RCA. NBC, and CBS." His first knowledge of the

suit was gleaned from the press, he declared, and he professed

amazement at the charges. Raibourn is one of three individuals

named in the suit. The others are Carle G. Hines, President of

GPE, and Arthur Levey, president of ASC and a director of

Scophony, Ltd. General Precision is the largest single stock-

holder in the 20th Century-Fox Corp.

W. PA. ALLIED ASKS FREE SCREEN
Exhibitors must have complete freedom to decide what will

appear on their screens and what collections will be taken up
in their theatres, it was resolved at the silver anniversary con-

vention of Allied Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania. The resolution was seen as a further slap at the
peacetime exhibitor organization launched in Washington recently
and strengthened the indication that exhibitors affiliated with
the Conference of Independent Exhibitors will not participate in

the new organization.
Another resolution forwarded to Eric Johnston, MPAA head,

and to the five major distributors served by Confidential Reports,
condemned the policies of CR, and urged immediate action by
the distributors in discontinuing use of the checking organization
because of its employment of home-town checkers and other
onerous practices.

All officers were re-elected. They are Morris Finkel, presi-
dent; Fred Beer'le, v. p.; Fred J. Herrington, sec'y; Joseph
Gellman, trearurer: and William Blatt, Dr. C. E. Hermann, and
William Wheat, Jr., directors. Hyman Goldbert was named a
director to succeed the late Harry Walker.

Speakers included Martin G. Smith, president of National
Allied: M. A. Rosenberg, Sidney Samuelson, Blatt, Finkel.
Herrington, Earle W. Sweigert, Maurice N. Wolf, Paul Mooney,
Leon J. Bamberger. Bert M. Stearn, Allen G. Smith and David
Palfreyman.

PARAMOUNT PLANS 20 FOR 1946
Paramount studios will turn out 20 productions in 1946 on

planned budgets totaling $32,000,000, Henry Ginsberg, studio pro-

duction head, announced last week. He added that about 23

stories are in active preparation for next year's shooting and that

the studio has created a fund of best selling novels, originals and
successful plays.

With a backlog of 20 pictures either completed, editing or

now shooting, the studio chief said Paramount's program is 16

months ahead of schedule and that pre-production activities are

heavier than at any time in many years. Pictures already com-
pleted comprise enough feature product to more than cover all

of next season's release requirements.
Ginsberg's announcement does not cover films made for Para-

mount release by independent producers such as Hal Wallis pro-

ductions or the Pine-Thomas unit.

THEATRE CONSTRUCTION CURBED
New theatre construction faced severe curtailment, and pos-

sibly an indeterminate postponement as the result of President
Truman's announcement on December 12 proclaiming the rein-
statement of prioriites on building materials for all construction
other than housing. It was expected that more than half of all

construction supplies would go into lower-priced home building
in order to ease the current housing shortage. Theatre construc-
tion, as well as more expensive dwellings and commercial and
industrial construction would fall into priority classification on
the balance of the building material.

The possibility was still evident that theatre con:truction now
in progress might be completed without the delay anticipated by
the regulations, but nothing definite has come from official quar-
ters on this. The lifting of wartime restrictions on building ma-
terials last October 15 instigated a heavy program of new theatre
building and planning.

RANK, PATHE IN DISTRIB DEAL
England's J. Arthur Rank hit the news spotlight again with

the announcement that a new world-wide distribution organization
to distribute 20 films, 10 British and 10 American, had been form-
ed by Rank and Robert R. Young, chairman of the board of the
Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad and of ike Alleghenv Corp., who
also holds the controlling interest in Pathe and PRC Pictures
The new company will be known as Eagle-Lion Films. The Young
interests will have distribution interests in this country, and Cen-
tral and South America. Distribution elsewhere will be handled
by Rank.

Although controlled by the Young interests. PRC will not
participate in the operations of the new company, which will have
its own distribution force.

The new arrangement is similar to the United World organi-
zation formed by Rank, Universal and International Pictures andgives British product coordinated distribution within the U S aswell as throughout the rest of the world.

THEATRE MANAGERS and PROJECTIONISTS
Don't put your return film in the lobby before

all patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as

there is a serious paper shortage!

IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen as

there are others who ship trailers.

IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thurs-

day previous to playing time.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23d St. 1239 Vine St. 1225 Vine St.
Philadelphia 7, Penna. LOCust 431 I

VICTORY LOAN OVER QUOTA
The Victory Loan Drive was on its way to emerging one of

the most successful of the series as individual bond sales up to

the beginning of last week totaled $5,666,000,000 against a quota
of $4,000,000,000, while total sales to individuals and corporations
have soared far above the quota set for the campaign, according
to Treasury Department figures released by S. H. Fabian, national
chairman of the industry's drive.

Amount of "E" bonds sold neared one and a half billion dol-

lars, or 75% of the two billion quota. Treasury officials were con-
fident that if the present rate of effort by theatres and other is-

suing agents is sustained, through December 31, the "E" quota
will be topped by a good margin.

Competition for the six free air trips to London as prizes for

the six theatre managers who do the most outstanding jobs in

the campaign resulted in an all-time record for Free Movie Day
participation and is providing much of the impetus for continua-
tion of bond-selling activities by theatres through December.
Fabian announced.

ONE 'A' BI-WEEKLY SAYS MOCHRIE
One "top A" picture every other week for a total of 26 through

1946 is the ambitious program planned by RKO-Radio, it was dis-

closed in New York by Robert Mochrie, general sales manager.
The initial attraction will be "The Bells of St. Mary's," RKO's
holiday feature.

The plan is the result of an extensively worked out schedule
by Ned E. Depinet, RKO-Radio president, and Charles W. Koer-
ner, studio chief, and will include product from International
Pictures, Goldywn. Disney, the Capra-Briskin-Wyler Liberty Pro-
ductions, Scl Lesser, the Leo McCarey Rainbow Productions and
the Hakim Brothers unit, in addition to its own productions.

An advertising budget running into several million dollars
has been prepared, added Mochrie.

LETS FINISH

THE JOB!

VICTORY LOAN

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE

Member Nan Film Carrier*

250 N. Juniper St., Phlla., I
LOC. 4S2S
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